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ninth in a series of 12 ads based on the signs of the zodiac

PROGRESSIVE

...and

twelve months

out of every year

stations

under the sign

of MEEKER

benefit by:

PROGRESSIVE planr

for the long term . .

.

Realistic

commission plan

for stations;

profit-sharing plan

for staff.

This insures

cooperative selling,

stability of personnel

and equal sales

effort

per station.

the meeker company, inc.
radio and television station representatives
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Striking camera angles, dramatic close-ups and a new, liin-

band version ol the Light-! p Time song add sparkle t<> the new

T\ campaign For lucks Strike cigarettes - made bj The
American Tobacco Company. Commercials all Feature the popu-

lar Luck) Strike couple, Grace and Russ, in appealing, true-to-

life smoking situations . . . and make this most inviting promise:

"You'll sa) a Lucky's the best-tasting cigarette you ever smoked."

Peelabanana, eatabanana, drinkabanana that's BananasL
And it awards are an) indication, this campaign for I nited Fruit

Company i- a bananasmash liit. As a consumer series, Banana-

slang was honored 1>> Esquire magazine, and in lilcri:-

Ige. Adapted for trade paper-. Bananaslang won a prize in t he

Associated Business Publications contest. True i" the campaign
theme, Banana readership bas been "w bolesome—and then some."

STERL.MG
SAtT biinfl 4 ° u

, »h« b«" ,r

Everyone talks about the weather— especiall) sail manu-

facturers. In fact, the clai 1 sail pouring in damp weather

bas bee an advertising cliche. So International ""all Com-

pany i- taking a ii' u approach for it- Sterling Salt. Promoting

sail a- an ex< iting ingredient in modem < •« < >k i 1 1 1^ . advertisemi

in newspapers feature recipes made better with Sterling Salt

Animated -alt shaker is used in print and at poinl ol sail .

Champagne flight. I hi- summer, through a saturation radio

campaign, Western Virlines told the \\ est about it- famous

flights that feature champagne, filel mignon and orchids.

BBDO Los bigeles promoted the superb hospitality of this

airline in other media as well. Western, senioi I . S. airline.

es twelve western states, neighboring Canada and Mexico
(it\

. . and gives them America's smartest air -• n

BATTEN, BARTON, DURSTINE & OSBORN, INC., ADVERTISING
OS h>n IUFFALO HOt I \ WCMHf -
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DIGEST OF ARTICLES

The vital 30 days

33 The toughest programing decisions of the year face tv admen in the

weeks ahead. lien'- what to do if your show looks like a winner or a

flop, with cost estimates for a mid-stream switch. Separate report with

this article charts rating histories of lx»th successful and flop shows of 1956

Daytime tv outpulls all other media for Lyons

36 California van line puts H.V , ( ,f regional budget into tv, shares in na-

tional media with Eastern group. Tv aim: to reach both men and women

Music-and-news are only building blocks

38 Successful music-and-news stations are those who have achieved distinct

personality, a fact still not fully understood hy buyers and seller- both

How to promote a larger audience for your show

42 You can build your program audience hy hitting hard with a coordinated

promotion aimed in three directions: employees, consumer- and dealers

Candid camera quotes on trade paper ads

44 ''"" good are trade paper ads? \dvertiser and agency planners, judges

in SPONSOR'S first annual awards competition, give critical comments

The softy sell

46 West Coast show now seeking syndication on live basis is aimed at pet

lovers. Show format pre-selects market for pet foods and related items

FEATURES
86 'sponsor Backstage

61 Film-Scope

28 l"th and Madison

55 New and Renew

66 News & Idea Wrap-Up

5 Newsmaker of the Week

68 Picture Wrap-Up

20 Reps at Work

82 Sponsor Hears

9 Sponsor-Scope

90 Sponsor Speak-

64 Spot Buys

90 Ten Second Spots

14 Timebuyers at Work

22 Tv and Radio Newsmakers

79 Washington Week

26 Women's Week

In Upcoming Issues

Can tv pare its program costs?
\- television matures there's growing interest in putting every tv dol-

lar to work productiveh . Hence the interest in hidden waste items

on network shows which sometimes equal the cost of a spot tv push

Network radio's 1957 clients

You II find them listed alphabetically in next week'- sponsor as part

of the month!} Radio Basics section; plus a new feature a barometer
ol how much time network radio has sold tin- month compared to last
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You 'Ring the Bell' with

KTHV
Channel 11

LITTLE ROCK
KTHV's 316.000 watts carry our programs to

must of Arkansas. But maximum />"inr is onlj

one of eight reasons why KTHV is your best

television buy in this State!

The other seven

:

1. Over 240,000 TV Homes

2. CBS Affiliation

3. ( bannel II

4. Highest Antenna in Central South

(1736' iihnii averagi terrain!)

5. Center-of-State Location

6. Superb Neu Studios

7. Know-Hou Management

Your Branham man has till the details. Ask him!

® 316,000 Watts Channel I
Henr\ Clav. Lxecutivt lict President ^^ T^ ^^
B. G. Robertson. General Manager ^^ ^^r

AFFILIATED WITH KTHS, LITTLE ROCK, ARKANSAS DEMOCRAT, LITTLE ROCK, AND KWKH, SHREVEPORT

SPONSOR • 7 SEPTEMBER 10'iT



IN INLAND CALIFORNIA (and western nevadai

"BEELINE.-"-
del*A>e/i& *uo*e -fixb-fciie fetoueif

This group of mountain-ringed
radio stations, purchased as a unit,

delivers more radio homes than any
combination of competitive stations

. . . at by far the lowest cost per thou-

sand. (Nielsen and SR&D)
They serve this amazingly rich

inland market with an effective buy-
ing income of more than $4.6 billion

— more than Washington (D.C.) met-
ropolitan market — and with a value

of farm products sold greater than
Minnesota. (Sales Management's 1957

Copyrighted Survey)

O RENO

O SACRAMENTO/UcCfatciOf KFBK

KBEEO MODESTO

|5/U>aaCadtM<U} KMJ O FRESN0\

G&VAJpOJ*A\

Sacramento, California

Paul H. Raymer Co.,

National Representative

\

KERN ° BAKERSFIELD

SPONSOR . SEPTEMBER 1957
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of the we

/ /(« biggest agency merger <»/ //ie >«•>//- imu hiiiia analysed

by admen Inst week. Robert H atson, chairman of the board

of R&R, becomes boanl chairman of //ie merged thop$,

Ruthrauff <V- Ryan and Erwin, asey. The merged agency,

(bitting about $72 million), expects greater cost efficiency.

The newsmaker: Bob Watson, former!) chairman oJ the

board "I R&R and now chairman of the board "I ili>' merged R&R-

Erwin, Wasej operation, was rxol onl) a kej figure in bringing about

the merger, bul bad actual!} been shopping about foi likelj candi-

date-agencies during tli<' pasl yeai oi two.

\ couple of years ago the agenc) losl a wad "I billing and ran into

difficulty. This is the kind of blow thai a in< reasinglj difficult for an

agency, particularly a middle-sized 9hop, to withstand since operat-

ing costs keep rising despite occasional reversals.

To strengthen the agencj Bob

Watson was reported to have been

interested in mergers at various

times with such agencies as Bryan

Houston ami Brisacher, \\ heeler.

I he latter appealed partlv because

of its strength on the West (.nasi

and a general complementing "I

agenc) accounts, i Brisacher.

\\ heeler actual!) became merged

into Cunningham & Walsh earlier

this \ear. I

Erwin, W asej fills the bill on

both those counts (non-competi-

tive accounts and strength on the \\ est ( ioasl i : and there"- the added

advantage that it is a larger operation. The merged agenc) will he

known as Erwin, Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan, with R&R's Roswell

Metzger acting as chairman of the executive committee. Erwin,

Wasej s Howard Williams Is slated to be president.

Plans for the newl\ merged firms' tv-radio department were not

yet worked out at SPONSOR'S pre--.lime. The two men current!)

heading tv-radio for the separate -hop- are George Woll at l>v\K and

Rok) Hunter at l.rw in, W asej .

In agenc) circles the feeling is that this merger, while the largest

of the year, i- not like!) to be the lasl to come about in the near

future. Vgencj top management has felt continuously more aware

of the pinch between rising costs of operating, shrinking profits and

ever-increasing demand from client- for additional services.

Boh Watson, whose own background is in creative areas and ac-

count servicing, feels that marketing and television are essential to

well-rounded agenc) service today. \nd he feels a lamer agenc)

can render these services more effectively.

Having joined R&R in the San Francisco office as an account exec-

utive in 1940, Watson rose to manage that office, transferred to New

York in 1
( )4.'-? and became executive v.p. of R&R in 1952. Trior to

being an agency man. he was a newspaper reporter. ^

SPONSOR • i SEPTEMBER lO.i,
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35 YEARS OF
SERVICE

WMAZ -RADIO

Another mainstay, bulwark, solid

foundation, of WMAZ Radio's staff

of personalities that keeps on keep-
ing the good will and listener loy-

alty all over Middle Georgia that

we've built up over the pa t 35
years of service.

Bob is keeping up, too, with our

record of 35 years of effective sell-

ing in the Middle Georgia market.
He's our "early morning man" . . .

from 6 to 6:30 . . . and then he

plays "Mama Music" from 9 till

9:45. "Mama Music" heads straight

to the lady of any age, who buys

and buys, and listens to Bob as she

makes out her list.

Bob Spiller can sell for you. Give

him a chance, and watch your sales

figures rise in Middle Georgia.

IO, OO© WATTS
CBS

WMAZ
RADIO

MACON, &A.
National Rep:

AVERY-KNODEL, INC.





You have to ask i<> be remembered

!

\nt just once a week or once a month but as many times per [prospect per week

as \ou can afford. \ml lor low -cost, working frequency today, CBS Radio daytime drama

is the place to be. Willi sponsorship oi five program units you e<m reach a listener

over three times a week for y6 ofa penny, with solid commercial-minute impres-

sions each time ... 20.7 million such impressions even week. \nd because nobod)

limes in serial drama for "background," you reach listeners who are listening.

They're the best *iW. THE CBS RAD | NETWORK



KPRC

Here's old-fashioned popularity in the new way to

sell. The man-sized power gets clear through. The

smooth operation performs without a hitch. Works

fine but doesn't get in the way. The modern viewpoint

produces flip-top sales everytime you use it.

JACK HARRIS
Via President and General Manager

JACK McGREW
Station Managt t

EDWARD PETRY & CO.
Salimi.i/ Rl p>t .< ntaf.t t I



\!<>yt tignifit urn It nrul rmltn

urns of the week with interpretation

in depth f<>r busy read

SPONSOR-SCOPE
7 SEPTEMBER Even before the new network tv Kcunon i- under Way, Mine of 1 1 1 «* topflight
Copyright 1957 , ... . .

SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS INC aiiCHClCM ilfC lllaklllg elll |> llilt IT pie<l I Ct 10 IIS allOIlt what Will happen to price- ami

policies by January.

This forecasting is based on the expectation thai UN T\ — armed with tin-

strongest program lineup ever

—

will drain off enough audiences throughout th<-

w.-.-k to lower the rating levels of CBS and \T.< .

Vrguing thai network tv heretofore has been pegged to an economy based on t}i<- domi-

nance of two networks, these agencies predict that:

• Advertisers will demand a revaluation of network practices and policies on th<-

premise that they should be flexible to changing factors.

• Challenge the constant rise in programing prices and the pressure exerted in

thai direction In the three major talent agencies.

In am event, a new watchfulness i* building up among agencies. \nd whether the cur-

rent guesses are completely on the beam or not, pressure for still shorter commitments
18 sure to huild up.

Madison \\einie currently is bullish about general business and. particularly,

the advertising outlook for the balance of 19.17.

H'ONSOR-SCOl'K tlii— week took a sounding among knowledgeable top

agement, and here is how it appraises the convng months:

• Generally speaking, the level of the retailing business i- O.K. (and perhaps headed

up a bit i

.

• Durable goods are meeting resistance, hut they will step up their ad budgets

to fire consumer with interest in improved products and need for replacing the old.

• Only soft spots will be in apparel and textiles, but these likewise will i< soil l<>

increased national ad expenditures and more emphasi* on co-op advert itions,

and incentive drives.

• Air-media-wise, the picture is especially encouraging—but with this provis

of the promotional selling will come on short notice.

Saturation buys will be the vogue. Will advertiser- he able to count on availabilities?

Agencies hint that reps and stations should be prepared for a fair number of emer-

gencies.

Revlon found out this week why there's been a sales bobble on Silken-Net.

Nielsen, which had been commissioned to track down the cause, reported it was due to

snags in distribution.

Implied moral: Don't blame your advertising until you have cased your com-

plete marketing setup.

Put this down as another tv first: Two agency officials Terry dyne and George

Haight of McCann-Erickson—are taking public billing as co-producers of a show.

It's in connection with the one-shot celebrating Standard Oil of New Jersey's cele-

bration of its 75th anniversary. Production credit likewise will be ^iven to Showcase

Productions. Inc.

Clyne's position is v.p. with administrative authority over tv-radio: Haights—who

comes from legit and films—is v.p.-manager of tv and radio.

SPONSOR • 7 SEPTEMBER 1957



SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

Tv will be doing its first big concerted public, relations job next week with

TvB coordination. Expected audience: 60 million.

The project will lake two tacks:

(1) Educating the viewer on the business of tv. explaining how come this half-

billion-dollars worth of programing is made available to liim free; and (2) showing the

advertiser, especially small businessmen, how tv is the cheapest way to reach an audience.

The story will be told through 60-20-10 second announcements, using slides and

scripts furnished by TvB.

Here's one of the rising business-getters in the agencv field that is creating attention:

36-vear-old Peter G. Peterson, v. p. and manager of McCann-Erickson's Chicago

division.

TTis knack for hauling in a mixture of package goods accounts for an agency branch

heretofore associated with oil and similar accounts has his Michigan Avenue neighbors

talking.

Peterson's latest catches: Turn's and Nature's Remedy ($4.5 million) and Helene
Curtis' Sprav Net and Egs Shampoo ($3.5 million).

Peterson's techninues mieht be described as capitalizing on the trends of the times.

He approached the task of buildinjr the office with the conviction that today's agency must
be comnletelv oriented to marketing.

(See these SPONSOR articles on the agencv-marketin? theme: 3 August 1957, 1 Octo-

ber 1956. 9 Tanuarv 1956. 26 December 1955, 12 December 1955. 28 November 1955.)

NBC TV continues to nitch daytime ratings against CBS TV.

These comparisons from the August Nielsen NTI are being cited:

PERIOD NBC TV AVERAGE RATING CBS TV AVERAGE RATING

11 a.m. to 1 p.m. 8.4 6.9

2:30 to 5:30 p.m. 7.5 7.2

Nielsen's August 1956 report had CBS TV with an 8.8 to 3.1 advantage over NBC for

the 11-1 segment, and a 7.5 to a 6.4 edge over the competitor for the 2:30 to 5:30 stretch.

CBS Radio this week chalked up about $4 million gross in renewals and new
business. The bier item was Colgate's 52-week continuation of 20 weeklv 7 1/i-minute day-

time units.

New business included Longine-Wittenauer, California Prune, Aero Mayflower

Transit Co., and Puroil.

Here's another sisn that network radio is stoking up its intramural competition:

ABN this week announced that it had made an agreement with WSM. Nash-

ville, effective 29 Tanuarv: whereupon NBC quickly countered with the state-

ment that the station would still he an NBC primary.

NBC also anproached this development with a wan- step: ABN will originate a daily

hour show out of Nashville, using WSM talent.

Observed NBC: "The same thing was offered to us by WSM but we couldn't fit it

into our schedule."

Now that the vacation and holidav season is out of the way. preliminary discussions

for a new tv ASCAP contract should be resumed this month.

The current contract with networks and stations expires 31 December 1957.

A committee of broadcasters met with ASCAP in June for an exploratorv talk, and

things were left this wav : ASCAP would be hearing in due time from the committee.

10 SPONSOR • 7 SEPTEMBER 1957



SPONSOR-SCOPE ronttmvd

Look tor .1 liv< l\ controvert] when ihe revised Nielsen Radio Station Index

makes its debnl this month.

Foremosl in the protesting clan will !><• the reps whose lists are beavj with re-

gional stations. In fact, Vdam Young's researchers-writers already are it work on a

critique.

Tlir arguments you'll heai against the revised rating system include th(

• Because rating figures foi specific trading areas are eliminated (all tradii nr

lumped into a Bingle rating figure), there is no waj for a buyer i«> determine bow effec-

tive a utalion in in its main trading zone.

• The Bystem doesn't provide the buyei with ilir precise information he should have i<>

find tin- stations which predominate in trading areas also covered bj other

stations.

• In confining tlir reports to ratings <>f metro home counties and total homes delivered,

the system strongly favors the powerhouse station and puts the smaller stations at

a disadvantage.

\RN announced ilii*- week that it has conic in the parting of the ways with Nielsen.

Tlic network won1
! renew its contract for the 1957-58 \RI service because it dor-

not "evaluate fully tin- audience reached by radio today.'* including the 50 million

out-of-home radio sets.

Do timebuycrs pay much attention to the programing profile of a station—or

do they just stop at the ratings and the calculated rost-per-1000?

SPONSOR examines and answers this query in an artiele on page 38. the firsl in

a broad and penetrating serie- called Radio in Transition.

The artiele also discussr< the misuse and misunderstanding of the term "music

and news station." and how music and news serve merelv as the framework around

which a station develops a body of programing.

Because of the large (and increasing) number of auto radios, you'll be inter-

ested in these figures processed hv Nielsen from its Jul\ 1957 National Radio Index:

WEEKEND PERIOD

Saturday 1-2 p.m.

Sunday

Saturday

Sunday

Sundav

AUTO TUNE- IN

I AVERAGE MINUTE)

4,650,000

1,270,000

3,550,000

5.600.000

6.210.000

1-2 p.m.

7-8 p.m.

4-5 p.m.

7-8 p.m.

Note: It is estimated there are 214 listeners per car on the average, during

the weekend. Peak average for any one segment is over 3 listeners per car for early Sun-

day evenings. Above figures are ha*ed on New York Daylight Saving Time. Estimated

total auto radios as of July 1957: 38.500.000.

New York isn't the only souree from which network radio business is rolling

in. Activity also has been on the surge in Chirago.

CBS' Central Division accounts for 30*^- of its billings, while NBC's Midwest «ales *taff

is contributing elose to 25%.
The radio networks' other rich vein i* Detroit it- share being

~ r
'r for hoth CRS

and NRC. (Tn the case of CRS. that does not include the |5-miIlion Ford deal which came

through JWT. New York.)

As a goodwill gesture to its affiliates. NBC Radio is letting them sell local par-

ticipations in half of the Army football broadcasts this fall.

There will be 11 games in all.

SPONSOR • 7 SEPTEMBER 1957 11



SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

Judging from the araounl of listening that stations have been doing lately to reps'

"stories." you can expect an unusual number of changes in station representation

iu coming months.

The restlessness within station management seems to he related more to radio than

lv. Dissatisfaction, as gatherer! by SPONSOR-SCOPE this week in talks with station op-

erators, stems primarily from:

• The failure of some reps to realize that there's been a change in the philosophy

of selling radio and to gear their thinking accordingly.

• Hesitation in advising station management to update rate cards, evolve competitive

packages, and improve programing and promotion.

The 60-day confirmation policy in radio soon may be as meaningless as the

30-day starting date in spot tv.

Several reps this week told SPONSOR-SCOPE that they recently have received quite ;i

number of inquiries from agencies on availabilities for campaigns that won't start

until January.

The inquiring agencies explained that clients want this information before accepting a

1058 media plan with a sizeable budget for radio.

The consensus among these reps is that their stations will be inclined to go along

with the advertisers.

As one of the reps put it: "CBS took the Ford order on more than 00 days notice, and

NBC Radio is quite lenient about the 60-dav policy. If the time is there and the order

attractive, why should spot act differently?"

Look for NBC Radio to come up soon with a new concept in program mer-

chandising.

It will be described as a plan which "crosses the best elements of participation

with program ownership."

The idea boils down to this: An advertiser who buys a daily fixed position on a

dramatic series—such as Dr. Gentry—will have something concrete that he can merchan-

dise to the trade.

NBC's fixed-location plan runs counter to CBS Radio's checkerboard ap-

proach: Spread vour participations over several programs, and you will be talking to more

people with the most economical cost-per-thousand.

R. J. Reynolds soon will be firing another heavy radio spot barrage via Esty

(over and bevond the present spot placements for Cavalier^.

Despite its critical probing of announcement scheduling. Esty is counted as one of

the most radio-oriented agencies in the business today. Its billings in that medium

are well over the $15-million mark.

CBS Radio is offering a weekly taped half-hour of Bing Crosby, back-to-back

with Jack Benny, for $10,100 gross, time and talent.

That's $2,000 less than Home Insurance's bill for Benny.

However. Home Insurance has Bennv all to itself, while Crosbv already is committed

for a dailv strip to Ford.

The network meantime has its fingers crossed on the return of still another single-

sponsor show—the Telephone Hour.

This is why NBC's Joe Cullisran is convinced that network radio is firmlv entrenched

again as a topgrade medium: The four leading categories of advertising— drugs,

cigarettes, groceries, and automotives— now account for 85% of NBC Radio's

billings. "You couldn't hope for better bellwethers." says Culligan.

Tor other news coverage in this issue, see Newsmaker of the Week, page 5:

Filmscope. page 61; Spot Buys, page 64: News and Idea Wrap-Up. page 66: Washington

Week, page 70: SPONSOR Hears, page 82; and Tv and Radio Newsmakers, page 88.
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A time Buyer

is fortified

against

distraction in

Miami.

One station (WQAM) has

42.1 °
' of the radio audience

IheecnniiiKol fall si, st« the ti ,,,.,, „.., be far off wl
'"' '" M,ami [n

I— 1, !•' Then you can hear foi
Ul "

' '

Il ^""'»< whj WQAM has made a dramatic p\„,
the atari of Storz Station programming nearly a

Coming via a time-buj Hooper says it dearly; WQAM ha
,lliin •''- t,mea ' Mime audience of the nexl station Latest
|,|,K "'

' nu area l
'"

1- and Trendex show WQAM on top
I*"" i lei those old, outdated
figures divert you. Talk to Blair

WQAM
erving all of Southern Floi

Jack Sandlei

I tooper, 7 a

Saturday
. Juh Augusl 1957

ooper, 7 am,6 p.m., Monday- Edto #? .fa*

1
'"

:

" k "

'

MIAMI

TODAY'S RADIO FOR TODAY'S SELLIN

SPONSOR • 7 SEPTEMBER 1957

WD6Y Minneapolis St. Paul
WHB Kansas City

WQAM Miami
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR A CO.

TODD STORZ, PRESIDENT
WTIX New Orleans
REPRESENTED BY ADAM YOUNG INC.
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Timebuye
at work

TWO MONTHS

IN A ROW GIVE

TOP RATING TO

KONO RADIO

IN SAN ANTONIO
GET THE FACTS! Get facts

and figures of an August sur-

vey — KONO leads ALL San

Antonio radio stations by a

wide, wide margin. Buy now
— rates go up October 1st.

Get the details from your H-R

Representative or Clarke

Brown Man.

860 kc 5000 watts •

E3 E3
SAN ANTONIO •* RCJCffO

1 I

Frank D. Sweeney, Lambert i, Feaslex. Inc.. New York, timebuyer

for Phillips Petroleum and Warner-Lambert, says: "The ideal situa-

tion for a timebuyer would be to have first-hand information by

personalis visiting each station under consideration. This is of

course impossible in most cases for obvious reasons. But we do

feel that when the station manager

visits a buyer he helps bridge the

gap between station and buyer.

This isn't to minimize all the im-

portant information the rep pro-

vides. We simply like to discuss

with the station manager the latest

developments on the local scene

and the station's viewpoint on all

phases of the industry. In many

instances, an unknown or over-

looked station or market may be

brought to light by these meetings.

In addition, tapes and kinescopes of local programs and personalities

help bring the buyer closer to the local market. These enable him

to buy subjectively as well as objectively—using his own judgment

as well as numbers to select the best show for his client. The over-

all result of these practices would be a station-agency relationship

that serves the client better and aids station sales and programing."

Mildred Fluent, account executive, Hixson & Jorgensen, Los An-

geles, sa\s: "When I submit media recommendations to clients

radio and television are included in the advertising schedule when-

ever feasible. NaturalK the character of the product determines this,

rime and again. I've seen the broadcast media shoot the sale

of a product sky high. Radio and

tv reach everyone with their sales

messages—men, women and chil-

dren. The people who don't \ iew

or listen to either, or both, are as

scarce as the proverbial hen's

teeth. So the advertising agencj s

problem is generall) not 'will ra-

dio or t\ do the job' but rather

"what should the commercial say,

and how can the product best be

merchandized?' M\ experience

has been that the type of merchan-

dising offered by stations to radio and tv advertisers is often as

effective as the advertising itself. Where broadcast leaves off. mer-

chandising takes over. The store displa\. for example, is the final

reminder to the customer to buv the product. In a way, it's a silent

salesman—in the case of super-markets, the onl\ one selling the item.

Agencies certain!) should take full advantage of this cooperation."

SPONSOR 7 SEPTEMBER 1957



From 6AM
to Noon
in the

Nation's Capital

.

WRC IS THE SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE!
WRC brightens the mornings of more listeners

than any other Washington radio station. Dur-

ing the period from 6 AM right up until Noon,

WRC averages a 22 ^ share of the total radio

audience . . . which amounts to a convincing

10 c
c advantage over the second station!

Al Ross' "Timekeeper" program starts it all off

wjth three hours of entertainment that attracts

and holds homemakers and husbands getting set

to work and to buy. Gene Archer follows with

his "Date in Washington," which wins a wide.

loyal following throughout the Capital area.

WRC's local hits are followed by network favor-

ites such as the "NBC Bandstand" show, for a

fully balanced morning schedule.

In Washington's 17-radio-station market, WRC's
big advantage will prove to be to your advantage,

too. Let WRC Radio speak for you in the nation's

booming Capital! WRO980
WASHINGTON. D.C. SOLD BYInBCIsPOT SALES

Source: XSI Report. Total Station A*die*ce-Wa,'>it*itor. DC. Area-May. HS7
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Iinensioii in syndicated first-run A

/2 hour adventures!

b GEMS

Starring ALAN HALE
as CASEY

BOBBY CLARK
OS CASEY, JR.

. . . with a top supporting cast

including the "CANNONBALL EXPRESS!"

PREHold
1

IN THESE TOP TV MARKETS!

KOAT-TV Albuquerque,N.M.
KGNC-TV AmarUlo, Texas
KERO-TV Bakersfield, Cal.

WAAM-TV Baltimore, M<l.

WAFB-TV Baton Rouge, La.

KBOI-TV Boise, Ida hi,

WBZ-TV Boston, Mass.

WGN-TV Chicago, III.

KYW-TV Cleveland, Ohio

WWJ-TV Detroit. Mich.

KJEO-TV Fresno, Cal.

KLAS-TV Las Vegas, A
KTTV-TV Las Ac ai < al.

WPIX-TV M w York, S. Y.

WPFH-TV Pi ila.-Wilmington

KPHO-TV Phoenix, Ariz.

KDKA-TV Pittsburgh, I 'a.

KGW-TV Portland. Or.

KVIP-TV Redding. Cal.

KCRA-TV Sacramento, (
'al.

KTNT-TV Tacoma. Wash.
KVOA-TV Tucson, Ariz.

WTOP-TV Washington, D. C.

SCREEN ^ GEMS, INC
TELEVISION SUBSIDIARY OF COLUMBIA PICTURES CORP.
711 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK, N. Y.

NEW YORK DETROIT CHICAGO HOLLYWOOD
711 Fifth Ave. 709 Fox Bldg. 230 N. Michigan Ave. 1334 N. Beechwood Dr.

Plaio 1-4432 Woodward 1-3979 Franklyn 2-3696 H.-»llvw>wl O.-ni 1

NEW ORLEANS
1032 Royal St.

TORONTO
102-108 Peter St.





tThere's more to Florida!

Geography has been good to the state, endowing it with

a climate ideal for year-round swimming. Geography Ims

also had great influence on the key city ofJacksonville,

so situated that it is the distribution center for a east

territory extending well beyond Florida's borders.

There's Georgia, for instance

. . . much of which looks to Jacksonville for its victuals . .

.

and for its viewing. WMBR-T.V's 67-county SCS area

extends deep into Georgia, encompassing an area which

accounts for 18.1% of food sales for the entire state.

Plus 28.0'
"c of Florida's total food sales to hoot! In sum.

II MUR-ll delivers an area that accounts for 23.8% of

total food sales for Florida and Georgia combined .'

and WMBRTV, Jacksonville

commands the long-established loyally of the 300,000

television families in this 67-county area. Throughout the

"outside" area, VCS shows WMBR-TVan eleven-to-one

favorite over its competition.- Ind within the Jacksonville

metropolitan area, the latest ARB proved U MHR-'f I was

the five-to-one favorite. If you have a product sold in food

stores, sell it to almost one -fourth of Florida and Georgia

combined, on . . . Channel I, Jacksonville—W Il>lv I \

Operated by the Washington Post Broafka?-t Division

Represented by CBS Television Spol Sales



Reps at work

'ds-r
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EDDY BAKERIES, sponsor of

THE CISCO KID in nine North-

western markets, report thru

Givens-Davies Advertising

Agency:

' ^The Cisco Kid' is do-

ing a tremendous job for

EDDY BAKERIES. Sales in all

areashave shown a marked
increase in spite of heavy
competition . These in-

creases can be attributed

directly to the show. Bak-

ery executives express keen
satisfaction with the pow-
erful sales punch packed
by The Cisco Kid'/'

Ask »o see more success stories of

THE WOWS GREATEST SALESMAN!

"THE CISCO KID"

£%/&&&&?&

20

Marshall H. Karp, Adam \ oung, New York, feels that "certain

practices could be observed in the broadcast and advertising in-

dustries to facilitate more efficient bin ing and selling of spot. These

would include: (ll the salesman should select only those availabil-

ities that would coincide with the timebuyer's required audience,

desired frequency, length of cop\

and the limitations of his budget.

I 2 I The salesman should be sure

to include all the information

that's new and of special interest

to the timebuver. (3) The sales-

man should submit it promptly.

In turn. I 1 I the timebuyer should

realize the salesman's obligation

to continually put his best foot

forward in terms of available

time. ( 2 1 After the initial buy,

the timebuyer should call in the

salesmen who were involved, tell them the exact schedule purchased,

and let them fight it out, to secure an even stronger schedule. This

gives the salesman the chance to judge his avails against those spe-

cifically submitted by the competition. It also, if the competition

is extensive enough, gives the stations an insight into how they

stack up with competitors. I ltimately. the advertiser gains."

Gerry Mulderrig, Vernard. Rintoul & McConnell. New York, says

that his experience both as a rep salesman and former timebuyer for

one of the largest agencies has been that agencies rely too heavily

on ratings in buying. "So I'm glad to see.'" Gerry says, ""that ad-

vertisers are getting solid results using nighttime and Saturday radio.

Previouslv. these advertisers con-

fined their advertising to the 7:00

to 9:00 a.m. and the 4:00 to 7:00

p.m. segments. Now they've ex-

panded their schedules to reach

the millions who listen to radio

during these non-prime periods.

They've discovered, in particular,

that these times are especially

valuable in creating impulse buv-

ing because of car listeners."

Jerry points out that super mar-

kets throughout the country, for

example, now stav open until 9:00 p.m. three and four nights a week

because they find substantial numbers of people like to shop in the

evening. Saturday, of course, is a peak shopping day. "So both

nighttime and Saturday spot advertising."' Gerry says, "reach these

people as they drive—reminding them to pick up cigarettes or soap

or cereal. The number of products bought by impulse is limitless.*"
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"YOUNG MAN,

WHAT HAVE

YOU DONE

WITH MY

OAP OPERAS?"

if

We're sorry, ma'am. You've been a faithful listener for years. But there just wasn't any

room for them in our plans for the future. At American Radio we're programing for

today's new audience—the on-the-go housewife who's busier than ever, and who has

formed new listening habits. So out go soap operas.

"What's taking their place?" you ask. Live music, that's what—and here's why:

1. Soap operas have dropped 37°o in share o' r£dio audience.

2. 60°o of today's housewives listen to muse, while only 34.8°o listen to soap operas.

3. Night TV satisfies the demand for drama.

That's why at American Radio we're programing live radio exclusively. That's why we're

sold on the new live Herb Oscar Anderson Show. 10-11 every weekday. It's live, top tune

music . . . live singers . . . live orchestra. It's fun radio, and it's what today's young

housewife wants.

*A. C. Nielson

* *RAB Survey of Radio and Housewives, March 1957

***Pure logic

the lifer® one is ERICAN

BROADCASTING
NETWORK



of Portland and 30
surrounding Oregon-
Washington counties In

the palm of her lovely
hand. Her station is

KOIN-TV. The way she re-

acts to buying suggestions
is absolutely charming.
You'll discover how charm-
ing when you learn KOIN-TV's
enviable ratings from the
gentlemen at CBS Spot Sales.

22

Tv and radio

EWSMAKERS

Albin F. Yagley has been appointed me-

dia director for the Detroit office of Grant

Advertising. L. R. Mcintosh, executive

\ ice president and manager of Grant-

Detroit, announced that Yagley will direct

and coordinate all media activities for ac-

counts handled 1>\ the Grant-Detroit office.

Before coming to Grant. Yaglev was em-

ployed 1>\ YlacManus, John & Adams, Inc.,

of Detroit for 17 \ears. At this agency, he became a space buver in

1946 and rose to the position of assistant media director in 1951.

Yagley began his advertising career in the co-op advertising depart-

ment of the Pontiac division of the General Motors Corp. Yaglev is

a native Detroiter who has studied the midwestern markets. He

knows each markets peculiarities and the strategy of selling it. A
World War II veteran, he is 39 and the father of two children.

Cunnar 0. Wiig has been made general

manager of WROC-TY, Rochester. Wiig,

former general manager of WHEC. WHEC-
TV and managing director of the Gannett

radio group, came to Rochester from Pitts-

burgh, where he resigned as executive vice

president and director of Allegheny Broad-

casting Corp. (KQV, CBS radio) and

Television City. Inc.. following their merg-

er with the Hearst interest. In broadcasting 30 years, he spent the

first 26 in Rochester. His voice is a familiar favorite in that city,

where he is remembered as the originator of recreated play-by-play

baseball broadcasting. W iig has been honored by the International

League for this contribution and cited as "Rochester's all-time sports

announcer." Born in Olso. Norway, he attended Mt. Herman prep

school and is a graduate of the Rochester Institute of Technology.

Richard C. Dudley, who has been assistant

general manager for the past three years,

has been named general manager of \\ SAL
and WSAU-TV i Wassau Wisconsin). He

succeeds George T. Frenchette, elected

president of the Wisconsin ^ alley Tele-

vision Corp.. operators of the stations.

J. C. Sturtevant assumes the chairmanship

of the board of the corporation. All three

are broadcast veterans interested in developing new approaches in tv

programing. Among future plans of the Wisconsin \ allej Television

Corp. is construction of a new antenna for W SAL -T\ . which is

Channel 7, on Rib Mountain, the highest natural elevation in the

state of Wisconsin. It will boost the t\ stations power to 316,000

watts. Construction will start immediately upon FCC approval. In

the meantime, Dudley. Frenchette and Sturtevant are working out

plans in programing in keeping with the stations future coverage.

SPONSOR 7 SEPTEMBER 1957
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in Kansas City

if you want

"colorful" news

there's a place to go

if you want award-

winning reporting

it's KCMORadio
*The only radio station to win both

Sigma Delta Chi Award and

Distinguished Achievement Award of

National Association of Radio

News Directors.

ANOTHER

KCMO- Radio

WHEN -Radio

KPHO-Radio

WOW-Radio

Kansas City

Syracuse

Phoenix

Omaha

810 CBS

620 CBS

910 ABC

590 CBS

Basic CBS—50.000 Watts

Joe Hartenbower, Gen Mgr.

R. W. Evans, Commercial Mgr.

Represented nationally by Katz Agency

KCMO ... One of Meredith's

Big 4 . . . All-Family Stations.

®
Meredith Stations Are Affiliated with Better Homes and Gardens and Successful Farming Magazines

SPONSOR • , SEPTEMBER 1957 23
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bridge is the fastesl waj to cross a river. When you take it you buj time.

Agencies and advertisers buj tune tor the same reason to get where

thej want to go—faster. Advertisers in SPONSOR buj

space to sell their time taster because SPONSOR is their bridge

—

the quickest waj to reach the advertiser-agenc) team that buys the time

At the prestige price of $10 a year SPONSOR delivered more of these decision making teams

than any other publication in the broadcast field. But one ol the

unhappy practices that must be faced b\ all trade journals is

the "routing list". Main men receive their "routed cop\" as much as 5 weeks

after the issue has left the press. In our opinion a good trade journal is the bread

and butter thinking of the very top minds in the industry. If it

is worth reading at all— it is to the best interests of every

practitioner to receive his copy promptly and to gi\e it his most serious

consideration—AT HOME.

SPONSOR—since its inception has been the most respected and the

most widel) quoted publication in its field. It has continuous]} offered its readers

more with ever} passing issue. Consistently a pioneer, it has

decided— in an historic move—to pioneer in the "routing

practice" as well. That's win SPONSOR has

reduced its rates from $10 to $3 a year.

We believe that at this figure most everyone now on a routing list and

thousands of potential new advertiser-agenc) teams will become members of the

ever growing family of SPONSOR READERS—Al HOME,

and that it will be to the ultimate benefit of everyone involved.

e in >.i^t piM p

THE WEEKLY MAGAZINE TV/RADIO ADVERTISERS USE



Westerners listen

to their favorite"

programs on

the CBS Radio

Pacific Network"

1 Listen: This refers to "ears in use,"

not merely to "sets in use."

2 Favorite: As in Harry Babbitt, Sun-

day News Desk, Dave Vaile News,

Ruth Ashton, Frank Goss News and

Tom Harmon— to name just a few

great CBS'rs.

3 Network: 245,000 watts to blanket

the 3 Pacific Coast States.

Summary: Programs, Personalities

and Power . . . that's why your mes-

sage belongs on the CBS Radio

Pacific Network.

REPRESENTED BY CBS RADIO SPOT SALES

l\'ews and views for women in

advertising and wives of admen

Women's week

How to be a producer: Lady tv packager and public relations

consultant Joan Sinclaire is offering a course to women in the New
\ ork metropolitan area. Subject: producing panel shows, conduct-

ing interviews, writing and announcing commercials. The course

starts 23 September, Mondays 8:00-9:50 p.m. at the Ballard School

of the YWCA, Lexington Avenue and 53rd Street, will include such

guest speakers as Paul Belanger (BBDOl. Jay Kacin (McCann-

Ericksonl. Norman Baer I Lewin, Williams and Savior I, Joseph

Kenas (Academy Award winning film writer I among others.

Joan's own background includes producing Leave It to the Girls,

Meet the Press, The Lisa Ferraday Show.

Ideal agency job for women: As agencies have been getting more

and more intimately involved in product testing, test kitchens have

become an increasingly vital part of the agency operation. The gal

who runs such a test kitchen gets paid to keep up on development of

new recipes, trying out new and attractive ways to serve and prepare

foods, as well as creation of housekeeping tips on washing laundry

efficiently, making fabrics last longer.

Grace Teed, who'd been assistant director of home service for the

Whirlpool Corp. in St. Joseph, Mich., has just been appointed a

Leo Burnett Co. home economist and will head up the Chicago

agency's test kitchen. Because of this background she'll also serve

as home economics advisor on all food and appliance accounts.

Before getting her practical experience in industry, Grace received

a B.S. degree in foods and nutrition from Michigan State College.

Slenderella's a woman's world: It's long been well known that

women tend to be more interested in spot reducing than men even

though the need may be equally spread between the two sexes. Slen-

derella. is the chain of slenderizing salons which has capitalized

both on women's figure-consciousness and their loyalty to radio

(Slenderella International grew to its present giant size through

radio advertising I

.

One interesting aspect of the operation is the fact that only 25" -

of the firm's 1,750 employees are men. and that women are among

the best-paid top executives in the world-wide network of salons.

In fact. Larry Mack, president of Slenderella. is proud of his

firm's hiring practices. ''It's a woman's world." sa\s he. "And we

admit it."

Women in radio: Family-owned and operated radio Nation

K-ACK. Riverside, Cal., has just added another page to its women's

schedule 1>\ programing Woman's World, an "off-beat program

created by Helen Sherban. women's commentator."

K- \CE is proof that women can work together well and effective-

ly: Helen Sherban. wife of owner-general manager Ray Lapica. re-

ports to her sister Ollie Sherban. women's editor of the station,

i Both Rav and Ollie are sponsor alumni, i

26 spov-ok SEPTEMBER 1057



5 fimebuyer$-5 reasons for

buying WKY, Oklahoma City!

Total coverage sold me!

NCS *2 gives WKY 56 Oklahoma

counties — 1 8 more than the 2nd

station! Coverage area contains

\ 68% of Oklahoma's population, _•'

retail sales!

Nielsen proves WKY's

unduplicated weekly coverage

is greater than the next

4 stations combined!

Reputation means a lot

to me . . . and WKY has been

one of America's great pioneer

stations since 1 920!

Cost-per-thousand

clinched it for me! Top

audience, top coverage make

WKY best buy!

Pulse showed me WKY is

clearly dominant morning . . .

noon . . . night! Audience 6 a.m. to

midnight averaged 40%
greater than 2nd station!

However you buy

"And you'll like the way the Katx people come up

with accurate, useful information and prime avoil-

abilities when you wo r t them."

mm
930 kc NBC

OKLAHOMA CITY
The WKY Television System, Inc.

SPONSOR • 7 SEPTEMBER 1957 27
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49th anil

Madison

Timebuying and Research

V' e have read with great interest your
praise-worth) and timel) article. "Reps
rate the timebuyers," in the August
24th issue.

\\ e feel that one of the important

points mentioned in the article was the

reference to the vital role of research

in timebuying. We. of BBDO Re-

search. ha\e had very extensive contact

with station representatives and since

this is undoubtedly true with main
other agencies, we feel it will he verj

interesting to see how the reps rate the

agencies in terms of research as well as

in terms of timebuying. Our thinking

is that this is almost mandatorv since

one does not function successfullv

without the other.

Mart] Herhst. acting manager,

Radio/Tv Research Dept.

BBDO. New York

Timebuyers of the U. S. addendum

We have just read your 24 August

issue of sponsor. On page 80. under

the heading of Oklahoma timebuyers,

we note that this agency was not listed.

Did we fail to send information re-

quested by your publication?

Of course, since this agency is onl\

two years old. your staff may not have

known that we existed, although we
are listed in the Agency List.

We're not complaining—just wanted

you to know we're here, we've come a

long way. we are gearing to go even

farther!

Norman F. Hall.

Hall & Thompson. Inc.,

Oklahoma City. Okla.
• Agencies *ith clients active in the air media
on a national or regional basis \«ho are not in-

cluded in the Timebuyers of the I*. S. listing and
wish to hi- should address pertinent information
to SPONSOR. 1(1 E. 19th St.. New York 17. N. V.
An addendum listing will be published for these
agencies and the> will be included in the reprint
if possible.

Radio's fabulous comeback

What with this, that and the other, in-

cluding a vacation. I have just gotten

around to reading the 13 July issue of

sponsor. I'm glad I'm the meticulous

kind that reads magazines in sequence

no matter how old they are or I would

have missed Joe Csida s column. "Be-

SPONSOR 7 SEPTEMBER 1957



Dual Control

in the

Twin Cities

WDGY confrols the =1 spot.

Advertisers control

consumer purchases

with buys on:

WDGY
50.000 Watts

Minneapolis-St. Paul

W DGY s firsl place Hooper goes onward and upwi
\mu \V|m;Y controls :;i r, of thi daytime audience, 7 a in 6 ;

Mondaj through Saturday. Jul August Hoopi

Latesl Trendex agrees WDGY has 29.991 average share of audi

7 .Mil 6 pin. Monday through Saturday.

Latesl Pulse contii s the unanimity WDGY has 189 firsl
|
>l;i.->-

quarter hours againsl 128 for the nexl station.

An.
I it's nol jus! ,i listening habil "i .i generation which Storz

Station programming has overturned. Time-buying habits i

! Tgone a tremendous -> w i t 1 1 to WDGY. It' you want to I

everything under control in the Twin Cities, talk to Blair

\V DGY < leneral Manager -lark Tha 1

rioisj
ODAY'S RADIO FOR TODAY'S SELLING

WDGY Minneapolis St. Paul

WHB Kansas City

WQAM Miami
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.

TODD STORZ, PRESIDENT
WTIX New Orleans
REPRESENTED BV ADAM YOUNG INC.
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WMAR-TV
Maryland's Pioneer

Television Station

now celebrating its

10th Year

of Leadership

IN BALTIMORE'S

3-STATI0N MARKET

WMAR-TV CHANNEL 2

Share of sets in use .. 44.9

Percentage of total

quarter-hour firsts 55.2

based on ARB Report for July, 1957

(one week, sign on to midnight)

WMAR-TV
lllfe§I#tj

CHANNEL
SUNPAPERS TELEVISION, BALTIMORE, MD.

TELEVISION AFFILIATE OF THE
COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM

Represented by THE KATZ AGENCY, Inc.
New York, Detroit, St. loois. Son Francisco,

Chicago, Atlanta, Dallas, los Angeles

49TH & MADISON continued . . .

hind Radios Fabulous Comeback."

Let me congratulate \ou on placing

praise where it is due. As one who

also works in Memphis radio vine-

yard, I have nothing but admiration

for the job that Harold Krelstein and

his associates have done in regenerat-

ing WMFS. It is a remarkable achieve-

ment resulting from hard work, guts

and imagination—above all, imagina-

tion. And you are so right that the

radio broadcasting industry can in

large measure thank people like Harold

Krelstein for its resurgence

In that we are agreed so I hope you

will credit me with wanting to take

nothing away from him or WMPS in

what I am about to say. And. that is

that there is another factor which has

had much to do with revitalizing radio

—the birth and astounding growth of

radio stations like WDIA that program

exclusively to the Negro audience.

This exclusive Negro programing is

the epitome of specialized broadcasting

and its success is also the result of the

guts and imagination that it took to

burrow back down in the wornout gold

mine of radio and find the new and

rich vein of the untouched, overlooked,

neglected listeners, who are also the

new golden frontier for the sale of

every kind of consumer product . . .

Harold F. Walker, commercial

manager, WDIA, Memphis
• SPONSOR -

- annual NeSro Kadi., section will

appear 28 September with detailed information
on this yrowinj: market and the stations program-
ing to it.

Radio Basics

You have again done a masterful job

in production of Tv/Radio Basics. I

believe this one is more complete and

will be more useful than ever before.

This is a genuine service to the broad-

cast industry.

We would again like to have a sup-

ply of Radio Basics alone just as soon

as they are available.

R. M. Brown, general manager

KPOJ, Portland

Please accept this as our request for

a supply of new RADIO BASICS—
Section Seven.

We will need 100 reprints. We've

seen them, and we like them.

Jack Starr, sales service.

WHBQ-Radio, Memphis

• Reprints ol Radio Basics are available. The
price Is '*•"><• per reprin] with quantity prices avail-

able mi request. Film Basics and I * Baalcs are

also available in reprint form. Iddress request -

to: SPONSOR Services, Inc., Ml E. 19th St.. New
i..rk 17. IH.Y.

WDSM-W
NBC* ABC Channel 6

DITLUTH-SUPERIOR
National Representatives

PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD
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Omaha's Number 1

Fulltime Independent

Station

w^

MyMommie

Listens to

KOIL'

"OwoMiu KOIL"
The Station Most Omaha-CounaV B/uffs Mommies Listen To!

Avery-Knodel Rep.
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WERE MINUTES COUNT

!

KARTOON
| KARNIVAL
8:30-9:00 a.m.

Mon. • Fri.

* Leading daytime kids' show
from sign-on to 5:00 p.m.

MATINEE
MOVIE

MY
LITTLE

MARGIE
12 noon -12:30
Mon. - Fri.

* Strongest afternoon movies

from 4:00-5:30 p.m., Mon. - Fri.

->:-x<-:

* Leading daytime syndicated show.

Ask your H-R man
about minute participations

in these top-rated local

daytime programs

SACRAMENTO - STOCKTON

ONLY KBET - GIVES YOU BOTH!
TOTAL AREA SET COUNT: 417,381

*weighted Sacramento and Stockton ARB, July, 1957

KBET-TV CHANNEL 10
SACRAMENTO <Jfc® CALIFORNIA

BASIC £r CBS OUTLET

Call H-R Television, Inc. for Current Avails
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THE VITAL 30 DAYS
Toughest programing decisions of year face t\ admen

in weeks ahead. Here's what to <lo if (1) show look> like a winner, or if

(2) show's a Hop with estimate of what it eo>t> to switch in mid-Stream

I \ advertisers .mil their agencies are facing the toughest

30 days of the war.

During roughl) the next month, they'll -tail finding out

how well their multi-million show investment and months

of planning will paj out. \nd. more than during anj othei

period in t\ history, clients are aware of the i i-k- a- well

a- the bonanza pay-off for the companies that pick the

w inners.

I he questions of the month are:

• How do you keep your show health) if the firsl ra1

are good?

• When should you start priming the pump il the\ aren't?

• \\ hen 'I" \ ou drop the axe?

These questions will !>.• resolved against a backdrop of

last year's unprecedented 50 network t\ flo -

But if then-'- been more anxierj and caution about shap-

ing this fall's plan-, there"- also a realization that picking

tin- show is just the first hurdle.

\dinen learned costl) lessons from last season, \dmit-

tedl) onl) top-grade product will ultimately bring down

the rate of program turnover. Hut then

against making costl) mi-take- during the fii-t crucial v

of the season.

Collected here are In tip- on what to do. what not to do

SPONSOR • 7 SEPTEMBER 195*3 33
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VITAL 30 DAYS continued . . .

and how to interpret your programing chances

in the weeks immediately ahead.

1. The first ratings are important hut don't

tell the whole story. You ma) he able to judge

whether your show is a real dog. but if first ratings are

average or better, you can't really predict what the mid-

season outlook will be. (See chart and separate story at

right for a ratings analysis of last fall's hits and flops.)

2. The type of show you bought will affect the wa\

you should interpret ratings. If you've got a new Western

or drama or situation comedy, you can probably expect

your show to take longer in building an audience than a

musical starring a well-known personality.

But remember, first ratings may be inflated by your own

audience promotion. Sylvania's Buccaneers, for example,

started well last year, then dropped off steadily as audience

moved over to the competition after catching a few episodes.

3. Competitive ratings have to be weighed carefulh.

They will give you an indication as to strength of your com-

petition and of the shows leading in and out of yours. If

the competition seems too strong, this is a good time to

start talking to the network about a schedule shift.

Neither client, agency nor network should consider mak-

ing such a major change on the basis of just one rating-

period. But the earlier you explore the possibilities, the bet-

ter your chances of achieving improvement before you reach

the peak of the viewing season.

4. On a live show, you can improve the format 1>\

huddling with the agency and the producer about show

weaknesses. Pharmaceutical's Twenty-One is an example

of one big hit from last season which made a sensational

comeback. But it had to change its time period and sharpen

its format in mid-season.

5. With a film show, you're operating on a longer

range, but changes are possible nonetheless. In many in-

stances, show contracts this year are shorter than they had

been. The 52-week contract is still the rule, but many pro-

ducers allow a 26-week "escape clause" with a penalty.

Usually it's too costly to make revisions in film shows

before 13 weeks or more have elapsed, but in any case the

time to discuss such revisions is right after initial ratings.

Nestle's Oh Susanna built very slowly last year, got along

mainly because its competitive shows were weak. However,

during the interim, Don Cady, Nestle ad director, Bill

Templeton, Bryan Houston's tv-radio v.p., and the show pro-

ducer put their finger on the weakness of the show: im-

( Please turn to page 84)

Press parties, like NBC TV party (below) for Dinah Shore, are

an important part of audience promotion prior to new show premiere,

according to top admen and require additional promotion budget

CAN YOU TELL fa

Here's the track record for a

cross-section of last season's hits

and misses. It shows that a

weak program can come back but

most don't (see chart below)

Thrived

Died

mid-

stream

Died

end of

season

Comeback

Show Net Cost Typ

Steve Allen NBC $63,000

-

Yai

Cheyenne ABC 90,000 We

December Bride CBS 28,000 Sit

Coi

Tennessee Ernie NBC 33,000 Vai

Playhouse 90 CBS 117,000 Dn

Lawrence Welk ABC 14,500 Mb

High Finance CBS 32,000 Qu:

Noah's Ark NBC 38,000 Sit

Dn

Herb Shriner CBS 45,000 Coi

Stanley NBC 41,000 Sit

Coi

Walter Winchell NBC 60,000 Vb

Conflict ABC 90,000 Dn

Jackie Gleason CBS 102,500 Coi

Hey Jeannie CBS 41,000 Sit

Coi

Robert Montgomery NBC 52,000 Dn

Sir Lancelot NBC 24,000 Ad'

Treasure Hunt ABC 21,000 Qn

Oh Susanna CBS 39,500 Sit

Coi

People s Choice m-k: 34,000 Sit

Coil ^

Twenty-One NBC 30,000 Qu:



_OP FROM THE FIRST MONTH'S RATING?

C k .1 show thai starts olT feebl)

stage a comeback? Vftei checking

the track records of last season (as

seen in the national \RB ratings),

sponsor liml- tlii- i- the pattern:

• \ weak show can come back.

• But most shows that get "II t" <

bad start in the first l<'\\ months "I .1

. .(-.Hi are on the wa) out.

Tin- chart below represents a cross-

section sampling of the II 1 sponsored

programs that started out in the ni^lii-

time line-up last season. There were

selected .1- representative <>f < 1 pro-

grams thai survived; (2) programs

1l1.1t died and i.'ii programs that start-

ed <>IT falteringl) but recovered t<> fin-

ish in ilic money. Network, t \ |"' and

i osl lac I'M- were all taken into at > ount

in pi. king the shows.

Foi the total I I I Bhows stai ting on

the aii last fall, the bui \ i\ al ret <>i<\

nail- like tlii- :

1
.nn I tit 'I I tied

thrived mid-season end "l season

M In ;i

' \ ah- I mil that ili'l ii"l 1 mil'' li.ii k

at in-lit return ilii- fall a- daj timei

-

Treasure /Inn/. I)<> ) <>u Trust ) mn
// ife?, Sir Lancelot and I In- lluccn-

nm J, 1

Evaluation <>f last season - buci esses

shows the) are in all program types

and ' ost ranges. I 1 u<\ souk

Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb.

1 1.- lost ground, but no font

hi- been disi ai ded a- "1 nn its cou

•I the growi
I the

beginning "I last season, the big mone)

quizzes, fizzled and man) were dropped

along the w.n. But one of thi

Bounding bui c» — - ! the pasl

was I wenty-One
I
M'-< I \ one <>f

those few shows whii Ii . ame bai k af-

t' 1 a bad start

< )n the osl side, the thrh ing Bhows

are at both extremes. Playhouse 90
CBS I \ . which baa the highest

talent-produi tion tab "f an) weekl)

-1 heduled nighttime program, 1 on-

tia-i- with Lawrence « </!
|

\i;i
I \

I
Please turn to /»/-

Mor. Apr. May

17.7 24.4 22.5 25.0 18.9 28.3 30.4 28.5 28 6

22.0 23.9 22.0 23.4 29.4 27.8 30.0 29.5 28.2

28.2 25.0 32.0 34.9 35.0 34.6 33.7 31.6

25.8 25.4 31.0 31.9 31.6 32.3 31.8 23.1

20.9 27.4 21.5 28.5 28.6 27.4 26.7 33.4

32.2 29.4 33.6 33.0 36.6 36.6 33.4 37.2 28.0

16.3 15.1 11.1 8.6

24.4 17.5 18.9 19.7 20.6 19.7

24.4 22.7 20.3

-

16.5 16.6 18.1 15.2 13.0 16.4

^—
21.9 20.0 18.0

20.3 XX 20.0 19.4 24.0 22.9 20 21.5 16.3

33.8 28.5 32.8 24.7 24.8 31.1 25.2 19.3

12.7 15.1 15.2 17.3 21.1 20.4 23.0 19.3

38.7 25.8 28.1 21.4 20.5 17.3 16.7 13.6 18.1

20.0 16.7 16.8 14.8 15.7 17.6 19.7 12.5

15.0 12.0 13.0 16.3 17.0 16.6 15.1 15.1 13.0

Rating! have been compiled from ARB National R. costs from SPONSOB • agen< -• Riey do not Include commercials or time thn
Tv Basics. Costs refer to avera.*.. Ung talent and production gross (with i'r igrmn »as not on the air that month. XX Rating was not taken thi-



DAYTIME TV OUTPULLS ALL
OTHER MEDIA FOR LYONS

California van line puts 85% of its regional budget into

tv, eooperates with Eastern group on national media.

TV aim is to reach both men, women in early-morning

hours with variety, businessmen in evening with news

l^avtime television is the only re-

maining hope for the local and re-

gional tv advertiser." says Jack
Smalley, account executive at Smalley,

Ley itt & Smith. Los Angeles ad agency.

"Tv is getting so expensive that even

the big blue-chip boys are forced to

drop top-ranking shows which are not

efficient enough for them any more."

Lsing daytime tv primarily. Smalley

has gotten exceptional results for Lyon
\ an Lines. Inc. Lyon is one of the

largest commercial movers in the West

with biatich offices in 11 major and 12

minor markets, including Hawaii and

Alaska. Lyon has 500 agents fran-

chised \\ est of the Mississippi and an

"inter-lining" arrangement with Whea-
ton Van Lines, Inc. in eastern areas

of the country.

Frank Payne, president of Lyon, who
supervises advertising for the company,

works very closely with Smalley on

campaigns designed to hit specific

audiences.

For three years they have had their

best success in Western markets with

once-a-week live spots on Panorama
Pacific, weekday morning show from

7 to 9 a.m. on the CBS Pacific tv net-

work; the show's coverage area corre-

sponds almost exactly to Lyon's.

News show with Clete Roberts I r. ) hits

businessmen's audience with special reports

such as tin- on the spot interview from tsrae]

Kickoff to Quern lor a Day sponsor-

ship was Lyons Pres. Frank Payne crown-

ing queen from among agents" wives

"V\ ith this t\pe of daytime show."

explains Smalley. "we reach both men
and women, a pattern not too easily

come by in tv. While many programs

have specific appeal for men. and

others for women, a v\ ell-produced

early-morning show has ingredients

for both.

"By alternating our announcement
in a different hour of the show each

week, we cut diagonally across the life

patterns of a very large section of the

viewing area. \\ e eventually hit the

time between tune-in and departure

from homes of e\er\ viewer.

"The result has been that returns

keep coining in with very slight dim-

inution of inquiry. V\ henever we want

to test response, we just have Red
i Rowe l make the moving-day kit

offer."

Payne and Smalley are justly proud

of this kit with its 10 postcards—seven

with official change of address forms.

two cartooned for mailing to friends,

and one addressed to Lvon request iiii:

an obligation-free moving estimate.

Red Roue demonstrates the kit pe-

riodically in the commercial spot,

shows how each kit is actually a single

piece of heavy paper ( with perfora-

tions so the postcards can be ea>il\

detached I . Rowe also discusses mov-

ing-day tips, included with the kit.
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Antics "" I BS ["V's Panorama Pacifu with R«-i|

Rowe pull audience. Hi- offer "f moving kit brings

iveragi ol 200 requests, "more ilian from an) other

ii or medium." Kit includes instructions on

how i" pack, -inrc and move as well as

which can I"- mailed to friends with addi

Announcement is rotated in two-hour morning show

audieni e ol both men, women

""
\ luck) combination of ingredi-

ents produced a kit thai people real!)

like. Smalle) points out. "We've been

using this form of advertising for

years. The first one was copyrighted

in 1947, and we've printed aboul a

million so far. Seems we have to be

constantly threatening lawsuits to stop

imitations. Sometimes the} cop) word

For word.

"I very person who sends for one is

a potential mover. We get at least 200

requests every time we make the offer

on Panorama. Nothing compares with

it in any other medium. In fact, this

three-year pattern on Panorama helps

us net an accurate measure of audience

for local participations."

\t present, the onlj local participa-

tion outside of Los Vngeles is in San

Francisco, once-a-week on a KGO-T>

afternoon movie-interview show con-

ducted l>\ Bonnie Kever, who does live

pitches on the moving-da) kit, alter-

nating with a recently-filmed 60-second

spot with Gene Bakei offei tag the kit.

In other areas, a 20-se< ond ani-

mated spot hack- up Panorama Pacific.

These spots are placed strategical!)

and sparing!) in all cities carrying the

show except Bakersfield, onl) < i t > in

the network chain where there i- DO

primar) Lyon warehouse.

The current spot in Los Vngeles, for

example, runs on K.WT at 7 p.m. be-

tween Robin Hood and Hums ami

Wen, a time they've been bolding on

to for dear life sine e Januar) 1954

Pa) tie figures this ~p"t reai hes one ta

& ei \ five of the 2, 105, 150 ti families

in tin- greatei Los Angeles area, baaed

on kWT- primar) coverage zone of

7,960,700.

The spot features the "Friendl)

Lyon," who. unlike the "Fierce Lyon,"

the standard trademark, has undergone

several changes since he was first

drawn in 1939 b) (ail Buettner, a

Diane) artist Vs cartoon s t) le

s

changed, so did the friendl) Lyon. In

1947, a new lion was created b) an-

other Disne) artist, Robert M
[Please turn to page 17
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RADIO IN

TRANSITION

Radio has not only

changed radically in

the past five years; it

has virtually become a

new medium—a medium which

is still evolving, still

growing, still in transi-

tion. So dynamic is radio's

growth that even those in

close contact with it

are not fullv familiar with

the ways in which it is changing.

Many admen toda\ think of

radio in outdated terms;

others have grown up in the tv

era and have virtually ignored

radios evolution. To provide

perspective on radio as a medium

in dynamic transition, sponsor

plans a series of articles of

which this is the first. These

will be designed for practical

understanding of where radio

is headed and how the alert

advertiser can make best use

of its new characteristics.

MUSIC-AN

l t's a safe bet that within the next

six months, some adman will jump up

at a broadcasters' meeting and cry,

"Juke box!" He will attack the

"dreary, unimaginative sound of

radio" and the source of this sound

—

"a stack of records and a teletype."

He will be a hundred miles wide of

the truth.

Probably no greater misnomer

exists in radio today than the term

"music-and-news."' \\ hen accompanied

by a sneer, it becomes still more of a

misnomer, and as unfair as to hurl

the description "nuts-and-bolts" at the

motor car industry.

Music-and-news are the building-

blocks with which a station constructs

its own programing profile. They may-

be arranged in main ways; the com-

binations are countless. It is these

combinations—carefully arranged in

most cases—that are gi\ ing 1957 radio

its new sound.

The new sound has not been de-

veloped without a lot of careful plan-

ning in the program departments.

"There is a lot more to effective

music and news programing than

many people in the broadcasting busi-

ness think," the vice president of a

station group told sponsor, "—includ-

ing some of the stations that are now
attempting to do music-and-news."

The fact is. that a top flight music-

and-news station does not just slap

records on a turntable or just rip

news off the wire service tickers.

The latter type of operation where

disks are spun willy-nilly and d.j.'s

with nothing to sa\ drone on and

on deserve the censure of "music-

and-news"" critics, but the smear

should not extend to all those other



Part JL of a ' ontintu

\EWS ARE ONLY BUILDING BLOCKS
Often under attack a^ "an easy, unimaginative way out for broadcasters,"

tin- music-and-news formal is more sinned againsl than sinningt The truth

is ili.ii all stations <lo not sound alike, it one takes tin- time to stud)

their profiles, ami buyers of time will <!<> w<ll to stop, look ami listen

radio stations who program with care.

'^ii i « there are Mill a lot of -I <
|

>

| >\

operations, a well-informed adman
told sponsor, "but the) hardl) ever

an) national advertising business

anyway. Die) re not worth worrying

about."

Discounting such stations, tnosl

music-and-news programing falls into

two patterns:

i I i Pre-h format and 1 2) l'.»l-l\

formal.

\- earl) as the middle I930's, a

lew independents were pioneering

long blocks "I re< orded music inter-

spersed with regular]) scheduled news-

casts ami managed to compete suc-

cessful!) with network affiliates in

their markets. Vmong these pioneers,

and credited b) man) as the pioneer

- \WI\\. New York.

I he successful Format developed in

pre-t> da) s was: (1) a w ide variet)

"I music, perhaps 300 to 100 tunc-:

strong personalities with some-

thing to -a\ and who commanded
fierce listener loyalty; (3) regular

newscasts dealing with events of na-

tional or international significance;
1 i> an awareness of public service.

I he programing was smooth and

professional. Station promotion was
conservative. This sound has survived

and prospered and will be around for

a long time.

But i- was inevitable after the

shock wave of television that new
sounds should appear. The earl\

I950's found stations in every market

struggling for advertising dollars

shrunk by tv.

One thing was clear. The radio

listening habits of the nation had
changed. No longer did the average

listenei follow a radio program; he

followed a stat ion. I his was because

radio had lost its role as a mass

entertainer. But il gained a new role

—

companion to an indh iduaL

1 he question now was W hat does

an individual expect from a compan-

ion? He expects consistenc) it he is

to have that companion at his side,

the dial "frozen" to one station.

Perhaps, reasoned man) station

managers, the wide variet) of tunes

formed too scattered a pattei n to give

a ~i.it ion an indh idual pei sonalit)

.

Maybe the new- was too sophisticated;

after all, wouldn't an indh idual rather

listen to his companion chat about

what happened at Broad and Main

Streets in hi- home town than what

happened in Congress?

rhis thinking led broadcasters into

experimenting with "formulas," al-

though "formula has 1>\ now come to

he almost as misconstrued a term as

is the term "music-and-news itself.

" \ foi mula suggests something

rigid and Inflexible," one station man
told sponsor, "and radio is too flexible

a medium for that.'

"
I here - a h>i ol misunderstanding

about the word "formula." said one

rep sales manager. ""
\ bettei wa) ol

putting it i-: Smart management

knowing what a communit) needs and

then gh ing it to them."

Just the same, some stations and

station groups have drawn up pro-

graming pattern- and even went BO

far as to copyright them. But in most

cases, these patterns are merel) the

over-all strategy, and programing

seems to work well within the frame-

W oik.

"You can't put music or an) other

kind ol programing into a straight

jacket formula, said a directoi in

i Ii.ii ge oi prog raming.

\(iuall\ a better phrase than

"formula" would be a "general for-

mal" oi even a "philosoph) ol mus

Most stations now doing a su< i essful

job of programing have carefull)

studied theii market and it- audit

io learn the prefereni e of the people.

I i om tlii- has ome a -killful blend

ol top musil al hits and -land irds BS

a main ingredient Bpi< ed w ith ot

ional up-and-coming releases and -u< h

specialties a- -how tune-. I la— ieal. and

novelties.

( )ne int( rest inj of the i ar-

rent musii al si ene is the ebbing awaj

of rock-'n-roll on popularit) li-t- in

favor of more lush numbers. [*hus even

the top 10's are under -"in- a distini t

change which i- bound to alter the

sound of man) stations.

\- for new-, main of th( --i\e

and resourceful stations are aln

..i,i -i ooping the dail) newspa

with on-the-spot coverage via mobile

units, beeper phone-, tapes and other

inno\ ations of modern radio.

Public Ben ice, des< i ibed b) one

station man |o( olarl) as "anything

that isn't paid for" ai tuall) mean-

much more than that x <tv ice to a

communit) was one of the things left

to radio after television took over the

entertainment arm. Contsequently,

listeners turn to radio for such in-

formation as weather, time, traffii

port-. In -"tin- i ases the) gel much

more. Controvers) pro-ram- geared

to 'i\i< improvement give audie

the opportunitv to contact their -ta-

tion with idea- on schools, road-, and

municipal administration with the
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Music-and-news is probably the most

.nis-used term in radio today. It's much

more than a stack of disks and a teletype

knowledge that their pleas—if at all

valid—will get a hearing and he aired

to other listeners. Local radio has

accomplished many crusades includ-

ing one reported in News and Idea

V. rap-l |) this issue in u hull the price

of gasoline in a community was re-

duced.

New formats are being v o~!'ed out

all the time within the framework of

music-and-news. This is the post-tv

pattern designed to get the largest

possible audience and then hold it

day in and day out. Stations have

found their own personalities in pro-

graming and become identified by
them.

In contrast to the "pre-tv format,"'

what distinguishes the "post-tv for-

mat?"

Here is a rather general description

of the latter:

1

.

A narrower variety of music, in

most cases the top 40 tunes ( right

now a trend appears developing to

extend the top 40 to the top 50 1 . The
interesting thing about top 40's is that

preferences vary from market to mar-
ket and so post-tv formats, with heavy-

emphasis on the local, will use their

own local selections rather than na-

tional polls.

2. News of local appeal rather than

of deep national significance. On-the-

spot coverage via heepers and mobiles

often play a big part in this treatment.

3. Personalities who are subordi-

nate to the music they play. In the

case of many group operations, per-

sonalities command less fierce loyalty

and can be moved from station to sta-

tion.

4. Growing interest in public service.

In most cases, the music follows a

pattern throughout the day geared to

who is listening and what mood is

suitable. Thus early morning traffic

time records may tend to be sprighth

and bouncy, yet not laced with rock-'n-

roll that would drive away adults.

Daytime music may tend to include

more standards and nostalgic vocals to

soothe the housewife. As afternoon

traffic hours draw in, the tempo picks

up again. Then in the early evening,

news is hit hard— all kinds of news

—

to serve as an evening newspaper for

the relaxing male. Through the night,

comes more music and some public

sendee features. But in the music de-

partment, throughout the broadcast

hours the top 40 usually get the heavi-

est plaj

.

"A lot of mud has been thrown at

those "formula' stations that grind out

the top 40s," an agency timebuyer

told sponsor. "They say such tunes

only attract the kids. But results and

surveys prove that mud isn't justified.

Those stations are usualh getting their

share of adults."'

Success of this sort is achieved

through planning. Some stations car-

ry this planning to the nth degree.

They may program in this fashion: In

every quarter hour segment, four tunes

are played in this order: ( 1 1 a top 40,

upbeat and bouncy; (2) a top 40, con-

trasting, lush: (3 1 a standard; (4l an

up-and-coming disk.

On some stations the 15-minute seg-

ment may begin several seconds ahead

of the clock-break so that a listener

moving from another station just

ahead of its station-break will hit upon
that first bouncy top 40 tune. The new
radio is no hit-or-miss proposition.

There are two things on the fringe

edge of programing that mark the

post-tv, or so-called "formula" opera-

tion. One of these is the before-men-

tioned sublimation of personalities to

the show.

In many cases, the disk jockey de-

spite a handsome salarv I many take

home as much as do the artists whose

records they spin ) does not even re-

tain the right to his own name. This

is particularly true with the group

operations. Thus a d.j. named John

Jones in the New York market could

be moved to the West Coast without

any furor among his fans. The X. Y.

station owns his name, and on the fol-

lowing Monday, another d.j.. imported

from Chicago or Buffalo, could come

into town and take over the mike as

John Jones.

The other—and perhaps more sig-

nificant—mark of the post-tv station is

the almost fanatic emphasis on pro-

motion. No longer is a station con-

tent to be heard— it must be seen as

well. This is accomplished with rov-

ing show stars, mobile units, flagpole

announcers, and animal acts in the

streets.

As for the stations themselves, not a

trick is missed in bringing the audi-

ences into these promotions. Treasure

hunts and giveaways and contests are

designed to make it a risk to tune out.

At one time or another such excite-

ment is branded as "gimmicks" or

"hoopla." The\ have drawn almost as

much censure as "music-and-news."

"I m tired of hearing station promo-

tion referred to as 'Gimmicks,' " said a

station rep. "The fact is these stations

—which are advertising media them-

selves—believe in the idea of advertis-

ing, and practice it. What's wrong

with advertising themselves?"

The hardest job of working out a

good music-and-news format is experi-

enced by the program directors at net-

work affiliates. Their music-and-news

operations cannot be planned on a day-

long basis but must be fitted into sta-

tion time. The audience they attract

with network programing, many reps

and station people say, is not al\\a\s

the audience that goes for music-and-

news, and vice-versa. Thus to be suc-

cessful they must blend their net and

local programing into one smooth,

flowing operation.

How important is all of this music-

and-news philosophy to the advertiser?

The answer is: extremely important.

WHO'S AFRAID OF TELEVISION?

RADIO'S NEW RICHES
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"\\ Inn \ "ii li • >k ,ii a station, said .1

timebuyer, "you h'<>k al the program-

ing n"t onl) mi the basis ol researt h

Inii mi persona] judgmenl as well. Ii

i- generall) H <
- ke\ in audience < "in-

position.

"Naturally, he went <>n. we can I

den) thai .1 pi imai \ concei n in an)

buj is cost-per-1,000. \ftm all we

1 j —1 jii-tif\ ever) bu) to ourselves,

in mil accounl groups, to the client

and to the stations we didn't bu)

.

"Bui it is interesting to look behind

the good cost-per-1,000 and realize

that ii i- Bound programing thai has

resulted in delivering foi us 1 in - right

audience al the right price."

"Radio is -till in .1 state of flux,"

another adman said, "bul music-and-

news will be around for quite awhile.

Ol course the concept must eventual!)

evolve into something more. Mir

blending ol music-and-news with pub-

lic service is one step in that direction.

Still another trend thai ma) be de-

veloping is the programing of more
'"talk — 1 1 i

1
> — soapers, mysteries, ad-

ventures. Recorded program services

are reporting a big increase in such

~.ilt— . Some agenc) people see more of

such >tri|>r» appearing on stations, espe-

cial!) in the nighttime hours, but thev

do not view it as significant yet.

Whatever will evolve, one thing i-

certain. More and more interest is

going into radio programing. \- t\

The Three Music & News Formats

Hit or miss: '

; the il ghtless, willy-nill) programing

thai has justifiabl) brought down the

Foi 1 1 1 1 ~ . nothing 1- needed bul .1 turntable, lomi n

news ti< k. 1 and 1 garrulous 'li-k jockej v% x 1 1 nothini

Prc-tv format: Man) admen and bn redil

\\ \ I \\ \.u 't m k. with tin- old line concept •! ' I > 1 wide

i.iin i\ ..1 turn », (2) regular national 01 inl

national import dities and ' li publii service

Post-tv format: ^n nil -1 1 .,1 pre-h broadi • - 1 1 n ^ . thii

racterized b) • I » the top l« K) tunes in a market,

news "i local interest rathei than national,

1I1 1 > 1 1 1 1
1 i • Bervice, 1 i) stal promotions high with excitement

,ii some othei job. I hese too are be-

coming more a< live. Vudieni e atti-

titudes are being studied and pilot

studies reveal thai music-and-news pro-

graming is much more popular than

it- critics would ha\ e us believe.

\i\ ei tin less something mot

bound in r\ olve. Vs one rep said, "I

can almost foresee 1 time when eat Ii

market w ill be si ratified : eat h si

v. ill represent an indh idual station

pi ograming foi 1 spet ifit audit

I n some mat kets, it's almost reat hed

this pattern ahead)
." ^

itseli turns more ami more to musii

(for example, such network shows as

Pal I! e. Law rence \\ elk. I'm 1 \

• lomo, Dinah Shore, I' rank Sinai ra,

\al King Cole, Gu) Mitchell) ami to

news coverage both world-wide ami

local, radio cannot afford to be backed

into a i in Mm again.

What i- radio doing now with an

c\ c iii the future?

Several station rep (inn- have re-

centl) named programing consultants

in assist their stations. Others have

had them foi sometime, often doubling

Life features

radio's big boom

\ recent issui magazine i««
i nt •!

mil the i
that railin has made in

tli. face <>i i\ independents ha\>- picked

n|i more than 1340 million in revenue Ia~i

year; number ol \M and FM stations has

doubled since 1
(>1K. The art i< If perhaps

unconscious!) turned it- spotlight mi out-

of-station promotional gimmicks. V: this

i- onl] .1 part nf the storj in radio's come-

back, anil (ii.int- up the fart that music-

and-news as concept or philosophy i- -

time- judged more li> what appears "n the

surface than t v it- real role in community.

• LIFE
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AUDIENCE
PROMOTION
CHECK LIST

W

You can build your program audience

by hitting hard with a coordinated

promotion aimed in three directions:

employees, consumers and dealers

W hat price audience promotion? Not very much

in terms of what you get for your money.

This is the contention of audience promotion special-

ists collectively and one 20-year veteran in particular.

He is Bertram J. Hauser, long-time network and sta-

tion promotion executive who now has his own adver-

tising and consulting business in New York City land

who recently returned to MBS as executive v.p.).

He's prepared a simple checklist of fundamentals

for any advertiser who wants to promote a bigger audi-

ence for his tv or radio program. He themes any such

promotion effort to one word—"coordination." To

work, the plan must be a three-way effort directed at

the consumer, com pain personnel and the dealers.

The cost? Says Hauser: "A sponsor might spend

S2 million a year on a tv show and get a 15 rating.

Yet if he spends $15,000 a year on intelligent audience

promotion he can end up with a 20 rating. The first

rating costs 81 33.000 for each point; the increase costs

$3, a point!"

Hens Hauser's three-um checklist. It applies

equally to local and national, radio or television. ^

Printed announcements and other mailings. These

concern news of the program, particularly at the start of the

advertising campaign, and should he mailed to special

groups.

Post cards. These help build an audience right from

the start when supplied to advertiser employees and other

appropriate groups. Cards contain an announcement of the

program, time and station.

Press releases. New- reports and pictures should he

mailed regularly to newspapers and to trade magazines both

before and after the campaign has started.

Telephone mentions. Telephone operators working

for the client company should be instructed to give a brief

mention to the program when answering all incoming calls.

Classified advertising. All dealers selling the adver-

tiser's merchandise should be listed in the classified tele-

phone director)'. Cross mentions should be made on the

program.

Radio and television advertising. The sponsor's pro-

gram should be mentioned on other programs sponsored by

the same company. Spot announcements, in copv, transcrip-

tion or film format, should be supplied to dealers for use at

the local level.

Newspaper advertising. Program tie-ins can be listed

in run-of-paper display ads but spotlight advertisements

should be used on the radio and tv pages and other special

pages. Mats should be sent to dealers for incorporation into

their local advertising and for use as their own spotlight ads.

Magazine advertising. Program tie-ins here. too. can

be used in display ads for a variety of magazines—fan,

general consumer and specialized.

Trade paper advertising. Dealers and their sales

people show aroused interest in a company and its products

as a result of trade paper advertising.

Transit and outdoor advertising. Tie-in copv can

be used on billboards, in subway, elevated and railwav cars,

in street cars and buses and on delivery trucks of the spon-

sor and his dealers.

Movie trailers. Motion picture shorts and trailers can

promote the program and the advertiser and be run coop-

eratively with local movie houses.

Personal appearances. Stunts and personal appear-

ances have a lot of appeal. Invitations to tune in to the

show can be handed to people on the street: special street

parades and floats can be arranged. This item on the pro-

motion agenda has at least 10.000 variations!

Dealer promotion. Dealers can distribute to their

customers and prospects such printed material as special

booklets, tabloid newspapers, pamphlets and novelties.

In-store displays. Dealers should also be supplied

with window streamers, placards, counter cards, standing

lisplav > and other point-of-sale material.
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Package tuffers. Dealers can distribute such re-

minders .1- stuffers, inserts, stickers, blotters and handbills

w liicli desci ibe t li<* shot*

.

Free sample*. Samples of tin- product can be circu-

lated with an enclosure w 1 1 i c
-

1 1 describes the program

Premium. <>n the show, the advertisei can offei some

novelt) <m article of uiilit\ value. This can I"- issued free

or for a self-liquidating price \vith "i without a label "i

so in- other pari of the package.

Contest. r.ntr\ iiiiu a contest on the sponsor's pro-

l: 1 .iiii ran either be minus strings "I an) kind oi with the

stipulation ol proof "I purchase.

Fan letters. Tin- sponsor should acknowledge promptly

all listener and viewer mail. Answers can include promo-

tional literature and even the name and address of the

nearest dealer.

Free tickets. Ihr advertiser can offer free studio

tickets to the program, which the audience gets from the

station, sponsor <>r through dealers.

Stationery. Special radio and or teleiision letterheads

can be used, along with bills and envelopes.

Postago meter. Hie program ran also be mentioned

on the postage meter plate which most companies have

these days.

To reach employees

Dramatic presentation of the program at sales meet-

ings and conventions.

Articles about the show in internal house organs and

emphasis on the program's talent and am actual sales

known to have been made 1>\ the advertising.

Periodic bulletins to the sales -talT and other em-

ployees about the program and it- results.

Bulletin board announcements in the factor) and of-

fices of the advertiser.

Mimeographed copies of commercial continuit) or

the other announcements used on the show.

Enclosures deserihiiii: the program in salar) envelopes

and in dividend or annual report mailings to stockholders.

Prizes to employees fur program improvement sug-

gestions.

Special tune-in parties given b) employees.

Proofs of trade paper and other advertising which is

rdinated with the program sent to salesmen and others

in the compan) .

Copies of listener mail forwarded to salesmen in

the field.

Slide film showings and regular film presentations

on the broadcast advertising campaign before the sales -tatT

no conjunction with a special printed piece about th>

gt .mi foi emplo) '•<•- <
.

Broadcasl 1 i «-U. #-i — made available t" emplo

To reach dealers

Broadcasl one ot more of the programs from 1

meet in^ "i com enl ion.

Salesmen's portfolio- which include full details of

the campaign f<u dealers visited b) compan) Balesmei

jobbei salesmen.

Portable in "i radio sets for the salesmen so the) - in

tune to the -how while visiting dealers it it's a da I

vehicle.

Catalogue insert giving program details.

Preliminary announcements to dealers in tin- form

of jumbo radiogram blanks 01 telegraph blanks.

Advance proof- ..I magazine, newspapei and trade

ads For mailing to dealers

Merchandising material in dealei mailings, with de-

scriptions of li<>\\ the) can tie in with the program and

offers "I additional material.

Weeklj program schedule mailings with detailed in-

formation to dealers.

Prizes for dealers ami ileik- whose customers win

pi izes in an) kind of contest.

Radio ami/or television window display competi-

tion- for dealers.

Trade paper advertising with news of the

which reaches the dealership.

Reprints of articles about the show which are printed

in the advertiser's house organ.

Tabloid new-paper which emphasizes the program,

listener mail and the sales experieni e of other dealers.

Letterhead- hitting the radio and or t\ effort in cor-

respi mdence h ith dealei 5.

Broadcasl imprint- on ..tin 1 stationer) and mailings

in dealer correspondence

I

Envelope stuffers, blotters and the like in outgoing

dealer mail.

Special stickers plugging the show on envelopes, letter-

beads and billheads sent to dealer-.

Tie-in plate on the postage metei cancelling machine.

Karnes and addresses from listener mail sent to deal-

er- in those areas

Tiekets to studio broadcasts furnished to dealer- for

their own and their customers use

Descriptive broadsides and bulletins. fhese can be

combination broadside and window poster.)
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Art Porter, Jlf"T v.p. and media director

Rill Dekker, WcCann-Erickson media v.p.

Are trade paper ads good or bad? Do they sell or Donald Cody, advertising v.P., Nestle

stultify? Targets of these ads—top plans people—give

reactions while judging ads in SPONSOR competition

CANDID CAMERA QUOTES
ON TRADE PAPER ADS

L.i-l week, five top-rung advertising

professionals called the shots on the

quality of trade paper advertising.

The) ca-t their ballots in sponsor's

first annual tv and radio trade paper

awards competition—and they threw

in some personal comments as well.

The quintet pictured in candid snap-

shots above were equalb candid in

their impressions of the over-all calibre

and quality of trade paper advertising.

That's win they're not quoted directly.

The group represents decision-mak-

ing people to whom most trade paper

advertising is directed. The judges in-

cluded Donald Cady. vice president in

charge of general advertising, The

Nestle Co.; \^ illiam Dekker. vice presi-

dent in charge of media. McCann-
Erickson; Rav Jones, supervisor of

spot availabilities. Young & Rubicam:

Frank B. Kemp, vice president and

media director. Compton, and Arthur

Porter, vice president and media

director. J. Walter Thompson.

( Choices as to the winners in 14 dif-

ferent trade paper advertising categor-

ies were being tabulated at presstime.

SPONSOR will publish a special awards

section in its 5 October issue which

will include reproductions of ads which

won first prizes in each category. I

Here are some of the things the

judges had to sa\ about the entries:

Copy: Mam of the judges were

familiar with campaigns and cop)

themes because of their close reading

of various trade magazines. Despite

an) prior knowledge of campaigns.

they perused both cop) and art.

One said. "Didn't we just look at

another station entry which claims it's

No. 1 in the market? How can the)

both be?"

\nother: ""There's too much cop)

here, and it doesn't really say any-

thing anyway because it hits too man)

cop) points. If there's an objective

or a selling theme. / can't find it

And "Why don't they tell us about

their market instead of about rating X
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A'm Jones, broadcast supervisor, Y&R

Intnl. II. Kemp, vice president and media director o) Compton tdvertising •

or using call letters in type an inch

and a lialf high? \fler all. there are

{.HUD sets of call letters in the country

and the average agency guy or adver-

tiser i:et> tired of buckey e t\ pe. I hal s

do way to make yourself stand out.

One judge suggested including a

small coupon at the corner of an ad

and offering a set <>f market data to

anyone requesting it.

Vrt work: I lie judges were ipiick

to -pot t lie ads which had been as-

sembled and produced b\ a local ad-

vertising agency and those which were

\er\ often less professional!) produced

within the station it-elf.

Said one: "For the little bit of COSl

thej save, it seems to me they'd be far

better oil to put out that extra money

and gel a really top-notch art and copy

job. The art work in mam of these

ads look- like a 17-year-old did it!"

\nd another commented: "This ad

has a very strong selling theme but

they ve used a stock photograph which

cheapens the whole approach and

lessens the impact. \nd so much
cheesecake! 1 like some cheesecake,

but it has to be good and these women

couldn't win as Mi— Potato Sack ol

the year!

One said "If- only the besl ads

which have whal I like to see—a mark

of identification. It can be a logo oi

some kind ol a trademark, a style or a

format. These people need to read

more consumer advertising to see what

really good ads are!

Presentation: The 123 entries in

SPONSOR'S awards contest weighed up

to 35 pounds each. Some were -lib-

milted in ]<>c paper folder-, other- in

elaborately bound volume- with expen-

sive hand-done art work.

One judge said "I'm not ol the school

which indue- a book by its cover. Bui

some of these have such a lousy cove:

that I'm prejudiced against the book

and others have such a superb and

elaborate cover thai it far outshines

the contents!"

\nd. "This presentation i- better

than the ad-! If they'd used the same

ingenuity in the ads thai they put into

the folder . .
."

Imagination: Ml of the judj

because of the business they re in.

were keenly aware of ingenuity—
whether it was in campaign objective.

ail work, copy "i layout design.

"I like the offbeat i\ pe ..I ad w hich

i- -till inbeal in term- of making a

point and then selling it.

Said another: "It take- a lot of

imagination to settle on a theme and

then cat i j
ii through effectively in a

continuing set ies oi a'\~. loo many "I

these bave no consistent j

.

"How much imagination does it

take to say you've gol the most socko

new -bow in the world? Mid then

not to really tell what kind of a -bow

it i- or why it's so great? You'd sure

never know a lot i.i these people are

in advertising because they don't know

the first thing about selling themselves!

I wonder, looking ai some of these .\>\~.

if they know how t" -ell for me.

The besl ads: Many of their criti-

cal comments, "I course, wen 1 fa\ < >r

-

able. What do they think goes into an

ideal .ai' Most important, they agreed,

wa- .i definitive statement "t purpose
—a clear-cut objective which the ad

then -el- out to achieve in a combina-

tion of art and copy. They responded

to originality, a feeling or i me •(

a total advertisement, persuasiveness,

i ontinuiti

.

^
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THE SOFTY SELL
West Coast show now seeking syndication on live basis

is aimed at pet lovers. It's unique use of pathos

pre-selects market for pet food, other animal items

^^o\ent\-fivt" million people yearn

longingly for the patter of little feet

—

little pets' feet, that is. Some of these

people manage to resist the temptation

to have a Great Dane or a chimpanzee

around the house. But others—mil-

lions of others—willingly clutter up

their abodes with bird cages, kitty lit-

ter, rubber bones and bananas.

It's this latter group, the one which

is ripe for such pet necessities as food

and flea killers and for such frivolities

as parakeet bells and sequined dog

sweaters, which makes up the heart-

land of any tv or radio audience for

the National Pet Exchange. NPE is a

22-year-old program package of Frank

Parke Wright, a member of the Ameri-

can Humane Society.

His show, Pet Exchange, has long

been a commercial and audience suc-

cess in Los Angeles and San Francisco

for Calo Dog Food. On the strength

of this viewer-sponsor interest. Wright

is in the process of syndicating the

show nationally. Unlike most such

programs, hell syndicate it locally,

market-by-market, as a live show.

He'll move into an area, establish a

liaison with the Society for the Pre-

vention of Cruelty to Animals, instruct

local people in the format.

His format: introduce waifs of pet-

dom. provided by the local SPCA, and

ask for foster parents among the audi-

ences. His score to date: one million

assorted pets placed in homes.

He scored these successes in Los

Angeles in working with the SPCA:
in one year, he was credited with intro-

ducing 25.000 pet-seekers to the local

chapter; in one week, when the SPCA
asked for money to buy a pet ambu-
lance, he received S4,750 in nickels,

dimes and quarters from t\ viewers.

The show limits its entertainment to

the pets themselves, and its commen-
tary to a description of the pets and

a summary of purposes by an SPCA
spokesman.

Many an experiment with people as

adjuncts to the pets have proven the

pets make a much bigger impact. In

star-struck Hollywood, Wright used

pretty girl singers to serenade the

pets and then, later, a series of pro-

vocative Hollywood starlets. But, he

says, "We found our viewers objected

to the movie stars. What they tune in

to see are pets!"

Pet Exchange is being sold to sta-

tions as well as to sponsors for all ma-

jor markets in Canada. Mexico and the

U. S. except Los Angeles and Holly-

wood, where Calo will continue to keep

its franchise. Wright himself is happy

about the fact that "many thousands

of carloads of canned dog and cat food

have been sold." ^

Dogs outpull starlets in viewer interest any day says Frank Wright, second from left, whose program >ells dog and cat food on the coast



LYONS TV EFFORT

[Continued from page 37)

(who's now in charge of exploitation

f»»r Disneyland). This lion >iill ap-

pears "ii the kil and other mailing

pieces.

The i uncut linn was created b) Milt

Schaffer <>f Era Productions, \\li<> pro-

duced tin- Bpots. Milt also creates and

develops the ideas. In the latest, the

lion does the pitch. The slogan "Let

Lybn guard your goods is included.

as it has been for years in all promo-

tional and advertising material.

\~ ill the past, this filmed spot i-

now available free to agents nationally,

adapted to 1

"> seconds so that the agent

can add his own slide. Agents also

do their own timclun ini:.

Cost of the spot ($2,500) comes

from the regional budget of over

1200,000; the cost of open-ending

$250), from the national budget.

The national budget, a closely-

guarded secret, is arrived at 1>\ a con-

tribution from each of .i(M) agents of

one per cent of his total volume,

matched in each case In an equal one

per cent from the company.

This is a fixed budget, never altered

from the time it is submitted to an

advertising committee of agents for

appro al each I'elu uar\

.

Smalle\ regards Queen for a Day on

ladio as one of their best national

buys. [Tiej participated in Queen on

more than 500 Mutual stations from

early in February. 1957 until it went

oil the air in June I cost wa> $] 1,000).

They had long been moving the

"Queen." if that was her desire, for

the value of the plug, so the show was

a natural choice when the\ decided to

tr\ a national radio show.

The show was tied in with Satunlav

Evening Post ads in March, \pril. Ma\

and June: one eighth page ad each

month with themes such as: "You'll

be Queen on moving da) !"

Newspaper mats supplied agents also

carried out the Queen theme, often

l ith space at the bottom for a "tune

in" plug.

Thus, national advertising com-

prised three media this year—radio,

national magazines, advertising mate-

rials for agents. Smalley anticipates

that with the demise of Queen on

radio, next year's budget will include

onlj two media because he doesn t

feel that tin- pirv.ni state of network

radio will produce a show of Queen

for u Du\ b calibre.

I he --how a departure fi 0111 i ad10 in

.1 une didn t upsel I \ on a applet art, in

that their big ail push conic- between

March and June, at which point the\

l*i)ll their magazine and radio promo-

tion nationally, letting the agents carrj

tin- ball local!) with the materials

Smalle) supplies. I he feeling is that

the effect of national advertisinc will

have suffii ienl impetus t" > ai i \ ovei

.

if backed up b\ hit al exploital i">>

until October, the end ol the peak

moving season (March-Septembei

I he ill-. - »enl t" agents art I

ond spots with cop) suggesting various

15-second closes.

\\ ith .i few exceptions, the 500 Lyon

,i ents are all I" 1 ated W est of the Mis-

sissippi. To make a COast-tO-COast op-

eration possible without change of

equipment, an "inter-lining arrange-

ment was worked oul three years ago

WHLI
"THE VOICE OF LONG ISLAND'

DELIVERS
A Major Independent Market

NASSAU COUNTY

POPULATION

BUYING INCOME
Total $2,928,340,000

Per Family $ 8,503

RETAIL SALES $1,534,786,000 lj_th

Food Store $ 403,423,000 9th

Auto Store $ 252,922,000

Lumber, Bldg.,

Hdware $ 113,879,000

Apparel $ 113,070,000

Cas Stations $ 86,967,000

Furn. House etc. $ 81,857,000

1,180,000 10th among U.S. Counties

among U.S. Counties8tb

5th

11th

5_th

13th

10th

14th

-

'•'

_ t, Maj

One station WHLI nas a larger daytime audience in the MAJOR

LONG ISLAND MARKET than any other station!

•SOON WHLI WILL INCREASE ITS POWER TO 10,000 WATTS

Big Bo
> Nassau, parts o

Population

Net Income

Retail Sales

nus
Queen

Coverage
S. Suffolk & Brooklyn i

3,063,135

S6, 730, 794,000

S3,365, 152,000

WHLI
HEMPSTEAD
LONG ISLAND, N. Y.

AM 1100

FM 98 3

unmet 4

Paul Codofsky. Pres. & Cen. Mgr

Joseph A. Lcnn. Exec. VP Sales

Represented by Cill-Perna
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with Wheaton Van Lines, Inc., operat-

ing East of the Mississippi, with head-

quarters in Indianapolis.

I lie Lyon-Wheaton combination

ranks among the t<>p 10 nationally.

A long-distance mover only, with

do local warehousing or moving serv-

ices. Wheaton's advertising differs

radical!) from Lyon's. It is. of course,

all national, primarily concentrated in

national consumer and trade maga-

zines. But their approach is the same.

This year. Good Housekeeping was

\\ heaton s main national medium.

w here the schedule was about com-

parable to Lyon's in the Post.

Wheaton stresses direct mail and mail-

ing pieces, but has been considering

filmed t\ commercials for distributing

to agents, as Lyon does.

National television, as Smallev ex-

plains, is impractical for a commercial

EVENINGS from 7 P.

WHEC, Rochester, N. Y.

Gets the BIGGEST

Share of Audience —25%
*

STATION B STATION C

'Latest Rochester Metropolitan Area PULSE, Report March 1957

'Our New Class D Nighttime Announcement Rate

BUY WHERE THEY'RE LISTENING: _

WHEC
EVERETT. MtKINNEY. lot Htm Tort. Cfc.cogo, LEE F OCONNEU CO . la

NEW YORK

5,000 WATTS

mover because it does not hit all lo-

cales where agents are.

On the other hand. 85' r of the re-

gional budget goes to television,

handled by Jackie Britton Johns. t\

director of Smalley. Levitt & Smith.

With packager Jack Douglas. Jackie

Johns produced Lyon's first tv venture,

an ambitious attempt in May of 1951

to create the company's own show in

Los Angeles. It was seen on KNBH
l now KRCA) at 2:30 p.m.. between

Monty Margetts" cooking show and

Bill Stulla's Parlor Parly.

Titled Meet Your Neighbor, it intro-

duced a housewife moving into a new

neighborhood to her new minister,

grocer, children's schoolteacher. The

research was prodigious, the expense

too great, but they stuck it out for 26

weeks ... or. "until collapse," as Mrs.

Johns puts it.

Experimentation didn't end there.

They have tried horseracing. special

events, sports events. Thev purchased

a seven-minute segment of KNXT's
late evening Big Xeivs in January

1953 on Monday, adding Wednesday
and Friday in April, until they can-

celled a year later.

It was that month that thev pur-

chased their first announcement on

Panorama Pacific on the CBS Pacific

tv network three times a week. This

schedule was maintained for two vears.

In April they dropped the Mon-

day and Thursday spots, retaining

Tuesday only and with demonstrations

alternating between Red Rowe and tv

announcer Tom Skinner.

"This show is so effective for us,"

Jackie declares, "that we keep it vear

round as the backbone of our regional

tv. Of course we have to keep our

nighttime spots or wed lose the good

adjacencies."

The 20-second spot at 7 p.m. on

KNXT was purchased in January 1954,

and the current contract will not be

up until 8 April 1958.

On 13 Januarv 1957. L\on assumed

full alternate sponsorship of Clete

Roberts" Special Report on KNXT, an-

other experiment aimed at a special

audience. As Smalley said:

"Roberts" eyewitness reports of his

visits to world trouble spots produced

excellent results among a rather spe-

cialized following of opinion leaders

18 SPONSOR 7 SEPTEMBER 19.1.



and businessmen it might nol have

been possible to reach on an) othei

|o< .il show. Ii led to the opening up

of business with large companies \\\\<<

transfei personnel and must -lii|> their

lin nishings, as well.

These immediate, direct results are

the product of calculation. [trough

their best general success has been

with daytime t\. it is emphasized that

the) are not tied to an) one formal

ox time.

Ili i — led, for example, to a 13-week

participation last year in the first ol

the \K»\I movies on k I T\ in Los

Vngeles. Hie) fell the initial audience

for these first-runs would warrant a

departure from the daytime pattern.

In an evening spot such a> that, live

commercials are altered from the

chart) tone of the early-morning show.

"We keep the audience constantly in

mind." Mrs. Johns points out. "and

when we feel the) need a rest, Red just

inserts a reminder, instead of doing a

full-scale pitch or demonstration."

"Local problems are also carefull)

considered," she told sponsor. "Gen-

erally, radio i- not used, unless a local

manager requests it. We are quite

flexible and geai i ampaigns to lot al

needs and demand-. Bui u hen an

S.( t.S. i
"me-, from a brani h offi< e that

a local \ci i- turning on the beat,

mi fir — t thought i- radio -put- on a-

much saturation a- i- available, sup-

plemented b) daytime t\ participa-

tions, ami supported b) special news-

paper ad-.

Thus, while the national budget 18

fixed, the regional budget fluctuates.

In addition to the 85'
I For tv, five

percent goes to newspapers, five per-

cent to promotional materials, five per-

cent to telephone 1 1 i i
t-i toi ies. Radio

mone) then come- from 1\

.

Smalle) point- out that an) business

using yellow pages "should give the

same care and stud) to developing

these ads as to an\ other, foi youi

point of purchase is right there."

Decrying the rising costs of night-

time t\. Smalle) fear- thai his re-

gional t\ will have to be curtailed next

year. He anticipates putting up to 2t>' <

of his budget into new-paper ads

—

an on rease oi I > • above thi

"\\ •• have a stoi \ to tell about

nu thods, he do lares, "which w
onl) hint .it in a 20-second -poi. onl)

pai i iall) tell in a demonstration.

"In anj sei \ i< e business I

'

admonishes, "the mosl important thing

i- tin- cili-i live -ale of a produi t

through advertising. Here i- where

\ mi ( reate the impression of depend-

ai ililv and ti u-l which i- absolutel)

necessai \

,

I.Mm \ an Lines, Inc., evolved in a

pci iod of 35 to In \eai- from the fur-

niture business of \\
. Parkei Lyon,

one of tin- most culm ful . harai ters ol

lli.- Southwest, who al-o founded the

famed I'oin Express Museum.

lli- -on. \\ . Parkei Lyon, Jr., is

now a \ ice president in the compan)

.

I be i ompan) - ^<\ budget has in-

creased in direct proportion to it- vol-

ume. Jack Smalle) fondl) remembers

I

1

' ;'). when that budget was a men

|20,000 less than a t.-nth of the pres-

ent figure and he could purchase ti\-

top local radio personalities ai ross the

board during tin- <\.>\. all foi 1150.^

9»**;
l
as*.

HABIT. .

.

Ov
A practice first chosen,

then followed so regularly il becomes second nature.

GREN SEIBELS is one! He's WIS-TVs News Director-

so consistently outstanding he's habit with hosts of

viewers with whom WISP/ is synonymous with news

Gren knows South Carolinians want wide coverage

of local events, and furnishes big helpings.

Result— tall ARB news ratings -in the 20's.

WIS-TV is a good habit to form.

Viewers know it- and so do advertisers.

Sales soar when it's advertised on WIS-TV,

and your PGW Colonel has evidence aplenty.

WIS-TV-10
COLUMBIA, SOUTH CAROLINA

C Richard Shafto, President

Charles A. Batson, Managing Director .

represented by

PETERS, GRIFFIN. WOODWARD, INC.
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Retail sales in the

La Crosse television

market have
increased nearly

11 percent in the

past year—
almost triple

1 the rate of the

1

1

1

I

I

country as a whole.*

*Sales Management
Survey of

Buyer Power,
May '56,

May '57.

I

1

1
WKBT

1

1

1

Serving
130,000

TV Homes

1 CBS -NBC -ABC
Represented

by:

H-li TELEVISION, INC.

HARRY HYETT, Minneapolis

CHANNEL Q LA CROSSE, WIS.

r. Sponsor

Louis T. Hagopian: Detroit's young man

I hese days you don't just pick a tv show, you pick a whole net-

work lineup," says Lou Hagopian. 32-year-old advertising director

of Plymouth.

This year, Plymouth is sponsoring the Lawrence Welk Show, ABC
TV, Mondays, Date with the Angels, ABC TV, Fridays and Climax,

CBS TV, (entire program every fourth Friday) starting in June.

**\ ou cant make a network buy these days on the basis of the

program you're picking alone.'" he told sponsor. "You weigh the

strength and weaknesses of an entire evening lineup, to see what

kind of audience is likely to be brought to your show or tune in be-

cause of the appeal of those following. We're sold on ABC's fall

lineups. Friday, for instance, were preceded by Jim Bowie, Patrice

Munsel and Sinatra and followed by Colt 45."

Hagopian, who started at Chrysler Corp. in Dodge sales promotion

under another "young man from Detroit," Jack Minor, now v.p. in

charge of sales at Plymouth, currently heads up a staff of 40 people

in Detroit, works with two agencies. N. W. Aver handles Plymouth

50

Working as team with v.p. Jack Minor. Hagopian plans ad strategy

print, outdoor and radio advertising, which comprise 70' < of the

multi-million budget and Crant Advertising handles Plymouth net-

work television effort.

'"Some 50' < of our over-all budget is still in newspapers." Hago-

pian told sponsor. "This year, we won't be using spot tv. but 30%
of the budget is in network. r>' i in spot radio. 10' "< in magazines and

5'j in outdoor. Tv is the one medium that requires the most work

and follow -through. For instance. Leonard Goldenson told me that

ABC will be promoting the Fridav night lineup like mad. because

the programing is so strong on a traditionally weak night. This

promotion gives us a jumping off place for Date with the Angels."

SPONSOR 7 SEPTEMBER 1957



Hagopian, a till, dark-haired ih.im with a heavy, athletic build,

actual!) looks oldei than 32. "I 1 1-<< I to like this when I started

out," he Bays. "If anyone had known nvj age -nine h\ c
- yean ago,

the) could jusI have brushed aside whal I said with 'Well, what do

you expecl from a kid. I>iii now I m no longer anxious i" look

older.'

Pari reason for Hagopian s newl) Found vanit) is his young w i
f«-

(the) were married one and a hali years ago), daughtei "f Michi-

gan s ex-( »o\ ri inn Kelly.

"Win- jusl about typical <>f the group toward whom the bulk of

..in advertising is aimed. From the 1955 model onward, with the

modern restyling of our cars, weve realized thai we could and

should appeal to the 20-to-39 age group, two "I oui network t\

-~(i «
• w — arc aimed directl) at ihi~ younger crowd, while the othei one

tends to ,^i\<' us ma— circulation in a market we had dominated

previously. Advertising lia- lifted the car out of the wrong brand

image which appealed to the 10-years and over consumers previ-

ous!) .

Three net i\ shows this year

Since 1
( ).~>.">. I'l\ mouth has continuous!) increased its network t\

effort, u es live commercials to gel across its advertising themes

(e.g. "This spring everyone ha- Plymouth fever I. Live commer-

cials, I'l\ imuit h feels, arc more persuasive and give the client a

chance to make last-minute adjustments and changes in the cop)

rather than being tied into a theme some -i\ months before it goes

on the air.

"l.i\e commercials are cheaper, of course, but we want to match

the qualit) of film." sa\s Hagopian. "Therefore, in the case of Date.

which is film, we kine the commercials about 10 days ahead. This

still gives us a chance to make last-minute changes if essential."'

Pl\ mouth commercials are directed at the family audience. "Men

still have the decisive voice, but women pick color, upholstery, si\le.

\lso women are ver\ important with the second-car market, and

often decide ahout power and -leering too in those instances."

Plymouth, which accounts for 55$ of the cars sold 1>\ Chrysler

(Dodge, 2.V i I. actual!) competes with other levels of cars within

the' corporation, hut like the other cars, it also benefits from Chrys-

ler Corp. advertising efforts i e.g. Chrysler's Forward Look campaign

on Climax through McCann-Erickson).

"Top management at the sales level holds meetings ever) 1<> days

to discuss policy, sa\s Hagopian. "The director- of advertising

also meet periodicalK to find out ahout the corporate effort, hut I

have no voice in the corporate advertising plans.'

Hagopian has some strong views on the responsibilities of the

Plymouth advertising agencies.

"The agenc) is a function of management, he sa\s. "It should

he full) informed b) the client, hut in turn, it should do a complete

job of servicing the account with marketing research, motivational

and consumer studies, \fter all. you cant plan advertising Btrateg)

iti a vacuum. I he agenc) must know about styling, pricing, com-

petitive dealer situations and so forth. The question is realK

whether this information is to How strictl) in one direction from

client to agency, or whether both must contribute to it. In the la-t

couple of years, agencies have been required to do an increasing!)

comprehensive job of marketing counsel and research." ^

WONDERFUL

BUY!!

GETS YOU ALL OF

NEBRASKA

KEIOIAND
It takes five airlines and as many

railroads to criss-cross huge, hus-

tling KEL-O-LAND. It takes more

than a million people to ring up

its $1,220,150,000 annual retail

soles. Yet Joe Floyd and his 101-

man crew deliver all of KEL-O-

LAND to you for your one wonder-

ful single-market buy.

PUT ALL KEL-O-LAND

IN YOUR TV PICTURE!

KDLO 3CHANNEL ~ ~
Aberdeen — Huron

KELO
Sioux Falls CHANNEL

KPLO
CHANNEL

Pierro — Winner — Chamberlain

. . . and KEL-O-LAND's
new, big radio voice is

KELO-AM
KELO Radio's 1.032-Ft. Tower

13,600-Watt Power. Eqv.

General Offices Sioux Falls. S. D.

JOE FLOYD, President
Evans Nord. Cen Mgr Larry Bcnrson. V P

Represented by H-R
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TELEPULSE RATINGS: TOP SPOT!

Rank Past"
now rank

Top 10 shows in 10 or more markets
Period 8-16 July 1957

TITLE. SYNDICATOR. SHOW TYPE
Average
ratings

7-STATION
MARKETS

NY. LA.

5-STA.
MARKETS

S. Fran.

4-STATION MARKETS

Boston Chicago Detroit Milw. Mnpls.
Seattle-
Tacoma Wash.

3-STATION »,.»,

Bali

1
!

1

i_
!

2 4

3 |4
_J_

5 2

6 9
_l_

I

7
I
3—

I

8
|
10

Highway Patrol (M) 19.3
10.1 12.0
wri .i h kttv

7 00pm i in

15.7
kron h
0:30pm

11.5 13.5 23.7 14.2 12.9 12.7 22.1 14.9
whz-tv wgn-tv wjbk-tv wtmj-tv kstp-tv wcau-tv komo-tv wtOP-tV

Hi 30pm * nOpm 9:30pm 9:30pm 10:30pm 7:00pm 7:00pm 7:00pm

13.0 14.
|

waga-tv wmtr t

10:00pm 7:3]

Sheriff of Cochise (W) 17.1

Men of Annapolis (A) 16.5

Silent- Service (A) 16.4

State Trooper (A) 16.3

San Francisco Beat (D) 16.2

10

10

CBS FILK

Dr. Hudson's Secret Journal (D) 15.4

Dr. Christian (D) 14.9

Whirlybirds (A) 14.7

Frontier (W)
NBC

14.6

O. Henry Playhouse (D)
GROSS KRASNE

14.6

4.7 10.7
ualM kltv

1 in 7:30pm

6.2 9.9
wabi iv knxt
10:30pm 7:30pm

6.2 11.9
sua lv kltv

: 00pm 7:30pm

7.4
khj-tv
s llllpni

2.9 13.4
vvpix kttv

S :30pm H 3 1

5.1 10.9
wabc-tt kttv

10:30pm 7:30pm

5.2 7.8
wpix khj-tv

7 :30pm 7 :30pm

3.9
wabd
8:00pm

6.3
khj-tv

8:30pm

12.7
kron-tv
i; 311pm

16.5 18.9 17.3 7.5 18.9 9.4 22.2 11.2
wnac-tv wbbm-tv wwj-tv wtmj tv wrco-tv wcau-tv king-tv «Tc-tv wsb-t
6:00pm 7:30pm 10:00pm 10:30pm 9:30pm 7:00pm 7:00pm 10:30pm

16.0
k|.l\

9:30pm

8.7 18.5 10.2 14.2 10.7 10.7
wgn-tv wjbk-tv wisn-tv wcco-tv komo-tv vvtop-tv

9:30pm 10:00pm 9:00pm 4:00pm 9:00pm 7:00pm

15.7
krnn-tv

7:00pm

12.5 11.5
wbZ-tV V\!lh(|-tV

7:0Opm 9:30pm

21.0 11.2
king-tv wtop-tv
7:30pm 10:30pm

11.2
kpix

7 »lii

20.2
wnac-tv

10:30pm

14.5
wnbq-tv
9:30pm

13.9
wtmj-tv
9 :30pm

14.2 11.0
kstp-tv wrcv-tv

9:30pm 10:30pm

13.2
kpix

10:30pm

11.2 13.2 11.2
wnac-tv wgn-tv wjbk-tv

11:15pm 9:30pm 10:30pm

12.7
wcau-tv
7 :00pm

12.4
kpix

10:00pm

19.2 10.2 11.5 16.5 11.4
wnac-tv wnbq-tv wxyz-tv wtmj-tv kstp-tv

10:30pm 10:00pm 10:30pm 8:00pm 7:30pm

12.9
kgo-tv

7:00pm

14.2 5.2 18.2 11.3
wnac-tv

4:00pm
wgn-tv

'.'
: in

wjbk-tv

10:00pm
wtmj-tv

10:00pm

9.6
king-tv

5:30pm

11.5
kron-tv

K :30pm

11.2 11.5 13.9
wgn-tv wwj-tv wtmj-tv

9:00pm 10:30pm 9:30pm

9.9 18.7
wcau-tv king-tv

7:00pm 8:30pm

9.2
kgo-tv
10:00pm

10.5
wwj-tv

10:30pm

17.1
ktnt-tv

S :30pm

13.5
kpix

3.9 11.2 20.2 10.1
cklw tv kstp-tv wcau-tv ktnt-tv

10:30pm !":30pm 10:3iipni 10:30pm

15.9 16.

10:00pm 10:30I|

13.2 19.

waga-tv wmar
10:00pm 10:30

13.

wbal

10:30)

15.0
waga-tv
10:00pm

12.5
mb n
10:00pm

16.5
wsb-tv

9 :30pm

wba I

10:3

17.3 7.1
wsb-tv wma
9:30pm 11:0

Rank PasT
now rank Top 10 shows in 4 to 9 markets

1 3

2
I

3

Esso Colden Playhouse (D)
OFFICIAL FILN

Whistler (M)

I Search For Adventure (A)
GEO. BAGNALL

4 5

5
I
2

6

Frontier Doctor (W)
HOLLYWOOD TV SERVICE

Crusader (A)

Falcon (M)

Code 3 (A)
ABC Ft LM

8 7
Kingdom of the Sea (Doc)

9 8
Cisco Kid (W)

Mr. District Attorney (M)

17.4

16.8

14.8

14.5

13.5

12.1

11.8

11.5

11.0

11.0

2.2
kabc-tv

6 '»

10.0
kri'P

7:00pm

6.9
km

9 :00pm

3.1

wor-tt

9:00pm

8.1 8.2
wrca i\ kttv

10:30pm 7 pm

8.4
kcop

" 30pm

10.2

18.5
kpix

7 :30pm

13.0
kron-tv
'.'::: n

14.4
kron-tv

7 llltpm

10.7
kn n ii

6 :30pm

13.9
wbz-tv
7:00pm

18.0
wcau-tv

10:30pm

8.5
«rc-tv

10:30pra

11.2 11.9 5.5
wwj-tv

9 :30pm
wxix-tv

10:00pm
wttg-tv

7:30pm

9.0
witi-tv

9 :30pm

6.3

:00pm

11.4

12

um

wxix-tv

10:00pm

10.2
wnac-tv
II L5pm

8.2
IVU J

- t V

9:30pm

6.0
kstp-tv

10:30pm

21.5
wnac-tt

8: mi

45
cklw-tv

10:30pm

9.5
wttg-tv

S :00pm

5.7
wbkb-tv
9 30pm

17.5
wtcn-tv

9:30pm

15.3
king-tv

10:00pm

10.2
wtop-tv

7:00pm

13.5
wjbk-tv
in 30pm

11.1
komo-tv
9:30pm

8.2
wgn-tv
6 :00pm

9.5
WW/ tv

8.4
n top-l v

6:00pm

9.7
u nac-tv

11 15pm

11.5
wjbk-tv

10:30pm

10.9
kstp-tv

10:30pm

15.0
waga-tv

10:00pm

11.5 1

waga-tv wr

5:30pm 7:'|

11
'

Utoow type symbols: (A) adventure: (C) comedy: (D) drama: (Doc) documentary: (K) kids: (M)
myitary; (Mu) musical; (S) sport; (SF) Science Fiction; (Wl Western. Films listed are syn-
dicated. ^ hr. . *? hr. & hr. length, telecast In four or more markets. *nie average rating Is
a> unweighted average of Individual market ratings listed above. Blank space Indicates film

not broadcast in this market 3-10 June. While network shows are fairly stable froJ
month to another In the markets In which they are shown, this Is true to much lesser erteil-l
syndicated shows. Tliii should be borne in mind when analyzing rating trends from one mi'*
another In this chart. 'Refers to last month's chart. If blank, show was not rated at all 1*



LM SHOWS

MM ION MARKETS

'..9 2

>5 20. J 11.4
* l\ v-bni tl

lOpa] pin to

5

Celumbui St. L.

18.7

2STATION MARKETS

Dayton Nrw Or I

|y kI.ih tv kvvk Iv

0pm 10 00pm

.2 22.2 13.5

Opa

14.7
k«k u
HI IHIpiM

3 16.9_19.2_

.5 21.2
It »bru Iv

17.4

1.2 12.0 17.5
tr vvl.ru iv kvvk tv

10pm 1" 00pm

.5 16.9
k>.| i\

lOOOpni

)3 7.4 10.0

5 11.0 12.5

kid ti

29.5 30.5 42.0
whlo '»

i 00pm

32.3 23.8 28.5

win i t,

i lOpa
rdni ti

in 30pm

25.8

g aopm

48.3
vv.l.u

t i

21.3
mbl ti

22.8 10.3
Kill. tl

11 :15pm

43.3
K.UlJ tl

' OOpm

28.8 18.0 28.0
vvtirr tv

B 30pm 1" 90pm
K.Ull |V

10:00pm

51.0
w.l.u Iv

: 30pm

27.3 43.0
U'lMI (V

10.4

5 18.4
It utvn Iv

7.2
ktvl tv

in OOpm

12.3

8.2

10.2

k- 1 iv

>3

JlIJOpm
12.5

k.,1 tv

10:00pn

.l-ii n
. 00pm

29.3 46.8
K.I. II IV

41.0
wdsu-tv

9:30pm

24.3
KlK .| IV

46.3
rdsu-ti

13.5
vvhrc-tv

n> 30pm

21.0

17.8

irpro M
: oopin

22.8 29.3 45.3
Khl.i tv

•i 10pm

ti.l.ii IV

32.0 24.8
Kill.. tV K.I. II IV

i" 10pm

34.8 19.8 26.8 14.3
Uhl.. (V Kl.,1 tV

1 r ti !'» 30pm

20.8
Wvlsil-lr

5:30pm

13.8
wpro-tv

r 00pm

41.5 18.3
vvjir.i tv

10:30pm

13.5
wpro-tv

tn other tnan lop 10. Cla»slflr»tlon u to number of itiltotu In
ulse i own. Pulie determines number by measuring which lUUnni
received bv hornet In the metropolitan ixei of i riven market
•UUon itielf may be outilde metropolitan arte of the market

Why, Oh Why, Smidley!

I've searched high and low and -till no \ >-< ad<

order here, fust don't feel we could use one of the

nation's targes! television markets, eh, Smidlev?

Win iii _'n years, ilii- < ascade markel has rained

millions oi acres "t new Farms, billions of dollars in

new industry and thousands ol new families. \ • I

still, Cascade rdevision alone serves the entire re-

gion. The biggesl single buj in the Wesl and you

missed it .lu.iin. Smidlev. For -Ii.hu>-. Smidli v!

O CASCADE
^ a ™ BROADCASTING COMPANY

NATIONAL REP.: WEED TELEVISION PACIFIC NORTHWEST: MOORE & ASSOCIATES
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WYDE in BIRMINGHAM

WILD in E N

call letters

W Bartell stations

programming

ia>«j AtyAedettted'0u

ADAM YOUNG INC.
New York • Chicago • St. Louis • Los Angeles • San Francisco
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/ ii >>/. I\ listing o) > han

in the advertising and broadcast field

NEW AND RENEW

ADVERTISING AGENCY PERSONNEL CHANGES
NAME FORMER AFFILIATION

Inez Aimce BBDOO. NY. Supvsr radio-tv dcpt

William M Baldwin Baldwin. Bowers & Strachan. Buffalo, chairman of the board

John F Belcher

C.lt.lhn.l Swimwcar ,iss» publicity dirNancy Beyer

Tony Cost.inzo

Florence Cruzen

Sherman K Ellis

Upholstery Leather Croup, automotive public rcl's dir

Hclcne Curtis, personnel dir

McCann-Enckson. LA. creative consultant

Emmctt Bates Faison Benton & Bowles. NY. acct exec

Thomas C. Fielder

William | Cillil.tn

lames H Craham

Hovey Hagcrman

Colin H |ohn

Paul Kennedy. Jr

Carroll McKenn.i

Robert Milford

William M Russack

Philip H. Sch.itt |r.

Ralph C. Tanner

Ccncral Electric. advtg & sis prom mgr

Ketchum, MacLcad & Crovc. Pittsburgh, acct supvsr

McManus, John & Adams. NY. asst acct exec

McManus. |ohn & Adams. NY. sr vp & acct exec

McManus. John & Adams, NY. acct mgr

William Esty. NY
Shallcr-Rubin. NY. creative dir

Leo Burnett. NY. brand supvsr

Anderson & Cairns. NY. vp & dir

NEW AFFILIATION

Same, radio tv timebuyer

Rumrill Co Buffalo member of board of dir s

Cunningham Walsh NY m< rchandising co ordinator

Crant NY beauty & fashion coordinator

Crant. NY. public rcls acct exec

Geoffrey Wade. Chi. media budget asst

Same, chairman of plans board

H B Humphrey. Alley & Richards NY acct . .

Cunningham & Walsh NY marketing & merchandising supvsr

Same, marketing dir

Same acct exec

Same, acct supvsr

Same asso acct exec

Edward Petry LA tv acct exec

Edward Petry LA radio acct exec

Kudncr. NY. tv prod dir

Same, vp

Same, vp

Same, chairman of creative board

STATION CHANGES
KIRO-TV. Seattle, will become a primary affiliate of CBS effective

8 February 1958

KLLL. Lubbock. Texas, and WTOO. Toledo. Ohio, arc now affiliated

with MBS

KOAT-TV. Albuquerque. New Mexico, has appointed the Boiling Co.
as national rep

KREM Broadcasting Co. Spokane, new company formed by King Broad-
casting. Seattle, to acquire all physical assets of KREM-TV and KREM-
AM and FM. Spokane

Shasta Telecasting iKVIP-TVi has appointed Ccorgc P Hollingbery

Co rep

WINR-TV. uhf unit in Binghamton. NY. will become an NBC optional

affiliate 1 October

W|QS. (ackson. Mississippi, has appointed the Branham Co NY, ex-

clusive advertising rep

WKAB, Mobile. Ala. has been bought by Ccorge and John Hopkinson
and Quentin Sturm, all of Chicago

WKST-TV. Youngstown. Ohio-New Castle. Pa. will become a primary
affiliate of ABC in October

NEW FIRMS, NEW OFFICES (Change of address)
Advertising Agencies. Inc. has opened a NY office at 509 Madison Ave

8eckman. Hamilton & Asso and Edwards Agcy have merged to form
Beckman Koblitz. Inc. with offices at 915 N La Ciencga Blvd. LA

Bcnnet-Chaikin. Inc. has expanded operations and has taken the fifth

floor of 574 Fifth Ave. NY
John Blair & Co and Blair-TV have moved their Boston offices to 118

Newbury St

Julian Brightman Co. Boston, has moved to new offices in the Fensgatc
Hotel, 534 Beacon St

CBS Radio Spot Sales has opened a new branch office in St. Louis at
Ninth and Sidney Sts

Devney Inc. stn reps, has opened new offices in LA at 612 South Serrano
Ave. and in Boston at 419 Boylston St

Geare-Marston. Phila office of Ruthrauff & Ryan, has moved to new
quarters at 3 Penn Center

Henry Ccrstenkorn Co has merged with Neale Advtg Asso, La

Courfain-Cobb & Asso and R M. Loeff. Inc. have merged to form Cour-
fam-Locff. Inc. with offices at 205 W Wackcr Or. Chi

Crcy Advtg has opened a regional office in the Russ Bldg. 235 Mont-
gomery. SF

H-R Representatives. Inc. and H-R Television. Inc. have opened a Detroit
office at 1065 Penobscot Bldg

Lawrence Kane. Inc. and Artley Advtg have merged to form Lawrence
Kane £> Artley with offices at 10 E 52nd St. NY

KCLA-FM. new fm radio station serving greater LA and Orange Counties

Edward Kletter and Franklin Bruck have merged to form Parkson Advtg
Agcy. Inc. 400 Park Ave. NY

KPAC-TV new full-time, network-color station for the Beaumont-Port
Arthur Texas area, plans to be in operation 15 Sept: is affiliated with
NBC: will be represented for ntl sales by Paul H. Raymer Co. Inc

KVIP. Redding, new 540 kc radio stn plans to start operations in early

October

Phyllis Lacey Advtg. Tampa. Fla. has expanded into a corporation to be
known as Lacey and Patterson. Inc

Cye Landy Advtg. Columbus. Ohio, has moved to larger quarters at 929
E Broad St

Mottl & Siteman Advtg has moved to new quarters in the Buckeye Bldg

291 S La Ciencga Blvd. LA

Samuel N Ncmcr has formed the Ncmcr Advtg Agcy Inc with offices

at 5925 Highway 7. Minneapolis

Robert W. Orr Asso Inc Division of Fuller & Smith & Ross has moved to

the FSR offices at 230 Park Ave. NY

Hal Phillips and Asso has established LA offices in coniunction with Neale

Advtg Asso. 8462 Sunset Blvd

Pintoff-Lawrcncc Productions. NY. has moved to new quarters at 64 E

55th St

Charles O. Puffer Company. Chi has moved to new quarters in the MCA
Bldg. 430 N Michigan Ave

Radio TV Reps. Inc. has opened a Boston office to operate under the

name of Foster & Creed with headquarters at 414 Statlcr Office Bldg

It has also opened a Seattle-Portland office

Radow Advtg. Columbus. Ohio, has become a partnership and now oper-

ates under the name of Radow Alpcrs Advtg

Adam Reinemund Advtg. new agency with offices at 2207 N 56th St.

Omaha
William |. Riley. Inc, new stn rep firm with offices at 55 E Washington

St Chi

Martin | Simmons Advtg and Stern. Walters & |astcr. Inc. have merged
to form Stern Walters & Simmons. Inc. with new quarters at 155 E

Ohio St. Chi

Sparton Brdcstg. owner of tv stn WWTV, has opened new executive

offices in the Arcade Bldg. 417 N Mitchell St. Cadillac Michigan

Transfilm Inc has opened a midwc*' division with headquarters at The
Carlton House. Pittsburgh

WFCA-TV Jacksonville, new tv stn, started operations 1 Sept

WKST. Inc. New Castle. Penn. plans to move its general offices to the

First Federal Plaza, on or about 1 Oct

WPTA. new Fort Wayne tv station, plans to go on the air 21 Sept

WWL-TV. New Orleans, new vhf station expects to begin operations in

September: will be a CBS-TV affiliate
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SPONSOR ASKS

What new trends should sponsors be

aware of in transcribed radio programing

Ben Philley, general manager, Frederick

IF . Zix Co., New York

In in\ trips around the countrj in

recent weeks. I have noticed a definite

increase of interest on the part of ad-

\ertisers in good, sound radio pro-

graming. Obviously, one of the out-

standing reasons for this is the recent

publicity regarding the disk jockey

and the type of music being "forced"'

on the public. Main adsertisers are

questioning the value of their spots

"proof of

the pudding

is in the

eating"

when placed next to any of the "top

10" or "top forty." Also, with most

advertisers trying to crowd into cer-

tain time segments on stations, and

with the increasing difficulty therefore

in allowing ample spacing between

competitive products—most advertisers

are beginning to question the value of

these particular time segments. All of

tli is. of course, is leading advertisers

hack to good programs, because they

know that no competitor can be within

their allotted time period, and that

they have more than one opportunity

to convince their audience of the value

of their product and /or service.

It had been a long time since a spon-

sor had purchased a five half-hour

strip, either day or night, but Fischer

Bros. Supermarkets in Cleveland

bought Fred Waring and his PennsyU
vanians on a five half-hour strip for

not only Cleveland, but most of the

markets in the northern Ohio region.

Fairway Foods also bought Fred War-

ing on a five a week half-hour basis

for Minneapolis-St. Paul. These are

just two examples of sponsors that be-

lieve in good, sound radio programing.

and since Fischer Foods was a pur-

chaser of a five half-hour strip of Red

Skelton just a few years ago, and have

now purchased Fred Waring on the

same basis— it seems to me that "the

proof of the pudding is in the eating"

has been proved!

Certainly. 1 am in accord with one

of your recent articles that some smart

regional or national advertiser is going

to purchase nighttime radio program-

ing—and the rush will be on! Be-

cause, dollar for dollar, there is no bet-

ter advertising buy than good, sound

radio da\ or night!

Charles Michelson, president, Charles

Wichelson, Inc., New York

We in the industry hear from all sides

about the resurgence of radio as an

excellent advertising medium. These

remarks are also backed up with sur-

vey facts to bear out this contention.

Despite all of this, however, a person

on the listening end of radio detects a

lack of overall tangible programing

planning. It is this single factor that

makes all the surveys appear a bit

green around the edges. News, music

and sports, interspersed with an over-

dose of double and triple spotted jin-

gles, have been practically the sole

programing material on well over 70'
i

of our U.S.A. radio stations for the

past number of years. The fact that

these same songs, same news reports

"a lack of

overall

tangible

programing'

and same sports results are heard on

so many stations detract from any in-

dividuality a radio station may have

established for itself at one time.

Like the early morning sun that

casts a shaft of bright light, we are

pleased to report that a new trend in

radio programing is beginning to ap-

pear on the horizons. Here and there,

stations in wider) separated areas have

been scheduling blocks of half-hour

mystery and drama programs, the tvpe

that were once so popular in the hey-

day of radio.

Specificalh . in Washington, D. C,
one key 50.000-watt network outlet has

for a time set Thursday night apart,

from eight till midnight, for a con-

tinual drama and mystery evening.

In Detroit and other kev network

markets stations have for the past six

months scheduled our eeriest mysteries

in the 12 to 1 a.m. period, and sur-

prisingly enough, have sold a full spot

schedule therein. Small independent

stations, such as in Pendleton, Oregon,

Harrisburg, Pennsylvania and a lim-

ited number of others, are turning

their prime evening hours of 8 to 10

p.m. into drama periods. Each of

these stations, which now number on

our books 42. reports that in the main

their availabilities as well as adjacen-

cies are in considerable demand.

It is our opinion that with this nu-

cleus a new trend is in the making in

radio station programing and one

which advertisers would do well to

watch carefully.

The make-up of the average drama
mystery schedule includes such well-

knowns as Famous Jury Trials, Sher-

lock Holmes and The Clock.

Harry S. Coodman, president, Harry S.

Goodman Productions, New York

Too much of a good thing. That's the

stor\ of today's radio. The music-and-

news format saved radio after tv"s on-

slaught but many stations lost their

individuality as a result of following

the leaders. Also lost was a large seg-

ment of audience—the people who do

not want to listen to music-and-news

dav and night, and who. after the

blush of newness has worn off. have
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when you can bet on a sure thing . .

.

and the surest thing in TV today is

^or/offe. He I

45.8 t »
.----

"
/•„!.! mhus, 0.

t

Columbus, Of

it in
Cochise

I *.<*'%$. '26.9 \*?\

\ 56.3 ^7,

Cleveland, 0. | fcA*
#

24.9 >
Here's how

the ratings rolled

In market after market:

So successful is this great adventure series produced
for NTA by Desilu that 39 New episodes are now being made!

NATIONAL TELEFILM ASSOCIATES, INC.
60 W. 55th STREET • NEW YORK 19, N. Y. . PHONE PLAZA 7-2100

Harold Goldman, vice president in charge of sales



found that tv lea\cs ao room for

imagination.

Some 40 radio stations have brought

hack a pattern of programing, proved

popular in the "good old days" of

radio, that is eminently successful to-

day. Stations such as W HUM. Chi-

cago; WCU. Philadelphia. WTOP.
Washington; WEEI, Boston; KALL.
Salt Lake Cit\ have scheduled our

dramatic half-hour programs in eve-

ning slots. They run Monday through

Friday, as much as two hours a night.

Such stations stand alone in their

cities. People who want to use their

imaginations, who want to he gripped

in exciting and suspenseful stories

listen to them. There's a lot of such

people. The ratings show it land so

do the renewals.)

The demand for this t\ pe of pro-

graming has been so great that we

have produced an average of more

"people who
want to

use their

imagination"

than five different half-hour shows

each vear since 1951. Each show con-

sists of 52 or more complete programs.

Though our sales have been confined

to radio stations, advertising agencies

and clients are now showing interest

in this type of programing. It costs

less to schedule a half-hour program

five days a week in evening time than

a few daytime radio spots, or even

a couple of tv spots. Stations using

our mystery-adventure block program-

ing show average ratings of 3.5

I Pulse I . In a weeks period, a spon-

sor gets at least 25 exposures ( three

one-minute commercials plus an open-

ing and closing per show I and more
important, sponsor identification. The
strip is known as Clients Mystery I or

Adventure i Hour and is so publicized

and merchandised through other ad-

vertising media, including point-of-sale

displa\ s.

We can suppl) over 40 half-hour

shows, most of them produced recently.

W e believe that within the next few
months, many local, regional and na-

tional spot advertisers will be sponsor-

ing these dramatic shows in half-hour

evening strips. ^

58

®
WnfLWW'W MAXIMUM POWER MAXIMUM TOWER

newest member of the famous Crosley g)

Sales Offices: New York, Cincinnati, Chicago Sales Representatives: NBC Spot!

Detroit, Los Angeles, San Francisco — Bomar Lowrance & Associates, Inc., Charlotte, Atlanta, t

Full ABC Network Affiliation • Crosley Broadcasting Corporation, a division of Av
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Why J. Walter Thompson Timebuyer Selects

Crosley WLW Stations for Ward Baking C

"WLW Stations do more than just take

your time dollars. Their staff of

merchandising-promotion experts work rij

along with the advertiser's sales people

and follow through with trade contacts

—

buyers, brokers, distributors, store managers,

Yes. I'd sure say that the WLW Stations offer

Tip-Top service everytime. all the time!"

V<Z^ttA<lJ<Jfl
Mario Kircher, J. Walter Thompson Timebuyer

Like J. Walter Thompson, you'll get top service for your products on the

WLW Stations. So before you buy, always check first with your WLW Stations'

Representative. You'll be glad you did!

WLW
Radio

WLW-T
Cincinnati

WLW-C
Columbus

WLW
Dayton

WLW-A
Atlanta

Network Affiliations: NBC: ABC; MBS Sales Offices: New York. Cincinnati. Chicago

Sales Representatives: NBC Spot Sales: Detroit. Los Angeles. San Francisco

Bomar Lowrance & Associates. Inc.. Charlotte. Atlanta. Dallas Crosley Broadcastm. Cor- oration, a division of
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abc-tv checks into MIAMI
. . . adding its 73rd

live station

and boosting coverage

to 92.6%*

Bag and baggage, we've moved into Miami
- on spanking-new WPST-TV, Channel 10.

And not as seasonal visitors. We've come to

stay.

From its August 1st air date, WPST-TV
has been a full-time ABC-TV affiliate. Now
all Miami can see all ABC-TV shows — as

scheduled and programmed.

Now all ABC-TV advertisers are assured

of live, competitive access to the nation's

17th market and its $2 billion buying power.

Affiliating with WPST-TV raises ABC's
live coverage to 77.9% of all U.S. television

homes. Coming: live, competitive ABC-TV
affiliates, this season in Norfolk, Indianapo-

lis, New Orleans, Omaha, Youngstown,
Boston, Amarillo, Peoria, Pittsburgh. These

push our live coverage to a thumping 85%.

If you're not fully checked out on the bur-

geoning, live ABC-TV coverage story, you

should be. Now. Q
X- Total coverage for average half-hour evening program. More than 84% of this is live!
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Reports unit evaluates news, trends,

opinions \<<< film buyers and tellers

FILM-SCOPE
7 September Thli was the big week for Edsel the first new brand in ages, and the first new
Cyrl.ht 1957 ,;;,, J\iXt» job fol L9S8.

SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS INC. .,,,,,,, .... . , , . . . . ,.
And although the dealer setup -till IS trying Id tind its sea legs, Interest m huiili-

cated film in beginning to emerge. In Louisville, Edsel dealer Thurston Cooke signed

n|i NBCs Silent Service for telecast on WAVE-TV^ Previous!) the Edsel dealer in

Cleveland took on Victory at Sea via \YJ\Y-T\.

In the air communications business, history can play strange tricks on your mem*
ory. For more than three decades the word "network" has been synonymous
with the word "live."

Erase your mental slate. This week it was plain that the word "network" more
and more is being equated with the word "can."

This is why:

• 44 new weekly network shows have been sold thus far foi the L957-58 network

Beason, plus 1 bi-weekly (Jack Benny alternate) and 1 month!) (Desilu).

• Of the 44 sponsored weeklies, 30 V£ programs arc film (you net a *''_ figure in

the calculations, because sometimes shows are ' j live and '

-j film). The bi-wcckly and

the monthly newcomers both are film.

• Going a step farther, you can take those 30% film programs and split them up bj

Ij pes thus:

PROGRAM M MBER

Crime and mystery .'!'•_

Western 8

Comedy 6

Adventure 3

Drama 3

Documentary 1

Variety-drama combination 1

• I!\ ua\ of contrast : Among the 13':> new weekly live show-. ]u are variety, 3 are

quiz-audience participation, and 1 ^ crime-mystery.

How did the networks and sponsors latch onto the coming fall's film fare? li-

the obvious answer:

Via pilots.

Of the 30 1
,
•> new network sponsored film programs, 22 had advance samples.

The next question, of course, is whether the producer-" guesses on pilot produc-

tion matched up with what they actually sold. Here's the answer:

TYPE PILOTS PRODI ' I D -now - SOLD

Comedies 28(26%) 6(27%)
Crime-mystery 21 I L9$ > 6 (27

Action-adventure 21 (19$ I

Western 16(15%) 7 (32$ I

Drama 11(10%) I 5%)
Musicals 5 (5%)
\nthology L (4%)
Miscellaneous 2 l 2' '<

|

TOTAL 108(100 22(100%)
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FILM-SCOPE continued

Additional notes on the 1957-58 pilot situation:

1) About the only kind of fare that ran be sold without a pilot is name fare.

Westerns, mysteries, etc., can't.

2) Of 108 new pilots, 13 were produced outside the continental limits of

the U.S.

3) The networks participated financially in the production of 30 of the

108 pilots—CBS to the tune of 16; ABC, 10; and NBC, 4.

Despite the impressive statistical record of pilots as sales tools, film people still hope
they can dodge the expense of true samples and get by with 10-minute presen-

tation films.

No matter how you slice it, costs are going up, and every nickel counts. For instance:

Today, the five-day working week is a union rule. Result: You either incur

overtime or extend production schedules—both alternatives being more costly.

It's not the pilots alone that are causing cost headaches. Syndicators and packag-

ers are beset by new expenses with every move they make.

Re-run payments to actors are another item you can add to the five-day-week rule

(see above). This is the before-and-after picture:

BEFORE: Until last year, SAG members started collecting extra payments only with

the third run of a syndicated series. The schedule called for 50% of original earnings on

third and fourth runs combined; 25% on the fifth run; and 25% on the seventh—for a

total of 100% extra.

NOW: The rule is 35% on second runs; 30% on third; and 25% on additional runs

—for a total that soon can top 100 by a goodly amount.

Jake McKeever, NBC TV Films' v.p., this week used his company's sales progress

with The Silent Service as a springboard for a statistical recital of the stature achieved

by syndicated film.

One of his statistical citations:

PERIOD TOTAL SYNDICATE HOURS % INCREASE

January-May 1956 289^2

January-May 1957 882% 350%

Source: ARB.

ARB's third consecutive telephone survey of tv viewers in Los Angeles to deter-

mine the popularity of features on tv revealed overwhelming acceptance for movies.

To the question "Do you or any other member of your family ever watch movies

programs on tv?" 91.6% said "yes" (last year's count wras 88.4%).

FLASHES FROM THE FIELD: Harry McWilliams, formerly with Screen Gems,

is currently in New York lining up film shows for distribution in Mexico, Central and South

America and the Caribbeans. McWilliams reports seven new tv stations in seven sepa-

rate markets opening up this year in Mexico alone. . . . KETV, Omaha, scheduled to

start telecasting 17 September, has signed Boots 'n Saddles, Crunch & Des, Kit Carson,

Gray Ghost and Victory at Sea—all except Victory at Sea are first run. . . . NTA reports

the Sheriff of Cochise sold in 70 markets. . . . Henry White named Director of Program

Procurement for Screen Gems, is on the prowl for top producers, directors, writers and ac-

tors. . . . George Bilson has joined NTA as producer-director of the new George Jessel's

Show Business series.
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GEE! ih at's the car for me!"
He was watching WGN-TV where top programming has a way
of getting viewers interested and absorbed. He was part of a

722. 700-person audience delivered by the 10 o'clock movie i May
1957 Nielsen, 17.1'

|

.

Top programming week after week lets WGN-TV offer you the

kind of audience you want to reach— morning, noon and night.

That's why Top Drawer Advertisers use WGN-TV
Let our specialists fill you in on some exciting WGN-TV case histories, dis-

cuss your sales problems and advise you on current availabilities.

Put "GEE!" in your Chicago sales with WGN-TV
CHANNEL 9-CHICAGO
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SELL IN

ST. LOUIS
The only way to reach

this vast Country and

ff estern market

770

KILO

1000 WATTS
CLEAR CHANNEL

Represented
by

THE BOLLING
k COMPANY 1

PADUCAH, KENTUCKY

570 KILOCYCLES

SERVING
5

STATES

WEST
KENTUCKY'S
MOST
POWERFUL
STATION

Represented by the

JOHN E. PEARSON CO.

National and regional spot buys

in work now or recently completed

SPOT BUYS

64

TV BUYS
Ronson Corp., Newark. N. J., plans a campaign for its electric

shavers. The 52-week schedule will hegin 23 September. Participa-

tions are being sought in news, weather and sports programs, to

reach a male audience. Buying is not completed. Buyer: Helen

Wilbur. Agency: Grev Advertising Agencv. New York. (Agency

declined to comment.

)

The Frenchette Co., New York, is going into major markets to

promote its salad dressings. Schelule will start 30 September for

eight weeks. Minutes and chainbreaks during both daytime and

nighttime segments are sought. Average frequency: five per week

per market. Buying is not completed. Buyer: Mann) Klein. Ageru \ :

Cohen & Aleshire, New York.

National Biscuit Co., New York, is entering top markets for its

Shredded Wheat and Rice Honeys cereals. Minute participations in

children's shows are being used, schedule kicks-off shortly for 13

weeks. Buyer: Desmond O'Neill. Agency: Kenyon & Eckhardt.

New York.

Anahist Co. (owned by Warner-Lambert l . Yonkers, N. Y., is buy-

ing heavy schedules in 130 markets. Campaign will kick-off 16

September for 26 weeks. Minutes will be placed during both day-

time and nighttime segments; frequency will depend upon the mar-

ket. Buying is not completed. Buyer: Chet Slaybaugh. Agenc\ :

Ted Bates & Co., New York. ( Agencv declined to comment. I

Colgate-Palmolive Co., New York, is preparing a schedule in

major markets for its Ad detergent. Campaign will start 15 Sep-

tember and will run until the end of the year. Minute announce-

ments during daytime segments will be purchased; frequency: four

to 10 per week in each market. Buying is not completed. Bu\er:

Sallv Revnolds. Agency : Lennen & Newell, New York.

RADIO BUYS
Harold F. Ritchie, Inc., Clifton, N. J., is going into scattered mar-

kets for its Scott's Emulsion; 20-week campaign will begin shortly.

Minutes and some chainbreaks will be slotted. Average frequency:

15-20 per week per market. Buyer: Mario Kircher. Agency: J.

Walter Thompson Co., New York.

Pepperidge Farm, Inc., Norwalk. Conn., is planning a schedule in

major markets for its breads. Schedule begins in September for 26

weeks. Minute announcements will l>e placed 7:00 to 12:00 noon.

Monday through Friday. Buyer: Frank Gianattasio. Agency:

Ogilvy. Benson & Mather. New York.
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Coming or Going

KBTY is leader

in DENVER TV
Whether you are just moving into the Denver

market, or already going "great guns" here,

you need Channel 9 because KBTV is FIRST

in Denver when and where it counts the most!

TWT

KBTV first* in quarter-hour

leads (by more than one rating

point), between sign-on** and

10:00 p.m., Monday through Fri-

day.

KBTV leads* during the same

time period in "share of audi-

ence".

KBTV occupies* 4 of the 5

top spots in the cumulative rat-

ings of 21 locally produced pro-

grams.

KBTV first in Denver for pro-

motion, with solid, successful mer-

chandising cooperation for its

advertisers and, most important,

SALES RESULTS!

Call your P.W.G. Colonel today.

Buy the station in the rich Denver
market that delivers People and
PURSES . . . Impacts and RE-

SULTS!

z
•KBTV sign-on 10:30 a.m.

*ARB Denver Survey
-May, 1957

i Quarter-hour leads

iPercentage of audienc

Write, wire or Phone KBTV or Peters, Griffin,

Woodward, Inc.

KBTV ch9nne| 9
DENVER, COLORADO
ULI

President
JOHN C. MULLINS /""| JOSEPH HEROLD

^^ Stotion Manager

News and Idea

WRAP-UP

ADVERTISERS
Hallmark Cards, Kansas City, is

planning its biggest pre-Christmas

ad campaign which will he cli-

maxed with a special holiday show
on its Hall of Fame NBC TV se-

ries.

Six 90-minute network tv dramatic

shows this coming season will be sup-

plemented with seven major consumer

magazines and newspapers in 125

metro markets.

The new ad budget of Tintex has

been upped 30% as a result of "a
sales spurt"' which followed the de-

but of the home dye on network tv

last spring. So says Fred Q. Swack-
hamer, director of advertising for

Park & Tilfords toiletries and dyes

division. He reports sales increased

by 500.000 packages during its month

and a half sponsorship of NBC TVs
Masquerade Party in April and Ma\

.

Where's the increased budget going?

Network tv again, this time with NBC
TV's Queen for a Day for 52 weeks

from 2 October. Agency : Emil Mo-
gul, New York.

Latest guess as to the cost of

Standard Oils huge 75th anni-

versary spectacular is $700,000-
plus.

The "wonders of today and the

promise of tomorrow" theme will be

developed by a raft of such star per-

formers as Jimmy Durante, the Cham-
pions and June Allyson. Cyril Ritch-

ard is doing the staging, McCann-
Erickson the producer of the 90-

minute show on 13 October. NBC TV
will telecast both in black-and-white

and in color from its Brooklyn color

studio.

Rayco Auto Seat Covers, Paterson,

N. J., which has a chain of 150 stores

nationally, is pegging its fall advertis-

ing to tv and radio with newspapers

and direct mail. Budgets are being

hypoed from 10 to 20%, depending on

the market.

66

The broadcast plan : tv. one-

minute commercials on film and slides

on 40 stations; radio, announcements

during peak automobile traffic hours

and in the middle of the dav during

the week on 55 stations. The total:

1.800 one-minute commercials a week

for both.

Five-market saturation on 11 ra-

dio stations is scheduled by the

Denalan Co., makers of Denalan

No-Brushing Dental Plate Cleanser.

One-minute commercials are being

placed by Honig-Cooper, San Fran-

cisco.

Promotion at Theo. Hamm Brew-
ing in St. Paul involve John R.

Moran and John D. Callahan, both

moved up to staff positions in the

marketing division.

Moran has been advertising man-

ager since 1953, before which he was

in charge of tv and radio advertising

for Kroger in Cincinnati. Callahan,

who has new duties as assistant to the

director of marketing, has been man-

ager of sales research and analysis

and worked previouslv in market re-

search for General Mills.

Bert and Harry Piel are in con-

ference planning a new promotion
on the line of last year's Treasure
Island contest. PieFs will again

offer a tropical hideaway as first

prize, along with an assortment of

additional prizes.

As an extra incentive, Henry J.

Muessen, Piel Bros, president, has

announced that added federal and

state taxes payable by the grand prize

winner as a result of accepting the

island prize will be paid by Piel Bros.

( up to $5,000 I

.

The air media will spearhead the

campaign with newspaper and mer-

chandising support.

AGENCIES
With the Erwin, Wasey-Ruthrauff

& Ryan merger now official these
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other iiu'ii who **ill head up the

ihw sl'.ii million BgenCJ :

David M. Williams, formei presi-

denl "l Erwin, \\ asej . is pi esident.

Roberl XX. Watson, former chair-

man "I the 1 1< >.i i < I
"I Ruthraufl >S Ryan,

i- ( h.iii in. in oi the l»>. ii il.

Howard D. Williams, formei

chairman <>l the board "I Erwin,

Wasey, is chairman of the finance

committee;

Roswell XX . [tfetzger, former exec-

utive vice president and chairman <>f

tin- executive committee oi Ruthraufl

8 Ryan, is chairman oi ili«' executive

committee.

K. Kenneth Beirn, former presi-

dent nf Ruthraufl & Ryan, is senioi

\ ice president.

Executive vice presidents "I the new

agenc) .ire James I?. Briggs and Jere

Petterson in New X. mk. Haakon

Groseth and Larr) Northrup in Chica-

aiul Emmet! McGaughe) in Los

Angeles.

igency appointments: Southern
H i^i-n i t ( «>.. for its FF\ cookies and

crackers, to CargUl «!C WUson, Rich-

mond, Va. (\\\ v.p. Edward \cnr

will supervise . . . Duffy-Motl Co.

and its entire product line apple

-..in e, Sunsweel prune juice and cooked

prunes and Clapp's babj food to

SS('H. New York, 15 September.

. . . Erwin, Wasej has resigned the

Hamilton Beach account due to "con-

flict with the expanding line of toast-

master," a Wasej client for 2!! years.

Wasej will continue as the Hamilton

Beach agencj until the end of the year.

... J. Walter Thompson has picked

up the Northeast airline- account (bil-

ling $1.25 million i a> of 10 October.

Former agencj was Chambers \ Wis-

uell. Boston. Chambers & \\ iswell cur-

rentlj i- having merger talks with the

newlj merged Erwin, Wasey, Ruth-

raufl & Ryan.

Sessions Co.. Knterprise. Ma., pea-

nut oil refiner, to Noble-Dury &
Assoc., Nashville. It plans to use t\

and radio for i(- peanut butter, peanut

oil and salad oil. All have 12-st.it.-

distribution.

Geyer Advertising, New York, re-

ports resignation of the Paul Masson
Vineyards account. It will continue
i" service a New York Cit) tv show
tor 13 weeks from 30 September.

One of radio's biggest buyers is

John M. Keavev. director of domes-

in advertising foi I W X who has re-

signed i" join Erwin, Wasej «.*v to.

in \eu N . . i k ,i- ,i mi exei uii\ e on

the newlj acquired kl.Xl account ef-

fective 23 September. Keavej will con

centrate on Western hemispheric ad-

vertising, working closelj with over-

seas offices and the international de-

partment. Mi- also worked at Fuller

i\ Smith A Ross and al <.. M. Ha-

loid.

John \\ . Connor has been named
creative directoi al Cunningham «X

Walsh in San Francisco aftei working

al McCann-Erickson in San Fran-

cisco a- creative group directoi foi

three years . . Loraine Steffens

i- now i vice president oi t avanaugh
Morris Advertising in Pittsbut

where she is responsible foi creative

developmenl and marketing.

lucre's a change from down
LexaS \">n\ tOO. Jack Wyatt now

heads Jack \\ yatl < o. in Dallas

aftei ' hang ing from NX I atl and
(Ed) Bearden. I he Bearden art

-tiiilio i mil nun- in sei \ ice \\ j ati

i IhiiI-. \\ \ all i- fm mil pal Iner of

\\ yatl S S< huebel in New X ork and

i- now produi •< and stai "f the I (alias

Pittsburgh's fl/BWE2r Look'

WIIC

CHANNEL 11

Now On the Air

316,000 watts ERP
serving

1,237,000 TV Horn
in the nation's

EIGHTH MARKET
with effective buying income of

$8,731,815,000

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY

BLAIR TV
BASICJL% AFFILIATE
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FOR OVER lO YEARS

Every year for more than a decade SPONSOR
has gone up in advertising pages.

1946 1947 1948 1949 1950 1951

THIS UNPARALLELED RECORD OF GROWTH

IS NO ACCIDENT! HERE'S HOW IT HAPPENED



THING BUT

No magic formula—just a simple case of an increas-

ing number of advertisers discovering that adver-

tising in SPONSOR pays off.*

SPONSOR spotlights its editorial content 100% to-

wards advertisers and agencies—and really hits the

target. So much so that SPONSOR'S 1956-57 fiscal

year recently ended showed advertising volume of

SI.000.000.

'Write for the factual record of

WOLF, WBAY, KPQ, WTXL

and Storz in SPONSOR. TheN'll

show how you ran build \>>ur

spot revenue in your market.

SPONSOR



WGR-TV
SELLS

BUFFALO !

ABC AFFILIATE CHANNEL 2

Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.

<f&

>' ;';'>'
i 'vi'

1\ show, Confession, which is slated

for nationwide show in" this fall.

ASSOCIATIONS
The proposed Writers Workshop
lias heen given the go ahead signal

by the hoard of Governors of the

Academy of Televisions Arts and
Sciences' New York Chapter.

Mort Ahrahnis and members of the

\\ orkshop committee have heen meet-

ing since last May to organize the

incubator for developing new writers

and new writing techniques in televi-

sion. Plans call for an initial student

body of about 40 and four siminar

groups conducted by such leading

writers as Robert Allen Aurthur, Padey

Chayefsky, David Davidson, Reginald

Rose, Rod Serling, David Shaw, and

David Swift.

Forums dealing with the problems

parallel to writing will be conducted

by producers, network executives, per-

formers and the like as an adjunct to

the seminar program.

Another workshop was proposed
this week by the Writers Guild of

America, West. This for investiga-

tion of professional problems. The

Guild accompanied its announcement

of workshop plan with a blast at

agency control of script contents.

Meetings: RTES will hold its open-

ing luncheon on 12 September at the

Hotel Roosevelt, New York. Speaker

is John C. Doerfer, new chairman of

the FCC making his first major public

address. The entire FCC will be

present . . . Screen Cartoonist Guild

will hold its fifth annual film festival

at the Ambassador Hotel. Los Angeles,

FILM COM PA N Y
3825 Bryan • TA 3-8158 • Dallas

on 28 September. On display will be

the latest in animation styles and tech-

niques developed for tv commercials,

entertainment and business films.

People in the news: Paul Roberts,

new president of Mutual Broadcasting

System, has been appointed a member
of the board of directors of the

NARTB. Roberts succeeds John B.

Poor.

FILM
This week's sales barometer

shows:
• Two new buys and one renewal

on WPIX-TV: General Electric will

sponsor Captured for 52 weeks and

has picked up Victory at Sea again.

San Francisco Beat will have Paul

Masson. Inc.. as alternate week spon-

sor.

• ABC Film Syndication, Inc.,

reports, first foreign sale of 26 Men
to Amalgamated Television Services

for telecast on two Australian stations

in Sydney and Melbourne. Sheena,

Queen of the jungle will also debut in

Australia via Amalgamated.

• RKO Teleradio has renewed

\i,t* I

You're headed in

the right direction with

plough, Inc., Stations!

Radio Baltimore

WCAO
Radio Boston

Radio Chicago

WJJD
Radio Memphis

WMPS

WWW

"You musfve heard KRIZ Phoenix

advertising baby carriages!"

Represented nationally by

RADIO-TV REPRESENTATIVES. INC.
NEW YORK • CHICACO • BOSTON • SEATTLE
ATLANTA • LOS ANGELES • SAN FRANCISCO
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\l( \ I \ r State I roopei l"i ili<- sex

uinl year f"i K 1 1 1 I \ Los Vngeles

ami \\ \ \t -
1 \ . Boston. Teleradio .il-..

renewed lh
. Hudson's Secret Journal

t"i .1 one-) eai i mm on W \ \< and has

purchased Soldiers "l Fortune l"i .1

veek In -1 1 mi i>n ili.it Btation.

N<« merchandising gimmicks:
1 I1.11 .11 in Merchandising oi New
} <<\k u ill de\ elop a complete line <>i

children's games and clothing to tie-in

with /i\ - llmhtir Command. \ four-

toot model water-shooting Greboal

should delighl the small Frj

.

\K( Film Syndication offers .1 9el

i>f "clicker spurs" .1- a promotion item

1.. 1 26 Hen.

Productions and people: Keith
Larsen and Don Burnett signed to

co-star in MGM's new half-hour series

Vorihwest Passage pilot will go into

production '* September . . . Preston
Foster has completed a series of t\

commercials for Standard Oil (Indi-

ana) . . . E<! Pierce, TV-Radio Di-

rector of Wade Advertising, on a five-

1 ii\ \\ est ('oast trip in connection

with Miles Laboratories' sponsorship

of Harbor Command . . . Fred Niles

Productions will film the Oral Rob-
erts religious crusades for t\ for the

third consecutive year . . . Playhouse
Pictures will represent the I .S. with

two animated t\ commercials in the

Fourth International Advertising Film

Festival at Cannes, 2 1 -20 September.

Entries were chosen to represent the

new techniques of American anima-
tion, being pioneered 1>\ the \\ est

-1 industry . . . Filmaster Produc-

tions & Studio Film Service have

merged as Filmercial Production
in L.A.

NETWORKS
U est Point lias gotten an eleventh
hour reprieve and *ill be hack
this season as a network show on
\H< TV starting 8 October.
New sponsors for the ZlV-packaged

series are Van Heusen Shin- and
Carter Products.

West Point has been on CBS t\ for

» year as .1 General Food- entrj but

i- due to hf dropped the end of this

mouth.

VH( rVa new afternoon li>e pro-
graming is beginning to pick up
speed. The network has just

j, a, 1 y

and completely covered
KTIIT's 0.5 mv/in contour

blankets two and one-half millioji

Gulf Coast residents, in

750,000 radio homes.
Reach them quickly, effectively,

inexpensively by calling your
Paul Raymer Van

HOUSTON AND SOUTH TEXAS

1 it's KSAN in San Francisco^^
1 PROVEN MOST POPULAR WITH NEGRO LISTENERS ^Bk

YEAR AFTER YEAR* ,•.**.**., A

.-| [Willi \ cO \^B Minin

>S^) \^S^ 0*"«lAND

|(
, "Goes

a \ WhereIs Your

Best Buy...

Because

1 ^P^PA V^^BSbSJ ALAMEDA
SAN FRANCSCO 1 ^B I ^F

llMIIhI

\ w
*"*•

1 ^—\ \ "•

fc\
Negro

W.
Goes Where

280,000
11

\ SAN JOSf ^fe
n\\s\

Lkla'-dlH \ \.
Listeners
. 1__ - »* ,_^.I mf ~|| I/O 111 Jlr' *- *

1

\A
WRIT

1111 MAR

for specific proof of all KSAN clr

intact Stars National, Tracy Moon

E, WIRE, PHONE KSAN
(ET STREET. SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNI

11ms 10 lame,

!,or

A, MA 1-8171
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A pictorial review of local

and national industry events

PICTURE WRAP-UP

Anniversary of 35 years with Grey advertising is cele-

brated by B. I, ("Bib") Brownold at dinner given in his honor.

Silver tray is presented by Lawrence Yalenstein. chairman of the

board—who as founder of the firm has five years' seniority

Hard sell in San Francisco. KRON-TV sales manager Norman

Louvau signs while 1 1. to r. ) Douglas Elleson, program manager; Jim

Bentley, film buyer; monster; Jerry Hyams, director of syndication.

Screen Gems, maintain mood. Buy is new "shock" film package

Four soup labels and a buck. B. D. Graham, v.p.

marketing. Heinz (1.), takes first RGA "Best of '57'" album

from Louis A. Collier, manager sales promotion. Record

premium is a part of the Heinz-'57 "once in a century" tie-in

Day at the races hosted by WCDA-TA and WROW. Seated

1 1. to r. I G. Duncan. Avery-Knodel ; M. Kane and A. Janowicz,

OBM: M. Roffis. M-E; A. Moss and L. Avery. Avery-Knodel;

J. Hudack, Warwick & Legler and J. Owen. Avery-Knodel

It's Stuffed. "Bring 'em back alive" Bob Dalton of WTOP-TV,
Washington. I). C., tries hand at lion taming in MGM promotion



WWRl NIW YORK CITY

//// Theresa Bc/kCh \

Horn, Oddj and rtt

I

•Theresa Baker
302 Convert
w York Citv N Y

WWRL'S PERSONALITIES SEEL
more merchandise for sponsors by:

Delivering the largeat negro
AUDIENCE for your product. . . .

Supporting your schedule with a

barrage of consumer ads. . . .

MERCHANDISING CREWS work
full time In Supermarket* and drug
stores for you. . . . FREE. . . .

LOW SEELING COST of 12c per

thousand. . . .

co/y or write

- BEST FOR NEGRO PROGRAMS

MORE
radio homes at the

LOWEST
cost per home are

DELIVERED
by WSUN

than any other station in the

HEART of

FLORIDA
(Chock vour NieUen No 2)

WSUN RADIO
ST. PETERSBURG - TAMPA

Represented By VENARD. RINTOUL, A
McCONNELL

Southeastern: JAMES S. AYERS

snagged ||g first sponsor l<>r Do
You I i u>t ) our M iff.

I In- Monda) -tin ough-F i idaj quii

I 10-5 p.m. ' has signed I irestone In-

« 1 1
1 ~~ 1 1 i.il Pi oducts i Foamex i foi the

Fridaj 1:30-4: 15 segment.

Gre) is the agent j

,

< Its T\ »s top-rated Phil Silvers

shoti will Imu this season on IT

September >»iili b corned) produc*
lion of Lehar'a operetta, The
Mrrry II iilim. Staged al .1 network-

created Cafe Maxims, replica of the

Pai is < afe, the musical will stai Sil-

vers as the romantic prince, Janel

as the w idow w itli ideas.

Produced l>\ Edward Montagne,

tormerl) \\ illiam Est) producer for

Mnn Igainst Crime and The Hunter,

Silvers ) <>u'H Sever Get Rich is co-

sponsored l»\ 15. J. Re) nolds I obacco

(through Esty) and P & G (through

Leo Burnett I

,

Robert Eastman, \IM! president,

has just announced tin* creation

of The Stations Department, which

will offer all the former activities of

the Station Relations Department plus

a new concept in affiliate services.

Heading this department will be Ed-

ward .1. DeGray, v.p. in charge ol

stations.

"The newl) expanded department,"

says Eastman, "will work toward tin-

end of adding strength to local pro-

graming, [his is important because

local programing and network pro-

graming complement each other ami.

naturally, increased audience for local

benefits network shows, and vice

versa."

Mare Connelly's Pulitzer pla)

Green Pasture* will kick off the

season for \B( TVs Hullmark
Hall of Fame on 17 October, 9:30-

1 1 p.m. in color.

The pla) will feature an all-Negro

cast, starring William Warfield as De

l.awil. Eddie "Rochester" Anderson as

Noah and Cab Callowa) a- the King

of Babylon. Connell) himself adapted

the pla\ for t\ as he had previousl)

done for the nun ies.

The weekl) 90-minute -how i- spon-

sored b) Hallmark Cards through

FC&B.

t*

VJBC T^ Superman eerie* starring

George Reeves scheduled to debut on

Monday, 30 September. It's sponsored

WHAT
IS

YOUR
PHOTO-
GRAPHIC
MAL-

ADJUSTMENT

1) QUALITY ?
2) SERVICE ?
3) PRICE ?

THESE ARE THE 3
BIG PROBLEMS

Let us cure them for you

as we have done for some
of the top business firms

and advertising agencies

DAKALAR
°£0SM0

^^bJ Pi otog raphers

I 19 W. 57th St.. N.Y.C. Ci. 6-3476

PHOTOGRAPHERS FOR SPONSOR

BAKALAR-COSMO
1 19 W. 57th St., N. Y. C.

Gentlemen: Please have your re

lativg
~~ Phone ~ Drop in

Date Time

presen-

Address Tel. No.
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ASCAP MUSIC... THE MUSIC OF SHOW BUSINESS!
The American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers proudly presents a special issue of the ASCAP
Program Guide entitled "40 Years of Show Tunes." Among the ASCAP membership are the men and women who
have created top musicals for more than four decades. The compilation of songs in this

latest Program Guide runs all the way from "Princess Pat" to "My Fair Lady." The listing

includes not only the song titles with the composers, authors and publishers, but also names
the performing artists and the available recordings of the hit songs of Broadway musicals

from 1917 to 1957. Television and radio broadcasters, advertising agencies and all those

engaged in entertaining the American public will find this Program Guide an invaluable

source of program material.

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF COMPOSERS, AUTHORS AND PUBLISHERS
575 Madison Avenue, New York 22, New York
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You're headed in

the right direction with

Plough, Inc., Stations!

Radio Baltimore

WCAD
Radio Boston

WCOP
Radio Chicago

WJJD
Radio Memphis

WMPS

¥3 S£

Represented nationally by

RADIO-TV REPRESENTATIVES, INC.
NEW TOMK • CHICAGO • IOSTON SEATTLE
ATLANTA • LOS ANQCLCft • SAN rRANCISCO

That measuring man from
KWTV-OKLAHOMA CITY

. . . measures the SALESpower
of KWTVs 1572' tower for

timebuyers on Madison Ave.!

altei Datel) bj I be Sweets Co. ••(

\ni.i ii ,t (through 1 1. ii i \ I !- M \il\ ii

i isipg i .mil the Kellog i Co through

I in Bui netl '

. 1 1 1 • — show fits into

\ lit I \ ~ I. iii .ifiii i ii progi aming

concept with its appeal foi the young-

ei set.

i MS TV's ii<- %% honr>long Sundaj
aeries. Seven Lively iris, trill de-

bnl on 3 November, 5:00-6:00

p.m. with "I lie Changing Ways
<>l Love."

I In- 1- cil the series w ill be Seu York

Herald Tribune i\ critic John Crosb)

ami S. I Perelman \\ ti .
. scripted t !•-

show, rhe ~|'"|Iil:Iii i>f the opening

show w ill be on \iihi ica s romantit

moods a^ portrayed in movies, si

novels, magazines, and will include .i

segmenl on the Kinsej Report.

Mong with it s new management,
\B\ has aeqnired a new symbol
to represent the American Broadcast-

ing Network a modern, trylon-shaped
" \ . as it's described 1>\ Raymond F.

Eichmann, \I>N director i>f sales de-

velopment and research.

[*he arrowhead-shaped insignia was

designed 1>\ »BN's Hank Levinson

and selected l>\ BHDO. agencj for the

network.

RADIO STATIONS
Here's a Btation that < I i

• I some-
thing about the cost-of-living.

\\ \\/. New Haven, waged a suc-

cessful editorial campaign t<> reduce

the price of gasoline in the New Haven

area. Radio editorials broadcast dur-

ing Vugusl emphasized to New Haven

listeners that the) were paying more

for gasoline than their neighbors in

elose-h\ communities e\en though

much of the fuel was first brought in

through New Haven harbor.

\\ it h i n tWO week- of the start "I the

campaign, filling station prices dropped

a- in in h a~ Id a gallon.

S.R.O. means Swinuning Room
Only. Over Iimi disappointed teen-

agers were at the dock as the rivei

boat \valon, with V7DG\ ili-k jockej

Dan Daniel, started on a three-hour

trip.

The excursion was a teen-age part)

sponsored b) the St Matthew - social

activities organization ol St. Paul

Promoted over W DG1 . over 1,400

people crowded onto the decks of the

boat . . . Vnothei waten note. this

BOOO W
Best Buiuses l tsuu

KFcJI
9

Best Buy

KLAMATH r^XLLS, OREGON
Ask -the KAeeker Co.

IISO KC

Kansas is FREE
When YouBuvKMBC
in Kansas City, Missouri

.—. . ^-^/ \ Q.X \
— — "~ !=«v"\, M_°
KAN S—A1 sV

| /

JCf%j

BUY KMBC—6,000 watts on 980 kc,
to reach 2,340,660 people; $3,945,000,000
spendable income; $2,9-19,000,000 r. tail

<;KT KFRM—6,000 watts on 550 kc—
for the state of Kansas FREE! It's your

market of 1.9 2 7, 150 population;

,468,810 spendable income : s.'.'.Jl.-

tail sales.

KMBC-KFRM, the only bonus-buy
radio stations in the Heart of the Nation.

For choice availabilities, call

your colonel from Peters, Grif-
fin, Woodward, fur.

DON DAVIS. President
JOHN SCHIUING. E.ecut.ve Vice P"
GEORGE HIGGINS, V P. arxi Soles Mortoger
DICK SMITH, Moioger. KMBC-KFRM

if>

KMBC 6$ (Conjoi City

KFRM £&% tHe State of K<

a in the Heart of America Q
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MUSIC
jingles . . underscoring . . devices

. . production

JACK FASCINATO
3010 lake glen drive, beverly hills,

calif.

credits

a-I beer libbys

armour mary blake

aunt jemima meadowgold
beads o bleach mogen david

beautiflor off

bendix oxydol

bobbi page

breast-o-chicken pamper

carnation dairy products papermate

car-nu post toasties

champagne velvet postum

charmin prom
charm-kurl purex

cloverbloom 99 purity bakeries

deep magic raid

delsey rca victor

dial seven-up

dreft schlitz

dutch masters scotch tape

frigidaire sierra pine

good seasons snowy bleach

h f c sunkist

hillman swift

j-wax tame

ken-1-ration toni

kool-aid trix

kocl shake white king

kroger white rain

Jhe&iMt of QowL
otWvnfl in.

City

HOTEL
/ /% /f

34th Street C^_) at 8 th Avenit*

Manhattan's largest and most con-

veniently located hotel. 2500 outside

rooms, all with bath and tree radio,

television in many. Direct tunnel con-

nection to Pennsylvania Station. Afl

transportation facilities at door. Thre«

air-conditioned restaurants
LAMP POST CORNER . . . COFFEE HOUSC

GOLDEN THREAD CAFE

Singles I Doubles Suites

from $7 from $ J "| >. *rom *23
JOSEPH MASSAGLIA. JR.. Pr.tid«M

CHARLES W. COLE. G.r, m,-

r- Other MASSAGLIA HOTELS^
SANTA MONICA. CALIF. Hot.l Miramar

SAN JOSE. CALIF Hol.l Saint. Clair*

LONG BEACH. CALIF. Hold Wilton

GALLUP. N.M Hot.l El Rancho

ALBUQUERQUE. Hot.l Franciscan

DENVER. COLO Hot.l Park Lan.

WASHINGTON. O.C. Hot.l Ral.iqn

HARTFORD. CONN Hot.l Bond

PITTSBURGH. PA Hot.l Sh.rwyn

CINCINNATI. O. Hot.l Sinton

NEW YORK CITY Hot.l N.w York..

HONOLULU Hot.l Waikiki Biltmor.

World-torn. d hotelj

T.l.lyp* i.rv.c.—Family Plan

time from WFBR, Baltimore, which

is sending out Marine News Corre-

spondent cards to listeners to insure

local coverage of marine news events.

BartelPs new station WILD,
Birmingham, (WYDE on Septem-
ber 2nd) received over 850 responses

to its "Thought for the Day" promo-
tion in a seven-day period . . . WILY,
Pittsburgh, aired the following an-

nouncement during every station

hreak on 1 September: "Channel 1080

welcomes Channel 11 to Pittsburgh.

Personnel notes: Ira Laufer has

been named general manager of

KFOX. Long Beach. Cal. Laufer

comes from KSHO-TV and KBMI,
Las Vegas, where he was also general

manager . . . John F. Box has been

appointed general manager of the

Bartell station WILD (formerly

WBMS I . Boston. Box is also execu-

tive vice president of The Bartell

group . . . William Pinkney, Jr.,

formerly radio-tv director of Ross Ad-

vertising, Peoria, has joined WIRL
Peoria, as an account executive.

George Stephens has been appointed

director of agriculture for KCMO,
Kansas City. He replaces Jack Jack-

son who resigned to go with the Na-

tional Grange . . . Dong Boaz, for-

merly with Moloney. Regan & Schmitt.

San Francisco newspaper reps, has

joined KGW, Portland. Ore., as an ac-

count executive . . . Harold Wheela-
han is adding the duties of assistant

station manager to his present com-

mercial manager chores at WDSU,
New Orleans . . . Sidney Goldstein
has been named secretarv of the Wil-

liam Perm Broadcasting Co. I WPEN.
WPEN-FM), Philadelphia . . . Stan
Cohen has been appointed to head up
the expanded research, sales promo-

tion and merchandising department of

the WDSU Broadcasting Corp.. New
Orleans. Cohen comes from Ziv.

TV STATIONS
A Tokyo produced film program
on the trial of GI William Girard
(accused of slaying a Japanese
woman), was telecast by WCAL-
TV, Philadelphia, on the eve of

the trial.

The program was handled b\

Charles Vanda. v.p. in charge of tele-

vision. WCAl . and Charles Shaw.

WCAU-TV news director. The half-

hour film brought tremendous listener

and press response.

Saludos Amigos. WATV, New York,

will make a real pitch for the Spanish

language market of New York.

I he station has contracted with Al-

lied Television Productions for Span-

ish language programs to slot in "AA"
time.

One. The Spanish Show, an hour-

and-one-half variety show from 9:00

to 10:30 p.m.. will start 15 September.

Starting 4 October, WATV will air

Spanish language feature films on Fri-

day nights. 9:00 to 10:30.

Those already signed for sponsor-

ship include: Piels Beer, Common-
wealth of Puerto Rico. Columbia Pic-

tures. Sachs Quality Stores, and Bus-

tello Coffee. The New York Spanish

speaking market today exceeds 900,-

000 people and is growing at the rate

of some 1.400 each week.

First tv program on the Asiatic Flu

was aired on KDKA-TV, Pittsburgh.

Called the Silent Invader, kinescopes

will soon be available to other tv sta-

tions throughout the country.

Notes: Storer Broadcasting went on

the air with WVUE-TV, Philadelphia

1 replacing old call letters WPFH I

.

Opening telecast was a one-hour spe-

cial program. The New / ue. . . . One

of the largest installations of color tv

equipment has been made at WFGA-
TV, Jacksonville, which started broad-

casting at the beginning of this month

. . . Construction of Amarillo's third

tv station. KVII-TV, channel 7 has

now been started. The station is ex-

pected to be in operation by 1 Janu-

ary . . . WJTV, Jackson, Miss., has

increased its power from 214.000

Watts to 316.000. maximum allowed

In the FCC . . . The nation's 505th tv

station went on the air in Pittsburgh,

last Sunday. W1IC-TY has been as-

signed channel 11. . . .

WWC-TV, New Orleans, will sup-

plement its own news coverage

through a contract just signed be-

tween that station and CBS, providing

news film supply to the station, u

.

Howard Summerville, general man-

ager of the new station announced.

Savs he: "The people in the viewing

area of WWL-TV can be assured that

they will be seeing the finest and most

complete news coverage that is pos-
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>il»K- in bring them. \\\\l.-l\ tlso • Because of the cumulative qualit)

v*. i J I earn *> full schedule <>f news "I radios audience, an advert isei musl

events originating in New Orleans and schedule campaigns through daj and

elsewhere in Louisiana." night times i" saturate i total market.

People in the news > Robert Mao-

Fayden has been promoted t<> assistant

publicit) director f> >r k l

v

l \ . Los \n

les . . . John Traxler has been

named film buyer-director tor WI.W-I.

Indianapolis. Traxler comes from

KTVI, St. Louis . . . William L.

Brooks, funnel Btate and regional

tnanagei of Medlej Distilling Co., Iia^

joined WIII.IN. Evansville, Ind., a~

an account executive . . . Jaj Grill,

director <>f sale- for KFSD-TV, San

Diego, Calif., has been named vice

president <>l KFSD, Inc.

CANADA
V new booklel published 1»> the

Broadcast Vdvertiaing Bureau,
Toronto, profiles Canadian radio

listening today. Ii- kej conclusions:

• Radio continuall) reaches more
homes in Canada than anj other ad-

vertising media.

• Canadian families are spending

more time with radio than with am
other advertising media.

® in

Pulse

March '57

®

Negro Ratings

Morning

Afternoon

and

Night

in Results

llic upward spurt in Canadian
radio sot sales hai been accom-
panied bj a dip i" the average li-i

price of radio wH*.

In L953 the average cost "I a re-

ceive! was 18 1.94; m 1954, -7 1.5] and

in 1955 the latest figures available

average cost was down to S68.86.

Brooks Advertising Agency, loi »n

to, lia> recentl) acquired tw> majoi

accounts: Ks><-\ Packers, Hamilton,
i reported to lia\ e had one "I the

largest advertising budgets in i lit-

COUntr) and ii|i tn nOM handled h\

the advertiser direct), and Silknit,

Toronto, including all ~i\ of it- prod-

lit t- di\ isions I Silknit lingei ie, I <>\ -

aide Brassieres, Cataline Swirasuits,

\lamae Knitting Mills, Snuggledown
and Lad) Burkleigh Sleepwear).

Canadian Kodak will launch a hi»bl\

concentrated promotion lor the coming

Christmas Beason with an "openlj

first" message gift card in it* camera

outfit.

Alternate sponsorship of two Amer-

ican-originated t\ shows, the Kd Sul-

livan Show and Disneyland and

national magazine and newspaper ads

V.ill be Used.

FINANCIAL
Stock market quotations: Follow-

ing stocks in air media and related

fields are listed each issue with quota-

tions for Tuesday thi> week and I ues-

da) the week before. Quotations sup-

plied b) Merrill I. \ nch. Pierce, Fenner

and Beaue.

Tnes. rues.

Stock .'7 Vug. 1 Sept t hangrAmong Birmingham's long term

radio advertisers. New York Cloth- \,n ) nrl. Stock Exchange

ing Company, over 468 consecutive US-I'T 16% 18% • 1' •

mr 172% 174% - 1

;

,

weeks a WJLD advertiser, says.
Vvco 6% I.

7
.

"WJLD, since 1948. has been the
i BS "A" 28% 29% - 1

backbone of my advertising. Re- Columbia Pic 18 18% -

sults have always been most grati-
l.uru '- ir.'-, 1'.

;

,

fying."
Paramount 33% 3 l'i •

r<:\ 13 + %
5torer 24% 24% - %
20th Fox 26%

lalf 1 1 1^ AM \\ arner Bros. 22 •w Jin W estinghouse 62% 'n'lWW tl L U FM American S Ext linage

Ulied \iii-i- 3*
BIRMINGHAM, ALABAMA \--iii . \i t. Proi . 9hi 9% -

The Nation's Finest 1 &< Super LS 16 1 1 16 - %
Negro Radio Station Dumonl 1 .i!'-. 1% I

1
-..

Guild Films _
,T

. + 7>
Represented by FORJOE M\ :

T
.
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You're headed in

the right direction with

Plough, Inc., Stations!

Radio Baltimore

WCAQ
Radio Boston

WCOP
Radio Chicago

WJJD
Radio Memphis

WMPS

aW *k -'

Rep'eir •<
I

RAOIO-TV REPRESENTATIVES INC.
• NEW TORN • CHICAGO • HOtTON . HATTll
• ATLANTA • LOS ANCILII • l*N FIANCitCO

Most Powerful Twins

CJON-TV *ss?
Argcnfia

%Ll« 300M
' 'Captive Newfound landers
and latest B6M Zkows
85% oi all qreater St.Johns
homes have TV $ets

weeo i, co. US. STOVIN-CANAOA



People are busy in

Southwestern Pennsylvania

but not too busy to watch
More than a MILLION TV HOMES in this rich marketing

area, and only WJAC-TV, which reaches into 63% of these

TV homes, gives you maximum coverage. In its 41-county

territory. WJAC-TV reaches 80% to 100% in 20 key counties.*

You just can't blanket Pennsylvania without including

WJAC-TV, the dominant force in the Keystone State's third

TV Market!

•Nielson Coverage Services—Report No. 2 (monthly coverage percentages)

Ask your KATZ man for full details/

Payrolls are BIG

/"A

5*iQmm
Retail sales are Booming

SERVING MILLIONS FROM
/ j ATOP THE ALLEGHENIES
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Hit/it's fui[>i>,-niriK >n U. S. Got rrnmrnt

that affects tponsoTs, agencies, ttatioru

WASHINGTON WEEK
7 SEPTEMBER
Cooyrlght 1957

SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS INC

The broadcasting ;m<I advertising fields < ;m look forward i «» a breathing

spell from investigation while Congress is in recess until 7 January.

Hut the House Commerce subcommittee undei Rep. Morgan Moulder's chairmanship

won't be entireh inactive. \ special!) trained selected staff will be studying the prelimi-

naries for the committee's investigation of Governmm t regulator) agencies.

The broad question 1 1 1 i
— group was set up to stud) was the maimer in which the

agencies are complying with the spirit of the lawn under which th< ite. (he

Federal Communications Commission will -'<'t major attention. Bui the Bubcommittee

at this stage doesn't appear to he any more interested in the Federal Trade < ommission

than in any of tlir other agencies to be probed.

The Bubcommittee inevitably will wind up covering the same ground alread) thor-

oughly trampled h\ the (Viler antitrust subcommittee in 1956 with respect to the FCC.

Charges put before it 1>\ members of Congress and other- include such accusatioi

network eontrol of the FCC, political favoritism in the granting of licenses, disre-

gard of antitrust violations by one applicant in choosing between competitors for

struction permits, etc.

The staff, mostly hired just for this one set of probes, is proceeding full steam ahead

with its preliminary fact-gathering. Present plans are to have 1 1 1 i — work done, or at least

well along, with respect to all agencies to be called on the carpet before starting public

hearings.

The FCC also has been set tentatively as the first (or one of the first) to be quizzed on

whatever the staff digs up out of the record- of Senate Commerce Committee hear

Celler hearings, and from their own leg work.

A House Government Operations subcommittee under the chairmanship of

Rep. John A. Blatnik (D.. Minn.) also has the FTC under Bcrutiny, ugh in

the recently-concluded first chapter of the hearings there was no disposition to belabor that

agency. There was much criticism of advertising claims and talk about strengthening the

FTC laws, so that agency could he considerably tougher.

The FTC, meantime, has been Btepping up its efforts with respect to medical

•laclaims.

The Commission is also quietly readying -weeping action on cigarette filter chums,

another sore point at the subcommittee hearings.

Commission officials claim this is no sud len interest on their part, that they were in-

vestigating before the Blatnik subcommittee got started, but that under the law the '

mills grind slowly.

Filter cigarette complaints should be emerging before the Blatnik subcommittee starts

up its hearing- again.

17 September is the day for the much-heralded FCC meeting on subscription

television. The FCC is due also to give more thought to such other old prol - the

clear channel case, more power for the 250-watt (lass IN radio stations, and whether

to permit the request of daytime radio station- for extended hour- of operation to lie

dormant some more or just turn them down flat.

The guessing is that there will be no quick approval for even a trial of broad-

cast pay-tv. There i< some sentiment for stalling to see whether wired toll-tv will

succeed, and by succeeding effectively cool down the currently very hot and controversial

subject.
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GETTING THE MOST FRO

"Snagged" by a ££wr^9gg&
Faulty Film Situation ? ^^^



UR FILM DOLLAR

\S9**4S

If so, you've a right to be "hopping mad"—especially if picture "smog,"

inflexible film presentations and high operating costs are

blocking your progress. Better do something about it! Find out how to . .

.

1. Get the kind of picture quality that advertisers and television

audiences want.

2. Get this picture quality and enjoy low operating costs at the same time.

3. Get the kind of expert programming that sparks and holds

viewer interest.

Let us show you how to plan your system to get

these desired advantages. See your RCA Broad-

cast Representative. Have him acquaint you with

RCA's comprehensive TV Film Facilities— for get-

ting better pictures and lower operating costs for

both Color and Monochrome.

Tmk s «

RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA
BROADCAST AND TELEVISION EQUIPMENT

CAMDEN, N. J.

In Canada: RCA VICTOR Company Ltd.. Montreal
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Copyright 1957

SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS INC.

A round-up of trade talk,

trends and tips for admen

SPONSOR HEARS
Two of the major station-ownership groups headquartered in New York are

on the search for topflight executives:

The opportunities: (I) general sales director: (2l ^alcs promotion director.

In radio they don't often (as has Ahe Scheehter) toueh the same hase twice.

Back in the '30s, Scheehter was Mutual's news director. Now he's returned to the

network's payroll as public relations consultant.

Hill & K now 1 1 <>ii (which has P&G among its p.r. accounts) is doing a special

trouble-shooting joh for the Crosley group in Indianapolis.

If&K's main job is to counteract a local newspaper sniping campaign.

Colgate's agencies are waiting for the other shoe to drop. A realignment of

some of the brands apparently is coming.

The reshuffling is expected hecause of (I) the splitup of Colgate products into sep-

arate soap and toiletries divisions, and (2) changes among sales and advertising ex-

ecutives.

William F. Hufstader, the sales mastermind, who rates next to the president

in the General Motors operating hierarchy, apparently hasn't given up his quest

for a tv coordinator.

Although all divisions arc competitive, there's a common goal in Hufstader's plans: (1)

keep CM on top of tv trends and developments, and 12) tr\ to reduce the cost-per-

1000 of the various tv network investments.

GM's 1957-58 commitment to date for network tv I time and talent) are headed for

ahout $34 million. (See 4 May and 31 August SPONSOR-SCOPE.)

What blurs the syndication price picture for many New York agency buyers is

this:

After they get a quotation from a syndicator, they find some stations Mill give

them the same film series—plus time—for the identical price quoted by the syndi-

cator. The hitch, however, is:

• No control over the choice of the alternate week's sponsorship.

• Limited freedom in selecting time or negotiating for reruns.

Considering the record for executive turnover among the networks, CBS can lay claim

to the longest list of survivors over a 20-year span.

You will find these names on the officer and executive rosters for both 1937 and 1957:

CBS: William Paley, Lawrence Lowman, James Seward, Joe Ream. John Karol, Herb

\krrberg. Arthur Hayes, Bill Schudt, and Edward Murrow.

NBC: Frank Russell, Carlton Smith, Jules Herbuveaux. and Edward Hitz.

MBS: Sydney Allen, and Adolph Opfinger.
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CAN YOU TELL A FLOP?
[Continued from page 35)

which i- the lowest-priced horn pro-

i i m ami 1 1 in nt the most inexpensn

e

• •I all nighttime shows.

\\ hilr advei t
i ~<

t - were apparentl)

willing to accept high costs il the rat-

ings were high, jusl so-so ratings were

a different story.

Case in point: The Herb Shrine)

Show.

This comedy-variet) series started

fairh well in October w i 1 1 1 subsequent

ratings declining slightly. In Janu-

ai\ To Tell the Truth was substi-

tuted. Since 1\ viewing reaches a

peak in Januarv and then starts a niihl

decline until the \la\ drop, the new

panel show's ratings can be interpreted

a- somewhat better than Shrinei s.

I > ii I there was no big leap.

The cost of To I <!! the Truth ua-

122,000 average per week, however, as

against The Herl> Shriner Shou cost

,.t $45,000. Pulling down a much

lower cost-per-1,000 than its predeces-

sor, To Tell the Truth was easil) re-

newed for this season.

The 10:30-11 p.m. slot on CBS T\

was a virtual burial ground for quizzes.

First occupant of the period was High

Finance which had all the ingredients

of earlier and successful quizzes plus

Borne complicated embellishments of

it- own. Ratings from the beginning

Were low and went lower. The) should

have gone higher to keep even with the

naip general viewing upswing from

^ptember to November. To hypo the

-how. name personalities ijoe Louis

for one) were brought in as contest-

ants.

In Januar) High Finance had been

dropped and a new sponsor. Hazel

Bishop, came in with another new quiz,

} ou're On \ our Own. It made no bet-

ter showing. A third quiz went on iii

Ipril. This was an old-timer. Two for

the \lonev. It was unsponsored and
fared about as well as its two prede-

irs.

The late Saturday time period and

opposition from NBC TV'a strong Hit

Parade (as well as Saturda) evening

feature film on independent stations)

' an account for some of difficulties

Buffered in this 10:30-11 p.m. period.

However, time and opposition are

not the onl) villains as far as ratings

are concerned.

Compare the records of \H(" TVs
Cheyenne and Conflict programs. Roth

are seen in the Tuesda\ 7:30-8:30 p.m.

period—on alternate weeks. Both are

pi mini id l>\ \\ ai mi Brothei s. I he

have the same average weekl) talent

production i osl and the same opposi

tion.

Bui here's w here the) diffei , < "»

tin t -tailed out Willi Ian I BtingS and

retained them until Ma) . < he) enne

-tailed nil onl) slightly highei than

Conflict lull kept building and build-

ing it- audience. Notice the Western

In-Ill ~i mil- even aftei lb'- normal Feb

i ii.ii \ decline and \la\ dip.

Here are some ways -| sors han-

dled faltei in- -Imw-:

• Quick cancellation at the end of

13 week- as iii the i ase of NBC I \
'-

// alter If imhell Show, among "tin i -.

• Han- on longer (26 week-
i

In

see if it'll catch on. NBC I

\
"- \oah's

Irk wa- ime tn ti \ this.

• Change ami tighten the I tat,

increase promotion.

I n the latter case there w ei e notable

h) pos i h.it worked and h\ pos thai

failed.

"-nine of the things thai didn't work:

Stanley, NBC T\ situation comedy,

tried adding variet) and a love in-

terest. CBS l\ - Hey Jeannie, situa-

tion comedy, turned to scrip! doctor-

ing. NBC TV's Roliert Montgomery

Slum which tried using more comedies

and lighter material mixed with il-

u-ual heavy drama, also added the in-

no\ ation of a studio audience to pro.

vide real laughter when it programed

live corned) shows.

On the other band Oh Susanna, an-

other CBS T\ situation comedy, did

pull up ami awa) b) doctoring the

-nipt- and strengthening the situation.

Note chart and Oh Susanna s stead)

rise even after the January viewing

peak. The low Ma\ rating i- due tn

opposition from the NBC T\ special

\lr. Broadway. The People's (li<>i<e.

which also gained steadil) even pasl

January (dipping onl) at the normal

\Ia\ drop-off point i . made a pint

change—the addition of a sure-fire

secret man iage tw i-t.

Brightest Cinderella stor) ol the

past season was the recuperation of

Twenty-One. This program -tailed off

with extreme!) low ratings in a Wed-

nesda\ 10:30-11 p.m. -Int. I he oppo-

sition was VBC TVs Wednesday Vight

Tights and CBS TVs alternating / . S.

Steel Hour and 20th Century-Fos Hour

dramas. What hoo-tod the quiz into

the big ratings circle was a combina-

tion of two things : (a) the Van Doren

phenomenon and ibi a switch from

the late Wednesday spot to Mondays

MySiC

\ MUSJC
MU S 'C -

CLEVELAND'S STATION FOR MUSIC « NEWS

with

BOB GLACY
mornings 6 to 9

on

WVET
RADIO
ROCHESTER,N.Y

Represented Nationally by
THE BOLLING CO.
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9-9:30 p.m. in January. The new time

put Twenty-One opposite CBS TV's

high-rated / Love Lucy and ABC TV's

low-pulling Life is Worth Living

(Bishop Sheen). January ARB rating

for t lit* Wendesday version was 18.5

as compared with 16.2 for the new
Monday show. But after that point

the rise was practically doubled in the

next month and went still higher in

March (see chart).

(Note: that 10.2 Monday night rat-

ing for January was based on ARB's
supplementary report which lias a

smaller sample. I

\\ hile Ticenty-One shows a decline

in April and May, the ratings for both

months are far ahead of the November
rating—but the per cent of homes

viewing in November is slightly higher

than April and over 10' ', higher than

May.

While Oh Susanna, Peoples Choice

and Twenty-One prove shows can re-

cuperate, there are 50 other programs

that began confidently at the start of

the 1050 fall season but have not re-

turned this year. There are also sev-

eral other shows that were born mid-

season last year only to die mid-

season last year only to die. ^

VITAL 30 DAYS
{Continued from page 34)

plausible plots. The show made a

comeback through improved scripts.

For this fall, scripts of main shows
will be checked for greater credibility,

more identifiable situations.

6. Building audience prior to the

debut through promotion is not

enough. \\ Idle the month surrounding

the show debut gets the bulk of pro-

motion budgets most tv advertisers

follow up this effort with weekly or

monthly mailings as well as major

pushes on a quarterly basis.

"'If a show is well merchandised

prior to its premiere, its pick-up is im-

proved in proportion." says Sylvania's

director of advertising. Terrv Cunning-

ham.

"Tv is show business and requires

the same care as movie and theater

promotion. If your show runs the

average between $75,000 and $100,-

000 weekly in time-and-talent on a 52-

week contract, you should certainlv

spend $150,000 to $200,000 on promo-

tion in the 30 days prior to the show."

7. New shows must always be

kept on tap. If the first rating pegs

your show as a real turkey, you might

v^en

There's plenty of moss on us!

If you want your pitch to gathei n h >>-

when you throw it down and walk
around it, there's $2,739,749,000.00 roll-

in;.; around in the WBNS Radio area.

It Mm want to be sure of top Pulse

ratings 315 times out ol 360 Monday
thru Friday quartei horns (i a.m. to

midnight, you want WBNS Radio \--k

John Blair.

WBNS RADIO
COLUMBUS, OHIO

as well start scouting for new product

right then. Producer contracts that

don t allow for some escape are get-

ting more and more rare. After all,

producers plan to be in business next

year and their other product isn't en-

hanced by having a flop on the air.

^ ou might be able to get part of

your money back by selling a half-

interest in your show to a co-sponsor,

but clients who've li\ed through the

sad experience of a flop will tell you

that this sounds better in theon than

in practice.

"We were ready to practicall) jii\e

awav half of our show and no one

would nibble." the ad director of a

major firm with a 1956 flop told

sponsor under understandable anony-

mity.

"It's usualb more practical to swal-

low the loss vourself and get out at

all cost. Trying to peddle a flop is a

waste of time, unless you just miscal-

culated on the type of audience appeal

and can think of an advertiser who

wants to reach just the type of people

you happen to be getting."

8. Don't be caught short. Most

major tv advertisers today have their

finger on a couple of reserve shows

"just in case." This doesn't mean op-

tions usualb. but just close contact

with packagers who've got likely ideas

that could be developed fast and

thrown into the breach.

"We're continuously shopping for

new7 shows." says Bristol-Myers' Dick

Van .\ostrand. "because we take a

long-range view in all show categories.

Right now we've got two action shows

and a quiz up our sleeves."

9. Shifting gears in mid-season

is an expensive proposition. Beyond

the loss in show investment I if you re

dropping the original program),

there's the additional cost of promot-

ing the new show or time to the trade

and the sales force.

"You're going to have to devote at

least one commercial to the new show

announcement.'' the advertising di-

rector of a major tobacco company

told SPONSOR.

"That means some S25.000 on that

commercial alone, figuring it's costing

one-third of the show. Then there's

the additional cost of new merchan-

dising and promotion which generally

has to come out of our tv budget."

Additional out-of-pocket expense for

a 52-week client switching shows in

mid-year could run as high as $250.-

000. This would mean that his weekly
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-how «
- 1 > — t would actuall) be increased

bj another 15,000.

I here are as man) u.i\ - ol resusci-

tating -how- as there are shows on

the aii The onl) facts thai hold 1 1 ue

throughout is tin- need for thorough

audience promotion prioi to the debul

and the need foi continuous merchan-

dising .mil promotion effort through

the year. Other safeguards depend up-

on individual circumstances.

^ ou can'l start a situation corned)

< old mi the ail. -av- \e-tle- Don

Cady. "It needs a warm-up in tin- form

oi familiarizing the audience with tlir

characters and personalities involved.

This holds true for other forms <>f

dramatic shows as well. Says Gre)

Advertising tv-radio v.p. \l Hollander:

"Each show type has a different de-

velopment pace and the audience pro-

motion should take these differences

into account. \ Western, for example,

tend- to have a slower start hut better

building power and continuation. \

big-name musical reaches its peak rap-

idly, I believe. Clients should also take

these differences into account when

interpreting a first rating. \ bad firsl

rating is not necessaril) the signal to

-tail looking for a replacement show.""

POWISR
II tokes (wo types of power to dominote
the entire Western Market os KOA-
RADIO does! Creative power that s alive

to the needs and wonts of the vast

radio-listening West . .

.

PLUS
50.000 WATT POWER-that carries

the welcome voice of KOA-RADIO
throughout a 12-stote area . .

.

reaching 4,000,000 listeners!

POWERFUL SALES RESULTS, TOO!
KOA-RADIO is the only station

you need to sell the West's entire

rich market!

One of America's great radio stations

850 Kc 50,000 WATTS

10. Paid advertising helps main

lam audieni e, ii - t •
-

1 1 alnv >-t univ ei -

sally, Iheiefoie client- should figure

on an added budget foi weekl) news-

papei ad- to promote the -how. in ke)

cities at lea-t.

"\\ e do thai in addition to weekl)

mailings to out -ale- fort <." -a\ -

( leorge I.. Newt omb, advert ising man

agei oi Singei Sewing Mai hine I o.

"\\ hen it - OUl ou n -how . the hunliii

oi promoting it prett) much falls on

ii-. but when it's a network package,

the network always has to do a I

part o| the merchandising and pro-

moting."

Paid ad\ ei t ising ha- to he taken . are

ol h\ the client himself. ISiit merchan-

dising i- frequentl) absorbed at leasl

in part b) the agenc) in return fot

package -how commissions (see spon-

sor 31 Vugusl "Are client- ducking

l.Vr on i\ package Bhows? '). Now i-

ihe time when clients should he com-

pletel) clear on the e\ad contribution

theii agencies will make to the promo-

tion, publicity and merchandising of

the -how.

I!\ eai K September, promotion and

a erchandising plan- have alread) been

formulated and set into motion. (See

"Audience promotion check li-t. page

12 this issue.) \> a last-minute re-

minder, these are steps network t\ cli-

ent- should have taken b) thi- time.

including some that can -till he picked

up for October launchings:

Well-rounded show promotion

should include press parties in the ma-

jor cities a- well a- in the cit\ where

the show originate-. liristol-Myers is

kicking oil it- Tombstone Territory on

\i;<: T\ Wednesdays 8:30-9:00 p.m.

starting 1<> Octobei with a pie— junket

to Tombstone, Arizona, for example.

More and more client- are hiring

outside publicists to help promote the

-how beyond the job the network and

agenc) do.

The warning experienced advertis-

ing director- oiler here i- :

"Don't spread your promotion bud-

gel too thin. The more people you've

got involved in the campaign, the more

are collecting a non-productive service

lee.

"On the other hand, there'- no ques-

tion hut that an outside p.r. -hop -

cializinji in show promotion will he

able to provide services you wouldn't

Otherwise have. The most important

thing then i- to estimate the budget

correctly, so that you use it in the

-t effective wai

.

^

San Antonio
MORE DAILY HOME
AUDIENCE IN SAN
ANTONIO THAN
ANY OTHER STA-

TION!*

MUSIC 4 NEWS
for ADULTS

Coll Avery-Knodel, Inc.

&y _> -

30

Only ONE is otop the

Continental Divide

Serving both the Atlantic and

Pacific Sides of America

KXLF - TV4 Montana

Butte

East—The Walker Co.

West—Pacific Northwest Broadcasters
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by Joe Csida

and still growing I Sponsor

ROCKFORD

market power!
New industries continue to come to
Rockford . . . and companies already
here continue to expand. That is why
Rockford has become the NO. 1 City
in Illinois (outside Chicago) . . . and
a rich market for your products or
services. Rockford is the 2nd largest
machine tool center in the world . . .

34th in the USA in expendable income
. . . 36th in buying power . . . and
13th in Postal Sav'ngs.

and still growing

• Survey after Survey of 14

counties indicates Uncontested

Dominance of Northern Illinois-

Southern Wisconsin area by

WREX-TV.

• Combined rural and industrial

following . . . ideal for test

campaigns.

WREX-TV

sales power!
WREX-TV — "The Viewers' Choice"
DELIVERS your message to the buyers
in this rich industrial and agricultural
market.
The consistent high quality in produc-
tion, promotion and merchandising of
both spots and programs has earned
many major awards for WREX-TV this
year! For the best medium to reach this
Rockford area market consult H-R for
the WREX-TV story.

J. M. BAISCH, General Manager

REPRESENTED BY H-R TELEVISION, INC.

w:r,E2x-tv
CHANNEL 13

ROCKFORD
ILLINOIS

More action on the film-front

A certain percentage of readers, it seems I like

a certain percentage of people anywhere) are

inclined to be slightly sensitive and occasionally

emotional. And no matter how plainly or care-

fullj a columnist tries to say what he has to say.

it is almost impossible to be completeK under-

stood by all the people all the time. Some time

ago I did a piece in which I said I believed m\

old friend. Milton Kackmil. the double president (Universal Pictures

& Decca Records I could have made a better deal for the tv rights to

his Universal-International library a vear earlier, than he could at

the time he was negotiating.

In April when the column appeared I heard nothing from Rack.

Bui on August 5 came a tearsheet from the \ en 1 ork Herald-

Tribune, with a three-column cut of Rack and Leo Jaffe, vice presi-

dent of Columbia Pictures, signing contracts. The contracts called

for Screen Gems, a Columbia subsidiary, to pa) to I niversal $20.-

000.000 over a seven-year period. In return for this S20.000.000.

Screen Gems has the exclusive distribution rights for television to

the U-I catalogue of over 600 pictures for that seven-year period.

Attached to the tearsheet was a note from Rack, which said:

"So how often can you be this wrong?"

In view7 of the Warner Bros. deal. Rack's deal looks sensational.

In view- of the MGM deal, maybe not so great. The fact remains that

I believe Rack was over-sensitive when he chided me about being

wrong. I didn't sav he wouldn't be able to make a good deal. He

did. I merely said he wouldn't be able to make as good a deal as

he might have made a vear earlier. I believe he could have gotten

more than S20.000.000 a year earlier. If Rack would like to debate

this in '"Backstage." I'd be happy to. but till he sa\s he would. I'll

drop the matter.

Horror package is smart selling

Regardless of how good a deal Rack made for the catalogue, I

believe Screen Gems is doing a very smart selling job on it. Splitting

the films into packages, and particularly "Shock"' horror film pack-

age is smart merchandising and selling. I like the promotion idea,

which someone has developed, for kicking off the package in four

major markets simultaneously. Earl) in October, one specific week

will be promoted as "'National Weird Week." and on that date two

major East Coast stations and two major West Coast stations will

kick off the "Shock"' shows. \Y \BC-TV in New York and W C U -

TV in Philadelphia, and KTLA-TV and KRON-TV in Los Angeles

and San Francisco respectivel) will telepremiere the "Shock" films,

most likely with the original Boris Karloff "Frankenstein."

The overwhelming success at the box office of the New ^ork Para-

mount Theatre of the English-made "The Curse of Frankenstein" is

a fairly good sign that the "Shock"' package will be a rating suc-

cess. And it's this kind of promotion and showmanship which pays
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Two exciting

personality programs

daily from Detroit's

EASTLAND SHOPPING
CENTER

a

The huge, new $25 million Eastland Shopping Center

is the talk of Detroit. It features 73 stores, has

parking space for 8300 cars, serves a neighborhood

of almost a half million people— more people than

live in Omaha, Toledo, Nashville, Miami or

Ft. Worth.

Naturally, WWJ is right in the center of things— with

its exclusive glassed-in studio, two top notch music

-and-interview programs every weekday, merchan-

dise displays, and other salesmaking features.

Step up your Detroit business by using this power-

ful one-two punch on WWJ.

WWJ AM AND FM

RADIO
WORLDS FIRST RADIO STATION

Owned and operated by The Detroit News
NBC Affilioie

National Representatives Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.

JIM WOOD
1 1:05 A.M.- 12 Noon— Weekdays

r\

V* /
.

w¥i ^p* v
,1

JIM DELAND
4:30-6:00 P.M.— Weekdays

SPO\-mk
i -KPTF.MBKR 195"i 87



114% MORE audience

than Station B ALL DAY!*

WILS

Mar. -Apr. '57 Hooper in Lansing Shows

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY

7:00 a.m. -12 noon

12 noon-600 p.m.

WILS

61.4

53.7

Station B

23.5

30.1

5000
LIVELY WATTS

MORE listeners than all other
stations heard in

Lansing combined

Mar. thru Apr.
average C. E. Hooper, Inc.

LANSING

Represented Nationally

by

Venard, Rintoul &

McConnell. Inc.

/ #

WILS
^0- n

ŝ sY
°^s

Sponsor backstage continued

off in extra dividends for agencies and advertisers.

Another column I did which seemed to he somewhat misunder-

stood was the one on the music-news-service format of the Plough.

Inc.. stations. I did not say that I believed the Plough stations had

originated the music-news-service format, nor the top 40. nor any

other music format. I merel\ pegged the column on the Plough

move to copyvvright its format. I even made the point that I did

not know whether the format was copyrightable at all. Yet some

very bright broadcasters like Jake Kmbrv of WITH. Baltimore and

James Brown of KOSI. Denver wrote sponsor and me as though 1

had credited Plough with originating the entire music-news format.

Mr. Brown made the point in his letter that people like Todd Storz.

Dave Segal and many others had contributed substantially to the de-

velopment of the music-news format. I couldn't agree more.

Another variation on the music format

And now along comes WORL in Boston with vet another variation

on the music format. Again I hasten to add that I'm not at all sure

that the Boston station is the first to use this variation. But I find

it a highly interesting one. What WORL is doing is programing a

full and consecutive 15 minutes of music by individual artists la

quarter-hour of Crosby; a quarter-hour of Sinatra: a quarter-hour

of Patti Page; a quarter-hour of Betty Johnson, etc.). The format

takes care of top current records by recording artists, who haven't

yet had a full 15 minutes of stuff released, by inserting periodicallv

and quite often, a variety bandstand segment, during which time

current hits by such artists are lumped together.

WORL calls this treatment "950 Club Programing." claims to

present 950 music stars every week on the Revolving Bandstand. As

far as I'm concerned this format has a great deal of appeal and in-

terest, but it also has some inherent dangers insofar as holding an

audience is concerned. It seems to me that if the station is playing

15-minute segment of an artist the listener doesn't like, they're al-

most sure to lose that listener. I can see a listener sitting still for

one tune by an artist whose vocal qualities do not appeal to him. but

I cant see that same listener holding still for 15 minutes of music

by an artist he finds unattractive.

This, of course, is purely a personal opinion, and I could easih

be wrong. At any rate I feel the WORL idea is a fascinating one

and I hope it works fine, whether WORL or any other station orig-

inated it. I've written a number of columns urging a more im-

aginative, more intelligent use of the tremendous wealth of recorded

music available today. For the more imaginative and intelligent such

efforts, the larger the audience for advertisers.

I can't close this week's piece without saying how very glad I am

to see Joe Ream coming back to work for CBS. Joe retired as execu-

tive vice president of the network in August 1952. and he's been

awa\ much too long. He's coining back as vice president in charge

of CBS's Washington office, and I, along with his thousands of

friends in the industry, welcome him back. He s one of the bright-

est and nicest men ever to grace the broadcast field. ^
Letters to Joe Csida are welcome

Do you always agree uith what Joe Csida says in Sponsor

Backstage? Both Joe and the editors of sponsor will be happy

to receive and print your comments. Address them to Joe

Csida, c/o sponsor, 40 E. 49th, New York 17, New York.
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We
Sincerely

Believe

:

. . . that the vast majority of WSB Radio's hun-

dreds oi thousands of consistent listeners are old

enough and mature enough to have minds of

their own

—

. . . and that by yiving them variety in music,

intelligent and comprehensive news coverage, in-

terspersed with well planned local and network

programs

—

. . . presented to them on the air by pleasing

personalities instead o*i "characters"

—

. . . results in a WSB Radio audience with a pur-

chasing potential that dwarfs that of any other

radio station in the .Atlanta market.

ii, defend our audience against ///<• untrue th

that "tin- average mentality of the listening public

is iluit of a fourteen-year old."

WSB Radio is not a juke-box-program typed Motion

with just "the top 10-2 " 10- tunes"

rammed into our list, n, is' airs day and night.

We insist that our WSB Radio air s[, , nt

themselves as guests in our listeners' hom,s.

easdx understood and liked by every member of the

family from eight to eighty. All rating sui

prove our dominant <;< ( eptam e in < -

// you want to reach tin HI ) INC members of the

radio families in the Atlanta market us, H s/J Radio.

WSB/RADIO
The Voice of the South . Atlanta

tied with The Atlanta Journal and Constitution.

NBC affiliate. Represented by Edw. Pett I I
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SPONSOR
| SPEAKS

Tv stability

It network; television is to achieve real stability, it must

break the cycle in which:

(1) there i> a high percentage of program casualties

which

(2) bids up the price of surviving programs and

(3) increases the tendency to drop programs whose rat-

ings are weak—because the cost is so high.

There is no formula way this can be accomplished. As tv's

collective wisdom increases with the years, the high show:

turnover rate will simmer-down. Television, after all, is

barely 10 years old—a fact often overlooked by it- critics.

But we believe there is something each individual adver-

tiser and agency can do now to slowT the turnover rate.

Instead of making quick decisions in the next few months

to drop shows that start weak, more clients should seek to

save their shows through concentrated program doctoring.

True, the stakes are high and you can't afford an extended

buildup period. But the experience of a number of clients in

past seasons (see article page 33) shows that changes in

format and scheduling can be made to pay off.

You have to move like a trip-hammer and do in weeks what

network radio's showmen could take months to do. And you

can't save every show.

But every showT that admen can breathe life into helps

break the cost spiral and contributes to tv's stability.

New ubiquitous comestible over-all

We recently reported on Nucoa's New York radio-plus-

skywriting campaign under the title "The flight that flopped"

(17 August, page 32). We thought the Nucoa approach to

humorous selling had much too much humor and virtually

no sell. Now we're pleased to report Nucoa is moving to

more practical use of radio with its "Newr ubiquitous co-

mestible over-all" commercials (the initials spell Nucoa).

But we're still not really happy. These commercials are

fun to hear. But they are tricky and mighty far from lining

enough time explaining just win Nucoa is good margarine.

6
THIS WE FIGHT FOR: Cash-register results

arc the true index of media effectiveness. Yet

most air media research is built on ratings.

Air media havers and sellers should work to-

gether to end this lopsided research emphasis.

•Ml

lO-SECOND SPOTS
Bali-hi! From a Screen Gems, Inc.

release. "On Bali there are no nerv-

ous breakdowns or ulcers."' Just the

place for a Madison Avenuer's vaca-

tion !

Research: Sign on the wall of the re-

search department in a New York sta-

tion rep firm: "ON \\ If VT DO YOU
BIAS YOl H OPINION?"

Outnumbered: When the American
Women in Radio and Television con-

vene in San Francisco next spring, Mi

Call's Magazine will present its annual

awards. About 800 AW RT women will

be on hand. McCaWs is sending 20
men—a ratio of 40 to 1. That should

make the girls happy!

Ad safety slogans: Bartell station

W AKE, Atlanta, ran 400 announce-

ments over the labor dav weekend to

remind motorists: "Wake to walk Tues-

day. Drive as though vour life de-

pends on it.

Big tee: From WJBF-TY. Augusta.

Georgia
—

"Bill Crichton. pro golfer,

drove a golf hall off the top of WJBF's
new 1.202-foot tower ... No one knows
for sure if am records were set. But

it is believed to be the first time a golf

ball has been driven down 1.202 feet.

Okay, drive it up again!

Kow-chu! The Asiatic flu was the

subject of a W estinghouse station.

KDKA-TY. Pittsburgh, program. The

program's title
—"The Silent Invader."

Sounds a little like the Hidden Per-

suaders to us.

Brrrr! To promote the new Herb "Os-

car" Anderson show. ABC T\ will

have live models dressed in barrels in

front of such agencies as Lennen ^v

Newell; B&B; JWT: Mc-E; SSC&B;
A\er: Bates: Dohertv. Clifford. Steers

& Schenfield; Kudner: Y&R: BBDO.
and D-F-S. The letter announcing this

event concludes. "We will use six pairs

of models who will spend half their

time in front of one location and the

other half in front of another so that

if they are not at one location at a

given moment, the) are at another lo-

cation nearby. You hide 'em. ABC.
and we'll find them!

Odd clients: \ recent list of NBC
Radio clients was headed b\ this one:

Abstainers Association of America.

Liquor, sex or television?
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ommunity Club Awards" gives you

g, profitable sales results that you can see in black and white!

Community Club Awards now in 8th cycle
WITH. Cycle No. 9 begins December 2.

Community Club Awards has run longer and
re often on WITH than any station in the
ntry.

Community Club Awards has grown eight-

1 in results— 1st through 7th cycle.

Community Club Awards boasts long li.-t of

blue chip advertisers. Many on radio exclu-

sively on WITH.
Community Club Awards has already given

over $80,000 to Baltimore clubs.

Community Club Awards has its own
and full time director on WITH.

m Tinsley
sident

C. Embry
e Pres.

c o F I D E N C E
onol Representatives: Select Station Representatives in New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington,

Forjoe & Co. in Seattle, San Francisco, Los Angeles; Simmons Associates in Chicago

and Boston; Clarke Brown Co. in Dallas, Houston, Denver, Atlanta, Miami, New Orleans.

CLIENT REVOLT

ON TV COSTS

BREWING NOW?
\<llll<-M ll.l\r t,like. I

about l%

but now the) 1

ous. Objective: not to

CUl builgrl- but to make

the dolbji more efficient

Page 33

Why ABN dropped

Nielsen radio

ratings

Page 36

How tv licked

a winter

sales slump

Page 38

Nighttime

radio's star

is rising

Page 40



GREEN BAY
GATEWAY TO THE

ST. LAWRENCE SEAWAY PoV
ttW»on t,*27,„00

41,890,813,000
(2)

Wisconsin's Second Market

and growing faster than the rest of the state.

50th Market in the U.S.

in TV Homes

368,327 TV Homes
(3)

WFRV-TV Covers This Far-Above-Average

Market Best and /Most Dependably

...with ABC and CBS
and the NTH Tower, 1165 Feet Above Average Terrain

Some Choice Availabilities

Soren H. Mlinkhof Exec. V.P. & Gen. Mgr.

WFRV Building, Green Bay, Wisconsin

Highest Antenna
in 5 State Area.

HEADLEY-REED TV
National Representative

(') Sales Management Survey of Buying Power, June 1957

(2) Same

(3) Television Magazine Market Book, August, 1957



A COWLES OPERATION

KRNMV
Full Power Channel 8 In Iowa

KRNT-TV SCORE

311 FIRSTS

in 485 Quarter Hours
(THE JUNE A. R. B.)

TOP TEN MULTI-WEEKLY

•KRNT-TV

'
2.

•3.

' i

5.

*
6.

'
7.

*8.

*9.

•10.

Russ Van Dyke News ... 10:00 P.M 3

Al Couppee Sports ...10:20 P.M 2

Paul Rhoades News . . . 6:0C I 1

Guiding Light ... 10 45 AM 1

Jack Shelley News ... 10:00 PX 1

As the World Turns 11:3'

Search for Tomorrow 10:30 AM 1

Don Soliday News . 1 2 30 P.M. 1

Bill Riley 1200 Nr 1

love of Life 1C15A'-' •: ;

TOP TEN ONCE A WEEK

•KRNT-TV
'

1. Gunsmoke 40.0

'
2. Ed Sullivan 35 5

'
3. To Tell The Tru'"

'
4. The Lineup

'
5. Climai ... ....31.8

•
6. What's M, Line 31.5

7. Lawrence Welk .28.8

8. Panic ...28.5

9. Wells Fargo 28.2

•10.
I Love Lucy 28.0
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DIGEST OF ARTICLES

Is a client revolt against tv costs brewing?

33 Admen have talked about l\ costs For \ears. This fall there's more

inclination to seek economies than ever before. The objective: not

to cut television expenditures hut to make them more efficient now

Why ABN dropped Nielsen

36 This i> no case of a momentary irritation between rating service

and client. Network's decision is part of its new sales master plan

How tv licked a winter sales slump

38 Regional paint manufacturer's approach was based on thorough market

research, spot tv. effective merchandising of campaign to the trade

Nighttime radio's star is rising

4-0 More clients are buying after dark. But thus far progress is gradual

and medium must still fight "it ain't fashionable" attitude of buyers

Radio Basics/August

43 Monthly roundup of radio facts includes current radio set sales, and

barometer of network radio sales this current month compared to last

FEATURES
18 Agency Ad Libs

49 Film-Scope

26 J9th and Madison

62 News & Idea Wrap-Up

S Newsmaker of the Week

64 Picture Wrap-Up

86 Sponsor Hears

8 Sponsor-Scope

94 Sponsor Speaks

28 Spot Buys

94 Ten Second Spots

16 Timebuyers at Work

92 Tv and Radio Newsmakers

83 Washington Week

22 Women's Week

In Upcoming Issues

Overnight ratings

Can you project them to the national picture with a fair degree of

accuracy? Is tin re a pattern you can use as a quick rule of thumb?

What is station merchandising?
Merchandising i^ one subject admen and stations disagree about fre-

quently. One problem is: it's hard to define the term. Here's an analysis

which should help at le i-t clarify honest-to-goodness merchandising
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According to Nielsen

TV Leads in ALL Cat

LARGEST { AUDIENCE
OF ANY STATION IN IOWA OR ILLINOIS (outside Chicago)

Overage Service, WOC-

bries: Number of Homes

Reached Monthly, Number Reached Weekly

Weekly and Daily

Weeklv and Daily

J

Daytime Circulation;

Nighttime Circulation.

Population

Families

Retail Solei

Effective buying Income
Source

Number TV Homei
Source

VVOC-TV COVERAGE DATA -

1,58^,800
489,700
1,9^4.984.000

2,686,413,000
195"* Survey of Bming Income
( Sales Management

)

317,902
Advertising Research
Foundation

***

VVOC-TV- Davenport, Iowa is part of Central Broadcasting Company which also owns and

The Quint-Cities Station

—Dasenport and Betten-
dorf in Iowa: Rock Is-

land. Moline and East
Moline in Illinois.

operates WHO-TV and WHO- Radio«Des Moines

.71 111 17
( <>l K. J. Palmer.

I'residenc

Ernest C Sanders.
Res. Ma.

Mark Wodlinger,
Res. Sales Manager

II I IRS. GRIII l\
WOODWARD. INC
I \( I I 5IVE
N \ I IONAL
REPRESENTATIVI



WIRED EARVwlnCU rUn
LIFE

FROM THE ED6E OF SPACE

t piwai sm sinum mus
UUTK ai IMUT: IHT II IS.

MM II 1DN FN. WHAT 10 10 SOUND
NBC Radio Presents An Outstanding New Ad-

vertising Opportunity- LIFE AND THE WORLD

Two great leaders in the news-gathering

field, the National Broadcasting Company

and LIFE Magazine, have combined forces

to bring the American public an exciting

new brand of radio journalism.

NBC Radio takes LIFE's superb news and

picture stories, and adds the dimension of

sound. LIFE may cover the stratosphere

ascent; on LIFE AND THE WORLD you

hear the man's personal experience from his

own lips. LIFE may picture a parrot; on

LIFE AND THE WORLD you hear the

parrot being interviewed. Here are the ac-

tual voices of men who make the news or.

react to it. Here are the sounds of hurricanes,

of debates, of space rockets, and of momen-

tous decisions— bringing listeners close to

the very heart of our time.

Increasing numbers of LIFE readers are

discovering this fascinating NBC Radio

program. Millions more will be introduced

to LIFE AND THE WORLD through an

extensive audience promotion campaign, on

the air and in print media.

LIFE AND THE WORLD has a choice

position, 7:45 to 8:00 nightly, immediately

following NBC's 7:30 pm News of the

World, radio's highest-rated news program.

Tune in tonight! And let your NBC Radio

representative give you the interesting ad-

vertising details tomorrow.

NBC RADIO

SPONSOR 14 SEPTEMBER 1957



NEWSMAKER
of the week

This week (*rc\ till rrlisiiiii, KOtO approaching the ranks of

the lop 2/> agencies in overtoil billing, celebrates its huh
anniversary. Wounded by its chairman of the hoard. Larry

I alenstein, in his late teens, this agency marie the transition

from a small room in the garment center tit Park tventie.

The newsmaker: In these days of increased agency over-

bead and frequent management turnover, I.am Valenstein, chair-

man of the board of Gre) Advertising, represents an anachronism in

modern industry : the founder <>f a major business celebrating ii-

KHli birthdaj under the control of the man who started it.

Today the Grej agenc) is billing al the rate of $45 million, with

i lose to one-third of this billing in tv and radio. The time <>f the

biggest expansion was in the past lime \ear-. during which the

ii< \ better than doubled its account activity.

"To us. the most significant

aspect of this growth is the fact

that it stems not from mergers,

which arc becoming a trend in the

service industry, but from within,

both in terms of accounts and

agenc] talent,*
1

Larrj \ alenstein

told SPONSOR. "This fact becomes

an increasingly rare one in these

days of growing client demand for

Ben ices and the need for ever

more high-priced staffing. None-

theless, at our level, we feel we

can operate both efficiently and

profitably
."

The agency's current list of accounts is a far cry from it- status

a decade or more ago, when the hulk of its billing derived from

soft goods. But agency management feels that the merchandising

know-how acquired in those davs has been transferred successful!)

to such major blue-chip accounts as RC \ and NBC, Firestone. Emer-

son, General Electric's Photo Lamp Division, P&G's l.ilt and other-.

Today Grej Advertising emplovs some "i2~> people, tank- it-elf

about average in terms of profit, with no single client accounting

for more than 10'- of the total agency billing.

I li is has its drawbacks in the modern operation, because each

account needs separate staffing, that results in a duplication of high-

salaried talent." savs \ alenstein. ""Hut we feel it also ha- it- com-

pensations for the agency and client. For the client it guarantees

greater objectivity, and for agencv management, greater -tal>ilitv.

One account change doesn't mean mass firin^

According to such agencv colleagues as Gre\ president \rthur

Fatt i associated with the agencv for 36 years), there are two t rait-

in Larry \ alenstein that haven't changed since he started the shop

at age 18: his optimism and energy.

"Only thing is that I catch an earlier train home." he told

SPONSOR. His normal: the ">:44 or b:0\ to Scarsdale. ^

SPONSOR • 14 SEPTEMBER 195,
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BURGESS
MEREDITH
World famous for his stage and screen portrayals. . . acclaimed by critics

and audiences . . . Burgess Meredith now makes his first regular appear-

ance on TV as host and narrator of the NEW "BIG STORY."

Top rated against every kind of competition . . . commended by outstand-

ing church, civic and government leaders . . . winner of a host of national

awards . . . "THE BIG STORY," now in its tenth year on radio and TV,

remains unmatched for audience reaction . . . publicity . . . top sponsor

results.

NOW, the new "Big Story'
-

-as excitingas today's front page— taki

behind the headlines of America's top newspapers with thrilling, dra-

matic, inspiring stories told in vivid documentary style.

PRODUCED BY A PYRAMID PRODUCTIONS
Executive Producer - Everett Rosenthal

Call the man from m OFFICIAL FILMS
^JP^ 25 West 45th Street . New York 36. Ne<

INC.

w York

PL«j 70100

REPRESENTATIVES IN

Beverly Hills. Chicago. Dallas, S.m Kr.n.i-, St 1 in, Atlanta. Philadelphia

STORY
77
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our vision includes SCENTAVISION
Today, television pictures your product. Tomorrow,

"scentavision" on television may release it's fragrance

(like this page) and add wonderful new sensory appeal to

food and cosmetic advertising. This bold concept of

"scentavision" reflects the forward thinking of WGAL-TV
toward providing more effective service for its advertisers

and viewers in America's 10th TV market— the market of

• 3Vi million people

• in 1,015,655 families

• owning 917,320 TV sets

• earning $6 ]A billion annually

• buying consumer goods that add up to

$3% billion annually in retail sales

CHANNEL 8 MULT I- CITY MARKET

WGAL-T
LANCASTER, P

w ana UBS

STEINMAN STATION

Clair McCollough, Pres.

Representative The MEEKER Company, Inc. New York • Chicago • Los Angeles • San Francisco
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u ith interpretation

in depth jot busy readeri

SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS INC

SPONSOR-SCOPE
14 September

| |, r dominant medium ha* changed from radio i<> t\. hut one cliche has stood
Cepyrlght 1957 . .

the test <>t Mir intervening years.

Picked up this week l\ SP0NS0R-SC0P1 '

n Wenue discussion

:

I'IKSI iGENCYMAN: "Alright, so m to head u Now
l.'i the important thing: What sort of character arc we going to give 1 1 1 i — singei '

SECOND IGENCYMAN: -\\ ill swei Call Carroll Carroll."

It"* going to !»« a real horse race thi* year between a quartet of major agencies

for Iv network leadership.

\- ihc\ line up at the gate for 1957-58, You alreadj have a tie among three top*

notcher* for the No. I "agency-of-record" title.

\- you <an see below, Y&R, JWT, and BBDO eacl

11 hv I evening network programs.

Aside from such an unusual neck-and-neck situation, there's this signifr le:

JWT looms as possible leader in t\ billings for the current year—and it not

now. then very likely the year after.

This tabulation of agency of record network progran

thi- week I.n SPONSOR-SCOPE from the agencies themselves:

IGENC5 NO. WKLY. EVE SHOWS NO. DAYTIME '
:

I
1 SPECIALS

Young & Rubicam L7 29

J. Walter Thompson 17 21 7

BBDO 17 9

McCann-Erickson '» 10

After a close look at barter. McCann-Erickson find- that practical!) even

one of the film companies i- interested in exploring the device.

The agency's report includes these observations:

• Sucre— ful barter ileal- often involve less "desirable" r* clients or those with no

previous t% history.

• Their product* appeal primarily to Rimini hence dayti table

t<> them.

• From a media standpoint, barter takes place mainly in "fringe" lime.

• Barter deals lack one of the great virtues of Bpol— flexibility ince no pro-

visions are made lor schedule improvement, incellations, or

(See FILM-SCOPE, pa-.- 19, for McCan •

RCA has made this an important directive for M'»< Radio sales: Revive the

interest of NBC TV advertisers in simulcasting 'heir li\< shows.

Madison AvenueV guess for the motive behind this move: Prestige.

The Groucho Marx Show was the last of the NBC simu :. of course. Gil-

lette's Fridav Night Fight- '

.

\mid all the clamor that agencies oupht to produce more t\ shows, one cur-

rentl) is doing something about it: McCann-Erickson.

The program is an alternate ueeklv half-hour varietj job I • I iggett S Myi

brand (via NBC T\ I. < ost: |55,000-$60, ekly.

SPONSOR • 14 SEPTEMBER 1957



SPONSOR-SCOPE continued . . .

INBC TV apparently won't formally press for additional payment for color

this season.

A SPONSOR-SCOPE inquiry brought this information:

• Color costs are being recovered from some regular accounts but not from
others.

• One group of advertisers definitely paying extra for color are the Perry Como Show
participants.

• Color as a rule has been incorporated in the package price on specials.

NBC TV contends that the daytime viewing potential increases when a network
replaces service programing with entertainment.

In January of this year the network made just that sort of a change, and here's what

happened to sets in use:

10 TO 11 A.M.

PERIOD SETS IN USE % CHANGE

Jan.-June 1956 13.5

Jan.-June 1957 13.9 +3%
11 A.M. TO 12 NOON

Jan.-June 1956 15.6

Jan.-June 1957 18.0 +15%

Probably the longest talent contract of the current season is the 45-pager com-
pleted this week between Frank Sinatra's Hobart Productions, Inc. and Liggett

& Myers.

The agreement calls for the production of 36 half-hour and two one-hour shows. Sinatra

will star on 28 and host the rest. Six of the shows will be repeated. Average gross cost

to the sponsor: $59,000.

Ford will spend about $400,000 for audience promotion of its various tv

vehicles this season.

The allotments will be along these lines

:

• About $35,000 each for the five Desi Arnez specials.

• About $75,000 apiece for the season on the Ernie Ford, Zane Grey, and Suspicion

programs.

The promotion budget for the Arnez quintet is close to 9% of the cost for time

and talent.

Just because westerns are such bullish fare, don't sell the quiz short.

Note how close a run for top spot the quizzes give the westerns in this comparative

analysis of Nielsen average ratings based on the August 1957 report:

PROGRAM TYPE NO. PROGRAMS AVERAGE RATING

Western 5 20.3

Quiz 13 20.1

Mysteries 9 19.9

General Drama 17 16.6

Adventure 8 16.5

Situation Comedy 15 16.2

Variety (% hr.) 6 15.7

Note: The average for all 30-minute evening programs for August was 17.0, com-

pared to 16.3 for August 1956. On the other hand, the average for 60-minute pro-

grams dropped from 23.1 to 20.3.

Even with second-run films, ABC TV's Tuesday night strength has held up

through the summer months. Nielsen's average audience share for August shows:

ABC TV. with five half-hour programs, 39.8%: CBS TV, with seven half-hour shows,

37.1%: and NBC, with but four half-hour shows, 38.6%.

10 SPONSOR • 14 SEPTEMBER 1957
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

ifter h|m»i radio tests in three markets, Revlon iliink- it hai i strong eon«

tender in it- firfl entry into the male toiletriet field—Top BraM hair tonic.

I In- initial probe will be followed up \siili some more radio buys In the Far Weal,

Kmil Mogul i^ the agency

.

\U( and Mutual are the first customers of I'ul-i >'s Forthcoming network radio

rating report.

Tin- initial result will be oul in November. The) will be based on 26 markets, chi

l>\ Pulse because li the) are in the thick of competition, and 2) the) compose aboul

I0r ; of the nation'- radio homes.

NBC T\ this week hammered awaj al a thesis Detroit more and more is be-

ginning to accept: That i\ i* the dominant medium for selling cars.

NBC's approach is \i.i ;i surve) idvertesl conducted among 1,496 cat shoppers and

buyers and 1,056 dealers.

In releasing the data, NBC drove home this question : Whj does Detroit spend onlj

a little more than a third of its ad budget <>»i tv, when media-preferences anion::

buyers and dealers run so predominately in favor of tv?

Here are a couple <>f samples from tlir 3urvej :

What hind of advertising got the II Imi kind of advertising does the

haver most interested in the make? best i<>f> for the deal

Magazines 16.4^ Magazines 6.29!

Newspapers 10.8^ Newspapers 127.1',

Television 1-5.3% Television 64.395

Question of the week among media people: Is Detroit*- flooding of radio stations

during October and November clogging up spot opportunities for other

riallv in the kev markets?

Indications have come from some Madison Vvenue agencies thai this Btate of mind

has tended to slow down action on spot placements For the time being.

Network radio continued to hloom at CRS and \RC this week.

Biggest transaction was Sun Oil's renewal of Lowell Thomas for 52 weeks, netting

CHS about $1.5 million in lime and talent. Meantime Rell Telephone continued its

Hour for another 39 weeks on \'RC fmuch to CBS' admitted chagrii

around .'52."i0.nno net in time billings.

Other network sales:

CBS: H. J. Heinz. fi\e 5-minute segments of Impart for 10 weel

Philip Morris. 25 minutes of country music Friday nights; Chrvsler, five Fmi

ments a week For seven weeks; Chevrolet, two additional newsi ists i week for tv

\RC: \nahist. 13 one-minute participations in Monitor a •

0001; Wavcrlv Bond Fabrics. 20 five-minute segments a week for 13 w< "0.0001
:

R. T. French Birdseed, two minute- a week in My True Ston for 13 wed-: Carter, fivo

minutes a week distributed anions various programs For 2l • three v

ness from Lever Bros., amounting to ahour ^00.000.

Pelry this week continued it« "crusade'' for nighttime radio h\ the brochure

route—a S.S-paeer entitled "Two for the Money with Nighttime Radio." It argu

• Nighttime radio audiences are onh a shade smaller than daytime— in

thev are on a nar with afternoon audiences.

• Listening is surprisingly prime tv time, reaching their height between 8 and

a.m.

• The nichttime radio audience is a family audience.

(See SPONSOR'S article on s kindred theme. Nighttime RaHi.>"» 5 Rising, page

40.^
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

NBC Radio this week moved once more to align its rate card with the latest methods

of doing business: It emphasizes participations; and it hasieally considers five-minute

periods as "programs."

Quoting Joe Culligan to SPONSOR-SCOPE: "We've cut away from what has be-

come an artificial pattern and put today methods of selling network radio in their true

and practical perspective."

Participations are offered at these gross one-time rates: 1 minute. SI.000; 30

seconds. $750: and 6 seconds, $250.

Earl) last month NBC Radio submitted a new contract to its affiliates based primarily

on a participation economy.

In a bid for nighttime program sales. NBC Radio's new rate card provides a spe-

cial discount for segments bought after 8 p.m. The price: 75% of the basic rates.

The network told SPONSOR-SCOPE this week that it was on the verge of selling two

nighttime quarter-hour strips, each of which would start in Januarv.

NBC Spot Sales is offering a rate slightly below daytime for advertisers who
sponsor their own programs after 8 p.m., Monday through Friday.

The inducement is part of the group's new rate card (which otherwise calls for a single

participation rate day and night, including weekends).

Madison Avenue philosophers were speculating this week what team President

Eisenhower is playing on.

What started it was the President's statement at a press conference that one way to curb

inflation is to get people to reduce purchases by buying selective^ .

To modern marketers this poses an ancient timing problem. For them the big

task is getting up steam when consumer buying starts to lag—as it is in some lines

right now.

Though reluctant to establish the precedent. ABC TV this week granted BBDO the

right to make spot arrangements for Campbell Soup's Colt .45 and Revlon's

Walter Winchell File.

These placements, of course, will be in markets where the network itself has been

unable to get clearances.

ABC TV expects to have this situation cleared up by the first of the year when it

will have affiliates of its own in all major markets.

MCA this week brought the reps up-to-date on a proposition that the talent and

producing: organization is trvinq: to sell tv stations:

• MCA will sell a spot to a national advertiser in an MCA syndicated show at

the station's Class "A" minute rate.

• As compensation for that spot, the station would have the right to sell the other

two commercial positions in the MCA package.

CBS TV this week put the official seal on loosening up product adjacency pro-

tection—something which has been developing piecemeal since January. I See 2

Februarv and 6 Julv SPONSOR-SCOPE.)
Sales v.p. Bill Hylan savs the chanses were made to CD bring the protection pattern

into keeping with modern industrial expansion and diversification, and C2) provide

more flexibility.

For other news coverage in this issue, see Newsmaker of the Week, pasre 5:

Film-scope, page 49: Spot Buys, page 28: News and Idea Wrap-Up. page 62: Washington

Week, page 83: sponsor Hears, page 86: and Tv and Radio Newsmakers, page 92.
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THE GRAY GHOST
Excitement-charged as a cavalry

raid, THE GRAY GHOST dramatizes

the life and legend of one of the

Civil War's great soldier-statesmen,

dashing Colonel John S. Mosby.

THE GRAY GHOST, starring Tod

Andrews, documents the true-life

adventures of Colonel Mosby and

his famed Raiders, daredevils on

horseback whose fearless exploits

behind the Union lines comprise

one of the most eventful chapters

in America's colorful history.

Epic in scope, universal in appeal—

THE GRAY GHOST (39 half-hours)

has already been sold to such major

regional advertisers as Habitant

Soups (throughout New England),

Loblaw food chain (upper New York

State and Erie) and Colonial Stores

(Virginia, the Carolinas, Georgia

and Alabama).
::: Other territories are

going fast, so act quickly. Call . .

.

CBS TELEVISION FILM SALES, INC @
".

. . the best film programs for all stations"

*Also signed are Welch Grape Juice; Gunther Beer; Sears,

Roebuck; Freihofer Baking Co.; Block Drug Co.; Adams Dairy;

Foley's Department Store (Houston) and many others.





SOUTHERN
CALIFORNIA
INTERURBIA

SANtJl BARBARA

SAN BERNARDINO •

RIVERSIDE •

PALM SPRINGS •

LOS ANGELES

IS COVERED BY

only^ ft stations

7SAN DIECO»
r "IMPERIAL VALLEY [>

INTERURBIA ... a complex of

cities, towns, suburbias which

have grown together . .
." is startlingly

illustrated in the solidly packed strip

from Santa Barbara through

Los Angeles and San Bernardino-

Riverside to San Diego.

NCS #2 CONFIRMS individual city

ratings . . . only 3 radio stations

are popular and powerful enough

to deliver complete this multi-million

super-market.

OF THIS TOP TRIO, KBIC is

• the only independent

• the least expensive station

• LOWEST in cost-per-thousand

by one yardstick

• SECOND by the other.

Any KBIC or Weed man would like

to show you the documents.

KBIG
The (alalina Station

10,000 Watts
740 "VJr

JOHN POOLE BROADCASTING CO.
6540 Sunset Blvd.. Lo« Angeles 28, California

Tolophono: Hollywood 3-3705

Nat. Rep. WEED and Company

16

Timebuyers
at work

Felice Feldman, Roj (jam Advertising Agency, New York, says

that radio is being reborn daily to thousands of small advertisers

who are realizing the value of a well planned and integrated adver-

tising program. "In selecting time and station for the small local

advertiser." Felice says, "the most important factor is the charac-

ter of the audience to be reached.

Small advertisers often sell prod-

ucts or services that are of use

only to certain groups or have lim-

ited distribution. So 'who will the

product appeal to?' and 'where and

when are you most likely to find

your customers?' must be careful-

ly considered."' Felice feels that

"spillage" into other towns and

states on high-watt stations is use-

less to the local advertiser. Even

if he reaches a large audience at a

low cost-per-1,000, it's often the wrong audience. The local audi-

ence—his customers—usually turn to the local station for news and

advertising. "Above all," Felice says, "the small advertiser must

allot sufficient time for his advertising to have impact. A one-shot

venture is worthless. Consistency and frequency are necessary."

Lester J. Blumenthal, executive vice president and timebuying

chief. Product Services, Inc., New York, thinks that "today's buyer

must first be a good salesman. He must develop, in this flexible tv

period, a plan to bring in the greatest possible audience to his client

for the least possible cost, fight for the best possible times—and sell

the project to the station. This

calls for an active 'buyer-salesman'

rather than a passive 'what-can-

you-offer? attitude." Lester savs

that the agency is currently selling

52-week tv to both stations and

clients; the advertiser benefits

from full-time exposure, the sta-

tion benefits from the long-term

contract. Already they've set up

year-round plans for top accounts,

at a cost of little more than their

previous seasonal-saturation bud-

gets. This has been accomplished. Lester savs, through new and

improved approaches to buying that the agency's developed; also it's

been able to negotiate advantageousK with the stations because of

the long-term business. "Long-term buying." Lester adds, "must be

carefulh tailored to fulfill each client's marketing objectives through-

out the year, with special consideration for the seasonal factors."
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Only 22

quarter hours

don't

belong

to

WTIX.

The

other 266 do,

The latesl Pulsi W'l'l \ .1 \ irl ual

i irleans radio <

from Monda t In

WTIX
Thus a ii'-u dimension ol domi

nance is added i" W'l'l X 'k eonl inuii

and widening leadership among NTew Orli

1 1 radio stal ions.

Thi mosl recenl (Jul} August Hooper shows WTIX in first

place with -'• '!', over twice the runner-up station's 111',

Storz Station round-tl lock exeitemenl and ideas have created ;i new New
Orleans listening habit, with new time buying habits to match. Spare the Adam
Young man a little time oul of your daj to tell you win you gel nothing bul
j I times oul of WTIX's day. (, i-. talk to WTIX general manager F\ B i

thelson.

WTIX first in listation NEW ORLEANS

Is^Uc gVsj WDGY Minneapolis St. Paul

WHB Kansas City

WQAM Miami
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.5-^ | y^x 1 ICDFslSB

TODAY'S RADIO FOR TODAY'S SELLING [£
WTIX /Ve
REPRESENTED BY ADAM YOUNG INC.
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SHE'S a friend

of a friend

of yours. She
shares your fondness
for KOIN-TV's
coverage of

Portland, Oregon,
and 30 neigh-
boring counties.
When you
whisper sweet
somethings thru

KOIN-TV,
she listens . .

.

and reacts.

The gentle-
men from
CBS-TV
Spot Sales
carry tales

about her
habits . .

.

and about
KOIN-TV's

incredible
ratings.

18

by Bob Foreman

Agency ad libs

The cul de sac of creative management
John Orr Young, who gets top hilling in the

ad agency known as Young & Ruhicam. was

walking toward the New Haven R.R.'s 8:11 out

of Saugatuck and. as is natural in the environs

of that adman s commuter train, talking ahout

the ad business. He was glad to see. he stated,

that an ex-copy writer had ascended to the

throne in the shop that gives me desk space and

in commenting on the wisdom of such a move he listed several other

former creative gents who were calling the shots up and down Madi-

son, North Michigan Avenue and westward. The point Mr. Young

was making was that, in his opinion, this was a healthy thing for

the business in general. Which, of course, didn't curry any ill-

favor with your jovial reporter whose background is rich with

graphite and tissue-pad.

After boarding the train, however. I started to compare the

glories of being an Ad-Land Executive and Part-of-Management"s-

Team versus the simple charm of being a swashbuckling, pencil-

in-ear copy man.

Maybe it's un-American, certainly it's heresy but my mind kept

toying with the thought that maybe there should be a wax of

relegating the top slot to a modestly salaried hired hand who isn t

really the star performer himself. The prize fighter and the race

horse and the champion dog have somebody see to it that the

training table's got good food and the rent is paid and nobody

steals any towels.

Management must cover the details

When you come right down to it. a lot of management thinking

has to be on this level. There's the rent I those wonderful discus-

sions of cost per square foot and if we add storage space in Cleve-

land should we sign a 99- or 78-year lease? I. There's The Retire-

ment Plan ( which never produced an ad or a commercial but takes

more time to prepare than the three best campaigns in history).

There's the Outside Office Situation ( which soniedax will require

office buildings to be hollow cylinders I . All of which is topped 1>\

The Big Management Dilemma—does the tv department reallx need

a movieola?

Perhaps this sounds like the busx daj of a diseased mind— or

a badh run agency. But do not kid yourself, sir. In a personal

business such as ours personnel is big business. Even the largest

of agencies have verv few employees compared to a manufacturing

concern. Of these few employees more than half are concerned with

work that is also being done in banks and beaut} shops and bookie

joints I secretaries, bookkeepers, receptionists, phone girls, etc. I

—

in other words, not with advertising. So the prexy of the ad agencx

darn well better have the answer for his ad makers as to why Old

So and So got the outside office for here comes 1 oung So and So

with blood in his eye. \nd he better have the answer about tbe

Sl'ONSOli 14 SEPTEMBER 1957
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»'hen the winners in The Billboard's 5th
i nial TV Program & Talent Awards poll

ere totaled, we discovered that KDKA-TV
>w is carrying (or has completed showing

of the season's prize-winning Syndi-
»ted Shows!

In 6 major program award categories*,
.DKA-TV's audience has viewed 50 of the
5 top programs!

We believe these figures will give you a

good idea why people in Greater Pittsburgh
and surrounding counties axe in the huhit of

tuning to KDKA-TV They've developed
this viewing habit because KDKA-TV makes
a habit of bringing them the best available

entertainment.

People like what they see and hear on
KDKA-TV, and they respond by buying our
advertisers' products. That's why in

Pittsburgh . . . no selling campaign is com-
plete without the WBC station . . .

•KDKA-TV $ LIST OF PRIZE-WINNING SHOWS

BEST OVER-ALL SYNDICATED
SHOW WINNERS . 5 out of 5

Best Comedy Series 8 out of 10

Best Dramatic Series 8 out of 10

Best Adventure Series 9 out of 10

Best Mystery Series . 10 out of 10

Best Western Series 10 out of 10

CHANNEL 2 IS NO. 1 IN

W EST I N G H U S E BROADCASTING COMPANY, INC
RADIO BOSTON, WBZ+WBZA • PITTSBURGH, KDKA • CLEVELAND. KY « . FORT WAYNE, VV0W0

CHICAGO. WIND • PORTLAND. KEX • TELEVISION BOSTON, ABZV . BALTIMORE, WJZ-TV

PITTSBURGH, KDKA-TV • CLEVELAND, KTWYV • SAN FRANCISCO, KPIX

WIND represented by AM Radio Soles • WJZ-TV represented by Bloir.TV • Kfx repres : : .

" - Inc.

All other WBC stations represen'ec by Pete's. Griffin, Woodward, Inc.



THE MIDDLE OF
WASHINGTON STATE

WENATCHEE

5000
-560k

w

&&1

Programs have to BE popular, and RE-

MAIN popular to stay on KPQ. We aim

directly at the people of central Wash-

ington, with SELECTED PROGRAMS
ONLY from three networks, plus local

news shows, farm, homemaker, and

specialty shows . . . and seasonal

sports, presently including hometown

Northwest league baseball. We give

'em what they want! And spots just

seem to slide in there so natural-like,

no matter what adjacencies or partici-

pations you're looking tor.

WENATCHEE, WASHINGTON
"Apple Capital of the World"

Affiliated with 3 networks

National Reps: Seattle & Portland Reps:

Forjoe & Co., Inc. Art Moore & Assoc.

National Sales:

Pat O'Halloran

NOrmandy 3-5121

Wenatchee

WE GUARANTEE
to outpull all other Northcentral

Washington media 2 to I
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Agency ad libs continued

signing of that 99-year lease in Des Moines just before the office

folded.

There's another aspect to consigning topnotch creative men to

top management slots well worth thinking about, even if nothing

can be done about it. Put simply—what a waste! Such a squander-

ing of talent, so rare a commodity in a business that long ago faced

a talent-drought!

One quick glance at any magazine, a few minutes of viewing on

any tv channel or listening to the radio is all that is needed to

convince any sound judge of what is good advertising that there's

a desperate shortage of creative savvy.

G.B.S. once said—he who can, does; he who cannot, teaches. For

the ad biz that might well be paraphrased to: he who can is put

into a job where he can't possibly. ^

THE MECHANICS OF MANAGEMENT
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Table °f organization, developed by sponsor's research staff, allows the large,

multi-departmented agency to deal neatly with every-day administrative detail.
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always

first in

syndicated

film

shows,

now...

'THE GRAY GHOST"
Timed perfectly (or the current resurgence of

interest in the Civil War, this tremendous new series

brings to TV the story of a band of adventurous
heroes, captained by the legendary John S. Mosby.

'HARBOR COMMAND"
Brand new adventure series, bringing to TV the
thrilling stories of America's Harbor Police, Coast Guard
units and Port Authorities. Starring Wendell Cory.

'FRONTIER DOCTOR"
An exciting new series, combining the adventure

and excitement of the early West.

Starring Rex Allen in the role of the Frontier Doctor.

'JUNGLE JIM"
Johnny Weismuller, Mr. Jungle himself, leads

expeditions from the Amazon to New Guinea. Together

with champion chimpanzee Tamba and an all-star

cast, Jungle Jim will appeal to viewers of every age.

a^***^

movies are better than ever
0*0MM-,

/UaJ

and now oJl**^
"MILLION DOLLAR MOVIES" are better.than ever

n

On "Million Dollar Movie," September 9th,

WCAU-TV kicks off the greatest parade of "post-1952" full length

features ever released for television.

"AFRICAN QUEEN" (1952, starring Humphrey Bogart)

"MOULIN ROUGE" (1953. starring Jose Ferrer)

"SUDDENLY" (1954, starring Frank Sinatra)

"PURPLE PLAIN" (1955, starring Gregory Peck)

plus other Class A films starring Gary Cooper, John Wayne,

Tony Curtis, Gina Lollobrigida and many others of the same calibre!

Capitalize on this tremendous array of

audience-getting programming (backed

by the most spectacular promotion ever

aimed at the vast Philadelphia

TV audience). Contact:

WCAU-TV
CHANNEJO CBS IN PHILADELPHIA

Represented by CBS-TV SPOT SALES
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WEST VIRGINIA

DAIRY

INCREASES

SALES 500%!
LEATHERWOOD DAIRY, Blue-

field, W. Va., conducted a

two-day promotion using THE

CISCO KID plastic tumbler as

a premium with a half-gallon

of milk. They write:

"Results were tremen-

dous . . . in a two-day

period, 15,000 Bluefield

families bought the special

half -gallon carton. This

means Leatherwood Milk

was sold to 74% of the

families in our area thanks

to THE CISCO KID. We're
looking forward to many
more profitable promotions

with this powerful show."

Ask to see more success stories of

TUB WORLDS GREATEST SALESMAN!

"THE CISCO KID"

<S*e/eetois0&

22'

News and views for women in

advertising and wives of admen

Women's week

Oh that budget! \<>u that summei is past, wives <>f agencymen

are confronted with the fall dilemma: (1) more home entertaining

is required in the fall: l2l wardrobes need replenishing; (3) doing

both can strain a budget.

Here are some tips on entertaining at home without expending

excessive energies or moneys:

1. Formal dinner parties are always impressive, but can be han-

dled for reasonable sums. Major wardrobe tip: Evening-length

woolen plaid at-home skirts are the going trend of the season. These

can be varied with different sweaters or shirts that serve double <la\-

time dut\

.

2. Most important menu tip: as cool weather approaches, hot

stewed meats are an in-order, economy-wise dish. The surest way to

dress up such dishes is to plan curries, with side dishes of shaved

cocoanut, chutney, ground nuts. The cost will be well under the

price of chops or steaks and dinner will look more elegant.

3. To keep down the liquor bills, plan on a round or two of cock-

tails before dinner, and wine with the meal. W ives experienced in

at-home dinner parties guarantee that a dinner-time wine cuts post-

dinner drinking in half.

Ladies tops in media: It's rumored that the West Coast looks

more kindly at lady executives than \e\<- York. Another proof of

this premise is in the mid-September appointment of Mary Ferriter

as media director of Guild. Bascom & Bonfigli. San Francisco.

"W e have lots of respect for the female's ability in advertising."

says GB&B's Dave Bascom. "Miss Ferriter will be a media director

on a level with the agency's other three media directors, two of

whom are women."

GB&B's media directors now will be Mary Ferriter. Peg Harris.

Marce Sanders, along with the sole male media director. Dick Tyler.

"But we don't discriminate against men."' Bascom assured

SPONSOR. "Rod MacDonald is the v. p. in charge of media.""

Before joining GB&B. Marx was media manager at Botsford. Con-

stantine & Gardner. San Francisco. Her GB&B accounts will be

Heidelberg Beer, Max Factor and Breast-O'-Chicken. Mary moved

into advertising eight years ago.

Pro award for lady broadcaster: The "Woman of Achievement

\ward" given by the Business and Professional Woman's Club of

Philadelphia has just been voted to Margaret Mary Kearney, educa-

tional director of WCAl . Philadelphia.

This award "seeks to honor the woman, who. by her own efforts,

has made a genuine contribution within her professional field, to the

advancement in service of all women. Presentation of the award

is scheduled at a 2(> September dinner in the Barclay Hotel.

Margaret's list of awards has grown by four in the past four

months, since she was also named •"Woman of the ^ear by the

Philadelphia Chapter of the Immaculata College Alumnae, and re-

ceived three other awards from her professional colleagues.
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Why be just part

of the Parade..?

Today it's increasingly

hard to stand out from the crowd.
For every television station

on the air five years ago
there are now four more!
And, at mid-1957, another 350
commercial applications were still

pending for yet more stations.

As the parade grows bigger,

it takes something special to preserve

.//"/'/• identity at the

agency-advertiser level . . .

to be known for the

individuality that makes you
outstanding in your own market.

Ordinary production line

representation won't do it.

Without specialized selling, you're just

part of an ever-lengthening parade
your representative tries to "represent.'

Quality television stations with
hard-won local leadership,

proud of their community reputations,

deserve something more.

They (jet it, too,

from Harrington, Righter and Parsons-
where specialized representation

makes so much difference.

We're (/lad to explain how.

HARRINGTON,
RIGHTER

& PARSONS, Inc.

NEW YORK • CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO 'ATLANTA* BOSTON

television — ihr only mrrfium we terve

WCDA-B-C WABT Birmingham WBEN-TV /; flalo

WJRT WFMY-TV

WTPAHarrisburg WTIC-TV// WDAF-TV

WHAS-TV i WTMJ-TV WUwauke, WMTW u irnshington

WRVA-TV Richmond WSYR-T

V

Syracuse
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JUST OUT. . . and alread



SOLD IN 20 MARKETS )
TO GRIESEDIECK BEER AND OTHER SPONSORS! j/r

,

AMOUS GUEST STARS LIKE THESE IN EVERY SHOW!

For details contact W your nearest office.

9. GEMS, INC
TELEVISION SUBSIDIARY OF COLUMBIA PICTURES CORP.
711 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK, N. Y.

NEW YORK DETROIT
711 Fifth Ave. 709FoxBldg.
Plaza 1-4432 Woodward 1-3979

CHICAGO
230N. Michigan Ave.

Franklvn 2-3696

HOLLYWOOD
1334 N. Beechwood Dr.
HoUvwood2-3111

NEW ORLEANS
Si

Express ;

TORONTO
B Peter St

Empire 3-4096 \

f4if

W!

I



IT'S NO
ACCIDENT

There are

many

Reasons

WHY

KWKW
BROADCASTS

MORE HOURS OF

SPANISH RADIO

THAN ANY
OTHER STATION

IN THE U.S.

All Day
AND

All Night
(21 HOURS)

"573,000 Spanish Speaking

people listen to KWKW in

the L.A. area.

These Spanish Speaking An-
gelenos spend over one and

two-thi-ds MILLION Dollars

per day!

More than 319 Advertisers

have used KWKW profitably

for one year or more.

PASADENA* LOS ANCCIIS ,

V . Spanish Language \
>. Station S

L.A.—RYan 1-6744

S.F.—Theo B. Hall

Eastern Rep.—National Time Sales

49th and
Madison

26

New and Renew

Under "Renewed on Radio Networks,"

the address of Allis-Chalmers is given

as Harvey. III. I August 24 issue i . The

company does have a plant there, hut

the main office is in Milwaukee.

In the interest of accuracy, best re-

gards.

Gerald L. Seaman,

radio & tv director,

Bert S. Gittins Advertising, Milivaukee

Film shows in Puerto Rico

Under the section titled Film-Scope

on page 78 (31 August issue) you

refer to the success of syndicated pro-

grams in Puerto Rico and you quote

as a source Telepulse 1957 whereas

four of the top 15 programs are film

imports dubbed in Spanish. I should

like to refer you to Telepulse dated

June 1957 of Puerto Rico whereby six

of the top 15 shows are syndicated

shows revoked into Spanish of which,

we are humbly proud, that four of the

lop 15 are ZIV Shows.

I should further add that in our

opinion Film-Scope is doing a very fine

job and makes very interesting read-

ing and every one of our executives

here at Ziv opens to this section first.

Edward J. Stern

President

ZIV International

Movie men and radio

I read with great interest your article

in the August 24th issue of sponsor

by Gordon McLendon "Movie men
don't know how to use radio". To put

an up-to-date ending on this story, I

would like to state that Cinema Arts

Theatres in San Antonio are now using

KONO Radio as their exclusive radio

nutlet and are doing a bigger and

more profitable business than ever with

their four theatres, the Texas Theatre,

Josephine, Woodlawn, and Laurel.

10 years ago, in 1947. KONO had

saturation schedules on the San Pedro

Outdoor Theatre, and for several

straight years the Theatre enjoyed

Mine of the biggest gross billings in

this part of the countrj : so saturated

radio and result getting radio definitely

is not new for theatre men who know
how to properly use the radio.

Jack Roth.

manager, KONO, San Antonio

Please send me and bill me for four

copies of the August 24th issue. Your

story on "Movie Men Don't Know How
To Use Radio" was excellent. I am
very much afraid that some of the

movie men are still living in the 30's

as far as advertising goes. They install

popcorn, air conditioning equipment,

soft chairs, stick up stills, etc., but the

radio copy . . . SAD . . . SAD. Maybe
this will wake them up . . .

Joe Milsop

manager, WCPA, Clearfield, Pa.

Identifying new products

I have been passing my copy of SPON-

SOR on to our production people a

week or two late and. even though late,

it has proved the only reliable source

they have for tracing out new brand

names in both network and spot. Our
problem is knowing how to handle

these new brands when we hear them

on our tape—what company makes it;

how is it spelled.

Robert W. Morris,

executive vice president

Broadcast Advertisers Reports, Inc.

An fm set count- needed

As a lifetime radio man (since 1924)

I went into fm only to prove, at least

to myself, that the merits of fm prop-

erly presented could improve the status

of radio.

In as much as most major cities

have a proven percentage of fm re-

ceivers

—

WHY is there not a single

fm set count? It is the fm part that

results in radio sales in our area and

we feel an accurate count should be

made. Dealers in our area say unless

a radio has fm they cannot sell it.

This is a ver\ important part of the

radio picture and difficult to under-

stand \\h\ >o important a figure could

be overlooked.

Jerrj Cobb, station manager,

KNEV-FM, Reno
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Some mathematician. Bugs Bunny. In recent months the brash

little star of Warner Bros. Cartoons increased the late-after-

noon audience on KROD-TV, El Paso, Texas, six -fold —
jumping from a last-place 4.8 to a first-place 28.1 (ARB, May).

Warner Bros'. Popeye the Sailor gets Texas-size ratings in

El Paso, too, pulling a 26.2 ARB for May— nearly three times

greater than the combined total of the two other stations.

The El Paso story alone is conclusive proof of the drawing

power of a. a. p. Cartoons ... a success story that is being

duplicated from coast to coast.

To see how Bugs Bunny. Popeye

the Sailor and other Warner B

Cartoons ran multiply audiences

in your area. write'or phone:

CI.CI.D;
H •

' ' orp.

Si5 V . U [rray Hill 6- H NEW YORK
75 E. Wnrktr Dr,, DEarborn J-.'" I" H CHICAGO

1511 Brynr H DALLAS
911 LOS ANGELES
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m San ^Mwcisco

KOBY is No. I station across the board
in both Pulse and Hooper! July-Aug.
Pulse: weekdays 15.3, Sat. 16.7, Sun.

17.3—averages 6 a.m.-midnight. June-
July Hooper, weekdays, 7 a.m. to noon
22.0, noon-6 p.m. 24.0, all day average.
Nielsen agrees with a 21,100 rating 6

a.m. to midnight. KOBY operates full

time . . 10,000 watts blanket the en-

tire bay area. Definitely the No. I buy
because its San Francisco's most lis-

tened-to station. See your Petry man,
today!

KOSI is Denver's top rated station all

day—all weekend! June-July Hooper:
18.9 a.m., 24.6 p.m. share. June Pulse

rates KOSI No. I independent, 6 a.m.
to 6 p.m. with a 17.0 overall average.
All surveys prove KOSI's dominance . . .

5,000 watts-sells full time. Represented
by Forjoe.

MID- AMERICA
BROADCASTING CO.

in Greenville, Miss., WGVM

No. 1 in both Hooper &
Nielsen

Sec: Devney & Co., Inc.

28
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National

in work

SPOT

in work now or recently completed

TV BUYS
American Chicle Co., Long Island Citv. N. V.. is planning a cam-

paign in scattered markets to push its Dentyne gum. Schedule

starts 1 October for 13 weeks. Minute film announcements will be

slotted 5:30 to 11:30 p.m.; frequency will vary from market to

market. Buyer : Bill Santoni. Agency : Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample.

Inc.. New York.

The Bon Ami Co., New York, is going into some 50 major markets

to advertise its Jet-Spray Bon Ami, with Scott Towels tied-in. The

Scott Towel Co. will, in turn, promote the cleaner in its spot tele-

vision. The 10 week campaign will kick-off in September. Minute

and 20-second announcements will be scheduled both day and night:

average frequency: 10 spots per week per market. Buyer: May
Dowling. Agency: Ruthrauff & Ryan. Inc.. New York.

RADIO BUYS
R. J. Reynolds Co., Winston-Salem. N. C. is preparing schedules

in some 200 markets for its Cavalier cigarettes. Campaign starts in

September for 12 weeks. Minute e.t.'s will be placed throughout the

day, Monday to Saturday. Average frequency: eight per week, per

market. Buyers: Hal Simpson and Jim Scanlon. Agency: Y\ m.

Esty Co., New York. I Agency declined to comment. I

National Biscuit Co., New York, is using a short-term campaign

during September in 25 selected markets to advertise its new Cocoa

Grahams. Minute and 20-second e.t.'s will be scheduled during day-

time hours, Monday to Friday. Buyer: Jane Podester. Agency:

McCann-Erickson, Inc., New York.

Campbell Soup Co., Camden, N. J., is planning a heavy saturation

campaign in about 91 markets to advertise new soups. Schedule be-

gins in September for 23 weeks. Minute, 20 and some eight-second

e.t.'s will be slotted every day of the week. 7:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m..

with heaw scheduling on Wednesday. Thursday and Friday. Fre-

quency will depend on market. New soups are turkey noodle, mine-

strone, and chicken vegetable. Buyer: Ed Fluri. Agency: BBDO,

New York.

RADIO AND TV BUYS
J. A. Folger & Co., Kansas City, is entering 130 radio and tele-

vision markets to promote its instant coffee. Schedule kicks-off 23

September for a minimum of eight weeks. In television, nighttime

chainbreaks and I.D.'s will be used: average frequency: 10 an-

nouncements per week per market. In radio, minute announcements

will be scheduled during daytime segments. Wednesday. Thursday

and Friday; frequency will depend upon the market. Buying is not

completed. Buyer: Jim Ducey. Agency: Cunningham & Walsh,

New York. I Agency declined to comment.)
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VMS FOR WSM-TV

Star Maker to the Networks . . .

s

»«, . „,, > 1957

27 WSM -and WSM-TV stars have made 76 network TV appearances. You've seen

them on NBC-TV shows with Diana Shore, Tennessee Ernie, Today, This is Your Life,

Tonight, Steve Allen. Kraft TV Theater: on CBS-TV shows with Jackie Gleason,

Gary Moore, Ed Sullivan, Jimmy Dean. Arthur Godfrey, Gunsmoke, Vic Damone;

on ABC-TV shows with Paul Winchell and the Big Heat. With this kind and quantity

of talent on tap, it's easy to see why WSM-TV is clearly Nashville's Number 1

Television Station. Ask Hi Bramham or any Petry man about America's most

astonishing talent story.

I

Channel 4. Nashville. Tenn. • NBC-TV Affiliate • Clearly Nashville s I TV Station

IRVING WAUGH, General Manager • EDWARD PETRY & CO National Advertising Rcpresentati.es

>n - Clear Channel 50,C

WSM-TV

SPONSOR 1 \ SEPTEMBER 195*3 29



*T H NOW A SHOUT!

7mcorMOWER

Yes, it's Ziv's HARBOR COMMAND! What a combination

...a commanding role... a commanding performer . ..

fused in white hot action!

OVER 135 MARKETS ALREADY SOLD!
HAMM'S BEER NUCOA MARGARINE WNAC-TV - Boston

LION OIL ONE-ADAY TABLETS WTVN-TV - Columbus. Ohio

SEALY MATTRESS LA ROSA SPAGHETTI KYW-TV Cleveland

CAPITOL BEDDING ROCHESTER HOSPITAL SERVICE WTVY-TV Dothan

COCA-COLA MULLER-PINEHURST DAIRY WANE-TV - Ft. Wayne

ALKA-SELTZER INDEPENDENT LUMBER CO. WOAM-TV Hattiesburg

KROGER ROCHESTER MILK PRODUCERS WFGA-TV - Jacksonville

FORD S. A. MACH. 8, SUPPLY CO. WTVJ-TV - Miami

CARNATION MILK HOME RADIO & FURNITURE CO. WKXP - Lexington, Ky.

BLUE CROSS WLW-A - Atlanta WDSU-TV - New Orleans

WEST END DAIRY KBAK-TV - Bakersfield WOR-TV New York

SQUIRT WAFB-TV - Baton Rouge WKY-TV - Oklahoma City

LEE MOTORS KVOS - Bellingham WEEK-TV Peoria

DERST BAKING KBOI-TV - Boise WLW-I-TV Indianapolis

KLRJ-TV - Las Vegas

WCAU-TV - Philadelphia

KOAM-TV - Pittsburg, Kan.

KPHO-TV - Phoenix

WIIC-TV - Pittsburgh, Pa.

KSL-TV - Salt Lake City

KRON-TV - San Francisco

WDAU-TV -Scranton-
Wilkes Barre

KOVR-TV Stockton

KOLD - Tuscon. Ariz.

KTNT-TV -Tacoma

WTVT - Tampa

KTVX-TV Tulsa

KONA Honolulu

and others

'



II

Quafiful Ratings! Success!

HARBOR COMMAND"
Starring

WENDELL COREY
ii^HHHi



From 6 to 9 a. m. . . . from 9 to noon ... as all day . . .

It's a WHB world
A.slv to see the Willi area dominance story-

paeked with convincing documentation!

Latest AREA NIELSEN: Willi first with 48.5%, <i a.m.-6 p.m.

Latest HOOPER: Willi first with V2A' , all-day average

Latest TRENDEX: Willi first with 42.1$ all-day average

Whether it's prime . . . or any time . . .
talk to Blair or

Willi (i.M Georse W. Armstrona.

WHB 10,000 watts mi 7U> /,'(•

Kansas City, Missouri

54.1%
(III II X it 1st II

(6 a. in. -noun) more

Hunt nil oilier

Kansas CHll radio

stations com hi in <l.

L

TODAY'S RADIO FOR TODAY'S SELLING

WDGY Minneapolis St Paul

WHB Kansas City

WQAM Miami
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.

TODD STORZ, PRESIDENT
WTIX New Orleans
REPRESENTED BV ADAM YOUNG INC.

J
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REVOLT ^C^:
AGAINST

TV COSTS
BREWING?

UNIONS

SUPERVISORS

Tv production costs will get sharper scrutiny from clients as Bplil

in audience indicates danger of co3t-per-l,000 increase. ireas ihej

want to pare: talent prices, unnecessary padding of time and cosl

1 his ma\ be the year when clients

stand up on their hind legs and protest

against rising tv costs with concrete

reasons to hack them up.

Like the weather. t\ costs have heen

the perennial subject of conversation

ever since there was a television medi-

um. But this year a closer scrutim of

costs is regarded In man) admen as

ine\ itahle.

If there's fat in tv program or com-

mercial production costs. 1957 is the

year when the trimming can be ex-

pected to start.

The reasons win the budgetary pen-

cil-, have been sharpened arc multiple:

• Profits for mam manufacturers

are slimmer and harder to come bj

now. Toda) most advertisers tune to

plan on giving extra incentives t<> deal-

ers and consumer- to push sales in the

more competitive market-. Since the

cost of selling is up in various direc-

tions, all advertising costs conn- under

the microscope.

• I\ audiences will l>e split this fall

as they've oever Keen before in t\

history. The strength of \BC T\

coupled with good programing on in-

dependent stations i films i mean that

even if production and time costs had

-(••ill -till, cost-per-1,000 would be

rising. < lients will be looking for

ways to Ix'hl the cost-per-1,000 line.

• l\ costs in efiVi I will be in the

limelighl at this fall- \\ \ meeting

through the Professor Fre) stud] of

agenc\ compensation. \n earlier and

independent -ui\e\ of the \\\ mem-

bership has ahead] indicated thai the

t\ package show commission has suf-

fered some serious inr. .ad- among na-

tional advertisers. see 31 \u_Mi-t

1957 sponsor for surve] details.)
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Clients want sayings

behind the scenes, not in

on-screen values, stress cuts

in excessive crews, personnel

\- an increasing number of clients

begin to talk about t\ costs, the major

point the) arc trying t<> determine is:

\\ here precisely are the areas of in-

flation? These are some of the tenta-

tive answers.

1. Main clients feel that no one

has fought hard enough to keep prices

down. Show costs, the) say, are not

necessarily in line with production

costs.

"The price is determined b) what the

freight will hear, rather than 1>\ the

actual cost of producing," says the ad-

vertising director of a major package

therefore impractical for them to share

die possibilit) of getting a good size

return.

"Even when a client does make such

a contract, it's not necessariU a big

-a\ ing for him.'' sa) - ^ &R's Rod Erick-

son. "Rarel) will the producer of a

top propert) make that kind of deal.

\iiil even if he does, it may take a

couple of \ears in syndication and in

foreign markets, before the program

shows an) profit."

2. There's padding of production

expenses which tends to amount to

considerable money by the end of the

year, according to sponsors of live

shows. "We could be buving a spot

booster campaign in at least two extra

markets for a year on the unnecessan

expenses that come through to us."

says the advertising director of a large

appliance manufacturer.

One of the incidents that he cited

as typical "padding" was a better than

A "LITTLE" PADDING ADDS UP BY YEAR'S END

A typical case of "milking" that clients object to occurred for one sponsor,

who got a hill for more than S200 after one weekend'- rehearsals for his

show. This bill was for "coffee and sandwiches t<>r the crew!" Were such

an item to be repeated on a 52-week basis, it would actually pay for two

extra commercials at S5.000 each, or for additional stations on the client's

network lineup, or for a brief spot schedule in a trouble market. Such a

bill i- typical of the "behind-the-scenes waste" that clients will clamp down

on -e\^rel\ in the cuning season—this client said "no" and didn't pay.

foods firm who adds these points:

"The agency doesn't bargain as hard

as it might for us for two reasons

:

(1) Its gross commission hinges on

our expenditure, and that takes awa\

part of the incentive to cut the price.

| 2 * Once the price is agreed upon, the

packager takes the risk. He knew-

that keeping the production cost down
will increase his profit. It wont do

an\ thing for us, the sponsor, however."

Some clients have changed this pic-

ture b) -baring in the producer's

equity. This is true of Colgate's 'Thin

Man, Sterling's The Vise, Lorillard's

Board of Last Resort.

However, most packagers are un-

willing to give up any part of their

etpjity to the client, since they can get

financing from other sources. It's

S200 sandwich and coffee bill for the

production crew on a weekend of re-

hearsing. "We want good work from

them." he told sponsor. "But there's

nothing in the union contract that sa\s

the\"ve got to get ham and cheese on

rye at our expense.

Insignificant though such a bill

might seem when pitted against the

multi-million production budget of a

show, it does create suspicion about

other hidden costs which have been less

eas\ to catch.

"Our agency discovered one item

that really burned us." said the top

advertising executive of a cosmetics

firm. "We were paying overtime for

the network crew — because thev'd

worked 40 hours on other shows be-

fore coming to work on our program."'

3. Talent agents ate pushing talent

price- nut < . f line in proportion to the

popularity of certain show categories.

This year, musical and variet\ talent

i- at a premium and sponsors with such

shows are feeling the pinch.

"It isn't just the kind of bargain the

talent agents drive that disturbs u-."

one cigarette adman told sponsor. "It's

the fact thai they take a verv short-

range view of the business 1>\ forcing

prices up. In some instances, the)

even add 10' < in commission to the

over-all net cost of tha sho'.v package.

When you add this figure to the pack-

agers profit and to the agency com-

mission, you find that some 3595 of

the cost of a show to the advertiser

goes for things that never appear on

the screen."

The one area of production costs

that have not been driven up in propor-

tion to talent costs are the prices for

scripts. In fact, this is the one cost

factor clients rarely complain about,

nor is it likely that any major saving

could be made here. The average price

paid for a one-hour dramatic script

even b\ top talent is still only S2.000.

or about Z% of the total show produc-

tion cost.

4. Commercials production as such

is still getting less of a going-over than

programing, since commercials—while

taking 10' \ of programing time

—

generally cost far less. Clients say it

isn't a question of cutting down on

tnonev allotted, but rather on making

increasinglv sure that it is used in the

most effective and efficient way.

" Vgenc) commercials producers are

ver) experienced by now. says R&R's

tv-radio v. p.. George Wolf. "Yirtually

e\erv one of them could be a full-

fledged programing producer on his

own. Our commercials head is a man
who'd previouslv worked for a film

commercials producer. This means

that it's impossible for any price pad-

ding to slip by us. We don't feel that

the cost of commercials has gone up in

proportion to the cost of programing."

Problems with excessive commercials

costs arose more frequently, according

to a number of clients, when there

were more live network commercials.

Extra costs stemmed from the fax re-

hearsals the networks insisted upon and

also from a lack of sufficient pre-camera

planning in the earlier days of tele-

vision.

But on the whole, the majority of

advertiseis agree that commercials will
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bv the last area oi t\ production costa

to (eel an) pinch. "This i- the part

that sella oui products," the brand

manage] l"i a detergent told sponsor.

"To skimp on it means cutting oui own

throat."

This doea not mean that clients <l<>n t

look more and more askance at an)

waste Footage 01 at imperfections in the

&na] product. During tin- year to come,

they're likelj to become increasingl)

involved in the shaping "I Btoryboards

and pre-production planning to make

sure that the final product achieves the

ii iii-i ia >>l" salesmanship the) want.

5. Filming programing outside the

i ounti ) . while not yet a major trend,

i- likel) to pick u|i popularity in the

next year. Of course, the possibilities

.if uuiii^ outside the I .S. are often limi-

ted f>\ the pool of actors available and

the requirements of the stun. But more

clients are investigating Bucb possibili-

ties and Great Britain and Canada will

be the countries to gain from tbis trend.

"If you can shoot in England you

can save yourself as much as two-thirds

of the OUt-of-j>ocket cost." sa\s l!<"l

Erickson. "Just eliiuinatiriiz S\(i resid-

ual payments spells out a big saving.

But you can't adapt ever) show to

conditions outside the I .S."

6. *' I \ bas gone Hollywood, is one

of the most frequentl) beard com-

plaints about production methods and

costs. "The] aren't liapp\ unless they've

..I 75 guys on the set, and no one

knows what the other one does."

Most clients admit that nothing pains

them as much as going into the client

booth and counting the number of

people on the set.

"\\ e pa) $65 for a gu) t" carrj an

ashtra) across the stage," says Ray-

mond Spector. "Now I'm certainl)

not against unions, but they're a part

of this industry too and the) shouldn't

milk it so or their source of mone)

will run drv.""

The fault for excessive union de-

mands in terms of si/e of crews, and

work conditions and wages lies with

the producers and networks, according

to advertisers. The) feel that a tougher

bargain should bave been -truck with

the unions years ago.

Maybe the answer will be for u- to

gel in on the negotiations more direct-

ly, the ad manager of a drugcompan)
told sponsor. "So far we've pressured

onl) in the background through our

agencies, but since this hasn't worked,

i Please turn to page 54 >

CLIENTS OBJECT TO "HIDDEN COSTS" THAT
DON'T HELP SHOW, NOT ON-SCREEN VALUE

Crews seem too large

< In hi- don'l lik'- paj i"

bavi irrj an aahtraj < ros -

the iel "
I bej realize thai onion

1 1. mi. 1. 1- require certain size

networks and pro

limn- could h .i mi -I

bardei foi leu > ostij requirt a i

I be industry mual polii e itself.

Scripts are still cheap

Although they're the kej ti

show. BCiipU arc not overpriced,

according to tin- experts,

clients object t<> those costs thai

"actually appear on the screen."

The script for an average bom
drama costs only $2,000, but -tail

writers for comedies an- "Mr-paid.

Sets are costing more

Competition for ratings has driven

set aii'l -renin costs op. .1- each

-how strives fur top-notch produc-

tion valor-, "like Hollywood, tv

has tu In- colossal these days,"

sponsor- Bay. Igain they don'l

object to paying for top sets, jn-t

to time waste in producing them.

Too many supervise

Supervisory talent at the t>

most expensive over-the-line

outside of performing talent. In-

day -pnn-ir- want '• 111 iv

each nf the supervisors 1- palling

hi- weight, contributing to -

values. They're damping down on

duplication oi producers, • i 1 r
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"Americans are constantly on the move
with radio." says ABN President Rohert
Eastman explaining his cancellation of

Nielsen Radio Index. "The Audimeter
can't follow the portable around. Peo-

ple not only carry the radio . . .

around outside but in the home. too. Radio is

now a multi-access medium with 50 million out-of-home

sets. The audience to these out-of-home sets is not be-

ing measured properly today. We feel that though
Pulse doesn't get all the audience, it captures more of

it than Nielsen does. The Nielsen measurement . . .

" ... of autos was a step in the right di-

rection but there's more to radio than just

counting heads. The trouble with radio re-

search is that the eye is not on the ball but

on the referee. The ratings don't mea-ur>

salesmanship. We're going to sell the . . .

WHY ABN DROPPED NIELSEN
Meters don't capture all the audience, undersell radio, ABN

President Robert Eastman contends. Though ABN will use Pulse,

the emphasis will be on salesmanship and showmanship to prove that

sales results for the sponsor are the best research data for radio

mating service? have been bought

and junked before but the dropping of

Nielsen by the American Broadcasting

Network has had some of the impact

of a large rock in a small pond.

Item : ABN had been a subscriber

hi the Nielsen Radio Index for 11

sears. Furthermore, the cancellation

came on the eve of the introduction

of a new. and what was widely-herald-

ed as an impro"\ ed, NRI.

hem: Though U3N President Rob-

ert E. Eastman stated that current au-

dience research does not do justice to

radios audience reach, he turned

around and bouidit a new Pulse net-

work rating service. This will he a

multi-market measurement covering an

estimated 40'* of I .S. radio homes.

Item: Except for a few years. Niel-

sen has had a monopoly of the net-

work radio rating business. In buying

Pulse. Eastman was instrumental in

injecting what will undoubtedly be a

new competitive note into network

radio promotion battles — a safe as-

sumption in light of the fact that dif-

ferent rating services often come up

with different figures.

Item: An underlined preference for

one rating sen ice as against another

is not an every-da\ occurrence in the

top echelons of the broadcasting busi-

ness. Though there has been no offi-

cial announcement about ABN's pur-

chase of Pulse, the dropping of Niel-

sen was significantly accompanied bv

an ABN press release citing the rea-

sons for the move.

Item: NRI s wide acceptance on

Madison and Michigan Aves. will ad-

mittedl) not help Eastman's initial

sales efforts, which are of crucial im-

portance now with ABN clothed in a

drastically revised programing gar-

ment.

Though some admen have gotten

the impression that Eastman i* fi<_dit-
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. . . basic values of radio and we're going
to help our affiliates do that, too. We're going
to provide them »iili sales and programing
aids. \ health) network needs health] sta-

tions. We're going ti> -.-II imaginatively and
we're going to program for today's audience."

ing himself, there is an underlying
-train of consistenc) in Eastman's ap-

proach, strongl) reminiscent <>f his

operations as a station representative

executive with John Blair Co.

The switch from Nielsen to Pulse,

which carries the overtones of a cal-

culated dramatic move, is Eastman's
wav of saving he has no intention of

supporting research thai undersells

radio. It has long been an article of

faith with him that an important seg-

menl of the radio audience i- not be-

ing measured, ami. of course, lie i- not

alone in tin-. The losl audience he i-

thinking about, he told SPONSOR, are

Vmericans on the move, listening to

portables at I cache- and parks, carry-

ing small radios around from room to

room, tuning in a hotel room, listening

it work, in store- and in restaurants.

1 he Nielsen V.udimeter, he main-
tain-, immobilizes the radio -el. thus
cannot corral Americans on the move.

While he welcome- Nielson's auto

measurements and NRI's new cumula-
tive audience data, he feel- it i- not

enough. Though Eastman doesn't be-

lieve that Pulse measures the entire

radio audience, he feel- it- method cap-

tures more of it.

\ more precise kev to Eastman's

thinking, however, h i- nothin !• .1..

w iih ic-e.uc h 't i- In- ambition i" re

asl \i:\ -
,i show-

manship and salesmanship. \\ Kile re-

h will pla) a part in telling \l'.\

i" advertisei - I astman h ill deal more
h.av il\ w 1 1 1 1 ..ili. i tangibles.

lie will stress -de- results, foi one
thing. \- prool ..l the > ontention thai

i ounting head- i- just pari of the radio

stoi \
. Raj I ichmann, dire< i"i -i salt -

development and resean h, points oul

thai, though Breakfast < tub didn'l

have a- high ratin ;s as othei shows
on VBN's morning bloi k. it h i- been

more populai with advertisers.

I hi- i- one "I the re isons m hj

1/ his' ering Streets, 1/. / m- 5/

and // hrn n (,nl Marries were dropped
from the \l!\ schedule, a surpris

move in \ i<w of tloii strong i it

I
I here were othei reasons, too. \-

VBN told the industi v in a recenl trade

ad quoting Nielsen, soap operas have

dropped 37'
I in their share of radio

audiences. The ad also cited an I! \i:

-urvev earlier this v.-ar which brought
out that (ill'

. of the hou-ew ive- listen

to music, while 34.892 listen to soap

operas. \nd finall) . it was pointed out

in the ad. nighttime tv satisfies the

demand for drama, i

The attitude anion- manv agenc)

if li men thai -.,

Ii I', in
] |H |

"') 'HI < till II •

1

effectiveness .1..

daj oul lav .,l the

up and down M on St. \ • I isn't this

what the sponsoi i- real I)

in
'

"\\ .• know what ll

radio are. \\ e're experts in out field

and we know out prodUi i. \\ e won't

let I
.-'mi Vudimetera measure that val-

ue roi ii- Nielsen doesn't

salesmanship."

he added, uble with

radio rese in h is that - not on
the hall hiii op the refen

\- i subsi ribei to the new Pulse

network -eiv i. .-. whii h m ill
i

about 18 million radio home
ities, I astman h ill not let the results

lie "ii a -helf. ||e made , I .,, Pulse

ratings w ill figure in VBN's - King

plans.

I his i- ii ntradii tion t" his

statements about the values "f audi-

ence resean h, he maintain-.

Pulse interviews people in the ho i

he said, it gathers in it- net list* n

ing in the manv -< alt- red pi ii es w

1 I'lrn m' turn In ;

Showmanship will !» stressed in \I!V- new program ind umple <(

hoop-la i- provided below .i- models promote the Herl S

icy. The program, fir-i ..f the new weekday lineup, nude ii- deb I Laboi
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HOW TV LICKED A
WINTER SALES SLUMP

National Paint & Varnish of Los Angeles boosted sales 22% with a well-

researched, merchandised television campaign. Lack of competitive
Wtxupm
%52gj2jjS^ activity assured dealer interest, heightened impact, helped distribution

I any industries have "off-seasons,"

that annual period of low sales when

the industry pulls in its head and waits

for fatter months. But here's the story

of a company that decided to do some-

thing ahout a seasonal slump.

National Paint & Varnish Co. of

Los Angeles discovered last winter that

their off-season was the result of not

trying to sell; for with a modest bud-

get, spent mainly in television (70%)
and a well planned, merchandisable

campaign, they were able to take the

annual dip out of their sales curve.

The campaign, handled by the Tilds

& Cantz agency of Los Angeles, con-

sisted of 100 minute tv spots and 270

radio announcements. The schedules

were divided among five tv and three

radio stations for a seven-week period.

Research, television and

direct mail were the three

basics of this campaign

On television nothing less than minutes

were used to take full advantage of

product demonstration. In radio both

minute and 30-second spots were used.

According to Melvin Spellens, com-

pany president, as a result of the cam-

paign, winter sales increased by 22 r
<

.

"One of our objectives," says Mar-

vin Cantz, account executive, "was to

create the illusion of a much larger

campaign, primarily for the impact

this would have on our dealers."

To the trade, the campaign was

billed as the biggest "off-season" paint

promotion yet, aimed at relieving the

winter sales slump. Company sales-

men, equipped with complete advertis-

ing details, explained to dealers that

National's objective was to produce

maximum sales support at the time

when it was most needed, during the

fall and winter months.

The same message was carried via

full-page insertions in regional paint

and hardware journals. To increase

the impact and scope of this campaign

to the dealer. Ethel Jacobs, National's

advertising manager, sent ad reprints,

letters and giant-size cards to all deal-

ers in the area. The agency was suc-

cessful in getting all radio and tv sta-

tions participating to also send tele-

grams, cards and letters to local paint

dealers. All told each dealer received

12 direct mail pieces in a period of

three weeks. Trade and consumer pub-

licity supported this effort.

A successful campaign depends

greatly on planning and coordination;

and the impact of this one was no acci-

Merchandising supplied dealer impa.j

Each retailer received 12 separate niailin

from agency partner. Walter Tilds and clie
i

Media plans emphasized television because Na-

tional'- product required strong demonstration.

Media director, Bill Frank confers with Cantz

Market research was backbone of the

campaign. Marvin Cantz (1.), Margorie Vdams

and Russell I hue. discuss consumer habits

mw



Vivid demonstration of "I oloi Lok p
'

is given when a mischievous irks up painted wall-, ihi

"*

•omplete campaign
js presented to National

aint- advertising manager. Ethel Jacobs and gen-

ial manager Melvin Spellens (c.) l>\ Marvin ('ant/.

ampaign «a> completely accepted despite the fact

lat it represented an enormous departure from am
revious campaign in National Paint-' long h -

SPONSOR '• 14- SEPTEMBER 1957

dent. When nida & • antz t""k ovei

the National Pain) account lasl sum-

mer, an extensive market research pro-

gram was launched under the direc-

tion of Russell Han-, head of markel

research at the agency. I Hi- stud)

provided man) <>f the answers for the

client and agenc)

.

Here are some <>f the kej findings:

Research indicated that the nation-

wide stump in paint sales need not

appl) tn Southern California, Na-

tional's distribution area, whei

moderate climate allows l"i year-round

outdoor painting.

Most interior and exterior painting

i- done between the months of March

and September. I In- peak months for

interior painting are Ma\ and S

tember, most exteriors an- painted in

Jul) and Vugust. I In- lowest point

nt painting activit) i- in December
and Januar) although this declii •

not as sharp in southern California a-

elsew here.

S lection of color, Hare reported, is

the « oman - realm in interior p

but i- handled b) both n •

women in extei i"i i oloi i hoii

the man who usuall) does tin

ing. < oloi lines definitel) influi

the i Imii <• of brands, and a brand with

sufficient hoii e "t i olors i« ii

competitive position.

an important role in brand selection,

both through ret ommendal

stock arried.

Res Jso iti'l" ated thai

-i\<- < ompetition among paint In

and a lack "f reall) si mi) prrf-

ereni - • it difficult to -<-ll a par-

ticular bi

i ountered the problems of I

sumii the

part «f consumers and tli»- lii^lih

J nature nf the prodm t.

\.|\i l ! - _ - _ • OUl "f

these studies. National was to intro-

duce a symbol fur immediate brand

identification, provide a tangible rea-

~< »n win it- paint was "better" and
/' ease turn /<>

|
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NIGHTTIME RADIO'S
STAR IS RISING

N

**•

This week new evidence of radio's strength in prime

tv time turned up. Reps and stations report gains in

W
nighttime business. But smashing down psychological

barriers still remains night* radio's biggest problem

! W.
.<

cr+

Part of a continuing series on nighttime radio

1 his week, fresh evidence was

stacked on the growing pile of proof

that nighttime spot radio is one of

the greatest areas of opportunity for

advertisers.

This week, too, sellers are stressing

this opportunity a little more and

buyers are listening a little harder.

Most station reps report sales in night-

time hours are well ahead of last

iiutumn. A number of timehuyers pre-

dicted such an increase months ago in

a sponsor survey I see Tv Radio Bas-

ics, July 1957 I . The outlook is prom-
ising and nighttime radio's star is

rising.

But the psychological barriers re-

main. Despite overwhelming evidence

of radio's vast potential after 7 p.m.,

many an advertiser is still afraid of

the dark.

The latest evidence is being pub-

lished this week in New York. It is a

five-color. 35-page book of facts titled,

"Two for the money with nighttime

radio," compiled by the Radio Divi-

sion of Edward Petry & Co. Here are

the points it makes—and they are typ-

ical of the way nighttime radio is be-

ing sold today:

1. Nighttime radio audiences are

large—just a shade under daytime.

2. These audiences remain with

radio during all television prime time,

with no great fluctuation in size. The
biggest audience is between 8 and 9

p.m.

3. Nighttime radio listeners repre-

sent a family audience—with a bonus

of more men proportionately than can

be reached at any other time I see au-

dience composition chart at right l

.

4. This audience is not composed of

poor people who don't have television

sets. It is substantially the same au-

dience that listens to radio during the

day.

5. The listener at night is usuallv

relaxed and attentive.

6. Nighttime radio is in a position

to be dominated to some extent bv a

big advertiser.

7. Night—and late night—signals

have tremendous reach, are rarely

counted in full on area surveys.

The Petrv presentation stresses one

other point. Clients can get "two for

the money, in line with the fact that

many stations are repricing nighttime

radio so that it goes for half the cost

of day. It lists 29 major markets I not

all are the site of a Petry-represented

station I which can be bought for half

price after 7 p.m. This is not a com-
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plete li»t of all such stations, foi the

picture ia changing rapidly.

M>(! IJadii) Spot Sales a^ well is

bringing <>wt a new rate card for it-

stations. For participations there will

be a single rate including days, nights

ami weekends. I>m there will be a sec-

ond rate tor programs after !! p.m. on

Mondays through Fridays. This rale

will be slight!) lowei than the daytime

rate on programs.

While a number of stations are

meeting the nighttime sales problem

through reduced rale-, others are go-

ing mil after the same business with

a reverse tactic. The Bartell stations,

for example, have ver) recenth raised

their nighttime radio rates 15%.
1 |> or down, rates w ill not be the

sole factor in stimulating nighttime

radio sales. Bui the fad that the) are

being juggled about is indicative of the

new aura oi interest surrounding the

medium.

The roadblocks still in the wa) of a

reall) big national nighttime crash-

through are still big. But, according
to a number of industr) leaders, the)

boil down to this: "It just ain't fash-

ionable

1 et here are a few weathercocks that

point to an increase in nighl buying
that ma) answer the "It ain't fashion-

able" feeling with "Maybe not l>ut

it's profitable.

• Most cigarettes now go in for

heav) use of nighttime radio.

• Beers generall) use nighttime

and beers have been in heav) this

summer.

• Texaco schedules about two-thirds

of its radio advertising at night.

• I he lea Council buys heavil)

after 7 p.m.

Local advertisers, the shrewd in-

siders in ever) market, are using night-

time radio and have been for a long

while, hut nationals are gradual]) join-

ing them. Vmong these nationals who
recenth have been scoring success

after 7 p.m. are \merican Tobacco for

Lucky Strike and Hit Parade. Time
Magazine. Liggett \ Myers for Oasis.

Texas Co.. Hellman's. Shell Oil. and
Novo Greeting Cards.

Westinghouse Broadcasting esti-

mates their dollar volume in nighttime

sales for July of this year was 150$
ahead of sales for July 1956. Much
of this increase Westinghouse attrib-

utes to its new "Lateral programing"

that features a "behind-the-scenes""

theme in a nightly show called Pro-

gram PM. One of its stations

I
\\ <>\\ 1 1. Fort \\ ayne) has Bttrai ted

in local sponsoi - m ith this f"i mat.

Pra< t i< all) evei j station rep thai

SPONSOR talked to also reported good
u: . i i r

i - in nighttime radio thig summer
with ever) sign oi the increase contin-

uing to build now thai fall has < ome.

Besides this, renewals are steady, of

course, it musl be remembered that

da) time has i ontinued to btov< in vol-

eratel) rathei than through da I

crowding. 'No radio m hedule is •

plete without nighttime i intends:

Perrj Bascom, managei of national

radio sales foi \\ B<

unong a numbei of reps and

tionmen there is a growing tendi

to 1
1 \ to sell nighttime i- pari of the

broadi asl day. Ps) i hologii all) this

approach ma) have much in its favor.

NIGHT RADIO HAS A GOOD FAMILY AUDIENCE

Men Women Teens Children

Morning 17% 63% L*r 1

4

,J

Afternoon 17 10 14

Evening 45 18 10

What is .i nighttime radio audience? It is .i fimil) audience with i bonus audience of men. as

i- indicated by the al>"\<- chart From an Edward Petrj 8 ' o. presentation si published thi*

week. Titled "Two fur the mone) «ii)i nighttim; radio," the stud) runs

vasl potential "f radio advertising after 7 p.m. This particular - led on an A. <

Nielsen Nov.-Dec. 1956 study. S kI for full r treatment oi main point- of Petrj presentation

ume too, and it must influence the

growing success oi nighttime sale-.

For daytime and traffic hours, in

main cases, cannol contain all the an-

nouncement- of a heav) saturation

schedule and -ome musl -['ill over into

nighttime. Package plans also help in-

troduce clients to the advantages of

nighttime. Whatever leads clients to

these new pastures is all to the ::ood.

but nighttime will onl) come into full

(lower when clients mo\e into it delib-

It lays no undue -tie-- on nighttime

that might impl) it musl be . ham-

pioned or defended Not does the sta-

tion have to compete with itself in sell-

ing its time. \- wa- pointed out to

SPONSOR b) a rep -ale-man who for-

merl) specialized in selling all-nighl

shows in a major market, there are

some station people who hesitate to do

anything that might di-turb their da\-

time success. But a? da\s fill up the)

will In* forced to push nighttime.
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Cost-per-1 ,000 between the nighttime hours of

6 and 9 p.m. is 7c less than between the so-called

"prime time" hours of 6:30 and 9 in the miming

However, it is this same salesman -

belief that the most succesful wa\ to

sell nighttime is to do it program b)

program. First, build a strong pro-

gram with a strong personalis . Then
go out and sell it.

As for success stories, these are

trickliiii* through in increasing num-

bers. Probably the most dramatic of

these were the series of test announce-

ments scheduled by Radio Advertising

Bureau under the most illogical of con-

ditions—and all in nighttime hours.

For example, in San Diego where

nobody buys coal (average tempera-

ture 59° I.' RAB ran the Blue Coal

radio jingle smack in the middle of

KFMB's evening schedule. Four days

after the last of 52 announcements

were aired. Pulse checked San Diego-

ans at random, found that 11 % re-

called the ads and that many could

sing back the jingle.

Laura Scudder potato chips, a South-

ern California product, which had

never been East before, was advertised

by RAB in Baltimore on WITH and

ililllllll!

\\ FBR on shows al 7: 15 p.m. and 9 :15

p.m. \ Pulse check found 11.995 of

those Man landers questioned remem-

bered Laura Scudder potato chips and

of these. 78' ! retained one or more

main cop) points in the jingle.

In still another test of nighttime

radio's impact. RAB sponsored a 15-

minute show at 10 p.m. on WMBR in

Jacksonville for Gold Shield coffee, a

beverage brand exclusive to the Pacific

Northwest. Two days after the "spon-

sorship" was dropped. Pulse interview-

ers at eight Jacksonville intersections

found that of passersby interviewed

15.39? remembered the commercial

for this coffee.

Similar results have turned up after

other schedulings in the continuing

tests conducted by RAB. Currie's ice

cream, a California product, achieved

high recall when advertised on WCCO,
Minneapolis, in the heart of night

prime tv time in this market with 90*
i

tv saturation.

The ultimate success of nighttime

radio, of course, rests with the buyer.

NIGHTTIME'S BIG ROADBLOCKS
THE TV FALLACY: Since the arrival of television, clients have been

telling themselves that nobody listens to radio at night. White tv

may dominate night entertainment, the margin of difference is much

smaller than is supposed. 63.4% of all families listen at home at night.

"IT JUST AIN'T FASHIONABLE!" Maybe not -but it's profitable

because a big audience exists in nighttime radio. What's more they

stay with it in prime tv time, reaching a maximum between 8 anil 9.

Nor are they people who can't afford tv, new Petty stud) shows.

LACK OF SUCCESS STORIES: // is true that more success stories

from national advertisers would help sell nighttime radio, but this

does not mean success stories are non-existent. Texaco. American

Airlines and other nationals are using night radio with sin i ess.

WEAK SELLING: In some cases, sellers who hare highly successful

daytime schedules hesitate to property push tor nighttime business.

feeling they may be competing with their daytime business. Hut a

lot of other sellers are really out pushing nighttime along with da).

PROGRAMS HAVE NO IMPACT: This statement may be true in

the case of some stations, but more and more the successful opera-

tions are becoming aware of after-dark shows and are rebuilding

them. WBC reports big gain through new format. Program Pm.

Here are gome random facts collected

b) SPONSOR from man) reps and many
sources that ma\ help buyers make up

their minds that this season ma\ be a

good time to join the torchlight pa-

rade :

• Nighttime radio has a big auto

bonus. Nielsen NRI-NS1 summary re-

port for earl) winter ]
(
J.5(> showed 1.1

million auto radio sets-in-use at 8 p.m.

with an average ol about two listeners

to a car. \s one adman pointed out.

this is a good bonus since today's cars

which do almost everything but steer

themselves have rendered driving a

sort of hypnotic thing so that motor-

ists can he more attentive to the car

radio.

• Earl) tlnV year, K\B reported

that 63.495 of all families listen to ra-

dio at home at niiilit. This is almost

as mam families as are covered b)

metro daih newspapers i about 6795 I.

• \ielsen sets-in-use figures show

that almost an\ night at 8 p.m. more

than four million homes are tuned to

radio I autos not included •

.

• A recent Peters, Griffin. W ood-

v. aid presentation showed the cost-per-

1,000 between 6:30 and 9 a.m. is !!'i,

against 73c between 6 and 10 p.m. It

showed further that in traffic periods

786,611 radio families are reached in

and out of homes while at night 650,-

511 are delivered. This stud) was

based on 23 stations representing 31'/

of total U.S. radio homes.

• A Pulse stud\ showed 1<> to 159?

more listeners per radio set at night

than in "prime" 7 to 9 a.m.. and 30'
i

more than in afternoons.

• A March-April 10.57 Pulse stud)

in five markets I Boston. Cleveland,

Fort Wayne, Pittsburg. Portland, Ore. i

revealed that the weekly accumulation

of radio sets-in-use between 8 and

10:30 p.m. averaged 50 to 70' <

.

• Don't overlook those signal cov-

erages at night. WLAC, a 50,000-

watter in Nashville, ran a month mail

count on response to all its program-

ing between 8 p.m. and midnight. Mail

count—133,920 piece- from 20 states

i well beyond its NCS #2 coverage of

394 counties in 15 states I.

For more articles on nighttime radio

see the following in sponsor: "Don't

be prime-time blind." 10 March 1957;

"These clients aren't "prime-time

blind'." 20 April 1957: "Who will

make the big nighttime radio break-

through?" 1 June 10.57: ""Are lower

rates needed to sell nighttime spot ra-

dio?" 13 JuK 1057. ^
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RADIO SET SALES ARE UP 13

RETMA figures show l>oth home and auto ><•! trends are running

well ahead of 1 *).">(>. On the radio network front, the currenl

amoiiiit of weekly time sold i> 1 \.\ (
r ahead of lour weeks ago

| he radio >et picture in L957 is a

bright one.

Ill l\l \ figures en retail sales <>\

home sets and factor) production of

auto sets Bhou the I . S. is consuming

radios al a rate 1 3.
1

' . faster than

la-i year.

[hese figures cover sales and pro-

duction through the first seven months

of !><>lh 1
( '.">(. and 1957. The auto

radio production figures arc the clos-

est data to actual auto radio sales since

most auto radio sets are not sold at

retail stores luit produced on order for

manufacturers oi automobiles.

rota] figures For 1957 tlm~ far Bhow

i,327,408 sets Bold oi produced com-

pared with (>. 179,771 through Julj of

L956. \ulo radio production i- espe-

ciallv health), a reflection of the livel)

midsummer auto market.

sponsor's monthlj compilation of

facts and figures in the Radio Basics

section also showed a health) trend in

network business. Sales in terms of

program time for the current week

(beginning II September) came to

115.7 hours for all four networks.

I In- < ompares h itfa 103.9 houi - for

tin- week beginning IT August Foui

week- previously, t r t * - network total

had been 107.9 hours. See page 16.

1

Meanwhile, the Station Repn

tives Vssn. released a product category

breakdown of spol spending during

the second quarter.

The figures Bhowed an in< rease in

spending \>\ food and grocer) adver-

tisers, hut a decline in expenditures bj

automotive, drug and tol acco spon-

sors. (For the complete breakdown,

Bee next page. I ^

1. RADIO'S DIMENSIONS TODAY
Radio homes index Radio station index

1957 1956

48.2
radio

homes

47.3
radio

homes

50.0 49.1

U.S. homes U.S. homes
Source \ C Nielsen. 1 July etch year.
homes figure* In millions.

End of Jill) L957

Stations CPs not Applications Applications
on air on air on hand in hearing

Am 1 .509.-,
1 155

|
340 113

Fm 1 531 1

End

31

of Jul)

1 25

1
<>.->«»

5

Am 1 2922
1

119
| 263

1
124

Fm 1 530 1 19 : 1

S.-UI-. V i a montnlj nporl s. cpmrnrr- ill inr

Radio set index

Set

location

Home
Auto

Public

places

Total

1957 1956

90,000,000 82.000.000

15,000,000 32.000.000

10.000,000* 10.000.000

1 ;->.000.000 124.000.000

Source: UAH 1 January 1956, 1 July 19">:.

sets in wcrklng order "Xo new Information.

Type

Home

Auto

Total

Radio set sales index

|uly 1957 July 1956

597,484 576

256,279 198*565

853,763 775,018

Seven Months Seven Months
1957 1956

4,236,453 1,967,555

3,090,955 .'.-.lJ.-'lr,

7,327,408 6,479,771

Source: KF.TMA II me figure! are retail sales, aum figures are factor; production.

n



2. SPOT BASICS
pilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllM lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllUlllllllllllllllllllllllllM

Spot radio spending in 1957 by industry category

Product Category
1st Quarter 1957 2nd Quarter 1957 6 Months 1957

DOLLARS % of TOT. DOLLARS °o of TOT DOLLARS % of TOT.

Agriculture $ 1,29 1,000 2.7 $ 1,230,000 2.6 $ 2,521,000 2.7

Ale. beer and wine 2,902,000 5.9 3,614,000 7.8 6,516,000 6.8

Amusements, entertainment 240,000 .5 255,000 .5 495,000 .5

Automotive 4,020.000

64,000

8.2 3,621,000 7.8 7,641,000 8.0

Building materials, fixtures, paints .1 661,000 1.4 725,000 .8

Clothing and accessories 259,000 .5 397,000 .9 656,000 .7

Confections and soft drinks 699,000 1.4 1,138,000 2.4 1.837,000 1.9

Consumer services 2,019,000 4.1 1,717,000 3.7 3.736,000 3.9

Cosmetics and toiletries 2,158,000 4.4 2,408,000 5.2 4,566,000 4.8

Dairy and margarine products 202,000 .4 219,000 .5 421,000 .5

Dental products, tooth paste, etc. 2,487.000 5.1 1,154,000 2.5 3.641,000 3.8

Drug products 5,375,000 11.0 3,513,000 7.5 8.888.000 9.3

Finance and Insurance 142,000 .3 607,000 1.3 749.000 .8

Food and grocery products 8.291,000 17.0 9,170,000 19.7 17,461,000 18.3

Garden supplies and equipment 108,000 .2 203,000 .4 311,000 .3

Gasoline and lubricants 2,149,000 4.4 3,103,000 6.7 5,252,000 5.5

Hotels, resorts, restaurants 140,000 .3 126,000 .3 266,000 .3

Household cleaners, soaps, polishes, waxes 998,000 2.1 1,598,000 3.4 2,596,000 2.7

Household appliances 113,000 .2 196,000 .4 309.000 .3

Household furnishings 120,000 .3 95,000 .2 215,000 .2

Household laundry products 644,000 1.3 554,000 1.2 1,198.000 1.3

Household paper products 146,000 .3 250,000 .5 396,000 .4

Household general 413,000 .9 506,000 1.1 919.000 1.0

Notions 1,319,000 2.7 55,000 .1 1,374.000 1.5

Pet products 138,000 .3 208,000 .4 346,000 .4

Publications 408,000 .8 385,000 .8 793,000 .8

Religious 1,420,000 2.9 1,173,000 2.5 2,593.000 2.7

Tobacco products and supplies 8.141,000 16.7 6,130,000 13.2 14,271.000 14.9

Transportation and travel 1,098.000 2.3 1,108,000 2.4 2.206.000 2.3

Watches, jewelry, cameras 59,000 .1 40,000 .1 99,000 .1

Miscellaneous 1.264.000 2.6 1,140,000 2.5 2.404.000 2.5

TOTAL $48,827,000 100.0 $46,574,000 100.0 S05.401.000 100.0

Sll \

lll!!lllll!lllllllllll!lllllllllllll!!llllll!!lll!llll[||llllllllllllillllllllll!lll
Mill,!;
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How much does out-of-home listening add to in-home?

iiiiimiiiimitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiui

Peroral out-of-home listening add- to In-home listening In 28 market-

Atlanta 18.1

Baltimore 16.3

Birmingham 18.0

Boston 18.5

Buffalo 16.4

Chicago 18.3

Cincinnati 16.3

» 1 1 n in l>n

-

17.1

Dallas 17.5

Detroit 16.5

Fort Worth 18.5

Houston 18.1

Kansas City 16.7

Los Angeles 18.7

Miami 20.3

Milwaukee 18.2

Minneapolis-St. Paul 18.3

New Orleans 18.3

New York 19.1

Philadelphia 16.5

I'll 1 -Inn nil 17.5

Portland 21.0

Richmond 16.6

St. Louis 17.1

San Diego 18.5

San Francisco 19.3

Seattle 18.0

Washington, D. C. 18.3

IN-HOME mi r-OF-HOME Till- ', I'l l
-

Figures above are from Pulse's semi-annual

study of out-of-home listening. In-home and

out-of-home columns show percent of homes
listening by average quarter hours seven days

a week. Percentage plus is not measure of

home- using radio hut ratio between in-home

and out-of-home. Period covered by data is

various winter months this year. Averages for

the group of markets shown: in-home. 18.2 r r :

out-of-home. 1." average pin-. 2 1.7','.

Kroni: SPONSOR*! T* Kali. I

—Ml
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3. NETWORK TIME PURCHASES RISE 11.4

NETWORK BUSINESS INDICATOR
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin

Program Hours Sold

Week beginning

14 Scpf.

Hours

17 Aug.

Illlllllllllllllllllllll

Network radio sales, in terms of program time, are up

11.4% for the current week compared with four weeks

ago, according to sponsor. Sales figures in the business

indicator at left are taken from the complete current list

of network radio clients below as well as the previous

list run in the last issue of Radio Basics. For purposes

of comparability, 6-second and 8-second commercials

are considered as 30 seconds of program time while 20-

second and 30-second commercials are considered two

minutes of program time. In the list below, covering

week beginning 14 September, minute commercials sold

as such are figured as five minutes of program time.

ABC
Admiral: appliances; Breakfast Club; M-F; 25 min.

AFL-CIO: institutional; Ed. P. Morgan; M-F; 75 min.; /. W. Vun-
dercook; M-F; 25 min.

American Bird Food Mfg. Co.: Breakfast Club; M; 5 min.

Assemblies of God: religious; Revivaltime; Su; 30 min.

Bankers Life & Casualty: White Cross Hospital Plan; Paul Harvey;

Su; 15 min.

Beatrice Foods: LaChoy; Breakfast Club; Th; 5 min.

Bristol-Myers: BuSerin; Breakfast Club; M,W,F; 15 min.; Sal

Hepatica; Breakfast Club; M,W,F; 15 min.

Campana Sales: Ayds, Italian Balm; Breakfast Club; M; 5 min.

Chrysler Corp.: automobiles.; Weekday News; 50 min.

Food Specialties: Appian Way pizza pie mix; Breakfast Club; Tu;
5 min.

Foster-Milburn: Doan's pills: Herb Oscar Anderson: F: 5 min.

General Foods: Calumet; Breakfast Club; M; 5 min.; Post Cereals;

Breakfast Club: M-F; 25 min.

General Motors Corp.: CMC trucks; Howard Cosell, Speaking of

Sports; Tu-F; 20 min.

Gospel Broadcasting Assn.: religious; Old Fashioned Revival Hour;

Su; 60 min.

Billy Graham: religious; Hour of Decision; Su; 30 min.

Highland Church of Christ: religious; Herald of Truth: Su; 30 min.

Midas Muffler: auto mufflers; Weekday Newscasts; M-F; 25 min.

Miller Brewing Co.: Miller High Life Beer; Newscasts & Sports-

casts; M-S; 85 min.

Milner Products: Perma Starch, Pine-Sol; Breakfast Club; W; 5 min.

Charles Musselman: applesauce: Breakfast Club: W-F: 15 min.

National Brands, div. of Sterling Drug: Dr. Caldwell's; Sunshine

Boys; M-F; 25 min.

Nestle Co.: Nescafe; Breakfast Club; Tu.W.F: 15 min.: Herb Oscar

Anderson: W.Th.F; 15 min.

Norwich-Pharmacal: Pepto-Bismol; Weekend Newscasts; Sa.Su; 90

min.

Oral Roberts Evangelistic Assn.: religious; Oral Roberts' Broad-

casts; Su; 30 min.

Charles Pfizer: animal feed & poultry remedies: Breakfast Club;

Tu : 5 min.

Radio Bible Class: religious; Radio Bible Class; Su; 60 min.

R. J. Reynolds: Winston; Weekday Newscasts: M-F: 100 min.:

Weekend \ru\scasts: Sa.Su: 90 min.

Sanduro Company: floor covering; Breakfast Club: Th; 5 min.

Voice of Prophecy: institutional: Voice of Prophecy; Su: 30 min.

Dr. Thomas Wyatt: institutional : Wings of Healing; Su; 30 min.

American Home Foods: Arthur Godirc\ : Th; 15 min.: Weiuh War-

ren: Th.F: 10 min.

Angostura-Wupperman: -Irthiir Godfrey, F: 10 min.

Best Foods: Romance oi Helen Trent: W.F: 15 min.: Our Gal Sun-

day. Tu; 7
'
- nin.; Nora Drake: Th: 7% min.: Young Dr. Walone;

M: 7% min.: Galen Drake, Sa; 5 min.; Amos V Andy; F.Sa; 10

min.: Gunsmoke; ^a.Sn: 10 min.: Johnny Dollar: Su: 5 min.

Bristol Myers: Arthur Godfrey; M.W; 60 min.

Campana Sales: Robert Q. Lewis; Sa: 5 min.

Chesebrough-Pond's: >/-nr/s Time; M.W.F: 5 min.

board; Sa; 15 min.

Football Score-

NOTE: Data on time purchased refers to weekly brand or advertiser total for each
program. Time bought for particular brands is shown where possible. In cases
where groups of brands precede a show or group of shows, it was not possible to
nlnnoint which brands were advertised on each show or on which days of the week
the brands were advertised Except for General Motors, Chrysler and P Ixirlllard. brand

Chrysler: Dodge; Gunsmoke; Sa,Su; 10 min.; Mitch Miller; Su; 5

min.; Sports Resume; Su: 5 nun. .Amos 'n' Andy: F: 5 min.; Chrys-

ler: Robert Q. Lewis: Tu,Sa; 10 min.; Johnny Dollar; Su; 5 min.;

Suspense; Su; 5 min.

Chun King Sales: Arthur Godfrey; W & F, alt. wks.; 15 min.

Clairol: Galen Drake; Sa; 5 min.

Colgate-Palmolive: Our Gal Sunday; M-F; 37% min.; Backstage

Wife; M-F; 37y2 min.; Strike It Rich; M-F; 37% min.; 2nd Mrs.

Burton; M-F; 37% min.

Cowles Magazine: Robert Q. Lewis; Sa; 5 min.

Curtis Circulation: Arthur Godfrey; Tu; 15 min.

Ford Motor: Ford div.: Ford Road Show: M-F: 25 min.; Sa: 10

min.; Su; 20 min.; World News Round Up; M-F; 25 min.; Ford

Road Show—Arthur Godfrey: M-F; 125 min.; Edward R. Murrow;
M-F; 75 min.

General Electric: Hotpoint div.: Robert Q. Lewis; Sa; 5 min.

General Foods: Arthur Godfrey; Tu.Th, every 4th F; 33% min.;

Wendy Warren; Th; 5 min.; World News Roundup; Su; 5 min.;

Gunsmoke; Su; 5 min.; Our Miss Brooks; Su; 5 min.; Amos 'n

Andy Music Hall; M-F; 25 min.; Galen Drake; Sa; 5 min.; Robert

Q. Lewis; Sa; 5 min.; Gunsmoke; Sa; 5 min.

General Mills: Garden Gate; Sa; 5 min.; Galen Drake: Sa: 5 min.:

Robert Q. Lewis; Sa: 5 min.; Amos V Andy; Sa; 5 min.: Gun-

smoke; Sa; 5 min.; City Hospital: Sa: 5 min.: Man Around The

House: Sa; 5 min.; Saturday Night Country Style: Sa: 5 min.:

Sports Resume; Sa,Su; 10 min.; World Tonight: Sa.Su: 10 min.:

World News Round Up; Su: 5 min.: Washington Week; Su; 5 min.:

Suspense; Su; 5 min.; Indictment; Su; 5 min.: Johnny Dollar: Su:

5 min.; FBI In Peace & War; Su: 5 min.; Sez Who: Su: 5 min.:

Mitch Miller; Su; 5 min.

General Motors: Chevrolet; Allan Jackson— News; Sa; 20 min.;

Robert Trout—News; Su,M-F; 50 min.: Soap Box Derby; Su; 15

min.; Delco; Lowell Thomas; M-F; 75 min.: GMC trucks; Farm
News; Sa; 5 min.; Saturday Nile Country Style; Sa; 5 min.: FBI
in Peace & War; Su; 5 min.

Hartz Mountain Products: Arthur Godfrey; Th & F, alt. wks.; 15

min.

Hudson Vitamin Products: Galen Drake: Sa: 5 min.

Kitchens of Sara Lee: Arthur Godfrey: F: 15 min.

Lever Bros.: Ma Perkins: M-F: 37% min.: Romance of Helen Trent:

M-F: 37% min.: Ma Perkins: M-F alt. wks.: 18 s 4 min.: Fourier Dr.

Malone: M-F: 37% min.: House Party; M-F: 37% min.: Lipton

div.: Ma Perkins: M-F: 37% min.

Lewis Howe: Robert Q. Lewis; Sa; 5 min.

Longines-Wittnauer: Longines Symphonette: Su: 30 min.

P. Lorillard: Kent; World Tonight; F.Sa.Su: 15 min.: Indictment:

Su; 5 min.; Mitch Miller; Su; 5 min.: Sports Resume: Sa.Su: 10

min.; Saturday Night Country; Sa: 5 min.: Amos V Andy: F.Sa:

10 min.; Johnny Dollar; Su; 5 min.: Robert Q. Lewis: F: 5 min.:

Suspense: Su; 5 min.; FBI in Peace & JFar; Su : 5 min.: World

News Roundup; Su; 5 min.: Washington Week; Su; 5 min.

Miles Labs: Wendy Warren: M-F; 25 min.: Bill Downs—

V

M-F; 25 min.

Milner Products: Robert Q. Lewis; Sa; 5 min.

Philip Morris: Country Music Show; F; 25 min.

Mutual Benefit Health & Accident Assn.: Arthur Godfrey; Tu &

every 4th F; 18% min.

North American Philips: Herman Hickman-Sports; M,W,F; 15 min.

Pharmacraft: House Party; M.Th.F: 30 min.

Pillsbury: Arthur Godfrey: Tu.Th; 30 min.

Information wu not available mm CBS. List shows complete client roster up to presstime.
in NBC list. rot. means commercials are rotated on different days of the week under

•he neb's run of schedule plan All data is in terms Of program time, except for MTtS
and NBC where commercials shorter than a minute are listed separately. On XBC
radio, minute commercials are arbitrarily credited as five minutes of program time.
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Reader's Digest: irthui Godfrey M; IS mum.

R. J. Reynolds: Herman Hickman Sports i lu.'lh.^i, i , mum.

Reynolds Metals: Little Brown fug I mum

Scott Paper: trthui Godfrey; Th.F 8 ever] ith I

itage Wife; I .
7

'
_• mum,; Young Dr. Malone; Ih.f. IS nun

.

Drake; Tu.Th; IS min.; Ma Perkins; In 8 W .tit. «k-; v.- nun.;

2nd Mrs. Burton . I 1
1 .

1-
, I". hum

Seeman Bros.: Irthin Godfrey Tim* \\ I . mum.

Sherwin-Williams: \rthui Godfrey; W, ever) lid I . I:'. , mill.

Simonii: Arthur Godfrey : W
: 15 nun; How,- Party . W . I . nir

Herman Yews; Tbjj LO mum.; A. Sevareid V<

Sa; 1.". min.; SporU Newt; Sa; 10 min.

Slccp-Ezc: Huns, Party; F; T'- min.

A. E. Stalcy Mfg.: House Party; Tu; 1") min.; Arthui I F;

[5 mill.

Standard Brands: House Party; M: 15 min.: Arthur ( M ,\

evei s lili I'
\

37' •_ min.

Sterling Drug: Gunsrnohe; Suj "> min.

Swift: House Party; F; IS min.

Wcco Products: Arthur Godfrey; M: 15 min.

F. W. Woolworth: Woo/worth Hour; Su; 60 min.

Wm. Wrigley, Jr.: Howard Miller Show; Ml'; 77> nun.; Pal fluttram

Show; MI"; 7."> min.

M
Beltonc Hearing Aid Co.: hearing aid; Gabriel Heattei Sews
lli: ."> MUM.

Carter Products: Little Liver Pill-; Cubrid Heatter News; M.Tu.

Tli :
1.") min.

Christian Reformed Church: religious; Back To God; Su; 30 min.

Coca-Cola: Coca-Cola; Eddie Fisher; Tu.Th; 30 min.

Consumer Drug Corp.: Oragen; Gabriel Heattei Sews; M.W
min.: Ml': III 20-sec.; John S<ott Sews; Su: 5 min.

Dawn Bible Institute: religious; Frank and Ernest; Su; 15 min.

Equitable Life Assurance: insurance; station breaks; loo 8-s<

Ex-Lax, Inc.: Ex-Lax; rrue Detective Mysteries; M: 5 nun.: Treas-

ury igent; Tu; •"> min.; Gang Busters; W: 5 min.; Secret}

land Yard; Th; ."> min.: Counter-Spy; F; 5 min.; Gabriel Heattei

\ eu S, In. I'll. K: IS nun.

First Church of Christ, Scientist: religious; How Christian Science

Heals; Su; 15 min.

General Motors Corp.: (.Mi trucks; Charles Warren \ > u s
. M I

;

lV> min.: Gabriel Heatter Vews; M.W.I': l"» min.

Billy Graham Evangelical Assn.: religious; Billy Graham; Su; 30

min.

Hudson Vitamin Corp.: vitamins; Gabriel Heatter; Su; 5 min.

Kraft Foods Co.: All Purpose oil, mustard, Kraft dinner, Miracle
Whip, Italian dressing, cheese spreads. Parkay margarine; Les Higbie

is; M-Sa: 30 min.; Holland Engle—News; M-Sa; 30 min.:

John B. Kennedy Sews; M-Sa; 30 min.; Cedric Foster—News; M-
Sa: 30 min.; Frank Singiser—News; M-Sa; 30 min.; Charles B. War-
ren—News; Sa; 5 min.: True Detective Mysteries; M; 5 min.;

Treasury Agent; Tu ; 5 min.; Gang Busters; W; 5 min.; Secrets of
Scotland Yard; Th: 5 min.; Counter-Spy; F; 5 min.
Lutheran Laymen's League: religious; Lutheran Hour; Su; 30 min.
Manion Forum of Public Opinion: discussion; Dean Clarence Man-
ion; Su; 15 min.

Quaker State Oil Refining Corp.: Quaker State "i 1

: Game of

the Day; Sa; 60 min.; Sports Flashes With Frankie Frisch; Sa,Su;
30 min.

Radio Bible Class: religious; Radio Bible Class; Su; 30 min.

R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.: Camel; Camel Scoreboard; Su-Sa; 35
min.; Winston; Winston Scoreboard; Su-Sa; 35 min.

Rhodes Pharmacol Co.: [mdrin; Gabriel Heatter Sews; Tu; 5 min.
Sleep-Eze Co.: Sleep-Eze; Gabriel Heatter Sews; Su; 5 min.; Truf

Detective Mysteries; M: 5 min.; Treasure Agent; Tu; 5 min.; '

Busters; W; 5 min.: Sei rets of Scotland Yard; Th : 5 min.:

Counter-Spy . F : 5 min.

Voice of Prophecy: religious; Voice of Prophecy; Su; 30 min.
Wings of Healing: religious: Wings of Healing; Su; 60 min.
Word of Life Fellowship: religious; Word of Life Hour; Sa; 30 min.

NBC
Allis-Chalmers: institutional; Nat'l. Farm & Home Hour; Sa; 25
min.

American Institute of Men's & Boys' Wear: clothing; Monitor;

5 Sa; 70 min.

American Motors: Rambler: Monitor; Sa.Su: 55 min.

American Oil: Amoco products: Monitor: Sa.Su; 50 min.
Billy Graham Evangelistic Assn.: religion; Hour of Decision: Su

:

30 min.

Bristol-Myers: Bufferin; Hourly News: M-F; 105 min.. 21 30-ser

Brown & Williamson: Kools, Vicerov; Hourly News: M-F; 215 min..

42 30-sec.

Carter Products: \rrid. 30 min.: Little Liver Pills. 60 min.: Band-

ik \.

min.

Chrysler Corp. Do

10 mill.

DcSoto: Dl 5( in.

Equitable Life Assurance: Mr.
lo 6 M-l 6-* ' M.W

.

I . I '. . Monil

Evangelistic Foundation: religion; B 5 min.

Ex-Lax: I \ I x '

'

•and

.

M.W rh,F; 2 I ec; Pepper

min One M Mil m mm..

W
. min

n.; My \ M.W.I
Foster-Milburn: Doan'e pills; '/• mn.

R. T. French Co.: bird seed; I/. / Stoi I I lo nun.

General Foods: In I

'-'
I min.

General Mills: I heerios; Monitoi - - mm.. II

• i ; Trut
'

' i

Ml.
I

M.W I

'

i
i Woi tan In My H

General Motors Corp.: CMC Inul-:

15 MUM.

Gillette: Gilli tl l mi prod, I

25 min.

Grove Labs: Fiti shall products; - - min.

Hotpoint: various; Bandstand; M.W.ThJ ; 4 I min.;

Man's Family I.I LO min., -' Star

M.W :
_' 10-sec.; Peppei I .

!• I Moni-

S <.
v u : 10 min.. I

Insurance Co. of N. America: Lnsuranci Monitor; - - min.

Lever Bros.: Pepsodent; Bandstand; M I station bn
M-F; 10 6-sei | Sews of the W ,,r !d ; 'lu.lli.l-: "•

I

I ii. rh; 9 6-sec; Monitor; s
i

-

Lutheran Laymen's League: religion; Lutheran Hour; Su; 30 min.

Mack Trucks: Trucks; Monitor; I 3 min.

Massey-Harris-Ferguson: farm implements; S min.

Midas: cai mufflers; Monitor; Su; 5 min.

Morton Salt: salt: Alex Dreier- \ Sa; 5 min.

Mutual of Omaha: insurance; On the Line With Considine .
-

15 min.

North American Van Lines: movil - 3 min.

Northwest Airlines: air travel; Monitor; Sa S 'nin.

Pabst Brewing: beer; Monitoi I Su; 75 min.

Pan American Coffee Bureau; Truth Or Consequences;

M-F; 5 min.: 1 30-sec.

Pepsi-Cola: Pepsi-Cola: Monitor: - - SO min., 10 30

-

Plough, Inc.: St. Joseph aspirin, children's aspirin. Dr. Ed>
ili\-- tablets, Mexana; Monitor: 5a£u; 55 min., 9 3o

Quaker Oats: Quakei oats; I ily; M;
Stai Mat ' IH. Tli : 2 i /" Hj Houst M.W . .

-.-..: Mfoin.r . Sa; I tO-s M.W.Th.F:
\ 6-sec.

Quaker State Oil; motor oil: Monitor: Sa.Su; 30 min.

Ralston-Purina: feed division: Harkne<< Sews; Mr: 25 min.

RCA: various; Monitor - 5 in.

R. J. Reynolds: Camel; News of the World; M-F; 25 min.: Prince

Mbert; Grand Ole Opry; Sa; 30 min.

Richfield Oil: oil products: Richfield Reporter; Su-F: 90 min.

Rubberoid Co.: supplies; ! S 3 min.

Skelly Oil: oil; Ales Dreiei Vei - 90 min.

Sleep-Eze: sleep aid-: Peoplt tn Funny; W . > i ! The

World: T.Th; 10 min.

Sterling Drug: Haley's MO; Bandstand: M.W'.F: 15 min.: Five

Matinee; M-F; 25 min.

Sun Oil: oil; Three Star Extra: M-F: 75 min.

Swift & Co.: Ml- urine; Tr • < II.
5 min.: M\ Tl 5 W I !

."-.... 10 min.; Bandstand:

Tu-F; I 10-se . 10 mum. try; F; 5 min.;

Matinee; W .1 10-sec*, ~> min.; Woman In M\ House; Th.F: lo

min.

Time, Inc.: I ife magazine; Hourly Vews; M-F; 110 min..

Vick Chemical Co.: Vicks Vaporub; various programs; Tu-Sa; 30

Voice of Prophecy: relijiiciii: Voice ol Prophecy; Su : 30 min.

Waverly Bonded Fabrics: fabrics; Monitor: Sa.Su: 50 min.

Whitehall Pharmacol Co.: \ii.nm; Bandstand: M.T.Th : 15 min.:

True Confessions; M.W.F: 15 min.: Itlairs ot f)r. Gentry; M.W ;
In

min.; Five Star Matinee: M.W.F; 15 min.: Woman In 1/v House:
Tu.Th.F: 1"> min.: Sighttine; Tu.W.Th: 15 min.: Monitor: I -

5 min.. 1 b-' .
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Channel 2
tuns rmtfg around...*"

At

the Land of yffM ard^pmul

... and nearly a million people

live within that "B" ring!

Vep'Bigget'n Baltimote! (ill2©
|00.0°?
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Reports and evaluates news, trends,

opinions foi film buyers and tellers

FILM-SCOPE
14 September Barter continues to tantalize bigger and bigger agencies ;m<l their clicnU
Cteyrliht l»57

sponsor publications inc tnia week McCann-Erickson is readying a teal of barter time for K1n.iI Dojj

Food in one i » f the 1" majoi markets. ' Ii will run about six months

Meantime ."> I>a\ Pads (owned b) Associated Products, Inc., along with Rival) hints

thal it. too, is investigating the mattei through Grey.

Between the dark and the daylight is the children - hour not onlj in poetry, but also

in t\ and after that what? Rrid^inj: tin- gap from kid*- fare t<» grown*up programs
smoothly always lias been a problem.

This week \\M\I.-T\. Washington, thinks ii has found a transition:

• \t (i P.M. (following the Micke) Mouse Club) will come a half-hour block of syndi-

cated adventure tilms five days a week: Sheena, Foreign Legionnaire, Sk) King, lungle

Jim, Brave Eagle.

From 6:30-7 will be a family block: Three Musketeers, Judge !!•• Bean S•

lion Theatre. Soldiers of Fortune. Frontier Doctor.

First-run syndication usually interests onlj the big Fellows and the t\ veterans. But

this week CBS" Gray Ghosl lias attracted:

1) Two sponsors who are brand new to t\. and

2i Three who have been using chiefly spot during the past year.

I he lineup: Colonial Stores. Loblaw's Super Market-. Habitant Soups, Welch

Grape Juice, and Winn Dixie Stores. Tins quintet will -pan more than one-third oi the

nation's major markets (33).

For its fourth year, H. J. Heinz will Bponsor "Studio 57" in 53 market- for .

52-week run.

WrekK time and program costs will come to approximate!} v 7''..""n
. Maxon, Inc.

the agency.

\ bi«j play—backed h> name power and based on true storie i- in the mak-

ing in the foreign intrigue category.

In the forefront is "The Diplomat" series b) < BS-TV I ilm Sales and "Mr. Con-

sul," slated for production this fall 1>\ Derel Produi ing Vssoi iates.

The CBS half-hour entrj i- based <>n the operations of the Foreign Service Branch

of tlie State Dept.—perhaps with tin- official seal of that agency. Clare Luce Booth will

he hostess if the series is sold (though she won't appear in the pilot).

"Mr. Consul" will get its material and technical advice from l'\ ( (| l! (Diplomatic «\

Consular Officers Retired—an organization numbering some 750 former consuls, diplo-

mats, ambassadors, etc.) Bernie Luber will be producer, Eddie Sutherland director, and

Robert Montgomery i- possible host. The syndicator currentl) most interested in "Mr.

Consul" has no network connection.

Matty Fox ^ ill soon he complete!} out of Guild. The compan) i- due t.> buj the

remaining 200.1 mm) -hares of his stock.
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FILM-SCOPE continued

Film people who subscribe to the cyclical theory of trends are betting that

mystery-type shows are due for a real rise.

I heir reasoning is ]>ased on more than the fact that sale- <>l mysteries via new pilots

are relativel) high this fall (FILM-SCOPE, 7 September, page 61). Statistics earry an
even bigger weight.

Plotted that way, mysteries hit their low on the networks in earl) 1956 when only

I were telecast. Now the cyele is on the upswing again, thus:

MONTHS

Oct.-Dec. '52

Jan.-March '53

Vpril-June

Jul\ -Sept.

Oct.-Dec.

Jan.-Marcli '.">
I

\|u il-June

Jul) -Sept.

Oct.-Dec.

Jan.-March '55

April-June

July-Sept.

Oct.-Dec.

Jan.-March '56

April-June

July-Sept.

Oct.-Dec.

Jan.-Feb. '57

AVERAGE NO. SHOWS

18

16

16

14

13

15

14

12

10

8

8

8

5

4

5

6

7

6

AVERAGE RATINGS

28.4

28.7

26.0

26.7

25.8

24.2

21.3

20.4

19.9

22.3

20.7

19.6

23.4

24.2

21.6

18.7

25.2

27.2

(Source: NTI 1st & 2nd reports)

Motivations probers (notably Schwerin) think they have found the major keys that

unlock the perennial success of mysteries. Among them:

1) By and large, mystery shows appeal strongly to women. An "officiaF-type

program in the documentary vein, however, will boost the male audience.

2) It isn't the puzzle element alone that makes mysteries enchanting. Human sus-

picion and the perseeution complex are involved, too. Thus many people apparently

identify the sinister characters with neighbors, mothers-in-law, etc.

3) A slight case of murder helps. I But knowing producers frown on too much

blood: thev say it's self-defeating in the long-run.)

4) In swindles and con episodes, you get better results by having a wealthy

victim than a poor one.

5) This preference for seeing milionaires bilked isn't due to just a mildly vengeful,

soak-the-rich urge. Probably more important is the idea that millionaires are glamor-

ous while poor stiffs merely are sordid.

FLASHES FROM THE FIELD: A topflight syndicator this week completed a study

on the value of star personal appearances, and the conclusion it drew was: P.A. tours do

not tend to boost ratings; rather, they are goodwill builders with clients, stations, etc.

The first Latin-American sale of the half-hour Hopalong Cassidy series which

have been dubbed into Spanish was made to WKAQ-TV, Puerto Rico, by Freemantle

Overseas Radio & TV Corp. . . . Big news south of the border is the increasing number

of feature film sales to sponsors thru agencies such as JWT—features were former-

l\ spotted only as non-sponsored stopgaps.

(For other film news and comment, see News and Idea Wrap-Up, page 62.)
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ARE YOU

HALF-COVERED
IN

NEBRASKA'S OTHER BIG MARKET?

Have you noticed how much the Nielsen

NCS No. 2 has expanded lincoln-land?

ARB SURVEY — LINCOLN-BEATRICE MARKET
June 9-15, 1 957 — 8:30-1 0:00 P.M.

This special \KB Survej of the Lincoln-Beatrice market
ru recentl) made at the request oi an important national

advertiser. It shows thai even in EASTERN Lincoln-land
oiil > . K< > I VT\ gets more than twice u* many viewers a-

tln leading Om.ilri station!

Rating Share

KOLN-TV 29.5 57.0

Station B 12.5 24.2

Station C 9.5 18.4

Others .2 .4

^
**'"-'*,,

ffltefo/ytff/a/ion
wKZO TV — GRAND RaPiDS-KaLAmaZOO
WKZO RADIO — KALAMAZOO BATTLE CREEK
wjef RADIO — GRAND RAPIDS
WJEFFM — GRAND RAPIDS KALAMAZOO
KOLN TV — LINCOLN. NEBRASKA

Atioc A'^d - "l

WmBD RADIO — PEORIA. ILLINOIS

K.OI^^T-TV« one of America's ^r.-.it area stations,

covers Lincoln-land — a rich 69-countj market thai t- as

independent of Omaha .i- Hartford i- of Providence ... or

South Bend i~ of Fori \\ .i\ ne.

Lincoln-land has 296,200* families with 191,710* I \ sets. Ml

surveys, including the latesl 12-countj Videodex, ahoM thai

Ki ILN-TN urt- the lion's share <>( the audience, .ill the time!

\-k Ivery-Knodel for ..II the facts on KOLN-TV, the Offi< iaJ

( IBS ( >ut let for South Central Nebraska and Northern k.m-.i-.

•See NCS No. 2

CHANNEL 10 • 316,000 WATTS • 1000-FT. TOWER

KOLN-TV
COVERS LINCOLN-LAND —NEBRASKA'S OTHER BIG MARKET

Avery-Knodel, Inc. Exclusive National Representatives

SPONSOR 14 SEPTEMBER 1
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ABN and NEILSEN

i ( ontinued from page 57 i

people lune in to radio. I spe< iall)

those who listen in groups "I one.

Eastman is a real I elievei in the

personal intei \ iew and pointed oul

,i i- h idils used l>\ the ( ensus Bu

nun. \- .1 mattei "I fa< i. he feels

thai tin- < »n I \ w.n all listenin ul. I

be caught would be, il it wen- possi

lie through some coincidental person

,il interview technique with interview-

• i- catching the entire famil) audit

.il the time "I listening .it home, in the

i ut • >. during recreation, while shop

ping, etc.

Since the first Pulse Report will not

be oul until Novembei and since it

will be oul once a month, \l!\ will

supplement these ratings with tele-

phone coincidental reports in sele t d

i it * *— to be done l>\ either Hoopei oi

rrendex. I hese reports w ill be done

for management onl) and their pur-

pose \\ ill nol be to tall) the total ra-

dio audience l>ut to provide quick in-

dications of how a program i- doing.

Tlic first of VBN's five new hour-

long weekday >lri|>-. the Herb 'Oscar
1

I !!<! Shou i

It replaced the and

follows the Breakfast Club t.> pro

a two-houi block from 9:00 to I I 00
in tin- moi inn I hi n u dl also be

two-houi bloi k- in the . > ) t • i noon and
e\ .in

Starting ..-. . October, the |" i

In. in I :00 to '• 00 p.m. will

pied b) the Jimmy R ou .u\>\

the lim I 5 v. Starl n the

e dati i nighttime show h iili Mei \

(.iillm a> m.c. will k it k ..Il

riod a- \ el undetei mined I \nothei

i ighttime show i- -till to be I

\- i- I. mi lj apparent i" the ii ade

I \ now .
I astman and his ning

\ .p., Stephen I .abunski, are betl

tl ai live music i~ the answei to

work radio's programing problems. Ml

five shows iall in thai i il It is

also apparent thai these Bhows lend

themselves i" the showmanship and

salesmanship values Eastman bo high-

l\ prizes. Vside from the fa< i there

w ill be a big handful "I pers malities

to d mmen ials foi sponsoi -. the

personality show has alwa) - I i

•

favorite for the radio-h salesman.

NBC Radio's Joe Culligan has often

• II a 1 1 i Minalil \ than

-\\<>w an) lit

I here i» no doubt bul thai in \I'A -

lineup I

i distim '

doubl ih.it in Htri

l- pull ii

live !•-—— •»• — learned

independent f whi< l>

I

1

in ill. ii

ban iei to theii j

\- foi nellii I

Harrisun « ill lead a i

• t F •
• 1 1 r

i
:_- the new -li..w- in -•

Pi units « ill !
•

length.

\nd lii there !•• no

it. \ l!\ - sale?

ili. in r\ ident. \\ • 1 1 \ B

I' I - I • -nd < loldenson w i II in

la) ..ut the money, I

.•ii the

network radio I It i- his in-

tention to keep them bus) in

i ..IN. ( In. i the hinterlands

ontinuall) puni hing a -
i B >

man believes in sellii ^

5HE WAS MY FIRST LOVE
iv to say it now. She was only eight

id I was not much older, really. Hut

a my first love, as she was the first love ol

Americans.

the matter is that even as an eight-

Shirley Temple had that certain magic.
•

i meat personality. The magic ol

able to take you out of yourself. The magic
niding release from a less magical world.

.i word, she had talent. It seems incredible

uch a tinv creature could sing the way she

Could dance the way she could. Could
re the heart of America the way she did.

I she diil all these things so well that sin-

test motion picture personality of her

causing a stampede of admirers that prob

tobf a little child could lead.

1 like to see her again as she was at her peak

10, 111 wager, would my children, who are

Vi, .

about the same age now thai Shirlej Temple
was then. Together, we'd experience tbj

netjsm that comes from the pleasure ol truly

great entertainment.

As it happens. ni\ children and I will have

that opportunity shortly, when tour ol Shirlej

Temple's greatest motion picture triumphs will

be seen on television from coast to coast on

Am. ilia's dynamic new NTA Film Netv

Along with millions ol Othei 'is. I

will re-discover my first love and my children

will discovei thai certain m the first time.

But this time, we'll experience that pleasure

'ut!
o •

/ Michtom, chairman of the hoard of the

Ideal Ton Company.
our first love, too, I'hiU's why ii. pur-

chased one-third sponsorship of th:

program

1 in Ml Ml iff I 11

•>..•:.-.- Oy>'AOmc*<! TtCur- N A F=II_IV1NETWORK
60 WEST 55TH STREET. NEW YORK 19. N.Y. PLAZA 7 i

' NSOR • 14 SEPTEMBER IS51

\ I )\ ERTISERS. PLEASE NOTE:

I he N I V t ibn Ni t« "rk proudh prrtcntt

fiuir izre.it Slnrli r) temple mastefJM

produced to 2<>ili ( entary-1 ox...

including tuch all-time triumph*

W illic W

rbesc outstanding feature ftlrm will

receive national television coverage

on four S

lx r 2<Hh and I

The] «ill h«- ibown "ii television *t I

rr.K b • I s
I \ . . ,mr< . . .

at the m
—the Hob'da) 5

I ' 1 1 < > 1 1
1-

. Wriie or « rid toda) f'»r

creeninp and comp - . . .

wli.
• manufa •

hinj

iiilti-

nullion dollar

These outstanding Shirley Temple film* will

ynu the maximum e\:

.

• •

n a pad thai

. to the .i

the st 11-.



The only station covering all of Oklahoma's No. 1 Market

Broadcast Center • 37th fir Peoria

GUSTAV BRANDBORG
Vice Pres. & Gen. Mgr.

Represented by EDWARD PETRY & CO.

HAROLD C. STUART
President

1 170 KC • 50,000 WATTS • CLEAR CHANNEL • NBC
"The Voice of Oklahoma"

TV COSTS
(Continued from page 35)

we may have to take up the problem

through the ANA."

7. Show rehearsal time will prob-

ably start getting a thorough going-

over, since the cost of renting a major

studio runs approximately $8,000 a

dav. When clients start asking for bud-

get breakdowns, prior to agreeing to a

package price, this will be one item that

will get an extra look.

The only answer, according to clients

and agencymen alike, lies in more care-

ful planning prior to actual production

time. And most advertisers agree that

this is where their agency will have to

come in, on package shows as well as

those where the agency takes a more

active part, or clients will be taking

over more show control themselves.

8. Sets have been getting more and

more elaborate and costly. Yet few

clients would suggest taking money

away from them, for fear of tampering

with the quality of the show.

'"It's getting tougher and tougher to

get a rating," said the advertising di-

rector of an appliance manufacturer.

"I'd be afraid to take anything off the

screen. I don't want to water down my
show with second-class talent and I

don't want second-rate production

values. The question is just whether

there's need for as much waste behind

the scenes as we seem to be uncover-

ing.

If anything, the trend in scenery in

this competitive year will be toward

even more expensive jobs.

9. Bad scheduling of talent can add

a good chunk to the advertisers cost;

SAG minimums are on a fairlv high

level these days. What clients object

to most are the number of stories about

actors and extras on call for a certain

day's shooting who end up just sitting

around for the dav because the director

never gets around to that scene.

"It's true that the packager absorbs

these costs," says the ad manager of a

drug firm. "But eventually they're

passed along to us in the form of in-

creased package show costs during the

next season. It's really time for all

parts of the tv industry to pull in its

belt and watch costs more carefully.

None of us want to trim our tv budgets.

We just want to use the money more

effectively." ^
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GOOD
WAY
TO
TELL

A STORY. GOOD
WAY

MAKE

STICK.

Take a tip from Dodge on how

to generate more ad mileage.

Pyramid the power of your

TV commercial by converting

it to the permanency of print.

Capitalize on TV GUIDE'S

persuasive connection with

5.3 million TV families who buy

it every week . . . read it . . .

refer to it . . . are exposed

to it every day. This kind of

repeated reader reference

means seven-day ad exposure.

Exploit it.

-o
o

3
o

>-
o
Q

Circulation Now 5,300,000

Tiljt-fl
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SPONSOR ASKS

What are the important trends in radio transcription services

Dick Lawrence, general manager,

World Broadcasting System

The next \'2 months will bring a dra-

matic development in local radio pro-

graming. The fight for survival has

been won; now each individual sta-

tiori 1 1 1 1 i-t work In establish for itself

.1 unique identity in its community.
The coming \ car w ill sec a re\ ival of

interesl in creative programing and

dynamic merchandising. There will be

a new emphasis on service—service to

advertisers and service to audiences.

I hi- emphasis must also be the dorni-

"slicker,

more

professional

programing"

nant theme in transcribed programing.

Main stations have built success on

"music-and-news." If there were only

one outlet in each market, that could

be the universal approach to program-

ing, hut competition not onlj exists, it

is increasing. The most urgent item

on am station-planning agenda has

become: "\\ hat can we do to make our

station different, outstanding'.'' How
can we attract and hold listeners?"

This ferment of activit) on the lo-

cal level is reflected in our own ex-

panded services. No longer do we of-

fer a "music library." Outstanding

transcriptions b) record stars are no

longer enough in themselves. We have

rebuilt the librarj into a creative pro-

graming and sales tool.

Our emphasis now is on programing

ice, showmanship aids, complete

chandising plans ideas exclusive-

lv for radio that can give a station an

outstanding personality.

\\ hal stations seek now arc such

-i i vices as our open-end jingles, which

give local advertisers quality musical

commercials that are otherwise possi-

ble onlv for giant advertisers.

Sponsors can expect slicker, more

professional programing. Few outlets

could afford to have a major orchestra

custom-record the musical signatures

and program lead-ins that raise the

production values of a show. Stations

are turning to us for such showman-
ship ingredients and they are making

greater use of our across-the-board

programing, and scores of other serv-

ices which supplement news, sports,

and local personalities.

Sponsors can look forward to great-

er merchandising support through

transcribed services. One sign of sta-

tion interest is the tremendous response

we've had on our Sound-0 game. It is

an exciting merchandising and selling

idea exclusively for radio, based on ra-

dio sound effects and their identifica-

tions. Stations broadcast our recorded

mystery sounds—they might be a Die-

sel train, a duck call, a streetcar's rat-

tle. Listeners correctlv identifying

these sounds win substantial prizes

supplied by local merchants.

These are big ideas, planned for

lug operation. They are not simply

1 udget-stretchers. New business that is

headed radio's way this year will go to

the stations that are most aggressive

and foresighted.

Those that succeed will do so by es-

tablishing their own identity as the

creative station in their market.

James D. Langlois, Lang-Worth Feature

Programs, Inc., Veu ) ml.

Developments in a service business

such as transcriptions must keep in

step—and even anticipate the trend

in broadcast programing and selling.

The strong, almost unanimous move
in radio is toward the music-and-news

format. Thus— in addition to main-

taining Lang-Worth Music libraiv and

feature programs—we have concen-

trated on a new service that aids and

complements the radio station s music-

and-news pattern, program and sales-

wise. The service, L-W Radio lluck-

slers \ \ii lifts i released as of '56 with

over 750 jingle units growing at a rate

of 200 or more per \ ear i . is expanded

with numerous station aids.

Radio Hucksters serve virtually all

categories of industrj and retail busi-

ness. The jingles are open-end and

open-middle t<> permit insertion of lo-

cal copv so as to be indistinguishable

from tailor-made production.

The airlifts portion of the service,

mi the other hand, consists of station

programing aids such as: intros to pro-

grams including lime and Weather,

station I.D.'s, fanfares, sound effects

and teasers.

Although this service trend mav not

-live the needs of the large national

advertiser who provides his own jin-

gles, vet it is geared to give the advan-

tage of commercial jingles to many
tens of thousands of local businesses

and regional manufacturers. These

many sponsors of Radio Hucksters \

Airlifts enjov the attention-getting

value of musical commercials, strong

"follow the

customer"

product identification and continuity

ill program mood which is now so

prevalent in broadcast advertising.

So it is not a policy of "follow the

leader"' hut of ""follow the customer""-

ours and our stations'—in Lang-

Worth s pursuit of leadership.

A. B. Sam brook, manager, RCA Record-

ed Program Services

Selling the product is as challenging a

job for radio transcription services as

it is for the advertiser who pavs the

hill. In this regard, RCA Thesaurus

provides radio sponsors I through sub-

scriber stations) a wide variety of

pre-tested commercial features.
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Included in the K< \ I hesaui ua li

brar) are commercial lead-ins, open-

end jingles .iml Bales-merchandising

i ampaigns w hich ha> e paid « » IF in in-

creased Bales time and time again.

Here are .1 few highlights:

'Sales boostei campa i'j ns. I le

Bigned pi imai il) l"i local satural ion

announcement campaigns Produced
ilii- year, the first campaign released

"brought

5,000 to a

\li<><- sale

features "Double Talk" bj M Kelly.

Sixtj recorded humorous tracks b) \l

^'•ll\ put the spotlight on the spon.

soi - commercials. \ furniture store

in Marysville, California bought 35
-|hi|- weekl) for ~>2 week- over Kl l>\.

I he sponsor is so pleased w iili results

thai he's planning to extend the cam-
paign into other markets where the

< Lain operates.

"'Sell tunes." Over 2.000 singing

commercial jingles for year 'round
campaigns. Over 70 different sponsoi

categories, plus special jingles for the

different holidays and seasons, arc in-

cluded. Sponsors use them t<> good
advantage in large as well as small

markets. For example, a Philadelphia

finance companj used a ~>2 week cam-
paign employing RCA Thesaurus
weather jingles over \\ RC\ with ex-

cellent results in a town where loan

competition is keen.

"Shop at the store with the mike on

the door. \ copyrighted, coordinated

sales-merchandising campaign which
has been tremendously successful for

sponsors. Basically, il consists of re-

corded announcements 1>\ big nan e

stars urging listeners to shop at stores

with the radio station's microphone on

the door. RCA Thesaurus provides

colorful decals for posting on spon-

sors doors and windows. In Atlanta

over Wi/K. "Shop \t The Store"

brought 5,000 listener-customers to a

shoe sale.

RCA fhesaurus, through il- sub-

scribers, provides radio advertisers

with expertl} produced, pre-tested com-
mercial radio features. These features

give advertisers complete, effective and
economical radio advertising cam-
paigns thai "pa) ofT." f?

TOP SALESMAN
in Northern New England's

billion dollar market

WCSH-TV w.th 4toi

domination of 13-county two-

state area delivers 60% of

Maine's income plus $266 mil-

lions from New Hampshire

100 UV \
_ , ~. FRANKLIN
Rumtord ""•«», /—y^z)

• _L /__^ 9 *"

^aT&rviMe J fc

coos

, fV \

0XFORO Closs B |o|,f Augusta^. \
HA A IMC / - 1 KENNEBEC «-—' IMAINE / * I >
~~ /Auburn? \\

s^ \y • m V
* 7

£ J
C^ Ylewistorw / LINCOLN,.

J* I A

—5. 1 1
#1—

T

u
I j CARROLL r CUMBERLAND

1 oVJV
r Tr

_J\fEW
* ^V Class A j{/

HAMPSHIRE \^K PORTLAND
BELKNlP 7*^X 1 YORK f

^

£v\ \ I iBiddeford^f

I /
\ M

ROCKING

Where 78% of the 221,990 households

are television homes . . .

Where 81% of income is spent each year . .

WCSH-TV puts your message
v

1oud and clear'

;e May 4-10 area study—Market data
1-1-57 SRDS estimates of consumer markets)

WCSH-TV /a
PORTLAND, MAINE

Represented by WEED TELEVISION CORP
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PRIMARY

MARKET
400,000 people in the

Ann Arbor area respond

primarily to local radio.

It's a huge market AND
NOT ADEQUATELY
COVERED BY OUTSIDE
STATIONS.

ANN ARROR
AREA

Includes Plymouth,

Ypsilanti, Livonia and

23 important industrial

communities in Michigan.

FIRSTinPUlSE*
Most recent Pulse

indicates WHRV's strong

superiority... 18 firsts

(half hours) out of 24.

WHRV
1,000 watts abc 1600 kc

Major league baseball,

University of Mich, sports

Detroit Red Wing Hockey

6:00-9:00 A.M. Joe and Ralph,

famous in Mich, area

J]

Write for special merchandising
plan or contact:

BOB DORE ASSOCIATES
National Representatives
the door is alivays open . . .

Bob Dore Assoc, 420 Madison Ave., N. Y. 17, N. Y.

* JUNE 'SS PULSE

58

Agency profile

Frank Kemp: "Buying's not for lazy men"

WW lici work i- concerned. I rank Kemp. Compton v.p. in

charge of media, is a real homegrown product: He started at Comp-

ton as a general clerk in media in 1939 and grew up through the

ranks.

"I actually got into this husiness accidentally." he told SPONSOR.

"\fter leaving MIT. I was installing IBM systems in various banks.

Then I ran into a man. who'd gone to school with me and he

suggested that I come into Compton."

After the war. Kemp took a six-month break in the "outside

world." joining Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample as media director. He

then returned home to Compton once more.

Today some 00% of Compton's 370 million annual billings are

in air media.

"In our agency I don't see tv as being soft at all," Kemp told

1 w^ 0^

"When on vacation, really play, but in the oilier there's no relaxing."

sponsor. "Although it may be true that we're leaning a little more

heavily toward network than spot this year, because some of the

new products we were introducing with spot have matured to

national distribution."

Kemp feels that on an industry-wide basis, however, Compton's

trend is likeK to be balanced by other agencies with new products

to introduce this \ear.

"One thing that would certainh attract more people into spot

tv," he says, "would he organizing a Clearing House that would

handle part of the billing. Such a Clearing House would send one

bill to an agencv per client, and save the agenc) and client a lot of

its overhead in manpower used for paperwork handling billing

from hundreds of different stations.
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Radio Chicago

WSSB
m9 I in Chicago

in number of listeners

for your advertising dollar!

Compare: WJJD has lowest

cost per thousand radio homes"

STATION COST m THOUSAND

WJJD $ .292

Independent Station A .293

Independent Station B .38

Network Station A .75

Independent Station C .82

Independent Station D 1.04

Network Station B MO
Network Station C 1.78

Independent Station E 2.13

'Comparison based on latest Pulse ratin q for Chicago
6-County Area, total rated time perioo

r
- D.m.

Mon.-Fri., and rates for one-min Class A spots, -

mum discount.

Latest Hooper (July-August, 1957) shows:
WJJD 2nd Noon-6 p.m., Mon.-Fri.

WJJD 3rd 7 a.m. -Noon, Mon.-Fri.

Keep your eye on these other Plough, Inc. Stations:

Radio Baltimore Radio Boston Radio Memphis

WCAO WCOP WMPS
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY RADIO-TV REPRESENTATIVES. INC.

NEW YORK

7 E. 47 St.

MU 8-4340

CHICAGO

75 E. Wacker Dr.

Fl 60982

LOS ANGELES

111 N. LaCienga Blvd.

OL 5-7597

BOSTON

Statler Office Bldg.

HU 2-4939

ATLANTA

217 Glenn Bldg

JA 2 3872

SAN FRANCISCO

110 Sutter St.

GA 1 6936

SEATTLE

Tower Bldg.

EL 1868
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It is

easier

to

reach

BALTIMORE
when

you

ride with

REPRESENTED BY

JOHN BLAIR AND CO.

60

Agency Profile continued . .

Despite the costliness and difficult) of handling spot t\ in an

agency, Kemp feels bullish about the medium.

"It has certainl\ proved its >ales effectiveness to us on man\

different products and product problems," he says. "National media

max he easier to buy. but a new product, for instance, usualh

requires use of local media."

In the last few \ears. new product introduction has become a

pel project ol Kemps. He goes at the formulation of a new product

media strateg) in tight cooperation with Compton's marketing de-

partment, which furnishes him an actual bluebook of facts to work

with, i Sec 11 \Ia\ 1957 i>suc for "How Compton launched Product

N.'i

"We feel there s no magic about the fad that a medium-sized

agenc) rather than a small or giant one. is better equipped to intro-

duce new products,' says Kemp. "A small agenc) couldn't afford

sufficient staff for research people to do all the field work nece?-sar\

before pre-testing in a market. It couldn't absorb all the bookkeep-

ing involved and the hea\ ier hours of media buying that a new

rather than established product requires. On the other hand, the

giant agencies tend to be more network-oriented and some are

more reluctant to take the two- or three-year gamble on a new

product before it becomes profitable to the agenc\

.

Kemp i-ees 26-week network cycle!* in future

In negotiating for network tv time. Kemp has been an advocate of

greater flexibilit) of contracts. "The pattern will eventually have to

be a 26-week initial cycle for film or a 13-week buy for live tv. Since

the investment in shows is so immense today, all parts of the in-

dustrj must make concessions to the client rather than locking him

into a poor bet or only the giants will be able to afford the gamble

e\ entuall) .

'

An easy-going man with the sharp humor of understatement.

Kemp gives the impression of working in an aura of relaxation. This

impression, his associate media directors insist. i> dispelled \ery

rapidlv when a problem arises or a particular media plan nee!s

shaping. Then, the) say, Kemp puts in a 24-hour day with the

deceptive ease of manner of a man recentl) returned from vacation.

"Not that I'm opposed to vacations," Kemp's quick to mention.

"In fact, what my wife and I like to do best on our vacations i- to

travel to fairl) exotic places we haven't seen before."

These trips can encompass South America or Europe, but one

thing is certain: on vacations. Kemp gets \er\ far awa\ from his

year-round habitats. During the normal work-year, he expects the

same type of dedicated effort for work from his media director- and

buyers he puts in himself.

•'If all agenc) buyers do their job. there reall) shouldn't be such

things as barter." he sa\s. "Apparently, some agenc) buyers are

being laz) ami letting film salesmen go out and do their job. But

part of the fault for barter max lie in the stations, too. who panic as

soon as an\ of their marginal time goes unsold. We feel that all

members of our industry, should pull together harder to maintain

the stature and effectiveness of t\ advertising. ^
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Timebuyers!

Now you can buy I I A in

180 MARKETS-42 STATES
including . . .

STATION

KROD

WSUN-AM-TV

WWPA
WITH

WGST

WOWO
WAPI-AM-TV

WCKY

WROW
WOOD

KROC

WALA-TV

CITY-STATE

El Paso, Texas

St. Petersburg, Fla.

Williamsport, Pa.

Baltimore, Md.

Atlanta, Ca.

Ft. Wayne, Ind.

Birmingham, Ala.

Cincinnati, Ohio

Albany, N. Y.

Grand Rapids, Mich.

Rochester, Minn.

Mobile, Alabama

CLOSING DATE

Jan.

Oct.

Oct.

Oct.

Dec.

Nov.

Oct.

Oct.

Oct.

Nov.

Oct.

Nov.

15th

11th

31st

1st

6th

8th

1st

26th

19th

15th

30th

30th

ON THE AIR

March 1st

Nov. 4th

Jan. 6th

Dec. 2nd

Jan. 6th

Jan. 6th

Oct. 15th

Nov. 4th

Nov. 4th

Jan. 6th

Nov. 20th

Jan. 6th

1 Branham Co
2. Vernard. Rmtoul. McConncll
3 Burn-Smith
4. Select Station Reps
5 Avcry-Knodcl
6 Peters Griffin Woodward

John Blur Co
AM Radio Sales

Katz Agency
Meeker Co
H-R TV Inc

COMMUNITY CLUB AWARDS
PENTHOUSE SUITE. .527 MADISON AVENUE
NEW YORK 22 • CALL PLaza 3-2842
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78 markets snapped up in first

six weeks! Coca-Cola in Atlanta!

NBC 0-&-0 in Los Angeles!

Dixie Beer! Bowman Biscuit!

Prescription 1500 in 10 markets!

J. Carrol Naish, the NEW
Charlie Chan, "the best ever

to do the role." See it today,

and you'll have to agree the

new CHARLIE CHAN sells!

Hurry! Marketsare
being reserved
today! Wire or
phone for private
screening!

Television Programs of America, Inc.
488 Mad.son Ave., N. Y. 22 • PLaza 5-2100

News and Idea

WRAP-UP

62

ADVERTISERS
Campbell Mill spend $800,000 in

spot radio to launch its three new
soups this month.
The new brands, turkey noodle,

minestrone and chicken vegetable will

also get network t\ hacking in October
on Campbell's two shows. Lassie ( CBS
TV) and Colt 45 (ABC TV).

After initial introduction campaign
a continuing schedule is planned for

both radio and tv.

BBDO is the agent \

.

Trend of the times: Firestone
Tire & Rubber is back in spot
radio on a national basis for the
first time in about 10 years.

The campaign: 115 stations in 85
markets. Average schedule: better

than 50 announcements per station.

Total cost: approximately $100,000.

Sweeney & James, the agency.

Last November. Firestone used
spot radio but the campaign was
limited to Northern states since Town
& Country snow tires was the product
plugged.

Current promotions: Gillette is

offering its annual premium tie-in

with its World Series radio-tv broad-

casts : "Signals, the secret language
of baseball" booklet. It will be given

out with purchases of razors and blade

dispensers. Tv and radio are being

used to back the promotion . . . P&G's
Gleem has launched a $100,000 con-

test centered around a picture puzzle

showing a typical American family on
vacation ( in a situation where "they

can't brush after everv meal.") . . .

American Dairy Association and

the Chocolate Milk Foundation will

sponsor jointly a mid-winter mer-

chandising promotion, "Chocolate

milk—serve it hot," starting in Jan-

uary. Initial kickoff will be on the

Perry Como Show (NBC TV). The

promotion was tested in Indiana early

this year and produced a measured

71% increase among 58 participating

dairies and an estimated 50'"? increase

among all state dairies. For the new
national campaign chocolate suppliers

are working out ad schedules with lo-

cal dairies which include a heaw
allotment for local spot t\

.

Tv receivers: RCA Victor has ex-

panded its color line to include five

more color receivers for a total of 16.

New models are $50 to $100 higher

than comparable models in current

series . . . Westinghouse says its

new 1958 line of tv receivers will be

backed b\ a record advertising cam-

paign. Starting date is 16 September

with initial tv introduction on Studio

One (CBS TV I . Strong local adver-

tising support is also planned.

Focus on personalities: Edward
J. Pechin has been named assistant

director of the Du Pont advertising

You're headed in

the right direction with

Plough, Inc., Stations!

Radio Baltimore

WCA0
Radio Boston

Radio Chicago

WJJD
Radio Memphis

WMPS

WWW
Represented nationally by

RADIO-TV REPRESENTATIVES. INC.
NEW TOBK • CHICAGO • BOSTON • SEATTL*
ATLANTA • LOS ANGELES • SAN FRANCISCO
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department. Pechm haa been ;i divi-

sion manager oi product advertising

. . . Wilson Edwards, formei vice

president and general manager of the

San Diego Broadcasting Co. I KSDO

I

baa joined the executive -t a tT of

Breast-O'-Chicken Tuna . . . Dale O.

ikridge da- been named manager
nl advertising and -air- promotion

for G.E. s television receiver depart-

ment. Mcridge has previoush been

assigned t" advertising and aalea pro-

motion "I the companj s refrigeratoi

line . . . Leslie K. Parkhnrsl has

been u [>[><*« 1 to vice president and direc-

tor nf marketing oi \.S.i{. Products

(former]) American Safet) Razor

Corp.).

AGENCIES
New partners in the reorganized
Russell M. Seeds Co.) now to l»e

known as Kt'yes, Madden «X Jones,
are:

Edward I). Madden, president, i-

a television num. Madden was v.p. in

charge "I t\ operations and sales for

NBl More recently he's been with

McCann-Erickson and bas just re-

signed as vice president of Interna-

tional Latex Corp.

Freeman keyes. chairman of

Seeds, will continue ;i> chairman of

the new agenc)

.

Howard \. Jones, new executive

vice president, has been executive

vice president of the central creative

staff at Grant.

Uso joining the companj i> David
Male rlalpern as senior vice president

and genera] manager of the New York
office, rlalpern previously was senior

vice president and general manager of

Joseph Katz Co.

Realignment of Grant's adminis-
trative staff works out like this:

Lawrence R. Mcintosh, executive

vice president, has been named super-

visor of all domestic operations. He
also will continue as manager of the

Detroit office.

Frederick E. Spence promoted to

executive \i<e president and con-

tinues to head the international di-

vision.

Paul L. Bradley, former vice pres-

ident in charge of the West Coast, now
moves east as manager of the New
York office.

John E. Gaunt, vice president and
tv director, has been upped to tv di-

JQ

So -i

JSottjing

- Tl
'til you
hear from
Hooper!

In

is now the

number 1

cost per thousand station

in
Get out the slide rule, figure again . . . Providence is no longer an
automatic buy because WICE is on the move! Up and up the ratings

go in just eleven months of Elliot management. Do nothing til you
see Hooper, July and August.

A.
The ELLIOT STATIONS

great independents • good neighbors TIM ELLIOT. President

Akron. Ohio - WGUE WICE - Providence. R. I.

National Representatives The John E. Pearson Co.
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A pictorial review of local

and national industry events

PICTURE WRAP-UP

Radio bulletin board provides latest news for Hotel Somerset A drive-in sidewalk cafe is WERE. Cleveland's welcome to

patrons during Boston's recenl newspaper strike. Station WILD (for- d.j. Walt Henrich (1.). Fred Stashower of Lan^. Fisher a'rl

meiK WBMS) supplied news. Similar services were run by WHDII Stashower, joins Walt in an "uncontinental" paper-cup of coffefl

Tv is free on KBET and John Schachi

(1.) and Harvey Tepfer, KBET-TV, Sacra-

mento, try to keep it that nai h> alert-

ing the public to the fee tv problem

Red Cross thanks SSCB for its help. E.

Roland Harriman (r.) presents Red Cross

award to Hagan C. Bayles. SSCB. as Ad-

\ i-i t i-iii" Council'- llenr\ C. Vi elide watches

"Sure I use them." Dorothy Lamour a-

sures Gene Foss, v.p., Grove Lahs. that

she lake- 1 \\ ,i\ Cold Tablets at lir-t sneeze.

Endorsements are theme of radio campaign

Free admission to pajamad patron- was

announced 1>> \\ s t.\ d.j. Tommy Charles

for the Birmingham opening of "The Pajama

Came." Oxer 1.01)0 -leep-u alkers accepted



The big 1/5 of a big nation

b"

1/5 of total Canadian retail sales

re made in our Hamilton -Toronto

iagara Peninsular coverage area
the actual figure is $2,722,91 1.()()().<)(). Effective October 1. 1957 ( :i K A 1-TV will increase its power to

B,000 watts. eW will serve the complete Hamilton-Toronto-Niagara Peninsula area close to 600,000

Ipomes—24.43', of the total TV sets in Canada. The 2.552.715 people within our coverage area will

Und 556,732,000 for food: $76,848,000 for drugs; $126,133,000 for furniture. Total retail sales $2,722,911,-

lf.00. Bv far the richest market in Canada. Source: Sales Management: Elliott Haynes

WCH'TVchannel 11
* .RTHER INFORMATION CALL l\-. • •

Canada
pi



PROGRAMMING - WJTV has 15

out of the top 15 night-time shows
— leads in share of audience in

every time segment — morning,

afternoon, and evening, Monday
through Friday. WJTV has the

Number One network once-a-week
program, multi-weekly program,
local program, and film program.

First in the heart of

PROMOTION - WJTV has the staff

and facilities for doing a complete
promotional job in all media. For

example, WJTV programs are pro-

moted daily in Mississippi's largest

newspaper.

^ l i ssissippi )!~^~^l~-

WJTV
JACKSON, MISSISSIPPI

REPRESENTED THE AGENCY

rector for Loth Grant's domestic and

international operations. Gaunt will

headquarter in Hollywood.

Christopher Cross, vice president,

has been made assistant to the presi-

dent.

New ageney appointments: N.

W. Aver adds Armour & Co.'s canned

meats, beef, pork, sausage divisions

and corporate advertising . . . BBDO
for W. A. Sheafler Pen Co.'s new ball-

point pen . . . Young & Rubicam for

Beech-Nut Food Division of Beech-

Nut Life Savers . . . SSC&B for

Duffy-Mott . . . Tatham-Laird for

Betty Crocker Muffin Mixes. This is

a new product . . . DFS for Bayer

Nasal Spray radio and tv advertising.

Allen & Marshall, Los Angeles, has

opened a new food and drug market-

ing division. Arnold Blitz, former ex-

ecutive vice president of H. Richard

Seller Co., Portland, Ore., will head

the new department and direct mer-

chandising and marketing for all the

agency's accounts.

People in the news: Hendrik
Booream, Jr. has joined Ogilvy,

Benson & Mather as vice president and

director of tv-radio. Booream comes

from C. J. LaRoche . . . John A.

Ulrich, formerly with Beech-Nut Life

Savers, has joined DCSS as an account

executive . . . Bernard I. Burt has

joined the Benjamin Katz Agency.

Philadelphia, as an account executive

and public relations director . . .

Harold I. Seltzer has left his post as

vice president of White Frost Chemi-

cals to join Doyle. Dane. Bernbach as

merchandising account representative.

NETWORKS
Which product categories Mill

dominate which nights on network
tv this season? Here's the answer
as compiled from SPONSOR'S
1957 season fall program charts:

DAY
Sun.

Mon.
Tue.
Wed.
Thurs.
Fri.

Sat

*Tied.

1ST PLACE
Toiletries

Food & Auto*
Toiletries

Food
Food
Food & Cigs.*

Toiletries

2ND PLACE
Cigarettes

Toiletries

Food
Soaps—Cleansers

Auto & Toiletries*

Auto
Cigs. & Food*

Network tv notes: G.E. Theatre

I CBS TV) will make its first overseas

film I in England l on 23 September.
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You're in

good company

on WGN-RADIO

Chicago

Top-drawer advertisers

are buying WGN
Join the nation's smartest

time-buyers who select WGN
for results! Consistent high

program quality, at the lowesl

cost. make-. \\ GN a good buy
— your smartest buy today in

Chicaiiolain!

!

883,700
AND ONLY ONE

TV STATION IN THIS
37 COUNTY MARKET

<:«>"
ABC . NT*

Blair Televijion Associate!, Rep.

II successful, plans call for several

more European-shol programs this

year . . . The Nat Kin- Cole Show's

coop plan is alread) getting good re-

sponse from NBC I \ affiliates. So far

the show I seen Tuesdays 7:30-8 p.m.)

has picked up these local sponsors:

Gallo and Colgate in Hollywood, Ital-

ian Swiss Colotn in San Francisco,

Gunther Brewing in Washington, I).

C, Pittsburg Wine in Pittsburgh and

Reingold Beer in New York and Hart-

lord. Conn. ... In a sudden and sur-

prise move Philip Morris has

switched the Mike Wallace Interview

show to Saturda) nights at 10 p.m. on

ABC TV starting this week. The

switch coincided with the cigarette

firm's renewal of the series and is de-

signed to take advantage of the pre-

built Laurence Welk audience. \\ elk >

high-rated show runs from 9-10 p.m.

Saturda\ s . . . The Price Is Right

nighttime version (Morulas 7:30-!!

p.m. I will get $500,000 worth of pro-

motional backing h\ its two sponsors

Speidel and RCA . . . Minnesota
Mining and Mfg. will bring Andy's

Gang to NBC TV starting Saturday,

28 November (10:30-11 a.m. i as al-

ternate week sponsor.

Network radio notes: Two more
additions to ABN"s new live music-

variety programing are The Jim

Backus Show, Monday through Fri-

day 2-3 p.m., and The Jim Reeves

Show, Monday through Friday 1-2

p.m. Both are due to start 7 October

. . . Mutual's Saturda) football sched-

ule has been completeK sold out as

Pharmacraft has signed for the five-

minute pre-game and post-game shows.

Pontiac and Pontiac dealers have al-

readv bought the games themselves

. . . Edison Electric Institute has

f$L a S H
Ji U4k w \

v
J h

V ll-\ ^** f "^ A ~^>i

Y**W

"—such bliss! They both listen regu-

larly to KRIZ Phoenix!"

That measuring man from
KWTV-OKLAHOMA CITY

. . . measures the SALESpower
of KWTVs 1572' tower for

timebuyers on Madison Ave.!

It's not square miles, but

SALES THAT COUNT!

In Madison, Wisconsin, VHF adds

more to your cost than to your

coverage. With WKOW-TV you

deliver 70°o as much share of

the audience* at only 45°o of

the cost.

*Madison area Telepulse—April,
1957

WKOW-TV
ABC in Madison, Wis

61
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Where Do
Great Ideas Come From?

From its beginnings this nation has been

guided by great ideas.

The men who hammered out the Constitution

and the Bill of Rights were thinkers-men of

vision—the best educated men of their day.

And every major advance in our civilization

since that time has come from minds < quippi d

by education to create great ideas and put

them into action.

So. at the very core of our progress is the

college classroom. It is there that the imagina-

tion of young men and women gains the in-

tellectual discipline that turns it to useful

thinking. It is there that the great ideas of

the future will be born.

That is why the present tasks of our coll

and universities are of vital concern to < y< ry

American. These institutions are doing their

utmost to raise their teaching standard

meet the steadily rising
i

for enroll-

ment, and provide the healthy educational

climate in which great ideas may flourish.

They need the help of all who love freedom, all

who hope for continued i

1

in statesmanship, in the better things of life.

And thev need it no

If you want to know what the college crisis

means to you, write for a free
,

bookbt to: HIGHER EDUCA- ' -«-.. .<*,«,.<«

TION, Box 36, Times Square

Station, New York 36, N.Y.

Sponsored as a public service, in cooperation uith the Council for Financial Aid -tion

SPONSOR 14 SEPTEMBER l
( )"i7 69



Rate Adjustment
Effective

Dec.1,1957
See October Issue of Spot

Radio SRDS for new rates

adjusted to meet this

RICH MARKET, a met-

ropolitan population of

268,000, 36% of which is

Negro, receiving 43%* of

every payroll dollar.

I P A & L.S.U. Inst. Research

kfi
1050 kc - o - DAYTIME

the OHLY ALL NEGRO PROGRAM Station in

SHREVEPORT, LOUISIANA

ROANOKE
60 County Coverage

VA.
) M

ROANOKE
M
U \
M w / M

POWER X . N. C. / HEIGHT

/
U

HEIC

Television's Top Programs

Ask Your "Colonel" at

Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.

WDBJfr
CHANNEL
ROANOKE, VIRGINIA

contracted for 5 five-minute segments

on Monitor (NBC) to promote

"Housepower Month." Kick-off on

the promotion will start with a special

25-minute show on Nightline on 17

October (8:30-8:55 p.m.) . . . ABN
added new and renewed business from

four advertisers this week for its live

music-variety daytime shows. Foster-

Milhurn (through Street & Finney)

signed for one segment a week on the

new Herb "Oscar" Anderson Show.

Other business went to the Don Mc-
\cill Breakfast Club with the Kretsch-

mer Corp. (thru George H. Hartman
Co.) and Scholl Mfg. (through Dona-

hue & duel as new sponsors and

Sandura (through Hicks & Greist I re-

newing . . . Mutual is now scheduling

five music blocks for its between the

new programing schedules. The music

in 25-minute groupings will stress

mood and easy listening patterns. The

nation s top 50 tunes will now be lim-

ited to the 3:05-7 p.m. period.

Job notes: John Pearson has been

named to the newly created position of

station program executive in the

ABN's expanded stations' department.

Pearson was program consultant for

the Katz Agency. Vice president in

charge of the stations' department is

Edward J. DeGray, former vice

president in charge of station relations

I now part of the stations' department I

. . . Eugene Alnwick, formerly with

Burke-Stuart. has joined Mutual as a

sales account executive . . . Simon
B. Siegel, treasurer, has been elected

financial vice president of AB-PT . . .

General Artists Corp. has named pres-

idents for two more of its subsidiaries.

Milton W. Krasny has been elected

president of GAC-TV. Inc. and Arthur

C. Weems president of General Artists

Bureau. Other appointments within

the GAC organization include: Harry
Anger as vice president and general

manager of GAC-TV and Buddy
Howe as vice president and general

manager of General Artists Bureau.

REPS
Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.,

is adding new television account

executives to its staff in Holly-

wood and San Francisco, as well

as expanding its office facilities in

New York.

Joseph L. Scanlan joins the PGW
San Francisco office; from H-R Rep-

resentatives.

You're in

good company

on WGN-RADIO

Chicago

Top-drawer advertisers

are buying WGN
Join the nation's smartest

time-buyers w ho select WGN
for results! Consistent high

program quality, at the lowest

cost, makes \\ G.N a good buy
— your smartest buy today in

Chicagoland!

Only ONE is atop the

Continental Divide

Serving both the Atlantic and

Pacific Sides of America

KXLF-TV4 -:- Montana

Butte

East—The Walker Co.

West—Pacific Northwest Broadcasters
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Martin I. Connellj joins tin

Hollywood staff; from KVSM, San

Mateo.

NBC K.idio Spot Sales hat ii|»-

pointed Fred Lyons as manager,
Eastern Radio Spot Sales, and
Richard irbuckle a- Central Di«

vision Sales Manager lor radio.

I.\ ons was formerl) ( lentral I >i\ i

won manager.

\i Ixicklc who will make his bead-

quarters in Chicago, was |in-\ ioush

a radio salesman for Spol Sales.

Ne%» appointments: McGavren
Qninn Co. to rep K\\ DM. Des

Moines . . . \\ alker Representation
Co. gets WINK. Know HI,- . . . George
P. BoDingbery Co. will handle
\\-\l!!. New Orleans . . .

FILM
Sales on N«\* York syndicate row
this week showed quite a flurry.

Over )] million in sales were
chalked up b) WC.s 2<> Men in less

than eighl weeks after release. Na-
tional advertisers include: Quaker
Oats, V & P, Coca-Cola, Fritos,
Carlings Red Cap. Budweiser and
Brylcreem. Big regional buys were
made by: Standard Oil of Texas.
H. I'. Hood A Sons. Freihofer
Baking Co.. Kroger, National Bo-
hemian, Nick-L-Silver & Bumpt)
Dumprj Stores.

Cl!> T\ Film Sales bas sold \<m
Log for telecasting in Saudi Arabia

—

the firm's fifth series bought h\ the

Arabian-American Oil Company. The
sale is of interesl because of Middle-
East ten-ions.

H I.W -T\ acquired the M-G-M Fea-

ture film package which will be sched-
uled across the hoard in a nighttime
slot starting October . . . MGM fea-
tures have now been sold in 61 of
the nation's T\ markets. Latest sales

include KSYD-TV, Wichita Falls:

KMJ-TV, Fresno; KTTV, Colorado
Springs; KHQ-TV, Spokane; \\ E XI!-

TV. Pensacola; WMBR-TV, Jackson-
wile . . . Guild Films has acquired
world rights to approx. 1200 II K < >

shorts i„ a deal with C. & C. T\ Corp.

RJETY-Omaha, scheduled to start

telecasting 17 September, has signed
with V. X.P. for a number of groups
of features from the Warner Bros, li-

bran . . . KDKA-TV, Pittsburgh, has

launched a giant campaign to promote

the Warnei Bros, libran acquired

from \. \.l'. The films w ill debul in

ala premiere with representatives

From ovei >00 ad agem ies im i i

«
-• I to

a spei id show ing al the Pittsbu

Playhouse.

People On the Movet I'hil < owan
leaves bis post as •!!•-• i f publii it)

.it Screen < Jems to open hi^ ow n publii

illation-. ,,iii, , \\ illiam II. Fine-

shriber, Jr.. appointed to the newl)

i reated post oi direct I intei na

t ional operations .it S< reen < lems . . .

Jack M. Stafford and Barrj W in-

ton have joined the sales staff oi

Famous Films Programs foi tele-

vision, a division ol \ I \ Marvin
Srhlaffer has been named

i .il managei •>! thai lame divi*

oi NIX

TV STATIONS
Idea al unrk : \X IIH > I X I ). ,.!..,,

I .)-miiiiii<- tveeltl) publii service show

/ lie l)m Ion I'ulii r StOf \ .

Pari film and pari li\<-. thi -•

show - tli-- Polii •• Department it

li has gotten plaudits from othei neai

h\ law enfon emenl offices. I he 1

1

I Bl office has expressed interesl in

Bending a film of the -how to XX ash-

ii t"n i- .in example of good publii

radio tempo

reaches the "city on wheels."

A program with music;

news-while-it-happens; weather

and freeway information.

Los Angeles moves— at home and

on the road— listening to

KFWB...the station geared to the

tempo of the times.

r

QUIfl!f
su"mc,

°IWVIB

KFWB
the personality station

National Representatives: Branharr, Co.; McGavren-Quinn. San Francisco

Robert M. Purcell, President and General Manager.

5000 Watts day and night... clear regional channel.

SPONSOR • 1 I SEPTEMBER 195' 71



FIRST TIME EVER!

WULl with many firsts to

its credit assures radio adver-

tisers and agencies adequate

separation for their commer-

cials. This is not a new policy

with WOLF. It is the proven sales formula that has brought

in consistent renewals through the years from pleased clients

representing top national advertisers.

We never had it so good—why spoil it.

RATING for RATING . .

.

RATE for RATE

in CENTRAL NEW YORK it's -

National Sales Representatives

THE WALKER COMPANY SYRACUSE, N . Y

relations in behalf of a cit\'s police

department.

Nielson .-hows the program as top-

ping all opposition and pulling rat-

ings as high as the most popular net-

work shows.

Promotion iilea: WJZ-TV, new
\\ estinghouse station in Baltimore

(formerl) WAAM) sent out $2.00

tickets on an entn in special handicap

race, the Oth at Timonium. Md.. named
in honor of the new call letters.

Here's another tv station design-

ing programing for people "too
busy to watch tv."

WITI-1 \ . Milwaukee, will use hi-fi

music hacked li\ visual gimmicks. The

\ isual portion I in color and b&w)
will include mobiles, artist sketching,

puppets acting out songs and news.

and similar eye-catching (not neces-

sarily eye-holding I stunts.

Tv applications: Between 24 August

and 7 September three applications for

new stations were filed and five new

stations took to the air.

Applications include: Fuhlix Tele-

vision Corp., Miami Beach. Fla. for

Channel 6, Miami. 100 kw visual, with

You're in

good company

on WGN-RADIO

Chicago

Top-drawer advertisers

are buying WGN

Join the nation's smartesl

time-buyers w ho -elect \^ (»N

for results! Consistent high

program quality, at the lowesl

COSt, make- \\ GIN a good lui\

- your smartest buj todaj in

Chicagoland!
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you need the personal touch to sell in Milwaukee

'Tis not only what you say . . . but how
you say it in this business. That's why we
insist that, when you send us live copy . . .

our disc jockeys deliver a LIVE live

announcement! It's an INTEGRATED
commercial, too . . . as much a part of the

show as Perry Como or Frank Sinatra . . . and
it's the word of a fellow that Milwaukee
listeners enjoy. Yes. by design on WEMP,
your copy gets the interpretation necessary

to effectively sell the market!

WEMP
5000 watt power at 1250 k.c.

TT
KEY ENT1 1 ION

III'

a day. mttr day

Foolhall: tptrial tport<

lit 6-man WEMP *<<rt drparlmrnt

IP tporU

trirr. .* moltilt

lar daily leltphont ec I

- you lit* bp HrarlUy-Ri- 1

«
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Strong Local plus

Top CBS Shows make

|\^ V ^^ 5 '°°° w° tts radi°

MISSOULA, Montana
the preferred radio

station.

\ / affiliated with

SELLING

/| 191,000 watts
WESTERN
MONTANA

I KMSO-tv
J

TRANSMITTER

Mosby's,

Inc.

| 100 MILE RADIUS

J] ATOP

41 TELEVISION Your

MOUNTAIN BEST
41 ELEVATION buy in
:=

|1 7000 FT.

Montana.

,3g; "^ \

^E ^ZUk "jj'v. — --•**.

MISSOULA, MONTANA

tower 1090 feet above average terrain,

plant $1,175,165, yearly operating

cost §730.000: Suncoast Cities Broad-

casting, St. Petersburg, Fla., for Chan-

nel 10, St. Petersburg, 316 kw visual,

with tower 1005 feet above average

terrain, plant $1,459,654, \ early op-

erating cost $825,577; and Illiana

Telecasting Corp., Terre Haute, for

Channel 2, Terre Haute, 100 kw vis-

ual, with tower 970 feet above average

terrain, plant $458,849, yearly operat-

ing cost $600,000.

New stations on the air were: WIIC,

Pittsburgh, Channel 11, NBC TV affil-

iation; WAVY-TV, Portsmouth, Va..

Channel 10, ABC TV affiliation;

KSPR-TV, Casper. Wye-., Channel 6,

CBS TV affiliation; WFGA-TV, Jack-

sonville, Fla., Channel 12, NBC TV
affiliation; and WWL-TV, New Or-

leans, Channel 4.

Station notes: KERO-TV, Bakers-

field, Calif, sale to Wrather-Alvaraze

Broadcasting has been finalized. Pur-

chase price was $2,150,000 . . .

WCDA, Albany - Troy - Schenectady,

UHF (Channel 41) has been author-

ized to switch to VHF (Channel 10)

around 1 December. This will make
the station a VHF'er with a UHF sat-

ellite, Channel 19 in Mt. Greylock.

Color notes: WFBM-TV, Indian-

apolis, is now scheduling remote color-

casts. The station has been carry-

ing from 11 to 16 hours of color per

week both network and local for the

past two years . . . The first color tv

station outside of the U.S. will

debut 24 October in Havana. Cuba.

This is Canal 12, S. A.

People in the news: Robert O.

Runnerstrom, vice president of

WMBD, Inc., Peoria, has been ap-

pointed director of television and

Robert M. Riley, Jr. formerlv na-

tional radio sales manager has been

named television sales manager for the

firm . . . Bill Fox has been promoted

to the post of station manager of

KFMB-TV, San Diego . . . Mrs. Phyl

Swan, formerly with KAKE-TV,
Wichita, has been named promotion

director of KFEQ-TV, St. Joseph, Mo.

. . . Lawrenee Eisenberg has left

WABD, New York, to join WABC&-
WABC-TV, New York as director of

public relations . . . Bill Dean, former

staff announcer for WWL Radio,

New Orleans, has switched over to

WWL-TV as production supervisor.

ON THE RICH

Amorillo, Capital of the Golden
Spread, is growing and pro-

gressing with the best of the

metropolitan markets in the

great Southwest. Its population

has increased over 76 % since

1950.

• Effective buying income
$254,444,000.

• Annual wages per family

$6,541.

• Military payroll $24,000,000
annually including military

and civilian employees.

Get in on the Big Buy on Big 4,

Amorillo's specialized television

station.

CONTACT ANY KATZ MAN

KGNC-TV
Channel 4
AMARILLO, TEXAS
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Our drive can putt you in the chips

History was made adding still another first for

WHIO-TV—on the station coverage of the PGA
Golf Tournament held in July. On the last two days

of the tournament we had our cameras on the full

action of the last 10 holes at Miami Valley Golf Club,

giving shot-by-shot coverage of each match. Compli-

mentary letters from all over our area attest to our

great job. And we did it WITH FIVE CAMERAS.
Our point is, the average station wouldn't attempt

a match-play tournament. But THIS station has

been above average since 1949 and has built up a

pool of physical and more important human
sources for effective operation. They're loaded with

the creative ability to handle any kind of i pro-

gram you mention. It i- this same creative pro

gramming that has built a great audience loyalty,

consistent month after month after month.*

Our Nation. ll ( Jaddy, ( leorge P Eiollingbery, is iu-t

a 9-iron -hot from you A-k him for market and i i

erage feature.- and he'll .-how you why we're 1 IKS I

*WHI0-TV— June PULSE Ratings

13 out of top 15 once-a-week shows

7 out of top 10 multi-weekly shows

June ARB Rating— 7 out of top 10 shows

CHANNEL DAYTON, OHIO whio-tv

I

i

One of America's

great area stations



m
WKLO
LOUISVILLE T^T

HERE

ENTUCKIANA

LOUISVILLE'S

Best
AIR

SALESMEN

®
ISTENS

FOR RESULTS

N 1080 KC

Programs and People

That Produce
JACK BENDT
DAVE BROCKMAN
GINGER CALLAHAN
PAUL COWLEY
TOMMIE DOWNS

JOHN FRAIM
WILSON HATCHER

BOB HENRY
RED KIRK

JIMMIE LOGSDON

Represented by John Blair & Company

RADIO STATIONS

Nine out of 10 football fans* turn

to radio to follow their local teams
gays KAB research based on Pulse
studies.

In a 16-page brochure called. "Be
a Big Winner in the Fourth Quarter.

Sponsor Football on Radio." I! \li

lists these advantages:

• Large and loyal audiences can be

reached repeatedly.

• I lie nature of the program allows

repetitive sales messages.

• Can accommodate a variety of

budgets.

• A wide and versatile range of

merchandising is possible.

The report also shows that football

is the most broadcast of all sporting

events with 'JO.!!' , of its radio cover-

age sponsored.

New group-rate combinations:
A-BUY in California which incluudes

KGEE, Bakersfield: KXOC, Chi.-:

KARM, Fresno. KIDD. Monterex

-

Salinas; KVIP. Redding: KROY. Sac-

ramento; KITO. San Bernardino.

XEAC. San Diego: KIST. Santa Bar-

bara and KST\. Stockton. George P.

Hollingbery is national rep for A-

BUY . . . Texas Triangle which in-

cludes KLIF KFJZ. Dallas - Fort

Houston and KT^ \.

ohn Blair Co. is the

Worth: KILT.

San Antonio,

national rep.

Station notes: WITT. Lewisburg,

Pa., first radio station in the town

since 1933 went on the air this week

. . . WSM, Nashville, has signed as an

affiliate of ABX . . . KQ\, Pittsburgh,

has been bought b\ AB-PT . . . KGW.
Portland. Ore., has gone over to 24-

hour around-the-clock operation . . .

K-ACE, Riverside-San Bernardino,

Calif., has applied for permission to

build a new FM station for that

area . . .

Anniversaries: KNX. Los Angeles,

celebrating it- 37th. this week . . .

KD\L, Salt Lake City is marking its

25th. \ear as an NBC affiliate.

Personnel notes: William J. Con-

ran moves over from promotion man-

ager of \\ PFH-TA . W ilmington, to

promotion manager at \\ [BG, Phila-

delphia . . . Jim Sondheim has been

76 -I'ONSOIJ 14 SEPTEMBER 195*3



The only Buffalo

OLcLLlOIl that can pass the
w
Thruway Test"

* u

Lake Ontario

I OUIANS I

NIAGAtA
|
• °^ ,

Sl C«*w«>«i o fl*»ewa Fife _J _r

XtofmWb'

Rochester

uffalov °aix. I c«mo I
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cattaiaugus
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-Km

Coudwipert |

»___—____'
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SUUVAN l

1

COMING EAST to the New York State

Thruway, you pick up WGR RADIO loud

and clear, way out in Ohio.

GOING WEST on the New York State

Thruway, you pick up WGR RADIO loud
and clear, just past Syracuse.

IF YOU WANT maximum coverage in the

S3. 000. 000. 000.00 Western New York
Market, (plus big bonus audience in

Canada) . . . buy WGR RADIO!

ABC AFFILIATE

NATIONAL REPS: Peters. Griffin. Woodward, Inc.

BUY

RADIO
"Buffalo's First Station

SPONSOR 1 I SEPTEMBER 1 '
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You're in

good company

on WGN-RADIO

Chicago

Top-drawer advertisers

are buying WGN
Join the nation's smartest

time-buyers who select WGN
for results! Consistent high

program quality, at the lowest

COSt, make- \\ (JN a good buy
—your smartest buy today in

Chicagoland!

Most Powerful Twins

CJON-TV^

ILL* 300.000
' 'Captive Newfoundlanders
and latest B B M &kows

,

85% of all qreater St. Johns
homes have TV Sets

weeo i, co. U.S. STOVIH-CANAOA

u|i|H'd from account executive to na-

tional sales manager for WAAT,
Newark . . . Edward M. Guss has

been transferred from vice president

and station manager of KOSI, Denver,

to a similar position with WGVM,
Greenville, Miss. . . . John F. Box,

Jr., executive v. p. of the Bartell

Group, has been named general man-

ager of WILD, Boston . . . Herbert S.

Dolgoff has been named to the neul\

created post of General Counsel for

Storz stations . . . Fred M. Vosse has

joined the sales staff of WIND,
Chicago. Vosse comes from R. P.

Scott, Inc. . . . Roger Hoffman,
former commercial manager for
KLIN, Lincoln, Nebr., has been ap-

pointed resident manager for WQUB,
Galesburg, 111. The new station is due

to take to the air this week . . . Wal-
ter A. Schwartz has been named
local sales manager for WWJ. Detroit.

CANADA
General Mills (Canada) Ltd. has

introduced an all-new look in the

packaging of its five ready-to-eat

breakfast cereals. Television and
radio advertising will help spear-

head the campaign.

"Family look" packaging uses the

Betty Crocker name and bright red

spoon design as an eye-catcher. This

is already an established trademark in

the Canadian market. But the break-

fast cereals ( Jets. Trix. Wheaties,

Cheerios, and Corn Kix) with Ameri-

can packaging were relatively unfa-

miliar to the Canadian market.

Together with its agency, E. W.
Reynolds Ltd., General Mills is aiming

at easy brand identification.

The annual ACRTF convention

(Association Canadienne de la

Radio et de la Television de

langue francaise) will be held next

week, 15-18 September, at the

Alpine Inn, Ste. Marguerite, Que-
bec.

This is the fourth annual meeting

of the association which is affiliated

with the Canadian Association of

Radio and Television Broadcasters.

Some 40 French-language radio and

t\ stations will be represented together

with a cross-section of Canadian (and

American) businessmen; attendance

of more than 200 is expected.

In addition to the regular French-

KOA-Radio can fit perfectly into

any advertising plan, large or

small. In fact, it's the only radio

station— outfitted in every way—
to sell the entire Western Market.

PROGRAMMING — has been skill-

fully tailored by KOA-Radio

since 1925. It programs popu-

lar local and regional shows

to fit and please the tastes of

4,000,000 Westerners.

ALTERATIONS — are unnecessary

when you buy KOA-Radio.

Your sales message told by

KOA ... is sold by KOA
throughout the rich Western

Market!

Represented
by
Henry I.

Christal

Co., Inc.

KO
DENVER
One of America's g reat radio stations

850 Kc 50,000 WATTS

How Hietf

is UP?}
CO." (Xwcc'tvllt'

A&ove SEA
LEVEL, 1,010

FEET ABOVE
AVERAGE TER-
RAIN, MAN,
THATS OUR
NEW TOWER
GO\r\6 UP,
this means

more tv for
More people

IN THE
TRl - STATE

AREA

"WPSM-TY
NBC* ABC Channel 6

DVLVTH-SUPERIOR
National Representatives

PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD
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DETR
both built by.

WWJ-TV
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Milium
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Cobo. ".portplug
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Of 'Odoy '§ Detroit.
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Milium.
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M »A*
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>

Always dynamic Detroit is busier than ever. Great new
buildings are rising. Extensive expressways, shopping centers

and other vast projects are under way. All provide graphic

evidence of the unlimited faith Detroiters have in

their citv.

Faith in WWJ-TV is another notable Detroit char-

acteristic—faith engendered by WWJ-TV's acknowl-

edged leadership and emphasis on quality in

every phase of television.

That's why seeing is believing to the great

WWJ-TV audience— a priceless advantage
to every advertiser.

The beouttful City-County Building in Detroit's new C'*'C

Neorby ore (he Veterani Memoriol Building, the Henry and

Ed»el Ford Auditorium, ond the huge Eihibitt Building—Conven-

tion Hall, under construction.

ASSOC'ATf AMFM STATION WWJ
^^"

- -ed & operated by The Oe*-

~~ Wood«*o'd Inc

SPON-nK 14 SEPTEMBER I95'i



ARE YOU BUYING 5

AND GETTING ONLY 4?

Approximately ONE-FIFTH of Phoenix-area pop-
ulation is Spanish-speaking. It YOU have been
buying Phoenix radio time tor what you thought
was total coverage, using English stations only
(overlooking Spanish-language KIFNl you have
been buying FIVE and getting only FOUR'
KIFN represents ONE OUT OF EVERY FIVE con-
sumers in this area. To reach the ONE you've
been missing— the ONE that speaks Spanish

—

SELL IN SPANISH
over KIFN

—Central Arizona's ONLY full-time Spanish-
language station! We translate your sales-mes-
sage FREE. Production spots available.

NATIONAL TIME SALES

New York City
and

Chicago

HARLAN C. OAKES
San Francisco
San Antonio
Los Angeles

amr
860 Kilocycles • 1000 Wafts

REACHING PHOENIX AND
ALL OF CENTRAL ARIZONA

Canada t\ radio advertising businesses

id l>c discussed, this year's convention

will have an Agency Da\ <>n 17 Sep-

tember. Delegates from leading ad-

vertising agencies will lead discussions

with station managers and personnel.

The Bureau of Broadcast Measure-
men! held a special meeting last week.

10 September, in Toronto. Purpose:

to draw from the broadcasting-adver-

tising industry questions and com-

ments on BBM policies and plans.

In the field of closed-circuit TV,
Teleprompter of Canada's rapidly

expanding Group Communica-
tions Division Mill benefit from
the recent purchase of 10 new
large screen tv projectors. Spence

Caldwell, president of Teleprompter.

says that 1958 will see his firm's closed

circuit tv in operation from coast to

coast.

Around the stations: Winner of

British Columbia Electric's "Dealer

Sales Award of the Month" used a

heavy spot radio campaign on CKNW
I New Westminster, British Columbia l

.

The dealer. George White, of House-

hold Appliances, launched his '"Gaso-

rama" promotion with 30 radio spots

per day, bringing results of 49 gas

unit sales in one week.

FINANCIAL

Stock market quotations: Follow-

ing stocks in air media and related

fields are listed each issue with quota-

tions for Tuesday this week and Tues-

day the week before. Quotations sup-

plied by Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner

and Beane.

Tues. Tues.

Stock 3 Sept. 10 Sept. Change

New York Stork Exchange

AB-PT 18% 17% — 78

\.T&T 174% L70% -3%
Avco 6% 6% - '•.•

CBS "A" 29% 28 T
s - ',•

Columbia Pic L8% L8%
1 .IM'H

'-
I6 :I

, 14% -1%
Paramount 34% 33% -1%
RCA 33% 33%
Storer 24% 2V

t
— %

20th Fox 26 :!
s -'V', — %

Warner Bros. 22% 21 -1%
Westinjrhoiise 63% 61% -2%

American Stock Exchange

Vllied Vrtists :;
::
s 3%

Assoc. Art. Prod. (
>
:'» 9% — ' .,

C&C Super L3/16 % -1 16
Diimont 1 .alis. 1% P. '.

Guild Films .;
;:

, 3%
\T\ 7

7
s 7% - ',

You're in

good company

on WGN-RADIO

Chicago

Top-drawer advertisers

are buying WGN
Join the nation's smartest

time-buyers who select WGN
for results! Consistent high

program quality, at the lowest

cost, makes WGN a good buy

—your smartest buy today in

Chicagoland!

PRODUCTS FOR YOUR
j TV AND ART DEPT.

"STORYBOARD" PAD

The pad that has big 5x7
video panels that enable

you to make man-sized TV
visuals. Perforated video

and audio segments on gray

background.

No. 72C—Pad Size 14x17" 2.50

(50 Sheets—4 Segments on Sheet)

No. 72 E—Pocket Size 6% x 8Va"
(50 Sheets— 1 Segment on Sheet)

Tomkins TELEPAD

Most popular TV visual pod
with J 1 .j-i" video and
audio panels on gray bock-

ground. Each panel perfo-

rated

No. 72A—19x24"
(50 Sheets—12 panels on Sheet)

No. 72B—Pocket Size 8x18" 2.00
(75 Sheets—4 panels on Sheet)

VIDEO PAPER
Sensational new paper for

TV artists. Makes an ordin-

ary pencil line vivid and
colors just popl Write for

sample.

FREE SAMPLES
FOR THE ASKING!

Write on your letterhead

200-page catalog of art

plies. "An Encyclopedia
Artists Materials"

80 SPONSOR 14 SEPTEMBER 1957



• ONE OF A SERIES

It couldn't happen to nicer guys ....

.... than WAVZ advertisers.

Nothing gives us greater satisfaction than to

see WAVZ advertisers selling out. That's why

we work so hard to assure their results. PWAVZ
Representatives: National: Holiingbery Co.

New England: Kettell-Carter
'00 \

152 TEMPLE STREET, NEW HAVEN, CONN.

Den. el VV. Kops, Executive Vice President and General Manager • Richard J Monahan, Vice Presi~.nl and Commercial Mnnar-r

SPONSOR • 1 4 SEPTEMBER I'm,



coverage
If you want radio coverage in New Jersey—we're the boy with the pail.

WVNJ delivers more listeners than any other radio station
broadcasting from New Jersey. Almost twice as many

as the next 2 stations combined.*
*Source - Hooper - Jan. Feb.

WVNJ delivers this audience for less money than any radio station
in either New York or New Jersey. No other metropolitan

station comes anywhere near it.

(31c per 1000 homes)

WVNJ is your safest advertising buy because not only
does it have superb programming (it plays only Great Albums

of Music from sign on to sign off) but it backs that programming
with the heaviest promotional schedule of any independent

radio station in America.

Check its impressive list of national and local advertisers.
There's no better proof of a station's power to produce.

WVNJ
Represented by:

Broadcast Times Sales

New York OX 7-1696

Newark, New Jersey

RADIO STATION OF ZUt Kctuark #cttig

32 SPONSOR • 14 SEPTEMBER 1957



If hut' \ happening in I s Government

ihut ii/j, it* tponson, agencies, itationt

WASHINGTON WEEK
14 SEPTEMBER

Copyright I9S7

SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS INC

Capitol Hill i- flexing it- muscles for another poke at the l< < .

Behind this one will be the Senate Small Business daytime radio subcommittee*

\ report, due this week, will charge dilator; tactic- ami lack of concern I imall

radio stations.

rhe subcommittee held meetings about the middle "f the last <

I In- daytimers complained the) had asked foi extended hours of operation I

and to dale had received nothing but blank attention.

Rejoined l'< witnesses before the committee I In- daytimers were luck) their

petition hadn't been dismissed outright, because no engineering evidence was sub-

mitted with it. Clear channel stations charged the daytimers
1

proposal would i net

loss of sen ice to the public.

The subcommittee's report i- said nol to take Bides in the dispute

stating that the FC( has been remiss in its duti in nol coming to an) decision at all.

The first word from the FCC in man; months on its Former ambitious plans

to rescue 1'IIF television came this week.

In essence, that word was a charge b> an F< C commissioner thai his colleagues

had abandoned FHF.
Commissioner Robert T. Hartley wrapped his cl round his dissi i de-

cision b) the I

( '(' to i I ' keep channel 6 in Schenectad) for GE's WRGB-TV,

channels 10 and 13 to the Mbany-Schenectad) area Hie move also would involve substi-

tuting channel 2 for 1 3 in I lii a.

Hartley held that the area should be made all-l III inalh i

he added: I lie decision "establishes a milesl me along a road which levi-

sion search) a road from which, I fear, there m&\ be no tut

The FCC also proposed this week t«» add third * III' channel in Provide™ .

The move would mean switching channel 12 from Providence to Ne* linen

and Portland. Me., and relieving those cities of channel- f> and 12 respectively.

Stations nov operating on those channels would have to shift, but no great outcry

is expected because all VHF*8 will remain VHF. Written arguments on tlii- pro-

posal are due at the commission 1<> October,

\ strong advocate of the shuffle is R.I. Senator John < >. Paatore, i i of the

Senate Commerce communications subcommittee.

\. Congress was adjourning, Senator Carl T. < urtis (R., Neb.) Iced <><T on the

Senate floor at wired l\ . holding thai it should be subject to regulation.

The Senator"- speech covered thes is:

• lit- warned the Fl < not to authorize the system without < ongressional author-

ization.

• He disputed the Ft ( assertion it has no power to authorize subscription tv.

• He noted that if the FCC lacked jurisdiction over pa) t\ vi - Congressional

hearings should be held to get the matter straight. Vlso on

should be permitted to engage in wired tv.

Meanwhile, the results of experiments in cable t\. which started last week in Bartles-

ville, Okla., arc being awaited in the Capital with many-sided inti

SPONSOR 1 1 SEPTEMBER L957



Hitch your wagon to these stars!
There's been a big change in Baltimore! Channel 13 (formerly WAAM) now is WJZ-TV.
And it's the newest, brightest star in the television skies!

Big things are happening at WJZ-TV! Exciting new shows, great local personalities, the

first Baltimore release of hundreds of great MGM and RKO feature films!

The result! Baltimore's changing its viewing habits . . . tuning to Channel 13 for exciting,

star*studded entertainment!

Are you with it? Now's the time to hitch your wagon to these selling stars on WJZ 13 TV.

For star*bright availabilities, call Joe Dougherty, WJZ-TV Sales Manager (MOhawk 4-7600,

Baltimore), or the man from Blair-TV.

Now Baltimore can see two of its top broadcasting personalities

have been signed to exclusive contracts with WJZ-TV.
Jack Wells and Buddy Deane

In the morning . . .

^BALTIMORE
CLOSE-UP"

starring Jack Wells

From 7 to 9:30 A.M., Monday through
Friday, Jack Wells' "Close*Up" focuses

on weather, news, time signals, traffic re-

ports, music, interviews with local and
visiting celebrities, and cartoons for the

youngsters.

In the afternoon . . .

"THE BUDDY DEAN
BANDSTAND"

3 to 5 P.M., Monday through Friday, the latest

and most popular recorded music. Teenage
dance parties, guest stars, dance contests,

quiz contests!

NEVER BEFORE has Baltimore had such an opportunity to see Hollywood's

greatest stars in their greatest films! Magnificent MGM and RKO releases

are attracting audiences all day long, every day of the week on THE EARLY
SHOW, THE LATE SHOW, BALTIMORE MOVIETIME, SATURDAY
MOVIE-GO-ROUND, ANDY HARDY THEATRE, MGM ALL-STAR
THEATRE, POPEYE AND HIS PALS.

*

u

FIRST RATINGS AVAILABLE!
Sets-in-Use Doubled! WJZ-TV Ratings Tripled!

c Mill Telephone Coincidental—Hon., Sept. 9. 1957)

3:00-5:00 PM
Now

I In- Huildy Deane Bandstand WJZ-TV 11.1

Station A 7.1

"-t.iii.iii It 7.1

Sets-ln-Use 25.6

Aug. '57

(M-F Av.)

3.2

4.3

5.2

12.8

6:00-7:30 PM
Now

The Earl? Show

—

WJZ-TV 14.9

Station A 16.0

Station B 7.6

Sets-in-Use 39.4

Aug. '57

(M-F At.)

5.2

8.6

4.2

18.4



YOUR STAR 'BRIGHT STATION BALTIMORE, MARYLAND

represented by Blair-TV

WESTINGHOUSE
BROADCASTING
COMPANY, INC.

8AOIO

BOSTON, '.VBZ+WBZA

PITTSBURGH, KDKA

CLEVELAND. KYW
FORT WAYNE, WOWO
CHICAGO, WIND
PORTLAND, KEX

TEIEVISION

BOSTON, WBZ-lv

BALTIMORE. wjZ TV

PITTSBURGH, kOka tv

CLEVELAND. KYW-TV

SAN FRANCISCO. Kdx

WIND represented by AM Rod'O Soles

WJZ TV represented by &n

KPIX represented by The Kon Ager

All other WBC stations tepresented by

Peters. Grift1

. n, Woodword. Inc



A round-up of trade talk,

trends and tips for admen

SPONSOR HEARS
14 SEPTEMBER Paul Roberts, Mutual 's new president, tells the trade that he's shouting for
Copyright 1957

., g£ m j]lion „rog9 j„ time billings.
9P0NS0R PUBLICATIONS INC.

The network, he say?, is now going at the rate of $3} \ million a year. It needs

about S4 million to break even.

After main months of wrangling. NBC this week wrote off a S100.000 short-

rate elaim against Revlon.

The Revsons appreciated the windfall from Bob Kintner. But what amazed them was

this: The gesture came after they had done all their network buying for the

season.

The publicity director for a syndicator was forced to resign this week because

of the following common oversight:

He got himself into the columns more than a certain minor company official.

If you have had any doubts about the acceptability of vermouth advertising,

The NARTB's Tv Code Review Board has this to sa\ :

"Although vermouth is a wine rather than a 'hard liquor.' copy which suggests its

merits as a cocktail ingredient should be avoided.

"Vermouth advertising, naturallv. also is subject to the interpretation which pre-

cludes consumption of an alcoholic beverage in tv commercials."

A few weeks ago SPONSOR HEARS reported the unique fact that Campbell-Ewald

and D. P. Brother share a reception room, although they are entirely separate agen-

cies (24 August, page 114).

This week a Detroit agency man comments that the two agencies may well share

the same physical space due to a common ancestry, but that there are some note-

worthy differences:

"The Campbell-Ewald side," savs he, "is furnished in contemporary blond

furniture, with receptionists to match, while the D. P. Brother area is in rich wal-

nut and traditional leather chairs."

You'll be hearing the euphemism "program contribution" more and more
in the coming weeks lit means that the network is '"contributing" something to a spon-

sored program without charging for it). Here"? why:

1 1 Insiders expect it to become a polite way for advertisers and networks to

get around rate adjustments.

2) It's easier for a network to absorb part of a show"? cost than to applx a special

set of discounts.

Note: The "program contributions" on at least two shows making their debuts

this fall run over 50% of their list prices.

Anecdotes can be thoroughly discounted, but that doesn't stop them from popping

up during Madison Avenue luncheon talk main years later.

You still hear the one about a soap company president ordering his big eve-

ning dramatic show switched to CBS because he found only Ivory in NBC wash-

rooms.
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A GIANT CAT WALK

FOR CHICAGO'S LOOP

L

\ giant cat walk

between the Wrigley

Building and the

Prudential Building

would be mighty

convenient for Chicago

agency folks . . .

especially to the Top Of

The Rock at 1:00 P.M.

^ e've measured the gap and

our giant tower (over

Vi mile) will fit . . . with

a little left over!

ggestion: Try measuring

the giant SALESpower

of our 1572' tower

in Oklahoma.

u
WrigJey 8

Meyerhoff

Thompson

uilding, Offices

& Company,
Company.

of—Arthur

J. Walter

PRUDENTIAL

A

_xL

rnifir

Prudential Building, Offices of—Leo Burnett Company,
Inc., Calkins & Holden, Inc., D'Arcy Advertising Company.
Needham, Louis end BVorby, Inc.

KWTVOKLAHOMA CITY
SPONSOR • 14 SEPTEMBER 195' 87



WHICH TV STATION

SOUTH BEND?
THE SOUTH BEND-ELKHART TELEVISION AUDIENCE

RANK PROGRAM WSBT-TV STATION "A" STATION "B"

1. 1 Love Lucy 57.5
2. I've Got A Secret 44.5
3. Red Skelton Show 43.1
4. Perry Como Show 43.0
5. G. E. Theatre 41.7
6. Hitchcock Presents 40.9
7. Playhouse 90 40.5
8. December Bride 39.6
9. Gunsmoke 39.0

10. $64,000 Question 39.0
11. Climax 36.9
12. Lassie 36.4
13. The Millionaire 35.2
14. Brave Eagle 33.5
15. Zane Grey Theatre 32.5
16. Your Hit Parade 32.5
17. Jack Benny 31.7
18. Ed Sullivan 31.4
19. The Lineup 30.3
20. Loretta Young 29.7
21. Burns and Allen 29.5
22. Bob Cummings 29.1
23. People Are Funny 28.9
24. What's My Line 28.5
25. To Tell The Truth 28.5

Latest ARB Rating — April 21 thru April 27

WSBT-TV carries 14 of the top 15 television shows in the South

Bend market; 21 of the top 25; 37 of the top 50! One audience

study after another proves that WSBT-TV dominates the South

Bend television picture. You just don't cover South Bend unless

you use it. Write for detailed market data.

PAUL H. RAYMER CO., INC., NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES

TV SOUTH
BEND,
IND.
CHANNEL

NATIONAL PAINT
{Continued from page 39)

this to "durability" as the most wanted

paint quality

.

For the dealer, the campaign was to

create store traffic, minimize sales ef-

fort and increase the value of the Na-

tional paint line through greater sales.

The high degree of dealer cooperation

achieved is in large measure due to the

careful study of the paint retailer's

problems.

The seasonal slump with resulting

lack of competitive advertising activ-

ity gave National maximum impact for

their television dollar; and the agen-

cy's analysis of competitive advertising

showed how National's copy might

again capitalize on an industry weak-

ness.

Tikis & Cantz found in the competi-

tion, "insufficient evidence of distinct

product advantages." Most paint ads

were similar to the point of confusion.

Consumer appeals were completely

standard and seemed to miss original-

ity in translating basic product selling

points to the consumer.

The agency's job was to make Na-

tional Paint stand out on the basis of

product features which were suscepti-

ble to demonstration both for dealer

and consumer.

The agency also reasoned that the

clients" advertising should be substan-

tially different from ordinary paint

advertising. A basic theme had to be

established based on the single prod-

uct advantage most meaningful to the

consumer. This quality turned out to

be "durability." Research indicated a

strong consumer preference for a long-

lasting paint. At best painting is not

an easy job. and so National Paint was

intent on proving that its product

"could take the normal abuses of the

average home:" that dirt, smears and

smudges could easily be removed from

the painted surface without fading the

color.

After repeated conferences with Na-

tional Paints chemists, the agency de-

cided to identify the product advantage

in a ke\ phrase. The "new Color-Lok

process was chosen. The advertising

theme Incused attention on National

Paint durability. Copy assured that.

"Color-Lok in National Paint comes to

the top of the painted surface and

forms an invisible seal that keeps color

permanent . . . won't fade, chip or

::;; SPONSOR 14 SEPTEMBER 1957
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pa's resting On his laurels! There ain't nothin'etae

to rest on yet. But jes'you wait. Ma's been tuned to KXLA and she's gettin'

notions about beddin'down the brood in modern contraptions.

Whether it's beddin', eatin', or what-nots, you'll sell millions of these folks with

KXLA, most listened to 24-hour country and western music station.

10,000 watts covering the greater Los Angeles market

1110 on the dial

represented nationally by Burke-Stuart Co., New York, Chicago, Detroit, Los Angeles, San Francisco
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Buy Channe

See Your Katz Representative TODAY

NEW ORLEANS IN THE
CRESCENT CITY

peel. A new kind of insurance for

painted walls."

In addition to increased consumer

sales, the campaign made an amazing

impression upon paint dealers in the

area. A follow-up survey by Tilds &

Cantz to determine dealer awareness of

the National brand name and "color-

Lok process" was conducted immedi-

ately after the campaign.

A questionnaire was mailed to 385

retailers, including franchised and

prospective dealers. The 49 returned

(13%), tabulated this way.

To the question, "Are you familiar

with the brand name National

Paints?," 94% yes, 11% no. Of those

replying "yes," 59% said they had

seen the product on television (18%
claimed to have seen it in the news-

papers, although no newspaper adver-

tising was used )

.

Some 68% of the responding paint

dealers knew of the chief advantages

of the "Color-Lok" process. Over half

the dealers considered National Paints

as the line most active in helping to

increase paint sales. These were all

National dealers and indicated surpris-

ing dealer awareness of National's ad-

vertising effort.

To the question, "Can you suggest

any ideas that might help you as a

dealer, to increase your paint sales?",

nine dealers specifically mentioned air

media as good from their point of

view, and stated they would like to see

more of it. Here are some of the

dealer comments:

"Continue short spots on radio and

television mentioning a different deal-

er each day."

"More tv advertising, and express

tremendous color selection."

"Tv and newspaper—descriptive in-

formation — easy application, very

washable, odorless and easy cleaning."

"More television advertising to the

do-it-yourself market."

Considering the relatively short pe-

riod of time I seven weeks ) devoted to

the introduction of "Color-Lok," deal-

er response was excellent. Agency and

client feel continued emphasis of the

"Color-Lok" process will gain sub-

stantiallv in consumer and trade iden-

tification.

National Paints is now planning to

continue its recent success with an-

other campaign, using the same basic

advertising approach. ^

9( SPONSOR 14 SEPTEMBER 1957
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Mid-America

don't settle for

off-the-cuff

farm reporting

get authoritative

on-the-spot

farm coverage

KCMO-Radio
With a full-time farm news department staffed

by professional agriculture radio-journalists

George Stephens. Director of Agriculture

Jack Wise, Market Reporter

Power: 50,000 Watts

ANOTHER

KCMO-Radio

WHEN -Radio

KPHO-Radio

WOW-Radio

Kansas City

Syracuse

Phoenix

Omaha

810 CBS

620 CBS

910 ABC

590 CBS

v^^^^rp
^sdith stp^

Joe Hartenbower, General Mgr.

R. W. Evans, Commercial Mgr.

Represented nationally by Kat; Agency

KCMO-Radio
. . . one of Meredith's Big 4

. . .All-Family Stations.

®
Meredith Stations Are Affiliated with Better Homes and Gardens and Successful Farming Magazines
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NIGHTTIME

WSAZ-TV
DELIVERS 1000 HOMES

BETWEEN

7:30 and 10:30 P. M.

FOR $1.30

The second station's

cost per thousand

homes is $2.39

84% Higher

The third station's

cost per thousand

homes is $5.42

317% Higher

AND ANYTIME

WSAZ-TV delivers

ONE THIRD more

total homes than

both other

Huntington-Charleston

Stations COMBINED

Source: June 1957 ARB
All figures based on

260-time frequency

CHANSET

HUNTINGTON-CHARLESTON, W. VA.

XT.B.C. WBTWORS
Affiliated with Radio Stations

WSAZ. Huntington & WKAZ. Charleston

LAWRENCE H. ROGERS. PRESIDENT
Represented by The Katz Agency

CALL YOUR KATZ MAN

Tv and radio

NEWSMAKERS

**%*•

>2

^^^ Ken Jones has joined the radio-t\ depart-

Jj r^ nienl al Camphell-Ewald. Detroit, in the

^ newly created post of creative director.

fj[
The new position of creative director is

designed to co-ordinate more closeh the

commercial effort from cop) writing

through final production. Jones will he

direct!) responsible to Philip L. McHugh,

vice president in charge of radio and

television. Jones comes from Leo Burnetts Chicago office where

he has heen tv cop\ supervisor for the past five \ears. He began

his broadcast industry career as a free lance writer-producer in St.

Louis and before joining Burnett in 1952 was associated with

Gardner Advertising. Another radio-tv department appointee an-

nounced by Campbell-Ewald this week was Manson Steffee as copy-

writer. Steffee was director of tv production at \ anSant-Dugdale.

Jerome J. Cowen, senior vice president

at Cunningham & Walsh, has been ap-

pointed general manager of the agency s

San Francisco office. Franklin C. W heeler

will continue as executive vice president

of the San Francisco office and on the

board of directors of the agency . The

selection of a New York executive to direct

the affairs of the San Francisco office was

made in order to consolidate agency activities in these two impor-

tant markets. Cowen has been in charge of the Western Electric

and American Telephone and Telegraph accounts for the past few

years and is a member of C&\X s operations committee. He has

supervised personnel activities and has been in charge of all account

executives. In addition to these many duties. Cowen has heen the

director of the agency's "Man from Cunningham & W alsh" program.

George W. Sreffy, former vice president,

has been named executive vice president of

the Yankee Division of RK.0 Teleradio

Pictures according to an announcement

made this week b) Norman Knight, presi-

dent. Stetfv's entire career has heen with

\ ankee starting in his college da\s when

he joined WEAN. Providence, in 1927 as

a radio operator. Before that he got hi*

feet wet in radio as an amateur radio operator, \fter graduation

from Providence College in 1929, he was transferred to the engi-

neering staff of \\ \ \C. Boston. After this fundamental background

in the technical end of the business. Steffy turned to producing.

From 1934 to PH4 he was production director for \\ NAC and the

whole Yankee Network in New England. In 1044 he was elected

the v.p. in charge of program operations for the Yankee Division.
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713,717 Jim Hookers...
Capital ol Indiana . . Heartland of the Midwest . . . one ol the most

important commercial and industrial centers in the country . . . no less the hub

ot one of the really big television markets . . . that's Indianapolis!

dm Hooker works here. He's a skilled technician with one of the several

large pharmaceutical companies that call Indianapolis home. And he's a ha:

industrious man whose efforts have amply provided tor his family's welfare.

Of course, like other Hoosiers, his entertainment : WIS1 11 V. ^j^

There are 71 $,716 more television families like the Hookers in the bic area

served by WISH-TV. Smart advertisers want to reach them. They do it over

INDIANAPOLIS WISH-TV (jfc)) the station that dominates the nation's 1 ith television market

and that consistently has more viewers in Indianapolis than all other

? stations combined. Represented by Boiling.

- rces ARB 7 57, NS1 Arc.i < 57, Telcpulsc . 57, TV M

A CORINTHIAN STATION Responsibility in Br0l ting

KOTV Tulsa < KGUL-TV Galveston, serving Houston -WANT & WANE-TV Fort Wayne -WISH & WISH-TV Indianapolis

WISH-TV

SPONSOR • 14 SEPTEMBER l
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Tv costs
There is in the air (and we have so reported) a tendency

to watch television more carefully this fall than ever before

for trouble spots. Our probing among client and agency

people leads us, in fact, to the conclusion that television costs

in future months will have to undergo more complete justi-

fication than has been true in past seasons.

But, as we gauge the sentiments of clients, there is little

desire to cut total television expenditures. Rather there is

the feeling that costs can be trimmed on non-essentials so that

the resulting savings can be put to better use in the tv budget.

For example, if a client is spending $1,000 a week which

is not absolutely essential on programing, you can argue this

isn't important percentagewise. But the same $1,000 added

up over a 52-week period can represent the cost of a

booster promotion in an important market—perhaps a day-

time tv saturation to accomplish a key marketing objective.

Nighttime radio came back
Over recent months sponsor has been urging admen to

take advantage of a unique opportunity—the chance to get

in on the ground floor in the resurgence of nighttime radio.

We repeat the suggestion.

For here is a trend that we believe our readers can't afford

to overlook. Because it is a good buy; because this is grad-

ually being recognized; because daytime radio is overflowing,

nighttime radio must stage a comeback.

Here are some signs.

Reps report night business volume well ahead of last year.

More evidence of a big nighttime audience is turning up

—and this is not an audience of people who don't own tv sets

but substantially the same audience as listens to daytime

radio.

The only real remaining roadblock to night radio is a

psychological one on the part of clients and it is up to the

sellers to clear the road.

We believe the salesman who intelligently documents

nighttime radio's case will make friends among clients and

wind up winning their appreciation as well as an order.

6
^

this we fight FOR: Study the flow of net-

work radio business (page 46) and you'll see

the radio's spring revival is moving into fall.

But there's still no move to reveal all-important

figures on how much net radio clients spend.

94

lO-SECOND SPOTS

By popular request, 10-Second Spots

this week reprints Shakespearean

quotes culled from past year's columns

keyed to the new show season.

Shakespeare on ratings:

Hamlet, what a falling off was
there! i 1 I

The pla\. 1 remember, pleased not the

million. I 2 I

The baby figure of a giant mass— (3)

A thing devised by the enemy. (4)

Comparisons are odorous. (5)

The weakest goes to the wall. I 6)

These things are beyond all use, and

I do fear them. (7)

Confusion now hath made his master-

piece. (8)

Trifles light as air are to the jealous

confirmations strong as proof of

holy writ. (9)

It makes us or it mars us. (10)

They laugh that win. (11)

A blank, my lord. 1 12 I

•SOURCES: (1) Hamlet. A I. s 5; (2) Hamlet. A II,
s 2: (3) Troilus & OreElda, A I, s 3; (41 Rich. III.
A V, s 3; (".I Much Ado, A III, s 5; (Ci Romeo &
Juliet, A I, s 1; (71 J. Caesar, A II, s 1 : (81 Macb..
A U, s 2; <<Jt Othello, A III, s 3; (10) Othello. A V.
s 1; (11) Othello. A IV, s 1 ; (12) Twelfth Sight. A
II, s 4.

More Shakespeare on ratings:

The ripest fruit first falls. (1)

Taking the measure of an unmade
grave. ( 2 I

We have seen better da vs. (3)

The instruments of darkness tell us

truths, i 4 i

L neasy lies the head that wears a

crown. ( 5 I

•SOURCES: ill Richard II. A II. s 1; (2) Ilomeo &
Juliet, A III - :. (3) Tlmon "f Athens. A III, 6 1:
(4) Macbeth, A I. - :f; (5) ll.r.ry IV. A III. s 1.

* Shakespeare on copywriters:

. . . and chronicle small beer. (1)

He draweth out the thread of his ver-

bosity finer than the staple of his argu-

ment. I 2 i

Devise, wit: write, pen. (3 I

That hath a mint of phrases in his

brain, i 4 I

That un-lettered small-knowing soul.

(5)

Here will be an old abusing of God's

patience and the Kings English. (6)

I was not born under a rhyming

planet.
I
7

I

SOURCES: (1) Othello. A II. s 1 (2) love's I-abor

Lost. A v. < l: (S) Ibid, A I. s 2: (!) Ibid, A I, s 1;

(5) Ibid, A I. s 1: (6) Merry Wives of Windsor, A I.

s 4; (7) Mueh Ado About Nothing. A V, s 2.
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Wlnt's ,uu at KOW 1 I

H*««i^

Nothing much new ownership hut the same

•kl rating story:

FIRS I

Monotonous, isn't it?

Nope, we love it—and so

do our advertisers. V
Latest (J August) Hooper s K ''• H firsl

first all day will

For

KOWH, Omaha

Refresented v Aa ••
1
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HERE ARE SOME OF THE TOP

FOR YOU: ri„Krlel Hec

SPORTSCASTERS

Fulton Lewis Jr.

Robert F. Hurleigh

Westbrook Van Voorh.s

Bill
Cunningham

Gabriel Heatter

John B. Kennedy

Cedric Foster

John Wingate

Harry Wismer

Art Gleeson

Frankie Fr.sch
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SCPUMKll
20< a copy |||<

presenting...

the NEW KEY to the

KEY OMAHA MARKET

OMAHA'S KEY TELEVISION

NOW ON THE AIR, bringing

NEW PROGRAMS, NEW ENTERTAINMENT,

NEW AVAILABILITIES, to the KEY Omaha area.

CHANNEL 7
OMAHA WORLD HERALD STATION

Eugene S. Thomas, Gen. Mgr.

TELEVISION

AND THE URGE

TO MERGE

'IK-- growing trend t<»-

vxlihJ agenc) mergers

has been stimulated bj

the bandlii <>i

television sod provid*

m^ associated sen

.

Page 31

Where 87%

of all spot

buys are made
Page 34

Can you predict

your Nielsen

from a Trendex?

Page 38

Let's define

station

merchandising

Page 41

man



FIELDS OF COTTON present a breath-taking sight

throughout Georgia's rich farm belt where other crops and

livestock also add to the state's $600-million farm income.

Also famous on the Georgia scene is WAGA-TV, the state's

leading television station. Top CBS-TV and local program-

ing, tallest tower and maximum power make WAGA-TV

your best television buy in the Southeast's No. 1 market.

STOKER BROADCASTING COMPANY SALES OFFICES
NEW YORK-625 Madison Ave. • CHICAGO-230 N. Michigan Ave • SAN FRANCISCO-1 1 1 Suiter St

Represented Nationally by THE KATZ AGENCY, Inc.



if you buy

you should buy

in philadelphi

most radio advertisers do!

PHILADELPHIA'S GREAT STATIONm
represented nationally BY gill perna. inc. Neu York, Chicago. Los Angeles. San Francisco, Bostr
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THE WEEKLY MAGAZINE TV/RADIO ADVERTISERS USE

DIGEST OF ARTICLES

Is tv behind the urge to merge?

31 [ncreasing number of agencj mergers -ecu] to l><- stimulated \>\ high

cost I'l handling television and providing the collateral client services

Where spot buys are made

34 \bout 87' ', nl all spot radio and l\ buys come Iron) four cities -New
York, Chicago, San Francisco and L.A. Here's a percentage breakdown

This bank isn't afraid to sell

36 Twin Cit) Federal skyrocketed deposits from $13 million in 19-11 to

J265 million in 1957. The secret: radio, tv, hard-sell and promotion

Can you predict your Nielsen from Trendex?

38 spONson study shows Trendex and Nielsen ratings differ significant!)

lis program type and suggests the danger of over-simplified formulas

What is station merchandising?

41 You have no yardstick for measuring station performance unless you

know, lint man> times it's easier to say what merchandising isn't

FEATURES
18 Sponsor Backstage

53 Film-Scope

24 49th and .Madison

64 News & Idea Wrap-Up

7 Newsmaker of the Week

66 Picture Wrap-Up

60 Radio Results

48 Sponsor Asks

90 Sponsor Hears

9 Sponsor-Scope

98 Sponsor Speaks

58 Spot Buys

98 Ten Second Spots

16 Timebuyers at Work

96 Tv and Radio Newsmakers

87 Washington Week

28 Women's \\ eek

In Upcoming Issues

Complete—and final—fall tv schedule
This month's Tv Basics will have a complete rundown on new fall net-

work schedules with client and agenc) listings, complete program costs

SPONSOR'S sixth annual Negro Market Issue

28 September special supplement will include marketing men's appraisal

of the Negro market, its size and potential. There'll be analyses of

Negro -tation programing, sales and merchandising; case histories on
local and national advertisers; market data on Negro population, income
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STATE OF ARKANSAS
EXECUTIVE DEPART

BE IT KNOWN TO ALL
MEN PRESENT. THIS

C I T A J

FOR DISTINGUISHED SERV1

IS CONFERRED UPON

RADIO statu; ths
IN RECOGNITION LOR

CONSISTENT AND DISTINGUISHED
PUBLIC SERVICE TO THE STATE
OF ARKANSAS. AND ITS PEOPLE.

Arnold Sykes, (l.-fl As-
sistant to Artarva-. Governor Foubus
presents Citation to B. G. Robertson,

General Manager of KTHS.

STATE OF ARKANSAS AGAIN
MAKES AWARD TO KTHS!

lei April 10.")4. Governor Francis Cherry awarded to KTHS
the tir>t "distinguished service" citation ever bestowed on
m\ advertising medium by the Governor of Arkansas . . .

On June 2<S of this year, another Arkansas Governor—
Hon. Orval E. Faubus — gave KTHS the second award
ever conferred for "Distinguished Public Service."

Backbone of KTIIS's public service programming
i> the highly unusual weekly show, "Can You Use
me? — a job-placement service produced in co-

operation with the Employment Security Division
of the State of Arkansas. Since its inception in

1953, job placements from this program have
averaged a whopping 72 r '

r !

In 1956. KTHS also aired more than 500 hours of
public service programming (not including news)
— plus more than 13.000 public service announce-
ments — more than S187.000 in time costs alone!

Outstanding Public Service . . . ."iii-KW Bignal . . . and

topnotcb local and CBS programs ill combine i<> make
KTHS Vrkansas' greatesl advertising value.

KTHS 50,000 Watts

CBS Radio

BROADCASTING FROM

LITTLE ROCK, ARKANSAS
Represented by The Henry I. Christal Co., Inc.

Under Same Management as KWKH, Shreveport

Henry Clay, Executive Vice President

B. G. Robertson, Generaf Manager
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NATIONAL AWARDS (current)

OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY AWARD
First award in the national classification for a program
directed to special interest groups

HEADLINERS AWARD

For consistently outstanding news reporting by a radio

station

RADIO TELEVISION NEWS DIRECTORS ASSN. AWARD
For outstanding radio news operation

LOCAL AWARDS (current)

ILLINOIS ASSOCIATED PRESS AWARD

I
asm

^^^H

First place — Best local regularly scheduled news program

First place — Best local regularly scheduled farm show

First place — Best local regularly scheduled sports show

First place — Best local special events coverage

First place — Best general excellence of news presentation

Second place— Best documentary program

CHICAGO FEDERATED ADVERTISING CLUB AWARD

For local special features— Public service

For local programs—Audience participation

For local programs—Drama

{KWlfl*v

....



199,251 Bill Wagners...

WANE-TV
FORT WAYNE

In 1794, Gen. Anthony Wayne built a fort to fight the Miami Indians. No trace

of it remains today, but its history lives on in the people tViat make up

Fort Wayne, Indiana and the Fort Wayne television market . . . because

people . . . not sites, make cities and markets . . . people like Bill Wagner, a

skilled machinist in a factory manufacturing agricultural machinery.

Prosperous hard-working Bill and his family are typical of the 199,251 television

families that are the Fort Wayne television market . . . families that look to

WANE-TV ^© for their news and entertainment . . . families with

buying incomes of over $1,250,000,000.

Smart advertisers want to reach these 199,251 Wagner families. They do it over

WANE-TV ^^ the leading station in the billion-dollar all-UHF

Fort Wayne market. Represented by Petry.

Sources: 15 County Area ARB 2/57; TV Mag. 3/57 & 8/57; Copyrighted . . . Sales Management 1957.

A CORINTHIAN STATION Responsibility in Broadcasting

KOTV Tulsa • KGUL-TV Galveston, serving Houston • WANE & WANE-TV Fort Wayne WISH & WISH-TV Indianapolis

SPONSOR 21 SEPTEMBER 1957
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The addition of two new principals to the 25*year-old Rutael

If, Seeds $hop (hence to be railed Keyes, Hodden X Jours.

Inc.) brings back to the agency folil Edward H. Madden,

whose varied career in advertising in< holes experience in

network television and the mysterious li.nil of bartered linn'.

The newsmaker: Edward D. Madden, who will be |
>i « -

i

drill of the new Keyes, Madden & Jones agency, bows to no man in

the depth and variet) of advertising experience. Hiough he will

operate as the marketing and research expert on the K \ I \ ) man

ment team, hi- knowledge "I television will influence kej decisions.

I In- is more significant than it sounds, foi the central concept ol

the new agenc) s operations is that t"|i management w ill plaj a

direct and active role in client ad planning.

Maddens i\ know-how brackets both spot and network. He was

vice president in charge ol t\ op-

erations and sales at NBC dui ing

\ ideo s transition into a nal ional

medium. Following this he be-

came executive vice president and

genera] manage] ol \ I < >t i < >ti I *i< -

tures for Television after which In-

went Id International Latex as vice

president. In the latter two jobs

hr was deepl) involved in barter

operations. \i Latex he negoti-

ated and managed the placement

of what is still the biggest barter

operation of them all: the ex-

change of Matt} Fox' KM) feature package for time to spot Latex

commercials, now running For about a year.

Madden won t reveal what Latex is spending for the bartered time

hut he estimates that if he went out, cash in hand, to bin the time

in the conventional manner, it would cost $17.5 million annually.

I hi> is an interesting calculation in view of its preciseness and the

fact that l\B estimates of Latex spending at the one-time rate add

up to s 2.<> million for six months of 1957.

Latex considers the monej well spent. Madden uses the word

"'enormous'" in describing Latex' recent sales increases and says

there is no douht t\ triggered the surge.

though Latex is expanding its barter deals beyond the top I' 111

markets it is now in. Madden feels that, except for small operations,

the big barter deal has seen its day. "You've got t" have good

product." he said. '"What's left 1ml l'ai amount's package?"

KM&J starts otT 1 October with $15 million in billings from the

Seeds accounts (of which 40-459? go to radio-h I plus anothei v l-_'

million expected to be announced shortly. One big problem Madden

intends to tackle is seeing that tv commercial- that are aired arc t\

commercials that sell, particular!} important these days, he -aid. in

view of thin profit margins ami high t\ costs. Madden will lean

heavily on research to solve this problem. ^

Edward l>. \la<hl,;i

$1

SPONSOR 21 SEPTEMBER 1951

LOUISVILLE IGA

MOVES 20.000

PRODUCTS IN

CICC0

PROMOTION
H. RUNYAN & SONS, Louis-

ville IGA distributors, pulled

over 20,000 entries in THE

CISCO KID's Name-the-Poriy-

Contest—and each entry rep-

resented the sale of an IGA

product! They reported:

"Our prestige has been

raised considerably in all

areas; our customers are

more IGA conscious We
are definitely pleased with

our sponsorship."

Ask lo *ee more lucceu sloriei of

JHE WORLDS 6REAIESJ SALESMAN!

"THE CISCO KID"

<&&ee>e<U0&



Daytime Listener Homes
"At least once a week"

Nighttime Listener Homes
"At least once a week"

469,720 56,480

831,640 240,350

There is a difference... it's W SM radio
50,000 WATTS, CLEAR CHANNEL. NASHVILLE • BLAIR REPRESENTED • BOB COOPER, GENERAL MANAGER

SPONSOR • 21 SEPTEMBER 1957
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newt of the week with interpretation

m depth jur busy reodert

SPONSOR-SCOPE
21 SEPTEMBER Sm>i t*. m;i\ be due for ;i nice windfall from daytime advertisers. Here's the

Ccvyrlgh! r 1.7

SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS INC. piclllie:

More and more drug and detergent manufacturers are billing their products as

multi-purpose items. Km example, a \\.i\ makei wants lii- shiner-uppei to be known as

a floor cleaner, too. Thia maj be fine sales-wise, hut on the i\ networks it results in prod-

uct conflicts. \- a specific case in point:

Genera] Foods' American LaFrance describes itself both .1- a bluing .tn<l as a deter-

gent. Tin* networks can fit it is as a bluing, hut the detergenl angle \> <»ti l<l apsel

other advertisers.

So here's a budget of over S.100.000 kicking around ! housewife audi

ence is mandatory, and yet the t\ networks can'l accomi late it undei present circumstances.

Spot thus could find some nice pickings. Foods, t<><>. arc possible prospects. -

eral already go in for the swivel-jointed approach notabl) the citrus people who infer thai

their products are good for colds.

The Chicago partner of a major rep company explained this week whj -pot

tv billings out of the Windy City aren't so bonne*, as the*, once were. He cites

these cases:

• Kellogg fBurnett), which could be counted on for about $5 million a year in spot.

is now totalh ABC T\ .

• Seven Up (JWT), good for at least 11.5 million in spot, is sponsoring Zorro on the

same network alternate weeks this season.

His cheerful postscript: Spot radio hillings are as solid as e\er.

The slowdown in spot tv nevertheless is more of a relative rather than

alarming—thing.

SPONSOR-SCOPE this week asked three reps, whose station lists represent a prerrj b

cross-section of the field, how their tv accumulative for the fir-t eight months of 1957 com-

pared with a vear ago.

The increases averaged out to 9.2 r '

f .

For radio, the average was 31%.

\ shaken Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample timebuyer this week told of his encoun-

ter with so-ealled radio "fringe time.*"

He phoned a station, and ....
TIMEBUYER: What's available in something around 9:30 a.m. across the board?

STATION: We're loaded to the brim in early morning, but I can give you a schedule

around 5:30 a.m.

TIMEBUYER: It sounds much too earK. hut what's the price?

STATION: The same rate as at 0:30.

TIMEBUYER: Fantastic!

STATION: No, realistic. Our price is geared to the demand.

Bristol-Myers will be hark in radio the first of the year with at lea-t .1 1500,-

000 budget.

(The drug-toiletries manufacturer was "n NBC Radio's News Wound the Clock for a

w hile this year.*!
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

The NAKTB unveiled its plan for a county-by-county audit of tv station cir-

culation al a regional meeting in Schenectad) thi> week.

The basics of the plan (which was field tested in Paterson, \. J. and llif.'li Point,

Y C. i are these:

• Measurement will be via telephone interviews.

• Am home that views a station 15 minutes or more in any day will be considered

a unit <d' dail) circulation.

• Am home that views a station 15 minutes or more continuously a week will be

deemed a unit of weekly circulation.

The audit service will be supplied to station- on an annual basis, with the cost per

station ranging between $1,100 and $25,000 (for an average of $4,500 per station).

The plan will he presented to at least eight regional meetings.

Slenderella, which is reaching out into the products field, will he spending

over $4 million the next year—about 85% of it in air media.

The spot timetable will go something like this in terms of products and starting

dates:

The salons: Immediately, five t\ spots a week on \(> station- in 11 markets.

Slenderella Bread: Presently testing in Detroit, but gradually will go national—most-

l\ t\ spot, starting in October.

Slenderella Cook Book. Bras, and Girdles: Radio exclusively, starting in Decem-

ber.

Slenderella Non-Fattening Jelly: Spot l\. beginning in Januar\.

The compan) meantime wants some network fare. too. The problem here, though,

is waste coverage. It needs onl\ 37 markets.

Tv football has become a highly saleable ami merchandisable commodity be-

cause it's a good attraction for the entire family.

That's one of the big reasons wh\ NBC TV has loaded itself with at least 18 football

broadcasts this season.

For an insight into the audience composition of football, note this ARB break-

down for five representative games last year:

CAME MEN
Bia Ten 52

TCI vs. Arkansas 55

Iowa \-. Minnesota 55

Mich. State vs. Minnesota 53

\rm\ vs. Nav) 53

\YFR \r,E 54

Stanley Pulver this week took up at Colgate where he had left off several

months ago at Lever Bros: media supervision.

His post is in the toiletries division. Print as well as the broadcast media side are in

his bailiwick.

NBC TV thinks that the past week's meeting with its affiliates advisory com-

mittee will bring rewarding results in one respect:

It will get better cooperation in clearing time for its Today and Tonight shows.

The network >a\s that it has quite a number of prospects I including Schlitz and

Pabst l in line for Tonight sponsorship, providing enough stations can be brought into

the line-up.

The excuse affiliates have offered is previous feature film commitments.

Billings for Todaj have been running $1.5 million behind the previous \ear"s take of

$7.5 million.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

I In- leader of the old network radio gangol a decade ago—Pel <•— *.i- back
in iii«- fold again last week (\%ith \M<

\'i.l the implications ol the evenl were greatei than the ordei involved 1" thirt) and

six-second spol announcements pel week, for

I i It was the first piece of PAG network radio business In almoal two and
;i half j ears : and

2) With P & G bai k. all hut one of the I 5 leaders ut 19 I.', .i^.iin are on the net-

work li*ts.

Here's a quick picture of what has taken pla

' I |{|{| MM I -IM.

1948 R WK \|i\
I R I [SI R \i; (

| BS MBS Mil

1 Proctei v\ Gamble \

Sterling Drug \

I General Mill- \ \

1 General Foods \ \ \

Gillette \ \

6 Miles Laboratories \

• Campbell Soup*

Lever Broa. \ \

9 I iggetl & Myers \ \ \

1" Vmerican Home \ \

M Colgate \

12 R. J. Reynolds \ \ \ \

13 Philip Morris \ \

11 Swift \ \

15 General Electric \ \

'Campbell Soup finds it more expedient t" use -|>"i radio because it lends itself l" the

company's current i «••_: i< >na I needs in In-half of new brands.

W hat enticed P&G bark into network radio?

This was tin' background:

• Nol long ago Compton did a stud} which showed thai a segment of tin- popu-

lation was not being covered l»> other media t"i a particulai P&G product. So it

suggested thai this hole could be plugged up with radio 'the product was Gleem).

• The next step was to determine how this best could I"- done MK Radio signaled

it had the answer and gol the nod.

Note this about recent network purchases: It wasn't numbers alum- that clinched

the deals. Numerically, Nielsen's Radio Index shows this slighth tern of h

using radio per average minute:

PERIOD 6 WU PM MON-FRI. • PM-MID SI N-SAT

Jan.-April 1957 163,000 homes 1,033,000 h
Jan.-April 1956 667,000 " «

11.2' 1,381,000 "

Julv 1057 5,184s000 10.8' (7.7

Jul) 1956 5,664,000 I
12.0' " "

So other ingredients figured in the situation—notablj impact and coverage.

When agencies look at the daytime programing techniques ol the three radio

networks, the\ gel these fla»h impressions:

ABC: Gives the housewife the -ort of entertainment -he like- - background for her

chores and moment- of relaxation.

CBS: Load "em with soap operas and tickle 'era with middle-ag spoolers.

NBC: Balance the diet with drama for relaxation and music for work.

sponsor • 21 September 1957 LI



SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

Another recognition of radio's resurgence: 115 BBDO account executives

will have an opportunity to get the lowdown on what's happened to the medium at a

luncheon being spread at the agency this Wednesday (25).

This type of hosting is without precedent in the business.

Network people invited to tell how radio can now be bought and used: John Karol and

Frank Nesbitt, CBS; Joe Culligan, NBC; Bob Eastman, ABC; Paul Roberts and Hank
Poster, MBS.

BBDO's radio-tv director Herminio Traviesas will preside. Bill Hoffman, the

agency's radio coordinator, arranged the event.

Like radio, network daytime tv is on a bandwagon.

\nd like radio, it isn't the statistics alone that brought success. Set tune-in per

average minute this year has gone up about 23%; but NBC TV this fall will have double

the daytime billings it had last year.

The zip behind the rush comes from these additional factors:

• Rising nighttime tv costs.

• A tendency among the bigger advertisers to pull some of their dollars out of night-

time to reduce the risk created bv stiffer audience competition among the three net-

works during prime hours.

• An inviting cost-per-1000-homes per-commercial-minute in da\time tv. with

NBC TV averaging around $1.65 and CBS TV 81.85.

Where has NBC TV's new daytime prosperity been coming from? Here's a list of the

sponsors the network has signed up the past six months:

ADVERTISER EXPENDITURE

Procter & Gamble $6,000,000

Lever Bros. 3,000,000

Chesebrough-Ponds 2,200,000

Sterling Drug 1,800,000

Minnesota Mining 1,500,000

S.O.S. 1,500,000

General Foods 1,400,000

Mentholatum 1,000,000

Dwight & Church 600,000

Drackett 500,000

Dixie Cup 450,000

Lanolin Plus 450,000

Pharmaco 450,000

Lehn & Fink 450,000

Welch Grape Juice 400,000

Park & Tilford 300,000

Gossard 150,000

Star-Kist 150,000

TOTAL $22,400,000

INorelco electric shaver has arranged for this mixed package as a six-week pre-

Christmas promotion:

• $64,000 Question: 2 weeks major sponsorship and four weeks minor mention.

• Walter Winchell Files: 4 weeks major sponsorship and six weeks minor mention.

For other news coverage in this issue, see Newsmaker of the Week, page 7:

Film-scope, page 53: Spot Buys, page 58; News and Idea Wrap-Up. page 64; Washington

Week, page 87; sponsor Hears, page 90; and Tv and Radio Newsmakers, page 96.
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The Twin Cities find the range on good radio

and advertisers find the range on the Twin Cities

with first place WDGY

WDG» s cooking on all burners

:

Hooper: WDGY is first with : 'l
'

'
. of the daytime audience 7 a.ra 6 p.m a

age), Monday-Saturday, • 1 1 1 1 \ August.

Trendex: WDGY has 29.9 95 average share oi audience, 7 a.i 6 p.m., Mondaj
through Saturday

.

I'uls, : WDGY has 189 firsl place quarter hours against 128 for the i tion

Advertisers are capitalizing merrilj on this

change in Twin Cities radio listening. WU(j| I

Want to tin some capitalizing I See John Blair wattt

. . . or WDGY General Manager Jack Thayer Minncipolis-St. Paul

TODAY'S RADIO FOR TODAY'S SELLING

WDGY Minneapolis St. Paul

WHB Kansas City

WQAM Miami
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.

TODD STORZ, PRESIDENT
WTIX New Orleans
REPRESENTED BY ADAM YOUNG INC.
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Mark this marke
on your list...

CENTRAL AND SOUTHERN ALABAMA is the home of

1,000,000 people in 35 counties— one-third of

Alabama's population and retail sales!

\ou reach this big and growing market only

through WSFA-TV's maximum-power VHF
signal. You cannot cover it with any other TV
station or combination of stations!

Mark Central and Southern Alabama on your

list... and buy it with WSFA-TV!

WSFA-TV's 35 Alabama counties*

Population 1 ,093

Retail Sales $ 741,637

Food Store Sales $ 1 84,927

Drug Store Sales $ 21,859

Effective Buying Income $l,062,69t

* Does not include 3 Georgia and 3 Florida bonus counii

Source: Sales Management Survey of Buying F
May 1957.

Represented by the Katz Ac*

ol'ONSOK • 21 SKl'TI MB] R L95'
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The WKY Television System, Inc.

WKY-TV and WKY Oklahoma City

WTVT Tar pa - St. Petersburg

SPONSOR 21 SEPTEMBER 1
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78 markets snapped up in first

six weeks! Coca-Cola in Atlanta!
NBC 0-&-0 in Los Angeles!

Dixie Beer! Bowman Biscuit!

Prescription 1500 in 10 markets!
J. Carrol Naish, the NEW
Charlie Chan, "the best ever
to do the role." See it today,

and you'll have to agree the
new CHARLIE CHAN sells!

Hurry! Marketsare
being reserved
today! Wire or
phone for private
screening!

Television Programs of America, Inc.
488 Madison Ave., N. Y. 22 • PLaza 5-2100

1

I Timebuyers
at work

Bill Bushway, MacManus, John & Adams. Bloomfield Hills. Mich.,

reports that the agency recently bought a short-term saturation

schedule for the Saran Wrap division of the Dow Chemical Co. and

decided to measure its effectiveness. "With the cooperation of the

stations and their reps, we were able to conduct an interview survev

at chain stores," Bill says. "Over

2.000 returns were received from

39 marketing areas. The survey

showed the powerful impact of

television even with a short-term

schedule. Over 50ft of the per-

sons interviewed were aware of the

new Saran Wrap package and ap-

proximately I5fc actually pur-

chased this new package during

the campaign. Television created

substantial public recognition as

well as demand for the product.

Both the client and the agency were satisfied with the results. Bill

is also timebuyer for the Agricultural Division of Dow. He'd like

stations and reps to provide more facts on concentrated farming

areas—accurate county figures and specific farm population data.

"The only statistics now available are from the 1954 Agricultural

Census and these are outdated and inadequate for present buying."

Ed Tashjian, Emil Mogul Co.. New York, timebuyer for Tintex

Dyes and Esquire Shoe Polish, wonders how many timebuyers can

answer these questions affirmativelv. "How many times have you

visited markets, stations, retail and wholesale outlets even on a vaca-

tion trip?" Ed asks. "Have you heard and viewed the gamut of the

radio and television programing

on stations in your own market?

Do you studv the complexit\ of a

market and endeavor to discern its

basic character and personalis?

Have you used, or at least famili-

arized yourself with, the products

and services you represent? Have

you tried to visualize the amount

of money you spend though not a

penny of it passes through yow
hands? Have you placed sched-

ules without the exclusive use of

ratings and slide-rule computations? Have you attended and par-

ticipated in meetings with clients and account men? Have you read

the fine print on a standard AAAA contract form?" Ed feels that the

answers to questions like these are a measure of a buyer's effective-

ness and of his imagination as well. *'Bu\ers. too," he says, "must

use 'depth" to complete their evaluation of stations and market-.
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8 Who Sell Detergents, Milk, Brotherhood

-r

l r Symphony, with a deficit of $325,000. may have to close.
r

< can we sell the public on the need for immediate help'"

1 is detergent is new to your market. What's the best way to

uxluce it and get dealers to stock it right away?"
»

' have a limited budget. We want to reach housewives . . .

i show results in a week."

f w can we effectively sell beer? Milk? Toys? Swimming Pools?

'(-oitalization? Mattresses? Brotherhood:"

Ise 8 men—along with their experienced staffs— face prob-

lems like these every day. Their knowledge and understanding

of America's 8th market with its 1 'i million TV homes, and

their 100 years of broadcast ins: experience, all help in solving

such problems.

They have an occasional strike-out- hut th<- batting aver-

age is pretty high. You can see the results in ratings, in sales

success stories— in the high regard the community has for

Channel 2— the Pittsburgh Area's No. 1 Station.

What's your problem?

Qq

CH ANNEL 2 I S NOD I Mk N F

A-
PITTSBU RG H

>2

WESTINGHOUSE BROADCASTING COMPANY, INC.
RADIO BOSTON. WB/-S-WBZA PITTSBURGH. »D»A CLEVELAND, una FORT WAYNE. WOWO

CHICAGO. WIND PORTLAND. HEX TELEVISION BOSTON. *BJ TV BALTI MORE. «I7 TV

PITTSBURGH, KOKA TV • CLEVELAND. KYW-TV SAN FRANCISCO. «I>IX

WIND REPRESENTED BY AM RADIO SALES • WJZ TV REPRESENTED BY BLAIR TV • K°IX REPRESENTED BY THE lATJ AGENCY INC

ALL OTHER *BC STATIONS REPRESENTED BY PETERS. CClFFIN. WOODWARD INC



by joe Csida

HIGH VALUE
MARKET

OFFERING
OUTSTANDING VALUES

IN

The great Columbus,
Georgia Metropolitan Area with its

ideal test cross-section of Fort Ben
ning, Ca.,— the largest Training Cen-
ter in the U.S.

Coverage
A total of 53 Georgia and
Alabama counties completely

dominated in Pulse Survey May
1957. Top 50 once week shows.
Leadership in 449 of 451 quar-

ter hours!

radio PEu&y&am
WRBL radio leads in

homes delivered, by 55°r—day or night monthly
WRBL—over 54,420. Sta-

tion B—34,940 Best buy
day or night, weekly or

daly is WRBL ( NCS No
21.

£&£23
»:••

VREFERENCE
Community confidence and siles results are proven
by a con.inuously growing family of local adver-
tisers. Your rioliingbcry man has proof of local
preference for WRBL.

WRBL
AM-FM-TV

COLUMBUS, CEORCIA

CALL HOLUNGBERY CO.

Sponsor

Jack Paar vs. feature film

Last December at the bright, new and almost

incredibh lush Americana Hotel in Miami

Beach, when General David Sarnoff <;a\e his

son. Bobby to the NBC affiliates as their new

president, Bobby (among other items I sounded

the battle cry on a war yet to come. Well, it has

come. It is the struggle of live network tele\ i-

sion against feature films. And though Bobby

could not have known about the specific situation last December, an

historic engagement in the war, involving NBC, is now joined.

The networks, said Bobbv in Miami Beach, must not permit tele-

vision to become a neighborhood movie theatre, featuring old Holly-

wood films. The affiliates, suggested the new NBC prexv. owe it to

themselves, and to the medium to keep television predominantly live.

Now—after laying one of the gaudiest eggs in late night tv history,

with a Tonight show featuring "America After Dark""—NBC has

come up with a real live late-night smash hit in the new Tonight,

starring Jack Paar. As pathetic as the Paar predecesser show was,

just so charming, relaxed, entertaining and appealing is the new

Paar Tonight. Such eminent and tough critics as Jack OBrian

(Journal-American I. Ed Sullivan (News I, Ben Gross (News), Dick

Kleiner (NEA), Janet Kern I Chicago American). John Fink I Chi

Tribune I . and all of the trade press, plus Time, et al have raved over

the King of Comedy and his various regulars and near-regulars like

Dodie Goodman. Hans Conreid. Hugh Downs. Eettv Johnson, etc.

Yes, the show is definitely the surprise smash of the season. But it's

very existence is threatened by a simple economic fact.

Film investment demands time

Too many of the NBC TV affiliates in too many key markets have

such staggering investments in Hollywood feature film libraries that

they insist they cannot carry the Jack Paar Tonight show. They

must, they insist, recoup their heavy feature film investments, and

one of the prime periods during which thev mav do so is the 11.15

p.m. to 1 a.m. time occupied by the Paar troupe. Its reported that

10 of the 56 basic markets are not earning the show. These now

include such areas as Cleveland. Houston. Boston. Indianapolis,

Miami. Pittsburgh and Schenectady. And it's reported that in the

next few weeks, still other kev markets, readying new feature film

series, will be dropping Tonight. KRON-TV, the San Francisco out-

let is said to be included in this group.

Yes, the battle is joined, and NBC T\ is bringing all nuns to bear,

and most intelligently. One of the biggest guns, fortunately for the

web, is the personable Mr. Paar. himself. It appears that not only

is Paar one of the smoothest, most ingratiating stars on the current

television scene, but also one of the most intelligent and realistic of

video's salesmen and business men. Thus— last Wednesday exerting

Teddy Bergman of McCann-Erickson and I went to the \BC-I\
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THE

BIG DRAW

iENE AUTRY TO CHAMPION YOUR PRODUCT! ROY ROGERS TO TRIGGER YOUR SALES!

tow, WRC-TV's newly acquired library of full-hour Roy Rogers and Gene

UJtry feature films will bring new appeal to the choice family viewing

ime between 5:30 and 6:30 pm in the nation's Capital. Each Monday

hrough Friday, these hour-long, complete western dramas will delight

ind excite Washington small fry... and keep their parents watching

ind humming the songs these stars made famous the world over.

There's every kind of appeal -from singing to gun-slinging-m these

all-time western favorites. Pack your product on the saddle of Roy

Rogers and Gene Autry ... for the biggest, fastest draw in Washington!

Call in your NBC Spot Sales representative for details of participation

W R C "TV * 4 WASHINGTON D C . SOLD BYQ SPOT SALES



114% MORE audience

than Station B ALL DAY!

WILS

Mar. -Apr. '57 Hooper in Lansing Shows

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY

7:00 a.m. -12 noon

12 noon-6:00 p.m.

WILS

61.4

53.7

Station B

23.5

30.1

5000
LIVELY WATTS

MORE listeners than all other
stations heard in

Lansing combined

Mar. thru Apr.
average C. E. Hooper, Inc.

LANSING

Represented Nationally

by

Venard, Rintoul &

McConnell. Inc.

WILS
^ nGtys s

^\s

20

Sponsor backstage continued

closed circuit full hour color show, previewing its new fall line-up

fur I lie affiliates, agency people and press. The key emcee, replacing

Steve Allen, turned out to he Jack Paar. And he did the same ex-

cellent job of low-pressure, soft and suhtle selling that he does nightly

on the Tonight show. He talked directly to the affiliates, and it's to

he hoped he won a few friends and converts.

Today ( as this is written ) NBC starts a three day meeting with

its tv and radio affiliates. Tomorrow I Thursday I at the hanquet,

Jack Paar and key members of the Tonight show will supplv the

entertainment. It can be written before the fact that Paar and his

people will entertain the affiliates. Again, however, it is to be hoped

that he will he able to persuade them to stay with and or pick up the

show, and to work out their feature film problems in some other

manner.

Offer show to non-affiliates?

I'm very certain that NBC TV brass in programing, sales, station

relations, and every other department are readying even conceiv-

able form of ammunition for this earlv battle with the feature film

foe. It seems to me that the web has some verv strong ammunition.

To begin with I have the feeling that in markets where the Paar

Tonight show bucks feature film opposition on competitive stations,

over a period of time, the Paar ratings will top the old movie rat-

ings. Should the NBC research boys be able to come up with facts

of that nature it would surely help.

I'm fascinated with the purely speculative notion that some way

may be found to permit a non-NBC affiliated station to carry the To-

night show, in key markets, where the NBC affiliate has turned it

down. In other words, on a specific show and situation of this kind.

is there anything very wrong in the idea of the NBC affiliate having

a first refusal on the show—and in the event the affiliate exercises

the refusal, permitting the show to be carried by another station.

I believe that the Paar show has one feature, which may turn out

to be vitally important to its advertisers, and which most feature

film programs will lack. That is the show's star, himself. I believe

that Jack Paar will turn out to be not only one of the outstanding

stars in the medium, but that as a salesman, as a representative of

the sponsor or sponsors of the show, he will be just about ideal. I

think his warmth and sinceritv will be just as effective in sellin«

merchandise, as it is in selling himself and the other members of the

cast of the show. I hope live network television wins this particular

engagement in the war against feature films. There will be other

battles between live network and feature films, and it won't be too

bad. if the feature film side wins some of them. But this one. this

Tonight battle, is important to tv as a whole. I hope the affiliates

will find some way to carry the show. ^

Letters to Joe Csida are welcome

Do you always agree with what Joe Csida says in Sponsor

Backstage? Both Joe and the editors of sponsor will be happy

ti receive and print your comments. Address them to Joe

Csida, c/o sponsor, 40 E. 49lh, New York 17, New York.
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It happens every night!
Seven days a week, Warner Bros, features top

those of major film companies on competing stations

in Huntington. W. Va. There, nearly two-thirds

of all sets in use are tuned to WSAZ-TV from 10:30

to sign-off (June arb). Actual share of audience for

Warner Bros, features is a whopping 64.2' , —more

than double the 24.9^7 for features on Station "B"

and more than five times greater than the 10.9^ for

those on Station "C". No surprise, this ... for

Warner Bros, features have a habit of dominating

the picture in markets all across the coun*

To see how quickly they win the
(

>hare

of audience in your area, write or phone:

axi
tutors for Associate A1tU$

31$ MatlUon A-r M I -a; H-.US-tStS
TS E ir.j.-c- D' . DEa'born t-tOSO

Ml B'tan 5; . F; -

9110 Stourt Bird . CRtsirtnc 6-6SS6

inc.

LOS ANCELCS



Famous on the local scene..

It was the leadership and inspiration of George Washington that changed

Mount Vernon from a quiet country home into the country's number one shrine.

And it is the leadership in community activities that

has given national prominence to the Storer stations.

A Storer station is a local station.

>
•-



yet known throughout the nation

STORER BROADCASTING COMPANY

WJW
Clevelond, Ohio

WJW-TV
Oevelond, Ohio

WJBK
Detroit, M.ch.

WJBK-TV
Defrc

WAGA
Atlanta, Ga

WAGA-TV WVUE

WIBG
PhilodV .

WWVA
.•.--. - g . W. Va

WGBS

NEW YORK — 625 Modiion Avanut N«w Yo»k 22 FMoio 1-3940

SALES OFFICES CHICAGO— 230 N.Michioon Av«nu«. Chitogo 1 Franklin 2-6408

SAN FRANCISCO— 111 SulUr Sh-»*t, Son Fronciico, Sutttr l-t649



(SORT OF A SUCCESS STORY)

TIV- has a new real estate show. It's called "Open

House." Builders and developers buy time and sell houses.

I errific idea . .

.

^^ne problem, though. We can't keep a sponsor

on the show.

I t sells them out of houses too fast.

I t's really our fault. Some ambulance chaser in the

sales department had the bright idea of an escape clause

for any sponsor selling all his houses within four weeks.

So, we're losing sponsors right and left.

wwe don't like to bother you with our problems,

but we would suggest as follows:

If you've a product — not just houses,

but any product that's in normally long

supply— something you won't run out of

in four weeks or so— put it on KTTV.

our Blair-TV man has the necessary contracts with the

4-week escape clause carefully inked out . .

.

Los Angeles Times-MGM

Television
Represented nationally by BLAIR-TV

24

I 49th am
I Madison

Tv merchandising

Please be assured that Proctor Elec-

tric Companj is most appreciative for

your recent article on our successful tv

merchandising.

sponsor did a splendid job assem-

bling facts and transposing them into

interesting reading. The article is be-

ing distributed throughout our or-

ganization and to our customers.

\\ illiam Y. E. Rambo
advertising manager
Proctor Electric, Phila.

The barter menace

This letter is to express rueful admira-

tion for the excellent work by your

staff in the story "The Barter Menace"
in your August 10 issue.

I say "rueful'" because we represent

several clients who would much prefer

not to have the story in print. And
my admiration derives from the fact

that the story is a wonderful example

of reporting in depth, taking not onl)

surface phenomena but probing behind

into causes and motivations, and inter-

preting phenomena not onlv in the

light of their historv but in terms of

their probable future.

With all. it was beautifully written

and presented.

Name withheld at

request of writer.

Macy's branch signs 52-week radio

\» \ ou know. Macy's has stores spread

across the country, under different

names.

In Atlanta, the Macy's is called

Davison-Paxon's. It is Atlanta's sec-

ond-largest department store I next to

66-million dollar annual gross Rich s i

.

Davison-Paxon has just signed a

firm 52-week contract to use our radio

station, to promote the store.

Since Davison's is a division of "The

\\ orld's Largest Store." we think that

this sale is newsworthy to the radio in-

dustry. We hope that you do. too.

George R. 01i\ iere

executive director

WGST. Atlanta

Television case history

During his visit to Australia. Bob Salk

of Screen Gems mentioned to me that
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.in article was published in sponsor

-(Pint- (> in In months ago which would

he of great interest to us here in

Australia.

I he article referred to case histories

I I! .uicl \l Beans and if \ ou can ad-

vise nf the date this article appeared,

we could have it checked through oui

own library oi Sponsor publications.

\m other materia] or reference in

this regard will certainlj be mosl ap-

preciated bj u- here in Australia in

regard t" telei ision.

Main Woolf,

Managing Director,

Goldberg tdvertising,

Sydney

• SPONSOR continual lo K <-i laqoirlea regard-
inn llii. -,-ri.-- •. Iii.-li followed x aok-bj -~ . . ik
ri-ull- of .1 t> |,»i , .,„,,, ,,_,,

Tv Radio Basics reprints

Vgain I would like to express m\
appreciation for Part 2 of sponsor's
llili annual TV Radio Basics, a- pub-

lished Julj 27. L957.

I have been affiliated with the broad-

casting industry for main \ears ami
I believe, as a sales aid, the informa-

tion contained in \our publication is

the finest available. I would like to

congratulate you and your staff on the

service \ou render to the broadcasting

industry

.

During the past year I distributed

more than 150 copies of Radio Ban< -.

and would like to again distribute these

to clients and agencies in our area.

Gaines Ulen, sates manager.

WEZB,
Birmingham. I la.

• Reprints of Radio H.i-i.-- a r.- available. Thr
price i- SSc per reprlnl *itli quantitj price in-
formaiion on reqneat. Film Baaiei and li It.

are aUo available in reprint form, tiddreaa re-
qnesta i«

: SPONSOR Service*, In... to K. 1<M,
>l.. N.v. 'ii.rk IT. VV

News gets around

I want to express m\ thank- for the

write-ups in the 27 July issue (TV and
Radio Newsmakers i ... I have heard
from main people that the\ saw the
article, but I knew long before thai

of the continued and growing success
of SPONSOR.

SPONSOR continues to be outstand-
ing good and. if possible, seems to

improve all the time. I am sure the
industry is most appreciative of the
outstanding job that \ ou are doing and
you know that I wish you everj con-
tinued success.

Jerry Glynn.

Midwestern manager.
AM Radio Sales. Chicago. Mieh.

SPONSOR • 21 SEPTEMBER 1957
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BEST IN THE FIELD

The "joy" in our own "mudville" knows

no bounds—performance and

showmanship have clinched us a

pennant in the ratings league! We've

got the No. 1 spot morning, noon and

all-night—so we suggest you offer

South Texans the products they prefer

on the station they have favored for years!

See your H - R representative or

Clarke Brown man.

»

860 kc 5000 watts

SAN ANTONIO Radio

25
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I hirty yea of Amei

loved corned} teai N" ANDY

are bigger and better than ever in their

fun-packed syndicated series Stripped acn

the board, the 78 half-hours are ing

large daytirru audiences in Buch major i

as N»'\\ York, Philadelphia,Springfield I Ma

Washington, D.C. and Provi< Vndin

Ball imore, the show Is coi op-

rated multi-weekly shovi i lir. AMOS'N'

A X I )V rate high with nighttirm vie

in a wide variety of markets : Detroit itj .

Jackson, Miss. (34.8), Joplin, Mo. 30.0 and

Mobile (25.7). NaturallyAMOS'N'ANDY i

•

advert i sers' favorites as well .. . Food Fair • now

in its third year of continuous sponsorship

National Home Furnishers, Brown & Halt

Candy. Fidelity Federal vV Security Lii

< insurance I and Kroger V^mi Si

a few. For hats-off results in your area, buy...

OCBSTELEVISION FILM SALES.INC

Offio

•na. In Canada Iwell, Ltd.

5
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REPRESENTED BY CBS RAOIO SPOT SALES

.

News and views for women in

advertising and wives of admen

Women's week

How to value your nest egg: That's a problem which faces the

wives of top agency management executives once their hushands

approach retirement age. It's become proverbial over the \ears that

main admen live right up to their incomes; meanwhile, their wives

are sometimes lulled into a sense of false security because of the

stock options top executives at agencies usually own toda\.

"Many wives don't realize that agency stock is not on a par with

industry stock," says agency consultant Boh Durham. "The wife

of a president of a $5 million to SI*) million agency figures her hus-

band is worth some $200,000 to $300,000 in stock, but when it comes

to liquidating, that's a different story. Agency assets, unlike those

of industry, are highly ethereal. A good agency name is worth only

as much as the accounts in the shop and the talent on the payroll.

Financial men give this advice

:

1. Maintain a cash reserve (or industrial stocks rapidlv convert-

able into cash) that can carry the family for six months if the man

is under 45; for a year, if he's over that age.

2. Continuously increase life insurance coverage despite rising

premiums as age increases. It becomes harder to cut your standard

of living as you gain prominence in an industry.

3. Don't rely on agency stock options as your only investment.

Any banker knows you must hedge a bet.

Lady food executive: The "conservative South" has shown the

effects of the trend toward more women executives in major industry

with the appointment of Heloise Parker Broeg as director of the

newlv former Consumer Service Department of the Coastal Foods

Co., Cambridge, Maryland.

As "Mother Parker" of WEEI Food Fair. Heloise Broeg has broad-

cast a daily women's show over WEEI, Boston, for the past 16 years.

She also had one of the first "cooking" shows on WCBS-TV when

television became commercial.

In her new position. Heloise will help acquaint consumers with

various lines of Coastal Foods Co. products through all media.

What's a "typical client?" In a current survey, the American

Management Association describes the "typical" company president

this wax :

".
. . an energetic man who works 10 or 15 hours beyond his com-

pany's normal work week, spends six or seven weeks a year traveling

on business, and has a hard time finding enough hours for his wife

and two or three children, golf, reading and communih service. He

is about 50 years old, earns an average of $68,000 a \ear. owns his

own home and two or more cars."

AMA produced this picture by surveying 335 member company

presidents, heading firms with sales ranging from $1 million to sev-

eral billion dollars a \ear: average sales were $65 million in 1955.

Their incomes varied between $13,500 to over $400,000 a year, gen-

erally in proportion to compain sales. GeographicalK . the surve)

covered cities in and small towns in six countries and 40 L . S. states
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Pittsburgh's A/BIY£^T Look

WHO
CHANNEL 11

Now On the Air

316,000 watts ERP
serving

1,237,000 TV Horn
in the nation's

EIGHTH MARKET
with effective buying income of

$8,731,815,000

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY

BLAIR TV
BASIC% AFFILIATE
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WBTV's proven sales power finds its firm

foundation in audience domination. The
remarkable extent of that domination has

just been measured.

In ARB's brand new total area report of

television viewing in the 80 counties served

by both Charlotte stations *

• WBTV WINS 442 OUT OF 465 QUARTER-
HOURS SURVEYED

• WBTV'S AVERAGE SHARE OF AUDIENCE
FOR THE ENTIRE PERIOD IS 79.3%

• THE TOP 53 MOST POPULAR SHOWS ARE
ON WBTV

WBTV's dominance is durable. Ask your
WBTV or CBS-TV Spot Salesman to show
you the complete ARB Total Area Report.

"The Charlotte Total Coverage Area
ARB—June 25—July 1, 1957

CUi WVv

Jefferson Standard Broadcasting Company
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HARRINGTON-RICHARDS

DON KEMPER

IRWIN VLADIMIR

FULLER, SMITH & ROSS

DONAHUE & COE

CUNNINGHAM & WALSH

ERWIN, WASEY

I MORGAN

IGOODKIND, JAM

GOTHAM

ROBERT ORR

GROSSMAN AGENCY

BRISACHER. WHEELER

IrUTHRAUFF A RYAN

IS TV BEHIND
THE URGE TO MERGE?
High cost of agencj t\ departments coupled with t\ demands for

marketing and research >vill stimulate more link-up* among

medium-sized and small agencies before end <>l h spring season

i f this year doesn't go down .1- the bighpoinl

for agenc) mergers, then next year should.

Literal!) dozens of mergers are now being con-

sidered b) agencies around the nation.

will take months to consummate (even years

Other- will die after the first meetings.

But the merger fever i- in the air and tele-

vision is a major factor it n<>t the big factor.

Television however, is, unlikerj to !>• tagged

openl) as t h«- reason for a mergei aftei the fact

Traditionally agencies prefer t" talk over-all

strateg] instead "I pinning themselves

one medium no matter how dominant.

eed from

the link-up of operations billing well und<

million jointl) \<> the n

bining R&R and Em in. W

iOion total.

Vhnost ever} week now brings anothei d

soli( itation for a mei - - top

man.]. if not as the solution l>> a current

problem then is ssibilit) f>>r further growth
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Many of the current agency mergers

provide new regional offices for large agencies.

The result: Spot buying can be localized

ami strength i<>r their operation.

Sometimes the requirements of the t\

era have been apparent on the surface;

other times they're submerged. But

here's whj main top agency executives

consider tv a stimulus for main recenl

mergers and for mergers predicted for

the next few years:

1. Television dictates bigness.

It tends to favor both the large-budget

advertiser and the large agency because

of the size of initial tv investments and

the enormous cost to the agenc\ of

handling t\ lulling.

Its becoming harder for a moderate-

size agency to staff a complete tv de-

partment. Above all. the smaller agencv

has difficulty attracting the caliber of

man to head up its t\ operation who
can handle top-level programing nego-

tiations.

2. More than with other media,
agency bigness tends to give a
bargaining leverage in network
negotiations. The agency with con-

trol of a "top 10" show will get a

warmer reception from networks than

an agency without such an ace up its

sleeve.

Then. too. control of a lot of net-

work business will help an agency

amortize the cost of high-salaried talent

in its tv department. The tv head of a

S50 million agency is likely to be as

competent and well-paid as the tv v.p.

of a $150 million a»enc\ : but he's

IIIIIIIIIIIEIIII

HOW TV ENCOURAGES MERGERS

Tv accounts require many high-salaried tv specialist? -within

the agency. A top agency tv head may earn more than the princi-

pals in a moderate-size shop, causing difficulty for smaller agency to

staff adequately for tv clients. Also, smaller agencies have difficulty

in attracting the caliber department head to do network negotiating.

Big tv billings tend to give agencies a bargaining leverage

both in network and programing negotiations. Hence, the more top

network shows an agency has, the better it can attract and repre-

sent other tv accounts in network buys. Besides, it's network billing

that tend- to amortize cost of operating expensive tv department-.

Spot tv requires extensive local servicing. Many agencies find

that they should have men in key areas, rather than buying out of

one city alone. This need for regional offices to arrange good

schedules and merchandising follow-through with better station con-

tact is prompting mergers of big agencies with small local shops.

Tv clients make more demands for such collateral services as

marketing, merchandising and research, but the small operation

finds these too costly to maintain on staff. The smaller the agency,

the bigger the percentage of billing that goes into services. Tv has

increased cost of non-creative departments like accounting as well.

Big national budgets anil tougher sale- climate has pushed

agencies into developing stronger tie-in with client sale- force.

distributors and local dealer-. To maintain this contact on day-to-

day basis, many big agencies have opened new regional office-. Set-

ting up office- can be more costly, time-consuming than merger-.

1IIIIIIIIUI!!IIIII!II::

32

costing the smaller agencv a larger

percentage of billings and profits.

3. Spot tv is a medium de-

manding local care and servicing.

The amounts of advertiser dollars pour-

ing into stations on a spot basis are so

sizable that the agency cannot gamble.

There's need for detailed market and

audience knowledge and close contact

between buyer and station management
for top scheduling and good merchan-

dising follow-through.

This has been a factor in stimulating

the opening of more regional agency

offices. Says Robert Durham, a "mer-

ger doctor" who has had such top-level

positions as head of K&E's new busi-

ness department:

"A national tv account naturally

wants New l ork and Los Angeles rep-

resentation. You can't buy network tv

sitting in Milwaukee. But. if you're a

national agency, you need regional

shops for carrying through effective

spot tv campaigns."

There are several examples of recent

mergers where the matter of a regional

office was a prime consideration. As

Jack Cunningham, president of Cun-

ningham & Walsh, puts it (referring to

the agency's December 1956 merger

with Brisacher. Wheeler & Staff. San

Francisco I :

"The consolidation was the result of

an entirely new plan of agency opera-

tion designed to meet the changing de-

mands that advertisers are placing on

agencies. Advertisers are requiring

from agencies a country-wide knowl-

edge of local and regional marketing

and cross-country ability to provide the

client with all important agencv ser-

vices."

4. Tv clients* demands for

more and more collateral services

are raising agency cost of operation

to the straining point, particularly for

the smaller shop. John Orr Young,

retired co-founder of Y&R, who is a

prominent merger consultant, sees this

trend as a predominant merger cause.

"The high cost of non-creative func-

tions.'" he told SPONSOR, "is putting

the squeeze on smaller agencies. But

to compete in handling national ac-

counts they must provide marketing

and research and merchandising. Ob-

viously if the small agency can get

bigger, a smaller percentage of its dol-

lars will go into both collateral sen it es

and non-creative departments."

The so-called non-creative depart-

ments that have had to increase in size

SPONSOR • 21 SEPTEMBER 1957



and costliness because "I television in

lude accounting and billing. Certainly,

spot tv is .1 complicated and costly

medium foi an agenc) t<> handle from

this point "I v iew . \ « I « 1 to this ac-

counting and billing problem the in-

evitable ta-k of policing SAG reuse

|i.i\ tnents for talent in commercials and

it becomes obvious that tv has in-

creased an agency's overhead appre-

• iablj

.

.">. Today's competitive mar-

kets require more in-depth *<-i\-

Icing from .m agency l>i>tli in terms

of contact with the client's national

advertising management and in direct

contact with the client's sales force,

trade, local and regional distributors.

Since tlii- contact needs to be con-

tinuous to be effective, few agencies

are willing to do it simply l>\ sending

men out from New V ork. Instead,

more and more of the large agencies

are maintaining regional offices in key

cities.

I he setting up ol such a regional

office is a time-consuming and very ex-

pensive proposition. Instead of doing

this, main an agency has merged with

an agency in the citj where it wanted

representation. Bv the same token, the

small local agency in that city gains

all the advantages of being able to

offer services only a large shop can

offer, a- well as good New York repre-

sentation for buying actional radio.

1 1 ii- 1 1' are factors be) ond the influ-

ence of t\ and cost "I collateral Ben

ii es that have I een behind met ;ei -

the t.i\ -ll UCtUre foi one.

" Agencies billing between v
i mil-

lion and $20 million all ovei the coun

ii\ often have this problem, says

Robert Durham. 'Tne one 01 two men

who built the agencj worry about re

tirement. Then wives think they're

worth several hundred thousand dol

lars, I'nt it a papei stock in 1 1>

agency. One oi the ways to liquidate

this Btock is through a merge] in whi< h

the agency's stock is acquired foi

cash.

Another reason foi mergers is the

rising cost ol agency growth. I \ en

il an agenc) net- a $5 million .ii count.

it will take a \e.n before this client

heroine- profitable to the agency . In

the meantime the agencj has to staff

up with new and high-salaried person-

nel, most ol whom insist upon stock

options these days.

If an agency merges with a
v ~> mil-

lion agency, on the other hand, then ii

acquires the personnel and talent to

handle the billing without having to

go out and try to attract it at a highei

rate. Since it - becoming increa-inidv

difficult and e\| ensh e to Inn- top peo-

ple, mergers are often an answer to

this combined growth and personnel

problem. \t the same time, the mergei

frequent I \ makes it possible to cut

Merger doctors:

Prominent agenc) management consult

like Juliii Orr YoiUfl ' I. > . CO-foundei '"I

Y&R, and Robi it 1

1

KAh new

busii miiimii head help

mergera on top agency level l>v workini

hind tin -• mi. - I in. I . ..-ils addil

sen i

down on top-salary management dupli-

i ations.

RM! - Bob W atson, i hairman of the

board of the newly merged I twin.

Wasey, Ruthraufi i\ Ryan operation,

and Dave William-, president of the

new -hop. both stress that tin- combina-

tion ol "more i lienl Bei v i. .
- in depth

and a broadei fund of . native talent"

was tin big reason for theii mergei

.

"We feel ue will -e|\e our clieiit-

better be< ause we now have more facili-

ties and a widei range ..i people avail-

' Please turn i,> /../_. 92

Biggest agency marriage M! .mil Erv\in, Wasej this month, Bob Watson 'I.' as board chnn., Dave William.", pre*



WHERE SPOT BUYS ARE MADE

From North, South, East

and West come the spot tv

and radio dollars that make

up this year's $600 million

pot. The higgest pot ever,

the same players will likely

ante up in the same propor-

tion as they did in 1948

SRA ana lysis of

1956 spot : sources

Radio and tv combined

New York 60%

Chicago 16%

St. Louis 6%

Los Angeles 4%

San Francisco 4%

Detroit 3.5%

Dallas 2%

Boston 1.5%

\tlanta 1%

Other cities 2%

m rom coast-to-coast spot dollars are

pouring into radio and television at

the rate of about $600 million annu-

ally (tv's share is about 2.5 times ra-

dio's). From what advertising cen-

ters does this money come? What
share of the whole does each contrib-

ute? And has this picture changed

much in the last decade?

To answer these questions, sponsor

surveyed a number of station represen-

tative firms. From them were obtained

breakdowns of the percentages of dol-

lar volume business written during

1956 in their various branches in both

radio and tv. Where similar informa-

tion was available for past years ex-

tending back to the early days of t\.

this too was obtained for purposes of

comparison.

The individual reports from each rep

were added together and averaged out

to strike an industry composite. Then,

in the case of the 1956 breakdown, this

was integrated with the recent analysis

for that same year that was done by

the Station Representatives Associa-

tion.

The results of this industry com-

posite appear in the accompam in<i

charts. What trends are pointed up

by the analysis?

First, the largest volume of business

comes from New York, which is not

surprising inasmuch as that citv has

recently been called "the front office

for 95% of the world's business''

Chicago, accounting for about one-

third of New York's placements, comes

next. San Francisco and Los Angeles,

although individualK contributing less

than St. Louis (see SRA analysis chart

at left), together place about !!'

<

of the national spot business.

Thus about 87/Y of all radio and t\

spot business emanates from New
^ oik. Chicago. San Francisco and Los

Angeles.

This picture of the broadcasting in-

dustry has not changed substantial!)

since television appeared on the scene.

Since 1948. the changes have only in-

volved a few percentage points up or

down in the case of any market place.

The high point percentage that Chi-

cago showed in 1952 (see large chart)

might have resulted from the trend in

the early boom days of tv to move
some of the New York purchasing

business out to the Windy Citv. The
trend was short-lived, however, and

now Chicago has settled down again

to doing an average placement a shade

under what it was placing in 1948. It

should also be recalled that 1948 was

the year that Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample

moved the buying for two major ac-

counts (P&G and General Mills) from

its Chicago headquarters to its New
York office.

But all in all. considering tv's im-

pact in so many quarters, the changes

in sources of broadcast revenue have

remained fairly constant. Such buying

marts as Atlanta, Detroit, St. Louis,

Seattle, Boston and the rest have regis-

tered slight ups-and-downs. but these

could result from clients or agencies

moving about, or—as might happen in

Detroit—a big sales push by a single

industn might up the percentage a

fraction for that year.

It is also well to remember that

while tie percentage total of 13' r be-

ing disbursed by all those cities other

than \Y .-Chi.S.F.-L.A. may loom not

too large, it still represents about $80

million dollars in spot business this

year. And. to judge by the chart, these

other centers are doing more business

today than in '52 or '48.

Another fact worth noting is that a

lot of this mone\ represents some prod-

uct accounts of considerable size. For

example, what could well help swell

Minneapolis' spot dollars is the fact

that Knox Reeves Advertising in that

citj handles such products as General

Mills" \\ heaties and Bisquick. In the

same way, Gardner Advertising in St.

SI SPONSOR 21 SEPTEMBER 195';



87°o OF.1 SPOT RADIO AND
New York

TV DOLLARS COME
Chicago Los Angeles

FROM <* BUYING CENTERS
San Francisco All others

1956
$ Volume °o

60 19 4 4 13

1952 58 25 3 3 11
$ Volume %

1948
$ Volume %

62 22 4 4 8

1956 61 21 3 3.5 11.5
Tv only %

1956
Radio only %

59 17 4.5 14.5

Industry composite ol when spol radio and spol h dollars come from shows I

change in the areas ol principal sources Ni ••• V'lk -till disburses the lion's -
lid in I9tt and in

1952. I'll i-~ chart was compiled from infoi nation from vai - station repn

done b\ their branches While ii in no wa). i ints rj spol dollar, it li«h ili< i

Louis places Purina Chow advertising

for Ralston Purina Co. \ big -Ii"- of

farm radio and television business

comes from j
ti~t -in 1 1 < i t it—

.

\n analysis "I the difference per-

centagewise between placement of ra-

dio ami t\ business also shows little

variation in the N.l .-Chi.-S.l .-L. V

marketplaces. \l»«>ut 2'
! more spot t\

is bought in New York than radio.

\ImuiI V more t\ is bought in ( hi-

cago. In the \\ esl ( loasl cities, how-

ever, radio placement has the e Ige

ovei t\ buying in San Francisco b)

ah. mi 1
' , . in Los Angeles bj 2' i .

\\ hat is the situation of the momenl

regarding regional disbursement oi

spot dollar-'.' SPONSOR-SI OP1 I"'

July 1957 reported that a majoi sta-

tion rep took inventor) ol bis spot t\

business for the first six months, found

volume off about .'in', of the year be-

fore. Hi> regional comparisons showed

the Midwest down about 20 the

South off slightly. Income from West

i oast offices also showed a decline at-

tributed to the strong push mad.- bj

\M'\ and newspapers in that region.

Iv business however was up about

lit
, i„ the I ast, and in the West [VB

was working i" counteract the news-

papers' push.

1 > i j t in ombined business, it is i

sonable to assume hea\ j radio bui

all summer has more than offset an) h

softness in thos<

'III I'd.

sponsor does not contend that this

analysis is the final and complete >

n where spol dollars come from.

iti"ii on the ative

figures lor the years 1948 and

- than current data, the

cent ssity, built •

much smaller base. Besides this, the

whole broad - - s too volatile

,md d\ namii to « rowd behind do i

points.

I ,i n rem • \\ ebb

f Sta I R ives As*
1 I. II ill' - In- Ol .Oil/. It

analysis bj "It should

pointed out thai all business indii

foi anj of tl

that such bus

ted in that iil\. I

Station •

•

- M - 5l 1

- handle

-

fn>i! | I

ss both <li

the general directional 11 liar*
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THIS BANK ISN'T AFRAID TO SELL

Twin City Federal Savings and Loan skyrocketed deposits from $13

million in 1941 to over $265 million in 1957. The secret: Hard-sell

promotion on radio and tv with a budget approaching $500,000

^Larlier this year a Minnesota farmer

went into a downtown Minneapolis

savings bank and withdrew $8,000 he

had deposited a few hours before. He
explained he had "made a mistake"

and wanted to open an account at the

"place Cedric talks about on WCCO."'
This farmer, and some 95.000 other

depositors, have proven that a savings

and loan association can thrive on

hard-sell promotional advertising on

radio and television.

Twin City Federal Savings and Loan

Association of Minneapolis-St. Paul,

was established in 1923. From a two-

room, eighth-floor office it paid a six-

month total dividend to all depositors

of $128.86. Today it is one of the

largest savings banks in the United

States with two offices and dividends

this year exceeding $6.8 million.

Today TCF uses five hours a week

of programing on radio and two hours

on television. Three Minneapolis-St.

Paul tv stations I WCCO-TV. WTCN-
TV, KSTP-TV) share 44 r

; of a 8500,-

000 budget: 33' < goes to radio sta-

tions WCCO. WDGY. WLOL, WTCN
and KSTP with WCCO radio taking

the largest slice i 22' ^ of the total I

.

Twin City Federal's radio campaign

is spearheaded by Cedric Adams,

WCCO personality: the bank sponsors

his three daily newscasts twice a week.

In his TCF commercials Cedric

urges listeners to "write for full infor-

mation about opening a savings ac-

count" at TCF and as a demonstration

of the confidence a radio personality

Discussing radio plans, (! | " r -' Vance Pidgeon, president, Vance Pidgeon & Associates: Cedric

Vdams, WCCO Radio personality and Roj W. I.arsen, bank president, meet in Twin City Federal lobby
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c.in inspire, man) oi his listeners don I

wail for information but rather Bend

checks and cash directl) to Cedric

\dam-. asking him to open their ac-

count. One listener sent in $10,000 to

have an accounl opened this way.

Twin Citv Federal began advertis-

ing in a significant \ olume in I'M I

with a total ad budget of 141,000. fo

da\ the budget is in the neighborhood

..I 1500,000 with 77'
i earmarked foi

radio and television. This is an ad-

vertising increase of over 1,000%, hut

results have warranted it.

During the same L6-year period,

Twin City Federal's assets have in-

creased ahnosl 2,000* - . from $13 mil-

lion in l'Ml to over $265 million as

of September 1957. The number of

-a\ ings ac< ounts is up 5 17'
, from

I I 000 m l'Ml to 95,000 today.

three differenl agencies have
bandied I win Cit) Federal's advertis-

ing since 1941, hut one man has been

in command all the wav. He is Vance
Pidgeon, now president of Vance

Pidgeon & Associates.

The Hutchinson \gencv of Minne-

; l>olis was the original, but it was ab-

sorbed into McCann-Frickson, which
had the Twin Citv Federal account un-

til I'M') when the Ml. Minneapolis of-

fice was closed. Pidgeon. a McCann-

Erickson vice president ai the time, Bel

up his own agenc) with Twin Citv

Federal as one of the top accounts.

Larsen and Pidgeon agreed early on

the proper advertising approach Foi

the hank. Twin Citj Federal's posi-

tii>n as an important member of the

community had to be established and

emphasized. To do this. TCF's adver-

tising was related to public service.

Because of the public service theme,

radio and t\ advertising for TCF rare-

l\ uses spot announcements in either

medium, but rather use- five-, 10- or

L5-minute -hows, usually news, sports

or weather. These programs afford

I(.r two commercial messages plus a

public service identification.

Ron \\ . Larsen. the president since

1943, sells Twin City Federal to every-

one he meet-. "It's hard to come away
without something in \our hand," one
friend reports, "he's always got a

pocketful of gimmicks to hand out."

This promotional spirit has sparked

IV.F's air advertising.

\ good example of Twin Citv Fed-

erals "pocketful of gimmicks" is the

"Multiplv vour money" plan, launched

in 19S() and still emploved frequentlv

because of the results it brines.

Checking art work foi rwin • itj Federal television

Vance Pidgeon consults with Twin Citj Federal's president Roj W I inen and

!{;>> h.lcy, the agencj ml executive in Lanen'i Minneapolii

Big 10 conference athletic commissioner Clarence (Tug) Wilson

interviewed !>\ sportscastei Halsej Hall on WCCO Radio's Footbc R<

T< K Iki- -|n>n-orrcl tin- ami sister -!>"« t«.r In seasons "l I
. "i M. football

The hank'- advertising tells in con-

crete terms how to double or triple an

{mount of monev In periodic -av ings

and div idem!-. Cop) point- out for ex-

ample, that a person can triple $200

in three years and one month. Here's

how: Depositor would start with orig-

inal investment of $200 and each

month would add $10. \i the end ol

three years and one month .i- a result

of the original deposit, month!) addi-

tion- and div idend- paid hv I ( I the

total would be $600.

The plan was simple and could 1 e

ea-ilv explained on radio and tv . No

special handling or form- were re-

quired; it worked right in with a regu-

lar sav ings account.

During the first month oi operation

the "Multiplv vour money" plan in-

creased Twin Citv Federal's -hare of

monev placed in all local s

l< an associations hv 7

In 1957, for the l'Mh consecutive

vear, Twin ( itv Federal will sponsor

/ tball !'": ieu and Footl all Rt

half-hour programs on WCCO, tired

immediately before and aftei all nine

I niver-itv of Minim- it i football

es.

Radio or television, ne -

and sports, Tw in ( itv I ederal bas

well blanketed the Mil i

St. Paul are ts Twin Citj I

national leadership, Pres ' Lar-

sen feels, must be reflected in ad ertis-

ing ami promotion. Because of this

thinking TCF has pi< am ra-

dio and tv shows and is credited with

helping to -how how hank- can pro-

as vigorous!) over the air as

other local-level businesses. ^
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CAN YOU TELL YOUR NIELSEN FRONT

With now shows coming on the game of Trendex-to-Nielsen-to-chance is

in full swing. SPONSOR'S study shows program category has a definite

hearing in predicting Nielsens. But don't look for simple formulas

«
I" o. Absoluleh not. Its impos-

sible to make up a formula."

"Oh. yes. It can he done. It is defi-

iiiteK possible to come up with a

prett) accurate estimate."

The two quotes above are from two

men talking about —believe it or not

—

the same thin»: whether a Nielsen net-

work tv rating can be predicted from

a Trendex rating.

Probabh ever) researcher in the

business has tried. And. as the quotes

above indicate, there's a wide differ-

ence of opinion about whether it can

be done. No matter what the opinion.

however, there is little doubt that the

game of Trendex-to-Nielsen-to-chance

is being pla\ed e\er\ <la\ in the week.

Since, in most cases, the game is

played very close to the vest, SPONSOR

decided to have a whirl at it and make
public the results.

Here is what SPONSOR'S studv

showed:

• Nielsen ratings practicallv always

differ from Trendex.

• On the average the Nielsen rat-

ing was 34' > higher.

• There were significant differ-

ences among program types in the

average amount ol increase.

• \\ ithin most program types, the

range of increase (or decrease, in

rare cases I was substantial enough to

suggest that I 1 i oversimplified formu-

las are dangerous and ( 2 I special situ-

ations must be taken into account in

predicting what a Nielsen will be.

In the study sponsor compared the

ratings of 112 nighttime tv network

shows. Their ratings appeared in the

Trendex report for the week ending

7 December 1956 and the Nielsen re-

port for the two weeks ending 8 De-

cember. Average per minute audience

Percent by which Nielsen rating is higher than Trendex varies by program ty I

UU1JIUUUUW
SHOW Trendex Nielsen % Increase

Greatest rating increase:

Ford Theatre 10.3 18.9 83%

Average

:

16.7 22.3 34%

Smallest rating increase:

Robert Montgomery 1 7.3 14.8 17%

9 MYSTERY SHOWS
SHOW Trendex Nielsen °o Increase

Greatest rating increase:

Alfred Hitchcock 28.4 37.5 32%

Average: 20.4 25.1 23%

Smallest rating increase:

The Vise &
Big Story

8.2

L7.4

9.6

20.3

17%
17°j

SHOW Trendex Nielsen °o Increase

Greatest rating increase:

Hey Jeannie 12.0 26.1 118%

\\ erage

:

16.6 25.

1

53%

Smallest rating increase:

1 Love Lucy 35.7 16.3 30%

SHOW Trendex Nielsen ° Increas

Greatest rating increase

:

Ozark Jubilee 1.7 9.5 102°<

Average: 17.6 22.0 25 °
(

Smallest rating increase:

Walter Winchell 17.6 16.9 44

1 which Nielsen rating! in hlgtaei than T i« Minus sign shows percenl bj arhicl I
tiai Kii iei RatiB»

G for Niels m nding ' Decembei toi rrendex Show categories are SPONSOR'S
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JENDEX?
ABC's CBS NBCi

New shows above
vnalysia • uwed thai ihe ii

iM.nk. thos( with ippeal i- • hildri n. tboul

rating around 50 M
.

-

i i. nded I

Ggures were used from the Nielsen re

port i Ml Trendex figures are averagi

per minute). The Nielsen ratings were

the two-week averages rather than the

single week ratings. I'lii- is because

there arc more ratings available in the

Nielsen |><>ckct piece on a two-week

basis and also because a perusal

showed little difference between t h«

single week and two-week Nielsen rat-

ings. Hie difference between the Niel-

sen and I rendes figures is expressed

in the percent bj which one rating

was higher than the other, rather than

the rating point spread. The data are

also broken down b) program i \ |»

Id" t .1 t thai N ielsen i atings an

almosl invariably different from I i en

di\ is well-known and easily explained

[rendex samples telephone homes in

15 cities with about 26'
I oi I .S. h

homes. Vboul 8
1

' I ol h homes in

these cities have telephones. Nielsen

samples the enl ire 1 .S. h ith electron!)

metei s.

I he diffei enl techniques also ai

count toi some diffei em e in ral ings.

\lan\ researchers feel the telephone

coincidental method used l>\ I rendex

has a bias in la\ n\ >l presl iee pro-

- m hile the fixed p in< I used bj

\ ielsen "'
< indil ii ins t ru aample l>

into tuni erns thej m ould nol

adopt it thej did not d.i v • an \ u 1

1

metei I hei i is also i certaii >
- ounl

ol -iaii-in al vai iation ine\ itabh

an) sampling operation.

l!\ and lai -•
. hovvet ei . rese irch men

agree thai both sen ii - do the job

the) set out to within a range " (

i urac) ai i eptable to the adt erti?

business. I he fai i thai \ ieb* n ral

ings are almosl invariabl) highei thai

I rendex reflei i-. as the sa) ii

thai I h«-\ "measure different thin -

ange between type is wide

SHOW

• ilt-l rating increase:

Sne That Tune

~ tllest rating increase':

Tenty-One

Trendex Nielsen ° Incrcas

L6.7

L8.6

!!!.()

27.3

22.i

14.5

63 °c

20 °c

24%

* WESTERN SHOWS
SHOW Trcndcx Nielsen °o Increase

• atest rating increase:
V Friend Flicka L0.3 24.3 136%

Ajrag 16.6 27 2 64 °

Oiliest rating increase:
Biken Arrow 20.8 25.6 23 %
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HOW TRENDEX
Average all programs

Program

Vdventures "til Irani Holiday

\.l'. entures oi I im Bo* ie

Vdventures oi * Izzie i\ Harriet

\n Power

Ucoa-I rj eai Plaj houst

Vlfred Hiti hi ock

\iu.iliiir Hour

Vrthui Godfrej v li"»

\riliur ( rodfre] Si outs

Bi.it The < link

Big Stor]

Big Surprisi

1 1 • 1 1 ( ammings
Bold Join nej

Bn ak I he B.mk

Broken Arrow

Brothers, The
Bu< • aneers

Burns \ Ulen
I Bl -.h'-

I

i .in Do
3

i heyenne
i in ii- Boj

I ime

I
--••..ids

t rusadei

Danny Thomas
I
•-•. embei B

Disne) land

Do 'i "ii Tru-t Youi

Dragnet

I ' punt Theatre

Sullivan

nous Film Festival

AND NIELSEN RATINGS COMPARE

m;i !\

\i;i r\

Mt( i
\

i BS n
m;i i\

i BS i\

\B< i\

i BS i\

i BS i\

i BS i\

\i:i i
\

w;< i\

> BS i\

\B< i\

\r.< T\
\l;i l\

i BS l\

i BS l\

i BS l\

\i:< l\

\B< l\

m;< r\

\B< i\

M'.i i\

\i:< i\

i BS n
\Bi n

i BS i\

KB*

1 BS n
\i:i n

i BS i\

\i:< T\
\i;i T\

• BS TV
\i;i T\

Tvp.

' "Ml

1 "III.

I I mi.

\ls-t.

\ ,,

\..r

Qui]

Mysl

Ouii

I ' urn.

<.»ui/

Quil

\.K.

Drama
Drama
?

S
'

Quii

Drama

Film

*

17.K

19.1

15.4

17.4

"•.7

10.8

21.4

16.7

II.".

15.0

4.1

• Dim

56

44

51

23

18.8 22

32

III 48

20

17

11

17

32

50

143

IM 5

1 23

21£ 52

36

30

14

111 50

220
41

77

43

28.8 41

18.7 46
43
49

50

42

21.1 3°o

31.8 21

n. (
> 6

.J8.1 5°o
-24 o

(Continued on next page)
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Program Net Trendcx Nielsen Type Difference'

Fathei Knows Be6l \lli T\ Sit. ( lorn. L5.9 24.2 52%
Ford Show \i!t :t\ Var. 19.3 .50.1 56%

| Ford Theatre ABC T\ Drama 10.3 18.9 63%
G. 1 .

IIh ai re CBSTY Drama 26.3 11.2 57%
Gale s i"i mi CBS TV Sit. Com. 14.8 26.7 80%
( ., ,,r ge < robe! \i:< T\ Comedy 15.9 22.0 38%

|
Gianl Step CBS TV Quiz 12..? 16.3 33%
( runsmoke CBS TV West. 21.5 32.9 53%
Herb Shrinei CBST\ Var. 13.6 20.1 48%
Hej Jeannie CBS TV Sit. Com. 12.0 26.1 118%

1 1 Love l.m\ CBS'IN Sit. Com. 35.7 46.3 30%
It's Polka Time ABCTN \ ar. 5.5 5.4 -2%
[Ve Cot A Secret CBS T\ Quiz 26.7 32.8 23%
rack Benny CBS T\ Comedy 24.1 32.9 37%
Jackie C.leason CBS TV Var. 26.5 32.0 21%

1 Jane Wyman \i:ct\ Drama 17.0 23.7 39%
1 Jazz Age ( Special I M!CT\ Spec. 21.5 28.2 31%
Kaiser Aluminum Hour NBC TV Drama 12.3 15.5 26%

| Kraft TV Theatre MIC TV Drama 15.3 19.3 26%
1 ,a>-ie CBS TV Drama 23.9 32.4 36%
Lawrence Welk ABCT\ Var. 24.3 27.6 14%
Lawrence Welk Talent Show ABC T\ \ ar. 16.9 19.9 18%

1 Life I9 Worth Living ABC TV Relig. 7.1 6.8 -4%
I Life Of Rile) NBC TV Sit. Com. 14.9 21.1 64%
I Lineup CBS TV Myst. 21.7 26.5 22%
| Lone Ranger ABC T\ West. 10.7 19.9 86%
I Loretta Young M!CT\ Drama 20.1 23.1 15%
1 Masquerade Party ABCT\ Quiz 11.4 11.8 4%
1 Meet the Press NBCTN Int. 7.7 8.7 13%
1 Millionaire CBS TV Drama 22.4 31.7 42%

\1\ Friend Flicka CBS TV West. 10.3 24.3 136%
I Name That Tune CBS T\ Quiz 16.7 27.3 63%
1 National Bowling Champs NBCT\ Sport 8.8 9.5 8%
| Navy Log ABC TV Adv. 15.1 19.1 26%
1 Noah's Ark NBC TV Drama 14.6 17.7 21%
S Omnibus ABC TV Misc. 5.2 4.4 -18%
| On Trial NBC TV Drama 12.2 16.5 35%
| Ozark Jubilee ABC TV Var. 4.7 9.5 102%
1 People Are Funny NBC TV Misc. 24.1 32.8 36%
| Peoples Choice NBC TV Sit. Com. 17.9 23.5 31%
1 Perry Como NBC TV Var. 23.8 33.4 40%
1 Person to Person CBS TV Int. 29.9 23.7 -26%
1 Phil Silvers CBS TV Sit. Com. 16.8 29.7 77%
| Playhouse 90 CBS TV Drama 16.7 22.4 34%
I Press Conference ABC TV Int. 2.6 2.7 4%
1 Ray Anthony ABC TV Var. 4.0 6.2 56%
1 Red Skelton CBS TV Comedy 25.9 30.9 19%
I Rin Tin Tin ABC TV West. 17.4 28.7 65%
I Robin Hood CBS TV Adv. 23.8 32.1 35%
| Robert Montgomery NBC TV Drama 17.3 14.8 -17%
I Roy Rogers NBC TV West. 10.2 21.0 106%
1 Schlitz Playhouse CBS TV Drama 18.9 25.0 32%
1 Sgt. Preston CBS TV Adv. 15.6 25.2 62%
I 77th Bengal Lancers NBC TV Adv. 9.1 15.1 66%
I Sir Lancelot NBC TV Adv. 12.9 19.4 50%
1 $64,000 Challenge CBS TV Quiz 25.7 32.1 25%
1 $64,000 Question CBS TV Quiz 28.6 36.3 27 %
1 Stanley NBC TV Sit. Com. 11.8 20.2 77%
1 Steve Allen NBC TV Var. 18.4 29.1 58%
| Studio One CBS.TV Drama 15.4 21.0 36%
i This Is Your Life NBC TV Misc. 21.0 26.8 28%
1 Treasure Hunt ABC TV Quiz 13.0 17.3 13%
1 Twenty-one NBC TV Quiz 18.0 14.5 -24%
1 U. S. Steel Hour CBS TV Drama 16.9 21.6 28%
1 Vise, The ABC TV Myst. 8.2 9.6 17%

\ oice of Firestone ABC T\ Music 5.4 9.4 74%
1 Walter Winchell NBC TV Var. 17.6 16.9 -4%
|Wed. Night Fights ABC T\ Sport 13.4 17.2 28%
I West Point CBS TV Adv. 13.6 22.2 63%
1 What's My Line? CBS TV Quiz 27.3 31.4 15%
| Wire Service ABC TV Drama 8.6 13.8 60%
| Wyatt Earp ABC T\ West. 22.6 31.8 41 %
You Asked For It ABC TV Misc. 10.5 13.8 31%

1 You Bet Your Life NBCTN Quiz 27.9 31.1 11%
I Your Hit Parade NBC TV Var. 25.6 28.7 12%
| Zane Grey Theatre CBS TV West. 15.5 27.3 76%

1 by which Nielsen rating Is higher than Trended. Where there i- minus sign, this shows the percent |
1 1 lei Is higher than Nielsen. Nielsen ratings are a two week average for the period eniiint 8

December 19T>ti. Trendex ratings cover the week ending 7 December. Show categories are SrONSOR's. List =

J comprises 112 nighttime network tv programs.

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimmiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiimmmiiiiiimimmmmiiiimm

Trendex cities were chosen because

all three tv networks have full-time out-

lets there. Ed Hvnes, Trendex presi-

dent, estimates that his service covers

90' '( of those tv homes which can re-

ceive shows from all three networks

on the dav of origination. There are,

of course, additional homes which can

receive all three networks but, in some

cases, these homes see telecasts which

had originated on a different dav.

Thus, Trendex ratings disclose how a

program is doing against its competi-

tion. And since network competition

for the country as a whole is not as

tough as in the 15 cities, Nielsen na-

tional ratings tend to be higher.

Trendex figures also tend to reflect

urban program likes and dislikes, ap-

parently the major reason for the dif-

ferences in rating increases among dif-

ferent program categories.

Because of the variation in the rat-

ing increase the average shown for all

programs is not particularly useful in-

sofar as predicting what a particular

show will do. Even within a program

categorv the average for that category

must be used with care. For example,

in the drama categorv the range varied

from a Nielsen 17 r
< below the Tren-

dex to a Nielsen 83% above. How-

ever, a study of the live hour dramas

showed that, with one exception, the

increases tended to cluster together.

Similarly, in the western category,

those shows with particular appeal to

children increased more than the so-

called adult westerns. The mystery

categorv showed the greatest consist-

ency in the percent of increase of indi-

vidual shows.

Though Nielsen and Trendex differ

in program rating levels, program

trends appear to run parallel, most

researchers agree. As a matter of

fact, one Trendex-Nielsen study done

last year by Bryan Houston found

that the rating spread for a number of

shows ran pretty constant. For exam-

ple, a rating comparison over nine

months for Oh. Susannah showed that

the Nielsen was consistentlv about 10

rating points higher than the Trendex.

A similar storv was uncovered with

Caesar's Hour. Like sponsor, the

agencv researchers found the pattern

of rating increases was made clearer

bv breaking the figures down by pro-

gram tvpe. It is significant that the

average rating spread for situation

(Please turn to page 46)
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HEY K/DS K
T M/SS

"UNCLE HUGO'
IN P£RSONlN Th STORE

FRIDAY *t

FREE Gtfl y and o

Not merchandising: fbis i- a traffic-building promotion; it doesn't aecessaril) move -<»ii|-. i- not merdi ;tn.n

WHAT IS MERCHANDISING?

Carl H. Vogr, who wrote tin- re-

port on merchandising, knows the

retail level. He Started in retailing,

for nian\ yar- »a- a Mike—on &

Robbins salesman. He's now mer-

chandising manager of stations

WISN, WISN-T\ in Milwaukee

You have no yardstick for measuring station performance

—

unless you are sure you know what the word merchandising

means. Sometimes it's easier to sa> what merchandising isn'l

"Dear Sir:

!• \oii no doubt know, we have

a schedule running on \our sta-

tion for — — . ff e would ap-

preciate any merchandising

help you uill give ...

1 o station men this is an all too

familiar prototype. I he\ also "no

doubt know" that tin- "suggested list

uill contain what Ha- come to be an

almost standard group of "merchandis-

ing'
1

and promotion.il a< ti\ itii -

o\ which will cost more- than the

"schedule running on youi station.

I o idvertising men this n

nebulous activity known a- merchan-

dising. It ha- onlj been in the last ten

war- that this word has been added to

the lexit on ,.f advertising agent iea and

it tna\ he well to throw in a hit of

clarification of the subject Men-han-

dising i- well on its wa\ to becoming

one of the most abused and :u»nnder-
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STATION MERCHANDISING continued

I*"

This is merchandising: getting client favorable end display which tends to

increase sales; or setting up product sampling booth and supplying demonstrator

represents real merchandising, Carl \ ogt explain* in text. Pictures show merchan-

dising t >> WISN. Call letters are absent unle>- there's a shew to tie-in with

-torn) words in the advertising indus-

try.

Rightly or wrongly, the function of

merchandising has come to be regard-

ed as a burden which must be borne.

It's considered an expensive load by

station executives who sometimes feel

as if they were watching their profits

melt away in dribblets of ineffective

nothingness. It's considered a bother-

some annoyance by agency personnel

who sometimes feel that their life

would be much simpler if they didn't

have to cope with what often is a

smokescreen of verbiage anent mer-

chandising thrown up to hide poor per-

formance in a stations basic medium.

As is so often the case, the happy

truth lies somewhere around the mid-

point of these exasperating extremes.

Merchandising is a necessary activity

of all who would sell goods in todays

marketplace. Stations. 1>\ reason of

their peculiar abilities, are often in a

position to render a service in this field

that an advertiser's own representatives

are unable to accomplish.

It is possible for a station to engage

profitably in an effective merchandis-

ing program without an onerous bur-

den of expense. It is also compara-

tively simple for an advertising agenc)

to separate "the wheat from the chaff'*

merchandising presentations are

involved. It is necessarv. however, that

both stations and agencies maintain an

understanding of the true definition of

merchandising and apply it as a yard-

stick for measuring performance.

First of all. we must know what mer-

chandising means. In practice, as mer-

chandising programs have normallv

been set up by broadcasting stations,

the activity has usually been consid-

ered to be a promotional function:

consequently, the tendency has been to

regard even action taken in its rela-

tion to station promotion rather than

to the needs of the advertiser, and a

bundle of pretty photographs and

colorful jumbo postcards substitute in

many cases for solid accomplishment.

This emphasis is wrong. Function-

ally, promotion's purpose is the crea-

tion of impressions. It may or mav

not have am direct bearing upon re-

tail sales.

Merchandising has a different slant.

It has as its primary purpose the move-

ment of goods, usually at the retail

level.

W e can illustrate. Not too long ago.

WISN -TV's Uncle Hugo made an ap-

pearance in an area super market on

behalf of General Food's Post Cereals.

Over a thousand youngsters appeared;

traffic was jammed: the local newspa-

per sent a photographer: the joint was

literal l\ jumping: and it took the mer-

chant quite some time to work off the

excess inventory he had purchased to

build his displays.

This was good promotion. It intro-

duced housewives to the store who had

never been there before and enhanced

Post Cereal's standing with both con-

sumers and the retailer. The purpose

of creating impressions was accom-

plished.

For General Foods' Instant Maxwell

House, we set up four demonstration

and sampling promotions in as many
super markets. Overflow crowds were

not in evidence: no traffic jam oc-

curred: no photographer appeared

from the local paper: vet as many
cases of merchandise were sold at re-

tail in each outlet as had been pur-

chased by the single merchant for

I nele Hugo's appearance.

This was good merchandising. New
customer who had not previously tried

instant coffee purchased it. The reali-

zation of the market potential was

brought a little closer. The purpose of

effecting the movement of goods at the

retail level was accomplished. In com-

parison, the costs of these two event-

were approximately the same!

With this difference in mind it

should not be difficult for stations to

huild. and advertising agencies to

judge, a merchandising program. Let's

examine the conditions which must be

fulfilled by an adequate attempt
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I irst, we r 1 1 1
1 - 1 examine .ill plans in

the lighl ni the purpose to ring the

caafa registers "I the markel in favoi oi

advertisers. \\ e tnual a< cepl the fa< i

thai this i- .1 plodding, pavement

pounding soi i oi job, .1- contrasted t"

the inconglomerate mass oi stunts and

whingdings thai normall) | » ^ 1 —— foi

merchandising.

Nation- musl be prepared to accom-

plish the maximum possible results

consistent with good business practice

for theii advertisers. Ml musl be

treated proportionately. The) must

also control costs. Commercial broad-

casting stations are nol among those

"i ganizations thai can claim to be al-

truistic.

\\ li 1«- on this Bubjecl oi cost, ii

mi-lii be well tn note thai the value ol

time traded out For displays and other

cooperation must !>« included in all

calculations, li must be remembered
that the commodity which broadcasters

have to sell i> time. Time has .1 value

to them the same as a physical inven-

tor) has a value to an advertiser. Jusl

as a merchant 11-e- sales and special

I" ii es t" move merchandise, >o sta-

timi- use "package plans" to move
their unsold "inventory" of time.

Next, clients must It classified. It is

obvious that the same assistance which
is rendered a 52 week program adver-

tise] w ill be much 1 :ostl) to accord

to a once a week i n-and-i niter.

hue merchandising is an expensive

operation; therefore, stations find that

the) must sta) in the realm of promo-
tion for the small advertiser. This

mean- jumbo postcards or some equal-

ly economical method of informing the

trade of the advertising schedule.

riu-e mailings have a wa) of piling

up mi the retailer: so some stations

find that a monthl) newsletter or an

advertisement in the merchant""- organ-

ization's own publication i- more ef-

fective and gets more reader-hip than

the individual mailing piece which
Boon becomes "one of a crowd."

Tor the buyers of large and 01 con-

sistent spot schedule-, a heav) satura-

tion campaign, or a program it be-

comes economicall) feasible for a sta-

tion to extend true merchandising help.

\\ hat this help consists of depends
upon a considerable number of factors:

type of business, -tale of distribution,

standing with retailer- of both adver-

tiser and station, advertising expendi-

ture, to name hut a feu.

Here is where station- OCCUp) a pe-

1 Please turn page 1
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CAN RADIO ATTRACT A LIVE

AUDIENCE IN A HURRY?

I adio iu-i .1 thingamajig that's tun.. I in becausi ii - there

01 w ill people ii "I theii wa) i" enjo) it
'

Evidence thai tin- lattei i- the case was provided recentl) bj

\\ I IV Mew Orleans, which pulled I". it- "Radio Appre-

ciation Might" ii Pontchartrain Beach Vmusemenl Park.

I lie Storz-operated outlet blended .1 short, hut punchy, pro-

motion campaign with well-known, I i \.
• r< ling talent i"

bring out tin- crowd. I In- W II \ -how wa- prei eded b) a week

of on-theaii teasers followed !>\ a week •! straight promotion,

graduated in impact but fairl) heav) throughout. Result: one

ol the largest nighttime crowds evei .it the park \\ I I \ esti-

mates it cost tin- station, at tin- straight 1 aid rate less than nine

cent- a head to attract tin- audience, a price tin- station feels i-

a bargain considering the amount of exposure i" tin station's

call lettei -

Besides on-the-aii promotion, promotional ^immiik- in-

clude: 1 I 1 broadcasting of the '/"/' In Shou remote from the

beach, >2> buying out all the amusement rides between 1:00

and 7:00 p.m. and offering them free to the public, (3) giving

awa\ nearl) I.nun records, ' I' hiring models t" weai W ll\

streamer- and hand mil station promotion.

I In- main event, which took place on 22 August, wa- pre-

ceded b) a 20-minute lot featuring tin- orchestra and II

-how from a local night club. Vftei a 100-minute break, the

big -how went on at 9:30 p.m.

Each of tlie recording acts wa- introduced b) a \\ I I \ per-

sonality, each "I whom had a -mall ad nf hi- own. Highlight-

ing tin- lineup of recording stars were tin- Everl) Brothers;

others were < huck Miller, Martha Lou Harp, Joel Grey, < ••

Hamilton, fomrm Leonetti, lerri Vdams. Bonnie Guitar. ^

Recording stars, beavj on-the-air promol

publicity gimmicks attracted 10.000 t" "Radio Vppreciatinn

show staged b) W I l\ \; • \

13



MERCHANDISING
(Continued from page 13)

culiarl) effective position, one ac-

corded them b\ the natural contacts

which the) can uain and maintain with

retailers. In calling on chains, the ad-

vertise] s representative is often unable

to contact the sales and supervisory

personnel; hut it is here that final de-

i ision is made regarding items to be

featured and promotions to be run.

Stations have these persons as their

normal contacts. It is not hard to see

how a station which has developed

close retailer contacts is a valuable ally.

Chain display offers are good mer-

chandising. The most effective step

that can be taken to increase sales in

todays self-service marketplace is the

improvement of display size and loca-

tion of an advertiser's wares in retail

outlets. Exchange facility agreements

can handle this very nicely.

But merchandising experience is es-

sential. All too often chain display

contracts are neither properlv made
nor effectively administered. \\ itli

merchandising personnel now handling

our contracts at WISN AM-TV, all re-

£ fk£

J*md

S© C f&&

WICHITA AREA ARB REPORTS . .

.

4 out of 5 KTVH VIEWERS are ADULTS

it*?

i^\

•i-

ADULTS WITH BUYING POWER

*
In the June, 1957 ARB of the Wichita area,

KTVH leads the way where it counts— with

2,872,897 adult viewer impressions in the top

73 quarter hours. Four out of five viewers

on KTVH are adults, who pack real

"grownup" buying power!

1 TO SELL KANSAS . . . BUY KTVH. Exclusive CBS-TV for Central Kansas.

kTVh
ward 0. Peterson, General Manager • Represented Nationally by H-R Television, Inc.

tailcrs were actively solicited as a mat-

ter of policy, regardless of size, and

the price per promotion is realistic.

(85$ less than the original contract

negotiated some years ago by the then

Promotion Manager I . We can be for-

given if we're a bit proud of our work-

ing arrangements with smaller inde-

pendents as well as with the largest

chains.

Kxperience pays off when merchan-

dising is needed. The Colgate district

sales manager was literally speechless

the day the author arranged feature

displays in some 140 stores with a

couple of phone calls: he'd been trying

to accomplish the same thing for a

month and only wearing out shoe

leather and pant's seats in the process.

Merchandising can be indirect, as

long as its purpose is maintained.

Some time ago we received a request

from the then Snowcrop representa-

tive. He was interested in finding a

way to substantiallv affect the sales of

frozen food products through display

arrangements.

Merely increasing the number of

rows of an item in the refrigerator

case as is normally done proved to be

of questionable value, at best. Shelf

talkers helped to a certain extent, but

didn't always pay for their production.

A controlled test, for which we were

able to help in the twin problems of

locations and control proved that there

is one method which will materially

affect the sales results on this type of

item. We're sure Snowcrop benefited

from the information obtained.

Merchandising is not confined to the

food industrv. even though it does bulk

large because of that industry's rela-

tive advertising expenditures. In other

lines, the assistance rendered often will

take different forms, but the means are

at hand and the principles of merchan-

dising equally applicable.

Take the drug industry for example.

In Milwaukee only around 8% of all

retail drug stores are organized to do

an effective merchandising job. In

this situation we take our problem to

the drug distributor.

For advertisers such as Anahist we

have been able to add to the sales

force of the client the effective assist-

ance of some 20 extra salesmen during

their heavv selling season. This is

done bv prevailing upon the drug

uholesaler to require a quota from

each salesman, and increase his com-

pensation for good performance. This

i* done bv a variation of the exchange
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facilit) deal as is i lallj operated in

conj unction h itli retail outlets.

Assistance "I this type insures maxi-

mum distribution to the large inde-

pendent majorit) which exists in the

drug field; makes certain thai "out <»l

stock" conditions are held to a mini-

mum; exposes the independent retailer

to the manufacturer's sales story; and

aids in the distribution and use of

point ol purchase matei ial.

For Deering Milliken, Inc., during

their hack-to-school promotion on Lor-

ette fabric and Maset yarn, we proved

ihai a station ran intervene success-

full) in the Bofl goods held, ["he mer-

chandising accomplished for this client

was unspectacular, but Bound. We ob-

tained newspaper space in department

store ads; conducted clerk training ses-

sions in the stores; even carried port-

able tele\ i-ion sets onto the sales floors

so the salespeople could become fa-

niiliar with the advertising claims. Ml

were small, inexpensive items in them-

selves, together, the) added up to a

successful selling promotion.

Merchandising is not a short cut for

broadcasting station- to take with

grand expectations of a rush ol new

business. Agencies verj properl)

should refuse to accept merchandising

as a substitute for performance in a

station s basic medium.

On the other hand, agencies should

not regard merchandising services as

"free goods." The) are services ren-

dered to an advertiser in order for him

to obtain maximum sales results from

their advertising. It has truh been

said that advertising can drive a house-

wife into a store and even up to the

shell, hut it is merchandising which

make- her reach for the right package.

I he logical man to coordinate a sta-

tion's activities with the advertiser's

need- and -ales policies is the client's

local district sales manager. He's the

man responsible for the territory's

sales record, and the purpose of all

advertising and merchandising i- to

improve that record.

let the man on the ground judge

the value of a station's merchandising

assistance and forward the merchan-
dising reports. Strip the tinsel off the

prett) pictures and judge a station's

advertising and merchandising effec-

tiveness 1>\ the sale- record. The
money in the cash register is all that

really counts.

The biggest value of merchandising
programs from a stations point of

vantage lies in renewals oi satisfied

ad\ ei i isei - and the relations m hii h this

assistance helps t" fostei between ad-

\ ei i isers and then media.

Here al W ISN \M l\ we have a

nhole h'>-i "i -i -.(-"nal advertisers who
repeatedl) i ome bai k to us \ eai aftei

year, led b) the effectiveness of oui

combination ol pel i"i main e in oui

basic media plus the men handi

sei \ ices w ith w hich we bai k h up. \

fi h nt these clients I . S. Rubbei I

Roberts, Johnson, Rand; Fels-Naptha;

Lan-o-sheen; Mishawaka Rubber &

\\ oolen Mfg. I o.; Deering, Milliken:

D. L. Clark Co '

Oui men handi

-i-i.d in entl) in ihi i ' t..

\\ ISN I \ ..l II I II. .-,/ '

produi i-. ami Northei n Papei Mills

\inl there - the ii ue m< the

handising -im ) . < I men ban-

ili-iii-' i- ii"i no essai il) I promo-

tion, |u-i at ""d promotion i- nol

mi
.
--.ii il) good men handising. I In-

n|.|i-i lives are different.

lake art, men handising is limited

onl) lis the limitations of those who
seek in emplo) it Learn it- pr<

applications and enjo) the results, ^

Bigger than you think! The

umoi Port Arth ge

area is the fourth largest market

in Texas and it's all yours with

KFDM Beaumont Radio and TV

CBS
ABC See PETERS-GRIFFIN-WOODWARD, inc.
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NIELSEN AND TRENDEX
(Continued from page K))

comedies was almost identical in both

studies.

It i> also interesting to note that the

Bryan Houston study, done on the

basis of V | *
i-

1 1 1956 Trendex and \iel-

•rii ratings, came up with almost the

same average rating spread. The

ii fury spread came to 5.5 points while

sponsor's figure is 5.7, a remarkable

similarity even taking only statistical

variations into account.

Paul Keller, associate research di-

rector of Reach. McClinton. who ran

the study at Bryan Houston when he

was associate research director there,

said the rating spread could he at-

tributed to three factors. They are

I 1 I difference in method between

Nielsen and Trendex. 121 different

areas surveyed and (3) statistical

error.

He calculated the first factor by

comparing the 15-city Trendex and

Nielsens 14-city multi-network rat-

ing. Since the coverage of these two

measurements are almost identical.

Keller assumed that the difference in

the average ratings of the two services

would be due to differences in tech-

nique. This figure came to 2.4 rating

points.

Keller then compared the national

Nielsen with the 14-city Nielsen and

found the average rating differed b)

2.1 points. This figure is a measure

of program preferences of the U. S.

as a whole vs. the 14 cities, since the

method of measuring was identical.

The remaining 1.0 rating points in

the total average spread of 5.5 points

Keller ascribed to expected statistical

error.

The fact that several sources con-

sider five rating points a good average

spread between Trendex and Nielsen

indicates that it is more than a coin-

cidence. While this figure is not re-

liable in predicting a Nielsen ratin»

lor a specific show, it appears reliable

for predicting a general sets-in-use

level.

This doesn't mean that it is possible

to come up with any kind of mathe-

matical formula. Research must be

tempered with judgment and a broad

knowledge of other factors that influ-

ence ratings. This is especially true

with trying to figure out the first rat-

ing of the season. An educated guess

can be made but it must be made with

care. ^

?L 1-6353

Network Affiliations: NBC; ABC; MBS Sales Offices: New York, Cincinnati, Ch

Sales Representatives: NBC Spot Sales: Detroit. Los Angeles, San Frarf
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SPONSOR ASKS

Should a station representative approach the client directly «*

E. E. (Jim) Eshleman, Jr., sales man-

ager, radio ditision, Edward Petry & Co.,

New York

We, in radio, feel that it is not only

appropriate but often mandatory to

sell the client directly in certain types

of sales efforts involving, for example:

1. An attempt to convert a non-radio

account.

2. Presenting a different general

Inning pattern, such as afternoon vs.

"creation of

a better

understanding?

morning or nighttime vs. daytime.

3. Securing an addition to a market

list.

4. Creation of a better understand-

ing of a particular station's qualitative

values when we feel that an agency is

using sliderule buying methods.

5. An effort to help the buyer com-

municate a vital change in the over-all

competitive radio picture in a market

in which the advertiser is vitally in-

terested, such as a totally new pro-

graming concept, new facilities, or

other factors not yet reflected in a rat-

ing trend.

6. Direct demonstration of a par-

ticular station's extra special service

capabilities, such as merchandising,

point-of-sale displays, end or dump
displays, competitive store checks, etc.

These activities are often of more in-

terest to the client himself than the

timebuyer.

We make every effort to maintain

excellent relationships with buyers,

media directors, account executives, as

well as the client. When such a re-

lationship has been properly estab-

lished, there is no feeling of "going

over the timebuyer's head.'"

The problem and circumstances

must dictate the approach to be taken.

Certainly there can be no fixed plan

since agency organization and pro-

cedures vary, as well as agency-client

relationships.

There are many ways we go about

these direct client contacts. The actual

contact may take the form of a direct

call on the advertising manager or

sales manager I sometimes both) by

the representative salesman assigned to

the account, but more often it will be a

joint sales call byr the representative

salesman and his sales manager. When-
ever it is possible, we include an ex-

ecutive of the station involved.

Adam Young, Adam Young, Inc., New

York

Client contact is not bypassing the

agency. Rather, it is the media repre-

sentative's insurance that he is provid-

ing maximum service to the advertiser.

we are spe-

cialists in how
best to sell''

the agency, and to his own clients

—

in our case, broadcasters.

We believe that active, continuing

contact with the advertiser is a basic

responsibility in station representation.

Broadcasting is such a fast moving,

rapidly changing field that no agen< \

or advertiser can keep currently in-

formed except through the efforts of

station representatives.

With so many media decisions made
at the client level, this contact is essen-

tial if we are to get for our stations the

business they deserve. Effective rep-

resentation requires that a selling job

be done with every individual who
has any voice in the selection of media

and markets.

Competing media have followed this

policy for years, and the broadcast

media are short-changing themselves

if they neglect to sell both agency and

client on the use of radio and tele-

vision.

In addition to its sales aspect, direct

contact with the client enables the rep-

resentative to service the advertiser

more thoroughly. We are specialists

in how best to sell those markets where

we represent broadcast facilities. Be-

cause we concentrate on a limited num-

ber of stations, our knowledge of each

market's characteristics is wider and

deeper than any agencv can be ex-

pected to acquire. Our i esearch and

sales service staff is ready to provide

the client with extensive analysis on

any phase of his sales problems in our

areas.

Frank E. Pellegrin, vice president and

partner, H-R Television, Inc.; New York

I believe it is appropriate to sell the

client direct

1. When the problem goes beyond

ordinary media considerations.

2. When extra strong competition

from other (and unfriendb I media re-

quires.

3. When an agency research or

media department does not give a par-
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ticulai market its propel recognition

in ici iii^ ni Bales potent i.il. due to spe

rial circumstances which we feel would

be better understood and appreciated

l>\ the client

I. When more than advertising con-

siderations are involved, Buch as per-

sonal or political angles.

.">. \\ lien you think \ « » 1 1 an- not get-

ting a full and fail hearing, ami every-

thing t'lsc fails.

(>. When, for an\ of several good

reasons, an agency asks "i suggests

that \ nil do it.

Remember that in tin' intricate ad-

vertising field there are all kinds "I

agencies; Borne do a superbl) complete

job with their client- and it i- never

necessar) to -ell them direct. Others

are just (he < >p| >< >- it«- and there are all

shades in between. You have to be

guided therefore b] your best judg-

ment, experience and knowledge of the

particular sel of facts in each case, so

it is impossible l" sel up one fixed rule.

"It's best to

he completely

Iran/:"

W hen making the direct client ap-

proach, I think it's best to he com-
pletely frank about it with l><>th agenc)
and client. It's best to clear the call

with the agenc) beforehand if this is

possible, and if not. to notifj them
of your intentions and then to brief

the agency people involved on w hat

transpired soon afterwards.

Client meetings should be earefulK

planned and prepared and pitched on
a high constructive level, with the idea

of adding to the client's knowledge
rather than nierelv complaining of

real or fancied ill treatment.

Even if you are making the call be-

cause you think you got a had deal

from the agency, it's better to make
a solid constructive presentation to the

client, without casting aspersions, be-

cause this will accomplish both pur-

poses; it will get you the order if you
deserve it and will not destrov your
relations with an agency that might
he otherwise treating you quite fairly.

Be sure, however, to supply the agencv

with the same information vou give

the client.

In fact, there are main clients that

[Please turn page)

fine fabulous

TV-TULSA covers 45 counties where . . .

AUTOMOTIVE SALES TOTAL
$314,275,000.00*

Within the "fabulous 45" is Tulsa, 12th in auto

sales in the U. S. and second in cars per capita.

Auto sales in the 31 Oklahoma counties equal well

over half of Oklahoma's total . . . The half you

can't reach without TV-Tulsa.

you get the fabulous 45.** ' *
•.

on LY
,
wi th

;

TULSA
:

Sales Management's Survey

of Buying Power, 1957
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SPONSOR ASKS continued . . .

we call on regularl) in our normal

operations and have been doing so for

man} years. This is common practice,

and I believe it is thoroughl) under-

stood l>\ the agencies concerned.

Surel) the) would agree that no one

should attempl to render clients or

salesmen incommunicado, or to build

impregnable walls between them. We
are all interested in the same end:

better service to the client and better

results from his advertising, and if

each part) will treat the others with

fairness and frankness, everybod) con-

cerned will do a better job.

M. F. Beck, radio sales. The Katz igenc)

The client is an integral part of the

sales formula and is always included

by The Katz Agenc) in its sales ap-

proach. A representative's obligation

to a client station, as we see it. is to

do a well-rounded selling job. This in-

cludes a coordinated sales effort aimed

at both client and agency, in addition

to continuing contact by the station

with local wholesalers and distributors.

The most effective selling of spot radio

cannot be accomplished in New York

alone, but onl) when the local buying

inlluences are approached as well.

While this pattern is always applic-

able, there are cases in which it max

be altered and more than usual em-

phasis placed on selling the client di-

r
'

coordination

on all levels"

rectly. We can cite three examples:

1. Concept selling: When we are

selling spot radio as a medium, espe-

cially where past advertising has been

in other media, an intensified client

approach is necessary.

2. Very often the client has a unique

appreciation of the advantages of spot

radio. We also find many knowledge-

able clients who can discern best bins

in markets. In such cases a direct

client sell is a distinct advantage, with

the agency advised at all times of de-

velopments. Bv the same token, many

clients leave media selection completely

in the hands of their agency.

3. When a sales message does not

get the reception at the agenc) we

think it deserves, we do a complete

selling job, comparable to an agenc)

presentation, direct to the client. Ibis.

Which
again, is always done with the agenc) a

lull knowledge to insure coordination

on all levels.

Ed Jameson, directoi o) SBC Television

Spot Sales. \eii > ml.

We have approached main prospects

directl) to show win spot tv merits in-

clusion in their advertising campaigns.

Alter consulting the prospect's

agenes (with which we al\\a\s main-

"how can

we lielj>

create sales

lain close contact I and learning all we

can about the client and his product,

we ask ourselves: How can we help

this potential client to create new

sales areas or expand his present ones?
|

An intelligent recommendation can

be made only when the client's selling,

merchandising, advertising and even

personnel problems are understood.

Sometimes the client has a problem

that doesn't involve straight selling.

It may deal with the firm's relations

with its employees or its stockholders.

Depending on the facts in a particu-

lar situation, we point out how spot

television can help solve the problem,

either by itself or with other media.

Basing our recommendation on the

kind of audience the client wants to

reach, we may recommmend a news,

sports or weather show, syndicated or

feature film. . . . etc.

After the prospect has become a

client of NBC Spot Sales, we go to

him directly to show how our adver-

tising, promotion, research and mer-

chandising departments are at work.

Agencies recognize us as a prime

mover of products and are therefore

interested in our continuing efforts in

this area. The) often suggest that we

approach the client to demonstrate

how spot can be used profitably in the

14 markets which we represent.

Much missionary work remains to

be done for the medium of spot tv. to

educate clients to its tremendous ad-

vantages. To help accomplish this.

NBC Spot Sales recent l\ created a

"New Business" department. This de-

partment, which is unique in the field

of station representation, will make

concentrated efforts to sell the overall

concept of spot to agencies as well as

directh t<> the client. t*

mi
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CERTAINLY, you know what you're

doing I But who are you to say that

this baby, that gal, will rule the raves

straight across the country? Why not

pretest your talent ... put it on film

. . . show it to audiences—of all types,

all locales. Then you'll know in

advance. What's more you enjoy the

advantage of easier programming,

deeper coverage . . . when you

USE EASTMAN FILM.

For complete information write to:

Motion Picture Film Department

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Rochester 4, N.Y.

Do if IN COLOR . .

.

You'll be glad you didI

East Coast Division

342 Madison Avenue

New York 17, N.Y.

West Coast Division

6706 Santa Monica Blvd.

Hollywood 38, California

Midwest Divi

1 30 East Randolph Drive

Chicago 1, Illinois

or W. J. GERMAN, INC.
Agents for the sale and distribution of Eastman Professional

Motion Picture Films, Fort Lee, N. J.; Chicago, III.; Hollywood, Calif.



i. I spot editor
4 column sponsored by one of the leading film producers in television

SAKHA
NEW YORK: 200 EAST 56TH STREET

CHICAGO: 16 EAST ONTARIO STREET

How to humanize roller bearings? Sarra makes them act! Via stop motion a

Timken roller bearing rolls, then zooms into stirring shots of the product in-

use ... in planes, trains, farm equipment. A switchback to stop motion at the

end underscores the Timken slogan: "At Timken, we have a word for it

—

betterness." An exciting commercial that opens and closes the Timken show.

Produced bv SARRA in Eastman color and in black and white for The
TIMKEN ROLLER BEARING CX). through BATTEN, BAR ION. Dl'R
STINE & OSBORN, INC.

SARRA, INC.

New York: 200 East 56th Street

Chicago: 16 East Ontario Street

4-1

Here's a how a spectacular" 5-minute spectacular for Rheingold does a triple

job. It introduces the 1958 Miss Rheingold contestants, urges the public to

vote in the country's second largest election, subtly sells via the ballot boxes

—

and makes a musical comedy of the entire spot. Marge and Gower Champion
—working with a special musical score—sing, dance, and "emcee" the show.
The highlight of a park scenic design is a stylized carrousel—a device that

makes possible three natural and interesting presentations of the 1958 con-

testants. Produced bv SARRA for LIEBMANN BREWERIES, INC. through
FOOTE, CONE & BELDING.

SARRA, INC.

New York: 200 East 56th Street

Chicago: 16 East Ontario Street

This 60-second spot, one of a series for Zenith Radio Corporation, forcefully

demonstrates how beautiful a Zenith Hi-Fi set looks, and how realistic it

sounds. Decorator-planned interiors enhance Zenith models. So that anyone
can see how the component parts of a Zenith Hi-Fi set operate, the various

elements are popped in—in sync with voice over. Here technical information
is delivered with seeming simplicity. Produced bv SARRA for ZENITH
RADIO CORPORATION through EARLE LUDG1N & COMPANY.

SARRA, INC.

New York: 200 East 56th Street

Chicago: 16 East Ontario Street

This commercial for Knox Gelatine brings statistics to life—with hands!

Hands moving against a black background demonstrate how 7 out of 10

women with splitting, breaking fingernails can benefit from Knox Gelatine.

They also create enough excitement to hold interest high for the convincing
product demonstration and close-ups of package that follow. The entire story

of Knox Gelatine-for-fingernails is packed—with apparent ease—into 20

seconds. Produced by SARRA for CHARLES B. KNOX GELATINE CO.,
INC. through CHARLES W. HOYT COMPANY, INC.

SARRA, INC.

New York: 200 East 56th Street

Chicago: 16 East Ontario Street
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Reports and evaltu

opinit bn buyeri and

FILM-SCOPE
21 September NTA, which was the first syndicator to tak< a fliei Into bartei lime, thl w« i k

owwtiM •« became a crusader against this sort of business.
«npN*nn rllULICATIONS INC

Oliver \. I nger, \l'\ executive v.p., in a scathii nl di cribed i

"downgrading values of both films and station lime" and a "detrimental i<> lh<

entire i> industry."

\(l(lcd I nger: The healthiest economj [or the film business is through purchases al

"regular and package station rates" by ad agencies "trained in tin specifics ol

limebuying."

A barter deal which NTA had going with Exquisite Form Bra recentlj fizzled.

fhis week as for man} before rising costs continued lo gel star billing in the

film business. "Where, saj harassed filmmakers, "will the production mone from?"

Short range, FILM-SCOPE finds, it will continue to come from three tried and true

sources

:

I
i I'lIE BANKS: ITiis kind "I borrowing costs between .V \ and 695 ''pin- serv-

ice charge). What usuallj happens is that a producer j:*-!-. a guarantee from a dis-

tributor that the hank will be repaid. On the basis of this understanding, the bank

forks over the money. Thr distributor jj«'is a cut (around 2.V",
) for his share in t li>

deal, and the bank keeps a claim on the producer's product until he settles up.

2i THE "FACTOR"*: In the broadest sense, this is .1 fellow who gives you "second

money." .Because of h is greater risk and because "second money" is t • . i • i "fT last

factoring charges run high. \n actual figure i- prettj meanii se the I

usuall] throws in special charges and gets a -hare in the production besides.

3) THE DISTRIBUTOR: This tends to be a straight two-waj ownership deal

in which the producer furnishes the technology and the distributor the cash. The -|ilit in

ownership and profits is 50-50.

Note: Foreign financing usually involves 'till another step—a sort of comple-

tion and delivery insurance. I he banks just won't loan you mone) <>n a promised pro-

duction because foreign lav won't honor a chattel n on it.
s " you first hi

contract for a guarante insurance) that monies invested b) a hank 1 will be

paid <dT. In England, Film Finance- Ltd. deal- exclusivel) in these guaranl

It goes without saying that this financial rigmarole— in whole or in part—-gets

calculated into the final cost of a film.

Transfilm i* inviting New York agencies for a peck al some new experimental

footage in the hope that the techniques can 1"" used in commercials.

\ll thai the trade know- about it is that it employs live photograph) plus several

new devices and that Transfilm has sunk several thousand into devel

The fate <>f the Lucj reruns on I BS in the Wednesdaj 7:3(W1 tune period

momentarily look* cheery. \n overnight ["rendex showed thai it was a close m
with the nv\s Disneyland Beries "ii \BC T\

.

Next question: What happens when NBC*;- Wagon Train starts t" roll?
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FILM-SCOPE continued .

When FILM-SCOPE asked a group of its Station Spotters recently how their relation-

ships with s\ndicators were shaping up, the broadcasters in the main said that they

would like less of the fast-buck technique (31 August, page 77 l.

This week FILM-SCOPE asked syndicators for their version. The Spotters:

Bernie Crost, sales v. p., Walter Schwimmer; Don L. Kearney, sales v. p., ABC Film Syn-

dication; Jake Keever, NBC TV Films, v.p.; Tom Moore, general salesmanager, CBS
rV Film Sales; Boh Rich, general sales manager, AAP; and Bob Seidelman, manager

syndicated sales, Screen Gems.

In general, the film people think they are getting along pretty well with their

customers considering this major handicap: The use of film has spread so rapidly

that many stations can't seem to keep up with the latest concepts. Specifically:

1 ) Rigid programing notions still prevail, sometimes blinding stations to a more

flexible use of film.

2) Similarly, the "fixed-top" price idea keeps cropping up. With better quality

film, say the syndicators, stations often could boost local rates. In fact, too many sta-

tions buy film "by the pound."

3) "Red tape" screening leads to hard feelings. Thus Station A will ask for a

preliminary showing for its film buyer and program director, followed by a subsequent

screening for its top brass. Meantime competing Station B quickly makes up its mind and

takes the deal. Station A now burns.

4) Although stations are prone to complain about lack of merchandising aids, the

shoe is apt to fit the other foot. Film has a point-of-sale value for sponsors—an im-

portant angle that stations tend to overlook.

5) In the same vein, stations usually could get higher ratings (especially on
feature film) if they were as energetic in their hoopla as theatre exhibitors.

6) Looking down his nose at a film salesman may help a broadcasters ego, but it also

shuts off some of the know-how the salesman could give him. "I wish they would

stop calling us peddlers," says one film man. "Where else do they think they could

get film—from Sears, Roebuck?"

Every business has a certain amount of convenient statistical rubber. This week the

s\ ndication business is discussing how you gauge sales.

• Do you count by markets, or

• Do you count by stations?

To get a real idea, the trade feels, you should have a station list. That will

show up any duplications within markets.

Horror films again were in the news this week.

Madame Tussaud's Wax Museum—which exhibits characters whose contributions to

infamy earned them a place in its Chamber of Horrors—will be filmed for tv.

Robert Siodmak and Jules Buck, together with British film producer Charles Reyn-

olds, have tv rights to the files and name of the fantastic museum, and will produce the

series of 39 on the continent for distribution in 1958.

FLASHES FROM THE FILM FIELD: Caribe Films, Inc., a Puerto Rican Co..

has been set up to service U.S. accounts and shoot for financial savings through tax exemp-

tions and government cooperation in that country . . . Buster Crabbe stars in the new

half-hour tv series, Davy Jones, which is deep in under-water sequences—a new fad with

the kids . . . TPA says its initial 1957-58 budget is set at $6 million with five new shows

upcoming . . . The object of ZIV's latest expansion move is to provide more complete

-ales coverage because of the ever-increasing rise in syndicated sales.
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aunches another!

WAVY-TV in Norfolk sets sail as ABC-TV's

74th jive station, raising

ABC-TV coverage to 93.1 %*

Add another to the growing list of ABC-TV live markets. This one

s Norfolk-Portsmouth, Virginia - where WAVY-TV (Channel 10) went

on the air in September as a full-time ABC-TV affiliate. Now

all of this great market (the nation's 37th television market) can see

all ABC-TV shows — as scheduled and programmed.

ABC's affiliation with WAVY-TV raises our live coverage to 78

of all U. S. TV homes. Already this year, we've added stations

in San Antonio, Tucson, St. Louis and Miami. In the offing,

this season, are live, competitive ABC-TV affiliates

in Peoria, Indianapolis, New Orleans, Omaha,

Youngstown, Boston. Amarillo and Pittsburgh.

These will push our live coverage up to 85°
.

To advertisers. ABC-TV extends a cordial invitation to

take a closer look at the new ABC coverage story.

And to Norfolk, it's a hearty "Welcome aboard!"

•Total coverage for average half-hour evening program. More Bw :;





No doubt about it, there's many a truth spoken in gist CNP'fl philosophy

can be spelled out very briefly:

We believe in Planned Production. With our "Hoots and Saddles— the Story

of the Fifth Cavalry" just released for syndication, we're well on the way to completion of our

next series, "Union Pacific." And the cameras are set to roll on yet another serie.-. Continuity

of effort like this is why we have and hold some of the best creative people in the business.

Our production plans are our own. We have full confidence in the continued

growth of non-network television, and we have undertaken to supply its program needs on a

regular basis. The result: film of far greater quality per dollar invested than is possible in an

intermittent, piecework, patchwork operation. The beneficiaries: non-network advertisers, broad-

casters, the public, and us.

Our creative decisions are our own. We believe that tailoring a series to

the assorted demands of all potential customers only leads to the kind of programming that's

best described as corned beef hash.

Our timing is our own. When we produce a new series, it's because our own

best creative judgment tells us that a series is ripe for the making— not because a "pilot film"

has lured enough advance sales to underwrite any part of our negative costs.

We don't create consumers and we don't create advertising. We do create

entertainment that energizes consumers for advertising. And because CNP production doesn't

wait on sales, temporary fluctuations, or other people's opinions, we'll always be ready, a.< we

are right now, with prime syndicated TV film product to meet the growing needs of an expanding

Non-Network Market. That's the CNP storv in a nutshell. nbc television mlms a division oi

CNP
CALIFORNIA NATIONAL PRODUCTIONS. 1ST
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National and regional spot buys

in work now or recently completed

SPOT BUYS

TV BUYS

Procter & Camble Co., Cincinnati, is preparing a campaign for its

Crisco in various markets. Schedule kicks-off in September for an

indefinite period. Announcements of varied lengths will be placed

during daytime segments: frequency will depend upon the market.

Buyer: Graham Hay and Bob Pape. Agency: Compton Advertising,

New York. (Agency declined to comment.)

General Foods Corp., Maxwell House Div.. is going into scattered

markets for its Regular Maxwell House coffee. Campaign begins 1

October for 26 weeks. Nighttime minutes are sought, with fre-

quency varying. Buying is not completed. Buyer: Roger Clapp.

Agency: Benton & Bowles, Inc., New York. (Agency declined to

comment.)

Exquisite Form Brassiere Co., New York, is entering various mar-

kets to promote its undergarments. Late September schedule will

run for 52 weeks. Minutes and chainbreaks will be slotted both day-

time and nighttime: frequencv varies from market to market. Buyer:

Jo Napoli. Agency: Grey Advertising Agency, New ^ ork. This is

the cash portion of the schedule, part of which is barter. (Agency

declined to comment.)

Procter & Camble Co., Cincinnati, is initiating a campaign in

Southern markets for its Tide detergent. The September schedule

will run for 52 weeks. Minutes and chainbreaks will be placed

during nighttime hours; average frequency: five per week per mar-

ket. Buyer: Dave Place. Agency: Benton & Bowles, New York.

(Agency declined to comment.)

Bissell Carpet Sweeper Co., Grand Rapids, is going into the top

56 markets for its Breeze sweeper. September schedule will run for

seven weeks. Minute film announcements will be used during day-

time segments: frequencv will depend upon the market. Buyer:

Frank Carvell. Agency: N. W. A\er. New York.

RADIO AND TV BUYS
The Wheatena Corp.. Rahway. N. J., is planning on using radio

and television spot to reach the housewife, after many years of

strictlv print advertising. Radio-tv schedule initiates 30 September

for 18 weeks: a 10-week run. four weeks off. then an eight-week run.

Announcements will be slotted primarily during daytime segments,

Mondav through Frida\ : frequenc) will vary from market to market.

Buying is not completed. Buyer: Jim Ducey. Agency: Cunningham

& \\ alsh. New York.
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-

\
1

are

really

B-U-Z-Z-Z-I-N-G!
While some have been sleepy as gophers over the summer,

the Young group have been "busy as bees." The result is

more honey for the stations — and more stations to represent.

The new hives of activity are:

WSA I Cincinnati

WYDE Birmingham

yN I L D Boston

ADAM YOUNG INC.
NEW YORK • CHICAGO • ST. LOUIS • LOS ANGELES • SAN FRANCISCO • BOSTON

•represented by Young Representatives Inc.

Worcester WORC
Topeka K %3 A V
Why not taste some honey yourself?
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Capsule case histories of successful

local and regional radio campaigns

RADIO RESULTS

DRUG STORE
SPONSOR: Jackson's Drug Store VGENCi : Direct

Capsule case history: Results-getting radio advertising

and alert merchandising can mean success for any business.

This adage has been proven true for Jackson's Drug Store.

In December of 1948, Wallace Jackson was introduced to

radio advertising by the area's new station, KGYN. Eight

years and 3,000 broadcasts later, he's still advertising on

KGYN. The store's old 25-ft. front has been replaced with

a beautiful new 100-ft. building and a branch prescription

department has been added at one of the local clinics. For

the 3,000th consecutive broadcast, Jackson's 40-minute live

morning organ show Among my Souvenirs, was performed

from the store. The crowds and the phone requests were so

overwhelming in the town of Guymon and the entire sur-

rounding area that another program was broadcast later

that day, with equal audience response. Both Jackson and

KGYN realize that the first 3,000 are only the beginning.

KGYN, Oklahoma Citj PURCHASE: Program

SOFT DRINK
SPONSOR: Washington Coca-Cola AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: After some months of disappoint-

ing advertising results, Washington Cola Cola decided to

try radio advertising on independent specialty stations be-

cause (1) their music appealed to a large audience in the

area and (2) they had a low cost-per-1,000. Coca Cola was

able to purchase five specialty stations for the price of one

network outlet. Count ry-and-western music station WARL
was given a substantial part I $2,244 i of the budget for a

period of three months, to help increase sales in the metro-

politan area. The first month hypoed 'Coke' sales 20' '< in

the Silver Spring. Md.. area. 15' '< in the Alexandria, Va..

area, and 14% in the D. C. area. Consequently, the firm

renewed for 52 weeks and have since realized a profit in-

crease of up to 30' i over last year. \\ ith the inauguration

of the second campaign. 'Coke' increased the number of

stations used in the area, from the original four to 10.

WARL, Arlington Y\ RCH\SF. : Announcements

AUTOMOBILES
SPONSOR: Coyer Motor Co. AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: For 21 years, this Scranton Chrys-

ler dealer has sponsored The Coyer Show, a musical pres-

entation on WGBI, Sundays from 5:30 to 6:00 p.m. Nick

Coyer reports WGBI has expanded his sales area to surli

distant towns as Mount Pocono, Luzerne and Carbondale,

which have their own Chrysler dealers. From a small be-

ginning, Coyer has become one of the area's largest Chrj s-

ler dealers. With 5(V ', of his ad budget in radio (the re-

mainder is divided in print). Coyer and WGBI lia\e cre-

ated many new slogans and promotion ideas. One of tlicm.

"Coyarized Used Cars," has won strong public recognition.

Indication of radio's good will: people constantly visit show-

room to request numbers to be played. The auto agencj

reports that radio advertising has been primariK responsible

for their success in the area. Coyer says: "00'
<

of the cars sold have radios—and radio sells cars!"

WGBI. Set inton I'l RCH VSE: 30 minutes

SHOPPING CENTER
SPONSOR: Lochwood Shopping AGENCY: Clarke, Dunagan &

Capsule case history: What happens when a new, giant

shopping center backs its opening day with 24-hours of on-

the-spot radio coverage? The result is the biggest crowd

ever gathered in Dallas except for the opening of the State

Fair. Police estimated 103.000 shoppers turned out to see

the center dedicated, to be entertained by an all-star line-u|>.

and to visit Lochwood's 36 retail stores. KLIF placed a

specially designed glass 'fishbowT broadcast booth at the

shopping center for the 24-hour schedule. Beginning at

12:01 a.m.. its d.j."s did their regularly scheduled shows

from the 'fishbowl." All commercial time during the <la\

was allocated to Lochwood's merchants. Bill Dunagan, of

Clarke. Dunagan X Humnes. the agency, said: "Advertis-

ing the shopping center on KLIF made it one of the cit) -

greatest promotions in years. The full impact of 24 hours

of radio put the Lochwood opening "over the top!

KLIF, Dallas PI RCHASE: 24-hour schedull
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Two exciting

personality programs

daily from Detroit's

EASTLAND SHOPPING
CENTER

The huge, new $25 million Eastland Shopping Center

is the talk of Detroit. It features 73 stores, has

parking space for 8300 cars, serves a neighborhood

of almost a half million people— more people than

live in Omaha, Toledo, Nashville, Miami or

Ft. Worth.

Naturally, WWJ is right in the center of things with

its exclusive glassed-in studio, two top notch music

-and-interview programs every weekday, merchan-

dise displays, and other salesmaking features.

Step up your Detroit business by using this power-

ful one-two punch on WWJ.

WWJ AM AND FM

RADIO
WORLD'S FIRST RADIO STATION

Owned and operated by The Detroit News
NBC Aff.l.o'e

National Representatives Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.

I /
I

JIM WOOD
1 1:05 A.M.- 12 Noon— Weekdays

m^-
» ,

JIM DE LAND

4:30-6:00 P.M._Weekdays
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Reeves errives

Here's the

showmanship-

salesmanship

mood that makes the new,

Live Jim Reeves Show click

The Jim Reeves Show joins American Radio's live, weekda

Jim Reeves, whose song hit Four Walls is pushing the million sales mark, brings to American

a 10-year record of radio success as a local musical personality, network guest star and

persuasive air salesman.

His new musical hour, The Jim Reeves Show, originates live from WSM Nashville, home

of today's hottest musical talent. Featuring the Anita Kerr Singers (live) and Owen Bradley's

orchestra (live), it will boast regular guest appearances of such top-tune artists as Marty

Robbins, Ferlin Husky and the Everly Brothers.

The live Jim Reeves Show is backed up by the showmanship-salesmanship skill of WSM
and the new American Broadcasting Network.



ctober 7

!

"isical line-up Monday, October 7 1-2 pm

th
o

one is AMERICAN
BROADCASTING
NETWORK



NOW IN

ROANOKE
and Western Virginia

WDBJfr

followed by

the EARLY SHOW
Famous Feature Movies

Monday through Friday

4:00 to 6.05 P. M.

Your Peters, Griffin, Woodward
"Colonel" tan give you the full sfory con-

cerning porficipafions. Call him now.'

ROANOKE, VA.

Owned and operated by
the Times-World Corp.

News and Idea

WRAP-UP

ADVERTISERS
Sunshine Biscuits which has been
using spot tv in 70 markets, is

moving into network tv for the

first time, beginning this week.

CBS TV's Beat the Clock and Garry

Moore Show are the two vehicles.

Supplementing these network buys,

Sunshine plans to use some film syn-

dicated shows I Highway Patrol. Code

3 and others I in selected markets.

Cunningham & Walsh is the agencv

.

This fall its going to be an all-

television advertising program for

Drackett Co. with a combination
of nighttime and daytime network
tv being used consistently for the

first time.

Windex and Drano will he featured

on NBC TV's Wagon Train I Wednes-

da\ 7:30-8:30 p.m.) and also on the

network's da\ timers: Bride & Groom,

The Price is Right, Tic Tac Dough. 1

1

Could be You and Today.

Decision to direct all ad efforts in

tv was made following a short test last

spring of the dav plus night tv plan.

Agency is \ &R.

Keebler Biscuit Co., in behalf of

Saltines, this week has begun a

saturation radio-tv campaign due
to run the entire month.

Around 50 radio stations in 46

Keebler market areas are being used

and a similar plan for tv is in the

works.

Lewis & Oilman. Philadelphia, is

the agency.

Lysol (Lehn & Fink), which has

just signed as one of the co-spon-

sors of NBC TVs Truth or Con-

sequences (M-F. ll:30-12n), is

looking for additional television

coverage as part of plans for the

most extensive ad budget in its 71-

year history .

^gencv for the disinfectant is M< -

Cann-Erickson.

Pharma-Craft has added seven

daytime network radio shows to

its fall advertising plans.

These radio bu\s are in addition to

sponsorship of an alternate week half-

hour of NBC TV's Steve Allen Shou
i Sunday 8-9 p.m. i

.

The radio broadcast schedule in-

cludes; Art Linkletter, Helen Trent.

Young Doctor Malone. Ma Perkin

and Nora Drake on CBS. \ ens oj the

World on \BC and news program
preceding and following the Notn

Dame football games on Mutual. S<

eral other shows are also being

sidered.

Ml radio time will be used to ad

vertise Coldene cold medicines and

Pharma-Craft feels that when radi<

purchases are complete. the\ will adi

up to the biggest broadcast scheduk

ever developed for a cold medicine.

In addition to the network radi<

schedule. Coldene will be featured oi

.93 local radio programs in 40 citie-

JWT is the agency

.

Job notes: Edward Kletter ha-

been elected vice president and dire<

tor of advertising for Pharmaceuticals

He will also serve as a member of tin

executive committee. Kletter was p

ident of Parkson Agencv which ban

dies the Pharmaceuticals account.

AGENCIES
With Edward Kletter's move ovei

to Pharmaceuticals as vice presi

dent in charge of advertising

here's the new set up at Parksoi

Advertising:

Ted Bergmann replaces Kleltei

president and chief executive office

on 1 October. Bergmann comes n

McCann-Krickson where lie was

radio-tv vice president. Before M>

Cann-Erickson. Bergmann was man

aging director of DuMont and dire

tor of broadcasting division <>f tin

Mien B. DuMont Labs.

Franklin Brink moves from i

tive vice president of Parkson t'

chairman of the hoard.

Parkson bills around 820 million
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with 80 (
- going i" .iii media and

jn' , t,, space. Accounts include

Pharmaceuticals and I. B. W illiama

i ,.. products.

\cm agencj appointment! and refr

ignationsi J<>?*«'|»li Kat/. Co. baa

mil the entire Charles Vntell ac-

ounl effective 30 September . . .

CHian «K Bronner, Chicago, has

been appointed i<< handle the adver-

tising f'H \ nt t
»[

»<
> i nl ( !o. i >\ ball |pniiit

\n expanded consumei cam-

n i» cm rcnlK undei «.i\ . . . Leo

Burnett has resigned the Eastside di-

v iaion i Los Vngeles i of Pabst a> of

;i December. This wa9 the last Pabsl

. of business in the Burnett 9hop

Ruthrauff X Ryan lias received

newal of it- contract for the re-

i ruitmenl advertising of the \ii Force.

\e« contract expires 30 June 1958

Gordon Best for Helene ( lurtis'

dandruff treatmenl hair tunic for men.

i nc\n product . . . Kenyon «JC Eck-

bardl for \.S.K. Products Corp. (for-

v American Safet) Razor) . . .

George II. Hartman Co., Chicago,

for the Kretschmer Wheat Germ ac-

count. Network radio will I>e used in

future ad planning . . . Kmil Mogul
for Barricini Candies, which operates

iO stores in major eastern cities. New

advertising program will include

broadcast media . . . \\ . B. Doner &
I o. foi I loastal Foods Co. i a dh ision

if Consolidated Foods »

.

1-ocus on personalities: Kieliard

Wi 1'ully. vice president and account

supervisor at FCB has been appointed

general manager of the agency's C *li i

-

office . . . Lawrence J. Jaffe,

formerl) vice president and director

of research at Erwin, Wasey, has

joined Kastor, Farrell, Cheslej \ Clif-

ford as senior vice president and di-

rector of marketing and research . . .

Robert Kelly, formerl) product

nager at I.ever Brothers, has joined

I" v ^ as an account executive ... II.

Maurice Jones has been named as a

supervisor and Frank R. Ladick as

an associate in the research depart-

ment of NLB. Jones formerl) was re-

search director with Karle Ludgin and
Ladik comes from Swift & Co. where
he was a market analyst . . . Sherman
J. McQueen, formerly with CBS Ra-
dio, has joined D'Arcy's Los Vngeles

office as marketing and research rep-

resentative . . . Dr. Arthur H. Wil-
kens, formerl) with DFS, has joined

H&R as a project director in the re-

SPONSOB • 21 SEPTEMBER L957

foi* your hmltjfi . . .

WCUE is no 1

IN AKRON

Between 8 A.M. and 5 P.M

daily, WCUE delivers

more listeners for your

ad dollar than any

other Akron station.

( In all other periods, just

a gnat's whisker away from first.'

See your JEPCO Man for

details or call WCUE Sales

Veep, Jack Maurer, FRanklin 6-7114

'Cost per- thousand study based on Pulse, April 1957

The ELLIOT STATIONS
great independents • good neighbors

ii
TIM ELLIOT. President

Akron. Ohio- WCUE WICE-P'ovidtncc R '

The John E. Pearson Co. National Representatives
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A pictorial review of local

and national industry events

PICTURE WRAP-UP

No, he's not Santa ClailS. Kids line up to meet Toby David, alias

"Captain Jolly," emcee on the CKLW-TV, Detroit, Popeye show. In nine

persona] appearances, Captain Jolly drew an average audience of 2,000

At least there's no parking problem. Joseph Beres,

WHK, Cleveland, account executive gets fast ride downtown

on disc jockey Bill Gordon's newly purchased motorcycle

First fall casualty, Albert Allotta of Compton's New York art

department nurses broken leg. Accident occurred during inter-agency

Softball game, when Al, a center fielder filling in at third base was

dumped (luring a close play. Despite Allotta's spirit, BBDO won

Miss Channel 17 doubles as Miss Navy Wings. Sally

Reilly. reigning Queen of WBLF, Buffalo, is photographed by

Vice Admiral William V. Davis, deputy chief of Naval Opera-

tions for Air. Occasion was Naval Air Show at Niagara Falls

Ready to go. WCDA-TV prepares to switch from channel 43 to channel 10 as part

of FCC-ordered de-intermixture of the Albany-Schenectady-Troy market. Pogan, tv di-

rector (1.), Mikita, comptroller (c), and Murphy, gen. manager, inspect new site

Minimum coverage brings maximum results

in new fashion [nr broadcast promotion. V\ 'I DF.

Birmingham, rivaling M'.V- recent girl-in-barrel

Muni offers added lure of a free cup of coffee



THE KEY
TO SUCCESSFUL

TELEVISION

CAMPAIGNS IN THE

CAROLINAS...

PROVEN TO BE

RICH, PROGRESSIVE
AND ... IN A BUYING
FRAME OF MIND

Population served 3,061,700

Effective buying inc. $3,713,100,000.00

Retail sales $2,385,904,000.00

SOURCE SM 6/57

PROGRAMMING THE BEST OF

NBC • ABC

wsoc
TV

CHANNEL

CHARLOTTE, NORTH CAROLINA

FULL POWER

HIGHEST TOWER

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY H-R REPS. ATLANTA F-J REPS.
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, . again and again and again

#

INDEPENDENT

in ^Dewe/t*

KTLN
Latest Pulse — June 1957

Only ONE is atop the

Continental Divide

Serving both the Atlantic and

Pacific Sides of America

KXLF-TV4 Montana

Butte

Eost—The Walker Co.

West—Pacific Northwest Broadcasters

search department . . . Klkin Kauf-

man, former president of Norman,

Craig & Kummel, has joined L&N
as senior vice president and man-

agement account supervisor . . .

Kenneth C. MacDonald has joined

Ketchum, MacLeod & Grove as a

public relations account executive

. . . I iIm.uiIo Arguelles Campos,
former!) with .1. Walter Thompson,

Mexico City, has joined Rohhert

Otto's Mexico City office in an execu-

tive capacity . . . William N. Brown
has been appointed an account execu-

tive for Grant, Detroit. Brown comes

from Campbell-Ewald . . . Norman
Heller has been named director of

copy and motivational research for

D-F-S . . .Edward Ratner has been

upped to vice president in charge of

radio and tv for Friend-Reiss . . .

Harvey Hiekman has joined Strom-

berger, La Vene, McKenzie, Los

Angeles, as an account executive.

Hickman comes from Hal Stebbins,

Inc. . . . William W. Vickery, for-

merl) with Harcourt, Brace & Co., has

joined B&B as vice president—finance

and controller . . . Robert R. Burton
has been named manager of K&E's

Chicago office. Burton comes from

NL&B . . . Sidney L. Gordon, for-

merly with Westinghouse Electric

Corp.. has been appointed director of

merchandising for Erwin, Wasey,

Chicago . . . Weber Thomas, Jr..

formerly with Winius-Brandon, has

joined Gardner as assistant group

supervisor in the media department

and Ronald T. Levy has been named
research assistant in the research de-

partment . . . Hugo Scheibner has

been appointed executive vice presi-

dent in charge of the Beverlv Hills

office of Cole Fischer Rogow, Inc. and

Robey Smith, formerly with Ruth-

rauff & Ryan, has been named vice

president and account supervisor . . .

Walter A. Moultak, formerly with

BBDO has joined H B Promotions,

Inc. . . . Daniel J. Korman has been

elected president and treasurer of

Cabell Eanes, Inc.. Richmond. Va.

Korman succeeds Joseph C. Eanes.

founder of the agenc\ . who has sold

Ins interest in the company.

Charles A. Black, former vice presi-

dent of the Gordon Broadcasting Co.

and managing director of W SAL Cin-

cinnati, has been named vice president

of the John J. Robinson Agency, Cin-

cinnati . . . Irving Berk, formerh

How Hisk

is MP?

WDSM-IY
NBC* ABC Channel 6

DITLUTH-SUPERIOR
National Representatives

PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD

O
Pulse

March '57

®

in

Negro Ratings

Morning

Afternoon

and

Night

in Results

Among Birmingham's long term

radio advertisers, National Cloth-

ing Company, a WJLD advertiser

for 9 years without interruption

says, "I am well pleased with

WJLD as my foremost advertising

medium.'''

AMWJLD
BIRMINGHAM, ALABAMA

The Notion's Finest

Negro Radio Station

Represented by FORJOE
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head oi the agent ) beai in h

has joined I ew in, W illiams & Sa> l"i

.1- \ ice pi esidenl and membei "I the

plans board . , • Raymond .).

Koeniga has tno\ ed fi om produi i

m^ 111. 111. i.'.I to account executive with

C ( ary-Hill, Des VI -
, Jamei

1/ Driscoll has j
id I harles Puffi i

i . ... Chicago, -i- .1 ml execul ive.

I ti iscoll comes from Beaumont &

1 1
.
.ii'n.ii

r

The) became v.p.

Philip C. Carling al

John II. Child* at • \W

SPONSOR
An army of extra sensitive ears

works at SPONSOR to keep you
in front of the industry and
the industry in front of you.

SPONSOR is the listening post

of thousands of successful

executives all over America
because its very publishing

concept (of news in brief and
observations in depth ) has made
it the most widely read, widely

quoted and the best respected

publication in the entire

broadcast field.

That's why men who plan

their future read SPONSOR —
at home. You should, too.

Give it your unhurried time
and it will give you so much
more in return. One idea will

pay you back a thousand fold.

Now — for less than a penny
a day— just S3.00 a year—
you can have 52 issues of
SPONSOR delivered to your
home. Try it on this

money back guarantee.

' SPONSOR
I 40 East 49 St., New Y ork 17, N. Y. |

| I'M take a year' s sub CCI ptlon of SPONSOR. |

You guarantee full re und any time I'm

not satisfied.

1 NAME
1 FIRM 1

| ADDRESS
Bill me - Bill firm

ilii- week
BBDO

NETWORKS
Calling attention t<» NBC TV's

mammoth promotion build-up for

its fall fjhows and the "new Benae

of excitement" about the pro-

graming plans on all three net-

works, Robert Sarnoff, NBC presi-

dent, wound up the annual t\ af-

filiates meeting this week.

OIIh -n» elected I" he ul ilie t\ affili-

ates executive committee included

:

\\ alter .1. I laram, \ ice presidenl am

general manager, \\T\I.I-I\. Milwau-

kee, unanimously re-elected as chair-

man.

Jack Hani-, vice president and gen-

eral manager of W PR( . Houston, as

vice chairman representing the basic

affiliates.

Harold Essex, vice presidenl am

general manager "I WSJS-TV, win-

ston-Salem, as vice chairman repre-

senting optional stations.

Harold Stuart, presidenl of KVOO-
T\ . Tulsa, as secretai j -treasure!

Other members "I the executive

i ommittee are: Ev. ing I . Kell) . presi-

denl and general manager of K.( RA-

TV, Sacramento, Calif.; Ralph Evans,

executive \ ice president ol WOC-TV,

Davenport, la.: John H. IVW itt,

presidenl of W SM- 1 \ ,
Na In ille and

Joseph II. Bryant, \ ice presidenl and

genera] managei "I k< I'd >. I \ . Lu

bock, Tex.

This week sa* a rush of lasl min-

ute entries to the fall li program

starting gate:

• P. Lorillard picking up Iss

meni Foreign Legion for the ruesdaj

10: SO-] 1 p.m. slot on < BS H .
I

inall) the adventure series was pen-

cilled in for the 10:30-] I p.m. pei io

Saturday as a sustainer.

• RCA h is picked up the alternate

HI

*£# moK

toi*

KWTV
OKLAHOMA CITY

... is at it Rgltin

—

measuring the

SA1 1 Spower of K\\ I Vj
1572' tower for

Ka\ Jones, Young &
Rubicam, New York.

SPONSOR 21 SEPTEMBER l
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Seems We Can't Teach an Old Dog

New Tricks Eh, Smidley?

You've done it again—failed to include Cascade!

Great Scott. Smidley. this Cascade market is impor-

tant. The biggest TV buy in the West. Think of it,

man. more than a half million people served b) a

.-ingle, four-station network. A huge three-state,

agricultural-industrial, billion dollar market, and

it's ours, all ours, with one buj on Cascade! Yes. and

one of the top 75 markets in the entire nation. There,

there. Smidley, old man. just don't let it happen

again.

Ct> CASCADE
a ® BROADCASTING COMPANY

NATIONAL RIP.: WEED TELEVISION PACIFIC NORTHWEST: MOORE & ASSOCIATES

week portions of NBC TV's two new

quizzes, The Price Is Right ( Monday
7:30-8 p.m.) and Tic Tac Dough
(Thursday 7:30-8 p.m.). Both shows

are new nighttime versions of day-

time starters. The buy gives RCA a

sponsored partnership in four regu-

larly scheduled programs this season.

• Singer has extended its sponsor-

ship of The Californians, Tuesday 10-

10:30 p.m., from alternate weeks to a

weekly basis starting with the debut 24

September.

• Luden's, National Carbon and

Colgate have bought 13-week partici-

pations in the second half of ABC TV's

Sugarfoot, while American Chicle will

sponsor Jim Bowie on alternate weeks.

Tv network notes: NBC and the

New Orleans Mid-Winter Sports As-

sociation have signed a five-year con-

tract for exclusive tv and radio cover-

age of the annual Sugar Bowl Game
in New Orleans . . . Producers and
distributors of feature films have

finally decided to go ahead and back

NBC TV's coverage of the Annual

Academy Awards presentations in-

stead of turning over sponsorship

rights to commercial advertisers as in

the past. ( Oldsmobile had given the

network a verbal order for the event.)

The only pitch will be an opening

stating, '"The Motion Picture Indus-

try presents . .
." There will be no

plugs for individual pictures . . . The

first Lucy-Desi Hour Show will ac-

tually run 75 minutes 9-10:15 p.m.

\\ cdnesday 6 November . . . World
Series Special, one shot sports

show, will be sponsored by the Na-

tional Carbon Co. on ABC TV Tues-

day, 1 October, 10-10:30 p.m. . . .

Polaroid has already firmed its net-

work Christmas plans with buys of a

half of NBC TV's Steve Allen Show
i Sunday 8-9 p.m.) on 17, 24 Novem-
ber and 8 December and one-third of

the networks Perry Como Show on

23 November and 7, 14 December

. . . Sterling Drug has bought 52-

week schedules on four NBC T\ dav-

time shows amounting to S2 million

in gross billings. Segments ordered

include: Treasure Hunt. The I'rice Is

Right, lrlene Francis Show, and Truth

or Consequences . . . Four adver-

tisers just signed for a total of 36

participations on NBC T\ "s Today

are: Bridgeport Brass Co.. California

Prune Advisory Board. Ben-Mont Pa-

7" SPONSOR 21 SEPTEMBER 195*3



The "JAXIE" Station . . .

HAS THE TOP PROGRAMS TO SELL THE

SOUTHS BOOMING V BILLION DOLLAR MARKET

WARNER BROTHERS MOVIES
Feature films for family viewing

top stars and stories

THE SILENT SERVICE

Thrilling stories of our submarine

combat patrols in World War III

Sundays at 6 P.M.

HIGHWAY PATROL
Action aplenty . . . plus built -in

ratings! Tuesdays at 9:30 P.M.

POPEYE PLAYHOUSE
am mod in a late afternoon

day strip with Skipper At

young viewer guests on each

ram

TWENTIETH CENTURY MOVIES

Another complete feature film library

more great stars ond stories!

ROMPER ROOM
Young America s favorite . . . ap-

proved by Mothers, tool 9:00 A.M.

week days for a full hour with

Miss Penny.

Plus basic NBC affiliation

NEWS - WEATHER - SPORTS

Complete fast coverage of oil local and
regional events by a well-staffed, well-

equipped experienced department.

WFGA-TV Channel 12 Jacksonville, Florida

r*&>-

Petf.rs. Griffin,
Woodward, mc

-
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23,899 HOUSTONIANS CAN'T BE WRONG

PAUL BERLIN IS NO. 1

RADIO PERSONALITY

A recently completed Houston

Press-sponsored contest found this

popular K-NUZ disc jockey tops

again! Paul has won every radio

personality popularity contest in

the Houston area since 1950.

Two other K-NUZ personalities

placed among the first five of the

top 10 winners . . . adding to

the list of "firsts" . . .

* FIRST in Personalities

* FIRST in News Coverage

4&* i

THE NO. 1 RADIO STATION-

«£££&•*
STILL THE

\ LOWEST COST

\ PER THOUSAND
BUY!

*oTI75*

:i : li>
HOUSTON'S 24 HOUR MUSIC AND NEWS
National Reps.: Forjoe & Co.— Southern Reps.:

New York • Chicago • Los Angeles • CLARKE BROWN CO.

San Francisco • Philadelphia • Seattle Dallas • New Orleans • Atlanta

IN HOUSTON, CALL DAVE MORRIS, JAckson 3-2587

pers and Asco Electronics Co. . . .

\BC T\ discussing half-hour show

with Sid Caesar, perhaps, Sunday

night, which would sell for $45,000

gross.

Radio network notes: E. I. du-
Ponl de Nemours for Zerone has

contracted to sponsor 30 five-minute

weather -how- and fi\e segments

weekl) of the Breakfast Club on \B\
starting 2H September . . . Mutual**
new '"operation newsbeat" plan calls

for an affiliate-network arrangement

for on-the-spot news coverage with

each station providing a qualified

news reporter from its own new- desk

for color, background and on-the-spot

description;- of stories of national

scope . . . ABVs newest live hour-

long fi\e-a-week music series is the

I/cm Griffin Show 7-9 p.m.. starting

7 October . . . New business at Mu-
tual include- Chrysler and H. J.

Heinz for "Triple Advantage Plan"
sponsorship arrangements and renew-

als from Coca Cola for Coke Time
starting 2(> September and the Dawn
Bible Institute for Frank and Ernest

starting 6 October.

Here are the five new members of
NBC Radio Affiliates Executive
Committee elected this week:

Ray Welpott, vice chairman, is sta-

tion manager of WKY, Oklahoma
City.

Douglas Manship, secretar\ -treasur-

er, is president of WJBO. Baton Rouge,

La.

Others: William Grant, president,

M)\. Denver: Kenneth Haekathorn.

\.p. and general manager, W'HK.
Cleveland and W illard Schroeder, gen-

eral manager of WOOD. Grand Rap-

id-. Mich.

People in the news: Robert H.

Hinckley has been elected to the ex-

ecutive committee of the board of di-

rectors of AB-PT. Hinckle\ is a vice

president of \BC and a v. p. and direc-

tor of the corporation . . . Arthur W.
Carlson has been appointed station

research specialist for the newly ex-

panded stations department of \BY
Carlson comes from WDGY, Minne-

apolis where he was handling sales-

research . . . David A. Grimm and

Roger O'Conner have joined \B\
as account executive-. Grimm comer

from the Meeker Co. and 0"Conner

from the katz Agencv.

SPONSOR 21 SEPTEMBER 19.i,



weather's wonderful

in Buffalo . . . when you buy it

on WBEN-TV

In western New York everyone is interested in weather!

We get 41 .93 inches of rain, 1 10.7 inches of snow, and

an average of 60 clear days, 108 cloudy and the rest

is your guess. Temperatures go from 99° above down
to 9° below !

That leaves plenty to talk about when it comes to

weather — and no area station does a better job of

weather-talk than WBEN-TV.

Weather-casts at 12 noon, 5:55 p.m. and 11:15 p
garner solid audiences and rapt attention, and your

commercial message can reap a heap of benefit from

both.

Why not do something about the weather? Put your

product amidst the highs and lows and watch the sales

curve rise. Call Harrington, Righter & Parsons, our

national weathermen, and let th

WBEN-TV
CBS IN BUFFAL
The Buffalo Evening News Stati
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f\ lot—with all due deference to the Hani. Advertising has proved it.

More important— it obtains for people, too. You make

your own "brand name" by how you think and what you do. And this

very "product image" will determine how much cake you have in

this vale of tears.

That's why— if you're in the broadcast field, SPONSOR is

"A MUST" to receive and read.

SPONSOR is so necessary because of the singular, definitive

contributions it makes to an industry that requires not alone facts,

but a penetrating comprehension of the factors motivating the multiplicity of

talents it employs. ITS THE ONE MAGAZINE

RADIO AND TV ADVERTISERS REALLY USE. And the need

for SPONSOR grows each day. It is an ever more important information center

—

an ever larger library of ideas—the compilation of the finished and the

planned creative energies that spark the air thinking of the day

To get the most out of SPONSOR, it should be read—AT HOME. It is

too rich in valuable material for a quick perusal on a

routing list. Nor does it serve its fullest function that way for you, because it is a

publication with the kind of stuff you want to

cut away and file—a magazine of ideas that will generate ideas in you

—

make you more valuable to yourself and others. It will bring you closer to

the "product image" you would like your

name to be.

For only $3.00 a year— 52 i^nes of the

most useful publication in the broadcast

will he delivered to yOUT home. For less than

a penny a day what better time buy can you

make as an investment in your future}

THE WEEKLY MAGAZINE TV/RADIO ADVERTISERS USE
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It youi time-buying formula i-.: "Let's write

an anthem and see who stands up and
sings." you're bound t<> have some "II

ki \ selections. For close ha mony, se-

lect the si a i ii m thai reaches in;<> pockets

where $3,034,624,000.00 is stashed foi

spending—select WBNS Radio which
is lated first l>\ Pulse 315 times out

of 360 Monda) thru Friday quarter-

hours G a.m. in midnight. \sk John
Blair.

WBNS RADIO
COLUMBUS, OHIO

a great new Joplin

a
t^ft

i£3
3

created for you by

KODE-TV
136,547 TV HOMES* IN THE JOPLIN MARKET
Larger than Du'uth, Phoenix, Ft. Wayne
$776,919,000 Buying Income; 669,£00 Total Population

•NOW 28% HIGHER TOWER—HICHE3T IN 4 STATE COVERAGE ARE/6

•NOW 29% MORE POWER—71.COO WATTS MORE THAN
ANY OTHER STATION IN THE AREA

•NOW COVERS 136.547 TV HOMES IN 'OPLIN

MARKET—AN ALL-TIME HIGH

"Television Magazine Set Count, July, 1957

You'll have more luck with KODE-TV JOPLIN, MO.

316,000 WATTS Designed Power ^ /
101 miles Northeast of Tulsa • 150 miles South of Kansas City

203 miles East of Wichita • 250 miles Southwest of St. Louis

tiNS''

Harry D. Burke. V. P. & Gen'l Mgr.

Represented by AVERY-KNODEL

A Member of the Friendly Croup • KODE, KODE-TV, joolin . WSTV, WSTV-TV, Steubcnville • WPIT Pittsburgh

• WPAR. Parkersburg • WBOY. WBOY-TV Clarksburg

COMMERCIALS
Hamm's & PieFs Beer continued

to lead the ARB's list of best-liked

commercials. Here the July

standin g:

1. Hamm's Beer 14.0

2. Piel's Beer 8.6

3. Dodge 7.2

4. \\ inston 3.4

5. Kevlon 3.2

6. Gillette 2.7

i

.

Alka-Seltzer 2.5
QO. PI) mouth 2.3

9. Schlitz 2.2

in. Chesterfield 2.1

11. Ballantine 1.9

11. Falstaff 1.9

11. Ford 1.9

11. Kraft 1.9

15. Ipana 1.5

16. Hush 1.4

16. Ivorj 1.4

18. Lipton 1.2

18. Zest 1 2

20. Bardahl 1.1

20. Dr. Pepper 1.1

22. Camels 1.0

22. Lincoln-Mercury 1.0

22. Snowdrift 1.0

22. Tonette 1.0

Note: Hush. Lipton ai d Zest show

up on the popularity list for the first

time.

Logofilm. new process for remov-
ing and replacing sponsor (and
other) identification, has been de-

veloped by Filmcraft.

Logofilm was successfully used this

summer on The Best of Groucho

I !\ BC TV i for replacing DeSoto-

Plymouth identification with Toni's

Prom, the new alternate sponsor on

the quiz series.

Filmcraft says the new restoration

process removes existing sponsor, title

or trademark identification: replaces

any identification permitting later

sponsor insertions: cleans and sharp-

ens the photographic image and makes

handlettered titles photographically

at ahout half the cost of present sys-

tems.

REPS
H-R Representatives has added
Hal Chase to the sales staff of its

San Francisco office.

Chase has been with MCA-TV for

the past three years: was previously

sales and general manager for several

\\ esl coast radio stations.
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promoted exclusively on station,

draws spectacular crowds for advertisers

Larry Hewlett, vice president of Wallace
E. Johnson, Inc., home builders, writes us:

Nearly everybody in Memphis and the

Mid-South must listen to WMPS because
it seemed that nearly everybody attended
the Open House (including over 3.000

people who came in the rain on the final

Sunday). Mr. Johnson, the president of our

company, said WMPS has accomplished in

ten days what would normally have taken

ten years. We have constructed thousands

of homes and have had hundreds of model
home showings, but nothing has ever com-
pared with the unprecedented attendance

during the WMPS DREAM HOME open
house August 23 through September I."

Successes like this show why WMPS has

more local and national advertisers than

any other station in the Mid-South.

//

Keep your eye on these Plough, Inc. Stations:

Radio Baltimore | Radio Boston [ Radio Chicago I Radio Memphis

WCAO WCOP rVJJD

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY RADIO-TV REPRESENTATIVES. INC

NEW YORK CHICAGO LOS ANGELES BOSTON ATLANTA SAN FRANCISCO SEATTLE

7 E. 47 St 75 E. Wacker Dr. Ill N LaCienga Blvd Statler Office Bldg. 217 Glenn Bldg 110 Sutter St. Tower Bldg

MU 8-4340 Fl 60982 OL 5 7597 HU 2 4939 JA 2 3872 GA 1 6936 R 1868
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John Blair & Co. has appointed

Austen G. Smithers as an account

executive in its New York office.

Smithers comes to Blair from the

Edward Petrj Co. Prior to that, he

was radio sales manager for Headley-

Read.

Headley-Reed is expanding its or-

ganization. Charles D e m p s e y
joins the New York tv sales staff,

coining from Crosley's WLW
group. Howard Selger also has

been assigned to this office; he

was senior analvst for ABC in New
York.
Win. Shaw heads up the new office

in St. Louis. He formerly covered this

territory out of the firm's Chicago

office.

Richard Kelliher has been added

to the sales staff of the San Francisco

office.

George Crumbley now manages

the Atlanta office. He came from WSB
and WSB-TV.

In addition, the Hollywood office

has moved to larger quarters in the

Taft building.

New appointments: The Holling-

bery Co. gets WWTV, Cadillac,

Mich. . . . The Meeker Co. now reps

WBRD, Bradenton-Sarasota, Fla. . . .

Headlcv-Rced now handles WSBA,
and WSBA-TY. York. Pa Walker
Representation Co. for WIYK.
Knoxville, Tenn. . . . MeGavren
Quinn to rep KWDM, Des Moines

. . . Hollinghery for KXOC, Chico,

Calif. . . . FM Unlimited has been

appointed rep by seven FM stations:

WBAI, N. Y.;WPJB, Providence;

WFMB, Nashville; W F M R, Mil-

waukee-; KCFM, St. Louis; KPFM.
Portland. Ore.; KRCW, Santa Bar-

bara. Calif. . . .

RADIO STATIONS
Here's a success story from KICO,
El Centro, Calif.:

At the bottom in a three-station

area and at the beginning of summer.

the station in two months was able to

show the highest cash income in over

a year by revamping its program

schedule.

One of the most successful ventures,

Luncheon at the DeAnza, was a live

audience show in a local hotel dining

room. Ordinarily during the summer
heat, the dining room was lucky to

serve 12 meals at noon. With the ad-

Folks drop everything for M W \ ma I || radio

1st seven straight months in Washington, D.C.— 1st in share of

total weekly audience, 6 A.M. to midnight— 1st in quarter hour wins

PULSE: January through July, 1957 Represented nationally by John Blair & Company

vent of the program the room now
serves 30 to LOO meals each day, while

the station itself tops listening au-

dience. By adapting a big city type

show to a smaller community KICO
has helped rebuild its prestige and

standing.

Personnel notes: Kenneth Berry-
hill has been named new manager of

W \IOX, Meridian, Miss. Bern hill

comes from WMCT, Memphis . . .

Dave Hartman, formerly with
WMAN, Mansfield, 0., has joined

\\ HBC. Canton. 0., as a sales rep . . .

Jim Sondheim has been promoted

to national sales manager for WAAT,
Newark . . . Donald Beggs has joined

WBC as program coordinator for it>

FM stations . . . Walter "Spanky"
Reese, sales service coordinator, has

been named production manager at

WEHT. Evansville. Ind. . . . James W.
Belcher, formerly with WWJ-AM&
TV, Detroit, has been named to head

uj) the newly created publicitv depart-

ment for KYW, Cleveland . . . Harold
C. Sundberg has been promoted to

director of radio sales director at

WMBD, Peoria . . . Malcolm S.

Richards has been promoted to

sales manager for WING, DaUon
. . . Don Dean has been promot-

ed to station manager of WABJ.
Adrian, Mich. . . . Russell Gohring,
manager of WPON, Pontiac, Mich.,

has been named a vice president of

the Gerity Broadcasting Co. . . . Rob-
ert W. Cessna has resigned from

Gerity Broadcasting to establish a ra-

dio consulting firm in the middle west

. . . Lee Vincent has been named
sales manager of WILK. Wilkes-Barre

. . . Richard D. Morgan, formerly

radio-tv director of Lewis E. Wade
Advertising, has joined WPTA, Ft.

W avne. as director of sales service . . .

Bill Morgan has resigned as an execu-

tive of the McLendon Corp. to become

manager of K1XL, Dallas . . . Royal

McCullough has transferred over

from WSM-TV, Nashville, to WSM
Radio as director of public relations

. . . Lenard Sait, formerly with

\\\RC, New Rochelle, has joined

WLIB, New7 York, as an account execu-

tive . . . Art Maier has left NBC to

join \\ CBS. New York, as promotion

writer . . . Way Fullington. former

W IRE. Indianapolis, promotion direc-

tor, has resigned to join BM1 . . .

James B. Holston. Jr.. has been

named program director of Vi ANE. I- 1.
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The big 1/5 of a big nation

»-'

v*tw*

'1 i
*--

1/5 of total Canadian retail sales

are made in our Hamilton -Toronto

Niagara Peninsular coverage are£
. . . the actual figure is $2,722,91 1,000.00. Effective October 1, 1957 CI ICI [-TV will increase its power to

150,000 watts. We will serve the complete Hamilton-Toronto-Niaijara Peninsula area close to 600,000

tv homes—24.43', of the total TV sets in Canada. The 2,552.715 people within our coverage area will

spend $556,732,000 for food; $76,848,000 for drugs; $126,133,000 for furniture. Total retail sales $2,722.-

911,000.00. By far the richest market in Canada. Source: Sales Management: Elliott Haynes

CHCH-TVchannel 11
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CALL M ntrea] IA 1868 • Toront. 16 • Hamilton: JA. 2-1121 • Vancouver: 1
2-61 ¥0 • San Francisco: Yu 6-6769

Canada
:cago:



Buying

Sacramento,

California?

NEW, 1957

NIELSEN

COVERAGE

STUDY

AVAILABLE!

KCRA-TV
Consistently

Delivers

More TV Homes

In 31 Counties

Throughout the

Night and Day!*

»NCS 2A. Spri»», 1957

Ask Petry for Coverage

and Audience Data on

the Highest Rated

NBC Station

in the West

KCRA-tv
SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA

The Only low Bond
VHF Slafion •n CoMo.n.oi

Grtof Central Volley CHANNEL

Wayne. Holston comes from WBAA.
Purdue University . . . F. Robert
Fenton, formerK with WINS, New
York, has joined \\ PGC, Washington,
D. C, as v.p. in charge of sales.

W. M. H. "Bill" Smith, former sales

manager for W BKK. Chicago, is now
midwest sales rep for Rollins Broad-

casting, Inc.

TV STATIONS
Tv applications: Between 9 and I I

September two applications for new
stations were filed and one construc-

tion permit granted.

Applications were made by: Cen-
tral Minnesota Television Co. for

Channel 7, Alexandria. Minn.. 26.6

kw visual, with tower 1104 feet above
average terrain, plant $322,442. yearl)

operating cost $152,000 and Television

Corp. of America. Honolulu for Chan-
nel 8, Wailuku. Hawaii. 3.67 kw vis-

ual, with tower 6097 feet above aver-

age terrain, plant $38,900. yearly op-

erating cost $36,400.

Construction permit went to: Cop-
per Broadcasting, Butte. Mont., for

Channel 6. Butte. Permit allows 12
kw visual.

New call letters: KTUL-TV are the

new call letters for KTVX. Channel 8
which has just shifted from Muskogee.
Okla. to Tulsa.

Job notes: Frank Tuoti has been
named director of advertising, sales

promotion and research for WPIX.
New York. Tuoti has been assistant

manager of the department for the last

two years . . . Gustave Nathan, com-
mercial manager for WKNB. West
Hartford, Conn., has been promoted
to the new post of director of sales de-

velopment for WNBC Television and
WKNB . . . Gene Lewis, former sta-

tion manager at KCEN-TV, Temple.
Tex. has joined KFDA-TV. Amarillo

as sales manager and George Davis
has joined the local sales staff of

KFDA-TV. Davis comes from the

DA-CAL Sales Co. . . . Don Peterson
and Ron Scott of WOI-TV, Ames-Des
Moines, have been promoted. Peterson

now becomes national sales manager
and Scott replaces Peterson in sales

ser\ ice . . . Ross Newby has been

named national sales manager for

KOSA-TV, Odessa, Tex. Newby comes
from KFDA-TV, Amarillo where he

was -ales manager . . . Lyle R. Allen.

formerK tv director with WITVTV.
Washington. N. C. has joined WLW-I,

s>

*o% »*

»o,
%JW

Vl'Vi'Vi 'VY

FILM COMPANY
3825 Bryan > TA 3-8158 • Dallas

ONE OF THE

FIRST 100 MARKETS

*S THE BO*

WHBF
RADIO & TELEVISION

COMING!
Greatly Expanded TV Coverage

from a New 1000 ft. Tower.

REPRESENTED BY AVERY-KNODEL, INC.
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Most Powerful Twins

CJON-TV 'fe?
Argent id

e**L« M000
'captive Newfound Id nder$

and latest 6 B M Zkows

,

85% of all greater St.JohnS

homes have TV Sets

weed i, co.u.S. 5TOVIH-CANA0A

pillllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllll IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIII II Illlllll Illllllg

% I

I WT©X i

IN WILMINGTON
DELAWARE

YOUR SHOWCASE

OF CLASS
it Jimmy Lynn

it Art Curley

it Don Marheson

* Dom Clifton

* Martha O'Dell

Wilmington, Dela.

1290 on the dial WTOX
ItoooJfc^M

itiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuuiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiii ?.

[ndianapolis, as merchandising man-

ager . . . J. S. "Dody" Sinclair has

heen named station manager of WJAR-
I \ . Providence. Sinclair formerly

was administrative assistant to the

vice president.

CANADA
A new ruting service is being in-

troduced to Canadian advertisers,

agencies and stations.

It's put out by McDonald Research,

Ltd.. whose president, Clyde H. Mc-
Donald, was formerly research and

development director of the Bureau of

Broadcasting Measurement.

Dubned Time Period Rating reports

(not to be confused with BBM's Time
Period Audience reports), the first

regular study will be made during 2-8

October in 17 metropolitan markets.

A sample TPR report, covering listen-

ing and viewing in metropolitan To-

ronto during 17-23 July, has been sent

out to likely subscribers and interested

parties.

Using the diary method. McDonald
intends to bring out additional TPR
reports in January and April 1958.

Information to be provided in-

cludes: projectable ratings, in-home

station audiences by half hours, out-

of-home radio station audiences by

three-hour periods, in-home audience

composition by half hours, cumulative

audience, duplicate audience, audience

turnover and buildup plus network

reports.

Minimum sample size will run from

200 to 300 returned 7-day diaries.

Remington Rand's electric shaver

division is using Gunsmoke in 13
Canadian markets on a spot basis.

The show, which is seen via CBS
TV stations in the Niagara Peninsula

and the Vancouver area, will be tele-

cast in Canada in the following mar-

kets: Halifax, Saint John, Ottawa.

Kitchener, London, Port Arthur, Sud-

bury, Winnipeg, Regina, Saskatoon,

Calgary, Lethbridge and Edmonton.

R-R's agency, Cockfield Brown, bought

the show from Caldwell Tv Film Sales.

Andrew Jergens Co. has given its

Canadian account to Vicker & Benson.

The move was laid to the planned

marketing expansion of the firm s en-

tire line . . . Robert Lawrence Pro-

ductions (Canada) Ltd., reports a

100% increase in the production of

filmed tv commercials.

FINANCIAL
Stock market quotations: Follow-

ing stocks in air media and related

fields are listed each issue with quota-

tions for Tuesday this week and Tues-

day the week before. Quotations sup-

plied by Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner

and Beane.

1 in -. Tues.
Slock 10 Sept. 17 Sept. Change

New York Slock Exchange

AB-PT IT 1

, 18% + %
AT&T 170% 171% + %
Avco 6% 6%
CBS "A" 28% 29 + %
Columbia Pic 18% 18% + %
Loch > 14% 16 + 1%
Paramount 33% 34 + %
RCA 33% 33% + %
Storer 23% 23% + %
20th Fox 25% 24% -1
Warner Bros. 21 20% 1 .,

\\ estinghouse 61% 63% +2%

American Stock Exchange

Allied Artists 3% 3 - %
Assoc. Art. Prf»d. 9% 9 - %
C&C Super % % + %
Diimont Labs. 4% 4% + %
Guild Films 3% 3% - %
NTA 7% 7% + %

AFFILIATED with KROD-600 kc (SOOOw.K,

Owned & Operated by El Paso Times, Inc

Rep. Nationally by the BRANHAM COMPANY
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(Based on Measured Contour Map by Jansky & Bailey)

5 of Virginia's Busiest Cities are

within WTAR-TV's Grade-A Signal.

YEARS All RAD !

When the Mayflower reached Plymouth in 1620, the Susan
Constant had arrived and planted a colony at Jamestown
13 years before.

Like the Susan Constant. WTAR-TV was first ... in Tide-

water Virginia. Nearly eight years ahead, as the area's domi-
nant VI 11 station . . . and that's a lot of television hist

<

Valuable equipment in any station is experience. And that is

an important plus value advertisers ect on WTAR-TV, the

foremost communications medium in \ irginia's greatest, and
America's 27th, metropolitan market!

WTAR-TV
CHANNEL 3. NORFOLK, VIRGINIA

Business Office and Studio—720 Boush Street, Norfolk. Va.

Telephone: Madison 5-671

1

Representative: Edward Petry & Company, Inc.
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The smaller radios act

the larger radio gets.

WMT
CBS Radio for Eastern Iowa
600 kc

Mail Address: Cedar Rapids

National Representative: TheXau A

?

h

Q wmt, ceoa* ••ios, io»*



what's NEW at

WEBC?

Just about

EVERYTHING

!

NEW RATINGS
show continuous increase in

audience since Jan. 1955,

reaching a new high of

53.1%* of the listeners all

day.
! |uly-Augusr Hooper

NEW EQUIPMENT
at WEBC has all been re-

placed with the best avail-

able. Our other equipment
was damaged by last year's

fire making this move neces-

sary.

NEW 24 HOURS
OPERATION
with music, news and patter.

Results already prove the

value of this extended op-

eration.

NEW OFFICES
Our new offices have been
completed . . . arranged for

top efficiency. Visit us when-
ever you can.

WEBC
FIRST IN DULUTH & SUPERIOR

Representative Geo. P. Hollingbery
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\l'luit'\ happening in V. S. Government

that affects sponsors, agencies, station*

WASHINGTON WEEK
21 September The main spotlight, aa far as the It' is concerned, continues to be on fee tv.

sponsor publications inc. If ''"' KaIIc iii.iilr l>\ Chairman Jiilin ( '.. Doerfer before It 1 1 S in New V>ik the

week is a clue, the Commission in its current deliberations aboul granting .< trial for tin- pa)

system is "I ilii- bent of mind: Determine what it think- i-inht and not l«i itself l><

i

i i - 1 1 « <l by what Congress think-.

\\ iih the FCC dominated b) this mood, it looks as though it's just a matter of setting

the place and time for a fee tv test.

The Senate Small Business Committee delivered the expected blast al the FCC
for letting the daytime stations1 petition for longer hours gather dust

I In- committee's report scolded:

• The 10-year dekrj in reaching a decision on the petitions was inexcusable.

• The commission had the choice oi coming to a quick conclusion "i forcing Con-

gress to take a look at the entire system of radio allocations with a view to doing l>\ legisla-

tion what the FCC should already have done.

\ Philco protest against the license renewal granted W RC-AM-TV, NBCs Phil-

adelphia O&O, was tossed out by the FCC.

Philco charged that the action should have been held up because (1) RCA had been

involved in numerous anti-trust actions, and (2) ownership of the Philadelphia outlet- -he-

RCA an unfair competitive advantage in the sale of radio and l\ sets.

Retorted the FCC: The Commission would have to await court decisions and no! a< t

on "unresolved complaints." The competition argument did not qualif) Philco as .i
"*]

>.i rt

\

at interest and would, in the long run. open the wa) for even washing machine

operators to try to block RCA from operating station-.

The Craven Plan for case-by-case consideration of any h application for am
channel in am cit\ (providing mileage separation- are met I is at lea«t temporarily out

the window.

It did not create the industry enthusiasm anticipated. <>nl\ (di^ had \er\ much

in the wa) of favorable comments about it.

Last week the FCC voted to a-k it- staff t i draw up papers t" dismiss the whole thing.

While the final vote is -till to be taken, it appears that the tentative vote will stand.

Subscription tv continues to hold it> place in the new-.

Henry Ran. president of Washington Broadcasting, has asked the D. C. Commissioners

for permission to try a wired system in Washington. The Ran proposal undoubted!] will

result in some expression- from Congress on wired -\-um-. and maj give a clue as t" whether

Congress will pass laws if wired pay-tv succeeds. fSuch a system is outside Federal regula-

tory powers at the present time.)

Meantime a new company, Teleglobe, filed t"i FCt approval of a combination wired

and over-the-air system. Wires would carry only the audio. Picture- would be tele-

cast i anybod\ could j.ci the unscrambled pictures l"i free). The) would have to call up
and he connected to net the sound, however.
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GETTING THE MOST FRO

"Snagged" by a F\
Faulty Film Situation? ^



fOUR FILM DOLLAR

If so, you've a right to be "hopping mad"—especially if picture "smog,"

inflexible film presentations and high operating costs are

blocking your progress. Better do something about it! Find out how to . .

.

1. Get the kind of picture quality that advertisers and television

audiences want.

2. Get this picture quality and enjoy low operating costs at the same time.

3. Get the kind of expert programming that sparks and holds

viewer interest.

Let us show you how to plan your system to get

these desired advantages. See your RCA Broad-

cast Representative. Have him acquaint you with

RCA's comprehensive TV Film Facilities— for get-

ting better pictures and lower operating costs for

both Color and Monochrome.

Tmk(s^ &

RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA
BROADCAST AND TELEVISION EQUIPMENT

CAMDEN, N J

In Canada: RCA VICTOR Company Ltd., Montreal



A round-up of trade talk,

trends and tips for admen

SPONSOR HEARS
21 SEPTEMBER

Copyright 1957

SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS INO.

Ted Bales apparently is in the process of reorganizing its tv-radio services.

It's been asking friendly questions of some of its major agency colleagues, indicating

such a move is afoot.

Australian tv soon may be scheduling kines of American "live" shows.

Two under discussion are Perry Como and Steve Allen.

Talking of tv's sales impact, the marketing head of a major ad agency made this

pithy observation to a colleague this week:

"You want people to try your product sooner or later. Tv makes them do
it sooner."

Nat King Cole's blast at Madison Avenue this week for failure to sell his

NBC TV show ignored, admen noted, the Street's past record in his behalf.

Examples :

• Two and a half years on the Kraft Music Hall (JWT).

• Two years on NBC Radio as star of his own show for Wildroot (BBDO).

FCC chairman John C. Doerfer was asked this week what the Commission's
policy would be on the acquisition of tv stations by film companies as the result of

unpaid obligations.

Doerfer's answer: The Yardstick in such cases will be the same as anv other

—

Is it in

the public interest?

A Madison Avenue agencv is mulling a new use for old-line radio personalities.

It would put them on the personal-appearance circuit as entertainers and goodwill

ambassadors.

Their main function Avould be to attend sales meetings at the grassroots. All this is

based on the premise that everybody likes to get acquainted with a "name."

Clear the decks for another type of "Dichter"—motivation researcher James
Vicary and his doctrine of "subliminal projection."

Vicary is the high priest of a real "hidden persuader" technique. In tv it would work

this way: During a filmed commercial, a pictorial flash would be included which the

eye wouldn't register; but the effect on the subconscious would suffice to prompt a sale.

Pabst Beer this week has a logical answer to columnists' barbs about using a

couple of repeats during the 13-week summer run of the George Sanders Mystery Theatre.

It seems that after the series got started, the advertiser learned that two of the

films contained barroom scenes showing people drinking— of all things— hard

liquor.

Thais win two of the films had to be repeated.
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rth Carolina's INTERURBIA
The Greatest Concentration of Consumer

Buying Power in the Two Carolinas!

flit*! -«lW° .
Y ° <*<- 1

p M

dominated by wfmy-tv
Interurbia—The heart of North Carolina's Prosperous Piedmont . . . YOURS with WFMY-TV!

First in population . . . First in total retail sales' Call your \l R I' man tor full details

on WFMY-TV coverage of INTERURBIA PLUS the big Industrial Piedmont'

/ 54 Prosperous Counties / 2.2 Million Population

/ $2.8 Billion Market / $2.2 Billion Retail Sales

WFMY-TV . . . Pied Piper of the Piedmont

"First with LIVE TV in the Carolinas"

ujfmy-tv
GREENSBORO. N. C.

Repretented by

Harrington, RigMer 4 Parsons, Inc.

New York • Chicago • San Francisco • Atlanta • Boston

Basic

Since 1949
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AGENCY MERGERS
[Continued from page 33)

able to them," says Dave Williams.

The merged agency is billing at a

rate "I $73 million to *!><) million, with

some 35 (

! of il in t\ and radio. How-

ever, while most of R&R's tv billing

comes out <>l New ^ <>rk (although

Chicago i- important for the agenc\ I,

I ruin. Wasey's big tv department is

the agency's L.A. production office.

"We've found surprisingly little du-

plication. On the contrary, our people

and accounts complement each other

very well," says Williams.

Each of the agencies, according to

their top executives, had already been

knee-deep in marketing planning for

their package goods accounts. But for

both, a big factor in the merger was

the fact that together they will have

more top-level people in New York,

and in the various regional offices as

well, who can work on a top market-

ing level with sales and advertising

managers.

"All business is local," says Wil-

liams. "And, to boot, only unusual ad-

vertisers today can afford network tele-

vision. Therefore, if you're set up to

buy shrewdly on the local level, you've

gained a major advantage."

There's no question but that a small

agenc\ can be profitable and even more

so than a giant one under certain cir-

cumstances. Carl S. Brown, for exam-

ple, is an outstanding example of such

a shop. However, its profitabilit\

stems from the fact that it is dominated

by one account, which is a major net-

work client and requires less staffing

than a large number of accounts with

small billing would.

The R&R-Erwin, Wasey merger was

based on a different theory of growth

and profitability

.

"We like diversification." says Wil-

liams, "because we feel it is better for

all clients, giving them a richer cross-

fertilization of creative thinking."

It also makes the merged agency less

\ uluerable to account loss and gives it

a greater scope in terms of new ac-

counts it is staffed to attract. For one

thing, it makes it possible for the

agency management to put either more

or entirelv different talent in an ac-

count group against a particular client

problem.

There's the added advantage of inter-

city cross-fertilization through shifting

men from one branch office to another.

In fact, when a merger occurs between

agencies in different cities (e.g. C&W
with Ivan Hill. Chicago and Brisacher,

Wheeler, San Francisco), one of the

first things the new management does

is to move certain key people into the

office where they can both impart their

experience and assimilate the experi-

ence of the other agent \

.

\\ bile the number of mergers in the

agency field has been picking up speed

over the last year, the same trend has

been operating in other service fields

and in industry as well.

As in industry, agency mergers are

generally brought about in top secrecy

and on the loftiest management level.

There are two ways the idea is born:

( 1 I either through open solicitation bv

a "merger doctor"; (2) or, on a top

management level where there is aware-

ness of problems to be solved through

a merger.

When a "merger doctor" is involved,

he is very likely to have thought the

prospective agency's problem through

and to have an idea about approach-

^m

TV in Fresno - the big

inland California market --

means KMJ-TV
• Best local programs

• Basic NBC-TV affiliate

PAUL H. RAYMER, NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE
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able agencies thai would I"- suitable foi

a merger. Nonetheless, it ma) take

several months t" a ye u I" Fore .1 mei

ger i- finall) effect! d, "t the lettei ol

intent between the pi incipals is Bigned.

More often the idea "I mei ging starts

growing right within the agencj ;ii top

management level. In tl e 1 ase "I R&R
Mich an intent began i" be run id

about t w < • oi more years ^-0. Some

oi the agenc) principals who had dis-

cussed the concept began leaking the

idea discretelj with the intention ol

I
utting "in feelers foi prospe 1 i >. e mer-

ger partners.

\\ hen there is no definite middle

man appointed I" work out a meeting

of agenc) heads, the -< oul ng out can

take a l<»i longei . F ne 1 ing, som

potential parties to mergers sh) awa)

\ci\ fast il the news leaks I ecause the)

consider merger talk as a "distress sig-

nal." It becomes ver) difficult, there-

Fore, for the principals >>f the h\"

agencies that might be interested to gel

together without "giving awa) i'>"

much."

Once tlic conditions "I the mergei

(generall) an exchange "I stock al

hook value- 1 and the initial problems

have been agreed upon and ironed out,

a letter of intent is signed which states

MY MOMMY
LISTENS TO^Vj

KITE
More Mommies and

Papas in Sgi% LXruxnUO'

Listen Daily to KITE Than

to Any Other Station^

^NCS -2
Call Avery-Knodel, Inc.

thai thi mergei will take placi within

a given 1

• ..I tw onl

proi idin i! e a< 1 u itan - ! nd 1 al

stated 1 ond 1 ons prevail in ea< h a

1 \ . Such a letter ol intent I <

binding a t contrai if I c ac< unts

work checks "ut.

Fnis is the point u Inn some ol th

more 1 i< ' li sh pi oblems pop up.

How to organize the new met

o] eration ? Ine\ itably, there - some
chad H 1 od to I e dl and out ol

.in- .'. 'i i ments as well a 1 d<

. iplicati n in responsil ilities ind Fun

1 - 1 > be -1 1' rd over.

R&R and Ei vi in, \\ ise in

inning to tackle thes pi oblem9. I he

ha\ e not \ el foi mulated final plans fo

the drln c ition ol responsibilities in ih

i\ -radio depai tments, foi insta

1 e irge Wolf heads up the R&R Mew

"i oik h dej artme it, h hile Rolo Kuntei

is l.ru in. \\ ase) - Mew York h hea '

Both agencies ha\ e sepai ate men

ing t In i r t hicago and L.A oj eral ions

R&R - ( .hicago i\ -radio head is

Anderson
;

Ei w in, \\ ase - is I

Moore. In I.. \. law in, \\ ase '
1

big t\ -radio office u idet Rol e 1 I

while R&R maintains a one-man sen 1

in that cit) .

I he problems ol c< nflicting responsi-

bilities are more likel) t 1 occur on the

department head level and sometimes

it i> the insolubilit) ol such problems

that blocks a merger. In the ideal sit-

uation, the merging agencies have

strengths and weaknesses in different

departments. When there's a great dis-

parit) in size ol billing ol the two

merging agencies, ihi~ i~ usualh auto-

maticall) the case since the department

he ids ol the -mailer shop are unlike!

to ha\ e the i restiee to he 1 I up the

ged departments. ^

THE
^

WHEELING
INDUSTRIAL EXPANSION

STORY BOARD

lii.lu-ii 1.1I expansion 1
- so rapid

in the W heeling W<

: data 1

months ago is now obsolete.

The best w .i\ i" reach this busy,

prosperous market is t
!

•1 \\ Ih'l 1\ the

lion. \-k an) Hollingber)

man or call \\ heelii _ ' edai

"Henry, darling, you re back on

KRIZ Phoenix!"

Wheeling 7, West Vo.

"a station worth watching"
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Richard A. Romanelli

Account Executive

Foote, Cone & Beldingu
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Charles Hofmann
Media Group Supervisor

Foote, Cone & Belding

Paul E. Clark

Timebuyer
Foote, Cone & Belding
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A. G. Huber
Assistant Director, Domestic Advertising

Trans World Airlines

mrnl .ire (hi- important members <>t the advertiser

—

bene) team responsible tor the purchase ot time foi I W \.

1 \

RO

Have you ever looked .it youi station as you would

at a bar of soap?

They're the same in a sense. Time, too, is a product

and as .1 consumer don't you general!) choose a brand you

know? National advertisers and agencj men are consumers as

well, The) buy time. I lies, too, buy what the) know. So

—

doesn't it make sense to let them know about you? I specially

today— with 3500 stations competing lor shell space in a

buyer's mind.

This is the age o\ pre-selling and broadcasters arc no

exception. The stations that do not pre-sell ma) never sell

national spot at all or wind up slowl) losing what the) have

The laws of promotion work the same lor a pound of coffee or

a minute of time.

MORK BUYING TEAMS READ SPONSOR THAN
ANY OTIIKR BROADCAST PUBLICATION.

The fastest and most economical wa\ to pre-sell

time is an advertising schedule in SPONSOR. It needn't be large

It needn't be expensive. Even the smallest ad in SPONSOR

is read—because every page in SPONSOR is read. It's that

kind of a publication. The prestige publication in the field.

It's read from cover to cover because there's something

interest and value on every page.

More—SPONSOR reaches not just a part

—

but all

members of the all-important bu\ing team you seek to sell

—

the agency and the advertiser. Over 10092 more advertisers

and over 15% more agenc) men read SPONSOR than an)

other publication in the broadcast field. If you want to con-

vince this team—SPONSOR is the most effective publication

you can chouse*

Ever) independent study proves thrst facts W «

shall be happy to furnish them on request.

SPONSOR—better than an) other publication an>-

where—sells the team that bu\s the time.

SOR
sells the TEAM that buys the TIME
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and still growing EWSMAKERS

m*3*r ROCKFORD KLvioaE

ILL! NOIS
i

ROCKFORD

rftea, of
market power!
New industries continue to come to
Rockford . . . and companies already
here continue to expand. That is why
Rockford has become the NO. 1 City
in Illinois (outside Chicago) . . . and
a rich market for your products or
services. Rockford is the 2nd largest
machine tool center in the world . . .

34th in the USA in expendable income
. . . 36th in buying power . . . and
13th in Postal Savings.

and still growing

• Survey after Survey of 14

counties indicates Uncontested

Dominance of Northern Illinois-

Southern Wisconsin area by

WREX-TV.

• Combined rural and industrial

following . . . ideal for test

campaigns.

WREX-TV

sales power!
WREX-TV — 'The Viewers* Choice"
DELIVERS your message to the buyers
in this rich industrial and agricultural
market.
The consistent high quality in produc-
tion, promotion and merchandising of
both spots and programs has earned
many major awards for WREX-TV this
year! For the best medium to reach this
Rockford area market consult H-R for
the WREX-TV story.

J. M. BAISCH, General Manager

REPRESENTED BY H-R TELEVISION, INC.

"WREX-TV
CHANNEL 13

ROCKFORO
ILLINOIS

Alexander M. Tanger has been elected

vice president of \\ HDH. Inc., as that Bos-

ton organization readies the debut in No-

\ ember of its new tv outlet. At the same

time. William B. McGrath, vice president

and managing director of WHDH-TV an-

nounced Tanger's appointment as sales di-

rector of WHDH-AM-FM-TV along with

the appointment of Leslie Arries, Jr., as di-

rector of tv. Tanger came to WHDH in 1946 as an account execu-

tive, has served as commercial manager since 1953. He is a mem-
ber of Radio Executives Club of New England and Ad Club of

Boston. Arries, who will supervise station operation and coordinate

with sales, comes from CBS Spot Sales in Chicago. He has been in

television for 11 years and filled a variety of executive positions at

WTTG. Washington; WDTV, Pittsburgh: and also for DuMont.

Hulberr Taft, Jr. heads up the executive

group overseeing Taft radio-t\ interests in

four cities following a realignment opera-

tion to allow for future expansion. Taft

is now president and director of Radio

Cincinnati. Inc.. and affiliated corporations

in Columbus and Birmingham i \\ TVN and

WBRC), chairman of the board of WBIR,
Knoxville. He will be in charge of policj

and operations of all properties, FCC contracts, network contracts,

construction, labor relations and major equipment purchases. The

other executive personnel of Radio Cincinnati who complete the new

home office group are David G. Taft, executive vice president and

director; Ken W. Church, vice president: Dorothv S. Murphy, trea-

surer: William Hansher: assistant secretary, and Donald L. Chapin.

head of New York sales. Taft feels centralization is necessarv.

William H. Fineshriber, Jr. 47->ear-old

\eteran of a quarter century in broadcast-

ing, has been named to fill the newly-cre-

ated post of director of international op-

erations for Screen Gems. From his head-

quarters in Screen Gems' New York office.

Fineshriber will direct all the overseas mar-

keting operations of this Columbia Pictures

subsidiary whose international staff has

swelled to 39 sales representatives and whose tv programs are viewed

in 17 countries outside the I . S. One of Fineshribers first official

acts will be a tour of the Far Fast in October, accompanied by Ralph

M. Cohn. Screen Gems vice president and general manager. The

purpose of the trip is to establish permanent sales offices and explore

possibilities of producing programs in the Orient. Fineshriber was

most recently sales \ ice president of Television Programs of America.

SPONSOR 21 SEPTEMBER 195'



KCMO-TV

WHEN-TV

KPHO-TV

WOW-TV

Kansas City

Syracuse

Phoenix

Omaha

channel 5

channel 8

channel 5

channel 6

Joe Hartenbower, General Mgr.

Sid Tremble, Commercial Mgr.

Represented nationally by Katz Agency

KCMO-TV . . . One of Mere-

dith's Big 4 . . . All-Family Stations.

O
Meredith Stotions Are Affilioted with Better Homes ond Gordens ond Successful Forming Magazinet

SPONSOR 21 SEPTEMBER 1957
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PEAKS

Sarnoff on summertime
We liked the speech Bob Sarnoff made to NBC TV affili-

ates l.i-t week in \e\\ York. It was full of optimism and

maturity—particularly in it- recognition that Washington

probes ma) ultimately result in fuller public understanding

of network television's role in the broadcast medium.

What we liked best was Bob Sarnoff's determination to

tackle some of tv's major program problems head on. Many

have tended to shrug off tv's summertime doldrums as in-

r\ i table. But Bob Sarnoff sees summer as possibly becoming

"an opener for the succeeding season, instead of the tail

end of the old one."

Bob Sarnoff, Bob Kintner, Manie Sacks and other key

people at NBC will meet soon to sift ideas for next summer

and fall. For the industry's sake, we wish them well.

Timebuyers can win this battle

Why should a station take the trouble to furnish reports

on who its clients are to a central source?

Over years of campaigning for published facts on spot

clients and their spending, sponsor and others have advised

stations: You will benefit from published figures because

knowledge of what the competition is doing begets business.

This has never been documented better than in a recent

checkup conducted by Bob Liddel, acting head timebuyer at

Compton, made at the suggestion of Frank B. Kemp, media

director. Frank Kemp wanted to know whether spot tv bu-i-

ness had been stimulated by the Rorabaugh Report (the

data service which provides TvB spot tv spending figures).

Bob Liddel found that: "within the recent past we have

had three distinct instances where local spot television was

used in the place of network, or in addition to network, and

one of the major contributing factors in recommending these

strategies ua> information derived from Rorabaugh Report-.""

Unfortunately many station people do not understand that

this sort of thing happens every week and we think it's up to

the timebuyer to explain the value of competitive data to

station men. By doing this, buyers insure expansion of

reports the industry now gets from Rorabaugh and TvB—and

prepare the wax tor report- on spot and network radio.

THIS WE FIGHT FOR: // you don't think

advertising needs to sell its role better, go to

.see "U ill Success Spoil Rock Hunter?" It's

another movie lampooning tr admen and rebut-

tal on an organized basis is badlv needed.

lO-SECOND SPOTS

Lobby: Ad in N.Y. Times:

DON'T Bl'RY CAESAR!
Do we get Sid Caesar Back or

Do We ha\e to throw aua\ our

T. V. Sets/

Bring Back Caesar

{And tie don't mean Julius)

Write to: Committee for Caesar's

Longevity, H. Machklis, 161-10 Jamai-

ca \\e. i i in. 516), Jamaica. N.Y.

The ponies: To promote the new

W estinghouse station WJZ-TV in Bal-

timore (formerlj WAAM), two-dollar

win tickets on Saturday's sixth race at

I imonium track were bought for the

press. The race: WJZ-TV Special

Handicap. Ride 'em, disk jockey.'

Science-fiction: From N.Y: Times—
"A group of psychologists speculated

yesterda\ that when man was reach to

take off for the moon it would be a

woman who would probahK make the

first flight."' Maybe this news calls for

a new show—Hop Harridan instead of

Hop Harridan.

Boot boom: Acme Boot Co. of Ten-

nessee, makers of cowboy boots, attrib-

ute spurt in sales to tv Westerns.

Now we're waiting to hear from the

Village Blacksmith.

For Betty Coed: The new craze for

old raccoon coats now sweeping the

campuses prompted a W CFL. Chi-

cago, contest in which these apparel

anticjues are the prizes. Ought to tune

in that show with a crystal set.

Gangbuster: As thousands of Hous-

tonians searched the city for KILT s

S25.000 treasure check, two young-

sters turned up a package containing

$15,000 worth of illegal heroin.

Goodbye, Summer: Tv Guide re-

ports this sign in a San Francisco

shop window: "TV sold, installed and

serviced here. Not responsible for

Summer programs."

Woo, woo! \ vacationing McCann-
Erickson copywriter reports she rocked

her Bostonian friends when she ap-

peared on Nantucket wearing toreador

pants and wedgies instead of Bermudas

and flats. Watch for a new Madison

Avenue novel—"Girl in Tlw Tight

titling Slacks."

Help wanted: From \ .) . Times—
ADVERTISING AGENCY

Wants a girl who can type well and

take some steno. Serve as sect\. ad-

taker & even inspiration.

Just the thought inspires us!



the more you compare balanced programming,

audience ratings, coverage, or costs per thousand

—

or trustworthy operation—the more you'll prefer

WAVE Radio

WAVE-TV

LOUISVILLE

NBC AFFILIATES

NBC SPOT SALES, EXCLUSIVE NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES

WFIE-TV, Channel 14, the NBC affiliate in Evansville,

is now owned and operated by WAVE, Inc.



YOU MIGHT SiOHE A
"GRAND SLAM" IJV GOLF* —

BUT . RADIO

NIELSEN NCS NO. 2

NOVEMBER, 1956

Station

WKZO

Radio
Homes
In Area

208,450

106.570

DAYTIME
Monthly
Homes
Reached

Weekly
NCS
Circ.

Daily

NCS
Circ.

107,490 95,520 ! 67,470

43,420 38,670 25,630

YOU NEED WKZO
TO BREAK PAR
IN KALAMAZOO-BATTLE CREEK AND
GREATER WESTERN MICHIGAN!
You just can't cover Western Michigan without WKZO . . .

because WKZO gets the lion's share of the audience morn-

ing, noon, and night. It delivers over 2'
2 times as many

radio homes as the next station, according to Nielsen, and

has almost twice the share of audience, according to Pulse.

November, 1956 Nielsen figures at the left show that WKZO
delivers 56% more homes daily than the second station can

deliver monthly!

Let your Avery-Knodel man give you the whole story.

*' ,v -'*

Me @efaeb IJh/ioi;,
WKZO-TV — GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
WKZO RADIO — KALAMAZOO-BATTLE CREEK
WJEF RADIO — GRAND RAPIDS
WJEF-FM — GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
KOLN-TV — LINCOLN, NEBRASKA

Associated with

WMBD RADIO — PEORIA, ILLINOIS

CBS RADIO FOR KALAMAZOO-BATTLE CREEK
AND GREATER WESTERN MICHIGAN

Avery-Knodel, Inc., Exclusive National Representatives

In I" ill. Bobby Jones won the I ,S. (>l>ei>. U.S. imateuT, British Open, and British Amateur.
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PART ONE OF 2 PARTS

Where there's a
Storz Station . . . there's

DOM

Dominance for the station . . . dominance for your

In each of these major markets . . .

re radios are tuned to the Storz Station than any other

MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL WDCY is first . . . all-day average. Proof: Booper

(32.7%) . . . Trendex . . . Pulse. See Blair or General Manager Jack Thayer.

KANSAS CITY. WHB is first . . . All-day. Prool : Metro Pulse, Nielsen, Trendex,

Hooper, Area Nielsen, Pulse. All-day averages as high as 17.0 Nielsi See Blair

or Genera] Manager George W. Armstrong.

NEW ORLEANS. WTIX is first . . . All-daj Proof: Hooper (WTIX 2 to 1) . . .

Pulse. See Adam Young or General Manager Fred Berthelson.

MIAMI. WQAM is first . . . All-day. Proof: Hooper I 12.195 I . . . Pulse . . . South-

ern Florida Area Pulse . . . Trendex. See Blair . . . or General Manager Jack Sandler.

rsi
Y'S RADIO FOR TODAY'S SELLING

WD6Y Minneapolis St. Paul

WHB Kansas City

WQAM Miami
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.

TODD STORZ, PRESIDENT
WTIX New Orleans
REPRESENTED BY ADAM YOUNG INC.

THE MARKETING

VEEP: HOW HE

OPERATES

\ new figure now holds

the i\ purse-strings as

big-business man
incut settles into .<

marketing conscious

advertising pattei n.

Page 25

Saturation

and the

new radio

Page 28

Will tv get its

own "bureau

of circulation"?

Page 34

New season's

network tv

lineup

Page 37



it takes all kinds and NBC RADIO reaches all kinds

Some folks like music; others like- drama. People have different

tastes in clothing, in food, in listening, too. To sell them all, you

must reach them through the programs they respond to.

NBC Radio's varied programming offers you every kind of listener.

* I In lady c/ the house who enjoys soap operas can find

them on NBC Radio dramas like MY TRUE STORY and

ONI 1/ / \ s FA Mil).

* 'Hit housewife alio casts her daily chores with live pop

musu /inns in NBC Radio's HANDSTAND.

* 'Hit imii and women who follow world events keep

posted with MIC Radio's NEWS ON THE HOUR... and

tin iiion thoughtful listen to LIFE AND THE WOULD

and other analytical programs.

* Weekenders, relaxing at home and at the wheel, enjoy

variety on MONITOR.

NBC". Radio's varied programming makes sure your commercials

are heard more times by more different people. For a saturation buy

that covers every segment of your market, nothing matches the effec-

tiveness and economy of NBC Radio, where more people hear your

sales messages more times.

People arc different. But with all their differences they can still

have one tlnng in common—war product ... when von use

NBC RADIO



You m £? Ul BICAM,
Id i < rtisi/nP

KSW >'< '/.'A''I//.*''' . ,
•

WHERE DID EVERYBODY GO?

One second ago 18.988.132 people were out there watching their TV
sets. Maybe if that commercial had been just a link' more fresh and

imaginative . . .

SPONSOR • 28 SEPTEMBER 1957
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THE WEEKLY MAGAZINE TV/RADIO ADVERTISERS USE

DIGEST OF ARTICLES

Marketing v. p.: the top tv executive

25 Big-business ad management lias settled into a marketing-conscious

pattern: the marketing v.p. is kr\ advertising-sales decision-makei

Saturation and the new radio

28 Nobod) i- in luii'; agreement on what saturation radio is—but tin- for

certain: everybody's using it. sponsor takes a long look at the concept

Should you drop a successful jingle

31 I' 1 "- w.i' the problem faced by Burgcrmeister heer. Much of its adver-

tising was keyed to long-running jingle, but strategy dictated a change

Will tv get its own ABC?

34 Wter live years of testing, problems and decisions, the \ \KTB has

unveiled it- long-awaited circulation study. Will the industry buy it?

The new season's network tv lineup

37 October's T\ Basics section contains up-to-date data on programing.

clients, agencies and costs for the 1957-58 network television season

FEATURES
16 Agency Ad Libs

45 Film-Scope

21 m h and Madison

54 News & Idea \Y rap-Up

7 Newsmaker ol the Week

56 Picture \\ rap-Up

66 Sponsoi Hears

9 Sponsor-Seope

74 Sponsor Speaks

52 Spot Buys

74 Ten Second Spots

14 Timebuyers at Work

72 Tv and Radio Newsmakers

63 \\ ashington Week

18 \\ omen's \\ eek

In Upcoming Issues

Detroit is poised

\ roundup "I air media activitv iinong the aulomoti\es a* seen againsl

the back drop of the 1957-58 marketing battleground

Radio status report

Monthlj summary of radio facts includes network clients and bai -t.i

of network radio sales this current month compared to last
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Speaking of COSTS • • •

-

WHO
for Iowa PLUS!

Des Moines . . . 50,000 Watts

Col. B. J. Palmer. President

P. A. Loyet, Resident Managei

Robert II. Harter, Sales Manager

Results considered, WHO costs

less than any possible "economy

package" in Iowa:

More Iowa fcntiilies listen

to WHO regularly, daytime,

than to all the 56

other loin/ stations COMBINED*!

*Souree: 1956 Iowa Radio

. \ itdii nee Sun l 1

A* Peters, Griffin. Woodward, Inc.,

National Rt prest ntatix es

WHO Radio is part of

Central Broadcasting Company.
which also owns and operates

WHO-TV, Dei Moines

WOC-TV !
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GENE AUTRY, America's favorite

cowboy, never slows his pace.

He keeps on passing competition.

In four-station Chicago, where

his syndicated series is in its 6th

consecutive year, GENE AUTRY is

consistently first in his evening

time period (Gene's current rating

is 19.3, according to Telepulse).

Cleveland, Phoenix, Buffalo and

Minneapolis-St. Paul, to mention

just a few outstanding spots,

report similar crack results.

The reason is obvious. Westerns

are America's favorite television

fare (top-rated among all half-hour

network program types) and,

dollar for dollar, the gene autry

SHOW, 91 fast-ridin' half-hours

produced specially for television

by Flying A Pictures, is the finest

Western film entertainment your

advertising money can buy.

CBS TELEVISION FILM SALES, INC.
fSj "... the best film programs for all stations"

New York, Chicago, Los Angeles,

Detroit, Boston, San Francisco,

St. Louis, Dallas, Atlanta. Canada:

S. W. Caldwell, Ltd., Toronto.

-Nielsen
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SMALL CITIES & BIG FARMS. ..360,000 FAMILIES
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NEWSMAKER
of the week

This week) ilti' Sational tssociation of Radio and Television

Broadcasters
t
which has dt'frndnl mans a position in it>

35-year history, prepared to meet another tin rut— f<
•» tv—

at Harold E. Fellows, \ IRTB firt-s., barnstormed into \orth

Carolina for tin- third of a series of meetings of broadcasters.

The newsmaker: Harold I.. (Hall Fellows, who bas

headed N Mill! since June- 1951, is .1 man who believes in unified

action and a strong vocal stand when the freedom "I the broadcast

ing industr) 1- challenged. Mr bas no doubl but thai il is seriousl)

challenged now l>\ 1 . S. military interests in l\ channels and pai

ticularl) b) the recent FCC announcements thai il plans to invite

applications from broadcasters to trj oul fee t\. Uthougb F( C bas

not committed itsell actually to the granting "I an) tests, and has

further sidestepped the issue b) delaying an) possible grants until

I March, il does impl) that a tesl

ol fee h could jusl possibl) gel nil

the ground nexl spring, li will

never get oil the ground at all if

I

I

mI Fellows can convince members

"I \ Mi I B i'< speak oul against il

"with one voice.

I o encourage the raising "I tin*

voice, Fellows i- using the currenl

NARTB regional meetings a^ a

sounding board against fee t\.

"Promoters of paid television

schemes," he told the firsl regional

gatherings in Schenectady, "have

sought to pre-empl the broadcasting frequencies themselves and t<>

institute a system utterl) foreign to the American concept of broad-

casting. You, the free-1 ideaster, and the public you serve are

the intended victims of this invasion."

Since the beginning ol commercial broadcasting, Fellows pointed

out, broadcasters have been on the defensive man) times. "Quite

possibl) this is the time," he said, "to make the transition from

the defensive." This exhortation to Region 1 members on 17 Sep-

tember in Schenectad) is substantiall) the same call to ami- he

issued three days latei ti> Region I members in Cleveland and to

Region 2 members this week in Vsheville, \. ('. In fact, In- told

the Cleveland group thai N Mi II! feels FCC does nol have authorit)

to authorize fee t\

.

He will continue to call for unified action against fee i\ at the

remainder >>| the meetings: Region 5 in Kansas City, I'M 1 October;

Region 8, Portland, Ore., 11-1") October; Region 7. Denver, 17-18

October; Region (>. Dallas, 22-2'i October; and Region 3, Memphis,
24-2") October.

Besides the threat of fee t\ and of militar) design on t\ > hannels,

\M\II5 sessions are facing up to other threats: Increasing Con-

gressional pressures in such directions as program control and adver-

tising practices along with the problem of expensive music copyright

fees. Fellows, a »alt\ new Englander and World War 1 Marine with

25 years in broadcasting, sees one wa\ to meet them head on with

"I nified action." ^

lluralil E. Fellou

DRAMATIC

SALES RESULTS'

FOR ST. LOUIS

MARKETS!



LaSane
covered

a vast territory . .

Rene Robert Cavelier, the Sieur de LaSalle, explored

the entire Mississippi Valley, from Canada to the

Gulf of Mexico, in the 17th century—establishing

forts for France, planting colonies, developing trade

today

W6AL-TV covers ^
avast MARKETterritory |g;

3V2 million people "^^a- „
-

in 1,015,655 families

owning 917,320 TV sets — \V'{

earning $e ]A billion annually ~Z~

buying consumer goods that add up to

$3% billion annually in retail sales *-—

^

It's the coverage that makes WT3AL-TV —^^_>
America's 10th TV Market!

five: The MEEKER Company, Inc. New York • Chicago • Los Angeles • San Franc
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\lu\t tignificant tx and radio

newt of the week with interpretation

in depth for busy readers

SPONSOR-SCOPE
28 SEPTEMBER Thai cock) little contender from Hoiyoke, Max-.— Lestoil— ilii- week marched

woNsoR Publications inc rhjB' m,° champ I'txC.'s own ring with a saturation campaign on .ill Cincinnati t\ sta-

dons.

This irritating tactic shouldn't surprise P&G, which mighl well la) claim t<» hav-

ing invented it. For man) years Lever Bros, burned hmt the fact thai P&G, wiUi

extra pressure, was aide to dominate the Boston-Cambridge market, Lever's homi

i itorj

.

Incidentally, Lestoil will hold open house for reps 7 October when it- new Hoi-

\i)kc plant will be dedicated with ;i four-da) celebration.

\ Harrington-Righter-Parsons presentation is the major reason «h> Nick i-

dishing out $400,000 for tv spot this fall.

Mor>«> International openl) si\« so. Dial agency's Ra} WcCardle told SPONSOR-
SI OPE tlii- week: "The storj we got From John Dickenson, of Harrington-Righter-Par-

sons, \\a- the biggest single force in changing < > u t strategy to include t\ spot. It showed us

how we could put extra weighl behind our daytime network campaign at the right

price."

The t\ spot l>u\ is in behalf of Vaporub. It will run for 1<"> weeks in 28 top markets.

Originally Vick had planned to put all of it- $1.5 million on daytime CBS TV. Now the net-

work share has hern sliced to $1.1 million.

\ iek also has earmarked 81.7 million for spot radio in behalf ol it- cough-

drops, using 41 market- for an average of 18 weeks.

Vick's spot tv buj prompted rep- to philosophize that:

1) You <an gel business For yourself as well as your colleagues if you plan, pitch and

fight for it on an industry level. Spol radio's comeback shows the value of teamwork.

2) Vick's action may portend a change in advertisers1 spending plan taking

some mone) away from network tv and giving it to spot, instead of vice-vei

A tv station in a major market still ran depend on plenl\ of national -pot busi-

ness—despite some recent gloom.

WTIC-TV, Hartford, (channel 3), bowed on this week with 1197,000 worth

of national spot billings on the books sight unseen.

Nielsen will issue a statement next week answering critic* of it- new format

for local radio station reports.

The statement will make note of this: The project is based on suggestions and prefer-

ences obtained via a survey of 230 timehuyers.

One of the format's hitter critics. \dam Young, Inc., in an analvsis relea-ed la^t week

questioned the format'- effect iveiv - tool for Inner-.

Concluded \dam Young: "Unless provision is made in tiie radio reports to include data

relevant to modern buying concepts, namely, trading area data, the qualitative material is

of little value."

The rep's implied complaint: The format is weighted in favor of the powerhouse

station, on the one extreme, and the small station, on the other, and against the re-
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~
SPONSOR-SCOPE continued . . .

Here's an index of today's radio prosperity:

The current series of NARTB regional meetings is attracting a larger percentage of

small station people than ever before.

Note the aristocratic type of question that stations have been shoving at their

reps at these NARTB regional meetings:

"Do you think all the commercials we're crowding in will hurt our effectiveness as a

medium of entertainment and information?"

NBC Radio's Joe Culligan soon may hear midget versions of his Imagery
Transfer concept (which is based on 6-second announcements).

NBC Spot Sales reports this week that one of its radio stations is experimenting with

2-second spots.

Action on P&G brands is so speedy and abrupt that reps make it a special

chore at the end of each month to balance new orders against cancellations to see

who's winning.

It's no easy chore. A quick change on Friday may come too late to get on the rep's

latest records and thus distort the true picture for that period.

Here's how the September balance looked this week: Somewhat on the credit side.

Another quick-change situation is taking place in the air media as a whole.

You can get the feel of it from this chronology:

SEPTEMBER 1956: Reps say tv spots during prime time in some of the top markets

are so scarce that clients are asking about radio.

SEPTEMBER 1957: The same reps say that daytime radio spots are so scarce in

the top markets that clients are asking about tv.

Buyers told SPONSOR-SCOPE this week that Hartford, Los Angeles, Detroit, Hous-

ton, Pittsburgh, and San Antonio are among the most difficult places to find daytime

availabilities.

In the battle for shelf space, the plight of the small manufacturer has become
a nightmare—because his big competitors are leaning strongly toward the concept that the

consumer should be offered the illusion of freedom of choice.

To do this, the big fellow gives the consumer a choice of three different types

of packaging or five different colors or mixtures in a box of detergent.

The small fellow's dilemma: If he limits himself to a specialty, his share of the market

won't even be recognizable. But if he attempts to widen his line, he may be spreading him-

self too thin.

In a way. the freedom of choice concept is a stepchild of tv. The selling impact

of the medium is such that the advertiser must offer some new variation of his prod-

uct frequently enough to keep up with the parade.

One of the pitfalls in marketing statistics, say the experts, is the habit of pre-

senting department store sales as an index of retailing as a whole.

Marketers point out that when that method was adopted, department stores accounted

for about 2ft
r
r of national volume. Now it's less than 6%.

Automotive merchandisers todav get 13% of the national intake while discount

houses have grabbed huge pieces of the hard goods market.

One show that can't complain it isn't getting the right promotional push is

Sally, on CBS TV Sunday evenings. Chemstrand and Royal McBee. the series' alternate

sponsors, are spending about SI00.000 between them on ads and publicity.

10 SPONSOR • 28 SEPTEMBER 1957



SPONSOR-SCOPE rontinued

CBS T\ has the largest number of regulari) sponsored nighttime shows thi-

i.ill. while 1BC TV piled up 1 1
«

- biggest percentage of advertisers who sponsor the

same program exclusively everj week.

Here s .1 SPONS0R-S( OPE breakdown of the numbei of exclusive sponsors and sponsors

wlni share then programs with others:

No. NO

M 1 WORK TOTAL SHOWS EXCLUSIVl SPONSORS ( O.SPON JORS mi \i. SPONSORS

ABC T\ 3

1

2] (7091 r 20 11

CBS TV 42 15 (369 70

NBC TV 39 1 ; (339J 1 50

TOTAL 1 12 l«> < 10 12.-, 171

"That i». J>', of IBC's shows are sponsored exclusively.

Mi I. 11.
1 Rnbenstein's move t«» pep up distribution through sponsorship of the

Sid Caesar show on ABC TV next year ha* the eosmetie field guessing ahout the

Strategy involved.

For one thing, this means an enormous increase in t% hilling-. I\l! reported

Rubenstein as spending $54,810 on spot in 1956. The cost of time and talent fur the

Caesai series over 26 weeks (starting Januan > is estimated at Sl.B million.

(Rubenstein, with between 15,000 and 20,000 nutlets, recently started pushing for the

supermarket trade with \\eekl\ magazine lavouts. 1

For another thinu. Caesar's audience apparently i- <»" the youngish Bide: In

March-April 1957 when the Caesar show gol a national rating of 15.3, the age breakdown

among housewives came to: 16 to 34 years, -ii.',', 35 to 19 years, 15.995 ; and 50 years

and older. 13.2'.'
,

Some of NBC TV's daytime prosperity this season ma\ lie traced. -a\ agen-

cies, to the network's generosity with merchandising help when asked.

The promotional aids include fa) material for ehainlireaks. (b) letter- to whole-

salers, and (c) working with stations in contacting supermarket's and drug chains.

The daytime hillings of CBS TV and NBC TV the first -i\ months kept them

comfortably ahead of the women's magazine-.

Here are the gross time and space comparisons:

CBS TV 132,300,000

NBC TV 21,500,000

Ladies Home Journal 15,200,000

McCafl's 11.nnn.nno

Good Housekeeping 10,300,000

Source: PIB. Jan.-June 1957.

Ford Motor Co. is the only network customer with two western series this

season. Ford's sponsorship of the sagebrush now consists of ^ agon Train and The Zane

Grey Theatre.

This week's alternate-week buy of Wagon Train 'NBC TV] is 8 joint Ford institu-

tional and Edsel operation for 52 weeks.

The factory will allocate the 13.5 million for time and talent as two-thirds in-titutional

(K&E) and one-third Fdsel fPCB).

I<ewis-Howe and Drackett are sponsoring the other hours between them.

This proves asain how sharply the auto fellows plav their game: V Ford competitor

has retained Pulse to make a special study of the impact of the Edsel commer-

cials on the Bing Crosby-Frank Sinatra special next month.

Pulse this week wouldn't comment on whether the assignment came from General Motors.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

CBS Radio doesn't think the John J. Anthony show helongs on its network.

Martin Himmel, of Pink Ice note and president of Dunnan & Jeffrey, Inc., this week

offered to buy five nightly half-hours a week for Anthony, but found the network cool to

this kind of program.

Anthony was one of the early exponents of the "agony" show. His specialty was advis-

ing on marital relations.

House antitrust subcommittee chairman Emanuel Celler this week again lashed

the present standards of tv programing, the networks, and the awe of rating

services. The occasion: A luncheon of the Academy of Television. Arts and Sciences.

His specific targets included imitation; fear of risk; sameness; the networks' "strangle-

hold" on prime hours; and pushing of film programs in which the networks have a financial

interest.

Celler warned emphatically that pay tv is not the answer to hetter programing.

He said the standards could even he lower—with the viewing paying for it.

General Foods has added Mutual to its test lineup for quick-reminder radio

copy. The order was placed through Y&R this week (30 8-second announcements a week

for 10 weeks).

Other network radio placements include the following via CBS:
Standard Brands, five alternate 71/>-minute segments a week for 13 weeks: General

Mills, five alternate 71/|-minute segments a week for 13 weeks: Johnson & Johnson, six

five-minute Impact units for 26 weeks: renewal of Lowell Thomas by General Motors.

It turns out that Madison Avenue has been right all these years in calculating a

spot announcement rating by averaging the ratings for the following and preced-

ing shows.

TvB said this week that it had Nielsen test this assumption via:

• Seven different announcement schedules

• In 100 markets.

The answer: In no instance was the difference between the 15-minute average

and the actual audience during the announcements greater than half a rating point.

Spokesmen for the four radio networks delivered an impressive picture of the

medium's status and stature before a BBDO-staged luncheon this week.

Here's the gist of what thev told the 165 BBDO executives present:

ABN's Bob Eastman : Our programing is designed to sell the only multi-access medi-

um for advertising, using the entire day and night in the most economical manner.

CBS's Frank Nesbitt: Radio can be bought advantageously weekdays and week-

ends and stretches the advertising dollar more efficiently and effectively than any other

medium.

MBS's Paul Roberts: Our philosophy is that there are not big and small markets,

but one big market—the U.S.A.—which can be sold profitably with a news formula.

NBC's Joe Culligan: When we sell radio, we sell the impact and value of the

medium as a whole on a responsible audience.

(See 5 October sponsor for on-the-scene coverage of this event.)

For other news coverage in this issue, see Newsmaker of the Week, page 7;

Film-scope, page 45; Spot Buys, page 52; News and Idea Wrap-Up, page 54; Washington

Week, page 63; sponsor Hears, page 66; and Tv and Radio Newsmakers, page 72.
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How to have tun,

even though you're in

the advertising business

JVVJL
1. Phone home and tell your wife you're

going to I)'
1 working ;tll evening, then

arrive Eor dinner as usual,

2 Believe an out-of-town elienl when he

writes you not to meet him at the airport,

naming airline and fiighl number.

3. Arrange with the friend of a friend of a

friend to gel a refrigerator wholesale, then

return il because 11 'a the wrong color.

, i » i . / - _

4. Ignore the warning outside the door of a

photographer's darkroom.

5. Change a 1-color page to black-and-white

after the comp is finished.

6. Bypass Eastern Iowa in developing a tv

schedule for a product that requires buy-

ing power.

WMT-TV

Channel 2. CBS Television for Eastern Iowa

Mail Addi ' & f- : 7/V h '

SPONSOR • 28 SEPTEMBER 195'
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PROFILE OF YOUR

tKBIGAUDIENCE

i_i
61% 30% 4i/

2% 4i/
2%

Adult Adult Teens Children
Women Men

MATURE . .

.

MALE & FEMALE . .

.

COMFORTABLY WELL OFF

THAT'S A QUICK PROFILE of the

audience which rides the 740 spot of

the Southern California radio dial, as

analyzed in a new qualitative study by

The Pulse, Inc.

FIVE YEARS OF WOOING with

middle-of-the-road memory music,

interrupted only by award-winning

five-minute newscasts and easy-going

but brief chats by matured announc-

ers, have won an adult, able-to-buy

audience for KBIG.

RENTAL GROUPS

45% 32% 14% 9%
$60 $50 $35 Under

and Over to $59 to $49 $35

Any KBIG or Weed man would like to

show you the full picture.

KBIG
The Colo/mo Station

10,000 Watts
740 "~?r

JOHN POOLE BROADCASTING CO.
6S40 Sunset Blvd., Lorn Angeles 28, California

Ttltphonm: Hollywood 3-3705

Nat. Rep. WEED and Company

14

Timebuyers
at work

Howard Webb, The Ralph Allum Co.. New York, points out that

"by reading the trade press and by direct network contact, buyers

can know months in advance of show changes in prime evening hours.

'"But you cant obtain this information in a week." Howard savs.

"You must compile data week by week, day by day. to be accurate."

Howard thinks that every buyer

should prepare a network chart,

showing time, show, show length,

sponsor, ratings, etc. When the

press reports a network show

switch, he should then change his

records and determine the deliv-

ered audience for a comparison

with his own buys. "Let's sa\.

Howard says, "you have a spot

with a 14 rating, and although

others are available, none are

higher. You read that Show X,

delivering a 26, is changing times. The new period currently has an

available spot but has a lower rating than you now have. Under the

circumstances, it would be advantageous to order spots now in order

to improve your ratings later." Howard adds that the best time

to buy prime spots is usually Mid-August to Mid-September. I For

a complete network tv schedule see Tv Basics this issue, page 37.

1

Edward C. Dolph, Roy S. Durstine, Inc.. New York, creative ac-

count executive, points out to timebuyers that "the good commercials

have shape, and listening to or watching one is like looking at the

south end of a northbound ice cream cone. Right in the middle,

aimed straight at you, is a sharp and simple point, with everything

else in the structure supporting it."

Ed feels media selection, timebuy-

ing copy and (in the case of tv)

visual activity should all work to-

gether to lend a definite form to

the commercial—giving it explicit

and unmistakable purpose. "With

this in mind," he says, "the rules

for building a commercial become

simple—get your point first; find

the very best way to put it, the

right time to sav it and the right

people to say it to. For me at

least, keeping this shape in mind helps in several ways. For one. it

often resolves seeming conflicts between copy, art and media depart-

ments by flashing immediate warning if the shape gets distorted. If

every creative element—and that surelv includes media—doesn't

boost the commercial along its way. we know we've got some re-

designing to do in order to give it the exact balance that it needs."
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MERCHANDISING IS LIKE THE

LITTLE GIRL WITH THE CURL .

i / *

"
. . .WHEN SHE WAS GOOP

SHE WAS VERY, VERY GOOP,

KSTP Radio and Television believes that advertis-

ers should receive strong, consistent and professional

merchandising support for their advertising cam-
paigns in the vitally important Northwest market.

To this end, KSTP maintains a full-time mer-
chandising staff working closely with each advertiser

to create, develop and implement the selling aids

which most effectively add to the success of his

campaign.

Among the activities which have made KSTP
the Northwest's leader in merchandising* is the

KSTP "Feature Foods Merchandising Plan" which
provides special in-store displays in 200 top-volume

ANP WHEN SHE WAS BAP

SHE WAS HORRIP!"

supermarkets in the Twin City area ... a KSTP
exclusive!

In addition. KSTP's expert merchandisers turn
out shelf-talkers, banners, window streamers, post-

ers, mailing pieces, survey facts and figures relating

to your sales problem and special promotions by the

score. There is no charge to the advertiser for

these services which are offered at the discretion of

the station.

Our files are full of letters from advertisers who
appreciate quality merchandising assistance. If you'd
like to know more about it. contact a KSTP repre-

sentative or your nearest Petry office.

*February 27, 1956 issue of Broadcasting-Telecasting shous KSTP offers more merchandising scriiccs than an\ other Turn Ci/.v station

Radio
iTiTi WATTS

Television

1 00,000 WATTS

MINNEAPOLIS • ST. PAUL Basic NB

*7fo /l/tn&iwetfk- leadfoc? QtatcOK

Represented by Edward Petry & Co., Inc.
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RANKS
11th

IN THE NATION

in per family income

($7,339.00)
Source: 1957 Survey

of Buying Power

by Bob Foreman

COLUMBUS
GEORGIA

3 county metropolitan area

USES THE LOCAL
& NATIONAL FAVORITE

WRBL

TELEVISION:

COMPLETE DOMINANCE
• MORNING • AFTERNOON • NIGHT

-"" 97.3%
RADIO:

Area Pulse—May, 1957

LEADS IN HOMES
DELIVERED BY

OF ALL
QUARTER
HOURS

55%
Day or night monthly. Best buy

day or night, weekly or daily, is

WRBL—NCS No. 2.

WRBL
AM — FM — TV

COLUMBUS, GEORGIA

CALL HCLLINGBFRY CO.
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Agency ad libs

God and Sam are our co-pilots
Several weeks ago the New York Times saw

fit to print some comments in its tv pages, on

the suhject of the pilot film. This topic is one of

my favorites and since it has such a bearing on

the lives of all of us who labor in television

whether we are in the producing end of the busi-

ness or not, I shall expend a modicum of thought

and a maximum of language on it.

Mr. Godbout, who wrote the piece from Hollywood, mecca of the

True-Blue Pilot Film, does a fine job of outlining the hazard to

producer of producing the "one-shot sample of what we mean" film.

Costs are between $35,000 and $65,000, the number unsold at the

end of any season is about 130; hence around $6,000,000 cash is

annually going down the drain, not to mention the hours of effort on

the part of writers, players, directors and technicians of all sorts.

However, I must take issue with Mr. Godbout's statement that the

advertising agencies "contend a sponsor, untrained in entertainment

values, cannot visualize a series from a written presentation or even

a complete set of scenarios. He requires something visually tangi-

ble." I don't think it's quite fair to strap any such onus to the al-

ready scarred back of a sponsor. It is possible that the agency it-

self wants a little more explicit example of what a producer describes

over the lunch table. By so doing, it doesn t necessarily mean the

agency (or sponsor) is comprised of dolts who have the same ability

to read a script as a seven-year-old.

It's a comforting safeguard

In fact, if Elia Kazan himself were representing the agency and

I was Mr. Big for the prospective sponsor-company, in most in-

stances I would still prefer a pilot film before I permitted my agency

to commit me to $2.5 million (time as well as talent I for 26 alter-

nate weeks of the epic under discussion.

And presumptuous as it may be of me to talk for Mr. Kazan. I

daresay if he were an agency man I imagine this! ), he might feel

similarly. A pilot is a mighty comforting companion to have along

on the rough road ahead and though I sympathize with the folks

who must produce them and I fully understand the risks, the haz-

ards and the un-economy, but to the biggest gambler of all—Mr.

Sponsor—it's a safeguard that's mighty comforting.

Let us suppose that the two of us. vou and I, represent agency and

advertiser, and we are faced, over lunch, by a third party whom we

knowr only casually and via his considerable reputation in the trade.

This gentleman is talking up a storm about a show concept he wants

to produce in series (39 steps) and sell us for telecasting in the

prime-time spot where our present vehicle is languishing.

Now our friend states that his writer has been top boy on The

Mad Embalm er and before that on Heaven Help I s, two of the more

successful tv items of the past few seasons. His director is just fin-

ishing up The Web and The Revolver, a western that is so adult they
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even get letters I octogenarians. I In- wardrobe designei in-

vented f "h«- Swivel Bra and the gu) t hi • \ selected hn the lead i- sure

to l><
- more popular than Deai \mi.i/ and James Vrnesa pul togethei

(which combination he resembles ! I.

Y.u I know .mil so do j ou thai the part) <>f tin' third part is a

hep guy. However, we have learned thai In- i- also a good salesman

and that, in this business, anyone can he overenthusiastic. s " we

-a\ something like this to him

:

"Sam, we, too, like your concept. Vlmosl as much a- you in Fat t.

The scrip! we read, following the words carefully with our index

finger, reads great. The stills of Vrnaz-Arness h">k terrific. \ n< I il

you've gol thai \\ i iii-r and this wardrobe designer and a big sound-

stage over on the Grovenj Lol right next to where the) are shooting

the sequel t" "The Ten Commandments" bo you can borrow theii

sets during lunch, shucks, we think you've got ii made.

\\ ill film capture the idea?

"But we three ran be wrong. \t least (>(>-,(' « ol u- ran. \n.l

although you risk about 50 G's in your pilot (half of which can be

deferred), we have to risk two million si\ on tins l>al>\ in time and

talent and commercial dough plus whatever millions can be bookkepl

against the venture's advertising value to our company. Sooo—Sam.

we're going to ask to see that pilot first. And as the) sa\ in the life

insurance ads. here's precisely wh) :

"Seeing is believing —as well as relieving. Can all the element-

on paper and on the credits work together? \\ ill the finished prod-

uct live up to the script which requires superior easting, direc-

tion, production? So much is left unsaid in the greatest script, so

much can he mangled in the doing, can all the bright -tar- you've

got under contract he assembled into an orderly galaxy? Can you,

if you'll pardon us. actualh finance the first show? We've run into

millionaire- in \our business who never seem to have enough cash

handy to pay for a couple of opticals and this causes real trouble

along the wa\ in a 'W-episode serie-."

Well, it was a nice lunch and Sam saw the point so he's going to

shoot a pilot next week. We're pretty excited. We have to wait an

extra week because he won't let us see the rough cut. We don't have

enough sense i he implied i to judge what the finished film will look

like from the makeshift of a rough cut (though he first tried to sell

us the whole series from a script and a martini). Anyhow we're

all pretty hot for it. In fact. Sam talked our good client out of five

G's toward the pilot for a LO-da) turnaround once it's out ol the lab.

The money is recoverahle if we don't buy and Sam then sells else-

where. So. as I said, we're hoping it's for us and at this stage, God

and Sam are our co-pilots. ^

Letters to Bob Foreman are welcome

Do you always agree with what Bob Foreman says in Agency

ad libs? Both Bob and the editors of sponsor will be happy

to receive and print your comments. Address them to Bob

Foreman, c o sponsor. 40 F. VUh. Veie York 17. Yew York
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(ion across the board in both
Pulse and Hooper! July-Auq.
Pulse: weekdays 15.3. Sat.

16.7 Sun. 17.3—averages 6
a . m . - m i d n i g h t . June-July
Hooper, weekdays. 7 a.m. to

noon 22.0. noon-6 p.m. 24.0,

all day average. Nielsen
agrees with a 22,520 rating 6
a.m. to 9 p.m. KOBY operates
full time . . . 10.000 watts

blanket the tntire bay area.

Definitely the No. I buy be-

cause it's San Francisco's most
listened-to station. See your
Petry man, today!

K0SI Denver's
top- rated station all day—all

weekend! June-July Hooper:
18.9 a.m., 24.6 p.m. share.
June Pulse rates KOSI No. I

independent, 6 a.m. to 6 p.m.
with a 16.8 average. All sur-

veys prove KOSI's domin«nce
5 000 watts—sells full

time. Represented by Forjoe.

WGVM
in Greenville. Miss.

No. 1 in both Hooper
& Nielsen

S«c : Dcvney & Co
Inc

MID-AMERICA

BROADCASTING

COMPANY

17



It's

great

at night,

too!

Huge audiences are no

sometime thing with us.

Each weekday evening from

6 to midnight, KNX reaches

43% of the people who listen

to us over the entire 24 hour

period! For a bunch of other

intriguing facts on our big,

big nighttime audiences

and our low, low nightime

costs, contact CBS Spot Sales

or Southern California's

#1 radio station.

KNX* LOS ANGELES

News and views for women in

advertising and wives of admen

Women's week

REPRESENTED BY CBS RADIO SPOT SALES

What kind of husband is a president? An American Manage-

ment Association survey of 335 member company presidents head-

ing companies with average sales of $65 million in 1955 sketches

an intriguing family portrait of "the company president":

Most company presidents are family men. Of the 335 surveyed,

only five are bachelors; 304 are married; 23, divorced, three,

widowers. The average number of children among the men sur-

vey ed is two, but the presidents under 40 years of age average three.

Their favorite sport, by a wide margin, is golf, although their

vacations tend to center around the family. While the top execu-

tive's long working hours have become a traditional cliche of busi-

ness publications, the overwhelming majority of company presidents

tear themselves away from the office for at least two to four weeks

of vacation a year. They also claim to spend 20-to-40 hours a week

with their families, and to devote time to community organizations.

Insurance for professional women: Married women have most

always relied on their husbands for family insurance. Most work-

ing women considered their responsibility a temporary status until

marriage. But today an increasing number of women, married and

unmarried, have become good insurance prospects.

The reason: As women have grown in job stature, their salary

has become increasingly important to their family's standard of

living. It is no longer "just pocket money."

The type of coverage most sought is health insurance. Annual

premiums for basic medical insurance policies to cover up to $7,500

in "in-and-out-of-hospital" expenses range as follows, according

to age:

Age 25—$40.33; age 30— $43.82; age 35— $47.77; age 40—
$52.31: age 45—$57.74.

Tv brings New York styles to the country: From the very first

network shows, an effect of tv has been to speed up the spread of

fashions throughout the country. ( Far more than movies, with a

one-vear gap between production and release, possibly could.)

This fall, a closed-circuit telecast in 30 cities aimed at beauti-

cians throughout the countrv. will take this equalizing process into

ladies' hair stvles. As Joan Sinclair, co-producer of this 3 November

"Beautyrama" show says:

"Todav. through tv, the woman in Kansas City. Buffalo or Mem-

phis can have the benefit of the same top expert stylists in all areas

of fashion as the woman who lives in America's fashion center.

New York."

Employee benefits: Agency wives have an increasingly difficult

job in evaluating their husbands' earnings or trying to advise on a

job change. The big reason for the difficulty—the many employee

benefits and incentive plans that agencies offer today to attract top

talent and to keep down the personnel turnover.
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A housewife, that is. In Indianapolis, you'll find her

listening to WISH Radio! WISH knows that the house-

wife is the one who does the buying for the family.

That's why WISH directs its programming to her—

gives her the things she wants to hear. Lively musical

shows . . . fine CBS daytime dramas . . . presentations keyed

to an adult buying audience. And that's why advertisers

findWISH their best buy in the rich Indianapolis market!

Represented by Boiling.

A CORINTHIAN STATION Responsibility in Broadcasting

KOTV Tulsa • KGUL-TV Galveston, semng Houston • WANE & WANE-TV Fott Wayne . WISH Ic WISH-TV Indianapolis

49th and
Madison

Network affiliation

You will forgive me, I hope, for com-

menting that at times trade press re-

porting is so sloppy that it borders on

the ridiculous.

That bothers me in your case be-

cause SPONSOR is so damned good,

most times, that it enjoys the great

advertiser-agency acceptance it has

earned.

But I'm thinking about Csida's in-

credibly ridiculous column about

Plough's "copyrighted formula." To

describe conventionally good, long es-

tablished techniques as a modern mir-

acle is to sell the whole institution of

radio down the river!

I'm concerned somewhat more seri-

ously, about your 7 September "Ra-

dio in Transition."

Doesn't sponsor know that a good

many stations retain their network

affiliation because they want it and that

they want it for very important pro-

graming reasons (surely, there could

be no other reason these days)

?

Don't you know of network stations

that have a definite thought-out pro-

gram format to attract audiences to

the network fare that follows and hold

audiences inherited from the network

fare that preceded, and never play

"top 40" just because it is "top 40,"

but instead select music in station time

to reach the mood and age group, that

have been tuned to a Godfrey, a soap

opera, etc. and coordinate with the

very best news coverage there is

—

world-wide network coverage—local

and regional news, performed with

equal skill, and work on the theory

that news-and-music stations or coun-

try music stations or race stations are

all things to some people but these

network affiliates can be all things to

all people much of the time and by

doing all of these things well, by mak-

ing themselves an integral part of all

the community, attract vastly greater

audiences.

I know it because, operating in a

four-station market—where New York

and Philadelphia can be heard, this

network affiliate has only 2^ less audi-

ence, sign-on to sign-off. than all of

our competitors combined.

If it works in this tough market, you
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PRIMARY

MARKET
400,000 people in the

Ann Arbor area respond

primarily to local radio.

It's a huge market AND
NOT ADEQUATELY
COVERED BY OUTSIDE
STATIONS.

ANN ARROR
AREA

Includes Plymouth,

Ypsilanti, Livonia and

23 important industrial

communities in Michigan.

FIRSTinPULSE
Most recent Pulse

indicates WHRV's strong

superiority... 18 firsts

(half hours) out of 24.

WHRV
1,000 watts abc 1600 kc

Major league baseball,

University of Mich, sports

Detroit Red Wing Hockey

6:00-9:00 A.M. Joe and Ralph,

famous in Mich, area

u

Write for special merchandising
plan or contact:

BOB DORE ASSOCIATES
National Representatives
the door is ahraya open . .

.

Bob Dore Assoc. 420 Madison Ave., N. Y. 17, N. Y.

* JUKI • PULII

can l>rt yOUI bottOIM <lnll.il that it i-

working in a hundred othei markets

You do the industry nog I l>\ imply-

ing—even il ii is simpl) bj omission

thai all nl radio s future is in news-

aii(l-mu-i< operations. Wed be in sad

shape without network and the "we"
means "W e, the People of."

Jin \ Sill, president

It I /'(,. itlantic < in

That's a wonderful article in your cur-

rent issue . . . "i isic-and-news op-

erations. It's a thoughtful and search-

ing approach t<> a Bubject too man)
interests have tried to dispose of with

snide, Bnappj slogans . . . or too-

iogical logic.

Hans \l. London
Henry .1 . Kaufman ci /^<» Kites

11 ushinu.ton. I). C.

That routing list

Please add mj name and address i"

your li>i of persona] subscribers for

SPONSOR Magazine at \olir nns sub-

scription rate <if $3.00 per annum.
\\ ill j nil please include a cop} « » f the

latest T\ Radio Basics Magazine.

I have long been on the office route

list for sponsor, ami I believe it to be

the finest "trade journal" available to

time lmvers.

I am sure that you are making a

good move with this "price adjust-

ment.

Sam Glickman, timebuyer

Quality Bakers of America
Cooperative. Veu York

All-Media Evaluation Study

\ couple of years ami Bill \ndrews of

k\B(! delivered an address before the

Oakland Advertising Club, subject: ra-

dio advertising for the realtor.

He quoted several examples from

the radio basic section on "Media

Evaluation Study, 1954" issue 1>\ you.

Quotation is proper for an address,

hut max I now have \(>ur permission

to use these figures from his speech in

a book for real estate advertising in

preparation for Prentire-Hall Inc.

I am doing a chapter on Badio Ad-

vertising for Realtors, and I need some

success stories such a- quoted 1>\ Bill

—specificalh a tract in \therton. Cali-

fornia, at Little Rock, \rkan-us. and

a third which escapes me ' m\ notes

are not at hand at this writing. I

Morton J. \. McDonald

Oakland Tribune,

Oakland

• l'<Tttti..i')n crantrd.

NBC AFFILIATE

PADUCAH, KENTUCKY

570 KILOCYCLES

SERVING
5

STATES

WEST
KENTUCKY'S
MOST
POWERFUL
STATION

Represented /<v the

JOHN t. PEARSON CO.
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bright, brash, bouncy

The Jim Backus Show goes live on American Radio,

weekdays, 2-3 pm, starting Monday, October 7

Jim Backus gives a fun-in-the-afternoon mood to American's all-new. all-live musical line-up.

Backus, a well-known man-ot-many-voices (Mr. Magoo. Hubert Updyke III. to name a

couple), adds to his already bright entertainment career a new. live network hour of currently

popular music and spontaneous humor. The Jim Backus Show features songstress Betty Johnson

(live), whose I Dreamed has sold close to a million copies, baritone Jack Haskell (live), The

Honeydreamers (live), Elliot Lawrence's orchestra (live) and top announcer Del Sharbutt (live).

This is the kind of radio—strong on music, long on fun—that today"s young, on-the-go

housewife wants. This is live American Radio.

thejfc one is

/
AMERICAN
BROADCASTING
NETWORK



This week:

FIRST

ANNIVERSARY

ASA
STORZ STATION

FINDS WQAM'S

RUNAWAY

COMPLETE!

Hooper's greeting: 42.1% all day average, 7 a.m. -6 p.m., Monday
through Saturday.

And from Pulse—2 happy birthday cards:

Metro Pulse gives WQAM derisive first place

So does a brand new Southern Florida area Pulse, that accounts
for the listening preferences of 31.5% of the people of Florida.

-Many happy returns from Trendex, too, with a strong first for
WQAM.
And many thanks to you who buy time—for your quick recognition
of the change in Miami radio listening . . . and for your confidence
in the personalities and programmings of the new ....

WQAM
Serving all of southern Florida with 5,000 watts on 560 kc

and Radio #1 in . . .

MIAMI

• "-» ftr-
." * ,~.

&k '
-J '

TODAY'S RADIO FOR TODAY'S SELLING

WD6Y Minneapolis St. Paul

WHB Kansas City

WQAM Miami
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.

TODD STORZ, PRESIDENT
WTIX New Orleans
REPRESENTED BY ADAM YOUNG INC.

- 1
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THE MARKETING VEEP

A growing power in more and more t> clienl organi-

zations, he's not a mediaman, yel shapes ad and media

policy both. Here's how he >\ork-«. whal he dot-.

^\ new figure lias been appearing at the head "I

more and more clienl conference tables whenevei

major advertising decisions are to be made: the

marketing v.p.

^gencymen, media executives, station representa-

tives have all become increasingl) aware ol his power.

• He's the man who holds the purse ~t i i hl:~. gives

the word on the amount of monej the company and

each brand in the product lineup can spend foi its

over-all selling effort.

• He has to approve a major expenditure, like a

network tv buy, and has the right to veto it even

against tli<- recommendations ol both the

the admen within his own organization.

• He sits in "ii ei er) majoi ag< - ition

and. in the last analysis, has the decisive voice even

in the choice "I a new advertising agency.

In short, he is todaj th<' - i r i _: I

. most important ad-

vertising policy-shaper in man) major client orj

tions.

\\ In li.i~ -" much power been given to this executive

in -<i main companies?

What- his background and how does he functi

How direct is his influence on major advertising de-

SPONSOR 28 SEPTEMBER 1951 25



The marketing veep holds the purse strings,

must okay all major national media decisions like

network tv buys, and is key in choice of agency

cisions, including the selection of air

media?

Those are questions all executives

concerned with the preparation, buying

and selling of advertising confront

today.

In the past few months, these are

among major tv advertisers who have

reorganized their ad management un-

der marketing v.p.'s: Philip Morris

appointed George Weissman; Chrysler

Corp., James Cope; P. Lorillard,

Emanuel Yellen; Shaeffer Pen Co.,

Edmund F. Buryan.

Other firms, like Campbell Soup and

Nabisco, have been operating their ad-

vertising planning under a marketing

v.p. for a year or more.

It's likely that more companies, large

and small, will appoint marketing v.p.'s

this year. The reasons: the complex-

ities of our economy and the increasing

complexity of advertising, particularly

television.

"It's difficult in today's complex

business situation to know where sell-

ing and advertising leave off," says

Nabisco marketing v.p. Lee Bickmore.

"And it is more important than ever to

have these efforts correlated and work-

ing hand-in-hand."

The solution in many major com-

panies today is to have advertising and

sales executives working side by side

and reporting to a marketing v.p. His

objective: a well-meshed and harmoni-

ous joint effort.

Originally the top advertising execu-

tive in most companies used to report

to the top sales executive, since adver-

tising was considered simply an aid

to selling. Then as advertising grew

in stature (and budget), particularly

through the effectiveness and costliness

of television, advertising came to rank

more and more on a level with sales.

A new phenomenon arose: The top

advertising executive, like the key sales

executive in a firm, reported to the

president or executive v.p. of the com-

pany in a direct line of responsibility.

"But it's difficult for the executive

v.p. of a major company to be inti-

mately concerned with the marketing

of his products," as Ross R. Millhiser.

assistant director of marketing at

Philip Morris, explains it. "After all.

he also carries the top responsibility

for all company finance, for construc-

tion, expansion, supervision of sub-

sidiaries and so forth. Therefore, many
companies have found the need to in-

stall a key executive at an intermediary

level to coordinate all the marketing

functions."

The pattern: Major multi-brand

package goods firms tend to organize

the various departments under the mar-

keting v.p. along similar lines.

For instance, Nabisco, Campbell

Soup and Philip Morris all have cor-

porate advertising directors: Harry

Schroeter, Rex Budd and Roger Greene,

respectively. These men function on

a policy level as media coordinators

between the various brands or divi-

sions. But one of their most important

functions is to negotiate and buy net-

work television programing and help

apportion it among the various brand

groups that may be interested in such

a vehicle.

These advertising directors or v.p.'s

report to the marketing v.p. in the same

way that the sales vice president does.

But advertising strategy and media

breakdowns for the individual brands

come not from them, but from the

brand groups of divisions.

When a Philip Morris agency makes

a presentation of new plans, it has been

worked out with the particular brand

group involved. Roger Greene ha*

probably been consulted throughout,

but the primary responsibilitv for the

planning lies with the brand group.

Here's how he functions as media

coordinator:

Suppose Spud cigarettes decide to

cancel some commercial schedules in

a particular market. The brand ad

manager first checks with Roger
Greene, who sees whether another PM
brand might want these schedules, be-

fore Spud cancels them.

George Weissman, as the Philip

Morris marketing v.p., is responsible

for the entire company's advertising.

But he does not get into the actual

operation or execution of ad plans.

The chiei marketing executive re-

ports to the executive v.p. and is ac-

countable to him for developing, plan-

ning, directing and coordinating all

long and short-term marketing policies

and programs. Therefore, the market-

ing v.p. is not likely to see any media

representative, since he does not usual-

ly personally shape media strategy.

On the other hand, network tv de-

cisions, which used to need the ap-

proval of the company president (and

as a formality, still do in some in-

stances I frequent!) do involve the mar-

keting v.p.

For instance, John McGlinn, Camp-
bell Soup Co. marketing v.p., does get

into negotiations with top network

brass when a new buy, or an extension

of the station lineup might be in the

offing. (For an analysis of Campbell's

ad management, see "Campbell's New
advertising team two years later," 1

June 1957 issue of sponsor.)

The new Philip Morris:

this is the trend for

most big tv advertisers

George Weissman, Philip Morris mar-

keting v.p. (above) is responsible for all

sales, advertising, marketing programs

shaped by such top executives reporting to

him as (1. to r.) Roger Greene, advertising

\.1>.: Ray Jones, sales v.p.; conferring about

net t\ with Marlboro brand mgr. T. S.

Christensen, as-'t. mkt. dir. R. R. Millhiser
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Annual plan-: Most marketing v.p.'s

of companies work in a similai pattei n

with theii sales and advertising depart

ments and agencies In formulating the

advertising strateg] for the dexl year.

••\\ e have a strategy meeting dui ing

the lasl «<-ek in March oi the firsl

week in \|'iil to sel advertising polic)

for the next year," says Nabisco's I ee

Bickmore.
"' fbis meeting includes our

directors oi marketing, sales and ad-

vertising and kcs people from the

a-ene\ ."

I he company president or executive

\.|>. ma) -it in on parts oi these meet"

ings, l>ui Bickmore presides through-

out. Each company division, Buch as

biscuits or Bpecial products, is con-

sidered separately in an all-day meet-

ing.

\i (Ids time the group analyzes the

di\ision"s sales and acKerti-ini: lii-l.m

for the past five years, whal its Btatus

is at the present and what the future

short- and Ion objectives n

be. The discussions are based on r<

ports by the dh ision'a key people on

share oi market foi the produi \t sales

and profit profiles.

•• linn hc look at "in future in terms

oi the
i

lu< t- areas and media i on

reined.'" says Bickmore, "By the time

oi tlii- get-together, oui agent it -
I

worked closely w iili the men in oui di-

visions in preparing theii recommen-

dations. Dui ing the meetings, we real-

ty refine and altei these recommends

lions, rather than lay down basic

plans.'
1

In other words, the kes agency and

company division executives have al-

ready worked out the media and copy

strategy on the basis oi an estimated

budget for the nexl year. They use

the strategy meeting i" review their

plans for using net w oik 01 spot t\.

programing or announcements. ' lhanges

can -till be made at this point, and

often are, thi ough group di» u

I in, in • the nexl few months, the

plans foi the nexl

furthei and developed. Mien in Vu

list, Bickmore < alls a meeting oi th

division managers t form them

.die. ut the advertising plans. \t these

meetings, these men have a • ham

openly make theii "^ n r« ommend i

tions.

"One might say foi instance that

pi mi doesn't give us the i overage we

need in .1 certain group oi markets and

that we should have radio announi e-

ments "i t\ programing on a spot I

instead t" avoid a sales slump,"

I'ik kmore. *'
I hen, when the <\n ision

managers have approved the over-all

plan-, they 're a part oi it."

Uier these meetings and the result-

ing refinements in the advertising

strategy . the plan- are brought 1 losei

to being final, fn December, Nabi»

I Please turn to pagi 67)



RADIO IN TRANSITION
Part of a continuing series

THE
SATURATION

MEDIUM

Most admen feel spot radio will never return

to the days of the five announcements per-

week campaign. Today's client uses 20 to

200 spots per week per station, in order to

reach 75% of the radio homes in a market

^robably no other concept has con-

tributed so much to the new radio as

has saturation advertising. In less than

five years, this idea of buying all the

repetition one can afford helped turn

an all-but-stalled advertising vehicle

into the fast-rolling bandwagon that

is spot radio today.

This week, sponsor took a long look

at saturation radio—its past, present

and future. In speaking to both buyers

and sellers, there was virtually general

agreement on these points:

• More clients are buying satura-

tion radio than ever before.

• As these buys increase, stations

find themselves with less time to sell,

and thus saturation campaigns—par-

ticularly in traffic hours—are becom-

ing more difficult to buy.

• This situation is forcing more

announcements into other times of the

day. Weekends are becoming more ac-

ceptable to saturation clients. The next



im-\ itable breakthrough m ill I"' nighl

time.

• Saturation will continue i" be the

most widely-used Btrateg) in spot radio

because of the proven accumulation of

audience b) thai medium.

• Saturation, mam feel, is turning

radio business from a buyei - to a

sellers market.

• Saturation is mam things to

mam clients.

It would be hard to find another

single word in broadcast advertising

that is subject to as mam differenl in-

terpretations as ••saturation. lo add

to the semantic complexities the word

has been qualified b) such adjectives

as "moderate."" "average and
"super."

I nder this mantle of confusion buy-

ers and Bellers have set up yardsticks

and worked out formulae in the name

of saturation. \t P&G agent :ies, buy-

ers have bought saturation without

mentioning the word. \t Colgate, two

years ago, saturation was dissected

like a frog and a use-formula arrived

;t: 10 rating points to reach 2!!' - ol

the homes in a market. 1 10 rating

points to reach 50^5 (, f radio homes.

and 100 points to cover 75$ of the

homes.

\t the same time a lol of timebuyers

and agenc) research departments ar-

med at the conclusion thai about l'»t

announcements per week in a majoi

market would reach hall the radio

hoine~ and thus "saturate.

>inee then countless Blide-rules wt re

slipped and Coverage map-
|

•• r • • 1 ovei

and new formulae evolved. Yet, to-

day, h hen buj ci - are quei ied i in sat-

iiiation. the -lock answer comes up
" \\ ell. it all depends on what \ OU

mean 1>\ saturation . . .

in (.race Porterfield, of Benton and

Howies, uho pioneered the saturation

concept loi Maxwell I (ouse ' offee, tin-

ideal saturation campaign would be

"7.V , share of audience with one -pot

ever) 1 5 minutes around the I lot k.

"In order to do the maximum job

with radio," she su-. "one -houhl

I'm from sign-on to sign-ofl and

should seriousl) considei all-nighl

radio.

For a major market such as New

i oik or I.os \n_M-lc-. I out I lollings-

head of McCann-Erickson feels that

saturation can he achieved b) 30 to

"iii spots on a minimum of two top sta-

tions. "Three stations."" he adds

"would be better.

To launch Oasis Cigarettes Liggett

vV Meyers is in the middle ol a cam-

paign that embraces 50 spot- a week

per station. Firestone I ire \ Rubber

has just run two campaigns on 115

stations in 8 > top mai Icets m ith m bed-

ules of approximatel) >" am
Mi- III- OBI h pel week. In < oi,li a-l to

these oni epts of satui at ion, R J

Reynolds Co. i- promoting • ivaliei

1

i rettes in - e 200 markets foi I

-'

week- with an average frequenc) of

onlj eight spot- a week.

Probabl) the biggest saturation

i ampaign of all time in radio is run-

lit now. I'hi- i- the ordei

plai ed bj Sin< Ian Refining I

through it- N'-w ioik agency, Morey,

lliimm & Warwick, that is saturating

150 markets in 36 -t ites foi a 52-week

ampaign at a cost of II 5 million.

I he frequency is upwards of 200 an-

nouncements p'l Week, which Work-

out to a total of |n. (inn announcements

iveekl) on 'miu radio -tat ions "\\ e're

Inn ing reniemluani e, saj - fames I

I
>'

I me \ . Sin< I iii - a>K -
1 1

1 - i 1

1 _ man-

ager, and that - pi-t v. hat they're buy-

ing since the announcements an- all

"shorties of five-set onds dural ion.

< tne thing i- i ertain at the moment.

I here w ill never he a ma-- retui n lo

the old radio advertising i oncepl of

five announcements pei week. ~>2 weeks

a \ ear. I he new radio, and what ad-

vertisers have found out about it. has

tolled the knell on low frequenc) •

paigns.

%
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 d a 9 H 10 announcements

The point of diminishing returns can set in on a sat urati- >n cam-

paign according to chart by Adam Young Inc. based on Nielsen sur-

\ey of New York. Chicago and Los Angeles. The schedules examined

were 10. 20. 30. 40. SO and 100 announcements per week. Line A repre-

sents schedules on 2 stations, indicates bj contrast that when over

40 announcements 3 week arc used cm onrj one station, impact tap- r-

off. Dotted line B represents the use of only one station, the top one

in the market. \ ertical column at left is percent of homes reached

sponso: lEFTEMDF.a '. 'Ol 29



SATURATION i uritinued

'How the stations rolled out the red

carpets," recalls Lynn Diamond of

I. mil Mogul, "wlit'ii I started buying

20 or more spots a week for Rayco

Seat Covers five years ago. At that

time, the average client was buying

three or five spots, and the saturation

plan \\a> in its infancy.

"Today," she continues, "it has be-

come something of a trick to find

traffic availabilities, because this is the

time a lot of clients want to saturate."

For Rayco, however, this presents no

big problem. They want no more than

10 announcements out of their 20 to

35 weekly in traffic hours. "We want

to reach an audience at other times,"

Lynn explains.

"In another several weeks," says

George Dietrich, sales manager for

NBC Spot Radio, "any saturation cam-

paign must consist of 309? minimum
at night. Daytime is selling out fast."

This may be all to the good for the

advertiser. True saturation, he points

out, is an accumulation of impressions

throughout the broadcast day.

"Saturation is the only way to buv

radio economically," says Dick Pickett

of Foote, Cone & Belding. "The uni-

verse of radio is limited to begin with

and if you start restricting your cam-

paign to only certain hours in a day,

then you set up additional limits to

your reach." Almost all buyers and

sellers are unanimous in this feeling

that saturation must touch all segments

of the day.

Buyers and sellers are unanimous,

too, in their feeling that the frequency

of announcements in a saturation cam-

paign depends on the product prob-

lems and the campaign objectives. It

also depends on the client budget and
the sales expectancy.

Although the term "super-satura-

tion" has been bandied about a good

deal (with no one quite certain what

"super" is), there is a growing feeling

among some in the industry that be-

yond a given number of announce-

ments per week per station there is a

point of diminishing returns.

Adam Young Inc. has made just

such a study, and on its findings have

based its rate card which stops at 36

announcements per week. This rep

firm's research found that when over

40 announcements a week are used for

{Please turn to page 47)

Here's what it costs to buy saturation spot radio in 1957

General Saturation

Metropolitan Markets In

Descending Order By

Population Size Rank"'

12

iouncem<

Weekly

First 5 $ 2,500

" 10 3,800

" 15 5,100

" 20 6,400

" 25 7,300

" 30 8,750

" 35 9,500

" 40 10,350

" 45 11,200

" 50 11,700

" 55 12,500

" 60 13,400

" 65 14,400

" 70 15,100

M
75 15,500

M
80 15,950

M
85 16,450

" 90 17,150

" 95 17,700

*' 100 18,250
Chart utesy of Joiin Blair Cc.

24 48 ?6 Premium

Announcements Announcements Announcements Time

Weekly Weekly Weekly 12-Plan

$ 4,500 $ 8,800 $ 17,250 $ 3,100

6,950 13,450 26,400 4,850

9,400 18,000 35,250 6,500

11,750 22,400 44,000 8,200

13,450 25,200 49,450 9,400

16,000 30,050

32,450

58,900

63,750

11,100

17,300 12,050

18,900 35,450 69,600 13,150

20,400 38,250 75,200 14,250

21,300 40,000 78,700 14,850

22,850 42,950 84,100 15,900

24,450 46,050 90,300 17,050

26,300 49,600 97,350 18,150

27,500 51,900 101,950 18,900

28,250 53,450 105,000 19,400

29,100 55,050 107,550 20,000

29,900 56,450 110,250 20,550

31,150 58,950 115,150 21,300

32,100 60,750 118,700 21,850

33,000 62,500 122,150 22,750
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SHOULD YOU DROP
A SUCCESSFUL JINGLE?

This was problem faced hy

Burgermeister beer. Much

of it> heavy air expenditure

had been associated with

long-running jingle.

But new marketing ap-

proach dictated change. Re-

sulting sales hit new highs

New Jingle caught on fast, -link shows. Comparing figures f'T old jingle with n>-..

(1. to r.) : Burgermeister's I •- Mullins; IUil)<>'- Jim Hunk Loo R<>ll<- and M idler

W hen do you drop a successful

jingle?

Is it good business to Bwitch to a

completely new advertising approach
if sale- indicate the old one is still

pulling?

fhese are problems facing every

heavy user of air media. Last year

Burgermeister Beer came up with
what has proved the right combination
of answers for them.

Burgermeister Beer is number two
in the western beer market and the

major part of its ad budget, which
SPONSOR estimate- i- over two million

dollar-, goes into air media.

Les Mullins, Burgermeister advertis-

ing manager, and Lou Rolle. BBDO,
San Francisco, group supervisor for

the account, decided to revise their ap-

proach—which had been \er\ conserv-

ative—and appeal to women as well as

men.

SPONSOR • 28 SEPTEMBER 1957

"To give our switch impact in the

competitive western beer market,

Rolle told sponsor, "we decided to add

-pot saturation- in radio and tv to oui

basic 52-week -pot schedules supple-

mented bj syndicated -how- and some

participation-. Our starting point was

a new slogan and a new jingle. Both

had to be good."

"^ ou see," Mullins explained, "theii

predecessors had served Burgie well

for lit years. I he old jingle was the

tii-t ev er used l"l a beer and I
>

the best-known jingle in Northern

California. \- Burgie expanded, the

jingle became popular in other western

market-.

"Bui any jingle reaches the wear-

out point, the place where people no

longer reallv hear it. That wa- what

wa- happening !> out I lementine,
'

Introduced on radio in 1946, two

\ear- after the eompanv -tailed using

advertising for the first time, the jingle

wa- carolled i" the tune of \L Dar-

lin' ( lementine

.

Burgermeister, Burgerrm
/'"- ... light mill gokh

Burgermeister, Burgermeist*

It . a truly fine pale beer.

eniine had run the full

;t." Mullins point- '.lit. "la//.

-wim:. pizzicato, mambo, calyps

never -.'I to rock "n" roll I"-' .iii-i' b)

then we were working on other

thin -

3 J Burch. BB1 K » -up.

nut

:

"\\ hen we found our slogan foi

1957, we needed a new jingle t..i

Campaign I ai ge to 1

life



Burgermeister used no advertising from

1868 till 1944 when it moved into air media. Sales

sinee have increased 10-fold, brand is No. 2

one that could underline an entire 60-

second spot and that would wear well.

1 1 lort, like any popular tune that

hes "D. it must be good enough so

that repeated playing would make it

terrific."

In line with the new approach,

Burgermeister wanted maximum view-

er identification, with a theme that

would carry over into its outdoor.

Burgermeister decided to put people

on its boards in 1957, so what was

more logical than to put the same

people—a young couple—in the spots?

"We planned a series of inter-link-

ing boards and spots, pegged to the

seasons," says Lou Rolle. *'To empha-

size that beer belongs with the pleasant

things of life, our spots would be: bar-

becue, beach, patio, gardening, fire-

side, boat painting (a hobby), party

i to sell our quart bottles), mountain

lodge and sidewalk cafe."

Rolls explained that the last two

were designed to stimulate tavern

trade, which has fallen off, he said,

for all brands in the past few years.

"At the same time," he pointed out,

"60 to 70' '( of all beer sales goes into

the home market, hence our slant to-

ward women. It's mama shopping who
helps decide what beer papa will

drink."

Work on the jingle started in Sep-

tember of last year. Joe Hornsby and

Ben Allen, BBDO, New York, jingle

men, got to work. "Some 30 to 40

jingles were tried out," Jim Burch re-

called. "We tried everything, even

more public domain tunes, in our

search.

Finally, they decided on a jingle by

Song Ads, and the filming of the spots

began at Universal-International stu-

dios, under the supervision of John

Alexander, production head for Burgie

at the BBDO Hollywood office.

Alexander told sponsor each spot

cost about $4,000, with an additional

cost of several hundred dollars for

shooting an alternate ending, required

for Washington and Oregon, where

women cannot be shown holding an

alcoholic beverage in any advertising.

The first radio spots were ready in

December 1956, tested on the air for

two weeks that month and found satis-

factory .

But the campaign itself basically

started 15 January with 24-sheets

using the couple and the new slogan:

"Its so much more refreshing." Radio

spots followed in February. A six-

week tv saturation began 3 March,

followed by a 13-week evele the middle

of Max

.

In April, "the timid soul" appeared

in I.D.'s—a lovable, well-meaning lit-

tle man who stumbled over a tennis net

or got splashed on a curbstone, arous-

ing the viewer's sympathy, whereupon

the jingle asked the theme line:

"Wouldn't a nice, cool Burgie go good

Broadcast Strategy in key markets is plotted by BBDO people and Burgermeister advertising manager, Les

Mullins. Shown (1. to r.) : Neil Crandall, J. G. Motheral. Manager BBDO San Francisco, Les Mullins, Mack

Chandler, Charles Russell, radio-tv department head, Jim Burch, Lou Rolle, and Frances Lindh, timehuyer



First idveftbing campaign given impetus

in I'M I l>\ Burgie president, Henrj Pii ard

Founder's grandson, Charles Luxmann, Jr.

supervises production "l Burgermeister

Successful selling in rough maiket is j « »
1

•

of 0>>" McAfee, Burgie sales manage)

right now'.'' . . . Burgermeister Beer,

it's so much more refreshing." Play-

house Pictures produced four I.I).-.

drawn to story boards prepared l>\

BBDO.

*'In placing the spots." Rolle ex-

plained, "we use an average rating

point schedule. There are certain fig-

ure- we consider saturation, based on

rating points. We bu\ as main spots

as necessary to achieve that level.

"In radio, the spots are balanced

prett\ evenly between daytime and

nighttime. In daytime buying, we em-

phasize traffic times. During a satu-

ration schedule. Burgie places from 2~>

radio spots a week in small markets to

200 or more in major markets. \ll

radio markets in the wesl are used.

"In tv we use T-i or more t\ stations

throughout the west Saturation runs

from four spots a week in smaller mar-

kets to as main as needed to meet the

competitive situation in a larger mar-

ket. Our rating basis for placement

and need to reach both men and wom-
en rules out most daytime t\.

"In Los Vngeles, all seven station-

are used during saturation, whereas a

normal schedule calls for about three.

On the other hand, in San Francisco,

.ill three stations are u-cJ year-round.

IN i; li-t- Burgie a- spending 12 i I

100 in t\ the fii-t quartet of I'' >. the

t\ campaign started 3 March), rank-

ing No. Inn national!} a- .1 spot tv

advertiser. I he estimate foi the -•
1

ond quarter 1- v 106,800, plai ing them

No. •">!! in -pot expenditun
'"\\ e were naturall) quite interest-

ed, Rolle -aid. "in knowing how w ill

the new jingle w.i- doing in relation to

the previous jingle, a- well a- in rela-

tion to othei popular jingles on the

air. I5|{|)(>- research department de-

veloped a technique whii li has enabled

11- to -ample public reaction verj satis-

factorily. \\r found, loi example, that

the new jingle had heeil heard b\ 96'
i

of the people, while Clementine had

been heard b) 95' -

.

"On masked name and product iden-

tification, both jingles wen- correct!)

identified bj 6095 ol those h ho had

heard them. None ol the control j in-

ide- ll-ed in the -tlld\ exceeded the-e

figures. Since the new jingle had been

in use lor onlj -:\ month-, and the old

jingle bad been used in various forms

for ll) \ear-. we tell thi- wa- a satis-

factory perfoi mance.

"What was even more satisfactory

Was the I. Hi thai the new jingle wa-

better liked b) an appreciabl) greatei

percentage "f the people interviewed

than either the old jingle or the gela I-

ed 'control' jingle.

"In the mallei ol viewer projection

mi t\ which wed been seeking, it - in-

teresting to nod- that most married

pei sons 1 lassified the . ouple a- n

ried, most single persona a- unmarried

Reactions would indicate preference

1 ne spot ovei anothei largely be-

1 .iii-i- thai - w hat w e do' again idem

1 iln ation."

The biggest barometei of mi .

i2
1 bai rels were -old in Julj 1957,

making thi- the best month in the

brewery's history. [Tie figure 1- al-

most as mm h loi a mouth a- Bui

-old in a \e,n bai k in 1944 when
Heiir\ I.. Picard, now president of

Km get meister, took over management
of the then San I ram i-> Brew ing

< 01 p.. insl ituted a policy of ad^ • rtia-

ing, ami discontinued all brand- except

but rie. Founded in 1868 bj the Lur-

iii.iiin ami '.aim- families, the •

pans - (red., had been until then ",.111

advertising i- in the bottle."

Burgei meistei also pioneered in the

field of -port-, asting. In 195 '.. the)

I egan sponsorship of the Rams and

I9ei gamea in radio. Success with pro

football on radio led to sponsorship of

eight games in the Dumonl h package

in 1954. Results were so bu< i essful

that when the club- sold theii l\ rights

independently, Burgie bought them

and ran the games on the fast-growing

\i'.< I \ western network.

I.ou Rolle believes the problems in

packaging gamea regional!) can best

I Please turn in /></_- 1 I

A Toast with Burgie by (L to r.) Dton Rule, KABC-Tl stal

Mack Chandler, BBDO; Les Muffins, Burgie adv. manager; Lon Rolle, BBDO
account group supervisor I 5 signing Country Imerica
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WILL TV GET ITS OWN^ABC"?
As the NARTB unveils its tv circulation study after five years

work, one question is: How badly does the industry want it?

Early indications are that it is not sure, though broadcasters

have consistently cited the need for tv station circulation data

#%fter five years of successes and

failures, doubt and enthusiasm, second-

thoughts and decisions, the NARTB's
tv circulation study is being unveiled

to the industry with a remarkable lack

of hullabaloo.

Though it may seem odd to pose the

question after five years of waiting

—

Will the industry go for it?—at the

moment, there is no assurance that it

will.

Despite the fact that industry peo-

ple have consistently cited the need for

circulation data (and bought such in-

formation from ARB, Nielsen and

SAMS), a number of factors are caus-

ing soul-searching about the new stud)

among tv stations, early reactions in-

dicate.

It is, of course, true that the unveil-

ing process is not completed. Facts

about the new study, which is com-

pared to the print media's Audit Bu-

reau of Circulation, are being revealed

to industry people at a series of

NARTB regional conferences that be-

gan 16 September and will not be con-

cluded until 26 October.

However

:

• There are still a number of ques-

tions that remain to be answered. For

example: How will the study finally

be set up? Will it be like the Audit

Bureau of Circulation? How much
say will advertisers and agencies have?

There are also some questions of meth-

od to be resolved, although it is be-

lieved that a pilot study should be able

to answer most, if not all, of them.

• The measurement decided on

after years of testing and discussion

is a far cry from the original notion

of a circulation study that would "do

away with ratings."

• A lot of water has gone over the

dam since the circulation study was

brought up. In the interim, local rat-

ing services have expanded and en-

sconced themselves in all the major

markets and a good many not-so-

major. Though stations have always

had reservations about ratings, most

of them now accept the fact that they

have to use them to sell. Since the

early days of BMB, the industry's first

circulation measurement, many broad-

casters have become disenchanted with

coverage studies. Part of this is due

to the feeling that buyers look pri-

marily for the top station in each mar-

ket so that such studies only help such

stations.

• That NARTB is telling broadcast-

ers at the regional meetings that the

association is not pushing the pro-

posed circulation study. The approach

is: It"s-entirely-up-to-you-fellows. This

has been made clear by President Har-

old E. Fellows. Thad H. Brown, Jr.,

vice president for tv, and Richard M.

Allerton, manager for research. One
reason for this attitude is that NARTB
top brass is apparently not sure at this

point how interested its members are

in a circulation study.

A clear picture of the background

to the proposed study, probably the

best kept secret in tv'a history, is just

beginning to emerge. The study

was first formally discussed by the

NARTB's board in December 1952.

The first matter of moment gone into

was the Cawl formula, developed by

Dr. Franklin Cawl. an ex-Kudner re-

search executive. Cawls proposal in-

volved a telephone study which would,

through a large number of calls, meas-

ure station audiences by time periods.

There is no question but that the

idea appealed to a number of broad

casters, especially those who felt rat

ings were an unfair measurement I

promised detailed figures on viewing

without pinning down audiences to spe

cific shows. It would, for example

show a station's audience, say, from
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!; : i)() io
( >:i><> p.m., bul the figure would

be an average *>\ er a i"'i iod 01 time

rather than a specific daj bo thai the

n|i- .mil downs "I program popularity

would be lost. Buyers would doI hunt

ami pick and there would be no stand-

ing in line for a partii -ulai K \ aluable

slot since mi one would know which

-lot was particularly valuable.

The N \I!TI> c( littee studying the

• awl plan, not butc about the techni-

cal aspects, brought in the networks.

W eh researi hers -aid the plan would

have to be Btudied and validated. \i

the -am.- time, however, tin- networks
made clear that, whatever the merits
of the Caul formula, the] had no in-

tention of signing a death warrant for

ratings. Network Belling needs, the)

-aid. required a measure of pro-rain
audiences.

\ long and complicated history of

study, discussion and testing followed.
The Advertising Research Foundation
was brought in. \|{l"s managing di-

rector. A. \\ . Lehman, appointed a

Committee which included such name-
as Blow's research director Larrj
Deckinger (no* media chief at Gre\ i.

K\l - Bud Sherak, now research direc-
tor. Later, questionnaire studies were
done by the Politz and Crossley S-D
outfits. The NARTB's research sub-
committee, consisting of network re-

search chiefs, worked on the project
until this past June. At the time the
group dissolved, it consisted of Hugh
Beville, chairman, \BC: Don Coyle,
\IH:: Ja\ Eliasberg, CBS. and Melvin
Goldberg, Westinghouse. Certainly,
there was no lack of I. rains involved.

I lie original idea of measuring small
periods of time was soon dropped as
not workable for both financial and
technical reasons. The NARTB then
Fell hack on measuring three-hour da)
parts but a retreat was sounded in

that area. too.

\ major hreakthrough came when
a questionnaire designed b) Crossle)
seemed to finally solve most of the
problems involved in asking people
over the phone what stations they lis-

ten to. One problem was to eliminate

respondent biases in favor of "pres-
tige" stations and in favor of network
affiliates in areas where there were
also independents, \fter the \ARTR
appropriated some more money i prob-

ably about £200.000 has been spent

altogether on the project") the ques-

tionnaire was tested in Paterson. \. J.,

with seven signals and High Point.

V ( . with L2 signals includin uhf,

and compare I w ith the results from

mechanical recordei -

The conclusion ol the network n-

-, arch group is that a woi kable

method ha- I <cn developed, which

mean-, in le-eareh Ian ;U8ge, thai the

method is damn good. Furthermon

the use of recorders i mpare w ith

the telephone results pnn ided the vali-

dating that i- loo often lacking in the

audience measurement held.

The method would provide dail)

and weekl) circulation figures on a

county-by-count) basis. \m home

thai reports 15 minutes or more ol con-

tinuous i iewing on a weekl) oi d

basis i- counted. Set ownership b)

, ountiea would also I"- pro\ ided Sub-

-,
i ibei - would get new infoi mation

mnuall)

.

In the all-importanl area ol < osts,

Vllerton estimates thai the first year's

I
..-I would be about 11.2 million with

some reduction in expenses aftei thai

I his i- about on a pai w ith the total

. osl -I Nl S No. :.'. which included

ladio. and to which 1 1 < > t\ Stations

-ub-< i ibed. It i- estimated thai if 60'

!

.,i .in rentl) operating Btations partici-

pate, Bubsi i ibei i osts h ill range from

$1,100 to 125,000 with an overall a\-

f $4,500. &

New study would gather circula-

tion data through telephone calls on a

count] by-county basis once a year

Basis of measurement would be

homes continuous!) viewing 15 min-

utes or more dail] and weekly

Set ownership figures would also

be provided. Method waa tested by

comparing phone data with meters

BEFORE A STUDY CAN TAKE PLACE . . .

. . . the industry has to approie it. I tei ona \ IRTB neetingi

going on and lasting through 26 October are providing broadcasters with their first

detailed glimpse of the method. If reaction is favorable, the Tv Board will decide

the next step, probably an all-industry conference to select form of organization.

. . . some basic decisions hate to be made. For example: To what

agencies and advertisers participate? Will they be called upon to contribute finan-

cially? Should figures on non-subscriber stations be included in the survey reports?

... a pilot survey will probably be run off. This uill not be done unless general

industry approval of the circulation study concept is forthcoming since the pilot

studv will involve additional \ iRTH funds. Probably about $200,000 has been spent

so far. Among the technical problems to be solved includes the matter oi gathering

information on tv ownership in non-telephone homes through a telephone study. There

is also the question oi what to do about homes which don't answer phone or questions.
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SOME OF OUR CLIENTS HAVE EXPRESSED WONDERMENT

Because for years we have delivered the rich market of Hometown and

Rural America neatly arranged in potent parcels for advertisers, some of our

clients have expressed wonderment.

When an advertiser uses Keystone Broadcasting System, his choice of the area

he wishes to cover is expertly and efficiently packaged for him ... 90 or 900
stations in this busy, buying market . . . tailored to fit his selling

needs with no muss or fuss.

We're no "one man band"— but Keystone's service is the most integrated,

direct-result method of advertising and selling in Hometown and Rural America
—971 stations affiliated to cover 90 million listeners who represent

the largest audience in the market.

What's your story? And how can Keystone help you tell it to Hometown
and Rural America?

Send for our new station list

CHICAGO NEW YORK LOS ANGELES SAN FRANCISCO
111 W, Washington 527 Madison Ave.

Eldorado 5-3720
3142 Wilshire Blvd.

DUnkirk 3-2910

. i minute or a full hour— it's

57 Post St.

SUrter 1-7440STate 2-8900

• TAKE YOUR CHOICE. A handful of stations or the network

up to you, your needs.

• MORE FOR YOUR DOLLAR. No premium cost for individualized programming. Network

coverage for less than some "spot" costs.

• ONE ORDER DOES THE JOB. All bookkeeping and details are done by Keystone, yet the best

time and place are chosen for you.
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/•TV BASICS/OCTOBER

FALL TV SWEEPSTAKES ARE ON
SPONSOR'S network Comparagrapfa for the nexl four weeks «:i\«H

details as the lineup lor the 1957-58 season falls into placet

(iliarts also show sponsored hours 1»\ network and average costs

•J
he next four weeks will see the

final pieces <>f the network t\ jigsaw

fall into place.

More than 2.") regular nighttime

sponsored shows will make their dehut

or return to the air during the period

covered 1>\ sponsor's next Compara-
graph. The period covers the critical

four-weeks beginning 2!! September
and ending 25 October.

In addition to the sponsored night-

time shows, there are changes in the

daytime schedule, new sustainers it

night and man) specials— 12 in all

On top of this i- a complicated pat

tern ol sponsors coming in and going

out. Hlis acti\ its i- particulai lj <-\
i

dent at nighl as the new season begins

The drtail> of these changes, includ

Ulg program cost-, name- of spon-or-

and agencies, dates in which changes

were made, etc., can be found in the

follow inu pages.

\mong the new programs to hit the

air during the 28 Septemlier-25 Octo-

ber period on ABC alone will be 11 ul-

in it incheli I </<•. / omhstone I ei < itoi \

.

Gw) Mitchell Show, Zorro, The Real

McCoys, Pal Boone s //"». Patrice

Munsel s lnm
. Frank Sinatra s li"u and

Colt .45.

< )u CBS, new -how- include 20th

Century, tssighment Foreign Legion,

Leave it i<> Beaver and Dick <md tfir

Duchess. On M'.<:. there will be the

Ucoa-Goodyeai dramatic half hour-.

Suspicion, Court <>i /./;•>/ Resort, (lull

Oasis, Gisele WacKenzie and // haft

1 1 For.'' ^

1. THIS MONTH IN NETWORK TV
Network Sales Status Week Ending 28 September

Hi MMNM

Live

0.0 ABCi
97.0 CBSt
88.4 NBC

K^rUMlnc pa:

Daytime

SPONSORED HOURS

4.0

32.9

23.6

%
Live

I 25.8 ABC
I 41.6 CBS

56.4 NBC

Nighttime

SPONSORED HOURS

25.5

24.

AVERAGE COST OF NETWORK SPONSORED PROGRAMING

Cost Number Cost Number Cost Number Cost Number

Hour drama
$63,111 9

Half-hour drama
$25,382 17

Situation comedy

$26,634 15

Hour corned] ariet]

$59,499 8

Pavtime serials

$10,429* 7

Half-hour comedy-var.

$39,850 5

Half-hour adventure

$29,998 12

Quiz

$25,274 11

Arerages are as of August. 'Per ueek M five quarter-hour sho^ - crams are once-weekly and are all Dlrhttlme shows.
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Sponsored Nighttime Network Programs 6-11 p. m.

PROGRAM COST SPONSORS AND AGENCIES PROGRAM COST SPONSORS AND AGENCIES

Alcoa-Goodyear Anthology: $40,000 Alcoa, FSR; alt Goodyear, Y&R Tennessee Ernie Ford Show

:

38,000 Ford, JWT

Gen Elect, BBDO
Dr-F (10/20 start) Va-L

•Steve Mli'n Shov. : V-L 108,000 S. C. Johnson, Ncedham, Louis & G.E. Theatre: Dr-F 47,000
Brorby; Pharmacraft, )WT; Grey-
hound, Grey •George Gobel: V-L 115,000 RCA & Whirlpool, K&E

Assignment Foreign Legion: 18.500 P. Lorillard, L&N
Godfrey's Scouts: V-L

(alt wks)
32,000 Lipton, Y&R; Toni, North

A-F (10/1 start)

Eve \ i . tin : Sc-F 36.500 Lever, JWT; alt Shulton, Wesley Gunsmoke: W-F 38,000 L&M, DFS; Sperry Rand (1 wk in 41

1

Y&R

Armstrong Circle Theatre: 43,000 Armstrong Cork, BBDO Harbourmaster: A-F 38.000 R. J. Reynolds, Esty; alt wk open

Dr-L (10/2 start)
(alt wks) Have Gun, Will Travel: W-F 33,000 Whitehall, Bates; alt Lever, JWT

Bachelor Father: Sc-F 38,500 Amcr Tobacco, BBDO Hitchcock Presents: My-F 36,000 Bristol-Myers, Y&R
(alt wks) Robin Hood: A-F 26,500 Johnson & Johnson, Y&R; Wildroo

Red Barber's Corner: Sp-L 3,000 State Farm Ins, NLB
I Love Lucy: Sc-F 35,300

BBDO
Cold Seal, Campbell-Mithun; a

Sheaffer, SeedsBeat the Clock: Q-L 18,000 Hazel Bishop, Spector; alt wk open

(last 9/27) I've Got a Secret: Q-L 24.000 R. ). Reynolds, Esty

Jack Benny: C-F 65,000 Amer Tobacco, BBDO •Kraft Tv Theatre: Dr-L 50,000 Kraft, JWT

(alt wks) Lassie: A-F 34,000 Campbell Soup, BBDO

Polly Bergen: V-L 47,000 Max Factor, DDB Leave It To Beaver: Sc-F 46,000 Remington Rand, Compton; alt wl

(9/21 start) (10/4 start)
open

*Big Record: Mu-L 100,000 Oldsmobile, Brother; Pillsbury, Bur- •Life of Riley: Sc-F 30,500 Lever Bros, BBDO

Blondie: Sc-F 37.500

nett; alt Armour, FC&B; Kellogg,
Burnett

Nestle, B. Houston; Toni, Tatham-

Line-up: My-F
(9/27 start)

31,000 P&C, Y&R; Brown & Williamson,
Bates

(last 9/27)
Laird, C. E. Frank M Squad: My-F 31,000 Amer Tobacco, SSC&B; alt H. Bishop!

Spector

Bold Journey: A-F 8,500 Ralston Purina, CBB Gisele MacKenzie: V-L 46,000 Eversharp, B&B; alt Scott, JWT
Pat Boone: Va-L 45,000 Chevrolet, Campbell-Ewald (9/28 start)

(10/3 start) Perry Mason: My-F 80,000 Purex, Weiss; alt Libby-Owcns-Ford

Jim Bowie: W-F 32,000 Amer Chicle, DFS F&S&R: and National Carbon (9,

Bowling Stars: Sp-L Amer Machine & Foundry, Richards
Maverick: W-F 70,000

28 start) Esty
Kaiser Aluminum, Y&R

(9/22 start)

Broken Arrow: W-F 31,000 Miles, Wade; Asso Products (last 9/
24) Crey; Ralston Purina (10 1

The Real McCoys: Sc-F
(10/3 start)

35,000 Sylvania, JWT

start) Gardner Meet McGraw: MyA-F 33,000 P&C, Benton & Bowles

Burns & Allen: Sc-F 40,000 Carnation, Wasey; Goodrich (last 9/ Meet the Press: I-L 7,500 Open
23) BBDO; Cen Mills (10 7 start)

BBDO Millionaire: Dr-F 34,000 Colgate, Bates

The Californians: W-F 37,500 Singer Sewing, Y&R Guy Mitchell: MuV-L 38.000 Max Factor, Anderson-McConnell

Cavalcade of Sports: Sp-L 45,000 Gillette. Maxon (10/7 start)

* Chevy Show: Va-L 1 50,000 Chevrolet, Camp-Ewald Moment of Decision: Dr-F 36,000 Ford, JWT

(10/20 start) (last 9/25) 41 ,000 Colgate, L&N; R. J. Reynolds, Esty

Cheyenne: W-F 90,000 Cen Elect. Y&R, BBDO & Crey Mr. Adams & Eve: Sc-F

Circus Boy: A-F 34,000 Mars. Knox Reeves; alt Kellogg, Bur-
nett

Patrice Munsel: MuV-L
(10/18 start)

45,000 Buick, Kudner; Frigidaire, Kudner

•Rosemary Clooney: V-L 42,000 Lever Bros, JWT Name that Tune: Q-L 23,000 Kellogg, Burnett; Whitehall, Bates
Climax: Dr-L 59,000 Chrysler, Mc-E Navy Log: Dr-F 38.500 Amer Tobacco (last 10 9) SSCB, U.S.

Club Oasis: V-L 58,000 L&M, Mc-E Rubber; F. D. Richards

(9/28 start) NBC News: N-L 9,500ft Ronson, NC&K; Clidden, Meldrum

Colt .45: W-F
(10/18 start)

•Perry Como: V-L

37,000

140,000

Campbell, BBDO

Kimberly-Clark, FCB; Noxzema, SS

Original Amateur Hour: V-L
O.S.S.: A-F

23,000

28,750

Fewsmith
H. Bishop, Spector

Mennen, Mc-E

C&B; RCA & Whirlpool, K&E; Sun- Pantomime Quiz: Q-L 8,000 Amer Oil, J. Katz; Hamm, Camp-

beam, Perrin-Paus; Amer Dairy, (last 9/7)
Mithun; Time-Life, Y&R

Country Music Jubilee: ML 18,000

Campbell-Mithun; Knomark, Mogul
Williamson-Dickie, Evans and Assoc,

(alt wks 8:30-9); co-op 8-8:30

People Are Funny: M-F
People's Choice: Sc-F

24.000

34,000

R. J. Reynolds, Esty; Toni, North

Borden, Y&R; P&C (last 9 26) Y&R;
Amer Home Products (10 3 start),

Court of Last Resort: Dr-F 28,000 Lorillard, L&N Y&R

(10/4 start)

Crossroads: Dr-F 31.000 Chevrolet, Camp-Ewald

Person To Person : I-L

(9/13 start)

34,000 Amer Oil, J. Katz; Hamm, Camp-
Mithun, alt Time-Life, Y&R

(last 10/11)
Bob Cummings Show: Sc-F 36,000 R. J. Reynolds, Esty; alt Chesebrough-

Ponds, Mc-E
National Carbon, Esty; 3 days open

Playhouse 90: Dr-L&F 39,000

Vi hr.

Amer Gas. L&N; Bristol-Myers. BBDO;
Philip Morris, Burnett; Kimberly-

Clark, FC&B; Allstate. Burnett

John Daly News: N-L&F 6,000tt •Price Is Right: Q-L 21,500 Speidel, K&E; alt wk open

Date With the Angels: Sc-F 38,000 Plymouth, Crant Restless Gun: W-F 37,500 Warner-Lambert, SSC&B; alt sust

Jimmy Dean: Mu-L 20,000 H, Bishop, Spector Richard Diamond: MyA-F 13,500 Cen Foods, B&B

(last 9/14) (last 9/30)

December Bride: Sc-F 29,500 Cen Foods, B&B Rin Tin Tin: A-F 36,000 Nabisco, K&E

(10/7 start) Saber of London: My-F 28,500 Sterling Drug, DFS

Destiny: A-F 13,000 Cen Foods, B&B; Ford, JWT Sally: Sc-F 41,500 Chemstrand, DD&B; alt Royal Type-

(last 9/27)
Dick And The Duchess: Sc-F 33,500 Mogen David, Weiss; H. Curtis, C. Schlitz Playhouse: Dr-F 38,000

writer, Y&R
Schlitz, JWT

(9/28 start)

Disneyland: M-F

Best Phil Silvers Show: Sc-F 42,000 P&C, Burnett; R. J. Reynolds, Esty

75,000 Derby, Mc-E; Cen Mills, Tatham- Sgt. Preston: A-F 32,000 Quaker Oats, WBT
Laird: DFS; Cen Foods, Y&R; Rey- Frank Sinatra: ^ -F 67,500 Chesterfield, Mc-E
nolds Metals, Buchanan: Frank

(10/18 start)

$64,000 Challenge: Q-L
Dragnet: My-F
Wyatt Earp: W-F
Doug Edwards News: N-L&F

35,000

30.000

L&M, DFS; Schick, B&B
Gen Mills, DFS; P&G, Compton 35,000 P. Lorillard, Y&R; Revlon, BBDO

9.500tt Whitehall, Bates; Brown & Wmson, $64,000 Question: Q-L 39,000 Revlon. BBDO

Bates; Hazel Bishop, Spector Red Skelton: CV-L&F 52,000 Pet Milk, Gardner; alt S. C. Johnson,

Father Knows Best: Sc-F 38.000 Scott Paper, JWT (10/1 start) FCB

•Eddie Fisher: V-L 115,000 L&M, Mc-E Spotlight Plavhouse: A-F 9,500 Pet Milk, Cardner; alt S. C. Johnson;

(10/1 start)
(alt wks) (last 9/24)

'

FCB

*Color show, (L) Live, (F) Film, ttCost is per segment. List does not iHclude
sustaining, participating1 or co-op programs—see chart. Costs refer to average show
costs including talent and production. They are gross (include 15% agency com-
mission). They do not include commercials or time charges. This list covers period

28 September-25 October. Program types are indicated as follows: (A) Adventure

(Au) Audience Participation, (C) Comedy, (D) Documentary, (Dr) Drama, (I)

Interview, (J) Juvenile, (M) Misc., (Mu) Music. (My) Mystery. (N) News, (Q)

Quiz, (S) Serial, (Sc) Situation Comedy, (Sp) Sports, (V) Variety, (W) Western.

/ . . '

Listing continues on page 40 )
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Pulse gives you
BOTH

every month

fT\ . . . in one detailed report front

doorbell-ringing interrieics. TV cover-

age of the I . $.. of unparalleled sta-

tistical accuracy.
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3. NIGHTTIME C O P A
ABC

SUNDAY
CBS NBC

MONDAY
ABC CBS NBC

TUESDAY
ABC CBS NBC

Beat The Clock
(10/6 si

lust

You Are There
(L 10/13)

20th Century
(111 20 Si

Prudential

Meet The Press
sust

My Friend Flick
sust

Pinocchio
(15/13. I. :.iii 7 30

Rexall

D Edwards
Brown & Wmson

News
Ron son

No net service

D Edwards
Whitehall

News
sust

You Asked for It

Skinny I'eanut

Rutter

Lassie
Campbell Soup

Original
Amateur Hour

II liishop

Sports Focus
sust

John Daly News
sust

No net service

D Edwards
Brown & Wmson

1
1 epi al feed I

Sports Focus
sust

No net service Sport

News
Rooflon

1 1 epeal feed i

John Daly News
sust

D Edwards
Whitehall

t feed)

News
(9/10 S)

(repea'

|ohn C

Maverick
(7:30-8:30)

Bachelor Father
alt

lack Benny
Amer Tobaeco

Sally

Ohemstrand alt

Royal Typewriter

Wire Service
R. J. Reynolds

(7:30-8:30)

(1-9/30)

tba

Robin Hood
Johnson & .Ihsn

alt Wlldroot

Fvice Is Right
9pelde] alt

sust

Cheyenne
Gen Electric

(alt wks
7:30-830)

Name That Tune
Whitehall all

Kel logg

Nat King Cole
oo op

Disr

7:3

Maverick
Kaiser Alum.

Ed Sullivan
(8-9)

Lincoln (1,9/29)
all Mercury

alt Kodak (10/6 S)

Steve Allen
S. C. Johnson

alt

I'liarma, Greyhnun

Cuy Mitchell
(10/7 SI

Max Factor

Burns & Allen
Carnation alt

(L 9/23) Goodrich

Geo Mills (10/7 S)

Restless Cun
Warn Lambert

alt sust

Sugarfoot
alt wks 7:30-8:30)

Amer Chicle

Nil Carbon

Phil Silvers

I'&G
alt

R. J. Reynolds

George Cobel
(alt wks. 8-9)

RCA & Whirlpool

Disn
Ileynoli

Derb:

Geo
Get.

Bowling Stars
Am Machine
& Foundry

The Edsel Show
(8-9, 10/13 only)

Bdse-1

Steve Allen
(8-9)

Bold Journey
Ralston-Purlna

Talent Scouts
Lipton

alt Ton!

Wells Fargo
Amer Tobacco

alt Buick

Wyatt Earp
Gen Mills

alt P&G

Eve Arden
Lever alt

Shulton

Eddie Fisher
i alt uks, 8-9)

(10/1 Si

L&M

Nat
(L

Tom
Ter

C

Open Hearing
sust

(9/29 S)

E. Theatre
Gen Electric

DuPont Show
49-10:30. 9/29)

Du Pont

Tv Playhouse
Goodyear alt

Alcoa l I, 9 29 1

Chevy Show
(9-10) (10/20 S)

Voice of

Firestone
Firestone

Whiting Cirls
(L 9/30)

Danny Thomas
Gen Foods
(10/7 S)

Twenty-One
Pharmaceuticals

Broken Arrow
Rals -Purina
alt Miles

To Tell The
Truth

Pharmaceuticals

Meet McCraw
P&G Ozzie 1

K

Midwestern
Hayride

Hitchcock
Theatre

llristul-Myers

Chevy Show
Chevrolet

Bob Hope Show
(10/6, 9-10)

Times

Welk Top Tunes
New Talent

Podge-Plymouth
(9:30-10:30)

Richard Diamond,
(L 9/30)

December Bride
(10/7 S)

Gen Foods

Alcoa-Coodyear
Anthology

i!i ;;u si

Alcoa alt

Goodyear

Telephone Time
Bell

SpotiigHr Play
i L 9 M)

Red Skelton
(10/1 SI IVt Milk

alt S. C. Johnson

Bob Cummings
Reynolds

alt Chese-Ponds

Morr

De<
(Ford

Walter
(10/2 8

Ail-American
Football

sust

$64,000
Challenge
Revlon alt

P. Lorillard

The Web
P&G (L9/29)
Loretta Young

Show
P&G (10/6S)

Welk Top Tunes
Studio One
Westlnghouse

(10-11)

Suspicion
(S 30 Si

(10-11)

It's Polka Time
co op l L 9/24)

West Point
(10/8 S) Phillips-

Jones, Carter

S64.000
Question
Region

The Californians
Singer

Wed
Fi

Meruie

(10-

What's My Line
Sperry-Rand
alt H Curtis

75th Anniversary
(10/13: !i-in:iii)

Standard Oil

Studio One Ford
Philip Morris

World News
Special

(10-10:30)

(10/1 only)

Ntl Carbon

Assignment
Foreign Legion

(10/1 S)

Lorillard

No net service
Famou
10:50-

NOTE: L preceding date means last date on air. S following date means starting date for new show or new sponsor in time slot.

Index continued... Sponsored Nighttime Network Programs 6-11 p.m.

PROGRAM COST SPONSORS AND AGENCIES

Studio One: Dr-L 55,000 Westinghouse, Mc-E

Sugarfoot: W-F 40,000
<i/

2 hr.)

Amer Chicle, Bates; National Carbon
(10/1, 15, 29) Esty

Ed Sullivan Show: V-L 79,500 Lincoln (last 9 291 K&E; Mercury,
K&E; alt (10 6 start) Kodak, )WT.
(10 13 only— Edsel, FCB)

Sunday News Special: N-L 9,500 Whitehall, Bates; alt Carter Prod-

Suspicion: My-L&F
(9/30 start)

79,500 Ford, JWT; Philip Morris, Ayer; Vi
hr alt wk open

Tales of Wells Fargo: W-F 38,500 Amer Tobacco, SSC&B; alt Buick,
Kudner

Telephone Time: Dr-F 31,000 Bell, Ayer

Theatre Time : Dr-F 12,000 Armour, FCB; Kimberly-Clark, FCB

The Thin Man: My-F 36,000 Colgate-Palmolive, Bates

This Is Your Life: D-L 52,000 P&C, BOB

Dannv Thomas: Sc-F
(10/7 start)

47,500 Ccn Foods, B&B

Those Whiting Girls: Sc-F
(last 9/30)

1 1 ,000 Cen Foods. Y&R; alt Max Factor, An-
derson -McConnell

•Tic Tac Dough: Q-L 23.500 Warner-Lambert, Lenncn & Newell;
RCA, K&E

Gale Storm Show: Sc-F 39,500 Nestle, B. Houston; Helene Curtis,
F H Weiss

PROGRAM SPONSORS AND AGENC

To Tell The Truth: Q-L

Tombstone Territory: W-F
(10/16 start)

*TV Playhouse: Dr-L
(last 9/29)

Trackdown: A-F
(10/4 start)

20th Century: D-F
(10/20 start)

20th Century Fox: Dr-F
(last 9/25)

Twenty-One: Q-L

Undercurrent: Dr-F
(last 9/27)

U.S. Steel Hour: Dr-L

Voice of Firestone: Mu-L
Wagon Train: W-F

Mike Wallace: I-L

The Web: My-F
(last 9/29)

Wednesday Fights: Sp-L

22,000 Pharmaceuticals, Parkson

42.500 Bristol-Myers, Y&R

52,000 Alcoa, Y&R; Goodyear, Fuller,

& Ross

33,500 Amer Tobacco, BBDO. alt Stj

Mobil Oil. Compton

45.000 Prudential, Reach McClinton

110,000 Revlon, C. J. LaRoche

30.000 Pharmaceuticals, Parkson

11,500 P&C, Y&R; Brown & Wm'son,

60,000
|

U.S. Steel, BBDO

28.000 Firestone, Sweeney & James

25,000 Drackett. Y&R; Lewis-Howe, K»|

l/
2 hr. Vj hr ea wk open

15,000 Philip Morris, Ayer

17,000 1
P&C, B&B

45.000 Mennen. Mc-E; Miles. Wade
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X G R A P H
r

28 SEPT. - 25 OCT.

NESDAY
NBC

THURSDAY
ABC CBS NBC

FRIDAY
ABC CBS NBC

SATURDAY
ABC CBS NBC

trvlce

rds
Wmion

News
Oil Mm

Edw.irds
Whitehall

News D Edwards
Womb

ii

News

ervice
Sports Focus

News
Ollddi -

John Daly News
uit

No net service

D Edwards
Whitehall

News
iporls focus

|ohn Daly News

Wagon Train
Circus Boy

Ki Uog|

Sgt. Preston
ijuukrr Can

Tic Tac Dough
EU v Rin Tin Tin

Nibliro

No net service

D Edwards
Wmion

. II :

News
• uit

B. it Th. Clock

Leave It To
Beaver

It

Saber of

London

Bandstand
Sat Night

People Art
Funny

It J H

DraektU Cowtown Rodeo
I. in S)

Zorro

At.' Sn ark. T . L' p

You Bet Your
Harbourmaster i,f c
" ' " DeSoto tit

Teal

Father Knows
Best

Scott Piper

The Real McCoys

Ba hania

Climax
Ctiryiln

(8:30-9:30)

|im Bowie

West Point

Trackdown
Pnbac

ill B -

Blondic

Court Of Last

Resort
l,.rllllr.|

Country Music
|uhii

Dragnet
I.AM all 9

Crossroads
I. Hi II i

Patrice Munsel

FrUi

Destiny
I. • ft)

Zanc Crcy

I
i l-'irr L

Life of Riley

LeTer

Country Music
lubilcc

Mason

Dick And The
Duchr ss

II c

Como

Klrnber:

R. \ A Whirlpool
-

•-.ark

Kraft Theatre
Krafl i9 101

Theatre Time
I ' K i in

Clark 1 1. 9 26)

Pat Boone
10/3 3)1

Climax
People's Choice

Borden alt

Amiit M

Frank Sinatra
i in 18 3

. — 1 hr.

)

M Squad
Mr. Adams & Eve A T

Colgate alt Cosmic Rays
H J Reynold!

Lawrence Wclk
Darin
(910)

Cile Storm
• alt

Helen* Curtla

Polly Bergen

Club Oasis

Kraft Theatre OSS.
kfenoon

Playhouse 90
Amer Gal

alt

Bristol Myen

The Ford Show

Hall of Fame

mark

A Date With
The Angels
Plymouth

Schhti
Playhouse The Thin Man t -*--n-c Wclk

Have Cun Will c, 4c |,. MacKcnnc
Travel

.hill

ill I. n

I Hr
n lli

teel

This Is

Your Life
PAG

Focus
i. in nil

i lo i; start

l s B

Playhouse 90
Philip Morris

alt

Bristol Myeri

osemary Clooncy
i_ rei

The Big Beat
; li>/ll)

Colt .45

(10 1

-bell

Undercurrent

The Lineup
PAG

Itnmn A '.'

Cavalcade of

Sports
Gillette

(in coneli

Country Music
lubilcc I- '

Mike Wallace

PTillli '

Cunsmoke
I.AM all

("perry Hand

What's It For
PWrr.i

Dean Martin

Tbon

TT-cT.

re

S

Cwk

No net service

Playhouse 90
Kimh Clark

alt

Allstate

Jane Wyman
II Itlsliori

alt Quaker

Person To Person
Amer Oil

A ITimm
alt Time

Red Barber
St Farm ln>

Country Music
Jubilee

Playhouse of

Mystery Your Hit Parade
Amer Tobacco

alt Tori

PROGRAM COST

iwrence Welk: Mu-L
elk Top Tunes: V-L
est Point: Dr-F

hat's It For: ML
(10 12 start)

hats My Line: Q-L

alter Winchell File: Dr-F
(10 2 start)

nathan Winters: C-L
'ire Service: Dr-F
me Wyman: Dr-F

ou Are There: Dr-F
(last 10 13)

ou Asked For It: M-F
ou Bet Your Life: Q-L
ttretta Young: Dr-F
(10 6 start)

Your Hit Parade: Mu-L
me Grey Theatre: A-F
(10/4 start i

\-F

(10 10 start)

14.500

19.000

40.000

25.000

29.500

42.000

12.500

77.000

36,500

37.000

18.000

51.750

42.000

49.000

45.000

45.500

SPONSORS AND AGENCIES

Dodge. Grant

Dodge & Plymouth. Crant

Cen Foods Hast 9 27
1 B&B; Philhps-

Jones 1 10 8 start i Crey; Carter
1 10 8 start i SSCB

Pharmaceuticals. Parkson

Helcne Curtis, Ludgin: Sperry-Rand
v&R

Rcvlon. BBDO

Lewis-Howe, DFS

R. J. Reynolds. Wm Esty: ' j hr open

H. Bishop. Spcctor: Quaker Oats.
NL&B

Prudential. Reach. McClinton

Skippy Peanut Butter. CBB

DeSoto. BBDO: Toni. North

P&C. B&B

Amer Tobacco. BBDO: alt Toni. North

Cen Foods, B&B: Ford. JWT

AC Spark Plug. Brother. 7-Up. |WT

Specials and Spectaculars

PROGRAM

•Duponl Show i't the Month:
\l

Edsel Show: V-L

•Hallmark Hall of Fame:
\ I

Bob Hope Sho* : CV-1
" Dean Martin Show i \ -1

Omnibns: Ml

Pinocchio: Mu-1

•75th tauiiversarj Show:
V-l

*>e.- Il Non D-F
•Strai -mil

Rays: Dr-F

Wide, Wide World: Ml

*^nr|il Series Special:

Sp-LAF

SI 50.000

SPONSORS AND AGENCIES

DuFont BBDO—

9

$550,000* Edsel. FC&B— 10 13

S990.000 Hallmark. FC&B— 10 17

Sl.600.000 Time. Peck— 10 6

$225,000 National Carbon Esty— 10 5

$120,000 Union carbide. | M Mathcs Alum.
num Ltd |WT

$220,000 Roll BBDO— 10 13

$750,000 Standard Oil Mc-E— 10 13

Pan Amer Air | Kati—10 6

$1,200,000 Bell Telephone Aycr— 10 25

$210 000 Cen Motors. McM |&A—9 29. 10 13.

10 27

National Carbon Estv— 10 1

tOf whtdi $jn« iwrt roe* to Gonzafi UnlTerslty at Bind Owby's betiest.
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DAYTIME C O P A
ABC

SUNDAY
CBS NBC

Lamp Unto My
Feet
nut

Look Up & Live
SUSt

UN In Action
SUSt

Camera Three
SUSt

Let's Take Trip
SUSt

Wild Bill Hickok
Kellogg

Johns Hopkins
File 7

(10/6 S)

sust

Dean Pike
(10/6 S)

SUSt

College News
Conference
(9/22 S)

Paul Winchell
(9/29 S)
Hartz Mtn

Heckle & |eckle
sust

No net service

Football Preview
(9/29 S)

Carter alt sust

Pro-Football
(2-concI.)

Pabst
Standard Oil
Ntl Brewing
Ballantlne

Amer Liberty
Oil

'allstaff Brewing
(9/8 S)

Pan Amer Oil

rhllip Morris

(9/29 S)

(See above)

(See above)

Frontiers of
Faith
sust

No net service

Wisdom
sust

Youth Wants
To Know

sust

Look Here
sust

Wide Wide
World

(4-5:30. alt wks)

Gen Motors

Omnibus
(4-5:30, alt wks)

(10/20 S)

Union Carbide

Aluminum Ltd.

College News
sust (L 9/15)

Texas Rangers
(9/22 S) Sweet,

Flav-R-Straw

Open Hearing
sust (L 9/15)

Lone Ranger
(9/22 S)

Gen Mills

Face The Nation
sust

See It Now
(10/6 only, 5-6)

Pan Amer Oil

World News
Round-Up

sust

Wide Wide
World

alt

Omnibus

Outlook
sust

ABC

MONDAY
CBS NBC

American
Bandstand
(3-4:30)

partic & co-op

Carry Moore
Campbell Soup

(L 9/30)

Lever Bros alt

(10/7 S) Campbell

Arthur Codfrey
Stand Brands

Stand Brands

Bristol-Myers

Strike It Rich
Colgate

Hotel
Cosmopolitan

sust

Love of Life

Amer Home Prod

Search for

Tomorrow
P&G

Cuiding Light
P&G

News and Stand
Up & Be Counted

(L 9/2)

News (1:25-1:30)

(9/9 S) sust

As the World
Turns
P&O

Our Miss Brooks
(L 9/1)

Beat The Clock
(9/16 S)

sust

Art Linkletter
Stand Brands

Campbell Soup

Big Payoff
Colgate

American
Bandstand

American
Bandstand

Do You Trust
Your Wife?
(9/30 S)

sust

Mickey Mouse
Club (L 9/23)

Superman
[9/30 S) Kellogg.

Sweets Co.

Wckey Mouse
Club

(9/30 S>

% co-op

Vz sust

Verdict Is Yours
sust

Brighter Day
P&G

Secret Storm
Amer Home Prod

Edge of Night
P&G

Stand Brands

Arlene Francis
sust

Sterling (9/23 S)

Treasure Hunt
sust

Price Is Right
sust

Lanolin Plus
(10/14 S) Mentho

Truth or

Consequences
sust

Sust alt

(9/23 S) Sterling

Tic Tac Dough
P&G alt

Church & Dwight

Ton! alt P&G

It Could Be You
Sust alt

(10/7 S) Pharma

sust alt P&G

Close-Up
co-op

Club 60
(tide change 9/23)

Howard Miller
co-op

Howard Miller

Bride & Groom
sust alt (L 9/2)

Ton!

Matinee
(3-4)

partic

Matinee

Juecn for a Day
Lanolin alt

(10/14 S) Mentho

Toni alt Brown
& Williamson

P&G
vlodern Romances
Sterling Drug

alt sust

Comedy Time
sust

sust alt

10/17 S) Pharma

ABC

TUESDAY
CBS NBC

Carry Moore
Gerber alt

(9/1 S) Gen Food

Florida Citrus
alt Vick Chem

Arthur Codfrey
Mutual of Omaha

Peter Paul
(10/8 S) alt sust

Pharmacraft
( 10/1 S) alt sust

Gen Foods
alt (10/8 S)

Peter Paul

Strike It Rich
Colgate

Hotel
Cosmopolitan
sust alt Tonl

Love of Life
\uier Home Prod

Search for

Tomorrow
P&G

Cuiding Light
P&G

Arlene Francis
sust

sust alt

(9/17 S) Sterling

Treasure Hunt
sust

Price Is Right
sust alt

(9/ 17 S) Sterling

Chese-Ponds
alt sust

Truth or

Consequences
ust

Tic Tac Dough
Stand Brands

News and Stand
Up & Be Counted

(L 9/3)

News
(1:25-1:30) sust

American
Bandstand
(3-4:30)

partic & co-op

American
Bandstand

American
Bandstand

Do You Trust
Your Wife?
(10/1 S)

sust

Mickey Mouse
Club (L 9/24)

Sir Lancelot
(10/1 S) Kellogg
alt Wander Co.

Mickey Mouse
Club

(10/1 S)

Mars alt Armour

NOTE: L preceding date means last date on air. S following date means starting date for new show or new sponsor in time slot

As the World
Turns
P&G

Virk Chem
alt sust

Brooks (L 9/10)

Beat The Clock
(9/17 S)

Nestle (9/24 S)

Gerber

Art Linkletter
Swift

alt Toni

Kellogg

Big Payoff
sust

Verdict Is Yours
sust

Swift

alt Toni

Brighter Day
P&G

Secret Storm
Amer Home Prod

Edge of Night
P&G

Florida Citrus

alt

Vick Chemical

It Could Be Yoi
Chese-Ponds

alt iuit

Brillo

alt P&G

Close-Up
co-op

Howard Miller
co-op

Howard Miller

Bride (7 oroorn
Brillo alt sust

Matinee
(3-4)

partic

Matinee

Queen for a Day
Stand Brands

P&G
Modern Romances

Brillo alt

(9 '17 S) Sterling

Comedy Time
Chese-Ponds

sust alt

Club ( >|
Wild Bil

(10/2 S
alt Swi

HOW TO USE SPONSOR'S

NETWORK TELEVISION

COMPARAGRAPH & INDEX

The network schedule on this and preceding pages (40, 41)

includes regularly scheduled programing 28 September to

25 October, inclusive (with possible exception of changes

made by the networks after presstime I . Irregularly sched-

uled programs to appear during this period are listed

as well, with air dates. The only regularly scheduled pro-

grams not listed are: Tonight. NBC, 11:15 p.m.-l:00

42



4GRAPH SEPT. - 25 OCT.

iNESDAY
l NBC

THURSDAY
ABC CBS NBC ABC

FRIDAY
CBS NBC

SATURDAY
ABC CBS NBC

Arlcnc Francis
ust

Treasure Hunt
•ml

C.urv Moore
NMtlt all

lUlt

ll "lit

r.iodi

Arlcnc Francis

Arthur Codfrcy
Treasure Hunt

Ult

Carry Moore
'III ll!

Bunilil I

0»rli--

NuruM

Johruon A Johnson
•It Cil l-trklni

Arlene Francis
luit

Treasure Hunt
Mil

' alt

igaroo

I.

Mighty Mouse

nu

Howdy Doody

.

Cumby

Price Is Right
•l» lit

<

n Plus
ult SOS

I

Price Is Right
•Ult

Minn Mining
•It mil

-T lit

Florida Citrui

Ocn Mllli

Price Is Right

•It

II H)

Su-.jn s Show
Fury

Orn K-xrfi

Truth or

Consequences
lust

I-erer

Strike It Rich
Colgate

Truth or

Consequences
lust

Alberto Culver

• It Mllei

Strike It Rich
Colgate

Truth or

Consequences

• It mil

I H.t

Saturday
Playhouse

Capt Callant
lUIni

Tic Tac Dough
' all

[, 8 U
iD/11 S)

PAO

It Could Be You
Con Foods
alt Arunmr

Brao n A Wmson
tit Com Itosl

Hotel
Cosmopolitan

Love ot Life

ne Prod

Tic Tac Dough
grift

tflDJMIOta Mining

• ll PAO

Search for

Tomorrow
PAO

It Could Be You
Albert"

alt U

Cuiding Light

PAO
PAO alt

aust

Hotel
Cosmopolitan

Tic Tic Dough
Starklil Tuna

alt -

Love of Life

I rue Prod
v\<;

Big Top

Jimmy
True Story

i

Search for

Tomorrow
I •.Ml

It Could Be You
HI alt

Jimmy Dean

Cuiding Light
I'll)

rt Diary

Close-Up
co-op

u.cws and Stand
Jp & Be Counted

i

News
0) lust

Close-Up
co-op

News and Stand
Up & Be Counted

I-

News
1:30) suit)

Close-Up
co-op

Lone Ranger

alt NViiif

Howard Miller
co op

As the World
Turns
PAO

Pillsbury

Howard Miller

co-op

As the World
Turns
r.M.

Swift .

-

alt luit

Howard Miller
co-op

Dmy Dean
ro OJP

No net serine*

No net aervico

No fief lirvlfi

Leo Durocher's
Warmup

co on

World Swies
Baseball

1 S)

Howard Miller

Bride & Groom
oit

Lanolin Plus
;i ll si Drackelt

Brooks (I. IS)

Beat The Clock
Nestle alt lust

Howard Miller

Sunshine Biscuit
all PiifT

Beat The Clock
Howard Miller

no Biscuit
- I

•
. i

Bride & Croom
Art Linkletter Minn. Mining

Kellogg alt init

.11 Cti

alt Mllea (10 17 8)
Pillsbury

Art Linkletter
F^CTfr Broi

s»ift alt

Bride & Croorr
' alt

(10/11 8) Montho
lust alt

9,20 8) Uraekell

Baseball
ICOn •

irner Nafrty Raxor

Philip Morrli

Baseball Came
of the Week

• I'.'fulng

Matinee
13-11

panic

American
Bandstand
(3-4:30)

partlc A co-op

Big Payoff
•ust

Matinee
American
Bandstand

*crdict Is Yours
Ult

Matinee
13 ti

partlc

American
Bandstand

I 30)

partlc A co-op

Big Payoff
Colgate

Matinee
11-41

no net <

Matinee
American
Bandstand

Verdict Is Yours
lus t

Ocn Mills tit

suit

Matinee ifc »' ••

ueen for a Day
sust lit

(9/25 9) P A T
Amer Home
It Corn Prod

American
Bandstand

Brighter Day
I PAG

Secret Storm
Amer Home Prod

Jueen for a Day
' alt

Minn. Mining

Miles alt

itu. It) a) Al- Culta r

American
Bandstand

Brighter Day
r.t.o

Modern Romances
Com Prod alt

Sterling Drug

Do You Trust
Your Wife?

(10 3 S)

sust

Edge of Night
PAO

Pillsbury Modern Romances
Kraft

Do You Trust
Your Wife?

Flr>

sust

Secret Storm
.Amer Home PTod

Queen for a Day
BOS alt

Oossard

Amei M Plod
Cam Prod

All-Star Coif

-

tdge of Night p
P*Q £-:

-._.. ; Modern
Sterling

alt

Vlrk Chem

Romance!
Drug alt

Com Prod

Miller 1'

.,* »• itt

No net service

NCAA Football
tlSMl)

NCAA JootbAlJ

Oveni Ford. ?-ji-

Comedy Time
Lerer

sos
alt sust

Mickey Mouse
Club tL 9 M)

Woody
Woodpecker

10/3 S Kellogg

Mickey Mouse
Club

(10 3 S>

Iris Myers. Pills

•it Gen Foods

Come-tv Time
Kraft

Miles
"

• It Welch

Mickey Mouse
Club I

The Buccaneers
9 Kellogg.

Mickey Mouse
Club

Gen '

alt sust

Comedy Time

Oen Foods lit

- Mwitho
No net service

NCAA Football

No net

Football
Scoreboard

PgtB-

—

a.m., Monday-Friday, participating sponsorship; Sunday

News Special, CBS. Sunday, 11-11:15 p.m.. sponsored bj

Whitehall alt Carter Products; Today, NBC. 7:00-9:00 a.m..

Monday-Friday, participating; The Jimmy Dean Shnu\ CBS.

7:00-7:45 a.m., Monday-Friday, participating: Captain

Kangaroo, CBS, 8:00-8:45 a.m., Monday-Friday. 9:30-

10:00 a.m., Saturday, participating: News, CBS. 7:45-8:00

43

a.m. and 8:45-9:00 a.m.. Monday-Friday.

All times are Eastern Daylight. Participati -ors

are not listed because in many case- the\ fluctuate.

World Series, oi M>< . starts 12:45 pan. local t

Schedule: 2-3 Ocl >bei, Nen \<>rl: 5-6-7 October, Milwau-

kee; 9-10 Octol New "inrk. Note: Milwaukee goes ofl

daylight time 2' 1 S itember, Nen V>rk on 27 October.



78 markets snapped up in first

six weeks! Coca-Cola in Atlanta!
NBC 0-&-0 in Los Angeles!
Dixie Beer! Bowman Biscuit!

Prescription 1500 in 10 markets!
J. Carrol Naish, the NEW
Charlie Chan, "the best ever
to do the role." See it today,
and you'll have to agree the
new CHARLIE CHAN sells!

Hurry! Marketsare
being reserved
today! Wire or
phone for private
screening!

Television Programs of America, Inc.
488 Madison Ave., N. Y. 22 • PLaza 5-2100

BURGERMEISTER
i Continued from page 33

j

he illustrated by a single day, 9 Octo-

ber 1955, known as Burgie's "Wild

Sunda) :

"The Rams were playing in De-

troit." he recalls, "and the 49ers were

playing the Bears in Chicago. Each
club wanted its game televised to the

home fans, and both games started at

the same time. The games were being

released over the ABCTV western net-

work. In addition, the 49er-Bear game
was being released nationally by ABC
as their game of the week.

*' Y\ e resolved this problem by using

the ABC national picture only on the

Chicago game and purchased separate

telephone lines for a separate audio

origination by our own sportscaster.

The shared picture on the network

contract lines and our separate audio

were linked up at the Western network

feed point in Los Angeles for release

everywhere in the West except Los

Angeles.

"The Detroit game was originated

by Vi JBK-Detroit and fed back simul-

taneously by separate cable and re-

leased in Los Angeles onlv over

KABC-TV.
"Commercials were inserted in the

two separate games at KABC-TV in

Los Angeles, and fed into both games
at the same time. You can imagine the

complicated cue setups and split-sec-

ond timing necessary to get the right

commercials in the right spot at the

right time."

This year, however, Burgie does not

plan to buy football.

"We always maintained a separate

budget for football, and each year

weighed the advantages and disadvan-

tages of using it," said Mullins. "This

year, aside from the uneconomical as-

pects of a regional sponsor buying a

complicated national package, Burgie's

new campaign is breaking — with

emphasis on beer as a product to be

enjoyed by both men and women. So

a loss in sports programing isn't im-

portant to our plans."

The new tv look will include syndi-

cated shows and participations. Bur-

gie co-sponsors Silent Service in six

markets: San Diego I KFSD-TV I . Sac-

ramento (KCRA-TV), Boise (KI DO-
TV). Reno (KOLO-TV). Redding

! K\ IP-TV.. Phoenix I KUAR-TY i

.

They also co-sponsor Frontier Doctor

in Eureka iKIEM-TV), Highway Pa-

trol in Chico (KHSL-TV) and Sheriff

of Cochise in Fresno iKJEO-TV).

Based on rating studies, Rolle points

out, these are among the top syndi-

cated shows in the country and were

selected on that basis.

"There's a resurgence of interest in

popular music." Mullins says, "and the

top tunes are coming more and more
from the country field. We recognized

this long ago and purposely went after

a country music show. Then, too, peo-

ple move into Los Angeles at a great

rate. Many of them miss this sort of

music and are looking for it."

Rolle and Mullins found the right

package this year in Country America,

a local live music program KABC-TV,
Los Angeles, especially developed,

working with client and agency.

Mullins describes the show as an at-

tempt to bring dignity to the country

music field. Top country stars are

flown in for guest shots, most unusual

for a local show. Good distributor and

dealer comment and a rise in ratings

are encouraging factors, along with an

award from Show Business magazine.

Meanwhile, the timid soul of the

April-August I.D.'s has found a voice.

He made his re-appearance 1 Septem-

ber in a new series of I.D.'s in which

he attempts to deliver the Burgie pitch

—ostensibly without success.

Also about to make their appear-

ance are the spots pegged to fall and

winter pleasures— fireside, party,

mountain lodge— rather than beach,

outing, gardening. Three more are in

production. Three to four are kept

running at a time, looped so as not to

bore the viewer
—

"the worst thing you

can possibly do." Rolle says.

Les Mullins and Lou Rolle consider

themselves "marketers" rather than

"advertisers" with this product. They

work closely with Burgermeister man-

agement on maintaining the various

lifelines in the highly competitive west-

ern beer market : point-of-sale units in

taverns and stores, described by Mul-

lins as Burgie's "life's blood." and

dealer loyalty to the Burgie brand.

i Non-advertised "price" brands are a

continuing problem and threat in the

western market. I

"Beer is not sold by one force

alone." Mullins points out, "but by do-

ing everything right."

Thus, aggressive marketing, pioneer

radio and tv efforts, aggressive out-

door are the major factors in reaching

number two place in the western mar-

ket, maintained by a spot saturation

which gave Burgermeister the best

month in its history. ^
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Report* and naluntri news, trends,

opinions foi film buyert and tellers

FILM-SCOPE
28 September i; v M ,, u N ,, u , 1M summarize i h«- (trio and cone <>i feature Mm* in two eas) phi
Cwyrltht IB97

SP0N80K PUBLICATIONS INO. | ) llcailtilul cnsl-per-t ho usam I . bill

2 1 Somewhal dubious continuity ami sponsor identification*

Solutions -nine professional and some on the do-it-yourself level to trouble No. - were

cropping up in the trade all over this week, The) have this in c mon: \ thematic

grouping of the films. For example:

IT THE PROFESSIONAL LEVEL: Wl'. MGM, Screen Gems and others now

are wrapping up features by categories instead of selling them strict!) helter-skeltei as

anthologies. Thus the Warner Package contains six groupings mystery-horror; adventure;

drama; comcd\ ; western: and musical.

AT TIIK STATION LE\KL: Broadcasters are beginning t" -"it the cans into neal

continuit) slacks -usually by personalities. One such station is WBZ-TV, Boston, which

has assembled 48 Bette Davis films for Fridaj nighl showings (coincidentall) the star lives

iu the vicinit) and can appear as hostess). Others have Errol Flynn Theatres, etc.

Does it work?

KTTV, a veteran experimenter, Bays yes. Ii has tried two thematic groupings of

the M(iM library a famil) group and a star group. The former (with Bucfa pictun

Dr. Kildare, Maisie, \ml\ Hard) I not only stood up to still' competition but gol .1

lull sponsorship from the Dr. Ross Pet Food Co.

The star group- consisting of Wallace Beer) films is considered an audience and com-

mercial success in the Sunday 6:30 spot.

NBC-TV Films has a new Canadian representative— Fremantle of Canada,

Ltd. The deal becomes effective on Tuesday.

Fremantle will get Boots "n Saddles (nol yet released in Canada) in addition to the

other NBC Films series.

The season's first bi«i rated lest of the works— live fare, lilms. reruns, ami

just about anything else you want to read into it came <>n lucsda\. 1!'. Septembi

from 7:30-8:30 p.m.

\s clocked by Trendex, it was a |»reti> close race figure-wise.

\t the subjective level, though, Wagon Train Bcored a triumph: Man) in the trade

hadn't figured it would show up so well as it did. Here is the Trendex tabulation:

7:30 to 8 P.M.

Disne) land Luc) Wagon Ti iin

Rating 11.7 12.9 11.8

Audience share 15.4

8 to 8:30 P.M.

Disneyland Big Record Wagon Train

Rating 16.1 16.3 16.0

Audience shave 10.7 31.]
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FILM-SCOPE continued

In the midsl dl the I . S. controversy over whether films are merchandised strong-

ly enough, Motosahuro Tanahe of Japan, president of Tokyo Tanahe Pharmaceutical

I ". breezed into New York with a walloping ease history.

His firm—both a drug manufacturer and retailer—sponsored Jungle Jim in three cities

I [okyo, Osaka, and I\
T

ago)al and licked everything, including Superman.

Promotion, Tanahe told Screen Gems, played a big role. His kit I in color! in-

cluded: booklets with synopses of the episodes; posters in retail outlets: special wrap-
ping paper advertising the show; posters on street cars; signs on truck panels; and

cartoon-type fliers. Additionally, he used tie-in cartoon advertisements in newspapers
and sports magazines.

\llcr lliis warm-up. Tanahe will tr\ a similar pilch for his latest

—

Circus Boy.

Producers of commercial and industrial films are turning to name cartoonists

to stir up advertiser interest.

Latest is Ronald Searle, creator of characters in Punch, who is working on a

special Standard Oil industrial film to be telecast on the 13 October special over NBC.

Alongside the upswing in mystery films (FILM-SCOPE, 14 September. page 50), an-

other member of the same family is due for a lift— the supernatural mystery.

Several deals this week highlight the trend in the so-called "horror" field:

• Screen Gems will produce a tv series called Tales of Frankenstein, with Boris

KarlofE as host.

• Hammer Film Productions is readying a half-hour Baron Frankenstein pro-

gram (this is the same company that made Curse of Frankenstein for Warner Bros.).

Although horror stuff is as old as the theatre, tv broadcasters got their first real in-

doctrination in it in March 1956. During the week of March 5 to 11, WOR had King
Kong on its Million Dollar Movie theatre and got the almost unbelievable rating

of 79.7. So now the rush is on.

What makes a good horror program? Schwerin Research has poked into this and

thinks that:

1) Plots in which ordinary, likable people get fouled up in supernatural situations

are best received.

2 1 Phyehopathic characters don't go over very well.

3 1 For maximum impact, the precise supernatural circumstances should thread

through the plot from start to finish—not sprung as a final surprise.

4) The supernatural elements should have some connection with reality—even if

onl) the figments of someone's imagination. Yarns which turn out to be mere dreams or

nightmares apparently strike the viewer as too weak or fraudulent.

FLASHES FROM THE FILM FIELD: C. J. LaRoche dickering on barter deal with

lime Merchants for Warner Foundations . . . BBD&O reported looking for a syndicated

show—possibly for Foremost Dairies . . . B. Gerald Cantor. Robert I. Westheimcr. ami

Jack VI. Ostrow named to the NTA board of directors . . . Screen Gem's Casey Jones

scries has been sold to the American Dairy Association for alternate-week sponsorship in

L8 markets . . . TPA's commercial department will operate strictly from the West Coast

. . . ABC's 26 Men makes its N.Y. debut on WABC-TV sponsored by Brylcreem and

\\ hile Owl Cigars.

Screen Gems Ranch Party sold this week to Gulf States Utilities Corp. for five mar-

kets: Houston and Beaumont, Texas; Lake Charles, Lafayette, and Baton Rouge. La. Agencj

i- I aw in. W asej —R&R. Series now signed for total of 35 markets . . . TPA appoints Charles

Goit and Russ Clancy national sales directors with equal responsibility between them.
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SATURATION
I ontinued // om page 30 >

saturati n one station, the audi-

i ional impat i on the niai kei i- fai be-

|..u the f t — i 10. I See chart pg. 29).

"Since radio has become fashion-

able' again and with clients clamoring

for Bpace on the bandwagon, one

.'.•nil \ r\n iii i\ e told sponsor "an)

advertiser who schedules as few as five

- 1 1< >t - a week is bound !>> gel l"-t in tin-

-Imllle. I In' onlj thine ili.il could pos-

-iliK -a\ e liim is exi eptional i"[>\ and

the highest-rated spots.

"
I he interpretation ol the word sat-

uration has changed," maintains Nor-

man Prouty, head "I radio For Rat/.

It used to be 20 oi 30 spots pei mar-

ket per week : now ii - often fai more

I luui that."

\\ hat research is behind tin- desire

to saturate? In < Ictober, 1956 tin- \.

C. Nielsen ('". iliil a survey for Radio

Advertising Bureau mi adding in an-

nouncements in 2<> running mi two

radio stations (one net affiliate, one in-

dependent I in a single market. I he

announcements were aired Sunda)

through Saturda) for a week from
"

a.m. to 1 I :30 |>. in.

Here were the results: \\ iili 20

spots, l''.J!', nf the market's families

were reached willi average messages

pei famil) "I 2. 1. Bui bj a. I. In. In

spots I- Li in the total to 10 !6.2'
I

oi tin- inai kit - families were rea< hed

u itli 2.6 a\ erage messages pei famil\

.

Mm- tin- additional Hi announcements

nlr it possible I" H -a' Ii 12' i I

different families.

( ttli. i L9 >'' studies bj Nielsen foi

It Mi mi the cumulath e effe< t ol radi

1 and ii is radio - accumulal ion powei

thai has made satural ion the ke\ tac-

tic i show :
i

I i ( ine -|">i -i heduled

i \ ei \ lull houj will H.ii h Id'
I

.il the

radio homes weeklj I 3 times;

200 announcements per week on three

stations reach 53.3'
i

"I the homes 6.9

times and in four weeks reach 7 1'.

homes 19.7 times; i 3 I 25 annou

ments weekl) on a single stal ion 1

1

25.7| < homes 2.5 times in one m i i

and 19.3' i homes 5.5 times in Four.

Resides an increase in I requenc)

.

saturation toda) is also marked, in

mam cases, l>\ longer-term Inn -. < !old

n medies, for example, are now re-

ported tn be upping their buys from

I! week- to 26. I li<' reasons for longer

bu) - are nli\ ious the) hold I ime po-

sitions againsl competition, and it is

sometimes easier to gel clearances.

Flic frequenc) and duration ol sat-

uration campaigns have been dis-

cussed. I'iiiI what nf the various t\|>e-

ituration? Paul Weeks

of a nil" foi II I! Repn tml [

outlines these i ai ial ions I Satui

ne station from 6 a.m. to 6 p.m.

d.n kel i"-i uli nit n- an i

looked i : |2) Saturate i"j' twi

three Btations; (3j Circulai - itura-

lion : ai all houi - around the < lock on

several stations; (4) Vertical satura

limi: deliberate use "i jus) one "spe-

ialt) station to reai Ii a -mall but

< lass Begmenl of the market

;

Horizontal - ituration : all the Btations

around a market.

Bo in '
i uli" i- • < onon it il satu

timi i- pli the < Mini. I!. mse ii

\i filling Iii- time slots, it pie ises the

-i tionman. Bui what "f the radio

listener. Men are a psychologist's

\ iews mi thai Bcore:

"Saturation is a double

sword, -a\ - Vlbei i Shepai 'I ex<

tive \ ice president ol the Institute Im

Motivational Ii • h. "\\ hen -kill-

full) used, ii < an i reate whal amounts

i" a substitute for word-of-mouth

port l"i a product.

""I he "iliri aide "I the sword is thai

a poorl; exei uted saturation i ampaign

ma) hammei a selling slogan so bla-

tantl) that ii drives the consume] from

initial perception t" selective inatten-

tion, iinalK I" actual annoi am ^

uhfV (like weknewitwould)
1ATES GOOD/

UNIQUE TEST PROVES
1. WSUN-TV, only UHF in 3 station market, has large, loyal, audience.

2. Advertising on WSUN-TV packs solid impact.

Nl

Lowest Cost Per Thousand

WSUN-TV
38

WSUN-TV TAKES TOP RATING
In Challenge of MGM Premiere on VHF Station

Che

Undupllcoted ABC in the

Tompo-St. Petersburg Market

Rtprticntcd b- VISARD. RIN-
1 oil i< MCCONNELL, INC
Southcjsurn J AMI S AYRES

Four days before competing VHF station's MGM
premiere, WSUN-TV decided to chollcnge Leo and

VHF. Competing station wos concluding a month-

long promotion campaign for MGM premiere.

This was lorgest television promotion blast ever

launched in Tompo St. Petersburg area. VHF sta-

tion saturated with newspapers, radio, on-theair

promos, outdoor displays, MGM parades

WSUN-TV's decision was to challenge with

"African Queen" from United Artists package . . .

and restrict promotion to its own television facil-

ities — announcements only, not one cent in ad-

verising, ond only four days to promote.

WSUN-TV's purpose wos to dramatically test

pulling power of Channel 38 pitted against an all

media compoign — a most severe test in view of

one month of MGM promotion compared to only

four doys of stotion promos by WSUN-TV.

August 24, 10:30 PM, WSUN-TV played "Afncon

Queen" head on cgainst "Command Decision" on

Station B Result WSUN TV top rafmg omong

all three stations in ARB Coincidental Survey.

Il detail, 10:30-11:00 PM ratings were:

* I TV leod-in from "My Hero"l 16.4

Station B lead-In from "Grand Ole Opry"i _16

Station C leod-in from "Burns & Allen"
i 13.4
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WTVT "shoots'the atom for «

A special distinguished service award... for an

"outstanding contribution in the fight to

conquer cancer"... has been conferred on WTVT
by The American Cancer Society

for the station's 30-minute

documentary film, "Search.

A powerful story of the never-ending

search for a cancer cure, "Search" is

one of the most ambitious public

service programs ever produced in

Florida. WTVT cameramen

for example, filmed "hot

radioactive isotopes at Oak Ridge;

while producing the picture

This is another example of how

WTVT's meaningful communin

service builds loyaln

and acceptance for you

TAMPA-ST* PETERSBURG ranks 34th m retail sales amongmetropolitan markets*, is a must on every moder

market list! WTVT dominates the Twin Cities of the South, delivers bonus coverage of 239 prospering communities

*
Sales Management Survey of Buying Power, May 1957
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vard-winning cancer film!

3 OF TOP 25 SHOWS
IN WTVT*
according to new Pulse! And the top

paulti-wcckly shows are on WTVT, 6

p 7 p.m.! ARI3 proved it in February...

ulse proves it now: WTVT is your top

jy in the Twin Cities of the South!

*Puhe, June, 1957

+

UMPA- ST. PETERSBURG

I0W 10th IN RETAIL SALES

IER CAPITA U.S. Department of Commerce)

1957 1956

o Retail

o

o Store

a.

ttmotive

o.

feral

./hhandise

«;

ranking ranking

34 36

39 44

29 34

33 37

Amount

$786,145,000

161,983,000

147,698,000

114,546,000

(Soles Management Survey of luying Power, May 19S7)

News - from scene to screen in 30 minutes,

with WTVT's modern transistor sound-on-

film equipment plus 37 cameramen -corres-

pondents throughout Florida. Super-swift

coverage makes WTVT news highest-

rated in the market'

CBS Channel 13

WTVT
The WKY Television System, Inc.

WKY-TV and WKY Oklohoma City

WSFA-TV Montgomery

REPRESENTED BY THE KATZ AGENCY
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SPONSOR ASKS

How do you write a jingle 1957 style

Therese M. Macri, copywriter, Batten,

Barton, Durstine X- Osborn, \<i< York

\\ hat puts that tingle in a jingle?

Why does one patter ol words set to

music start thousands of cash registers

a-jingling — while another registers

nothing hut apathx ?

The answer may disappoint you. It

rests in that tired 'n true cliche

—

crea-

\ I

"maybe even

a talking

dog

five ingenuity. That spark may come

from the words, the music, a combina-

tion of both, or a completely new pres-

entation—such as unveiling the first

parrot ever to sing a commercial an-

nouncement! I don't think it's been"

tried yet—but dont rule it out. And
after that, maybe even a talking dog to

deliver your message! The point is:

let the mind wander—stray—leap!

Never be bound In the iron hand ol

the conventional in any area of your

conception.

I he actual steps in the making of a

jingle are similar to building any other

creature of advertising:

1

.

Sift hundreds of approaches to

ferret out the hook—the "nut"—the

elusive conclusive selling point.

2. Translate this "nut" ingeniouslx

. . . (the toughest nut to crack!)

3. Concentrate on just one poinl

wherever possible.

4. Keep the name of your product

in the fore. It's surprising how often

this is violated! The beginning of a

jingle is a good spot—so is the end.

I Frequently what comes last is remem-
bered first—also much middle-singing

tends to '"blur" out of hearing, i

5. There is no rule as to whether

the music should be adopted or orig-

inal. However, in using a familiar

tune, beware of dangerous association*

with the original lyrics. (For instance,

I'd avoid using (Gilbert and Sullivan's

"
I it Willow" for a brassiere compam
—or "Mary Ann'" to sell a trip to the

Rockies!)

6. Repeat and repeat and repeat

and repeat. By the time you, your

agency, and } our client have just about

"had it ... your consumer will begin

to get it.

And don I consider yourself "An
Enemy of the People" for being father

to the jingle. They can be fun, spright-

ly, entertaining—as well as powerful.

Don't you ever get a lift from mum-
bling "Pepsi Cola hits the spot . .

."?

I do!

Shirley Polykoff Halperin, copy group

sii[irrvisor, Foote, Cone & Belding, New York

How to write a jingle in 1957? It's not

very different really from what it ever

was, except of course, that today

there's more competition for the lis-

teners' attention than ever before. To
be successful these days— and this

means to be memorable—a jingle must

be more catchy in words, tune or both.

To make any kind of an impression,

it must have something a little extra in

itself besides extra money behind it.

Despite competition, however, a good
jingle is one of the quickest, easiest

ways to put over a sales message so I

vuess jingles are here to sta\.

What makes jingle-writing at all dif-

ferent in 1957 is that many writers are

following current musical trends, i.e.

calypso, progressive jazz, rock and

roll. Secondly, most of the jingles are

fresh tunes rather than old music in

the public domain. Today, the big

money can hire some of our greatest

song writers . . . but don't let this dis-

courage you. Quite a few of the out-

standing jingle hits running were writ-

ten b\ ... well, let's call them ama-

teurs since thej don't get paid extra

for the song.

What comes first, the tune or the

phrase? That's a little like the egg-or-

the-chicken question but as a copy-

writer, I naturalK search first for the

actual words to be used. After the

words have been approved. I find that

when I repeat the main phrase over

and over again to myself, it 1 e»ins to

beat out its own rhythm. And the

rhythm, I think. plaxs a big part in

determining the mood and tvpe of tune

that will follow. A word of caution

here: The best wax to destro) a night's

sleep is a repeat the words anvwhere
near bedtime.

Does one have to know music? \ut

necessarily, though it helps. The bead

of our t\ department is a musician

while another verv successful writer of

jingles in the same department can't

read music at all. He keeps the keys

of the office piano taped with note-

marked adhesive. One copywriter 1

know works with numbers from one to

eight to indicate the notes of the scale.

I happen to be able to plav the piano.

However, if one can train oneself on

the numbers, a jingle can be worked

out in the office. There's no better x\a\

to sow discord in the home than to

\

Afc
"he keeps

the piano

leys taped"

subject the familx to too much "which

wax do vou like it better . . . like this

. . . la-da-da-da deee? . . . or like this

. . . la-da-da-da-dooo."'

Of course, arrangements, vocal and

orchestral, are almost always done by

a professional arranger.

50 SPONSOR 28 SEPTEMBER 1
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Jack Fox: Jingle consultant foi several

ii^nt, ies

\ good jingle, 1957 style, isn't <n

shouldn't be anj different than a dur-

able 1947 model, <>i a futuramic 1967

model, In mj opinion, .i good jingle

then, now, and tomorrow has .i

message as simple as possible, as short

.i- possible. I In- more <-•
>] >\ points that

are squeezed into ii the less impact ii

has as a unit. Ii doesn't bbj too much,

ami ii doesn i take I"" long t" -.i\ it.

\ g I jingle [i"ini- out onl) the

most important advantages the product

boasts, Inn does so graphically. It is

"/on much

fudge cake'

never what perplexed singers call a

"mouthful," isn't clums) to sing, or

difficult to gel across clearly. Even

those who have never heard <>l the

product, and who know nothing what-

soever «»f its virtues, should be able

t<- understand what the) hear the first

time the) hear it. It follow- naliiralK

that the name of the product should

be positioned hoili lyrically and me-

lodicalh) where it will sing out "loud

and clear" even though it's said soft

and low,

["he melod] should be soundh con-

structed, nice to listen it whether the

tempo is bright or leisurely. If either

the words or the music can be made
more memorable b) "garnishing"

\ ia sounds or arrangement garnish

away, providing, of course, you don't

distort or dilute the storj you're tell-

ing. I here s nothing undignified or

tawdr) about a 'gimmick'' it it catches

the ear. captures the fancj . . . and

sells the product!

The danger in this technique is that

it often gets aua\ from its enthusias-

tic creators and is overdone. Then.

like too much fudge rake it ""ili--

agrees with a lot of people who sim-

pl\ cannot digest all that ardent gusto

in such prodigious dose-. I believe the

besl one word description of a g 1

jingle is "palatable." Funny, rule.

pretty, rhythmic? ¥es, just so it's

"palatable." That waj it'- selling

good will along with the product. \ml

good will is a mighty effective sales-

man in itself. ^

• •JACKSON, MISSISSIPPI .

ihe Souih's fasfesf growing TV Markei

>D«tll i

V <»?, <i* N .. .

T ">

AVERAGE
FAMILY INCOME
$573520

High BUY-POWER in the fast-growing Jackson market! In

come from expanding industry, oil. gas, cattle, cotton, timber

and wholesale trade means a billion dollar market waiting

for you. Only two TV stations reach this prime market—
WJTV and WLBT
Television Magazine Market Book 1957

220,308 TV HOMES
SERVED BY TWO GREAT STATIONS

WJTV
CHANNEL 12
KATZ

WLBT
CHANNEL 3
HOLLI NGBER Y

"
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STATION

OWNERS

ONLY

I

IflANACEMENT oppor-

tunity desired. Area must

have good potential. Inter-

ested only in station where

ownership is available based

upon results obtained.

13 years background in all

phases of broadcast business

with majority of experience

in sales, sales management

and station operation.

Now employed and need

minimum of $13,000 plus

opportunity to increase.

Reference and resume avail-

able upon request. Direct all

inquiries to

B0X2A
SPONSOR

MAGAZINE

52

National and regional spot buys

in work now or recently completed

I SPOT BUYS

TV BUYS
The Norwich Pharmacal Co., Raritan. N. J., is using major

markets for its Pepto-Bismol. The six week schedule will start in

Octo] er. I he advertiser is seeking late night minutes and prime time

chainbreaks; average frequency: 3-4 announcements per week per

market. Buyer: Helen Kowalski. Agenc\ : Benton \ Bowles, \. Y.

The Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati, is entering Southern mar-

kets to promote its Duz. October schedule will run for an indefinite

period. Minute announcements will be slotted during daytime

hours; frequeue) will depend upon the market. Buyer: Bob Liddell.

Agency: Compton Adv., Inc., New York. (Agency declined comment.)

Grocery Store Products Co., West Chester, Pa., is going into ma-

jor markets to push its groceries. Schedule begins in October for 10

weeks. Minute announcements will be placed during nighttime seg-

ments, with a women's audience in mind: frequency will vary from

market to market. Buying is not completed. Buyer: C. Valentine.

Agency: Ted Bates & Co., New York. (Agency declined to comment.

National Biscuit Co., New York, is spotting the 30-minute adven-

ture series Sky King in 110 markets to advertise its sweet goods line.

The October schedule will run for 39 weeks. The 6:00 to 6:30 p.m.

segment during the week, or Saturdav morning, is preferred. Bu\er:

Sal Agovino. Agency: McCann-Erickson. New York.

Lever Bros. Co., Food Division, New York, is initiating a campaign

both in major and minor markets for its Lucky Whip. Schedule

kicks-off in October for an indefinite period. Minute and 20-second

announcements will be slotted both daytime and nighttime through-

out the week; frequency will depend upon the market. Buying is not

completed. Buyer: Jules Fine. Agency: Ogilvy. Benson & Mather.

New York. I Agencv declined to comment. I

RADIO BUYS
Gold Medal Candy Corp., Brooklvn. is preparing a campaign in

major Eastern and Mid-Atlantic markets. Schedule starts in Octo-

ber for at least 13 weeks—possibly 26. Newscasts and da\ time min-

utes are sought. Buyer: Joyce Peters. Agency: Emil Mogul Co..

New York.

RADIO AND TV BUYS
Chesebrough-Pond's, Inc., New York, is going into about 45 radio

markets and about 30 television markets for its Pertussin. The

schedule begins in October for 26 weeks. In radio, daytime minute-

will be used: in t\. minutes will be slotted during Class "C" hours.

Buyer: Ja\ Schoenfeld. Agency: McCann-Erickson, \ew York.
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Atomic power in Caesar's day?

Certainly!

It was there, in the ground, in the air and water. It

always had been. There are no more "raw materials"

today than there were when Rome ruled the world.

The only thing new is knowledge . . . knowledge of how
to get at and rearrange raw materials. Every invention

of modern times was "available" to Rameses, Caesar,

Charlemagne.

In this sense, then, we have available today in existing

raw materials the inventions that can make our lives

longer, happier, and inconceivably easier. We need only

knowledge to bring them into reality.

Could there possibly be a better argument for the

strengthening of our sources of knowledge our colleges

and universities? Can we possibly deny that the welfare.

progress indeed the very fate—of our nation depends
on the quality of knowledge generated and transmitted

by these institutions of higher learning?

It is almost unbelievable that a society such as ours,

which has profited so vastly from an accelerated accumu-
lation of knowledge, should allow anything to threaten

the wellsprings of our learning.

Yet this is the case

The crisis that confronts our colleges today threatens

to weaken seriously their ability to produce the kind of

graduates who can assimilate and tarry forward our

rich heritage of learning.

The crisis is composed i al elements: a salary

scale that is driving away from teaching the kind of

mind most qualified to teach; overcrowded classrooms;

and a mounting pressure for enrollment that will double

by 19(57.

In a very real sense our personal and national prog •

depend.- en our colleges. They must have our aid.

Help the colleges "I' universities of your choice. Help

them plan for stronger faculties and expansion. The
returns will be greater than you think.

If you want to know what the college

crisis means to you, write for a free book-

let to: HIGHER EDUCATION, Box 36,

Times Square Station, New York 36,

New York.

HIGHER EDUCATION

KEEP IT B

Sponsored as a public service, in cooperation with the Council for Financia' rtion
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you need#J
in any market...

look at

em in

TULSA!

Take a billion one dollar bills and

scatter them over northeastern Okla-

homa . . . makes a pretty picture, doesn't

it? And it's more than just a pretty

mental picture— it's a hard, concrete

fact. Yes, there's a billion dollar market

out there for you to tap . . . through

KVOO-TV, CHANNEL 2. Tulsa,

Oklahoma's No. 1 market sits in the

very heart of this fertile dollar area.

Think of it . . . the "wampum" of north-

eastern Oklahoma plus the productive

coverage of KVOO-TV. Man, there's

a combination that's good for you!

For Current Availabilities

Contact Any Office of

Blair Television Associates

News and Idea

WRAP-UP

i

ADVERTISERS
Bell & Howell has informed
SPONSOR that it is returning to

tv after an absenee of eight years.

'I he motion picture equipment pro-

ducers are starting an eight week

schedule in 12 major markets this

month to introduce a new 8mm elec-

tric eye movie camera.

Total outla) for the ad campaign,

which the firm says is one of the

heaviest they've ever used, will be
s !.")().()()l> u ill about one-third going

to tv.

Cities to be covered by the new fall

schedule are: New York, Chicago,

Los Angeles. Philadelphia. Boston. De-

troit, Cleveland, San Francisco, Pitts-

burgh, Washington D. C, St. Louis

and Dallas.

McCann-Erickson, Chicago, is the

agencj

.

National Presto Industries, which
is spending around $500,000 to

promote their Control Master ap-

pliances for the Christmas trade,

i*. adding a somewhat novel twist

to open dealerships via tv.

A 12-minute film I made by Fred A.

\ilc-~ Productions! is being distrib-

uted to 75 tv stations to supplement

the national air campaign. Presto is

also buying 60-second announcements

following the film, half of the time

for Presto sell and half for local dealer

identification.

After the Christmas push, the film

will be circulated among 125 tv sta-

tions between January and October

of 1958.

Donabue & Coe is the agency.

A. C. Allyn & Co., Chicago head-

quartered investment firm, ha9
found local radio so successful

that it is extending its daily five-

minute Stork Market and Busi-

ness News broadcasts to other mid-

west markets.

Starting 1 October \ll\n is adding

stations on Omaha. Kansas Citv.

\\ aterloo. la.. South Bend. Madison.

Davenport, la., and Peoria.

J. R. Pershall Co., Chicago, is the

agenc)

.

Lewvt Corp. is going into net-

work radio for the first time in its

history with participations on
ABVs Breakfast Club.

Over half of the automatic clean-

er's $4 million ad budget will be used

for the fall-winter campaign in air

and print media.

Promotion tie-in will be a Don Mc-

Neill Rainhat, which will be used as a

traffic builder for dealers. The \in\l

hats will be offered free on the Break-

fast Club to women who , ir-it a store

to see a demonstration of the cleaner.

The upholstery leather industry,

previously a print media user

only, is testing its first radio ad

campaign this month in Detroit.

Campaign will last 13 weeks and

will use 42 minute announcement- a

week on WJR, WWJ and WXYZ dur-

ing early morning and late afternoon.

The Upholstery Leather Group's execu-

tive v.p., Paul R. Copeland. Jr.. sa\>

timing is to reach the drive-to-work

car radio audience.

With Stuart Peabody's retirement

on 31 December now official, here

is the new Borden Co. advertis-

ing department set-up:

Milton Fairman becomes an assist-

ant vice president with executive re-

sponsibility for advertising and public

relations. Fairman has been director

of public relations since 1943.

\v illiam B. Campbell becomes direc-

tor of advertising. Campbell has been

manager of the general advertising

department.

Both promotions arc effective 1

October.

AGENCIES
BBDO and Revlon are parting,

effective 31 December.
The agenc) has handled about half

of the cosmetic firm's $16 million a

year ad expenditures.

The major share of the Revlon
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i usiness cut rentl) .it BBDO i- due to

^u in \\ .11 w iik & Leglei including the

t w < > network quizzes $64,000 Ques-

tion .in.l $64,000 ( hallenge i both on

CBS l\ i.

C. J. 1 aRoche m ill handle the new

II til/n II inchell File which i- due i"

-i. hi on \l>< I \ mi 2 October.

Othei agencies cutting up the pie

include: I mil Mogul and Dowd, Red-

field & Johnstone.

\»->\ agencj appointments: Ted
Bates foi N UHSCO's I needn fnstani

Fizz Drink ... J. J. Werner X As-

sociates, San Francisco, for Paul

Masson Vineyards. Geyer will con-

tinue li> handle the \ru "» oik Cit) t\

campaign.

Random notes: II. It. Humphrey,
\ll<-\ & Richards has jusl come out

v iih a new book, "' \n Introduction

in Commercial Television Vdvertis-

ing. Designed for advertisers new
i' the medium i and im >i the old-pro

network sponsor), the book consists

ol 50 pages ol factual material, charts

and maps . . . Stanley B. Weiner.
Formerl} executive vice president of

the Martin L. Smith Co. has resigned

to form his nun agency, the <>. T.

Stanlej (".<>.

Foeus on personalities: Jim Fish

has joined Vllen & Mar-hall. Los \n-

geles, as an account executive. Fish

comes from Don Otis Advertising . . .

Everett L. Thompson, director of

radio and television at Baldwin, Bow-
ers & Strachan (Buffalo division of

The Kumrill Co. I, has been named di-

rector ol radio and tele\ ision for the

entire Rumrill organization . . . John
Koch has joined the Maercklein Agen-

cy, Milwaukee, as an account execu-

tive. Kneli comes from Roundy's, Inc.,

where he was assistant advertising

manager . . . Wilbert H. Falstein,

formerl} advertising and sales promo-
tion manager for Gerber Plumbing
Fixtures Corp., has joined Sidney

Clayton & Associates, Chicago, as an

account executive . . . Joe II. Lang-
hammer has left D'Arcj in join

Powell Advertising, Detroit, as vice

president . . . Al Valentine ha- been
named production manager for the

Allman Co., Detroit. Valentine comes
from \\ hippie & Black . . . Robert
Johnson, formerly with G. M. Ha-
loid & Co.. and William Stockclale.

formerl) at K&E, have joined Grant,

New York, as account executives . . .

Cliff Rodders, president of Magnus

Music Publishing and formei program Hen • the run down on pr<

directoi ai Wllkk. Akron, has been types the cat manufacturers

made an account executive al lessop Bigned foi to dat<

Advertising, Akron , , . Robert I Drama I

Johnson has been promoted to d Mysterj I

toi ol the radio-t\ creative depart Quiz I

ment at D'Arcv, St. I ouis. Sit < om. I

li.i\

NETWORKS
Spei ials

\ ii

\\ estern

The variet) formal baa turned <>ui \,i, See Detroit Hound up
to be the favorite with aniomo-

i M next issue, 5 Octobei foi cor
lives (Chrysler, Ford ami General automotive ail media picture

Motors) tor their bij: network l\ ^
splurge this season. Network t\ note-: American

-lot \

iplete

4 an

FOR UNMATCHED COVERAGE OF

STEUBENVILLE-WHEELING 52nd TV Market

OHIO/W. VA.

HERE ARE THE FACTS:
STATION —Covers 320,957 TV homes in 30 counties of Ohio and W. Virginia.

62% more tower— 53,538 more TV homes than the Wheeling station. Lowest cost per

thousand TV homes. Over 80 top-rated CBS and ABC Network shows. Total coverage of

1,125,500 TV homes, including Pittsburgh.

MARKET —Center of U.S. steel, coal and pottery industries. Fastest growing

industrial area in the world. 1,418.800 population. More than $2 billion yearly pur-

chasing power. Center of the Upper Ohio River Valley, rich in natural resources.

Includes the highest paid industrial workers in the world.

Ask for (1) Showing of new color slide film, "How to Make Money in the Steel Market."

(2) Chart, "How to Measure Your TV Results." (3) "Directory of Retailers and Wholesalers in

Steubenville-Wheeling Market."

® WSTV-TV
aSTEUBENVILLE, OHIO

C J
• T EL 9 -2 : 5}} W\TTS

Represented by »iery-K.nodel. John I lam. Eie: VP and G*n'l Mgr. Rod

Gibson. Natl Sis Mgr
, 52 Vanderbilt A»e.. NYC. Murray Hill 3-6977

Pittsburgh offl«. 211 SmithfUld St Grant I -3288

* Member rt the Friendly 6r»u»

WSTV. WSTVTV. Steubcnvillt:

K0DE. KOOE-TV, J;:

WB0Y. WBOYTV. Clarksburg

WPAR. Parkersburg

WPIT. Pittsburgh
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A pictorial review of local

and national industry events

PICTURE WRAP-UP

Handicapped youngsters peer out of new station

wagon paid for with $3,000-worth of Ohio sales ;ax

-i imps collected by KYW, Cleveland, campaign. Disk

jockej Wes Hopkins, who beaded drive, polishes car

Creyhound gets a queen. Steverino, NBC-star grey-

hound holds court for (1. to r. I John Knneau, v.p.

Crey; A. N. Brion. president. Eastern Greyhound Lines

ami Basil Kathhiine. who is handling the introductions

Reading the fine print. JayZee Starbright, "the

symbol of WJZ-TY, Baltimore," signs long-term con-

tract. JayZee made her debut in connection with the

station's recent change of call letters and format

WANTEO

* <^
Si

5,000

"That's the Varmint!" When KBTV, Denver's Sheriff

Scotty (Ed Scott) broke an arm while playing baseball

he turned it to good advantage. Watch out for "Hooke\

Mills." who smokes, plays hookey and ambushes sheriffs

"Big Cheese in Wisconsin." WEAU-T\ celebrates

dedication of its new 1.000 foot tower and power

increase to 310,000 watt-, with a "family-type" gath-

ering of 40,000 friends at an old fashioned county-fair

Quite a cracker! Mayor Maynard E. Sensenbrenner

of Columbus, bites into the world's largest cracker, gift

of the Streitman Biscuit Co. of Cincinnati. WTVN-TV,
Columbus, hatched this idea for "Zesta Cracker Day"



Co. will again use network t\ news

shows tlii- year, Inii has switched i"

i H> TV's Douglas Edwards show.

( anco w ill take the alternate Fi ida)

7: L5-7 :30 p.m. -\><\ starting I < >< tober.

( anco's ad manager, F. G, Jewett, says

the i\ program is pari "I long range

plans t" point oul the \ ai ietj "I prod-

ucts packaged in ii» containers and to

make familiar the company s oval

trademark . , . CBS TV's regional

football games (going from 29 Sep-

ii nil mi in 22 December) have signed

up a total 01 12 different sponsors.

Client- include: Marlboro, P. Ballan-

tine ^\ Sons, National Brewing, I )u-

quesne Brewing, American Oil, Goe-

bel Brewing, Speedwa) Petroleum,

Standard Oil I Indiana), Pabst, Fals-

tall. American Petrofina ami Tan

American I lil.

Network radio notes: NBC Radio
has added $1.5 million (net) in new

and renewed business during the pasl

two weeks from orders placed b) 1-'

advertisers. Advertisers ordering full

program sponsorships were: Dow
Chemical (through MdcManus, John

8 Adams) for Red Foley Show, new

musical program starting 2 November

(Saturda) 12:30-12:55 p.m. I and run-

• 1 1 1
-_• t

.

Pontiai tin

GEE j That's the

car for me!"

Commercials on WGN-T\ have

a \\.i\ ol getting results because

WGN-TV programming keeps
fdlk- wide-awake, interested

and watching. For proof, lei mir

specialists fill you in on some ~ur-

prising WGN-TV case histories

and discuss \ our sales problems.

Put "GEE!" in your Chicago sales

with GN-T

M.n Vlanus, John & Adams I foi the

Xational Football League Champion-

thip Game on Sunday, 29 December;

Bell Telephone I through N. W. \

renewing The Telephone limn foi 19

weeks stat ting 7 < Ictobei < VIonda .

9-9:30 p.m.) . . . \lt\ has added con-

tracts I rom 1 1 v
»

• sponsot - this week.

Plough, In. .. w itli a 52-week i ontrai t

for newscasts; Campana Sales * o. with

one segment per week on the Break-

fast ( tub ; II. J. Heinz t H. k itli

n.cut- on Breakfast Club, Herb
i hi ' indet son Shou . and the new

Jim Reeves Show; Rusl Crafl Publish-

ers with one segment "I Breakfast

Club; ami Sleep-Eze < !o. h ith i wo

ments of the Don McNeill starrei ...

Benrus Watch Co. and P. Loril-

lard have both scheduled satura-

tion campaigns on Mutual. I he

watch firm in a pre-Christmas push

w ill take I ni
i eight-second adjacencies

to newscasts per week starting 21 Oc-

tober and running through 22 Decem-

ber. Lorillard initiate- a 21') five-min-

ute newscast campaign running four

anil a half week- in behalf of Kenl

starting in September.

Job notes: John II. \\ bite has been

appointed sales manager of \P>\.

\\ hite comes from Zh l\ . when- he

was sport sales manager for programs

in the central dh ision.

ASSOCIATIONS
BBfl has decided to suspend its

program clinics for radio and t\

broadcasters for the year 1958.

BMI feels that after 310 Clinic- ovei

seven consecutive years it deserves a

rest.

The decision was made in -pit*- ol

the fact that the 1957 Clinic attend-

Channel 9

Chicago

f/.]f

CHANNEL 4-SIGHT

Yes ... be wise! When you L

television in the great Golden

Spread, use Channel 4 Sight.

Over 100,000 TV sets

Nearly $200,000,000 in Retail Sales

Power: Visual 1C: I

Aural 50 I

Antenna Height 833' above

the ground

KGNC-TV
CHANNEL 4

AMARILLO,

TEXAS

"I just love those KRIZ Phoenix an

nouncers."

CONTACT
ANY

KATZ MAN
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TERRE HAUTE,
Indiana's 2nd Largest

TV Market
/

251,970

TV Homes

BOLLING CO.
NEW YORK
CHICAGO

MONTANANS
. . . have money

. . . spend money

and they watch

KMSO-TV

\ /
by choice

SELLING

01 r\C\r\ Li.
WESTERN

191,000 watts MONTANA

KMSO-tv *f'"

Inc.
TRANSMITTER

100 MILE RADIUS

ATOP

TELEVISION reac hing the

MOUNTAIN LARGEST

ELEVATION set counf by

7000 FT. actual survey

MISSOULA, MONTANA

ance at 45 different sessions has set

a new record (5.7% higher than last

year).

Clinics will be resumed in 1959.

Meetings : Indiana Broadcasters

Association will hold its fall meeting

i.t French Lick, Ind. on 25-26 October

. . . Broadcasters' Promotion Associa-

tion > second annual convention and

seminar is set for 1-2 November at

the Sheraton Hotel, Chicago . . . Illi-

nois Broadcasters Association will

hold its fall meeting at the Abraham
Lincoln Hotel, Springfield, on 30 Sep-

tember and 1 October . . . Radio Pio-

neers will pla\ host to Jack Gould,

radio-tv critic, at its fall luncheon

meeting in New York on 22 October.

RAB's third annual National Radio

Advertising Clinic to be held at the

Waldorf-Astoria. New York, on 8-9

October will feature these speakers:

Albert Brown, v.p. in charge of ad-

vertising and public relations for Best

Foods, New- York: Julian Barksdale,

vice president in charge of marketing

and planning. Stephen F. Whitman &

Son and James J. Delaney, advertising

manager of Sinclair Refining Co.

The Advertising Federation of

America has opened a second office

in Washington, D. C. Head of the new
office is William P. Tidwell. veteran

capitol newsman.

FILM
Film row this week was active in

both sales and new appointments.
Ziv TV will set a record of six New7

\ ork premieres in one month. Two
shows are bowing on the network and
four on local N. Y. stations.

The Ziv schedule of premieres

:

1 I Harbor Command, a double ex-

posure, on WABC & WOR, sponsored

by Miles Labs. 2 1 Harbormaster,

CBS TV, sponsored by R. J. Reynolds.

3 I West Point on ABC for Rise and

Van Heusen. 4 1 Tombstone Territory

on ABC. sponsored by Bristol-Myers.

5) New Adventures of Martin kanr

on WOR. 6 i The new Highway Patrol

series, double exposure on WPIN and

\\ l!(' \. with Ballantine as sponsor.

To date 27 stations have signed for

Screen Gems' Shock package for

which an October premiere is planned.

Ziv's Spanish language version of

Harbor Command has been sold in

\ ene/uela. Puerto Pico. Panama and

Coming or Going

KBTY is leader

in DENVER TV
Whether you are just moving into the Denver
market, or already going "great guns" here,

you need Channel 9 because KBTV is FIRST

in Denver when and where it counts the most!

TWT

KBTV first* in quarter-hour

leads (by more than one rating

point), between sign-on** and
10.00 p.m., Monday through Fri-

day.

KBTV leads* during the same
time period in "share of audi-

ence".

KBTV occupies* 4 of the 5

top spots in the cumulative rat-

ings of 21 locally produced pro-

grams.

KBTV first in Denver for pro-

motion, with solid, successful mer-

chandising cooperation for its

advertisers and, most important,

SALES RESULTS!

Call your P.W.G. Colonel today.

Buy the station in the rich Denver

market that delivers People and
PURSES . . . Impacts and RE-

SULTS!

z
•KBTV sign-on 10:30 a.m.

"ARB Denver Survey
-May, 1957

Quarter-hour leads

Percentage of audience

Write, wire or Phone KBTV or Peters, Griffin,

Woodward, Inc.

KBTV 9
DENVER, COLORADO

JOHN C. MULLINS /? JOSEPH HEROLD
President Station Manager
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your extra hand is

SPONSOR
A corps of the most capable
editorial hands in the business
work for you at SPONSOR to
bring the latest broadcast
developments within reach of
your fingers— week after week— 52 weeks a year.

SPONSOR is the nerve center

of the industry. It's the magazine
of ideas — of penetration — of
every day USE — the most
widely quoted publication in

the field.

It's the one book you ought to

read— at home. It will give
you more to think about and
more directions in which to
expand your thinking than any
other trade journal you can buy.

Now — for less than a penny
a day— fust S3.00 a year—
you can have 52 issues of
SPONSOR delivered to your
home. Try it on this

money back guarantee.

SPONSOR
40 East 49 St., New York 17, N. Y.

I'll take a year's subscription of SPONSOR.
You guarantee full refund any time I'm
not satisfied.

NAME
FIRM

ADDRESS
Bill me Bill firm

I
'< i ii. I In- \ eu I'/i entun • / Martin

Kane u ill .il-.i In' Been in P i and
I INI. I.

Film Men in The News* Louie .).

\iirrlio appointed ili\ ision mai

.mil [Hurra) M. Kaplan named sales

manage] of NTA Pictures .. , I nom-
as II. Bateson proi loted \ .p. of the

Yankee Division ol RKO [eh

Pictures, Inc. . . . Lawrence II. M< -

chant appointe I account execul i

( BS i\ Mm -.il.- \\ illiara Gar-

gan, Jr.. u ill head up the New \

sales office ol \ an Pi aag Pi oductions.

effective I < Ictobei . . . \\ alter Kings-

l«-\ name I genei a] sales

/i\ - s) ndication <li\ ision . . . Daniel

Grice appointed exei utive proi ti< er ol

I antamount Pictures . . . Milton \.

Gordon, president ol I I' \ and

M;inn_\ Reiner, Foreign sales man-

ager, u ho is < in rentl) on a trip sur-

veying world i\ markets . . . VS tiding

Picture Productions, Inc. has

formed a new creative marketing serv-

H i- depai tment, headed up b) Leon
\. Kreger.

RADIO STATIONS
How to gel your station talked

about—W \\ K. Louisville, used a

wild promotional contest, a good
public interest cause and sprin-

kled it with a lot of Inn for every-

one in this way.

• ( lontesl for listeners to choose t li«-

"Mosl Popular \\ \\ E Pei sonalirj

"

with the winner to receive the

l>rize of a weekend .it Pewee Valle)

(pop. 720), a nearb) communit) noted

lur it» peace and quiet. He also would

have the use of a 1 928 Rolls-Roj i e

u hile there.

• [he cause was Pewee \ allej -

carnival to raise monej for the annual

payment on their new fire truck bought

for the Volunteei Fire Department last

year.

• Vdded window dressing was a

l>eaut\ contest, theft of the ballot l>"\

.mil .1 parade of antique cars.

\\ \\ I made five remote broa leasts

from Pewee Valley, including two net-

work feeds t" NbM - Monitor.

Results—more than enough mone}

tn |>a\ for the fire truck for the com-

munit] and a solid month of talk-

provoking promotional activities f"r

the station.

Newsworthy idea at work — to

point up the -nperiority of radio

S

Now there's

a detergent!"

' A i . \ I \

\\ i ,\ I \ progi ammii
Inlk- wide-awake, interest)

and initi i
'

. I if, Irt mir

spei i.:li-t- till Miii 111 mi some -ur-

prising \\ ' A I \
i

•
-

and 'Ii-' usa your sales probli •

Clucajo

Put "GEE!" in your Chicago sales

Ahwto Us 7owert

. l^t TT/fflON I I. MovfJ rm ei r-i sJiertiteri Int.'
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news coverage WJHB, Tallavega,

Via. (a 17-day-old newcomer to

the broadcast field), devoted one

whole day last week to nothing but

news.

The all-news day, with, the heart)

hacking of sponsors of musical and

other spe< ial programs, kept three an-

nouncers reading I P bulletins from

a.m. sign on i<> the 5:45 p.m.

sign off.

Promotion idea from KOSI, Den-

ver: Monthly sponsorship of a

downtown shopping day.

Here's the \\a\ it works: On the

third Wednesdaj of each month the

radio station will pay the bill for the

downtown shopper's buses from 10

a.m. td noon. In addition KOSI is

gh ing free air time to plug the special

\\ ednesda) s.

Local merchants are cooperating

with window displays and other media

calling attention to "KOSI downtown
shopper's da\-.

Station sales: KOME. Tulsa, has been

bought by John Kluge from John

Brown I niversity. Sale price was esti-

mated to be $175,000. Formerly using

classical music and religious program-

ing, new plans call for complete over-

haul in personnel and switch to music-

news-sports format.

People in the news: Robert J. Hath
has been upped to station manager for

KAKC, Tulsa, and Bill Allred, ad

executive, has joined the station's sales

staff as an account executive . . . Roy
L. Cordell, former station manager

for KAKC, Tulsa, has transferred to

KIO \. Des Moines, as station manager

. . . Riek Drew has been appointed

local sales representative for KCMO,
Kansas City. Drew comes from KI* Rl .

Columbia, Mo. . . . James W. Bel-

cher, formerly with WWJ-AM&TV,
Detroit, has joined KYW, Cleveland as

head of the newly created radio pub-

licity department . . . Robert Mo-
ri insey has been named program

manager of WBAL, Baltimore. Mc-

Kinsey formerly was program director

for WCCO, Minneapolis . . . Chuck
Christianson, San Francisco man-

ager for Adam Young, has been

named general manager for KRUX,
Phoenix . . . Don Metrovich has

joined WGAR, Cleveland, as national

sales representative. Metrovich comes

WKRG-TV LEADS THREE WAYS
No matter how you measure it

in this Billion-Dollar Market.
WKRG-TV is number one by a large margin

>\ *e - y NXvNIELSEN
Report number two shows WKRG-TV
leading in every depf. . . . covering
33 to 26 counties for Sta. "X", with

45,000 extra homes in Ch. 5's area.

A. R. B.
(Feb. '57) WKRG-TV leads 281 to

] 50 in measured quarter-hour seg-
ments. At night, the leod is 1 39 to 59

!

PULSE V *•>/«, «ccA.**
e^

Telepulse (Sept., '561 shows WKRG- £/#*. ""55* m iA\®TV leading in 275 quarter-hours to '//#*«_ +• *• + llAU'
171 for Station "X". *Wf|-$$$ W»w"'

HERE'S THE BILLION-PLUS MARKET
Within the area of WKRG-TV's measurable audience lies 1,258,000
people . . 336,000 families . . Cons. Spendable Income, $1,467,000,000
and Tot. Ret. Sales of $1,060,054,000 (latest published SRDS figures).

Here is the Coverage-Bonus WKRG-TV gives you in Big, Billion-Dollar

Mobile:

WKRG-TV
Station "X"

WKRG-TV Bonus

Population

1,258,000
1,087,000

161,000

Total
Families

336,000
290,000

C.S.I.

$1,467,000,000
1,316,000,000

T.R.S.

$1,060,000,000
954,000,000

46,000 $ 151,000,000 $ 106,000,000

Channel

wlcrg-tv AVERY- KNODEL

from American Creeting Cards . . .

Frederic L. Kareh, operations pro-

gram manager for WCAl , Philadel-

phia, has been upped to program di-

rector . . . Diek Godfrey has been

appointed a sales account executive at

KCBS, San Francisco. He has been

sports coordinator and newscaster . . .

Alvin G. Flanagan will become the

new general manager of KCOP, Los
\ngcli-.. a> soon as the FCC approves

the transfer of the station to the new
management group made up of Ken-

yon Brown. Bing Crosby, George L.

Coleman and Joseph A. Thomas. The
group recently bought KCOP for %\

million from Copley Press.

Station sales: WWW, West War-
\\ick, R. I., has been transferred to

Grelin Broadcasting. Melvin C. Green,

officer of Twin State Broadcasting, has

resigned effective 27 September to as-

sume new duties as president of Grelin

. . . WRKE, Roanoke, has been sold

to Sherwood J. Tarlow, Allan W. Rob-

erts, Dr. Bertram W. Roberts and

Joseph Kruger who are owners and

operators of WARE, Ware. Mass.

Purchase price was $7.5.000 . . .

Transfer of KOXC, Sacramento

Valley, Calif., from Jack 0. Gross to

Rabell enterprises has been approved

by the FCC. Call letters will be

changed to KPAY and network affilia-

tion will be dropped . . . KWG, Stock-

ton, Calif, has been sold to Robin Hill.

Bob Reichenbach and Frank Axelson

for $85,000.

TV STATIONS
Here's the new set up in Trian-

gle's administrative realignment:

Ben B. Bavlor. Jr.. now station man-

anager of WNHC-AM-FM-TY. Hart-

ford-New Haven, is new to Triangle.

Most recently Baylor was vice presi-

dent and general manager of W IVT.
Fort W a\ ne.

Frank Palmer, now general man-

ager of WFBG-AM&TV, Altoona-

Johnstown, moves over from W LBR-

TV, Lebanon-Lancaster.

Joe Zimmerman, now general man-

ager of W LBR-TY , Lebanon-Lancaster,

moves up from director of station pro-

motion for Triangle.

Edward M. Scala, now director of

sales development for WFIL-AM-FM-
TV, Philadelphia, was general man-

ager of WFBG-AM&TV, Altoona-

Johnstown.
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\\ J/-TN . Baltimore, Bends ilii*

success storj about it-* acM I.air

Shows
\\ iili the |'i ogram on the aii just i

leu weeks and onl) recentl) using the

MGM library, the station has ahead)

put "Hi the s l!<> signs.

Rating increases and sponsor en-

thusiasm iriln i the station's big pro-

motion-programing-publicit) push l"i

the big changeovei in ownership, pro-

graming and call letters.

Some "I the new \\ BC outlet - Btunts

included balloon drops, a touring

Thunderbird ami Model I to contrast

the "hi and ncn mi Channel L3, ami

distribution of a baker's dozen dough-

nuts ai coffee break time in local ad

agencies. Even mothers "I newl) bom
babies were reminded of the station

ever) lime the) reached l"i a fresh

diaper, a- result (A a tie-in with Stork

|)\ dtv \\ ash,

\\ ol . Washington, D.C. lias ap-

plied to the board of commission-
ers of the District for permission
to install a closed circuit wire tv

•

J
-Inn.

Plan- call I'm: (a) Feature film,

Broadwa) plays, operas, concerts ami

sports programing; (b) payment 1>\

month!) subscriber charge and (c)

educational programing in coopera-

tion with local schools.

Thomas Tinsley lias announced
the appointment of Simmons As-

sociates a- representatives in Chicago,

the midwest ami New England for

stations \K XEX-TV, Richmond; \\ LEE,
Richmond and \\ I 111. Baltimore.

\\ \lA -I \ will he the first h station

l" he handled l>\ the rep firm.

Station notes: WPTA, New Fort

Wayne, 1ml. . has signed a- a primar)

affiliate of \HC I \ effective 21 Sep-

tember . . . WWLP, Springfield,

Mass., has withdrawn application for

a satellite t\ >la(ii>n in Pittsfield, Mass.,

due to FCC announcement of elimina-

tion of 1 HF channel- in the area.

Personnel notes: J. S. "Dody"
Sinclair has been promoted to sta-

tion manager at WJAR-TV, Provi-

dence . . . <ieor<:e Stantis. produc-

tion manager of KFMB-T\ . San

Diego, has been upped to program
supervisor . . . Bill Horstman, pro-

ducer-director at WKRC-TV, Cincin-

nati. has been promoted to commer-

Subject to FCC approval, announcement has been

made <>l the acquisition l>\ [. 1) \\Lulu i I < \.is and

California industrialist, and fohn 1 Loeb ol Carl M.

Loeb, Rhoades v Company, New York, ol all out

standing stock in Muzak Corporation foi $4,350,000

I In- sellers wen William Benton, Formei 1 .

">

Senatoi from Connecticut, II E. Houghton, President

<>l Muzak, and othei capable executives associated

with them.

We initiated this transaction am! worked unceas

inely to its conclusion.

ALLEN M\DEH AMI i:il\lPA.Vl
Vegotiatort for the Purchase and Sole <>/ Dai/j Vcnnpopwj,

Hiiiliii mill Television Properties

Washington New York < hicago

1625 Eye St.. \.\\ . 60 E. 12ml St. 35 E. W acker Drive
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GEE! That's the

coffee for me!"
Commercial- mi WGN-TV have

awa) ofgetting results- because

WGN-TV programming keeps

lnlk- wide-awake, interested

—

and watching. For proof, lei our

specialists till you in on some sur-

prising WGN-T\ case histories

ami discuss \ our -ale- problems.

Put "GEE!" in your Chicago sales

...i+h #% Channel 9

Wlin Ira Chicago

Most Powerful Twins

CJON-TV "is?
ArgcntiaCJ(MV

KcL^> 300.000
' 'Captive Newfoundlander*
and latest B B M &ltows

,85% of all qrcater St. John's
homes have TV $et$

weed i, co.u.S. STOVIN-CANAOA

cial production manager . . . Doris

Belcher, formerly with KCEN-TV,
Waco, Tex., has joined KSBW-AVI&
T\ a- assistant to the promotion man-

ager . . . Baylen H. Smith, former

production director, has been named
program director and James Van de
Velde, announcer, moved up to pro-

duction director at WISX-TV, Mil-

waukee . . . (Diaries !W. Neel has

been appointed to the national sales

department of WTVT, Tampa. Neel

was director of advertising of the

Daily Oklahoman and Oklahoma Cit)

Times.. . . Arnold Starr has joined

the sales stall of WRCA-T\ . Vw
^ oik. He comes from WOR-TY. New
"^

< > i k and i- replacing Pat Harring-

ton, Jr., who has moved to NBC TV
network sales . . . Del Greenwood
has moved up to the -ales staff of

KOA-TV. Denver . . . Diek Walker.
formerK with KWTV, Oklahoma City,

has been named sales service coordi-

nator for KCMO-TV, Kansas City

. . . Vincente Ramos, formerlv

with TPA. has been named presi-

dent of the Latin American Net-

works Co., the U. S. and Canadian

offices for CMBF Cadena Nacional

of Cuba. The network is made up
of seven stations . . . Karl Nelson,

formerly with WICU-TV, Erie, Pa.

has joined WTAR-TV, Norfolk, Va.

on the sales staff . . . John T. Caudle
has joined the promotion staff at

WSOC-TV, Charlotte, N. C.

CANADA
Described as the first completely
Canadian tv film, a country music

show starring Jack Kingston and titled

Main St. Jamboree is now rolling.

The show is being produced by Mer-

idian Films, which reported that this

is the first time a film has been pro-

duced by a Canadian company with an

entirely Canadian cast and technical

crew.

In addition to Canada the show will

be offered in the United States and

Great Britain. Meridian reported that

a major U. S. distributor will handle

these series south of the border.

Rock 'n' Roll is going over big in

Canada, according to A. A. Mc-

Dermott of Radio and Tv Sales.

Inc.

McDermott said, "everybod) is on

the rock n' roll kick— well, practical!)

everybody. Even the CBC stations are

on the hand wasron."

McDermott said one major market

station had increased its audience

-hare from \'
< to 'MV i in about two

months. "I hat was all the incentive

needed for tlio-e who were hanging

hack on the plan." he said.

FINANCIAL
Stock market quotations: Follow-

ing stocks in air media and related

fields are listed each issue with quota-

tions for Tuesday this week and Tues-

ila\ the week before. Quotations sup-

plied by Merrill Lynch. Pierce. Fenner

and Beane.

Tues. Tues.

Stock 1 i Sept. _'l Sept. ( hange
\ in ) ml. Stock Ext hange

M'.-I'T IK'. L7%
vm L71% 169% -Is
Vvco (>< 6

CBS "A" 29 28 -1
Columbia Pic IB', 17% -1%
Loew's 16 • 15% - %
Paramount 34 33%
RCA 33% 32'

.

-1%
Storer 23% 22', -1%
20th Fox 21 :;

, 24%
\\ arm r Bros. 20% 20% - '4

\\ estinghouse ';'. 61% _2
{merit an Stot / Exchange

\llir! Vrtists 3 2% - %
Vssoc. Wt. Prod. 9 8% — 78

< >>< v nper T
s !;'. - At

Dumont Lal>- 1% t
7
. -

(iuilil Films 3% 3 - %
\T\ ;

7
- Vs -2

Only ONE is atop the

Continental Divide

Serving both the Atlantic and

Pacific Sides of America

KXLF - TV4 Montana

East—The Walker Co.

West—Pacific Northwest Broadcasters
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Wkatt fnif>j>rniriK in I 5 Government

that iiffrtti tpOntOTt '. \t<ilitm<

WASHINGTON WEEK
28 SEPTEMBER \^ ||„. k«r-ri observers of the Washington what thei think are the implications

C*»yrl|ht IM7

SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS INO. °' ••'«' FCC B \ole c »
I" a I ll ree-\ cur trial for pay -t > .md Mill II .nine a \\ a \ With ill'-'

Impressions]

I
i It i- n"t surprising thai there is a good deal <»| confusion about what the

FCC meant even if both proponents and opponents "f pay-l ire claiming a touchdown,

if nol a final \ ictory.

2^ The situation becomes less confusing if it is realized thai the commission acted

just as Chairman Doerfer wanted. It threw the pa\-t\ l);ill squarel) into 1 1
»

- lap

of Congress, but exactl) in I li<* opposite manner in which th< anti pa

gressmen and Senators would have liked.

31 ITiese legislators wanted the FCC I" oil back and 'I" nothing about pay-h until

Congress passed a bill on the subject. The FCC turned around and said, in effect, we are

•roinjr to approve a trial unless you pass a hill to the contrary.

I

I

The I»i Li kicker is the fact that it is difficult to gel a hill through Congn --

If the FCC did the waiting there would never be a trial "f pay-tv. \- it i-. the odds are

strong that Congress will adjourn next year without taking anj affirmative ac-

tion on the Bubject.

51 Even though it will take a year before the FCC appi n) application for a

trial pay-tv, it also means thai when the PCC goes ahead in earnest it will b<- able

to say il gave Congress everj chance to express itself or stymie the test.

The stains of the opposition to pay-tv on Capitol Hill can be Bummed up this w

• Bills have been introduced in hnth chambers to make pay*U Qlegal. H t
1

bills arc nol passed l>\ the end of the next and lasl session "f the 85th C

they're jus' as dead as if they were put to a vote and defeated.

• 1lii< tack on the chair i- the sharpest of all because death of a bill, whether from
lack of action or from excess of votes against, is interpreted as showin i Con-

gressional majority is eold to it.

• Thus the burden has been shoved on Rep. Emanuel (Viler. Sen. < harles Potter,

Sen. Strom Thurmond, and Rep. Oren Hani- the chief puns in the ' tv.

They must gel Congress to -how definite Bigns of interest in countering the I '
'

move t" act on a test on or around I March 1
( >">".

Rumors to the effect that the military is casting covetous eyes al In channels

2 through 6 (all the rumors seemed to emanate from one source) took ;i -even-

jolt this week.

The Office of Defense Mobilization and the FC< came to agreement about tut

over to the Government some hand- now used for mobile radio services in rerun

channels now used b) the Government

The tun agencies did agree to put aside channel 2, hut onl) in the Far Pacific,

where there is no commercial u-e for it.

The FCC in a financial report issued this week offered an index of tv station reve-

nues for 1956.

\ total of 17! stations in 207 market- showed income of S551.350.856

sales and talent, minus commissions.

Operating expenses for these stations came to $4 75 which brought total

net ineome before Federal taxes to 1146,256,481.

Seven markets reported incomes of over S 10 million.
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BLAIR -TV
WFIL-TV Basic ABC
WNBF-TV Basic CBS + ABC, NBC
WFBG-TV Basic CBS+ ABC, NBC

THE KATZ AGENCY
WNHC-TV Basic ABC + CBS

BLAIR TELEVISION ASSOCIATES
WLBR-TV Independent. . .

World's Best Movies

Sources: ARB, Philadelphia, Aug. 1957/Telepulse, Binghamton, Baltimore, Kansas City, Houston, Nov.

1956 /Television Magazine, Nov. 1956 /SRDS, Mar. 1957/ ARB, Altoona, June 1957/ ARB Hartford-

New Haven, June 1957 /Television Magazine, Sept. 1957/Trendex, Five-City Survey, Aug. 1957
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WFIL-TV
in Philadelphia! MORE audience,

SIGN-ON to SIGN-OFF, SEVEN
DAYS A WEEK, than ANY other

Philadelphia station!

WNBF-TV
from Scranton to Syracuse! 48.4%
average rating-SEVEN NIGHTS
A WEEK- MORE audience at

lower cost per thousand than any

station in Baltimore, Kansas City,

Houston and other major markets.

WFBG-TV
from Pittsburgh to Harrisburg!

143.4% MORE quarter-hour firsts,

noon to sign-off, Monday-Friday,

than nearest competitor.

WNHC-TV
from Massachusetts to Long Island

!

DOUBLE the combined audience

of competition, SIGN-ON to

SIGN-OFF, SEVEN DAYS A
WEEK!

WLBR-TV
UHF station to cover the entire

LEBANON, LANCASTER, HAR-
RISBURG,YORK area-America's

Number 1 UHF market—and at

one-sixth the cost of nearest com-

petitor. 278,044 UHF homes; 73.2%
conversion ; 32.6% share of audience.

WFIL-TV
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA

WNBF-TV
Bl N G H AM TO N , NEW YORK

WFBG-TV
ALTOO N A— J O HN STOW N, PA.

WNHC-TV
HARTFORD — NEW HAVEN, CONN.

WLBR-TV
LEBANON - LANCASTER, PA

Operated by: Radio and Television Div. / Triangle Publications, Inc. / 46th & Market Sts., Philadelphia 39. Pa.

WFIL-AM • FM • TV. Philodelphio, Pa. / WNBF-AM • FM • TV. Binghomton, N. Y. / WHGB-AM, Harrisburg, Pa.

V WFBG-AM • TV, Alfoona-Johnstown, Pa. / WNHC-AM • FM • TV. Hartford-New Haven, Conn. / WLBR-TV, Lebanon-Lancaster, Po.

I

Triangle National Sales Office, 485 Lexington Avenue, New York 17, New York
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A round-up of trade talk,

trends and tips for admen

SPONSOR HEARS
28 SEPTEMBER

Copyright 1857

SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS INO.

Tv columnists this week got the 1957-58 party line on ratings when they asked

CBS for figures on new shows. The replv:

"Our new policy is not to use ratings for publicity purposes; only for programing

information."

Meantime ABC started passing them out by the bale.

The game of musical chairs in connection with the S8-milIion Bulova account

has taken another turn at McCann-Erickson.

Terry Clyne is hack in the No. 1 chair. Russ Johnston, who occupied it for a

while, has been assigned to the Libby-Owen s-Ford account.

Here's why a tv station in a metropolitan market suddenly was put on the block:

Stockholder-relatives complained that it was bad enough the station wasn't making money

without the president paying personal bills out of company funds.

The official explained that his secretary had done this without authority while he

was out of town. But the relative-stockholders still insist that it would be simpler to sell.

Fred Gregg, Jr., former Y&R account executive, may have lit a new beacon for

those who daydream about escaping to some little thing of their own.

Instead of a farm or ranch. Gregjr. with the help of some friends, not so long ago

scraped together a down payment on WLAP Radio. Lexington. Ky.

This week, after scrounging around for equipment, he unveiled his own tv station.

WKXP-TV. the second one in Lexington.

The media director of an agency with over £20 million in tv billings got this come-on
from a station this week:

We'll give you a bonus of so many soots on package buys. The rep's confirma-

tion will be according to rate card, but we'll forward you another confirmation show-

ing the bonus spots.

Commented the media director: "We're getting uneasy about this sort of wheedling

and dealing among tv stations. You can't ever be sure another agency isn't getting a

still better proposition."

A midwest ad manager in New York for the debut of his network show says

he feels like a neglected country cousin.

Nobody from the network, he noted, so much as extended him a telephone greeting. He
did get to see his show

—

after standing in line with other "tourists."

One of network tv's biggest spenders gave these reasons for changing agencies:

1. Too many people were switched around on the account.

2. After the budget had been approved by the board of directors, the agency discov-

ered it had failed to include netwrork rate increases.

Conversely, the president of this same account is credited with saving: "My policy is to

milk an agency drv of ideas and then look elsewhere."
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(J Let's try that

toothpaste!"

Commercials on W GN-T\ have

,1 wa) ol getting results because

WGN-T\ programming keeps

folks wide-awake, interested

and watching. For proof, lei our

specialists fill jrou in on some sur-

prising \\ < . Y I \ case histories

and discuss your sales problems.

Put "GEE!" in your Chicago sales

withWGN-T
Channel9

Chicago

HEAR YE

More listeners hear

R AD I O

WINSTON-SALEM
H CAROL

than the other three city

stations combined

flGQ
5000 W-600 KC

AFFILIATE FOR

WINSTON SAIEM/ GREENSBORO/HIGH POINT

CALL MEAOLEVREEO

THE MARKETING VEEP
i( mil iniinl from POgt '2, I

holds it- annual sales meeting and the

entire sales force "I 3,500 mum I

all about the advertising plans foi i u

nexl year.

"In January, when these plan

into print ami on the air, we know thai

the entire Bales force is equipped to

use "in advertising t" its fullest n i i

sure,
1

says Bickmore. '"Our advei

ii-in_' has I
» -r - r i shaped 1>\ the reports

of these men in the field in the firsl

place, and shaped b) the dh ision man-

agers during it- development, and pre-

sented if the sales Force in il- final

[O] III."

Nabisco's advertising aims ma) dif-

lii from those "f Campbell Soup oi

Philip Morris or other companies with

a marketing v.p. at the head <>f it- sales

and advertising effort. But this gianl

IimkI linn * method of shaping il- ad-

vertising plans and its marketing v.p.'s

influence upon them is parallel to t In-.-

other companies.

"In <>ur case, the purpo e of out ad-

vertising is entirel) to sell the con-

sumers, since we have a sufficient!)

large sales force not to require the use

ol it a- a mean- for [lu-hini: distribu-

tion," Lee Bickmore told spoymik.

"But we believe thai all selling and

all markets are local and that our sales

people in the field are alert to die needs

ol these markets. We've encouraged

them to tell ii- -peeifiealh what the)

need in the wa) of advertising to sell

our merchandise. Based on thai plus

our advertising department and out

agencies, we determine what coverage

we need, be it da) time progi aming oi

local participations or nighttime net-

work t\ or spot.

If one of the agencies want 3 to 1

oininend a network t\ l>u\. il generall)

talk- to the ad\ ertising directoi . I te

in turn would take it up with his de-

partment ami then, if convinced ol the

value ol this vehicle, lie would make

the recommendation to Bickmore.

"I then discuss it with our sales and

marketing people t" weigh theii reac-

tion," -a\ - Bit kmore.

The final oka) has to come from

Bickmore, but if a sizable commitment

i- involved, Bickmore would firsl dis-

i il- it w it'i the executive n .p. .i'i>\

president of the company. Precisel)

the same pattern hold- true al < anip-

1 i
'1 Soup Co.

Network Inns: i Greene con-

^RtPPETH

i NO CENTRAL
WISCONSIN ON

WSAU-TV

BEPSESENTED B*

THE MEEKER CO INC o< HARRY HYEH

*With only 1_8 class "C" announce-

ments . 66 520 BUTTERNUT
COFFEE can strips were sent to

WSAU-TV
Altho ALL North Central Wisconsin

was stripped — there's still plenty of

COVERAGE:

population 540,420

TOTAL RETAIL SALES $567,064,000

GROSS FARM INCOME $207,408 000

SOURCE 1956 SRDS ESTIMATES (>

of Consumer Motets

Mm
WAUSAU, WIS.

O.'.NED AND OPERATED BY

WISCONSIN VALLEY TELVlSlON CORP
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WDBJ
for 33 years

OUTSTANDING
in

ROANOKE
and Western Virginia

RADIO
by any measurement 1

.

According to N. C. S. No. 2,

WDBJ has more than TWO
TIMES the DAILY N. C. S.

Circulation of Station "B";

more than THREE TIMES the

circulations of Stations "C"
and "D".

In the latest Roanoke Metro-

politan Area Pulse Report.

WDBJ has a 47% share of

total morning audience, 43%
share of total afternoon
audience, and 38% share of

total evening audience.

Tune-in same periods is high:

21.6, 23.8, 18.8. All figures

are Monday through Friday

averages.

Ask your Peters, Griffin,
Woodward "Colonel".

WDBJ
AM • 960 Kc. • 5000 watts

FM • 94.9 Mo • 14,600 watts

ROANOKE, VIRGINIA

lmuoii>l\ -hop- new network U shows,

Philip Morris' Rosa Millhiser told

SPONSOR. "As marketing v.p., George

\\ eissman has to okay such an expen-

diture. Imt he is likel) to relj on the

recommendations <>f the experts \\ 1 1 <

>

report to him. Naturally, he will co-

ordinate the recommendation with top

sales and marketing executives. But

in the last analysis, Roger Greene is

the expert in network talent and time

negotiations."

Not onl) does Greene continuously

shop new network t\ developments,

but like the top advertising executiw-

at Campbell and Nabisco, he also has

the big responsibility of being con-

stantly on top of the changing agency

picture. He keeps informed on the

character and reputation of the agen-

cies, creative accomplishments, account

changes and other factors that would

influence the choice of a new agent \

.

The marketing v.p. would natural!)

be intimately concerned in any Tien

agency appointment at any company

operating under this system. But the

earliest eliminating and screening of

prospective agencies, the preliminary

evaluation of agencies' tv departments,

for instance, would be handled bv the

advertising director and his people.

By the time the marketing v.p. en-

ters the picture, there are likely to be

no more than three or four agencies

still in the running.

Since the job of marketing v.p. is a

new one, rarely if ever more than five

\ ears old. there is no real pattern for

a "typical marketing v.p." nor a fool-

proof training ground for such a posi-

tion. These are some of the appoint-

ments of the past two years: In 1955.

Hoffman Beverage Co. appointed
Michael McCabe; General Electric,

Jack S. Belden: Lever Brothers' Pep-

sodent, T. E. Hicks: Lipton. M. A.

Rilev : Pharmaceuticals. Irvin Dun-

ston; RCA. B. M. Barrett, marketing

director of appliances: S. J. Johnson.

Robert A. Graef, marketing coordina-

tor.

In L956, Pillsburv appointed Arthur

P. Loomis, marketing manager: Helene

Curtis. Jack Doran. marketing director

for toiletries: General Baking. Stuart

ML Lenz; White Laboratories. 1". M.

Schwemmer; Schlitz, John Toigo.

Background : Nahisco's bee Bick-

more, a slender, steel-jirey-haired man
in his late forties, grew up in the com-

GEE! That's some

rug cleaner!"

Commercials on WGN-TV have

a wav of gctthiL' results— because

WGN-TN programming keeps

folks wide-awake, interested

—

and Hatching. For proof, let our

specialists fill you in on some sur-

prising WGN-TA case histories

and discuss your sales problems.

Put "GEE!" in your Chicago sales

»thWGN-TV Channel 9

Chicago

MY
MOMMY
LISTENS

More §om CUohrvvLo-

Mommies and Papas Listen

Daily to KiTE Than To

Any Other Station^
<::::NCS#2

Call Avery-Knodel, Inc.
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SET YOUR SIGHTS ON

KSTN
1 Audience Getter

m STOCKTON
California

Fact #
1

In Stockton Pulse May,
1957 KSTN leads the sec-

ond station by 45%

Fact #2
In Stockton Hooper 2nd
Quarter 1957 KSTN leads

second station by 71%

Fact #3
By all accepted standards,

KSTN has been the "most-

listened-to station" in the

BIG STOCKTON MARKET
for the past four years.

Member Station

A-BUY in California

Represented by

GEORGE P HOLUNGBERY CO

pany, rising through the ranks from

shipping |
>< i in in Idaho in 1933 I he

l.ulk of hi- Nabisco careei was in field

work, Belling.

I >.i< k in I

1

' IT. the compan) set up >

marketing • I i \ i — i • • r i within the sales de-

partment, headed up b) a dire* toi ol

marketing who reported t" the sales

v.p. \i that time, the dire< i"i "I ad

\ ci tising reported directl) i<> the i

panj president, and linn- was no < los<

tie-in between the t \% < departments

Bickmore came into the home office

,i- sales v.p. in L950 and two years

later, the director ol advertising re-

ported to him. Eventually, line sales,

marketing and advertising ' under theii

respective directors) were brought into

line reporting to him.

( ampbell S<>ti|> Co.'s tall, \ oung

fohn \lt ( rlinn had a \ ei j similai i a-

reei . He too started w iili the compan)

and rose through the rank- via selling.

McGlinn became a Campbell retail

salesman in Philadelphia one year aftei

Bickmore started with Nabisco in

Idaho. He then rose steadil) through

sales and product marketing without

ever being either an adman < >r media

man specifically .

In March 1956 he was appointed

v.p. in charge <>f marketing, suc< eeding

I llarence Eldridge. H\ this time Camp-

bell Soup had been operating under a

product manager system for approxi-

mate!) two years, a system the com-

pan) continues in find efficient and

suited i" ii- continuous gi owth.

Philip Morris' George Weissman has

had a more off-beat career. Weissman

started out as a newspaperman, later

shifted to p.r., and had hi- original

dealings with Philip Morris as an ac-

counl executive for Benjamin Sonnen-

berg, publicit) consultants f<>r Philip

Morris.

Four years later. Wei—man joined

the client as assistant t" the president

and director "I public relations. Vnd

half a year after that, in Januar) 195 I

he was elected a \ .p.

While Weissman nevei had an) di-

rect selling or advertising experii

he i- a 1939 graduate of the Bernard

Baruch School "I Busine s ol CCNY.

\- a Philip Morris \ .;>. over tin

four j ears, he rapidl) b< ictive

in helping t" shape i ompan) polic) for

packaging, markel research and new

product development as well as public

'elation-. ^

Foremost in

LITTLE ROCK
and CentralArkansas!

Leadership in 1_6 consecutive
"/lim/iiTj'' proves it. \ntl hi rr-
the latest "Pulse*' which km«--
k\ I < leadership in 1J10 oat ..f 220
quarter-hoars weekly!

Station 7AM-12Nn 12Nn6PM

Sta A •

Sta. B
•

Sta. C
•

Sta. D

Sta. E
•

K V LC

19

13

10

10

16

22

18

14

12

12

13

20

•Network affiliation. Figures represent pet
ages of relative popularity during day.

Cef the KVLC Success Story today!
New York: Richard O'Connell. Inc

South: Clarke Brown Company
Chicago: Radio-TV Rep., Inc.

West Coast: Tracy Moore t> Associates

KVLC
LITTLE ROCK
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f\ bridge is the fastest way to cross a river. When you take it—you buy time.

Agencies and advertisers buy time tor the same reason—to get where

the\ want to go— faster. Advertisers in SPONSOR hu\

space to sell their time faster because SPONSOR is their bridge—

the quickest way to reach the ad\erliser-agenc\ team that buys the time.

At the prestige price of $10 a year SPONSOR delivered more of these decision making teams

than any other publication in the broadcast field. But one of the

unhappy practices that must be faced b> all trade journals is

the -routing list'". Manx men receive their "routed copy" as much as 5 weeks

after the issue has left the press. In our opinion a good trade journal is the bread

and butter thinking of the ver\ top minds in the industry. If it

is worth reading at all— it is to the best interests of ever)

practitioner to receive his copy promptl) and to give it his most serious

consideration—AT HOME.

SPONSOR— since its inception has been the most respected and the

most widely quoted publication in its field. It has continuously offered its readers

more with every passing issue. Consistently a pioneer, it has

decided— in an historic move—to pioneer in the "routing

practice" as well. That's why SPONSOR has

reduced its rates from $10 to $3 a year.

We believe that at this figure most everyone now on a routing list and

thousands of potential new advertiser-agenev teams will become members of the

ever growing family of SPONSOR READERS—AT HOME,

and that it will be to the ultimate benefit oi everyone involved.

There will be no increase in com per p

THE WEEKLY MAGAZINE TV/RADIO ADVERTISERS USE



NIGHTTIME

WSAZ -TV

Tv and radio

EWSMAKERS

DELIVERS 1000 HOMES

BETWEEN

7:30 and 10:30 P. M.

FOR $1.30

The second station's

cost per thousand

homes is $2.39

84% Higher

The third station's

cost per thousand

homes is $5.42

317% Higher

AND ANYTIME

WSAZ-TV delivers

ONE THIRD more

total homes than

both other

Huntington-Charleston

Stations COMBINED
Source: June 1957 ARB

All figures based on

260-timc frequency

CHANNEL S

Wi

HUNTINGTON-CHARLESTON. W. VA.

XT.B.Q. STSTWOSS
Affiliated with Radio Stations

WSAZ. Huntington & WKAZ. Charleston

LAWRENCE H. ROGERS, PRESIDENT
Represented by The Katz Agency

CALL YOUR KATZ MAN

William E. Coyle has been named direc-

tor 01 -ale- for W RC-TV, Washington,

D. C. and Joseph W. Goodfellow pro-

ijmm
(gfbr united to station manager of W RC Radio.

according to an announcement made this

k Ji&f- week h\ Carleton D. Smith, general man-

^^. agei ol the two NBC owned and operated

stations. Coyle joined NBC Washington

in 1956 as director of advertising, promo-

tion and public relations for both radio and tv outlets. He will con-

tinue to be responsible for the public relations, promotion and ad-

vertising plans for the two stations along with his new duties. Before

joining NBC. Coyle was promotion manager for the Washington

Evening Star. Goodfellow. who moved up from the director of sales

post, joined NBC in 1949 as an account executive, then served as

Eastern sales manager before moving to NBC Washington. D. C.

Thomas H. Bateson's promotion to vice

president of the Yankee Division of RKO
Teleradio Pictures was announced this

week by Norman Knight, president. Bate-

son has been director of national sales and

sales services for WNAC, WNAC-TV. Bos-

ton, and the Yankee Network in New Eng-

land since 1955. He left Northeast Air-

lines to join Yankee's sales promotion de-

partment in April, 1951. Four months later he was made national

sales manager. In the aviation industry Bateson began as reservations

agent with American Airlines in 1944. He joined Northeast the fol-

lowing year as manager of reservation service and worked his way

up to sales manager. Yankee savs that under his direction the na-

tional sales operation has so expanded each year that VA N \C-T\

is second in the entire country in national spot business this \ear.

Edwin Cox, former vice chairman of the

board at Kenyon & Eckhardt, has been

elected chairman of the board to replace

Thomas D'Arcy Brophy who has retired.

Replacing Cox on the executive committee

is Donald C. Miller, senior vice president

and co-director of account management.

Cox joined K&E in 1933 and was elected

a vice president in the following \ear. He

became senior vice president in 1940 and vice chairman of the board

last year. He began his advertising career as a copywriter for A. W .

Shaw Co., Chicago, where he sta\ed six-and-a-half years and became

assistant director of advertising. He then became ad manager for

the Celotex Co. In 1928 he joined Lennen \ Mitchell. New York,

three years later moved to Y&R and finalh to K&E. \cti\e in extra-

curricular advertising work, he is a director-at-laree of the 4 Vs.
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YOU MIGHT CAST .1 TROUT FLY 194 FEET*
II IT I YOU NEED WKZO-TV

AMERICAN RESEARCH BUREAU

MARCH 1957 REPORT

GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO

Number of Qua rter Hours

TIME PERIODS
With Higher Ratings

WKZO-TV Station B

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. 143 57

6:00 p.m. to 1 1 00 p.m. 94 6

SATURDAY
8:00 a.m to 1 1 :00 p.m. 50 10

SUNDAY
9:00 a.m. to II:00 p.m. 40 16

NOTE: Survey based on sampling in the following proportions— Crand Rapids

(42.8V- Kalamazoo '18.9V Muskegon '19.8V- Battle Creek 185V

^ W^
>

J
J7te > icfije t Ufa fit / 1 •>

WKZO-TV — GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
WKZO RADIO — KALAMAZOO-BATTLE CREEK
WJEF RADIO — GRAND RAPIDS
WJEFFM — GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
KOLN-TV — LINCOLN. NEBRASKA

Associated with

WMBD RADIO — PEORIA. ILLINOIS

TO "MAKE THEM BITE" IN

KALAMAZOO-GRAND RAPIDS!

Take a Look al those March 1957 ARB figur -

WKZO-TV is firsl in :V2~ oul of 116 quarter hours

WKZO-TV is ;
;

al Basic I BS T< levision Outlet

ad Rapids. Telecasts

with 100,000 watts S •> of

America JO TV mai

hortu - in U - item M \ I

100,000 WATTS • CHANNEL 3 • 1000' TOWER

WKZ0TV
Studios in Both Kalamazoo and Crand Rapids

For Greater Western Michigan

Avery- Knodel. Inc.. Exclusive National Representatives

* /«r A- ( rossfirlil. s«n Fninciscn. < tilifornia holtl* I hi* unrld\ rrcorii.

SPONSOR 28 SEPTEMBER 195*3 J
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How to defeat fee tv

The FCC has taken a step which is more complex than it

look- on the surface. It has on the one hand yielded to unre-

mitting pressure from fee tv forces by agreeing to accept

applications for a "test." Yet on the other hand it has pro-

vided for a long enough delay before the test so that anything

can happen in the interim (particularly congressional inter-

cession). Indeed we can well imagine the question of fee vs.

free tv becoming an issue in the 1958 Congressional election.

Despite the many obstacles fee tv still faces, however, the

FCC's decision represents an entering wedge. If the fee tv

forces play their hands correctly during the next few years

—

and do not reveal their full economic power to bid the best

free programing away from the public—fee tv may come into

full-powered operation.

This would be a disaster.

It would be a disaster to the public which would soon find

itself paying for what it now can enjoy free.

It would be a disaster to business which today relies

heavily on free television as its open channel of sales com-

munication with the public—a channel whose existence has

helped underwrite much of the post-war marketing expansion.

It would be a disaster to stations who would find them-

selves required to program in the public interest while at the

same time linked with cash-box operators who have had little

previous experience in holding a public trust.

As SPONSOR sees it stations are remiss in their public re-

sponsibilities if they do not actively fight fee tv.

In particular, on-the-air editorials should be used to ex-

plain the fee tv danger. These need not be long. A few words

following station identification may be more effective. Each

station will know best how to speak up against fee tv in a

in. nine! appropriate for its own community.

Such a campaign, carried out intelligently, can go far to

create a climate oi public and Congressional opinion in which

fe< i\ (broadcast variety) would be removed as a threat to

the American >v-tem of broadcasting.

4
sr\

THIS WE FIGHT FOR: //oil large is JOUT

budget for radio and television commercials?

In the press of decision-making for programs

and time, don't forget the single most important

air media basic: the commercial is the payoff.

71

lO-SECOND SPOTS
Mild West: NTA's new television se-

ries, Man Without a Gun, is billed as

an "intellectual Western." Yippee.

Egghead rides again!

Whole in one: Slenderella Salons are

adding products to service— bras.

I. read and cookbooks. In addition to

their spot radio campaign, one rep re-

marked he'd like to see one all-encom-

passing tv commercial showing a

"good looking doll in bra and girdle

reading a cookbook while eating Slen-

derella bread spread with non-fatten-

ing jelly."

No-see-um: A press release from Of-

ficial Films announcing its plans for a

tv series based on H. G. Wells' The In-

visible Man says, "No star has been
selected as yet." Hardly seems neces-

sary if he's going to be invisible.

Potable tv: Video tape inspired Pro-

gram Manager Douglas Elleson of

KRON-TV, San Francisco, to invent a

VTR (Video Tape Recording) cock-

tail. Elleson interprets VTR to mean
vodka, tequila and rum, but he is keep-

ing the actual recipe a secret. And
let's hope it stays a secret.

Burma: U. Pe Thaw, director of Bur-

mese Broadcasting Service, had a tour

of NBC with Harvey Fondiller of NBC
press department, and dropped these

bits about Burma radio: There is one
station, no call letters; it programs in

Burmese. English and three native dia-

lects. Station, founded in 1946, has

no commercials now but hopes to in

next few years. Working on the rate

cards?

Eastern pop: WW DC. Washington,
reports great success with a disk album
titled "Port Said*' by Mohammed El-

Bakkar and his Oriental Ensemble.
Only protest comes from d. j. Art
Brown who says, "Titles like 'Geena

Ghanneelak,' 'Bint II Geran" and "Banat

Iskandaria' make me real unhappy."
They don't make sponsor's linotyper

happy either.

Softies: For Lever's Dove toilet bar

commercials on Art Linkletter's House
Party, a pair of doves was flown from
N. Y. l.ll.uild Airport to CBS TY in

Hollywood. We can just hear some old

bird say, "Before tv—when I was a

fledgling—/ used to fly to nark, not

ride airlines."
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WTIC-TV

Landslide;
• • • e •

TIME
P.M. WTIC-TV

NETWORK STATIONS TOTAL SETS
«A >, ,. B . «c„ |N USE

7:00-7:30 41.3 5.5 6.3 5.5 58.6

7:30-8:00 38.8 10.1 7.1 4.9 52.7

8:00-8:30 39.1 8.6 8.6 9.8 67.6

8:30-9:00 38.9 6.1 9.2 14.6 71.0

Results of Special ARB Television Rating Survey — Metropolitan Hartford area — 7:00 to 9:00 P.M.

Monday, September 23, 1957

For details call Irwin Cowper, WTIC-TV General Sales Man-

ager, or your nearest Harrington, Righter b Parsons man.

WTIC-TV
HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT



AMONG THE OUTSTANDING
TELEVISION STATIONS
WE AUK PROT'D TO REPRESENT

wabd New York, N.Y.

wttg Washington, D. C.

kglo-tv Mason City, Iowa

khqa-tv Quincy, Illinois

wfbc-TV Greenville, South Carolina

wusn-tv Charleston, South Carolina

ktnt-tv Seattle-Tacoma, Washington

xetv San Diego, California

WEED
TELEVISION

TELEVISION STATION REPRESENTATIVES
new york • Chicago • detrolt • san francisco

atlanta • boston • hollywood • des molnes
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The leading Negro air personalities in the East are now on
WDAS. In this part of the country, WDAS has all the important

talent.

It's a foregone conclusion that outstanding Negro personali-

ties make WDAS the nation's top Negro station. Their names,
and the names of their shows, are household words among
Negroes. Their commercial appeals are personalized to sell

your product most effectively.

We believe that the total years of service of WDAS' Negro
personalities is the highest anywhere. Year in and year out,

our talent's day by day exposure to our listeners builds audi-

ences . . . large responsive Negro audiences with an ingrained

WDAS habit. With programs that have been consistently top-

rated by Pulse, WDAS has more Negro listeners than any
other Philadelphia station, network or independent.

Every advertiser interested in the heart of the great Delaware

Valley must be interested in its vast Negro population

(America's third largest). With its proven audience appeal . . .

with its active CONTINUING COMMUNITY SERVICE program
. . . with its aggressive PROOF OF PERFORMANCE MERCHAN-
DISING service . . . WDAS is your key to the 600,000 plus

Negroes in the Metropolitan Philadelphia area.

To sell Philadelphia's Negro market, join this group

of advertisers starting the Fall season with WDAS:

Anahist
Beechnut Gum
Budweiser Beer
Camels
Carnation Milk

Carolina Rice

Coca-Cola

Mitch Thomas

•*'-•..

Contadina Foods
Freihofer Bread
Gillette

Lucky Strike

Quaker Oats
Schmidt's Beer
Wrigley Gum

Kae Williams Randy Dixon

.^ ¥
Julian Graham Art Peters Georgie Woods Bernice Thompson

rhe Philadelphia Negro Market's Most Powerful Station

il Representatives John E. Pearson & Co., New York, Chicago.

Minneapolis, Atlanta. Dallas, Los Angeles, San Francisco

Belmont Avenue and Edgely Road

Philadelphia 31, Pennsylvania

Phone—TRmity 8-2000
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Pulse

March '57

®

Jgro Ratings

Morning

Afternoon

and

Night

in Results

For Local Advertisers!

TWO BIG

REASONS WHY

23
of America's Finest

national products have

added schedules to

W J L D since September

1956

to
Sell to the vast 240,000

strong Negro market of

Metropolitan
Birmingham.

May we work

for you, too?

LD AM
FM

BIRMINGHAM, ALABAMA
The Nation's Finest

Negro Radio Station

Represented by FORJOE
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CHANNEL 3

DELIVERS THE

NEGRO

VIEWERS
IN THE

SHREVEPORT

MARKET
With NBC and ABC

Programming PLUS

if Nat King Cole

if Wednesday & Friday

Night Fights

if Shreveport Negro

C. of C. Program

if Ink Spots

if The Red Heads

k Duke Ellington

if The Guardsmen

if Lionel Hampton

* Mr. & Mrs. 88

Your BONUS Station

with Maximum Power

KTBS«7i>
CHANNEL

SHREVEPORT
LOUISIANA
E NEWTON WRAY. PresiJcnt & Cen Mgr

NBC and ABC
H'prese-'tfd by

Edward Petry & Co., Inc.
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3% MILLION NEGROES WITH

5 BILLION DOLLARS TO SPEND!

YOU CAN REACH THEM
only with these Rollins Stations

at a New Low Cost

ALL FIVE

BIG ROLLINS MARKETS
COMBINED—FOR AS LOW AS

$36.90

a . on the ROLLINS

"SINGLE TRACK" PLAN!

when you buy all stations

when you buy . . . stations

when you buy . . . stations

Contact a

Rollins Man at. .

inute, 1,000-time rale

NEW YORK OFFICE: 565 Fifth Ave., Oxford 7-7040
CHICAGO: 6205 S. Cottage Grove, NOrmal 7-4 T 24
ST. LOUIS: Arcade Building, CHestnut 1-6000

NEW YORK

WNJR
Newark, N. J.

5000 watts

The only All-Negro station in

the world's biggest and richest

Negro market—New York!

CHICAGO

Harvey, III. • 1000 watts

The only All-Negro station in

the Chicago area ... the enor-

mous, rich No. 2 Negro market!

ST. LOUIS

KATZ
5000 watts

The only Negro station in

St. Louis, the 4th highest Negro

income area in the nation!

NORFOLK

WRAP
5000 watts

The only full-time Negro sta-

tion in Virginia ... the No. 1

All-Negro station in the State.

INDIANAPOLIS

WGEE
5000 watts

The only regular Negro pro-

gramming within the prosper-

ous Indianapolis trading area!
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SPONSOR'S SIXTH
ANNUAL NEGRO ISSUE

l.THE NEGRO MARKET: why
buyers are looking twice

Marketing men and media people are taking a long neM look al the

17 million Negroes and ihrir purchasing power. The) a*U : do you

srll Negroes with mass media, with specialized appeals or—both?

ELmii in marketing terms, the Negro

lives in a segregated world.

But must national advertisers, de-

spite their awareness of various mi-

norit) groups within the mass, tend to

use mass media to reach everyone

rather than specialized media to reach

certain segments of this mass audience.

I heir logic: We cover everyone

black, white, green or red. Catholic,

Jew or Holy Roller when we bu) na-

tional mass media. So win segregate?

Win bu) specialized mass media, such

as Negro-appeal radio?

Actually, there are several ap-

by Jane Pinkerton, project editor

proaches t<> the buying of such a mi-

nority-appeal medium as Negro radio.

• Some advertisers manufacture .1

product identified particular!) with one

group. In the Negro market, the more
ol>\ ious t\ pes ol radio sponsoi are the

hair and cosmetic products manufac-

tured specificall) for Negro use.

• Other advertisers produce general

items which have special appeal to the

Negro e\ en though the produ< t i- dis-

tributed and consumed l>\ non-\etrroe<

a- well. I a id. for example, hits 1

much higher rate of consun ption

amone Negroes than whit.--. Neero

women not onl) bu) more ho-
1

the) pa) more for it. I he < onsump-
lion rate of meat. poultr) and -alt

,1111011- main other food products i-

lai bighei among Negroes than white-.

The) also spend more on theii clothing

generall) speaking, both in tern -

clothing cosl and in
1
ei< entage of •

disposable income.

• Still other advertisers have spe» ial

marketing problems or public relations

pi oblems w hie h lead t.. selet tion of

Mi j'i media. Representative cases f"i

each .if the-.- situations might he: 1 1 1

a sudden drop-off in product distrihu-

Top dj's hi WD IS, Philadelphia, man the Home Fair shun- booth

stocked nith products oj station sponsors. Julian Graham
extra impact tor Tetley Tea. Kool-Aid, Pet Mill; tram fans

Public service g with KI>I4. Memphis, mth such jitorno-

>i> 26-team If l>l t lino-hall League. Rail plarers ride rnloriul

thmi in Cotton Makers* Jubilee parade through Xrgro neighborhood*.



NEGRO MARKET continued .

Factors in admen's re-

appraisal of this mar-

ket: higher wages, more

diversified employment,

more education, moves

to the bigger cities

Cheesecake and popularity are big audi-

ence getters everywhere. WMRY, New
Orleans, awarded prizes to these queens

Business, industry leaders in Negro
community cooperate in programing
concepted with WMFS, < hattanooga

Ad specialist in Negro market is

Robert Leatherwood of Detroit who
analyzes appeal of disk jockey

tion in Negro neighborhood food or

drug stores; (2l the emergence of a

Negro dealer as No. 1 in his market.

• Then there are the advertisers

who use both a shotgun and a rifle ap-

proach in their advertising. These will

buy a general-appeal schedule supple-

mented with a bolstering tactic in spe-

cial-appeal media.

Even though the great majority of

national advertisers tend to ignore the

specialized market there's continuing

progress. Biggest change is a grow-

ing awareness by national advertisers

that the Negro market has potential for

them. More companies—clients and
agencies alike—are beginning to look

more closely at their sales potential

among Negroes.

What is this potential? It varies

from product to product, of course.

But in general terms the Negro market
profile looks something like this:

Population: There are 18.2 million

Negroes in the U. S.—more than the

combined populations of New York,

Chicago, Los Angeles and Philadel-

phia. With the continuing migration
of the Negro—from South to North,

from rural to urban areas, from small-

er cities to big industrial areas—main
cities have shown a recent astronomi-

cal gain in Negro population.

Examples: Between 1940 and 1955,

the New I ork metropolitan area Negro
population grew by 83% : Chicago,

160$ : Washington.' D. C, 107%; De-

troit. 146%: Los Angeles, 347% ; San

Francisco-Oakland, 831%: Cleveland.

137%. I Figures are from Ebony
magazine. June 1957.) Some of these

statistics cannot be ignored by the ad-

vertiser who wants to reach the Negro.

Y\ hat are some other trends?

The number of Negro students in

high schools, colleges and universities

is increasing rapidly as income levels

rise and as more facilities become
available. Income is on the rise, too.

In some cities, such as Detroit, Negro
income is about 90% that of the white

—almost $5,000 a year. Nationally, in

1955 the non-white median wage or

salary for men was $2,418: the white,

$4,331. Nationally, 99.9% of non-

whites earn less than $7,000 a vear;

91.3% of the whites. Some 47% of

non-white men earn from $2- to $7,-

000; 62% of the white men.

Negroes are moving into new jobs,

too. With the shift from rural to urban

and from small town to big citv. the

Negro is getting more responsible jobs

which require greater manual or pro-

fessional skill. In 1948. one in five

Negroes worked in agriculture; today,

it's down to one in seven.

These trends indicate one thing for

a manufacturer or producer: a large

unified group which now has more

buying power, more sophisticated con-

sumption patterns, more economic and

social stability, more education and

know-how. This is why advertisers are

taking a second look at the Negro.

Income levels: Lets look at the in-

come pictures of Negro and white. For

the Negro, the pattern looks something

like a triangle with the point at the top

—a heavy bottom layer of low income

people peaking upward to a small num-

ber of high income earners. In con-

trast, the white pattern looks some-

thing like a diamond set on end

—

points at the top and bottom and peak-

ing out in the middle. There is a rel-

atively small group of the lowest and

the highest earners, the largest group

being in the middle.

But the Negro pattern is changing

slowly into a diamond shape as income

levels and consumption patterns rise.

The lowest income people are moving

into this middle majority area. So

predicts Clarence Holte, director of the

Negro marketing division of BBDO,
New York.

On many items, the Negro spends

far more proportionately than does the

white familv of the same income. One
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KCOH
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Most agencies see u direi i relationship between the station's

standing among lot nl Vegroes and iis sales results. k<OH.
Houston, airs Pepsi Cola party from Segro community center

Drama, color,
/ ii- k 1 1 > \ Long Beat h,

'rords

He looks real Imi it\ n life size cutout •>< lohi Hardy, Av s I\

San Francisco personality. Burgermeister beer, sponsor of halt-

hour daily slum, gets huge windou mi city's busy Marl.''

Stud) circulated 1>\ Ebony magazine

and conducted 1>\ the I niversitj ol

1Viuis\ Ivania show- these comparisons.

Analysis of Negro and white fami-

lies shows the average after-tax income

of Negro Families was (>()', that of the

white families. Yet the Negro spent

71.895 of what the white families did

on food; 92.4' I on alcoholic bever-

ages; S'2
r

'r on fuel and lijiht 1 see addi-

tional figures in chart below (.

The Nemo credit is good, too. Some

33' 1 of all Negro families own theii

own homes. A Savings and Loan As-

sociations report on Negro and white

home financing shows these compari-

sons: I he average white conventional

loan. S4.«)U1 ; average Negro. SI. 721:

average white GI loan. $5,726; aver-

age Negro (.1. >">.<> l'».

The report added: Negro loans pre-

sented no more of a collection problem

than those of other mortgagors; more

than .'ill'/ of the loans paid ill advance

Comparison of Negro-W hite consumption patterns,

all income groups, urban, 1950
Negro as

per cent
Negro White of White

Number of families in sample 1,294 11.136

Average after-tax income $2,605 - I. 'I'.l 64. 1

Average expenditure on total $2,614 -

consumption 66.

Total consumption 100. 0°o LOO.O

1. Food 31.9 29 5 71.8

2. Ucollolic liruT.mr- 2.3 1.7

3. Tobacco 2.1 1.8 81.2

1. Housing 11.3 II.'.

5. Furl, light, etc 5.0 1.1

t>. Household operation 4.1 1.7

7. Furnishings S equipment 7.2 6.8 69.9

8. Clothing 13.6 11.3

9. Automobile expenses 7.0 L1.9

10. Other transportation 2.6 1.7 103.0

11. Medical care 3.7
12. Persona] care 3.0 91.9

13. Recreation, etc. 4.8 '.-'.7

1 1. Miscellaneous 1.1 1.5

* Tlu inn are ratios of thr
Whites

Source: Study of Consumer Expenditures ( Philadelphia. Inlrersity of Pennsylvania, 1
•

New Light on tlie Consumer Market by Irwi < Review."
January Februirj I5J Pi

.

PI
S

of the due date were 1 1« -
1 I bj N< •_ •

Credil standing: Savings and loan

assoi iations report the) make more
home loans to Negroes than t<> all

other types oi lenders combined. These

institutions hold more than X J 10 mil-

lion of Negro home morl ore

than Tit.' , of the I ,

x
. total according

to the I . S. Sa\ ings and Loan I t

rhese patterns in income, popula-

tion, migration and buying habits are

the reasons wh) the Negro market, as

.11. tie entit] from the total market,

etting the hardest marketing push

in it- bistoi
J

.

\\ bo's doing the pushing ? N(

media, pi imaril)

.

Ihete are very feu Negro advertis-

ing agent ies and most of t: -•

operated pretrj much out of

booth. I here are Few Negro market-

ing consultants on the pay roll of la

era! advertising agencies or manu-

facturers. So mOSl Of the Selling nf

this cmi epl is 1 <»i n - done hv n t

and thei - ntatives bj Ne-

stations and their representatives,

bj newspapers and magazines in the

N< .1 • field.

I here's a breakthrough •

however. More manufacturers are hir-

ing Negro held men and Negro mar-
1 Please turn to .



2. AGENCY ANALYSIS: admen tell

why and how they buy Negro radio

They look for strong local personalities, stations with impact in

their communities, merchandising in Negro stores, solid results.

Buyers like stations with Negro market savvy and loyal listeners

I here are 154 national advertisers

cited bv the Negro radio stations them-

selves as spending the most money in

Negro-appeal radio. They're listed

elsewhere in this section in the order

of the mentions they received.

Outdistancing the others in terms of

mentions was J. Strickland and Co. for

its Royal Crown hair dressing, a prod-

uct identified exclusively with the Ne-

gro consumer. But the runners-up

—

Carnation and Pet Milk, Wrigley gum,

SSS tonic—have general distribution

and general consumption even though

the) know they have unusual strength

in the Negro realm.

Analysis of these 154 top advertisers

in the Negro radio market shows the

following: Most of the Negro radio

schedules and money is coming from

food products, 47 of them, followed by

1 1 rugs with 35 and beer, ale and wine

with 20 different companies. Other

categories: cigarettes and tobacco, 13;

cosmetics, 12; household items, 11;

gasoline and oil products, 7; miscella-

neous, 4; automotive. 3; magazines

and insurance, 1 each.

In the following report you'll find a

compendium of advertising agency

thinking—why some agency executives

bin Negro-appeal radio as part of an

over-all general buy and why others

buy it as a very specialized medium.
They represent various companies with

various types of services and/or prod-

ucts. In each case, the media selection

is the aftermath of a marketing analy-

sis.

Here is some of the philosophy of

the person who directs the purchase of

;ro radio or who carries out such a

media decision.

Sinclair Refining: Typical of the

school of advertising which look- on

a mass audience without regard for its

composition in terms of color is Wil-

liam L. Wernicke, vice president of

Morev. Humm & Warwick in New
York.

Wernicke is currently directing

what's believed to be radio's biggest

buy—10,000 spot announcements a

week for a full 52-week schedule on

some 900 stations—the selection of sta-

tions based mainly on local coverage.

In specific areas, Negro stations were

selected, but only when such a station

fits naturally into the local radio cov-

erage pattern. The client is Sinclair

Refining Co., which recently put its

entire broadcast budget into radio

—

local radio—to give the widest cover-

age of local motorists with no attempt

to draw lines between white, Negro or

any other group.

Here are some of Wernicke's con-

cepts in discussing the Negro market

as a specialized audience contrasted

with the total mass market.

"We're advertising for everyone

—

all races, colors, creeds, all age groups

and occupations. With a massive

schedule of 900 stations there is little

need for microscopic segmentation of

splinter groups. Of course, every rea-

sonable effort is made to select sta-

tions that enjoy stature in their mar-

kets—stature with respect to total au-

dience. And since any total is the sum
of its component parts, it follows that

the general coverage pattern will in-

clude its fair fraction of all lobate

groups of lesser magnitude."

But these conclusions are based on

this particular product's needs. Gaso-

line, unlike many items, has a very

generalized distribution and consump-

tion pattern. But even gas, under cer-

tain circumstances, would find a higher

rate of distribution I service stations)

and usage in some areas among special

groups making up the whole market.

Admen explain how, their specific accounts rel<

Douglas Humm
Charles W. Hoyt

William Wernicke
Morey. Humm anil Warwick

Sol Israel

N. W. Ayer
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Wernicke think- main products, be-

cause "I qualifying elements, could

benefit from tlir use of specialized

Negro radio, Bui he think- most prod-

ucti manufactured 1>\ national adver-

tisers the mass-appeal items such as

cigarettes, breakfast roods, soaps, cars

gain their advertising and sales

goals b) use ol mass media in a judi-

cious manner.

Is it worthwhile to make a special-

ized appeal t" certain audience seg-

ments after you've made your initial

Unpad w ith mass media ? i es, he bsj b.

He sees specialized radio as a supple-

mental medium assuming the Bales po-

tential and the advertising budget are

both permissive. \fter the majoi

bases have been touched a national

advertiser could well look into develop-

ing a market in the specialized area

of the Negro, says Wernicke.

\n analog] might he this: Vlmost

everyone eat- fish so a frozen hsh pro-

ducer might well tr\ to sell everyone

on the idea of consuming his product.

Bui supplemental!) it might l>e a good
idea for this same producer to trigger

hi- advertising more specifically to

Catholics. If there were a Catholic-

appeal medium, it. a- a sound second-

ary !>u\. would pinpoint the specific

market and add impact.

In the Negro area. Wernicke think?

both buyer and seller need to sharpen

up on their comprehension of this spe-

cial market and their use of it.

"Too man) seller- sell on the l>a-i-

that theirs is the only medium which

reaches the local Negroes, This just

isn't true. Maybe their station reaches

Negroes best, hut tin- take'- proof

(Please turn to page 36)

Megro-appeal radio

Sam Vitt

Dohrrl\. Clifford

G. W. Briggs, Jr.

BBDO

Bud wi -in r

' '

'

Armstrong and laiu

make
• pro

\>liilllU Is

tin it m Inn in Vi

Royal Crown hau product*,

si national mlt ei I

in \

push nut sulr ii, i

lo /; it in

\ • I, ) ,,ll.
.

;., >|

Rt . .;•
. mi .1. go i adillat

Many accounts i mm
tin a/ station Ims ^ i

kel tpei uili\t< is it

u rh k^ I) San I

I.. In r.. gjn. II i
, m .

urn I mi I i

II, rbert Cakn I (

Remote crew, sut h us this

one from If lOk. Tampa,

goes intn Iik al neighbor-

hoods, ties bonds li.uliter be-

tween station ami commu-

nity . In mil: m rr Jrrome

Tate talks with i>assersby,

xii rs sponsors extra identity

More than 40,000 listeners

to WLOl . Louisville, regis-

tered lor prizes in station's

fifth anniversary celebration.

II inners above received more

than $1,000 worth <>' <alu-

able items in the promotion

SPONSOR NKGRO IS-l K • 2!! SKI'TEMBER 195"i

Armour Star lard, uhich

buy s selected \ rum sta-

tions, got heax | in-store pro-

motion from Kim: Bee, dj

at IT II Ml.. Macon. II i.road-

a large

independent grocer, inter-

' display

666 cold preparations

Irtra Skin I am.

both big sellers in the \ •

market, are featured in

store display In U OK .
'

lumbia. S. C. S like

store broadcasts tor f

and personalized meat



3. CASE HISTORIES
stations report sales

and audience results

These summaries from all parts of the country show

how every type of advertiser, product and service

gains sales, good will or traffic with Negro radio.

In this medium, too, consistency and personal selling

pay off for the advertiser who pre-plans drives

^"\ery advertiser is interested in

local-level proof of performance. Per-

haps, because of his distance awav
from the scene of the advertising, the

national advertiser is even more intent

in determining a Negro station's local

standing. The local advertiser, be-

cause he is located in the communitv

and has day-to-day evidence of the sta-

tion's status, knows without even ask-

ing what type of response he is likely

to get.

Stations answering sponsor's Negro

market questionnaire included many
local case histories—reports which in-

dicate in terms of sales performance or

of audience reaction that the advertiser

is getting the results he seeks. Here is

a cross-section of these case histories

as to type of product or business.

Retailers' promotion: When the

Broadway Pharmacy in Gary, Ind..

celebrated the grand opening of its new

super drug store, 14 other retailers in

the same block joined in advertising

on WJOB. They contributed 82,500

for sponsorship of the Dizzy Dixon

Show for 12 days from 2 to 3:30 p.m.,

broadcast as a remote from the phar-

macy window. Dixon played records,

interviewed guests, gave away prizes

and introduced recording artists.

In a two-week period, more than

Belk's department store i see story) in Edgefield, S. C, uses schedule on

II II G, Augusta, Ga., and pulls store traffic with personal appearance of J. If \ man
White. Manager J. B. illen says Xegro business has gone up some 20% since start

of campaign. Department stores, long shy of radio, are moving to Negro shows

Pepsodent's familiar "yellow" theme was subject of

station contest nationally. If' I.I H. New York, 4th prize

winner, won with crew ashing "If'here did the yellow

go " If LIB gave i>ri;e to inter-racial children's camp
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I"). noil people visited the drug store to

u.iti li the show, and traffic in othei

stores was similarly far above normal.

\ Rexall Co. representative, \% h<
• sup-

plies the drug store, said it was the

most "spectacular" grand opening he

had ever Been. \nd the cooperating

retailers were so impressed with theii

traffic and Bales thai t h«\ plan t" stage

the advertising again as .1 pre-Christ-

mas promotion.

Beer: WKDL, Clarksdale, Miss., re-

ports these sales results. Oertel's 92

beer showed an increase "from one to

1,500 cases after the first month of

advertising." Such is the summary of

Charles llaik. manager of the Highlife

Beverage Co., which distributes three

major beers then-.

< )«>t li i n«r : Audrey Josephson, mana-

ger of the Darling Shop in Memphis,

comments on her air schedule on

Wink there.

'" \l>out a year ago we started adver-

tising on WI.OK. using 20 one-minute

announcement- a week. The results

have been wonderful, sometimes almost

unbelievable. It seems that almost any-

thing we advertise in ladies' readv-to-

wear, milliner) or children's clothes

gets immediate results.

"WI.OK i- the onh advertising we

do in the city of Memphis outsidi

OUr OY n w indow - on Mam Str<

I I product : W W III \. u ^ ork,

combined on-the-aii advertisin with

in-store promotion to push Carnation

Milk, now "the leading seller in N

neighboi I Is in New ^ ork."

( ai nation bought a s< bedule of our.

minute announcements on the station's

loin leading programs through I 1 w in,

Wasey & Co. advertising agency. Mrs.

\hiia \ essels John, who conducts

W W RL'a Homemakers < lul>. was ( bo-

sen as the person to ^i\<- endorsement

to the product because "I bei active

c i\ ic work in the Negro community

.

Picture- o| Mrs. John in her home
and at the radio Studios were used iii

full-page prinl advertisements in the

Negro pic—. She also conducted a

contest for radio li-teners asking for

the best recipe- with Carnation milk.

re< ei\ in:.' 1,800 entries.

Jeweler: \llan Baker, advertising

manager of Watch Shop Jewelry store

in Louisville, -a\s this of his schedule

on W I.Ol : "This station opened more
accounts for us in one month than anj

other medium. It outpulled the dail)

newspaper advertising returns at the

rate of five to one on the same promo-

tion campaign."

I ood product : Dixie I ily floui

bought a -1 hedule on W MUM. M

1

B< 11 h, based on two 1 oni epts I

( hildien today are shopp 1- of tomoi

low and 1 b 1 more immediately

da) - parents send theii youi

food stores to shop.

I he ad\ ertising : a program on
W MUM whi< h aided the Ni 1 « hil-

• I Miami. It sponsors bro idi asts

Saturday aftei 1 n t> mi e

•! Ii\ tin- Miami Police • olored

• rolenl \--11. I he two bom broad-

.1-1 has Bold produi ts and attrai ted

teens that the event

moved t" a new v
ter accommodating L,000 youngsters.

\n agent
J
man from the If. M. Ham-

mond Co says: "1 he results have more

than justified the expenditure. We
have received more results pei adver-

tising dollar -pent on W MI'.M than in

an) othei media we have used."

Drug -tore product: Last yeai Jon-

nie Clark, advertising manager of K-

stone Labs., Memphis, which makes

Vid hair products, w role thi- to

\\ MRY, New Orleans:

"After a yeai of continuous broad-

casting on your station, sales have

shown a nice increase over the previ-

ous year before we used \"iir station

Please turn to page I"
I

Merchandisers

in'j in

Full house H U>K D
ihrair 1

-

Sterling salt tested Vegro radio tor first time on if V/A'. Sewarh,

liked results so much it's now on 52-week contract. Air time was backed

with in-Store displays a-ui personal appearances. S rtsor's district man-

user said stores "sold tour to tire eases per hour, p



4. NEGRO-APPEAL STATIONS: they

work with and sell the community
Negro stations are largely independent, local operations geared to

merchandising and public service. They're hiring more proficient

disk jockeys, watching copy carefully, studying their markets so

they can better sell them, hiring more Negroes for non-air work

legro radio, more than any other

medium is reaching the nation's 18

million Negroes.

Why does its coverage extend more

broadly and deeply into the Negro

community than Negro newspapers

and magazines? Because there are

568 radio stations carrying programing

designed specifically for Negro appeal.

And there are 50 major stations which

program only for the Negro popula-

tion they serve.

This coverage of radio has depth as

well as breadth. Depth comes in such

tangibles as popular Negro personal-

ities and programing Negroes like.

More intangibly, stations gain a depth

and penetration because every year

they're tending more toward identifi-

cation with the Negro community.

They're staging public service pro-

grams. They sponsor baseball teams,

help raise funds for Negro or inter-

racial hospitals, transport handicapped

Negro children to schools, help legis-

late local reforms in Negro neighbor-

hoods.

If a station shows it's on the Negro

listener's "team"—on his side in terms

of treating him as a human being with

certain desires and ambitions—that

station establishes identity for itself

with its listeners. There are two cor-

ollaries to this identification in which

every national, regional and local ad-

vertiser is interested. Identification

with the station is transferred to the

station's clients and this transferral re-

sults in more sales.

Survey findings: In this >ixth an-

nual Negro market issue, sponsor

queried Negro-appeal radio stations on

many phases of their programing and

operating. The detailed results are in

charts elsewhere in this issue.

Here are some of the general find-

ings.

Thirty-four per cent of the stations

answering sponsor's questionnaire

I 190 in all I are part of a multiple sta-

tion group. The number of groups is

increasing and the number of groups

devoting ever more hours to Negro-

appeal programs is on the rise. There

are 34 group operations which include

one or more Negro stations. Some
groups, of course, are far bigger and

have a much wider range of activity

and coverage than others.

Keystone's Negro network: The
biggest single group of Negro-appeal

stations is in the Keystone Broadcast-

ing System lineup. Keystone, which

headquarters in Chicago, just an-

nounced the affiliation of its 1,000th

station—and of this number 347 carry

programing directed to the Negro
listener.

KBS reports its Negro-appeal sta-

tions are located in 26 stations. In the

South, where there is a concentration

of Negro people. KBS stations cover

87% of the 10.725.591 persons in the

area. In terms of total Negro popula-

tion in the U. S.—some 18 million

—

Keystone covers almost 10 million of

these or 50'
, .

KBS has operated its transcription

network ot Negro stations for the past

two years, during which time its affili-

ated Negro-appeal stations has grown
by 20%.

Station profile: The average station

programing to Negroes is a non-power

independent which has been on the

air between eight and 15 years and

carries less than 30 hours a week of

Negro-appeal shows.

Analysis of the questionnaires re-

turned to sponsor shows:

Power: 30% of the stations are 250

watters; 2%, 500 watts; 34%, 1 lew;

20%, 5 kw; 10%, 10 kw and 4% 50

kw in power.

Years on air: 36% of the stations

responding have been on the air less

than eight years; 44%. from 8 to 15

years; 9% from 16 to 20 years and

11% more than 21 years.

Negro programing: 23% of the

stations program 100 r
; for Negroes;

63% less than 30 hours a week; 9%,
from 30 to 60 hours weekly: 5%. from

60 to 100 hours weekly but not totally.

tXegro employees: There's a marked

tendency for stations to hire more Ne-

groes. It's been standard practice for

stations to employ Negro personalities

as talent but in recent \ears more sta-

tions are hiring Negroes for opera-

tive and sales jobs. Some 60% of the

stations hire Negroes.

Merchandising: An increasing
number of clients and agencies want

merchandising services w ith all media

Inns but they're particular!) interested

in getting in-store merchandising and

personal appearances within the Negro

market. ()nl\ .">'
, of the Negro-appeal

stations do not offer merchandising

In sponsor \i.<;ro issue 28 SEPTEMBER 1957



-•i \ ices.

I /filiation: U)OUl one in Foui Ne-

gro-appeal stations is affiliated with a

network T.'>'« are independent, -7'<

arc network-affiliated.

\\ bal <!" these stations program? I!\

1,11 the l'ulk of their Negro-appeal pro-

graming is devoted i<> di>k jockeys \n I i «

•

handle ;i variet) i»f music types

rhythm and blues, jazz, Negro lulk

1 1 1 11 - i < . rock n roll and, verj popular

in the Negro community, spirituals

and gospel music. There arc ol course,

smatterings of variety, sports, news,

homemaking and relig ion. I he pr "•

portions \ai\ according i" local tastes

ami customs.

Disk jockej selling! Bui bj and

lai ge in. »~i ol the pi ogram is wil li a

ili-k jockey. He's the big salesman in

ihi- market ili«- one who aims most

directl) al the Negro purchasing powei

nf some SI 5 billion a j eat

.

Robei t P. 1 icathei w I "I Sej mour,

Leatherwood and Cleveland agency in

I lei roil has some aJ\ ice foi the stal ion

manager who hires Negro <li-k jock-

ej - and l"i the client w li i sponsoi -

him.

Some do s

• Use i ommer< ials « hit li are en-

thusiastii - Swing) tunes and i atch)

jingles are advantageous because the)

mail li the pai ol the <l] « show

.

• ln|i 1 1 as mui li humoi as possible

in mi ..nil il < oromen ials. B) doing

tlii-. the sponsoi i- contributing to the

happiness thai the d.j.'s listeners are

seeking.

• Give the d.j. pei mission to elab-

oi li. mi the commercial message. His

i Please turn t<> /"/.<• I.':

Harry Bclafonte ' r - » and Mahalia Jackson, -tars on a WB] I

Chicago, interview, are outstanding!} successful arti-i- with anj

listening group. The) symbolize the Negro's interest in Negro

performers as well as bis respect foi great iiiM~ir.il talent

Fans and performers a < ^JI.D. Homewood, Ma., include

vocalist \ ii ii Cole (front, c.) ami station announcer Jesse

Champion. Stations encourage persona] identification with per-

formers and station itself to enhance listener loyalty, brand loyalty

Flash and verve of di-k j... k.-%- show up in their dress,

as with ilii- W 1 1 'i . Pittsburgh, performer, as well a- in

ili.-ir air manner. Vudiencea like the color and drai

the d.j.'s speech and mannerisms; likr to see him in -

|

Comn
a- Wli

V. Wli

-

lunity participation ith -nr

\l. Philadelphia*! - ilk Interne* with d.j. T.

itfield. Negi community i- tighter than whit

phical limitation- within rrntral area



Mississippi's \ A • ! 4* m

1st

Market

• The NATION'S HIGHEST Hooper-rated Ne-
gro station

• Mississippi's ONLY Negro station in Jack-
son — 48% Negro

• Top-rated consistently by Hooper - Pulse
- O'Connor

• Used by more advertisers than any other
Mississippi station

• The ONLY way to the 107,000 Negroes
of the Jackson Metropolitan Area (Hinds-
Rankin-Madison Counties -. U. S. Cen-
sus — Sales Management)

Arkansas'

1st

Market

Arkansas' ONLY Negro station

In Little Rock — the 88th Market — 33%
Negro

Top-rated consistently by Hooper-O'Con-

The ONLY way to the 114,000 Negroes
of the Little Rock-Pine Bluff Metropolitan
Area (Pulaski - Jefferson - Lonoke Coun-

ties U. S. Census — Sales Man-
agement)

Sell

SHREVEPORT

Lc>uisiana's

2nd

Market

KANV
• The Ark-La-Tex ONLY Negro station

• In Shreveport - the 89th Market — 39%
Negro

• Top Hooper-rated consistently

• The ONLY way to the 108,000 Negroes
of the Shreveport Metropolitan Area
(Caddo - Bossier - DeSoto Parishes U.

S. Census — Sales Management)

The
( S-bartior^Sf\/lGl endon 1 J I A J k La M

Represented Nationally by the John E. Pearson Co.
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5. NEGRO POPULATION BASICS

Non-white population :i- of I July, I *>.">(>. I>\ age

Age Total non-white population Non-white male Non-«»hite female

Totol U S. 168,091,000 18,268,000 8,930,000 9,338,000

L-9 7,427,000 3,724,000 03,000

lull 1,668,000 83 ,,ooo ooo

15-19 1,446,000 722,000 723,000

20-29 3,609,000 1,253,000 1. 157 000

;n|M 4,626,000 2,188,000 2,4 18,000

50-69 2,411,000 1,187,000 1,225,000

70 ;itnl over 613,000 291.(» m 222,1

s.>ur, , o s Departnui unerci Current F P-Sfl ?0 1 u

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii;. liiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiliiiiiiiiiuii [iii!!ii„.;i:;cK;::;!! '; f

'
:

!ir..."i™i

Changes in non-white population since 1950. in selected U. S.

cities having 5.000 or more non-white persons

Special census
date

°o increase
total pop.

1950-date

Non-white population

Locality °o increase

1950-date
°o increase

1940-50 Current
°o of

total

ALABAMA
Dotlian 5 19 56 33.5 14.6 n. a.* 29.1

Ilunt-ville 2/4/56 91.5 34.9 n. a. 7.H81 22.5

Mobile 7 18 56 34.8 14.2 57.7 ,20 30.1

St'lma 8 27 56 20.7 7.9 n. a. l 1,612 49.3

ARIZONA

Phoenix 3 11 53 20.6 59.4 31.

1

102557 8.2

ARKANSAS

Rlytheville 2 28 56 9.7 0.6 n. a. 5,004 28.1

North little Rock 7 21 54 12.:. 10.6 d. a. 12.126 24 5

Pine Bluff 8 8 56 7.1 -4.0 n. a. 1525! 39.3

Texarkana 1 21 56 24.3 24.1 n. a. 5,567 28.2

West Memphis 11 15/55 73.1 41.6 n. a. 7.172 45.5

We~t Memphis 12 8 5

;

33.3 15.1 D. a. 48.0

CALIFORNIA

Alameda 3 11 54 9.6 6.5 9.5

Compton 12.7 374.9 n. a. 10.871 17.1

Fresno 8 9 54 17.7 28.7 93.6 9,149 8.5

Los Angeles 2 25 56 13.9 47.3 llh.2 311.396 13.8

H * n. a.—not available.

iiiwiimiHiiiiiiiiiiiii iuiiii lint ;
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KING SIZE Personalities
for a KING SIZE market

4 top-rated Carolina Kings rule the

Carolina Negro market exclusively . .

a major market that represents more than

half of all the people in the area.

799,287 Negroes believe in these men

. . . buy the products they advertise.

To reach this major Carolina market,

let these Carolina Kings sell your product

to the people who swear by them.

AUDIENCE WOIC WPAL
Total population.. 827,900 793,300

Negro population .... 384,973 414,314

Farm population 253,100 254,400

No. Households... 198,300 217,790

Radio Homes 187,950 201,748

Data Sources: Population, Bureau of Census, 1952,
Farm Households, Consumer Markets, 1955.

TOTAL

1,621,200

799,287

507,500

416,090

389,698

Radio Homes,

^ Reverend William McKinley Bowman, Radio veteran

of 14 years, has a Pulse average of 5.6 on WOIC for

"Spiritual Parade" and "Old Ship of Zion."

A Jimmy Carter, witty M.C., averages 5.5 for four hours

and fifteen minutes of fast paced daily broadcasting

on WOIC.

<$> Bob Nichols, South Carolina's first Negro D.J., has 8

years experience at WPAL. He averages 7.9 for his

weekday 2 to 5:30 afternoon show.

y Reverend Emmett Lampkin, consistent leader in

popularity, averages 8.8 for his morning and evening

inspirational programs on WPAL.

Figures from Pulse

Aug. 1956 for WOIC—June 1957 for WPAL

/-ft GOIDEN HORN STATIONS

SPEIDEL-FISHER
yiy BROADCASTING CORPORATION

WOIC
COLUMBIA, S. C. 1470 KC 5000 W

WPAL
CHARLESTON, S. C. 730 KC 1000 W

National Representative: Walker Representation Co., Inc.

Southeastern Representative: Dora-Clayton Agency
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5. NEGRO POPULATION BASICS
i ontinued

' n. ».—not avalljM.

Source: The Hon M Kendrli organization. Washington. D. C. July. 1957. Based on Bureau of Census. Current rooulatlm BeporU.

Special census
date

°o increase
total pop.
1950 ttoti

Non whiti population

Locality °o Inci

1950 date
°o increase

1940-50 Current
%of
total

1 o« Angeles 9 26 6.8 20.6 116.2 254 12.2

Sacramento 8 1') 55 I l. 1
49.5 10.2

1— .tii Bernardino 1 L9 '• 11.9 149.1 6.4

^.in Diego 3/30/57 ,7.8 83.2 6 8

—-ail Diego 1 l , 12 30.] 30.2 187.2 5 5

Stoi k 1! 27 54 6.1 32.6 i 1.7 12.9

FLORIDA
l>.i\ ( ounrj 1 II 57 36.6 24.2 n. a.* 15 3

Broward ( it\ 1 7/55 89.5 68.4 ii. .i. 22 6

Dade < lounrj in _•: 55 12.2 50.8 M 1 .'il 14

Ft. Lauderdale 4/7/55 73.2 63.0 ii. a. 1
;: 22.1

Leon Count] 1 27 55 11.7 7.9 n. a. 21 9 37.1

Palm Beach < lounry 1 1 55 37.0 22.8 n. a. 12 27.2

Panama < itj 1 11 57 24.3 23.4 n. a. 21.9

Pensacola K) 25 56 17.2 12.3 n. a. 17 34.8

Tallahassee t lit] 1 27/55 39.9 53.5 n. .1. 1 1. 192 37.8

W esl Palm Beach 1 itj 1 1 55 18.2 -1.3 n. a. 12.' 24.8

ILLINOIS

Evanston 1 21 55 1.8 9.8 17.1 7,832 10.5

INDIANA
Ulen Count; 11 9 56 18.1 81.7 n. a. 9,751 4 5

1 i. \\ ayne 1 itj 1 1 9 56 8.4 82.4 109.0 ''.'.M 6.7

( ..ir\ 8 18/56 26.

1

81.5 92.1 60,987 36.1

NEVADA
1 as \ egas 1 1 55 81.9 108.6 n. a. 13.4

Growth of Negro
population in 17
metropolitan

areas since 1940

City

lllllllliilll

1940 1950 1955

Source: Ebony Magazine. Jur •

r

Per cent increase
1940-1955

1. New York \. E.
\i'u Jersey

654,155 1,045,512 1,200,000

2. ( hicago 324,102 605,346 842,850 L6(]

3. Philadelphia 115,04] 184,644 600,090

4. \\ ash ngton, D. 1 . 213,783 3 17,757 443,360

5. Detroit 169,892 357,800 418,713

6. Los tngeles 75^23 276,305 337,300

7. Baltimore 187.11') 266,661 305,042 '

8. Birmingham 169,7 15 715 240,840

9. St 1 ouis 1 19,429 215336 236,697

10. Memphis 1 10.061 229,257

11. \.u Orleans 1 56, 188 199327 217,919

12. Cleveland 86.95 1 154,117 207,000

13. Vtlai 12'*. 157 165,591 206,880

14. San Francisco-Oakland 19.7' 1 17.22 i 184,028

15. Pittsburgh 115,02 1 ',7.2m 157,000

16. Houston 100,945 ! 19,286 156,000

17. Norfolk-Ports 108.167 122.833 143,527 33
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Sell . .

.

GROUP DISCOUNT PLAN
2 stations 5% discount off earned rate

3 " 10%
4 " 15%
5 " 20%
6 " 25% " " " '

National Representatives: Negro Stations Representative National Sates Manager
-.-• „ , in the Southeast: John Fulton
Gill-Perna Inc. Home Offices

New York 21, N. Y. Dora-C layton Agency
pea chtree at Mathieson

Atlanta, Ga. Atlanta, Georgia

Cincinnati, Ohio, 1000 W, 1480 KC. Cincinnati's

only All Negro Programmed Station.

WLOU
Louisville, Kentucky, 1000 W, 1350 KC. Louis-

ville's only All Negro Programmed Station.

WOBS
Jacksonville, Florida, 5000 W, 1360 KC. Jack-

sonville's only All Negro Programmed Station.

Miami Beach, Florida, 1000 W, 800 KC. South

Florida's most powerful All Negro Programmed
Station.

WSOK
Nashville, Tenn., 1000 W, 1470 KC. Nashville's

only All Negro Programmed Station.

\ WIOK
Tampa, Florida, 1000 W, 1150 KC. Tampa's

only All Negro Programmed Station.

**WMRY
New Orleans, La., 1000 W, 600 KC. New Or-

V, leans' only All Negro Programmed Station.

*SaIe subject to FCC approval
•Purchase subject to FCC approval
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6. NAT'L ADVERTISERS
These are the leading national advertiser! buying Nemo ippeal

Radio. The) include 156 companie§ listed in the order of the

most numerous mentions received from radio stations answer-

ing SPONSOR'S Negro markets questionnaire.

Stations were asked to list their 10 top national advertisers in

term- of dollar billing. An analysis of the t>p<* of advertisers

ami their products appear- in the igenc) Analysis on page 6.

Biggest advertisers are still the cigarettes, beers ami specialized

Negro products, but more general-appeal advertisers are moi in-:

into Negro radio. Ui^^est breakthrough is in foods.

Strickland I. & Co.— Royal Crown hair drrssinq

Carnation Co
Chattanooga Mrdlcmr Co —SSS tonic

Pat Milk Co.

Wrlgley. Wm Jr Co
Brown & Williamson Tobacco Co.—Tube Rose snufl

Anheuser Busch. Inc — Budweiser beer
Reynolds. R. J. Tobacco Co.—Camel cigarettes

Reynolds. R. J. Tobacco Co.—Winston eigarrttt.

American Tobacco Co —Lucky Strike cigarettes

B. C. Remedy Co.— B.C. headache remedy
Chattanooga Medicine Co.—Black Draught
Household Products. Inc.

—

Sulfur-K
Montirrllo Drug Co.

—"666" cold preparation

Maine Sardinr Industry—Maine sardines

Coca-Cola Co
Chattanooga Medicine Co.—Cardui
American Tobacco Co — Hit Parade cigarettes

Pepsi Cola Co.
Stanback Co.. Ltd —Stanbaek headache powder
Keystone Labs.. Inc.—Long-Aid hair dressing
Lander Co.. Inc.—Dixie Peach
Chesebrough. Pond's. Inc.—Vaseline
Union Pharmaceutical Co.. Inc —Artra Skin Tone cre?m
American Tobacco Co.—Pall Mall cigarettes

Household Products. Inc.—Gloss-8
Chattanooga Medicine Co.—Soltlce

Armour \ Co.—Armour Star lard

Clerex Chemical Co.— Clorox
Ford Motor Co.

Italian Swiss Colony—wine
Nehl Corp.— Royal Crown cola

Sinclair Refining Co.
Brown 4 Williamson Tobacco Corp.—Viceroy Cigarettes
Miller Brewing Co.— Miller Hi-Llfe beer
Quaker Oats Co —Aunt Jemima pancake 4 buckwheat

flours

Strickland. J. & Co.—White Rose petroleum jelly

Tetley Tea Co.

Carllng Brewing Co.—Stag beer
Croomulsion. Co —Creomutsion
Esso Standard Oil Co —Esso
Grove Labs.. Inc.—Bromo Quinine cold tablets

General Foods Corp —Calumet baking powd r

National Toilet Co.—Nadinola
Schlitz Jos. Brewing Co.—Schlltz beer
Strickland. J. & Co.—Silky Strate

Berjen Co.

—

Pep-Ti-Kon
Berjen Co —Act-On
Beech-Nut Life Savers. Inc.—Beech-Nut gum
Browne. E. T. Drug Co.. Inc.—Palmer's Skin Success
Carllng Brewing Co.—Carting's ale

Continental Baking Co. Inc.—Wonder bread
General Mills. Inc.—Gold Medal flour

Grove Labs.. Inc—4- Way cold tablets

General Foods Corp.. Jell- division— Jell-0 instant
pudding

Kroger Co.
Pinkham. Lydia E. Medicine Co.
Pharmaco. Inc.

—

Feen-A-MInt
Reynolds. R. J. Tobacco Co.—Salem cigarettes
Remington Rand Div. of Sperry Rand Corp.— Remington

Rand typewriters

Roily. Wm. B. & Co.. Inc.—Luzianne coffee

Shell Oil Co.

Ward Baking Co.

Burger Brewing Co.— Burger beer

Borden Food Products Co.

Bristol-Myers Co.— Bufferin
Bristol-Myers Co —Sal Hepatica
Chattanooga Medicine Co.—Velvo
Chattanooga Medicine Co.—Zyrone
Continental Baking Co.. Inc.— Hostess cup cakes
Double Cola Co.
Falstaff Brewing Corp.— Falstaff beer
Folger. J. A. 4 Co.— Folger's coffee

Geetz. M. K Brewing Co.—Country Club Malt Liguor
Helme. Geo. W. Co — Honey Bee snuff

International Milling Co.—Robin Hood flour

Plough. Inc.— B!ack & White beauty preparations
Plough. Inc.—St. Joseph aspirin

Pearl Brewing Co.—Pearl beer

Sealtest Div. National Dairy Products Corp —Sraltrst

ice cream
Texas Co —Texaco Sky Chief gasoline

American Tabocco Co.— Herbert Tareyton eigarrtt. s

American Home Magazine Corp —American Home

Atlanta Life Insurance Co.

Atlantic Refining Co.

Analmt Co. Inc—Anahlst

Albers Milling Co.

American Sugar Refining Co.—Domino sugar

Berjon Co — Ka-Don
Blatz Brewing Co.— Blatz beer

Burton-Dixie Corp — Burton-Dlxle mattretwt

Carter Products. Inc.—ArTld

Clark Oil Refining Co.

Colgate-Palmolive Co.—Brisk toothpaste

Colgate-Palmolive Co.—Super Suds

Cole. H C Milling Co.

Canfleld. A. J. Co.—Canfleld beverages

Canada Dry Ginger Ale. Inc.—Canada Dry gingerale

Canepa. John B. Co —Red Cross spaghetti

Chemway Corp —Larvex

Dr. Pepper Co.

Dro. Inc.— Dro
Dulaney. John H. 4 Son. Inc.

Ex-Lax. Inc.— Ex-Lax
Eskimo Pie Corp.—Eskimo Pie

Falls City Brewing Co.— Falls City beer

Goodyear Tire 4 Rubber Co. Inc

Goodrich. B. F. Co.

General Motors Corp —Chevrolet and Oldsmoblle

Gallo. E. J. Winery—Gallo wine

Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea Co—A 4 P store*

Gillette Safety Razor Co.

Hercules Powder Co —Toxaphene

Hires. Charles 4 Co—Hires root beer

Hood Chemical Co.. Inc.

Interstate Bakeries Corp.—Butternut bread

Johnson Publishing Co.. Inc.—Jet magazine

Kellogg Co.

Lever Brothers Co.—Breeze

L.vcr Brothers Co—Silver Dust

Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.

Liebmann Breweries. Inc — Rheingold beer

McCormlck Co.— MeCormick's tea

Motorola. Inc

National Brewing Co.

National Brewing Co. of Michigan—National Bohemian

beer
Norwich Pharmacal Co— Pepto- Bismol

National Biscuit Co— Millbrook bread

Oertel Brewing Co.—beer

Pabst Brewing Co.—Pabst Blue Ribbon beer

Procter & Gamble Co

Plymouth Motor Div. of Chrysler Corp

Perma-Strate Co.. Inc.— Perma-Strate

Pharma-Craft Corp . Inc.—Celdene

Reynolds. R J. Tobacco Co —Prince Albert pipe tobacco

Radio Corp. of America—appliances

Rath Packing Co.

Ritchie. Harold F. Inc —Scott's Emulsion

Ritchie. Harold F.. Inc.—Brylereem

Rexall Drug Co.

Rigo Chemical Co— Kill-Ko

Ralston Purina Co. Feed Dn
Roma Winerirs. Inc —Roma wine

Sears. Roebuck & Co.

Sterling Drug Co.. National Brands Oiv—Bayer aspirin

Savannah Sugar Refining Corp— Dixie Crystal sugar

Sterling Brewers. Inc.—Sterling beer

Sp.rry 4 Hutchinson Co —S 4 H Green Stamps

Sun Oil Co.

Swift 4 Co.

Sardeau. Inc —Sardo
Sessions Co. Inc —Sessions peanut butter

U S. Tobacco Co.— Bruton snuff

Westgate-California Tuna Canning Co —Breast 0' Chick-

en tuna
Wllen Brothers. Inc

—

wines

Weston Biscuit Co.. Inc.

Wildroot Co Inc —Vam
Wesson Oil 4 Snowdrift Sales Co.—Snowdrift

SPONSOR
Hundreds of extra c\es to be
exact— the most restless

retinue of retinas — work for

you at SPONSOR to help keep
you the best informed executive
on broadcasting that you can
possibly be.

Experienced eyes that

beneath the surface and beyond
the fact. Eyes that bring you
not alone news but the most
comprehensive analysis of this

news in the entire publication

field.

That's why you should read
SPONSOR — at home . . .

where you can give it your
unhurried time — your relaxed
imagination. One idea that

you can apply might well be
worth a lifetime of subscriptions.

— for less than a penny
a day— just $3.00 a year—
you can have 52 issues of
SPOS'SOR delivered to your
home. Try it on this

money back guarantee.

SPONSOR
40 East 49 St, New York 17, N. Y.

I'll take o year's subscription of SPONSOR.
You guarantee full refund any time I'm

not satisfied.

NAME
FIRM

ADDRESS.
n Bin
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NOTHING TO COMPARE
WITH

IN

COLUMBUS, GEORGIA

THE ONLY ALL-NEGRO PROGRAMMED STATION IN THE AREA

PROOF
PULSE NECRO SURVEY

Ma ch-April 1957

Monday- Friday AM PM

WCLS 52% 50°o
Sta. B 15 21

Sta. C 7 8

Sta. D 14 9

Sta. E 10 11

. . . yes PULSE proves WCLS is the dominent choice of Negro

listeners by a landslide ALL HOURS OF THE DAY . . . EVERY

PERIOD SURVEYED . . . INCLUDINC SUNDAY!!!

100% NEGRO PROGRAMMED
ir Exclusive Appeal

it Proven Sales Power

•jf Big Responsive Audience

. . . serving 200,000 Negroes in counties with average percentage of

Negro population

1,000 WATTS Clear Channel
1580 KC

MUSCOGEE BROADCASTING CO., INC

P.O. BOX 887

Charlie H. Parish, General Manager

EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATION

DORA-CLAYTON AGENCY—Southeost

Atlanta

And announcing the appointment of

THE WALKER REPRESENTATION COMPANY— National

New York, Chicago, Boston, Los Angeles, San Francisco

SPONSOR NEGRO ISSUE • 28 SEPTEMBER 1 95 . 21
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/

/

y
o those who live on air.

.

During the past 10 years advertisers and their

agencies have spent billions oi dollars on air. A lot

of people lived on it. A lot of goods were moved.

To those who live on air SPONSOR serves a function

no other publication can match, for SPONSOR is

the most definitive studs of air in the broadcast in-

dustry. It is the news of air—the plans of air— the

progress of air—the thoughts of air—the very life of

air—delivered to you even week—52 weeks a year.

m

and earn its salt are just much too important for

light reading on a routing list.

If you live on air— read SPONSOR al home Read

it on A time—B time or C time but make sure it's

free time at home At the new low price ot

year you can have 52 issues of this most useful publi-

cation in the held at your side— to ce. stud)

out and tile It's the best m\cstment you'll ever

make. Order your home subscription today.

Most every man who's gotten anywhere in air reads

SPONSOR. The man who wants to get there faster

reads SPONSOR

—

at home because the \er\ chem-

istry of broadcasting—the factors that make it move

SPONSOR
THE WEEKLY MAGAZINE TV/RADIO ADVERTISERS USE
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what's in a name
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f\ lot—with all iluc deference to the Bard. Advertising Mas proved it.

More important— it obtains lor people, too. You make

your own "brand name" bj how you think and what you do. And this

very "product image" will determine how much cake you have in

this vale of tears.

That's why— if you're in the broadcast held. SPONSOR is

"A MUST" to receive and read.

SPONSOR is so necessary because of the singular, definitive

contributions it makes to an industry that requires not alone tacts.

but a penetrating comprehension of the factors motivating the multiplicity of

talents it employs. ITS THE ONE MAGAZINE
RADIO AND TV ADVERTISERS REALLY USE. And the need

for SPONSOR grows each day. It is an ever more important information center

—

an ever larger library of ideas—the compilation of the finished and the

planned creative energies that spark the air thinking of the da\

To get the most out of SPONSOR, it should be read—AT HOME. It is

too rich in valuable material for a quick perusal on a

routing list. Nor does it serve its fullest function that waj for you, because it is a

publication with the kind of stuff you want to

cut away and file—a magazine of ideas that will generate ideas in you

—

make you more valuable to yourself and others. It will bring you closer to

the "product image" you would like your

name to be.

For only S.1.00 a year — ?2 issues of the

most useful publication in the broadcast field

will he delivered to your horn, • than
a penny a day u hat better time bit

make as an investment in your fui

SPONSOR THE WEEKLY MAGAZINE TV/RADIO ADVERTISERS USE



8. NEGRO RADIO STATIONS #

100% Negro-appeal

radio stations

NORTH CAROLINA
CITY CALL LETTERS

INDIANA

1)1 RIIA 1/

WSTON-S iLEM
WSRC
WAAA

ALABAMA OHIO
CITY CALL LETTERS CINCINNATI II (l\

BESSEMER . ..WBCO
BIRMIMII IM

MORII E

WEDR
WJLD
WMOZ

MONTGOMI R] WRM 1

ARKANSAS
LITTLE ROCK KOKY

CALIFORNIA
SAN FRA.\< 1S< . . ... .... ..KSAN

t
KSAY

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
WASHINGTON WOOK

(Bethesda) WUST

FLORIDA
JACKSONVILLE WOBS
MIAMI WFEC
MIAMI BEACH . ...

TAMPA
.WMBM
WIOK

GEORGIA
ATLANTA WAOK

COLUMBUS
WERD
WCLS

ILLINOIS
HARVEY (Chicago) _< WBEE

KENTUCKY
LOUISVILLE WLOU

LOUISIANA
BATON ROUGE WXOK
NEW ORLEANS WBOK

SHREVEPORT
WMRY
KAM

MARYLAND
ANNAPOLIS WANN
BALTIMORE .. . WEBB

WS1D

MICHIGAN
INKSTF.R (Detroit) WCHB

MISSISSIPPI
JACKSON . WOKJ

MISSOURI
KANSAS CITY ... KPRS
ST LOTUS KATZ

KXLW

NEW JERSEY
NEWARK (New York 1 WNJR

PENNSYLVANIA
I'HILADELPHIA WDAS

WHAT

SOUTH CAROLINA
CHARLESTON WPAL
COLUMBIA WOK.

TENNESSEE
CHATTANOOGA W\IFS
JACKSON WJAK
MEMPHIS WDIA

WLOK
NASHVILLE WSOK

TEXAS
BEAUMONT
FORT WORTH
HOUSTON

VIRGINIA
NEWPORT NEWS
NORFOLK
RICHMOND

KJET
KNOK
KCOH
KYOK

WYOU
WRAP
WANT

Stations with 30-plus

Negro-appeal hours
per week
(but not 100%)

ALABAMA
CITY CALL LETTERS HOURS

TALLADEGA WHTB .. ...60

ARKANSAS
HELENA KFFA 42

CALIFORNIA
LONG BEACH KFOX 49
LOS ANGELES KGFJ 59
OAKLAND KWBR . .103

FLORIDA
JACKSONVILLE WRHC 50
MILTON _ WEBY 86

GEORGIA
ALBANY
AUGUSTA
BAINBRIDGE .

MACON

S II l\\ III

WJAZ 34

.WAUG VI

WMGR 31
WBML 43
WIBB 32
WJIV \1

ILLINOIS
CHICAGO WGES 67
LA GRANGE WTAQ .. 30

OAK PARK WOPA 49

•Burt on SPONSOR*! !• " Buyers C.uide and amplified by SPONSOR'S sixth annual Negro Maiket questionnaire,
the opportunity to reply to this questionnaire.

CALL LETTERS HOURS

GARY
HAMMOND
INDIANAPOLIS

WWCA ...

WJOB ...

WGEE ...

LOUISIANA
NATCHITOCHES .... _KNOC

MICHIGAN
DETROIT WJLB

MISSISSIPPI
CLARKSDALE WROX
GREENVILLE WGVM

MISSOURI
SIKESTON ! KSIM

NEW JERS-Y
CAMDEN „___rc/n/

NEW YORK
HI FFALO —WKBW
NEW YORK WLIB

WOl
WWRL

NORTH CAROLINA
CHARLOTTE WGIV
NEW BERN WOOW

OHIO
CLEVELAND WJMO
DAYTON WING ...

OKLAHOMA
OKLAHOMA CITY KLPR

PENNSYLVANIA
PITTSBURGH WILY .

33
32

34

30

53

32
42

80

71

35
75

81

52

42
35

71

30

SOUTH CAROLINA
CHARLESTON WQSN ...

34

93

56

TENNESSEE
NASHVILLE Wl.AC .... 33

TEXAS
BAYTOWN KREL .... 63

TEXAS CITY KTLW .

VIRGINIA
NORFOLK ... WLOW .

30

.. - 42

Stations with less than

30 Negro-appeal hours

per week

ALABAMA
ALEXANDER CITY _ .....WRFS __ 10

ANDALUSIA WCTA „. 3

ANNISTON _ .....WHMA 3

WSPC .... 5

ATHENS WJMW 3

AUBURN WAUD 26

All 568 Netro stations lilted in the Buyers' Guide had

28 SPONSOR NEGRO ISSUE 28 SEPTEMBER 1957



CALL LETTERS HOUHS GEORGIA

BIRMIM.II M/

HI i I II R

IX) I II t\

El i ii I I

FAYETTl
FLOM ll<>\

FLORl V( /

i, tDSDl \

CENl i I

GRF.EW II 1

1

II IMII lo\
HOMEWOOD
HI \/M 11 IE

If tRloX
MOHI 1

1

MONROEl II 1

1

MONTGOMERY

Ml S( // SHOALS
OPl UK l

OPP
S^ o'TTSBORO
SEl M I

SYl U U G I

TA1.LASSEE
THOMAS) II 1

1

Tl si ALOOSA
II St I MBIA
U I ST POINT

CALL LETTERS HOUHS

ZjTAFI 2

I! I Ok 2

tt til IK

WHOS
li MSI
\i nit, 9

WOOl 7

mil :

li 11 ll F 3

ii It It 6

It JOI 7

noil i 13

If//" 10

rc^D 7

pgi i 7

rcyi 6

9 ERII l

/////; in

ii mir i

mi \ 6

WJIM \<<

II Kill \2

ll MFC 6

ll tl'\ 3

IK til 9m t) 3

ttJHO 5

r.n// 2

/rr«/ i

ircr( 29

tf //"/?/? 5

ITFjBB 3

WMLS 6

/rrz,5 6

WJDB 6

JT'.VPr _ 5

/M \ I II

V «/./) 8

Ml s I

4R/Z0N>\

AJ7T/.

ARKANSAS
ARKADELPHIA _ KF/tC
CROSSETT K/1G//

££ DORADO KDMS
FAYETTEVILLE KG7?/7
FORREST CITY KXJK
FORT SMITH KFPW
HOT SPRINGS KKI/s

KBLO
KttFC

JO\ESBORO KBTM
LITTLE ROCK KTHS
MAGNOLIA KXI.R

M 1/ I

V U.l ERN KROK
McGEHEE KVSA
NEWPORT _ KNBY
PINE RLl FF KCLA

KOT\
Tl XARKANA RTFS
WARREN KWRF

28
11

in

3

6

3

9

18

6
',-

5

18

a

3

6

5

12

IK

3

3

CALIFORNIA
1! IKFRSF1F1D K IFY 12

KMAP 14

.BERKELEY KRE ... . 8

BLYTHE KYOR 1

BVRBANK KBLA . 5
frfsxo KGST 10
rnni k< l R »-

rnxr. rfach KGER 9

I.OS AXGFTFS KGFJ 24
kl'OP 23

PASADENA _ KALI .... 1 1

FITTSBl RG KF.C.C .. 3

SACRAMENTO KXOA H

S f\ HI l<\ IRDINO kK\o
S i\ DIEGO w U

\ I Rll

SAh R tl ii i Kim
STOCKTOh Ksl\

Kll C

DENVl R

n i nin

COLORADO
KFSi
kl\l\
kl IK
ki si

IS

12

In

12

6

I

CONNECTICUT
\OKII UK WNLR
si IMFORD WSTt
ll ll l Kin RY ll ITR

ll UK)

1

2

\2

1

DELAWARE
WILMINGTON WILM ii

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
ll W//W,TO/V WOL

tt I'lK

WWDC

FLORIDA

ARCADIA WAPG
CHIPLEY WBi.t

COCOA WttKO
CORAL GABLES WVCG
I) lYTOh I BE I' II tt ROD
DE LAND WJKs
DEFRAY BEACH WDBF
FF.R\ t\l>l\ -t BE U 11 WFBF
FORT LAUDERDALE WFTL
FORT PIERCE WAR\

WIR I

GAINESVILLE tt Dl 11

WGGG
WRI F

HOLLYWOOD WGMA
kl»IMMEE tt Rtt II

LAKE CITY WDSR
I. IkFI. 1 XI) WONN
LIVE OIK WNER
MIAMI

, WGBS
WMIE

\ A PLES WNOG
SEW SMYRNA BCH. WSBB
OCAL l W\lop

WTM<
ORLANDO WARR

tt IIOO

PALATKA tt tt PF
PANAMA CITY tt Pi F
PENSACOLA WCOA
PERRY ttl'K)

PL I XT CITY tt PI. I

QUINCY WCMI
ST. II (.1 STINE ttST\

S I \ FORD ttTRR
STUART WTSl
TALLAHASSEl ttT\T
TAMPA tt D il

WEBK
TARPON SPRINGS __ WDCL
l FRO BEACH tt \T\I
W. PALM REACH WIRK
W1XTER HAVEN tt SIR

6

1

13

3

5

5

'-•

1

2

'i

11

6

9

_%
17

3

_1
1

2

I

1

19

6

6

7

I

11

7

9
.'

1

i>

1

8

S

12

2

8
'-

7

I

14

2

CITV

{DEL

CALL LETTE Rtt HOURS

I \ll RJt l s

II III \s
II I.I si |

BAXLEY
BRl \su H K
i URO
i i>l l Mill s

i iiKDI 1

1

i ORNELI I

( m INGTOti
DOl Gl Is

Dl 111 1\

I II /l.l K If D
FORI I ILLEY
i. UNI SVILLl

i.Kll 1 1\

it l ii.

ll Dl i

II Kl i

it i. n
It KDIl
tl II IK

U MIX.

U <.K I

tt It Ik

WGB I

U PA \

tt MJM
ll i n\
I! l.l s

WDMC
It Ml I

ll Kill:

ll FPM
ll Dl \

/; i.i. i

mill
ll i I II

ii BGR
ll I u.
it I Ki-

ll M 1/

tt Ml. I

tt I// i.

tt MKI
tt I OH
tt Kit \

U si /;

ill \Q
tt s\l
tt I I K
tt J 11

tt s) I

tt K l\

tt ttl.s

ll I I I

II I. nl
ll IK\FR ROBINS WRPB
ll \YCROSS tt \<l.

WAYA
ll I) \ESRORO tt URO
ttl\DER tt I Mo

II III kl\sl II I I

II si I'

I I i.K I M.I

MACON
MADISOh
Mil. 1. 1 Dl, I I UIF
MONROl
M II M 1\

PERRY
01 II M t\

KOMI
s I \ HI K si II 1 I

SA\ i\\ ill

stt 1l\.sltOKO

SYL) INIA
THOM isi a 1

1

iii m\
TOCCO l

I II DOSTA

7

1

10

21

\

8

8

13

IS

3

7

1

I

16

2

7

9

ll

12

3

J

7

1

14

20
•

9

3

ILLINOIS

Kl I I I I 11 1

1

i URO
i HP U.O

EAST ST. LOl Is

I i INSTOA

kl n IMF
SP IKT I

i RB I ^ /

WIRI 1

a kro 1

tt 1 II 10

tt SBl

ttTMl 24

III III 2

tt \ Mi- '-•

tt kl 1 1

tt Hi ii 3

ktt ID t

INDIANA

GAR)

HAMMOND
INDIAh trolls
MU HH, IX CITY
RICHMOND
sol Til BEND
TERRF H II TE

tt(.K)

Wtt i I

tt lull

mr.i
.ttlM<
tt kill

tt H I

tt ROW

IOWA

DES MOINES
OTTlMtt 1

Ktt DM
tt HI/

WATERLOO K\Ff

22

22
18

1

3

1

1
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KANSAS CITY CALL LETTERS HOURS CITY CALL LETTERS HOURS

HOPKINSVILLE .. WKOA . .6 FERRIDAY .. KFNV . 21

LEXINGTON WLEX .....

MADISONVILLE WFMW
PINEVILLE —WMLl-
RADCLIFF ... WSAC .....

RICHMOND WEK)

5

5

12

14

1

II IMMOND
itorma

.WFPR ..

. -KC1L
4

COFFEYVILLE KGGF % .10
CONt 0RD1 I KFRM ... 2 LAFAYETTE kl OL 2

HVTCHINSOh k II Ilk 11

LAW HI \ kl II \ 2

LAKE CHARLES

1/ ( XSFIELD

k \OK .

KLOU
kl)BC

.15
.3

TOPFk \ II HI \ '•:

LOUISIANA

ABBEVILLE XROF
III XANDRIA KDBS .....

KSYL
BATON ROUGE WIBR .......

1

25

.....23

— . 14

8

WICHI1 1 k M s 2 MARKSVII.I.F.
UIXDF.N

... ..KAI'B
. KAPK .

4
. . .2

\in\ROF. KLIC ... inKENTUCKY
RAL C1TI II UTA 5

COH MBIA WAIN % MORGAN CITY
NEW IBERIA ..

NEW ORLEANS

OPELOUSAS
RUSTON

KMLB __

k\OE
...KMRC

.^...KVIM

-WJBW .

WNOE -

WWEZ
KSLO

2

6
14

COVINGTO\ HXII' 12

WERT, t\D WCPM ..6

BOGALUSA WHXY ...

WIKC
3

-1
.5

1

FRANKFORT It FKY 3
rrtN WFUL 10

CROWT.FY KS1G
DE RIDDER KDLA

8 2

6
10HARLAN II IILN _...... 1 EUNICE ...... KEUN . .. ...... 10

KRUS
...... KENT

|
kit kll

. . KTLD

24

SHREVEPORT
I

1

TAI.LUJ.AH

- - %

B
V NEGRO
W RADIO |

\ STATION 1

A NfGRO PL/LSF, ?957 |

YOU MORE FOR 1

NEGRO HOMES! [

30 MONTHS
30 MONTHS \

GROWING |

5,000 Watts ;

HEBB;
vIC METROPOLITAN BALTIMORE

BALTIMORE 16, MD. 1

1
Bentley A. Stecher
GENERAL MANAGER

. GILL-PERNA FOR THE FACTS!

26
.23

iWFR THIBODAUX .

WINNFIEI.n
k TIB
klCL

6

3WWLD.
MARYLAND

ANNAPOLIS WNA V 12

1 BALTIMORE'S^
BALTIMORE WBAL

ii mi
HAVRE DE GRACE WASA _
LEXINGTON PARK WPTX .

MASSACHUSETTS
ROSTON WMFX

12

15

3

2

14

I-4J
NEW BEDFORD WNBH
SPRINGFIELD ....... WJKO

MICHIGAN
ANN ARBOR WHRV .

WPAG
BENTON HARBOR ...... WHFB _
DETROIT CKI.U

y4
12

3

3

FLINT
WXYZ
WAMM

.16
21r

f GIVES

I YOUR MONEY IN

GRAND RAPIDS
MUSKEGON ...

PORT HURON
SAGINAW .

WBBC ....

WFDF ...

If MRP _._

..WLAV
WMUS
WHLS
WSC,w

5

%
10

3

2

2
18

ONgTHE AIR MISSISSIPPI
ABERDEEN ..... 11 MPA 6

TOP - RATED AMOR) .. .WAMY .. 20

BATESVILLE .WBLE 1

BILOXI .. ..WDEB . 3
| AND STILL I

| Soon to Go

BOONEVILLE
CANTON
CENTERVILLE
CLARKSDALE
CLEVELAND
COLUMBIA ......

WBIP ...

WDOB
WGLC .

WKDL
WCLD
WCJU

6

Lfl

2

18

COLUMBUS II ACR HI

CORINTH
GRENADA .

it cm 24

\MMvVi WCMA .

fPNAC
1

11

GULFPORT .WGl M 1

^^^^UrVj I

COVERIh
HATTIESBIR<;

HAZLEHIRST

II BR 11

iriisv

II MDC ..

19

^5*w 5

8

HOUSTON II (PC 1)

LAUREL
LOUISVILLE

II LAV _
II /..si/

5

10

MERIDIAN WMOX .15

\^-^ CALl X4TCHEZ ....

WTOK
WM1S ...

14

8

NEWTON
OXFORD

,WEGA ...

. WSl II

6

5
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CITY CALL LET 11 UN MOUHS

I5( iGOl 1 l

run tin. i nil \

PH DIM
S7 IRKI II II

ii r/io
1 ICKSBl RG

II r\ir
II IIOI

If Rl II

II sso
II 1 1 O
wvm

2

V

1

ID

8

6
it 1) \ESBOR0
ii 1 SI l'OI\ 1

it \B0
it roi; i

MISSOURI

( 11 IRI l STOh
KANSAS 'ID

MOIIFR1 V

Kl II

R

K Mill

K 1 R M
KM M

1

^>

in

SJ I oi IS KSTl m
It II 6

NEVADA

i f.s vfinas ki is 1

KORK _'

NEW JERSEY

CITY

NEW MEXICO
CALL II 1 II • "OURS

ts/lfRY PARK I! UK L>

ill INTH i ITY If in, 7

It 1.1)11 10

If MID 9
BRIDGETO!\ WSNJ l

i imdfx it ki>\ 6
w it irk jr. I II in

it inn
TRENTOh it HID 16

fTTTM '•

II iMOGORDO K Hi.
1 11)1 Is K< 1 1

HOBBS K II 1 II

Rosll 1 II KGFl

NEW YORK
1 1 \IIR 1 II 1 1 M
Kl \ MORE It \R t

Mil Roi llll II

Mil YORK
M II, IR 1 1 111^

r in iioi.i i

ri EKSK1LL

II \Ki

WEVD
n inn
it in
It UK
it i \ i

Roi III STER
SI R a I SI

WSA\
it SDR

NORTH Cj

/;/ ({ FORT

AROLIN,

if n\i t

BELMONT ii i i,i

III RUNGTOh

( l\T(>\

II BBB
WFNS
It It II

i II IRLOTTE WAYS

DUNN
WIS!
ii i ki;

1)1 RH 1 M ii tik
EDENTOA
ELIZABETH CI!)

FAIRMONT

ii ( lu
wcm
it i, a
ft 1 Mo

FAYETTE! II. I.E

II oi AY SPRINGS

It 1 II

WFLB
ff l \<

ii n i.

Ill

In

I

:

2

7

15
1",

1)

8

GOLDSBORO

GRl I VSBORO
GRl ENVILLE
III SDERSOh

III Mil RSONl ////
Illi KOR\
nit, ll POINT

KIM.s Mol \l tl\

KINSTOh

I li RINBl RG
1 1. .IK: l llll
II \l\t.lo\
I l\i OLNTOh
l.l \ll:i l;lo\

Mol W l/A)
\ / // i;l R \

V. It II Kl SBO
RALl K.I I

Rl IDs! II I I

RO l\oKI R ii'll-
Roi KIM, II 11/

ROi K) Mol \ I

ROXBORO
S ///»/;/ RY
S INFORD
SILl IK i II )

sMIIlll II II)
sol llll R\ n\l s

I IRBORO
TR) o\
II tin SBORO
It til n I

ll ls/ll\(.IO\

CALL L( I I I IIS HOUHS

// / 1/'

ii GBR
ll i. lu, 17

ll i, I <

ll II \ i 11

// /// //

// II Ki-

ll II K)
ii tin 7
// Ml R
II Mi-
ll KM I

tills | ;

llll< Hi

WISP
II I ll o 7

ll I m l

ii ni )

lllo\ i

// n, R
It TSB
II s) I) i

// ////

// K in

It R II II

// / In

ll Rl I 1

J

IK IU 7

II I) \

II i I < 21

WRXO \

ll s u 19

// ll IJ-

II M I \

it \ir\i i

n 1 1

1

WCPS |0

it I) \

It 11)1

II I si

II RRF

Call our rep. STARS NATIONAL INC. (PLaza 8-0555) and learn

why more National and Local accounts insist on WHAT over all

other media for the lucrative PHILADELPHIA NEGRO MARKET. WHAT A M Philadelphia 31, Pa.

FM TRinity 8-1500
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CITY CALL LETTERS HOURS

WHITEVILLE -£f?K - ~?5
WILLIAMS! H\ I

AM 11

WILMINGTON.. %rrL QWIISON WGTM 9

VI }\ STON SALEM .. WAIR 6

OH/O

AKRON

CH1LLICOTHE
COLVMBVS ....

-WADC - 2

WCUE 1

WHKK . 1

-WBEX 8

...WCOL 12

WVKO .... . -8

DAYTON

GALLIPOLIS —
HAMILTON
MIDDLETOWN _

SANDUSKY
SPRINGFIELD
STEUBENVILLE
TOLEDO . —
WARREN
YOUNGSTOWN ..

.....3

2

3

%
1

1

_ .3

AfSTV %
.WTOD .... 4

WHHH 5

WBBW — -2

WHOT 1

.......WAV I

WONE
.-..WJEH
......WMOH

WPFB
_.-WLEC
.-WIZE

OKLAHOMA
DUNCAN -KRHD

-J4FREDERICK -- KTA T ...

_J4GUTHRIE. ---.-.-KWRW . -11

_ ...KHBG -12
/crt/L _ -12OKMULGEE

TULSA —

PENNSYLVANIA

ALTOONA
BEAVER FALLS .

CHESTER
CONNELLSVILLE
ERIE
FARRELL
HOMESTEAD __
JOHNSTOWN

WVAM
.WBVP
WDRF
WCVl
WERC
WFAR
WAMO

%
.2

18

..A

.%
1

16

_^WARD 2

Philadelphia _ n™, -#
PITTSBURGH -""^if, v
SCRANTON .

...WARM xh

SOUTH CAROLINA

AIKEN ..
WAKJS 1

ANDERSON .
WAIM 3

WA\S o

BARNWELL WBAW _7
BEAUFORT WBtll -.7

BENNETTSVILLE ^BSC -15
BISHOPVILLE WAGS 6

CAMDEN WACA _5
CHARLESTON WCSC -1
C//£«^r ^C«£ —4
COLUMBIA fl^COS -13
DARLINGTON ^m> 4

DILLON _ »P0SC 6

E^stfy - p^ 7

FLORENCE ^O^S 9

GREENVILLE WFSC 6
WFBC 4
r<?OK 6

GREENWOOD WCRS ...3

WGSW .... 10

GREEK .... WEAB 3

HARTSVII.il. ......WHSC 3

LAURENS .. WLBG 9

MULLINS WJAY 10

MYRTLE BEACH „_..WMYB ........ 5

NEWBERRY WKDK .... 12

ORASGEBl RG WDIX 6

WTND ... 11

CITY CALL LETTERS HOURS

ROCK HILL WRHI 2

WTYC 7

SPARTANBURG WJAN 12

WORD 1

SUMTER WSSC 13

UNION _ ..WBCU 4
WALTERBORO ...WALD 6

CALL LETTERS HOURS

TENNESSEE

CLARKSVILLE
CLEVELAND ...

COLUMBIA _
DICKSON

WJZM
WBAC
WKRM
WDKN

FAYETTEVILLE _ ^..WEKR
FRANKLIN WAGG
GALLATIN WHIN
HUMBOLDT WIRJ
JOHNSON CITY _.
KINCSPORT
KNOXVILLE

LEWISBURG ...

McMlNNVlLLE

MEMPHIS

WETB _
WKIN 6

WIVK 12

WKGN 10

WNOX ft

.WJJM
WBMC .

WMMT
.KWEM

MURFREESBORO _ -WGNS
WMTS

PARIS WTPR
RIPLEY ..WTRB
ROGERSVILLE WRGS
SPRINGFIELD WDBL

_3
.8
.2

.6
_7
.1
.3

.15

_3
_8

TEXAS

ABILENE KWKC 1

ATHENS KBUD 1

ATLANTA KALT 2
AUSTIN KTXN 20
BAY CITY -KIOX ._ 5

BEAUMONT KFDM 1

KRIC 12

KTRM 6
BEEVILLE -.KIBL 1

BIG SPRING KTXC 9
BRECKENRIDGE KSTB %
CARTHAGE KGAS y2
CLEVELAND KVLB 6
COLLEGE STATION ......WTAW 5
CONROE KMCO 5
CORPUS CHRISTI KATR _ ...6

KCCT 7

KUNO .11
CORSICANA -..KAND 3

CROCKETT KIVY 7

DALLAS KGKO .16

KSKY 14
DENISON KDSX 6
EL CAMPO ...KULP ...3

FALFURRIAS KPSO 2

FORT WORTH KCNC 11

GALVESTON i^.KGBC 23
KLUF 5

GONZALES KCTl ...... 1

GREENVILLE KGVL 7
HOUSTON KPRC 6
HUNTSVILLE KSAM _ 3
JACKSONVILLE KEBE
JASPER KTXJ
KILLEEN KLEN
LUBBOCK KDAV
LUFKIN KTRE
MARLIN KMLW
MARSHALL
McCAMEY

..._3

... 2

.~ %
_4
.1

..._.4

KMHT 12
KCMR 4

MEXIA KBUS 1

MIDLAND ..._. KJBC 4
MONAHANS KVKM %
MT. PLEASANT KIMP %
NACOGDOCHES __ „KSFA .....%

PALESTINE KNET 1

PASADENA ..... KLVL 21
POST KRWS _ 1

SAN ANGELO KTXL 6

SAN ANTONIO KCOR
KMAC

SHERMAN KRRV
KTAN

SINTON KANN
SULPHUR SPRINGS . KSST
TAYLOR KTAE
TERREL KTER
TEXARKANA KTFS
Tl LIA ..._ _ KTUE
TYLER KDOK

KGKB
KTBB

VERNON KVWC
VICTORIA KNAL
WACO WACO
WICHITA FALLS KTRN

VERMONT
BURLINGTON WJOY

..... 15

14

-%
--%

1

Z
3

__ 3
. . 24
- - %
.. .. 3
-%

... %
15

—M
1

2

y*

VIRGINIA

BEDFORD WBLT _ 3
BLACKSTONE WKLV _ _ 9
CHARLOTTESVILLE WINA 5
CHRISTIANSBURG ....... WBCR _ _ 3

WCFV 2
_ . WCVA Ms
WBTM __ . . 9
WDVA 20_ WFLO 8

.-.WYSR 4
WFTR 2

...WSVA 1

..-..WHAP 12

WHEE T
WMVA 10

WSSV 14

WRAD 20

.....WRIC 6
-WLEE 1»

WMBG %
WXGI 5
WRIS 6-

WROV 26

WSLS %
WHLF 7

..„_WJWS S
WAFC 3.

WTON 1

-.WYVE 2

CLIFTON FORGE
CULPEPER
DANVILLE

FARMVILLE
FRANKLIN
FRONT ROYAL _
HARRISONBURG .

HOPEWELL
MARTINSVILLE ...

PETERSBURG
RADFORD
RICHLANDS
RICHMOND

ROANOKE

SOUTH BOSTON
SOUTH HILL __
STAUNTON

WYTHEVILLE ..

WASHINGTON
KIRKLAND KNBX
SEATTLE KTW

WEST VIRGINIA

BECKLEY _

CHARLESTON

HUNTINGTON_
LOGAN
MATEWAN _

OAK HILL
WELCH
WHEELING

WJLS
WWNR
WCHS
WKNA
WTIP ...

WPLH
WVOW
WHJC ...

WOAY .

WELC .

WKWK

-5

4

.2
2

7

12

8

5

.%

8

3.

1

WISCONSIN
MILWAUKEE .WFOX

WMIL 8
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1. NEGRO MARKET
(Continued from pa^e 5

I

keting specialists for inside work.

Agencies are lining special Negro mar-

ket researchers for occasional studies

even though they're a long wa) from

BBIK) tin' Huh agenc) specializing

in this area.

BBDO in New York has a three-man

Negro marketing (li\i-i<>n under the

direction of Clarence Unite
| with John

Procope and Tom Sim-i. Young v\

Ruhicam, New iork. bires a free-lance

specialist. tad Arthur Meyerhofi

agenc) in Chicago lias long retained

the services «>f Negro market consult-

ant Leonard bvan-.

These people among a few others are

(lie avant garde of Negro marketing—

and tlie\ know the odd- which con-

front them. B) and large, the great

hulk of advertisers know little about

Negro radio even though radio .- adver-

tiser roster is filled with hundreds of

long-time general product advertisers

(see li>t elsewhere in this section i.

W In should an advert i-ei u-e Negro

media? Can't he sell cornflakes by air-

ing his announcement generally ? W li\

does he need a Negro station or a Ne-

gro personality to sell a general con-

Bumption item?

Reach or coverage doesn't mean sell.

i- llie wa) Holte of BBDO sums it up.

Coverage in and of itself, he -av-.

never sold anything. The use of Negro-

appeal media heightens the impact of a

commercial, creates a favorable climate

for a sale, gets a psychological reaction

of acceptance from the Negro listener.

takes advantage of the strong local per-

SOnalit) selling which thousands of ad-

vertisers seek today.

Market basics: Despite the fact that

white and black are people in common.

the) each have basic differences. Anal-

ysis of these differences would occupv

thousands of pages in either a socio-

logical or economic tome, hut here are

a few basics of which a marketer

should be aware.

• The segregation between white

and black has no analogv in the I . S.

It is not comparable to the differences

between Catholic and Protestant. Jew

and Gentile, the Californian and the

\ ermonter. The line between black

and white is a color line and this line

transcends all other differences or like-

nesses.

• 1 he Negro, because of this color

line, is on the defensive—a member of

a minoritv different from anv other

minorit) in the counti j .
I be • oloi

line has given him an entirel) different

tilt hi <
- and set oi customs, despiti

Og i aphv

.

• < tne of the biggest mark- of -eg le-

gation i- in bousing. I vea in North

era areas the Negro whethei he In-

rich or poor i- almost -ti » iK con-

fined to one geographical area and this

i- uauall) near the central <itv

.

• Because of this physical closeness

in living, there's less of a gulf in con-

sumption and living habit- between tin-

rich and the poor Negro. I be) li\

e

together, shop at the same Btores, par-

ticipate in the -ame communit) ai -

tiv ities.

• The color barrier prohibits the

Negro from being as mobile a- he

might prefer. He ma) have si 2 foi a

-teak, as Robert P. Leatherwood of

the Seymour, Leatherwood and Cleve-

land agenc] in Detroit -avs. but tin-M-

are few restaurants which would wel-

come his patronage even at that price.

He is limited in hi- out-of-home ac-

tivities so there i- a marked tendencv

for more in-home entertaining and a

better quality of product for the home
—better grade of furnishings, china,

foods, beverages, clothing.

• Main of these elements add up to

a strong sense of lovalty. a need for

identification with the Negro commu-
nity even though there is a concurrent

struggle for acceptance in the non-

Negro communit)

.

• The best of the Negro radio -ta-

tions and newspapers encourage this

search for identification—and thev sell

their advertisers" products better for

doing this. They encourage fund rais-

ing for a new Negro hospital or help

distribute Salk vaccine in Negro ana-.

Thev provide buses for handicapped

Negro children or work to get better

paving in Negro neighborhoods.

This tvpe of identification isn't

available in general media, according

to one agency marketing man. He
points out that a general newspaper in

the South, for example, might well be

read bv Negroes with resentment.

"Editoriallv . the paper i- eithei con-

servative or out-and-out against de-

segregation or other controversial

causes involving the Negro. So from

the minute he picks up the paper, the

Negro has an unconscious resentment

against it. Then he turn- to advertis-

ing surrounded b) White Citizens

Council new- or new- of some other

group antagonistic to him. The cli-

mate is bad— and the bad climate i-

ti.in-fii red to the -k^ on th

even though It - a -llln "Hi- loll- i

I' i ill.

"
I ake In- w ife. She turn- to tin

homemaking ami societ) section. She'll

nevei see a pii ture of am ft iend there,

• •I a report of a Negro wedding, She'll

never read about a Negro woman's

club meeting. lei -In-. loo. i- uij.il

ill cop) to bin produi t V IV.dm t \

ha- two stri tut it before it

-tail-! However, were this newspapei
ad to be reinfon ed again sub) on-

-' lOUsl) M itb an > op) on a lo al N.

station, the two -trike- would be

eliminated."

Negro ladio stations have leas area

loi -iji b c ontrovers) than do the Ne-

i" print media or the general print

media. I!v ami Ln ge there's no editoi

•

ializing, no taking of a firm stand.

\nd Negro radio i- b) far th.- bl-

and most prosperous "t Negro media.

Negro media: BBDO ha- tin- run-

down on Negro media in a inn '.I

page presentation on the Ne^p. market

compiled for one of it- biggi si U

i OUntS. Here ale -ome extra' t-:

Mewspapers: I be first Negro news-

paper wa- established in L'.JT and

(here are now I 79 Nemo papers two

dailies, 168 weeklies, five semi-weeklies

and three bi-weeklies. <>nlv three are

distributed nationally, ["wenty-siz of

these are \l>< papers and their 1956

circulation wa- 850,000.

Magazines: I he pioneei in this area

i- Johnson Publications in < bi< ago

which publishes most majoi nation-

all) distributed magazines i ir« ulated to

the Negro market: Ebony and Ian.

monthlies, and Jet. a weekl) pocket-

sized new- magazine. Ebony i- circu-

lated primaril) to upper income and

urban ^ In 1956 it cai ried

777 pages of advertising in a total of

1 ,51 1 p.

i

Radio: The number of Negl I idio

stations varie- vear bv v.-.n although

the total amount of Negro-appeal pro-

graming keeps expanding, sponsor's

Ihr- - la-t March showed that

stations carried Negro-appeal pro.

ning. ' For detailed anal) sis

stor) on page I ".

'

The BBDO report included this

statement on radio: "Negro-appeal ra-

dio concentrates on two pro-ram I

Negro personalities and Negro f"lk

musii
I

aid the stations are having

tremendous success with them. For the

most part, these audiences are

easily reached bv other Negro media.
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NJegro radio programing has a greater

appeal to thi ol lower in-

come."

ncluded thi- surve) : "Negro me-

dia are institution- iu theii respective

communities avenues for group

experiences, the) serve as forces of

soi ial control. These media provide a

receptive climate foi direct communi-

i ation and recognition ol Negro con-

sume! -.

This 34-page study, incidentally, is

the shortest the Negro marketing divi-

sion of llic agencv lias ever submitted

to the client and account group execu-

tive-. Mam of them run 200 pages.

Most ad agencies are inclined to

Follow the lead set by the clients who
-how interest in the • Negro market.

Some observers think the agencies

should pace these clients in recogniz-

ing the need for Negro market stud)

and then making specialized recom-

mendations if the results justif) them.

\ll that Negro media people ask and

this request is backed up by the Negro

marketing consultants—is a fair shake

in being able to present their stories.

\- it is, the) now think entirely too

main bin ing executives ignore the

field altogether— and that includes

clients and agencies both.

\\ h) do the) tend to ignore it ?

\pathv ma\ be one answer, but some
marketing experts think it's apathy

caused by ignorance or by a disinterest

in the entire field of special audiences

and the special -ales results which the\

v ield.

Consumption patterns: The best

Negro radio salesmen ne\ er present

this kind of an argument: "We are

the only ones who reach Negroes in

our market!" Bui the) do present this

type of persuasion : "We reach Negroes

best and most effectively and if you

have any reason to reach this market

\ 011 need us."

That qualifying phrase is the clinker.

Many an advertiser doesn't think he

has reason to reach Negroes apart

from the general audience. Yet there

are cases where market research people

with even superficial delving into Inn-

ing habits would find that their product

is a "natural" one for Negro-appeal.

Take the beverage field as an example.

Ebony and Jet magazines studied

consumption and brand preferences of

liquors, wines and beers in 12 major

markets, surveying package and drug

WA f\ T E I)
BY CLIENTS
Members of The

"Jack The Bellboy"
Notorious audience stealer

"Daddy Sears"
O. K Gang Leader

These Men Are Wanted
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DESCRIPTIONS
"Jack the Bellboy" . . . always
strikes between 5:30 & 9:00
A. M. Uses top records, news
and weather to muscle his way
into thousands of homes.

"Daddy Sears" . . . leader ol the

gang — armed to the teeth with
talent — Dangerous between
4:00&8:00 P.M. Has captured
a tremendous following and is

gunning for more.

KILOCYCLES
WAOK m ^-t5

ATLANTA
WATTS

stores, bars, delicatessens, grocer)

-tores, restaurants and private clubs

in areas predominant!] Negro in com-

position. Their conclusion: Estimates

of per capita alcoholic beverage con-

sumption of the Negro market range

from two to three times higher than

white consumer volume; the Negro

market. 10', of the population, there-

fore accounts for 20' ', of all alcoholic

beverages—one bottle in even five.

An axiom of advertising is that you

aim for your best prospects—and in

man) areas the Negro is the best

prospect. Experts in the Negro market

want a chance to tell their story so

advertisers will explore the market for

its potentials as related to their prod-

ucts.

Many advertisers, of course, use

Negro radio or other Negro-appeal

media but don't want anyone to know

it. The normal competition between

products, particularly in the food, drug

and beverage field, is sometimes

heightened by other forces which come
into play.

There is a stigma in some quarters

so that a product identified particularly

as being accepted by the Negro com-

munity will be banned from the bu\-

ing list of some whites for exactly that

reason. In other areas, where there

is a highly inflammable situation be-

cause of public school integration, any

appeal directed noticeably to the Negro

population becomes controversial.

So a lot of advertisers using Negro

radio won't say so.

Drugs were the first major product

group to buy Negro radio en masse.

They're being followed now by foods,

beer and cigarettes. Locally, one of

the biggest surges of interest is found

among automobile dealers. ( For a list

of the major national advertisers using

Negro-appeal radio, see separate list.

For a rundown on why and how some

agency people buy Negro-appeal radio,

see page 6.

1

Disk jockey selling: The best sales-

man in Negro radio is, of course, the

disk jockev. He's a prime mover of

merchandise and he's the personal

salesman in nine out of 10 buys for

national advertisers. Duke magazine, a

Negro publication which issued its first

edition in June, estimates that '"500

Negro disk jockev s are capitalizing on

a $250 million radio industry." It

cited the case ol Chicago's Al Benson,

now earning upwards of $100,000 a

year.
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BIGGEST

Share of

l\ MET. \LIiUSTA
Richmond & Aiken Counties

M0\. Tliiuiicjh hill.

7:00 ,\M Tu H=nil PM
Hooper. February 1957

The only independent-

Negro station in Augusta

is the TOP AUDIENCE

STATION in the area ac-

cording to the latest

OVER-ALL HOOPER.

And remember, there

are 592,000 prosperous

Negroes in WAUG's
proven coverage area!

MAIN STUDIOS

BON AIR HOTEL
AUGUSTA, GA.

William C. Rambcau. Natl Rep.

Clarke Brown. Atlanta. Ca. Sou. Rep.

Represented by RAMBEAU

Hon does the ili-k i"> kej sell ?

Robei i P. I
• iiIh-i m I. ad\ ii 1

1

and hi. ii keting Bpe< ialisl Ii om I Detroit,

ives pari "I the Bnsw ei i

"l!li\ linn and exi itemenl are the

I important tools the) iwe. I

ployed .•- instruments i" In >i<l the at-

tention "I theii audiem es, the) also

enable the record spinnei - Bomew hal

i" \ mi ilirii im n ii ustrated desires i"i

pleasure, rhis enthusiasm is important

bo .in-'- the) pei Foi in foi .1 highl)

critii .il group "I listeners. I hough

sympathetii to a point, Negroes quickl)

desert entertainment which is boring

or too shorl of professional standards.

Successful Negro >\\-k jockeys main-

tain a pair on their Bhows thai can

be compared to a colorful blow-by-

blow description b) a nark sports

announcer.

"Negro ili-k jockeys are well aware

thai listeners demand feverish excite-

ment; they lultill this through dynamic
deliverj and spirited record selection.

Tin' fevei is heightened b) the i hyth-

mic style in which they talk. Com-
mercials art- read in a ilininu fashion

thai resembles an explosive < 1 1 um -"I".

I he sponsor's written appeal is sup-

plemented with convincing ad lil> re-

mark- delivered in unique and descrip-

tive terms thai honor the Negro gift i>f

creating unusual phrases with unusual

meanings.

"Ii nevei ceases to amaze store-

keepers thai new Negro customers will

walk up to their counters and proudly

announce thai they re making a partic-

ular purchase because the) were ad-

\ ised I" do 90 b) their favorite ili-k

jockey. \ml the d.j. hacks away at

Mill anothei main source "I Negro

sales resistance: preference foi prestige

brands and trading 9pots.

"" \nil Negro d.j.'s have far less

ground to cover than their white

counterpai ts (in terms "I merchandis-

ing and persona] appearances because

of their geographicall) limited areas

of mobilit) and li\ in^ '
.

'

Copy research: \l"-t advertisers pre-

fer to lei the jocke) work from a cop)

platform the ke\ copy point- around

which he builds his n«n hard-selling

commercial. Rut marketer John Pro-

i ope "I" BBDI > sa) - this aboul copy

appeals: Specific points which are to

be hit in cop) are mosl fre piently

determined b) a white panel comprised

of various ethnic groups.

Ci>l>\. in his opinion and in that of

main other marketers in or on the
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The Sepia Station
1000 WATTS 600 KC.

New Orleans
Mort Silverman—Exec. V. P. & Gen. Mgr.

Gill-Perna, Inc.—Naf'/. Rep.

edge of the Negro market, should be

researched foi Negro appeal or rejec-

tion and then incorporated into the

campaign. Many items, of course, re-

quire no cop) change. But many times

sales points are omitted which would

I e persuasive to the Negro, and some

are used which unsell him while he >

hearing the commercial.

The answer: Clarence Holte ad-

vises that in this situation — as in

most — education is the answer.

Agencies and clients need to be edu-

cated to an awareness of their sales

potential in the Negro market. Radio

stations need to learn how to serve

the Negro community which thev sell,

how to become an integral part of it.

Station reps need to know what thex're

trying to sell, the ways in which these

markets will fit the problem of the

advertiser, the facts of life about their

station's capabilities.

Too many reps, in the opinion of

agency men with whom SPONSOR con-

versed, are exploiting the Negro

market rather than developing it. They

undersell their stations because they

over-sell them, make exaggerated

claims, give inflated statistics which

when checked by agency research

people show an out-and-out misrepre-

sentation.

One agency officer who declined to

be quoted made this statement :
"\\ e

buy a lot of Negro radio for almost

every product in the house. But we
know how7 to use it, which isn't true

of most agencies, and we know what

not to let the stations get away with!

A lot of the radio stations think they're

on a gravy train. What they don't

realize is that we can blowT the horn

on 'em, and a lot of agencies have

already done it. Sometimes it just isn't

worth the effort to try to move into

the Negro market because of the in-

efficiency and downright ignorance of

many media people involved.

"But we know Negro radio sells for

us—and sells like mad. And as long

as we are in control, rather than the

media people themselves, we'll stick

with it. It's a great market in spite

of some people in it!"

At this point, there's no such thing

as network Negro radio. Leonard

Evans of Chicago headed the National

Negro Network three years ago. which

sold a daytime serial series to Pet Milk

and to Philip Morris. The 40-station

network was discontinued after a year

although Evans still hopes to put it

back in operation some day.

There are moves in the direction

of syndicated Negro-appeal programs

from time to time, the latest one being

a series on Outstanding American

\<\:j.roes by Alan Sands in New York.

This includes an unlimited number of

five-minute transcribed shows with

narrator Maurice Ellis telling the story

of unusual men and women. Sands

is packaging these for different audi-

ences—male appeal shows for a beer

sponsor; women's appeal for a food

manufacturer.

(A detailed analysis of the types of

programing available on Negro radio

stations will be found in the story

starting on page 10.1 ^

2. AGENCY ANALYSIS

{Continued from page 7 i

which most salesmen don t have. One

of the biggest determinants in my mind

is the standing of the Negro-appeal

station in its own community. Some

stations have outstanding records of

cooperation and community service to

their Negro listeners but others merely

exploit this group as a potentially lu-

crative audience. I suspect the Ne-

groes soon realize which of the two is

the case, and that they support the first

type of operation. So would I. were I

buying a station!"

Aunt Jemima flour: One of the

most unusual talents in the Negro com-

munity is a Chicago spiritual singer.

Mahalia Jackson. Aunt Jemima Self

Rising Flour, made by the Quaker

Oats Co. of Chicago, is sponsoring her

for a second 26-week cycle on WBEE,
Chicago.

Here's what Jack L. Matthews, di-

rector of media for the Clinton E.

Frank agency there, has to say about

the program. "Our experience indi-

cates this personality has considerable

influence on Chicago's Negro popula-

tion and this station seems to be a very

logical vehicle to directly reach this

market. The combination of these two

factors should contribute much to in-

creasing the sale of the flour among
the colored people in Chicago."

Vulinola bleach cream: Another

Chicago agency executive. Frank H.

Hakewill. vice president of Roche. \^ il-

liams ^ Geary, supervises Negro radio

purchases for Nadinola bleach cream.

He reports that his agency buys Negro
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radio because "I 1 1 1 * - market which

the) conaidei i- available f"i tin- prod-

uct thej advertise.

He adds: "We attempt t<> purchase

programs that would be high in fe-

male listeners and therefore we 1 1 \ t>»

Km in or adjacent i>> pop music 01

spirituals. Thii is oui preferred t\p<'

of programing, but we <\<< not con-

fine ourselves to this. We are rathei

more concerned with available audi-

ence and indication "I the female seg-

ment.

He think- Negro-appeal radio costs

are fairl) stable, and that Btations

carrying tliis type of programing gen-

erall) seem tc» understand "that tin- ex-

penditure ha- h> be justified by the

sales thai are obtained. \ml therefore

ilic\ have to be kept in line."

Maine Sardines: Another product

identified particularl) with Negro

market consumption is sardines. It -

a healthful, available and inexpensive

food which can be served in a varietj

of wa\ -.

George Wright Briggs, Jr.. radio

and television director of BBDO in

Boston, discusses the use of the me-

dium In Maine Sardines.

\\ h\ does he l>u\ Negro-appeal

radio.-' "For its specialized appeal in

\ ieu ot the fact that research shows

the Negro people are heavy pur-

chasers of our client s sardine products

and we feel that this medium reaches

this audience very effectively. Radio

listening rates higher than newspaper

readership among these people in the

South, uhile television circulation is

still lower there than in other parts of

the countr)

.

Negro radio "pinpoints our special

audience for us. an audience which

we ahead) know i> receptive to the

product. In addition, we use some
general-appeal radio for coverage of

a wider nature. We generally l>u\ into

or around programing which is apt to

have a housewife appeal. This ma\ be

home forum programing or music of

the spiritual or jazz type. Some of the

latter unquestionabl) garners quite a

hit of listening from the white audi-

ence as well.'"

He sees a decided growth factor in

Negro radio. "It seems to me that the

number of stations employing this

type of programing is increasing all

the time. This is natural since the

economic status of the Negro is being

bettered continuously, thus increasing

his buying power."

FIRST CHOICE
Ol sol THER1S C tLlFORNI VS

400,000 NEGROES
HUNTER HANCOCK'S "HARLEMATINEE

N0.1 IN EVERY SURVEY

lrC'P©P.

n

The POPular station

.020 on the dial

5,000 watts serving 6,000/000 peopie

CC'POIP Los Angeles
Represented nationally by National Time Sales in New York and Chicago, and by
The Meeker Company in San Francisco.

•IN JEEVICE
• IN IISIIIS

• IN VI I II S< I

IN THE RICH TEXAS SABINE AREA WHERE OVER 84.000

NEGROES LIVE, WORK AND BUY.

*7Ae Oily Way <7o ReecJt catd Sell 7UU cMutje. Mo>JuU

BEAUMONT, TEXAS
1000 WATTS — 1380 KC

REPRESENTED

BY FORJOE
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TOPS
IN

NEGRO
PROGRAMMING

WIBB
MACON, GA.

No. 1—1000 Watts

—

4 Times the

Power of Closest

Competitor

No. 2—Received in All

Middle Georgia

Towns

No. 3—Original Negro

Programs in the

Macon Market

(Almost 9 Years)

No. 4—No Opposing

Stations on

Same Frequency

in Surrounding

Georgia Towns

No. 5—Largest

Percentage

of Total Time

Devoted to

Negro Programs

No. 6—More Live

Negro

Performers

Than Any Other

Macon Station

Briggs thinks costs will inevitablj

rise in Negro radio, but gradually, be-

cause he sees increasing audiences and

an upsurge in local radio. "Ibis

means the future of Negro radio

should be good, and in in\ opinion

should be a lucrative field for Negro

management. I believe that stations

of this type should rightfully be under

Negro control and not under white

ownership such as today."

\\ ith this growth of Negro radio

which Briggs sees there's also a grad-

ual tendency for more stations to be

owned and/or operated by Negro per-

sonnel, as he suggests. More station

management teams are headed by Ne-

groes than ever before. Some stations

emplo) a 100 per cent Negro staff al-

though they are still in a small minor-

ity. For a list of stations hiring Negro

personnel and the percentage of Ne-

gro employees to total, see the station

charts elsewhere in this section.

Briggs and many of his advertising

agency colleagues would like to see a

great deal more authoritative research

conducted in this field. Here are some

of the specifics he would like to have

available:

• statistics on \egro listening and

\ ieu ing habits:

• analyses as to how variations in

income and at educational levels affect

the products purchased by Negroes;

• a comparison of television set

ownership of white and Negro families

in the South;

• more Negro station Pulse reports

i The Pulse now does this on a continu-

ing basis only in New York City i :

• a report on how the Negro's sta-

tus in life I meaning daily occupational

schedule, male or female) affects his

accessibility to radio and/or tv at dif-

ferent times of the day.

This is the information Briggs and

other client and agency buyers want to

know about the Negro market.

Feen-a-mint and Chooz: Sam B.

\ itt. Inner at Doherty, Clifford, Steers

& Shenfield in New York, handles the

purchase of Negro-appeal radio for

Feen-a-mint and Chooz laxative chew-

ing gums.

Why does he bu) Negro-appeal ra-

dio? "Because this market represents

well over 17 million people. Although

we feel we cover the Negro population

with our general media, we tr\ also to

reach them as Negroes. We buy spe-

cial Negro programing which delivers

our sales storv with more depth into

Rate Adjustment
Effective

Dec.1,1957
See October Issue of Spot
Radio SRDS for new rates

adjusted to meet this

RICH MARKET, a met-

ropolitan population of

268,000, 36% of which is

Negro, receiving 43%* of

every payroll dollar.

Souro I I' A ,v 1. > U. Inst. Research

1050 kc - - DAYTIME

the ONLY ALL NEGRO PROGRAM Station in

SHREVEP0RT, LOUISIANA

PULSE Proves Dominance

WFEC
In Miami Negro Homes

* WFEC is highest of all

Miami stations in every !/*

hour period.

* WFEC Sat. & Sunday Negro

Pulse Ratings are almost

DOUBLE the next highest

station!

Pulse Cumulative Audience

Study

IN ONE DAY f> ff • § ~/0

OF THE NECRO HOMES LISTEN TO WFEC

IN ONE WEEK • W 1 • \9 yO
OF THE NECRO HOMES LISTEN TO WFEC

WFEC 12?.0 on >our dial

350 N.E. 71st St., Miami 38, Florida

Represented Nationally by:

Rambeau
347 Madison Ave.. New York, N.Y.

James S. Ayers
414 Clcnn Bids.. Atlanta, Georgia
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the Negro markel than perhaps oui

general media do because oui researi h

seems I" indicate thai Negroes rely

more hea> il) upon familial brand

names in their purchasing and also

because the) show concern about qua!

it\ items. I hese reasons in addition

io those marketing ones which show

the Negro markel paralleling these

produi i nun keting profiles indi< ate

to some extent, why these brands seels

the Negro market."

Here's the i> pe "I schedule he buys

for these products: They're in som<

markets throughout the count] j . I he

frequency, depending on markel size,

ranges from around five to l> one-

minute participations weekly. There

i- an emphasis, Vitl says, on partici-

pating programs (although nol exclu-

sive!) I, primaril) "because it has Itch

oui experience thai Negro personalit)

programs in which our commercials

are showcased lend an impact which

ma) not otherwise be available. Our
n>|i\ appeals are almost always the

same as those delivered via the gen-

eral media."

Feen-a-minl and Chooz, in his agen-

cy's opinion, have a particular adapta-

l>ilit\ to the Negro market. Why?
"Products "I this type have tradition-

all) shown relative!) more strength in

lower-income, Bemi-skilled or unskilled

occupational groups. Since 1 1 1 1 — in the

main is true of the Negro group, as il

i- a l~i> hue el certain white groups re-

gionally, we feel the Negro market is

one which should be shown attention,"

explains \ in.

He says the trend i<> advertise t<>

Negroes is increasing. " \n interesting

indication of this would be to take a

comparative l<">k at the number and

qualit) ot advertisers in an is-ue of

Ebony this year as opposed t<> one for

last year. \ml certainl) the number
ot advertisers using Negro radio has

increased, i For a partial li-t of ra-

dio's "number and quality" of adver-

tisers, see li-t elsewhere in this issue.)

"It seems to me the fact that the Ne-

gro population's total cash income al-

ter taxes, some $15.2 billion—repre-

senting toda) a purchasing power al-

most matching the \aiue of all mer-

chandise annuall) exported from the

I . S. is an indication that the Negro
market i- indeed an expanding one."

What kind of new information

would he like to see available on the

Negro market? B) and large, he

thinks most available information i-

helpful. The ratings services, how-

ever, "might do will to measure the

\. i.i audiences w ith more frequem
)

.oui pei haps h ith Borne detail in relat-

in theii Negro measurements to the

markel as a whole. I have no doubl

thai this w ill in time conn- aboul due

to the Negroes' rapidl) expanding pur-

chasing powei a- well ,i- their expand-

ing population.

(>(>(> cold preparations: Monti-

cello I >i wj. w liich make- 666 Cold

preparations, is another advertiser ap-

pealing to the Negro market. It - n

: ionall) di-ii ibuted, pi imai il\ tin ough

the I a-l and into the South a- l.n \\ e-l

as I exas. Negro radio i- used pi imai -

iK in some 50-plus metropolitan mar-

kets. Live participations are broadcast

l>\ well established local personalities.

Schedules -tail earl) in October before

the cold season, move upward from

four a week to seven a week In No-

vember, hit the strong point at 10 oi

12 weekl) in February and then taper

down to the end of March. There's

a two-week hiatus over the holida) -.

Ihis i- the pattern outlined l>\ Doug
lluiiiin. timebuyer al the < lharles \\

.

llo\ i agency in New ^ ork.

\\ h) doe- he want a live personality

to sell (>(>(>? •Because we <ret >o much
more out of hi- delivery. We send a

facl -heel and give him a little guid-

ance and then rel) on his own sincer-

ity ami personal sales ability to make
the sale. We like to reach women
primarily, because the) do mosl of the

shopping, luil we want some men. too.

We bu) early morning, noontime, late

afternoon and early evening. We pile

up heaviest on Thursday and Friday

or at the front end ol the week because

thai - w hen drug stores have tlnii

greatest volume."

Man\ elements enter into the judg-

ment of which Negro station to use.

Coverage, says Humm, i- important in

some cases, less \ ital in others. Rat-

ings "play a big pari." bul the biggest

factor i- the influence and popularity

of the local personality. Participa-

tions range through all l\ pes of pro-

gram- easy listening music, news
-how-, rhythm and blues or spirituals.

Humm. commenting mi the annual

vain in the number of station- carry-

ing Negro-appeal programing, sees this

a- an inevitable answer "to increased

Listening and increased demand for this

t\ pe of programing.''

He think- the measure of loyalty in

the audience depend- on the person-

ality, "who ha- t.. he pretty darned

If you want

to sell the

N.Y.NEGRO

MARKET

CALL • WRITE • WIRE

1190 on the dial

WLIB has more Negro

listeners than any other

New York radio station

network or independent.

WLIB is the only station

with studios in Harlem.

HARLEM RADIO CENTER
2090 Seventh Avenue. New York 27

MOnument 6-1 800
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In the

Los Angeles Area

THE ONLY

DAILY

RELIGIOUS

MUSIC PROGRAM

Directed to

300,000

NEGROES

Brother Clarence Welch

7 years — same program

same station

9:30-10:30 A.M. — Daily

Success Stories — Availabilities

on request

— ALSO

JOE MASSENCALE

RISING D.J.

A REAL SALESMAN

10:30 --11:00 DAILY

5000 WATTS

KALI
Los Angeles— Pasadena

Rep.—Richard O'Connell

New York—Chicago

A Telebroadcaster Station

Ry. 1-7148

good before he even begins to get audi-

ence identification. And he doesn't get

it just because he's a Negro. One of

the biggest marks in his favor is his

activity in the Negro community and

hi- participation in its affairs."

Armour Star lard: A consumer

product which has general appeal but

which also seeks to reach the special

Negro audience is Armour & Co.'s Star

lard, serviced by N. W. Aver in New
York.

The Southern Negro tends to eat a

great many fried foods and lard is used

for this deep-fat frying. Negro-appeal

radio in selected markets is the tactic

of the agency, as handled by buyer

Sol Israel. One of the biggest pluses

to a Negro station buy, in his opinion,

is the merchandising which accom-

panies it—the moves which Negro per-

sonalities and station management

make to maintain distribution in food

stores and, in some cases, to increase

it. The media value is actually some-

what secondary because of the unusual

nature of lard marketing, says Israel.

Because the general consumption of

lard is on the decline, media blends

with merchandising as a bolstering

action.

He thinks the Negro is "far more

brand conscious than the non-Negro,

for social reasons." Most national ad-

vertisers, in his opinion, tend to

"shade" their Negro buy rather than

to separate it completely from a gen-

eral-appeal buy.

This "shading" means simply this:

Advertisers will tend many times to

buy a general-appeal station which is

known to have a large Negro audi-

ence rather than to buy a Negro sta-

tion as differentiated from a non-Ne-

gro outlet. But Irsael thinks you get

"depth" by buving specialized media

""although this is a luxury most adver-

tisers can't afford." He cites cigar-

ettes as notable examples of big com-

panies which can afford to hit sys-

tematicallv such specialized groups as

Negroes and college students. ^

3. CASE HISTORIES

i Continued from page 9)

on a regular basis."

Yet the station reports that "new

figures show that the product sales in

one month exceed those for the whole

year's sales when compared with sales

figures for two years ago."

Food Produc'. : International Salt

Co., Scranton, for its Sterling brand

salt, started a spot campaign last Oc-

tober over WNJR, Newark, N. J. It

had never used Negro radio and was

testing it with BBDO. It wanted to

reach women with minute participa-

tions in three daily spiritual programs

with \\ NJR announcer George Hud-

son as Sterling's spokesman.

The station backed up the air sched-

ule with in-store merchandising, per-

sonal appearances and dealer mailings

to the point where the test has been

extended to a 52-week schedule.

N. Tomaselli, district manager of

International, made these comments on

the appearance of Hudson in three Ne-

gro neighborhood food stores. "Before

the hours set for Hudson's appearance,

the storekeepers in each store were

complaining about how slow business

was with just a few stragglers in each

place. When George made his appear-

ance, the people started flocking in at

a steady pace so that each store sold

four to five cases in an hour, one pack-

age at a time."

Men's clothing: This results report

went to WOBS, Jacksonville, Fla., from

WWRL NEW YORK CITY

/mA/ren lee */^
fr/es- every

'

/ieJ ox -Me.

\tWL
510 West 144th St.

New York City, N.Y.

WWRL S PERSONALITIES SELL
more merchandise for sponsors by :

Delivering the largest NEGRO
AUDIENCE for your product. . . .

Supporting your schedule with a
barrage of CONSUMER ADS. . . .

MERCHANDISING CREWS work
full time in Supermarkets and drug
stores for you. . . . FREE. . . .

LOW SELLING COST of 12c per
thousand. . . .

call or write

- BEST FOR NEGRO PROGRAMS
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K. (i. Smith, managei of Champion's

clothing store thru-.

"Since November, 1956, when I

started advertising on WOBC, Champ*

ion's has enjoyed .1 nice increase in

business between 1~>'< and 20%, for

which 1 give you credit. 1 have re

ceived more calls and customers from

tlii- advertising than an) other I have

ever used. In the past, I have -|><
- nt

more than three times as much per

month in newspaper advertising with

n<> increase in m) business.

"Too main merchants think 01 Ne-

groes as credit customers. Champion s

sells men's and boys' dress and work

clothing For cash only, yet our location

has lour credit clothing Btores on one

side of 11- and two on the other. In

spite of this, m\ business during De-

cember and January was better than

an) ot these neighboring Btores, which

1 attribute to WOBS advertising.

"I plan to continue m) advertising,

increasing it at ever) opportunity, as

it i- the first advertising of any kind

which has reall) paid oil for me."

Car dealer: Ballentine \ Burson Mo-

tors in Columbia, S. (".. last fall started

usinj: WOIC for the first time. buying

fi\e announcements a da\ on \Ionda\

.

Tuesda) and Wednesday and then

saturating on Thursday, Frida) ami

Saturda)

.

The results: Client Charles Arm-

strong sa\s "For the first time in our

histor) we had as many as 15 people

on the lot at one lime: our average is

two or maybe three. By Saturda\

nii; lit we had sold 11 cars directly

from this advertising

—

giving us the

best Saturda) ami the best week we've

had in \ears.

"We have been ahle to attrihute an

average of three cars per week sold as

a result of usin^ WOK;. The Larg -

portion of our advertising budget

which formerl) went into newspaper is

now being used on this station."

Food store: Star Super Market i-

located directK across the street from

a large chain store affiliate on a main

thoroughfare in Jackson. Miss. It be-

gan a schedule of 24 one-minute an-

nouncements week!) on W OkJ about

two and one-half years ago. \lter ad-

vertising for six months, business had

increased 50' - and the manager added

another checking stand.

\fter nine months on the Negro-

appeal station, the store added a new

front and doubled the Boor area. Last

Bummei the commercial -< hedule was

expanded to 11,000 monthlj and all

othei advertising eliminated. Last win-

ter Stai Supet Market bought the adja-

cent propert) and built a 25,000-

square-fool parking lot.

I he most recent expansion is addi-

tion of a new -elf service meat depart

menl which i- doing business at the

rate of almost 1750,000 a year. Hie

i adio B< hedule now i mi-. ,ii -
1 .2< m <

monthl) with a reported sales increase

ot Iihi' , . In addition, the Btore ow n<-i

also own- bia own trading stamp corn-

pan) . lie repoi i- '' >'
• Negro busi-

ness compared with IV, 30 months

ago. It now i- the largest indepen-

dent!) owned Bupei market in the city.

(Ml company: W|)l\. Memphis, lis-

teners were invited to go to theii near-

est Pure Oil station to pick up a free

1 tick \ rabbit - fool kc\ chain, each with

a serial number. I he station called off

on the air eight I n<k\ number- dait)

with winners getting a radio if the\

called within 10 minutes.

In 13 week-, the gas stations gave

awa) 50,000 ke\ chains.

Shopping; center: W atkins Shopping

Center grew from a countr) store into

a grocery, a hardware store, a feed

-tore, an appliance center, a major

sen ice station and a bank of frozen

food lockers when the city of Houston

grew to and around it. Its trade i-

75* i Negro.

In August for two days Watkins

Shopping Center staged a giant Norge

"locked-in sellathon" with sale-men

dressed in prison garb and locked in

jail until a customer came to get them

out for a sale. The only advertising:

a three-da\ spot campaign on KVik
and a Saturda) remote from the (enter.

E. H. Wood. v.p. of Automatic Dis-

tributing Corp.. the Norge distributor,

said: "The results were 'fantabulou- !

The grocers store sold out twice, the

biggest grocer) week in the histor) of

the center. Nineteen Norge unit- were

sold. From 6,000 to 7,000 people

turned out for the sellathon while onl)

seven car- appeared at the opening

celebration of a new competitoi a< ross

the street."

Mail order: S. I. Rosenfeld of the

Shaffer Brennan Margulis agenc) in

St. Louis commented on this W <)\
.

New ^ oik. success.

"When an advertising campaign pro-

duces order- for approximate!) !<•<

there's only

ONE way
to reach the

fabulous

NEGRO
MARKET

of Durham

-

Raleigh

and Eastern

North Carolina

and that's with

WSRC
Durham, N. C.

"Only station

exclusively to

Market."

programming

the NEGRO

SERVING OVER A QUARTER
OF A MILLION NEGROES

These top rated Personalities

really do the job. .

• NORFLEY WHITTED

• HONEYBOY FORD

• DR JIVE

TAKE A LOOK AT THE

j
FACTS

1 Call our Reps for a peek at

the new August 1957 Seven

County PULSE

The Greatest selling station in

America

WSRC
1410—The hottest spot in

Eastern Carolina

Call RAMBEAU

Southeastern—Dora -Clayton
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CHICAGO'S

OUTSTANDING NEGRO BUY

WOPA
Featuring Chicago's

Greatest Air Personalities

BIC BILL HILL 530 6:30 a.m.

8:00-10:00 a.m.

3:30- 4:00 p.m.

I 1:00 p.m.-Midniqht

McKIE FITZHUCH— Midniqht 4 a.m.

Chicago's Only Ah- Night Negro Show

"C.C." CEORCE CRAVES—2 00 3 30

P.M.

In order to cover the Chicago Negro Mar-

ket of 800,000 people, you must use

WOPA
1490 KC

Egmont Sonderling

General Manager

Al Michel

Manager

Represented Nationally by:

Stars National, Inc.

KFOX
More hours of

Negro Programming
than any other

Station in

Southern California

Johnnie Otis
Hunter Hancock
Southern California's

Most Popular

Radio Personalities

Represented Nationally by

HEADLEY-REED

1280 on your dial

per unit when the client can afford to

pa) 1<H\ that's news!

"We were astonished to learn that

your order cost on the religious table-

cloth offer of L & M Co. was ](><,' b)

far the lowest of any station in the

country (50 were used). For an ad-

vertising cost of under $600, you pro-

duced 3,685 orders. That's a phe-

nomenal showing."

Optical company: The Delia Optical

Co. in Clarksdale, Miss., according to

owner John L. Mitchell, is spendingW , of its ad budget on WROX there.

Mitchell took over the business and

used the station for three continuous

years. He says "We have served well

over 25,000 customers and I would be

unable to put a specific value on what
WROX and its personality, Earl

Wright, have done for us." No other

advertising, in his opinion, has gotten

him this type of result.

Appliances: WSOK. Nashville, re-

porting on a local outlet for a vacuum
cleaner and sewing machine chain,

says the concern bought six five-min-

ute programs to sell a vacuum cleaner

priced at $149.95. The total cost of

advertising was $59.40 yet this same
advertising sold more than $6,000

worth ol merchandise in one week.

Car dealer: Lloyd Ford Co., a tradi-

tional newspaper client in Jackson,

Miss., used Negro radio for the first

time with a schedule on WOKJ. The
buj : announcements promoting a "red

tag" sale. The dealer sold 44 new

cars, largest number ever sold in one

day by any dealer in the state, with 12

of these going to Negroes who had

tuned to WOKJ. The client now car-

ries continuous schedules on the sta-

tion.

Food product: WXOK, Baton Rouge,

reports the sale of crayfish is big busi-

ness in Louisiana. J. E. Sexton & Sons

Wholesale and Retail Fish Co. of Rose-

dale. 15 miles across the Mississippi

River from Baton Rouge, wanted to

sell crayfish in 25- and 50-pound sacks

at 10c per pound.

It bought four one-minute announce-

ments daily for a week using each of

the station's four Negro personalities.

In 10 days, at a cost of onl) $96 and

using \\ KOK exclusively, the company

sold 56.000 pounds or 2<°> tons and took

in $5,600. Bin crs came from as far

as .")(! miles a\\a\

.

"Lord Fauntleroy"

BANDY
Is Your Salesman For . . .

WUST
To Sell ALL of the Negro Market

in Washington, DC.
*No. 1 Disc Jockey

Station WUST 15.2

Station B 12.0

Station C 4.6

Station D 1.2

Station E 0.4

'Fact Finder Survey

Jan. '57.

WUST
1343 You St. N.W.

Washington 9, D. C. HObart 2-001

1

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE
Forjoe & Company. Inc.

580 Fifth Avenue
New York 36. N.Y.

(Udson 6-3100

PULSE
PROVES

WMFS
1st in the Chattanooga

Negro Market

WMFS has over three times

more Negro listeners at anytime

. . . than the nearest station.

49% to noon, 48°b the rest of

the day.

1260 WMFS 1000 WATTS

THE ONLY WAY TO REACH
73,000 NEGROES IN THIS

MARKET.

ASK OUR NATIONAL REP.

JOHN E. PEARSON COMPANY
FOR AVAILABILITIES.
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Variety stores (
I Gesing, managei

of \\ . I'. t Irani Co. - store No. o in

New ^iiiik. comments on his reaction

to .1 schedule with W 0\ there.

"\\ ( >\ has produced i remendous re-

sults, to mj surpi ise bul "I course to

im\ great satisfaction. I approached

• in fit — t radio advertising with a good

deal "I doubl because mj 1 ompan) has

ni'\ 11 looked with Favor <m this medi

urn. Vfter ha> ing 1 un three Bepai .u<

radio promotions exclusive!) on yow
station, using no othei radio station

or an) other media, we have had re-

sults which have been jusl fantastic.

*( hir firsl promotion, Crazj I >a\

.

grossed more business than the same

promotion in 1955 and 1956 combined.
( tin se< mii,| and third campaigns were

even more fabulous. \l\ store 1 1.1 ~

jumped i" the numbei one -l"i in m)

district, and w hile .ill othei s fell "II in

volume mine has increased. I Inn- is

no doubt thai this i- direct b attribu-

table I" "in radio campaigns on

WOV."

Appliance Btore: Silven /ill of Jax

Appliance Center in Jacksonville, I la..

was asked b) \\ OBS in thai cit) if the

1956 advertising on the station had

paid off.

/ill"- repl) : "Definitelj yes!

"\\ e tun e confined almost all "I oui

advertising monies to youi station

1 since j ou com erted to all Negro pro-

graming). \\ »' have been able to as-

certain that "in approximate!) b 1
'

•

increase in business is creditable to

\"in station and announcers. We have

enjoyed an increase in white good sales

of approximatel) 15' - and in other

sales of 35' -

.

"The balance of our advertising

monies was spent in promotions, with

a ver) small portion going t" news-

papers. Dollai l"i dollar, we have en-

joyed more results "ii WOBS than b\

am form "I advertising we have ever

used.

Tobacco product: WI5M1.. Macon,

Ga., received a tetter from J. \\ . Vd-

ams, sales manager "I the George W .

Ilclnif Co. which make- Hone) Bee

snuff.

Here are excerpts from his letter:

"Right now the sale "I Hone) Bee in

Macon and surrounding territor) is far

ahead of our expectation-. We deepl)

appreciate the splendid cooperation of

your station and the help we have re-

ceived in our promotional work.

"During the conduct ol our work we

e lii 1 "ill. 1, 1 u ilh ami talk H ilh

main -null consumers. It 1- "lib a

rare oc< asion thai we hud an) con

-uiiiei who has not heard oui one-

minute -pot- ovei \\ BML. I here is no

doubl thai j ou h.n e a ver) 1 - v 1
1 List* n

audieni e. km Bee knows exactl)

how i" put the mc--. 1
•. across i" the

consumers and influent e them t" bu)

the Bponsoi - pi "dm 1

Department store: Negro business al

llclk - depai tmenl store in I dgefield,

5. (
. has . one up 20'

i since it stai ted

using \\ \l • .. Augusta, ' la.

I. I!. \ 1

1<
-1 1 . manage: ! the Btore,

says 1 hi- i" \\ \l < , : "Radio has proved

I" be a wonderful medium hu me.

\\ \l t
, has proved t" me it has a tre-

mendous listening auidence."

Jewelr) Btore: Hurst's Diamond "*
1

1
*

»

|

<

in Kansas City, \l".. reports thai

K PRS there "has brought in more new

customei - than all other advert isin

media that we use.

So sa) - \l\ in Hurst, adding : "W e

have gotten terrific results through

KPRS. We an- in the credit jewelr)

business and this type "I business de-

mands advertising. We spend several

thousands dollar- a yeai . Percentage-

wise, oui cosl "I advertising has fallen

from Il'.V. to ")._''
i ; dollar-wise, not

"lib has "in cosl decreased but oui

-ales volume lias increased steadily.

"In all the years we have been in

business, our advertising dollai has

nc\ cr done so much for 11-.

Furniture More: The >lHh and San

Pablo Furniture Warehouse Store has

been buying participations on KSAN,
San Francisco's Jumpiri George Ox-

ford show for several years. Barne)

Massman, vice president, says this

about the m\ schedule.

"\\ e ha\ e been iii the furniture

I usiness l"i over 3 I 5
car- and dm ing

this time we have used main radio

personalities. We want t<> sta) with

those who produce the largest and '""-1

satisfactory volume for us and Jumpin'

George has been and -till does produi e

three times the volume "f an) other

advei rising.

Used ear»: Burlingame Motors, ac-

cording to it- ad agency, sells an aver-

age of one used car for ever) two par-

ticipation- aired on k^\Y San Fran-

cisco. Harold Brouse, media director,

says "These are the result- "f using 16

participations ovei a three-da) period

K CO H
IN HOUSTON, TEXAS

Negro Station in Houston
to program exclusively

to the Negro market.
ONLY station receiving

Public Service Award
from Negro Chamber of

Commerce.
I

3

KCOH
1ST in D. J.

POPULARITY

KING BEE voted 1st above all Negro
announcers and 2nd over all Top-
Flight D. J's in local newspaper pop-
ularity contest.

KCOH
ST

IN RATING SURVEYS
Rates No. 1 Negro inde-

pendent by 3 nationally

recognized surveys. Proof

that KCOH is Houston's
most listened to Negro
personality station.

1
First in mind of "wise time buyers"
who want part of rich Houston Negro
market . . . Just Call John E. Pear-

son Co., National Representative.

KCOH
1430 • 1000 WATTS • DAYTIME
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N

NEGRO
MARKET

. . . One of America's

Two Most
Powerful Stations!

K-SAY
The only Northern California

station selling the entire San
Francisco, Oakland — Bay
Area Negro market.

Send to K-SAY for the only
complete authentic breakdown
of Negro population distribu-

tion in the Bay Area in 1957.

The only Northern California

station with 100% Negro
programming.

Exclusively — music and news
for the Negro community. No
foreign language, no exceptions

to program policy.

The only Northern California

station with all Negro person-

alities.

• RAMON
"I Am The Bruce"

• WILLIE BRYANT
"Mr. Personality"

• BIG JIM RANDOLPH
• LESTER BAILEY

Solidly backed by Complete
Station Promotion and Spon-
sor Merchandising.

Get the full story of one of

America's two most power-
ful Negro market stations !

K-SAY
10,000 WATTS 1010 KC

Studio
1550 California Street, San Francisco

GRANT WRATHALL
Owner

WALT CONWAY
General Mgr.

Nationally
represented by

JOHN E. PEARSON & COMPANY

'5«y it *\1h Music'

K-SAY
lOlO - 10,000 WATTS

SAN FRANCISCO

for our Pontiac dealer. The client

called to say the sale of six to ei^ht

used cars last weekend was definitely

traceable to your show."

Typewriters: F. J. Martin, mana-

ger of H&S Typewriter Co., St. Louis,

Mo., reported this analysis on the sale

of portable typewriters directly attrib-

utable to advertising on KATZ. The
estimate of applicants who were passed

for credit ran between 65 and 70 per

cent, according to the local Remington
Rand office, and 242 machines were

sold and delivered in a 90-day period.

Says Martin: "Credit applications

show 70 of these people or 31.4 per

cent own or are buying their homes;

220 persons or 94 per cent have tele-

phone numbers; 43 or 17.7 per cent

have bank accounts. The average time

per family in the same location was

six years and nine months, and the

average time per person on the same
job was eight years and one month."

He concluded: "I must admit my
thoughts concerning the Negro race

have changed tremendously, especially

regarding their credit, habits, income

and stability."

Variety store: KCOH, Houston, re-

ports W. T. Grant was the first down-

town store to feature Negro disk jock-

eys in broadcasts from the main floor

record department for two hours daily

over a six-week period. This pulled

heavy in-store traffic and was used as

a merchandising vehicle for Grant's

own radio advertising.

One day, during which time Grant's

bought 100 announcements on the sta-

tion, the store sold out all advertised

leader items in the first hour.

Repair shop: Resnik Bros. Repair

in Los Angeles buys three metro area

stations as well as KF0X and its

rhythm and blues personality, Johnny

Otis. The ad agency for this client,

Sarver-Witzerman, same city, reports

Otis consistently provides the client

with 40 per cent of its gross business.

Furniture store: The Smith Furni-

ture Co., Dallas, wanted to slant an ad

campaign in cooperation with Motor-

ola to the Negro market. They decided

to have a KA0K disk jockey contest

whereby points would be awarded to

each dj every time a customer men-

tioned bis name, with the winner <;et-

ting a new Motorola tv set. The client

bought 103 announcements during a

Montgomery's No. 1

(says Hooper) is

WRMA
Serving 200,000 Negroes

Oct.-Nov. 1956 Hooper

Av. Share 7AM-6PM

WRMA 27.6

Second station 21.4%

'Signed off 4:45PM during survey

Exclusive Market
WRMA is the only Negro

station serving these primary

counties in Central Alabama

Montgomery County, 43.6%
Negro

Dallas County, 65.0% Negro

Macon County, 84.4% Negro

Lowndes County, 82.2% Negro

Producing results tor

these national advertisers

American Tobacco

William Wrigley Co.

Clorox Chemical Co.

Pet Milk

Reynolds Tobacco

Carnation Milk

Brown & Williamson Tobacco

Chesebrough Mfg. Company

General Foods

Monticello Drugs

Union Pharmaceutical Co.

Johnson & Johnson

Standard Brands

WRMA
Montgomery, Ala.

Judd Sparling, Station Manager

Everett-McKinney, Inc.

National Representatives
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10-da) period, equall) divided among

the jockeys. No adlibbing ot extra

mentions wei e allowed.

\\ . rligginbotham, advertising man-

ager of the furniture store, announced

these results: ~>7 Motorola t\ Bets had

been sold in In days, one f"i ever)

i\m> announcements aired bj the sta-

tion.

Mail order drug: I < >n i Pearson,

timebuyei at Parker Advertising in

Nfu York, reported this to radio sta-

tion KXLW, St Louis: "Of all the

successful stations I have used in the

Seven Daj Reducer mail order cam-

paign, \ ours topped them all

!

"Going over the seven-week sched-

ule of (><) announcements weekly, I find

we have pulled an 85 per cent order

cost on an item we are allowing $1 t<>

81-10 pa) out."

Department store: Danburg's in

Houston is one of the largest chains

there and has no branch in an) ex-

clusive!) Negro neighborhood.

Yel this is whal advertising director

W . I). Evans, Jr.. reported to KYOK.
"We received a tremendous success

from the four-da) spot campaign for

our Lyons Vve. store. We had com-

plete!) sold out of a majorit) of the

items advertised ln-fore the remote

ki()k. held from the store on Satur-

<la\ nighl and we had to substitute new
items at the last minute.

"We're so pleased from the results

that we are planning similar promo-

tions on your station for all nine of

our stores."

Sewing machines: Robert \tkin-

son. general manager of the tolas Sew-

ing ('enter- in \\ inston-Salem, N. ('..

bought 100 announcement- in a 10-da)

period on W \ \ \.

He says: " Vfter compiling our sales

data, we found that these announce-

ment- were directl) responsible for the

sale of ()."i \tlas machines and no other

advertising was employed. We were

delighted with our mail count and

agreeabl) surprised to find that sales

were made as far as 75 mile- a\\a\

from your station."

Television sets: When Muntz T\

Opened its dealership in \tlanta. Sims

1 \ . it carried schedules in newspa-

per-, on t\ and on four radio stations

including W \Ok. Morris Simberg,

manager-owner of the store, says Ids

W \()K schedule is the most extensive

RADIO STATION

KPRS
1000 WATTS

23rd at Benton Blvd.

HUmboldt 3-3100

Kansas City 27, Missouri

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY

JOHN E. PEARSON CO

The most

powerful

Negro-slanted

full time

Independent in

Northern

Colifornio

Sow rtattmco-OaJ^WMi
THE WARNER BROS. STATION 327 22nd ST. OAKLAND 12, CALIF.

REPRESENTED BY FORJOE
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y.

First In

Fresno
CALIFORNIA
• gospel

• rhythm & blues

• dixie

• suing

• progressive jazz

• spirituals

• results for advertisers

KGST

KROGER tested

and found out

WBCO
packs em in

in BIRMINGHAM

During the lowest

traffic hour of the week

(Mon. 10-11 A.M.), 450

Negroes came in re-

sponse to an offer made

only on WBCO ... at

a cost of $30.00.

WBCO
Serving the

Birmingham

Negro market

Dean R. Upson, General Manager

Nat. Rep.: Stars National Inc.

SE Rep.: Dora-Clayton Agency

used b) an) \Iuntz dealer in the coun-

try. \ikI he >a\ s this advertising is the

most productive in the city.

Another Muni/ dealer. Charles Still-

inan of St. Louis, buys K\l,\\. lie

says this station outpulled the com-

bined leads of the two local daily pa-

pers and three other local radio sta-

tions. \\ ith KXLW station leads were

more consistent and of better qualit\

.

\n initial expenditure of $200 a week
nil KXLW jumped to $900 weekly.

Food store: The Kroger store in

Bessemer, Ala., tested radio with a

one-day schedule on WBCO. It bought

10 announcements offering any large

size of soap or detergent powder sell-

ing normally for 31^ for five cents be-

tween 10 and 11 a.m. the following

morning, Monday.
Kroger reports the response was far

more than management had antici-

pated and that more than 400 custom-

ers responded to the offer. As a result.

Kroger signed a 52-week schedule with

the station.

Tv and furniture store: Harrj

Schwimmer, president of the A&M
Television & Furniture Co., Chicago,

made the following comments in a let-

ter to WBEE, Chicago.

"WBEE has done a wonderful job

for us during this 13 weeks; the results

that we have gotten from your pro-

grams have been amazing. Frankly, I

was very doubtful when I started. But

I found your approach to the Negro
market is very sound and does produce

good results. And I like low cost, too

!

'"By the way, in our business it's

very hard to find good salesmen. With
the continuance of our advertising

with you, we're going to have to start

looking for a good inside salesman to

take care of the people WBEE has sent

us."

Food product: Brer Rabbit syrup

has been spending $247 weekly on a

52-week contract with WDIA. Mem-
phis, with a 6:15-30 a.m. Monday
through Saturda) program slot in

Delta Melodies.

Typical sales reports from the cli-

ent's field men:
"Today I sold 50 cases to the one

Mississippi jobber I have been trying

unsuccessfully to sell for five years.

This program did it!"

"The jobber response in m\ terri-

torj in just three weeks has proved to

me this is the best advertising we have

ever done!"

One time the client offered two

bottles of s\ rup to the first 100 per-

sons calling the station. In 45 min-

utes, the LOO calls were in. By 2 p.m.

500 rails had been logged and some 40

additional rails came in during the

next two days.

Repair service: Sid's Tv Repair

Service in Baltimore reports that in

less than a \ear advertising on WEBB
lipped business 200 per cent and that

owner Sidney Bleich had to open an-

other shop to handle business.

Contraetor: Robert E. Taylor,

president of the Taylor Manufactur-

ing Co. in Farmville, Va.. which han-

dles contracting, building materials

and milluork. wrote this to WFLO in

the same cit\

.

"We think you will be interested in

the response which we've gotten to

\our advertising in the past year. \\ e

can trace more than $100,000 in sales

directl) to our WFLO schedule. We
-pent approximately $500 during the

year with \ou and we feel the return

on the investment has been most satis-

facton

.

"\\ e ha\e tried advertising b\ print-

ing pictures of houses and full page

ads in local papers, but have not found

this as satisfactor) as your medium.

Radio seems to reach more people in

this area than any other form of ad-

\ ertising we have tried."

Loan office: For five \ears. WGIV.
Charlotte. N. C. has been carrying a

schedule for Uncle Sam's Loan Office

located in the heart of the city. A com-

petitor across the street. Reliable Loan,

saw the results the other store was get-

ting and bought a four-week schedule

offering So.oo mens suits out of pawn.

I ncle Sam. at that point, upped his

suit prices from $7.70 to $8.88, men-

tioning nothing of this in his cop\

.

Result: Both loan companies sold out

their complete stocks at the same price

in a two-week period.

Home builder: WGVM, Green-

ville. Miss., reports Greenville
Lumber Co., which builds houses, ran

40 announcements in a 10-day period.

One hundred Negro families who \ is-

ited the model home expressed inter-

esl in buying one and seven actually

did in this period of time.

Retail shoes: This report comes

from Leonard Stevens of the Benjamin

Katz advertising agenc) in Philadel-

phia, as given to \\ HAT there.

"Levine Credit Shoes decided to try
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\\II\T hoping i>> increase business in

ii> North Philadelphia location. \

-in. ill schedule "I a spol a < la \ on the

1/ ake I
i> Philadelphia program was

the account's firsl buj in Negro radio.

"So much traffic and response was

fell thai « ithin three months the sched-

ule was doubled to include the populai

afternoon Snap ( lul>- Bj October, the

compan) moved two blocks up the

street i" a gigantic two-storj location

with an inventor) capacit) I" limes

thai "l the "i iginal location. Mr. Le-

vine said this new operation was

brought about totall) as a result ol

\\ II \ fs loyal listenership."

The 1
{ >">: fall schedule: 36 an-

nouncements weekl) on the station,

with the owner expecting tlii- t" be a

bannei year. He also plans t<> open

two new stores in othei Negro neigh-

borhoods.

Motor Bervice: I nited Motor Ex-

change, Memphis, sells rebuilt motors

and transmissions <>n credit and offers

overhaul specials l <
» car owners. It

wen! "ii the air with \\ Dl \ there in

L953 with 10 announcements weekly.

B) November, the schedule railed Eor

I ! a week: ili«' next year, I!!: in 1955,

in...

JESUITS

mmmm
and a the, hearts

of

Mi'ch/fOtS First'ana'Of/y
Meqro Owtec/&i<//o S/Bt/OH '

T+IE 8£LL 8K0A0CA9TlfJ& COMPANY'S

CHB
M The Voice ofPs-wess +

1440 kc 500 Watts
STUDlOSa-VTOAMSMITTERSm INKSTER.MICH.

Mof/ona/ Fep: johw Pearson

a 1956 10; 195* 10

Tin- onl) othei advertising used is

nei al appeal station in the city, bul

90 pei 1 >ni of the store's 1 ustomers

are Negro. Mm \\ Dl \ cost 1- -

pei week. Manage] l!"\ < hism

this stat ion's advei 1 ising has be< n the

backbone "I his business

( ;ii- dealer! I .ocke \l"i"i < ram-

pa, lla.. 1
1 — i iii- \\K>K, reports .1 —

. • I

» -

gain from some 20 1 ars monthl) i" 10

1 .ii- pei week.

This client has sponsoi ed as man)

as 17 announcements a day, seven days

weekl) . nevei fewei than three a da)

seven days weekl) . Slim < attei son,

managei "I the compan) . credits the

station with increasing sales more than

loo per cent dui ing the In si M • days "I

advertising.

Clothing store: Vskins, a credit

clothing compan) in Vlban) . < ..1 .

wanted to surve) its formei 1 ustomers

In an effoi 1 to (1) bi ing paid up ac-

1 ounts back into the store and < 2 >

find "iii what radio stations the) lis-

tened i" most frequentl)

.

W.I \/ got more firsl mentions than

an) other station: 731 from a total of

810 with 57 indicating station two and

22 mentioning station three. Store

managei Sam Bender cited these as

"starting figures, with a better than 90

pei 1 'Mi prefei ence !<>i this station.

[Tie mailing covered a cross-section "I

the working population in the area.

Department store: \\.l\k. Jack-

son, Tenn, reporting on a department

store which wished it- name withheld.

says the retailer placed a schedule on

three local radio stations as a test.

Each clerk, when waiting on a cus-

tomer, asked it she had heard an) aii

advertising and on what station, ["he

results noted b) the station: \\ .1 \k'»

schedule has been upped 200 p«'i cent

and none <d the store's commen ials

have been monitored on an) othei sta-

tion.

kntomotive: The Wright Motoi

( 0., Birmingham, Via., buys saturation

schedules ranging from 60 t" '"
l an-

nouncements per week on W II. I'. \n

appeal t" the Negro communit) via

this station is credited with 50 per

cenl of the company's business even

though two other radio stations as

well as a local newspaper are bought.

Emphasis in cop) is on low prices and

eas) credil term*. fjF

1
st

Place!
A market all Your Own!

43'
r Negro Population

in MACON, GEORGIA
56'

{ Share of Audience

"KING

.ffi BEE
"

Gospel Train 1230-2:00 P.M.

Afternoon Jive 2:00-4:00 P.M.

Mail Call 6:00 8:00 P.M.

41,349 Pieces of mail!

"BRO.

BOB"

Williams

Songs of Faith 8:00-9:00 P.M.

The Working Folks Program

POPULAR
JIVE

R & B

9-11 P.M.

THE /

HIVE'

irh

HONEYBEE
Pick the Show—See Forjoe'

wbml
MACON. GEORGIA
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4. STATION ROUNDUP
[Continued from page 11)

own wording sometimes helps to gi\r

clearei meaning to the announcement

while also impressing his listeners with

the idea thai he is personally endors-

ing his sponsor's product or service.

• Give the d.j. a fair chance to es-

tablish the commercial as a regular

pari ol hi- program. A regular, con-

sistent schedule gives him the oppor-

tunity to realK sell the sponsor's wares.

Repetition also helps the advertiser

gain the trust and reciprocal attention

oi a listening audience which has

•earned to test the sincerity of appeals

before responding to them.

Some dont's

:

• Do not attempt to employ '"hep"

phrases in copy without help from

someone who can determine whether

such terms will be meaningful to Ne-

gro listeners. There is a taste factor

here which, though difficult to explain,

dictates whether such copy is effective

or repulsive.

• Do not advertise '"segregated"

special offers. Do not announce dis-

counts or other considerations that are

reserved for Negro listeners only. The
sponsor may feel that a favor is being

done Negro buyers when such an offer

is made: but. actually the listener in-

terprets this as talking down. When
presenting special bargains of this

type, the advertiser can protect him-

self from censure while fulfilling his

noble intent by permitting the d.j. to

offer such unusual price reductions as

a favor to his fans.

• Do not be afraid to advertise pres-

tige products on Negro d.j. shows.

Have no fear of using prestige copy.

The Negro consumer group is an im-

portant purchaser of high quality name
brands and recognizes the advertising

placed on its favorite radio programs
h\ respected national advertisers as a

belated, but honest, gesture of appre-

ciation. The same feeling holds true

on copy, since Negroes are perfectly

capable of understanding the best Eng-

lish and resent being talked down to.

Pros and cons of programs: Why
do Negroes like or dislike Negro-

appeal programing?

There have been few audience stud-

ies conducted in this field. One of the

most detailed is a thesis finished at

Ohio State I niversitj l>\ William L.

Smith. It- titled "Attitudes of Negro

respondents in Columbus, Ohio, and

Baton Rouge. La., toward radio broad-

casts in those areas designed to appeal

chiefly to the Negro listening audi-

ence."

There are some geographical differ-

ences in North and South preferences

as to program types, but music and re-

ligion rank high with both groups.

Here are some reasons why Negroes

said they listen to programing aimed

at them: because they are broadcast

for Negroes, the talent i- Negro, the

shows are unusually good, the shows

happen to be convenient, thev like the

music played, they like the talent, thev

like to support Negro programs, the

shows are informative.

But here are some things listeners

didn't like about Negro programing in

these areas: it's a form of segregation,

it's a detrimental racial stereotype, it

lacks quality and is too limited.

These forms of criticism are by no

means unusual, hut they represent mi-

nority opinions which progressive sta-

tion managers are trying to modifv

and to change. Station management
knows that onl\ in satisfying the de-

mands of its listeners will listeners

continue to tune in and be responsive

to the commercial appeals. ^

New Studios

WMOZ
MOBILE

WEDR
BIRMINGHAM

Construction is underway for a fine

new home for WMOZ, thanks to en-

thusiastic advertiser acceptance.

WMOZ has been first in ratings for

so long it's no longer news.

WEDR is getting a new home, too!

Buv by coverage? Prefer ratings?

Check cost-per-thousand? Results?

Any way you figure it. WEDR is

your best buy in Birmingham Ne-

gro radio. Investigate.

Represented by John E. Pearson Co.

The Estes Stations

Edwin H. Estes, Owner
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Triple A Quality

'Highest rated negro

programmed station
i •>

1M LSI ,

A A A

Serving a \

lA Billion Market

Winston-Salem—Greensboro—Hisrh Point

North Carolina

PHONE WINSTON SALEM - PARK 2-4121

— REP: THE fOHN E. PEARSON CO.
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PECUNIARY' It^m^

ItdAN. /#£ 0#/;y ///// £/#/£

S^# Francisco radio station

serving the

tremendous
Bay Area
Negro
Market
100% of the time!

PERPETUAL I
:
v;

ĉ //w^T4^%^V

0/

Here's a full house that's hard to beat!

don't try to improve on a hand like this . .

.

BUY KSAN and be sure!
(Proven most popular year-after-year by Pulse Negro Audience Survey.)

The KSAN signal goes where the Negro listener

lives* wo^s and bMys! (Field strength surveys show
260,000 Negro listeners in the KSAN primary Market!)

For more exciting details, such as rates and avails, contact:

I

Stars National Inc., East and South
Tracy Moore & Assoc, Inc. Pacific Coast
KSAN, 1111 Market St., S. F.
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Community Club Awards" gives you

jig, profitable sales results that you can see in black and white!

I Community Club Awards now in 8th cycle

n WITH. Cycle No. 9 begins December 2.

I Community Club Awards has run longer and
no-re often on WITH than any station in the
ountrv.

I Community Club Awards has grown eight-

old in results— 1st through 7th cycle.

Community Club Awards boasts long list of

blue chip advertisers. Many on radio exclu-

sively on WITH

.

Community Club Awards has already given

over $80,000 to Baltimore clubs.

Community Club Awards has its own staff

and full time director on WITH.

WILL AIR POWER

WIN THE BATTLE

OF DETROIT?

The hottest com]

rive scramble since 1 1
«

-

war i^ boh shaping i

J

f

*

with the ;iir media,

especial!) network t\.

I>la\ inj: a crucial role.

Page 27

BBDO throws a

comeback lunch

for net radio

Page 30

Depth studies on

(1) feature film;

(2) spot ratings

Page 34

Tom Tinsley
'resident

ft, C. Embry
'ice Pres.

c o FIDE C E
lational Representatives: Select Station Representatives in New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington;

Forjoe & Co. in Seattle, San Francisco, Los Angeles; Simmons Associates in Chicago

and Boston; Clarke Brown Co. in Dallas, Houston, Denver, Atlanta, Miami, New Orleans.

Winners in first

trade ads

competition

Page 37



tenth in a scries of 12 ads based on the sisns of the zodiac

vtDlOt.L

RESOURCEFUL • PERSISTENT

...and twelve months out of every year stations

under the sign of MEEKER benefit by:

1 1 . research geared specifically toward

solution of individual sales problems.

Qualitative analysis in depth by a qualified

research department.

ERSISTENT perusal of more effective

sales methods and a more

efficient orga

all working to

increased sal

better servic

selling

of a

limited list

the meeker company, inc.
radio and television station representatives

newyork Chicago san francisco los angeles Philadelphia

1



Troubles come fast and go even fastei in this new l\

-pot for the Yellow Pages phone I k. In animated rebus form,

film describes the trials and tribulations "l an average couple,

and how tin- Yellow Pages came to their re-cue with every-

thing from a repairman for the (lock to a new secretary for

hubby. The moral i- cleai to viewers of Million-Dollar Movie.

Fin- Yellow Page- i- "The First Place to Look ... foi Anything!"

"• <> Box

fcji
.

-*t\

Uncle Wethbee, brainchild and TV weather reporting partnei

of Ii\ intoine, is now a populai newspapei columnist for

Consolidated Edison. Readership studies, surveys and huge

returns From offers made through hi- column -how that I ncli

Wethbee has a large following. Thousands oi New Yorkers ei

hi- entertaining facts and fancies. He's a salty, little -
I will

ambassadoi t"i dependable Con Edison electricitj and

To fit a host of commodities, in anj form. Continental has

a full line of container-: metal, paper, plastic and glass.

Continental Can Company is a leader in packaging, research and

development. Hence this "reputation" campaign in Time, For-

tune, Business Week. Each color spread feature- a different

product and headline- the theme: Whatever you make, or what-

ever you pack. "Continental ha- the right package tor you!"

Climaxing one of the happiest anniversaries in Sheraton hi-

torj was the recent opening of it- new Philadelphia hotel Uter
nineteen years of stead] growth, the Sheraton family now num-
bers 16 hotel- m 32 cities. Mao celebrating an anniversarj is

Sheraton's distinctive "magazine-poster" campaign—now in it-

fourth big year. BBDO Boston i- proud to plaj a pail in the

continuing -i. Sheraton, "the proudest name- m hotels."

BATTEN, BARTON, DURSTINE & OSBORN, INC., ADVERTISING
NEW YORK • fcTLAHTJ • BOSTON . RIFFUO • < t f\ Ft *M' . PFTRoir . iiouiwoot. . ii rimatmca <.o . «r.rTir
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DIGEST OF ARTICLES

Will air power decide the battle of Detroit?

27 Charl and ii-\i outline ah media plans and strateg) of the automotives

a- the) shape up for whal ma) well be the biggest "Pier Six" brawl ever

BBDO gives net radio a comeback luncheon

30 Lasl week the four radio networks told top account ami media

executives at BBDO how net radio has changed. Here are highlights

The feature film audience in depth

34 ^ '"'" Polite stud) for WOK. New ^ ork. l: i \
e

•- admen a qualitative

tudience: age. sex, income, home ownershiplook al feati fill

How to figure the rating for a spot

34 '~ tnt' common practice, which i- to average rating* for programs.

before ami after, actually correct? TvB supplies the research answei

Winners in first annual trade paper ads competition

37 Here are the tv and radio firms whose trade paper ads were judged

best in sponsor's competition. Objective: to raise ad standards

FEATURES
16 Sponsor Backstage

61 Film-Scope

22 49th and Madison

64 News Si Idea Wrap-Up

5 New -maker of the Week

66 I'll lure \\ rap-Up

82 Sponsor Hears

9 Sponsoi v
' ope

90 Sponsor Spcak-

SO Spot Buys

90 Ten Second Spots

14 Timebuyers at Work

88 Tv and Radio New -makers

79 Washington Week

18 W omen'- W eek

In Upcoming Issues

"What have you done for me lately?"

I rom "ew ! k h\ Walter Sehw immer. a chapter in which Schw immer

tells how his agenc.) pioneered in the creation of spot radio commercials

Radio status report

hly summary of radio facts includes network clients and barometer

of network radio sales this current month compared to last
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You're always 'on top 7 with

KTHV
Channel 11

LITTLE ROCK
KTHV h. is the highest antenna in the Central

South— L756' above average terrain! And that's

only one of eight reasons win we do such a big

joh in Arkansas.

The other seven

:

1. Over 240,000 TV Homes

2. CBS Affiliation

3. Channel 1

1

4. U6.000 Watts

5. Center-of-Statt Location

6. Superb Sen Studios

7. Know-Hou Management

Ask \oiir Branham man tor the 1)1 I \II^ on all

these eight big KTHV facts!

316,000 Watts Channel
Henrv Cla\. Executive Vict President

B. G. Robertson, General Manager

AFFILIATED WITH KTHS, LITTLE ROCK, ARKANSAS DEMOCRAT, LITTLE ROCK, AND KWKH, SHREVEPORT

SPONSOR • 5 OCTOBER 19.iT



good things grow together

WANE
rANE-TV
Fort Wayne

This is the case in the billion dollar Fort Wayne market served by

WANE and WANE-TV^ To meet the needs of this rich mid-

western market, WANE and WANE-TV have built these new, modern

facilities . . . unquestionably the finest in the market . . . tower, studios

and offices, all within the city limits of Fort Wayne. Working together

as a combined operation, these two great stations will serve Fort Wayne

and its 20-county area still better. To sell prosperous Fort Wayne, you

need WANE and WANE-TV^ Both CBS affiliates.

CORINTHIAN STATIONS Responsibility in Broadcasting

KOTV Tulsa • KGUL-TV Galveston, serving Houston • WANE & WANE-TV Fort Wayne • WISH & WISH-TV Indianapolis

SPONSOR 5 OCTOBER 1957



NEWSMAKER
of the week

/'his week the Gillette ( o. divisions <»/ Toni and Paper Hate

have tome title changes on their stationery, TonVt founder,

Seison Harris, fins relinquished the presidency <>i ilmi com-

puny to become president of Puper Hutef
hut will note /»«

responsible for the overall operations of hoih divisions.

siuurt Hensley, Toni exec. v.p., fills Harris' former post,

The newsmaker: Richard Neison Wish! Harris but

for whom nil one would ever have wondered "which twin had the

foni?" is the 12-year-old quick-thinking, East-traveling vice pres-

ident nt the Gillette Co. empire w 1 1 <
» streaks about on business trips

in (lit- company - Lockheed Lodestar or in his nun Bee< h< rafl Bonan-

za. Mi- has been flying aircraft for several years, bul in the lasl

several days he ha- done some flying nl another nature upward in

the executive echelon of Gillette.

Now he not onlj is responsible for the operation ol Toni (Prom

Bobbi, \\ hite Rain, Pamper, etc. •

which company he and his

brother, In ing, founded in I

1

' 1

1

and sold to Gillette for $20.5 mil-

lion in 1048— hut he imw becomes

the chief executive officer of Paper

Mate, thf ball-point pen company

acquired h\ Gillette in 1955 for

$15.5 million, ["he move, an-

nounced by Gillette president, Carl

J. Gilbert, conic- on the heels ol

another Gillette diversification, the

August decision of Gillette Labora-

tories to enter the field of proprie-

tary drug items with a cough remedy as a starter.

I he move also came at a time when some along Madison Wenue
ha\e heen speculating about where Gillette is goinp. "Will Gillette

enter the electric -Inner field.-
'"'

(iillette denies such a rumoi on the

grounds that they have no interest in the electrical appliance field.

'What about the first half of 1
( ).~>7 when profits were off about $3

million compared with the same period la-t year?" Gillette was not

shaken up badly by thi-. It accepted these fad-: « 1 » Home perms,

industry-wide, softened during this period but Toni still held it-

majority share of the market: (2) Not accounted for in the balf-yeai

report was a lot of money tied up in foreign currency from exporl

business; (3) Blade sale- have heen going up since World War II

and this spring's sag wa- more a dealer-inventory than a consumer

problem. Gillette is now confident that the la-t half of 1957 will at

least equal the la.-t half of 1956. The realignment of executives may

well he Gillette's way of seeing that it does.

Harris is known as a shrewd merchandiser and a fa-t worker.
| He

almost sold Toni to P&G in 1947, hut they were too -low in their

decision to suit him. i He will have a chance now to -how some more

speed, aided In both divisions' ad budgets totaling an e-timated

$15 million, about two-thirds of which iioes into t\. ^

VeisOD Harris

OKLAHOMA
CO-SPONSOR

EL CHICO FOODS, INC.,

co-sponsors of THE CISCO KID

in Oklahoma City, report thru

Purnell Advertising:

"With THE CISCO KID

behind our sales efforts, El

Chico Foods placed their

line in 8 out of 1 dealers

approached in the 46-

county area where THE

CISCO KID is received.

Through THE CISCO KID,

El Chico Foods has been

able to place displays in

many stores who previous-

ly refused them."

Ask to see more success stories of

THE WORLDS 6REAIESJ SALESMAN!

"THE CISCO KID''

QS&evMcm
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IN MOMENTS OF HISTORY

At nine p.m. on Tuesday, September 24, all three television networks carriec

simultaneously President Eisenhower's address on events in Little Rock. Ar

estimated 30 million Americans watched him on NBC. NBC's audience was 32
r

greater than the second network's and 69% greater than the third network's. 5

In the fifteen minutes following the President's address, NBC news com

mentators did a special analysis of the integration crisis. Over 20 millioi

people tuned in this program, more than watched the competing entertain

ment attractions on either of the other networks.
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Recently, a Capitol Hill poll t showed that more members of Congress watch

NBC for news than any other network. The reason the nation's law makers

jave for this preference: NBC offers the most complete news coverage and,

in Chet Huntley and David Brinkley, the most popular, most objective news

commentators in network television.

The nation turns firstfor news and cm ragi ofgreat < vents to fh< network

with the world's most comprehensive broadcast news organization.

edl

\i

11

NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY
*Trendex Special Report tMade by Walter Gerson & Associates. July-August 1961
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You know KPRC-TV is good for headaches • • •

just wait til you try it for HOUSTON SALES !

Acts twice as fast to relieve sales miseries !

Wont upset

your stomach

as worry often does

KPRC-TV combines coverage with two powerful anti-

resistance ingredients. These speed the sales message out

of the studio and into the buying stream twice as fast

as aspirin.

So, for effective, fast relief from headaches, discomfort

of duds, sluggishness, and ordinary selling aches and

pains, use the modern sales deliverer . . . KPRC-TV,

Houston.

JACK HARRIS
Vice President and General Manager

JACK McGREW
Station Manager

EDWARD PETRY & CO.
National Representatives



MOtt tignificant tr and radio

news nj the w*-ek with interpretation

in depth for busy readers

SPONSOR-SCOPE
5 OCTOBER
C*»yrl|ht l»57

W)NSOR PUBLICATIONS INC

lii the ever-shifting air media, the uiml- reel fast. Bui last week t fn-N alternated

steadily from two anmistakable directions]

• SPOT: Willi the iih in- cumbersome network form "f scheduling pretty well set op,

lndividnal*station sponsorship continue! to ii«-t major attention.

• MERCHANDISING i Competition fur the consumer's eye and ear (and < 1 < > 1 1 a r - >

such that a mere airing <>f a show isn't the end <>f tin- line Tin- unpad of tin- market-

ing revolution is beginning to be fell more and more. Something additional is

being demanded, i< tin- nexl tun items will -how:

Esty this week called station reps to a sort of pie-game selling rally.

The agency i- urging them to gel merchandising support for the Leeming-Pac*

quin spot radio campaign (which -tarts tlti- month).

The reps were reminded that the elient Mas highh pleased with the results of

spot radio last year and got a box of Leeniing-Pacquin product- to -timulatc their as-

signment.

Sehedules will run for 32 weeks, averaging -'» spots a week.

Lever Bros.' latest innovation in spot is to recruit radio stations a- co-pro-

dueers of Imperial Margarine eommereials.

The plan is envisioned this way:

• Stations will obtain taped testimonials for the product from prominent women
in the community.

• The inducement is a S25 prize plus a carton of the product.

• In return for this service stations gel :i saturation campaign through FCB
i agency for the Imperial brand).

Kraft. Imperial's chief competitor in the premium margarine field, probably will coun-

ter with an attention-getting gimmick of its own.

The Katz Agency has devised a seasonal angle to cash in on the markets that

the networks are unable to deliver to an advertiser.

It involves these two steps:

1) A Katz station affiliated with a network furnishes a list of the periods it ha-n't

been able to clear for a network campaign.

2) A Katz salesman then goes to the appropriate agency or advertiser and -

"Look, you're not getting what you want, which has created a hole in your advertising

plans. Now. let us show you how you can fill this gap.*"

Station managers who want to make themselves welcome among tfanenuyers

on their trips to spot-buying centers should bring something new and solid to talk about.

SPONSOR-SCOPE asked a cross-section of timebuvers for tips on what they want t->

learn from visiting station people. These were the main ^us^e-tions:

1) Audience composition surveys.

2) Any new plans for programing.

3) Latest information on market characteristic- working h >urs. stoic openin2-

and closings, downtown stores vs. shopping centers, heavy shopping days, peak transporta-

tion hours, shifts in the labor market.
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t SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

Will Nielsen furnish a rep with radio data he can use as sales ammunition
against the research service's franchise customers, CBS and NBC?

That's what the Katz Agency is wondering this week. It has put in an order for

data that would serve—if it turned out favorable—as base for a presentation competitive

to the networks.

This (and other) Katz activity is indicative of a quickening tempo among major
reps to develop strong spot stories to buck the business strides being made by
the radio networks.

Michigan Avenue sales resourcefulness is showing up in a radio station in Cas-

per, Wyoming.
KTWO is offering every advertiser who buys a package of 20 announcements, via

the Meeker Co., this free research:

Interviews with a random sample of 200 listeners for (li pinpointing brand
awareness, and (2) getting a playback of copy points on the participating product as

well as competing merchandise.

The connection between Casper and Michigan Avenue is this: Don Nathanson,
North Advertising president, owns 10% of KTWO and his research director, Dr. Paul
Ben-Zeev, developed the method for the station.

Cocomalt (BBDO) this week became the biggest single spender in the Spanish-

language radio market.

It bought a 26-week campaign ($30,000) on the Sombrero Network and schedules

on New York and Tampa stations.

The young housewife may complain that her working day is never done, but re-

search indicates she nevertheless spends more time before the tv set than her

older sisters.

Here's documentation for ihe daytime viewing habits of the various categories of house-

wives :

AGE GROUP AVERAGE WEEKLY VIEWING

10 A.M.-5 P.M.

16-34 11 hrs.

35-49 9 hrs. 12 mins.

50 and over 9 hrs. 17 mins.

SOURCE: Nielsen—April 1957 NSI breakdown.

How do radio and tv fare in their daytime competition for audiences during

the weekday? This is the usage pattern composed for NBC by Nielsen:

6 A.M.-NOON NOON-6 P.M.

RADIO TV RADIO TV

Different homes reached per week (add 000) 32,102 23.305 29,765 33,336

Avg. hrs. per wk. per home reached 6.2<°> 5.38 5.74 9.11

Survey period: 3-9 March 1957.

P&G is tv testing a newcomer to its soap family—Winterset—in West Coast

and Midwest markets.

Benton & Bowle9 is the agency, and the brand is referred to as ''Product 80."

NBC Research is watching the ratings of Wagon Train and Wells Fargo with

special attention because its standing as a prognosticator is at stake.

The department had singled these two series out for pre-show audience testing and

predicted rating trends from the findings.
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SPONSOR

SPONSOR-SCOPE contmurd

Pointing up the frensj generated l>> oev network t\ -how- ami the breath*

left wait for ratings is thia episode from Hollywood:

\ tv-radio No. I man L'<>t a call tin- in ~ i thing in tin- morning thia week, bawling him
out for the quality of the firal of ni'u network series.

Several In > u i - later he heard from New Torkagain. This time the conversation was pre!

aced with an apology: The earlier call was made in error. The Trendex rating*, tin-

Hollywood executive was told, had jus) come in and showed that the program bad

licked its competitors h> a >% id<- margin.

< olgate baa a twofold purpose in replacing the Bi<: Payoff on CBS I \ daytime.

It wants:

ill Something different and more exciting than a quiz, and (2) a new hook to

ban*; it- merchandising to dealers on.

In looking for a replacement, Lennen & Newell reviewed and auditioned over 70

program prospects.

Gail Smith has changed his Btatus at l'«K<»: He has switched from program ne-

gotiator to program consultant with headquarters on the Wesl Coast.

Smith, whose main concern will be as president of Lewman Productions, Jane Wyman's

producing company, has this P&G assignment: Keeping an eye on new Hollywood
program developments.

He'll visit Cincinnati a couple days ever) month oi bo to exchange notes with \. N.

Halversladt, manager of advertising production. Bob Short and George Giroux

will share Smith's former functions.

NBC TV argues that there's both an audience and a monej advantage

in sponsoring two or three shows the same day instead of spreading them over

the week.

Here's tin- statistical support for this contention NB( is showing i" agencies:

SAME SHOW !
hill. SHOWS

FACTORS 2 DDT. DAYS SAME \n\ VIARGIN

Unduplicated rating 15.5 19.9

Gross Time $4 1.200 -'.0.900

(Programs involved: Truth or Consequent-. 8.2; Corned] Time, 12.5.1

SAME SHOW 3 DIET. SHOWS
FACTORS 3 DIFF. DA i

- SAME DA"V M\HU\
Cnduplicated ratine 19.5 25.1 +29

Gross Time $61,800 $41,200

(Programs: T or C, 8.2; Comedy Time. 12.5; It Could Be You, 9.1. January-April 1957

estimates.)

Hfaybelline thia week got into royal glamour bj buying ;• pickup of the Royal

Commonwealth Ball, honoring Queen Elizabeth and the Prii it. from the Waldorf

Astoria, N. Y., 21 October.

The telecast will be over CBS TV from 11:15 p.m. to midnight.

Maybelline has been spending about $1.5 million annually in t\ spot via Gordon Best,

This week's milestone in network radio's advance: TBS Radio was finding it difficult

to accommodate a S300.000 (gross) order from Jell-O (General Food-).

Jell-O's requisition: 10 seven-and-a-half-minute daytime units a week for 10 week-. If

CBS manages to squeeze in this schedule without product confliction, October- availabilities

will be sold out 100

NBC Radio meantime got orders from Carting Ale. 7 Up, Standard Brand-

promotion), and a renewal of 60 spots a week from Jell-O.

MBS drew 78 five-minute newscasts from Kent iLorillard'. to be iun utT within

eight davs. and a 13-week renewal of the network's bulkv Kraft schedule.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

James Vicary and his technique of "subliminal projection"—that is, slipping in

quickie advertising images that work on the viewer's subconscious—have started to kick

up a verbal storm:

• Motivational researcher Dr. Ernest Dichter this week issued a statement attacking

the technique as "subliminal manipulation." comparing it with hypnotism and arguing

it was against public policy.

• Other sources threatened to lodge protests with state and federal authorities on

the ground that s.p. could lead to anti-democratic abuses.

• K&E's Ed Cox got into the act with a statement that no self-respecting adver-

tiser, network, or station would allow subliminal commercials—even if it were O.K.

with the government.

Vicary's rejoinder: Dichter's analysis is too sweeping and far-fetched. Moreover, he

(Vicary) agrees that s.p. shouldn't be used without an advance warning to the

audience.

Credit C. F. Moore, Jr., Ford Motor Co.'s v. p. in charge of public relations,

with winning company support for the Wagon Train buy on NBC TV.
Other Ford brass preferred an alternate sponsorship of Mr. Adams & Eve, from

which Colgate would like to Avithdraw. But Moore persuaded them that Bob Kintner's pitch

in Wagon Train made more sense.

Further proof that Lestoil has arrived: Its ad manager, I. L. Eskanasey, gets

star billing at the 28-30 October ANA convention in Atlantic City.

Lestoil (Adell Chemical) uses spot tvona market-to-market basis and Eskanasey will

explain his strategy in selling against tough competition fin Lestoil's case that promi-

nentlv includes P&G).

Other air media features of the meeting will include a spot radio session; a talk by
McCann-Erickson's Lance Linquist; and comments on tv selection by Bryan Houston's
H. H. Dobberteen. (The place: Chalfonte-Haddon Hall.)

C. E. (Ned) Midgley, Jr., Ted Bates v.p. and one of the first timebuyers, died

this week after a lingering illness.

Midgley gained wade respect within the field for his flair in air media strategy and ex-

position of the problems and trends of the business. He started his career in the early '30s at

BBDO. joined CBS about 15 years later.

A busy commercial producer makes a pretty sensitive detector of new trends

in that field.

Here's what Steve Elliot, of Elliot, Unger & Elliot, told SPONSOR-SCOPE this

week about the directions that film commercials are taking, as based on assignments

passing through his studio:

1) Less conspicuous consuming of the product and smacking of lips.

2) More luxurious and charming backgrounds.
3) Avoidance of what some might consider questionable taste—such as scrubbing of

teeth and flaunting of messy clothes.

4) A minimum of wordage and greater focus on memorability of the product

image.

5) The light sexy treatment to emphasize the femininity of a product.

ABC TV seems to be moving toward the break-even point on its tv film com-

mitments. But it still is on the debit side on:

• Colt .45: The alternate week's sponsorship is open.

• Navy Log: 15 shots unsold for the season.

For other news coverage in this issue, see Newsmaker of the Week, page 5:

Film-scope, page 61; Spot Buys, page 50; News and Idea Wrap-Up, page 64; Washington

Week, page 79; sponsor Hears, page 82; and Tv and Radio Newsmakers, page 88.
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WHB: Prime Factor in the Prime Time
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WHB talks to 54.1% off the Kansas City audience (Nielsen)

Prime.,,

or any time. .

.

It's a WHB world
Ask to see the WHB area dominance story packed with convincing documentation!

Latest A.REA NIELSEN: WHB first with 18.5%, 6 a.m.-6 p.m.

Latesl PULSE: WHB firsl every quarter hour.

Latesl BOOPER: WHB firsl with 4l>.4\ all-daj averag

Latesl TRENDEX: WHB firsl with 42 1', all-day >

WHB 10,000 waits on 7 10 kc

Kansas City, Missouri

Talk to Blair . . . or Willi General Manager Oeorgt w I %trong

TODAY'S RADIO FOR TODAY'S SELLING
TODD STORZ, PRESIDENT • HOME OFFICE: OMAHA, NEBRASKA

WDGY Minneapolis St. Paul
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR S. CO.

WHB Kansas City
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.

WTIX New Orleans
REPRESENTED BY ADAM YOUNG INC.

WQAM Miami
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR A CO.
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Lotsapeople

buy
Lotsathings . .

.

August-September reports show

KONO again your best bet in

September: (25.7 mornings

—

30.1 afternoons)—more listen-

ers than ever before—and

we're still increasing our lead.

So, if you want to sell Lotsa-

things to San Antonio, see your

H - R representative or Clarke

Brown man about . . .

*The Lotsapeople Station

860 kc 5000 waits •

SAN ANTONIO

14

Radio

Timebuyers
at work

Ed Jennings, Hicks & Greist, "Seitf. Y^rk. comments on the \\a\

man\ radio stations throughout the countr) feature the "top records"

as their primary programing content. "There are manv things

wrong with this concept," Ed says. "Number one. the 'Top 40' list

is usually dictated by the number of records purchased in the area

surveyed. Since teen-agers ac-

count for most 'singles' purchases,

the listings reflect their tastes and

not necessarily those of the entire

community. Number two, when

programing is built on such an un-

imaginative formula, 'program

personality — an intangible but

definite aid in developing a favor-

able attitude toward a program's

sponsors—is destroyed. Number

three, when the station seeks to ap-

peal exclusively to the plurality

taste, the many minority tastes are left unsatisfied—bad commer-

cially and certainly not in keeping with public service. Number
four, these stations are deliberately attracting a large teen-age audi-

ence—which would seem to contradict their claims of a small teen-

age audience." Ed feels the trend is toward more durable music.

Marshall Hawks, tv-radio director, Emery Advertising. Baltimore,

points out that one of the basic differences between print and broad-

cast is in the relationship between editorial and ad control. "For

the most part."' Marshall says, "newspaper and magazine advertising

have no resemblance to the editorial matter. The advertising stands

apart and by itself without inte-

grating style and approach. Spe-

cialized products and services, of

course, often use newspapers and

magazines such as trade publica-

tions, where advertising will have

continuity with the stories and ar-

ticles. But most products and serv-

ices cant relate themselves to the

character of print media." On the

other hand, Marshall says, radio

and television advertising can be

an integral part of the programing

hecause shows are separate entities. Generally, the advertiser can

purchase programs, participations and adjacencies that blend with

the nature of the product. "For the best results."' he savs. "everv-

one in the agency involved—timebuvers, copywriters and produc-

tion people—should have a working knowledge of each other's

functions: a buyer should know as much about the entertainment

values he's buj ing as cost-per-1.000. To help achieve this, we've

combined our broadcast and media departments at this agencv."
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On Saturday
morning
in the

Nation's Capital

WRC IS THE SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE!
On Saturday morning, WRC Radio commands

by far the greatest share of Washington area

audience. From 6 AM to 12 Noon, WRC aver-

ages a 2(K'r share of the total audience ... an 18 r
'c

advantage over the second station.

WRC's Saturday morning lead can be a great

advantage to you, too. For shopping is a iveekend

affair in Washington. Just as their menfolk do,

a great number of women go to business through

the week in the nation's Capital ... a joint work-

ing effort that has boosted Washington's family

income right to the top of the national averages.

This double-duty workweek means double-duty

shopping on the weekend. And when the working

family brings home the groceries on Saturday

afternoon, chances are you'll find an abundant

assortment of WRC-advertised products.

What goes on in shoppers' minds reflects what

goes on WRC. To put your product in more week-

end shopping bags, have WRC speak for you in

the nation's Capital: WT^^.QQn
WASHINGTON. DC. SOLD BY fsBCl SPOT SALES

Source: SSI R*p*r1. Tolml Statwn ^wdi^v#- H'ajAi*?'"*. I) C . Ar*m-Jul*. ;H?
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Westerners listen

to their favorite"

programs on

the CBS Radio

Pacific Network
3

1 Listen: This refers to "ears in use,"

not merely to "sets in use."

2 Favorite: As in Harry Babbitt, Sun-

day News Desk, Dave Vaile News,

Ruth Ashton, Frank Goss News and

Tom Harmon— to name just a few

great CBS'rs.

3 Network: 245,000 watts to blanket

the 3 Pacific Coast States.

Summary: Programs, Personalities

and Power . . . that's why your mes-

sage belongs on the CBS Radio

Pacific Network.

REPRESENTED BY CBS RADIO SPOT SALES

L6

by Joe Csida

onsor

Nets pitching "live" talent

1 1 is encouraging to learn that a number of

additional NBC TV affiliates committed them-

selves to carry the new Jack Paar Tonight show

during the course of the affiliates' meetings here

in New York several weeks ago. And it's inter-

esting to note that the whole question of the

network's battle against the rating inroads of

feature film programing on the part of many

competitive independent stations came in for plent\ of discussion.

Prexy Bob Sarnoff followed through on the general theme of his

Miami speech to the effect that the affiliates must support live pro-

graming efforts on the part of the webs. With special emphasis

on the Tonight show. And Paar himself did a fine and subtle job of

selling the assembled affiliates. Could be that, come the end of

daylight saving time, the new Tonight may be out of the woods from

the standpoint of major market clearances.

And it could be. too. that with the reclassification of the show's

time period into "D" time, and with the new discount structure the

NBC TV Participating Sales I nit is pitching, the Paar program may

be loaded with sponsors come the winter. The new deal includes

a special short term introductory set up. which gives a client 10 free

spots for every 20 he buys. It would be gratifying to this corner to

see the show become a commercial success, for Paar and his tal-

ented troupe of regulars and guests surely rate it. If Paar's Tonight

does make it big sponsor-wise, and maintains its excellent entertain-

ment level it will surely be one of the happiest surprises of the new

season. The Tonight entry which occupied the time period before

Paar took it over was so bad it had many prospective buyers believ-

ing nothing good could ever happen in the slot again.

New summer programing format?

The so-called surprises, of course, are one of the more interesting

aspects of the tv business. When, out of nowhere, a V\ elk hits the

top 10, or a Paar redeems a dead area most of us observers get a

genuine kick out of the situation, and smart advertisers get a new

solid buy.

There are evidences that perhaps the next surprise of the new

season will be an afternoon show. American Bandstand on ABC
TV. with personable young Dick Clark as emcee, has recently popped

with ratings which staggered the NBC and CBS opposition. Run-

ning from 3 to 4:30 p.m. Monday through Friday. Bandstand drew

a 6.6 against NBC's 4.2 and CBS's 2.8. It walked off with a 40

share of audience. These ratings are the Trendex i September 2

through 6 1 figures for New York. Philadelphia. Cleveland and At-

lanta, the four towns in which the show competes b\ the clock with

its NBC and CBS opposition.

For the full eleven city Trendex. where time zone changes make

it too complicated to break down the shows affected here. Bandstand
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-I ill topped its opposition on the othei i w " webs rathei handily. I he

success "I ilii^ show speaks v\ «l
I foi young Mr, ( lark, who ia indeed

one "l the most pleasanl yet authoritative emcees we've caught re

cently, I >ut it also holds promise that some "I the othei new \B<

hill entries ma) catch on. Foi Bandstand, "i course, is .1 pop musi<

show, featuring most of the currentl) hot re I-. plus personal ap-

pearances l>\ leading record stars. \ n< I these ingredients will,

naturally, be quite prevalent in such new \l!t. l\ episodes .1- the

Pal Boone Chevy Show, the Guy Mitchell >//<<». etc.

\t an) rate the earl) Buccess "I the show has \l'>< 1 • • \ i 1 1 l_* with the

idea "I building .1 nighttime stanza around young l>iik 1 lark, and

the \\\(. -a If- department i- out pitching the new properrj full

blast. The show costs less than $8,000 pei quarter houi .ill told.

Before getting <>fT the subject ol the NBC affiliates meetings, in< i-

dentally, I intended to make a further comment "i two about 1 1 >•

confabs, I particularl) I i k« •» 1 Bob SarnofTs remarks that there was a

strong possibilit) that the NBC program department might begin t"

view (In 1 summer a> a "training camp" for programs and talent

television, including NBC and all of the other networks, ha-

dillied and dallied with all types "I formulae f » > r developing new

shows and talent. None of said efforts were evei consistently suc-

cessful li remains to be seen whether \B(. will indeed be able i"

devote an] substantial part of its warm weather programing to new

show ideas and new talent opportunities.

If the weh is able to do SO, however, and do so efTectheh il will

be a health) condition for u. Sarnoff told the affiliates: "Perhaps,

eventually, the summer will become an opener for the succeeding

season, instead of the tail end of the old one." Advertisers and

agencies interested in seein» successful new program formats and

Stars developed will welcome NBC's efforts in tlii- direction.

It > too well known and oft-lamented a tact thai there are too few

places these days for new talent to develop and new t\ idea- to be

tried out. I'\ . it>elf. must develop its talent, and find ways and

means for new idea- to be given a hearing. \nd the affiliates' reac-

tion to SarnofTs words about setting up summer time for such pur-

poses u.i- enthusiastic.

Bobb) Sarnoff told the web's affiliates main tiling- which inter-

e-led. and some which amused them. But it was left to the vice

president of another network. ABC, to make the mo-t amusing re-

mark of the week to the assembled NBC men. This was John Daly,

who in his capacit) as president of the Radio and Television Ex-

ecutives Society, welcomed the NBC affiliates as guests of the I! I ES

at the Societ) luncheon featuring FCC commissioner John Doerfer.

"Knowing affiliates as I do," said John. "I have one special an-

nouncement to make to the NBC affiliates. Gentlemen, this is Thurs-

day September 12!" ^

Letters to Joe Csida are we come

Do you always apret • with u hat Joe C titla ul\ I in SPONSOH

Backstay e? Both Joe and the editors of SPON> OR will be happy

to receive and print 1 our comments. Address them to Joe

Csida. c lo SPONSOR. 40 E. V)th. New York 17 . Sew ) ork.
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114% MORE audience

than Station B ALL DAY!

WILS

Mar. -Apr. '57 Hooper in Laming Showi

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY

7:00 a.m. -12 noon

1 2 noon -6 00 p.m.

WILS

61.4

53 7

Station B

23 5

30.1

5000
LIVELY WATTS

MORE listeners than all other

stations heard in

Lansing combined

' Mar. thru Apr.

average C. E. Hooper, Inc.

LANSING

Reprctcntcd Nationally

by

Venard. Rintoul &

McConnell. Inc.
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78 markets snapped up in first

six weeks! Coca-Cola in Atlanta!

NBC 0-&-0 in Los Angeles!

Dixie Beer! Bowman Biscuit!

Prescription 1500 in 10 markets!
J. Carrol Naish, the NEW
Charlie Chan, "the best ever

to do the role." See it today,

and you'll have to agree the
new CHARLIE CHAN sells!

Hurry! Marketsare
being reserved
today! Wire or
phone for private
screening!

Television Programs o/ America, Inc.
488 Madison Ave.. N. Y. 22 • PLaza 5-2100
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News and views for ivomen in

advertising and ivives of admen

Women's week

"Womanship" is a science: Mrs. Julia Morse. \ .p. and account

executive at Anderson & Cairns, and active chairman of her agency's

Women's Point of View Committee, feels motivational research is

sound thinking, "not trickery."

In a recent address to the Washington Square Business and

Professional Women's Club, she challenged Vance Packard's views

in "The Hidden Persuaders" as cynical.

"It's not true that advertising people use motivational research to

plummet the depths of women's minds in order to take advantage of

them," she said. "Actually, it's a tool in advertising and marketing

planning to help the consumer through a basic understanding of

her needs."

The Women's Point of View Committee at Anderson & Cairns,

comprised of all the women in the agency, helps interpret women's

needs to the remainder of the agency. The group works on re-

search projects particularly involving that 90 r
r of the agency's

accounts in which women influence the buying.

"A woman who works," she said, "does not detach herself from

feelings of responsibility for the home and family during her work.

And, being more emotionally involved, she does not ordinarily work

with the attitude of 'putting something over.' The result is warmth

and sincerity in ads to which women more naturally respond."

How do executives live? Very well, according to a recent survey

of the home life and habits of a cross-section of company presidents.

Nine out of 10 presidents own their own homes, and many own a

country home as well.

The overwhelming majority own two cars—one a luxury model

(such as a foreign car or model in the Cadillac. Chrysler-Imperial

class) and one a work-a-day car.

Three out of 10 own boats, and when they do. these boats are usu-

ally fairly sea-worthy fishing craft.

Over half of the presidents surveyed own 11 suits or more, and

buy two or three new ones a year.

Nearly 5% of the men who head up companies grossing an aver-

age of $65 million in 1955 sales intend to buy airplanes in a year.

Note to wives of rising executives: Company presidents like simple

American foods. They lean heavily toward steaks and broiled meats,

such homespun desserts as ice cream and pie. And don t look for

vintage wines—company presidents stick to scotch or martinis.

How to keep your man alive: The modern generation of agency

wives is particularly alert to the health needs of her husband. Among

a cross-section of wives of large agency media men and account

executives interviewed for insurance coverage, the following views

prevailed

:

Today's agency wives insist on at least one complete phvsical

check-up for their husband each year.

More than 50', of the women interviewed prefer two.
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BARTELL

imaginative programing has produced

GR0UP FAMILY RADIO
T FIRST at WOKY Milwaukee, KCBQ San

Diego, WAKE Atlanta. KIU'X Phoenix...

newest Bartell stations WILD Boston and

WYDE Birmingham going up, up, up!

BARTELL IT and SELL IT!

Sold Nationally by ADAM YOUNG, Inc.

for WOKY The KATZ Agency

[mil.

.= -J

America s FIRS1 Radio Family

Serving 10 Million Americans
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Would you like to be the life of the Plans Board ?

Do you sit idly by, sobbing into your hankie, while some-

one else hogs the stage?

There's a cure, friend . .

.

At the recent Sportsman's Show, key KTTV personnel

interviewed the crowds day after day, getting impor-

tant answers to questions about Southern Californians

and their television viewing habits.

For the first time, this information is available to you

. . . packed with vital facts that mean business to you.

"How many people enter contests ?"

"What time do people go to bed in Southern California?"

"How many people write letters to television stations?"

"Where do people find out about the television programs

they watch?"

Fill out the coupon below and the booklet is yours by

return mail.

Research Department

5746 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

Send me 30,000 Answers About Los Angeles Television.

Name

Address^

City _State

20

49th and

| Madison

Realistic appraisal

Wonder if it might he possible to get a

few copies of the article "Where spot

buys are made" which appeared on

page 34 of your September 21st issue.

The material is good ammunition to

combat those wise-guys who expect us

to come up with business comparable

to New York. Also the article deals

realisticall) with the soft market for

the earlier part of the year in tv—

hope the station boys read the article

and know that the situation is general.

Dudley D. Brewer

manager, broadcasting dept.

The Branharn Co., Chicago

Glossary needed?

I have an idea for a L SE Project

which only you and your staff could

handle properly.

Those of us who are actively selling

and buying broadcast time, use a vari-

ety of phrases, some technical, some

slang, every day. which I am sure are

confusing to many people in advertis-

ing who are not that close to the firing

line. I am thinking particularly of

people at the account level at agencies

and people involved in advertising de-

cisions at clients, as well as the many
"juniors" in media work.

Wouldn't it be of real value to a

lot of people if you would give some-

one the chore of compiling a glossary

of such terms? I think it would be of

great value to many of your readers.

Powell Ensign

sales manager

Everett-McKinney, Inc.

• The idea i- excellent and SPONSOR invites
other readers to submit li-ts of terms.

National Paint

Call us sensitive if you like, but we
of radio hate to he short-changed in

our own trade journal, sponsor!

You fine case history of National

Paint in September 14 issue mentions

that this account boosted its sales 22^7

in an off season with the use of 100

Tv and 270 radio announcements.

Bl T . . . your headline reads "How tv

licked a winter sales slump." and your
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Jim Parker, Advertising Manager of Beech-Nut Life Savers, Inc.,

makes the point:

"Using regions where its distribution is already established as a springboard,

Beech-Nut Gum is making a national splash. Only SPOT RADIO gives the

frequency required for such a tremendous job at such reasonable cost.

To its extensive and continuing schedule in the top 50 markets, and to

NBC Spot Sales' radio stations in every

market where they play a part, goes much kji
of the credit for the overwhelming suc-

cess of the Beech -Nut Gum campaign."

is now the

number 1

cost per thousand station

in
Get out the slide rule, figure again . . . Providence is no longer an

automatic buy because WICE is on the move! Up and up the ratings

go in just eleven months of Elliot management. Do nothing 'til you

see Hooper, July and August.

The ELLIOT STATIONS
great independents • good neighbors TIM ELLIOT, President

Akron, Ohio - WCUE WICE - Providence, R. I.

National Representatives The John E. Pearson Co.

49TH & MADISON continued . . .

subhead says "National Paint & Var-

nish of Los Angeles boosted sales 22%
with a well-researched tv campaign."

KBIG was proud to play a part in

the National Paint story. . . . And
we're even happier to he carrying a

repeat order of 140 one-minute spots

right now for this fine sponsor's new

six-week fall campaign.

Joe Siedeman

account executive

KHIG, John Poole B'castg Co.

Movies on radio

In your August 24th issue you ran a

storj headed '"Movie men don't know

how to use radio." The article was
written by Gordon McLendon and re-

fers to the exceptional radio campaign

he did on two of our pictures. These

pictures are "Don't Knock the Rock"
and "Rumble on the Docks."

I am most interested in your article

and am especially concerned with the

material he used for these two produc-

tions. I would be most grateful if you

would forward this letter to him and

ask him to get in touch with me con-

cerning this new radio technique.

Robert S. Ferguson

Columbia Pictures Corp.
• Request granted.

Moved 300 miles

Oklahoma City would like to claim

KGYN but the loyal folks in Oklahoma

Panhandle and surrounding states

would raise "Heck" as we would if we

were moved from Guymon 300 miles

away as you did in a recent issue ( Ra-

dio Results I. We are still KGYN,
Guymon, Oklahoma, the only but not

the Lonely Voice of the Oklahoma

Panhandle—Serving 308.000 people in

the finest agricultural-oil-and-gas-rich

area in the I . S.

John B. Gray

manager. KG} A

Guymon. Oklahoma

Multiply-your-money

It should be pointed out that the

"Multiply-Your-Money Plan" used by

Twin City Federal Savings and Loan

Association and mentioned in sponsor

(September 21) is copyrighted by

Twin City Federal, but available to

non-competitive Savings and Loan As-

sociations through Vance Pidgeon &

Associates.

Rav Foley, account executive

Vance Pidgeon & Associates

Minneapolis. Minn.
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Radio Chicago

WJJi
NOW

f?in the Aug. -Sept., 1957

HOOPER RADIO AUDIENCE INDEX

* for the period from NOON to 6 P.M. Monday

through Friday. WJJD is THIRD from 7 A.M.

to NOON Monday through Friday and gaining

faster all the time!

This successful radio programming is also being

used by Radio Baltimore WCAO, Radio Boston

WCOP and Radio Memphis WMPS with the

same magnetic audience attraction in those

markets. No gimmicks, no giveaways, no promo-

tions, just solid programming for solid listeners

who really listen!

'

Keep your eye on these other Plough, Inc. Stations:

Radio Baltimore I
Radio Boston I Radio Memphis

WCAO
J

WCOP WMPS

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY RADIO-TV REPRESENTATIVES, INC.

NEW YORK CHICAGO LOS ANGELES BOSTON ATLANTA SAN FRANCISCO SEATTLE





f^§g>

ffilOJBQ <&M®

Things fcapp< n on this show. Cast and cameras get

up and go ... underwater off Catalina... behind the

scenes at Santa Anita ... turtle-riding at Marine-

land. Panorama Pacific is live television—live-wire.

Pacific Coast audiences land national advertise

love it. Year-in, year-out. Pan Pacific is the I

top-rated early-morning ru twork slum-- _ -o^r /q^
'

and the favorite with such consistent, long-

term sponsors as General Mills, Westclox,

NORAMA PAGIF
Procter & Gamble, Lyon Van & Storage, Maxwell

House. Marlboro, Hills Brothers Coffee, Saran

Wrap, Polaroid—the list is long and impressivi

Go places yourself: the eight stations telecasting

Panorama Pacific deliver !' x .n of I I
i alifornia

television families and 85.6 of all Pacific Coast

television families. For Pan Pac details, call the...

CBS TELEVISION PACIFIC NETWORK
Rep I

/.'>' '/'< ' v Is Ion S



double-

barrelled

dominance

jo in J?

With^of

the top 20 shows

in Sacramento,*

$ of the

top 20 in Stockton,*

KBET-TV

dominates both halves

of the great

California Central Valley market,

the nation's

37th largest.*

BASIC w9 CM OUTUT

KBET-TV
CHANNEL 10
SACRAMENTO CALIFORNIA

Call H-R Television, Inc. for Current Avails

Sacramento and Stockton ARBs, July 1957
#as designated by CBS before FCC
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CHEVROLET "gSSSr*

FORD-^S^

BUICK SgSSB^t

PLYMOUTH S^v^i

FORD ^Sfem

CHEVROLET«^^^t

PLYMOUTH fi^jSSiig*

BUICK
, 5rrr\ l ^

WILL AIR POWER
DECIDE THE BATTLE OF DETROIT?

1957 has seen Ford pass Chevrolet and Plymouth overtake Buick

in Bales race. The fijjht for \">8 will be a hot our with net t> the

spearhead, a heavy wave of all radio, lijihi strafing bj spot t\

I his week, Detroit's Big rhree weighs in for

a Pier Six brawl. The '58 car models ol GM,

Ford and Chrysler are ju-t beginning to roll

off assembly lines into stockpiles ol Becrecj

until the time comes for springing them on the

American puhlic. That time will be in prac-

tical!) all cases within the nexl thirtj days.

Then the fighl will be on, with n<> holds barred.

That it will he a real slug-fest i> apparent

1>\ the dollars alread) earmarked for air media

advertising. H\ the time the battle is over next

\ ut u iiui. an estimated $100 million plus will

have gone for air weapons t\ and radio.

Network television is far and awaj the 1 • i _:

-

gest knuckleduster. Between now and tin- end

of the net t\ season, automotives will U-

suming, on a regular basis, about nine li • >u i
-

weekl) of t\ air time. ["he weekl) tab for this

will be about >l ::

i
million f..r time and talent.

Piled on top oi this weekl) expenditure will

be aboul $7 million dollar- worth of n.t t\

"specials sponsored bj the aut inies.
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SPOT RADIO AND TV

PM THIS Gl AT FACES
Ul" A REAL PROBLEM IN

ITS 50TH ANNIVERSARY
YEAH. ITS '57 VS. "56

SHARE OF MARKET FELL
FROM 51.6 TO 44.8%. IN

SA1 ES, CHEVROLET NOW
IS TRAILING FORD, BU-

ICK LOST TO PLYMOUTH

Js_
t "\

RADIO plana of the GM divisions are varied. Chevrolet will use 28 Oct. to 5 Nov. schedule of about

1(1 -puts on 600-700 stations. Buick, hoping to move back into third selling position, plans only a

"fairly good-sized" campaign in top markets. Pontiac will use 83 markets for one month at announce-

ment time. Oldsmobile plans are not firmed but hope to use more spot radio than ever. . Cadillac,

through MacManus, John & Adams, will run about 60 or more spots in upwards of 200 markets

between 8 Nov. and 2 December. TELEVISION appears to be in for less of a play than radio

by GM cars, except possibly in the case of Pontiac and Oldsmobile. Pontiac, using about 100

stations in about 40 markets on a 52-week basis is planning to add 210 more stations for two and a

half weeks at debut time. Olds has firmed no decision yet, but it hopes to use some spot television.

FORD SH ^keofm \i;ki- iW NOW 30.2%—UP
:v, OVER '56. MUST HOLD
GAIN, PUSH NEW EDSEL,
AND KEEP FORD AHEAD

RADIO is already at work for this company. To introduce Edsel, institutional funds were invested

by K&E in an eight-week campaign now running. Further Edsel buys will be through FC&B.

Factory funds were used for a JWT purchase of a Ford truck campaign. Dealer funds will buy

campaign on several thousand stations when 1958 passenger cars come out around November.

Lincoln-Mercury plans some spot. TELEVISION is in the cards only for Edsel and Ford.

CHRYSLER
'57 HAS BEEN
GOOD TO

CHRYSLER CORP. SHARE
OF MARKET JUMPED
FROM 15.8% IN '56 TO
19.1 c

< . LOOKS TO 1958

RADIO campaigns are now running or in the planning stage for all the Chrysler family. Plymouth,

with schedules now in top markets, hopes to use more spot radio than ever at new model time.

Dodge, which already extended its summer campaign in top markets will run another campaign 1

Nov. to 5 Dec, probably adding new markets. D^Soto, now running in its strongest sales areas,

plans to add to schedules for '58 line. Chrysler Sales Div. budget is expected to be larger than

Chrysler Corp.'s but both will be buying radio. TELEVISION campaigns are not being planned.

INDEPENDENTS £mc is

ING ITS OWN WITH A
1.96% SHARE OF MARKET,
S-P DROPPED TO 1.15%

RADIO has little hope of getting anything from Studebaker-Packard except at the local dealer

level. Burke Dowling Adams plans budget bulk for newspapers. On the other hand, American

Motors has been doing well with Rambler on network radio, and expects to use considerable spot

to introduce new Hudson, Nash and Rambler models when they appear around 22 Oct. Campaign

is not firmed yet, however. TELEVISION, from present indications, will get little or nothing.

Comparative share of market figures are courtesy of Automotive News from registration figures received by R. L. Polk & Co. All percentages

are for fir-t seven months of 1956 and 1957.

GM's 50th birthday party on NBC TV
alone will be a $1 million affair. Pon-

tiac, one of its divisions, has set aside

nearly another $% million to cover

half-sponsorship of Annie Get Your

Gun on NBC TV. Still another divi-

sion, Oldsmobile, has contracted for

six Jerry Lewis Specials on the same

network at a total cost of about $2 mil-

lion. Olds also is reported to be in-

terested in sponsoring the TV Awards
Show—another t 1

/^ million. If these,

plus other GM investments, help that

Titan regain any of the ground it lost

this year (GM's share of market

slipped badly this first seven months
of 1957 compared to the same period

in 1956—from 51.63 to 44.82%) it

will be well worth the cost.

Ford and Chrysler Corp.. both of

whom gained this year at GM's ex-

pense (Ford's share of market up

2.98% to 30.23%; Chrysler's up

3.30% to 19.08% ) are investing in tv

specials also. For five Desi-Lucy Spe-

cials on CBS TV the Ford division

will pay close to $2 million, while the

new Edsel will invest more than an-

other $1/2 million in a single variety

show on that same network featuring

Crosby and Sinatra. Chrysler Corp.,

for all its models, will sponsor four

Shower of Stars and pick up a bill for

more than $1 million.

What these figures show is that air

media, spearheaded by net tv, has

emerged as a basic advertising vehicle

for Detroit's estimated annual $250
million all-media budget. 1 et a March

1037 survey conducted bv Advertest

Research. Inc. for N»BC suggests that

automotives still are not using tv as

heavily as they should, inasmuch as

the test showed tv to be "the over-

whelmingly dominant advertising me-

dium for selling automobiles."

The survey was based on about

4,500 personal interviews in 39 states,

in large and small cities, rural and

urban localities, tv and non-tv areas.

1.000 of these interviews were with

automobile dealers. 1.500 with shop-

pers in their showrooms, and 2.000

with persons who had recently pur-

chased cars from them. They were

questioned on three media—tv. maga-

zines and newspapers. Among this

sample of car dealers, car shoppers

and car bin ers, tele\ isions media-pref-

erence share ran from 56 to 60%.
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NET TV NET RADIO
r
MAKE AGENCY SHOW NET TYPE L OR F COST

Ml m.iki'-. Mai Manus, Wide Wide World MK T\ \!,-. 1 $210,000"

parts 8 ia i ices Jcillll \ \il.llll-

Ml HKlkr- kinlnir 50th tnnivertarj MK l\ \.,, 1 $850,000

Boiek Kudnei Wrll- Fargo MK l\ tt.-. 1 $38,500"

Buick k nilnii Pan ice Munsel \m i\ \..,:l $45,000-

( lull rolrl t amp.-Ewald 1 IliW SJli.u MK l\ \.u 1 $150,000
( \u\ rolel i amp.-Ewald Pal Boone \li( l\ \.,, 1 $45 000

( lldsmobile I). 1". Itr.ith.r Big Record 1 BS I \ Var:L $50,000'

Oldamobile I). 1'. Bratha III 1 \ 1 bm is

Spe< i.il-

MK l\ \.,,:l $230,000

Pontiac Mai Mantis, Aiuiii- Gel 'i "in MK l\ Musical :L $325,000

John X \iI.ini- (.mi Special for | 2

1 .1-1 1(1! 1 rosby-

Sinatra Special

( !!•- I\ \..,:l $550,000

Ford Itt 1 Suspicion \l!( l\ Myst:l &1 $79,500-

Poid Itt 1 Ford Show NIK l\ Var:L $38,000
Kuril l\\ 1 Zane Grej ( 1!- I\ WesK-F $45 000

1 ord Itt 1 Desi'Luc) Specials ( 11- 1 \ Sil i om:F $285,000 ca.

Mercur) KM Ed Sullivan ( BS T\ Var:l $79,500'

General Motora
icnii networki foi i.M* h

< hi * rol< i '" Pontiai \ B(

sell I iporti I ; CBS lai kson,

I rout, I ••will I nomas '
"•

Farm Sews, till m Peace ami

II or, Sat VUe < ""•<"
i S

MM- Pontiai i- iponsoring Notn

Dame football .Ml' Vew i of the

World, ' ...l.ll.i. -.mII ., . SB(

Monitor. Pontiai «ill also

Monitoi and tome ' BS - ;mi m-

Ford'i rnulti million dollai btrj

on ( H- ini ludes K "'l<l

Roundup, newscaslei 1 'I Murrow,

and its Rood Shou »iili line-up

ol stai - I rodfrey, H< on] . St in

I- reberg, and Rosemary ' lot

Ml makes Mi ( .urn F. Clini.i \ CBS T\ Drama 1

1

$59,000

Ml makes Ml < .aim E Shower <>f Stars CBS T\ Var:L $200,000 ca

DeS BBDO ^ on Bet i our Life \H( l\ (,)ni/:F $51,750-

DodgC Orant tt rlk'- Top Tunes \H<: t\ Var:L $19000
Dodge (Irant Lawrence ttelk UK T\ Var:L $14,500

Plymontb Grant tt clk'~ Top Tunes \iii r\ \..r:l $19,000

PI) month Orant Date «itli the

\n-rl-

MIC TV Si ( om :F $38,000

Chrysler which has been spon

soring newscasts, sportscasts, mu-

di .
tt estema, nn steriea, eti ,

nn

M:i
.

' BS and NB( . has now

added MBS i" its fall scheduli

i>f 3 Oct.) both .i- part ol .i clean-

up i ampaign and i" debut

NETW ORK TELEVISION ma) have an outside chance at some business From American Motors

Mlie\ used in co-sponaot Disneyland on \M<: T\ i bul ri^hi no* prospects fox ii aren't the brightest.

(.i'mt i» tin- .i-im \ for tlii- ai riiimt. Studebaker-Packard has no intentions ol entering network

television. Foreign job Mercedes-Benz i- being distributed 1>\ S-P and GM i- importing Opels to 1»»*

distributed !i\ Bui. k dealers ami Vara llalU to be -<>\<\ l»\ Pontiac dealers, Imt no i\ for thesi cars.

Independents! ^'' which

has been using segments on NIK

Monitor for it- Kamlilrr i« «<ilil

• ii radio, and ma] nw ni'-r ••. -to-

debaki i Pai k.inl has no air media

plans .ii all. so »ill not be heard.

'Indicates alternate week show and price should !>• multiplied !i\ 2'> < trl) cosl and not 1 >\ 52. ( osts refer i" average -!n>» costs

including talent and production. The) are gross (include 15$ agenc) commission). The) do nol include commercials oi timi

"What kind of ad\ertisiii". doc- tltr

besl job of telling people about your

cars? ' the dealers wire asked. Re-

Mill: 69.695 specified u. 30.19? said

newspapers. 13.(Vi said tnajza/ines.

""If your compan) wanted to put

most of their national advertising 1 > in 1
-

gel into one kiml of advertising, which

kind ilo \on think the) should use?"

was another i|ner\ to dealers. 64.3 9?

said it should be t\. 27.1 '< preferred

new -papers. 0.2' < liked magazines.

Of the total shoppers in the show-

rooms asked. "Which kind of advertis-

ing did the most to gel you interested

in looking at this make car.'" here are

the answers: 1~>.V , said it was t\.

10.8' < said newspapers, and 10.1'.

said magazines. (Totals of responses

exceed or fall short of loo', due to

multiple preferences or none stated.)

\\ bile the results of tM- survey were

made public 1>\ NBC onlj lasl month,

the idea thai u carries a big club musl

have been filtering through to the auto

manufacturers before that. This yeai -

investment in the medium is t.n ahead

nl lasl j eat 3.

The race foi sales supremacy in tin-

tup four best-sellers ol Motordom

should prove interesting. Ford which.

this year, unseated Chevrolet f"t firsl

place, i- using regularly, in addition

in it- specials, three regular shows .i

mystery, varietj and Western on two

networks, I BS W and NBC TV. The

new I'linl is costing 1185 million to

tool, -t\ le. design and engineer.

Chevrolet, fighting hack for first

i Please turn to page 84

1

Kir-t nf •'-
1 .1-.

once-ovei in Nevi 'i.'ik showroom
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RADIO IN TRANSITION
Part of a continuing series

BBDO INVITES
NETWORK RADIO TO
A COMEBACK LUNCH
Top executives from the four radio nets made

a lunchtime presentation at BBDO last week

stressing (1) new programing concepts; (2) low

price structure; (.3) sales effectiveness of radio

P^ast week an important family on

Madison Avenue greeted network ra-

dio like an old friend who has staged

a big comeback.

At BBDO's invitation spokesmen for

the four radio networks attended a

luncheon in the agency's boardroom

and related their individual sales

stories before some 160 account men,

top media executives and timebuyers.

Tapes of the four network pitches

were sent to the agency's regional of-

fices by Bill Hoffman, BBDO coordi-

nator of network radio, "to play to all

our media and account executives on

our own 15-market hookup."

This competitive presentation over

lunch-trays was a tribute not onlv to

network radio but radio as a whole

from two viewpoints:

1. The interest in the network radio

story originated within BBDO. And
when a tv-radio giant agency puts the

spotlight on a medium, it's a symptom
of a trend, not an isolated instance.

2. The turn-out of more than 160

BBDO account and media executives

Bill Hoffman, BBDO net radio director, lets net executives (1. to r.)

\l!\"s Bob Eastman, NBC's Joe Culligan, CBS' John Karol draw for

ranking in making presentation from an empty Ban box. MBS'

Paul Roberts, late for the drawing, is not shown in this picture

\

7
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i the New York luncheon reflected I In-

interest ol clients within the agenc)

and exceeded the original expectations.

I In- presentations were made l>\

Matthew "Joe" Culligan, v.p. in chai

of NB( : Paul Roberts, president ol

MBS; Bob Eastman, president ol \l'.t :

.mil Prank Nesbitt, sales promotion di-

rectoi "l i !BS, in thai ordei . according

to the positions the) drew prior to

the meeting from lots in an empt)

"Ban" box in l>ill Hoffmann's office.

Out nt theii pitches and the intro-

ductions b) Herminio "Travie" Tra-

iriesas, general manage] "I BBDO's
radii>-(\ department, and Hill Hoff-

mann, emerged the following charac-

teristics of netwoi k radio toda) :

• I In- l>i^. blue-chip clients are back

in the medium. During the past year,

such giants as P&C, Lever, Colgate,

General Pood and Pord bave bought

hark in.

"In tin- last six months alone, the

following l!l!l)<) clients bought net-

work radio again," Traviesas told the

group attending the presentations.

"General Mills, Curtis Publishing, I S

Steel, I hi Pont, American Institute of

l!..\-' Wear, Rexall and Bristol Myers,

["his represents $1.4 million in net bill-

ings of advertisers coming back t<>

tin- medium."
• I In- networks are searching for

u bile she's doing housework.

• Network radio bas found .1 for-

mula f'>i weekend programing t"

match tin- outdooi and outside-the-

borne listening patterns ol the audi-

ence. \l!( - \tonitoi and < BS's Im-

pact represent tin- "on-the-spot news"

plus entertainment foi mula that -

bringing in sponsors foi l>"ili net-

works.

• I hi- h ill I"- the ) '-.ii w hen net-

work radio breaks through with new

nighttime progi aming < oncepts. I he

kej I" theii philosophy ma) be: "\\ e'll

program what television doesn't." \-

omed) Bhows leave iv . for instant e,

the) ma) reappeai on radio.

• Netwoi k 1 adio rates maj ret o\ ei

within llu- nexl yeai 01 two .1- more
clients are attracted into tin- medium.
None "l the foui top radio network ex-

11 utives anticipate an) fui thei

mentation plans oi othei forms of cut-

ting the initial investment foi the net-

work radio advertiser in the near fu-

ture.

"Rates are at rock-bottom,"

UBS president Paul Roberts. "On MBS
toda) \ "ii re buying radio at less than

1 1 .1 stat ion in some instant es. I I e-

lieve the time has come when rates will

be rising again."

• I he it-iui n nt giant advertise]

-

into tin- medium has .1 stabilizing in-

iii 1 .11 ii<> 11 to new and ol i
-

\\ lnl' 1 Ik -• are the broad • urn lu-

lions thai 1 ise oul "I the foui network

presentations il BBI M I, the I

and miln idualit) ol eat Ii netwoi I

• ame vei j apparent .1- thi I

work exet utives told this storj

\! nit In 1, l,„ 1 ulligan, 1 ./». in < I

oj \B( Radio Showman Joe < ull

stressed the variety of pro pos-

sibilities 1l1.1t are open t" radio

works toda) b) introdui ing talent I

\B( - lineup and letl all t<-ll

theii ow 11 story.

I "i instant e, Madeleint < irroll

spoke nol onl) as thi stai •

time dramatic strip, but alt

"average housewife." Perhaps

dramatical!) thai national

figures might have done, - the

poinl thai hei foui dailj 1 u trips to

the 1 lonnet ii< til station, foui to - I I

and one 1 r
i

j
» marketing means a l"i <>f

11 1 ,nli.. listenii

"I 'in in- the da) ," -li>- said, "I pre-

fer listening to radio while I work. I

don 1 have time foi t\ until evening.

\111l. as fui drama, I think a woman
finds ii easiei to identif) herself with

.1 wai in voit > "ii the radio, rathei than

h itli an actual image ol a spet ifit

woman on the t\ screen. I like doing

radio drama bettei . and I feel thai foi

•luncheon iiM.i.- I'.MK)'- New V«rk \<New N t>rk audience included over 160 BBDO Herminio ' Bill Hoflmai

loom preceded the network presentations account men, media executives, timebuyers ol BBDO radio-tv made intra for pil

new, audience-getting programing con-

cepts. Music and news nun be the

mainsta) of radio in the opinion- of

main, but there's lots of 1 n for ex-

perimentation and individual sales-

manship even within this framework.

\l'>\. for instance, put* particular em-

phasis on li\c music plus name talent

as announcers and salesmen.

• llu- audit-net' for daytime drama
is becoming stabilized. Both CBS and

NBC radio feel that radio drama is

popular with the woman in the home

fluence nol onl) on the rates, but on

the "ethics" of network radio .1- welL

Sa) - Bob I astman, \l>\ president, "\\ e

wanl to protect the integrit) of oui

on-air salesmen. Ilierefore, there will

have lo In- .1 60-da) lapse between the

cancellation of a client and the debul

of his competitor on the same show."

I In- network- are stressing protec-

tion of clients against competitive

products more than the\ did three 01

four years ago, parti) to maintain the

effectiveness of the medium, parti) as

da) time it - a more effet tn • tudii

getter."

I he remaindei of the "live talent"

- ntation, as unstatistit .d as the

Madeline Carroll segment. - essed

the "who is radio" theme Jot- (ail

had introduced. 1 1 * - - appeal of net-

work radio, said he, is in the caliber

of talent tin- network ran marshal

it- varying programing blocks. M r-

.an Beatt) told some of the stor) be-

hind NBI - news coverage, the -

and depth of it.
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Size of BBDO turnout plus list of recent

BBDO network radio clients ($1.4 million hillings

in six months) are symptoms of medium's comeback

Waller O'Keefe, star of Vightline,

made .1 strong case for varied night-

time iuiu.uk radio programing, ''the

nexl area where network radio will

i Mine crashing through." according to

C.ulligan. Plans for NBC's fall lineup

include such name talent as Jerry

Lewi-, (ieoige (ioliel. Libber McGee &

Molly, I hiilVs Tavern's Ed Gardner.

"Radio may he the place where

comedy will come into its own," Ed
Gardner told the assembled BBDO ex-

ecutives. "They're sure dyin' like flies

on tv. Take a guy like Chaplin. After

the third week, if that guy were on

l\. the feller from the oatmeal com-

pan) says, 'Get rid of that cane . .
.'

On radio you don't get tired so fast.

And after all. people do wanna laugh."

Paul Roberts, president of Mutual

Broadcasting System: Roberts stressed

particularly that the population shifts

of the past decade, coupled with the

move of products and services into

suburbs and towns where people now
live, has favored his lineup of affili-

ates.

"Today, we're selling the 400 small-

er stations as the mainstay of our net-

work radio buy, and talking about the

20 big-city fellows as the bonus," he

said. "We surveyed the country prod-

uct-wise and found that product sales

and preferences today don't vary from

big city to small town. The adver-

tisers' interest is served when they've

reached mass audience wherever it

may be, not merely in big cities."

Accompanying each point in his

presentation with a cartoon, Roberts

emphasized the vast, unmeasured out-

of-home and car audience. "Every

third group on the beach has a porta-

ble, whether you're in Santa Monica

or Atlantic City."

In terms of the programing service

it renders, MBS will continue to stick

to its trilogy—news, music and sports.

"We've added to our staffs in each area

and are now offering 210 five-minute

newscasts a week. Each of our 457

stations can come back to us immedi-

ately with its own coverage of a news

event in its area. This gives our na-

tional coverage more sweep and depth,

rather than being a feed from LP or

any other news service."

Roberts further emphasized MBS's
ability to clear better than 80' i of its

stations on purchase. "We cleared

380 stations for General Motors right

off the bat."

But. according to Roberts, it's ra-

dio's pricing structure that keeps him
awake at night. "It's become too much
of a bargain. At MBS, you buy a

five-minute daily show across the board

at $640, with better than 350 stations.

If you figure $300 per newscast, you

pay less than SI per station."

He concluded by saying that MBS
has shared in the comeback of network

radio to the tune of S2 million in new-

business over the past eight weeks,

since Roberts and his sy ndicate bought

the network.

mi iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiini mi iiiiiiiiiniiiiiniiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiini iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiini in i i i mi iiiiiiin in iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiH

Net Radio was also subject of hot RTES debate

Stephan Labunski (l.)« ARC programing v. p., said "net-

work radio of the future must succeed for the same rea-

sons that independent stations do today" in his debate

with Gordon McLendon (r.), independent station owner,

who criticized low network rale-. The debate was ar-

ranged lor 2."> September lev \lbert Sliepard (center),

chairman of the RTES round-table lunch committee.

Labunski stressed American's concept of "fun" radio with

li\e personalitie-. live orchestras, and live audiences.

Theme of McLendon's criticism of network radio iu>

'can radio stations afford to have four radio networks

survive." Above all. lie criticized radio networks' seg-

mentation plans anil low rate-, lie calculates that ARVs

highest open rate average- $1.7.") per announcement, add-

ing "we wouldn't let a client burp on the air for S-l.T.i

at KI.IF. KILT. KTS \." It's significant that on the same

day. network radio emerged as a major topic of discus-

sion both at RRDO and RTKS. in a first since the tv era.

.i:lli:lillllllll!IHIIIir
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lioh Eastman, president oj ll!\ "II.

i

dio ia the onl) 'multi-access medium,

said Eastman. "\\ iih 1 38 million Bets,

it reaches into bedrooms, living rooms,

kitchens, automobiles, barbershops,

stores and even beaches. Our pro-

graming is -I.mini in the multi-access

nature of this medium."

\ll\ - foi inula For network pro-

graming todaj live musical program-

ing w itli top-talent m.c.'s.

"
I be live musical American pro-

graming is 'ambiactive,' .mil bj thai

we me.m ii Hi- people's activities

making beds, washing dishes, tending

babies, driving cars, getting haircuts

or just sitting on the beach."

I lie purpose of ha\ ing top-talent

Balesmen-m.c.'s cm the air is t" carrj

out \I>Y- theorj of "empathetic sell-

ing, according i" Eastman. The value

of tins concept is that it provides t d.-

client « itli the follow ing :

1. 1'ln- assurance that his copj will

be rendered as effectively in one area

of the country a> tin- other.

2. Responsive salesmanship, which

Eastman defines this wa) :

'"
\ good air

salesman bas a qualirj we choose to

call empathetic selling. He visualizes

the actn ities of his listeners and tit- hi>

sales presentation with empathy to his

listeners."

Throughout bis presentation, East-

man stressed tin- advantages to clients

oJ having their commercials carried

on \M\. "Your copj on American
will have entitj

;
it will -land out not

onlj because of the excellence of the

manner of presentation with clevei

lead-ins and empathetic selling, but

also because there will never be more
than three \meriean network adver-

tisers in an) given quarter-hour.

"Youi copj will be protected.

W iihin our hour-length programs, onl)

one product of a given i\ pe will be
accepted. W e will protect for the full

hour."

In concluding, he said that "in no

other medium can an advertiser get

the degree of exclusivity that we offer

at \meriean."

J- rank Nesbitt, salt's promotion mana-
ger of CBS: Working with slides of a

new CBS Radio presentation, Nesbitt

stressed the size and -cope and pric-

ing of the medium as a whole, ami

CBS in particular. "We have no new

theorj or plans.'* he said, although he

added that "we brought in Bing Cros-

1>\ to follow Jack Benny."

[Please turn to page 77 i

II: \ , Bob I aslman strt

"empathetii telling" In live

n< ';/ orl pi ' •• alities /<///*

"protet tion" i"i tin

i i:< Franh \ esbitl ret a

s' ope and size oj U

rmlit) audience, thru she

( BS' share, rates, ratings

MB&a Pan R

.^ -'am

£ structure, ttiih «

|
ma

\ Bt 's \fadt It int I arm" it 17%

one oj tour network person-

alities Joe i -••

si i e
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1. FEATURE FILM'S FIRS

TWO NEW
REPORTS
FROM THE

RESEARCHERS
ON TV'S

AUDIENCE
Each of the two new jobs of

research reported on these

pages fills an important need.

The first explores what the

feature film audience is real-

ly like—in terms of econom-

ics, age, sex. The second

provides research confirma-

tion for an old timebuying

practice: averaging of 15-

minute ratings before and

after a spot to get the rat-

ing for the spot itself.

^%lmo-t everybod) watches movies

on tv.

This is one of the key facts brought

out by a special Politz study conduct-

ed in New York for WOR-TV. The
outline of the feature film audience, its

scope, attitude and audience composi-

tion, is to be released by the Million

Dollar Movie station this week.

Here is the scope:

• 88.3% of all New Yorkers (12

years and older) watch feature films.

• Nine out of 10 (or 9,130,000)

watch at some time during a four

week period.

• 59.7% watch several times a

week.

• ]
l).2'< are regular viewers and

watch about once a week.

• 21.1% are occasional viewers

who watch less than once a week but

do watch sometime during four weeks.

Movies were also found to be con-

sidered more enjoyable than other

types of television entertainment.

Here's what Politz found out about

attitude:

• 75.6% considered feature films

more enjoyable or about the same as

other tv programs.

• 39.4% found movies definite] \

more enjoyable while 36.2% said

feature films were about the same.

• 18.1% said less enjoyable.

• 6.395 didn't know.

• 22.6' < of the jno\ie \iewers (or

2,059,000 people) would watch prac-

tical]} am picture in preference to

something else.

The feature film audience is weight-

ed in the direction of the \oung.

middle-income suburbanite.

The audience composition break-

down shows:

• Sex—women viewers lead in num-
bers (over 4 million I, but teenagers

have the highest viewing percent (in

relation to the teenage population of

New York 1

.

• Age—the 40-54 bracket holds nu-

merical superiority (2,329,000); how-
ever the 20-29 group has the highest

percent (87.1) of viewers.

• Income — tv feature films are

strongest with the $4,000 to S6.999

income group. They are weakest with

the low income bracket.

• Home tenure—home owners show
the highest percentage here, 81.6%.

• Place of residence— the subur-

ban leads the urban with 85.2%.
1 See charts on page 36 for further

breakdown of scope, attitude and au-

dience composition.)

2. HOW TO GET RATING

Wan \ou realh estimate ratings for

tv spot announcements?

TvB now says yes and offers docu-

mentation.

The popular formula of taking an

average of the ratings of the preceding

and following quarter-hours was test-

ed by A. C. Nielsen Co. this past sum-

mer for the bureau. The results as

summed up by Dr. Leon Arons, TvB
research director, show the practice to

be a valid '"working tool."

Nielsen's method of operation was

this:

• Seven different announcement
schedules were used.

• Each schedule represented a spe-

cific time on one station in each of

100 market-.

• And each schedule was a full

minute before the half hour mark
1 10:30 a.m.. 12:30 p.m.. 4:30 p.m..

6:30 p.m.. 8:30 p.m., 10:30 p.m. and

11:30 p.m. 1.

• Only homes actually tuned to the

station for the full minute were tabu-

lated as viewing homes.

• The study covered the Monday
through Friday period of 15-19 July.

• Findings refer to 500 individual

station minutes for each time period.

The result shows: the maximum
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:epth study
I lir Politz stud) was conducted back

in \|iril i L-22 1 before the baseball

Beason to give .1 more natural picture

i>l the feature film audience. Sample

used was 1,000. This was thru pro-

jected to the 1 1,400,000 people ovei

1 1 years in the area. It was .1 proba-

bility sample (income, age, sex, place

uf living) and was taken ovei the IT

1 ounrj metropolitan New ^ ork ana.
I'lii- questionnaire covered l'>2 separate

points and took over an hour to com-

plete.

Robert M. Hoffman, the station's

director of promotion ami planning

Bays i>t tin' study, "While ratings

air important they, in turn, an- shaped

l>\ people's attitudes toward programs,

these attitudes, which are Formed ovei

a period "I time, air less subject to

incidental fluctuations 1 inherent in

ratings) ami. therefore, provide more
stable ami lasting measurement of pro-

gram popularity. This stud) provides

a fresh approach toward evaluating

programs on television."

Further breakdown, which will be

presented to a group of New 1 ork

agenc) men at the Hotel Del Monico
on 15-17 October, shows the Million

Dollai Movie's relationship in terms of

size, composition, and altitude to other

i'" ai Feature film programin \\ I >R

I \ h ill stress the ability to reai h the

o< 1 asional i\ \ iei ei \ ia using the

same film seven nights a week in prime

y iew in.' time as opposed to one-shots,

< rh oil' < redil to ill Feature pro-

graming, 1 Ion Gray, executive v ice

president and general mana jei <•! the

station, add-. -\\ i >i; l\ undei wrote

1 1 »
i
— project hi' ause we want to gel a

stud) in depth, nol onl) "I the s< ope

of the audiem e foi mo\ lea on telei i-

sion bul also the attitude of the public

toward this form of television enter-

tainment. Bj ascertaining not onlj

how man) people watch tno> iea on t\

bul h"\\ the) feel about them, we can

readil) see wh) movies are the most
-in 1 essful foi in of I", ,i| i,-|,-\ ision pro-

graming."

I fere is the 1 omplete breakdow n on

audience composition from the Politz

stud) :

Pop. \ ii-

(000)

SI \

Mm i.i.;;; 3,590 77.1

Worn.',, 5,048 1,035 7<>.<>

Teens 1,734 1,505 86.8
Total 1 1,420 ''.I 10 79.9

I nder 20 1,734 1,505 86.8
20-29 1,726 1,503 «7.l

30-39 2,397 J.";:; 85.0
in-". I 3,028 2,329 76.9

55 & over 2,535 1,755 (»').2

lota] 11,420 9,] 10 79.9

i\( OM1
14000 .'.".l i 1,898 <»7. 1

-l I >6999 »,545 1 669 84.2
-

.

' 1 83.8
fotal 1 1,420 9,1 10 7«>. <

)

HOM1 II \l HI

Rented 6 12< 6 755.7

Owned 1,994 1,074 81.6
lotal 1 1,420 9,1 10 79.7

i;i SID1 \< l

N. Y. ( it\ 6, 160 1 90 7.~>.<>

Metro area 1,960 I

».">.:»

fotal 1 1.420 9,1 10 7 ( >.">

Politz on feature film: S

foi Win; I V \. .. Vorl profile ol

t\ movie audii

»*OR TV SPOTS
difference between the arithmetical

average and the actual rating for the

60-second announcement is onl) half

oJ one per cent.

1 See the Vverage Minute Audience

chart on page 36 for a complete break-

down ot the ratings and averages for

quarter hour period- and minute an-

nouncement- 1

Note: The Average Minute Audi-

ence chart does not show an) wide

variation- between the preceding and

following li-ininute segments. This

holds true of most programs. The

big rating jumps are the exception not

the rule ami a check through an) ol

the rating hook- will reveal no big

jump- on average rati

\n>n- tccl- the stud) -how- what

can be expected "over a period of

time" and when used on a basis

placing a series of announcements it

"commits no statistical crimes."

When asked it the averaging meth-

od would appl) to iadio spot announi e-

ments as well, Ivl!- research directoi

told sponsor, "
\ 1 ase probabl) could

be made I • _: i < allv ."

\- far as i- known, this is the first

time the averaging formula has been

researched and backed up b) statistics.

I In- much-used bul often-questioned

practice has final!) been legitimatized

through the combined elf.. it- of IVB

and \. ( . Nielsen.

TvB's Arons on commercial ratings:

Nielsen stud) documents for

estimating t\
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1. FEATURE FILM AUDIENCE continued

Frequency of Movie Viewing
BASE: Movie viewers in 4 weeks

OCCASIONAL

(Less than once a week)

REGULAR

(About once a week)

Enjoyment off Movies
Compared With Other TV Programs

BASE: Movie viewers in 4 weeks

MORE ENJOYABLE

ABOUT THE SAME

39.4%

36.2

18.1

3 6.3

ABOUT
THE SAME

Preference for Movies
Over Other Types of Programs

BASE: Movie viewers in 4 weeks

61.9% 5.652.000

On some occasions

start out with

the idea of watching

a movie on TV

Preference for Movies
Over Other Types of Programs

BASE Movie viewers in 4 weeks

On some occasions

start out with

the idea of watching

a movie on TV

and

Would watch

practically any movie

in preference to

something else

2.059,00022.6%

2. AUDIENCE FOR SPOTS continued

The adjacent Vverage Minute

Audience chart compiled by

A. C. Nielsen Co. shows: the

seven <lifTerent announcement

-i bedules used in the special

TvB -t u< 1\ . rat inn- for the

preceding and follow ing quar-

tet hours, the average of the

two and the rating for the ac-

tual audience of the minute

spot announcement. Note:

that the average and the ac-

tual ratings are quite com-

parable and in DO Case is I lie

difference greater than half

of one per cent.

Average Minute Audience (Nielsen)

Monday-Fr day, July 15- 19, 1957

Schedule
Preceding

Quarter Hou
Following

r Quarter Hour Average
Actual Audience

Full Minute

10:30 a.m. 4.7 4.7 4.7 4.7

12:30 p.m. 7.1 7.6 7.4 7.3

4:30 p.m. 6.7 7.2 7.0 7.1

6:30 p.m. 9.4 9.0 9.2 9.7

8:30 p.m. 14.0 14.6 14.3 14.7

10:30 p.m. 15.1 12.9 14.0 14.2

11:30 p.m. 9.4 8.0 8.7 9.6
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1. Why SPONSOR launched

awards— and who won

Judges from agency and client companies which huy radio

and tv select 14 top-prize and 51 meritorious award

winners from 24 states for their trade paper campaigns

I he votes are all tabbed in sponsor's

first annual trade paper advertising

competition.

The results of that voting are shown

on pages 39 and 40, with a listing of

the top winner in each of 14 advertiser

categories and another list of the 51

campaign originators who were cited

with a meritorious award. A distin-

guished panel of judges called together

in New York to analyze some 133 en-

tries pooled their professional knowl-

edge of advertising techniques and of

broadcasting to select the campaigns

which stand out as the most successful

in the field of broadcast trade paper

advertising.

Judges were chosen from the top ex-

ecutive and plans board level of ad-

vertiser companies and advertising

agencies known nationally. They scru-

tinized the SPONSOR entries for an en-

tire afternoon, with one observer com-
menting this was the longest and most

scrupulous judging session he had
ever witnessed—and he'd participated

in hundreds of them!

What did they judge?

They selected winners on the basis

of their advertising excellence, be it

consumer or trade—they judged on

professional excellence. What does

this encompass? A clear objective in

the ad series itself, attainment of that

objective by interesting and provoca-

tive use of art, copy and layout, con-

tinued impression on the reader with

the use of continuity and frequency.

Specific reactions of the judges to

these entries and to trade paper ad-

vertising in the broadcast media gen-

erally will be found in the story on

page 41. Most of the judges, busy as

they are, showed themselves to be

careful readers of trade papers as

well as the advertisements in them.

Many of the campaigns—both good

and bad—were very well known to

them.

Their reactions, both during the

judging and since, point up the rea-

sons why SPONSOR inaugurated such a

trade paper advertising competition to

begin with.

SPONSOR carried an article series in

the past on the need for quality adver-

tising in trade magazines and the ac-

complishments which such high-calibre

ads can deliver. Effective tv and radio

ads are work-a-day tools for media

people, for account group and plans

board executives and for decision-

makers in client companies.

But advertisements—to be effective

—must have a point, make that point

and sell that point. They can be an

effective communications link between

buyer and seller, but when the ad bogs

down communication does too. Agen-

cy and advertiser planners are bus)

people with little time to be bothered

with innocuous claims or copy.

They're also well informed and profes-

sional, and they expect their "suppli-

ers" to be the same.

This is the industry's first such

awards competition. SPONSOR plans to

make this an annual event with the

hope that guideposts to improved ad-

\ertisin« will be established and the

level of all trade paper advertising will

be upgraded as it gains in impact and

effectiveness.

The vear-old Broadcasters" Promo-

tion Association has similar objectives.

SPONSOR therefore is cooperating with

the BPA board of directors and its

president. David E. Partridge of West-

inghouse Broadcasting Corp., in mak-

ing a special contribution to the BPA
treasury. For each of the 98 entries

from member stations of BPA. SPONSOR

is contributing $5, a total of $490

which will be presented to Partridge at

the group's annual convention in Chi-

cago 1-2 November.

SPONSOR shares all-industry goals in

this attempt to select outstanding trade

paper advertisers whom other elements

in the industry can follow and from

whom they can learn. Many leaders

in the broadcast industry, in all the

14 fields of endeavor in which SPONSOR

made its awards, have shown outstand-

ing ability to distinguish themselves

from their competitors in their adver-

tising.

They've evidenced marked superior-

itv in isolating their goals and in de-

termining the copy and art techniques

which accomplish these goals. These

are the pace-setters who are recog-

nized for their leadership and who are

followed.

Whatever their type of "business"

within the broadcast business, they use

the same tools and the same vehicles

to carry on that business. It was both

tools and know-how in using these ad-

vertising tools which were major cri-

teria for judges in their selection.

Here are the 14 categories in which

there were entries: t\ stations classi-

fied as to these gross hourlv rates—to

$500, $500 to $1.01 >i i. $1,000 to $1,500,

$1,500 to S2.000 and $2,000 and over:

:;:;
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FIRST-PRIZE WINNERS IN 14 ENTRY CATEGORIES
Cate :

CATEGORY
'0'

Chief e»o

1
WSFA TV, I em i; Dodson,
Montgomery, Ala. VI <

CATEGORY
itions

$500 to $1 000*

CATEGORY
$1,500*

CATEGORY
Tv stations

$1 500 to $2,000*

CATEGORY
Radio stations

$450 to $600*

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

WBNS-TV,
Columbus, Ohio

WCAL-TV,
Lancaster, Pa.

KTTV,
Los Angeles, Cal. Pres.

Ri< hard V Borel,

D irecto i • I i t

Claii Mc< ollough,

Genl. Mai

Richard V Moore,

\l. II. Yeoman

I. n k I )'! i

Paul \\ Hand

< , I . 1 1 1 1 \ 1 1
•. \

Inc., Miami, I la.

M.llll li i M 1 1 I ! .t \ . I IK

< olumhus, • ilii'i

John < rilbei i
< >i lig

\.\\.. In.

\\ iliniirjii.il. DeL

I.H k ( I \l.ll.l rlixon & foi gensen,
1

Los Angeles

CATEGORY r
Tv stations

$2 000 and over* %d

WCBS TV,

|
New York

Sam < !ook 1 ligges,

Genl. Mgr.

Roberl G. Pari \|i ( .inn- 1 rickso

New ^ ..I

k

CATEGORY t
Radio stations

to $150* \i

KXLA,
)

Pasadena, Cal.

l...\ al i
. King,

Pres.

\i ni.iinl Lamonl Vnderson-Mi 1 onnelL

Hulls wood, i al.

CATEGORY ]
Radio stations m

f WTOP Radio,

Washington, D. C.

John S. Hayes,

Pres.

Bill W iggins

CATEGORY r

$300 to $450* \d

> WRC Radio,

|
Washington, D. C.

Carleton I). Smith,

V.P. &Genl. Mgr.

\\ illi.nn 1 . < ..\ te Grej \>K. Vgency,

WWJ Radio,

Detroit, Mich.
Kllwill K. \\ lliilrl . ( .l.'llll k\ kri

Genl. Mgr.

\\. B. Donei Co.

Detroit, Mich.

CATEGORY
Radio stations

$600 and over 10
WLW Radio, Robert E. Dum ille, John K. Fraziei

Cincinnati, Ohio Pres.

I!.il|ili II. Jones ( o.

( in« inii.it i. I Ihio

CATEGORY
Networks

(radio and tv) 11
CBS Radio Net-
work, New York

Arthur Hull Hayes, Louis Dorfsman
Pres.

CATEGORY
Group-owned tv

and radio stations 12
Westinghouse I). H. McGannon.
Broadcasting Co., Pres.

New York

David I '.. Partridge Ketchum, \1a< Leod

S ' rrove, Inc.,

New ^ ..rk

CATEGORY
Tv film

syndicators 13
Ziv Television

Programs, Inc.,

Cincinnati, Ohio

Frederic \\ . Zi\

.

Chairman

I.m ( lutman

CATEGORY
Bdcst. serv. reps

mfrs., prod. Supp. 15
Blair-TV,

New York
John Blair,

Pres.

Paul Blakrini.i. Robert < lonahay, Inr.

\rw V'l k

top BBarl] rate. tN'o tntri.-s In c*legory II nrhldb corend film commercial producers.

radio stations classified as to the fol-

lowing gross hourly rates—to Slot).

$150 to 1300, $300 to 1450, $450 to

$600, $600 and over: as well as the

four following groups: — networks;

group-owned stations: film syndica-

tors; broadcast services, representa-

tives, manufacturers, producers anil

suppliers. \ 15th category for tv com-

mercial producers was eliminated in

the final judging because very few of

these companies buj trade advertising.

Most of the entries, of course, tell

into either the tv or radio station clas-

sification. Main submitted several

campaigns for appraisal of the jud_-«.

Ml told, entries came in from 2 > states

and the District of Columbia.

Analysis of the entries shows an

increasing trend among smaller sta-

tions to hire professional promotion

directors, who supervise ad budgets

ami prepare all printed promotion, and

to retain advertising agencies which

have the production and organization

know-how in advertising preparation.

Vgem ies, generally speaking, an- l»-t-

tei equipped than ftfationn t" buy art

work, execute production and produc-

tion effects and write < »pj all this,

uf course, under the direction "f the

promotion director and other mat

menl executives. ^
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THESE ORGANIZATIONS WON MERITORIOUS AWARDS*

ORGANIZATION

Associated Artists Prod.,

New York
Avery-Knodel, Inc., New York

John Blair & Co., New York
CBS-Film

CBS TV, New York

Corinthian Broadcasting Corp.,

New York
Crosley Broadcasting Corp.,

Cincinnati, Ohio
KBIG, Los Angeles, Calif.

KHOL-TV, Kearney, Nebr.

KING, KING-TV, Seattle,

Wash.
KMBC, Kansas City, Mo.
KMOX, St. Louis, Mo.
KOTV, Tulsa, Okla.

KWK-TV, St. Louis, Mo.

MCA-TV Film Syndication,

New York
The Meeker Co., New York
MGM-TV, New York

NBC Spot Sales, New York

NBC TV, New York

NBC-TV Films (Div. of Calif.

Natl. Productions, Inc.)

Petry-TV, Edward Petry & Co.,

Inc., New York
Screen Gems, Inc., New York

Storer Broadcasting Co.,

New York
Storz Stations, Omaha

Triangle Publications, Inc.,

Philadelphia
WBTV, Charlotte, N. C.

WBZ-TV, Boston, Mass.

WCAU, Philadelphia

WCCO, Minneapolis

WCCO-TV, Minneapolis, Minn.

WEEI, Boston, Mass.
WEMP, Milwaukee, Wis.
WFIL-TV, Philadelphia
WFRV-TV, Green Bay, Wis.
WGN, WGN-TV, Chicago, III.

WJBK-TV, Detroit, Mich.
WJR, Detroit, Mich.
WKRC, Cincinnati, Ohio
WLW, Cincinnati, Ohio

WMBR TV, Jacksonville, Fla.

WNAX, Yankton, So. Dakota
WNBF-TV, Binghamton, N. Y.
WNCT, Greenville, N. C.

WNHC-TV, New Haven, Conn.
WSAU-TV, Wausou, Wis.
WTAR-TV, Norfolk, Va.

WTOP-TV, Washington, D. C.
WTVT, Tampa, Fla.

WWJ-TV, Detroit
WWDC, Washington, D. C.

CHIEF EXECUTIVE

Eliol 1 1 \ man. Pres.

Lewis II. \\ery, Pres.

John Blair. Pres.

Leslie llani-. Vice Pres. &
Genl. Mgr.

Merit- S. Jones, Pres.

Winlr IViersmeyer, Pres.

Robert E. Dunville, Pres.

John H. Poole, Pres.

Jack Gilbert, Station Mgr.
Otto Brandt, Vice Pres. &

Genl. Mgr.
Dan Davis, Pres.

Robert Hyland, Genl. Mgr.
James C. Richdale, Vice Pres.

& Genl. Mgr.
Robert Convey. Pres. &

Genl. Mgr.
David Sutton, Vice Pres.

in Charge
Robert D. C. Meeker, Pres.

Charles C. "Bud" Barry, Vice

Pres.

Jack Reber, Director

Robert W. Sarnoff, Pres.

Robert D. Levitt, Pres.

Edward Petry, Pres.

Ralph Cohn, Vice Pres. &
Genl. Mgr,

George B. Storer, Pres.

Todd Storz, Pres.

Roaer W. Clipp, Vice Pres.,

Radio & TV Div.

Charles H. Crutchfield, Exec.

Vice Pres. & Genl. Mgr.
F. A. Tooke, Genl. Mgr.

Donald W. Thornburgh,
Genl. Mgr.

Larry Haeg, Genl. Mgr.

F. Van Konynenburg, Exec.
Vice Pres.

Thomas Y. Gorman, Genl. Mgr.
Hugh K. Boice, Jr., Genl. Mgr.
Roger W. Clipp, Genl. Mgr.
Soren H. Munkhof, Genl. Mgr.
Ward L. Quaal, Vice Pres. &

Genl. Mgr.
Bill Michaels, Genl. Mgr.
Worth Kramer, Genl. Mgr.
Hubbard Hood, Genl. Mgr.
P. Scott McLean, Genl. Sales

Mgr.
Glenn Marshall, Jr., Pres.

Robert R. Tincher, Sta. Mgr.
Ceorge R. Dunham, Genl. Mgr.
A. Hartwell Campbell, Genl. Mgr.

Edward Taddei. Genl. Mgr.
George T. Frechette, Genl. Mgr.
Campbell Arnoux, Pres. &

Genl. Mgr.
George F. Hartford, Vice Pres.

P. A. Sugg, Mgr.
Edwin K. Wheeler, Genl. Mgr.
Ben Strouse, Pres. & Genl. Mgr.

PROMOTION EXECUTIVE

.lav II. Smolin. \d\. & Promo.
Mgr.

John W. Owen. Sales Promo.

Paul Blakemore. Promo. Mgr.
Fred Malstedt, Operations Mgr.

for Adv. & Promo.
William Golden, Creative

Director

John K. Frazier, Director of

Client Services

Robert J. McAndrews, Promo.
Mgr.

Jack Gilbert. Promo. Mgr.
Mel Anderson. Promo. Mgr.

Fred Harris, Promo. Mgr.
Mrs. Alice Koch, Promo. Mgr.
Robert Freeland. Promo. Mgr.

Jim Henneberry, Promo. Mgr.

Frank McMahon, Adv. Direc.

Vic Piano, Promo. Mgr.
Monroe Mendelsohn, Promo.
Mgr.

Wilbur Fromm. Promo. Mgr.

Kenneth W. Bilby, Vice Pres.,

Public Relations

Arthur Pedes, Promo. Mgr.

Jack Keiner, Direc. of Adv.

& Sales Promo.
Henry White, Dir. of Adv.

Arthur C. Schofield, Vice Pres.

for Adv. & Sales Promo.
Bill Stewart. Promo. Mgr.

John D. Scheuer, Jr.. Promo.
Mgr.

John P. Dillon. Promo. Mgr.

Donald H. Edgeman. Promo.
Mgr.

Robert N. Pryor. Promo. Mgr.

Clayton Kaufman, Dir.. Promo.
and Pub.

Gene Godt, Promo. Mgr.

Robert Rafelson, Promo. Mgr.
John C. Gagliano, Promo. Mgr.

Joe Zimmermann, Promo. Mgr.
W. C. Parsau, Promo. Mgr.
Charles A. Wilson, Adv. & Sales

Promo.
Bill Edell. Promo. Mgr.
Jack C. Brussel. Promo. Mgr.
John Walsh. Promo. Mgr.
John Frazier, Promo. Mgr.

Ken McClure, Promo. Mgr.

Donn E. Winther, Promo. Mgr.
David Mosier, Promo. Mgr.

John Curran. Promo. Mgr.
Thomas E. Bolger. Promo. Mgr.
Robert M. Lambe. Genl. Sales

& Promo.
Robert M. Adams. Promo. Mgr.
E. L. Jay, Promo. Mgr.
Glenn Kyker, Promo. Mgr.
Irv Lichtenstein, Vice Pres.

& Promo. Mgr.

ADVERTISING AGENCY

Dowd, Redfield & Johnstone,
\ru York

H. B. Humphrey. Alley & Richards,
Inc.. New York

Robert Conahay, Inc., New York

Anderson & Cairns, New York

Ralph II. Jones Co., Cincinnati

Hal Stebbins, Inc., Los Angeles

Allen & Reynolds, Omaha
Miller. Mackay. Hoeck & Hartung,

Inc., Seattle

Rogers & Smith Advertising,

Kansas City

Paris & Peart Adv., Inc.. New York

Art Gelb Associate.-. New ^ nrk

Donahue & Coe. New York

Grey Advertising Agency. Inc.,

New York
Grey Advertising Agency, Inc.,

New York
Grey Advertising Agency. Inc.,

New York
Wesley Associates, New York

Lawrence. Kane & Artley,

New York
Robert G. \ enn & Assoc. Inc.

Miami
Henry J. Kaufman & Assoc.

Washington. D. C.

Al Paul Lefton, Philadelphia

Kincaid Chandler, Charlotte

Ketchum, MacLeod & Grove, Inc.,

New York
N. W. Aver & Son. Inc..

Philadelphia

Ralph Hobbs & Assoc. Minneapolis

W. B. Doner. Inc.. Milwaukee
Al Paul Lefton. Inc. Philadelphia
Shannon. Schilling & De Spirito,

Inc., Green Bay
Foote. Cone & Belding. Inc.. Chicago
Luckoff & Wayburn. Inc.. Detroit

Campbell-Ewald Co., Detroit

Haehnle Advertising, Inc.,

( lincinnati

J. T. Howard Adv. Agency, Inc.

Raleigh
Al Paul Lefton. Philadelphia

R. C. Breth. Green Bav

Grant \d\.. Miami
W. B. Doner Co., Detroit

The Joseph Katz Co.. Baltimore

"Given to Hrms whose entries were deemed among the top five contenders for first place honors In any of the 11 award categories.
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2. Analysis of tv-radio

ads from awards judges

Trade advertising i> the same ;i» consumer ad campaigns: you Deed

a marketing objective, an understanding <>i your talking points

over those of the competition, consistency and regularity

I be quality "I trade paper advertis-

ing in llif tv and radio realm is prett)

much reduced to good or bad. I here

s

DO area of indifference. \nd when lhi>

advertising is good it i> very, ver)

good. \nd when its had. it's horrible.

So sa\ most of the judges in spon-

sor's lir>t annual trade paper advertis-

ing awards competition. Each one

spent an entire afternoon perusing the

133 entries from all over the country.

\nd eaeh judge was alternate!) im-

passioned in his praise or his denun-

ciation of the calibre of the advertis-

ing he scrutinized.

One b) one. the judges commented

on the contrast between the good and

the had and noted, with surprise, the

absence of an) middle area between

these two extremes. The) were simi-

larly agreed on what makes a "good"

ad and on the omissions which inevit-

ably lead to a "bad" trade campaign.

Their opinions are as sound as that

of am group of advertising executives

in the countrj for the basic reason

that their professional backgrounds

are indisputabl) top-grade. Who
were the judges.'

• George Abrains. vice president in

charge of ad\ertising. Revlon. New
York:

• Donald Cad\. vice president in

charge of general advertising. The

Nestle Co., New \ork:

• \\ illiam Dekker. vice president in

charge of media. McCann-Erickson,

New York:

• Frank B. Kemp, vice president

and director of media. Compton \d-

vertising. New York:

• Raymond Jones, director of spot

availabilities, Young & Rubicam, Y ^ .

• Leonard S. Matthew.--, vice presi-

dent and manager of the media depart-

ment, Leo Burnett. Chicago;

• Francis Minehan, vice president

and media director. Sullivan, Stauffer,

Colwell and Bayles, New York;

• Arthur Porter, vice president and

media director. J. Walter Thompson,
New \ork:

• Rod MacDonald, vice president

and media director. Guild, Bascom \

Bonfigli. San Francisco.

Because of space and time limita-

tions, onlv the five judges pictured on

the following page were able to attend

the final judging session.

\- advertising and marketing pro-.

the) hit hardest on two point- in then

ci itiques:

1. Trade advertising i- no differ-

ent than consumer advertising in con-

i epl and technique. Media, art and

cop) must hlend to make an effective

"sale."

2. The trade advertiser the ita-

tion, network rep or film compan)
ha- the same goal a- a breakfast cereal

producer: to define hi- marketing ob-

jective and to achieve it with planned

and consistent advertising.

Hen-"- \rt Porter's description of a

good trade ad. "It take- competitive

advantage based on reliable evidence

and plav- the theme ..ver and over in

an interesting wa) to make the needed

AN EDITORIAL

simin'sok wi-lir- to [Hiblielv thank the judges who served in out Firsl

Annual Tv and Radio Trade Paper Advertising Awards. Patiently and

without regard for the mam pressures on them, these top-level advertis-

ing people carefully examined ever) entry submitted. The) clucked

the objectives of each campaign. Through the long afternoon thej

worked, the judge- commented on the ad- spread out before them.

sponsor ha- recorded some of these comments iii the accompanying

article a- well a- other opinion- gathered from the judge- later. The

article, like the Award- themselves, ha- jusl one purpose: to contribute

to better communication between seller and buyer. It i- tin- purpose

which the judge- -ought so selflessr) to serve in devoting their time

to what SPONSOR plan- a- the firsl in an annual series "t Wards.
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Judges contend copy should hit one point and hit

it well; drive should he a pre-planned series

rather than one shots; exposure should he frequent

impression. Continuity and frequency

.in important elements and the series

has to be done in a professional and

interesting way.'

Rod MacDonald says an effective

trade ad "is a communications link be-

tween the buyer and the seller, a link

which builds personality and meaning

beyond the day to day struggle of busi-

ness. Communications means people

to people, but verj often the advertiser

forgets this."

Here are the major components of

good trade advertising, as outlined 1>\

the judging group for SPONSOR:

Marketing The first need for any

trade paper advertiser is to define his

objective. What does he want to sell?

A fact, an impression, a climate, a

market? What does he need to do to

make an impression on his "audi-

ence"? And, more important, who is

his audience?

He must also know exactly who his

competition is. If it's a station adver-

tiser, his competition is other stations

in his own market. But very often his

ads read as though his competition

were the entire broadcast industry.

Any advertiser—consumer or trade

—must know the nature of his own
business needs as well as those of his

competition if he is to determine what

edge he has or can develop on that

competition.

Competitive margin: In this mar-

keting era, many competitive products

have about the same quality and the

same price. The margin of difference

between them often is a point not di-

rectly involving the quality of the

product. For example, a breakfast food

may win out over its major competitor

because a box is more easily opened.

A car may outdistance its nearest

rival because of a decorative front. A
box of soap may outsell another box
"I soap only because it buys more ad-

vertising and uses it more effectively

Similarly, trade paper advertisers

must isloate the distinguishable differ-

ences the) have and if thej don't

have any the) should create some!

Often the biggest difference between

two stations in the same market is that

one advertises to the buyers he wants

to reach and one doesn't. Or maybe
both advertise but one station points

out its local-level superiority and the

other one fails to register with its best

sales point!

Copy content : The best ads, says

Len Matthews, are written with the

prospect in mind. Yet as obvious as

this fact is, he thinks many trade ad-

vertisers tend to talk to themselves.

They forget to put a premium on be-

lievability and they include wild and

undocumented and— sometimes— out-

right false claims.

Kemp of Compton thinks a good ad

"doesn't say too much." A basic copy

principle in any kind of advertising

"is to make one point and make it well

instead of having a lot of assertions

which dilute what you're really trying

to say."

His advice: Establish continuity of

advertising and of theme. Pick out

your best selling point—your most dis-

tinguishable difference from the com-

petition—and hammer away until you

make that point.

One judge said too much trade ad

copy "is just plain crummy. It picks

innocuous points, makes exaggerated

claims, reaches wildly for a copy

hook."

Another said he's weary of gimmicks
—"of semi-nude women who, for some

reason, are construed as the proper

vehicle to say the station's latest Pulse

is the greatest thing since sliced bread.

A lot of gimmicks are just too cute:

they don't say a thing, don't add to

any kind of story. If anything, they

make the station management look

idiotic or inept or both."

All of the judges agreed that too

many stations minimized market data.

One said: "They buy a full page ad,

put their call letters in 48 point t\ pe

and if they include the name of the

market it's in eight point type. Yet

buyers— particularl) agency executives

—want to know about the market."

\ nother said: "Why don't adver-

tisers give solid examples of their

standing in the community—of their

public service endeavors—of their lo-

cal case histories? Why don't the)

tr\ to combine fact with feeling—the

facts of why they're a good buy and

the feeling that the buyer is buying

from a responsible ad professional?"

Several of the judges made this type

of comment: When we see some of

these ads, our only possible reaction

can be that these people are so unpro-

fessional and so unaware of basic ad-

vertising principles we wonder how

well the\ handle our ad schedules

which we place with them. We have

confidence in advertising, which is

v, h) we deal with them to begin with.

But they either don't advertise or pro-

mote themselves at all or they do it in

a ver\ immature wav. If thev don't

Judges (from 1.1 Art Porter. William Cadj
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know how i" Bell themselves, how can

the) possibh sell m \ product ?

\ri ami production) \ trade ad is

<.iinil.il i<> one minute "I time. It - how

\ ..ii use it aftei j ou've bought il w hi( li

realh clinches the campaign. Main a

trade aAvertisei >r-i iJr—. foi .1 type-sel

ail because it's cheaper even 1 1 n
>

1 1
-_ 1

1

he ma) have paid v .' ;n" Foi She space.

Kemo ..I
(

'c. mpt. mi -a\ - production

and art costs should have no relation-

ship to Die -p.ue cii-t :

'" \- a mattei <<\

fact, uIk-h we liu\ trade ads Foi oui

clients \Ve almost alwa) - eud up pa) ing

more lor production and ail than we

do for me -pkVe. We know we're sell-

in- to a \er\ special reader-hip. a ver\

limited readersnip ol professionals.

\iiil we ha \ «• to take \er\ special pain-

In sell them in the right «.n .
I cade

advertising offers a limited circulation

Iml it- circulation "I tour most prime

prospects.

He adds the point thai the invest-

ment in Bpai >• should be bai kid up

u itli a ' ommensui ate im estmenl in

ide, thoughl lul 1 \ pogi aph)

ami .hi ideas. Bui even the besl arl

win k. tin jud '- a rreed, won t sustain

.1 1 ampaign weak in com epl ion.

I he) cited sevei al instant es w here

trade papei advertisers Bpenl a great

deal nl monej bul less ingenuit) in

acquii ing oi igina] arl w -
1 k. somel imes

in color. Bul th( art work, as prett)

a- it was, had nothing to do with the

sale n| In oadcasl sei » ii es "i w iih the

stressing "I a sales point. One judge

said: "Some "I these ads show mag-

nificent pieces "I real estate, architec-

ture and landscape bul I m nol buy-

ing houses, land .11 design style when

I read a trade magazine."

\nd another said :
"\\ ho want- in

see a picture of the compan) presi-

dent? Wliai does In- face lia\t* to do

1. K.o Jones, Vrthui Kemp pick It top winners in SPONSOR'S Brsl trade pi 1
tiiion

m ith w In tin 1 I should buj his -1 il

. . I I I I -
I

1 I ' . L' I . I I I I
- ' I I

these people bu) an ad jusl t" set theii

nun (.n e in pi int.

I lii- -ami .
-•

. ui ive comment)
"\\ e ve used 1 1 lienl - pit ture in adi

sure. Bul the onl) instant • I can re. all

i- when we Bpenl $20 million t" de

\ elop a new pi odui 1 and we Mi w<

li.nl a strong news I k and

mate reason to use his pit ture and a

report fi om him in introdut ing this

I

In. 1 to tin- publii .

< oiitiniiit) : The I est 1 impaign, in

the opinion of all the 1 udgt - 1- one

m In. Ii 1- planned in adi ant e, - ht duled

ahead of time and thoughl out in it-

entirety. Obviously, i n should be

left fur last-minute maneuvering: ever)

ad 1 ampaign needs flexibilit) .

Dili the) think a Bchedul planned b)

an) advertisei ibould be an integrated

-ii 11- i.ith.i than a progression "f un-

related one-shot«.. ' me noted thai eat h

ad in one ->ci ies was ?great, bul in to-

tal— a- a -trie- it \sa- had bet lUSe

11, me of the ads had an) relationship

to each other. The) didn't hang to-

gethei

.

If, fur example, you set as your

basic Belling point the fact thai yon

have a stronger identification with the

communit) than an) <d \<>ur competi-

tors, ever) ad in the trade paper series

should hammer (hi- point home.

\- Rod Mat Donald put it: "Too

main stations have the feeling that one

swallow does make a summer, and

the) neglect to build the summei into

a full four season-." \nd he add-:

"Trade advertisers shouldn't 1 1

new cliche-: the) Bhould dispel old

ones.

-mother 1 ommented that continuit)

heightens the sense of communication

as well as of what is being communi-

1 ated. "'The onh wa) we 1 an get to

know a communit) reall) well is

through trade advertising. W< cer-

tainl) can't -end out a squad to \ i-it

eat I urkel and we don t have th>-

time tu -it f.n hours with reps dist uss-

eat h nt their 51 > market-.

Frequency: In this form of adver-

tising as in an) -i lnr. the judges

.il. repetition and ex-

posurt are net essar) for But 1 ess. Hert

n. the one-shot under certaii

cumstances can be a helpful sales

tiiul. But general!) speaking an adver-

tisei has to have consistency. ^

SPONSOR 5 OCTOBKR l
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Category 1 WSFA-TV, Montgomery, ila.

< ategory 3 WGAL-TV,
Lancaster, Pa.

Category 4 KTTV,
Los Angeles, Calif.

Category 2 WBNS-TV,
Colurn Itus, Ohio

Someone has

CASTaSPELl
on Susie

WBNS-TV

inners in 14 categories

carufSa

maximum power, plus top qual-

d ^production recently created a

Ejia. With 25-county pri-

rondary coverage, WSFA-
tn awareness of this new

|t advertisers and agencies,

tiard-hitting trade magazine

tell^fhe facts about the Central and

Southern Alabama market dominated by WSFA-
TV alone. We intended the first two ads of the

series to show our prestige, our quality and our

acceptance in our area. After that came the im-

pact ads necessary to put across the fact that we
are an "area" station. As a result, WSFA-TV is

being added to market lists previously unattain-

able, for both network and national spot buys.

Further we are getting increased cooperation

from local brokers, jobbers, wholesalers and ad-

vertisers' area sales reps.

Eugene B. Dodson. Station Manager

The objective of WBNS-TV's 1957 advertising

campaign was threefold: to sell our medium

—

television: our market—Central Ohio: and our

station—WBNS-TV. Its foundation was a series

of bleed snreads in trade and influence maga-

zines. This series was supplemented by "hard

sell" island ads in trade magazine utilizing "pres-

tige" art as an aid to recall. Marked copies and

ad reprints were used in a merchandising follow-

through. Each ad in the series of spreads was

dominated by a human interest ohotoaranh de-

picting WBNS-TV's influence on the child, house-

wife, teenager, etc. Copy listed examples of

WBNS-TV's domination of the rich. 3-station

market to support the closing statement of each

ad: "If you want to be seen in Central Ohio

—

WBNS-TV." Reaction to this campaign from ad-

vertisers, agencies and media has confirmed our

belief that freshness and believability pay off in

prestige and sales.

Richvko A. Borel. Director of Television

The campaign of WGAL-TV, Lancaster, Pa., w
divided into three parts, each planned to call a

tention to a facet of the market story. To ac

diversity and interest, a different physical form

was developed for each. Every effort was mai

to capture reader attention through this diver^it

yet reader recognition was insured through u:

of certain unvarying elements throughout the e

tire series. Campaign objectives: (1) to promo

the WGAL-TV coverage area as one of America

leading television market opportunities for boi

national and regional advertisers and <2>

merchandise this coverage area as a unique mull

city market. The campaign period was the bi

gest sales period in the station's eight-year hi

tory despite growing competition in the covera;

area. Even month of the campaign peril

showed greater sales figures than the -anie nuin

of the preceding year. Nine of the 12 mont;

of the campaign period had sales result- whi'

exceeded those of the preceding month.

Pai'L Woodland. Promotion Manag

KTTV's primary objective of the trade paper

campaign \sas to acquaint potential buyers wi

the fact that we could help solve their niarketii

problems. For the TV buyer who might tend

buy this market by "reflex." we pointed to nu

keting peculiarities of this area that requir

KTTV's unique knowledge and facilities. ^

know that the professional advertiser is a toug

minded customer. For that reason KTT\ c

cided upon the cartoon approach to enterta

and encourage the reader to read the copy. All

cartoons permitted distinctive use of one-coluu

space, plus freqeuney on a medium-sized bin

For change of pace, KTT\ injected sonic -tro

photographic layouts that would tell a stor) n
dramatically. Throughout the series, einplia

was placed on KTTV facilities, market kno\

edge, and programing quality—all tailored

help solve an advertiser's problem in Soutfl

California.

Richard V Moure. Presidt\\



Categon 5 WCBS-TV, \ eu

WCBS-TV

< ategorj 6 KXLA,
Pasadena, ( alii.

7 WTOP Radio,
lion. I). (

.

KXLA

< ategon 8 WRC R^dio,
11 ashineton. D. < .

n S $
NEW SPEAKERS

Klili-ROLUlNi

mni>iiwMi

; OF THE HOUSE
between 6 and 9 PM
In the nation's Capital!

dominant position ol \\ * It —
- I

s
-

n lini no leadei i atti < how i u ih< id,

• .in i
nil- laureli In i*. m lit

ini. itations di im

portanl to id as il I
•

justif) ii- frunl i imiik i position, W '
!!" I\

urked i" improvi ii - programs, t" enli i

. ommunit) servi I i" en al<

pportunitiet ["hi Ii idi

pro» idi - in effii ii nl m< am oi repi

\\ i 1!^ I \ . ontinui 'I pi in' •

in. n- in. i iu-i I,, claim leadership bul t" demon
done lo maintain and extend

ili.it leadei lu|i

Sam Cook Dh C • "// Wana
It i BS n Ve« York ' it)

I hi selei lion ! k \l \ - in

sponsor's i ompetition i- indeed i

Naturally, ii is always nici to win an award, bul

tlii- advi rtising • ampaign l » iil> •

spei itn purpose in mind to express thi pel

ilii\ and identilj "i k\l \ iu Western musii

programing ind out advertising \alu<- to both

sponsors and agencies. W • fell thai this typi

approach would elevate k\l \ - -;.iiui>- and lu^h

lighl the greal number of families who comprise

cur audience families thai in i t inatancei

cannot I"- reached bj conventional programing,

• im - can l" measured in tw lions:

f 1) incn ase in national business sini e

the iniiijii'.ii ..f ili> series, and > _' < the addition

ot man] new i itegoi I l"> al

advertising \_.nn. man) tliank-. we feel li"i

I mi m k. ki m .. President

In an) advertising campaigi behali "I thi

in. n- operated b) the Washington Posi B

Division tvi attempl tlirmi^li art and cop) ti

fled accurate!) both whal we believe i" I- out

station's persona lit) ami mir dominant position

in the area Oui advertising in the trade press

i- no exception t" this policy. The interest shown

in our winning campaign leads us i" believe thai

ilii- \\ I ( IP i idio .

\\ <• fell thai "in leading position < > "il«l l»-

veyed more quick!) i" radio buyers through ili«

ii-.- of .i leadin isl « hose «..rk i- n

ni/.il and apprei iated l>\ the buyers ihema

\v . tried t" keep our cop) gentli '.inn.

liri<f ami informative. Vn.l we li"|»- iliat tli«-

effect "I each ad has given some enjoyment i"

eai Ii reader.

Inn \ 5. Hayes, I

The objective "f ilii- campaign was i" document

the facl thai WRl is now tli»- No. I radio -lati.m

in Washington, D « The multipli

first, to -d"« thai "In the nation's Capital, WRl

i- the new speaker "t ll
• the entire

asl week and then, in followii

re the individual land available f'>r sponsor-

ship) WRl personalities who an- the "Ni

if the hi npan) polii j

n.>i permit the publication of fig

ores. '
• should !»• noted, I

the -tart of tin- W Rl trade advertis

billii U up over thi re. ^ hile

this trend had started prior to the a-hent •>( the

• advertising, management definitelj i r<-<lit-

the "Speaker "f the house"
•

i ii _i the rate of climb in billii

H. David Kimble, iccount Executive,

{ili etUsing Agency, Inc.
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' your money where the people are

WWJ RADIO

Category 10 WLW Radio, Cincinnati, Ohio

i ategon 9 WWJ RADIO,
Detroit, Michigan

NOBODY'S
LISTENING

BUT PEOPLE

-WHO HARDLY
SIT STILL

CBS RADIO NETWORK

Category 11 CBS Radio Network, Vew ><//.

/?<8%ft(?-ffrf&W'/W&fifc%P CUStLBStB BT MTISIIM MUM MttlHS

23,000,000 2ao
1 VIEWERS IN JUST ONE WEEK FOR

J HIGHWAY PATROL!
: :

25*

W

•>—'^B1

^^j gjy GREAT

"i 13 ZIV Television Programs, Inc., Cincinnati

If takes more than a record

Category 12 Westingho
Broadcasting Co., New

Daily use of Spot-TV
is our best selling tooK'

Categon 15 Blair-TV, Veto > VA-



I

I* i". u . — che

Hu.in

9 I " dramatize the fad thai il" real Michigan 12
kel i- k Ithin \\ \\ I

- pi mi im i
... , ill.

station commissioned artist-conservaliunist I harlei

I - hafet to |.i. |. •

tions depicting Michigan wildlife in its i

habitat. Then we added the headlini "Put
1 oui Mom > W here the People \\>

•"
I

ad drove home the poinl thai insti

inimali who have no mone) to spend, \\ W I

reachei people, rhe excellent illustrations evoked
much favorabl menl in placet where time

bu) ing dei ire mad< , Wi ived

quite .1 few iplimenti on the "different" ap
proach to the lii^li powei versus regional pov/ei

situation. Besl ol ill \\ \\ I radio revenue foi the

in-i six months ol 1957 was up 17 I pei cenl

the same period in 19 '.. up 82.5 pei cenl

I", .

Edwin K. Wheeler, G< n< ral \fan

10 I' has always been the theor) of < rosle) Broad
. asting i orp thai th< u radi papei

should i. il. .1 ih. . harai U i ol the i orapan)
rathei than bi used as .i "hard sell" media en •
deavoring to -.-II spei ifii programs oi audieni e

dominance, eti W e feel thai this type of in-

formation and technique can besl be done through
the sales department bj individual solicitation,

and the trade space should 1"- devoted to estab

lishing the i harai t< r and profili oi th< oi g tniza-

tion, and to this end we have tried to devote oui

efforts in trade publications. The signal bonoi
bestowed upon oui company is especial!) gratirj

in.' .i- il i- fell b) l». ih > > 1 1 r advertising agencj
and the < rosle) Broadcasting ' orp. thai our ob-

jectives havi definitel] been accomplished. This
honor will also be an inspiration to thoa
sponsible to redouble their efforts with tin- end
in mind.

R. E. Di n\ ii 1 1 . President

11 We are delighted thai the sponsor jurj selected

the I BS Radio network series "Nobody's 1 istening

Mui People" for recognition. The objective, verj

evident!) ii seems to me, was to make advertis-

ers and their advertising agencies more aware of

the values oi network radio and, specifically, the

I BS Radio network block of daytime serial pro

grams. \- to ho* well these ads accomplished
thru objectives, ii is difficult to clip this sale to

that ad. However, advertisers are more and more
rjnizing bj their sponsorships the tremendous 15

advertising value in these programs. < urrently

these programs are more than Ho per cenl sold

out, although I am sure Lou Dorfsman, our ad-

vertising and sales promotion director who con-

ceived .lM.I executed the series, would !» the last

to claim thai because of the series this sponsor-

ship h i- resulted.

Uim i; Hi 1 1 II iyes, President

- ted tor jpe< iai menl

Triangle Publciations' stations

and group ad\ ertisi

• «. wr m O -T V

WBl i
i l .,-. i.

i lio and ;

. i/> programii

;. Undivid

promoting thi ii spe< ifii

to publicize whal ^ B(

in publii

W B( m in i. • mrnl lalenl

..ii tin- ihror) thai

to < ontinue i., detail il"

of WBl
maki ili. \ foi

n

M III. Il \\ Bl

which helpi \\ IK be known in

foi \\ Bl 19 .'• displ

.

W I! 1 ilea in the first -ix montl

28 I pei cenl If «.f

were up I I pei i enl

David I . Partridci . Promoti

yardsticks, the measuring device* to determine
. in mI.iin .ii. \\ ithoul attempl

service, without defending theii bul

rather rel)

Hunt, our companj planned thii award-win

idvertisemenU. In i ther field

i- the measuring so keen is in the syndii

field. A network show might have lo -
one Bponsor, \ syndication show might Ii

'Hi sponsors. Perhaps thai i-

whj ir.nlr papei advertising in the syndii i

field i- so full ..f superlatives. \ show win. I

never been lir-t anywhere, in at

time, in an) - 1 1 r \ t \ m j\ advertise "The No. I

Program." Vnother show supports its

No. I li\ pr< .\ mi; itself the In. : -how in

one market ai it- particular time and d

l\. it's first because ii beal the one show in

petition t<> it. Zn reh

ads to publicize the facl thai in it\ after < it \

.

-n r\ .-\ after survey, month after montl

less «>f peak ln.iir- ..r marginal hours, whether

opposite /'An /

.

ithei in ,i

two-station market ..r in a seven-station market,

/ w shows consistent!) delivei the audio

Fredi im \\ /w . < hairman

1
' inal-salesmanship oi p

..iir advertising i- planned specifical!) ;•• supple-

ment "ur selling activities f..r tl

represent B) highlighting the efl

spot, anil l»rin»i inti it directl] lo t| -, of

the men who > « >n t r« 1 advertisii

endeavor t.> i am out "ur responsibilit) t.. the

broadcasting industrj Rathei than writing about

it in general term-, lean I \ idvertising .p..rt-

li.mil l.\ nun charged with the responsibilit

movil ipli l>ii-in»-— activit) din
• advertisements an. I through

menl and corn (nun key men in a«l-

iinl broadl astil _ : that

..ur . opj i- doing it- job. \iel i

frankl\ we jr.- pleased to ha' ur convictions

upheld l.\ the judges of the - opetilion,

HN Mi mil President

Triangle Publications' station advert

led for -pe. mI mention here on thi

og the It first-place winners. The group ad-

verting missed being the top winner in that

• \ >.nl\ <«ne point ami thre.- ..f the Triangle

stations earned meritorious awar.:- -t on

'ion-

similar!) n runner-up mention in the

eroup rla*-ifieation 12).





T hirtj her aa one of Americ;

loved comedy teams, AMOS 'N" ANDY

are bigger and better than ever in their

fun-packed syndicated seriee Stripped •

the board, t he 7 s half-hours are

1

large daytime audiences in such major mai

asNe^ York, Philadelphia, Springfield i

.

Washington, D.C. and Providi \nd in

Baltimore, the show is con op-

d multi-weekly show < ir. AMOS'N'

ANDY rate high with nighttirru viewe

in a wide variety of markets : Detroit (17.2 .

Jackson, Miss. 3 L8 . Joplin, Mo. i 30.0 and

Mobile (25.7 ). NaturallyAMOS'N'ANDY;

advertisers' favorites as well . . . Food Fair > now

in its third year of continuous sponsorship .

National Home Furnishers, Brown & Hah

Candy. Fidelity Federal & Security I

i insurance 1 and Kroger Food , to mention

a few. For hats-off results in your area. buy...

OCBSTELEVISION FILM SALES.INC.
all stations"

Offices in New York. Los Angeles. Detroit. Boston, San Fran

Chicago. St. Louis. Dallas. Atlanta. In Canada: >. \Y. Caldwell. Ltd.

Source: Latest Pnl*c and Al'D



NAME #,_« „

OUR *
CHANNEL 12
Clarksburg, W. Va.

• A fabulous week for 2 at

THE GREENBRIER

White Sulphur Springs, W. Va.

• ELECTRIC-EYE MOVIE CAMERA
By Bell and Howell

• POLAROID LAND CAMERA
• 12 other wonderful prizes

USE THIS INFORMATION TO
help you name the symbol of Clarks-

burg's new high-power TV station

• Covers the virgin market of Cen-

tral W. Va. (Clarsburg— Fair-

mont— Morgantown)
• Rich in coal, oil and gas

• Untouched to date by a direct TV
signal

• Captive audience—666,315 popula-

tion

• Buying income $1,119,746,000

• $2007hr. AA network time: $250

national spot.

Contest open to all readers of this

magazine. Ends January 5, 1958.
FY2

( 1

MAIL YOUR ENTRY TODAY TO

WBOY-TV
CHANNEL 12

Exclusive in Clarksburg, W. Va.

INTERCONNECTED

George Clinton, Gen'l Mgr. • Rep. by Avery-Knodel

lM?^fl A Member of The Friendly Group

I suggest the following name:

Name.

Company.

Address

50

National and regional spot buys

in work now or recently completed

SPOT BUYS

RADIO BUYS
Ceneral Motors Corp., Detroit, is preparing a campaign for its

Buick automobile. Shore-term schedule kicks-off 21 October. Minutes

and chainbreaks will be placed during daytime segments, next to

news and sports shows wherever possible; frequency will depend

upon the market. Buyer: William O'Connor. Agenc\ : Kudner

Agency, New York. (Agency declined to comment.)

The Atlantic Refining Co., Philadelphia, is purchasing spot in

major markets for its gasolines and oils in 13 states: Delaware, New
York, Ohio, New Jersey, Georgia, Rhode Island. West \ irginia, Con-

necticut, Pennsylvania, Massachusetts. Virginia. Maryland and Flor-

ida. Schedule starts in October for eight weeks. Minute announce-

ments will be slotted during early morning and late afternoon hours

every day of the week; average frequency: 30 spots per week per

market. Buyer: Bill Millar. Agency: N. W. Aver & Son, New York.

Vick Chemical Co., New7 York, is planning a schedule in markets

throughout the country to push its cough medications. Seventeen-

week campaign starts 14 October. Minute and 20-second announce-

ments will be used in the early morning and early evening segments;

frequency will vary from market to market. Buying is not completed.

Buyer: Ray McArdle. Agency: Morse International. Inc., New York.

Penick & Ford, Ltd., Inc., New York, is initiating a test campaign

on a selected group of stations in the South to push its B'rer Rabbit

syrups. October schedule will run for 13 weeks. Minute participa-

tions will be used on d.j. shows. Buyer: Ted Wallow er. Agency:

BBDO, New York. (Agency declined to comment.)

Chrysler Corp., Detroit, is planning a campaign for its new Plym-

outh automobile. Schedule will start 30 October and run until 17

December. The advertiser is buying mostly minutes between 6:00

and 9 :00 a.m., Monday through Saturday : saturation schedules will

be used in many markets. Some late afternoon and evening seg-

ments will be placed in markets where morning prime time isn't

available. Buying is not completed. Buyer: Helen Hartwig. Agem\ :

N. W. Aver & Son, New York. (Agency declined to comment.)

RADIO AND TV BUYS
Crove Labs, St. Louis, is purchasing a heavy broadcast campaign

to promote its Four-Way Cold Tablets. Schedule: ill network tv

with Today on NBC TV and a West Coast regional show; (2) net-

work radio, a CBS package with nighttime periods during the week

and daytime on weekends; (3) spot tv and radio. Spot drives are

slated to start in November with some 80 markets in tv and perhaps

45 in radio. Bu\er: Beth Black. Agency: Cohen & Aleshire. New-

York.
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\W! BO leads in Indiana

2835 N. Illinois St., Indianapolis 8, Indiana

WIBC NOW RANKS FIRST IN 422

OUT OF 432 RATED QUARTER HOURS

Back in the winter of L953, the Pul

Survey showed WIBC out front in :507 of

432 rated quarter hours, Monday through

Saturday. By the (all of L955 it was up to

392 out of 432. . . .

And NOW, the spring, 19.">7 Pulse Area

Survey shows WIBC first among Indi-

anapolis stations its of the time . . .

422 out of 432 rated quarter hours.

WIBC not only "Leads in Indiana,"

but WIBC's audience is steadily grow-

ing, too!

50,000 Watt Coverage—

WIBC blankets 33 Indiana counties which

include '1
! j million people with a spendable

income of over 3M billion dollars a year.

Personalities That Sell—

WIBC's well-known personalities like Easy

Gwynn, Jack Morrow. Bill Baker and Jim

Shelton are friends and neighbors to their

big Hoosier audience. Let them sell your

products or services to their friend-.

JOHN BLAIR AND COMPANY- NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE

SPONSOR • -> OCTOBER 1 <).>, 51



Capsule case histories of successful

local and regional television campaigns

TV RESULTS

AUTOMOBILES
SPONSOR: Riverside Motors VGENI ^ : Direcl

Capsule case history: Joe Levino, \\1m> owns Riverdale

Motors, a Cadillac-Oldsmobile agenc) in Goshen, Ind., a

( it\ ol 10,000, admits he could scarcer) exist without the

extended marketing range tv gives him: Southbend, Elkhart

and southwestern Michigan. Ad budget: 80$ on WSJV-

I A : the balance <>n the local newspaper. In tbree vears on

t\. business has increased 60%. Riverside sponsors a 00-

minute feature Him on Thursda) evenings at 10 on a sea-

sonal basis, but Joe notes that due to t\ s hea\ \ impact, the

volume of inquiries doesn't diminish during the 13-week

hiatuses. In a picturesque slijditlv Continental accent. Joe

delivers strict!) ad lib commercials: audiences look forward

to his messages as av idlv as thev do to big-name local tal-

ent. Sa\s Joe of t\ : "Recently, with two programs. I sold

s| 50.0011 worth of cars.'"

WSJY-TV. South Bend-Elkhart, [nd. PI RCHASE: Warner Bros.

Present-

WAREHOUSE
SPONSOR: Hodges Warehouse Corp. VGENCY: Direcl

Capsule case history: lele\ision has been an unknown

quantit) in the field of moving and storage advertising in

Tulsa. Hodges Warehouse Corp. decided to test the impact

ol television b\ buying one-minute announcements on

KVOO-TV's late news segment for two months. The re-

sponse was so overwhelming that Hodges bought a sched-

ule of I.D.'s following the expiration of the campaign.

Business direct!) traceable to the commercials: one $350

long distance move, ~i\ local moving jobs that totaled $300

and four local storage jobs amounting to $150. In addition

to these orders, the compan) has had continuing calls for

information. Consequently, Hodges has revised its entire

approach to selling warehousing services. It recognizes that

big results for a specialized service can only be produced

through advertising that has scope: KA 00-1 \ gave Hodges

the impact and mass audience it needed.

KVOO-TV. Tnl-a PURCHASE: Newscast

CREDIT JEWELER
SPONSOR: Zale's Jewelrj \GENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: /ale's, reportedb the largest volume

chain of credit jewelr\ stores in Texas has used tele-

vision lor several \ears. but never on a stead\. contractual

ha-is. \- a test. the\ bought a one-week campaign of eight

one-minute live spots on KGBT-TV, Harlingen—four day-

time and four nighttime—on behalf of certain watches; a

large schedule for Zale. At the end of two days, the entire

stock of 80-plus watches were sold ma. This was the fastest

moving item in the chain's histor) \ ia an) medium, and

the traffic created accounted for thousands of dollars of

oth( i sales. Impressed h\ the results, the chain's manage-

ment bought more t\ in all their markets, and KGBT-TV

received a one-year schedule of spots and newscasts, all live.

Incidentally, as a corollar) result, the manager won first

prize in its intra-chain contest.

DEPARTMENT STORE
SPONSOR: Bry's Department Store VGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: \ saturation campaign was bought

by Bry's Department Store in Memphis to initiate its "Dar-

ing Sale promotion. Opening da\ . a total of 12 separate

program spots were telecast, from outside and inside the

store. Typical shots included: 10:00 a.m. crowds waiting

for the store to open; the president of the store welcoming

Memphis to its sale: department managers calling attention

to specific merchandise \alues: views of the crowds on vari-

ous floors; a 5:30 p.m. farewell from wear) clerks inviting

shoppers to the store the next dav . Bernard Pincus, Brv s

president, reported the results of the telecast: "It brought

people into the store from all over Memphis, and the stoic

buzzed with excitement. Enthusiastic comments poured in

from everywhere. \\ \l( I was a major factor in the sales

m.ht-ty. I'l K< II VSE: Announcements \\ MCT, Memphis PURCHASE: Special program

52 SPONSOR 5 OCTOBER 195'



ONE TV STATION REACHES 1/5 OF A BIG NATION

of all

Canadian
drug
sales

are

made
in our

Hamilton
Toronto
Niagara
Peninsula
coverage

area

"Vithin our huge coverage area 2,552,715 people spend $76,8 1^.000 each year in more than 1.000 drug

citlets. This represents 24.24

'

; of all drug sales made yearly in all of Canada. Another black and white

f ct proving CHCH-TV serves the richest market in Canada." Source: Sales Management Elliott-Haynes

br further information call: Montreal: UN 6-9868. Toronto: EM 6-9236.

lamilton: JA 2-1101, Vancouver: TA 7461. New York City: PL 1-4848,

dicago: MI 2-6190. San Francisco: YU 6-6769

iCHCH-TV
CHANNEL

II
CANADA



TELEPULSE RAiTINGS: TOP SIPOT I

I

Top 10 shows in 10 or more market's

Period 1-8 August 1957

TITLE. SYNDICATDR. SHOW TYPE Average
ratings

7-STATI0N
MARKETS

5-STA.
MARKETS 4-STATION MARKETS 3-STATION Mt

Rank Put*
now rank NY. L.A. S. Fran.

Seattle-
Boston Chicago Detroit Milw. Mnpls. Phlla. Tacoma Wash. Atlanta Bait

1 l
Highway Patrol (M)
ZIV

18.4
7.4 10.4
rri i

kttv

7:00pra 9:00pm

11.9
kron-tv

6 :30pm

10.4 12.5 26.0 18.4 12.0 13.0 16.8 17.2
wbz-tv wgn-tv wjbk -tv wtmj-tv kstp-tv wcau-tv komo-tv wtop-tv
10:30pm 8:00pm 9:30pm 9:30pm 10:30pm 7:00pm 7:00pm 7:00pm

11.9 15.8 1

waga-tv wmar-t' 1

10:00pm 7 :00pm 1

2 6
San Francisco Beat (D)
CBS FILM

15.6
2.7 11.8
ui>i\ kttv

8:30pm 9:30pm

11.7
kpix

10:30pm

9.3 13.9 11.9 23.2
wnac-tv wgn-tv wjbk tv wcau-ft
11:15pm 9:00pm 1" 30pm 10pm

3 4
Silent Service (A)
NBC FILM

15.4
6.3 8.9

wrca-tv kttv

T :00pm 7:30pm

14.2
kron-tv

7 :00pm

12.0 12.2 19.9 8.2
wbz-tv wnbq-tv king-tv wtop-tv
7:00pm 9:30pm 7:30pm 10:30pm

10.8
wbal-tr

10:30pm

.

4 2
Sheriff of Cochise (W)
NT A

15.3
3.7 9.7
wabd kttv

7:00pm 7:30pm

11.9
kron-tv

6 :30pm

14.9 18.2 14.4 7.9 19.5 8.8 20.2 7.5
wnac-tv wbbm-tv wwj-tv wtmj-tv weeo-tv weau-tv king-tv wrc-tv

6:00pm 7:30pm 10:00pm 10:30pm 9:30pm 7 00pm 7 00pm 10:30pm

15.0 13.3
wsb-tv whal-ti

10:00pm 10:30pr

5 5
State Trooper (A)
MCA

15.2
6.4
khj-ty

8:00pm

10.0
kpix

7:00pm

17.2 12.5 19.5 14.9 10.7
tvnai tv wnbo,-tv wtmj-tv kstp-tv wrcv t\

1 pm 9 30pm 9:30pm 9:30pm 10:30pm

12.2
waga-tv
10:00pm

6 7
Dr. Hudson's Secret Journal (D)
MCA

14.2
12.0
kpix

10:00pm

16.7 8.2 17.7 10.0
wnac tv wnbq-tv wtmj-tv kstp-ti

10:30pm 1" «
•

<
r > r »

i 8:00pm 7:30pm

10.9
wsb-tv

10:00pm

6 9 Whirlybirds (A)
CBS

14.2 3.8 7.6
wpix khj-tv

7:30pm 7:30pm

11.2
kron-tv

6 :30pm

13.5 9.7 14.9 16.2 12.5 16.9
wbz-tv wgn-tv wwj-tv wtmj-tv wcau-tv king-tv
7:00pm 9:0Opm 10:30pm 9:30pm 1 00pm v.JOpm

8
Badge 714 (M)
NBC

14.0
12.0
kttv

8:30pm

16.3
kpix

9:00pm

13.5 7.5 16.7 10.9 16.3 9.7
wnac-tv wgn-tv wjbk-tv k-t|i tr king-tv wttg-tv

6:30pm 8:00pm 10:00pm 10:3ii|mi 9:30pm 7:00pm

13.5
wsh-U
10:00pm

9 3
Men of Annapolis (A)
Zl V

13.5
4.2 10.0

wabc-tv knxt
10:30pm 7:30pm

14.9
kpix

9:30pm

11.2 17.2 10.2 13.5 9.0 9.2
wgn-tv wjbk-tv wisn-tt wco ti komo-tv wtop-tv
9 :30pm 1" !i:i"i<ipni 1

niipm 9:00pm 7:00pm

12.2 20.8
waga-tv wmar-t
10:00pm 10:30pi

10 8
Dr. Christian (D)
Zl V

13.3
2.1 11.8
wpix kttv

9:00pm 7:30pm

10.9
kgo-tv

7:00pm

11.2 5.5 15.2 11.9 8.4
wnac-tv wgn-tv wjbk-tv wtmj-tv king-ft
4:0flpm U:30pm 10:000 1(1: * pm

14.9
usb-tv

9:30pm

Rank Past*
now rank Top 10 shows in 4 to 9 markets

1 5
Crusader (A)
MCA

15.3
8.9 6.9 5.7

wnac-tv wwj-tv kstp-tv

11:15pm 9:30pm 10 30pm

2 1
Esso Golden Playhouse (D)
OFFICIAL FILM

14.9
12.7 14.7 8.9
wbz-tv wcau-tv wrc-tv

7:00pm 10:30pm 10:30pm

10.8
wmar-t

7:00pt

3 2
Whistler (M)
CBS

14.4
3.7 2.4
wpix kabc-tv

10:30pm 6:00pm

9.9 8.4 6.7
wwj-tv wxix-tv wttg-tv

9:30pm 10:00pm 7:30pm

4 3
1 Search For Adventure (A)
GEO. BAGNALL

13.9
13.0
kcop

7 :00pm

14.0
kpix

7:30pm

15.0 6.9 5.4 22.0
wnac-tv uiti-tv wrcv-tv king-tv

5:30pm 9:30pm 7:00pm 7:00pm

5
Science Fiction Theater (SF)
ZIV

13.3
15.3
kttv

8:00pm

6.2 9.7 10.5 7.3 9.5
wgn-tv wxyz wtmj-tv Uingm wmal
S :00pm 9:30pm 11:00pm S:30pm 6:00pm

20.7
waga-tv

9:30pm

6 4 Frontier Doctor (W)
HOLLYWOOD TV SERVICE

13.0
6.0
kttv

9:00pm

11.2
\wiv-tv

10:00pm

7 9
Cisco Kid (W)
ZIV

11.0 7.5 11.3 7.5
wgn-tv vvwv wtop-tv

6:00pm 9:30pm 6:00pm

10.9 11.3
waga-tv whal-i

5:30pm 7:00pi

8 7 Code 3 (A)
ABC Fl LM

10.7
7.1 7.5
wrca kttv

10:30pm 7:00pm

7.2 13.9 13.1 10.7
wbkb-tv wtcn-tv king-tv wtop-tv

9:30pm 9:30pm 10:00pm 7:00pm

14.2
waga-tv
10:00pm

9
Crunch & Des (A)
NBC FILM

10.6 12.3
kron-tv

7:00pm

9.5 7.9 8.7

wnac-tv \\ni wcau-tv

1:00pm 10:30pm ^iPOpm

9 9 Mr. District Attorney (M)
Zl V

10.6 11.3
kttv

9:00pm

12.2
kron-tv

6:30pm

9.5 10.0 10.0
wnac-tv wjbk-tv kstp-tv

11:15pm 10:30pm 10:30pm

10.5 7.8-;

waga-tv waani-

10:30pm 11 :00|

Sho
mys
diet

an

w type symbols: (A) adventure; (C) comedy; (D) di

tery; (Mu) musical; (S) sport: 31 9 ace Fiction; (W
ted. % hr., % hr. & lir. length, telecast In four or mors
unweighted average of Individual market ratings listed at

54

Doc) d<

Western. E

markets. Tl
ove. Blank

ary: (K) kids; (1

11ms listed are s^

ie average rating
space Indicates f

ii) no
n- m(
is sy
lm an

broadcast in this market l B August While network shows are f

into t" another in tt:e markets In which they are shown, this is true to n

idlcated shows. Mils should be borne in mind when analyzing rating tre

iiln-r in this chart 'Sefers u> last month's chart. If blank, show was t
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LM «»nIOws

»TION MARKETS 2- STATICS MARKETS

lin. Clumbut St. L Birm Dayton New Or Provi.

21.2 30.4 16.7

i)w ir nbni ' k»k n
in OOpm

25.0 27.0 39.3

to OOpm

24.8

10.2 22.9

OOpm 8

19.3 39.8

16.0 14.0

.JWtT Mi '1

» 30pm

35.5
irblo iv

23.5

180 21.0 10.2

mlt »bi
>:30pm>i'

26.5 20.0
ii In .1

0:30pm

27.0
wdtu ii

18.3

7 OOpm

9.7 11.9 14.9 31.3 29.0

10:00pm

15.8

15 18.0 16.8

90 13.3

rwiH k<l ti

30pm 10:00pm

22.8 19.0

10 80pm

30.0

17.3 20.8
utiin IV

10:30pm

;:;
9.9 14.9 9 9
.JWtT WbM 11 k.l 11

»:30pm S 3i>ii in 10:00pm

19.5

9:30pm

28.8

9:30pm

8.9 8.7 13.2
»JW-tT »bn> Iv kivk tv

:00pm 6 :30pm 10:00pm

18.0

in oopn

11.3

11 I5pa

42.8

11.2 9.5

wlw-o ktvi-ir

in OOpm 10:00pm

21.3 43.8
llilsll 11

•

II
30.0 18.0

10:30pm

K .4

ii in e

"pm

25.0
«t>rc-tT

s OOpm

45.0

28.5
H.i>U-tV

'•l>m

24.8

10.0 24.2
HTW-tr wtni-tr

:00pm 9:30pm

10.5

9:00pm

II 10.3
kad-M
5:30pm

21 3

.-tv

OpD

12.2
Ulil

10:0Opm

14.8
wpi
5:30pm

•

:i

144 10.0
UW-IT
:00pm 10:00pm

her than lop 11

l» Pulse's own. Pulse <lete

Clarification as to number of static i

rmlnwi miralw by measuring which stations

TV-TULSA covers 45 counties where . . .

RETAIL SALES TOTAL
$1,405,638,000.00*

Food Sales total

$306,757,000.00*

Drug Sales total

$49,078,000.00*

you get the fabulous 45 •'

"

ONLY with
tV

*Soles Management's Survey

of Buying Power 1957

TULSA

station itself ui.iv he ouUld. metropolitan area of Oie market.
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NATIONAL AWARDS >•• • •<•

OHIO STATE UNIVtNSITY AWANO mm

First awoid in the national clastituatuin K»i u pu>guini

directed to special inteiett gunips CM
HEADLINERS AWARD

For consistently outstanding news reporting by a radio

station VI
RADIO TELEVISION NEWS DIRECTORS ASSN AWARD

For outstanding radii) news opeitjlion

11
MIL

BwKsmHum %KV ^B.

LOCAL AWARDS Itvrmti

ILLINOIS ASSOCIATED PRESS AWARD

First place — Best local teguluily scheduled news program

First place — Best local regulaily scheduled farm show

First place —Best local regularly scheduled sports show

First place — Best local special events coverage

First place — Best general excellence of news presentation

Second place— Best documentary program

CHICAGO FEDERATED ADVERTISING CLUB AWARD

For local special features— Public service

For local programs—Audience participation

For local programs—Drama

mmm

WmmmK

ESfft

mk

DRHMa

SaKgga
'
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S RADIO in Chicago— represented<H£|s:



American launches 3
On Monday, October 7, The Jim Reeves

The Jim Reeves Show (1-2 pm) is live, currently

popular music. It stars top singer Jim (Four Walls)

Reeves, and boasts the Anita Kerr Singers, Dolores Wat-

son, Buddy Hall and Owen Bradley's orchestra.

The Jim Backus Show (2-3 pm) is live music built

around the afternoon antics of the many-voiced Jim

Backus. It features songstress Betty Ann Grove, baritone

Jack Haskell, The Honeydreamers, Elliot Lawrence's

orchestra and announcer Del Sharbutt.

_



big shows on 1 big day!

Show, The Jim Backus Show

and The Merv Griffin Show

go live on American Radio's

all-new, all-live musical line-up.

The big day is October 7.

The big three are Jim Reeves, Jim

Backus and Merv Griffin.

And the big sound is live music, served

up with showmanship and salesmanship

and aimed right at the American house-

wife — the on-the-go woman who prefers

music over anything else in her radio diet.

Here are three solid hours of solid fun,

all featuring top live personalities, live

singers and live orchestras. Here are The

Jim Reeves Show, The Jim Backus Show

and The Merv Griffin Show. Watch for

them, starting Monday, October 7.

The Merv Griffin Show i 7:15-8 pm isa solid hour

of live music and song, headlining popular singer-actor

Merv Griffin, and featuring vocalist Darla Hood, The

Spellbinders, Jerry Bresler's orchestra and veteran

announcer Doug Browning.

thelweone is

/

AMERICAN
BROADCASTING
NETWORK



f

T. I spot editor
( column .sponsored by one of the leading film producers in television

SARRA
NEW YORK: 200 EAST 56TH STREET

CHICAGO: 16 EAST ONTARIO STREET

How to humanize roller bearings? Sarra makes them act! Via stop motion a

[Timken roller bearing rolls, then zooms into stirring shots of the product in-

use ... in planes, trains, farm equipment, A switchback to slop motion at the

end underscores the Timken slogan: "At Timken, we have a word for it—
betterness." An exciting commercial that opens and (loses the Timken show.
Produced by SARRA in Eastman color and in black and white lor The

I IMKEN ROLLER BEARING CO. through BATTEN. BARTON, DUR-
STINE & OSBORN, INC.

SARRA, INC.

New York: 200 East 56th Street

Chicago: 16 East Ontario Street

SPECIALISTS IX VISUAL SELLING
Even a cracker can he dramatic—the Sarra way! In fact, the cracker is the

entire cast in this 60-second Nabisco commercial which combines outstanding
stop-motion sequences with high-key live action food shots. The artistry ol

this spot stems from startling lighting and optical effects achieved right in

the camera to emphasize the "(.olden Glow" cracker. Produced l>\ SARRA
for the NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY (NABISCO) through McCANN-
ERICKSON, IXC.

SARRA, INC.

New York: 200 East 56th Street

Chicago: 16 East Ontario Street

SPECIALISTS IX VISUAL SELLING
This third set ies ol 20-second and 10-second commercials and 8-second I.D.'s,

created b) Sana for Rainbo Bread and Colonial Bread, demonstrates once
again the effectiveness of ingenious lull animation. New musical arrange-

ments ol a well established jingle make each of the five st\lcs ol animation
used in this series real attention-getters. Another good example of com-
mercials that sell the brand in an entertaining and memorable manner.
Created by SARRA for CAMPBELL TAGGART ASSOCIATED BAKER-
IES, INCORPORATED.

SARRA, INC.

New York: 200 East 56th Street

Chicago: 16 East Ontario Street

SPECIALISTS IX VISUAL SELLING

This is Sana's fourth series <>l spots for Schoenling Beer. This time, lull

animation sells the new theme—"Pass the good word—Schoenling." The
Schoenling character used in print media also stars in this series, while liveh
Uiicsoi a jingle help sell the "bouncing, bubbling, luscious brew." Created
b\ SARRA for THE SCHOENLING BREWING CO. through ROLI.MAX
ADVERTISING AGENCY, IXC.

SARRA, INC.

New York: 200 East 56th Street

Chicago: 16 East Ontario Street
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ReporU and evaluates news, tim<i\

opinion* foi film buyers <u><l tellers

FILM-SCOPE
5 October Ed Madden, International Latex \.\t.. ilii- week t « » I < I the National felevision

»ponso« publications iNo.
I* 1 Council some of Latex's experiences In pioneering barter film.

\fici reviewing the Latex five-yeai deal, Involving 14-5 million a year, Madden attrib-

uted the Buccesa <>f the venture to these i w • > [actors: I i adequate available »pi>t» ovei .1

\.i-i accumulation <>f markets, and (2) .1 real librarj oi qualit) film products.

Madden, who i>n 15 Octobei becomes presidenl ol the Keyes, Madden ^\ J ency,

added ilii- observation: \n> agency thai does n<»t explore barter film broadl) and
in depth—regardless of preconceptions— is not acting in the best interests of it-

clients.

^ mi net 1I10 unmistakable Feeling in the film trade these days thai while the westerns

are riding Bkj high, the time will come when thej must lie supplemented with an-

other strong type. What?

No. 1 at ilii- point -rem- in be the mysteries I II M-S< OPE, I I September, pagi

Resultant!) researchers and statisticians have been compiling commercial profiles on theii pos-

sibilities for sales use. Here are some high spots from a Schwerin stud) :

V(iK APPEAL: There is a considerable difference in drawing power l>\ type "f mys-

tery. Tin* "private eye" theme typified I'* Martin Kane, The Falcon, etc. goes over

best with younger people. Conversely, tin* "official'
1 yarn based on police files, etc.

appeals most strongly to tin' higher age groups. I>\ wa) of specific examples

\gf; croup

16 to 25

26 to 50

Over 50

(Note: luo would be the average f"i tlir entire audience; in short, the figures above

are index figures. >

COMMERCIAL IMPACT: Schwerin figures that—ratings aside a low-keyed show

is a more effective commercial vehicle than the hard-boiled type. < ommercials on

the suaver shows lm«l about three times the wallop .1- commercials on the knock-'em-dead

i\ pe.

Schwerin thinks it's because the "show of violence" tends t<» appeal onl) t<> particu-

larized audience groups where it's a hit-or-miss proposition whether you gel N"ii; -

across "i lose it. The milder sln>\\ Beems to Bel np a safer, more predictable emo-

tional pattern.

Pharmaceuticals, Inc., probably will close a syndicated buy ilii- week.

Purpose: To holster its three network Bhows in some ol thi riarkets. Ilii

choice look- like n western.

New York agenc) men returning from Hollywood this week reported these developments:

li If a network advertiser wanted something fast he'd find verj few new pilots

to choose from.

Film producers were showing tendencj "I Bteering clear of westerns.
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FILM-SCOPE continued

Exploitation always has been as vital to the motion picture industry as ad-

vertising i> i<» a Boap company.

Now a carry-over into t\ film seems to be in the making. J"lii~ week three

syndicated shows one a feature package and the others half-hour serie— will net the bene-

fit ol special send-off hoopla:

GR \\ GHOST, which starts a run for Habitant Soup next Wednesday \\n WBZ-
l\. IJoslon. has had a press- party, teaser ads. newspaper inserts, and a personal ap-

pearance bj \ irgil Carrington Jones, its author.

Habitant, incidentally, also has scheduled the series for Hartford and Portland (through

Charles F. Hutchinson). Other markets will be added if the test in these three cities

works out.

SCREEN GEMS' "SHOCK" PACKAGE meantime begins—appropriately—13 Octo-

bei via W \I!C-T\. New ^ ork. Three "monsters" are parading about the city, with a

special one assigned to \i>it advertising agencies. There's also a menu contest based on

what viewers think is tast\ monster fare.

Footnote to the Screen Cems package: In several areas it's scheduled for after-

noon showings.

26 MEN: Its kick-off in New York via \VABC-T\ ill's an ABC Film Syndication

show i calls for a press party at Toots Shor next week (White Owl and Brylcreem arc

sponsors). In Los Angeles KRCA is staging a barbecue < Eastside Beer and Nic-L-Silver).

In New England, a troupe of 26 Rangers will ride through the 17-station area (Hood's

Dair) I. And at the nationl premiere in Phoenix (30 October i there's going to he a big

wing-ding to welcome a press junket from New York.

U.S. origins to the contrary, Europe isn't a prime market for film right now.

rhis week FILM-SCOPE asked a group of Foreign Sales Spotters about the prospects

across the Atlantic, and short-range they were dubious. A better day is sure to come,

they predict, but it will take time because:

1 i There isn't much commercial tv in Europe so far. The best markets are

the U.K., Germany, and Italy. That's about it—except for Monaco and Luxembourg,

rhe Scandinavian and Low Countries so far are a blank.

2 i The soap-cereal-supermarket complex hasn't arrived as yet. Europe is not

advertising-conscious . . . governments consider t\ an educational media—licenses limit the

number of sel> . . . and outside of England. little money is spent on advertising. That s a

Lin'
, >u itch nn the I .S. situation.

•'!
i lou can't check up on audiences Aery well. The U.K. has Nielsen and TAM,

!nit beyond that you have to go b\ what the press and station managers think.

1
i The slightest invasion of nationalist sentiment is sure to cause a bad storm.

Nonetheless, (lie picture isn't entirely negative. A>ide from England. Germany and

Italy show potentials worth cultivating early.

Because of these glimmers, FILM-SCOPE regularh will document the situation. \ -

ond look appears next week i 12 October).

HASHES FROM THE FILM FIELD: Raymond E. Nelson, vice-president ol

NTA, says hi- company plans to offer "live" shows on a regional and national hook-up via

co-axial cable: meanwhile a top-brass switch has moved Oliver A. Unger up to presidency

of NTA with Ely Lnger named board chairman . . . Stan Smith has been appointed sales

manager of Official Films, Inc. . . . Ziv is dubbing its third-year scries of Highway Patrol

lor Latin American showings in late October ... A new series of 65 five-minute tv shows

starring Jerrj Lester is being syndicated b\ Marshall, Lee & Richards. Inc.. Chicago.

'lor other film news and comment, see News and Idea \\ rap-l p. page 64.)
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to those who live on air...

During the past 10 years advertisers and their

agencies have spent billions of dollars on air. A lot

of people lived on it. A lot of goods were moved.

To those who live on air SPONSOR serves a function

no other publication can match, for SPONSOR is

the most definitive stud) of air in the broadcast in-

dustry. It is the news of air—the plans of air—the

progress of air—the thoughts of air—the very life of

air—delivered to you every week—52 weeks a year.

Most every man who's gotten anywhere in air reads

SPONSOR. The man who wants to get there faster

reads SPONSOR

—

at home because the very chem-

istry of broadcasting—the factors that make it move

and earn its s.ilt are just much too important for

light reading on a routing list.

It you h\c on air—read SPONSOR at home. Read

it on A time—B time or C time but make sure it's

free time at home. At the new low price of

year you can have 52 issuer of i his, most useful publi-

cation in the field at your side—to see. stud\. tear

out and tile. It's the hot investment youll e\er

make. Order \our home subscription toda\.

THE WEEKLY MAGAZINE TV/RADIO ADVERTISERS USE



MEMO: TIMEBUYERS!

WILK
YOUR BEST TV BUY

in Northeast Pennsylvania

WILK-TV's

l
1
2 MILLION WATTS

(Nations Most Powerful)

brings the best of

ABC-TV*
NETWORK

plus—The Best of

Syndicated Programs.*

* Lawrence Welk
Frank Sinatra

Cheyenne
Mickey Mouse
Sugarfoot
Disneyland
Circus Boy
Maverick
Guy Mitchell

Zorro
Jim Bowie
Wyatt Earp
Gunfire Pass
The Real McCoys
Patrice Munsel
Broken Arrow
Ozzie & Harriet

Pat Boone
Walter Winchell
West Point

Colt 45
Mike Wallace
Wednesday Night Fights

plus many others

Libcrace

Texas Rangers
Brave Eagle
Grey Ghost
26 Men
Jackie Gleason
Mama
Dr. Christian

Martin Kane
Million $ Movie

plus many others

Wilkes-Barre

Scranton
Call Avery-Knodel, Inc.

News and Idea

WRAP-UP

64

ADVERTISERS
Mogen David, the only wine com-
pany currently using network tv,

has upped its total ad budget to

$3.5 million—or close to half

again what was spent last year.

Part of the ad expansion is due to

the company's new Key \\ ines product

which has now reached national dis-

tribution. Key will have a big share

in the fall campaign.

Tv's share of the new budget in-

cludes CBS TV's Dick and the Duchess,

alternate Saturdays 8:30-9 p.m. plus

a return to daytime usage via Beat the

Clock (also CBS TV).

Edward H. Weiss & Co. is the

agency.

Ad notes: Johnson & Johnson is

introducing a new product. Red Cross

Improved Bandage, via tv and maga-

zines . . . Lanolin Plus has come out

with a lipstick with "seven times more

lanolin than ordinary lipstick" . . .

Pabst is now tacking its tv, print and

billboard ad theme around the neck

of its beer bottles. The models, which

have appeared in all media, and the

"Pabst Makes It Perfect" theme will

now show up on the product.

People in the news: Donald E.

Cluck has been promoted to general

sales manager and Paul J. Green-
field to marketing manager for the

Simonize Co. Cluck has been with the

sales department for 11 \ears and

Greenfield has been associated with

Simonize in product management for

the past three years . . . H. M. Brow-
der has been named assistant to the

executive vice president of the Dr.

Pepper Co. Browder was head of the

cooler and vendor department . . .

Harry W. Meicke has been appointed

assistant product manager of Borden's

Instant Coffee. Formerly he was as-

sistant to the general advertising and

merchandising manager of Borden

foods products co. . . . Henry G.

Harper has been appointed publicity

director of Southern California Edison

Co. Harper has been an account ex-

ecutive and public relations rep with

N. W. Ayer, New ^ ork, for the past

two years . . . Dr. M. A. Miller, for-

merly assistant chief of the process

metallurgy division at Alcoa Research

Labs., has been named chief of the

newly established foil and packaging

division . . . L. George Hoth has

been named manager of a newly-

created merchandising section of the

consumer product department of the

chemical division of the Borden Co.

Hoth has been assistant sales manager

for adhesives and will be assisted in

his new post by Martin F. Cody, a

former instructor of marketing at Man-

hattan College of business . . . John
A. Rishell, Jr., formerly general

sales manager of the Amana Corp., has

joined Philcos appliance division as

Best Buu

9

Best Buu

KF<3I
KLAMATH FALLS, OREGON
Ask -the KAeeker Co.

II50 KC
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managei "I the refrigeratoi and freez-

ei division , , ,
llu^li Colletl baa

been named executive assistant i" the

president of the \ < I \ ei tising I edei .1

tion oi America. Colletl was public

relations direct I the Kentucky

State Chamber "I Commerce.

AGENCIES
Compensation made news again

recentl) with comments from

these three sourceaj

Kruuii Bolte. executive v.p. 01

B&B a.l\ ised the New England » oun-

cil of tin- I \ - to "Stop woi i\ ing about

compensation, Advertising agencies

will always work on a profit motive

I ,i*i>." Bolte reminded the ^ r .
. u 1

1 that

agenc) client- expect to pa) the sellei

b fair profit just as thej expect a fair

profit on Bales.

W. B. Lewis, president of K&E
"I am a little astonished at times when

someone suggests that advertising

agencies should be compensated on

packaged shows with commissions on

time alone." Lewis likened this to the

idea of telling a magazine that their

commissionable rates should be re-

lated onl\ to the cost of printing and

distributing their advertising paj-es.

(Lewis also had this comment on fee

t\. "There is no reason win t\. like

the print media, should not receive in-

come both from commercial interests

and the general public, which the pro-

ducers are serving.' 1

Smith it Dorian, new New York

advertising and public relations

agency, in announciiui its birth says

i; lias worked out a new compensation

plan which by-passes the IV, com-

mission s\stem. I lie wa\ it works: a

creative credit account fund is set up

to receive media commissions deposits,

then the agency's services provided on

a fee basis and charged against the

fund. The new compam will not add

IV, to production costs 1 such as en-

gra> ings, t\ pesetting, etc. 1

The agenc) plans to solicit onl\ ac-

counts which can be served with what

it calls the "three primary marketing

tools," advertising, public relations-

publicity and merchandising. Smith \

Dorian also said the) believe that the

traditional IV, commission will not

work for clients in the $250,000 and

under range.

New agency appointments: Need-

ham, Lewis & Brorby for Lever

Brother's Swan and Swan toilet soap.

Dammit, Smidley!

E
KIMA-TV
Yakima

rheyVe all in the act but us! Look hen three out

•I Four ••! ili, nation's top I \ advertiser* >»iili >li--

iriliuiii.n in the market have bought < ascad< I, !

vision. We're after the same thing the) .m . Smidlo

. . .
[il.ni \ ..1 peopli withplent) of dollars to spend

i .1-1 .11I, - Four-station ni t»..rk has 'em both I ai 1

is, it's ..in of the nation's I \RG\ -I EXCLUSIV1

I I I I \ M<>\ M \IJKI I- with retail sales ol mon

1I1.in S650 million Bj Georgi Smidley, *• could

use -I liunk nf that

O CASCADE
a HUB

BROADCASTING COMPANY

NATIONAL REP.: WEED TELEVISION PACIFIC NORTHWEST: MOOTE & ASSOCIATE
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A pictorial review of local

and national industry events

PICTURE WRAP-UP
.1

1000th station: Keystone radio network

now has 1,000 affiliate-. Sidney .1. Woli

(1.), president, welcomes KAGE, Winona.

Minnesota, owner \11hti Tedesco ami wife

Handy: WERE's [setta mobile unit is in-

spected at \ \RTB Cleveland meeting by

\\ MRN's \ it li in Martin. SPONSOR'S Sam

Schneider, and WAVI's II. K. Crow!

Tv course: WIS-TN has state"- fir-t.

\t the la-t session: Edwin Jone-. I niver-

sity of South Carolina: C Richard Sliafto.

Dr. Nicholas P. Mitchell

Vote of approval: Hale Byers (1.), BBDO. Minneapolis, receive- American

Heritage Foundation Award from foundation Pres. John Cornelius for enlisting

3.000 radio stations and ITS tv -tations in 1956's nonpartisan "Register, Inform

Yourself and Vote" program. Total t\ impressions: 1.5 billion, a new record

Remote unit: Bob McVay, KGEN, inten

manager of Tulare Count] Fair. Ufred Elliot,

equipment enabled him to broadcast from an>v\

and everywhere on fair grounds during >ix-day

These timebuyers went to market:
\eu York buyers were down to Wilmington,

Del.. h\ station W \MS for a tour of area.

s ei \\ rap-l p section lor li-t ,.| names

The

here



BBDO formerl) handled Swan . . .

kX I'! foi ( apital Virlines act ounl

i v lii< li liill- around 11.6 million I

Lewis Edw in l»v an agent) i"i mei l\

held the b< counl . . . Y&R adds ' len

uial I Is Gourmel I I- mi

. . . I In- Reingold ( <».. Boston, foi

I ostei Cranl ( !o. < chemii .il and plas

lies). \ majoi campaign i"i Fosta-

Grantl) 9iin glasses using i\ and prinl

media is planned. Fairfax, New ^ «
> i k

.

,.i«\ ioush held the account . . . Keyes,

Madden A Jour- foi Bond < lothes

radio-h advertising in .ill states except

California effective I Novembei . . .

Parkson Advertising foi the North

\inr i H. in Vccidenl Insurance ( !o.

Another merger: Burlingame-
Grossman, Chicago, has absorbed

Ron I i'i i \ l'i < >< u< I ions, t Chicago.

Form on personalities: Edward
R. Seannefl has joined North, Chica-

go .1- media supervisor. Scannell

conies from Frank King & < o., Los

Vngeles . . . W illiam W \li<\ tv-radio

account executive l"i McCann-Erick-

son, Iki> been named associate directoi

nf the program services division . . .

Bernard Seller has joined Warwick

\ Leglei as associate director of re-

search. Hfllri comes from Cohen &

Meshire . . . Leo Wren, Formerl)

w ith DFS, has joined Gre) .1- an ac-

count executive . . . Robert K. Rie-

menschneider has left North to

join Gardner, St. Louis, .1- chief time-

buyer . . . William M. LaCava has

joined ( \\\ as executive producer in

the radio-t\ department. LaCava form-

erl) was with Compton . . . John
H. Marke% has been made west coast

market ing directoi l"i the \i thui

Meyerhofl 1 o., I os Vn ;eles Ed-

ward Jancevt i«v. foi mei I) m iili i Ii.

department .11 \\ BZ I \ Bos

ii n. has been appointed radiu-h direi

1. 'i ol \ Id & 1 Boston Ed-

win II. Sonneeken has been named
execul ive vice pi esidenl and genei al

•I \l.11 kel Planning < 01 p.,

.in affiliate ol M< 1 ann-I 1 i< kson Son

necken formerl) was programing man-

age 11 and ii ii< k marketing plans

foi I ord < harlefl V. Holcomb,
formei president ol II I! Humphry,
\ll<\ & l!i< hai ds, has joined Kudnei
ii spei ial assignment I" the president.

. . . Harr) \\ . McMafaan has joined

Bui mil ,i~ \ ii e president in 1 hai • ol

t\ commen ials and membei ol the

plans supervisor) committee. McMa-
han hi entl) has been woi king .1- a

spe< ial consultant in the h Geld . . .

Mrs. Glenda Sullivan has been ap-

pointed .1 group a ml supei \ isoi .it

I lore, Smith Si < Greenland, New York.

Mrs. Sulln an < omes from b\

lieim. Inc. w here she w as a \ ice presi-

dent . . . Jean Replogle, formei me-

dia director ol Johnson Si Lewis, Los

Vngeles, has joined Brooke, Smith,

French & Dorrance, Los Vngeles as

senioi media buyer.

! In \ In 1 .11111 \ . |i. -
: I 1 1 mum I I

Powers tnd Robert Baumgardnei
ii Griswold-Eshleman . . . Paul .1

Caravatl and James II. Heekin
1 Philip < . K. ,,,,1 v and

Robert K. Burton al K&E Gei
aid Gould al I ew in, \\ illiams v\ ?

I'M ... brs ing Sloan il DFS

NETWORKS
I In- 1

1

«
• %-» Trendex relevision Ad-

vertisers' Report (first issue out

22 November) nrill provide tl>i-

information :

• Sponsoi idenl 1I11 ation indi

da) and night networl programs, show-

ing percentagi s of \ iewers h ho 1 01

recti) identify, misidentif) 01 don'l

know the advertisei 01 an) of lii-

i'i oducts.

• Audience sition indexes

also f"i IhiiIi daytime and evenii

• I

'

- livitj indexes foi

evening showing just which membei
"I the famil) > hose the partii ulai pro-

1 being \ iewed.

• 1 leneral average table foi .ill net-

work evening programs b) type w\[\\

two mmiili averages l"i ratings, spon-

soi nil hi ih' ation, audience composi-

tion and program seta ti\ il\

.

it's KSAN in San Francisco

PROVEN MOST POPULAR WITH NEGRO LISTENERS

YEAR AFTER YEAR* <•„.„•„....>

Is Your

Best Buy...

Because

mi
Goes Where

280,000

KSAN
SAN FtANCISCO 1

I

BiCmionO

HUE)

I OA*KlAND

I
i au.

|f /Goes

- \ Where

fc\
Negro

-/Market

"—but according to KRIZ Phoenix,

its always bad when the doctor's in

a stew."

Listeners

Are. for specific proof of all KSAN claims to fame,

contact Stars National, Tracy Moore, or

WRITE, WIRE, PHONE KSAN
111 MARKET STREET. SAN FRANCISCO. CALIFORNIA. MA 1-8171

SPONSOR ."> (X rOBER !')•").



It's now 1,000 lor Keystone
Broadcasting system.

The radio transcription network has

just signed its L,000th affiliate, KAGE,

\\ inona, Minn.

Keystone was started in 1940 with

100 stations and no sponsors. Today

it has 48 national advertisers.

Based on a recent sur\e\ kl!>

claims around {)2 million listeners and

almost complete coverage in rural

markets.

Network television notes: Anoth-

er single sponsorship has lost out

to the growing split-the-bill pattern:

Scott Paper Co. stepping aside to

let Lever Brothers take alternate spon-

sorship of Father Knows Best i NBC

TV Wednesday 8:30-9 p.m.) as of 2

October. J. Walter Thompson is the

agency for both Scott and Lever . . .

The ISat "King" Cole Show has

picked up nine more co-op sponsors

bringing the total to 15 advertisers

now backing the program in 14 lead-

ing markets . . . Armstrong Cork

Co. has signed as the first sponsor

for the Jimmy Dean Show, CBS TV,

7-7:45 a.m. . . . Lysol (Lehn & Fink I

has picked its second daytime tv show

for sponsorship, Bride & Groom. The

disinfectant will take an alternate quar-

ter-hour segment on Thursdays begin-

ning 14 November. Bride & Groom

is seen on NBC TV Monday through

Friday from 2:30-3 p.m. . . . Today

and Tonight have picked up $300,-

000 in gross billings from five adver-

tisers. New participating advertisers

for two NBC TV shows are: P. H.

Hanes Knitting Co. (through N. W.

Ayer), White Motor Co. (through

D'Arcy), Mystic Adhesive Products

(through George H. Hartman), Gen-

eral Time Corp. (through BBDO) and

L. C. Forman & Sons for Piccalilli

(through C. Wendel Muench & Co.).

Network radio notes: Chrysler

Corp. and the Chrysler Division have

signed for sponsorship of five weekly

segments of ABN's Breakfast Club

and 10 weekly newscasts. McCann-

Erickson is the agency.

Notes on people: James H. Fuller

has joined ABN as an account ex-

ecutive. Fuller was formerly an ac-

count executive with CBS Radio. . . .

Irv Liehtenstein has been appointed

director of promotions and exploita-

tion for ABN. Liehtenstein comes from

68

WLW I MAXIMUM POWER/MAXIMUM TOWER

newest member of the famous Crosley groui

Sales Offices: New York, Cincinnati, Chicago Sales Representatives: NBC Spot Sales

Detroit, Los Angeles, San Francisco -Bomar Lowrance & Associates, Inc., Charlotte. Atlanta, Dalles

Full ABC Network Affiliation • Crosley Broadcasting Corporation, a division of AVCO
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Why N.W. Ayer

Timebuyer

Selects

Crosley WLW

Stations for

Philip Morris

"One of the things I

look for when selecting
stations is service.

That's why I always
consider WLW Stations
for Philip Morris Cigarettes.
The Crosley Stations give their
full cooperation and personal
attention to each advertiser
. . . to constantly improve
time availabilities . . . /;

to really leave a

'call for Philip Morris'
across the board.

^**\
Isabel Ziegl Ayer Timebuyer

Like N.W. Ayer's Isabel Ziegler, you'll get full cooperation

—

availabilities, talent, promotion and merchandising. So before you buy
check with your Crosley WLW Representative. You'll be glad you did!

*

WLW-T
Cincinnati

WLW-C
Columbus

WLW-D
Dayton

WLW-A
Atlanta

WLW
Radio

Sales Offices: New York, Cincinnati, Chicago

Sales Representatives: NBC Spot Sales: Detroit. Los Angeles. San Francisco

Bomar Lowrance & Associates, Inc., Charlotte. Atlanta. Dallas Crosley Broadcasting Corporation, a division of

I
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1,311,000 PEOPLE

waiting at the station

station KSL radio

Powerful KSL Radio toots a 50,000

watt whistle in the metropolitan areas as

well as the thousands of cities and
towns which make up the Greater Salt

Lake Market

!

So, get aboard this super express which

runs to all points of this big, booming
1 1 1 county market . . . where well over

a million people are just waiting for

your arrival.

t Yt'.S" 1956 Basic Service Area

KSL radio
50,000 WATTS
CBS for the Mountain West

Represented by CBS

Radio Spot Sales

Reaches and sells a GREATER SALT LAKE!

WW DC. Washington, I). C. where he

was vice president in charge of pub-

licity, audience, sales promotion and

research.

COMMERCIALS
Highlights of the Screen Cartoon-
ists Guild Fifth Annual Film Fes-

tival was the showing of the 14
best animated tv commercials
produced during the past year.

Here's tile li-l

:

1. Animation. Inc., Kroger Co.

commercial I Campbell-Mithun i

.

2. Cascade Pictures, Liquid Chiffon

commercial i FCB i

.

3. Fine \ri> Productions, Boyd's

Coffee "weatherman" commercial
i Shonwalter Lynch i

.

4. Raj Patin Productions, Jello

"Chinese baby" commercial (Y&R).
5. Playhouse Pictures, Ford Show

(NBC T\ i opening fJWT).
6. Quartet Films, Snowdrift "iden-

tifiable character" commercial (Fitz-

gerald i

.

7. Shamus Culhane Productions,

Blitz Beer commercial fj. J. Weiner
& Assoc. )

.

8. Sherman Clas Production-.. Bud-

weiser Beer "Dr. Pettigrew" commer-
cial i D'Arcj i

.

9. Song \(U. "Litter Bug" com-

mercial (Los Vngeles Chamber of

Commerce I

.

10. John Sutherland Productions,

l-nited Fruit Co.'s "Chiquita Banana"
commercial i BBDO I.

11. technique Production-. Santa

Fe Wine commercial i Dan B. Miner).

12. Tele-mation, Bank of the Com-
monwealth "Bif" commercial i Elwood

J. Robinson \ -\ssoc. i

.

13. T.V. Spots, Standard Oil, N. J.,

commercial i McCann-Erickson i

.

14. LeOra Thompson \ Vssoc,

DeSoto-Groucho Marx Show "Boys
from Mar-"" i BBDO I.

Accenting spot radio's progress

report is this one-week study of

the New York City scene made by
BAR:

• I here were over 8,000 commer-
cials on the city's eight leading radio

stations during the one-week period.

• These 8,000 commercials were

sponsored I>\ 193 brands who also

bought 281 five-minute periods. 12(>

ten-minutes. 86 fifteen-minute seg-

ments and 22 half-hour shows.

Information was compiled from
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Look out, Mars

Murray's Coming! \

For eight years Murray Cox's Annual WFAA Farm
Study Tour has taken hundreds of interested people on

trips that range from Alaska to Bermuda, from Canada
to Cuba.

Each year the tour is filled to capacity, and everywhere

it goes it is royally entertained by municipal officials and

agricultural leaders. Though it hasn't yet been to Mars,

there's no doubt Murray will get around to it, if he thinks

there are any farmers up there.

For Murray Cox is the dean of Texas radio farm direc-

tors and his reputation extends far beyond his own state.

His farm news on WFAA is among the Top Ten* programs

popular with North Texans and what he says makes
mighty important listening to them.

If you sell anything farm families buy — and today that

includes just about everything from airplanes to zippers —
let Murray sell it to WFAA's big* farm audience. Your
Petry man can give you the details.

820
50.000 WATTSWFAA 570

5.000 WATTS

DALLAS
NBC • ABC

Edward Petry & Co.. Inc.. Representatives

•Whan Study. A.t Vi S.S.I
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Cz^^^rr G^btf^rfc \&yCas*j*—

Jlo \ouAJtOver THREE

BILLION dollars spent

annually in retail

sales by residents in

KTHT's coverage area.

Get your share.

Buy Houston's

"most-for-your-money"

station, KTHT.

SELL

THEM
ON

MBS for

Houston and
South Texas

Represented

Nationally

by Paul Raymer

J<J^,onXt
SOO "'

5,0^
H
b1 4, O0 0.°o

If you send up a balloon, you'll find rich

winds moving in WBNS Radioland—and
these breezes waft over $3,034,624,000.00
just ready to be blown. For the top Pulse-

ratings 315 times out of 360 Monday
through Friday quarter hours 6 a.m. to

midnight select WBNS Radio. Ask John
Blair.

WBNS RADIO
COLUMBUS, OHIO

\

regular Broadcast Advertisers Reports

for the week ending 1 1 August.

Job notes: George Kellogg, jingle

writer, has joined Animation. Inc. to

handle tv sales for the West Coast and

in addition head up the firm's newly

formed radio division . . . King Hor-
ton, former t\ -radio account execu-

tive with McCann-Erickson, has heen

appointed vice president in charge of

sales and promotion for Telestudios.

FILM
This is the time that film row sits

hack with fingers crossed to wait

for ratings to come in.

Launched hy what was probably one

of the most extensive promotion cam-

paigns accorded a cartoon series

—

Popeye Cartoons on KYW-TV, Cleve-

land, outrated all rivals in the 5:30-

6 p.m. segment. Monday-Friday with

a 25.2 compared to ABC's Mickey

Mouse Club's 7.3.

It would be supposed that adver-

tisers most likely to sponsor car-

toons would he cereals, candy and

such.

However, this week. AAP turned

out a list of sponsors for their Popeye

and Warner Bros, cartoons. Pro-

gramed in over 75 markets. Popeyes

sponsors range from hardware to

scotch-tape - - from Montgomery
Ward to the U. S. Rubber Com-
pany. Evidence of the ageless appeal

of a good laugh.

Production Notes: Guild Films

will produce series of commercials for

Welch's Tomato Juice . . . Light of

the World, Guild's up-coming dramatic

series based on stories from the Old

Testament will start location shooting

in Mexico in October . . . Derel Pro-

ductions will produce Badge For

Hire, based on stories from files of the

Associated Licensed Detectives of N.\ .

State . . . MGM-TV will produce the

first of a series of one-hour color films

for tv as part of the oil industry s

centennial celebration in 1959. Jack

Denove has been named producer:

agency is BBDM) and title of the se-

ries will be ''Centennial" . . . INS-

Telenews will offer special year-end

programs reviewing outstanding news

events and sports stories for 1\ syn-

dication.

Foreign Sales of the Week: Tele-

72 SPONSOR 5 OCTOBER \
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"Our greatest challenge . .

.

the development of men"
Ralph Cordiner, President, General Electric Company

"Few expenditures we can make are more

important than those for education. A well-

educated person produces more and consumes

more, makes wiser decisions at the polls,

mounts a stronger defense against aggression,

and is better able to perform the grave re-

sponsibilities of American citizenship.

"Freedom needs educated people. So do busi-

ness and industry. I earnestly ask you to

support the college or university of your

choice in its planning for expansion and a

stronger faculty. The returns will be greater

than you think."

If you want more information on the problems faced by

higher education, write to: Council For Financial Aid To

Education, Inc., 6 E. 45th Street, New York 17, New York

OVJCATtOH

Klir <t kicht

Sponsored os a public serrice, in cooperation with the Council for Financial Aid to Education
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Only ONE is atop the

Continental Divide

Serving both the Atlantic and

Pacific Sides of America

KXLF-TV4 -:- Montana

Butte

East—The Walker Co.

West—Pacific Northwest Broadcasters

U\)$\C

\ MUSJ
C
;

MUSic

CLEVELAND'S STATION FOR MUSIC & NEWSEWS

star Films. Inc., sold " kite Hunter

to I I P f « > i presentation on British

commercial t\ starting January, L958

. . . Screencraft has set its first for-

eign deal in Australia—the Mickey

Rooney Shou . . . Radio Kl Sol,

Peru s first c mercial TV station,

has signed L3 Zi\ telefilm series, in-

eluding Harbor Command and The

\eu til ventures of Martin Kane . . .

TPA reports sales of programs in

Puerto Rico, Cuba, Australia and Bel-

gium.

CANADA
Tv service by tbe Canadian Broad-

easting Corp. faces a reduction

unless Parliament conies up witb

some new financing plans.

This was pointed up 1>\ the CBC,

which normall) spends more than it

earns, in its 21st annual report cover-

ing the year ending 31 March.

CBC's main source of revenue, the

excise tax on sets and parts, is dimin-

ishing as major markets approach set

saturation, the report pointed out.

I About 70' ! of all Canadian house-

holds now own tv sets. I At the same

time tv operating expenses rose from

$25.3 to $35.2 million from L955-56

to 1956-57.

Canada turned out 378 tv films

and 2,153 tv commercials in 1956,

according to the Dominion Bu-

reau of Statistics.

The figures come from a DBS sur-

\e\ of all motion picture production.

A Canadian estimate of U.S. tv com-

mercial production — from Crawle\

Films— puts the total at 10,000 and

the dollar volume at $35 million.

About a quarter of the commercials

were animated. Crawlej said.

Ad agencies are getting more hep
about the French market, reports

station rep Interprovincial Broad-

cast Sales.

This is because the agencies are en-

larging or bettering their French de-

partments, explains K. \\ . Davis. IBS

general manager. He also noted that

where an agenc) does not have its own

French department, it is increasinglj

apt to hire a French market consult-

ant.

Despite these trends. howe\er. some

advertisers are still likeb to overlook

the large French Canadian market out-

side Quebec Province, Davis said.

Central Canada Broadcasters Assn.

will hold separate radio and tv

meetings for the first time at its an-

nual convention 20-21-22 October . . .

New sales manager of CHL'M. Toron-

to. i» We. \rmstrong . . . P&G is test-

ing new liquid Ivor) detergent over

CKCO-TV, Kitchener, with 266 one-

minute announcements through June

L958 . . . Sponsors of 90-minute shows

over CBC this season include Du Pont.

which will put on four, and Interna-

tional Nickel, which will sponsor the

Stratford Festival Players in Ibsen's

"Peer 0\ nt.

TV STATIONS
Another tv station has lost a round
in the air-media court coverage
controversy.

\\\\.|-T\. Detroit, has been forced

to cancel its popular Traffic Court and

Juvenile Court shows due to adverse

rulings of the Michigan State Bar.

Kicker: the two programs were re-

enactments and were staged in the

WAYJ-TY studios— not in the actual

courts. However. both presiding

judges of the courts did participate on

the shows and the Bar's ruling was

jfflm

Most Powerful Twins

CJON-TV *bz?
wJU/V+if Amentia

* 300.000
' 'Captive Newfound Id ttders

and latest B B M &hows
,

85% of s\[ qreater $t.John$
homc5 have TV $et$

Ae&c/U*L

WEED i, CO. U.S. STOVIN-CANA0A
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Ci imai il\ based on the i laim thai theii

performance constituted self-advertis-

ing.

\\ applications i Between l<> ami _M

S( pteml ei one consl i m i ion pei mil

was granted, one application for a new

station was died and three nev sta

lions took to the air.

1 onstruction permit went to the

Plains I ele\ ision ( o\ p., ( lhampaign,

III. foi ( ihannel 3 1, < lhampaign, pel -

mil allow- 187 kw \ isual.

Application was made l>\ \\ I R(

Broadcast ing Corp., I i ie, Penna., foi

Channel 66, Ei ie, 13.2 kw \ isual, with

tower 385 feel above average terrain,

plan! $168,450, yearlj operating cosl

8210,000.

New stations include: \\ III -\ \ .

Hartford, Conn., Channel 3, operating

i- an independent outlet; WKXP-TV,
Lexington, K\.. Channel 27. no net-

work affiliation; and kl I \ . Omaha.
< hannel 7. \I!C TV affiliate.

\\ BOY-TV, new Friendlj (.roup sta-

tion, due to go on the air this nth

in Clarksburg, W. Va., is ahead) go-

ing in for contests. Prizes are I eine

offered for naming the freckled-face

boj that is the station's trademark.

Focus on personalities: Marjorie
Rfarqnardt, formerly with \\ II > I .

Flint, lias joined WKZO-AM&TV,
Kalamazoo, in the promotion depart-

ment . . . James K. Kern has been

appointed program manager of \\ FIE-
l\. Evansville, Ind. Keen former!)

was an account executive . . . William
Hughes, formerl) with the Floyd F.

Vlellen Vgencj of Omaha, has joined

KMI\. Omaha, an account executive

in the local sales department . . .

Boone BoggS, former radio promo-

tion director, has taken ovei as super-

visor of \\l)|i.|> television promotion

department in Roanoke, \ a. . . .

Charles M. Neel, ad director foi the

Oklahoma Cit) Time- and l)ail\ Okla-

homan. has been appointed sales de-

velopment director of WTVT, Tampa-
St. Petersburg, and Donald Menard,
former station manager at KMGM-1 V .

Minneapolis, has been named local

sales manager for the Florida station

. . . Clarence O. "Cog" Gray, form-

erl) with V7KLO, Louisville, K\.. has

joined \\ MI!\ - I \ . Marinette. \\ isc. as

sales director and B. Addle} Gra)
has moved to the Wisconsin station

as program director and promotion

managei . . Arthur I . \\ enige, Jr.

has been named a ml exei ul u>- foi

Wlh. Washington, D. i Wen\ i

i omes from \\ I
» » I

*
I \ also in the

i apital . Dick < ampbell h i

signed as general managei ol K \ \(

I \ I orl Smith, \ik.

W a\ m- ( o) . president of I » in State

Bi oad< i-i in ami nationall) prominent

in go\ ei fiiii.tit.il set ii e as well as

throughout the bi oad< asting indusl i \

,

died lasl week.

FINANCIAL
Mock market quotations: Follow-

ing -lock- in aii media and related

fields are listed ea< h issue « ith quota-

tions foi I uesda) this week and rues-

da) the week before. Quotations sup-

plied l>\ \lei till I \ in h. I'i.K , . | ennei

and ISeane.

1 ues. 1 ues.

Stock 24 Sept. 1 Oct. < hangi

Veu nrl. S

\i; i-i 17% -

\ rs i 169 1 169%
\\l .. 6 6%

i li> "A" 28 '.

• olumbia Pii 17'- 17 - %
1 lll'tt

'-
15 Mi IV, '.

Paramount w -

R( \ ;-•', ii
1

,
-1

Storer -'L'
1

,. - %
20th Fox 24% - '.

\\ irner Bros. 2oy4 20 - '.

\\ estinghouse <>!', 60%

tmen . an v E < < h

Ulied Vrtists J
7
- -

,l
, - %

\--i>.
. \i I. I'm H-

!

s 8%
< l\l ^llpfl %
Dumonl Labs. I

7
- v% _

GuUd Films 1 ;

\ 1 \
7
- • l\

RADIO STATIONS
Public Bervice idea from KJFAB,
Omaha: one-minute editorials in

prime traffic time.

Completel) separate from the news,

these editorial- are i mi between 5:30

a.m. and 10:30 a.m. I -iialh between

five and 1<> editorial- are cat ried per

da) ami in some cases the) i un over

into evening periods.

Com i-e and hard-hitting, the) deal

with various civic matters. Example:

the Cit) Council members were going

to hold a closed meeting to dis< uss a

public charge. KFAB's editorial- took

>. stand against the < losed session on

the grounds th>- i ouncil is not a "grand

jur\." B) noon the council had re-

versed its decision and announced it

would hold an open session.

You're headed in

the right direction with

Plough, Inc., Stations!

Radio Baltimore

WCAO
Radio Boston

WCOP
Radio Chicago

WJJD
Radio Memphis

WMPS

RADIO-TV REPRESENTATIVES INC
NtW TORN . CHICAGO • IOITON . lIATTlt
ATLANTA . LOI AMCCLfl *AN rMANCItCO

DON'T LOOK

LOOKED UP

f

SPECIALIZED NEGRO
PROGRAMMING

With 100% Negro programming per-

sonnel, KPRS it effectively directing

the buying habits of its vast, faithful

audience. Your sales message wattes
neither time nor money in reaching

the heart of its "preferred" market,

•uying time on KPRS is like bu,ing the

only radio station in a community of

127,600 active prospects.

1,000 W. 1590 KC.

KPRS
KANSAS CITY. MISSOURI

For ovaiiabihfies call Humboldt 3-3100

cemented Netieetlty by—

Jen* f . Pctrion Cemeeny
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The station has had up to 50 calls a

da\ commenting on their new 60-sec-

ond editorials in the public interest.

Timehuyers took to the air re-

cently when, as guests of WAMS,
\\ ilmington, they were flown to

Delaware for a one-day tour of

the area.

The excursion was designed to gi\e

a cross-section of leading agency rep-

resentatives a close-up view of the

resources and »routh of the Wilming-

ton market.

Included among the guests were:

Jack Bray and Gerrj Prenzo (Cun-

ningham & Walsh l, George Perkins

(Schwab & Beatty), Madeleine \lli-

son (Herschel Z. Deutsch), Jane Shan-

non and Robert Hadley (J. Walter

Thompson i. Roger Hudsonlauh

(Y&R), Joyce Peters (Emil Mogul),

Gert Scanlon and Frank Silvernail

i BBDO),Tom Hollingshead I McCann-

Ki ickson > . Koherl ' >ruska\ < Bates >

Pittsburgh's fl/EH/EST Look!

WIIC

CHANNEL 11

Now On the Ajr

316,000 watts ERP
serving

1,237,000 TV Horn
in the nations

EIGHTH MARKET
with effective buying income of

$8,731,815,000

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY

BLAIR TV

and Lorenia Mayer ( Campbell-Ewaldl.

(See Picture W rap-I p, page 66, for

photo.)

K.VLC, Little Rock, set what may be

a news feeding record during the local

school integration crisis. It serviced

h\ direct line ll'J on-tlie-scene broad-

casts to stations in 45 cities in 23

states.

Job notes: Peter Anthony Me-
Mahan has been appointed to the

newly created position of agency sales

supervisor at KSDO. San Diego. Mc-

Mahan recently retired as partner in

the Barnes-Chase Agenc) of the same

cit \ . . . Elmer F. Smith has been

named regional account executive of

WNAX, Yankton-Sioux City. S. D.

Smith formerly was commercial man-

ager for KBIZ & KTVO, Ottumwa. la.

. . . John B. Soell, manager of

WISN-AM&TV, Milwaukee, has been

named vice president and manager of

the W 1S\ division of the Hearst Corp.

. . . Art Gordon, commercial man-

ager of WJAR, Providence, has moved

HOTEL

34th Street C^_) at 8 rfc 4«*MM
Manhattan's largest and most con-

veniently located hotel. 2500 outside

rooms, all with bath and free radio,

television In many. Direct tunnel con-

nection to Pennsylvania Station. Al
transportation facilities at door. Three

air-conditioned restaurants

LAMP POST CORNER . . . COFFEE HOUSI
GOLDEN THREAD CAFE

Singles I Doubles Suites

from $7 [
from $11! from $23

JOSEPH MASSAGLIA. JR.. ProiidoM

CHARLES W, COLE. Ge« M,r.

r- Other MASSAGLIA HOTELS -i
i SANTA MONICA. CALIF Hotel Miramar

i SAN JOSE. CALIF Hoi. I Sainte Clair.

i LONG BEACH. CALIF. Hotel Wilton

GALLUP. N.M Hctai El Rancho

i ALBUQUERQUE. Hotel Franciicar.

• DENVER. COLO Hotel Park Lane

• WASHINGTON C Hotel Raleigh

HARTFORD. CONN. Hotel Bond

• PITTSBURGH. PA Hotel Sherwyn

i CINCINNATI. O. Hotel Sinton

• NEW YORK CITY Hotel New Yorke,

• HONOLULU Hotel Waikiki Biltmore

World-famed hoteli —
T«letyp-e tetrvic*—Family Plan

N
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FRESH

ALERT

VITAL

NEWS

ON THE HOUR DAILY

TOM DECKER
KEN POWELL

WVET
RADIO
ROCHESTER, NY.

Nat. Rep. THE BOLLING CO.

MORE
radio homes at the

LOWEST
cost per home are

DELIVERED
by WSUN

than any other station in the

HEART of

FLORIDA
(Chech No :

WSUN RADIO
ST. PETERSBURG - TAMPA

Represented By VEXARD, RINTOUL
McCONNELL

Southeastern: JAMES S. AVERS

i.. \\ Mil!. Miami Beach, in the same

apacit) . . . John F. V \hi\ i». i-i

merl) local salesman l"i \\\ll V Bog

ton, lit- joined \\ III '. Boston, .1- an

nut executive . . . James |{. < ;.-

*ady, previousl) regional sales man-

age 1 foi Redtop Brew i 1 1 L_- . Ii 1- been

appointed an a< 1 ounl exe< utive foi

WOWO, I ...I Wayne . . . < harlea

Meyer has joined Kl I. Hollyw I.

.1- assistant direcl I sales pi omo-

lion .mil public it) Me) ei 1 omes from

Sears Roebuck & Co ^

NETWORK RADIO
1 ( ontinued from

"
I In- biggesl 1958 problem," In- told

BBDO, "judging from the talks we
had w iili agencies and h ith advertisers

|.i h.i 1.. working up this presentation,

i- tin- problem of stretching tin- adver-

tising dollar. Netw ..1 k radio > an do

this best, since the medium has built-

in elasticity."

Hi- ln-i rli. in showed the growth

• >f radio during the past decade
From ('_'.;'. million sets (or 1.6 pei

famil) 1 in 1

(
) 17 t.i I 15.5 million sets

' "i 2.9 per famil) ' in 1957.

Hi- figures on the distribution of

-ft- in tin- house backed up Bob I ast-

inan - point about radio being the

"multi-access" medium. Onl) 2(> mil-

lion lit total radio sets in 1957 an- in

the living room, 38.5 million in cars,

2").2 milliim in bedrooms. In fart.

there air more car radios todaj than

there were total sets in tin inti \ I 5

\ ears ago.

\ stud] < l>> made "I radio audience

in hour-listening breakdowns showed
that weekend hours "I listening are

rapidl) approaching housewife hours

1 \s ith (i.d million families tuned in

weekend-. 7."' million during house-

m ife hours
I

.

Nesbitl showed the reach <>f r;ui i<

>

in terms "I number "I stations, tune-

ins and habits, talking ah. nit the en-

tire medium. Onl) toward the middle

of the presentation, did he peg I BS

specifically. "< BS stations jet I,'!.
7'.

>.t the total listening. Cur daytime

schedule is the most populai schedule

|in all radio, and the heart ..I this

housewife schedule hasn't 1 hanged one

hit in the past year, noi do we intend

changes."

He also showed what a 820,000 in-

\' -linent could bu) l"i a client "ii < BS

Radio, citing instances "t costs-per-

1,000 commercial impressions a- low

a- 7n cents. ^

That measuring man fromKWTV
OKLAHOMA CITY
. . . caught Millie Fulton,

McCannErickson, New York,

with only a few seconds to

spare, by her Bulova watch—but she took time to get

the SALESpower story of

KWTVs 1572' tower.

RADIO-TV REPRESENTATIVES. INC.
)[W NM CHICAGO • HfTON . S f A T T l »

ITIMI ' * L« AMCKlCt • MM niANCIICO
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Announcing

a Great New Results

OPPORTUNITY
for Institutional and Prestige -Product Advertisers

If you arc an advertiser who seeks to build character and institutional warmth in the

major markets of Boston, Pittsburgh, Cleveland, or Portland, Oregon . . .

... or an advertiser who has products or services to sell to the above-average income
groups in these important market areas . . .

. . . we suggest that you will find a great, new, resultful opportunitv to tell vour storv on
The WBC-FM "Fine Music" Stations

Effective now in Pittsburgh aird Portland, Oregon . . . and soon in Boston and Cleveland
. . .Westinghouse Broadcasting Company FM radio stations are programming Fine Music,
7-days-a-week. from 4:00 P. M. to 12 Midnight.
The WBC-FM stations will draw on the whole range of Fine Music, from Grand Opera to

Jazz Classics, from Ballet and Theatre to Symphonies and Chamber Music. The WBC-FM
stations will truly be the Fine Music stations of their areas of influence.

Interest in Fine Music is growing: appeal of hi-fi is sweeping the country, with an estimate of

$000,000,000 to be spent for components and package in 1037. 3,5 million Americans spend
annually more than a half-billion dollars for Fine Music admissions . . . 40% of all records sold

are Classical Music records.

Current estimates show 450,000 FM sets in Boston. -iOO.OOO each in Cleveland and Pitts-

burgh, Gj.000 in Portland, Ore.

The cost to reach audiences like these, is small compared with the results your mes-
sages can show for your company.

Here is the programming for prestige and institutional advertisers . . . here is the

audience that listens in depth, and acts with leadership . . . here is the WBC-FM
Fine Music Program.

For information on availabilities, write or call A. W. Dannenbaum, Jr.

"WBC VP-Sales, in New York, or the Manager of the WBC-FM station

nearest vou.

WBZFM
Boston

KDKAFM
Pittsburgh

KYWFM
Cleveland

KEXFM
Portland. Ore.

in FM, too . . . there's a sound difference on WBC radio

WESTINGHOUSE

BROADCASTING

COMPANY, INC.

RADIO
BOSTON, WBZ+WBZA
PITTSBURGH, KDKA
CLEVELAND. KYW
FORT WAYNE, W0W0
CHICAGO. WIND
PORTLAND. KEX

TELEVISION
BOSTON. WBZ-TV
BALTIMORE, WJZ-TV
PITTSBURGH, KDKA-TV
CLEVELAND, KYW-TV
SAN FRANCISCO, KPIX

WIND represented by AM Radio Sales

WJZ-TV represented by Blair-TV

KPIX represented by Tbe Katz Agency, Inc.

All other WBC stations represented by
Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.
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/( liui s happening m I . S. Government

that <il]<-(ts tponsori agencies, ttatiom

WASHINGTON WEEK
5 October This week another shoe was dropped on tin- much-bruised network noggin.

8POH»OR
C

7uBLICAT"ioN8 INC
""' ^ "I "' ''" FCC'« NetWOrk Stud) GrOUp W8S, ill it- impart, til.- Cl.nh-t

blow of all.

ihe result oi the two-yeai stud) (as described ln-i «• in preceding weeks) l><>il- down

prett) nun h to an Indictmenl of network practices. (The length) report waa m>t avail-

able in complete form as this issue wenl to press .iml will be covered nexl week.)

Network option time, must-buy, station ownership, and station rep activities were

the chief targets of the report.

I In- group, under the direction of Dean Roscoe Barrow, merely submitted its re-

port to a Network Study Committee made up of < ommissioners Hyde and Bartlej and

Chairman Doerfer. Former Chairman McConnaughe) had headed the committee, but when

he resigned from the Commission his place was not filled.

It will he up to these commissioners to wade through 1 1 «- report and it- recom-
mendations, then pass along their ideas to the full Commission—which will have the

Job of deriding how seriously to take the whole thing.

\s it stands, the report is a far more Serious threat to the network- than the re-

cently-completed Congressional pi-nix's and report-. It- even more important than

the current investigations being carried out by the Department of Justice.

The latter, though, will he much interested in the "raw" report, ;t- well a* in an)

niodifieations which the Commission might make before the recommendations are

translated into either actions or refusals to act.

Tn short, the complete record of the two-vear stud) will provide much fuel for .|u—

tiee. That department's interest is in finding out whethei there are violation- of th<- antitrust

laws.

What additionally makes this document ultra-important: The FCC, not Congress,

hired the staff which made the study.

YUiile the commissioners are perfectlv free to vote down an) 01 all recommendations in

the biting document, they can't get away from giving careful consideration to the

Barrow conclusions.

The networks, under fire from Congressional committees for the past two fears and

looking forward to more of the same next vear. now must worry about the FCC on a

permanent basis.

For the FCC's Network Study Group, set up to make a single stud) out of which this re-

port has emerged, has become a regular branch of the FCC.
All of which means the FCC will have the setup to look into network practices

and probe periodic complaints against the networks. No head has yet been selected for

the new division.

The FCC has turned down a petition a-king that I BF stations— for a part of

their broadcast day- be permitted to broadcast music, with slides making up tin-

visual presentation.

Said the Commission: The practice ma) cut costs, but it wouldn't be in the best pub-

lic interests.

Approval was given b\ the FCC to purchase bj NBC of WJ \S VM-IM. Pitts-

burgh.

Commissioner Bartlev issued a strong dissent on monopol) grounds, holding that

the FCC should have waited for the Barrow report, which recommends reducing the number

of stations permissible for multiple owners.
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GETTING THE MOST FROM

Iff the Picture "Pops"
It Has What It Takes!
Many a good film commercial has been ruined by a poor presenta-

tion "on-air." If the picture "pops" out at you, has sparkle and dimen-

sion, you know it's good. With modern RCA Film Equipment you can

expect and get the highest quality reproduction and long term reli-

ability in operation.

HOW L° N "

r0U«
STATES

WAS MOD



YOUR FILM DOLLAR

How to Get the Kind of Picture

Quality that Advertisers Want
There are two ways to increase the quality of your

film programs:

(a) By using Vidicon film cameras

(b) By using professional projectors.

Vidicon cameras give you sharp, clear, virtually noise-free pictures

of live picture quality. The Vidicon will show every detail that is

on the film. For example, night scenes are much clearer with new

Vidicon cameras than with older Iconoscope equipment. Vidicon

film cameras have ideal tone or gray scale range for high quality

reproduction of film. A remote light control permits the RCA
Vidicon camera to be adjusted to optimum operating conditions

at all times.

Professional RCA projectors are another requirement for higli

picture quality. Professional film projectors provide a rock-steady

picture, free from jump and jitter, as well as high fidelity sound.

Precise optics in the RCA film and slide projectors assure evenness

of illumination and excellent resolution.

Whether you are a station executive, program sponsor or

agency man, you'll be helping the cause of good film program-

ming by advocating the use of up-to-date film room equipment.

Ask the RCA Broadcast Representative to show you our new film

manual "Planning TV Film Facilities for Color and Monochrome."

Tmk(f) ®

RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA
BROADCAST AND TELEVISION EQUIPMENT

CAMDEN, N J

In Canada. RCA VICTOR Company Lid , Montreal



A round-up of trade talks,

trends and tips for admen

SPONSOR HEARS
5 OCTOBER Add this to your list of "don'ts" when in the presence of clients:

sponsor^ublication* ino.
Avoid the word "half" in referring to an alternate sponsorship.

The preferred phrasing: "This offers an opportunity for your product and (name

of the show) to become synonomous in the consciousness of the consumer."

The new tv campaign of the Tea Council has a sharp competitive needle. For

the first time its commercials take a rap at coffee drinking.

That's the jolt that chairman R. B. Smallwood was referring to in the council's re-

lease this week about the campaign which starts 16 October. Burnett is the agency.

Sooner or later the battle for audience attention is hound to sneak in ammuni-
tion that's ordinarily kept in reserve.

Veteran Madison Avenue observers cite this passage from The Thin Man as a case

in point:

NICK CHARLES: "Why don't vou try to induce me?"

NORA: "That word confuses me."

The Chicago division of McCann-Erickson is keeping its fingers crossed on

its bid for the Kraft Foods account.

It would add at least $12 million in billings to that office.

A new way of cutting corners seems to be making headway in spot tv.

It's based on a guarantee of so many accumulative rating points to a run-of-the-

schedule package sale.

If the points run under the agreed total, some reps are inclined to recommend that

the schedule include one or two unpre-emptible—or anchored—spots.

Look for two jolting account switches on Madison Avenue by the end of the

year.

Agency giants and budgets well into the $10-millioii class will be involved.

Both clients haven't moved heretofore because of sheer loyalty, with the agency

board chairmen warding off repeated pressures from ascending managers. But ap-

parently the end now is in sight.

Sponsors feel that the CBC people are falling all over themselves to be nice

these days.

They suspect the change in attitude is due to the increasing cost of operating tv plus

a mounting deficit, making the CBC more appreciative of commercial income.

Historical note: Remember the days in radio when audience participation didn't

refer to giveaways but to programs exploring personal troubles?

Among them: Court of Human Relations, Good Will Court. Good Will Hour. Court

of Labor Arbitration, and Your Marriage Counselor.
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The television rating story in Atlanta:

up...Up...UP... for WSB-TV

STATION SHARE OF SETS IN USE*
SIGN-ON TO SIGN-OFF SUNDAY THROUGH SATURDAY

WSB-TV Station B Station C

May 41.0 36.4 23.8

June 41.3 36.2 23.0

July 43.6 34.1 24.2

August 45.8 32.0 24.1

In addition to this increasing audience advantage advertisers get on

WSB-TV, they enjoy an overwhelming coverage dominance. In the 50%
or better penetration areas WSB-TV covers 100 counties.** This is

25% more counties than Station B covers. 72% more than Station C
covers. The NBC fall-winter schedule as announced means inevitably

even greater audiences for Atlanta's dominant station. Get more for

your television dollar. Get on WSB-TV—one of America's truly great

area stations.

WSB/TV
Represented by Edw. Petry & Co.

Affiliated with The Atlanta Journal & Constitution

NBC affiliate

*ARB
**NCS No. 2
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CAR MARKET
i < 'ontinued from page 29 i

with two weekl) variet) shows on

\|;< |\ ,,,l \i:i l\. will bea brand

new cat from the wheels up.

Buick, the <>M bah) that long en-

joyed third place in the automotive

epstakes but which was knocked

oul this \<ar 1>\ ( hrvsler's PUmouth,

i- in ml l\ with two alternate weekly

shows '/ ells Fargo on NBC TV and

Patrice \ltinsd llM \BC TV. Buick

will be about 75^5 changed over last

year's models.

The car that KO'ed Buick—Plym-

outh will probably be onl) slightlj

re-styled over the 1957 models (the

"Forward Look" was three \ears

ahead this year already so little change

should be expected). But Plymouth

w ill be in there slugging to retain third

post position with Laurence Well. s

Top Tunes and Date 11 illi The ingels,

both on \B( I TV, the former a weekl)

.

the latter in alternate weeks.

In (his Detroit slugfest, one fighter

has already been in the ring for sev-

eral weeks—hut with no opponent-.

This is Edsel. In its corner, has been

Kenyon & Kckhardt and the Ford

Place your message

where it gets results!

RIGHT IN THE HEART OF THE

RICH ROCHESTER AREA!
Your sales message scores when you send it soaring through the

air-waves via WHEC, the station that's way out in front in

Rochester! Competing with five other local stations, WHEC
rates FIRST in Jl out of 72 daily quarter-hours—has an average

share-of-audience of 26. 7C (.' (Latest Rochester Metropolitan

Area PULSE report, March, 1957).

BUY WHERE THEY'RE LISTENING

WHECj l&rJieit&i

NEW YORK
5000 WATTS

Representatives: E VERETT-McK I NNE Y, Inc., New York, Chicago; LEE F. C0NNEI CO., Los Angeles, Son Francisco

Motor Co. institutional funds which

promoted its debut without benefit of

ml tv. A lot of spot radio and t\ has

1 een used and here are the results:

I dsel dealers across the U. S. reported

that on introduction da\ their show-

rooms were visited by 2,850,000 people

and that 6,649 sales were registered on

that first day. Last week in Indianap-

olis, the first pedestrian to he knocked

down by an Edsel was reported 1>\ Vs-

-ociated Press. On the heels of all this

progress. Foot. Cone & Belding. the

Edsel agenc) which will be doing all

its advertising from now on, has just

bought H iiiion Train, an alternate-

week, hour-long show on Wednesday

nights from 7:30 to 8:30 on NBC TV.

at $50,000 a crack for talent and pro-

duction.

With the Big Three of Detroit plung-

ing into net tv in their fight for '58

car sales, it is inevitable that some

other medium must suffer. It isn't

spot radio l says Bill Cartw right. Ed-

ward Fetry & Co.. manager in Detroit,

"'spot radio looks terrific") and it

isn't net radio, for that, too, is doing

a land-office business.

But spot television, unless there is

a big and sudden change in advertis-

ing strategy, will take it on the chin.

So heated has been the automotive

fight in this third-best year of auto-

motive sales, that the motor companies

have fallen over each other in their

mad scramble to sew up network

shows. Spot tv. which could well get

many of them some extremely valuable

adjacencies has got lost in the shuffle.

Probably the biggest hope for hea\ \

spot tv schedules lies in Pontiac which

is currently running campaigns in " \

markets and will probably add "B"

markets at announcement time. Such

a move could well bolster GM's
ging volume, since Pontiac will, like

Chevrolet, he a completer] new car.

Pontiac is now using about 100 tv

stations in the top 40 markets, intends

to add 210 more stations for 2 1 2 weeks

when the new cars come out in early

November. Oldsmobile, a GM car

undergoing about 7.V < change, will

probabl) come into spot tv as will

Ford. Almost all the other car divi-

sions of the Big Three are not includ-

ing it in their plans. However, it is

well to remember that this could

change overnight depending on com-

petitive situations arising when the

fight is at its hottest. Unless some-

thing of this sort turns up though, it

is likelx that spot tv will fall under

,",1 sl-oNSOR 5 OCTOBKK L957



. . . the Priceless Advantage You Get

When You Buy the WWJ Stations

In fast-moving, hard-working Detroit—

where cash registers ring up five billion

dollars worth of retail sales annually— the

WWJ stations back up your advertising

with a very special quality of their own. It's

believability.

Detroiters have faith in the WWJ stations,

respect their traditional leadership, high

standards of quality, sincerity of purpose.

That's why so many say,
' r

If it's on WWJ
or WWJ-TV, it must be good."

Put this believability to work for you on the

WWJ stations.

wwj radio m wwj-tv
The World's First Radio Station affiliates Michigan's First Television Station

Owned and operated by The Detroit News

Notional Representatives. Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.
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the $4 million volume it enjoyed the

last quartei ol L956.

Network radio, of course, is having

a bonanza season in automotives

spurred bv Ford's multi-million dollar

l>u\ on CBS. Between now and the

first of the fear which covers the

new model introduction period—mo-

tors will have spent approximately $1.5

million between the four networks.

Some of this money will be spent to

clean out the neaiK •"•

i
million 1957

passenger cars that now clutter up

dealers showrooms, thus making room

for the 1958 models. Some is intended

to push the Dodge, GMC and Ford

trucks which have not enjoyed one of

their greatest years, but which since

Jul) have suddenly started to sell.

GMC has been using all of the radio

networks, buying into or sponsoring

newscasts, sportcasts. farm news, mys-

teries and personalities shows. Chrys-

ler also is using all four, having just

placed two seven-day-a-week buys on

MBS, one running for four weeks from

3 Oct. and the other from 1 Nov. to

28 Nov. Chrysler uses news, sports,

Westerns, mysteries, quizzes and mu-

sic. Ford, on CBS, has a line-up of

stars that includes Rosemary Cloone\

.

Arthur Godfrey, Jack Benny, Stan

Kansas is FREE
When You Buy KMBC
in Kansas City, Missouri

BUY KMBC—5,000 watts on 980 kc,
to reach 2,340,560 people; $3,945,000,000
spendable income; $2,949,000,000 retail

sales.

GET KFRM—5,000 watts on 550 kc—
for the state of Kansas FREE! It's your
bonus market of 1,927,150 population;
$3,115,468,810 spendable income; $2,321,-
148,648 retail sales.

KMBC-KFRM, the only bonus-buy
radio stations in the Heart of the Nation.

For choice availabilities, call

your colonel from Peters, Grif-
fin, Woodivard, Inc.

DON DAVIS, President
JOHN SCHILLING, Executive Vice-President
GEORGE HIGGINS, V.P. ond Soles Monoger
DICK SMITH, Manager, KMBC-KFRM

KMBC Of Kansas City

KFRM £&l the State of Kansas

a«in the Heart of America G

Freburg, Henry Morgan. In addition,

it sponsors news and Edward R. Mur-
row.

Cadillac will be buying segments of

NBC Monitor to introduce new models

and Pontiac will be sponsoring Notre

Dame football on MBS, as well as

using CBS and NBC segments.

Perhaps one of the great automo-

tive success stories of 1957 for net

radio has been registered by Ameri-

ian .Motor- which has been using NBC
Monitor segments on Saturdays and

Sundays for its Rambler.

Automotive News, in a first page

article in its 16 September issue, states

that a mild comeback in sales is being

staged b\ VMC. This is due in no

small wa\ to Rambler which has gone

ahead of Studebaker I which it trailed

last year) to sell about 10,000 more

cars in the first seven months of this

year than it did in 1956. Radio has

been the backbone of the Rambler

1957 campaign, and as a result of its

success it will be using all radio—net

and spot—increasingly in the battle of

'58's.

Spot radio plans for the automotives

are just now beginning to firm up.

Come new model introduction time

there is going to be a heavy wave of

spot radio and chances are very good
that around $5 million will be in-

vested in this medium by Detroit dur-

ing the last quarter of this year.

Dodge, which has just concluded a

Summer campaign in major markets,

has bought a new spot radio schedule

running from 1 Nov. to 5 December,

and this mav well be lengthened as

was its Summer run. Desoto, now run-

ning in a number of markets (bought

on the basis of DeSoto sales) will be

adding more money to its present

schedules at new model time. Chrysler

Corp. will be using spot radio and

Chrysler Sales Division will probablv

take over some of these spots—and

add some new ones of their own—to

push Chrysler models. Chrysler Corp.

spots began 3 Oct. Plymouth will

continue with present spot radio sched-

ules which it carries in most top mar-

kets and will expand these schedules

late this month.

Ford dealer funds will be used to

push 1958 models via spot radio on

probablv several thousand radio sta-

tions. Lincoln-Mercury expects to use

some spot radio around introduction

time, may even take over some of the

K&E-bought Edsel spots. Edsel will

undoubted^ be going into a new spot

campaign through FC&B.
In the GM family, Cadillac has

bought a spot radio schedule calling

for about 60 spots on upwards of 200
stations from 8 Nov. to 2 Dec. Olds-

mobile plans a heavier use of spot

radio this fall than ever before, but

plans are not firmed yet. Pontiac, with

a reported spot radio budget that is

the biggest ever for introducing its

new model, is expected to saturate

about 8.3 markets for a month. Buick

plans a "fairly good-sized" spot radio

push in the top markets. Chevrolet has

bought a 28 Oct. to 5 Nov. schedule

comprising about 39 spots on upwards
of 700 stations.

Among the independents, American
Motors plans to use more total radio

than ever before with a good slice of

it going to spot. Studebaker-Packard,

with the lowest share of market of all

U. S. manufacturers, will stick with

newspapers and the only spot business

for these cars will come from local

dealers.

Foreign cars, although the\ have

nearly doubled their registration in

the first seven months of 1957 over the

like period last year, still can not be

counted on to use air media, since

sales and budgets are both minimal.

This year GM is importing Opels to

be distributed by Buick dealers and

Vaux Halls to be sold by Pontiac deal-

ers while Studebaker-Packard has al-

ready begun to distribute Mercedes-

Benz. Perhaps in time these may bear

watching by broadcasters, but certain-

ly not this year.

So it's a great fight that's shaping

up. and no one doubts that air su-

premacy will play a major part—this

will depend on both the commercial

copy and the calibre of the programs.

When does the scrap begin? Here are

the tentative introduction times:

• Ford Motors : I Edsel already on

sale). Ford will bow about 1st

week in November and so will Lin-

coln; Mercury scheduled for mid-

November.

• GM: Between last week in October

and mid-November—all models.

• Chrysler Corp.: Between about 25

October and 1 November, all Chrvs-

ler cars will be out including Dodge
trucks.

• American Motors: Debut set for

about 22 October.

• Studebaker-Packard: One Packard

model and all Studebaker except one

due for 15 October unveiling.

Others will follow. ^
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Enter Chicago's charmed circle

for sales . . .WGN-radio
You're in good company when you join the nation's smartest

time-buyers who confidently select WGN to sell millions of

dollars worth of goods for top-drawer clients.

Consistent high program quality, at the lowest cost, makes
WGN a good buy—your smartest buy today in Chicagoland!
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TEL ION

This month, WMAZ Radio cele-

brates its 35th anniversary. On
September 27 just past, WMAZ-
TV began its fifth year on the air.

Such longevity would mean little

until you consider the 35 PLUS 5

years of community service, and 35
PLUS 5 years of real selling ability.

WMAZ Radio and WMAZ-TV
rank first in the hearts of Middle
Georgians, and both stations have
substantial records of producing

sales results.

Consider too: the combined cir-

culation of WMAZ Radio plus

WMAZ-TV gives you greater cover-

age than the entire circulation of

the two local newspapers and the

three other local radio stations.

BUY BOTH . . . WMAZ RADIO
and WMAZ-TV. Get the biggest

circulation in Middle Georgia, and
clinch the sales you require!

to,aoo\VATts

NBC
MACON, G A.

National Rep:

AVERY-KNODEL, INC.

88

Tv and radio

EWSMAKERS

Oliver A. linger, formerl) executive vice

president, was named president of Nation-

al Telefilm Associates this week. The

move was part of a series of executive

promotions headed by the creation of the

new office of chairman of the board. Ely

A. Landau. NTA co-founder, moves up

from president to the chairman post. Other

appointments include: Harold Goldman,

former vice president in charge of sales, now executive vice presi-

dent: Edythe Rein, vice president in charge of operations and

administration, becomes senior vice president and continues in

those functions. Under the new alignment Landau will concern him-

self with top-level policy decisions and expansion plans while Inger

will oversee all of the firm's operations. I nger joined NTA in

l')54. Before that he was co-owner of Comet Television Films.

Norman Boggs, vice president in charge

of sales, has been appointed vice president

and general manager of Don Lee Radio

(a division of RKO Teleradio Pictures!.

Boggs joined Don Lee in Hollywood six

years ago. He was previously executive

vice president of WMCA. New York, and

prior to that was manager of WOL. Minne-

apolis and sales manager of W GN. Chicago.

Two other executive changes were also announced. Wendell B. Camp-

bell, vice president in charge of national sales for General Teleradio

in New York, moves to the post of vice president of Don Lee Radio

and general manager of KFRC. San Francisco. Campbell, a veteran

radio broadcaster, was with CBS before joining General Teleradio.

A. J. LaFrano, director of operations for Don Lee Radio, has been

upped to vice pre ident in charge of programing and operations.

Edward P. Shurick has been appointed

executive vice president of Blair-TV and

will take over the executive responsibilities

formerl) handled b\ William H. Weldon.

Weldon recently resigned after an extend-

ed leave of absence. Shurick comes to

Blair from CBS T\ where he was vice

president and director of station relations.

He is a broadcasting veteran with over

20 years' experience, was one of the founders of the Intermountain

Network and its first general sales manager. Later he served as

advertising and promotion director for KMBC. Kansas City, for

five years. He joined CBS in 1950 as market research counsel and

in 1951 became an account executive for the network's t\ sales

department. \ year later he was made manager of CBS TV sales. He
has been national director of station relations for CBS T\ since 1954.
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MOST VERS SMAN

For more than a dozen years

Starr Yelland has been

the most popular air personality

in the Rocky Mountain area.

Today, he's Denver's highest

rated TV sports reporter—
Denver daytime's

most effective salesman.

One of TV's great 'natural

salesmen' Yelland is amazingly

effective with demonstration

commercials— equally potent

with film lead-ins.

Starr Yelland is one personality

you should include in all

schedules. Call your KATZ man

and ask about the

Yelland success story.

CBS In DENVER

T
TELEVISION

Channel

Represented by the KATZ Agency.
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Wheeling and dealing

Mi-take- in sales strateg) arc being made toda} by many

television stations. They are understandable mistakes; they

are serious; hut they are correctible.

We refer to wheeling and dealing.

Wheeling and dealing i> bad strateg) because it is the least

effective way to bring in more business. It's far better to

openly announce a package rate and sell it positively to all

comers than it is to sell the same thing furtively.

The way to squeeze wheeling and dealing out of spot tele-

vision is through sustained and creative salesmanship. Spot

tv needs dedicated salesmanship which brushes aside the lazy

practices of an era in which there was little competition. It

needs, in short, salesmanship of the same caliber as that

which created spot radio's comeback boom—although spot

tv today is hardly in the sort of difficulties radio faced up to

several years ago.

We predict that spot tv will follow spot radio's suit by pro-

moting harder, by backing up its salesmen with better docu-

mented presentations, and by seeking to reach new types of

clients.

We believe that when steps like these have been taken the

growth rate for spot tv billings will accelerate again—but

this time as the healthy result of expanded client lists

—

rather than through mere increases in rates.

Another bad tv novel
"Zoomar," a new novel by Ernie Kovacs, is trash. This

would not be worth mentioning here, except for one thing:

Ernie Kovacs is a brilliant tv innovator and he has been in

tv a long time. If he sees tv admen as scalawags in snap-

brim hats, something is wrong.

Ernie Kovacs doesn't know admen as the craftsmen they

usually are—only as stereotypes out of other bad novels

about tv, sex and admen. We blame this on agency people.

They have failed to communicate with Eniie Kovacs. And

they had better learn how7 to orient talent on advertising's

real values. For the performer, in cracks to columnists, in

comedy material on the air—and now in novels—wields a

powerful public influence.

6
I THIS WE FIGHT FOR: Stations have every

right to editorialize on matters of public con-

cern. They must exercise this right on the issue

of fee is. free television if fee tv is to be prop-

^M <-rl\ understood by the public.

lO-SECOND SPOTS

Birdland: Seen along Park Avenue

near RAB headquarters—A sign on

one of the center island flower beds

that read. "Pigeon feeding prohibited."

On top of it sat a pigeon. Quipped

HAB copy chief Walter Brown: "That

bird can't even read pigeon English."

The thinker: Writing in Fortune, a

California executive attacked "Brain-

stonning" sessions, and recommends

instead that the best way to solve a

problem is to sit quietly in complete

solitude. But we get lonesome.

Eh? The following news release from

\\ DRC, Hartford, is reprinted in its

entirety—"Bill Sheehan. head of the

news department at WJR Detroit, is a

former announcer at WDRC who made

some close friends at the station—so

close in fact that WDRCs music libra-

rian Miss Bertha Porter, is spending

a week's vacation in Detroit. Mrs.

Sheehan was also formerly employed

b\ WDRC." Sounds right friendly to

Hi, too.

Mad: "Madvertisements of 1957" is

the theme for the Mamaroneck i N.Y .
I

Artists Guild costume ball on 19 Octo-

ber. Among costumes now in the plan-

ning is one by a Norwegian to illus-

trate. •'There's a fjord in your future."

One of the "mad" posters advertising

the ball shows a toothless man who

asks. "I wonder where the yellow

went r

Hi-lo: A Miami auto dealer is trying

for symbolism in his tv commercials

on WTVJ by having a three-foot-high

midget quote car prices and an eight-

foot, two-inch giant describe trade-in

deals. Heaven help 'em if they mix

up their scripts.

Love on Madison: At Emil Mogul

Co. last month a total of five staffers

got married. Could almost call it a

matrimonial agency.

Play ball! By now the seven d.j.'s at

\\ KMP. Milwaukee, who foreswore

shaving until their home-town team,

the Braves, would clinch the 1957 Na-

tional League pennant must be all

clean-shaven again. Got any bets on

the scries?
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August 15, 1957

Mr. Ted Walworth, Sales Manager
W.R.C.V. - TV
1619 Walnut Street
Philadelphia, Penna.

Dear Ted:

I thought you might be interested to
know that since we went on the 6:35 P.M. TV spot
between the weather and the news, our sales have
Just about doubled.

We use a questionaire to test the
effectiveness of our advertising and I was surprised
to learn that seven out of ten prospects
were prompted to call on us because they had seen
our TV spot. Incldently during this period we
discontinued all newspaper advertising.

I have been convinced for a long time
that Television has been our best medium of
advertising and the place to spend the bulk of our
advertising dollar. Just thought 1 would pass
this news along for what It is worth. In these
highly coropetative days - operating in the black
takes good planning and expensive advertising must
pay off. We find consistant TV advertising does
the Job for us.

Best wishes and kindest personal regards.

Yours sincerely,

JIM BELCHER BU1CK, INC.

James T. Belcher, President

JTB/kc.

jg| !*<BP

forecast
^o with

The mail (at the top) is from a WRCV-TV adve

whose sales nearly doubled since he started usin

spot immediately after our evening weather fori

The female (to the left) is Judy Lee. whom this al"

tiser can thank for the new business. She con

WRCV-TV's weather show—"Forecast with Judy it

6:30-6:35, Monday-Friday. It was her large and

audience that supplied those Belcher Buick prosf-

If you want to get acquainted with some of the

customers in Philadelphia, let Judy Lee introduce I

She'll take you into their homes at this prime vie

time with five shows a week for only $1,985 ( H'

commissionable). "Forecast with Judy Lee" is liv<

in Color. And Judy will do your commercials live

... 6 minutes and 40 seconds of them per week.

It's a smart way to advance your cause in the nai

fourth largest market. Call us collect for all the de ife

WRCV-TV
SOLD BYlNBClSPOT SALES NBC LEADERSHIP STATION IN PHILAD1 :l1
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NDSTAND

YOS CBS AND NBC COMBINED!
LJELPHIA'S NUMBER ONE DAYTIME TV PROGRAM

\r,t buy in Philadelphia daytime TV!

NUMBER ONE for over four years.
September ratings:

WFIL-TV — 10.3

C BS-T V — 4.3

NBC-TV-4.5
More than one ADULT viewer per set.

I^-TV can get you on BANDSTAND fast—
OU HURRY

!

WFIL-TV
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA

CHANNEL 6
ABC-TV • BLAIR-TV

*R5, Philadelphia and U.S., September 1957

l a by: Radio ana Television Div. / Triangle Publications. Inc. / 46th & Market Sts.. Philadelphia 39. Pa.

-MVt • FM • TV. Philadelphia, Pa. / WNBF-AM • F M • TV Binghamton, N. Y. / WHGB-AM. Harrisburg, Pa.

tAM • TV. Altoono-Johnstown, Pa. / W N H C - A M • F M • T V. Hartford-New Haven, Conn. / WLBR-TV. Lebanon-Lancaster, Ha.

Jle National Sales Office. 485 Lexington Avenue, New York 1T. New York

TIMEBUYERS
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RATE DEALS

Thej t<-ll tv -t.iiiuii-

the dilution to sales

problems lies in nen

selling techniques no)

in i ,i i< .-\ |>«-(l ienc) .

Page 31

PGW's Univac

makes it easier to

buy spot tv/radio

Page 34

The funny radio

commercial

circa 1930

Page 37

Does radio follow

your customers

to Suburbia?

Page 40



Food Sales

. . that's a lot of groceries.

But there are a lot of people

,327,800 of them) in this market

which WFRV-TV alone covers completely.

And they have a lot of money to spend,

($1,890,813,000 Effective Buying Income)

WFRV-TV is itself a Super-market'

It includes Wisconsin's thriving Fox River Valley

and "East Coast" industrial cities,

each one of them a noteworthy market.

DO YOU SELL FOOD? WHY DON'T YOU LET US HELP YOU ?

CHANNEL 5

Bosrt ABC

phi CBS

W F R V TV
GREEN BAY, WISCONSIN

highest antenmi 1165 ft. above average terrain) m 5 state area

Soren H Munkhof, Exec. V.P. & Gen I. Mgr. Green Bay, Wisconsin

Lowest Cost Any Way You figure It. ASK HEADLEY-REED TV



Here's how Big Aggie measures up

to ranking metropolitan markets

Big Aggie Land—the 175 county area defined

and delivered by WNAX-570—measures as one

of the nation's major markets.

In comparison with these metropolitan areas:

New York-Northeastern New Jersey

Chicago

Los Angeles-Long Beach

Philadelphia

Detroit

San Francisco-Oakland

Boston

Pittsburgh

YANKTON-SIOUX CITY—BIG ACCIE LAND
St. Louis

Washington, D. C.

Big Aggie Land Ranks:

8th in population with 2,338,800 people

9th in Total Retail Sales with $2,392,522,000

7th in Automotive Store Sales with $466,463,000

7th in Filling Station Sales with $200,014,000

And Big Aggie ranks with the top fifteen in

Spendable Income and Food, Drug, General

Merchandise, Apparel and Home Furnishing

Store Sales.

'Compiled from Standard Rare & Data Service

Consumer Markets estimates

—

January 1, 1957.

Selling is big business in Big Aggie Land. For

your share of the sales, see your Katz man

35th ANNIVERSARY OF WNAX — 1922-1957

BIC ACCIE LAND

IS;
WNAX-570
CBS—YANKTON, SOUTH DAKOTA

A Cowles station.

Don D. Sullivan, General Manager
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THE WEEKLV MAGAZINE TV/RADIO ADVERTISERS USE

DIGEST OF ARTICLES

"Let's put the brakes on wheeling and dealing"

31 The in cni upsurge of under-the-counter deals i> worrying timebuyers,

who Feel I 1 > thej undermine t\ :
'2> make it impossible t<> evaluate buys

PCW's Univac makes spot easier to buy

34 Station availabilities computed electronicalrj and printed up at rate of

100 lines per minute is PGW's answer to the complexities of spot buying.

The funny radio commercial, circa 1930

37 Walter Schwimmer's story of how the first dramatized radio commercial

was born, as told in his book. "What Have You Done For Me Lately?"

Does radio follow your customers to Suburbia?

40 National Shoes finds radio habits go with the population drift to the

suburbs while other media most often gets left behind in the big city

Network radio business continues up

41 Time sold figure during rurrent week is up 6.5% compared with four

weeks ago. New feature summarizes 83 spot radio food campaigns

FEATURES
20 Agency Ad libs

49 Film-Scope

26 49th and Madison

59 News & Idea Wrap-Up

S Newsmaker of the Week

58 Picture Wrap-Up

54 Sponsor Asks

78 Sponsor Hears

9 Spon-or-Scope

86 Sponsor Speaks

46 Spot Buys

86 Ten Second Spots

16 Timebuyers at Work

84 Tv and Radio Newsmakers

75 Washington Week

24 Women's Week

In Upcoming Issues

Negro Radio: Cold rush or mirage?

\ warning from a veteran buyer that the opportunities in Negro radio

are mixed with danger for the novice

Network tv box score

Do you know where to go for the costs of network t\ shows? Number
of hours live and film on the network? See the next Television Basics

section in the 26 October issue
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WOC TV

Proved by 648,330 Pieces of Program

Mail received by this Station During

(-> full Yens of felecasting . . .

^JJ$LVUO

I his fabulous response- . . .

n
i '

, of it to kx al live telecast!

. . . began in 1950. Thai \ car

\\(K i v \ f.rst full year on
the .iir ... U,S |S pieces of

program mail were received;

this m.ul CanM from 2s Iowa*

Ulinois counties — 2.37 cities

and towns.

B) 1955, this response jumped
to 149,215 pieces of program

mail received during a 12-

month period; it came from V)

Iowa-Illinois counties -— 513

cities and tow lis in these counties.

Accompanying map shows
breakdown of this lv^S pro-

gram mail, proving WOC-TV's
"Good future" area.

\\ ( K - I V Viewers are respon-

sive. The) respond to WOC-TV
telecasts In mail More import-

ant, they respond to advertising

on WOC-TV by purchases at

retail outlets. We have a million

success stories to prose it (well,

almost a million). Let your
nearest Peters, Griffin, Wood-
ward representative j;ive you
the facts. Or call us direct.

WOC-TV 39-COUNTY COVERAGE DATA -
Population • 1,583,800

Families • (89,700

Retail Sales • 1,934,984,000

Effective Buying Income • 2,686,4 13.000

Source • 1957 Survey of Buying Income
i Saks Management 1

Number TV Homes • sr.';<>2

Source • Advertising Research

Foundation

WOC-TV Owned and Operated by Central Broadcasting Company,

Davenport, Iowa

The Quint-Cities Station —
Davenport ond Bettendorf

in Iowa; Rock Island, Mo-
line and East Moline in

Illinois

Col B J Polmer, president

Ernest C Sanders, resident manager
Mark Wodlinger, resident soles manage
PETERS, GRIFFIN. WOODWARD, INC

Exclusive Notional Represen'otlve



• Camels discovers the way

to lengthen the effect—
increase the strength

of TV— uses print to help

its TV commercials make

"lasting impressions!"

You can do it, too. And

reach the 12,000,000

readers who make the

good turn to TV GUIDE

7 days a week . . . every

week. Add other

advantages: color, lower

costs . . . and you can see

that your ad in TV GUIDE

has got it made! See your

TV GUIDE representative

for details soon.

T3
o

o
>-

>»
o
a

Circulation Now 5,300,000 TV
GUIDE
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I NEWSMAKER
of the week

The "Barrow Report*1 submitted to the FCi last week could,

if its recommendations were followed by I ( (. and/or Con-

gress, make drastic changes in network agreements with

their affiliates. Roscoe Barrow, <lran of the I niversity of

Cincinnati I. tin- School who headed the staff which made the

studs, hit hardest against "option linn" <iml "niust-huys."

The newsmaker: If the main recommendations embodied

in his L,400-page report to the FCC were followed, Roscoe L. Bar-

row would go down in hi-lorv as the man who al -i single-

bandedl) revolutionized network i\. Hut most admen who have

thus far analyzed the matter believe the revolution would be more

in theor) than practice.

I he theory goes this waj :

If current <>|>tion time agreements were discontinued and affiliates

then no longer cleared prime time For network programs, clients

would lose their biggest advan-

tage: readil) available audiences

in the peak \ iew int.' hour-.

Such an upset in network-station

practices would in turn affect both

network and station rales during

prime viewing times as well as

programing cost. If a network

could no longer count on clear-

ances, the cost of network pro-

graming would become out of line.

Hut in practice admen with

whom sponsor discussed the out-

look felt stations would continue

to clear time for the networks even without option time agreements.

Barrow s "must-buy" recommendation- moreover are tempered

In alternatives. He savs in his studv :

"The 'must-buy' requirements of the CHS and NBC network-

should he prohibited through a commission regulation. No objec-

tion should he raised to the adoption of some form of 'minimum-

hu\" analogous to the present \BC practice."

I lie ABC ininimum-huv requirement is based on a minimum gross

dollar time charge.

\dmen asked these questions about Barrow's proposal:

1. Since todav s network tv price- general!) make program spon-

Borship prohibitive to an) hut the national advertiser, would a

change in the CBS and NBC requirements cause main advertisers

to bypass stations the) now have to buy? Or would they actually

stick voluntaril) to the kind of coverage the network- now require?

2. If clients were to cut out certain markets a- a result ol net-

works dropping their 'must-buy' list, would this not he a form of

discrimination in favor of hig-niarket station-.''

Said a top media man: "A network adverti-er wouldn't he likely

to leave out New York or Chicago. If thev cut down, they'd cut

from the bottom of the list, starting with the smaller market-." ^

Wiim Oe Barron
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GETTHIS

The latest Nielsen Survey shows that

KTBS-TV, Channel 3, Shreveport,

Louisiana gives you a bonus of 13,120

MORE TV HOMES than reached by

Station B.

This gives you a bonus spendable in-

come of MORE THAN 552,000,-

000.00' in this rich Southwest mar-

ket with a total spendable income

of more than 51,323,801,000.00.

">alr< Hanafmtnt /nnc 1957.

Your BONUS Station

With Maximum Power

KTBS-7i>
CHANNEL

SHREVEPORT
LOUISIANA
E. NEWTON WRAY. President Cr Cen. Mgr.

NBC and ABC
Represented by

Edward Petry & Co., Inc.



Mark this market
on your list!

CENTRAL AND SOUTHERN ALABAMA is big. Its rich. Its

important to you because it is the home of more

than 1,000,000 people — one-third of Alabama's

population and retail sales!

You reach Central and Southern Alabama only

through WSFA-TV. You cannot cover it with any

other TV station or combination of stations!

Mark Central and Southern Alabama on your list

... and buy it with WSFA-TV!

The WKY Television System, Inc.

WKY-TVand WKY Oklahoma City

WTVT Tampa-St. Petersburg

Represented by the Katz Agency

JVSFA-TV's 35 Alabama counties*

Population 1 ,09c

Retail Sales $ 741,63

Food Store Sales $ 1 84,921

Drug Store Sales $ 21,85*

Effective Buying Income $1,062,691

* Does not include 3 Georgia and 3 Florida bonus coun

Source: Sales Management Survey of Buying F

May 1957.
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WSFA-TV
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Balboa
covered

a vast territory . . .

In 1513, Vasco Nunez de Balboa, Spanish conquistador,

penetrated the tangled jungles of Central America and

led his men on an epic march across the steaming

Isthmus of Panama to the discovery of the Pacific Ocean.

that add up to

retail sales

It's the coverage that makes WGAL-TV

?
r,. America's 10th TV Market!

CHANNEL 8 MULTI-CITY MARKET

MIBI
LANCASTER, P
NBC and CBS

Clair McCollough, Pres.

Representative: The MEEKER Company, Inc. New York • Chicago • Los Angeles • San Francisco
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Most $ignificont it and radio

nru 1 <>j thr iitrk with intrr firrttltlnn

in depth for buty mitlers

SPONSOR-SCOPE
12 OCTOBER
C**yrl|ht IM7

•PONSOR PUBLICATIONS INC.

Before yon dismiss t\ columnists ami critics as harmless longhairg, lliink this

spol angle oven

\ Park taenue agencj ilii- week got the following call from a client: "'I see the critic*

arc panning the new network shows. Maybe we better think t w i«-«- aboul buying

adjacencies?"

The agency's answer: "Set tune-in and the number oi viewing hours per home -till are

rising. As long as things stand that way we'll be O.K. on cost-per-lOOO."

(The spot campaign later was approved. But the moral remains: Spot and network

don't live in two entirely different worlds.)

About 90% of the new network tv series now have made their hows. This

week there were no conclusive ratings as yet, hut agency and sponsor programing peo-

ple were beginning to get the first "feel" of the climate. This is what they told

SPONSOR-SCOPE:

REVIEWERS: So many new fellows have come into the profession that yon can't

size up their viewpoints very well on what they have written so far. On the whole, notices

have heen very conflicting.

WESTERNS: With two or three exceptions, a loss of identity seems to be setting in.

SITUATION COMEDIES: No evidence of new trails. (One angle here may be the

dearth of writers for this kind of material—see FILM-SCOPE page 40. i

OVERALL: Opinions and prejudices to the contrary, the payoff will have to wait

until Nielsen's TV Index appears. Veterans point out that last year, too, the literati

held their noses when the new shows came on, yet the season—commercially—was a wallop-

ing success.

What the trade will watch for with the aid of ratings is:

1) Is the stiffer competition among the three networks leveling off the scores?

21 Has this battle expanded the total audience and hours of viewing?

3) How does the cost-per-1000 compare with the previous season (when it averaged

$3.96) ?

Effervescent 7 Up shortly will be taking off on a spot campaign, using both

radio and tv, through JWT.

In some markets it will be a saturation deal. In others the tv vehicle will be syndi-

cated shows. All of it is supplementary to the beverage's alternate-week sponsorship of

Zorro on ABC TV.

Detroit provided the punch for what was otherwise a listless week of new business

in spot radio.

The orders from the automotives were almost a deluge. They included Oldsmobile.

Plymouth, Cadillac. Pontiac, and Edsel. Most substantial of the lot was Plymouth's seven-

week runs.

Among other radio spot campaigns processed through the reps this week were Easv
Glamour (Grey), Noxema MacManus), Sanka. (Y&R), and Zerone i BBD<

I
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued .

BBDO Iuik eight new radio projects in the works as a result of the agency's

recent luncheon at which radio network spokesmen were given an opportunity to indoctri-

nate account executives.

The projects include the GE Lamp division, Continental Tan's paper products,

Penick & Ford, and the Sheraton Hotel chain.

(See BBDO Invites Radio to a Comehack Lunch. 5 October sponsor. I

The Mutual Network is hack in the black.

Paul Roberts, new MBS president, this week called his hoard together to give them

the cheen word that the statement for August showed a small profit.

When Roberts' group took the network over from Tom O'Neill, the operation had

heen running at a loss for several years.

McCann-Erickson this week became a member of the General Foods family of

agencies as a result of that company's purchase of S.O.S.

GF already is in the soap field through LaFrance liluing. which also is being adver-

tised as a detergent.

The competitive pitches of film producers and syndicator6 have heen sharp

enough to provoke the question:

Which offers the better buy in terms of market exposure and cost-per-1000— a

half-hour tv film or a batch of announcements?
Last week. WCBS TV. N. Y., undertook an answer for the LaRosa account, which has

heen sponsoring Wire Sen ice on WRCA TV.

These are the comparisons WCBS TV showed in its stud\ :

UNDUPLICATED

NO. WKS. METHOD COST EXPOSURE COST-PER-1000

1 Film and time *3,250 17.0% of market S2.69

1 Daytime 12 Plan 3,700 47.6 r
, of market .74

4 Film and time 13,000 39.1$ of market 4.03

4 Daytime 12 plan 14,800 71.9% of market 1.64

Note: Both methods add up to IV2 minutes of commercial per week.

Both ABC TV and NBC TV have geared themselves for extended pushes in

behalf of daytime sales.

The weeks developments include:

ABC TV: The compilation of data showing that Bandstand gets an average of 25%
share in the audience and that 62% of this audience is 18 years and over.

NBC TV: 1 nveiled a new presentation emphasizing that two out of three network

advertisers are in daytime tv.

Bandstand got its first two sponsors this week. General Mills and 7 Up. Each bought

a weekly quarter-hour.

Indications are that Tide will be next P&G brand to buy into network radio.

Cincinnati's strategy apparently calls for brands with huge budgets to take peri-

odic fliers into radio as a quick-reminder supplement to tv network campaigns.

Gleem is now on such a 13-week flight over NBC Radio, using 6-second spots.

Odd as it ma) seem, the casualty insurance companies are deeply interested in

the outcome of the Barrows-FCC report on network policies and practices.

The relationship between the insurance companies and their franchise agents closel)

parallels the relations between the networks and their station affiliates. So the insurance peo-

ple envision a possible common fate.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

H. J. Reynolds' Winston if deep In a battle with Marlboro and Kent for the

Net* ^ <>ik market. (Kent claims it's No. I in ads; Marlboro telle the trade it has top

spot).

Besides added advertising weight, Winston is distributing carloads of free samples in

crush-proof boxes throughout the white-collar hive fr<.m the financial distrid to 57th

Street

It'* the first time thai a cigarette has embarked on such a wholesale attempt

nt conviction.

Marketers commenting on tin- development t<» SPONSOR-SCOPE are impressed bj the

fad thai although Winston i- the biggest moneymaker in the field, it i- plowing back part

"f it- earnings t>> better it- market position in particular ;i r«-.i -

.

Mural. ^ tin need prestige a* well as profit* to nail down success.

Mr media sales promotion experts think that radio and t\ have been lax in meet-

bag the opportunity implicit in the fad thai the biggest shift in consumer spend'
in« has been toward personal services.

Latest Government figures show that the in<>-t impressive increases in sales have been

in thr non-commodit) fields, such a- private education and research, foreign travel and

remittances, personal rare etc.

Expenditure* in those fields have gone up .">()''', in the last five >car*. whereas

the gains in food, liquor, tobacco, clothing, jewelry and accessories have been about 15%.

Participation in network radio is a fast-shifting afl'air: Within the past month

there have been 80 changes in the composite schedule.

fney are <\uv to sponsors coming, sponsors going out, or sponsors making changes
in their individual positions.

(See Radio Basics, page 11. for current radio network commercial alignments.)

An index of how tv networks are faring competitively viewer-wise is the average

number of homes tuned in per nighttime commercial program.

Here s a sample, based on two Nielsen reports:

PERIOD \R<: < BS Ml'

Sept 1956 3,872,000 homes 7,313,000 homes 6,040,000 homes

Sept 1957 6,585,000 " 8,309,000 6,958,000

Note: I lie margin of increase in t\ homes between the two periods i\a- ')..">',. In-

ference: competition can level—hut broaden—at the same time.

Most supermarket operators haven't smartened up to the value anil unpad
of the ver\ medium large!] responsible for the supermarket's own growth— 1\.

This provocative observation came to SPONSOR-SCOPE this week from the market-

ing director of a topline ad agency. The basis <>f his comment:

• The biggest needs of the chain- todaj are ' 1 > increasing -'ore traffic, because t
1

•

arc two supermarkets for ever) "tic that existed three years 2 increasing the

dollar checkout.

• The supermarket people arc well aware of the activating effects of t\. thej seem hesi-

tanl about tackling anything so formidable.

Two more veterans who helped la\ the foundation* of air advertising and

programing pulled up -take* from the agencj business this week.

The) arc Jack Louis, <>f Needham, Louis S Brorb) and Ken Dyke, •)" Y&R. Louis

will look after hi- station interests and Ihke will jn-l take it easy.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

The RAB announced its awards for the year's eight most effective radio

commercials during its clinic at the Waldorf-Astoria this week:

The winners, chosen by 105 broadcasters, tradepaper people, etc:

Beechnut Gum (Y&R) ; Budweiser (D'Arcy) ; Dodge (Grant) ; Ford (JWT) ;

Marlhoro (Burnett); Pepsodent (FCB); Texaco (C&W) ; and Winston (Esty).

(See other coverage of RAB meeting in Wrap-Up, page 59.)

Your calculations are going to be way off this year if you try to gauge net-

work income by the amount of time sold.

SPONSOR-SCOPE learned this week from NBC's business forecasters that even though

the networks will be carrying less sponsored time than they did a year ago, the threesome

will wind up the year with a margin of between 5-10% money-wise over 1956.

In the same vein, don't read too much into the fact that PIB's August tally for

the three networks showed a drop of 9.5% as compared with August 1956.

What biased the August 1956 figures: About $10 million of this came from the

sale of political convention lime—much of which was in time periods normally not

sold.

On sales for the first seven months, the networks are still 4.2% ahead of 1956. The

individual grosses through August: ABC TV, $52,578,094; CBS TV, $153,578,489; NBC
TV, $121,825,283.

Advertising ability and experience apparently have become a reason for

curbing the merger of a giant and a small company.

This week the FTC cited P&G's advertising-promotion power and know-how
in charging that P&G's recent acquisition of Clorox for $30 million was in violation of

the anti-merger laws.

The FTC's specifications included this information:

• Clorox in 1956 sold 48% of all household liquid bleaches, while 16% of the market

went to the No. 2 producer.

• P&G's net sales the last fiscal year were $1.2 billion, with profits of $60 million. The

company's assets are $726 million.

P&G's answer: It's apparently being penalized for being an outstanding success,

since the FTC does not charge monopoly or restriction of competition.

Adam Young, Inc. has taken its grievances against the new format of Nielsen's

radio station reports to the stations it represents.

At a meeting this week in the Waldorf-Astoria, Young told the broadcasters on his

roster that:

1) By removing the NSI area (showing all trading areas) from the reports, Niel-

sen had destroyed the validity of the project.

2) There was reason to doubt Nielsen's statement that he had consulted 250
timebuyers about the new format. Of the 105 timebuyers and 18 media executives in 20

leading agencies subsequently questioned by Young's people, only 15 recalled having been

told about the new format.

NBC Radio's major sales of the week was to Readers Digest: 45 exposures a week

on Around the Clock News for 13 weeks at $20,000 a week.

Carling's Red Cap hooked up with Monitor on a flexible arrangement—permitting it

to schedule any number of participations it wills over a run of 52 weeks.

At CBS Radio this week the sales were most on Impact. Their buyers: Whitehall,

O'Brien Paints and 7 Up.

Penick & Ford, via BBDO, will sponsor The Christmas Carol over CBS.

For other news coverage in this issue, see Newsmaker of the Week, page 5;

Film-Scope, page 49; Spot Buys, page 46; News and Idea Wrap-Up, page 59; Washington

Week, page 75; sponsor Hears, page 78; and Tv and Radio Newsmakers, page 84
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A^MLA-

cc: Mr. W. W. Knorr

Mr. Stephen J. K r.vnil.i

WMAQ Merchandising Dept.
Merchandise Mart
Chicago 54, Illinois

SOLD BY

I

~=y spot sal.

Dear Steve:

\

\

Thanks a million for your wonderful report on
WMAQ "Chain Lightning" promotions for Ralston.

You and your people have certainly done a terrific

job and we know that it has contributed to our

success in the Chicago market.

You are right, we do want to continue the

WMAQ merchandising activity.

Once again, thanks for your efforts.

Sincerely,

;
;
>^

o

/rank U Callahan. Assistant Manager

Advertising and Promotion
Ralston Division

jf

-



ZIV DOES IT AGAIN! TV's NEWEST

v •

nan r

Starring

i

i

i

x-Navy frogman MIKE NELS'

aring underwater criminol

'..•"



\Smmo/v/

-

P'vv

ON LAND, ON SEA AND
UNDER THE SEA!
Deep-sea Drama! Underwater Thrills!

Mystery! Romance! Excitement!

Ziv's thrilling TV innovation is a

"natural" to get high ratings...word-

of-mouth publicity... sales results!

And it's ready to audition now!

ZIV
zeesedto/z



CASE HISTORY-FURNITURE

4000 Radio Spots

Give Chain Best

Sales Year in History

IT WASNT COINCIDENCE that fiscal

1956-57 was the biggest year in the his-

tory of pioneer McMahan's Furniture

Company Los Angeles Division . . . and

the year of it- greatest reliance on spot

radio.

'"// e tried saturation for the first time in

1955-56" recalls Howard E. Summers,

promotion manager. "Results were so

good that in the ens/ting year we bought

over 1,000 one-minute spots. Our reward:

the best sales year on record!"

RADIO NOW GETS THE BULK of the

ad Imdget of this furniture and appli-

ance chain. 40% of the radio Imdget

goe- to KBIG.

"KBK, acts as a local medium for all

the stores" writes Paul Crannis, Presi-

dent, Columbia Pacific Advertising

Vgency, Long Beach. "In addition.it pulls

more than its Height in sales. An ex-

ample is our Blackstone Hashers cam-

paign which quadrupled sales from Jan-

uary to July. // e're Inning 1500 Mc-
Mahan's spots a year on KBI(> alone.

Huge, sprawling, rich Southern Cali-

fornia can he sold best hy radio . . .

KBIG plus other stations if. like Mc-
Mahan's, you want 100', dominance:

KBIG alone, [hi greatest coverage at

lowest cost.

JOHN POOLE BROADCASTING CO.
6540 Sunset Blvd . Los Angeles 28, California

Telephone. Hollywood 3-320$

Nat. Rep. WEED and Company
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Timebuyers
at work

Ed O'Brien, William Warren. Jackson & Delaney, New York, ac-

count executive and timebuyer, feels that local retailers aren't taking

full advantage of tv. *'Onl\ recentlv have the) dipped their foot into

what thev thought would be cold water."' Ed savs. "To their surprise.

tv paid off handsomely. Notice I said foot, not feet. Man) depart-

ment stores, clothing and appli-

ance outlet- are still gun-sh\ of

its high cost. Even the brave ones

using spot strike at the audience

like a King Cobra, then crawl

hack into oblivion until the most

opportune moment to strike

again. IJI cites a success Stor)

to help timebuvers prove their

point. In May of 1953 he ap-

proached the Wing & Fin Pet

Shop with the idea of sponsoring

a 15-minute tv show of its own

once a week. They did—although thev couldn't afford it. Result:

within six months the show expanded to a half an hour: within a

vear it moved to larger quarters, increased its sales staff from 3 to

35; today it has four branches and 40 emplovees. "Apparent!) others

haven't noticed its success—it's the only retail outlet with a 30-min-

ute live tv show in New York Citv. When do retailers wake up?
"

Inez Aimee, Atherton & Currier. Inc.. New York, timebuver for

Brylcreem, Eno and Cuticura. thinks that "even with rising costs,

spot television is still an excellent buy for the advertiser. Most

television stations have made efforts to give the advertiser a "break"

in spot rates." Inez sa\s. "although faced with rising costs of their

own. For example, the big-bud-

get advertiser can use the many

saturation plans to overcome the

high base rate of television spot:

the small-budget advertiser can

take advantage of other package-,

such as the 5, 10 and 12 plans, to

keep his costs down. Both can

use television economically and

to fit their individual advertising

needs."' Inez, points out that using

these package plans, the adver-

tiser secures a cost-per-1.000 as

low as $1.25 in main market-, hut when be huvs spot on a fre-

quency basis, the rate soar- ti> $3.00 and higher. "Television todav.

Inez adds, "offers the advertiser the maximum of impact for his

product—set-count, coverage and programing are continuall) im-

proving in almost all market-. \l-<>. man) station- provide efficient

and imaginative merchandising programs that help sell (he product.
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Measure KWTV's famous 1572 tower for yourself!

walk from

Grand Central Terminal

up or down

Park Avenue

6 FULL BLOCKS
\}h mile)

Some tower ? Some SALESpower !

KWTV-
OKLAHOMA CITY

The tower with 1572 feet of S/HlcS power in Oklahoma!
Get the story from AVERY-KNODEL
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Griffill's great on

The new Merv Griffin Show

puts a peppy portion of

showmanship-salesmanship

on American Radio I

every weekday night,

7:15 to 7:55 pm

Now Merv Griffin, popular singer-actor of Finian's

Rainbow fame, adds a nighttime musical note to

American's all-new, all-live program schedule.

The brand-new Merv Griffin Show is a five-a-week

session of currently popular music and song featur-

ing frequent guest appearances of today's hit-tune

singers. Its regular cast headlines songstress Darla

Hood (live), The Spellbinders (live) and veteran an-

nouncer Doug Browning (live). The entire musical

production is handled by co-producers Lyn Duddy

and Jerry Bresler.

Here's a perfect package of showmanship and

salesmanship that's especially designed to reach

and sell nighttime radio's youngest family audience.



American

!

the Hi" one is AMERICAN
BROADCASTING
NETWORK



by Bob Foreman

In CENTRAL »

WASHINGTON
were moving

>

I

a Bumper

Crop of Apples

;

to the

National

Market

I his means an

extremely vigorous

Agency ad libs

is right smack dab in the mid-
dle of this farm and industrial

area, separated from Seattle

and Spokane by MOUNTAINS
and MILES. Better earmark some
of your ad budget for the agri-

cultural heart of the Pacific

Northwest with KPQ, Wenatchee.*
Selected programs from 3 nets,

plus local programs, news, and
seasonal sports.

National Reps:

Forjoe & Co., Inc.

Seattle A Portland Reps:
Art Moore & Assoc.

National Sales

PatO'Halloran
NOrmandy 3-5121

Wenatchee

WE GUARANTEE
to outpull all other North
Central Washington media

2 to 1

8

20

Why we need tv account execs
In the garden patch that is the ad-agenc) busi-

ness, two new and somewhat peculiar l\pes of

florescence have grown out of television. One of

these we niav want to raise an eyebrow about;

the other is a rose for sure. Let us discuss that

which goes by the name of Television Account

Executive, a species I usuallv male) which is a

very interesting phenomenon since it has, gen-

erally, heen nurtured out of ignorance. How so? Well, many Ac-

count Executives today are either too old. too scared or just too

shrewd to face television alone. Hence the Television Account Ex-

ecutive acts as a buffering agent similar in some ways to what is

added to aspirin. The idea is not to upset the stomach of The Real

Account Executive. Nor to interfere with his golf game.

In some cases the TV-A.E. reports directly to the A.E. This is

slightly more dangerous than when he is attached to the tv depart-

ment. In the latter setup, the A.E. has it made. When anv thing

goes wrong (in television this is inevitable), the A.E. shakes his

steel gray head and sa\s. "Well, it just goes to show—you can't

trust those kids in tv."

It is not quite that easy for the A.E. to divorce himself from the

responsibility when the tv representative reports to him: however,

even this is by no means impossible and the experienced A.E. will

always be able to find a way.

Are agencies the only source?

In larger agencies especially, the Television Account Executive

flourishes. It is here that the need for him seems to be the greatest.

In fact, it actually is the greatest. ^ et. despite justifications the

added problems of creating such positions are many. First, it is diffi-

cult to select the right type of person much less the right person.

Should we take him from tv production? If so. his knowledge of

basic agency procedure will be limited, perhaps non-existent.

What experience, or sympathy, will he have with research? None,

of course. With marketing? None either. With commercial copy?

Only from the production side—and likely he also has a great an-

tipathv for those who write it.

If we go out of the agency to get our TV-A.E. and settle upon a

network salesman or someone from a packaging firm, we ma\ verj

well find that the glib world of conversation—regardless of the

man's integrit) and intelligence—that he came from makes him

incompatible with the agency as well as with the client. True this

can be overcome as time goes on—but as an) tv man knows, time

costs moncv

.

However, there is a good source of tv account executives. Ed

drop a few smart young account men into the television department

for six months or so in anticipation of the need. I'd put them

through film production. I'd sit them with the live production folks.

Ed make them buv spot time and watch commercials go from storj
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STAT
HABIT
ION

doc*Ou„d^ C

...all 'round Detroit

RADIO
Michigan's Most Powerful Independent Station •

10,000 watts day • 1,000 watts night • 1500 KC •

AM-FM • Tops in News, Music and Sports

Represented Nationally by THE KATZ AGENCY

NATIONAL SALES HEADQUARTERS

625 Madison, New York 22, PLAZA 1-3940
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stations in

all surveys

KOl T No. I sta-

tion across the board in both
Pulse and Hooper! July-Aug.
Pulse: weekdays 15.3, Sat.,

16.7 Sun. 17.3—averages 6
a.m. — midnight. June-July
Hooper, weekdays, 7 a.m. to
noon 22.0, noon-6 p.m. 24.0,

all day average. Nielsen
agrees with a 22,520 rating

6 a.m. to 9 p.m. KOBY oper-
ates full time . . . 10,000
watts blanket the entire bay
area. Definitely the No. I

buy because it's San Fran-
cisco's most listened-to sta-

tion. See your Petry man, to-

day!

"a.

sta-

ft

*/«

K0SI
StQ.

Denver's
top-rated station all day—all

weekend! Aug. -Sept. Hooper:
28.0 a.m., 29.2 p.m. share.
June Pulse shows KOSI No. I

independent, 6 a.m. to 6 p.m.
with a 16.3 average share.
All surveys prove KOSI's
dominance . . . 5,000 watts
sells full time. Represented
by Forjoe.

WGVM
in Greenville, Miss.

No 1 in both Hooper
& Nielsen

See:
Inc.

Devney & Co.,

MID-AMERICA

BROADCASTING

COMPANY

Agency ad libs continued

board into answer print. Id insist that the) get a short-short course

with the agenc) s legal eagles as they evil-eye a show contract and

negotiate a talent contract. I'd make them read Variety and this

sheet and the others. You'll have a better account man as a result

whether you use him as a TV-A.E. or not. Then he's more likely to

live up to the classic definition of the word "executive."

Hard-working youngsters get plug from pro

The second category of agenc\ t\ personnel Id like to dispatch

here 111 do brief!) because there's little to sa\ . except thank good-

ness for them. I refer to agenc\ t\ -production people. In an

agency he and very often she mav be the watchdog over a series of

commercials, live or on film, over a show, or both.

This group comes to you from anywhere. The theater. Or college.

Or a network. A packager. They ma\ even he the offspring of an

advertising manager. Somehow most of them are intense, intelligent

and serious-minded. Though youngsters, they generally have the

maturity you'd expect from a generation which has been kicked

around so much yet the sense of humor you hope they'll have; also

a devotion that is hard to come by—and a loyalty that you might

never expect from folks so new in anv business.

I could name two dozen of them, some working where I do, others

I've encountered elsewhere I usually on shows our agencies share).

I cant think of a group of people who are more attractive, more fun

to be with, and on whom you can count more for intelligent applica-

tion than this novel and nouveau sect. 1 almost feel like naming

them by name—and their agencies—but that would make this col-

umn longer than it usualh is and lead the editor to believe I intend

to live up to the length he has long expected of me. So I won't. But

I will say that from this group will come the good television of to-

morrow as well as agency leadership. &

"An adman ad-libs on tv"

A 192 page book of selected Foreman columns from

sponsor, released by Hastings House. Publishers, Inc.. is

now in your bookstore. Bob's pungent commentaries on the

broadcast industry and his keen analysis of its problems

are illustrated by Al Normandia.

The book's eight chapters deal with:

The agency and its denizens:

Nuts, bolts, commercials:

The audience, confound em:

Sponsors, the care and feeding of:

The fine art of video;

Research— if you can call it that:

The one without pictures—radio:

Color wlu

It adds up to an encyclopedia of entertainment and in-

formation. 192 pages, illustrated, retails for $4.50.
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You can't get action out off an empty suit!

A teenage boy listening to a corset commercial
is an example of an "empty suit." He can be
counted as part of the listening audience, but he
won't have any effect on sales.

Any radio station can offer you a large audience.

But most advertisers who know their business

will check that audience for "empty suits."

WJR has saved advertisers a lot of trouble in

this respect. They had Alfred Politz, Inc. survey
the Detroit-Great Lakes area to find out just

exactly who listens to what, why and when.
Mr. Politz found that on an average day 41',

of the adult listeners tune in WJR. There's your
large audience.

Now how about "empty suits"? Figures from
the Bureau of Census and the Politz survey

disclosed that in the age groups controlling SI'
J

of the buying power, WJR has more listeners

than the next six Detroit stations combined!

These are the folks who buy the groceries,

cars, appliances, or what Jiave-you in this rich

market. And this group contains a minimum
of "empty suits."

Your nearest Henry I. Christal representative

would welcome the opportunity to show you the

many interesting details of the Politz survey

—

which prove how much more WJR can do for

your product.

The Great Voice of the Great Flakes

WJR
Watts ^J CRS Rr,

Detroit

50,000 Watts ^^ CBS Radio Netuvrk

35 years of service
iNK

Increase sour future buyingpower
with U.S. Swings Bond*.

t&A

>
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your lady
in waiting . .

.

waiting for your
buying

suggestions.
When you whisper
sweet somethings

to her via KOIN-TV,
she listens and

reacts in Portland
and 30 surrounding

Oregon and
Washington counties.
The gentlemen from
CBS-TV Spot Sales

tell an intriguing tale

about her buying habits
. . and about KOIN-TV's

persuasive ratings.

24

Sews and views for women in

advertising and wives of admen

Women's week

Tips for the job-hunter: This is the time of year when people

start thinking of new job opportunities and begin to evaluate their

positions, their goals and their futures. With this in mind. SPONSOR

sought out two successful adwomen and got some good tips on

opportunities for women in advertising.

Tipster number one is Joan Sinclair, who is manager of the radio-

tv department at Maude Lennox employment agent), finds that the

biggest job opportunities for women in air media lie in creative

writing. Here's how the wage scales for agenc\ commercial writers

seem to stack up this fall:

Small agencies pay from $5,200 to $8,500 to their ladv commer-

cials writers.

Medium-size agencies, ranging upward of $20 millio -. start writers

at $6,500 and raise them to the $10,000 or even P 11,000 level,

i Men tend to rake in bigger checks in this line. too. I

In the top 10 agencies, a tv commercials writer may start at

$8,500 and rise to $15,000 or better.

"Manv agencv commercials writers came out of local station

continuity," Joan told sponsor.

Out-of-town rates for continuity writers may start as low as $75

a week for a cub but rise to ST.500. Dramatic script writing con-

tinues to be a free-lance proposition.

Timebuver salaries this fall range this way, according to Joan

Sinclair:

Small agencies pav from 890 a week to $7,000 a year.

Medium-size shops pav S6.500 to $9,000.

The top 10 pa\ from SO. 500 to si 0.500. although the scale is much

higher for men.

Casting for commercials: Agencv casting directors have frequent-

lv had either acting or directing experience. Compton s Lucile

Mason, a Smith graduate, knew she was heading for theatrical work

from the time she studied English. Music and Drama at Smith.

Today Lucile is full-fledged casting director and commercials

director for half of the agency's 33 commercial accounts. She rose

through the secretarial ranks at ABC. joined the agency in 1950.

having had some producing and directing experience in earl)

tele\ ision.

"We've gone the full cycle in tv casting." she told sponsor. "Our

emphasis today is on believabilitv and realism, just as it is in the

copy. More and more commercials are actual dramatic vignettes,

requiring not just prettj people talking in pear-shaped tones, but

frequentK character actors and actresses, less glamorous but more

identifiable for the housewife."

Her criteria for picking announcers:

1. The product dictates the personality.

2. The search for individuality is on in todav's competitive mar-

ket, to make one commercial stand out among the mam.

3. Acting, not modeling is the big up-coming thing in the ma-

jorit) of commercials this year, where soft-sell is the theme. ^

SPONSOR 12 OCTOBER 195*3



ask any

Oklahoman
...about the ver) real and very important role

WKY-TV plays in his life. Take news, for instance.

Oklahomans rely on WKY-TV'a fast, accurate,

state-wide reporting—as shown by the marked

rating superiority of WKY-TV news programs.

WKY-TV has earned a degree of loyalty almost

unbelievable to anyone who has not been to Okla-

homa. This is reflected in a remarkable coverage

and share-of-audience story that will convince you

WKY-TV is your best buy. Ask your Katz man!

WKY-TV
OKLAHOMA CITY

THE WKY TELEVISION SYSTEM, INC.

^ WKY OKLAHOMA CITY

^ WTVT TAMPA -ST. PETERSBURG

WSFA-TV MONTGOMERY

Represented by the Katz Agency
*

' ^ - - U

, \1

• V
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ONE

MILLION
AND A QUARTER

DOLLARS

A DAY!

That's how much

the 553,000

Spanish-Speaking

People spend in

the LA. Area

EACH DAY.

Those who advertise

over KWKW get

their share of

this BIG market

For your share call

THE 24-HOUR SPANISH

RADIO STATION NOW.

Mfrmfll
l»AfADIH**LOf AMCILIS A
\ . Spanish Language ,y
x^^ Station ./

'

L.A.—RYan 1-6744

S.F.—Theo. B. Hall

Eastern Rep.

—

National Time Sales

49th and
Madison

20

Sponsor identification problem

Have you published anything in your

magazine on the subject of sponsor

identification in relation to alternate

week sponsorship of a tv show? The

questions in mind are such things as:

I low does a major-minor sponsorship

compare to a straight alternate week

arrangement? How does each compare

to an every-week sponsorship? What
are the relative values of these different

sponsorship set-ups if one sponsor has

a greater inherent interest than the

other?

Earl Timmons
Research Director

Stromberger. Lai ene, McKenzie,

Los Angeles

9 We suggest you ask Trcndcx. uhich docs
sponsor identification reports regularly, for break-
down comparing sponsor identification among the
\ acting classifications of sponsorship >on refer to.

\\ e know oi no special research on this subject.

How radio sells

I would appreciate \our sending me at

least three copies, five if possible, of

"92 Ways Radio Moves Merchandise."

SPONSOR is a basic sales tool in sell-

ing radio. It is of tremendous value

both in the national and local field.

The new Radio Basics is a much ap-

preciated feature.

Robert W. Jennings

sales manager

WGAN, Portland, Me.
• This month Radio Basics adds a new feature

reports on number of stations used monthly h\
in. i|.. i spot radio clients. See page 42.

Mass-manipulation menace

The current hullabaloo about so-called

hidden commercials and subliminal

projection brings to mind my own
background and my own fears for the

future.

The flash device, upon which hidden

commercials is based, is none else but

the good old tachistoscope or flash-

meter. . .

As a former laborer in the film

commercial vineyards, I feel hidden

commercials give the "blurb" produc-

er an advantage over the client. Now
that commercials can't be seen, how

can the client criticize them? Or bet-

ter yet, even if the producer fails to

meet the production deadlines, how

will the client know the difference?

Ibis is indeed a boon for the com-
mercial film people.

A friend of mine even suggests that

commercials be a half hour long and

the program content be subliminal.

Rut. this might lead to clients pay-

ments being very subliminal.

Seriously, I am against this sort of

mass manipulation in the communica-

tions industry. The moral objections

might subliminalize us right into di-

rect government regulation.

Robert Schultz

California National Productions

V>

Buyers' Guide problem

One of your excellent services, Pro-

gram Buyers' Guide, has recently

caused us a bit of "trouble." I'm try-

ing to sell an agency that one of our

stations was better for a particular

product than the one tentatively on

their schedule, we were unable to con-

v ince them that the "other" one Avas

not programing classical music be-

cause the sponsor Guide said it was!

It was listed basically as a concert

station. Actually, the station did pro-

gram a large amount of concert music

at the time the Guide was published:

but the policy was changed almost im-

mediately afterwards, calling for noth-

ing but light music. It was necessarv

for us to make a tape recording to

prove our point!

We wanted you to know how "pow-

erful"' sponsor's acceptance is among
agencies! Also, wed like to recom-

mend a change in your Buyers' Guide

program categories—break down the

concert designation into classical i au-

thentic classics) and pop concert

(light, semi-classical, mood music).

Charles (Chuck) Kline

FM I nlimited, Inc., Chicago

CORRECTION
Last week's report on winners, in

sponsor's first annual trade pa-

per advertising awards inadver-

tent!) miscredited the Petr\-1v

entry. Petr\-T\ won a meri-

torious award and Bob Hutton

should have been listed as the

promotion executive.
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IN INLAND CALIFORNIA (and western nevadai

.

"BEELINE."—-
>

This group of mountain-ringed radio

stations, purchased as a unit, delivers

more radio homes than any combina-
tion of competitive stations ... at by

jar t)ie lowest cost per thousand.
(Nielsen & SR&D)
They serve this amazingly rich in-

land market — with triple the retail

sales of the Atlanta metropolitan mar-
ket — and effective buying income of

nearly $4.6 billion, more than all of

Iowa. (Sales Management's 1957
Copyrighted Survey)

;VJ I \
KBEEH^ODESTO

KMJ<

C&hAfHXAAAj KERM

Sacramento, California

Paul H. Raymer Co.,

National Representative
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II you waul to -Li\ set in her mind,

ii takes frequency. Working frequency.

Which is ii i I iow mam times you talk . .

.

Inii how many times she hears von.

And CBS Radio's <la\ time dramas deliver

frequenc) plus the values thai give it peak

effectiveness. Reach. Attentive listeners.

Cost efficiency. With jusl five program

unit- you reach (t. I million different

listeners a week with i.2 commer-

cial-minute impressions each. Cost

per thousand impressions: 49?» The

simple arithmetic <>( competition toda)

the sheer number oi brands a housewife

THE
CBS RADIO
NETWORK

S<> far tin- year, -mil leading cosmi

.Hid toiletries advertisers .1- Campana Sales, Toni

ami Warner-Lambert have used dramatii serials

1. n CBS Radio t" t>lt ilnir produi 1 stories t" an

audience "t ihcir best cuslomi



Twin

Peaks

in the

Twin

Cities

1. Highest rating in WDGY'S history

31.995 average share of audience says Hooper!*

Next station's share! 24.9$ .

Latesl Trendex gives WDGY 'J!).!*.")', average.**

Newesl Pulse gives WDGY firsl place, with more quarter hour wins

than anybody—and no quarter hour below second.**

No wonder this month is seeing . . .

2. WDGY'S biggest billing in 34 years

The Storz Station programming winch changed Twin Cities

listening habits—has automatically created a new time-

buying habit. It's the new data that counts.

Get all of it from Blair . . . or WDGY General Manager
-lack Thayer.

7 a.m.-6 p.m. .Mem. Sat. Auk. Sept.. l!t.">7

**7 a.m.-6 p.m. Mon.-Sat.

***6 a.m.-6 p.m. Mon.-Sat. July-Aug., '57 '>(),()()() watts

Minneapolis St. Paul

WDGY

ODAY'S RADIO FOR TODAY'S SELLING
O STORZ, PRESIDENT* HOME OFFICE: OMAHA, NEBRASKA

WDGY Minneapolis St. Paul
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.

WHB Kansas City
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.

WTIX New Orleans
REPRESENTED BY ADAM YOUNG INC.

WQAM Miami
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.
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<;ii«-ni» h ho've bought ofl rate i ard

are generall) woi i ied theii • ompel itort

ma) have boughl .1 bettei deal, "i thai

the agem \ 1 ould have boughl I" ttei

© I imebnj en nun ilia

the) 're alienal ing both - 1 itiont

.mil n pa, jeopardizing l< gjtimaU

accounts and < rearing a I • • t oi

• xtra Work-hours f'ir themselvi -

"LET'S
PUT THE

BRAKES ON
WHEELING AND DEALING"
So say timebuyers who report a sharp increase in bargaining this fall.

They say (1) clients would pay full rate if stations held firm: (2) price-

cutting undermines confidence in station; (3) better selling is the answer

1 bis week a media executive from

one of the top LO agencies told sponsor

how he boughl nighttime feature film

participations priced at $1,000 for

v 7im). The station was in a metropoli-

tan market.

He told the story of his bargain not

triumphantly . luit sadly

.

"If the station does this for us,

what s it doing for another agency ?

The industry has to put brakes on this

wheeling and dealing before it hurts

itself. There is no reason for it."

His concern is echoed by main, ["he

wheeling and dealing tor spol t\ time

has been picking up alarming speed

this fall.

The most worrisome aspects "I the

trend are:

• \n increasing number of stations

are willing to make price concessions

off the rate card.

• The price cuts, limited to an aver-

age and occasional 1"'
- in fringe time

last year, now crop up in a variety "f

stations and time periods and some-

times are -aid to 1"- as steep as 50^5

and more ofl the rate card.

• Some of the big agencies have

become involved in this type of bar-

gain-counter operation, "because if it's

being done, we've got to make sure

our clients gel tin' benefit of it too."

• rimebuyers in general, whether

they're wheeling and dealing or not,

oppose all form- of rate < aid \ iolation.

Nut only does it cause them infinitely

more time-consuming work, hut "you
often lose respect for the management

SPONSOR 12 OCTOBKR 105'; 31



STOP

"We're seduced into buying off rate card,"—
some buyers claim, saying that a tew reps

and stations start offering under-the-counter

deals any time they don't get an order

of such a station. The really worst

pari is thai you can'l c\er feel sure

your competitor didn'l swing a better

deal.

Despite man) a buyer's reluctance to

deal off rate card, particularly buyers

with blue chip accounts in top agen-

cies, such deals have been offered more

frequently this season than in previous

\ ears.

"All you have to do with some reps

is to tell them the price at which you're

buying a package on his competing

station and hell come back to \ou

with a package undercutting the one

you're buying and his own rate card

both. You can't very well tell him.

'No, I want to pay you more. I want

rate card,' " the buyer on a package

food product in a $70 million agency

told SPONSOR.

While some buyers refer to them-

selves as "practically seduced into bar-

gaining" by the reps or station, others

admit that the pressure comes from an-

other direction. A few clients, partic-

ularly small-budget spot advertisers or

clients relatively new to the medium.

have been impressed by stories of

'bargains' to be had. As a result,

they've pressured their agencies to

"see what kind of price you can get."

These clients are still in the minor-

ity. Frequently, they're the same
clients who were quick to investigate,

and in some instances, buy barter time.

But their search for bargains is having

its effect upon other accounts within

the same agencies and on competitive

accounts. I See article on barter in

sponsor 10 August 1957.)

"If our competition buys at $1, we
certainly can't buy the same thing at

$2," the media v.p. of an agency knee-

deep in such negotiations told sponsor

mournfully. "But while we're forced

into it, we wish to heaven the stations

and reps would hold firm on their

rates. If they did, we'd just go back

to the client and tell him, 'nix.' He'd

-till bin t\. He wants it. needs it and

can afford it."

On the other hand, a sizable major-

it\ of buyers with blue chips accounts

32

in top shops maintain that they've

stuck to the rate card in all recent in-

stances and that they haven't even

been approached with off-card deals.

"I don't even want to hear about

these bargains," one buyer on an auto-

motive account told sponsor. "I'm

grateful our client doesn't do business

this way and doesn't pressure for this

type of buying. I'd be cutting my own
throat if I introduced him to it. Be-

sides we still feel that you get what

you pay for."

But even in instances where the

clients have not been the ones to pres-

sure for bargains, man) a buyer has

put the pressure on some reps or sta-

tions, particularly those whom they

know to be involved in either barter

deals or under-the-counter rate cutting.

"If they're doing it for others," goes

the reasoning, "the) ought to do it for

us too." And thus the vicious cvcle

continues and spreads.

A few agencies ha\e changed their

policy about buyer field trips, en-

couraging their men to go out into the

local markets. This is partly to work

out better schedules, but also to get

cut prices. However, most agencies

feel such traveling adds an unneces-

sar) overhead to the agency's already

high cost of handling spot. The bulk

of the rate dealing is done via tele-

phone.

The method is simple. A growing

number of buyers, if dissatisfied with

the kind of deal or service the rep has

Why there is more bargaining today

Station management is used to large increases in annual dollar volume

so that the 1957 leveling off is panicking some. Particularly the last

stations in top markets tend to feel under pressure now. Buyers phone sta-

tions direct (like in picture) and pit one station against the other.

Barter tended to open the floodgates to other price deals earlier this

year. Now any station known to have bartered its time away is likely

to get pressure from clients and agencies to match the barter price on

comparable time periods. Barter is increasing less than such bargaining.

Clients are anxious to stretch their tighter budgets more in this in-

tensely competitive sales era. They've also become conditioned to satu-

ration buying in tv and, since most rate card packages don't cover real

volume buys, more clients try to get '"frequency discounts"' by bargaining.

Commonest method oj bargaining is via long distance phone to station



ti> offer, warn him thai they'll jj" to

the stal i"M direi I and then do bo.

"I've gotten as mm h as "' "11 the

rate i -ml this wa) . pat il\ b) pla) ing

i il one rep against the othei . and

pai il\ b) i ailing the stal ion," one

buyei told sponsor. I
I he 70'

I figure

quoted was high wa) above general!)

mentioned percentages.) "01 course,

the b) -products "I these bargains are

thai the reps and Btations resent it

while doing it. I In- client keeps won-

dering wli.ii his competitor's paying.

\iiil I in working five nights .1 week

because I spend .ill mj days bargi lin-

ing and looking for deal-. I wonder

whethei 11 - reall) worth it to am one."

I lie reasons Eor the increase in

wheeling and dealing are numerous:

1. Spot t> business is not grow-
ing at its previous rate. \ number
of Btations and reps are complaining

thai business is "II compared with last

fall. Actually, the first half "I the year

-'lowed better than a 10'
< increase in

-pot t\ dollar \ olume.

2. A number of station man-
agers are quirk to panic when the)

-ee unsold time. Iheie- -omc good

reason For it. 1 on can t pile up an

inventor) 01 unsold time.

\l the same time. Station manage-

ment has been accustomed to 17-,', and

bigger jumps in business so the) 're not

prepared for the current leveling off.

Rather than sit it out or wait to find

new client-, a panicked minorit) pre-

fers to gel an) amount of mone) for

the time that's unsold.

3. There's gome fat in certain

areas of time rates and that's where

the wheeling and dealing is at a peak.

For instance, a number of stations

have charged top premium rates for

feature packages, prices that buyers

felt were out of line from the start.

So when such a station -ells a $~r>{)

participation for $500 in such a fea-

ture package, the station's still getting

what Inner- feel is a fair price.

4. Competition from spot radio
lias stiffened and is beginning t"

make it-elt tell in some areas.

"If you've got a choice between two

-pot- a week on the third t\ station in

a market or 10 weekl) on five radio

stations, which would you buy?" the

top spot t\ -radio executive of one of

the higgest air media agencies told

SPONSOR. "Radio's pricing is making
it a damn good bu)

.

Furthermore, as more and more cli-

ents have gone into spot radio and
availabilities have become scarcer, ra-

Reps should tailoi presentations t» a client's specifii /• buyers

How wheeling & dealing can be stopped

Hard selling in mon creati on the pari ol ijoi Icej

to solving the problem, according !• timebuyers. It ill reps serviced

ili. ii accounts well, tailored theii presentations and schedules t" p

I, ii . h. ni-. in. reputable buyei would -'> ova theii heads i" tin

Station management should regard the current leveling-ofl .*-

temporarj and -ink in the rate card for feai ol undermining theii entin

pricing structure. Some buyers feel that adding - ili.it take

into account today's greater-frequency buying patterns would help.

Clients who've had long t\ experience ma] toda) also look for bar-

gain-, -a> most timebuyers. But it's tin- smaller-budget binge account

which might not !"• able i" afford tin medium at the rate card that usu-

al!) wheels ami deals. "Basically, you get what Mm paj fur." inn.

I In- i- not to sa) that bu) era

unanimousl) in favor "f more pack-

ages. In fad. a strong majorit) of

agenc) media men objeel to packages

as a factor in making spot t\ more
complex to bu) and .il-.. a- ,i form of

price depressing that the medium does

not actual!) require.

6. Main buyers feel that the \\

Station rep* could he doing a far

more creative job of selling. The)

sa) that too mam reps -till confine

their activit) to calling ^discrimin-

ate!) about availabilities, whether these

fit a client- needs or not.

I heir ad\ ice to reps:

Tailor presentations specificall) t"

the Deeds "f the client.

lie thorough!) informed aboul a< •

count acth it\ SO (hat \ mir a>\\ ii e

aboul schedules will be constructive.

Provide more local market infor-

mation. That's what the buyers need.

Invest in attractive and creative

presentations about \<>ur mark t-. ^

dio station management has stifTened

its price polic) and stuck more rigid-

l\ to it- rate cards. This stiffening in

radio helped put pressure on t\.

5. There's a trend toward satu-

ration buying in t\. Client- have he-

come conditioned to the need for great-

er advertising weight, parti) because

selling is tougher this year and parti)

because the competition within the me-

dium itself is stifler.

Because of this urge t<> bu) more

hulk in announcements, client- are

seeking bargains thai Btretch their t\

dollars. Barter i- the extreme out-

come of this need for hulk buys.

Clients have become conditioned to

discount packages on the pari of sta-

tions. "But these packages, like f>

Plans, and such, aren't realistic in

terms of the advertiser's current

needs." the media director of a top

agenc) told sponsor. "Toda) it's

more realistic to talk in term- ol '20-

Plans' for instance,"
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PGW'S UNIVAC MAKES
SPOT EASIER TO BUY

Station availabilities computed electronically and printed up at the rate

of 100 lines per minute is Peters, Griffin, Woodward's answer to the

complexities of buying spot radio and tv. Two years of work and more

than $175,000 have gone into producing "the brain'" now being picked

I he traditionall) complex business

of buying spot radio and television

has, this week, moved a long way to-

ward becoming less complicated. The

station representative firm of Peters,

Griffin, Woodward. Inc.. abetted by

the electronics know-how of Reming-

ton Rand, has made what may emerge

as the most significant stride of the

year in the simplification and speed-

up of availabilities and confirmations.

The culmination of two years of

analysis and experimentation at a cost

in excess of $1 75.000 has resulted in a

I nivac set-up at PGW's 18th floor

suite at 250 Park Avenue in New ^ mk

that can deliver to timebuyers avail-

abilities on both spot radio and tv with

schedules cleared, offered, sold and

confirmed within hours — and even

minutes.

"'If only we could work as fast here

at the agency," one buyer told

SPONSOR.

The Automated Data Processing De-

partment of PGW has been in actual

operation since 23 September. In a

cork-soundproofed room this battery

of electronic machines, manned 1>\ a

staff of eight Remington Rand-trained

PGW employees under the supervision

of electronic equipment expert Wayne

Falkner, is currently serving as the

data-and-order clearing house for this

representative firm's radio and tv sta-

tions.

From this center come the B 1 -/' x

12" '"Availabilities" and "Confirmation

Broadcast Order" forms that list ad-

jacencies, times, days of the week, pro-

gram types, rates, earned rates and

other vital information. That these are

printed on the electronic tabulating-

printing machine at the rate of 100

lines a minute is indicative of the

speed with which agency buyers can

receive avails and confirmations.

"Its a big move in the right direc-

Gangway '"' progress: l'(,\\ vice president and treasurer Jones Scoveni (left) anil William

J. Sloboda, of the business department, look on as new Remington Rami equipment was

installed. Planning l"> this new automated data processing s\>tem began two years ago

As fast as new station data on clianLtiii^

avails and rate- flow- into New York office,

it i> processed ami stored in PGW "brain"'
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1 1
•

> 1 1 . >.i\- Jerrj Sprague, timebuyei

al < luningham 8 \\ al-h.

It all began two years ago in Octo-

ber, [ones Scovern, vice president and

treasurer of PGW, began an exhaus-

tive stud) of each phase "f tin - broad-

cast information transmission i" lnul

--<
> 1 1

n- bettei wav i<> serve advertisers,

agencies and stations.

\t the completion of his analysis, ii

was evident that the answer la) in a

mechanized Bystem, and Remington

Rand engineers were called into con-

sultation. The problem: hovi to stream-

line timebuying through the princi-

ples of I ni\ BC.

The first demonstration occurred in

March 1

( >~><>: it pointed up the need

for further revision and refinements.

Seven months later revised plan- were

completed and the specially-designed

equipment went into construction. To
house tln~ gallery <»l robots, the P(,\\

conference room was stripped to the

plaster and refurbished. Then, unit-

l>\-unit. the equi] mi was installed.

Meanwhile, staffers slated to operate

this equipment were sent to the Rem-

ington Rand school in New York ('itv.

Bj about mid-July, the installation

was complete and the machines began

functioning on a "dry-run" basis, side-

by-side with manual routines. Within

the next 30 days, all traces of the old

manual system will have disappeared.

< hi Mondax of last week, a private

showing of the Data Processing De-

partment was held for members of the

Station Representatives Association.

IgenC] and station executives are also

visiting I'tiW to observe "the brain."

The 4A's, long interested in the sim-

plification of spot-buying and the

eventual adoption of a standard con-

firmation-contract form, is also taking

a long look at the I'<;\\ procedure.

Some admen expressed the belief that

the \'(,\\ forms could become univer-

sal for the industry.

How does the application of elec-

tronic- to timebuying work'.-'

First there is a continual flow of in-

formation i avails, rate changes, etc i

from the PGW-represented stations to

the New York offices. Ml this data

goes into the Wheeldex, or master-file,

of the processing department. Then,

to make it adaptable to the electronic

process, it is translated into holes in

cards via the alphabetical punch. The
alphabetical punch is the automatic

typewriter of the department The
cards that emerge from it are without

Stations feed data to PGW

PCW workers, trained
by Remington Rand,
transcribe printed
data into punch holes
On special cards

When a buyer needs
avails on a station,

that outlet's data cards

are ted through
interpreter, tabulator,

and this sorter at right

Sorted cards are then
fed into this tabulator-

printer which, in sec-

onds, prints avails

and orders (see below)

Detailed confirmations printed at the rate of 100 words per minute
I'tiW ordei forms have .ill necessarj information

—

adjarei < i< «. program types, rates,

times, days "t the week, t
>
p>-~ of commercials <\niicd rate* and total ai nts. Speed)

I'i". ,', mii- i- mmplt-tt'lv iiuili.inlr.il. 1'iiulil prnpcrlv j^K*^-; t"U, lu-<| In, human li.in.l-"
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PGW'S UNIVAC Continued . . .

printed characters; they have punches,

making it possible Eoi them to be fed

into the calculators, interpreters, col-

lators, sorter, and finally into the

tabulator-printer which produces to-

tals and translates the holes back into

printed characters again on the avails

and confirmation sheets that go to the

agencies.

So when an agencj timebuyer re-

quests from PGW the availabilities on

a certain station, here is what hap-

pens: The cards bearing information

on that station are run through the

interpreting machine, a tabulator and

then through the sorter I the sorter

thai was used on $64,000 Question to

pick the questions). The sorter then

tosses out those cards bearing the data

pertinent to the timebuyer's request.

This stack of punched cards is then

dropped into the tabulator-printer

which stamps out in a matter of sec-

onds a complete avails form that might

take a typist an hour to type. This

printed form then goes to the time-

buyer.

The timebuyer looks at the avails,

decides what he wants to order, pen-

cils out the ones he doesn't want and

returns it to the station representative.

Meanwhile the cards from which the

avails sheet was printed are kept in

"active" file. When the buyer's con-

firmation arrives, the cards are sorted

to delete the avails that were not ac-

cepted. The remainder—constituting

the buy—are fed again into the tabu-

lator-printer, and out comes the final

six printed copies of the confirmation

TU~

The planners: Jones Scovern (left), vice president and treasurer of P(^ who be-

gan the -in K thai resulted in the new Data Processing Department, was conferring with

Kenneth ol li> mington Rand over blueprints when this picture was taken

order in the blinking of an eye,

1 rider discussion now. is a plan to

incorporate the contract clause into

the confirmation order, to further re-

duce spot-buying paper work. This

move, however, will await agreement
l\ l\s and ad agencies.

In the near future, the service will

be extended to work for the seven

PGW branches around the country. It

i> even conceivable—but not now un-

der consideration—that the equipment

could be expanded eventually to facili-

tate billing.

Here is the information stored in

the processing department "brain":

i 1 I station call letters, cities, channel,

power: (2 1 rates for every broadcast

service offered by each radio or tv sta-

tion; (3 I station programing to show
available program periods, announce-

ments, with adjacencies and other an-

nouncement combinations: (4) names

of buyers; (5) advertising agencies;

i (i I accounts, products, and brand

names; l7l contract vear details by

accounts, products and types of sen -

ice; l8l detailed records of services

used, their costs by products or prod-

uct classifications, and services ordered

for future broadcasting.

On the confirmations, the tabulator-

printing machine computes and prints

the earned rates and amounts of an-

nouncements together with the total

amount of the whole schedule.

This new electronic system at PGW
not only aids that rep firms operation

in eliminating its own long process of

typing and retyping avails and con-

firmations, but is making things

simpler for stations, agencies and ad-

vertisers. The quicker a timebu\er

receives his confirmation, the sooner

he can get his campaign on the air.

The s\stem. as time goes on. also will

prove of value in another sphere of

spot bu\ ing—the continual accumula-

tion of advertiser and product data.

What the PGW move particularly

I

mints up is the constant effort of the

industr) to improve its procedures so

that one day soon spot radio and spot

t\ will be as easy and uncomplicated

to purchase as are other media.

In an upcoming issue. SPONSOR will

tell of another spot-smoothing method

in the area of payments to stations

—

the sight draft s\stem now in use by

the Morey, Humm & Warwick agency

for its client. Sinclair Refining Co. ^
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II ultri Schwimmei credits Vew

York tu \i drivei hii/i helping

!o launch first dramatized radio

commercial 63 tipping him off

on his client's changes m moot I

THE FUNNY RADIO
COMMERCIAL, CIRCA 1930

From Walter Schwimmer the story of how radio's first dramatized commer-

cial was horn, as told in his new hook. "What Have Von Dour For Me Later*
.'""

Slightly condensed, here is a

chapter from a veteran adman's

witty account of lijc among
his clients: it's from his re-

cently published hook. "II lull

Have ) ou Done For Me Late-

ly .'" [Citadel), liter L5 years

a< a partner in the highl) suc-

cessful Schwimmer & Scott ail-

vertising agency, Chicago, 11 al-

ter Schwimmer is now president

of II alter Schwimmer, Inc.,

which packages ti -radio shou s.

midit now a cab driver is verj lik<-

l\ circulating about somewhere in New

1 ork City, a cab driver whom I will

call Joe I am most fond <>f .!"<• and

so I am forced to change all -oil- ol

names, dates, ami places in relating

the storj i>f how tin- f \ r - 1 dramatized

—
I » * t announcement in the historj ol

radio was born.

^ 011 re going to be a l>il puzzled

about how )'» lit- into tlii-. l>ut I will

do m\ lir-t to clear tlii- up for you in

due course, so for a moment let - leave

him cruising down Manhattan's Sixth

Wenue ami ringing up a few fan'-.

while you and I -kip over to the t hir-

teenth floor of the Lincoln Tower on

\\ ackei Dt ive in < !hi< a

The time is the earl} thirties, and I

am talking to l-.mil. mj new business

I. rain, who has just l>ur-t into m\ of-

Ece \\itli 1 sensational idea tliat he is

boiling t" reveaL I have to I"- 1 are-

ful when l.mil bounces a new brain-

storm at me because most of the time

his ideas are outrageously impractical,
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Joe, the taxicab driver, knew when it was time to suggest radio again

ami then again, sometimes the) are ab-

solutel) brilliant and right on the tar-

get. In either case, Emil can't tell the

difference it the outset, so I have to

.kI real cagey. If I criticize his no-

tion or ridicule it in am wa\. he might

go off in a huff and sulk. Then I do

not get a lick of work out of him for

several davs. So if the idea is ju>t

plain wacky, I pretend it's got possi-

bilities anyway, and then give it the

pigeonhole treatment. After a while

even I. mil forgets about it, and then

\w'\e got everything all squared away

until the next brainstorm comes along.

But when he comes up with a gem
of purest ray serene, I can get just as

excited as Emil. We galvanize into

action fast and there's a lot of activity

around the joint as we prepare to ex-

plode the new bombshell on unsuspect-

ing advertisers.

SCHWIMMER AD AGENCY
PIONEERED IN RADIO

• A. 4 «.
i

•11111
1CK«I»«II

uviimiwi
a oi Nf y r

GUILTY

m>
ir-fC

H... ara t k « $ o i i \ i DaliMi
WALTER SCHWIMMER

Advertising

CKUM.O

Waller Schwimmer's entry into agency

business came with this direct mail

piece. Later Schwimmer & Scott agency

became nationally known. Vmong it>

pioneering ventures: a radio qui/

iwa) called Tello-Test and the

dramatized radio announcement tech-

nique whose hilarious beginnings are

described b\ Schwimmer on these pages

A word about Emil. He was once

the biggest drunk on Chicago's Adver-
tising Row. When Emil got blind, he

did the job complete. He went all the

way. He would vanish for three to five

days, during which time he would be

totally incommunicado. Finally, when
he came to, a mysterious phone call

would filter in from out of the cosmos
where it appears a being had just ma-
terialized. The message would be gar-

bled and inexplicable but bv thought

transference, clairvoyance, and some-

times an assist by a policeman, we
would ferret out Emil in some dis-

reputable dive, bereft of money,
clothes, and even his glasses. Where-
upon we would ransom the body, re-

deem his belongings, and pack him off

to his abode for a nights slumber.

In the morning, an hour before any-

one else arrived, there would be Emil

If alter Schwimmer in 1939 ami today

back at his desk at S & S, sober and
submissive, spectacled and professo-

rial, beating out a busy tattoo on his

Remington.

I often wondered if I could continue

to afford the luxury of Emil. He was

forever in debt to us, forever borrow-

ing more and more, forever inventing

new ways to run up bills when he went

off on a bat—and worst of all. there

would be weeks when Emil would be

completely unproductive. But all this

I freely forgive. In my book he owes

me nothing.

Because Emil had a touch of genius,

and he gave the agency a creative

spark that it sorely needed. He was
responsible for some of the brightest

ideas incubated at S & S. He did one

more thing for me for which I will be

eternally grateful. He was the first to

discover, appreciate, and laud the abili-

ties / had. This was something new
to me. Emil built up my ego. He gave

me confidence. Because of Emil, I

thought I was capable of wonderful

things.

But without further ado, herewith

the details about radio's first drama-

tized spot announcement. Emil

dreamed it up. I was dazzled by it-

potential. Up until then, all radio an-

nouncements had been delivered

"straight.'' To add flavor, sometimes

thev were tied in with a news flash, or

a weather report. Emil said we should

put showmanship into it. He said that

there was no reason why thirty or sixty

seconds couldn't pack entertainment

value. I applauded the idea, said it

was an inspiration, and we immedi-

atel\ got up a little presentation ex-

plaining the plan and just how we pro-

posed to use it. Then Emil wrote a

letter to accompany the presentation,

and we sent out a mailing to about

five hundred likely advertisers. After

which I departed on a vacation.

I had been gone about five dav s.

when a frantic telephone call came

through. It was Emil and he was

excited. A letter had just come in

from the Worthington Frankfurter

Company. The letter said that thev

were interested in our idea and would

be happv to discuss it at their offices
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iii New ^iiik with one of our repre-

sentatives. . . .

\ letter was dispatched to W orth-

ington notifying them thai I would

be down to see them in a tew days,

ami then I inil ami I plotted strategy.

\\ e decided thai ii wasn't enough to

explain the idea, we had to demon-

-n ate it. So I mil. m iili an assist From

me, concocted the world's first drama-

tized spot announcement.

\t that time, there was a leading

vaudeville star b) tin- name "I George

Givol who was styled .1- the "Greek

Embassador." George would talk

about a mythical restaurant thai he

owned called "Acropolis Number 7.

\\ e used I Jivol as the central char-

acter, doing thirty-second and one-

minute spots, talking about events in

hi- fictitious eatery. Naturally, it was

an easj transition to "work" in a plug

for the Worthington Frankfurters, a

Bpecialt] of the "house." lie did it in

his Greek dialect, at which he was a

past master. It was not only most

effective, it was downright funny!

1 Even at tin- date, I admire the

"spot". 1

Well, sir, I arrived in New ^ ork

none too sure ol myself ami nervous

a> a cat. When I showed up at the

\\ orthington plant, the atmosphere and

the type i>f people I met did nothing

to bolster m\ confidence. The place

looked like a throwback to the nine-

teenth eenturv the kind of offices you

might read about in Dickens. Clerks

working on hijzh stools, wearing eye

shades, scratching over ledgers with

quill pen-. I he office of John \\ orth-

ington. President, was in character. He
looked like a caricature of an English

lord, and he was seated behind an old-

fashioned, roll-top desk. There was a

fireplace in the room and beside it a

.scuttle of coal, although it was a hot

da) in Vugust. The Wbrthingtons were
not onlj English, the) were ier\ Eng~

Ush. Uso present were his sons. Robert

and Charles. The) were all formal.

courteous, civil, and cold as ice. Simp-

son, a pleasant, sleeps, spare-looking

gent, who actuall) appeared human.

was called in. too. Simpson wa- the

sales manager.

"God help me." I groaned to myself,

"this is the last outfit in the world that

will go for the kind of off-heat, nuts)

announcement that we have cooked

up."

I explained my idea. They listened

attentively. They asked me intelligent

questions. After about two hours of

this, the) ih.inked me 1 out teousl) Bnd

lade me u'lixi day. \- I w.l- dip. ill

Ulg, it OCCUrred tO me thai I li.nl

muffed the -ale. ami that, sure as

shooting, nothing wa- evei going to

come oi this. I hail 1 me up with

something fast.

"Gentlemen," I said .1- Mi. Simpson

handed me m) hat. "you have been

line enough to give me a lull oppor-

tunit) to tell m\ Btoi j . but before I

leave New ^ i >| k . I Would be mo-l

appreciative if you would extend me
one more courtesy. I have actuall)

prepared .1 transci iption foi \\ orth-

ington on youi frankfurters exactl) as

I propose you use ii on the air. . . .

I certainl) believe that you should at

least hear it before I return to

( hit ago," 1 the agent \ - headquai U

I he) ext hanged glam e*. I had

tout bed on the old I nglish nobh

oblige, and the) wen- hooked. I here

was nothing the) 1 ould do but assent.

"-.p B dale Was made foi ihi e€ clock

in the aftei noon at a bi ".nl< asting

si mlio w here I would plaj the re< ord

ing. I left feeling that I -till bad m)

loot iii the door.

\i three o\ Loi k. pun< tuall) . Mr.

\\ orthington Si , and Mi
. Simpson

.11 i ived, and we -pun the i re mil.

\| n ,n le ill mil ai lea ' I h>-v got a cha

out of it. The) smiled! I he) liked it

'

but

I lies thanked me, rental ked lh.it lli.

announcement was "nice, put on theii

i Please turn i<> page •"•
,

»

I

DOES WALTER SCHWIMMER MEAN IT ?

"What Have You Done Foi Me Lately?" ia (rank, realistii but nosta

Walter Schwimmei says thai when friends .i-k him .il i thi ime,"

In- replies that: "It the advertising business - i game, bo i- a duel to the

death with fixed bayonets al three paces." (Hence tin- illustration "f admen

with daggers shown below, which i- from the book jacket.) Bat Schwim

,i mi i.i agenc] life is w ritu-n with bounce rathei than acrimony. ["hi

chapter mi tin-, pages reflects the fact thai Schwimmer was unong the

pioneers in creative use "i radio. Todaj In- remains .in active fa' i< >r in

i\ .mil radio production through In- packaging firm, Walta Schwimmer,

Inc. Vmong tin- company's i\ shows: Championship Bowling, ill-Star I
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Planning i e <i m :

I mil Woglll -

president Myron

i. Mahler, i .p. and

tin medii

direi toi fot Mo

I mas Fried, presi-

dent oj \atii

\tilton

Guttenplan, v.p. and

agen< i account su-

pervisoi on Sationai

DOES RADIO FOLLOW
YOUR CUSTOMERS TO SUBURBIA?

National Shoes finds radio habits go with the population drift to the

suburbs while other media most often gets left behind in the big city

ww hen the population moves, it

takes radio along too."

Milton Guttenplan, vice president of

Emil Mogul Co., Inc., and account

supervisor for National Shoes, Inc.,

cites this as one of the big reasons

National continues to lean so heavily

on the medium.

Guttenplan points out that, "Listen-

ing habits do not change as much as

other media usage" in the current

trend toward decentralization. With

the big move to the suburbs, radio still

reaches out in the same trading area,

wliile metropolitan newspapers are

usually left behind in the city. Gut-

tenplan feels that women particularly

limit or cut off their reading of news-

papers. He credits the retention of

listening habits as probably one reason

u lis metropolitan stations are present-

ly enjoying a "heyday."

Another reason for National's radio

use is the important automobile lis-

tener and the medium's ability to reach

the prospective customer while he is

in motion.

National Shoes occupies a some-

what unique position in its field with a

successful history of heavy radio (and

to a lesser extent tv) usage for the

past 17 years. When the chain of re-

tail shoe stores moved its account

over to Mogul in 1940 it was a print-

media-only advertiser. During the

first year with Mogul, National put its

entire ad budget of $50,000 into radio.

Budget for the current fiscal year

which started 31 July is in "the middle

six figures" and tops the previous

year by 18%. Air media will get

65%. Radio, with the major share of

this budget, is being used via pro-

grams, participations and spots on the

average of 690 announcements a week

on 27 stations in five states (New
York, New Jersey, Connecticut, Massa-

chusetts and Maryland) covered by

the chain.

National is not an in-and-out adver-

tiser and most of its air contracts are

for 52-weeks. Penetration is stepped

up during peak selling seasons.

In radio programing, the main con-

centration is on personality-headed

shows. National also goes in for for-

eign language programing I Spanish,

German and Polish I and shows geared

to the Negro audience. On stations

outside of the New York market if for-

eign language programs are not avail-

able, group appeal vehicles are sought.

For example in an area heavily popu-

lated by people of Polish extraction,

National may sponsor a polka music

show.

The current advertising theme is,

"So lovely . . . for so little, too." But

Nationals famous "Ring the bell" con-

tinues to be a mainstay. The bell,

which started out as simplv a radio

jingle, has become the company trade-

mark and is used in all advertising, at

the stores and even on company sta-

tionery.

Other copy points stress:

• Wear tests—these are "blind"

comparative tests with higher priced

shoes.

• Care in fitting.

A pioneer television advertiser, Na-

tional was one of the first shoe firms

to go into the medium when it started

sponsoring western films on WATV,
Newark, in 1948. However, tv ad-

vertising today is limited to co-spon-

sorship of The Childrens Theatre

iWRCA-TY. New York), Saturda\ 9-

9:30 a.m.

The program features prize give-

aways to members of Nationals Ad-

venture Club. Prizes include Schwinn

(Please turn to page 73 I
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RADIO BASICS/OCTOBER/•

NETWORK SALES CONTINUE RISE

SPONSOR index <>! »<!> radio business shows sales, in terms <>l

program time, during the week l>< ginning 1 2 ( October, were 6.5* (

ahead of figure lour weeks ago. N«w >*|»oi radio data shown

N ;twork radio sales, in terms "I

program time, are up again.

sponsor's network business indica-

toi shows thai all four networks have

a total "I 123.2 hours sold during the

week beginning the date ol this issue

—12 October.

This compares with L15.7 hours re-

ported in ilir last issue oi Radio Ba-

sics and covering the week beginning

1 I September. The latter week, in

turn, had been 1 1. V < ahead of the

network figure the month previously.

I he latesl netw ork client li-l shows

an increasing interest in the shorl

commercial at NB( . \ total of .'U

short announcements urn- sold bj

NBC to P&G, P. Lorillard and Grove

Laboratoi ies.

I he total ol new short announce-

ment -ales breaks down into 60 30-

second and _' I six-second plugs. P&G
was hired haek to network ladio via

this t\ |"' ol buj : it- new purchase

consists of 21 30-second and 20 six-

second commercials for (deem. (Foi

the background of this P&G buy, se<

sponsor-S( OP] . 21 Septembei 1957. i

\ new feal ure in Radio Basi< - be-

gins with this issue .1 six-month sum-

111. n \ of -|ioi radio 1 ampaigns in

• 11— industi ies. I he infoi mation i-

tathered b) I Executives Radio- 1

1

Sei \ u e and published in "Spot Radio

Report." More detailed data on this

1 ampaign can be found in the report

itself. The first summary, covering

a number of food advertisers, will be

found on the following page.

Vmong the 1 lients listed are ' leneral

I oods, ' General Mill-. Kraft, Lipton,

\ v\r. Borden and Heinz. ^

1. RADIO'S DIMENSIONS TODAY
Radio homes index Radio station index

1957 1956

48.4
radio

homes

47.6
radio

homes

50.2 49.4
U.S. homes U.S. homes

year, boi

End Of \lllill-t 1 «>:>:

Stations CPs not New station New station

on air on air requests bids in hearing

Am 1 1113 1 1 I 109
Fm

1 5 12 1 to 1 1 5

End ol \1ifii1sl 1 956

Am 1 2939 1 112 1 1 127
Fm 1 I 20 1 1

9 1 1 « monthly

Radio set index Radio set sales index

Set
location

I tome

Vuto

Public

places

Total

1957 1956

10,000

35,000,000

82,000.000

32,000.000

I0.OOO.000" 1 1 1.1)1)0.1 Hill

135,000,000 l_M.ooo.ooo

Source K IB I III utry 1951 : >

-<-' in working rdei \ nnation.

Eight Months Ei^ht Months
Type Aug 1957 Aug 1956 1957 1956

Home

_uto

Aug 1957 Aug 1956

710,553 681,152

301,971 198,087

1,012,524 879,239

4,947,006

3,392,926 2,710,303

Total 1,012,524 879-239 8,299,926 7-359,010

ifrlv RE7T-I -gam ir* r»l»ll

F



2. SPOT RADIO BASICS

Spot listening

market index

Figures for the 10 markets

at right show percentage

of homes using radio (in

and out of home I during
March in Anchorage, Fair-

hanks. Jackson: during
\|>iil. in Montgomery,
\ash\ille: during Ma\ in

Honolulu: during June in

Corpus Christi. Phoenix,
San Juan: during June-

July in Miami. Data comes
from Pulse, covers aver-

age quarter-hour listening

during the week.

How local markets compare in listening levels by three-hour <lav parts

Market 6-9 a.m. 9a.rn.-N N-3 p.m. 3-6 p.m. 6-9 p.m. 9 p.m.-M

\nchorage, Alaska 31.2 36.7 26.0 27.0 25.6 17.1

| Corpus Christi 22.8 25.8 24.9 27.7 23.4 14.4

! Fairbanks, Alaska 28.6 34.4 33.4 26.7 24.9 16.3

1 Honolulu 12.5 14.2 13.8 11.7 12.1 6.3

| Jackson, Miss. 23.4 26.4 25.6 26.2 * *

| Miami 25.2 30.0 28.7 28.8 22.5 16.6

Montgomery, Ala. 23.0 28.2 27.2 26.5 16.8 11.0

Nashville 24.0 23.2 21.7 22.2 20.8 14.2

1
Phoenix 25.8 30.7 28.5 29.1 24.4 17.7

= San Juan. P.R.

= * Not surveyed after 6 p.m.

27.4 27.9 24.1 23.1 26.2 9.5

lllll!lllll!IIIIIIIIUIII!lllllll!!llllllllllllllllll!IIIIIIIU

How food clients use spot radio: six-month summaries of 83 campaigns

|«IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIB

NUMBER OF STATIONS USED

Advertiser & Brand Agency Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July

A & P .. . ..Paris & Peart 21 23 29 27 19 25

Alderney Dairy .. Anderson & Cairns 4 4 - - - -

American Home Foods (ravioli & sauce) _--Y&R - - - - 76

Aunt Nellie's Foods (canned vegtables) .. ... EW 1 1 1 1

Mrs. Baird's Bakery . Ti ac\ -1 .in ke 23 23 23 23 19 15

Beech-Nut Life Savers (baby foods) . . . K&E -
1 4 5 5 5

Borden (all prods.) . Y&R 37 37 8 8 8 8

Borden (evaporated milk) ..... ...-Y&R 13 13 13 15 14 17

Borden (Southern Div.) ... .Tracy-Locke 14 13 13 13 13 13

Brockles Foods Hepworth - -
1 1 1 1

Burnett's vanilla —.Geyer Adv. 35 35 35 - -

College Inn Foods .. Edward H. Weiss * * 8 8 -

Crown Products (Lady's Choice foods) .... Durstine 9 9 9 9 9 9

Duffy Mott (Clapps baby foods) Y&R 97 114 114 114 114 114

Durkee Famous Foods - Meldrum & Fewsmith * * * *
1 1

Durr Packing (meat) ..... . Farquhar 4 4 4 4 4 4

Fairfax Baking (Skylark bread) . ..R&R 70 70 70 70 70 70

Fairmont Foods (butter, strawberries) . DDB 1
- 5 5 - -

Frito Co. (Cheetos) _ _ _ R&R 1 1 1 1 1

Frito Co. - Tracy-Locke 1 1 1 1 1 1

Frito Co. (Western Div.) .. .R&R * 7 7 1 1
-

Florida Avocado & Lime Commission .. .. Grant - - - - -
1

General Baking ..Henderson Adv. 2 2 2 5 5 5

General Foods (Jell-0 instant pudding) „ .Y&R 304
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Advertiser & Brand Agency 1. 1, Mai

NUMBER OF

Apr

STATIONS

May

USED

June Nh

i leneral 1 la ' I'll < • gelal in • Y&R 3 3 425

General Mills (Gold Medal H h l
- 9 9 9 2 4

( ieneral Mill- i Purasnow flout • Knox Rei 4 4 4 4

«.. in ral Mill- i Red Slai Hour Knox Reeves 1 1 1 1

( ..ilu-i Prods, i l>.il>\ I 1- 1 If \l. V 31 22 22 22 22 22

I Iiii.iu & Son- U lies X soups) DDB
1 In u .ui.in Pineapple I .. \yei 1

Heekin Co. IHappj Famih baking powder) Ralph 1 1 |on< - II II I? 12 12 12

Heinz Maxon 80

1 leuldein ( !o. < Mu\, po cereal

>

lin.ni llou-toll 6 •

II. 1'. 1 1 1 i\ "-'Hi- ' ill prod-, i KM 1 1 l 1

II. P. Hood & Son- (Dry Milk Div.) KM * 28 28 28 28

H. P. Hood & Son- i [ce < leam Div.) .. KM 1 1 10 3 10

H. P. Hood & Sons (F 1 Div.) KM II III
II. P. II 1 & Sons (Milk Div.) .. KM 1 1 9

Il\ grade ' canned meats t
. W. B. Doner • • * 13 13 13

[mperial Sugai 1 i.i. \ 1 in k.- 15 4 2 2 2 2

International Salt ' Sterling -all i -BBDO 15 3 3 3 3 8

Inier-tuie Bakeries (Roman Meal bread) . Dur-tine • • • • * 17

Jewel Food Stores I In is|ian-en 3 3 3 3 3 3

Junket 1- 1- i Danish dessert i SSC&B * • • 2 2 2

Junket F 1- (quick fudge mixi ..SSC&B 9 9 9

Kannengiesser & Co. .. _ Paris & Pearl 1

(trail (Miracle margarine) . ...Needham, Louis & Brorby 9 9

Kroner Food- Ralph II. Jones 165 172 173 178 178 171

Lea & Perrins (Worcester-hire t 1 1 iiim|.Iii.\ . \lle\ i\ Rii hard * • •
1 1 I

Levy's bread DDB 6 7 4 3 2 2

Lipton (soups) . Y&R 23 23 13 13 7 7

Maine Sardine Industn .BBDO 83 83 83 91

Miami Margarine Co. (sTd dressings & marg ) Ralph II. Jones * • * * 2 2

Milnot Co. Mc-E * * 9 9 9
National Biscuit Co. (various prods.) Mc-E 226 212 212 212 212 212

National Sugar (Jack Frost) . Y&R 1 1 1 1 1 1

Peter- Sausage .. Betteridge & ' o. 1 1 1 1 1 1

Pure Food Co. (all prods.) . J. M. Mail,.- 2 2 2 2 2 2

Quaker Oats Co. (corn g Is) lohn \\ . Shaw II

Quaker Oat- • Ken-I Ration I Nl m; 3 2 1 2 4
Quaker Oats ( frozen pancakes, waffles) 1 \\ T 2 2 7 7 6
Quaker Oats (pancake mix) _ JWT 5 5 5 5

R( Dan Packing Co. (Cadet dog food) Pari- & Pearl 2 2 3 3 3 3

Reddi-Wip Co. . km; 5 5

Richardson & Robhin- Gra\ X Ronir- 28 28 28 35 36

II

35

Roman Meal (cereals & muffin mix) . 1 tin -line II II II II

San Giorgio Macaroni (sauces, noodles) _ Van sant Dugdale 22 22 22 22 2

Schluderberg-Kurdle (Esskay meat) . Van sant Dugdale 7 7 7 7 9 9

Sealtest ( ice cream > \\. B. Doner * • * 20 21 21

Sealtest (Milk Div.) . -W. B. Doner * * • 20 23 23

S dd •Rartu-li Foods (Shedd's prods.) . Betteridge & Co. 15 15 15 15 15 15

Sioux Hone\ V—oc. EW 25 25 _

Skinner & Eddy (Icy Point salmon) .. Pari- ^\ Pearl *

Spang Hiking (bread prods.) ( .IC-..I \ II..II-. 3 3 3 4 4 3

Stahl-Meyers (Cheez-Dog) Hick- X (Irei-t • • • •

4

3

4

3

Suppigcr ' Brooks food- i D'Arcy 1 1 1 4
Swift (Allsweet) JWT - - 12 13 13

Swift (Countv Fair saus .Mc-E •
1 1 _

Swift i New Tender frank- i Mc-E 5 - _

Swift (various prod-, i Mc-E 5 5 5 5 5 5
Tolerton & Garfield (Council Oats grocery) . W. D. Lyon & Co. 17 17 16 16 16 16

\\ I'-nii Fitzgerald 4 4 4 4 4

ilea idvertlsci Inactive during month in.li.ai.-l

• indicates in account .luring m.mth indicated.

I'hi- i- the tir-t in a series of summaries to appear in Radio Basics. Ful maries, al vering six-month

period, will appear in coming issues on other industries active in spot 1 e data above i- from thi \ _ -• 1957

"Spot Radio Report" of Executives Radio. I\ Service, which receives it- t irmation from the agencies Listed. Mori

detailed data, including station- used, time of daj purchased, type oi bt made, can he found in the report it-elf.
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3. NETWORK TIME PURCHASES RISE 6.5

NETWORK BUSINESS INDICATOR
giiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiii! iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiifiiii'iiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!'!

Program Hours Sponsored

Week beginning Hours

12 Oct.

14 Sept.

123.

2

ABC lllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll!l!lllllll!lll

AFL-CIO: institutional; Ed. P. Morgan; M-F; 75 min.; /. W. Van-

dercook; M-F; 25 min.

American Bird Food Mfg. Co.: Breakfast Club; M; 5 min.

Assemblies of God: religious; Revivaltime ; Su; 30 min.

Bankers Life: White Cross Hospital Plan; Paul Harvey: Su: 15 min.

Beatrice Foods: LaChoy; Breakfast Club; Th; 5 min.

Beltone: hearing aids: Ureal, last Club; In; 5 min.

Bristol-Myers: BuSerin; Breakfast Club; M,W,F; 15 min.

Campana Sales: Ayds, Italian Balm; Breakfast Club; M; 5 min.

Chrysler: Breakfast Club: M-F; 25 min.: Weekday News; 50 min.

Duffy-Mott: Sunsweel prunes, juice; Breakfast Club; Tu,F; 10 min.

Dupont: Zerone; Heather programs; M-Su; 150 min.; Breakfast

Club: M-F: 25 min.

EKCO Products: kitchen utensils; Breakfast Club; M-F; 25 min.

Foster-Milburn: Doan's pills; Herb Oscar Anderson; F; 5 min.

Frito Co.: Fritos; Breakfast Club; W,Th,F; 15 min.

General Foods: Calumet; Breakfast Club; M; 5 min.; Post Cereals;

Breakfast Club; M-F; 25 min.

Gospel Broadcasting: Old Fashioned Revival Hour: Su: 60 min.

Billy Graham: religious; Hour of Decision; Su; 30 min.

H. J. Heinz: soups; Breakfast Club: Th; 5 min.; Herb Oscar An-
derson: F: 5 min.

Highland Church of Christ: religious; Herald of Truth; Su; 30 min.

Kreschmer Corp.: wheat germ; Breakfast Club: Tu; 5 min.

KVP Co.: freezer wrap, shelving paper; Breakfast Club: F: 5 min.

Lewyt Corp.: vacuum cleaners; Breakfast Club; Th; 5 min.

Magla Products: ironing hoard covers; Breakfast Club; Th; 5 min.

Midas Muffler: auto mufflers; Weekday Newscasts; M-F; 25 min.

Milner Products: Perma Starch, Pine-Sol; Breakfast Club; W; 5 min.

Charles Musselman: applesauce: Breakfast Club; W-F; 15 min.

National Brands, div. of Sterling Drug: Dr. Caldwell's; Sunshine

Boys; M-F; 25 min.

Nestle Co.: Nescafe; Breakfast Club: Tu.W.F; 15 min.: Herb Oscar

[nderson; W.Th.F: 15 min.

Norwich-Pharmacal: Pepto-Bismol ; Weekend News; Sa,Su; 90 min.

Oral Roberts Evangelistic Assn.: religious; Oral Roberts' Broad-

casts; Su; 30 min.

Charles Pfizer: animal feed & poultry remedies; Breakfast Club;

I n ; 5 min.

Plough, Inc.: \lii~-iemli-. St. J<>-rph> A-pirin, others; Newscasts;

M-F; 35 min.

Radio Bible Class: religious; Radio Bible Class; Su; 60 min.

R. J. Reynolds: Winston; Weekday Newscasts; M-F; 100 min.:

// eekend Newscasts; Sa.Su ; 90 min.

Sanduro Company: floor covering; Breakfast Club; Th; 5 min.

Scholl Mfg.: Zino Pad~. others; Breakfast Club: F: 5 min.

Sleep-Eze: sleeping tahlcts; Breakfast Club; M,F: 10 min.

Voice of Prophecy: institutional: Voice of Prophecy; Su; 30 min.

Dr. Thomas Wyatt: institutional; Wings of Healing; Su: 30 min.

Aluminum Cooking Utensil Co.: Nora Drake: F: 7% min.; Road
of Life Th : 7 1

2 min.

American Bird Food: Houseparty; Th; 7% min.

American Home Foods: Wendy II a,, en: Tli.F: 10 min.; Chef Boy-
ar-dee pizza pie; Amos V And) ; Tu-Th; 15 min.

NOTE: Data on time purchased refers to weekly brand or advertiser total for each
program. Time bought for particular brands Is shown where possible. In cases
where groups of brands precede n show or group of shows. It was not possible to
pinpoint which brands were advertised on each show or on which days of the week

dvertlsed Except for about half a dozen of their sponsors brand

Network radio sales, in terms of program time, are up

(>..V r for the current week compared with four weeks

ago, according to SPONSOR. Sales figures in the business

indicator at left are taken from the complete current list

of network radio clients below as well as the previous

list run in the last issue of Radio Basics. For purposes

of comparability, 6-second and 8-second commercials

are considered as 30 seconds of program time while 20-

second and 30-second commercials are considered two

minutes of program time. In the list below, covering

week beginning 12 October, minute commercials sold

as such are figured as five minutes of program time.

American Home Prod.: Wendy Warren: Tli.F: 10 min.

Angostura-Wupperman: Arthur Godfrey; F; 10 min.

Armour: Arthur Godfrey; Tli.F : 30 min.

Best Foods: Helen Trent: Tu; 7 1
-_> min.; Our Gal Sunday: M; 7%

min.: Vora Drake; M.W: L5 min.; Road of Life: Th: 7% min.;

Second Mrs. Burton; W,F; 15 min.; Johnny Dollar: Su : 5 min.;

Gunsmoke; Sa.Su; 10 min.; Young Dr. Malone: Tu: 7% min.;

Amos V Andy; Tu.Sa: 10 min.; Galen Drake; Sa; 5 min.

Bristol Myers: Arthur Godfrey; M,W; 60 min.

Campana Sales: Robert Q. Lewis; Sa; 5 min.

Chesebrough-Pond's: Sports Time: M,W,F; 5 min.; Football Score-

board: Sa; 15 min.

Chun King Sales: Arthur Godfrey; W & F, alt. wks.; 15 min.

Clairol: Galen Drake; Sa; 5 min.

Colgate-Palmolive: Our Gal Sunday; M-F; 37% min.; Backstage

Wife; M-F; 37% min.; Strike It Rich; M-F; 37% min.; 2nd Mrs.

Burton; M-F; 37% min.

Curtis Circulation: Arthur Godfrey; Tu; 15 min.

Ex-Lax: City Hospital: Sa; 5 min.: Robert Q. Lewis: Tu.Th.F; 15

min.: Suspense: Su: 5 min.; World Tonight: F: 5 min.

Ford Motor: Ford div.; Ford Road Show Bing Crosby, Rosemary

Clooney; M-F: 25 min.; Sa: 10 min.: Su: 20 min.: World Neics

Round I j>: M-F: 25 min.: Ford Road Show —Arthur Godfrey: M-F:

125 min; Edward R. Marrow: M-F: 75 min.

General Electric: Hotpoint div.; Robert Q. Lewis; Sa : 5 min.:

Galen Drake: Sa: 5 min.

General Foods: Arthur Godfrey; Tu,Th, every 4th F; 33% min.;

Wendy Warren; Th; 5 min.; World News Roundup; Su; 5 min.;

Gunsmoke; Su; 5 min.; Our Miss Brooks; Su; 5 min.; Amos 'n'

Andy Music Hall; M-F; 25 min.; Galen Drake; Sa; 5 min.; Robert

Q. Lewis; Sa; 5 min.; Gunsmoke; Sa; 5 min.

General Mills: Bisquick; Strike It Rich: M; 7% min.: Our Gal

Sunday; Tu; 7% min.: Road of Life: W : 7% min.: Nora Drake;

Th: 7% min.: Backstage Wife; F; 7% min.

General Motors: Chevrolet; Allan Jackson— News; Sa; 20 min.;

Robert Trout—News; Su,M-F; 50 min.; Soap Box Derby; Su: 15

min.; Delco; Lowell Thomas: M-F; 75 min.; GMC trucks; Farm
News; Sa; 5 min.; Saturday Nite Country Style; Sa; 5 min.; FBI

in Peace & War; Su; 5 min.

Hartz Mountain Prod.: Arthur Godfrey: Th & F. alt. wks.: 15 min.

H. J. Heinz: Sez Who?; Su; 5 min.

Home Insurance Co.: Jack Benny: Su; 30 min.

Hudson Vitamin Products: Galen Drake: Sa: 5 min.

Kitchens of Sara Lee: Arthur Godfrey: F: 15 min.

Lever Bros.: Ma Perkins: M-F: 37% min.; Romance of Helen Trent;

M-F; 37% min.: Ma Perkins: M-F alt. wks.: 18 :!
4 min.: Young Dr.

Malone; M-F; 37% min.: House Party: M-F: 37% min.: Lipton

div.: Ma Perkins; M-F; 37% min.

Lewis Howe: Robert Q. Lewis; Sa; 5 min.

Longines-Wittnauer: Longines Symphonette ; Su; 30 min.

P. Lorillard: Kent; World Tonight; F.Sa.Su; 15 min.: Indictment;

Su; 5 min.; Mitch Miller; Su; 5 min.; Sports Resume; Sa.Su; 10

min.; Saturday Night Country; Sa; 5 min.; Amos V Andy; F.Sa;

10 min.; Johnny Dollar; Su; 5 min.; Robert Q. Lewis; F: 5 min.;

Suspense; Su; 5 min.; FBI in Peace & War; Su; 5 min.: World

News Roundup; Su; 5 min.; Washington Week; Su; 5 min.

Miles Labs: Wendy Warren: M-F: 25 min.: Bill Downs -News;

M-F: 25 min.

Milner Products: Robert Q. Lewis; Sa: 5 min.

Philip Morris: Country Music Show: F.Su: 50 min.

Information was not available from CHS Ust shows oomptate client roster up to presstime.

In NBC list. rot. means commercials are rotated on different days of the week unaer
the web's run of schedule plan. All data is In terms of program time, except for MBP
ami NBC where commercials shorter than a minute are listed separately. On NBC
radio, minute commercials are arbitrarily credited as five minutes of program time.
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Mutual of Omaha: trthut Godfrey, iu S every 1 I I 18 , nun

North American Philips: Herman Hickmon-SportS ; M.W.F; 15 min.

Pharma-Craft Corp.: trthltt Godfrey; M. .ill. In. I
'.II nun Helen

Trent', W.I': l> min.; Sora Drake, lu.lli: l. ,; Young Dt

Ifalone, alt. M; 7V6 min.; Houseparty; Mi: l> hum

Plough, Inc.: Si. loaeph aspirin, Musterole; Robert Q I

I ii. i bySa ; IS nun.

Ralston-Punna: Out Gal Sunda) I . .
' . mm.. Sora Drake I

7 '
•_ linn.; Young Dr, Malone; W; 7 '

•„• min.: Second l/i« Burton',

M.iii. IS min.

Reader's Digest: trthut Godfrey, Mj IS min.

R. J. Reynolds: Unman lluhman Sports; i'u.i h.S.i ; 15 min.

Scott Paper: Backstage Wife, F; 7
1

-.. min.; Young Dr, Milium-.

I h I . IS min.; Vera Drake; Tu.Th; 15 min.; l/</ Perkins In 8 W
all. wka; 7 '

-_ nun.: Second Mrs, Burton; lli.l ; IS min.

Sccmon Bros.: Irilmr Godfre) Time; W : 15 mm.
Simoniz: Arthur Godfrey; W : 15 min; House Party; Wj 15 min.; C
Herman Mews; Th.F; 10 min.: A'. Sevoreid Mews; I'h.F; 10 min.;

News; Sa; 15 min.; Sports News; Sa; 10 min.

Singer: irtluir Godfrey; M: 15 min.

Slccp-Ezc: House Party; F; 7'-_. min.

A. E. Stalcy: House Part) In: 15 min.; trthut Godfrey F; 15 nun

Standard Brands: House Party; M: IS min.; Arthur Godfrey; M. 8

lili F; >

7
' _ min.: i hase 8 Sanborn Instant; Vora Drake; M; 7%

min.: A'nui/ o) Li/e; In: 7 '
•_• min.; Backstage Wifi W; 7'j min.;

Strike It Rich; Th; 7% min.; Right to Happiness; I ;
7 '

_• min.

Sterling Drug: Gunsmoke; Su; 5 min.; //>'/ in Peaci A II iii : Su;

> mm.
Vick Chemical: Imm '/»' fnd*J . M.W : 10 min.

Weco Products: Arthur Godfrey; M; IS min.

F. W. Woolworth: Woolworth Hour; Su; 60 min.

Wm. Wriglcy, Jr.: Howard Miller Show; M-F; 75 min.; fat Rut tram

Show; M-F; 75 min.

MBS
American Mission to Greeks: I oice of Greece; Su; 25 min.

Baltimore Gospel Tabernacle: Baltimore Gospel Tabernacle; Su;

10 min.

Bcltonc: hearing aid; Gabriel Heatter Sews; I Ii : 5 min.

Christian Reformed Church: religious; Rack To God; Su; 30 min.

Chrysler Corp.: aewscasl adjacencies; M-F; lo 20-sec.

Coco-Cola: Coca-Cola; Eddie Fisher; Tu.Th; 30 min.

Consumer Drug Corp.: Oragen; Gabriel Heatter Sews; M.W; In

min.; M-F; 18 20-sec.; John Scott \ews; Su; 5 min.

Down Bible Institute: religious; Frank and Ernest; Su; 15 min.

Dawn Bible Students Assn.: Datelines and the Bible; Su; L0 min.

Equitable Life: insurance; newscast adjacencies; 100 8-sec.

Ex-Lax, Inc.: Ex-Lax; True Detective Mysteries; M: 5 min.; 7Yeas

ur\ Agent; Tu; 5 min.; Gang Busters; W; 5 min.; Secrets o) Scot-

lam! Yard: iii : 5 min.; Counter-Spy; F; 5 min.; Gabriel Heatter;

adjacencies; M-F; 5 20-sec.

First Church of Christ, Scientist: religious; How Christian Science

Heals; Su; 15 min.

General Foods: Jell-O; newscast adjacencies; 10 8-sec.

General Motors: Pontiac; Sotre Dame Football: Sa; ''0 min.

Billy Graham Evangelical Assn.: Bill) Graham; Su; 30 min.

Hudson Vitamin Corp.: vitamins; Gabriel Heatter; Su; 5 min.

Kraft Foods Co.: All Purpose oil, mustard, Kraft dinner, Miracle

Whip, Italian dressing, cheese spreads, Parkay margarine; Les Higbie

Sews; M-F; 25 min.; Robert Hurle) Sews; M-F; 25 min.; John

II. Kenned) Sews; M-F; 25 min.; Frank Singisei Sews; M-F;
2.5 min.; Truv Detective Mysteries; M; 5 min.; Treasur) Agent; Tu:

5 min.: Gang Busters; W; 5 min.; Secrets oj Scotland Yard; Th:

5 min.: Counter-Spy; F; 5 min.

P. Lorillard: Kent; Sews; Su-Sa; 390 min. (78 broadcasts).

Lutheran Laymen's League: religious; Lutheran Hour; Su ; 30 min.

Manion Forum of Public Opinion: discussion; Dean Clarence Man-
ion ; Su : 15 min.

Radio Bible Class: religious; Radio Rible Class; Su; 30 min.

Rhodes Pharmacol Co.: Imdrin; Gabriel Heatter Sews; Tu; 5 min.

Helaine Seager: Pink [ce; True Detective Mysteries; M; 5 min.;

Treasur) Agent; Tu; 5 min.; Gang Busters; W; 5 min.; Secrets o)

Scotland Yard; Th; 5 min.; Counter-Spy; F; 5 min.

Sleep-Eze Co.: Sleep-Eze; Gabriel Heatter Sews; Su,Tu; lo min.

Voice of Prophecy: religious; Voice of Prophecy; Su; 30 min.

Wings of Healing: religious: Wings of Healing; Su; 60 min.

Word of Life Fellowship: religious; Word of Life Hour; Sa: 30 min.

NBC
Allis-Chalmers: institutional; Farm & Home Hour: Sa; 25 min.

American Institute of Men's & Boys' Wear: clothing; Monitor;

Sa-Su; 70 min.

American Motors: Ramhler; Monitor: Sa.Su: 55 min.

American Oil: Amoco products: Monitor: Sa.Su: 50 min.

Anohut Co.: tnahi i Bandstand l

In. i min.; Wan* oj Di Gentr) M,W,T1 Sightline;

1 ii \\ Ii.. I i nun
. Monitoi F,Sa 25 min.

Bell Telephone: /• t
' HoUl M '" nun

Billy Graham Evangelistic Ann : Hoi oj I' mm.
Bristol-Myers: llilhim. Hourt) V«W Ml; 10S

Brown & Williamson: KooU, Viceroy; Hotirl) min.,

Corter Products: \iinl (20 min.) Little Livei Pillt (45 mm. i.

land M.I'; In min / ' onft i itoi

In \l
. Houst rol , > mm Ont Man's Fami Peppet

Young's Famil) rol . • nun
. Sews of The U orld M.W

. 10

Moniti nun.

Chrysler Corp.: < hrysler; Monitoi -
nil Lift A /lu-

ll Vl-1 min \ '- htlim M W . i . mm.
Evangelistic Foundation: religion; Bible Stud, h mill

Ex-Lax: I \ I a; Monitor; 5a£u; 1 K 6-sec; Bandstand;
M.W.I h,l •

. Pepper >

min., 2 10 iei " • Man's Fami M-Th-1 in min., I 10

/'. opU !• / W; 5 mm. ; Great G l

In- a /',. n orld II .1 . \l. I M.W.F; 15 min.

Fostcr-Milburn: Doan'l pills; M\ / Stor) M; S mm.
R. T. French Co.: bird seed; My True St I

l 10 mm.
General Foods: Instant Postum; Bandstand; M I 25 min., [5 6

Peppei Young's Famil) Ml. 25 nun.

Gillette: Gillette prods., Paper-Mati roni prod.; Boxii nun.

Grove Lobs; bail products; Monitor Sa,Su; SO min.; Bromo-Quinine;

M) I I n. Ih. ' IC m Bandstand; M-l 15

ndn.\ True Confessions I n. I h : 5 min.; 1 10 Iffairs of Dt I

try; M.W.F; 5 min.; 2 10-sec; i
s im Matina To,Th; 5 min.; I

30-sec; Peppei Young's Family; M.W.F: 5 min.;

Family; M.W.l-; in min.; 1 30-sei Great Gilderslet -I 131

\ Minus I I Ii ; 5 min.; Monitoi Sa*Su; I 10-sei ;
in min.

H. J. Heinz: Various; Bandstand; ih.r: In min.

Hotpoint: various; Bandstand; M.W.ThJ . l 10-sec.; I 5 min.;

One Man's Family; In I: in mm., i! .

• Star Mai
M.W

; Peppei I n.ih.l- ; 3 30-si

toi Sa,Su : LO min . i 10-sec.

Insurance Co. of N. America: insuranci ', M 5a,Su; 25 min.

P. Lorillard; Newport; Fibbei McGei & Molly, Hob A Ra) (Moni-

toi > : Sa,Su : 50 nun.: 10 10 -•
I

Lutheran Laymen's League: religion; Lutheran Hour: Su; 30 min.

Massey-Harris-Ferguson: farm implements; lies Dreiei Sa; 15 min.

Midas: car muffler?-: Monitor; >u : 5 min.

Morton Salt: salt; Alex Dreier—Mews; Sa; 5 min.

Mutual of Omaha: On the Line II ith Considine; Su; L5 min.

North American Van Lines: moving; M S S min.

Northwest Airlines: air travel; Monitor; Sa.Su: 25 min.

Pharma-Craft: < oldene; Sews oj the World; M.W.F: 15 min.

Plough, Inc.: St. Joseph aspirin, children's aspirin. Dr. Edward's

olive tablets, Mexana; Monitor; SajSu; 55 min.; M\ True

Story; M.W.F: 15 min.; Bandstand; Tu-F; 20 min.

Procter & Gamble: Gleem; Bandstand; M-F; >

l/i True Story; W .1 ';
I 30-sei ; I 6-sec; Ti M.W.Th:

2 30-sec; 1 6-sec; 0n< Man's Family; Tu,F;

Dr. Gentry; Th; 1 30-sec; Five Star Matinet I W.I

Unman in M\ House; W,Th; 1 6-sec; I lO-so
|
P

Family; M,Tu; 2 6-sec; Sightline; M-Th; l

Monitoi : F,Sa,Su

;

Quaker Oats: Quakei Oats; One Man'- Family; M; 1

Matinee, i'n.i Ii ;
_' In-.. : II oman In M\ Hulls, M.W .

Monitor; Sa; 1 10-sec, I 6-sec; Lift A World; M.W.i'h.F: I |

Ralston-Purina: feed division : Harkness—News; M-F; 25 min.

RCA: pop records; Bandstand; M-F; Sightlim M-Th:

Id min. : 1 'i sei - ; Monitoi . Sa,S

Rexall Drug: Pinocchio (Simulcast); >n: nil min.

R. J. Reynolds: Camel; Mews of the World: M F; 25 min.: Prince

Ubert; Grand Ole Opn : Sa: 30 min.

Richfield Oil: oil products; Richfield Reporter: SuF: 90 min.

Rubbcroid Co.: iii;-- Monitoi Sa.Su; 50 min.

Scholl Mfg.: Sews oj the World: Tu.Th; 10 min.

Skelly Oil: oil: Alex Dreier- Set M-Sa; 90 min.

Sun Oil: oil; Three Star rttrn: M-F: 75 min.

Swift & Co.: Ulsweel mar;:.: Tr ih.F: i

min.: l/i 7Yue Story; W I : 1 10-sec, 10 min.: Bandstand; Tu-F:

\ 30-sec, 10 min.: I Dr, Gentry; F; 5 min.; Five Star Mati-

W,F; 1 ' - in.: Woman In \l\ House; Th.F: in min.

Time, Inc.: I ife magazine; Hour '• M-F; 110 min.. !

Vick Chemical Co.: Vaporub; various programs; Tu-Sa;

Voice of Prophecy: religion: Voice oi Prophecy; Su: 30 min.

Waverly Bonded Fabrics: fabric: Monit< - - 50 min.

Whitehall Pharmacol Co.: \ii.iim: Randstand : M.T.Th : 15 min.:

True i M.W.F: 15 min . Iffairs oj Dt Gentry; M.W : 10

min.: Five s 'a r Matinee; M.W.F: 15 min.: Woman In Wi House;

Tu.Th.F: 15 min.: Sightline; Tn.W.Th: 15 min.: Monil

5 min.. 1 '



National and regional spot buys

in work now or recently completed

SPOT BUYS
r

w

PERSONAL APPEARANCE

TV BUYS
National Brands, division of Sterling Drug Inc. New York, plans

to go into scattered Mid-Western and Southern markets to push

its Bayer aspirin. There is no definite starting date hut the adver-

tiser is trying to firm it up as quickk as possible. Minutes and

chainbreaks will he scheduled during hoth daytime and nighttime

segments throughout the week: frequent) will depend upon the mar-

ket. Buying is not completed. Bu\er: Boh Brune. Agency: Dancer-

Fitzgerald-Sample. Inc. New York. (Agenc) declined to comment, i

Carter Products, Inc., New ^ ork. is preparing a test campaign for

its Whirl-In deodorant. October schedule will run for eight weeks.

Minutes and chainhreaks during nighttime hours are being pur-

chased; frequency varies from market to market. Buyer: Walter

Teitz. Agency: Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample. Inc.. New York. (Agen-

cy declined to comment.)

FOR

POTATO CHIP FIRM

BROOKS POTATO CHIPS,
Springfield, Mo., five-year

sponsors of THE CISCO KID

comment through KTTS-TV on
the recent appearance of Dun-

can Renaldo, THE CISCO KID

in their market:

"THE CISCO KID's recent

appearance in Springfield

exceeded by far our fond-

est hopes. Over 20,000 of

our customers visited

CISCO in the short time he

was here . . . THE CISCO
KID has constantly out-

rated its competition and
we feel this appearance
will drive the rating even
higher."

Ask to see more success stories of

WE WORLDS GREATEST SALESMAN!

"THE CISCO KID"

Q%4e&Mpn<

Clamorene, Inc., Clifton, N. J., is conducting a fall campaign in

over 90 markets to promote its rug and upholstery cleaners; total

fall television advertising allocation is S2 million. Minute. 20-second

and 10-second announcements are scheduled for daytime and night-

time slots; frequency depends upon the market. Buyer: Rosanne

Gordon. Agency: Product Services. Inc.. New York.

National Brands, division of Sterling Drug. Inc.. New York, is

now planning a campaign in scattered markets for its Fletcher's Cas-

toria. The 10-week schedule begins 21 October. Minute announce-

ments during daytime periods are being sought; frequency will vary.

Buying is not completed. Buyer: Rose-Marie Vitanza. Agencj :

Carl S. Brown Co.. New 1 ork.

R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., Winston-Salem, is purchasing time

for its Winston cigarettes. The October schedule will run for nine

weeks. Minutes, chainbreaks and I.D.s will be slotted during night-

time periods; frequene\ will depend upon the market. Buyer: Hal

Simpson. Agencx : Win. Fsty Co.. New York. (Agency declined to

comment.)

RADIO BUYS
Lever Bros. Co., Foods division, is preparing a schedule for its Im-

perial Margarine in various markets. Campaign tests a new idea:

testimonials b\ important women in each community. Stations are

expected to line up the local women and transcribe one-minute in-

terviews as part of the order; transcription expenses are carried by

the station—and Lever gives each woman a $25 gratuity and a

supply of the margarine. October campaign will run for six weeks.

The e.t.'s will be slotted during daytime hours. Average frequency:

60-80 per week per market. Bu\er: Penny Simmons. Agenc\ :

Foote, Cone & fielding. New York. I Agency declined to comment.)
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Which Sandy Jackson

dc you want in Omaha?

I he one whose share oi audience hits oiiK 43.6%?

Or the one w ho hits a high of 45.6*
[ i

rhey're both the same guj —onl) one's earl) i I I a.m. to noon) when with

;i high
! i

hour oi 4-2.6% he outrates everything within hean

The other's later (2:00 to 4:00 p.m.) with a 46. s', high.

Early Sand) and late Sand) are two of the personable people who
have kept KOWII on top in Omaha for 72 consecutive months.

N 'a only the ownership is changed Everything else is statu- quo

S a.m. to 6 p.m. Monda) through Saturda) average share of audience:

\ first place 35.0^ , I August-September Hooper). Pulse and Trendex

make it unanimous.

Which Sand) Jackson to buy is a much harder problem than which Omaha
radio station. Call KOWH manager Virgil Sharpe or Ulam Y^oung.

OMAHA
/.' tented h\ Adam Young h
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EVERETT SLOANE talks about

OFFICIAL DETECTIVE
new, action-packed TV series from Weu/tt-NTA

ii

So it's action you want? Well, you'll get it in

"Official Detective," the most blistering new TV
series that ever blazed from a 21 -inch screen!

ft's based on true material from "Official Detective"
Magazine, the Number One publication in the field.

And (modestly), I act as host and narrator.

Result: Suspense. Excitement. A thrill a minute. Plus

all the craftsmanship you expect from Desilu, which
tops even its own long list of previous winners.

Today, phone, wire or write NTA today—for screen-
ings of this power-packed new TV series. It's a lulu
—and I don't mean maybe, baby.

In a short time. ..SOLD IN OVER 70 MARKETS!

TODAY, PHONE, WIRE, WRITE: rH&ffl NATIONAL TELEFILM ASSOCIATES, INC.
60 West 55th Street, New York 19, N.Y.

PLaza 7-2100



Report! and evaluates news, irernt\,

opinions jot film buyers and tellers

FILM-SCOPE
12 OCTOBER Back to pilota again—that'i the verdicl for M>.><{.
Pwrrlfhl Itt7

•PON80R PUBLICATION* INO. Selling llllll willlulll tllflll jllSl LlMlt Ni.lkrd OUt. >|»ull-«»l-. -.lid ll|r\ i.m'l \l-ll.lli/r

a series without a Bample; Borne producers, too, iliink it's .1 good wa) to Bel standards

l"i upcoming shows.

Next year, in fact, alreadj is on everybody's mind, though ratings f"i this

-"ii- batch "I starters barel) are in. How will it shape up':'

This week Les Harris, <JtS T\ FILM Sale- \.\t.. finished .1 Burvej ol the produc-

tion situation, and here is whal it looks like to him:

• Year-in*advance thinking is taking firm hold in the industrj including idver-

tisers and agencies. In part, that's due to this year's scar) situation: The current *
-

1
* •

| » 01

>liu\\> barel) gol in under the wire. Moreover, late Btarts aggravate an always ticklish talenl

situation. So I95JI is due Tor an early launching.

• Hani- thinks that mysteries and adventure yarns will gel a lug plaj next year.

I'li.ii old standb) the situation corned) will be back, too, bul lack <>f topgrade corned)

h titers limits the field.

• This year's hesitant start \\a~ due to li rising costs, which generated a l"i of caution

2) debates over whether to buy into feature films or sign up for a syndicated series,

and !i failure t" realize how lug and complicated the Idm end <d t\ has grown l" !"•.

In line with the let's-start-earl) trend (see above), CBS plans the following lineup

for next year:

• Heritage: Dramatizations of true stories from the Dept of Interior.

• Attorney: Produced in cooperation with the American Bat Vssn.

• Espionage: To be worked out with a top government intelligence organization.

• Blockade Runner: \ Southern adventure series.

• Prowl Car: Detective-type series 1 to he produced in Chicago).

• Fire Fighters and (!<>Ion<*l Flack.

Several large regional buyers including Esso, Brewery's Brer. Standard Oil of

California, and Foremost Dairies—will be shopping for syndicated tare around

the (irsi of the year.

Esso has been a prime target for first-run sales |>ii< I"'-. bul budget considerations plus

success with reruns ma) 1 >l< »< k tin-.

Not yel a reality, 1 »n t a hoped-for possibilit) on the pari "l syndicators. If some ol

the nem network programs Hop. film Bhould Btand a good chance to take over

the vacancies.

Toni will sponsor a third of the four week!} Shirle) Temple shows in o(l

major markets, starting 20 October. NT V made the transaction.

Product stressed: Tonette.

sponsor • 12 im roBEB 1957 \'j



FILM-SCOPE continued

The farmer—regarded as a special fellow with a special mode of life—always

has had special attention from the air media. This week a film syndicator

—

Cross-

Country Network, a division of Fred Miles Productions—followed suit with a series

also called ( Iross-Countr)

.

It- a half-hour new.- and feature jol>. planned in cooperation with farm organizations

and the Dept. of Agriculture. Alex Drier and Lloyd Riirlinghani head the staff.

Sponsorship of Southern markets on a spot participatiton basis has been bought l>\ the

potash division of International Minerals & Chemicals (through Auhrcy, Finlay,

Marlet & Hodgson).

Exploitations continue to grow bigger and more elaborate. This week CBS TV
Film Sale-, together with several sponsors, staged this one for Gray Ghost:

A tour for newsmen and columnists of Civil War battlefields in northern Vir-

ginia, hosted by Virgil Carrington Jones, from whose book the series was adapted. Sharing

in the junket: Gunther Beer, Colonial Stores, Loblaw's supermarkets.

AAP though a practitioner of the new "thematic grouping" technique—is not

wrapping up all its features into such packages.

The Warner Bros, library still is being sold in 12 equal groups of 5o features each. The

thematic breakaway applies only to the bulk of the fare AAP had before getting the

Warner Bros, package.

If two alert Japanese broadcasters turn up on your premises in the next couple

of da\s. remember this: They are here by invitation of the State Dept. and their mission

is to find out whether tv adversely affects radio or whether the two can co-exist.

The pair is Saburo Sakai, executive director of the National Assn. of Broadcasters in

Japan, and Harvo Ando, program official of the Chubu Nippon Broadcasting Co. This is

what they tell FILM-SCOPE:

• American films are hotter than firecrackers on Japanese tv. Big sponsors are

local drug and cosmetic makers, foods, appliances, publishers, and department stores (but no

cigarettes—tobacco is a government monopoly). U. S. advertisers haven't come in yet, but

broadcasters are hopeful because Japan is in a boom economy.

• Live tv programing costs are 60% higher than in radio I about $700 per half-

hour I. So films are welcome—providing the\ satisfy the Japanese taste for variety.

• Competition for new tv stations is intense lone reason is that newspapers and film

companies are putting in bids for safety's sake I . Total number of tv stations I government

Si commercial) now is 12; for radio the figure is II companies operating 85 transmitters.

NTA completed this week the purchase of WATV, channel 13, Newark. N. J.,

and WAAT-AM-FM. Reported price: $2,500,000, an additional SI million is to be

paid out of profits over a period of years.

Sale is subject to approval of the FCC, which still has to oka) NTA's previous purchase

of a controlling interest in KMGM-TV, Minneapolis.

FLASHES FROM THE FILM FIELD: The biggest feature buy in British tv was made

thi> week from \ \l' by ABC . . . Screen Gems reports sale of six scries to Re-Diffusion Hong-

Kong . . . Xi\'s upcoming underwater series Sea Hunt stars Lloyd Bridges ... A special ARB

I October gave the returning Colgate Theatre (MGM) on KTTV. LA a rating high of 28.3

and 45.8 average share of audience.

i For other film news and comment, see News and Idea Wrap-up, page 59.)
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GEORGIA TECH, one of the nation's foremost engineering

schools, combines the old with the new on its sprawling

campus in the heart of Atlanta. It is onl) a lew blocks from

WAGA-TV. also famous on the Georgia scene. With a

coverage tanning out from Atlanta to reach over halt' the

state's population. WAGA-TV is the leading television sta-

tion in this rich market. Write tor a WAGAland brochure

—read the facts for yourself.

STORED BROADCASTING COMPANY SALES OFFICES

NEW YORK-625 Madison Ave. • CHICAGO-230 N Michigan Ave • SAN FRANCISCO-111 Suiter St

Represented Nationally by THE KATZ AGENCY, Inc.



Television's most revealin

JULY 1957 ... A SEASON ENDS



continued story"

PTEMBER 1957. . . A SEASON BEGINS WITH

^BC audiences up 29%!
st reports of the 1957-58 season add a new chapter to NBC's trend-setting "con-

ued story." By October 1st, nineteen of NBC's twenty-two new shows had pre-

yed and had attracted audiences 29% greater than last year's* Competing shows

the second network dropped 21%. On the third network, they dropped 8%.

lis audience response to NBC's new programs, representing more than half of

i entire evening schedule, promises a continuation of the momentum established

>t season, when NBC was the only network to increase its average audience,

ytime and nighttime.

NBC TELEVISIONBE CONTINUED ... ON

"Trendex same time-periods



ONSOR ASKS

Are competitive data important in spot buying decisions

William C. White, media superviso)

Cunningham & Walsh. Inc., Ve« Yorh

\\ e have always considered compet-

itive media data in terms ol weigh!

and expenditure to he as basic as in-

formation on cop) claim-, pricing, dis-

tribution, share ol market, etc. In to-

day's economy, with an ever-increasing

number of new or improved products

"we consider

this basic

information

fighting for customers, competitive

data assumes even more importance.

It is dillicult to understand win this

question need be asked i print media

has published such information for

years and it has proved its worth).

Rorabaugh has had the unqualified en-

dorsement of this and other major

agencies since commercial television

became a fact: the TvB has don.' an

outstanding job in converting the

Rorabaugh data into dollars. This in-

formation is needed and is used. In

contrast, advertisers and agencies de-

er) tin- recent loss of data for radio

networks and for years have had to

send questionnaires to stations for

spot radio information.

Broadcast's -hair of C&\K billing i-

steadil) increasing; and spot's -hair

oi tin hi oadcasl dollai is substantial!)

higher than in previous years. The
increase in spol activit) represents a

major change in media strategy on

-c\ era! ccounts. I hese changes were

not capricious whim- the\ were the

result of thorough analysis of local

share of market, local competitive ad-

vertising, dollars spent against the local

market, advertising weight in term- ol

impressions, etc. \\ ithout competitive

data, such analysis is greatl) handi-

capped and totall) inadequate under

todav s marketing conditions. With-

out such data, it is doubtful that the

spot medium would have developed 50

fast.

\\ Idle it does not necessarilv follow

that an advertiser will use spot or in-

erease spot because of competitive

schedules, it is true in enough cases

that competitive data can certainlj be

considered as a sales tool:

1. The information is used bv the in-

dustry association- to sell the

medium.

2. The information is used construc-

tive!) b) the station representa-

tive- in selling the market and the

station to the agenC) and adver-

tiser.

3. The information is used b\ agenc)

media and marketing departments

to evaluate the dollars vs. sale- o!

competitor-.

I. I lie information is used to provide

a guide as to the advertising weight

required to meet competition.

Obviously, the information cannot

he used direct!) to compare a station's

( overage, audience or such other quali-

tative or quantitative factor-. The

timebuyer can onl) use competitive

data for historical research; current

audience, coverage and programing

data nui-i come from the recognized

sources designed tor the purpose.

Station- spend time and inonev call-

ing upon and entertaining timebuyers

in the hopes o! securing business. It

i< even more important that they de-

vote their time and effort in selling

first, their medium: second, their mar-

ket: and third, their station. The

simplest, cheapest and most effective

means of doing this is to piov ide agen-

cies with a tool they can use to good

advantage in building a spol recom-

mendation competitive data.

Richard Dunne, directoi 0) media re-

search, Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell S: Bayles,

\ etc ) orh

This is somewhat like asking if it is

neeessarv to be well informed in order

to make intelligent decisions.

Information concerning the activit)

o! competing products, where avail-

able, can exert an influence which will

benefit the seller as well as the buver

in that such information can influence

the number of markets to he used, tin-

rate of expenditure, and schedule

sizes.

As all media are in competition for

an increasing share of the advertising

"benefits tin-

seller (is iiell

OS the Inner

dollar, competitive information can

serve to insure equitable distribution

of this dollar among them.

II each media were aware oi the

amount of selling and promotion pres-

-111 c exerted <m the buyers hv other

I -I'ox-oi; 12 CM TOBER l
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media, the) would realize the ne< i

-

-it\ n| meeting iln~ competition effe<

ii\ i -
1 \ In evei \ \\ .1 \ possible. In Fa< i

in -ii doing, the) would nol onl) serve

their own interest, bul assist us .1- well

because we are quite willing i" utilize

an) information which would enable

11- in make the most equitable decision

on behalf ol each media.

\n important consideration in con-

nection with the information *m- need

i- that ii should be available with Borne

degree "I regularity, and organized in

a useful manner. I "i tin- reason the

-i'i \ ices "l .1 numbei "I indh iduals

.md organizations compiling data in

ilii- manner are extremel) useful i" us.

It therefore follows thai those stations

which cooperate with 01 support these

services are performing a ver) valu-

able service to themselves .1- well .1- i"

ourselves.

Ol course, in addition to this, oui

buyers are alerted i" the reception "I

an) useful and pertinent information

.it .ill time-, ami from an\ source, in-

cluding the station representative, the

station, and particular!) the trade

press.

\\ e do nol « 1-I1 to impl) thai our

interest is confined solel) l" the ac-

tivities nl "in competitors. We are

interested in all aspects "I spol broad-

( nsting. \n<l in this connection, we

ui-li in point out that TvB, RAB, and

SRA are making a most useful con-

tribution to our store "I knowledge.

Finally, we think sponsor is to be

commended for bringing this subject

up for discussion.

Harry Parnas, media director, /'

Dane-Bernbach, Inc., Vew York

When we plan a campaign for one <>f

our accounts, don 1 we, as experienced

—

-

A\
"it helps us

shape spot

1 1 decisions

advertising and marketing men try t"

lake into full account what our com-

petitors have been doing or are do-

(Please turn to page 56)

SIX APPEAL...

Yes .... Six Appeal is what motivates viewers and buyers

alike in the WCSH TV Market'

It's the right blend of production—network, film and live

programming—alert news telecasting, public service with

a purpose and customer relations, all administered by

veterans

—

and it works.

Surveys repeatedly place WCSH-TV first in viewer pref-

erence and in homes penetration in this 13-county south

ern Maine—eastern New Hampshire area. National and

local spot advertising volume confirms these findings.

Let your Weed-Television man fill you in on the best TV

buy in this billion dollar market.

WCSH-TV
PORTLAND, MAINE

NBC-TV Affiliate ii*
SPONSOR 12 0< fOBER 1951 55



ROOM TO BREATHE

WULl assures adver-

tisers adequate room for

their commercials to

breathe. We believe that

the growing practice of

double, triple and quad-

ruple spotting is a threat to

radio's future progress. Ade-

quate separation is not a

new policy with WOLF. It is

as old as the station itself;

a proven sales formula that has brought in consistent

renewals through the years from pleased clients—top na-

tional advertisers. It builds greater sales through greater

impact.

We never had it so good—why spoil it.

RATING for RATING . .

.

RATE for RATE

in CENTRAL NEW YORK it's

National Sales Representatives

THE WALKER COMPANY SYRACUSE, N.Y

SPONSOR ASKS
i Continual from page 55 I

ing? And aren't we particularly inter-

ested in their media expenditures, in

as much detail as it is possible to se-

cure them? When this information is

not readilv available for such media as

outdoor, -pot radio, etc.. we spend

hours and davs calling our media con-

tacts for this material.

This organized and orderly process

of compiling advertising schedules and

expenditures by client, and by individ-

ual media, has become an accepted and

important part of our advertising

know-how. It helps us to plan and

buy in an intelligent manner. PIB

and Media Records are excellent ex-

amples of what can be done in this

direction.

The compilation of advertising vol-

ume for individual media, whether it

be for stations, newspapers or maga-

zines also helps us as buyers. It en-

ables us to spot trends quicklv. Since

this type of information reflects the

combined judgment of many buyers,

we can detect strength and weakness

and changes in their early stages.

This does not mean that we as buv -

ers should follow blindly in the foot-

steps of others. It is just another im-

portant yardstick for the intelligent

and creative buyer.

It makes sense and i- verj helpful to

a buver of spot tv to have readih

available information about schedules

that have run on the individual sta-

tions in a market, and some idea of

what the current situation is. With

this knowledge at his finger tips he

can i if the availabilities are there I

place his schedules in a manner that

will work to the advantage of his cli-

ent. This would eliminate the frustra-

tion of finding that you have placed a

modest tv schedule on a station that

is being saturated by one or more of

your competitors.

Comparative information on adver-

tising volume is also important to tv

stations for other reasons. It enables

.1 station to sell itself to a buyer as a

major factor in a market not onlv

from a coverage and rating standpoint,

but also because it is a better medium

for merchandising purposes. So let

the stations give us and Rorabaugh

all the cooperation they can. It does

help US shape 1 spot tv decisions. ^
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YOUMIGHTSWIM WO YARDS IJ\ 4H.9 SECONDS * -

DVT . . . YOU NEED WKZO RADIO

TO SINK YOUR COMPETITION

IN KALAMAZOO-BATTLE CREEK
AND GREATER WESTERN MICHIGAN!

6-COUNTY PULSE REPORT
KALAMAZOO-BATTLE CREEK AREA—MARCH, 1957

SHARE OF AUDIENCE—MONDAY—FRIDAY

WKZO Station "B" Station "C"

6 A.M.- 12 NOON 35 20 9

1012 NOON-6 P.M. 30 21

6 P.M.-I2 MIDNIGHT 29 21 10

WKZO makes the biggest radio splash in Kalama/oo-Battle Creek

and Greater Western Michigan—and the Pulse figures at the left

PROVE it!

Mam of our most impressive ratings are for our local shows, with

several giving up to a 41% Share of Audience. let your Aver\ -

Knodel man give vou the whole stor\ .

,-TV^

WKZO-TV — GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
WKZO RADIO — KALAMAZOO-BATTLE CREEK
WJEF RADIO — GRAND RAPIDS
WJEFFM — GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
KOLN-TV — LINCOLN. NEBRASKA

Associated with

WMBD RADIO — PEORIA. ILLINOIS

CBS RADIO FOR KALAMAZOO-BATTLE CREEK
AND GREATER WESTERN MICHIGAN

Avery- Knodel. Inc., Exclusive National Representatives

*Robin Vfoore set this world's record in Stanford, California on \ln\ 19, 1956
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A pictorial review of local

and national industry events

PICTURE WRAP-UP

Peaches 'n cream served li> foui lovelies emphasized ilie new policies of KSON
radio, San Diego, to local ad agency executives. The station recentlj was acquired

l>> Broadn Broadcasting Corp. Promotion leftovers went to the KSON execu

1 1\ i-~.
1 1, in r.), Ted Beebe, Thurston S. Holmes, Laurence Gross and Dirk Meads

"Depth Study" is the title of CBS TVs new ani-

mated -ales film on tv's rule in the I. S. Net and its

stations will show the color movies to business ami

general audiences. Made b) CBS T\ and Terryti -

The youngest negro d-j in broadcasting

is the title claimed for this staffer h> radio

slation WEDR. Birmingham. Alabama. His

listeners know him a- "The Little Tiger" A hairline of faith is sheared. Announcers at \\K\1I' radio. Mil-

waukee, vowed on 16 Sept. not to shave until their hometown Braves

look the National League pennant. Seven victories followed the

oath, laken li\ (I. in r.i. Joe Dorsey, Rol>!> Thomas and \1 William-

Frankenstein presents a shrunken head facsimile to .lame- .1. Ducey,

i \\\ to promote WABC-TV's current series of 52 "shock" movie- on

ii- \ight Slum. \\ \l!('l'\ account executive Jim Szabo looks on. The

horror movies are hilled h\ stations as "the most terrifying ever filmed"

Apple pies cut into share-of-audience slices

were used h\ radio station WHB. kansa- ( ity. to

tell it- sales -iiir\ in 121 ad execs in 10 agencies



News and Idea

WRAP-UP

ADVERTISERS
The third annual National Radio

Advertising Clinic sponsored 1»>

K Ml was held this week before

• i-hi hundred top ad executives

in \cv* York.

Among the highlights were pres-

entations made b) these five nationally-

hnportanl advertisers who detailed

their use of radio and its results:

• No-Cal Corp.'s advertising mana-

Milton \\ olff, pointed oul thai

radio lias been big in the merchan-

dising ot No-Cal since the product was

introduced in 1952. Nearly 60% of

the annual budget goes to radio and

tin* medium is used exclusive!) in the

oil season months to keep the brand

name before the public. Radio was

first [licked a~ No-Cal.- primary me-

dium to attract the greatest market

potential, women, and to gain immedi-

ate acceptance and sales on a limited

budget. Currentl) No-Cal is using a

saturation campaign.

• \iiheu>e r-Busch represented by

R. K. Kriiiiis. advertising manager,

went heavil) into radio at about the

time the firm took over the St. Louis

Cardinals. In 1953 radio expenditures

for Budweiser went up 2.1)00% over

the preceding \ear and this was put

into sports program. This growth came
at a time when main other advertisers

were cutting back on radio. From the

sportcast Budweiser branched out into

spot radio and this year is using about

300 stations in IT!! markets at a total

annual billing of over $2.5 million.

• Stephen F. Whitman iv Son. Inc.'s

spokesman was Julian T. Barksdale.

vice-president in charge of marketing.

He told the admen that up to mid-1955

his firm had been a pi int-media-onl\

user. At this time the candy industrv

was hit b\ a crisis of sorts due

mainly to rising costs. YA hitman de-

cided to tr\ tv in 4."> markets. The re-

sults showed sales up 10 rr in those

markets. Radio was tested in the fall

of 1956 and individual check in the

three markets used showed gains of

from 11.595 to 2V< and at a lower

cost. W hitman is now using spot radio

in 63 markets and ii i- being tested as

a pi oinoi ional aid For inl rodu< 1 ion of

new t\ pes oi 1 andies.

• Grove 1 aboi atoi ies' bu< i essful use

ol 1 adio to merchandise three distinct

I iii competitive cold remedies was oul

lined l>\ I!. \\ . [estement, advertising

manager. I a< Ii product I < itroid,

I \\ a\ and I'.i omo-Quinine 1 has its

own budget and i- bandied b) a sepa-

rate ad agency. Foi CHroid il was felt

"reason win"" COp) was needed and

therefore print media would dominate.

However, a radio-newspapei combina-

tion was tested and the economj of

radio was shown to permit a high

saturation within the budget limita-

tions. Citroid has found that the com-

bination ol radio-pi inl has been "'\--i \

profitable." I'm l-\\a\. Grove uses

radio for fre(pienc\ and economy. The

budget i- divided e\enl\ between net-

work and spot. I estement >a\» that

Bromo-Quinine was literally built b)

radio and the 1957 campaign is

100'r in the medium.

• Sinclair Refining Co.'s safet) spot

campaign (see 8 June 1957 issue) was

detailed b\ James J. Delaney, adver-

tising manager. This safet \ theme uot

the largest single portion of the 1957

advertising budget. Detains says re-

search found thai more than half the

national population beard and remem-

bered the radio announcement, an

overwhelming majorit) of all Sinclair

field personnel want it continued in

1958 and it was accomplished within

a reasonable and affordable budget.

Today the safet) announcement is

running on over 900 stations in 145

cities for a total of lo.ooo announce-

ments per week every week through

the end of 1957.

BAR's survey of the 50 lending

breweries* tv copy shows':

• 9 stress llavor and taste.

• 8 sa) their beers are ""Ml liter.

brighter, sparkling.

• 7 are "slowlj aged.

• 5 claim their beer- are "less fill-

ing."

• 5 hint pure water is the answer.

78 markets snapped up in first

six weeks! Coca-Cola in Atlanta!

NBC 0-&-0 in Los Angeles!

Dixie Beer! Bowman Biscuit!

Prescription 1500 in 10markets!
J. Carrol Naisb. the NEW
Charlie Chan, "the best ever

to do the role." See it today,

and vou'll have to agree the

new CHARLIE (HAN sells!

Hurry 1 Markets are
being reserved
today! Woe or
phone for private
screening!

Television Programs of America, Inc.

488 Madison Ave . N. Y 22 • PLaza 5-2100
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WONDERFUL

BUY!!
GETS YOU ALL OF

KDl

Aberdeen — Huron — Watertown

S. DAKOTA

KEL-OLAND
KEL-O-LAND is people—over a million of them.

And counties—110 of them in four states. It's re-

tail sales—well over a billion dollars annually. And
Joe Floyd hands you all of KEL-O-LAND in one ter-

rific package, one wonderful single-market buy!

CBS
ABC
NBC

KDLO Aberdeen

Huron
Watertown CHANNEL

Sioux Falls CHANNELKELO
KPLO Pierre

Winner
Chamberlain CHANNEL

KEL-0-LAND'S new, big radio voice is KELO-AM
KELO Radio's 1,032-ft. Tower 13,600-Watt Power, Eqv.

JOE FLOYD, President - EVANS NORD, Gen. Mgr. - LARRY BENTSON V.P.

Gen. Offices Sioux Falls, S. D. Represented by H-R

• 2 mention Milwaukee

• 14 remaining breweries rely more

on treatment of the commercial, less

on hard sell copy lines.

This analysis is from Broadcast Ad-

vertisers Reports new Commercial

Copy Cuide service. The Cuide is put

out quarterly, and based on verbatim

reporting of the audio side of t\

commercials.

New products: Sheaffer Pen is

introducing in limited supply a deluxe

pedigreed ballpoint. The Registered

White Dot . . . Lentheric, which

dropped its Pink Part) line of chil-

dren's fragrant toiletries a few years

ago, is debuting a new tots to teens

line this month called "Tweedie" . . .

Pharma-Craft introduced a new

Coldene product, Coldene Stick Chest

Rub. on the Arthur Godfrey Show
(both CBS Radio and TV I this past

week. Coldene will spend $500,000

to promote the new product on the

Godfrex show via 15 minute segments

two days a week for 26 weeks. One-

quarter of the purchased time will be

on tv.

People in the news: Richard C.

Connell has been named to the newly

created post of merchandise manager,

home laundry equipment for Philco.

Connell was former vice president of

sales for Norge ... J. Ackerman
Briggs has been appointed to the

newly-created position of national

manager of the Carnation Co.'s Pet

Food Division. Briggs former!) was

advertising and promotion manager

for a major California retail food

chain . . . Thomas M. Wolff has

been named communications manager

of Yick Chemical Co. Wolff formerly

was a management consultant with

Industrial Relations Counselors Ser-

vice, Inc. . . Rohert J. Higgins,

formerly advertising and sales promo-

tion director of Stuart F. Louchheim

Co., has joined Sylvania as advertis-

ing supervisor for high fidelity phono-

graph and radio . . . Arthur P.

Loomis has been named general man-

ager of Pillsbury's refrigerated prod-

ucts division and James H. Owens

has been appointed director of sales

and marketing for the division. Loomis

formerly was administrative manager

of the refrigerated foods division and

Owens was sales manager.
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PRIMARY

MARKET
400,000 people in the

Ann Arbor area respond

primarily to local radio.

It's a huge market AND
NOT ADEQUATELY
COVERED BY OUTSIDE
STATIONS.

ANN ARROR
AREA

Includes Plymouth,

Ypsilanti, Livonia and

23 important industrial

communities in Michigan.

FIRSTinPULSE
Most recent Pulse

indicates WHRV's strong

superiority... 18 firsts

(half hours) out of 24.

WHRV
1,000 watts abc 1600 kc

Major league baseball,

University of Mich, sports

Detroit Red Wing Hockey

6:00-9:00 A.M. Joe and Ralph,

famous in Mich, area

Write for special merchandising
plan or contact:

BOB OORE ASSOCIATES

C
National Representatives
the door is always open . .

.

Bob Dore Assoc, 420 Madison Ave.. N. Y. 17, N. Y.

* JUNK -9« PULSE

AGENCIES
Chambers A Wiawell and >hat-

luck, Clifford A McMillan, both
<>i Boston, have joined the merg-
ing parade.

\~ of I Novembei the agent j
u ill

be known as < hambers, \\ iswell, Shat-

tuck, ( lifford & Xl< Millan .1 < I nun

bined billings u ill lop S3 million.

Benjamin Shattui k will be president.

New agency appointments: SilU

& Slesinger, New Xoik. foi Strut-

\\ '-i 1 I bosiei j . lingei ie, blouses and

sweaters). Plans call foi some t\

usage . . . Coir. Fischer «X K«»«i«»\% .

Beverl) Mill-, foi .ill radio and i\

advertising For the western division

cil .1. J. New bei 1

j

\e>» firms: NX . Rodger Berndon,
formei executive \.\>. for the Florida

Restaurant Association, lu~ bought

Kenyon XI. Lee Advertising Agency,

Miami, and is now operating the shop

under his own name . . . Stanley X.

Lomas, formerl) with Est) and Mc-

Cann-Erickson lia^ Formed iii~ own
agencj operating under his name in

New X oik.

Focus on personalities: Berbeti
Halpern has been promoted i" the

\x»[ i>l radio-t\ director for AVinius-

Brandon . . . (i. Edward Beinecke
has joined Klau-Van Pietersom-Dun-

lap a> an account executive in the con-

sumer division. Heinecke comes from

Gardner . . . Clyde Ingle, formerl)

account executive with Erwin Wasej
of the South, has joined Glenn Adver-

tising, San Antonio. ,i- an account ex-

ecutive ... NX illiam Drager has been

named manager of the market research

department and Paul S. "Pat" Pat-

terson has been appointed an account

executive at Liller, Neal & Battle, \t-

lanta. Drager comes from Allen &

Reynolds and Patterson from the

Florida Citrus (J>mmis>ioii . . . K. I .

"Bud" Gallanos has joined Keyes,

Madden & Jones .1- an account execu-

tive and Arthur Bemstead has been

added to the media department . . .

Verne Kirhy. former account execu-

tive with Fitzgerald, New Orleans, has

joined \\ hillock. Swigart & Evans a~

vice president and chairman oi the

plans 1m.aid . . . Michael S. Free-

man, formerl] with James Thomas
Chirurg, lia> joined Silton Brothers,

Boston, as account manager and plans

board member . . . Robert L, Faust

wk -

Only ONE is otop the

Continental Divide

Serving both the Atlantic and

Pacific Sides of America

KXLF-TV4 Montana

Butte

East—The Walker Co.

West— Pacific Northwest Broadcasters

That measuring man fromKWTV
OKLAHOMA CITY
. . . caught Millie Fulton,

McCann-Erickson, New York,

with only a few seconds to

spare, by her Bulova watch—but she took time to get

the SALESpower story of

KWTVs 1572' tower.
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WHAT
IS

YOUR
PHOTO-
GRAPHIC
MAL-

ADJUSTMENT

1) QUALITY
2) SERVICE
3) PRICE
THESE ARE THE 3
BIG PROBLEMS

Let us cure them for you
as we have done for some
of the top business firms

and advertising agencies

DAKALAR
"COSMO

^^^ Photographers

119 W. 57th St., N.Y.C. Ci. 6-3476

PHOTOGRAPHERS FOR SPONSOR

BAKALAR-COSMO
119 W. 57th St., N. Y. C.

Gentlemen: Please have your re

1 tative Phone Drop in

Date Time

presen-

Firm

1 Address .._. - Tel. No. ...

has been appointed a space and time-

buyer at Ridgway Advertising, St.

Louis . . . Currie L. Brewer, for-

mers) with Tatham-Laird, has joined

II. \Y. Kastor & Sons. Chicago, as an

account executive.

They became v.p.'s: John Egan
at Compton . . . Edward Holder.

Granger F. Kenly and Daniel

Welch at NLB.

NETWORKS
ABC TV will soon he offering ad

ageneies a Sports Roundup pack-

age in a Sunday night spot.

This will be a comprehensive sports

show featuring films & kinnies, score-

board, personality interviews and con-

trovers) .

The network plans to sell the show

as half-hour or hour package.

Network tv notes: Tilford Toi-

letries i Division of Park & Tilford)

has bought into NBC TV's Queen for

A Day as part of its campaign to

launch its new toiletries line . . .

ABC TV this week debuted a new

audience participation show. Keep It

in the Family, in the Saturday 7:30-8

p.m. spot.

Foeus on personalities: Dean
Linger, formerly director of sales

promotion and press information for

KNXT, Hollywood, and the CTPN,
has been named advertising and pro-

motion director for ABC TV . . .

John Scuoppo has been appointed

manager of field exploitation for NBC.
Scuoppo has been an exploitation rep-

resentative for the network for over

two years . . . Robert S. Jones has

been named manager of Mutual's Mid-

west operations. Jones comes from

CBS Radio where he was an account

executive . . . Elizabeth Haglund
has been appointed coordinator of

program services for NBC TV's spe-

cial projects. For the past two years

Miss Haglund has been public rela-

tions coordinator for the network's

Today, Home and Tonight shows . . .

Anthony A. Cervini, Jr., service

representative supervisor for NBC, has

been named as station contact repre-

sentative in the station relations de-

partment.

FILM
Promotions—both program and
personnel-wise of major interest

were along film row this week.

Montgomery's No.l

Radio Station

WRMA
Serving 200,000 Negroes

Announcei tL

it of

SPARLING

^rppolntm <

as Station Manager

AND

EVERETT -MC KINNEY, INC.

as National Representative

STATEMENT REQUIRED BY THE ACT OF
AUGUST 24. 1912. AS AMENDED BY THE
ACTS OF MARCH 3. 1933, AND JULY 2. 1946
(Title 39. United States Code. Section 233)
SHOWING THE OWNERSHIP. MANAGEMENT.
AND CIRCULATION OF
SPONSOR, published weekly at Baltimore Mary-
land for October 1, 1957.

1. The names and addresses of the publisher,
editor, managing editor and business managers
are: ,

Publisher and Editor: Norman R. Glenn, Mama-
roneck, New York.

\ tce-Pres. and Asst. Publisher: Bernard Piatt,
Rye, New York.

Executive Editor: Miles David, New York. N. T.
General Manager: Arch L. Madsen. Short Hills.

N. J.

2. The owner is: SPONSOR Publications Inc..
New York. New York.

Stockholders owning or holding 1 percent or more
of total amount of stock:

Norman R. Glenn. Mamaroneck. N. T. : Elaine O.
Glenn, Mamaroneck. N. Y. : Ben Strouse. Balti-
more. Md. : Ruth K Strouse, Baltimore. Md.

;

William 0"Neil, Cleveland. Ohio; Henry J. Kauf-
man. Washington. D. C. : Pacelt Bloom. New York,
N. Y. : Pauline H Poppele. New York. N. Y.

:

Edwin D. Cooper. North Hollywood. Calif. : Henry
J. Cooper, Brooklyn. N. Y. ; Judge M. S. Kron-
heim, Washington, D. C. : Norman Reed, Wash-
ington, D. C. : Adele Lebowltz, McLean. Ya :

J. P. Williams. Dayton. Ohio: Jerome Saks. Wash-
ington. D. C. ; Catherine E. Koste, Hawthorne.
N Y: William B Wolf, Washington, D. C.

;

Harold Singer, Washington. D. C. ; Bernard Piatt.
New York, N. Y

3. The known bondholder*, mortgagees, and
other security holders owning or holding 1 percent
or more of total amount of bonds, mortgages, or
other securities are: NONE.

4. Paragraphs 2 and 3 Include. In cases where
the stockholder or security holder appears upon
the books of the company as trustee or in any
other fiduciary relation, the name of the person
or corporation for whom such trustee is acting;
also the statements in the two paragraphs show
the affiant's full knowledge and belief as to the
circumstances and conditions under which stock-
holders and security holders who do not appear
upen the books of the company as trustees, hold
stock and securities in a capacity other than that
of a bona fide owner.

Vice Pres. and
Asst. Publisher
Bernard Piatt

Sworn to and subscribed before me this 5th day
of September. 1957.
SEAL I,aura Oken

My commission expires March 30. 1958.)
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FT^/H§

WGR-TV
SELLS

I BUFFALO!

ABC AFFILIATE CHANNEL 2

Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.
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and still growing

ROCKFORD

market power!
New industries continue to come to
Rockford . . . and companies already
here continue to expand. That is why
Rockford has become the NO. 1 City
in Illinois (outside Chicago) . . . and
a rich market for your products or
services. Rockford is the 2nd largest
machine tool center in the world . . .

34th in the USA in expendable income
. . . 36th in buying power . . . and
13th in Postal Savings.

j

and still growing

Survey offer Survey of 14

counties indicates Uncontested

Dominance of Northern Illinois-

Southern Wisconsin area by

WREX-TV.

Combined rural and industrial

following . . . ideal for test

campaigns.

WREX-TV

sales power!
WREX-TV — "The Viewers' Choice"
DELIVERS your message to the buyers
in this rich industrial and agricultural
market.
The consistent high quality in produc-
tion, promotion and merchandising of
both spots and programs has earned
many major awards for WREX-TV this
year! For the best medium to reach this

the WREX-TV story.

J. M. BAISCH, General Manager

REPRESENTED BY H-R TELEVISION, INC.

Xi\'s Highway Patrol got some spe-

cial boosting by Broderiek Craw-

ford who is \ [siting \. ^ . as the guest

of Ballentine Beer. The brewer, via

K>t\. is kicking off its third \ear spon-

sorship of the series in 25 markets.

Another Ziv "extra " provided gratis

to help sponsors create home-town

good-will, are special film messages for

the current I nited Community Fund
Drive. Delivered by the stars of three

Zh programs, the 20-second appeals

have been requested to date in over

300 markets.

How does a film series with a

waterfront locale do rating- wise in

waterfront cities?

MCA's latest research project con-

ducted in half-a-dozen leading Amer- '

ican port cities where Waterfront is

now in second or third run. revealed

that the series ranks among the Top
Ten in all of them.

Production Notes: Guild Film's

Commercial Division has set up pro-

duction quarters in Hollywood. Mex-

ico City, London and Puerto Rico in

an expansion move to provide a flex-

ible production pattern. . . \$ illiam

Collier, Jr., has joined Bernard L.

Schubert in Europe to discuss a new
Counter Intelligence tv series, which

will be filmed in London.

People In The News: Phil Frank.

tv sales executive, joins Caravel

Films, Inc. . . . Gene Plotnik

named publicity manager of Screen

Gems . . . Miss Sherlee Barish

appointed sales coordinator of Offi-

cial Films . . . Ralph J. Baron
named assistant eastern division man-

ager of TPA . . . Rex Reason
signed as star of TCF-TV series Man
Without a Gun . . . William Fine-

shriher. director of Screen Gems For-

eign Operations, leaves on extensive

tour of Europe. 13 October . . . Don-
ald Hyde, vp of Gross-krasne Distri-

bution flew to Nairobi, East Africa for

meetings with officials of Kenya Pro-

ductions. Ltd. . . . Abe Mandell &

Norman C. Lindquist have joined

Ziv"s national sales department.

TV STATIONS
Tv applications: Between 23 Sep-

tember and 5 October five applications

for new stations were filed and one

station took to the air.

RADIUS—The 50,000-watt voice of

KOA-RADIO covers 302 counties

in 12 states— a complete coverage

of the entire 480-million-acre

Western Market!

RECOGNITION - KOA-RADIO
"knows" its listeners, and pro-

grams accordingly ... skillfully com-

bining top NBC programs with

highly-rated local shows!

RESULTS—That's what you want

...and always get, with each ad-

vertising dollar spent on KOA-
RADIO! To sell the entire rich

Western Market of 4 million

people, buy the only station you

need-KOA-RADIO!

Represented by
Henry I. Christal

Co., Inc.

D i NvTr^W
One of America's g rea t radio stations

50,000 Watts 850 Kc

What is a martini without an olive? Fully

20% of the enjoyment of a martini is derived

from the olive. Fully 20% of the Central Ari-

zona market is Spanish-speaking. If you are

not using KIFN in your Central Arizona cam-
paign, you are missing the Spanish-speaking

20% . . . and hence not getting "olive" the

market. Sabe?

SELL IN SPANISH OVER KIFN
—Central Arizona's ONLY full-time Spanish-

language station! We translate your sales-mes-

sage FREE. Production spots available.

NATIONAL TIME SALES HARLAN C. OAKES
New York City San Francisco

and San Antonio
Chicago Los Angeles

Kim
860 Kilocycles • 1000 Watts

REACHING PHOENIX AND
ALL OF CENTRAL ARIZONA
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Ihis salesman talks to more of your customers every day in the mighty

Minneapolis-St. Paul market than your in poison sales force roaches in years

and years.* He's Commodore Cappy, skipper of Bugs Bunny Time every

weekday afternoon at 1 on Channel 4. Sign him on . . . through Peters,

Griffin and Woodward.
'Nivhon, June, 1957, reports 110,300 individual impressions per quarter hour.

WCCO television Channel 4
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In Baltimore
WFBR delivers

MORE
ADULT
LISTENERS

than any other

radio station

A 1957 Pulse study

proves it! WFBR delivers

more adult listeners

than any other radio

station in the Baltimore

area. It's really no

accident, because here is

adult programming that's

pleasant, exciting and

informative. Pleasant

music, the fastest, most

complete news coverage

in Baltimore and habit-

forming features that

capture and hold an

audience. So, if you want

to tie up the adult

market tight as a drum,

buv WFBR.

represented by

JOHN BLAIR AND COMPANY

Applications were made by: South

Florida Amusement Co., Hallandale,

I la. for Channel 6 (allocated to

Miami) Perrine, 64.5 kw visual, with

lower V)~ feet above average terrain,

plant $286,434. yearl\ operating cost

$300,000; Lafayette Telecasters, Pa-

cific Palisades, Calif, for Channel 3,

Lafayette, La., 18.5 kw visual, with

tower 456 feet above average terrain,

plant $86,687, yearly operating cost

$140,000; Murray Carpenter & Assoc,

Bangor Me. for Channel 10, Presque

Isle, Me., 15.35 kw visual, with tower

409 feet above average terrain, plant

$31,300, yearly operating cost $55,-

000; Minneonto Television, for Chan-

nel 11. International Falls, Minn.,

1.59 kw visual, with tower 305 feet

above average terrain, plant $114,857,

yearly operating cost $56,253; Trans-

\ ideo Co. of Oregon for Channel 27.

Portland, Ore., 18.75 kw visual, with

tower 1000 feet above average terrain,

plant $47,270, vearlv operating cost

$96,250.

New station on the air was WPTA,
Roanoke, Ind., Channel 21. Expects

to affiliate with ABC TV.

Notes on people: Gerald Roche
has been promoted to the sales staff

at WABC-TV, New York . . . John
McArdle, formerly account executive

with NBC TV spot sales, has joined

WABD, New York as an account ex-

ecutive . . . Robert Lemon has been

named director of programs for

WRCV-TV, Philadelphia. Lemon
comes from WTTV. Bloomington, Ind.

. . . Charles H. Phillips has been

appointed national sales manager for

WCKT, Miami. Phillips was formerly

with Edward Petrv Co. . . . John H.
Hanna has been named business man-

ager for the Travelers Broadcasting

Service Corp. Hanna has been with

Travelers Insurance Co. as a methods

and cost analyst since 1949 . . . Ray-

mond J. Spahr, formerly of the

Peoples Bank of Dayton, has been

appointed an account executive with

WHIO-AM&TV, Dayton. . . Leslie A.

Hollingsworth has resigned as pub-

licitv and public relations manager of

WPIX, New York . . . Austin Hey-

wood, assistant director of press in-

formation and audience promotion for

KNXT, Hollywood, has been named

to replace Dean Linger as director of

sales promotion and press information

for KNXT and the CTPN. . . Fred
Eichhorn has been appointed mer-

UA&

CHANNEL 4-SIGHT

. . be wfse! When you buy

television in the great Golden

Spread, use Channel 4-Sight.

Over 100,000 TV sets

Nearly $200,000,000 in Retail Sales

Power: Visual 100 KW
Aural 50 KW

Antenna Height 833' above

the ground

KGNC-TV
CHANNEL 4

AMARILLO,

TEXAS

CONTACT
ANY

KATZ MAN
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GEEl sa 'd the little ° irl in Chicago
She was watching WGN-TN at noon along with 248,928 other ho) - and
•rirls ). Sin- was thrilled by the Lunchtime Little Theatre, designed bj

WGN-TV to get "GEE!" reactions LR.B., July, L957, 9.3«

She had her mother hu\ the sponsor's product.

That's why Top Drawer Vdvertisrrs m-<- \\(.\-T\.

Let our specialists (ill you in on Bome exciting case histories, discuss your
sales problems and advise you on current availabilities.

Put "GEE!" In your Chicago sales with WGN-TV
CHANNEL 9-CHICAGO
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chandising manager for KGW-AM&
TV, Portland. Ore. Eichhom has been

program assistant for KGvv -
1 \

RADIO STATIONS
Promotion idea from WGY, S«'ht"-

nectady: Spotlighting the station's

exclusive (overage of the World Series

in northeastern New York and western

New England, the WGY sales force

made calls on agencies and clients

wearing gra\ llannei baseball suits.

Results: plent\ of publicity includ-

ing all-around local news coverage and

a sell-out on all availabilities.

American Tobacco for Hit Parade

cigarettes is the first national

sponsor to deal directly with

Community (Hub Awards.

In a test campaign Hit Parade has

bought the outside cover of buyers

guides in three test markets (WIBG,

Philadelphia; WROW, Albany and

WSPD, Toledo).

If tests are succesful, Hit Parade

ma) extend the Community Club

Awards buy to the top 100 markets.

Station notes: WILY, Pittsburgh,

has changed its call letters to WEEP.
( The station's slogan is "WEEP for

joy.") While ownership and manage-

ment remain the same the programing

will be altered to embrace the general

market and not beamed, as formerly,

to the Negro community . . . K.R1Z,

Phoenix, has been bought by Radio

Phoenix. Principal stockholders of

Radio Phoenix also own KTLN, Den-

ver. No staff, program or policy

changes are planned . . . WKXL,
Concord. N. H., this week became the

31st full-time affiliate of the Yankee

Network.

WAKE, Atlanta, has just added 27

new national clients over a period of

three weeks . . . WMGM hopped from

third to second station in the New
York market, according to Nielsen's

latest report. WNEW retained first

place . . . Harry S. Goodman Pro-

ductions has acquired the Allen Funt

three to four minute comedy series

for radio s\ ndication.

People in the news: Hank Ba-
sayne, formerly executive producer

at WCBS, New York, has joined

WCCO, Minneapolis-St. Paul as assist-

ant |>i ii director . . . Brian

CHILDRE

% TEENS

% WOMEh

%MEN

6 7 8 9 10 11 12 1 2 3 4 5

MORNING AFTERNOON
7 8 9

EVENING

AUDIENCE COMPOSITION— Monday through Friday—compiled by Blair Research from Pulse Reports for

Chicago, Columbus, Dallas, Detroit, Miami, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Seattle— November-December, 1956.

AN ESTABLISHED AUDIENCE awaits the Spot Radio advertiser, day or

night—an audience to whom local station-personalities are friends, whose words

and suggestions about your product carry real weight. Composition of the Spot

Radio audience in eight typical markets is shown in the chart above. For

example, from 9 in the morning to 3 in the afternoon, at least six out of every

ten listeners are women. From 7 to 11 in the evening, four out of ten are men.
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te?sage to ah Established Audience

You escape the rating 'gamble' through strong

programming of these major-market stations

Advertising is credited with enlarging the

market for Aspirin.

And network television is credited currently

with creating a "spectacular" market for

aspirin among advertising men.

It may be exciting to bet a half-million or

more on a few feverish minutes. But adver-

tisers who have wearied of living dangerously,

find it easier to get spectacular results without

"spectacular" headaches— through Spot Radio.

For Spot Radio provides the vital element

that takes the gamble out of broadcast adver-

tising-AN ESTABLISHED AUDIENCE.
* * *

Through the years when television pre-

empted big-name talent, many major-market

stations held their listener-ratings, and kept

constantly increasing them . . . because those

stations developed

LOCAL INTEREST PROGRAMMING
which serves listeners In a personal way no

distant program-source can duplicate, through

LOCAL SELLING PERSONALITIES who

deliver your sales message with the implied

endorsement of a trusted friend.

Forty stations in these major markets are

represented by John Blair & Company—by far

the most important group of markets and

stations served by one representative firm.

So when you're planning for 1958 sales, plan

on using plenty of Spot Radio. Your John

Blair man can help with those plans, because

he represents stations that deliver your sales

messages to an Established Audience.

JOHN
BLAIR
t COMPANY

JOHN BLAIR & COMPANY
OFFICES:

NEW YORK
ATLANTA

CHICAGO
DALLAS

BOSTON
LOS ANGELES

DETROIT

SAN FRANCISCO

ST. LOUIS

SEATTLE

New York WABC
Chicago WLS

Philadelphia WFIL

Detroit WXYZ
Boston WHDH
San Francisco KGO
Pittsburgh WWSW
St. Louis KXOK

Washington WWDC
Baltimore WFBR

Dallas-Ft. Worth KLIF-KFJZ

Exclusive National Representatives for

Minneapolis-St. Paul. . .WDGY

Providence WPRO

Seattle KING

Houston KILT

Cincinnati WCPO
Kansas City WHB

Miami WQAM
New Orleans WDSU

Portland, Ore KGW
Louisville WKLO

Columbus WBNS

San Antonio KTSA

Tampa WFLA

Albany -Schenectady-

Troy WTRY

Memphis WMC
Phoenix KOY

Omaha WOW
Jacksonville WJAX

Wheeling WWVA

Nashville WSM

Binghamton WNBF

Fresno KFRE

Wichita KFH

Tulsa KRMG

Orlando WDBO

Savannah WSAV

Wichita Falls KWFT

Indianapolis WIBC Knoxville WNOX Bismarck KFYR
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m
WKLO
LOUISVILLE Tjf

HERE

ENTUCKIANA

ISTENS

LOUISVILLE'S

Best
AIR

SALESMEN

FOR RESULTS . .

N 1080 KC

Programs and People

That Produce
JACK BENDT
DAVE BROCKMAN
GINGER CALLAHAN
PAUL COWLEY
TOMMIE DOWNS

JOHN FRAIM
WILSON HATCHER

BOB HENRY
RED KIRK
JIMMIE LOGSDON

Represented by John Blair & Company

Loughran, account executive, at

KHSL, Chico, Calif., has been pro-

moted to sales manager . . . William

J. Taylor, managing director of the

Southern California Broadcasters As-

sociation, has resigned that position

to take over as sales and operations

manager for KAY IZ. Santa Ana, Calif.

. . . Victor J. Brewer has moved

from assistant radio sales manager to

commercial sales manager for WKNB,
West Hartford, Conn. . . . Henry G.

Kirwan has resigned as secretary-

treasurer of Gotham Broadcasting

(WINS), New York, to re-establish

his own CPA firm. Kirwan will also

act as a radio-tv financial consultant

. . . Jay E. Troutman has been

named commercial manager of WABB,
Mobile . . . Clayton Kaufman has

been appointed director of the newl)

created sales promotion and mer-

chandising department at WCCO,
Minneapolis-St. Paul and Gordon A.

Mikkelson, formerly with Midland

Cooperatives, has been named to re-

place Kaufman as director of program

promotion and public relations . . .

Frank J. Catka, former ad manager

for the Weatherford Democrat (Tex.)

has joined the sales staff at WFAA,
Dallas . . . Joseph G. Sherward has

joined WIP, Philadelphia, as a sales-

man. Sherward comes from the great-

er Philadelphia Magazine where he

was general advertising manager . . .

Joan Goodwin Bansen has left N,

W. Aver to join WIP, Philadelphia as

assistant to public relations . . . James
Hoftyzer, former sales promotion

representative for Consolidated Book

Publishers, Chicago, has joined KNBC,
San Francisco, as an account execu-

tive in the local sales department . . .

Jim Neuhart has been named to the

sales staff at KYW. Cleveland. Neu-

hart comes from WHKK, Akron . . .

Archie Heany has resigned from

Pillsburv to join KTAC. Tacoma, as

head of its food-drug merchandising

department . . . Mary Jane Cox has

been named assistant to the director of

research and market analysis at W BT.

Charlotte, N. C. . . . Dan Valentine

has left his post as program director

at WFAA, Dallas, to take a similar

position with WCKB. Miami . . .

CANADA
A major spot feature film buy in-

volving 17 markets, has been kicked

off by the Whitehall Pharmacal Divi-

sion of American Home Products.
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gentlemen

prefer

sports

in

Milwaukee

It used i" be blondes, bul WEMP has

changed .ill that! Hie male population here

abouts is'devoted to the Milwaukee Braves,

the Green Bay Packers and the University

of Wisconsin. They get play-by-play sports

year round on WEMP with the Voice of

the Braves, Earl Gillespie, at the microphone.

That means you stand a good chance of reaching

most of Milwaukee's breadwinners with

your message on VYKMI' . . . and at an

unusually low cost per thousand.

KEY ENTERTAINMENT STATION

SPOR '"'.iy-'.y-;./.;y U
llrnrtf Hafthall; I nlball

ami I

'ball; rprcin! sport

11 iportsrattt daily.

BR! 7 RADIO PERSONAL!!
/.*- - - ind thr clock

a dny, «rcn days a verk . . .

rVSCASTSDAIl and

tdiled by S-mnn WEMP •mint

! I' 'pari*

flair

radio,

regular daily U

photography uritzrr
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where
is

every-

body?

OME ... is where Tele-

vision is. And in Eastern

North Carolina, from the

Capital to the Coast, Channel 9

is the hometown station for

most TV viewers. Check all

the surveys for proof. Then
check Hollingbery for avails.

The division has signed for one-

third sponsorship of NTA s Premiere

Performance liluarv of 20th Century-

Fox features. The 52-week contract

was negotiated through Y&R, Toronto.

Showings began in all but one mar-

ket on 10 October.

A substantial share of weekend

slots have been cleared. The sched-

ule: Thursday evenings in Calgary.

Edmonton. Peterborough, Kitchener;

Frida) evenings in Montreal. Ottawa.

Toronto. Vancouver. Kingston, Lon-

don, Regina, Barrie, Winnipeg; Sat-

urday playdates in Halifax: Sunday
afternoons in Saint John (N.B.). Syd-

ney and Moncton.

Included in the first cycle are Suez,

Forever Amber, Gentlemen's Agree-

ment, Leave Her to Heaven, 13 Rue

Madeleine and Sitting Pretty.

Advertisers were urged last week
to prepare now for color tv in

Canada.

The urging came from Martin F.

Bennett. RCA merchandising vice

president in a talk to the Advertising

and Sales Executives Club of Montreal.

Pointing out that the Royal Com-
mission on Broadcasting in its recent

report recommended that color be in-

troduced gradually starting in 1959,

Martin said that about haff of CBC's
service would have color in 1963.

Heavy promotions in Milwaukee

and Cincinnati showed that when
people are shown color tv in their

homes, they will buy it in two out of

three cases, he told his audience.

In the face of a trend to recorded

music, one Canadian radio station

has undertaken one of the most ambi-

tious live schedules in recent years.

The station, CKVL, Verdun-Mon-

treal, claims a record of spending

more on live talent shows during any

week than all the other radio stations

in Canada.

Plans include "several" new day-

time dramatic strips; an hour-long,

early morning, live talent music show;

an hour-long, noon-hour amateur

show, a Sunday afternoon musical pro-

gram; a Sunday afternoon dramatic

series.

t.TWIll CMMlii GIN MCI

Another talent show (see above)

is also hitting the air in Canadian

radio.

It is the well-known Ken Soble

Amateur Show, which returns as a si-

Most Powerful Twins

CJON-TV
d
TdS

%LL* 300.000
' 'Captive Newfoundlander*
and latest B B M &ttows

,

85% of <all qreater $t. John's
homes have TV 5et5

weed i, co.u.S. 5T0VIN- CANADA

PRODUCTS FOR YOUR
; TV AND ART DEPT.

"STORYBOARD" PAD

The pad that has big 5x7
video panels that enable
you to make man-sized TV
visuals. Perforated video
and audio segments on gray

background.

No. 72C—Pad Size 14x17" 2.50

(50 Sheets—4 Segments on Sheet)

No. 72 E—Pocket Size 6V4 x BVa"
(50 Sheets— 1 Segment on Sheet)

Tomkins TELEPAD

Most popular TV visual pad
with 2V2x4" video and
audio panels on gray back-

ground. Each panel perfo-

rated

No. 72A—19x24"
(50 Sheets—12 panels on Sheet)

No. 72B—Pocket Size 8x18"
(75 Sheets—4 panels on Sheet)

3.50

2.00

VIDEO PAPER
Sensational new paper for

TV artists. Makes on ordin-

ary pencil line vivid and
colors just popl Write for

sample.

FREE SAMPLES
FOR THE ASKING!

Write on your letterhead for

200-page catalog of art sup-

plies. "An Encyclopedia of

Artists Materials"
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iuuIcmI ovei (11(11 l\ and CHM1
Hamilton. In ita heyday, the show,

ilirn .1 daytime network presentation,

beal such I
,

s
. standards as Fibbei

McGee S Molly, Fred Ulen, Bing

( i osb\ and Vmos n \ndy.

Appointments: John Fox to man-

igei ( III: Brampton, Ont . . , Ed

Blake i" new director, CKSL, Lon-

don, Ont. . . . Mol> \\ ilson (ex-Boston

Red Soxer) t" special assistant t" pres-

ident, S. \\ . Caldwell Ltd., Toronto.

FINANCIAL
Stork market quotations] Follow-

ing stocks in air media and related

Gelds are listed each issue with quota-

tions For Tuesday this week and rues-

da) the week before. Quotations sup-

plied 1)\ Merrill I. such, Pierce. Ketiner

and Heane.

'I'm-. Tin-.

Stock I Oct 8 Oct. Change

\ en ) of/, Sto« /. Ex* hange
\i; -i'i 18% i<>

7
- -1%

\ i x i 169% 167% l

;

.

Uco 6% 6 - '-

( BS "A" 27% 27

( olumbia Pic i: n.\
1 ni-» a IV, 15 '.

Paramount ii 1

,
!-*', -2

Rl \ SI
1

, 30% 1%
Store] 22% 22%
20th H'o\ 23% 23%
\\ .ii nei Urn-. I'D 20

\\ estinghouse 60% ,-,8's -2%
American Stock Ext hange

Allied \rti-i- :
,:;

, 2%
\-..r. \rt. I'm. 8% 7% - 7 -

i &( Super % %
Dumont Labs. m 1',

(.nilil Films i

M \ 7% 7% - ',

DOES RADIO FOLLOW?
(Continued from page 10)

bicycles, Bulova watches and the like.

I lie tdventure Club ha- been part of

the chain's television promotion for

the past eight j ear-.

Guttenplan feels the New i ork ts

program is somewhat unusual as it

"Has parental approval, i- popular

with children, has fine public relations

and i- IT \ commended."

Commercials on the show are de-

livered In a woman announcer (Selma

Hahpern) who goes under the name of

"'Joanne tor the program. Joanne

was created because it wa- felt that an

attractive young matron could deliver

the -ale- message most convincing!)

and also because -he would have fash-

ion authorit) with the teenagers.

television commercial- explain, in

simple terms, proper fitting and stress

-l\ |e. I \ - denimi-li at ion factoi IS

used lulls

.

\\ itli the sui i ess and ad\ antages of

ii -les ision proven, an interesting ques

lion i- win dm- National limit ii- ts

usage i" New Vnk ( ity?

Milton < luttenplan -as - frankl) ii -

the cost. National's original hour-

long westei n hack in 19 IS i osl less

than a "tie -minute commercial today.

I le feels thai tele> ision (and radio to a

lessei degree) costs has e i" stop spiral-

ing. "I "i a while, when nunc Is -el-

were coming into use, then- was a

legitimate reason i"i costs rising, bul

niiw w ith sets leveling "If then- i- no

reason l"i the conl inued in< i eases.

In meet the i ising costs pr< iblem,

National conducts an annual check on

the air media s la a w i ite-in discount

offer. I hi- requires listeners i" wi ite

in for a discount certificate from indi-

s idual stations.

Through the use "I new I BM equip-

ment, National can mm determine not

onls the redemption quotient l"i each

station hut also analyze the informa-

tion on a store-by-store basis. I sing

this analysis, schedules are refined not

mils mi the over-all value "f the sta-

tion bul also i" secure the besl audi-

ence. In this was National feels it

i an make r.ii Ii i niiimin i.d U"ik hard*

rl ami i an ke.-p both program and

iimr costs "ii a resultful basis.

National also cuts i osts b) g< iring

progi aming and i ommen ials i" a

iIh .i in I ii in .-. Being a famil) shoe

chain, National feels it appeals su<

cessfull) to the famil) when mess

are direi ted t" children and teens.

National also goes in l"i hea^
j

pro-

motion with tin- youngsters. One "I

the ni"-i hi <•
1 1 1 ami -hi i essful promo-

t imi- w a- a i "iiir-i i ondui led mi the

tele\ i-i"ii show . Pi \/<- ua- ., field trip

l"i the s\ innei ami lii- entire B4 h""l

i lass. I lie agent s even se< ured the

appn.s al "f all Boards ..I I dui ali"ii in

the New Vnk (its ana f"t tin- •

test. Trips included sightseeing

Philadelphia -leel mill ami a trip

aboard a Bubmai ine.

Since moving into an media I •

j ears -\-^ Nat ional has mi reased it-

niimliei "I -inn- from about ~>
{) t" a

i iii rent I In (w ith -i\ more dm- t"

"pin In the next month "t t \% « i
. Sales

have risen t" 121 million f<u the fiscal

seat ending 2.'! Jul) 1956, the highest

in the compan) - histoi s

.

\- Louis I i ied. the < bain - presi-

dent, puts it, "Broadcasting i- Nation-

al's selling 'secret'." ^

COLUMBUS DISCOVERED AMERICA..

"Jaxie" Discovered The

, Great $1 ]

2 Billion

Florida - Georgia

Television Market !

Basic NBC Affiliation

Rt prt n uti d by

Peters, (,>ii]in.

lY'/mtlujrd. Inc.

WFGA
Channel 12

Jacksonville,

Florida
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when its a question of

BUDGET
WVNJ will deliver 1000 families for just 31c.

That's by far the most economical buy you can make in this market.

You'll get blanket coverage, too, because WVNJ delivers almost twice the

listeners of the next two radio stations broadcasting from New Jersey.

'Source—Hooperatings Jan. • Feb.—New Jersey.

Chances are it will be even less than 31c as time goes by

because WVNJ is attracting more listeners than any other radio station in

the area. It's no secret how we do it. Superb new programming ("we play

just Great Albums of Music from sign on to sign off) plus the heaviest

consumer advertising schedule of any independent radio station in America.

When it's a question of budget—your money buys the most on WVNJ.

Represented by :

Broadcast Times Sales

New York OX 7-1696

WVNJ
RADIO STATION OF

Newark, New Jersey
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// hat's happening in U. S. Government

tfmi affects tponsors, agencies, ttatiom

WASHINGTON WEEK
12 OCTOBER
Coeynght I9S7

SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS INC

\\ hal are tin- far-reaching Implication! of the network study -taff's report?

Nobodj <an intelligently speculate what the answer will !><• until after the FCC'a net-

work study committee (chairman Doerfer and commissioners Bartle) and Hyde) stud] the

report and convej their impressions to the full commission.

Anyway, there is no timetable for action on the report.

Note this paradox: The document took network practices apart ami failed to put them

together. But the -talT said that these were mild recommendations calculated to preserve

tin* present system of networking.

If it is found that the recommendations do not result in curing the present monopoly

situation, then, the -tail said, it ma] he necessar\ to take some serious steps.

Some of the things the stud) staff described a^ might be done in the future:

• Force the networks to make their programs available to anj Btations requesting them

a la newspaper wires seri\

• Institute rationing of station time as between networks and other program suppliers.

• Recapture of "monopoly profits'' through a sort of excess profits tax on the networks

and a tax which would recapture from a seller the estimated value of his License.

For the present the study staff would he sati-fied with:

• The outlawing of option time and must bin and the network's use of rate-making powers

to influence clearance of programs or to influence station rates.

• The networks being forced to use non-affiliated stations where affiliates fail to take a

program and the sponsor wishes such stations.

• Limit a single ownership to three VHF's in the top 2"> markets.

Still to come from the network study staff: The report on programing and talent.

Questions to be answered: Whether the networks are in a position of monopoly on

program or talent sales.

The full impact of the FCC's staff report cant be weighed until Congress comes hack

in session and until it can be seen how eritieal legislators will use it as ammunition.

The main impact of the report will Iikelv he found in the reception it received on the

Hill as well as in the Department of Justice.

Meanwhile in almost complete quiet the FCC made two important chan.

1) Abolishment of the ''unique service" rules. This withdraws some of the

protection against competition accorded high-powered radio stations. It will permit small

stations to be established more readily despite potential interference with a station giving

an only program service.

2) Delegated authority for cancellation CI'*s to the Broadcast Bureau. This

permits UHF permit cancellations without reference to the commission.

The FCC staff is reported to have completed a preliminary draft outlining

a three-year trial run for subscription tv.

The commissioners will argue about and vote on the detail- separately in preparation

for a final vote on an order authorizing the trial and the sround rule-.
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double double double double
double double_douJble double I

le double!
oub!e|
oubl

ouble

the audience
From Massachusetts to Long Island, sign on to

sign off, every day of the week, WNHC-TV, Hart-

ford-New Haven, delivers DOUBLE the COMBINED
audience of competition:

• 267.3% greater than Hartford

• 342.3% greater than New Britain

Ask Katz for proof: ARB, Hartford-New Haven,

June 8-14, 1957; Nielsen, NCS -2, 1956.

WNHC-TV
HARTFORD. NEW HAVEN, CONN.

Channel 8
ABC-TV 'CBS-TV
Represented by KATZ

Operated by: Radio and Television Div. / Triangle Publications, Inc. / 46th & Market Sts., Philadelphia 39, Pa.

WFIL-AM • FM • TV. Philadelphio, Pa. / WNBF-AM • FM • TV. Binghamton, N. Y. / WHGB-AM, Harrisburg, Po.

WFBG-AM • TV. Altoona-Johnstown, Pa. / WNHC-AM • FM • T V . Hartford-New Hoven, Conn. / WLBR-TV. Lebanon-Lancaster, Po.

Triangle National Sales Office, 485 Lexington Avenue, New York 17, New York
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Pennsylvania Dutch favorites

THE VIEWING'S WONDERFUL GOOD"
EVERY doy and EVERY night, viewers agree their favorite

dish is WLBR-TV, Lebanon-Lancaster. Proof from Trendex:

Average Share of
Rating Audience

WLBR-TV 16.2 32.6
WGAL-TV 21.4 43.0
WHP-TV 3.1 6.2
WTPA 2.8 57
ONE-SIXTH THE COST

With 73.2% UHF conversion— 31.6% in Lancaster County

and 278,044 UHF-equipped homes in its coverage area,

WLBR-TV delivers LEBANON, LANCASTER, HARRISBURG AND

YORK at ONE-SIXTH the cost of nearest competitor! Ask

Blair-TV Associates for rotes and availabilities.

LEBANON-LANCASTER-HARRISBURG-YORK

AMERICA'S NUMBER 1 UHF MARKET

Sources: Trtndti, Lancaster County, July 1957/

A Trtndei, Fhre-Crty Arta, August 1957/

\W^T~ Tctevisw* Ma(aiin«, September 1957

A TRIANGLE STATION

WLBR-TV
LEBANON-LANCASTER, PA.

INDEPENDENT • WORLD'S BEST MOVIES

Operated by: Radio and Television Div. / Triangle Publications. Inc. / 46th & Market Sts., Philadelphia 39, Pa.

WFIL-AM • FM • TV. Philadelphia, Pa. / WNBF-AM • FM • TV. Binghcmton, N. Y. / WHGB-AM, Harrisburg, Po.

WFBG-AM • TV. Altoono-Johnslown, Po. / WNHC-AM • FM • TV. Hartford-New Haven, Conn. / WLBR-TV. lebonon-loncosler, Po.

Triangle National Sales Office, 485 Lexington Avenue, New York 17, New York
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A round-up of trade talks,

trends and tips for admen

SPONSOR HEARS
12 OCTOBER General Foods may switch part of the Jell-O business to FCB.

sponsor publications ino. Y&R has handled the full Jell-0 division since way hack. The budget has run as high

as $11 million.

Madison Avenue showmen are recalling the old vaudeville adage: When your act

begins to sag, wave the Stars and Stripes or bring your kids onstage.

This week three of the starring network singers either trotted out a moppet or

chatted at the show's end about having to go home to put their little ones to bed.

That rash of job searching by media people in some of the larger agencies can

be traced to this basic factor:

Continuing long hours— sometimes adding up to 55 a week—is causing them to seek

greener pastures.

Traditionally the night for low-keyed entertainment, Friday now gives the network

viewer a crescendo of mayhem.

Of the 19 shows on tap that evening, at least nine specialize in the smack of fists

and the bark of guns.

Tuesday rates second in that category (six); Sunday is lowest (two).

The Broadway gag about the actor who, while indisposed, insisted on phoning in

his act is topped by an episode which actually occurred this week.

Needing top-level approval for some jingles, an adman reached the client on his

Paris holiday and sang them over the phone.

Some old-line radio performers are planning to come out of retirement by

offering—a la Ed Gardner—to adapt their routines to minute commercials.

Goodman and Jane Ace (of Easy Aces fame) have a sample recording of this type

circulating in the trade via the William Morris office.

The trend among stations to get timebuyers to participate in quiz-lotteries is

creating some disturbances at agency management levels.

One of these contests promises winners $30 a month for the next year.

Aside from the subsidizing implications, agency gagsters raise this specter: The prizes

may mushroom to the point where timebuyers won't have to work at all.

There have been some substantial defaults by agencies this year, and the reason

there haven't been many more is that the average rep has developed a keen nose for

anticipating a credit risk.

Some reps can give credit managers spades in knowing when to call for cash-in-advance

with an order, or putting the agency on limited-credit basis.
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Your

Most

Powerful

LIFT
for

SALES!

H 11

CKLW-TV
RADIO

The only "twin

full power" sight and

sound combination in the

Detroit and Windsor

market!

/t sound investmentin
powerandprogramming

tfotgetf results

/

fs-^/KLW-TV 325,000 WATTS

\ \KLW radio 50,000 watts

ADAM YOUNG, INC
U.S. Rep.

ALL CANADA FACILITIES

Canada Rep.
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Neilson proves that KVOO
dominates the Tulsa market, with

52.98% circulation. Here's your wide-

open door to billion-dollar Eastern

Oklahoma . . . plus bonus cover-

age in Kansas, Missouri and

Arkansas counties! Reach

em all on KVOO!

The only station covering all of Oklahoma's No. 1 Market

Broadcast Center • 37th & Peoria

GUSTAV BRANDBORG
Vice Pres. & Gen. Mgr.

Represented by EDWARD PETRY & CO.

HAROLD C. STUART
President

1 170 KC • 50,000 WATTS • CLEAR CHANNEL • NBC
'The Voice of Oklahoma"

FUNNY COMMERCIAL
(Continued from page 39)

hats, and hustled off. "God Almighty!"

I almost wept, "What now?" The sale

had slipped through my fingers again.

I galloped after them and caught

them at the elevator. "Mr. Worthing-

ton, I panted. "ma\ I ask you a

question before you leave? Could

you please tell me what will be the

next step in giving consideration to

in\ idea?"

"Well, Mr. Schwimmer," said the

old man pleasantly, "it will be con-

sidered at our next board of directors

meeting after Christmas."

"Good grief!" I thought, "that's

over four months away!"
"And what do you suppose will be

the decision at your meeting?" I

inquired.

"Why, we will certainly discuss your

radio proposal," said Worthington,

"consider it carefully, and then most

likely decide against it." They got

into the elevator.

I followed them in. I was licked,

but I was still grasping at straws.

"Mr. Worthington," 1 importuned,

as the elevator cascaded downward, "il

was good of you and Mr. Simpson to

hear my radio spot, but what about

your sons? They haven't heard it.

Surely, before I leave, it would be nice

if they, too, could have an opportunity

to listen to this unusual idea that

might mean so much to Worthington

Frankfurter Company."

"I have no objections," grudgingly

acceded the President, "but tomorrow

is Friday, and they can never leave the

office on Frida\.

"I have a machine that will play the

spot.'" I interposed eagerly. "I can

bring it to your office and play it for

them there!"

"Very well, then," said \^ orthington.

trapped, "be there at ten. But unfortu-

nately, I will not be able to be there

too, as I am leaving on a trip."

My foot was still in the door!

At ten o'clock the next A.M., there

was I, bright and chipper, no longer

nervous, rapping on the door again,

loaded down with a playback machine,

the first time I had ever used one. (I

had found a place where I could rent

it. I

I played the record again. They

were all charmed! (Old Man Worth-

ington. surprisingly, was there after

all. I They got into a huddle at the

other end of the room and whispered

together for a few minutes, after which
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Anil tit? last shall ln>

"FIRST IN THE HEART OF ILLINOIS"

January 12,1958

FOR, INFORMATION a*<i TIME RESERVATIONS

ROBERT M.RILEV . JR..
DiieecTOfe of sales

O R

Peters . G/ziff/at. Woodwakd, Exclusive //st'/. Representatives
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The Newest Look

in New Orleans TV

SEE YOUR KATZ REPRESENTATIVE

for MORE
MORE

ON CHANNEL

NEW ORLEANS © in the crescent city

the President advanced toward me.

"Mr. Schwimmer," he said carefully,

"what can we do with $20,000?"

Zowee! I had sold my first national

advertising account! I had sold the

first dramatized spot announcement in

the history of radio! What could they

do with S20.000? Well, sir, at that

time the\ could buy a one-minute

evening spot five times per week in

fourteen major markets for twenty-six

weeks. That's what they could huv in

radio for $20,000 in the early thirties.

And they did. They signed my
advertising authorization the next

morning. I celehrated by returning to

Chicago by plane, the first time in my
life I had flown. Matter of fact. I was
so buoved up. I could have floated

hack!

1 have since sold accounts that spent

in the millions for advertising: I have

sold big network shows that cost

hundreds of thousands of dollars—but

no sale since excited and thrilled me
as did that one!

A year passed, during which time I

visited the client on a few occasions.

We corresponded frequentlv. Most of

the letters voiced complaints. The
spots were not being heard too well in

some markets, they wanted changes

made, etc. . . .

I was none too optimistic when I

paid them a visit the next August to

discuss plans for the coming year. . . .

Solemn faces greeted me again. We
exchanged amenities. No one seemed

willing to say anything. I thought I'd

better say something, anything. "How
have sales been?"' I ventured.

Mr. Worthington coughed. "Matter

of fact, Mr. Schwimmer.'' he offered,

"matter of fact, sales have gone up.

Yes, they have gone up. In the radio

cities.''

I suddenly felt fine: I suddenly was

full of ideas and plans. "I assume,

therefore.'" I remarked with assurance,

"you will want to expand your radio

campaign?"

"We have been considering it." said

Worthington. "it might be a feasible

thought. But we will have to have a

brand-new type of announcement. Have

you prepared anything?"

"Yes. we have." I fabricated. "I can

play it for you tomorrow!" . . .

I lunched with Simpson at a quiet

French restaurant in New 1 ork s old

Park Row. We went in a special cab

that had been waiting near the plant.

Mr. Simpson acted very friendly with

the cab driver, whose name was Joe.
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Simpson seemed i" take .1 shine to

me. lie told me he was something "I

1 .'linnet and would 1 i k «
• to COUnse]

me on what to order at the restaurant.

1 promised myseli I would eal what-

ever Simpson suggested if it killed me.

i It nearl] did <

. Later Joe brought

Simpson back and. mi a hunch, I held

the cab.

"Joe," I said, "would \'>u I"' able

to drive me back t" m) hotel?" I hal

proved one of the smartest remarks I

evei made.

Joe drove me back. He was very

talkative. He told me he drove Simp-

son around all the time, and that the

W orthington- often used his taxi, too.

The) always talked about business

while riding with him. He told me all

about their fainilv history, about John

W mthinglon's father, the founder of

the business who was now (lead, and

about his summer home at Newport.

Joe felt he was flirting with high

Bociet] when he drove the Wbrthing-

tons about.

"But don t sell Simpson -hurt." said

Joe fondly, "the) depend on him the

most. If he like- you, you're in."

\nd as we pulled up in front of the

Embassador, Joe confided, as though

revealing a state secret, "Mr. Simpson
like- you!" I gave him a $5.00 tip.

Joe- eyes popped. '"Win don't you

let me drive \ oil to the plant for your

meeting there at 10:30 tomorrow

morning?" he suggested. I thought

that was a good idea and agreed. I

told him to pick me up at 10:00.

I he minute I wa- in mv room. I

wa- on the phone talking to Kmil in

Chicago. "Kmil. "
I said "tell Scotl

and the boys I've got the account for

another year. Hut we need a new an-

nouncement, and I -aid I would have

it hy tomorrow morning. Get on it

right away, have Florkej and Krak
help you, and call me hack as soon as

you have something that looks good."

I. mil wasn't fazed a hit hv that assign-

ment
'Editor's note: Commercials were

out and in his hands h\ the next

morning, i

We talked—that is. Joe talked—all

the way to the \\ orthington plant. \-

we drew to the place, he said noncha-

lantly, "Mr. Simpson sa\s that if they

like the announcement well enough
tin- time, the whole appropriation will

go against it—$150,000."
Holv Moses. I said ferventlv to my-

self, 150.000 nice. good, clean \nieri-

can dollars! What's 1595 of that. I

can't fig ure that much so fast ! I

thanked Joe, gave linn anothei $5.00

lip. and told him I would see him later.

Mil- meeting wa- short, orderly, and

BUCCessful. The) liked the new spot.

"Mr. Schwimmer," -aid Worthing-

ton thoughtfully, "we formerl) -pent

much o| oin budget foi other media,

ami onl) a imnoi amount foi radio.

\\ hat do \ ,m suggest ?"

I wa- read) foi the question. Joe

had to In- right. "Put it all against

radio. I -aid promptl) . "Based on

\ mil expei ience last j eai . thai - youi

In -t bel for a sales incre ise.

\nd that's the wa) it was settled.

Kmil and I i w ith an a— i-t from Joe »

had scored again.

I never lost sight oi Joe. lie wa-

llow a -on oi assistant account execu-

te e for me on the W orthington a<

count. Pa) bis usual fare pin- $5.00

tip per trip. I went Ka-I to New York

often on various matters, always

phoned Joe. always used him to drive

me On niv v arious errand-.

When the W orthinglmi- tiled of

radio i client- require a change ever)

now and then, regardless "I how well

their advertising is working), Joe

tipped me off.

"The) want to -witch to magazines,

counseled Joe. "\ New York agenc)

|ii-t pili lied for the account ami

almost connected. Trouble was the)

failed to recommend the Saturday

Evening Post. That's the Old Man-
pet."'

\nother meeting. That old, search-

ing look again from old John \\ orth-

ington. "And what do vou suggest

this year, Mr. Schwimmer?"
"I think it'- about time to make a

switch," I said sagelv. "and hit with

space advertising."

"\\ hat kind of space'/

"Magazines.

"Oh? \nv special one?

"Natural!) the Saturday Evening

Post i- a Standout. Ml OUT siirvev-

point to that. We should assign them

at least one-half of the budget."

John W orthington beamed. So did

Robert and Charles. Simpson smiled

sleepil)

.

That dav I was invited to lunch at

their special executive's table. \ week

later the) approved the ad-. Kmil

wasn't SO good at -pare. I hat wa-

Krak'- specialty. He got up a series

that sang. I wa- -et again for anothei

year.

Still another vear and another meet-

ing. "Newspaper ads." Joe whispered

to me. poi keting a >.~( .IMI tip. "I

-i-lent -mall ad- oil On- WOIi

pagi

"
I he lime ha- i ome to UM liew--

papei -. I pai i .iii d "i onsistenl -mall

spa< I- mi the women - pages. ' >M

|ohn -lapped me on the hack. "Staj

foi lunch," he -aid. "and let'- talk

about what i op) appeal we'll use foi

the ads."

K l ak hit w ith an I < f < . i t li.it w a- a

cutie. The) were delighted. \ml again

I wa- -el foi anothei u.n
\inl that's the wav ii went foi \ ears

mi end. I nl il one falilul d.i'. . I mil

I drunk and wound up in le\a-

married to the second baseman "f a

girls softball team. \t a most inop-

portune lime. Just when I wa- aboul

to make mv annual Ink to the W orth-

ington plant in New York. \imlhei

hum break. Joe wa- -ii k.

W hile I wa- trying i" -tall the

Worthingtons for a couple of week-.

the) up and look mi anothei advertis-

ing agency, ami Schwimmer ua- hoisl

w ith hi- ow n petard.

The) went foi . of all things, a < lev ei

.

dramatized spot-announcement cam-

paign in radio! Now v mi wmildii I

waul me to go ahead and rap thai,

would v mi '. ^

That measuring man fromKWTY
OKLAHOMA CITY
. . . caught Millie Fulton,

McCann-Erickson, New York,

with only a few seconds to

spare, by her Bulova watch—but she took time to get

the SALESpower story of

KWTVs 1572' tower.
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NIGHTTIME

WSAZ-TV
DELIVERS 1000 HOMES

BETWEEN

7:30 and 10:30 P. M.

FOR $1.30

The second station's

cost per thousand

homes is $2.39

84% Higher

The third station's

cost per thousand

homes is $5.42

317% Higher

AND ANYTIME

WSAZ-TV delivers

ONE THIRD more

total homes than

both other

Huntington-Charleston

Stations COMBINED
Source: June 1957 ARB

All figures based on

260-rimc frequency

WSAZ-TV

CHA.NXIZL

W&meawM&Mm
HUNTINGTON-CHARLESTON. W. VA.

IT.33.0. XTSTWOKSS
Affiliated with Radio Stations

WSAZ. Huntmqion 6 WKAZ. Chatleston

LAWRENCE H ROGERS, PRESIDENT
Represented by The Ka\z Agency

CALL YOUR KATZ MAN

Tv and radio

NEWSMAKERS

j'

i

Henry Halpern, who has handled televi-

sion and radio research on all the accounts

at MacManus, John & Adams, Inc. in New
York, has just been named New York v.p.

in charge of media and research by Ernest

A. Jones, agency president. He will con-

tinue to handle the tv-radio research. Hal-

pern, who joined MJ&A in 1953, brings to

his new post a heavy background in re-

search. A Columbia graduate with post-grad work at N.Y.U. and

Georgetown, he was a research analyst and project director with the

Gallup Poll for eight years, a copy research supervisor at Young &

Rubicam, and headed research at Ward Wheelock Co. At MJ&A
he was also account executive on Dow Chemical International.

Halpern serves on the board of directors of American Marketing

Assoc, New York chapter, and on the research committee of 4A's.

Kevin B. Sweeney, president of Radio

Advertising Bureau, this week welcomed

about 800 advertisers, agency and broad-

casting executives to the third annual Na-

tional Radio Advertising Clinic at the

Waldorf-Astoria in New York. This RAB-

sponsored event gave these executives the

opportunity to discuss and solve mutual

problems in the field of advertising. Clinic

workshops on just about every phase of radio from commercials to

business forecasts took up the mornings and afternoons of the two-

da\ (9 and 10 Oct.) session. On the serious side were addresses by

such industry figures as Robert McKennee, national ad manager of

C.I.T., and Milton Lightner, president of Singer Mfg. Co. On the

light side, was a party attended by such radio personalities as Tex

and Jinx, Galen Drake and Dave Garroway and their sponsors.

George M. Burbach, the broadcast pio-

neer of St. Louis, steps out of the control

booth at KSD and KSD-TV and into retire-

ment on 1 January. His present post as

general manager of these 5/. Louis Post-

Dispatch stations will be then taken over

by Harold Grains who joined the outlet in

1938 and is currently program director.

Burbach joined the Post-Dispatch 44 years

ago, and was instrumental, in 1922, in establishing KSD as Mis-

souri's first commercial radio station. He became its general man-

ager in 1933. In 1936, while vacationing in London, he saw his

first demonstration of television, and on his return to St. Louis

began a campaign to bring tv to that city. In 1947 KSD-TV went

on the air with three hours of programing five days a week. Today

it telecasts 18 hours a dav to almost one million telex ision receivers.
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That western fever's spreading Yep, folks of every

got that old western fever 'n they're all listenin'

to KXLA, Los Angeles' most listened to (and most

powerful) 24-hour country and western music station.

10,000 watts {1110 K C ) covering the greater Los Angeles market



SPONSOR

Fee tv's pose
Fee tv's promoters like to act as it they were members oi

the Junior League working to bring opera to the under-

privileged. They speak most often of the contributions they

could make to culture when it's apparent that:

1. Programing with the widest appeal would he required

to launch fee tv on a mass basis and

2. The big profits would always remain in mass program-

ing. It is important that the American public understand this

and we are delighted that one of the hardest-hitting cur-

mudgeons of our time has been combating fee tv. We refer

to Rep. Emanuel Celler (D., N. Y.) who, while he has not

always, in our opinion, understood the contribution of free

broadcasters, certainly sees the free vs. fee tv issue in clear

perspective.

Rep. Celler a few days ago debated with a gentleman from

Skiatron (James M. Landis) at a meeting of the Association

of Advertising Men and Women in New York. Rep. Celler

drove home the point that its vast profit potential means fee

tv could take over the same mass-appeal programs available

now—only this time the public would pay.

We hope the stations and networks will be as vigorous in

their efforts to educate the public about fee tv as Rep. Celler.

Surely this is an issue on which the free tv forces have not

only a right to "editorialize" but an obligation to do so if

they are to protect the best interests of the public.

Spot's new Univac
We commend Peters, Griffin, Woodward for the big step

forward it has taken in installing a Univac device to speed

availabilities and confirmations into the hands of buyers. It

is one of the most important steps among the many now being

taken by representative firms to make spot easier to buy.

We see as the next big step an industry-wide exploration of

ways in which modern methods could speed up other aspects

oi spot paper work. Eventually we see no reason why, with

modern techniques, spot cannot become vastly easier to buy

—

and for thai matter to sell.

THIS WE fight, for: Loose talk about tv

programing is a destructive force. We believe

the industry must be responsive to new ideas,

but to reject the new shows of this season before

they have been tried makes no sense to us.

,",(,

lO-SECOND SPOTS
Thataway: The impact of tv Westerns

was demonstrated the other day at

Belmont race track in New York.

Jockey Ted Atkinson fell off his horse

on the wa\ to the starting gate. From
the grandstand, someone shouted:

"That wouldn't have happened to

\\ yatt Earp!"

No translation: Notiziario Sipra, a

radio-tv-cinema magazine of Italy, pub-

lished in Italian, has one department

headed: "Brainstorming."

MR: Berger-Rivenburgh, Chicago,

point-of-sale display firm, has pro-

duced a mobile display to hang in hen

houses to encourage egg-laying. The
thought behind it is: "If point-of-sale

displays can motivate people to buy,

why can't they lead chickens to lay

more eggs?" But remember, point-of-

sale is most effective alien tied in with

an air campaign.

Russian roulette: Moscow tv's first

attempt at a give-away quiz show,

Evening of Merry Questions, was can-

celed because too many contestants

showed up. We can think of one prize

that would keep away contestants—a

one-way ticket to Siberia.

Forrest who? From a KYW-TV,
Cleveland news release: "This morn-

ing, Tom Haley, the program's host,

was placing a call to a neighboring

communit\ outside of Cleveland. \\ ait-

ing for the operator to connect the

lines Haley announced ... a Robin

Hood Flour Co. commercial. He re-

marked, 'And now a message from

Robin Hood.' The quick-witted tele-

phone operator, hearing the announce-

ment retorted, 'Robin Hood! \Hiere

do you think \ ou are, in Sherwood

Forrest?' ' That's right. Operrator—
the forrest where Maid Marrion lives.

Dark in here: Aetna Steel Products

Corp. researchers say the desire for a

private office mav very well be moti-

vated by one of mankind's oldest and

strongest security symbols—the cave.

Gil Boissy. ASP p.r. head, savs, "Deep

in our subconscious, our strong racial

memories tell us that the cave means

protection from wild beasts. . .
." Oh,

yeah/ The boss can still drop in.

Boston logic: Premiere announcement

from Boston re ABC Film police show
- "WNAC-TV and Anheuser-Busch

Corp. present the television season's

most arresting series—Code Three."

At least one arrest a week.
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Here's One Way WJAR-TV Sells Em
In The PROVIDENCE Market. .

.

In August, 1957, three year old Eileen Fahey was the

object of the most intensive search in the history of Rhode

Island. Almost from the moment of her disappearance,

the WJAR-TV news cameras were on hand. Within the

hour of her dramatic rescue, their exclusive film report

was seen on WJAR-TV, and eventually throughout the

nation through facilities of NBC, CBS, ABC, INS and UP

Day by day, WJAR-TV reaches 'em and sells 'em!

WJAR-TV
CHANNEL 10, PROVIDENCE, R.I.

Represented by Edward Perry & Company, Inc.



Greatest team ever
assembled on one

radio station

the !"

BIG O
on

The area, 3600 square miles . .

.

The audience, 6,000,000 people . .

.

The market one of America's two greatest.

For the story of sales results,

contact your KLAC representative.

ON THE DIAL -LOS ANGELES

M. W. Hall Felix Adams Morton Sidley

President Vice President General Manager

Represented Nationally by Adam Young, Inc.
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commercials like

radio's best?

Page 40

Negro radio:

dangers amid

opportunity

Page 42



El>eftyffu«g ii KING SIZED
in the rapidly expanding WHEELING MARKET

King-sized Industrial Growth . . . that's what's happening

in the Wheeling Upper Ohio Valley Market. New and

expanded plants and facilities, new people, new buying

power, all mean new king sized sales opportunities for

you. This growth is so rapid that market data figures com-

piled six months ago are

show you the most recent statistics on the expanding king

sized Wheeling Market and how WTRF-TV, dominating

this area, can help you reach those king sized

sales figures because of its king sized

audience. Ask any Hollingbery repre-

sentative; or call Wheeling—CEdar

1-7777 and let Bob Ferguson, VP

and General Manager, or

Needham Smith, Sales Man-

ager, give you the entire

story.

. V"*

ri

The MOUNTAINEER, world's

largest shovel, is owned by
the Hanna Coal Company and
operated at Cadiz, Ohio, well

within the coverage area of

WTRF-TV. It is approximately
160 feet high, weighs 5,500,-

000 pounds, has a 150 foot

boom, and a 92 foot dipper,

making it possible to drop its

overburden of 90 tons in an
arc of 180 degrees, approxi-

mately 290 feet away, and
return for another load in 45
seconds. Compare the
MOUNTAINEER'S size with

the average bulldozer along-

side it; almost like comparing
WTRF-TV's audience with its

next nearest competitor.

'a station worth watching"

WHEELING 7, WEST VIRGINIA

reaching a market that's reaching new importance!
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The critics be dammed

31 Sales results, not artistic minority appeal, are measure of network tv's

success, say admen, predicting "safe future" for bulk <>f programing

They cut spot's paper maze
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Pr with ad tools
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You're always 'on top' with

KTHV
Channel 11

LITTLE ROCK
Kills h.is the highest antenna in the Central

South— 1756' above average terrain! And that's

only one of eight reasons win we do sues .1 big

job in Arkansas.

rhe other se> en

:

1. Over 240,000 TV Homes

2. CBS Affiliation

3. Channel 1

1

4. J16,000 Watts

5. Center-of-State Location

6. Superb Neu Studios

7. Know-Hou Management

A^k \onr Branh.un man tor the Dl I MIS on all

these eight big K I HV fa<

316,000 Watts Channel
Henr\ Clay, Executivt I ict President

B. G. Robertson. General Manager ©
AFFILIATED WITH KTHS, LITTLE ROCK, ARKANSAS DEMOCRAT. LITTLE ROCK, AND KWKH, SHREVEPORT
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NOW'

'"066^ •

New ARB report taken just 30 days after our move to

full power shows an increase in every time segment for

/

WHTN-TV HUNTINGTON

CHARLESTON

the SELLibrated station

of the Golden Valley
(Central Ohio)

CHARLESTON—Percentage Change
WHTN-TV STATION B STATION C

NOON-6 PM + 133.0 + 1.8 -26.5

6 PM-MIDNIGHT + 141.0 + 9.9 -24.0

6 PM-MIDNIGHT
[SAT & SUN)

+ 129.0 - 1.0 -16.8

SIGN-ON to SIGN-OFF + 136.7 + 4.6 -19.9

HUNTINGTON—Percentage Change

WHTN-TV STATION B STATION C

NOON-6 PM + 17.0 -10.0 -15.0

6 PM-MIDNIGHT + 0.08 -10.0 + 10.0

6 PM-MIDNIGHT
(SAT & SUN)

+ 15.0 -10.0 + 11.0

SIGN-ON to SIGN-OFF + 15.0 -10.0 -10.0

Yes, WHTN-TV provides a new point of sale 1 ,000 feet above

average terrain powered by 316,000 watts ... is the only

station to put a Grade A signal over this entire booming market

the only full power station in this power-packed valley

between Cincinnati and Wheeling.

It's time now to SELLibrate with

WHTN-TV
CHANNEL 13 ABC AFFILIATE

HUNTINGTON-CHARLESTON, WEST VA.

STATION
Represented by

Edward Pelry & Co., Inc.

SPONSOR • 19 OCTOBER 1957



IEWSMAKER
f the week

><w man. Imi machine made the most significant newt of the

week. Sputnik, of hey importance in the world at large, also

had special impact on admen: ( I ) it wa% a dramatic reminder

of the <tir media*$ ability to record the truly amazing

events of a rocket ape; and (2) it ttlso suggested that the

I . S. economy may be about to round another corner.

The newsmaker: l>v this week Sputnik has established

it-ell as ilic m« >>i important radio station ol all time. Vdmen, no

less than others, passed through a period "I wonder, and then, as

the days passed, began talking about Sputnik from within th<ii own

business frame ol reference. One fact and one question emerged.

• Idci: The broadcast media again proved it- incomparabilit)

in the field of new- coverage, either in en out of this world.

• Question: What effect will Sputnik have on the American

business economj ?

\dinen choosing to answer the

question speculated the Soviet

satellite launching will loosen I.

S. Government purse strings for

Scientific research and defense

spending. \nd if that occur-, the)

reasoned, we ma) see the end of

the present "leveling off phase and

a -harp upward march of business

expansion and spending.

In lauding the I . S. broadcast

media coverage of Sputnik, ad-

men tipped their hats to the ra-h

of special programs broadcasl

throughout the eventful first Sputnik days and since. I hi- i- just

a partial sampling of network coverage:

• \BCs radio and tv specials featuring interviews with rocket

expert \\ ill\ I.e\ and Sen. Mike Man-field. The Senator gave the

first congressional viewpoint on the Satellite situation.

• CBS' half hour t\ round-up preempting Beat the (.loch. Show.

titled Sputnik I. highlighted remote pickup- from Havden Planetar-

ium, interviews with missile and astronomical expert- and viewpoints

from CBS newsmen in London and Moscow.

• NBC's broadcast of Sputnik's cricket voice within 2 1 - hour-

after receipt of the Satellite new- bulletin; the net'- six minute spe-

cial analysis during Tonight and its 15-minute panel discussion from

Washington. \n interview with Dr. Joseph Kaplan, chairman ol

the American Committee for IGY, preempted the network- Outlook

tv presentation.

Mid around the country, stations hacked up their regular local

news programing and bulletin coverage with a wide variet) of spe-

cial program material, in some cases scoring heats on their own. ^
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Nothing

succeeds

like • .

.

An advertiser pm- in- m

when !)•• get

obvioual) ' Well, l
•" "i t ti.

-

mo-t famous, -in • .

and reaper ted adv< i

So. Calif, and the nation

have advertised on KNX for

.'i to 8 years continuou

consistently. Tht proof

in the putting Knowledgeable

advertisers, as always, are

putting their chips on Southern

California's • 1 radio station,

the CBS 50,000 watt

KNX- LOS ANGELES



• ••what a "Business"



card! So, nighttime radio's dead, is it'.'

Just take a look at the 94 national, regional and local advert 1 i

who say ""it ain't so!"

They're convinced that WBC'b "Program f'M" can, and dot

sell like crazy!

We'll admit that lots of people watch TV, hut so do lots oi

people listen to nighttime radio . . . especially when it's

"Program I'M".

To gel their car, to prove that No Selling Campaign is Complete

Without the WBC Stations, put "Program I'M" to work l«.r

your product. Call A. W. '"Hink" I )annenhauin, -Jr., WBC VP Sales.

at MUrray Hill 7-0808 in New York, or your l'C.W Colonel.
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WESTINGHOUSE
BROADCASTING
COMPANY, INC.

m

RADIO

BOSTON WBZ + WBZA
PITTSBURGH. KOKA

CLEVELAND. KYW

FORT WAYNE. W0WO
CHICAGO. WIND

PORTLAND. KEX

TELEVISION

BOSTON. WBZ TV

BALTIMORE. WJZ-TV

PITTSBURGH. KDKA TV

CLEVELAND. KYW TV *

SAN FRANCISCO. KPIX

WIND represented by AM Radio Sales

WJZ TV represented by Blair-TV

KPIX represented by The Katz Agency Inc

All other WBC stations represented by

Peters. Gritfm. Woodward. Inc

MURRAY HILL 70808. NEW YORK



"Everywhere we go on the street, at

meetings, at social affairs --- people

comment on our new business and mention

that they have heard about it every day

on WMPS # We have been in business only

about three months and already our volume

is greater than we expected for the whole

first year T s operation. We attribute a

great portion of this tremendous growth

to regular advertising on WMPS #
lf

from a letter by the owner of Carl Carson Car and Truck
Rental Company in Memphis (yes, the happy, satisfied

gentleman at left is Mr. Carson himself)

Radio Memphis

W M P
al advertisers

phis and the

it so!

than

Mid-

Keep your eye on these other Plough, Inc. Stations

Radio Baltimore I Radio Boston I Radio Chicago

WCAO WCOP WJJD
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY RADIO-TV REPRESENTATIVES, INC.

NEW YORK CHICAGO LOS ANGELES BOSTON ATLANTA SAN FRANCISCO SEATTLE
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n«ru>j o/ //ie week with interpretation

in depth for husy readers

SPONSOR-SCOPE
19 OCTOBER \iu Radio ma) have started a real statistical Donnybrook with independent
Copyright l»97 . . .

MHII PUBL.CAT.0N8 INC *«"»<»»* «" *«** '

\~ the network's foe t ulligan pul il to SP0NS0R-S( 0P1 : "We're out i<> explode

the m>ili thai the independent station can deliver the higgesl audience for the avei

national advertiser.

NBC Radio recentl) completed an analysis •! audience composition, based on Puis*

data, t"i two of its affiliates.

According t" the network, the pilot's show that 10', to 6095 "' lndependent«sta«

i ion listeners are teen-ager-.

So now a national profile will be drawn.

Mali eps ..ml network people visiting Detroit this week got the impression that a

genera] air of bullishness prevails among the auto maker-.

The interpretation the) place upon tin-;: \ continuation of hig spending in the

air media during the first half of l°<.">8.

This outlook i< regarded as more than mere guessing. For Detroit usualrj doesn't tr\

to delude itself or others about business prospects.

Of all the advertising giants, the one that's made the biggest swing to the air me-

dia may well he I.ever Bros.

In 1958 it will be spending about 70% of its ad budget that way.

Two years ago the figure was around 40'. -IV,.

Reports of pending account shift?* wee particular!) thick on Madison Avenue this

week.

The two agencies most mentioned were:

J. Walter Thompson: About to land $7 million \ ia two accounts, one in New ^ ork

and the other in Chicago. Both are heavy in air media.

Young & Rnbicam: On the verge of getting a cigarette whose budget will more than

make up for the los^ of Kent 'I orillard).

Almost unnoticed in the fanfare over the t\ season's openings is the Cad that onbj

three shows are being produced by advertising agencies.

They are Kraft Theatre iJWT): Your Hit Parade (BBDO) ; and newcomer- Club

Oasis (McCann-Erickson) . In terms of program costs the) add up to 1155,000 gross per

week.

Footnote: Hut even in one ol these ('lul> Oasis NBC shares screen production credit.

Melsen has run into a roadblock on a project that would show the comparative

cost-per-1000 of the same tv film series run as an original during the regular

season and as a repeat in the summer.

The networks are reluctant to furnish a li.-t of the series that tit such specifications.

Nielsen has had several requests from advertisers for this comparative data.
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^ SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

W hut sort of research is needed to heighten excitement over spot tv among
advertisers?

SPONSOR-SCOPE pul that question to a inediu director in one of the giunt soup-

toiletries compnnies this week, and his suggestions were:

1) Go to more advertisers using spot and offer to puy for reseurch showing how
much the vehicle has increused sales. Or—even better—single out advertisers who arc

brand new to spot tv to make a really sharp before-and-after comparison.

2) Set up an exchange for spot success stories so that sellers will be encouraged to

use them in selling the medium as a whole.

3) Let sellers exercise enough ingenuity to turn down a campaign of, say, five spots a

week and square up to the buyer with this proposition: "You know you can't move mer-

chandise in real quuntity with less than 25 spots a week."

How close did the New York newspaper critics, plus Variety, come to upprais-

ing the full network shows in relution to the Trendex ratings?

SPONSOR on page 32 boxscores the results. Though the data is not all-inclusive, it gives

an interesting insight into judgment vs. statistics.

Regardless of individual merit, the l\ network press departments are sure of one thing:

The season's openings got a record amount of newsprint space.

Newspaper advertising, in turn, has benefited from the general tv hoopla. Networks and

advertisers are spending more than ever to lure viewers into sampling the new-

offerings.

Agencies and film syndicators are due for u criticul going-over ut the 1-2 No-

vember convention-seminur of the Brondcusters Promotion Association I at the Shera-

ton Hotel, Chicago)

.

Station promotion managers are expected to make this clear: They are unxious to co-

operate with agencies and syndicators but frequently receive promotion material

that stymies them from doing a good job.

At still another seminar, labeled "Merchandising—The Red Ink Invader or a Bugaboo,"

the advertiser who buys a $1,000 schedule and expects $1,500 worth of merchan-
dising will be dissected.

A Madison Avenue promotion man made this comment to SPONSOR-SCOPE about the

scheduled critiques: It might be a good idea for the BPA to invite a couple of agency

people to sit in on the promotion seminar so that thev can be put on the right track.

Come January first Colgate won't be sharing Mr. Adams & Eve (CBS TV) with

R. J. Reynolds because of a characteristic split— difference over commercial content.

Reynolds doesn't think it cricket for a dentrifice (Colgate) to mention bad breath on

a show co-sponsored by a cigarette.

Mr. Adams' contract with Reynolds runs until next fall.

Station equipment may replace film as trading material for barter time.

A proposition already submitted to a metropolitan station goes like this:

• The burter-time merchunt would invest $150,000 in a new tower for the sta-

tion.

• In return for a stipulated amount of time, the tower would be leased to the station for

five years.

• At the end of five years, the station becomes the owner of the tower after pa\ -

ment of $1.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

Over the nexl couple "I weeks VBN president Boh Eastman will l>«- concentrating

hi* pitching ;ii New York agenc) aeconntmen.

On the theorj thai the accountman i* 1 1 •
«
- real Mr. Influence with tin- advertise)

I astman ia setting up a aeriea <»!' presentation-luncheons it 1 1 1 • - I niversit] < In I • foi

count groups from various New ^ • i k agencies

This week he started his -tint \> i t li ;i delegation from BBIM) (where, inciden

tally, he appeared as one "I the radio network a spokesmen foi a review "i the current status

c >f i lie medium 5 Octobei sponsor,
j

» i

«

• 30 i
. ["he 15 minutes allotted him al that time

abled him to gel in onrj the skeleton of his story.

Further clues to the agencies1 rhn"g^wg attitude toward radio are being turned

up h\ (JtS"* John Karol and Frank \e-d>itt. currentlj on a presentation swing through

the Midwest.

I his week the pair reported: The attendance and attitude of the agen< \ men at luncheon-

presentation meetings in Detroit and St. Louis were amazingly encouraging a- compared

to a year, or even six months, ago. The turnouts invarlablj included not only agency t « > |
>

brass but clients.

Network radio Bales this week were on the light side, compared to the consist-

•nils heav) bustle of the past two or three months.

• NBC got a five-week order from Standard Brand- ,.l i two-week fliei from

Lever Bros.

• CBS sold a five-minute segment for 26 weeks to Comstock Food, a participa-

tion in Arthur Godfrey to Knuse Foods, and four additional segments t" Best Foods.

• Another interesting note of the network radio wick: Kate Smith Boon n* i 1 1 be do-

ing an across-the-board stint for Mutual.

CBS Radio sees this as the big job for 1958:

Convincing its major advertiser- thai thej once again should think ol the- medium in

terms of continuing franchises.

Parkson is testing news and Bpots programs for Kreml I. B. William- 1 in sev-

eral tv markets.

Other Williams products will be incorporated into the three network shows of

Pharmaceuticals. Inc.. which recently took over the William- Co.

By limiting it- latest t\ spot campaign for Winston to nine weeks, K. J. Reynolds isn't

working on the "flight technique" principle now common in radio.

Rather, says Esty, the nine-week period represent- a balancing out with other media

in the overall campaign.

The new tv spot schedule ma\ cover as mam as I'm markets.

The filter brands will he shelling out millions of extra advertising dollars as

soon as they can put a clinical halo on the wadding.

They're all rushing into retooling the filter so as to overcome the skyrocketing sales

of Kent, which got a big lift from the Reader's Digest series.

Marlboro i Philip Morris Co.) was all set to break a new print campaign when \- .
• .

I

came to Burnett to -helve the ads and make ready for a clinical theme.

Now it's the Washington and Oregon broadcasters who are embarking on a

joint project to sell their states as a radio market.

The radio broadcasters of Southern California lt oI encouragingly fine results from a

-imilar effort a few vears ago.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

As expected, ABC TV is shaping up its theme song that network tv audiences are

leveling out, and is using this music:

NETWORK 1957 AVERAGE SHARE 1956 AVERAGE SHARE

ABC T\ 30.5'; 23.3 '',

CBS I

A

36.9 42.7

NBC T\ 32.6 34.0

TOTAL 100.0 100.0

ABC TV arrived at its figures this way: It took the 30 one-half hours of sponsored

programs it has during a week and averaged up the scores, then it compared this average

with the averages for all those commercial shows which the other two networks have oppo-

site ABC TV's 30 sponsored half-hours.

Periods of comparison: Octoher 1957 Trendex to date \ -. complete October 1956 Trendex.

The Edsel-Bing Croshy-Frank Sinatra special on CBS TV last Sunday—accord-

ing to Madison Avenue opinion—might have out-rated Cinderella if it weren't for the

first half opposition from Maverick (ABC TV).
As it was, the Edsel flash drew a 40.8 Trendex. Cinderella had 43.3. second onlv to the

original Peter Pan's 48.0.

Carlos Franco has taken over Forjoe's tv operations with the title of execu-

tive v.p.

Among his initial steps will he the appointment of a research director and a promotion

manager and the establishment of a separate sales staff for tv.

Timehuyers will get the lowdown on how Benton & Bowles engineered the

deal which made Bristol-Myers an alternate sponsor of General Foods' choice

I.D.'s in some 80 top markets at a RTES seminar 14 January.

Dave Crane, B&B media v.p.. will blueprint not onlv the mechanics of the operation

but how it worked to the benefit of both advertisers.

Footnote: Newman McEvoy, C&W media director, questioned the validity of the GF
maneuver in a blanketing letter to tv stations; the answers he got led him to this conclusion:

"Many stations and representatives have blindly accepted the blandishments of

the interested parties."

Gulf Oil soon will be heading back for network tv, this time via newscasts.

Y&R made the recommendation. The likely choice is John Dalv on ABC TV.

Though CBS Radio leads in program ratings, NBC Radio's advertisers domi-

nate in the accumulative homes delivered per campaign. sa\ s Neilsen's latest report

—with a loud amen from NBC.
For an average week, seven NBC advertisers got more accumulative homes than any CBS

advertiser. Over a four-week period the first four advertisers with most homes delivered

also were on NBC. You can expect NBC Radio to be talking this up.

McCann-Erickson this week cranked up an intramural drive to prevail upon
air media as a whole to accept the principle of a 2% cash discount.

The agenc\"s media people have been asked to talk up the subject in their contracts

with sellers.

For other news coverage in this issue, see Newsmaker of the Week, page 5:

Film-Scope, page 67, Spot Buys, page 44; News and Idea Wrap-Up, page 73; Washington

Week, page 85; sponsor Hears, page 88; and TV and Radio Newsmakers, page 94.
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You may remember reading in this space lasl month thai WTIX controlled ;ill bul 22
Pulse quarter hours.

Now W'TIX is firsl in all bu1 7 of X>-\\ Orleans' 288 daytime Pulse quarter hours,
Monday through Saturday.

So you can see there's been a gTeal improvement.

Other changes for the better: W'TIX firsl place Hooper imw up to - 1
'!'. Augu

September .

W'TIX first place Hooper quarter hours: 2D0 oul of 220 (Ji -September

W'TIX firsl place Pulse: 21.1', (July-Aug ist, Monday through Saturday

Bui enough of our figures. Let's talk abou you and how Storz Station programming
excitemem ran help yon in Xi'w Orleans.

Ask Adam Young . . . or W'TIX General Manager Pred Berthelson

WTIX
first inn! iii tting firstt r in

11 st II
'

NEW ORLEANS

WD6Y Minneapolis St. Paul
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.

WHB Kansas City
REPRESENTED BV JOHN BLAIR & CO.

WTIX New Orleans
REPRESENTED BV ADAM YOUNG INC.

WQAM MiamiTODD STORZ. PRESIDENT • HOME OFFICE: OMAHA, NEBRASKA REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.

T^VT-IOINI
TODAY'S RADIO FOR TODAY'S SELLING
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The smaHer radios p£

the larger radio gets.

.. j

WMT
CBS Radio for Eastern Iowa
600 kc

MaiJ Address: Cedar Rjp,Js

National Representative: T> \

'

'
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Why
should

I buy-

r "'•••'<iM.if vo

KFJI
''',,, 'neo„,e

5S9
s007a v

8Pend
J >ear.

Plated ft ^°^
1

'

Because Klamath

economy is bal:

Basin's

conomy is balanced

KFJI offers *»uUs-eye
KFJI offers bulls-eye

marksmanship. We hit

hard for agriculture,

:„4ustrv. and commerce.

Dowi/noied- . .

.

SOUTHERN NORTHERN

OREOON • CALIFORNIA
*money mapkets"

Best Buu

KLAMATH FALLS, OREGON
Ask -tUe KAeeker Co.

sooo w
L6

Timebuyers
at work

Ed Fonre, I he- Joseph Kai/ Vgency, New York, director of media,

points to (lie change in radio programing over the last 10 \ears,

from variety shows to much music-and-hews. "This type of program-

ing was radio's answer to t\ fare that didn't require audience-con-

centration, that enabled listeners to continue whatever the\ were

doing at home, in the car or at the

park or beach. Result: ARF in a

recent survey reported that radio

sales increased sharply in spite of

tv. This in-home audience plus

the out-of-home audience devel-

oped a larger wedge for the ad-

vertiser—especially during earh-

morning and late-afternoon peri-

ods, when the listeners had little

time for tv. Other time segments,

however, lost ground to tv—and

radio's problem today is to at-

tract large audiences to the entire broadcast day. Many stations

have ahead) taken positive steps—such as featuring mood music

during heavy tv hours. They must also attract advertisers to all

broadcast hours—and it would help if stations realistically adjusted

their rates, prepared standardized coverage maps, invoices, etc.. and

expanded their merchandising facilities available to help the client/

Ed Ratner, Friend-Reiss Advertising, New York, says : "Most time-

buyers are familiar with the latest rate cards and keep up on the

various '6' and "12" plans and saturation schedules. But. in my
opinion. 7.V < of the buyers—particular!) at the larger agencies

—

have no idea of what commercial or even what type of commercial

will be used in the time periods

they're buying. Some buyers feel

that it doesn't make any difference

what the commercial approach is

as long as the) know the product.

But I say it makes all the differ-

ence in the world. Last year, for

example, an agency bought time

on kids' programs for a line of

children's shoes. Logical? Not at

all. The entire commercial pitch

was that the shoe was water-repel-

lent and wouldn't suffer the usual

wear and tear: it was directed at adults and was slanted wa\ above

the small-fry audience. Other times I've seen to\s on the Late Show,

not too bad an idea basicallv since Mom and Dad bu\ toys; but the

copy angle was directed to a 5-year-old mind. Obviously, the buver

should be let in on the commercial—tv is too expensive for this

kind of waste and it can be corrected with a little forethought."
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YOU CAN'T MISS!
with

WEAU-TV
Eau Claire ?

in Wisconsin

Programming the BEST of all three networks, ABC, NBC
and CBS.

A single station market in the heart of Wisconsin . . .

covering twice the population and twice the area with

our new 1,000 foot tower with maximum power.

Serving the giant land of 3/4 million people and two

million cows.

WEAU-TV
Claire, Wisconsin

SEE YOUR HOLLINGBERY MAN
in Minneapolis, see BILL HURLEY

SPONSOR • l'> oi fOBER 195*3 17



RANKS

IN THE NATION

in per family income

($7,339.00)
Source: 1957 Survey

of Buying Power

COLUMBUS
GEORGIA

3 county metropolitan area

USES THE LOCAL
& NATIONAL FAVORITE

WRBL

TELEVISION:

COMPLETE DOMINANCE
• MORNING • AFTERNOON • NIGHT

FIRST IN

RADIO:

97.3%
Area Pulse—May, 1957

LEADS IN HOMES
DELIVERED BY

OF ALL
QUARTER
HOURS

55%
Day or night monthly. Best buy

day or night, weekly or daily, is

WRBL—NCS No. 2.

WRBL
AM — FM — TV

COLUMBUS, CEORCIA

CALL HOLLINGBERY CO.

18

by Joe Csida

SponsorH backstage

How^toV'catch" an audience

Not too many columns ago I bewailed the fact

that these pieces, like the outpourings of mam
another regular writer, are often misunderstood,

and are thus the unwitting cause of making peo-

ple unhappy. I should have pointed out. and do

so now. that just as often words uttered here

bring a bit of joy to a reader. We've had at

least two such instances in recent days. Poll)

Haddad of Radio Station WORL in Boston writes:

".
. . we were most pleased and gratified to see that \ou included

a description of WORL's new '950 Club' programing in your recent

column ... we do not believe that we are the first station to use

the "every star featured for 15 minutes each" variation on the Music

and News format. We understand it's being done somewhere in

Pennsylvania, but not for the entire day, just a portion of it . . .

WORL is, we believe, the only station using this style of programing

all day long ... we also believe that WORL originated what we call

a brand new concept in programing, and that is the "Music in 3

Dimensions" idea contained within the '950 Club' format—which in-

cludes music of the Past, Present and Future. . . . Here is how we

work the 3-D style into music: Within each fifteen-minute segment

devoted to one star, we include that particular artist's current big hit

(Present), then his brand newr release (Future), and two of his

great oldies I Past I . In cases where a star hasn't had any recent

recordings we play fifteen minutes of his old 'standards,' and pass

off the entire segment as part of the Past. . . . Thus the listener gets

the top hits, and also a good share of that never-dying commodity

the world calls nostalgia. We at WORL realize that everybody grew

up on certain songs, vocalists, bands, or what have you. But who

hears them any more with today's general radio policy of just hits?

We feel that human nature craves that solidifying element of the

Past, because it gives more meaning to the Present and Future . . .

Don't underestimate nostalgia

I had raised the question in my comments on the W ORL format,

that there was a considerable risk of losing listeners, who might have

a great aversion to one of the artists coming up for a fifteen-minute

segment. To this. Miss Haddad replies: ".
. . in answer to your very

natural opinion that perhaps, if the station is playing a fifteen-

minute segment of an artist the listener doesn't like, he may tune out.

remarkably enough, we have found this true in very few cases. And.

when this happens, we have learned that the "curiosity' element gets

them hack, for at the end of that fifteen minutes, they return to see

who the next star is going to be. . .
."

Sounds logical enough, and Miss Haddad then goes on to sa\ that

the new format drew 4492 pieces of mail the verj first da) it was

launched. She quotes from quite a few of these, and points with

particular pride to one which the stations will use to make its pitch

to advertisers and agencies. This savs ... "I feel like buying more
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UP

54%

UP

11%

UP

55%

Monday from
fl 5.8

"Twenty One" to J4.3

JuncARB

Aug.ARB

Tuesday

"News"

from 14.9
to 16.5

JuncARB

Aug.ARB

Wednesday from 14 1
"Navy Lag" to 2 1 .9

June,

Aug. ARB

Of Both Metro ARB Surveys

After 120 days of operation
IN

THE GREAT CHARLOTTE MARKET!

UP CJj JuncARB

38% ^T^T^jAug.ARB

UP I -^ f ;| ' t£j JuncARB

^°° y-^'4 ^' r H fj Aug. ARB

share of sets-in-use

Mon. thru Fri.

9 a.m. to midnight.

WSOC-TV
H. R. Representatives Inc. — Nationally

F. J. Representatives Inc. — Atlanta

Larry Walker — President and General Manager
C. George Henderson — General Sales Manager
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WILS

the key station in

MICHIGAN'S*

MIGHTY MIDDLE
MARKET

with a 24 hour schedule and

5000
LIVELY WATTS

has over twice the number of

listeners than all other stations

combined in

(March-April, 1957—C. E. Hooper, Inc.)

LANSING

contact Vernard. Rjntoul & McConnel, Inc.

17 Central Michigan

counties with

$1,696,356,000

spendable income.

WILS
a# 0*nj c^<yfc

Sponsor backstage continued

o\ ilw tiling- you advertise now, because 1 feel thai the disk jockey

who is selling the product speaks my own language. Besides the

new ones, he's playing the records I was dancing to 10 years ago.

He must be of my age group, therefore I feel he knows and under-

stands in\ needs and desires much better than those other stations

that plus only for the teenage tastes . .
."

Our Jack Paar pieces made Jack and the folks on the show happy,

but apparently the) made our old buddy Hill Goodheart, vice-presi-

dent in charge of television network sales at NBC even happier.

Hill wrote: "I alwa\s knew you were a great guy—a loyal friend

—

and a big booster—now I've got to add the words 'astute and dis-

cerning' to my description. Thanks a million for the column about

Jack Paar. You know how much it means to us and helps us sell

live vs. film. Your help has been very important to us and we ap-

preciate it very much. . .

.'"

I cook, too. Bill.

We're sated with surveys!

And speaking of live vs. film 1 was amused in the past several

weeks by a number of surveys and studies. WOR-TV. here in New
York, which runs a rather heavy and successful schedule of feature

film stanzas had the Alfred Politz Media firm run a study of the

attitudes of people toward feature film programs carried in the New

^ oik market. Much to the amazement of no one at all the studv

showed that 75.6% of the 1000 people questioned like movies just as

much or more than other kinds of tv shows. About half of that

percentage found feature films more enpnable. and the remaining

half just as enjoyable. 59.7% of the 1000 watched feature films

several times a week: 19.2% about once a week; and 21.1% watch

occasionally. Generally speaking, the study showed that features

are watched by nearh e\er\one in New York, some 88.3^ accord-

ing to Politz.

Television Programs of America made a study, too. on the com-

parative strength of syndicated film series vs. network shows. TP \ -

astute public relations boss, Jerry Franken. used the top 22 markets

in the nation, as per the Pulse National Spot Film Summary, as its

basis for comparison. Taking the 18 months from January. 1956 to

October. 1957, the web casualty rate was found to be 58' r. In

other words only 42% of the shows, which hit air in 1956 Avere

-till around in October, 1957. For the same year and a half Pulse

listed some 80 syndicated series running in earl\ 1956, of which 52.

or about 65% survived.

We talked last week about the jack Paar Tonight, and the Dick

Clark Bandstand live successes on NBC TV and ABC TV respec-

tively, so the Csida Study of Programing is happy to report that

most people like feature films, syndicated series and or live shows

depending on how good any of them are. Surve\s will probably

indicate that for the past week las this it written) a number of peo-

ple even watched the World Series between the New York Yankees

and the Milwaukee Braves. To smart agencies and advertisers the

moral is a simple one: A good show of any kind will get a respon-

sive audience. Trick is to keep alert to the good ones as they de-

velop, and get in fast. ^
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Here's the Most Effective Way to Sell This

$2 Billion WSMpire!
Within the 81 County $2 billion WSMpire, M)°o of the one-half million homes
arc tuned to WSM on an average day.

In order to partially approximate this daily unduplicated WSM audience, you musl
buy at least 38 leading, local Tennessee. Kentucky and Alabama stations. How
about cost? Here are the facts:

UNIT OPEN RATE 312 RATE

38 Stations 1 Min. $164.00 $122 00
WSM 1 Min. $ 50.00 S 38 00

I)i short, WSM can deliver more audience, at less than one third the COSt, in one <>/

America's most significant markets. And — WSM also delivers a bonus day-time
audience outside the WSMpire which is even larger than the audience for nhich
you pay.

There is a difference... it's WSM radio
50,000 WATTS, CLEAR CHANNEL. NASHVILLE • BLAIR REPRESENTED • BOB COOPER, GENERAL MANAGER

•• MMMHI
SPONSOR • 1

(

> (X I'OBKK 10.3" 21
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DOLLARS!
SPENT

IN STORER MARKETS
IN RETAIL SALES
IN 1956*

Retail sales of 29 billion . .

.

and so easy to influence on

radio and television stations

owned and operated by the

Storer Broadcasting Company.

STORER BROADCASTING COMPANY
WSPD-TV
Toledo, Ohio

WGBSWSPD
Toledo, Ohio

WJW-TV WJBK-TV WAGA-TV WVUE-TV
Clevelond, Ohio Detroit, M.ch. Atlanta, Go. W.lmmgton, Del

WJW WJBK WAGA WIBG WWVA V

Cleveland, Ohio Detroit, Mich Atlanta, Go. Phi adelph.a. Pa. Wheeling, W. Va M.

NEW YORK— 625 Madison Avenue, New York 22, Ploio 1-3940

SALES OFFICES CHICAGO— 230 N.Michigon Avenue, Chicago I, Fronklin 2-6498

SAN FRANCISCO — 111 Sutler Street, San Fronciico, Sutter 1-8689

"1957 Sales Management "Survey of Buying Power"



WMAR-TV
Maryland's Pioneer

Television Shi(ion

now celebrating its

10th

Anniversary
h\ presenting

CBS-TV Network
Show

THE
BIG

PAYOTF
with Bess Mverson

Randy Merriman

and the entire cast

from Baltimore's

5th Regiment Armory

October 21st thru 25th

WMAR-TV
CHANNEL

SUNPAPERS TELEVISION, BALTIMORE, MD
TELEVISION AFFILIATE OF THE

COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM
Represented by THE KATZ AGENCY, Inc.

New York, Detroit, St. Louis, San Francisco,

Chicago, Atlanta, Dallas, Los Angeles

News and views for women in

advertising and wives of admen

Women's week

\\ lu> becomes a president? A surprising number of company

presidents, according to an American Management Association sur-

\c\ of 335 member company presidents, are Horatio Alger successes.

• Some presidents started as coal miners; others as office boys,

machine operators, sales clerks, foundrymen, or laborers.

• Most presidents started working on a full-time job bj their

earl) twenties: maris started in their teens.

• Most have been with their present companies for more than

I 5 j ears.

• Eight out of 10 attended college, sex en out of 10 graduated, two

out of 10 went to graduate school. In general, the college men are

found among the younger company presidents, although not all of

them actually graduated because of military sen ice.

• Bachelor of science degrees outnumber bachelor of arts degrees

b) 50%, and most of the major subjects these company presidents

studied were technical. In spite of this fact, it's interesting to know

that the overwhelming majority of them recommend a straight lib-

eral arts program for young men planning executive careers.

Is psychological testing anti-feminine? Speaking before a recent

meeting. Dr. Daniel Brower. consulting psychologist to manage-

ment, told the League of Advertising Agencies members that more

than 41 'r of American corporations today employ some form of

psychological testing, compared with 10' c prior to World War II.

Not only are more and more ad agencies joining in this practice,

but such testing will also become an increasingly important factor

in promotions.

Its purpose?

To screen out applicants for competence and emotional fitness

prior to hiring, with tests for men and women differing in some

areas of interpretation.

KDAL-TV's lady sales manager: Elizabeth Daniels first gol into

advertising at Powers Department Store in Minneapolis because of

the way she wrote. But she climbed up into becoming a radio pro-

gram personality through what she wrote.

Today, as a top tv saleswoman. "Li/" has this advice to offer to

any tv salesman, male or female:

1. Don't underestimate the power of the medium.

2. Do not sell against other media; sell on the merits of yours.

3. Make your call with an idea in mind, present the idea, and al-

w a\ s ask for the order.

4. Have a positive approach.

5.. Put forth 10'
t more effort even day and you can't help but

get the business. Selling tv requires a minimum of eight hours of

thought and effort daily

.

6. Use success stories of other advertisers to establish your

medium.

7. Sell e\er\l>od\ in the story on t\ the man in the president's

(hair and the man who sweeps the floor as well. Talk to every-

body. Be enthusiastic. Inform them of what is new.

SPONSOR 19 OCTOBER 1957



the more you compare balanced programming,

audience ratings, coverage, or costs per thousand—
or trustworthy operation—the more you'll prefer

WAVE Radio

WAVE-TV

LOUISVILLE

NBC AFFILIATES

NBC SPOT SALES, EXCLUSIVE NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES

WFIE-TV, Channel 14, the NBC affiliate in Evansville,

is now owned and operated by WAVE, Inc.



26

(SORT OF A SUCCESS STORY)

V.TTV has a new real estate show. It's called "Open

House." Builders and developers buy time and sell houses.

I errific idea . .

.

\Jne problem, though. We can't keep a sponsor

on the show.

I t sells them out of houses too fast.

I t's really our fault. Some ambulance chaser in the

sales department had the bright idea of an escape clause

for any sponsor selling all his houses within four weeks.

So, we're losing sponsors right and left.

ww e don't like to bother you with our problems,

but we would suggest as follows:

If you've a product — not just houses,

but any product that's in normally long

supply— something you won't run out of

in four weeks or so — put it on KTTV.

our Blair-TV man has the necessary contracts with the

4-week escape clause carefully inked out . .

.

Los Angeles Times-MGM

Television r 1
Represented nationally by BLAIR-TV

49th ai*<

Madison

Touche

1 his is a testimonial—supporting a

statement made in one of your own
advertisements about your publication.

You say. "It's read from cover to cover

because there's something of interest

and value on every page."

Of interest and value on page 36 of

your September 21 issue I found an

article titled "This bank isn't afraid to

sell. ' There's just one error in this

informative piece. The institution de-

scribed is not a bank. Rather, it's a

savings and loan association.

A banker client and I have one wish.

Before you. your writers and your
readers choose a depository for sav-

ings, we hope you'll learn the distinc-

tion between the two. You'll find there

is a difference.

Anyway, you're right on one score.

I read the issue from cover to cover

—

including the advertisements.

Robert F. Leren

BBDO

Film-Scope

It is not often we feel prompted to

write what might be described as a

"fan" letter, and yet we do feel that a

word of commendation should be

dropped your way regarding your very

excellent "Film-Scope" section. For

succinctness, insight and pertinence,

this column has no peer.

Put into a nutshell; many thanks for

sponsor's continuing efforts to bring

clarity into an extremely complex busi-

ness.

Gene Feldman
Derel Producing Assoc, Inc.

On-the-rood selling

In your "Sponsor Hears" column of

September 21, we noted that "A Madi-

son Avenue agency is mulling a new
use for old-line radio personalities.

It would put them on the personal-

appearance circuit as entertainers and

goodwill ambassadors. Their main

function would be to attend sales meet-

ings at the grassroots. All this is

based on the premise that everybody
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Omaha's Only

Early Evening

Movies
are seen* on cJ^^^Sb /

at 9l35 PM
Audience-Holding Hits from ...

• Warners • RKO • 20th Century

• Columbia • Selznick

Take time to wind-up a complete sales

picture in Omaha and mainspring profits.

Full minutes available now!

OMAHA WORLD-HERALD STATION

Eugene S. Thomas. Gen. Msr.

* See the
nearest | | III

K
"ff'eefor Omaha's /£f K. •• TV
the story cr-1tj
on actual
comments. basic a
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. . .on KONO,
that is!

Yep... the latest ratings put KONO
Radio head and shoulders above 'em

all in San Antonio in listenership as well

as listeners-per-dollar.

But our head's not up in the clouds. . .

we're plugging away to build our

audience bigger and bigger—with

the music and news that active, buy-

ing South Texans want.

If you buy by ratings . . . buy

KONO. If you buy by results of

salesmanship . . . buy KONO . . .

the South Texas station with

audience and selling power.

Get facts—see your

H-R Representative
or Clarke Brown man

860 kc 5()00 wattsKO
SAN ANTONIO RADIO

likes to get acquainted with a 'name'."

We at WCAU radio would like to

state that we're past the "mulling"'

stage and have just successfully com-
pleted a 13-week stint of our "Cinder-

ella Weekend" on the road.

These "on-the-road" remote broad-

cast were well organized personal ap-

pearances—WCAU radio personalis

Bill Hart, accompanied by a complete

crew : a director, an announcer, a pro-

duction assistant, and the necessar\

engineering and prop crews were a

part of each of these remote broad-

casts.

In presenting these programs at

various business locations, WCAU ra-

dio accomplished two purposes: (1 I

gathering together a large "live" audi-

ence in each spot and (2) by broad-

casting directlj from the stores, the

respective sale-men were in reality at-

tending a prepared sales meeting and

were able to note the tremendous draw

which "Cinderella Weekend" has in

the Philadelphia area.

Barbara Haddox «.

director, press information

WCAU, Philadelphia

Trade facts for the public

SPONSOR -parked our September ad\ ei

-

tising campaign!

WTVN-TV, Columbus, thought that

the viewers might be interested in

knowing just how much money was

spent to produce the shows which they

view ever) evening, so in our Septem-

ber newspaper promotion, WTVN-1 \

devoted a large portion of space to

informing the Central Ohio viewers

of the cost of an evening's entertain-

ment on Channel 6.

To accomplish this mission we

counted on the production costs pub-

lished in SPONSOR. First we looked up

the production costs of the major eve-

ning ABC network shows which were

to appear that night. Then we added

production costs of the syndicated

shows which were scheduled in the

same time segment and added another

$100,000 production figure for the fea-

ture movie that evening.

We have received many calls and

letters in response to this campaign,

and we thought you might be inter-

ested in letting other SPONSOR readers

know about this highly effective pro-

motion.

Don Hardin.

promotion, publicity director.

WTVN-TV, Columbus, Ohio
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kudk kiter
9 three success stories which keep

The BARTELL GROUP
FIRST A^ W*f I J

- — 3

(and a/ways

FIRST
in ratings everywhere

FIRST
with the whole family

delivering a richer audience composition
\

WOKY .Milwaukee FIRST

TWAKE Atlanta FIRST (V\

KRUX Phoenix FIRST y
KCBQ San Diego FIRST

+ and going up, up, up, newest Kartell Stations

WILD Boston and WYDE Birmingham
(Rateholder avails will triple their value in fiO days.)

$a*&M It... mtdSeUlt
Sold Nationally by ADAM YOUNG, Inc.

for WOKY, The KATZ Agency

AMERICA'S FIRST RADIO FAMILY

SERVING 10 MILLION AMERICANS
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Know

Charlotte

by the

company

it keeps

Major distribution center

of the Southeast, Charlotte

records 1956 wholesale sales

at $1,327,633,000.* A

comparison with your selection

of the "first fifty markets"!

should result in an appropriation

for Charlotte. The record

also shows WBT Radio

exceeding nearest competition

in total audience by 711%

(NCS #2).

tStandard Metropolitan Area Population

"Source: Census of Business, Dept. of Commerce
(Pub. 1956)

Charlotte $1,327,633,000 • Birmingham

$1,202,769,000 • Louisville $1 ,191 ,095,000

Columbus $987,909,000 • Richmond
$852,924,000

Represented Nationally by CBS Radio Spot Soles

CHARLOTTE, N. C.

Jefferson Standard
Broadcasting Company
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THE CRITICS BE DAMMED!
They're premature in judging the tv season and tliu> far out of

step with first ratings, admen say. They counter doom prediction!

with fact that tv today has (I) three strong networks; (2) more

total audience; (3) greater choice of net and local programing

If network television attracts the big-

gest total audience in its history this

season—as it probabl} will the critics

who cover the medium for the nations

newspapers are unlikerj to write blush-

ing apologies. I hex ha\e done their

best to cr\ panic as this t\ season un-

folded. But few seem concerned with

whether the) are out-of-step with the

American public.

Professional television people at

agencies, at the networks and within

client organizations have generall} dis-

missed tv's critic- a-: (1] unable to in-

fluence the public to an\ extent and
'2 i ill-trained for constructive analv-

sis. This vear. however, there is erow-

By Evelyn Konrad

ing concern among tv's professionals

over the degree to which a few in tv

itself are prone to reflect the pessi-

mism of the critics. Even ' ariet") has

begun to wail mournfully, burying

the season a- hopeless before it bas

-tatted.

"Suddenly, people who Bhould know

better think it's smart to take a poke at

the medium. " the tv director of one of

the top 10 agencies told sponsor.

"They re not seeing tv as a mass me-

dium, an advertising medium, as we

must think of it in this business. The
pit v of it is that an atmosphere of

panic mav l>e created artificially."

The professionals, particularly at

agent ies, Bee the i\ season this w &) :

Hi tar too early to predict audi-

ence reaction to the season as a whole.

Bui the earliest I rendes ratings on the

new shows are comparable with the

level of rating- lasl vear. not lower.

ludiencei u ill continue to be tplit

morr event) among the three nets, be-

cause at Y&R's tv v.p.. l!o|i Mountain,

puts it. "programing has bei ome
equalised." The chame- of getting

ratings in the 30's oi even i2<
<"- an

slimmer than in previous vear-. Most

agwcj t\ direct.. i- agree thai a client

who's getting one-third -hare of audi-

ence is doing well. Hut compared t..

other media tv i- -till wav ahead.

SPONSOR 1 (
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Setworh tv is as powerful a sales

medium a> it lias ever been, according

l<> the pros. Earliest research reports

al ^ Mi. I'M instance, indicate that sets-

in-use are -till climbing up. The an-

ticipation is therefore that cost-per-

I. (Miu is not spiraling. It will be

watched carefull) however.

/ (//<// 1 1 audience has increased over

ln-i in//. The Trendex sets-in-use fig-

ures l"i tin- first week in October 1957

show a definite climb over the compar-

able week in 1956. Taking 7:30 to

II :00 p.m. as the base time, Sunday

night improved 1
1

'

, . Monda\ *)'
i .

Tuesdav (>'
, . Wednesday 9%, Thurs-

day. 2%, Saturday 1%. Onlj Friday

night decreased, 1>\ 1'*. but research

experts put this decrease down to a

religious holidaj

.

Totallj the climb represents a 5%
increase in sets-in-use.

These early figures indicate that,

while the audience might be divided

more evenl) among the three networks,

there's more total audience to go

around.

Conversion of viewers into sales is

expected to he higher than in previous

years l>\ many of the top agency tv

heads. The reason: Commercial tech-

niques have improved steadily. Some
point out that the type of "escape'"

programing like Westerns and non-

psychological suspense and mystery

shows that are so prevalent this yeai

make better commercial vehicles than

the heavy neo-realistic drama that the

critics tend to favor.

Westerns are expected to continue

strong through the year. Many feel

that the proportion of Westerns to

over-all programing had been very low

in years previous and that thev ve just

found their own level this year. Tv
has always had rules of program pop-

ularity. The proportion of Westerns

ma\ drop again next fall, after some of

the weaker ones have died out.

Singer-variety shows may be more

i ulnerable, is the consensus. Say the

specialists: Vcw of the singers appeal

to more than a fraction of the total

audience. The fact that there are a

large number of this type of show* this

fall means that the fractional audience

will he divided even more.

SflOU s have improved in talent and

technique, but audiences and critics

particularly are spoiled now.

"There are onl\ so manv plots and

situations," sa\s Ted Bate- t\ v.p. Jim

I
/'lease lum to page 90)

c
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HOW TRENDEX AND THE CRT

\l \\ ERICK West ABC TV 7:30-8:30 pa|

BACHELOR 1 •ATHEH Sit. Com. CBS TV 7:.40-8 p.m. . 1

SALLY Sit. Com. NBC TV 7:30-8 p.m. 1

STUDIO ONE Di CBS TV 10-11 p.m.

RESTL (,l \ West. NBC TV 8-8:30 p.m.

WELLS FARGO West NBC TV 9-9:30 p.m.

COODYE\R-\I.CO\ WIHOl.OGY Drama NBC TV 9:30-10 p.m.

M SPICION

SI GARFOOT

Myst.

West.

NBC TV 10-11 p.m.

ABC TV 7: 111-8:30 pj

\\ 5 ATT EARP West. ABC TV 8:3(1-9 p.m.

PHIL SILVER.' Sit Com. CBS TV 8-8:30 pjj

EVE ARDEN SHOW Sit. Com. CBS TV 8:30-9 p.m.

$61,000 QUESTION Quiz CBS TV 10-10:30 p.m

GEORGE COBEL SHOW \ ariety NBC TV 8-9 p.m. alt

EDDIE FISHER SHOW \ ariety NBC TV 8-9 p.m. al

THE CALIFORNIANS West. NBC TV 10-10:30 p.n

W \I.TER WINCHELL Drama ABC TV 9:30-10 p.m.

RIC RECORD \ arit-t \ CBS TV 8-9 p.m.

\\ \GON TRAIN West. NBC TV 7:30-8:30 p.i

CIRCUS BOY Adv. ABC TV 7:30-8 p.m.

REAL McCOYS Sit. Com. ABC TV 8:30-9 p.m.

PAT BOONE SHOW \ ariety ABC TV 9-9:30 p.m.

SCT. PRESTON A.lv. CBS TV 7:30-8 p.m.

HARBOURMASTER Adv. CBS TV 8-8:30 p.m.

PLAYHOUSE 90 Drama CBS TV 9:30-11 p.m

TIC TAG DOUGH Quiz NBC TV 7 :30-8 p.m.

GROUCHO MARX Quiz NBC TV 8-8:30 p.m.

ROSEMARY CLOONEY \ ariety NBC TV 10-10:311 pj

RIN TIN TIN West. ABC TV 7 :30-8 p.m. |
i

LEAVE IT TO BEAVER Sit. Com. CBS TV 7:30-8 p.m. |
TRACKDOWN West CBS TV 8-8:30 p.m. ]

MR. ADAMS & EYE Sit. Com. CBS TV 9-9:30 p.m. 1

SABER OF LONDON Myst NBC TV 7-7:30 p.m. 1

M SQUAD Myst NBC TV 9-9:30 p.m. ]
THE THIN \I\N Myst. NBC TV 9:30-10 p.ml

LAWRENCE WELK SHOW Music ABC TV 9-10 p.m.

PERR1 MASON Myst. CBS TV 7:30-8:30 p.1

DICK & THE DUCHESS Sit Com. CBS TV 8:30-9 p.m.
"

HAVE GUN, WILL TRAVEL West. CBS TV 9:30-10 p.ml

POL! \ BERGEM -HOW \ ariety NBC TV 9-9:30 p.m.

CISELE MxcKEXZIE SHOW \ ariety NBC TV 9:30-10 p.m
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THEY CUT SPOT'S PAPER MAZE
Morey, Humiii & Warwick's problem : How to streamline payments for 10,000

spots a week to more than 700 stations? Solution: Sight drafts—old in

hanking, new to media. Result: Stations are paid immediately while the

agency saves about $10,000 a year in bookkeeping, handling and postage

or some months now an oil com-

pany and its agency have shown the

way to grease the complex machinery

of spot buying and selling. By this

week, the method's efficacy was dem-

onstrated by the 538 out of about 700

stations across the nation that now
participate in the sight draft system of

payment set up by Morey, Humm &

Warwick agency, New York, for Sin-

clair Refining Co.

In the world of commerce, the sight

draft is an old tool. Its application,

hswever, to the field of broadcasting,

is a fresh breeze blowing through the

long-tangled paper jungle. (See "Let's

cut spot's paper maze," SPONSOR, 2

March 1957. i Here is how the

MH&W-Sinclair plan works:

The sight draft itself is a facsimile

check printed on a kraft paper en-

velope of size and specification ap-

proved by banking circles for easy

handling in sorting machines. The

draft (a specimen of which is shown

on these pages) is drawn against the

Morey, Humm & Warwick account at

the First National City Bank of New
York. Thus the imprinted kraft paper

envelope becomes a blank check.

A radio station running Sinclair an-

nouncements, and which has decided

to participate in the plan, receives a

supply of these sight drafts from

MH&W. As a month's broadcast

schedule is completed, the station sim-

ply computes its invoice, deducts the

15% agency commission and cash dis-

count if allowed, and fills out the face

of the sight draft for the amount due.

Invoice and affidavit of performance

are dropped into the draft I it's an en-

velope, remember) and the flap is

sealed. The whole thing is then taken

to the station's bank and deposited

just like a check.

When these drafts reach MH&W's
bank in New York and are presented

to the agency for acceptance, they are

sorted by station identification num-
bers. (Identification numbers appear

on each envelope sight draft. They
were arrived at in this way. As radio

schedules were prepared and imprinted

by the agency, they were numbered
consecutively and these numbers were

then copied on the drafts to conform

to the numbers on the schedules.)

Then the invoices and affidavits are

checked. Unless there is a discrep-

ancy, the transaction is over. And if

a station has drawn a draft for an in-

correct amount, the agencv simplv re-

turns it via banking channels.

So the station gets its money
promptly, and without mailing a bill,

while MH&W saves an estimated $10.-

000 a year in bookkeeping, handling

and postage.

The man behind the plan is William

G. Carmody, secretary-treasurer of

Morey, Humm & Warwick. Carmody
has been knee-deep in finance all his

adult life. From 1925 to 1940, he

worked in treasury and accounting ca-

pacities for Sinclair Oil. then entered

the advertising agency business as

secretary -treasurer for Hixson &

O'Donnell. w hich later became MH&W .

When William L. Wernicke, MH&W
radio and tv director, wandered into

Carmody's office one day last Spring

and announced that everything was set

for Sinclair's 52-week radio satura-

tion campaign in about 450 markets

(see "Sinclair's 10,000 radio short-

shorts every week," sponsor, 8 June

1957), he admitted concern for the

bookkeeping department which would

be faced with handling the pay-off on

nearly 50.000 spots a month spread

over about 700 stations.

"Mj gosh." said Wernicke, "we'll

have to buy another accounting ma-

chine!"

"We'll do it with sight drafts," Car-

mody said. He might have said,

"W e'll do it with mirrors." Actually

Carmody was kidding.

That night, however, riding the

Long Island train to his home in

Green Lawn. Carmody got to thinking

over his joke of the morning. It

seemed less like a joke now: the hu-

mor fell away leaving an idea not at

all far-fetched.

"Why not sight drafts?"' Carmody
asked himself.

The idea was discussed within the

agencv and with the client advertising

manager, James J. Delaney. Then it

was laid before a number of station

managers and representatives. Every-

one agreed it would cut through a lot
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imi fuut «k«u art »t»i of <•

This check tize envelope is the frej to 1///A // 's tin

How sight draft payments work

<2

At agency: William G. < armody, \llk\W ••

.iii'l origii tfl plan, and assistant treasurei Marie

Zahni i end oul i batch ol sight Irafl envi

These drafl ire no« blank. Next lii

mod] Bees them, thej will red bank with bills enclosed

At a station: ' lifford Frohn v70H \. .,

V.rk. and i redil manager Thel I 'II oul the ligl

al end «>f month. <>n the face <A • i

«

A i ii; , d n letters

as payee along with amounl "I bill (less agencj comi

discount). Inside drafl envelope ::••<- the invoice and il

At bank: v70R McCormick, pn

draft ai Woli- bank foi deposit I hi transaction i- no ! i tT»-r -

«-ni than depositing an ordinary i he< k. except that tin -

da- been made oul 1 >> the payee D through n

banking channels, is presented bj MlliSW- bank f"r
i i

Photos by Lou Nemcth

ol paper work for all concerned.

["he >'\'j.hi draft- were printed al

nine, and letters went oul from Car-

mod) to all the stations in the sched-

ule, inviting them to participate: "We
are pleased to announce," the letters

began, "that we plan to pa) for spot

radio broadcasting l>\ means oi en-

velope sight draft form-, a sample "I

which is enclosed. Instead of mailing

us an invoice at the end of the month.

we request and specifically authorize

you to insert your hill net of commis-

sion and cash discount, if any, in the

envelope draft, seal it and complete

the face of the draft by writing in the

name of your company, call letter-,

and the amount of the invoice. . .
."

The letter went on to state that the

draft could he handled through regu-

i Article continues next page)
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THIS WE FIGHT FOR

Long delayed journey into night

begun by spot radio advertisers

the campaigns I <
• push nighttime are beginning i«> pa) off.

The client psychological block againsl Inning spol radio after

7 p.m. i- showing signs of cracking in the face "I growing evi-

dence of big nighttime audience for low cost-per-1.000. Ol

course, some credil to the increasing awareness of nighttime

tnusl go to the plain old laws of economics not everyone with

a product <>r service to sell <au squeeze into traffic hours or

i'\ in da) time an) more.

But the real credil musl go in the broadcasl industr) itseli

which has never stopped thumping its drum. For example, tin-

week—and for the past several weeks Edward Petty & Co.

executives and salesmen have been out making personal pres-

entations to agenc) and client admen based on that rep firm's

new publication, "Two lor the mone) with nighttime radio."

I he\ sire-- the »i/e ami ipialitv of night audience-;: the) also

emphasize night radios economy—that there are now 42 mar-

kets in the top 50 having stations with rates at 50 '/I of day.

The consistent efforts waged by most reps and stations are

having their effect. Westinghouse Broadcasting, for example,

reports seven new national accounts in its night shows, Pro-

gram PM. For how night is catching on all over, see below:

Clients who bought nighttime spot in past tew weeks

Life Magazine

Lucky Strike

Hit Parade

Wanischewitz Wine

Folgers Coffee

GE Radios

DeSoto

Schaefer Beer

TWA
Italian tine Ale

Appalachian Apples

\ en port Cigarettes

Vaseline Hair Tonic

Cadillac

Sinclair Refining

L & M Cigarettes

Texaco

Vew England 4pple Institute

Prestone

Oasis Cigarettes

Petri Wine

I'.O.C. Beer

Telling nighttime story t" Howard Eaton u.i. media manager-

broadcast for Lever Brothers, and Sam Tliurm (center), Lever media

director, are Jim Eshleman, Jr. (r.), Eastern sis. mgr. for radio div. of

Edv/ard Petrj & I o., and Bill Steese (standing), Petrj radio prom. mgr.

II

SPOT'S MAZE continued . . .

lar hanking channels as a cash item

and that no charges for its collection

~hould he assessed.

Ml the station manager had to do
to participate was to sign and return

a duplicate cop) of the letter. The
plan began in Mav. By mid-summer.
more than 100 outlets had accepted the

sight draft method.

"We appreciate your interest in a

smoother operation of payment pro-

cedures. Ro) Bacus, commercial man-
ager of Fort Worth- \\ BAP, wrote

the agenc)

.

Royce W. Nation, business manager
of KOA in Denver, wrote: "I am en-

thused about the idea and wish more
agencies would establish such a polic)

of pa) ing."

\ot ever) station ua- enthusiastic.

however. Some which had installed

special bookkeeping and hilling ma-
chiner) bowed out of the plan on the

grounds that it would not conform to

their procedure. Some accepted the

plan, hut skeptical!) . "While we are

not certain such a procedure would in-

tegrate itself in our hookkeeping op-

erations,"' wrote one station head, "we
do feel we should ... at least give it a

try. The) reserved the right to re-

turn to former procedures, but they

are still using the sight draft plan

toda)

.

Now that the plan has been in oper-

ation for some time, it is "aining more
and more approval.

"We think it's wonderful that under

this system spot radio invoices are

paid immediately," Clifford Frohn-

hoefer, controller at W OR, New York,

told sponsor. "This, together with a

reduction of paper handling, has been

most advantageous to WOR. We get

relief on two fronts: labor time and

collection headaches."

But the advantages are not all on

the side of the stations. Here is how

MH&W benefits :ili Only one check

is written to the bank to cover all the

drafts of one day; (2) Drafts are

cheaper to print than the checks used

on their accounting machines; (3)

Reduces volume of incoming and out-

going mail; i 1' Cuts down postage

and internal handling costs; (5) Elim-

inates possihilitv of losing discounts.

Vccording to the agency, it effects a

saving of about (>0
f
r over previously-

used systems.

\mong those stations not partici-

pating in the sight draft plan are the

(Please turn to page 52)

s
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PR
VIA
TV

tluminium Ltd. uses u program lu^li in u artistry Omnibus in <mi\ ii\ recognition

building ad campaign into tmerica's uppei strata homes. ' tbove, Leonard //<v

during rehearsal loi n shou /<;*/ season.) Commercials have unusual opening shots,

(belou I, in iuii audience interest; lollou through with "institutionaf • opj approach

*"I'K with ad tools*" is concept behind Aluminium Lt<l."> successful campaign

for recognition, aluminum market expansion in the I'.S. Canadian firm puts

(>7c c of estimated 82 million annual ad budget into sponsorship of Omnibus

i ou are the ad manager <>f a huge

but virtuall) unknown foreign com-
pany with no consumer product. i our

firm's stock i- 7"/. American-owned
.mil you have a specialized 200-300

customer potential within the U. S.

What would be the teasl likerj media

selection For your company's I . S.

campaign?

You might think the answer i- net-

work t\. But witness that jusl such

a firm is spending 6795 of an esti-

mated $2 million annual ad allotment

in network t\ this season. The com-
pany, Uuminium Ltd., Canada, this

month enters it- fourth consecutive

\ear as a co-sponsor oi Omnibus (this

year on \\\(] T\ I. Uuminium Ltd.'s

tab for one-third sponsorship of each

90-minute, alternate-week show will

average approximate!) 180,000.

The achievement record for three

seasons of network t\ participation:

"Television has taken us from a \ii-

tualrj unknown -tain- to recognition as

one of the world's principal aluminum

producers," -talc- I ri< West, president

of the firm's -ale- nutlet. Muminium
Ltd. sale-, [nc. \nd a 9urvey, de-

tailed later in this report, backs n|>

West's enthusiastic i\ endorsement

u ith substanl ial fact

Here is a [>ei 1
1

-« t example of "pub-

lic relations making use oi the tools ol

advertising," in the definition "f [Job

Dennison, JWT v.p. and account ex-

ecutive for the Uuminium Ltd. ai •

ount.

\\ oi Id's -'i ond lai gesl produi -
i

I

ii i ma in aluminum ingots, (about 1"''

for use b\ Vmeri an industry), the

i anadian concern moved 215, MX) t"n-

of ingots into the ( . S. market in

1956. I hi- was "ai accomplished bj

sponsorship of the Omnibus t\ show.
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Heav) demands foi aluminum b)

I . S. manufacturers and the over-all

status i'l the aluminum industry ac-

counted for the tonnage. I ntil a feu

months ago. demand for tin- light-

weight, rustproof metal exceeded the

\\ lial l\. and specificall) Omnibus,

accomplished for Uuminium Ltd. is

that fond desire df mam primary pro-

ducers—recognition by John Q. Buv-

1
(>28 and was terminated in 1951.

• A specialized and nunierieally

minute market: 200-300 U. S. manu-
facturers purchase primar) aluminum
ingots in carload lots.

• An off-heat firm name that paral-

lels, but is more awkward to pronounce

than "aluminum," its U. S. synonym.
• A foreign headquarters location.

• An industrial stor) to tell.

In addition to gaining corporate

OMNIBUS' AUDIENCE

Debonair Vlistair Cooke (left), Omnibus MC, virtu-

ally epitomizes culture and breeding in his person-

al lit \ -attracts a high-level U. S. viewing audience

Total familv income

Omnibus
homes

All tv

homes

s7. Dili) „,,,/ Over 23.7% 77.6%

$4,000—6,999 47.5 37.8

$2,000—3,999 28.2 32.5

$1,999 and Below

Occupation

7.2 72.7

of household head

Professional, Semi-Profes-

sional, Technical

Managers, Officials, Pro-

72.7% 8.5%

nriclors 73.4 70.3

Clerical, Sales 78.7 76.6

Craftsmen, Foremen

Operatives, Manufacturing

76./ 78.0

79.3 24.8

Farmers, Farm Managers 4.9 4.5

Services 6.8 9.2

Other 9.3 8.7

Education of household head

College 79.6% 75.8%
High Si hool 48.3 40.4

Grammar School 32.7 43.8

SOTJKCE: Videodei (December 1!K 6)

ing-Puhlic of the firm's contributions

to his ever) da\ li\ ing.

Aluminium Ltd. executives in 1954

decided to intensify efforts to achieve

this recognition through expansion of

a 1951 -instituted pr program. Thev
faced man) of the problems sometimes

considered insurmountable by admen
handling: ill primary producers;

i 2 l sellers of '"services" and "institu-

tional" accounl-.

• No consumer product upon which

to base a campaign.

• Lack of a corporate identity—

a

problem compounded b) a previous af-

filiation with Alcoa that started in

recognition, Aluminium Ltd. sought

another prime goal in its campaign:

"Expansion of the aluminum pie," in

the words of West.

To this end Aluminium Ltd. is

joined by three other giants of the

aluminum industr\ : Alcoa. Reynolds

and Kaiser I see sponsor 23 July 1956.

page 32, Reynolds; 14 November,

1955, page 38, Alcoa i

.

These three, however, all have either

a consumer product or a label to use

as a base for their aluminum industr)

pitch. Aluminium Ltd. has neither.

Thus the "pr with advertising tools"

rather than a merchandising approach.

Three basic desirable campaign ele-

ments were pinpointed b\ original

planners Nathaniel Davis, Aluminium

Ltd. president: Edward Mejia, vice

president; West; and Dennison: ill

dramatically presented "institutional"

copy; (2 1 a medium reaching a vast

audience: (3) a "prestige" vehicle re-

flecting the corporate personality of

Uuminium Ltd. and reaching a high-

level bracket of the I . S. population.

Tv wras picked as the medium after

extensive stud\ and consideration by

the JWT-Aluminium team. It offered

the vast audience and "sound and sight

to dramatize the advertising message,"

states Hugh Norsworthy, Aluminium
ad manager. Also, "if you can afford

it, network tv is inexpensive," he told

SPONSOR.

Aluminium Ltd. will pay an esti-

mated $3. 71* per 1,000 viewers per

commercial minute for Omnibus this

season. (The figures are arrived at by

using NBC TV's Wide Wide World
and its ratings last year as a basis. \

counterpart to Omnibus in program-

ing concept, WWW alternates with

Omnibus on NBC this season. Factors

considered in the estimate : WWW's
ratings from October to March last

season; cost for one-third sponsorship

of Omnibus; 91% audience coverage

offered by the 86 NBC stations cleared

to carry Omnibus this season.)

Omnibus filled the bill as the "pres-

tige" vehicle reaching a high-level au-

dience. "We put our commercials in a

program of importance and dignits.

says Norsworthy. For an ad campaign

designed to hit the nations opinion

leaders the Omnibus-type production

becomes a prime choice. It has an

upper-strata audience. I see \ ideodex

chart at left i . This breed of pro-

gram is the answer for "any advertiser

trying to create a public attitude, says

George Benson. Omnibus business

manager.

The commercials for the Omnibus

audience were the subject of consider-

able creative planning at JWT. They

have an industrial story as subject,

with an intangible to sell.

Dramatic, exciting openings are

used to preface the educational-inform-

ative messages. Flying aluminum

boats, or men in aluminum suits walk-

ing through fire are typical opening

shots \ou might see used b) Alumin-

ium Ltd.

Motion is emphasized throughout.

To dramatical!) highlight the firm's

research activities, for instance, one
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commercial film featured the delibei ate

collision of two lulK loaded freight

, .11 - ( me was > « i — 1 1 in ted "I alumi-

num, tlir othei ol conventional mate

i tals .mil desi

I hr million-pound impai t lefl the

aluminum cai virtually unscathed

while crunching the othei

.

Application ol the In m's produi i i"

everyday living is featured through

commercials showing, in action, thi

lain ication ol familial aluminum prod-

ucts. Ilii- pitch explains that Bome ol

the metal used is made from ingots

produced by Aluminium Ltd.

The cooperative neighbor approach

i- also liit hard In the Canadian con-

ccni via commercials illustrating the

importance of it- aluminum in the

scheme of America's business empire.

Canada's natural resources come in

for heavy play, particularly the firm's

vast hydroelectric holdings. I h«
• com-

pany's "packaged power' concept "I

aluminum is explained. ' It take- as

nun li ilii iii* 1 1 v in make one ton of

aluminum Bl a -i\ m liomr would

onsume ovei a 15-yeai pei iod. And

Aluminium ltd. oh ns prai ti< ally all

the powei generating plant- it uses in

ni.iniil.il tin ing aluminum. I

\n Omnibus commercial even be-

t iii.- Aluminium I td.'s tool im in-

-t i ucting the public in the correct pro-

nunciation "> tin' firm name.

I tin in the in -i two years ol net-

work t\ partii >

|

>.i i h>n. only " Aluminum
1 1 mil ( anaila u B8 u-ril BJ a theme.

In the third season, however, a full

one minute animated i ai toon com
rial was il'\ ised to delivei the " Al-

\ ou-minnie-um' pronuni iation into

the viewers mental dictionaries. Mi i

sure "I impai t foi tlii- commercial : In

1955 a group "I West Coast viewers

importuned Dwighl Newton, San Fran-

cisco Examine) t\ editor, t<> have the

Omnibus program name changed to

"Om-nib-e-us," in keeping with the

latest iiciul in modem English usaee.

Hydroelectric power's importance lo aluminum production is discussed bj Hugh Nors

worth) (.left), Vluminium I td. ad manager, and Robert Dennison, IWT v.p. and account exec.

\- i- the i ommon pi obli in-

ititul foi the Alumini-

um-ty pe < oni ei n, absol iti

menl ••! •
-

1 1
• i tiveness i- diffii ult. I his

i- particularly 10 in thi the

< .in. i.li. in aluminum < ompany

.

I'.- . auae the fit m was on a sold-out

basis until a fen months i

. hai t- '! business • icpansion li run -

can verify the effectiveness of Alumini-

um I til. - network tv part i< ipal ion in

in m- n( dollai inl

\\ h.it has been measured by IW I

however, is the compaign effe* ti\-

in terms <'( viewei attitudes, both

among "opinion leaders and "non-

leaders." I sing one of IW I - sui

as .1 barometei . admen i an note that

Aluminium Ltd.'s batting average in

achieving it- objectives with the Omni-

bus viewer nears the I.immi mark.

This survey measured changes in

awareness and attitudes toward t li<-

aluminum industry and Aluminium

I. til. in particular.

\|in selected foi the bui vey *

from professional oi managerial

-ii- classifications and those with in-

• .inn- ovei $7,000 pei year. W itli a

sample size of I. "I 1. tlx- poll was con-

ducted in September 1956, before the

start nf Omnibus, and .it the end of the

Omnibus season in L957.

The "opinion leaders" classification

applies t<> tli"-'' sun e ed who: • 1 >

are officers of organizations, eithei lo-

cally oi nationally ; (2) have « ritten

anything that has appeared in print:

oken oi wi itten I I

gressman, Senator, etc., about Bome

policy oi issue; I
1 have spoken be-

fore the public oi on radio oi h

.

i Please rum to /'</-'• 51

N BC TV's stations

->t tu carry Omnibus 'Iii- season, explains

('.• nson ' left ' . ' rmnibus bus. n -

Eric West, Aluminium Ltd. Sales,



CHECK YOUR COMMERCIAL AGAIN

A panel of 150 judges

picked these eight radio

commercials for KAB

awards of the year. Here's

what makes them tops

MUSIC & TALK

MARLBORO CIGARETTES
Agency: Leo Burnett. Chicago

Written at the Chicago agency li> Don Ten-

nant and Bill Walker. Recorded in Holly-

wood by Capitol Recording, features \ocal-

ist Julie London. Series on air for year.

MUSIC & TALK

PEPSODEIST
Agency: Foote, Cone & Belding

Katy O'Brien is the writer of this commer-
cial that integrates the now famous jin-

gle. This particular e.t. recorded at Fine

Sound, Y Y. On the air about eight months.

MUSIC & TALK

TEXACO
Agency: Cunningham & Walsh

Written bj the C&W copy group under super-

vision of Joe McDonough, creative head of

the Texaco account, who conceived the "Tow-
er of Power" idea. On the air since January.

MUSIC & TALK

WINSTON CIGARETTES
Agency: William Est) Co., Inc.

Written in \,w Yorkbj the Esty agency copy
group. This commercial selected for K \1!

award was recorded 1>\ ludio-Video (Coastal)
a York. Series on air about two years.

low duo \<>ur radio commercial

compare with the eight that received

Radio Advertising Bureau awards?

The charl below is your chance to

make (lie comparison. A thumbnail

analysis ol each winner at RAB's third

National Radio Advertising (]linie at-

tempts to see them through the judges'

eyes.

The awards were gold-plated record-

ings mounted on mahogany plaques.

The winners were -elected bj a "blue

ribbon jurj of 150 advertisers, agenc)

i xecutives and broadcasters.

Three of the winning commercials

are all-talk, light-touch ones of the t\pe

attracting interest among admen and

radio listeners latel\. (See "Should

you get on radios coined) commercial

bandwagon?" sponsor, 11 Ma\ L957.
|

Four were predominantly musical

jingle HiM-in.il- w ith - tntegl at-

THE LI RE : \ schmalz tune -ung hy sexy-voiced Julie London i- designed to drive men mad

over Marlboros, of course. The whole Marlboro advertising concept was conceived over a -ingle we

end. was based on an unretouched photo of a cowboy in Life. The strategy: to take the curst

effeminacy oil filtered cigarette-. THE SELL: The Marlboro radio commercial i- an excett

example of "imagery transfer." Although Julie London singing "You get a lot to like" may n|

outwardlj suggest ruggedness and wide open spaces, the radio listener who has been exposed to oi

Marlboro media such as tv doesn't need much imagination to see a tattooed hand holding a flip-top

THE LLRE: H an e.t. of the FC&B "you'll wonder where the yellow went" IVpsodent jingle w>

put in a time capsule and re-played in 2057, it might cause no more stir than a firecracker at Wh
Sand-. But in this year of our Lord, this jingle with its nursery-rhyme simplicity and bouncy tu

is a sensational, single-couplet marketing campaign: its exposure and impact i- almost inline

urahle. THE SELL: Hard a- nails in the spoken part of tin- commercial where the product in

-age new formula, whiter teeth, brighter breath, "puts the plus in \our smile"— is laid on the 1

with no wasted words. The jingle i- not just sugar-coating: it i- the remembered part of commerCM

THE LLRE: This combination music-talk transcription owe- most of it- listenability to the mu-

The tune and lyrics complement each other perfectly. The "Tower of power" musical theme i- d

matic, and -ugge-ts power. The "Sky Chief Supreme"' portion is sprightly, conveys the feel of cruis

down an open road and lend- credibility to the claim that Texaco "keep- your car on the g<

appeal ol the singing jingle i- emotional. THE SELL: Between the opining and closing jinglfl

sandwiched the "lalk" sell, delivered in a straightforward, convincing manner. Here the announ I

get- the chance to amplirj the product message of the jingle, but it'- the latter that get- rememba .

j

THE LLRE: Whittling i- generally associated with a happy feeling, and that's what this ol

menial begins with, \fter the jingle ha- been whistled, it i- sung, and then after an annouol

has delivered a short, spoken pitch, the jingle i- whistled and sung again. The tune is not oj"

easy to remember it i- difficult to forget. Like the Pepsodent and Pepsi Cola jingles it owes

of its popularity to the ease with which it can be parodied. THE SELL: Stress is on flavor

full, rich flavor and flavor thai get- through the filter and that i- just about the whole Winsl

story. Repetition of "Win-ton tastes good like a cigarette should" somehow isn't monotoncl
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XDIO'S

cil talk. ( hie was entirel) musical.

In the chai I below . sponsor reports

mi (In-
|

In* lion of these eight most

effective radio commercials, and at the

same time gives a briel analysis "I the

strong points "I each.

I'lir awards were presented at the

It All National Radio Advertising Clinic

luncheon l>\ Allen Al. W lall, chair-

man "I I! \l! executive committee ami

pres. <>f W I) \K in Columbus, '-a. ^

ALL TALK

BEECHNUT <a M
Agency: Young & Rubicam, Inc.

niicii by Bill Backer and Barbara Demaray,
|i\ supervisor, al V\K. Recorded in \i«

irk .it \\ol! Studios. These humorous bits

in hi-hm have been •!) radio about a year.

ALL TALK

DODGE < AKS

Agency: Grant Advertising, Inc.

ritten at Detroit agency b) R. I . Mac k.

<-at i\ ilirt'n'tor; Tom Blanchard, cop) bu-

i-rvi-or; Kd Beatty, producer and writer.

ecorded al Special Recordings, Detroit.

ALL TALK

FORD CARS
Agencj : .1. Walter Thompson Co.

\ ritten in New "i ork h\ Joe Stone, I \\ T i ii e

resident, and I'd (Gardner t-tar of commer-
ial). Recorded at Fine Sound, \. ^ . Kurd

Irchie commercials have been running a ye u

ALL MUSIC

BUDWEISER BEER
Agency: D'Arcj Advertising Co.

I hi- all-music commercial was produced in

I'Arcy agency in St. Louis by Bob John-
ton and the copy i:roup under \\all\ \rni-

t'ru-tir. ruin chief. Running about a year.

Winners' circle: Slat 'I i" i K. in H

I; \ I! i\ In' Ii -| ton d mi rci \ I

Foole Com >\ Beldin Cranl rhompson, vio president Willi

II hi \ i Ii. tie) pn -id. nt ..i D'Arcy; lohn I Hardi

• d managei RAB Sherril W. 1 • president and ,

din 1 1. .1 RAB Seated (I, to i I lohn P Cunningham, pn

8 Walsh; foseph Stone, >n> president I Waltei Thornp Drapei Di

president of Leo Burnett I
i rei • Mclnlonh, vici pn

Advi rlisinj Nol pi I time tin- pin tun

Wall. nt Vstoria was ' harles Feldman, vice iM.-id.ni Younf

THE LI RE: Cay, zany historical fantasies make up tlii- series of "quickie" announce

dialogue, Nero chews Beechnut while Rome burns; in another the Battle of Bunkei Mill r<

gum-chewing general. \ third thai < olumb-js might never have discovered America il he hadn't

been chewing Beechnut. Each "t the -kit- has thai brevity that i- thi il of >%it: about )•".

situation gags is the pattern THK SELL: Abo it as thistledown i- the sell in this

producl -i"i\. n gredienl story, tn> price story complicates the fun. The emphasis i- on one tl

only Beechnut flavor. Since gum is a low-priced, strict!) impulse item, the fla

I'lIK LI RE: Anothei humorous, all-talk commercial featuring a dialogue between I'

Centile and I! dpli I ? i i
-

. and limit around a - lipt where the owner of an old jalopy de< ides he

tu convert his antique into a "wind-swept Dodge" by putting "button-holes" in the dashboard !• emu-

late Swept-wing Dodge buttons, bul winds up smashing into tl ind blames it "ii "those -mall

reai windows." THK SELL: \ medium-strong method <>f getting across the des

controls, Dodge -'vlm^. and plenty of glasswork for g I risibility. The humor makes

all tin- more palatable; ii il doesn't result in a ra-li of trade-ins on nev, D fault

THK LI KK: Long-populaj radio personality Archil (played Iner who

holds a phone conversation with lii- 1">-- Duffy, ol D " - /. en i goes I

inula of malaprops. Othei drain-. -.^- Archie, "are pitting their minium pi

maxium." The light touch baits the listener into a pleasant, relaxed m I. Till! SELL:
mint i- deceptive; what sounds like pure fun i-. in reality, hard -ill. Vrchii

story of "more cai i"> less money" through a happy monologue that puts the listener ii

sdropper. Ford commercials are the only three time winners of RAB Idvertisit

THK 1. 1 KE: I' 11 - commercial doesn'l include a single spoken word just the familiar "Where's

there's life, there's Hud" song given a Broadway - dm tune treatment "f orchestra »nis. The

tune i- smooth and uncomplicated, the Iyric9 are simple ami the orchestration i- lush. It all add- up

to -•"•! listening. THK SELL: On the surface, the sell utremely soft, bul the D'A

in St. Louis know how to slip an iron ti-t into a velvel glove. The} ha\<- hit at the li-tei -

tions !>v basing their product appeal on enjoyment, life and relaa he sunny hea' h and the I

in the mountains are all pari of the have-fun-w ith-B story, and the commercial has iliry.
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THE
NEGRO

MARKET
GOLD

RUSH

If you don't want to end up

with fool's gold, you must

buy carefully and with

knowledge of pitfalls. So

says veteran buyer who was

one of first to discover

Negro radio's sales impact

BY MADELEINE ALLISON
Madeleine Allison has probably bought
more radio broadcasts on Negro-pro-
grtimmed radio stations than any other

timebuyer. The advertising agency in

which she is an officer (Herschel Z.

Deutsch & Co., Inc. ) specializes in pack-
age goods, largely in the drug and toilet

goods held. In recent years it has also

bet tune widely recognized for pioneering
in Segro market merchandising and ad-

vertising. The agency handles the out-

standing Negro-specialty brands in several

product categories. Madeleine Allison

it rites about \ egro radio in /rank, hard-

hitting terms. Ilaving seen how effective

the medium at its best t tin be. she states

she is disturbed tt> see stations hurting
the entire held by doing a half-baked job.

background on
Negro n , 3FOKSOB
with U L957 issue.

Madeleine Allison has seen Negro radio build sales for products since medium's start

W e knew the day would come.

We've been waiting for the news about

the reputed bonanza to trickle through

to the big-brand companies and start

this big gold rush to the Negro Market

and Negro Radio.

Well, the glitter certainly is there.

How much of it actually turns out ti

be solid gold for you depends on how

you go about digging it out. Yes. I

said "digging." Regardless of what

you may have heard, the stuff is wt
l\ing around in the streets waiting to

be picked up. We ought to know be-

cause were Fortv-Niners. Nineteen

forty-nine, that is. We've been deep

in this field ever since those primitive

days where fewer than half a dozen

worthwhile radio stations throughout

the country had programs beamed ex-

plicitly at Negro listeners.

*nd so at our shop we feel like old

sourdoughs, watching the tenderfeet

come pouring into the gold fields. We
know that before long they will have

collected some scars, i W ant to see

ours? I Maybe—without giving awa\

too much of what we had to learn the

costly, hard way—we can help them

avoid a few of the most obvious pit-

falls.

We'll get to the subject of Markets,

Marketing and Merchandising in a

moment, but let's start by talking first

about the Medium.

"There's just nothing like radio

for reaching the Negro, they

say . .
."

i ou're right if vou mean that of all

Negro media, radio reaches the most

Negroes: the great and growing mass

in every section of the country. The

Negro publications i magazines, news-

papers) cant do the full job because

their circulations are too small in pro-

portion to the population in most

areas. Television is still impractical

in am national or multi-cit) advertis-

ing plan that is aimed express!) at Ne-

groes, because of the extreme scarcity

of even poor Negro programs. \n I

-o Negro Radio is the overwhelmingly

dominant medium for concentrated

approach to the Negro population.

This does not mean that in most

areas you cant reach as many I
or

even morel Negroes through certain
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radio bI il ions oi othei edia w hii h

do not c mcentrate on Negroes. I hat

i-. il
j
"ii don'l mind the much highei

cost-pei 1,000 Negi oes and the enoi

mous waste circulation represented b)

.1 lol "I u hite listeners "i readers.

I" illustrate
|
w ith an example m hi< K

« nablea me i" a\ oid mentioning

specific i adio stal ions and pi og i ams I

in New i^ "i k more Negroes rea i the

Daily Seu ^ il,. ,11 .Ml the Negro news
papers and magazines combined. In

fa.i. im. re Negroes read the Daily

Sewi ili. hi listen ti> the top-rated Ne-

gro-run programs. Bui il" vou are

interested in reaching only Negroes,
the cost-per-1,000 of the Daily Vew s

-'i id-' big, 50,000 u.iii "general audi-

ence" station i> wa\ oul of line.

"Otherwise they operate like

any other station . .
."

If bj "they" you mean the good,
well-run, high-standard Negro-pro-
grammed station-, you are right. But
there are in,, main of the other kind.

In the average list of general-market

•
i-<\. white audience) stations there is

bound to he a certain proportion of
small, limited-staff, catch-as-catch-can,

corner-shaving stations uitli "flexible"
I usiness and operating standards. I n-

fortunately, the proportion is much
greater among Negro-audience sta-

tions. \ deplorabl) large number op-

erate in a manner undreamed of b)

the advertiser or agenc] whose experi-

ence in broadcasting has been limited

to the hi» and sometime-, stullilx me-
ticulous network-standards stations.

I he sworn allida\ it i>. of course, the

element that made national -pot pos-

sible. It is the radio counterpart of

the newspaper tear sheet hecause it

"proves" that the correct a 'vertisemenl

ai lu.ilK i an on the date and timi

ordered. I his infoi mation is noi mall)

extrai ted and repoi ted From the -

1

im t "IIh ill "as I idi .i-i i

\\ ell. \ on in.i\ be -li"' ked i" die

covei thai man) "I the stations on youi

Mi i" li-t loll according t" youi oi

dei .
"i rding i" the station's dail)

I id< asting & hedules, rathei than the

transmittei logs. \\ hit h n e ins thai

the "sworn affida\ ii "I pei i->i mam e"

is n erel) a liberal interpretation ol

w hat the station max hai e expected "i

I
romised ' possiblj with the mosl sei i

"u- intentions > u> delivei f"i you.

I nfortunatel) . ii doesn't alu

c ime "tit thai wa) ,
• hit detailed

monitoi ing and ai i ual i ipes cov<

houi aftei houi oi broadi asl ing on
cei lain Neg i "| rogi ammed stations

have shown shocking departures from

the times specified foi the spots and
1 Bee below I theii a< tual length. \ml.

in a lew cases, no broadcasts al all!

I hat's righl ; in place of certain sched-

uled i and hilled, w ith -wo n allidax il
|

national spots, there were long-w inded

plugs for local merchants who had

probabl) been sold b) the d.j. him-

self.

Did \ "ii -a\ . "Insist on - en
lo;;s'*'./ Brother I could write a book
on that one!

Here- something else. Raise a quiz-

zical eye in the direction of an) sta-

tion that ne\er report- mi— ing a spot.

Any station in your cop) >d SRDS is

subject to occasional human error,

special-event broadcasts, power failure

or other "condition- hevond our con-

trol" and is hound to miss broadcast-

ing a sp"t now and then. II \ mi are

.accustomed to getting suitable reports

from the big, In gienicall) -run station-.

along with requests for permission to

i no make-g I- ) ou ma) wondei whj

\ ou nc\ mmunii .ii ions

from ' elt.nil -lll.lllel

poorl) -tailed ami equipped stations in

\ "in Negro Mi.ii kit group.

W hal an you do about all this

'

W ell, it \ "ii .in reall) interested in in-

-'ii i

•

due "I \ "in investment in

the Negro market, you i an w t up suit

aide lot .d p"ln in: methods. 1

1

the ' hai that, like us, ) oull

-""ii h.i\ . .i little black li-i "i stations

thai Miu-t be wai. hed werj i arefull

ompletel) avoided.

"This copy is bound to do a

great selling job in this market . .

."

] es, it - ,i \ ei ) responsive n

even though the avi i ida)

i- a mi \ i. H . i \ indeed from the pic-

ture "I a gullible, Bimple-minded i hi Id

of nature still being painted b) Borne

simple-minded Southern gentlemen.

I suppose ii i- axiomatii thai the

piai tical results you i an expo t from
an) proven pia e "f i op) in an)

let depends on the attention it

fi"in the li-tenei ,nnl h"w much "f the

stoi
j he a. tualh hears.

But it i- ,d-" axiomatii thai regard-

less of the listenei - natural responsive-

ness, an) multi-spotted announcement
i- likeK t" gel diluted attention, ab-

-"i piimi and retenl ion. From the im-

pressive descriptions and figures pre-

-enteil |.\ the -t.itimi reps, it's impos-

sible for you I" tell which stations and

Negro programs now have an excessive

amount ol double, triple and. yes,

quadruple spotting as normal pi

dine except f"i local advertisers, who
ma\ be listening. I am constantly

amazed at the number "f orders f"i

spots which certain stations have been

' Please turn to page <-'

Take care, warns the author. Do air checks on -tations

you art-n'i familiar with. See to ii commercials really

get advantages oi medium's rapport with the audience

Getting facts is difficult, -a\- Madeleine \lli-«>n who's shown here=

m data discussion with her husband 'and boss) Herschel /. Deutsch



PADUCAH, KENTUCKY

570 KILOCYCLES

SERVING
5

STATES

WEST
KENTUCKY'S
MOST
POWERFUL
STATION

Represented bv the

JOHN E. PEARSON CO.

11

National and regional spot buys

in work now or recently completed

SPOT BUYS

TV BUYS
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati, is planning a campaign in

man) scattered markets to push its Cheer. The 1 November schedule

will run for 13 weeks. Minutes will he slotted during nighttime

hours; frequency varies with the market. Buying is nol completed.

Bu\er: Charles Buccieri. Agency: Young \ Rubicam, New ^ < uk.

(Agency declined to comment.'

The Borden Co., New York, is entering major markets to advertise

its instant coffee. The October schedule for nighttime will run for

-i\ weeks: the daytime schedule, until the end of the year. Minutes

and chainbreaks will be used for both schedules. Buyer: Bob Wid-

liolm. Agency: DCSS. New York.
I Vgenc] declined to comment.)

The Nestle Co., Inc., White Plain-. \. V. is going into various

markets for its \estea. Decaf and Maggi products. October schedule

will run for nine weeks. Daytime minutes push Nestea. nighttime

minutes will promote Decaf and Maggi lines. Frequency will vary

from market to market. Buyer: George Walker. Agency : Dancer-

Fitzgerald-Sample. Inc.. New ^ oik. i ^gencj declined to comment.)

The Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati, is purchasing schedules

in various markets for its new hair spray YA interset. The 52-week

campaign begins 28 October. Minute announcements will be placed

both davtime and nighttime. Buving is not completed. Buyer: Hank

Linden. Agencv: Benton & Bowles. New York, i Agency declined to

comment. I

Shwayder Bros., Inc., Denver, is using major markets in its Sam-

sonite luggage campaign. October schedule, with nighttime minutes,

will run for eight weeks. Buyer: Jern Firestone. Agency: Grey

\dvertising Agency, New York.

RADIO AND TV BUYS
Monarch Wine Co., Brooklyn, is investing 60' '< of a new 1.5

million ad expenditure in radio-tv spot. The campaign starts during

October and runs until the end of the \ear. In television, over 48

stations in 29 markets will be used: minutes and some 20"s will

be scheduled during nighttime hours primarily, to reach an adult

audience. Average frequency: 10 spots per week per market. In

radio. 30 stations in 20 will carry daytime minutes: average fre-

quency : 25 spots per week per market. E.t. and film commercials

feature a softer, face-lifted version of the "Man oh Manischewitz"

jingle, i see SPONSOR. 31 October. 1955). Theme of campaign:

"everybody's wine because it tastes so good." In a bid for broader

consumer acceptance, the "kosher"" identity has been dropped.

Bu\er: Gail Myers. \gency: Lawrence C. Gumbinner, New York.
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ENTERTAINMENT ACTION

FOR AT-THE-COUNTER

SALES ACTION!



's new plan is so practical... so profitable... so economical

>u'H wonder how tpa can afford to reduce your program costs

to nothing! The greatest sales-producing plan in television

history results from combining the three tested adventure -action

rites shown below. To get the complete details for your TV

ram cost-slashing plan, wire or phone today.

POUNT OF MONTE CRISTO
I m ... Alexander Dumas* great classic

!

^J CRISTO outrates every syndicated

program in Boston week after week
(31.5, Pulse 10/66) ! The highest-rated

program on any day at any time on New
York's npn-network stations! In Buffalo,

cost-per-thousand, only 54* for Pepsi-Cola

and Bison Dairy! Atlanta (16.0), Bir-

mingham (23.9), Dallas (13.8), Minne-
apolis-St. Paul (15.2), Norfolk (47.8),

San Francisco (24.2), San Antonio (21.1),

outrating top network shows! In Pitts-

burgh (30.1), again outrating Ed Sulli-

van, Disneyland, Roy Rogers, G.E. Thea-
tre, M-G-M Parade, etc.! CRISTO ranks

way up in the TOP TEN among all syndi-

cated programs in the nation!

IAMAR OF THE JUNGLE
R'I ... starring Jon Hall ! The first and

| \ still the only series of its kind in

all television! Positive sponsor iden-

tification! Exciting, authentic production!

Unlimited merchandising opportunities!

Top syndicated show in Knoxville (37.5),

outrating Ed Sullivan, I Love Lucy, Phil

Silvers, $64,000 Question! 45.8 in Spo-

kane! 13.2 in New York! 19.5 in Wash-
ington D. C.I 12.6 in Los Angeles! 37.7

in Houston! 21.8 in Detroit! 24.6 in

Columbus! 22.0 in Louisville! Outrates
syndicated and network shows in original

and repeat performances in market after

market

!

HAWKEYE and The Last of

the M0hJCanS..the"most memo-

rable character in American fiction",

based on America's classic of all time by

James Fenimore Cooper. Within four months

HAWKEYE nationally leaped to 4.5 points

out of first place in the TOP 15 TV WEB
SHOWS (Billboard, 3/1/57). Highest-rated

syndicated program in Toledo; outranking

all competition in highly-competitive Los

Angeles, Seattle and Portland; first place

among all syndicated series in Cincinnati

;

among top three in Columbus; fourth high-

est-rated syndicated program in the toughest

market in the country, New York

!



MARKETS AVAILABLE TODAY

Program costs too high? You'll agree that t pa's new sales plan challenges

most economy minded! Here's your one big chance to get top programs, prodii

especially for television, on a basis no advertiser (national, regional or /ocalj

station manager can afford to turn down!

. itments make it impossible for tpa to offer

this money-saving plan in every market. It is available

it, only ! " markets today, and only one station

in multiple-station markets can be licensed for this

SALES ACTION plan. Inside you will find full details

on the top-rated series which comprise the 260 hours of

top entertainment action . . . enough for a full hour fire-

day-a-week strip of audience-building entertainment!

THE ANSWER

FOR COST- CONSCIOUS

ADVERTISERS WHO REQUIRE

TOP QUALITY PROGRAMMING!

^TELEVISION MARKETS

AVAILABLE NOW! !

HERE'S HOW TO GET

THE COMPLETE DETAI

IMMEDIATELY!

You pay nothing

information about the plah

save you most of your
;

costs! All you do is fill

and address blank and gi

this form in to Wes

hey'll take care of getting your r

immediately, and of course we'll
;

WESTERN UNION
TELEGRAM

TELEVISION PROGRAMS OF AMERICA, INC.

MICHAEL M. SI HERMAN collect

TELEVISION PROGRAMS OF AMERICA, INC.

U88 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY

PROVE TO ME THAT YOUR SALES ACTION PLAN IS AS PRACTICAL — AS

ECONOMICAL AND AS PROFITABLE FOR ME AS YOU CLAIM — REALLY

SLASHING PROGRAM COSTS -- AND YOU HAVE MY COMPLETE INTEREST FOR

FULL DETAILS IMMEDIATELY.

NAME .TITLE

COMPANY

ADDRESS



ALUMINIUM LTD.

i Continued 1 1 urn page 19 I

I [ere'fl the pa) ofl to Uuminium Ltd.

fur its investment in network t\ the

changes between the L956 and L957

-in veys:

• More people iliink I . S. indus-

try should import aluminum.

• Canada is mentioned nunc- often

in 1
( >.~>7 than in 1956 for aluminum im-

[»< >r t~.

• Appreciation l"i the importance

of electricity and water power in mak-

ing primarj aluminum ingot increased.

Other factors such a- manpower, ma-

chinery .md transportation <liil not

change

• Estimation "I Uuminium Ltd. a

size increased; other companies stayed

at llic same level*.

• Estimation of the firm's research

activity increased. There i- no change

for oilier companies.

Pour of these live favorable changes

iti thinking and attitudes were more

marked in Omnibus viewers than in

non-\ iewers.

In general, attitudes among "opin-

ion leaders' was more favorable to-

ward Uuminium Ltd. than among nun-

leader-. The) indicated a greater

awareness of: ill the need tor I . S.

industries to import aluminum; (2)

Canada as a good source of aluminum

supply.

\ dissonant note:

• flunking that Aluminium Ltd. is

affiliated with another aluminum com-

pain ini leased.

The 1957 surve) -how- that "opin-

ion leader-"' are more likelv to think

there is a connection than "non-lead-

ers." It seem-, however, the 1957 sea-

son diminished the original confusion

Bomewhat People who watched Om-
nibus onl) the first surve) year (1956)
-hou a greater increase in the feeling

that Uuminium Ltd. is affiliated than

those who \ iewed onl) ill l
( )o7.

This contusion ma\ stem from Alu-

minium Ltd.'s earlier connections with

Ucoa. The Canadian firm, in realitj

a holding compan) for a worldwide

network of aluminum enterprises, was

originall) formed in 1
( )2."> to take over

the foreign interests of Alcoa.

nn: CLEAR

SACRAMENTO. CALIFORNIA

. . the highest rated

||Q
station in the West! CHANNEL

kansas farmers listen

to and respect

WIBWl

and here are two
good reasons why

COVERAGE:
94 Counties in Kansas,

Missouri, Nebraska,

with a total of 458,900

radio families!

CHARLES ROSS

Associate F*rm Director

CIRCULATION:

184,410 different radio

es every week!

PENETRATION:

40.1% weekly

penetration ir I

vast 94 - county

coverage area!

(Source: Nielsen Study, -.

WIBW

Levering and Ross KNOW farmers—and

the farmers of Kansas KNOW them! To

serve this vast market of 458,900 radio

families, WIBW heavies its "LIVE" pro-

gramming with news, markets, weather

reports, farm facts—and country music!

Plus top CBS Radio shows, too!

And for 33 years farm advertisers have re-

lied on WIBW to deliver their "sales mes-

sages"—messages supported by space ad-

vertising, trade mailings, courtesy an-

nouncements, sales coordination, etc.

Yes . . . WIBW helps you sell to a pre-

built audience, . . . its Kansas number

one radio station!

TOPEKA, KANSAS
580 KC with 5000 Watts

Covering I 72 Million Consumers in Kansas. Nebraska and Missouri

Represented by Avery-Knodel, Inc.
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NOW IN

ROANOKE
and Western Virginia

WDBJ^
presents

followed by

the EARLY SHOW
Famous Feature Movies

Monday through Friday

4:00 to 6.05 P. M.

Your Peters, Griffin, Woodward
"Colonel" can give you the full story con-

cerning participations. Call him now.'

Principal stockholders in Alcoa also

held control of Aluminium Ltd. That

-tatu^ changed as the result of a June

1950 court decision in an anti-trust

proceeding againsl Ucoa. The order

directed the larger two-company stock-

holders to dispose of their shares in

one or the other firms. They elected

to retain their Alcoa holdings and in

January 1951 were ordered to dispose

of the Uuminium Ltd. -lock over a 10-

year period. During that time, their

voting rights as shareholders are vest-

ed in three court-appointed trustees.

The independent Canadian firm to-

da\ consists of 47 full\ owned or af-

filiated suhsidiaries in 20 countries;

the principal one is Aluminium Co. of

Canada. Aluminium Ltd. shareholders

numher 28,000.

In its corporate advertising strategy,

Uuminium Ltd. is backing up its tv

Sunday-punch with a series of power-

ful jabs in the print media.

Full-page color ads are now appear-

ing regular!) in the newsweekly maga-

zines. Last year the firm also hit the

newspapers with full-page treatments.

These ads are designed to carry out

the themes of the tv commercials.

Booklets and brochures are used by

Aluminium Ltd. to promote its spon-

sorship of the Omnibus program.

These are mailed to aluminum indus-

try manufacturers and the firm's busi-

ness associates.

Announcements are currently in

the papers heralding the first Omni-
bus show of the 1957-'58 season : a

musical version of "Stover at Yale,"

set for 4:00-5:30 p.m. Sunday, 20 Oc-

tober. This is the first Omnibus
showr not underwritten bv the Ford

Foundation. ^

ROANOKE, VA.

Owned and operated by
the Times-World Corp.

CUT SPOT'S PAPER MAZE
I Continued from page 36 I

CBS Radio o-to's. For a year now7

,

iii its own effort to streamline spot

business. CBS has billing on new elec-

tronic equipment. The early part of

the year was a period of experimenta-

tion and gradual switch-over from

manual to machines. Bv now. how-

ever, all national radio spot billing is

mechanized, according to Walter Ro-

zett, director of administrative opera-

tions. About 20,000 spots per week

are running through the machines.

\\ lien- it used to take about 2.000 in-

voices a month to complete billing,

CBS now sends out onl\ about half

that main. Now in\ (dees earn all the

spots for one advertiser, a great im-

provement over the old system where

everj spot with a different rate went on

a separate bill. The machines also

handle salesmen s commissions.

Another simplification effected h\

CHS Radio Spot Sales through its elec-

tronic set-up is that stations no longer

furnish logs. CBS simply sends out

machine-prepared schedules and sta-

tions only have to send out duplicates

confirming them.

Something of this sort has also been

suggested for affidavits b\ Robert M.
I'urcell. president and general mana-

ger of KIW B, Los Angeles. His idea:

Instead of going through the long

process of typing out affidavits listing

i verj spot and the time it ran. simply

type on an affidavit form: "Spot an-

nouncements ran as per original sched-

ule furnished \ou with the exceptions

as noted below :" Exceptions would

then be listed: if schedule was ad-

hered to, it would state "None."

One thing is certain: the mounting

interest on the part of reps, stations

and agencies in smoothing out spot

must have its effect. The day is com-

ing closer when spot l>u\s will be as

uncomplicated as a countrj cousin. ^

. . . an ideal

16mm

Projector

for use with

Vidicon

chains

see page 66
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Which Sandy Jackson

do you want in Omaha?

I he one w hose share of audience hits onl) 43.6* ( r

Or the one who hits a high of 46.8* (

'-

I hey're both the same guj onl) one's early < I I a.m. to noon
I when with

a high 'i hour ol 4-3.6^ he outrates everything within hean

The other's I c 00 to 4:00 p.m.
I with a 4' - high.

Earl) Sand) and late Sand) arc two of the personable people who
have kept K()\VH on top in Omah msecutive months.

N .'. onl) the ownership is changed Everything else is status quo

i.m. to 6 p.m. Monda) through Saturday average share of audience:
\ first place 35.0%, i Vugusl September Hooper). Pulse and Trendex

make it unanimous.

Which Sandy Jackson to bu) is a much harder problem than which Omaha
radio station. Call KOWII manager Virgil Sharpe or Vdam Youi

R ifn Young Inc.

SPONSOR • 1
(
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Nielsen Station Index Reports

put unprecedented radio and tv data

it your fingertips...

New reporting features

make the Nielsen Station

Ihdex even more valuable—

market by market—
. . . for effeet ire time buying

. . . for successful

station operation

Multi-dimensional reporting

for radio

Radio today is bought and

sold in strips and blocks of time periods—

and the new NSI reports it to you in those

dimensions:

Number of different homes reached cu-

mulatively by time-period strips and
blocks and impressions per home.

This, of course, in addition to the per-

broadcast audience for each time period

. . . and Audience Composition . . . and
Auto-Plus.

71 4-week reports for tv

|\|t! } Tv needs high-frequency re-

L- — " porting ... as well as long-

term averages. You get both in every XSI
tv market.

NSI Reports have always been based on

---v. • rages because buyer- and sellers

of time need (huiiij, condition data.

Mow, to meet the need for high-fre-

quency reporting, NSI gives you two 1-

week-average reports in addition to each

bi-monthly complete Tv Report.

tVM
Metro Area Ratings

for both radio and tv

The new NSI now gives you
Metro Ratings, radio and tv. These rat-

ings, indispensable for comparative meas-

urements, are based on the ( !ensus-defined

Metro Areas where population and mar-

keting are most heavily concentrated.

NSI continues to give you the equally

essential measurement of Station-Total

Audience, which covers the entire pro-

gram audience, wherever located.

Convenience and utility

\ NSI now includes these added
* " features, packaged in a new
"pocket-piece" size. You'll find the new
reports give you more information in a

more convenient and usable form . . .

making it a more valuable tool than ever

in time buying and selling.

Only the Nielsen Station Index Reports have the
accuracy, breadth, and depth of information you
need:

All data are produced by meter-based meas-
urements and processed according to exacting
production standards.

These meter-based measurements are made in

carefully constructed area probability samples
representative of all homes in areas measured.

Fixed samples, and reports based on 8-week
time spans, permit the reporting of both cumu-
lative and average-broadcast audiences.

In Brief: The new XSI is the keystone to successful

time buying and selling, because it alone provides

the multi-dimensional facts needed for complete
evaluation.

Call . . . wire ... or write today for all the facts

on the new NSI.

A.C.NIELSEN COMPANY
Chicago 45

2101 Howard St.

HOIIycourt 5-4400

New York 36
500 Fifth Ave.

PEnnsylvania 6-2850

Menlo Pork, Calif.

70 Willow Rood
DAvenport 5-0021



SPONSOR ASKS

How do writers use research in creating commercials

Richard W. Bowman, vice president,

I _ & Kummel, \ cit York

["hat's a great question, thai is. I tow

does I iiilctl Slates Steel heip in the

seduction "I a tender and delicious

young female? Well, U.S.S. made the

springs that went into the mattress and

that's where the whole thing was con-

sununated. And so it is with research.

ActualK research is a help. It de-

"as a tool

to produce

impact"

fines the problem. It shows where

you've been and it tells you what's

happened. If you like MR land we
do, with a little salt, please! it tells

you what people are thinking and feel-

ing and why. But research cant write

the commercial. And what's more the

research folk don't waul it to do so.

After all. if you assume reasonably-

good research on a given problem, then

all competitive companies and their

agencies start with the same informa-

tion. And if the creative process is to

play research back—then the resultant

commercials are going to sound and

look alike. Why not? It's a safe

course, because you "followed the re-

search." But it isn't very safe for the

manufacturer, unless he happens to

have the biggest budget.

We say that the big job in an adver-

tising agency is the same today as it

was 50 years ago. The job begins

w hen the research is completed. We
-a\ \iiii have to then take the results

of the research, the definition of the

problem and the manufacturer's situ-

ition in it and relate it to people.

After all, it's people that 1 > u \ and the

commercial has to have a \er\ per-

sonal message aimed at you and me
and Aunt Susie before the research

infoi matiorj paj s off in a sale.

1hi~ aarencA believes that the link

between product and people, between

research and reaction at the counter is

empathy. To us. empathy in adver-

tising is a quality which lets the view-

er find himself in your commercials.

It is more than identification—it makes

the message real and personal.

Let's say that the problem is bad

breath. Research alone will produce a

line that says "Stop Bad Breath." But

a real copywriter produces "Often a

Bridesmaid—Never a Bride" . . . and

that's empath) in advertising and it's

the hardest hard-sell of all!

That's what the writer is for ... to

put the vids and the auds together so

that they link the product message to

people with an emotional impact. And
research is the tool in all this. It's to

provide the information, to check the

results, to show mistakes.

Dr. Jaye S. Niefeld, manager, Adver-

tising Research Seniles. McCann-Erickson,

New York

Mesearch at McCann-Erickson is con-

sidered an integral part of the crea-

tive process. The advertising writer,

to do his job most effectively, must

first know the answers to several ques-

'to determine

best sales

approach"

tions—answers which research fre-

quently is able to provide. The ques-

tions most usually asked bv creative

people are:

1. Who comprises the heavy user

groups for the product, for these are

the people to whom the writer must

address his cop\ ''.

2. What are the basic consumer

motivations most prevalent in connec-

tion with the purchase of a particular

product or service?

3. Are there certain basic or gen-

eral purchase propositions which are

much more effective than others in

appealing to these consumer motiva-

tions?

4. What are the ingredients of com-

petitive campaigns—both the success-

ful and unsuccessful ones?

Once this basic information is made
available to the Creative Department,

the work of the writer in preparing

specific ads and commercials begins.

Because Creative people are almost

always creati\e (with a small "c"),

they usualh come up with more than

one interesting way to sell a product.

It is at this point that research again

may play a part. The copy research-

ers (or tv researchers) frequently are

asked to conduct studies to determine

the best of several sales approaches

—

and to learn why one is better than the

rest—when there is question about

which approach will have the greatest

impact.

From this kind of research there fre-

quently results some form of general-

ized findings concerning the basic ap-

peals, formats and techniques which
make for the most effective advertising

in a specific product field. With this

kind of data available, the writer is

able to direct his creative efforts along

the most fruitful lines.

In essence, then, research serves two

basic purposes in guiding writers:

1. It provides the basic informa-

tion necessary for the writer to have

before he can begin to work.

2. It discoxers general findings

which lessen the amount of trial-and-

error the writer goes through in tr\ ing

to find the most productive selling ap-

proach.

Marjorie Creenbaum, vice pres. and

copy group head. Foote. (.one & Belding.

New York

In our agenc\. research as guidance in

writing copj for all media is done in

four major areas:

1. Marketing: Market research ex-

plores such important ingredients of

successful selling as product, packag-

ing, pricing, distribution, and the use
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"the best

research is

being, nlm

<<\ media. Ii would I"' impossible to

write good copj foi an) product, in

;m\ medium, without knowing the

product's position in the market and

above all the profile "I the mai ket

itself, from the standpoint ol sex, age,

income, local ion, etc.

2. People: Having established a Im-

-i- Im our understanding ol the mar-

keting situation, research is valuable

in determining the basic needs and

wants of the people w ln> arc logii .il

prospects for the product. ^ "ii can't

communicate with people until you

know not onrj who the) are l>ni what

motivates and interests them, what

com inces and persuades them.

3. Pre-testing: Cop) appeals are

pre-tested in a great man) ways. I lic\

can be tested in the form of a choice

ol a series oi basic selling statements.

In the case ol commercials, the) can

take the form of tape recordings, oi

storyboards, or inexpensivel) filmed

mock-ups ol projected commercials.

Pre-testing of cop) is a part of the

creative process. It can tell us whi< Ii

Belling arguments arc mosl effective,

which claims arc most believed, which

ideas are most remembered.

I. Post-testing: Research of cop) is

a continuous process, and can be mosl

helpful in determining the effectiveness

ol a current campaign. Post-testing

can be done in a \ariet\ of ways. The
simplest is to gel direct reaction- from

panels of consumers upon showing

them the finished commercial. Out in

the field, our research people can find

out for ii- whether people remember
seeing a commercial, and what the)

remember about it. Post-testing helps

us to relate impact, memorability, he-

lievability, and desire to l>u\. Thus,

it serves as an invaluable aid in plan-

ning new commercials, or even in mak-
ing changes in current commercials.

\ll of the aforementioned covers

formal research. I>ut there i- no re-

search like that which the cop) writer

does ever) da) in the week just 1>\ be-

ing alive and aware and perceptive.

No research takes the place of waking
up ever) morning and renewing one's

membership in the human race. ^

We Enrolez Pas — - this is your
INDIANAPOLIS/ DES MOINES DAY!
Not a care in the world on Indianapolis-Des Moin< s day when you join

forces with \V.\LW and KSO. the two radio stations offering exclusive

programming with Special emphasis on adult appeal ... a format that

delivers the kind of results you want.

WXLW, top-rated in Indianapolis
|
12 i PULSE av( the only

radio station in tow n with "Impact" . . . two newsmobiles and two expert

reporters who scoop the rest with live, on-the-spot broadcasts ol the

local news as it ha)>i>< ns! WXLW listeners are always the best informed

folks in town, news-wise and product-wise, and they show it! Buy the

one radio station in Indianapolis preferred by a vast majority of product-

hungry Hoosiers—WXLW.
And to make your day complete . . . choose KSO—the station with adult

appeal in the rich Des Moines market. Already the numbei nan

in Des Moines. KSO is now forging to the front ol the popularity parade.

with a music-and-news format that has become the brightest spot on the

dial. Let KSO brighten your day—with results'

5000 Walts Day Time

950 KC

Indianapolis, Indiana

5000 Warn Full Time

1460 KC

Des Moines, Iowa

Contact your nearest ]OH\ E. PEARSOS representative
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RADIO RESULTS

Capsule case histories of successful

local and regional radio campaigns

GASOLINE
SPONSOR: Leslie Neal & Son, Conoco

distributors

AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: Between 27 August and 8 September

of this \ear. Leslie Neal & Son, San Antonio gasoline dis-

tributors, instructed their 72 Bexar County (Texas) dis-

tributors to issue extra trading stamps with every gas-up of

over seven gallons in a special promotional push. In order

to obtain the widest possible exposure for his special offer,

Neal purchased 100 one-minute announcements on KONO,

to be distributed throughout a 12-day campaign. At the

end of this period, more than 500,000 gallons of gas had

been sold. This represented a 50% increase over normal

sales for such a time period. The stamp bonus was avail-

able only in Bexar county, and Leslie Neal was pleased to

note that people flocked from the adjoining counties of

Kendall, Medina, Guadalupe and others to purchase gas.

"I attribute the tremendous sales to the radio spot cam-

paign on KONO," Neal said. "No other medium could

have delivered these results in such a short period of time."

BANK
SPONSOR: National Savings Bank AGENCY: Langeler Advertis-

of New Haven ing Agency

Capsule case history: In an effort to attract new deposi-

tors to the National Savings Bank of New Haven, Langeler

Advertising Agency placed a four-week saturation campaign

in May on WELI, New Haven. As a result of these spots.

570 people opened savings accounts at the bank. This was

by far the largest number of new depositors attracted to

National in a similar period of time—43% more than the

bank's announced goal. The spots ran Mondays through

Saturdays between 9:30 a.m. and 11:00 p.m. No other

media were used. "National's new depositor promotion,

for which we consider WELI primarily responsible, far

outstripped our most optimistic expectations," said Carleton

H. Stevens, Jr., v.p. of Langeler. There were no special in-

ducements to entice listeners and only staff announcers were

used. Having seen what radio spot can do, National Savings

Bank is planning to use WELI for future promotions.

KONO, San Antonio PURCHASE: Announcements WELI, New Haven PURCHASE: Announcements

HAND LOTION
SPONSOR: Double Ring AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: Double Ring hand lotion, a regional

product, was introduced to South Dakota and three sur-

rounding states over KELO, Sioux Falls, S. D., late last fall.

In one year, Double Ring has become the region's top sell-

ing luxury hand lotion. Max Turner, the toiletry firm's

owner, relied upon KELO exclusively to introduce his prod-

uct and subsequently build sales. Since Double Ring is not

geared to market on more than a regional basis, Turner

patterned his area of distribution after KELO's coverage.

\i
1 1

1

<

•-<
1 1 1 the majoi portion "I lii- advertising dollar goes

to a basic spot schedule the year 'round on KELO, supple-

menting it with a saturation campaign each fall. "I can

give credit to KELO for establishing Double Ring as the

largest selling 'class' hand lotion in four states," Turner

said. "As it is now, I will have to increase my production

to keep up with the demands created by this campaign."

KELO, Sioux Falls PURCHASE: Announcements

TRAILER SALES
SPONSOR: Trailer Sales Inc. AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: Wm. Taylor, Jr., manager of Trailer

Sales Inc., of Chula Vista, Calif., decided to test a short

campaign on KGB, San Diego. After just three spots (cost:

$30.00) on the "Margie" show, Monday through Friday

12:15 to 1:15 p.m., Taylor credited KGB with selling three

trailers costing approximately $2,500 each. He had used

no other media for one year prior to this schedule of two

spots per week for two weeks on KGB. Minutes after the

first announcement, people began dropping in to look at the

trailers Margie—KGB's "Personality- Girl"—had described

on the air. "Not a week goes by that we can't credit sales

to her program," Taylor told KGB. "Shortly, we'll use a

spot every day on 'Margie.' We've tried other means of ad-

vertising but none has done as much in such a short period."

As a result of Trailer Sales' success, three other trailer deal-

ers have decided to use KGB in their own sales promotions.

KGB. San Diego PURCHASE: Progra.n
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Folks flip over ^^^ff \m^M 1^^f^°

1st eight straight months in Washington, D. C.— in share of total

weekly audience, 6 A.M. to midnight— PULSE, January through August

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY JOHN BLAIR 4 COMPANY
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icks on
The Bill Kemp Sho

Here's another helping of high-powered

showmanship and salesmanship on

American Radio.

Here's Bill Kemp -popular comedian,

of radio and stage fame—with a brand-new

hour of live fun and music. The Monday-

through-Friday Bill Kemp Show is packed

with plenty of currently popular music, and

spotlights top vocalist Peter Hanley (live),

songstress Betty Holt (live), The Upbeats

(live), Neal Hefti's orchestra (live) and

announcer George Ansbro (live).

This is entertainment that's geared to

do high-powered selling to nighttime

radio's youngest family audience. It's live

radio. It's fun radio. It's American Radio.



American Radio!
adds a nighttime music-and-fun session to American's

all-new, all-live line-up, weekdays, 8 to 8:55 pm

the B$® one is AMERICAN
BROADCASTING
NETWORK



NEGRO MARKET
[Continued from page 13)

able i" lake without being "sold out.

Presumabh the) manage to shoehorn

all (hose spots in "somehow" and put

llit'in out eflect ively. Or do the\

On certain stations you also can't

tell From the blurb about the d.j. How

often be is likely to abuse the com-

mercial message and emasculate its ef-

feetiveness. Sl< »p| >\ nadir.:: of live

copy is the least of it. Too often the

bard-pressed or arrogant d.j. may read

the first feu sentences a.nd then skip

down the page to the tag line; cutting

the "logged" one-minute to about 25

seconds. Sometimes he may lift the

needle on the recorded announcement

ri^lit after the opening jingle and re-

place the remaining 40 seconds of re-

corded announcer's voice with a brief,

live ad-libbed sentence. On a tran-

scription platter bearing a number of

different cuts designed to be run in

rotation, the first one may be worn out

fast because it is the easiest to cue up

on the turntable and is therefore the

only one used throughout the cam-

paign by the busy one-man combina-

tion studio and control room staff.

I don't suggest that any of this is

done all the time; nor by more than

(thus far) a few Negro program d.j.'s,

nor that it is done at the direction of

the station owners. Nor do I say that

it is exclusively a Negro station prob-

lem. Under today's radio-boom condi-

tions, which induce a "sponsor-be-

damned" undercurrent in the behavior

of small people on too-economically

run stations, abuses like these can oc-

cur on any such station when the man-

agement is either absentee, indifferent,

inexperienced—or is lacking in aware-

ness and respect for the standards of

reliability in performance on which the

very structure of spot radio was built.

My only reason for mentioning

these increasingly common abuses

here is that we have found a greater-

than-average incidence in the Negro-

station list.

"The rates are so low! . .
."

It depends on what you mean by

"low." If you are accustomed to big,

clear-channel station rate cards, these

prices look like peanuts. And even by

comparison with other stations in the

city with the same power and cover-

age, the rates seem to be a bargain.

Could be, you have been so confi-

dent about the big bargains in Negro

radio because of the presumably spe-

cial rates \ou can get through the

plausible euphemisms of "package

deals'' or so-called "regional' prices.

But how much of a bargain are you

actually getting today? When you get

down to cases, the true value of an)

radio advertising is measured in terms
ol either the number of prospects

reached or the actual sales made.

\\ bile the costs of Negro radio in

almost ever) market were very reason-

able for a long time, the situation has

been changing rapidly. By now, on at

least 25% of Negro-program stations,

the costs for many an unsuspecting,

imperfectly guided national advertiser

are far from low, when measured by
either cost-per-thousand or advertising-

to-sales ratio.

It is obvious that the greatly in-

creased demand for time on these sta-

tions is responsible for both aspects of

the cost problem. Crowded commer-
cial schedules, along with those in-

creasingly prevalent abuses of copy,

have been reducing the sales impact of

each spot. And the recent rate in-

creases are too often based entirely on
demand—sometimes underscored by
monopoly (one-station markets). When
the station owner feels that "I can get

it from enough of 'em," he doesn't

have to justify the price increase with

proof that he is delivering increased

circulation.

All of this means that nowadays it

takes a lot more work than in the past

to insure your chances of getting big

value for the money you put into

Negro radio.

"The station covers the area

like a blanket . . .
!"

Yes, but almost every radio blanket

has a fewr holes; a few dead spots or

directional signal weaknesses. Now,
such deficiencies usually don't matter

too much on the average (white) sta-

tion because if you don't reach those

particular listeners, you'll make up for

it by the stronger, wider signal in

other sections.

But a Negro station's usable cover-

age is only as good as its audibility

in the sections where Negroes live. So

it's a good idea to make sure that the

attenuation or dead spot isn't right

there.

Does it sound far-fetched? Well, in

several important cities right now there

are stations with highly pubbcized

Negro programs which lay down a

great signal in the downtown business

district or the fashionable suburb, but

are practicall) inaudible in a good part

of the .Negro district. This is espe-

cially true where the Negro community
has been splitting, with a sizable

number moving on to new develop-

ments and housing projects on the

other side of town.

Remember too, most Negro stations

are located on the high end of the dial,

and sometimes have rather casually

located transmitters and below-par

engineering.

"We're on the show with the

highest rating . . , I"

What rating are you talking about.'

If it is a special all-Negro survey, who
paid for it? And was the sample big

enough to provide reliable figures? But

even assuming that the program does

actually have a greater-than-average

number of Negro listeners, does this

automatically mean that your commer-

cials will make more sales? Well, a

lot depends on the nature of your

audience and what you are selling.

Usually, the top-rated Negro pro-

gram is a late afternoon rock-and-roll

session. Which is fine if you are

plugging a bottle of soda pop or a

pack of bubble gum. Because that's

just about the limit of the buying

power of the average Negro high

school kid. But how much is he or

she likely to be interested in or have

anything to say about drugs, or cake

flour, or appliances? It is a sociolog-

ical fact that in the average Negro
family the children have much less to

say about the purchase of family-

necessities or luxuries than is now the

commonly accepted situation in the

average white family.

Nowr let's consider some of the

angles that come up when people talk

about Marketing.

"Sure, we've got distribution.

Every big wholesaler carries it!..."

That's fine. But in some areas cer-

tain "short line'* wholesalers you may
never have heard of concentrate on

serving the Negro district retail stores;

hence are often more important in the

distribution picture on certain types

of merchandise than the much larger

general service wholesale houses.

However, this is not universally true,

any more than that in even city the

retail stores where Negroes buy are

always concentrated in Negro "dis-

tricts." That's why it isn't safe to

generalize about local marketing facil-

ities, to assume that the product is well

distributed in a jriven city because the
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7 pm
and. all

is

on
WCAUTV
Philadelphia,

Seven days a week— at seven pm—

every survey ever taken shows

WCAUTV far out in front 1

This season we are adding three

outstanding new shows to

this vital time slot.

Now is the time to secure your client's

franchise in this powerful

sales period. Remember . .

.

WCAUTV
means

business
in

Philadelphia

mini?

ANAA
VftJVU

i?y*monday ^5

"GRAY GHOST"
Histor) idventurc exi ilemenl i

gainst the stirring letting ol ili<- I .ml War

Legendar) exploit! "I Confederate arm.)

guerrillas. \ television Bj il

ponaon r reihofei Baking 4 on pan)

and \ enii e Maid rtavmh)

Available alternate week ponaorahtp

after Dei entbei 16th.

tuesday -j4r>^^

"WHAT IN THE WORLD?"
I*hi Peabod) tward program thai makes icie

,i i lsi in iting game. No* being televised in

lull color.

Available lull 01 alternate sponsorship

Wednesday

"WHIR l_Y BIRDS"
I lie thrilling, action Riled adventures ol two
free lancing Helii opter pilots. One <>( the

highest rated 61m shows on television,

onsored bj Nabisco and Sylvan S

thursday

"SHERIFF OF COCHISE"
Adventure series based on t r i

*- Mr* of the

~ti«-ritT"~ office in Arizona's Cochise Count)

(Sponsored b) s nj Mobil Oil Company)

frlday f4'E

"THE NEW ADVENTURES
OF CHARLIE CHAN"

Fame.l i barai ter j> i"r. J. Carrol Naisb,

appear* a- tin- greatest dete< rive "i them all.

the beloved Charlie Chan in a series

of thrilling n'-v. in) steries.

Available full or alternate sponsorship

Saturday

"HIGHWAY PATROL"
Broderick Crawford stars in this outstanding
~rn>'- based "" the actual exploits "I the

state highwa) police.

(Sponsored l'\ I

1

. Bailantine <.\ Sons)

SUNDAY 6:30 TO 7 PM
fUteroafc

"HARBOR COMMAND"
>urnns popular icreea *tar W eotleU1 Core) in ei

trur-lolife ilorict of America*! Harbor Polirr. Coaat Guard

Units and Port Aathoritiej and

inherits the audirnrr r.f "^ atrrfront"— the tnp rated

Mndicalrd ^hn* in Philadelphia for thrr«-

(Co-«pon«<-ir La Rn*ai

CHANNEL |s$/ CBS IN PHILADELPHIA • Represented by CBS-TV SPOT SALES
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wholesalers handle it, nor

—on the other hand—to limit M»ur

.ills in every city to the

wholesalers and stores in the local

' I!

"And so we looked up the sta-

tistics on the area . .
."

\\ boa! Which statistics? And where

did you look them up? It may take

you a while to learn not to accept even

the mosl neatl) printed and reprinted

Negro market figures at face value.

The fact is that there is a deplorahle

lack of full\ reliable official data

on Negroes—especiall) after this long

period since the last census, during

which -nine enormous changes have

taken place in certain areas on such

basic factors as population and income.

Many of the figures which have been

pubished and quoted are merely esti-

mates. The trouble with some of those

estimates is that thej are too often

nothing more than crystal-ball hunches

or have been colored to fit a propa-

ganda purpose. The trouble is com-

pounded when these figures are picked

up and quoted often enough to achieve

"authenticity" and appear in respect-

able publications.

The most far-fetched distortions and

contradictions have been originated by

local Chambers of Commerce (under-

estimates I and radio station managers

(overestimates).

". . . And so we consulted an

expert . .
."

How did he become an expert?

Counsel, guidance, information or

advice on the Negro Market (merchan-

dising, media, copy, etc.) is not always

authoritative merely because the expert

lives in or comes from the South ("I

was brought up with these people")

or because his skin is dark ("I've been

a Negro for 38 years"). With a few

outstanding exceptions, often the self-

styled expert's directions are likely to

be colored by personal bias or out-

dated ideas ... or actual ignorance,

concealed by fancy market-research

terminology.

"Then we projected the test

market per-capita sales figures..."

It is impractical to set sales quotas

and related advertising budgets for

cities or areas only on the basis of

population and local income figures

(even assuming that the statistics you

get are reliable).

Local conditions and varied seasonal

income are more significant in this

is now the

NUMBER 1
cost per thousand station* in

CLEVELAND
*Get the facts from our representatives. Get our prices, merchandising plans, program ingenuity.

Get concentrated impact for sales profit on WSRS. Most everyone listens to the All-American

Family station 'round the clock for the Metropolitan Voice of Greater Cleveland featuring Local-

World-Community news, plus plenty of luscious music, the top tunes from national and local surveys.

Represented Nationally by Bob Dore Associates, 420 Madison Avenue, N. Y., PLaza 3-8370.

field than in the "general" market.

And the character of the local ''social

atmosphere" is perhaps most important

of all.

".
. . And we'll load the coun-

ters with merchandise displays . .

."

Printed material, yes. Merchandise

on the counter, no; except in a verj

few stores, or on very low-priced or

bulky items. So, before you tr\ to

merchandise a display container deal

in this field, accept the fact that even

if you do get the container on the

store counter, in most cases the aver-

age dealer will not leave the exposed

packages in it for very long.

".
. . And we'll do the same

thing in every other market . .
."

It might be a great plan for New

York, but it may not work as well in

\\ inston-Salem. Don't overlook the

wide differences from area to area

and market to market in sophistication

(willingness to accept new products

and ideas I. education and living pat-

terns. And remember also that today,

"big city" doesn't necessarily mean

that you are dealing with a predomi-

nantly urban people.

Because of the recent big waves of

migration, many of our larger cities

now have a goodly proportion of

people whose buying habits are in-

fluenced by carried-over preferences

and prejudices in products—as well as

radio programs.

Also bear in mind that while the

Negro population in some cities has

increased enormously in the past seven

years, figures from the Department of

Labor, regional welfare departments

and some of the labor unions show

that these recent arrivals have mate-

rially lowered the average per capita

income of the Negro population in

these metropolitan areas.

Are you beginning to get the idea?

Knowledgeable merchandise and ad-

vertising in the Negro field can pro-

duce unusual results; yes. every bit as

good as the publicity and promotion

have led you to believe. But if you

also believe that it's easy or sure-fire,

pleasant dreams, my friend, pleasant

dreams! ^

CLEAR

SACRAMENTO. CALIFORNIA

. . . the highest rated

station in the West! § CHANNEL
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ONE TV STATION REACHES 1 5 OF CANADA

1/5

of all

Canadian
furniture

sales

are

made
in our

Hamilton
Toronto
Niagara
coverage

area

"Within our huge coverage area 2,552,715 people spend s 126.1 33,000 each year in over 688 furniture

outlets. This represents 21.69', of all furniture sales made yearly in Canada. Another black and white

fact proving CHCH-TV serves the richest market in Canada.'* Source: Sales Management Elliott-Haynes.

For further information call: Montreal: UN 6-9868, Toronto: EM 6-9236, £&)
Hamilton: JA 2-1101, Vancouver: TA 7461, Ne
Chicago: MI 2-6190, San Francisco: YU 6-6769

Hamilton: JA 2-1101, Vancouver: TA 7461, New York Ci 8, ^°CHCHm Tw
CHANNEL

//
CANADA
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... a new model 16mm Television Projector for use

with Vidicon chains . . . Designed to replace

Model 250.

Features (Condensedfor quick reading)

1 . Mechanism: Heavy-duty for long life, low

maintenance; oil reservoirs; unitized construction

with isolated intermittent.

2. Pulldown: 8-tooth sprocket actuated by proved

Geneva movement.

3. Light source: (500-watt tungsten lamp.) Standby

lamp in lamp house easily put into operation by

external handle.

4. Application Time: 30% of each TV field.

5. Sound: Equipped with optical sound. Includes

provisions to add magnetic sound playback.

* 1 . Equipped for remote control.

* 2. Provides facility for still-frame viewing by rotating

main drive motor to open shutter. Lamp is at

standby voltage during still-frame viewing.

*3. Moderate price range.

For further information, consult your customary

source for television station equipment or

inquire direct.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Motion Picture Film Department

Rochester 4, N. Y.

East Coast Division

342 Madison Ave., New York 1 7, N. Y.

West Coast Division

6706 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood 38, Calif.

Midwest Division

130 East Randolph Drive, Chicago 1, III.



h'rjitirty urul evaluate* nrtci. trends,

opinion* foi tdm buyers and tellers

FILM-SCOPE
f 1 9 October Firsl Trendex ratings on Screen Genu "Shock*1 package wer< u startling .-

•PONtOR PUBLICATION* INO. ''"' '''"' ItSClf the) »M'IC < II . 1 1 II l( » II -. Ill ill, ||\,- |,|.NIl.|r milk, I Yotti, I'llil.l

delphia, San Francisco, San Antonio, and Los Vngeles) the thrillers:

li Boosted ratings anywhere fi <>m ;;:'
. to several hundred percent and

2\ Increased sets in use bj 21'. in almost 150%.

I'<> the trade this inevitabl) add- up to tin- 1 id slusion: The ^shocker" i-

due for major attention ami exploitation! Vside from the astronomical statistics, an ad-

ditional pair i'i facta stands nut

:

• The shocker maj be the kej in opening the advertising »l<»or in the late evening,

ami

• ["he current Screen Gems' sponsors are no penny-whistle lot. It's a prettj i nj

sive list with such representation a- American < hide, Hit Parade cigarettes, P&G, Whitehall

Pharmaceutical, and Block Drug.

In short, there now seems little doubt about viewei and advertiser response. The ques-

tion is whether stations and .sponsors will lie content in confine this tempting fare

to "fringe" lime.

V test answer now is in the making at KI*'.)Z. Fori Worth. On 25 Octobei it

will run a test "shock" feature as it- Friday "spectacular"- in a time bIoI usual!) aimed

at kids— with seven local sponsors participating. Texas as well as the rest <d the countrj

will lia\e all trade eyes on that one.

Slowl) hut encouragingly, syndicated film is drawing the kind of sponsors that

make for a mutually profitable future.

A checkup this week on some of the current sponsors "I NBC ["V's Silent Service pro-

duces this interesting sample:

FA M SCHAEFER BREWING CO. (BBDO): Making its firsl regional hm in the

Northwestern states.

BRYMTIEEM (Atherton & Currier): Has purchased coverage in a dozen '

Incidentally, as a result of the original venture, Brylcreem Bubsequentl) has bought int<>

VBC's 26 Men.

INTERSTATE LIFE & ACCIDENT INS. (Philip Denton): I sing Southeast cov-

erase for it< first regional Inn in a first-run show.

Another current bright spot in the film business is the public relations film.

While you ordinarily think of this type as intended for conventions or -ale- meeting:

closer tie with regular t\ is developing—more ami more p.r. films are doubling .-

standard commercial fare.

Estimates are that 806 million worth of BUch product is being made llii- year

i that's for production costs alone). \n outlay "i (100,000 and up i- not uncommon. Here

are the top 10 users:

Genera] manufacturers: railroads; auto companies; oil; chemical producers; air

food processors; utilities; drug companies; insurance firms.

Some of the p.r. films that have been shown in t\ prime time are Standard Oil'- "I

getically Yours" and Bell Telephone's "Hemo the Magnificent." Among the ]>i_ ui> -

nf the trend: Transfilm. John Sutherland, Wilding Picture Prod., and Jam Handy.
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FILM-SCOPE continued .

Despite all llie red tape, tv continues on the upbeat in Europe— set-wise at

least. And dial, in turn, means a potentially bigger market for U. S. film —-someday (5

( October, page (>2 I

.

I his week FILM-SCOPE asked authorities from various European nations about set

ownership, and got the following racy figures:

JAN. 1957 AUG. 1957

England 6,200,000 7,000,000

West Germain 950,000 1,050,000

France 000,000 700,000

Italy 400,000 650,000

Belgium 125,000 175,000

Holland 110,000 130,000

Denmark 60,000 76,000

Switzerland 20,000 25.000

Sweden 24,000 25,000

i l\ service is due to start in Wales later this year. Meantime ownership in Norway,

Spain, and Portugal is negligible.)

Among the major nations, this is the current situation:

ENGLAND: Here's the biggest potential by far for U. S. film makers. No mone-

tary or language barriers of any consequence stand in the way. There is a 14% quota of

sorts (imposed more by the unions than anybody else), but at the moment this isn't any

real block.

FRANCE: If you can dub a series for a combination French-Canadian sale, you might

make out O. K. Otherwise France is a ticklish market. Anti-American sentiment and lo-

cal tastes prevail, and France's general economic plight shows little sign of improving soon.

ITALY: Two real rays of hope are visible here. One is a lawsuit to break the gov-

ernment monopoly of tv. The other is the promise of a very cheap receiving set

later this year (the price is said to be around $90).

WEST GERMANY: Commercial tv is having its first feeble beginnings in Mu-
nich and Berlin I the stations are government-owned). From 7:30-8 p.m. a daily show

carries six minutes of spot commercials. But the general programing picture still is deeply

toned by cultural and civic hues—mostly live. Berlin stations program 3VL> hours of

famil) fare on Sundays to compete with East Berlin's "educational"' offerings.

Although they're set for the rest of this year, sponsors in Canada will begin to be
back in the film market after Jan. 1.

Nat Donato, ABC Film Syndications Canadian representative, this week compiled a list

of major syndicated film users, and came up with this impressive array :

Nestles, Lowrey's (chocolate and ice cream), Del-Nor Frozen Foods. Success Wax.

Remington-Rand. Warner-Lambert Pharmaceuticals. Sterling Drug. Fry -Cadbury . Savage

Shoes. Gattiso Food. Benson & Hedges. Schick, and Robert Burns cigars. Buys range from

10 to 30 markets.

Canada this season, also, started their first use of strips. (Note: As you might

expect, commercial logjams have piled up in the one-station markets.)

FLASHES FROM THE FILM FIELD: NTA's new package of 80 first run features,

including The Men. Cyrano de Bergerac and High Noon, is slated for January release . . .

Conoco renewed Whirlybird (CBS-TV) via Benton & Bowles in 61 markets.

Shirley Temple Holiday Specials kicked off on KDKA-TV, Pittsburgh. 13 October with

a 35.0 ARB rating and 91.1 audience share . . . Eleven submarine heroes whose exploits are

portrayed in NBC's Silent Service, will be feted at a Navy Dav celebration 25 October in Wash-

ington. D. C. . . . CBS-TV's Gray Ghost which premiered WBZ, Boston. 9 October topped

U. S. Steel Hour l>\ 7 points. Standard Oil of California is replacing Capt. Grief with Zi\ s

Sea Hunt.

(For other film news and comment, see News and Idea Wrap-Up, page 73.1
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NOW!
SPONSOR'S

TIMEBUYERS
H-

B13VJ ,RS

OF THE
,13 S./1958

OF THE

United States
1958 EDITION

n-oP"^"'

Here's the newest, most up to date and most comprehensive

compilation of the important timebuyers in America— in one

handy booklet.

POCKET SIZE FOR EXTRA CONVENIENCE

A compact 66 page booklet. TIMEBUYERS OF THE U.S.

lists 783 agencies— in 165 different cities and the 1762 de-

cision makers responsible for all the major time buys in

America. It's an invaluable aid to station managers, station

reps and all their sales force in the field.

CATALOGUED BY CITIES

TIMEBUYERS OF THE U.S. brings you the information you

need for any area in the country at a glance: the city, the

agency, the agency address, the timbuyer and the accounts

he handles. It's a library of facts absolutely vital to your

selling picture.

PRICE $2.00

COPIES ARE LIMITED. ORDER YOURS TODAY.

QUANTITY RATES ARE AVAILABLE ON REQUEST.

K- — — — — — — -» — "i
SPONSOR

40 East 49 Street New York 17. NY.

Please send me ~ copies of the 1958 edition of TIME-

BUYERS OF THE U.S.

NAME

COMPANY

ADDRESS

CITY STATE

Payment Enclosed ~ Please Bill Later





The TV film syndication business, though young, already I tradi-

tional tonus of communication. Take the way "action" series are talked about. Firsl of all,

"action" shows arc going—well, "great guns." Some of thorn are even "whiU hoi action"

shows, which is a different thermal intensity altogether, [t's the "white hot" ones thai usually

feature "39 blistering episodes."

Most of these shows have virtues on a Homeric, or compound-epithet,

scale; for instance, "excitement-charged" or "thrill -packed."At the very least, a number of

them are "brand- new." And inevitably they all lead to a more ennobling kind of action:

"action at the cash register."

Many of these shows offer simple, straightforward "thrills and chills."

A few declare themselves "a new dimension in TV." This may mean that when the hero is

seen to kick a rock, you may be sure his foot won't go through it.

Every one of these shows has indescribable "opportunities for promotion

and merchandising." Frequently, these are "built in"— which would seem to present the prob-

lem of prying them loose. But never mind now. The chief opportunity may be the "star" of

the series. He's usually that "rugged, handsome star of stage, films and TV," and for the life

of you, you can't remember in what you've ever seen him.

What are you supposed to do when you're confronted by an "action"

series of this sort? You know very well, because it's spelled out for you m words ol one

syllable: "wire, write, phone!"

You get exposed to this standard vocabulary long enough, and you be-

gin to find it has stopped meaning anything. We'd never use it with our new series, Boots a ml

Saddles— the Story of the Fifth Cavalry, because it just wouldn't fit. If you're a non-network

advertiser, looking for prime syndicated product, we'd rather just show you some actual

episodes. No other language communicates so well, nbc television films a division ok

CNP
CALIFORNIA NATIONAL PRODUCTIONS. INC



A pictorial review of local

and national industry events

PICTURE WRAP-UP

Plenty of punch is the order of the day

for WTVJ-TV, Miami. Station beams PAL
boxing matches over its Popeye Playhouse

<\cr> Thursday afternoon, 4:30 to 5:45 p.m.

Cuy Mitchell meets Max Factor on

a tour of the cosmetic manufacturer's Holly-

wood laboratories. Mitchell's Monday night

show on ABC TV is sponsored by Factor

A "Golden Boy" staff was sported by
KYW radio, Cleveland, last week when all of

its disk jockeys dyed their locks gold in

commemoration of Golden Record Week

Cheesetape shot of Miss Share of Amer-

ica is used by Remington Rand to promote

its $156,000 SOA contest. Advertised on

tv, contest will award prizes in shares of

common stocks selected by the winners

"$64,000 Challenge" MC Ralph Story

lights up a Kent during a personal inspec-

tion tour of the P. Lorillard Co.'s mam-
moth cigarette factory in Greensboro, N. C.

-.«• -wpy— . ,.

XN3X 'O.N3X

CENT" xN3yi ,iN3>

NT .tffittfir

* ft .*=»!.

Stromberger, LaVene & McKenzie, Los Angeles, has

been elected to membership in the American Association of

Vdvertising Agencies. Certificate of membership is presented

by Alfred Atherton (left), Chairman of the 4-A Southern
California Council to Norval LaVene (c), and Don McKenzie
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News and Idea

WRAP-UP

ADVERTISERS
Budweiser's nen a<l budget for

1958 Mill top $12 million.

( ampaign w ill continue t>> follow

the ' hi rent "\\ here I here a Life . . .

There's Bud" theme.

Media breakdowns are not complete

luit beav) use of -~ j » « > t radio and i\

along with magazines, Sunday supple-

ments, trade publications and |><.~l<-i

and painted bulletin schedules are

planned.

I)' Vre\ i- the ad ai:ene\

.

Job note*: Otto V. Kit/man. Jr.

bas been appointed product manager

for Lever Brothers' Breeze, Silver Dust

and Surf and Joseph L. Stevens,

from the Lever Bales -lalT. has been

named to succeed Kit/mann as central

regional sales manager . . . Robert J.

Theis. former regional manager, lias

been named merchandising manage]

for Philco s t'l'\ i-i<>n di\ ision.

AGENCIES
V reshuffle of executive duties in

BBDO'fl Los Angeles office works
out like this:

\. \\ . NeaDy, vice president, lias

been named a consultant and will

headquarter in Los \njzeles.

[om Dillon takes over Neally's posl

a- residenl manager <>l the Los Vngeles

office Dillon has been group super-

visor of the Rexall Drug account.

\\ . M. Starke) succeeds Dillon as

group supervisor for the Rexall ac-

count. Starke) has been an account

executive

Ralph Peck moves down from

l.HDO- Toronto ollice to join the Los

Vngeles Rexall account group.

New (inns and acquisitions: Lloyd
II. Gibson and Lois A. Gibson have

formed a new agency in Rochester,

Y i . \lr. Gibson comes from Siblev.

Lindsay X Curr Co. and Mrs. Gibson

has been most recently associated with

W ilkinson Advertising . . . Marsteller.

Riekard. (iebbardt and Reed has

acquired Rittenhouse -^ Co, "I I loui

|on. Jack I •. Rittenhouse ami I lou

S I i aig ha> e been ele< ted \ i> e presi

dents and all Rittenhouse personnel

will i "nt inue \\ itb Mai steller.

New agenc) appointments: Mason
for the ( lharles I .. Hires < •

. Len<

nen «\ Newell fo] I met SOD Drug

Co. s new phai mai eutii al | Iu< i . . .

Grant, roronto, i"i Hmex ol Canada
. . . hastor. I'arrell. ( he»Ie\ &
( llifford i"i W inarick, Inc. (Jei is

Hair Ionic, Dura-Gloss and La Cross).

People in the news: Raymond
John Ilulbert ha- joined tin' resean h

department at Reach, McClinton S Co.

. . . Kicbanl Risteen am! Paul

Lideen have moved over a- associate

directors ol marketing at I'.IHH) . . .

David Lawrence bas been appointed

radio- 1\ director for Heckman-Koblit/.

Los Angeles. Lawrence come- from

Milton \\ einberg Advertising . . .

Robert L. Faust ha- been appointed

time and spacebuyer f « » r Ridgwa) Ad-

vertising, St. Louis . . . P«'gg\ Black-

nion. Eormerl) with one of San \n-

tonio's leading radio stations has

joined Hroggi \d\ertising, San \n-

tonio, a- an account executive . . .

Harold F. Scheinkopf has joined

Ogilvy, Benson & Mather a- associate

director of Research . . . Bettj I..

irmstrong, former timebuyer, has

been promoted to assistant media di-

rector at (Irani Schwenck S Baker,

Chicago . . . Barbara J. Furlong has

been named an account executive in

the Philadelphia office of 1 i u in \\ ase) .

Ruthrauff & Ryan. Mi-- Furlong comes

from Vrndt, Preston, Chapin, Lamb
& Keen where -he was an account ex-

ecutive secretary

.

NETWORKS
Studio One's trek to Hollywood

come Januarj will leave onrj three

regular live nighttime dramatic

shows originating in New ^ ork

plus one (NBt TVfl Suspicion)

which will divide it- time between

THE

FAMILY

DENVER
Denver families buy the

products and sen ices the\

see ad\ertised on KR1 \

because KBTV is the only

Denver station programmed

for the entire fainih . . .

For the highest-rated

one-minute availabilities,

Daytime or Nighttime in

Denver, see Peters, (iriflin.

Woodward. Inc. NOW!

KBTV
/^l Denver's ^P^kQ Family ^^^B

John C. Mullins
Station

Joe Herold

President Station Monoger
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do&cjOMt

Plan your Meeting where there is C. A. (controlled

attractions). Your delegates will attend and enthuse over a

sojourn to the finest year around Convention Center featuring

the best in golf (two 18-hole courses) indoor and outdoor

swimming, tennis, Skeet and Trap shooting, fine food and

entertainment, plus world-famous Mineral Waters and Baths.

All these attractions are part of the French Lick-

Sheraton, and thereby at your control — no outside influences

to detract from that all-important Meeting.

Your delegates deserve the best — give it to them. All

inquiries appreciated and answered promptly.

Completely air-conditioned

guest rooms, convention 'I

and meeting facilities rJ,

for 1000 to 10

^" 'CONTROLLED ATTRACTIONS

FRENCH LICK-

FRENCH LICK, INDIANAFRENCH LICK
471

THE MID-WEST'S FINEST

CONVENTION RESORT HOTEL

WITH ALL CONVENTION FACILITIES

For Reservations or Literature

Write to:

FRENCH LICK HOTEL

PHONE LD 113

Want your product to move
like a hurricane — or a
himacane? (We cater to both
sexes!) WBNS RADIO is the
answer. You can put the storm
warnings up with programs
that produce top Pulse-rated
shows, rated first 315 times out
of 360 Monday through Friday
quarter hours 6 a.m. to mid-
night. Select WBNS RADIO
and blow the top off $3,034,-
624,000 of spendable income.
Ask John Blair.

WBNS RADIO
COLUMBUS, OHIO

live New York and film Hollywood

stanzas.

Westinjihouse is taking Studio One

(CBS TV) Westward in search of star

names. Holdouts on the East Coast

are: Kraft Tv Tfieatre (NBC TV),

Armstrong Circle Tfieatre I CBS TV),

and U. S. Steel Hour (CBS T\ |.

Timex, which originally planned

to fully-sponsor six Bob Httpe

Specials on NBCTV, is now cutting

hack to co-sponsorship on three.

Johnson Motors (Sea Horse out-

hoard engines) has picked up the three

open half-hour- on 6 February, 2

March and ."> April.

Network radio this week got this

houquet from John H. Byrne, as-

sistant supervisor of the Dow
Chemical account for MacManus,
John & Adams:

"Seeing and hearing show folk per-

sonalities at sales meetings, dinners

and informal get-togethers left a last-

ing impression on distributors, retailers

and consumers. As soon as medium-

sized advertisers learn of network

radio's 'sizzle' as a distribution aid in

a marketing program, networks will

have an advertising bonanza on their

hands.

Bvrne's comments were based on

the recent results of Dow's exploitation

of the Red Foley Show (ABN).

Notes on people: George Zurich

has been appointed manager of CBS

TV sales service and Robert L. Pike

has been named to succeed Zurich as

assistant manager of the department.

Pike has been a sales service represent-

ative for the past two years.

REPS
Adam Young Companies held an

all-day meeting at the Hotel Am-
bassador in New York with the

managers of the radio stations

they represent. Major purpose

was to discuss management and

sales problems of mutual interest.

Station personnel attending includ-

ed: E. W. Wardell and George Sny-

der, CKLW, Detroit: Gerald A. Bar-

tell, Bartell Broadcasters; Morton

Wagner, of WAKE, Atlanta, and

WYDE, Birmingham: John Box,

WILD, Boston; Herbert Golombeck,

KELP, El Paso; Jerry Danford,

WGTO, Haines City; Phillip Merry -
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man, Manning Slatei and ' amei on

Ma< kenzie, WICC, Bridgeport; I'm,

i an Mounsey, \\ I'll!. Uban) : Sher-

wood \. Gordon, \\*>\l. Cincinnati;

Herbert Pettej and W illi.nn Dolph,

KMYR, Denver; and l>"\ Shotts,

k I I! M. Beaumont.

The Kat/. igenc] releaeed tln-

week a revised list of tin- top 200
radio market- in iln country. The
compilation it a new method tor

ranking markets.

Rankings are based <>n a special

tabulation prepared b) V. C. Nielsen

l"i kai/. Radio markets are listed in

ordei oi the largest daytime weekly

i irculation in each market, using the

Nielsen <
'<>\ erage Sei \ ice #2.

New appointments: ll-K Repre-

sentatives and H-K Television,

\\>l\ and WSIX-TV, Nashville, Tenn.

. . . KetteU-Carter, Boston, WNLC,
New London, For the New England

area . . . \\ illiam G. Ramheau,
WW IK,. Hen, II. N. Y. . . . Jack
Masala & Co.. WSBA-TV, York, Pa.

Personnel changes: irthur McCoj
made executive vice presidenl at John

Blair & Co. . . . George linger to

Blair's San Francisco office as sales-

man . . . Sam Brownstein, sales

manager «>f Broadcast Time Sales'

new Atlanta office . . . Kielnml kelli-

her, manager <d \dam Young's San

Francisco office. Clayton Bruun
joined the firm's Los Ingeles -lalT . . .

Richard Staff added to Perry's New

York sales staff, Jndj Louis-Dreyfus

to Petry's t\ promotion-research dep t..

Paul Kenned) ami Carol McKenna
to Petr) > Los Angeles sales -lalT . . .

Bill Brearle\ became Kastern Sales

Manager for George P. rlollingberj

. . . George Olsen and Robert L.

Dudley now Meeker sales staffers . . .

Clifford Haline appointed l<> kat/

radio -ales in Dallas. Andrew Leach
and Don Stanley are additions to

kat/- i\ sales dep't in New York.

FILM
Feature film packages are in the

forefront again this Meek, with

Beveral stations making large buy*.

KDKA-TV, Pittsburgh, reports the

purchase of the MtiM package consist-

ing of more than 300 top movies. The
station claims to have one of the best

stocked feature film libraries in the

It's as Basic as Birds and Bees Smidley.

CASCADE
FACTS

i.i.i.t,frl

\_ i <g* jj

L
KIMA-TV
Yakima

,^4^/, _

I <& S>
'.I ."!.. »

,

lJ> *<.

v_ i" <8s E
\—

Villi 'em n|i! In i ascade's television market there

nrel4daili klies and -'I r.i. I i>. stations. I hat

-I M give v < -i
i

.i rough idea ••! tl" -!/• and impor-

tance ol the area. Ilui we're talking television, Smid.

and vviili < ,i-i. nl. it's ., simple one-buj proposition

. . . the exclusive proper!) ••! ilii- four-station net-

work. \.. doubt about it I tde is the k>
j to

more than a half million people with nearly a billion

dollars in buying income. \ml don't t ou ev< r forget

n Smidley.

L£*.

O CASCADE
a H BROADCASTING COMPANY

NATIONAL REP.: WEED TELEVISION PACIFIC NORTHWEST: MOORE & ASSOCIATES
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country, w iili an eventual investmenl

of over a million dollars.

KYW-TV, Cleveland, ;il-<> acquired

the MGM librarx in a transaction

exceeding SI million.

The significance of this purchase was

pointed up b) Holland \. Tooke, gen-

eral manager of the station, with

these observations: I
1 < According to

film industx) statistics, very few movies

are seen b\ more than 1V < of the

population during their theater en-

gagement. (2) With some S 1
/^ million

tv viewers in the KYW-TV area, this

means that about three million people

will see each of the movies for the

first time.

AAP reported the sale of additional

groups of the Warner Brothers feature

package to both WCBS-TV, N. Y.,

and WJAR-TV, Providence.

Atlantic TV Corp.'s 10th Anniver-

sary Package, was bought by KFJZ-
TV, Fort Worth—the majority of the

pix are post '48 features.

Highlights on the foreign front:

Screen Gems sold eight shows, three

of them renewals, to Australian tv.

Also sold by SG were Circus Boy and

All Star Theater to CMBF-TV, Havana,

Cuba. To date Cuban tv has bought

136 feature films and 104 cartoons

from Screen Gems.

Norman B. Katz, Director of For-

eign Operations for AAP, is now on an

annual trip through the Far East. He
plans to cover all key cities, including

Hong Kong. Tokyo, Sydney and Sing-

apore.

Fremantle Overseas Radio & Tv's

South American headquarters will now
be located in Mexico City and will

operate autonomously a la Fremantle

of Canada Ltd., which recently ap-

pointed distributor for NBC-TV Films.

Two new executives Alex Duncan
and Sean CDonoghue, joined the

Mexico City operation this week.

Productions and People: The first

episode of GuihPs Light of the World,

the 39 half-hour dramas based on tales

from the Old Testament, has been com-

pleted in Mexico City . . . Mack
David and Jerry Livingston have

been signed to write songs for 12 of

the forthcoming productions in the

Shirley Temple Story—a book series

. . . Stanton Webb appointed direc-

tor of sales for Fairbanks Productions.

Shooting for your budget!

Wcue
is Number I

in Akron!
Between 8 a. m. and 5 p. m. daily, WCUE delivers

more listeners for your ad dollar than any other

Akron station. (In all other periods, just a whisker

away from first.)*

See your JEPCO Man for details ... or call WCUE
Sales Veep, Jack Maurer, FRanklin 6-7114.

"Cost per thousand study based on Pulse
:
July 1957

The ELLIOT STATIONS
great independents • good neighbors TIM ELLIOT, Pr«»ld«nt

Akron. Ohio - WCUE / WICE - Providence. R I

Nntional Representatives The John E. Pearsor. C»

COMMERCIALS
Again in August HamnTs, Piel's

and Dodge headed the ARB com-
mercials popularity list. This time
Piel's and Hamm's trade places

in the number one and two spots.

1. Piel's Beer 8.5

2. Hamm's Beer 7.5

3. Dodge 4.1

4. Alka-Seltzer 3.9

5. Revlon 3.0

6. Raid 2.5

7. Ballantine 2.1

7. Schlitz 2.1

7. Zest 2.1

10. Falstaff 1.8

11. Winston 1.7

12. Kraft 1.6

12. Snowdrift 1.6

14. Ivory 1.5

15. Dr. Pepper 1.4

15. Ipana 1.4

17. Chesterfield 1.3

18. Campbells 1.2

18. Ford 1.2

18. Gillette 1.2

18. Plymouth 1.2

22. Budweiser 1.0

22. National Bohemian 1.0

New firms: Halas & Batchelor
Cartoon Films of London has just

opened a New York office. Irene Lee,

formerly with the British office of the

firm, now heads the New York opera-

tion.

Liquid Chiffon's animated commer-
cial featuring "Mr. Oops" won first

place in the tv commercial categorv at

the fourth International Advertising

Film Festival in Cannes.

Personnel notes: H. C. "Doc"
Ellison has been named director of

the animation department for Filmack.

Ellison comes from Jam Handv, De-

troit . . . Joe W. Edwards, former

vice president and director of adver-

tising-public relations at Wells Organi-

zations. Chicago, has been named to

replace Jay Norman as representative

for Animation. Inc. in Chicago. Mil-

waukee, St. Louis and Texas. Norman
recently resigned and will devote full

time to live action films . . . Phil

KCRA tv
SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA

. . . the highest rated

CLEAR

JIB
station in the West! | CHANNEL
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8:55 am

NEWS
Mon. thru Fri.

12 noon

NEWS-
WEATHER
Sun. thru Fri.

Consistently the highest

rated locally produced news
programs in Western New York

11 pm
LATE NEWS

every night

6 pm
HEADLINES

NEWS & SPORTS

Mon. thru Sat.

Sponsors of WBEN-TV newscasts get BIG results because W BEN- 1 V

newscasts enjoy the highest audiences.

WBEN-TV Newscasts are in the hands of newsmen who dig, delve, cover,

write, edit and hroadcast news the wa\ Western New Yorkers want it.

Film crews, the WBEN-TV mobile unit, leading wire services and the

newsroom and editorial department of Western New York's great news-

paper combine to give the most complete, most authoritative news coverage.

That's why WBEN-TV news is the BIG NEWS on local television.

And that's why participation in or sponsorship of WBEN-TV newscasts

can do the BIG selling job for you. Get the newsworthy facts from our

national representatives, Harrington, Righter & Parsons, or contact

WBEN-TV Sales directly.

WBEN-TV
The Buffalo Evening News Station

CBS • BUFFALO

YOUR TV DOLLARS COUNT FOR MORE ON CHANNEL
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oARo
281,300

FAMILIES

AND ONLY ONE
TV STATION IN THIS
37 COUNTY MARKET

Blair Television Associates, Rep.

|llllllllllflllllllllllllllllll!llllllllllllll!lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll!ll!lll||||||||||l| Illlllllllllllllllll ||g

ft I

I WTOX

I

IN WILMINGTON
DELAWARE

YOUR SHOWCASE

OF CLASS
it Jimmy Lynn

ic Art Curley

•jf Don Marheson

* Dom Clifton

• Martha O'Dcll

Wilmington, Dela.

1290 on the dial WTOX
^iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiii hi

Frank lias joined Caravel Films as
|

;i t\ sales executive. Frank formerlj

was a sales and account executive with

Peter Elgar Productions, Screen Gems
and George Blake Enterprises . . .

Walter A. Nielsen has been named
regional sales representative servicing

the eastern U. S. lor the Commercial
Recording Corp., Dallas. Nielsen is

former program director for \Y\IIC-
AM&TV, New Haven, Conn.

RADIO STATIONS
Here's the new personnel set-up
at KSON-AM&FM, San Diego:

Laurence Cross, vice president and
general manager, was formerly with
KCOP-TV, Hollywood and KFMB,
San Diego.

Thurston S. Holmes, station man-
ager, comes from CBS and NBC radio

in New York.

Ted Beebe, administrative director,

was director, producer and copy chief

at WRGB, Schenectady.

Dick Meads, sales manager, comes
from a similar position at KSDO, San
Diego.

Broadmoor Broadcasting Corp. re-

cently took over as the new owner of

KSON. Jack 0. Gross is the president.

Station sales: WWRI, W. Warwick,
R. I., has been bought by Grelin Broad-
casting. Melvin C. Green, president of

Grelin, is general manager of the sta-

tion. Present staff will be retained . . .

WVDA, Boston, has been bought !>\

Air Trails Network for $433,000.

People on the move:
Charles A. Clifton has been pro-

moted to program director of KRKD.
Los Angeles . . . Harriet Kogod and
Jo Wilson have been named pub-
licit) and promotion directors, respec-

tively, at WWDC, Washington. D. C.

Miss Kogod has been assistant pub-
licity director for the station and Miss
Wilson has served as administrative

assistant to the president . . . Joseph
Cooke has joined the sales staff of

KDYL, Salt Lake City. Cooke is a

former sales executive for the Desert

News and Newspaper Agency Corp. in

Salt Lake City . . . Lester Meyers,
formerly with Harris & Frank clothiers,

has joined KRHM-FM. Hollywood, as

merchandising manager and account

executive . . . Paul von Hagel, sales

manager for WRAP, Norfolk. \ a., has

been promoted to general manager . . .

Re<ItI Gardner has been named sales

BUY OREGON'S SECOND
LARGEST CITY.

EUGENE ha> grown into

the LARGEST WEST COAST
MARKET between San

Francisco and Portland.

EUGENE is 2nd largest <it> in

OREGON . . . 5th largest

in the entire Pacific

Northwest with a QUARTER
BILLION DOLLAR B1 HNG
POWER. Capture this

important Northwest market

by using KERG'e great Fall

line-up of CBS Shows . . .

Local Sports . . . and

Local News.

Euqene.Oreqon,

CBS Radio network
5000 WATTS- 1280 K.C.

contact Weed £ Co.

II

This is a picture of

a man winking at a

pretty girl in the dark

IF YOU ARE
WINKING AT

THE HOUSEWIVES
IN SAN ANTONIO,

DO IT WHERE
IT COUNTS... ON

KSTE
More Daily Home Au-

dience in %xxjA (LtftXrtUO

Than Any Other Station*

NCS #2
'Cool Cats get thei

kicks elsewhere!

Call Avery-Knodel, Inc.
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manage] foi W II! B WIM VI, Benton

Harbor-St. loseph, Mich. Gardnei

comet 1 • • r i Kim:' ~-
1 1 1 < I i

•
•—

. ( hi<

... J. Edward Hill has been named

merchandising and promotion direi t"i

at \\ FBI . S) rai use. Hill formei K w as

.in account exe< utive .11 the station . . .

Bayard Van Renatelaer Robb, foi

mert) with NBC I \
. baa joined the

sales staff of \\ II. I). Boston . . . John
Mrrrrll has been promoted to nation-

al sales managei "I Kl II. Wichita and

Itoli \ihiin- bas been named local

sales manager. Vdams comes from

I irestone Tin & Rubbei Co. . . . Owen
Simon, formerl) "I KQV, Pittsburgh,

bas joined K.DK \. Pittsburgh, as pub-

licit) director . . . Ted NX olf bas been

appointed general manager "I Kl l\.

Modesto, i alif. \\ oil comes From

KWG, Stockton, Calif., where be held

a similar posl ... XX . J. "Bill" Tay-

lor has resigned as managing director

of the Southern California Broadcast-

ers Association, to join kW IX. Santa

\ti.i. Calif, as sales managei . . . Jack
XX illiama has Itch named advertising

and sale- promotion manager ol W BZ-

\\li/\. Boston-Springfield. William-

fonnerl) was publicity manager for

KDK\. Pittsburgh . . . i.vnv >!<•-

XX hite has been appointed sales man-

for \\M\N.. Ubany. White bas

been time salesman for the past sis

/ears . . . Roger Shelton, formerl)

\ ith KGIL, San Fernando, Calif., has

joined KFMB, as a salesman . . . Mar)
Jane Cox has been appointed assis-

tant to the director of research and

market analysis at X\ BT, Charlotte . . .

Ken Light has moved from merchan-

dising director to account executive on

the sales -tall of WCCO, Minneapolis-

St. Paul . . . Harriet Baker, formerly

with \X N \< -
1 \ . Boston, has joined

WILD. Boston, as sales service co-

ordinator.

TV STATIONS
Time Ine."> recent broadcasl ex-

ecutive realignment includes:

• Huizh H. Terry, president and

genera] manager of Kl./ & KLZ-TV,
Denver, has been elected to the hoard

of directors of TLF Broadcasters, the

subsidiary which owns and controls

Time's stations.

• Weston C. Pullen, Jr., v-p. for

broadcasting, has assumed the title of

president of Twin State Broadcasting,

licensee of the Indianapolis W I l>\l \

WFBM-TX and Minneapolis (WTCN
& W TCN- 1 A stations.

KLZ's newest

LIVE

PERSONALITY

already a selling

sensation!

JACK WELLS

Monday thru Friday

Morning & Afternoon

MAN-SIZED SELLING

7:15 to 9 a.m. and 4 to 4:55 p.m.

Entertainment as the listener likes it . . .

songs at the piano . . . popular (middle of the road)

recorded music . . . informative quickies from

time to lost pets . . . plus solid sell . . . has endeared

JACK WELLS to listener and client alike!

For full details, call your KATZ man

or Lee Fondren in Denver.

CBS IN DENVER... Represented by The KATZ Agency
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SALES INCREASE WITH
EXCLUSIVE KTLN

SCHEDULE

The Reardon Paint Com-
pany, makers of Bondex,

used 65 spots a week from

\pril 15 thru June 8 exclu-

sively on KTLN and with no

other media involved. KTLN
personalities and merchan-
dising boosted Bondex sales

in the Denver area by a

phenomenal 62.5% — top
".ales increase in any market
during the 1st 6 months of
'57!

KTLN can create a suc-

cess story for your products
and services, too.

Denver's
adult Independent.

m

&

• Eldon (laniplit'll. \ i<-e president
J

and general manager of the Imlian- .

apolis stations, and l'liili|) Hoffman,

vice president and general manager of

the Minneapolis division, have become

members uf the board <>f directors of

Twin State Broadcasting.

The shifts were necessitated l>\ the

recent death of Wayne ('<>\. former

presidenl <>f Twin State Broadcasting.

Here's a candidate for funniest

promotion gimmick of the year:

K.TVX. Tulsa, has sent out first aid

kits for tv timebuyers including such

useful items as: a spare fingernail ("to

be chewed when your own are ground

to the elbow — also valuable for

scratching the surface and getting a

firm grip") ; Alka-Seltzers, Bayer As-

pirins, Nytol Tablets, Carter's Little

Liver Pills, One-A-Day Vitamin Pills,

as "an eraser I for correcting errors

made by the rest of the human race)".

The station has also enclosed its fall

program schedule with these instruc-

tions, "For painless timehuying, with-

out unpleasant after-effects, use liber-

ally and regularly."

Station notes: WNDU-TV, South

Bend-Elkhart, has switched to Channel

16 . . . WNEM-TV, Flint-Saginaw-Bay

City, Mich., says it is the first tv sta-

tion in the country to have a studio

and main offices at a major airport

with the move to the busy Bishop

Terminal Building in Flint . . .

WJMR-TV, New Orleans, also claims

a first—first tv station to begin tele-

casting programs simultaneously on

both vhf and uhf channels. The si-

mulcasting experiment is being con-

ducted to gather comparative data . . .

WHDH-TV, Boston, will now begin

program operatings during the week

of 17 November. Previously a 1

November opening was scheduled, but

an accident at the transmitter sight

has caused the delay.

People on the move: Robert

Lemon has been appointed director

of programs for WRC-TY. Philadel-

phia. Lemon comes from WTTV,
Bloomigton. Ind.. where he was station

manager . . . Roland Kay, former

sales manager for KCBS, San Fran-

cisco, has been named sales manager

of KERO-TV, Bakersfield. Calif. . .

Carlo Anneke, former station man-

ager of WDSM-AM, Duluth, has been

named general sales manager of

J ffiLM*

J LOOKED UP!

SPECIALIZED NEGRO
PROGRAMMING

With 100% Negro programming per-

•onnel, KPRS it effectively directing

the buying habits of iff vast, faithful

audience. Your talei message wastes

neither time nor money in reaching

the heart of its "preferred" market.

Buying time on KPRS is like buying the

only radio station in a community of

127,600 active prospects.

1,000 W. 1590 KC.

KPRS
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

for availabilities call Humboldt 3-3100

Represented Nationally by-

John E. Pearson Company

mm

NOT HARP
0? HEARING

BECAUSE MORE PEOPLE LISTEN TO

RAD I O

WINSTON-SALEM
NORTH CAROLINA

than the other three city

stations combined

AM-FM 5000 W-600 KC

AFFILIATE FOR

WINSTON SALEM/ GREENSBORO HIGH POINT

CALL HEADLEV-REED

,

— *—
i
—
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\\ DSM-1 V . . . James E. Kovach

| U i> been named program managei foi

V I! \l I \ Baltimore. Kovach cornea

from \\ RC 8 W l! ( H . W aahington,

D. c. . . Km Corbitt, formei pro

gram managei al W I IK. Durham, has

j, ined W l'\ !» Raleigh-Durham, as

,11mm i I promotion and publii itj

Lewii Klein has been promoted

i,, the newl) created posl "I mana i i

,,f programs and production foi

\\ I'll l\ . Philadelphia, and I d \l

of the director's stafi will take ovei as

production directoi , . • Fred Eich-

born baa been appointed merchandis-

ing managei brKGW-AM & TV, Port-

land, Ore. Eichhorn former!) was

program assistant Eor the KGW-TV.

CANADA
The problem «>l Btation promo-

tions inflating the coverage data

gathered 1>> BBM'a Time Period

Audience Stml\ is causing Borne

concern among hoth stations and

advertisers.

The question was raised recentl) al

a meeting to discuss BBM's Spring

IO.'iT sur\c\ and the methods used.

BBM'a IT \ stud) measures station

coverage b) half-hours via the mail

ballot method. Dates oi held work are

announced in advance.

The question was broached l>\ both

Lyman Potts of CKSL, London and a

P&G executive identified onlj a- I!.

Small.

Polls wondered whether stations

shouldn't be penalized in some waj for

using special promotions during the

surve) period. Small said special pro-

graming during the surve) period

could cause serious bias in the survey

data.

Charles ('.. Hoffman, executive vice

president of BBM, answered that he

had appealed to stations not to indulge

in such practices but pointed out it

»\as impossible for BBM, which i> not

a private organization, to police such

situations.

Hoffman also said that even where

dates are not announced there i- al-

ways suspicion that some sources learn

about them anyway. He felt that BB\I">

current policy, while not "100^5 riizht

is necessary at the present time.

In observance of Canadian Tv

Week last month CHCT-TV, Calgary,

operated a closed circuit l\ Station

from the main floor of the Hudson

Baj Co.'s store.

The new "station"" assumed the call

letters HBl l\ » hannel 99 and

1 1, .i-t -even hours dail) during the

week. During an avera ;< d >• aboul

2 . -i ition | pie were on dut) .
Mosl

,,l the programs were duplii atea of

CHCT-TV's re nilai shows.

R. i . ^mitli X Son, I oronto ad

,, ,mi \ . has been enfi -oh hised b) the

t \i: I I! fnree i\ outlets have

joined < !BS I \ .i~ b« ondai j
affiliates:

t || \ I 1 \ Medii ine Hat; I HBl I S

Kelowna < KRN I V Rouyn.

RESEARCH
T\ homes <!<» the nm-i radio listen-

ing. Here are Neil-en"- findings:

• In the ni"i ning 80'
I ol all homes

using radio are h homes.

• \ ftei noon

• Evening <

"'
.

Personnel notes: Elliot Johnson,

formerl) with \. < . Neilsen, has joined

Mil! a- Chicago sales representative

John M. \hein. David \

Davies, Charles T. Gunn and \\ il-

liani K. Muenster have been pro

moted i" accounl executives h ith \ I

Nielsen.

FINANCIAL
Stock market quotations: Follow-

ing stocks in air media and related

fields are listed each issue with quota-

tions for Tuesday this week and Tues-

day the week before. Quotations sup-

plied b\ Merrill Lynch. Pierce. Fenner

and Beane.

Tues. 1 ues.

Stock 8 Oct. 15 Oct. 1 1, in-.

\,u ) or/. StOI fl Ext hange

VB-PT H> T . L5% -p.
\ I'M' \hr\ 1

(>»•", . i%

\m ii 6 :>
7
v - "s

i BS -
\"

27 26 —1
( olumbia Pic. m 15% - %
1 new '- L5 14% - %
Paramounl Z2Y4 .;_",

R( \ 30% ;i -

T
-

Storei 22% 22% - '.

20th Fox 23% 23VI + %
\\ arner Bros. 20 20Vi + ••

\\ estinghouse 58% 58% -

imericca v Exchange

Allie.l Artists 2% 2% - W
Vssoc. \n. Pro .

:'_• 7% •

( &l Sup< t % '
;

, + %
Dumonl Labs. i

1

, 3% - %
Guild Films ;', - %
\I \ 7% :

r/«ii TT3
1 v\^i± M 1J. (^

Most Powerful Twins

CJON-TV

CJOX-TV

St. John'*

CIutme4,\Q

Arqenfid

SACRAMENTO. CALIFORNIA

. the highest rated

n

e*eU* 300.000
'captive Newfound! a riders

And latest BBM &ko\NS
,

85% of s\[ qreater St.JohnS

homes have TV Sets

weed i, co.uS. STOVIN- CANADA

I

i>
i

it *~*

•*£

Only ONE is atop the

Continental Divide

Serving both the Atlantic and

Pacific Sides of America

KXLF - TV4 Montana

East—The Wolker Co.

West—Pacific Northwest Broodcosters

station in the West! CHANNEL
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what's in a name . .

.



^V lot— with all due deference to the Bard. Advertising has proved it.

More important— it obtains lor people, too. You make

your own "brand name" In how you think and whal you do. Ami this

very "product image" will determine hou much cake you have in

this vale of tears.

That's why— it you're in the broadcast field, SPONSOR is

"A MUST" to receive and read.

SPONSOR is so necessary because of the singular, definitive

contributions it makes to an industry that requires not alone facts.

but a penetrating comprehension of the factors motivating the multiplicity of

talents it employs. IT'S THE ONE MAGAZINE
RADIO AND TV ADVERTISERS REALLY USE. And the need

for SPONSOR grows each day. It is an ever more important information center

—

an ever larger library of ideas—the compilation of the finished and the

planned creative energies that spark the air thinking of the da)

To get the most out of SPONSOR, it should be read—AT HOME. It is

too rich in valuable material for a quick perusal on a

routing list. Nor does it serve its fullest function that waj for you, because it is a

publication with the kind of stuff you want to

cut away and file—a magazine of ideas that will generate ideas in you

—

make you more valuable to yourself and others. It will bring you closer to

the "product image" you would like your

name to be.

For only $3.00 a year — 52 issues of the

most useful publication in the broadcast
will be delivered to your lion:, . than
a pinny a day what better time buy (an you
make as an investment in your futUTt

'

THE WEEKLY MAGA7'NE TV/RADIO ADVERTISERS USE



REALLY.GETS THE LADIES!

W^A

QUIZ CLUB]' now on WRC-TV from

9:30 to 10:00 AM, Monday through Friday,

is Washington's newest and biggest local

live attraction.

"Quiz Club" has all the features that

appeal to the ladies: an imaginative

audience-participation format; inviting

prizes for both studio and home audi-

ences; and warm, friendly personalities.

"Quiz Club's'got plenty of sponsor-appeal

too. A top-rated time period on Wash-

ington's number one station* and an

opportunity to integrate commercials so

that they're part of the entertainment.

In all Washington there's no better way

to get the lady of the house moving in

your direction. For full details call your

NBC Spot Sales representative.

WRC-TV-4
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Cnbc)

Nielsen Station Index TV Report-Washington Area-July 1957

SOLD BY SPOT SALES

....
.. :

-

is>>-VO



It hat's happening m I
. $, <,m eminent

that affect* tponsors, agencies, ttatiom

WASHINGTON WEEK
19 OCTOBER I hi- was .1 week iii which i lie Barrow repoii on network practices was being
Copyright 1957 .. . -

SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS INC BllOWed tO -Hlk 111 <|Uletl>.

Hep. Emanuel Celler D. \. \> and Sen. John Bricker 1! Ohio), wen

about the onh ones to break Bilence. Both have issued reports in the past highly critical ol

the networks. Brickei has introduced .1 l>ill calling for FC( n mlation of networks.

rheae legislators found the Barrow repoii pleasant reading. Brickei laid his

report pointed the waj to about the same actions as the FC( report, while Cellei took the

Department ol Justice and I < C to task for not moving toward these goals much more quickly.

The FCC, meanwhile, Bhows no disposition to hurry it- < <>n-iderntion ol the

recommendation. The Senate Commerce Committee, when it issued its own staff network

report okayed bj the committee as such, rathei than .1- .1 committee report subscribed to

by the members called for FCC comments within 90 days after issuance of the Bar-

row document.

This deadline probably \>ill not be met if the FCC follows it- present inclination.

The FCC, under new Chairman Doerfer, appears to be stiffening it- attitude

toward Congress. Doerfer says In- invites legitimate Congressional inquiry and concern,

but resents efforts of individual legislators to dictate FCC actions.

His attitude i- that the FCC will administer the laws thai Congress passed, and must in-

terpret those laws for itself. If Congress feels that any section of the law is vague <>r has

been misinterpreted, then it is up to the lawmakers to pass a hill clearing up Congres-

sional intent not for individual legislators to force their own interpretations on the Com-

mission.

The tentative vote to okay a trial of pay«tv, Boon to be followed with the final vote

on the scope of the trial, is one evidence of the stiffened attitude.

Now the FCC has given a second indication with it- 1-3 vote to dismiss pleas

for rehearing on Indianapolis channel 13, lodged by the losing applicants. The origi-

nal award to Crosle) Broadcasting, upheld 1>\ this tentative vote which is virtually certain t>>

he upheld again on the final vote, was widely attacked by legislators of both parties as fa-

voritism to a multiple owner over qualified local applicant-.

["his action assumes even more importance in view ol the fact that it was taken despite

the rapidly-buildhig Moulder (I).. Mo.) House Commerce subcommittee probe of

the regulatory agencies.

This subcommittee, which is working hard on it- investigations in preparation for hear-

ings earlv next year, has made it clear that with respect to the FCC the Indianapolis east

and the Boston Herald-Travelers rase will loom large in the probe.

The Craven Plan has been laid to rest by the FCC, with the reservation that it

possibly could he revived after completion of the Television Mlocations Studj Organization's

look into allocations problem-.

The Craven Plan would have junked the l'\ table of allocation-, except for the educa-

tional reservations and some protections for existing I HF stations.
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GETTING THE MOST FR ci

If the Picture "Pops"
It Has What It Takes!
Many a good film commercial has been ruined by a poor presenta-

tion "on-air." If the picture "pops" out at you, has sparkle and dimen-

sion, you know it's good. With modern RCA Film Equipment you can

expect and get the highest quality reproduction and long term reli-

ability in operation.

\

\
.J

^ow Lo»e ..-•

ciLM ROOM

WA S MOD***"*



JUR FILM DOLLAR

How to Get the Kind of Picture

Quality that Advertisers Want
There are two ways to increase the quality of your

film programs:

(a) By using Vidicon film cameras

(b) By using professional projectors.

Vidicon cameras give you sharp, clear, virtually noise-free pictures

of live picture quality. The Vidicon will show every detail that is

on the film. For example, night scenes are much clearer with new

Vidicon cameras than with older Iconoscope equipment. Vidicon

film cameras have ideal tone or gray scale range for high quality

reproduction of film. A remote light control permits the RCA
Vidicon camera to be adjusted to optimum operating conditions

at all times.

Professional RCA projectors are another requirement for high

picture quality. Professional film projectors provide a rock-steady

picture, free from jump and jitter, as well as high fidelity sound.

Precise optics in the RCA film and slide projectors assure evenness

of illumination and excellent resolution.

Whether you are a station executive, program sponsor or

agency man, you'll be helping the cause of good film program-

ming by advocating the use of up-to-date film room equipment.

Ask the RCA Broadcast Representative to show you our new film

manual "Planning TV Film Facilities for Color and Monochrome."

Tmk(i) ®

RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA
BROADCAST AND TELEVISION EQUIPMENT

CAMDEN, N J

In Canada: RCA VICTOR Company Ltd , Montreal



A round-up of trade talks,

trends and tips for admen

SPONSOR HEARS
19 OCTOBER The latest wheeling-and-dealing device in time selling: Sweetening the pot with a

1 of free spots.

As a rule, it's only the advertiser who is aware of the frosting.

C»pyrl|ht l»57

sponsor publications ino. oaten 01 tree spots

Colgate's panel of women consumers now has another area—aside from the com-

pany's products—to judge:

They also comment on the Colgate network shows.

A screen credit which drew a big yak in Y&R's screening room was missing

when Tombstone Territory (Bristol-Myers) made its debut on ABC TV this week.

The excised line: "Helicopters by Southwest Helicopters, Inc."

The era of the film series: Circa 1880.

Aerial views via helicopter are common in tv westerns.

The penalty inflicted on an agency when a new product fails to pan out can have

a biblical severity these days.

One agency recently not only lost the faltering newcomer but two older brands

in the same advertiser's familv as well.

The season again is approaching when the station rep must double his guard

against the fly-by-night merchandise promoter.

In recent years this breed has been flocking to tv for a quick killing among Christ-

mas gift buyers, with these sad holiday hangovers:

1) Complaints about the quality of the merchandise.

2) iM>n-payment of bills for contracted time on the ground that the stations didn't

produce the amount of orders the promoter had expected.

C. J. LaRoche this week made a pitch for the ABC TV and ABN account I cur-

rently held by BBDO).

Included in the presentation v>as an analysis of the competitive progress made by ABC
TV in boosting the average homes per nighttime commercial program. (See culled

sample of this progress on page 11 of the 12 October SPONSOR-SCOPE.)

Concern is growing among Madison Avenue showmen that the tv westerns

may be overdoing the "adult" concept—especially during the early evening hours.

Basis of this anxiety are extended scenes of drunkenness and scripts highlighting a

member of the wayward sisterhood.

An unexpected aftermath of the recent rash of agency mergers is the adver-

tiser reaction when one agency becomes subordinate to another.

A New York office last week sent a trouble-shooter to the west coast after an old client

of the newly-acquired western division complained he wasn't getting enough service. Real

reason

:

He one*' was the pride and joy of that western agency.
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CRITICS BE DAMMED!
[Continued from j>a^c '.\2\

Douglas. "The theater and Hollywood

ha\e been elaborating on the same ba-

sic |il<>t> continuously. Now that tv

has become established as the world's

biggesl entertainment medium, critics

are more aware of the inevitable show

cycle. That does not mean that pro-

graming isn't as good or even better

than it has been."

In analyzing this season. agenc\ t\

heads agree with the critics on one

score—there is less novelty about tv

as the medium matures. Hut. they

add, this does not make it less effective

cither as an advertising or an enter-

tainmenl medium.

What's a "safe" season? It's the de-

scription most frequently heard these

days in advertising circles: Tv's pla\-

ing it safe this year. Hut. say the

agencymen, what is a "safe" show?
"If an agency could define a 'safe'

show, it would buy it," says a top

agency tv v. p. "After all, the agenc)

looks for circulation for its clients.

We produce our programing or buy it

A good market steer! The entire

Beaumont-Port Arthur-Orange

area (Texas 1 fourth market)

is yours when you "buy . . .

KFDM Beaumont Radio and TV

CBS
ABC See PETERS-GRIFFIN-WOODWARD, inc

from the best people available in the-

ater and in the film industry because

we want to entertain the largest num-
ber of people possible. If that's play-

ing 'safe', then we're doing it."

The majority of tv critics have ham-
mered awa\ at "the dullness, the un-

imaginativeness" of the new shows.
They seem to have, as a group, an al-

most built-in penchant for the live

theater character play and a degree of

contempt for "escape" entertainment.

Hut. say the t\ directors, network tv is

programed for the majority taste not

for the critics.

"The client's reaction to the critics

is hard on the nerves," says the radio-

tv v.p. of one of the top 20 agencies.

"While we're planning a show, the

client is right with us in giving it as

broad an audience appeal as is hu-

manly possible. 'We want to entertain

them, not educate them,' he kept tell-

ing us. Then a critic panned his first

show this season as being 'formula-

ized and cliched.' Our first Trendex

was very respectable. But was the

client happy? Not he. He's waved the

reviews under our nose this whole

week."

Critics and ratings: There is remark-

ably little correlation between the re-

action of the viewers as indicated by

ratings and that of the newspaper

critics. ( See chart on pages 32-33 for

analysis of newspaper reviews and
ratings.)

Only 24 out of 113 reviews were
favorable, 37 were lukewarm, and 52

were slashing. But the intriguing and

significant fact to emerge from the

chart is that the critics are almost in-

variably out of line with the verdict of

the audience.

Maverick, ABC TV Sundays, got two

negative and two lukewarm reviews,

but its second Trendex rating (17.2)

was almost five ratings points higher

than its first. Against the tough Sun-

day night lineup. Sullivan on CBS TV
and Allen, NBC TV, Maverick's 17.2

is a highly respectable rating.

The Phil Silvers Show, CBS TV
Tuesdays, on the other hand, rated

three good reviews and one lukewarm

la record matched only by the George

Gobel Slwiv, NBC TV alternate Tues-

days). Apparently the audience dis-

agreed with the critics: Silvers' rating

slipped from 20.1 to a 14.3 Trendex.

While this is not intended as sta-

tistical proof that the critics are always

automatical!) out of step with the pub-
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KMJ.TV NOW
SHOWING

EFFECTIVE
OCTOBER Mh

FRESNO, CAUFORN^

KMJ-TV, FRESNO, CALIFORNIA • PAUL H. RAYMER, NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE
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lie, il is interesting l<> note thai Gobel -

rating also slipped from 17..'; the firsl

week to 1 1.0 on the next rating.

"People read critics for entertain-

ment, not as a guide to their t\ view-

ing," says ^ \ I!"- Rod Erickson. "The

critics arc newspapermen, they're not

in t\. The) write controversial stulf

to get readership, hut the) don't con-

trol what the million- of groups of two

or three people in the living room

tune in to."

The "saddle sores": The most fre-

quent criticism of this season, and this

one is made In some of the tv pros

themselves, is the fact that "tv's over-

loaded with saddle sores. Too many
Westerns. \elp the critics. But here

are the Facts most agenc) t\ heads

stress about the Westerns:

• I here are still more situation

comedies on the air than there are

Westerns.

• I ntil this year, the proportion of

Westerns to other shows on tv was
considerabh below the proportion of

\\ esterns to other films that Hollywood

produces.

• Last year's ratings showed that

people like Westerns, and it's to the

audiences interest as well as the cli-

ent's to produce what the people want.

"And don't forget that for years the

radio tempo

reaches the "city on wheels."

A program with music;

news-while-it-happens; weather

and freeway information.

Los Angeles moves— at home and

on the road— listening to

KFWB...the station geared to the

tempo of the times.

KFWB
98©the personality station

National Representatives: Branham Co.; McGavren-Quinn, San Francisco

Robert M. Purcell, President and General Manager.

5000 Watts day and night. ..clear regional channel.

Number One Hollywood box office at-

traction hasn't been Clark Gable, but

John Wayne," says Phil Cohen, SSCB
tv v.p. 'Historically Westerns have

been the heart and soul of the movie

business, so it's a basic entertainment

torm.

The excitement factor: That's what's

missing this year, say the critics.

"The audience is tougher to excite

these da\s," sa\s Ted Bates' Jim Doug-

las, whose views on this subject are

shared by the majority of tv pros.

"The\"\e seen so man) stars in the last

few years, so much entertainment

through tv. that they're very hard to

impress. What unusual things were

actualK done in \ears past that are

not being done this year?"

Moreover, there are more spectacu-

lars scheduled for this year.

"The spectaculars are very impor-

tant for spicing the season," says Bill

Wiley, assistant director of McCanns
tv and radio programing services divi-

sion. "Twenty years ago, a person

would have had to pa\ SI 00 a seat to

see all the talent that a spectacular

ma\ offer."

Are agencies putting damper on
experiments? Some of the tv pros

feel the agencies exercise a more con-

servative influence on programing.

"The individual client or packager

doesn't have the same urge or possi-

bility to experiment as the network."

says Bill Wiley. "The investment in

tv for the individual client is so high

today that he must try to reach a maxi-

mum audience right from the start.

This may rule out certain totally new
and untested concepts of programing

which might turn out to have only

minority audience appeal."

Agencymen do worry about this tv

season, but not because of the pro-

graming content, rather because of

costs. The short life expectancy of tv

talent has caused talent agents to drive

harder and harder bargains and pro-

duction costs have been climbing pro-

portionately.

Warns the head of tv at one of the

top five agencies: "The cost-per- 1,000

of the medium is still favorable, but

we may approach a turning point. So

far the decrease in ratings is somewhat

compensated by a larger total audi-

ence. But increased cost of tv offsets

this again. This may be tv s decisive

year: Hold the cost line or clients will

turn more to other media. ^
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Thanh You,

People"

.. The furry friends of WWJ

=^j

In Sponsor Magazine's first annual TV-Radio trade paper advertising

competition, WWJ won the first place award in its classification. The
winning campaign, "Put Your Money Where the People Arc," had
already aroused much interest among agencies and advertisers.*

Just as WWJ knows how to sell itself, the station knows how to sell

your product— with sales-minded personalities, more enjoyable music,

superior news and sports coverage, substantial promotion and mer-

chandising.

Judge for yourself. Put your money where the people are . . . on WWJ,
all day, every day.

Hit Your Real Michigan Target

Seventy per cent of Michigan's
population commanding 75
per cent of the state's buying
power lives within W'M'J's
daytime primary area.

* Associate station It"H"/-7T won .1 Meritorious

Awardfor its "lieliei ability" campaign in the

same contest.

WWJ RADIO
WORLD'S FIRST RADIO STATION

Owned and operated by The Detroit News

National Representatives Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.

NBC Affiliate
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FROM OUR HAlf MILE HIGH TOWER

WE LOOK INTO

310,000 HOMES
In Washington and British Columbia

From our half-mile tower high atop

Mt. Constitution, and with maximum
power, we bring the Northwestern

viewers the finest CBS programming

plus top film features from such

Hollywood studios as 20th Century

Fox, Warner Bros., United Artists,

and Columbia.

We've staked out our claim in the

richest per capita income section of

America and Canada. We've got a

rich vein of ore that winds through-

Tv and radio

NEWSMAKERS

jii

Edmund C. Bunker has been appointed

vice president and director of station rela-

tions for CBS TV. Formerly general man-

ager of CBS-owned WXIX-TV, Milwaukee,

he succeeds Edward P. Shurick. Shurick

resigned the post to become executive vice

president of Blair-TV. Frank Shakespeare.

Jr. has been appointed to Bunkers former

Milwaukee assignment. Norman E. Walt,

an account executive for CBS TV Spot Sales, has been elevated to the

post of general sales manager of WCBS-TV, previously held b\

Shakespeare. In another station relations appointment. Robert F.

Jamieson, manager of CBS TV Sales Service, was named to a newly

created post at CBS—manager of station contacts. He will report

to Carl Ward, national manager of station relations.

Dean D. Linger is the new director of ad-

vertising and promotion for ABC TV. He

replaces John H. Eckstein, who has re-

signed. Linger is a veteran of 13 years in

radio-tv, on both the network and local

levels. For the past five years he has been

sales promotion and publicity director of

CBS-owned KNXT-TV, Hollywood, and the

CBS TV Pacific network. Linger spent the

eight previous years with ABC in Chicago and Detroit. He joined

the ABC Central Division publicity department in 1944 and was

named assistant promotion manager of the division in 1946. The

following four years he was radio-tv sales promotion and publicity

director of WXYZ. and WXYZ-TV, ABC-owned stations in Detroit.

Linger returned to Chicago in 1950 to head up ABC's Central Divi-

sion promotion department. A graduate of the University of Chi-

cago, Linger began his career as an English instructor.

Ceorge H. Morris, a Memphis, Tenn.. tv

executive, has been named vice president

and national sales manager of WSIX-T\ .

Ch. 8. Nashville. Louis R. Draughon.

president of WSIX. Inc.. announced the

appointment effective 10 October. Morris

was formerly commercial director for

WHBQ-TV, Memphis. Previously he was

western sales manager. Chicago, of RKO
Teleradio & Stations. He joined the RKO firm in 1954 as gen-

eral sales manager of WHBQ-T\ - Hartford, after holding sales posi-

tions with KMBC, Kansas City, and the W. W. MacGruder adver-

tising agency. Denver. A native of Taunton. Mass., Morris is a

graduate of Providence College and is a World War II veteran of

both the Arun and Navy. He is a member of the National Adver-

li>iiii: and the New l ork Sales Executives clubs.
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SALESMAN

* _^

SELLS BEST BECAUSE

ITS VIEWED MOST ^

IN DETROIT AND

)UTHEASTERN MICHIGAN

Again, for two successive months, July and

August, 1957, of the 4 Detroit stations,

Channel 2 had

7 out of the 10
TOP SHOWS

And 2 out of those 7 were NON-NETWORK!
ARB and Pulse ratings like these are the rule,

not the exception on the station that's first

choice with viewers in metropolitan Detroit

and Southeastern Michigan

PICK THE STATION THAT SATURATES
WHERE BUYING POWER CONCENTRATES

VJBK-TV
CHANNEL DETROIT

There's a lot more to the

"Detroit Television Market'

than just Detroit alone! Of th»

1.700.000 TV homes in th«

area WJBK-TV serves. 800.001

are outside Wayne county, n

heavily populated Flint and Por

Huron for example. And WJBK
TV is No. 1 (ARB and Pulse

with outstate viewers, too!

MAXIMUM POWER!
100.000 Watts. 1.057-ft. Tower

COMPLETE FACILITIES FOR

LOCAL AND NETWORK
PROGRAMMING IN FULL COLOF

TOP CBS AND LOCAL PROGRAM.'

i

*Wi
Represented by THE KATZ AGENCY, INC
STORER NATIONAL SALES OFFICES: 625 Madison, New York 22, N.Y.; 230 N. Michigan, Chicago 1, III.; Ill Sutler, San Francisco, Cal.
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Tv's destructive critics

A small hand o! ex-reporters who have remarkably little

public influence are nonetheless one of tv's major problems.

\\ e refer to the critic- who thi- vear have heen so abusive as

to make it miraculous any audience remain-.

That there is an audience, and likely a larger audience

than !a>t year, is jusl one -ign of the feebleness of the critic's

impact on the viewer at home.

But his impact within the industry i> becoming a pressing

problem. Even some professional tv people have been dis-

heartened and we think confused by the critic-.

Tv is far from perfect, especially when it turns out imita-

tion after imitation of its hits. But the worst shows don't

deserve the kind of abuse poured out by the critics who often

seem to be trying lo mimic Dorothy Parker rather than to

make a balanced appraisal.

We are sure some wavering shows would have a better

chance to correct their mistakes if the tv reviewers were more

constructive. As it is now often critics who would have trou-

ble telling a stock company apart from a Broadway cast are

in a position to panic client executives who ought to know bet-

ter than to listen to a peanut gallery spawned out of the

police beat by way of the feature desk. The resulting hys-

teria among agency and network ranks makes remedial work

difficult and contributes to the casualty lists.

The rep ratings

Recently sponsor's articles on national representatives,

which anonymously rated the reps in various service cate-

gories on the basis of a timebuyer survey, created some mis-

understanding and confusion.

Supposed "ratings," allegedly coming from sponsor, are

being passed along the word-of-mouth grapevine.

The results of the sponsor survey, and their attendant

ratings, were top secret. They will continue to he. None of

the ratings brought to our attention are even close to accuracy.

sponsor urges, in the interest of authenticity and fair play,

that no \alidity be given to any supposed rankings.

*

to

THIS WE FIGHT FOR: 7Y has brought more

and better entertainment to more people—free

than any other medium. The station which

isn't saying so now in the fight against fee tv

isnt doing right by the American public.

96

lO-SECOND SPOTS

Doers: Thanks to his secretary's mono-
gram, correspondence from Alan C.

Tindal. president of YVSI'K. Spring-

field, Mass., end- with tin- sign-off at

lower left: ACT: note.

Other cheek: Don Domers, a Terra

Haute radio-ft dealer ran this ad in a

local paper:

"CONGR VII LATIONS to the person
• or persons) who took the GREEN EM-
ERSON TRANSISTOR RADIO, Model
888. Serial 374-;9849938 from my -lore,

Monday evening, Sept. 23. 1957. Von are

now enjoying the world'- finest portable

transistor radio, in fact you could have

not even HOI GHT a better one. Inas-

much a- I have been forced to <ri\ e you

the above radio, I want you to ha\e the

balance of the equipment you failed to

take: 1 ear phone ... 1 leather carrying

case ... 1 statement marked PAID IN
FULL ( So that your conscience will not

bother you I . Please call at my -tore at

your earliest convenience to pick up

item-. I promise no prosecution."

Wider, please: Watching a closed-cir-

cuit color tv demonstration of oral

surgery at WBEN-TV, Buffalo, a New
York dentist said. "Close-ups of pa-

tients" mouths were gems of technical

excellence.'" Shades of D. W. Griffith!

Chow: In Cleveland, to mark Colum-

bus Day. K\ \Y sent major agencies

"long-playing pizza pies."" With 33

anchovies?

Pay-off: Allmayer. Fox & Reshkin

Agency of Kansas City reaped the re-

ward of its GOO-spot radio campaign in

Birmingham for Real-Kill Insect Spray

when a Birmingham movie theatre

showed a sci-fic pic hased on a city

overrun by giant insects. At the crucial

moment when it appeared the insects

would take o\ er. someone in the bal-

cony cried out: "Mama, get Real-Kill"'

Combo: NBC TV's Steve Allen fore-

sees combining the popular features of

a quiz show and a Y\ estern into one

bit where the cowboy holds up an iso-

lation booth.

Enterprising: WCHS-TV, Charleston.

V\ . \ a., has sent a wire to the Russian

delegation in W ashington asking for

availability of advertising space on the

newly -launched satellite. Sputnik may
turn out to be the only medium with

both time and space rates.
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Very few places beat Buffalo when it

comes to snow ! In Buffalo, no station

beats WWOL when it comes to delivering

more listeners per dollar.

SNOWSTORM
W A R N I N G

TO
TIME BUYERS*

Don't get snowed under
an avalanche of spots

No double spotting — no triple spotting

onWWOL
W V\AO L GIVES THE LOWEST DOLLAR COST PER LISTENER IN THE BUFFALO AREA 4

HOMES REACHED PER DOLLAR
WWOL NET STATION NET STATION NET STATION NET STATION IND. STATION IND. STATION

I

1277

'A'

853

BASED ON:

'B'

314

'C

870

'D'

325

'A'

417

'B'

1055

*SRDS CLASS A - 1 2 Noon - 6 P. M. - May '57. Buffalo Area Nielsen

Report June '57 (page 5). Monday thru Friday, 12 Noon — 6 P.M.

Dig out the facts and figures

CheCfc NIELSEN

"^[C/teCfk PULSE

Cfocfc HOOPER

C/l£C/K. The 50 national
who now inch
radio in their

National Representative: FORJOE &

ST
315 MAIN STREET
BUFFALO, NEW YORK
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ft

where
there's a

rz station

. . there's '-"-
1

\ c'\ S\

. . . precisely why there's never a dull moment . . .

. . . precisely why in each of these major markets

more radios are tuned to the Storz Station than to any other

MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL WDCY is first . . . All-Jay average. Proof: Hooper

(31.9^ I • • Trendex . . . Pulse. Sec Blair or General Manager Jack Thayer.

KANSAS CITY WHB is first . . . All-day. Proof: Metro Pulse, Nielsen, Trendex,

Hooper, Area Nielsen, Pulse. All-day average .is high 1-8.5' 1 Nielsen). See Blair or

General Manager George W. Armstrong.

NEW ORLEANS WTIXis first . . . All-day Proof: Hooper (WTIX 2 to 1) . . . Pulse.

See U.im Young or General Manager Fred Berthelson.

MIAMI WQAM is first . . . All-day Proof: Hooper (42. V , ) . . . Pulse . . . Southern

Florida Area Pulse . . . Trendex. See Blair ... or General Manager Jack Sandler.

WDGY Minneapolis St Paul
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.

WHB Kansas City
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.

I CZ) rXl C WTIX New Orleans.

•DAY'S RADIO FOR TODAY'S SELLING ^^sentED By ADAM YOUNG INC .

WQAM Miami
. PRESIDENT . HOME OFFICE: OMAHA. NEBRASKA REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.

FREY REPORT:

WILL AGENCIES

FIGHT HARD?

( )n the eve of tin- I

report to the \ \ \.

agencj men re\ ien cur-

rent compensation sj &

tem, explain theii stand

Page 35

Will Catholic

church screen

programing?

Page 38

Spanish radio:

why it is

growing fast

Page 44

Report on

this year's

show costs

Page 57



No station

but

no station

in Baltiimore

has as many listeners

in any age bracket
,

male or female, as

Radio Baltimore

^Melsen Station Index, Audience Composition Analysis, Baltimore, July, 1957.

Keep your eye on these other Plough, Inc., Stations:

Radio Boston Radio Chicago Radio Memphis

WCOP WJJD WMPS

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY RADIO-TV REPRESENTATIVES, INC.

NEW YORK CHICAGO LOS ANGELES BOSTON ATLANTA SAN FRANCISCO SEATTLE



Young WRubicam,
Idu&rtisi/n?

-.
.

.

DARN IT

PUSH IT

2s*

BEAT IT

WATCH IT

Fads in television may come and go, but one prin-

ciple always remains true: if you add "action" ' to

"sight and sound" you get unusual results.

Knowing how to achieve this extra dimension of

demonstration calls for a knowledge of the product

you want to sell, the people you want to reach—

and an understanding of what television as a medi-

um will and can do.
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DIGEST OF ARTICLES

The Frey report: Will agencies fight?

35 Next week admen will get preliminary reporl li> Prof. Uberl Frey,

done tin \\\. Here's how top executives view outlook for change

What you should know about the Pope's stand on tv

38 '~ a Legion "I Decencj coming for television? Il"u might it operate?

Here are some oi the answers emerging Erom the Pope's encyclical

Does it pay to merchandise a show today?

42 Quality Bakers oi America has merchandised it- air media activity

heavil) for over two decades. Here'- how t < »< I

a\
"- planning differs

Spanish-language radio

44 fhe Latin-Americans within oui borders are increasing and prospering

How and where ad\ertisers are reaching them is in this market stud)

Report on tv show costs

57 ''"
, '"' u •'"' average costs of this year's t\ shows compare with 1956-57,

see reporl with thi- week"- Television Ba-ie- j > 1

1

j — complete -how charts

FEATURES
18 ^gencj \d Libs

65 Film-Scope

28 i"ih and Madison

71 News & Idea Wrap-1 p

7 \cw smaki i ol the W e< k

70 Picture \\ rap-1 p

86 Sponsor Hears

9 >t -nr-Scope

94 Sponsor Speaks

68 Spot Buys

94 Ten Second Spots

14 Timebuyers at Work

92 T\ and Radio Newsmakers

83 Washington Week

24 Women"- Week

In Upcoming Issues

Farm market report

In next week's sponsob (2 November) you'll End a reporl on the farm

market, including: key facts on the economic -lain- of farmer-: new

irch on farmer activities: a detailed guide to buying farm time

Radio's all-important basics

ii eye on Radio Basics, in sponsor once everj four weeks.

ning up in the 9 November issue will be: box sc - on sets sold;

stations on air: sets-in-use; spot campaigns; network radio business
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Speaking of POWER...

WHO
for Iowa PLUS!

Des Moines . 50,000 Watts

It takes a lot of skill as well as

muscle to do a BIG job! More Iowa

families listen to WHO regularly,

daytime, than to all the 56 other

Iowa stations COMBINED!*

*So//>ce: 1956 Iowa Radio

Audience Sunt
j

Col. B.
J.

Palmer, President

P. A. Loyet. Resident Manager

Robert H. Harter. Sales Manaqer

Peters. Griffin. Woodward. Inc.,

Satin/nil Represoitathes

WHO Rad n is part of

Central Broadcasting Company.
which also owns and operates

WHO-TV. Da Moines
WOC-TV, Davenport
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Best of Show

Like a prize-winning Afghan, each WKY Television System station inherits

attributes that make it clearly outstanding. The same leadership that made

great stations in Oklahoma City has now created stations equally dominant

in Montgomery and Tampa -St. Petersburg.

Best of shows, best of public service, best of facilities— these are the

factors that make WKY Television System stations your logical choices

in the markets they serve.

THE WKY TELEVISION SYSTEM, INC.

WTVT WKY and WKY-TV
Tampa-St. Petersburg Oklahoma City

WSFA-TV
Montgomery

=



lp-iop Kating
(LEO ROARS GOOD... LIKE A REAL LION SHOULD)

Everyone flips when they see those top Metro ratings ... so if

you like your pleasure BIG, start programming those fabulous

MGM features now . . . and watch your spot billings multiply

to KING-SIZE proportions.

No need to buy em by the carton either (although you'll save

if you do). Even if you program only a few features a week

you'll find that MGM-TV has a plan to fit your requirements.

Pick any number of features from I to 723 for a F-L-E-X-I-B-L-E

package of the greatest motion pictures with the greatest stars.

fS^

WIRE, WRITE
OR PHONE

Richard A. Harper,
General Sales Mgr.
701 7th Ave.,

New York 36, N. Y.

JUdson 2-2000



NEWSMAKER
of the week

i mtc tthinspired trend in agency growth was underscored

this week when Campbell-Mithun, Minneapolis, announced

//»«• opening of a Sew ) oris office, to be headed by B Uliam I .

Brownell, The growth of tr billing among major agencies

throughout the country has caused many shops such as Sun

Iramiso's <,IUK:ll lo open up or expand VciC i <>r/» offices.

The newsmaker: "Oui move |>< «i m - up a mw and con-

flicting trend in the agenc) business," Bill Brownell told sponsor.

'Today, man) Midwestern clients prefer to have a Midwestern

agenc) because the) Feel the agenc) will be closer to it- marketing

problems, in fact, most New York gianl agencies have been opening

more and more regional offices i<> better service their clients in im-

portanl marketing centers.

" \i the same time the demands "I the broadcast media, t\ particu-

larly, are such that a major agency, wherever it- homeoffice might

be, has to have an office in the

ke) i\ centers. Campbell-Mithun

has "Hue-, in Chicago and Los

bigeles as well."

Kill Brownell began his adver-

tising career a> a radio continuit)

director, announcer and writer.

Starting 1 November, he'll be

heading up the new office of an

agenc) which has quadrupled its

billings in four \ears.

During the first -i\ months to

a year, Brownell anticipates that

better than three-fourths of the

New York office's work and billing wil

However, we expect to add some new clients in this area a- well

as servicing the broadcast needs of our Minneapolis accounts," he

added.

\moni' the agency's biggest broadcast spenders are Pillsbur) and

Gold Seal's < da— \\ ax.

\i sponsor's presstime, Brownell was making final arrangements

for office space in the Greybar Building, New York, but he antici-

pates having a staff of 30 on the payroll l>\ spring.

His own background in the agenc) business has included being

\.|>. and cop) director for Krw in. Wasey, head of the William Weiu-

traub Detroit office and head of the (Irani and Campbell-Ewald cop)

departments,

'"
I he New York office of Campbell-Mithun will be aide to service

an account completely," he told SPONSOR, "But our stress in the be-

ginning is upon air media. ^

// Uliam h.. Brownell

in the broa least media.

Same

blanket...

new

label

Same power-packed station lineup,

same blanket western coverage.

Only the label is changed. From now on,

the Columbia Pacific Radio Network

is going to be called the

CBS Radio Pacific Network. That way,

you know at a glance who we

are and the things we are proud of.
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today

W6AL-TV covers

avast MARKET territory

• 3'/2 million people

in 1,015,655 families

• owning 917,320 TV sets

• earning %GVa billion annually

buying consumer goods that add up to

$3 3A billion annually in retail sales

It's the coverage that makes WGAL-TV
America's 10th TV Market!

CHANNEL 8 MULTI-CITY MARKET

WGAL-TV
LANCASTER, PA.

NBC and CBS

STEINMAN STATION

Clair McCollough, Pres.

Representative: The MEEKER Company. Inc. New York • Chicago • Los Angeles • San Francisco
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Most iignifieant tv and radio

news of the week with interpretation

in depth for /n/<> readers

26 OCTOBER
C»»»Tltht 1*57

•^ONSOR PUBLICATION* INO

SPONSOR-SCOPE
it's alwaya been axiomatic that foods, cigarettes, and drugs in thai ordei

consumed the mosl night time on the networks, lint not now.

Network i\"~ biggest nighttime Bales this fall are to toiletry manufacturers bj .1 wide

margin. Automotive lias jumped to No. 2. Food- arc NO. .'!.

SPONSOR-SCOPE'S breakdown of tin- five leading categories in nighttime network t\

1 in terms of sponsored half-hours) -how-:

Mi com Mil 1 BS Mil rOTAl

Toiletries (» ') 9% 24M
Automotive 8y2 I

1

5 1<*{

Foods (,i._, 7y2 3 17

Cigarettes 2 (,i. 6 14%
Drugs i

1
-.- 3 4 ,-,.,

To i' II tin- truth: NBC IN is using a modified version of the lie-detector

(psycho-galvanometer) to test audience reaction to new tv film--.

The network thinks it will get closer to how participants feel l»\ putting an

electro-sensitive sponge in their hands than by the old method "t marking a profile or push-

ing buttons.

(The profile created by the lie-detector eventually will be compared to the ratings

and shares of audience— that is, if the show <_rets on the air.

»

Now that New 1 ork is a one-team baseball town, major Burger) on Ballantine

Beer's contract with the Yankees is in the offing. Principal point to be considered:

Whether to televise more road games and black out some of the home contests.

The Yankees apparently favor such a revision in their radio-t\ procedure.

I Co-sponsor R. J. Reynolds is not involved in the pending discussions; it li

its share of the broadcasts from Ballantine.)

Reps this week said that stations are getting itch) foi an answer to this question

:

What's the national tv spot outlook for next year?

Inquiry among agencies hasn't brought forth much helpiul information.

The reasons cited: ill Clients have yet to pass on new-year plans: i2i the\ don't

know how much support products will need—and in what markets until the network

competitive picture is crystallized; (3) it's too early to tell whether the economic climate

will be favorable to the introduction of products now in the laboratory si

The new season's first advertiser looking for an alternate-week reliever for

his network show is American Chicle.

The program is Jim Bowie 1 ABC TV 1 ami the reason has nothing to do with rat-

ings or share of audience.

Some of the company's products are competitive and the was out. American

Chicle figures, would be to have two minutes of commercial one week and a minor men-

tion the next.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

Even though the new network tv season barely is under ua\. some of the major
agencies already are dreaming ahout a way out of the miasma of summer repeats.

One suggestion picked up by SPONSOR-SCOPE this week: Stagger film shows dur-

ing the regular season so that there's a repeat every third week, as against concen-

trating them all in the summer months.

The agency behind this idea admits that it probably hasn't a prayer. But everybody

feels something should be done—so why not some early brainstorming?

Which advertisers are gathering the most radio home impression on the basis

of network commercial minutes over a month's stretch?

Nielsen's NRI report for the four-week period ending 7 September ranks the

first 10 campaigns in this order:

ADVERTISER NETWORK 1 OMM. MINUTES l-\\k. HOME IMPRESSIONS

Brown & Williamson NBC 340 186,260,000

Lever Bros. CBS 120 131,460,000

Colgate CBS 120 129,870,000

Wrigley CBS 120 84,720,000

Scott Paper CBS 48 58,050,000

General Mills NBC 130 55,896,000

General Motors CBS 60 51.240,000

Bristol-Myer< NBC 85 15.645,000

Simonize CBS 69 41,193,000

Bristol-Myers CBS 48 40,128,000

Note: The automotive tune-in accounts for an estimated additional audience

of between 20%-25%.

Automotive advertisers and their agencies will have a particular interest in

the October NRI because of the Ford campaign on CBS Radio.

They'll want to see how many home impressions Ford got over a four-week period

with its 50 commercial minutes per week. The cost of this campaign comes to around

84.4-miHion net for the year.

NBC Radio's Joe Culligan at a meeting with the network's affiliates executive

committee this week apprised them of these good tidings:

• Comparing September 1957 and September 1956, the network's sponsored hours are

up 40%, gross income is up 70% and payments to stations 200%.

• Mv True Story's audience share is up 51% and Bandstand, which follows. 30'T . giv-

ing NBC a 14.5 to 13.0 rating lead over CBS Radio for the 2:30-3:30 period.

• On five-minute shows affiliates are due for two compensation raises: (1) an esti-

mated 10%, for many, retroactive to 1 October and (2) 15^. effective 1 April.

Bulova is considering taking NBC TV off the hook for the four Bob Hope
specials canceled by rival Timex.

McCann-Eriekson, the Bulova agency, this week looked into the rating and cost-per-

1000 details of Hope's initial telecast of the season.

Timex became peeved by Hope's guest appearance on the opening Frank

Sinatra (ABC TV) because it had a closing Bulova commercial.

Both TvB and BBDO this week were focusing their presentation efforts on
selling the effectiveness of tv as a vehicle for promoting the heavy goods, indus-

trial corporate image.

For tv, this type of institutional advertising would be a blessing: It stays on—as prece-

dent proves- around the calendar and is less prone to be affected by the economic ba-

rometer.
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. SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

V cos} hull arrangement it developing between stations and reps in case ot

divorce. It works this wa\ :

If a broadi astei dumps Rep \ and signs up Rep I!, then It must help w i 1 1 1 the dam-
ages if V wins a breach*of-contrac1 action.

One rep who agreed to Buch indemnification | edure this week said he was making oul

alright: Hi i enough business in IS <);»>. — to cover hi- share

[Tie trade is somewhal puzzled bj the lack of business from advertisers who u<>

in heavily for Christmas sales.

\s a rule, most of the buyers of pre-Christmas promotions have put in theii bids foi

availabilities l>\ this time.

One such account thai was heard from this week was Whitman ( andy. It'*

looking foi earl) morning and late afternoon radio spots In 62 market- (N. \\ . Vyei

The reps are beginning to feel the competitive pressure of the radio networks

in their Chicago offices.

I util this month, it had registered mostl) in New York.

Despite the slowdown of orders in these two sectors during the past two or three weeks,

national spot radio still is up 509r-60% over the fir-t nine months of last year.

A joint approach to the problem of getting more national -pot tor the stations

iii smaller markets is being talked up in rep circles this week.

The gist of the plan:

1 i Stations in normal marketing areas thai add up to fJtMUMM) people and ovei

would organize into a group.

2) Thev would operate as a co-operative entity in sales, research, advertising, and

promotion.

3) A group rate card would offer an attractive cost-per-1000 for even those adver-

tisers who buy onlv the top 60-80 markets.

Top agencies have become alerted to the potential- of the Latin-American

language market in this country—which now is nearing the 5-million mark.

Reasons for this heightened interest are:

• The market has an estimated S3. 5 billion in spendable income.

• These people read very little—even in their native-language press

• Radio set penetration is around 90%.
(See Spanish Language Radio section, page 44. for furthei details.

Agencies that have been urging reps to set up a central billing office will find

this item encouraging:

Vdam Young said this week that at the next meeting of the SR \ directorate he will

urge the association to appropriate money for a stud] on central billing.

Central hillings. Young told SPONSOR-SCOPE, will tend to:

• Counteract the one-bill argument advanced by the network-.

• Expedite the payment of bills on time.

• Create a better relationship with agencies via reduced paperwork problems.

New York's giant banking institutions at last can be classified as Bteady tv

users.

Bv the first of the year five banks 'with ;;o', of the commercial deposits among them'

will have campaigns on New York stations.

National City. Chase Manhattan, and Manufacturers Trust already are on: Guar-

antee Trust starts a syndicated series in a couple months; and Chemical Corn is shopping

for something it can debut 1 January.

Heretofore New York hankers were ranked among the country's ultra-conservative in

using modern promotional devices.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

Now that tin* NARTB has unveiled it?* t\ circulation study to its regional

groups, these are the follow-up steps:

1 i Question the membership for impressions of the study.

2 l Analyze the response.

3) Present this analysis t<> the associations tv board and let it decide whether the

final plan for a tv audit bureau of circulation should be presented at the NARTB
convention is Los Angeles next spring.

1) If the hoard's decision is affirmative, ask tv stations at the convention whether

they favor going ahead.

(Sec Will tv get it- own "ABC"? in 28 September sponsok. i

Jack Gould, t\ -radio critic of the N. Y. Times, met his industry critics at a Pioneers"

luncheon this week and ably defended his craft against charges of ignorance.

Gould explained that the critic is concerned primarily with these two factors: What
is it. and how well is it being done.

Among the opinions expressed by Gould in answer to question

:

• A critic's viewpoint cannot be equated intelligently with ratings.

• The practice of previewing shows—used by more and more papers—may tend to dis-

courage viewing of good programs.

• The low calibre of summer tv fare poses a serious problem for the industry.

• Radio ought to wake up and get its share of newsprint attention.

Look for a flood of radio business—both network and spot—from BBDO in

the next few weeks. Two of these campaigns will be a decided departure from the norm

in programing and scheduling concept.

BBDO's radio hillings prospects for 1958 are at least double this year's figure.

The Katz Agency will make its new formula for estimating tv station dis-

counts available to timebuyers in two weeks.

In developing the formula, which is based on 50 network affiliated stations. Katz found

that between July 1957 and July 195C:

1 l There was no significant change in the spot discount structure.

2 i The average rate for prime nighttime was up 9%; for late nighttime, 7%.

ABC TV continues to plug its theme that audience shares are leveling to the

point where no one network can claim real supremacy.

Here's the latest comparison of the three networks' average share of audience, based

on the opposition to ABC T\ 's 36 sponsored evening periods:

NETWORK 1957 1956 'i CHANGE

ABC 31.59? 22.0'

,

+439?

CBS 37.395 43.6% -14 r
,

\BC 31.295 34.4 r
; - 9^7

Source: Trendex ratings through 18 October 1957 vs. October 1956 report.

(See 19 October SPONSOR-SCOPE, page 12 for an earlier comparison.)

It took RCA only a week to catch up with Ampex's announcement that it was

ready with a magnetic tape for recording color tv programs. RCA's entrv is sched-

uled to sell for under $100,000 in late 1958.

For other news coverage in this issue, see Newsmaker of the Week, page 7:

Film-scope, page 65: Spot Buys, page 68; News and Idea Wrap-Up, page 71: Washington

Week, page 83: sponsor Hears, page 86: and Tv and Radio Newsmakers, page 92.
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PROFILE OF YOUR

tKBIGAUDIENCE

LA
61% 30% 41/2% 41/2%
Adult Adult Teens Children

Women Men

MATURE . . .

MALE & FEMALE . . .

COMFORTABLY WELL OFF

THAT'S A QUICK PROFILE of the

audience which rides the 740 spot of

the Southern California radio dial, as

analyzed in a new qualitative study by

The Pulse, Inc.

FIVE YEARS OF WOOING with

middle-of-the-road memory music,

interrupted only by award-winning

five-minute newscasts and easy-going

but brief chats by matured announc-

ers, have won an adult, able-to-bay

audience for KBIG.

RENTAL GROUPS

Any KBIG or Weed man would like to

show you the full picture.

KBIG
The Catalma Station

IO.OOO Walts

JOHN POOLE BROADCASTING CO.
6540 Sunset Blvd., Los Angeles 28, California

Telephone; HOllywood 3-3S0S

Nat. Rep. WEED and Company

Timebuye
at work

1

1

Tom Hardy, Donahue & Coe, Inc.. New i oik. feels that the increas-

ing importance <>f station merchandising services is part of the con-

tinual growth ami change that results from competition between sta-

tions, as well as among the advertisers themselves. "For a long

time." Tom sa\s. "stations offered merchandising services to give

themselves a plus over other sta-

tions and advertisers didn t place

too much importance on it. 'J hen

some advertisers made good use

of it. others followed, and now

the tremendous value of merchan-

dising as an adjunct to the broad-

cast advertising is becoming rec-

ognized. The current Bah-0 adver-

tising tie-in with merchandising

is, in my opinion, one of the best.

It's key line, 'Did \ou hear what

happened to Bab-O?" is getting

public recognition. Tom points out that when advertisers began to

demand the merchandising services, main stations weren't proper.)

equipped to handle it. hut because of the competition. the\ took iireat

pains to correct the situation quickly. "Today," Tom notes, "mosl

stations have services that produce solid results for the advertiser,

and the reps pitch merchandising as enthusiastically as ratings and

programs." In short, merchandising has become basic now, he feels.

Jerry Firestone, Gre) Advertising Agenc\ . New York, timebuyer

for Ronson. says that "buying at Gre) is integrated with all other

marketing facets. Such factors as distribution and sales patterns pla\

a necessarv role in the media scheme. In particular, the character-

istics of the best potential market for the product are studied both

quantitative!) and qualitatively

—

size and location of this market

and the age. sex. income and other

distinctions of the buvers!" Plan-

ning for an account at Grey, Jem
sa\s. begins first with a Central

Selling Policy, which ke\s all

planning for all departments in

the agency. From this springs a

Media Strategy Statement, a Cop)

Strategy Statement, a Merchandis-

ing Strategy Statement, etc.—each

interpreting in its own language

the Central Sellini; Policy. And each is worked out with the others,

not separately, so they're interwoven, and work together. "Then,

accordingly. Jerrv explains, "we decide the markets, media and

specific uses of this media in terms of frequency, reach, impact,

continuity necessan for effective impression, and of course, costs.
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WBAY GREW BAY

in theland of../Hi

HAYDN R EVANS, Gen. Mqr Rep. WEED TELEVISION
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"ot.the commercials
you are doing
for us on AYDS are
helping to increase
our sales..."

fe< "5 _«! o

...it had one of
the warmest and
personal approval
types of delivery
that we've had
in many an age."

JR

"THEROBER
Sponsors: campana SALES CO., CHRYSLER CORr.. cowles magazines, inc., ex-lax inc., general FOODS CORr.. general mills, inc., CROVE LARORATORIES inc., h j. heinz co., uorrois

ON THE CB
Monday-Friday, 8:00-8:30 pm, Saturday, 11:05 am-12:00 noon, cnyt PRODUCER-DIRECTORS: Jack Hurdle (Mon.-Fn.i, Bruno Zirato, Jr.



Q. LEWIS SHOW
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fBTRA: Ray Bloch SIXGERS: Judy Johnson. Richard Hayes ANNOUNCER: La Vines WRITERS: Art Boer, Bi Joek n,H



RANKS

IN THE NATION

in per family income

($7,339.00)
Source: 1957 Survey

of Buying Power

COLUMBUS
GEORGIA

3 county metropolitan area

USES THE LOCAL
& NATIONAL FAVORITE

WRBL

TELEVISION:

COMPLETE DOMINANCE
• MORNING • AFTERNOON • NIGHT

FIRST IN

RADIO:

97.3%
Area Pulse— May, 1957

LEADS IN HOMES
DELIVERED BY

OF ALL
QUARTER
HOURS

55%
Day or night monthly. Best buy

day or night, weekly or daily, is

WRBL—NCS No. 2.

WRBL
AM — FM — TV

COLUMBUS, CEORCIA

CALL HOLLINGBERY CO.

by Bob Foreman

Agency ad libs

Webster can't do it all

Recently on one of these excursions, I dwelt

at length on the subject of advertising-with-a-

personalitv . I referred, you ma) recall, to sev-

eral campaigns which, according to mv defini-

tion, possess distinctive personalities, an attri-

bute which I believe to be vital if an advertiser

is to be heard from among the mam with whom
he competes for attention.

I was mulling this subject over while returning bv plane from

Cleveland where I had just delivered a rather cogent philippic on

our fair business. 1 was thinking of the difficulties in creating this

personality for one's advertising—a personality which is in keeping

with the corporate mien as well as one which will be readilv recog-

nized by the public. Among these difficulties: it must convev some-

thing of value and desirabilitv about the product icithoiit use of

uords.

I underline "without use of words" because all the words in

Webster's cannot create a personality. True, thev can surround it

and crystalize it. But portrav it. the\ cannot. Which brings me to

the main point of this piece. Another personality problem that is

peculiar to tv.

Product personality: tv vs. radio

Television is the most literal of our media. That's because it pro-

vides us with live-action and live-action film . . . namely, real people

in motion and employing speech. Bv so doing, tv comes very close

to life, itself, outwardly at least as close to life as am symbol-form

we have yet devised. Hence tv offers realitv. It shows things as

they are. Despite the fact that this is one of its great strengths as a

sales medium . . . that empathy comes more readilv . . . that believ-

ability is better devised . . . that action can be more actively evoked

. . . this also creates one of the big problems. By forcing us to be

literal, television copv often leads us into the most pedestrian ways

of advertising.

Our cliches are twice as boring. Our truisms are twice as ob-

vious. Our "druggist-type" announcer, our simulated "doctor, our

across-the-fence backyard discussion about soap, our car-on-the-road

eulogy, our happy-eater-of-breakfast-food—all tend to suffer far

more in television than they do in print. Or in radio, for that mat-

ter. They're too corny, too obvious, too phony.

It is the non-literal, the un-cliched. the implicit rather than the

explicit that are necessary if we are to create a real advertising per-

sonalis via television. It must come from the imaginative and the

interpretative and the art-effect rather than from a literal reproduc-

tion of true-to-life trivia.

Now, there's a far easier road to personality via radio. Here we

have it comparatively easy to create a special mood. ^ ith only

audio to contend with, we can do this with music—vocally, chorally,
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WRC IS THE

Late afternoon radio in Washington, D.C., is WRC's cup of tea.

During the 3 to 6 pm time period, weekdays, WRC averages a

28% share of audience—a 29 $o advantage over the second station.

And within this time period, WRC's local programming sets the

mood for an even greater number of listeners. From 4 to 6 pm,

"Twilight Tunes" with Ed Walker averages a whopping 45%
advantage over the second station! The intimate, local appeal

of "Twilight Tunes" not only holds the audience for these two

hours, but sells it with conviction for such sponsors as American

Tobacco Company, Ben-Gay, Cities Service, Northeast Airlines,

Prestone Antifreeze, RCA Victor and Valley Forge Beer.

In Washington's 17-radio-station market, the large and loyal

following "Twilight Tunes" enjoys on WRC is a natural for you.

Let WRC Radio speak for your product in the nation's Capital!

NSI Report -Washington, D. C, Area- July 1957WRC -980 WASHINGTON, D. C. SOLD BYO SPOT SALES
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Agency ad libs continued

no* 1

stations in

all surveys

HUB I No I Sta-

Hon across the board in both
Pulse and Hooper! July-Aug.

Pulse: weekdays 15.3, Sat.

16.7 Sun. 17.3—averages 6

a.m. -midnight. Aug-Sept.
Hooper, weekdays, 7 a.m. to

noon 18.1, noon-6 p.m. 29.4

share of audience. Nielsen

agrees with a 22,520 rating

6 a.m. to 9 p.m. KOBY oper-

ates full time . . . 10,000

watts blanket the entire bay
area. Definitely the No. I

buy becau;e it's San Fran-

cisco's most listened-to sta-

tion. See your Petry man, to-

day!

sta-

ll

*/«

K0SI
sta.

Denver's
top-rated station all day—all

weekend! Aug.-Sept. Hooper:
28.0 a.m., 29.2 p.m. share.
Juie Pulse shows KOSI No. I

independent, 6 a.m. to 6 p.m.
with a 16.3 average share.
All surveys prove KOSI's
dominance . . . 5,000 watts
sells full time. Represented
by Forjoe.

WGVM
in Greenville, Miss.

No. 1 in both Hooper
& Nielsen

See:

Inc.

Devney & Co.,

MID-AMERICA

BROADCASTING

COMPANY

20

or tnstrumentally. It can be achieved bj the selection of cast, or

the kind ol dialogue written. It can l>e created with sound effects.

It can also be any combination of the above.

On the other hand, to fix this personality firmly in the public mind
our job is not quite so easj if we're using radio. It takes high fre-

quencj today. For frequency alone is necessar) if were to reach

audiences that are broad enough and. more importantly, if we're to

toss enough impressions against this audience.

\lso, this need for frequency calls for a special type of radio eop\

—if that copy is to create a desirable product—personality. // musi

near well. When musical, it must he unusualK attractive; if dia-

logue, it must be the kind that doesn't drive a listener craz\ after

several hearings.

But whichever medium we use. or if we use them all. let me sa\

once again— it takes personality to do the job.

P.S. Upon rereading this epic, it occurred to me that a subject

well worth devoting an entire piece to. and one which relates closely

to the comments shove, is that of personality in the tune-in adver-

tisements (or lack of samel as it is developed 1>\ the three networks.

Since this is such an expanded form of advertising, and working in

conjunction with promotion efforts has a bearing on ratings and

show-success, I will attempt in the near future to discuss the problem.

It's amazing to me—at least—that the approaches to tune-in ads

as seen in the newspapers van so tremendously from network to net-

work. Also—that although each has a decided!) distinct as well as

distinctive personality yet. in my opinion, there's a great degree of

difference in the ability to do the job tune-in advertising is charged

with.

Take an extra long glance, if you will, during the next weL'k or so

at the print campaigns of ABC. CBS and \BC. and then we'll see if

we agree with the points I'll make in the upcoming issue. ^

!llll!llllllllllllllll!llllllllllllllllllllll!n:

"An adman ad-libs on tv"

A 192 page book of selected Foreman columns from

sponsor, released by Hastings House. Publishers, Inc.. is

now in your bookstore. Bob's pungent commentaries on the

broadcast industry and his keen analysis of its problems

are illustrated 1>\ A I Normandia.

The book's eight chapters deal with:

The agency and its denizens;

Nuts, bolts, commercials:

The audience, confound em:

Sponsors, the care and feeding of:

The fine art of video;

Research— if you can call it that;

The one without pictures- radio:

Color or hue, w hew !

It adds up to an encyclopedia of entertainment and in-

formation. 102 pages, illustrated, retails for $4.50.
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Yes, we're expecting a pretty fair season!
//

Minnesota's Golden Gophers and NBC's hotter-

than-ever Fall lineup are off to a fast start and
going great guns in the Twin City area— but

you've already heard about them.

Let's talk about television time— particularly the

important 10:00 P.M. to Midnight segment. Dur-

ing this time period, Monday through Friday,

KSTP-TV outrates its nearest competitor by better

than two to one!

Here are the ARB Metropolitan Area Report

figures for September 1957:

STATION SHARE OF SETS IN USE
Monday through Friday

10:00 P.M. to Midnight

KSTP-TV 45.2

STATION B 18.5

STATION C 21.5

STATION D 14.9

There are a few choice availabilities left within

this top-rated time period. For further information.

contact your nearest Edward Petry office or a
KSTP-TV representative today.

CHANNEL

0,000 WATTS5
MINNEAPOLIS • ST. PAUL Basic NBC Affiliate

*7fo /\/<Mtfvw44t/'/L Leadbu? St&tfotC

Represented by Edward Petry & Co., Inc.
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Twin Cities of the South now rank 10th in retail sales per capita according to U.S. Dept.

Commerce! Tampa-St. Petersburg belongs on every major-market list!
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TAMPA-ST. PETERSBURG
23 of top 25 shows are on WTYT.

cording to the latest Pulse! WTVT

captures 85 r
c more quarter-hour firsts

than the 2nd station, and is undisputed

leader in the 6 to 7 p.m. slot with all

4 top multi-weekly shows!

Represented by the Katz Agency

SPONSOR • 20 OCTOBER 195'

WTYT
The WK\ Television System, Inc.

WKY-TV and WKY Oklahoma City

WSF.Y-TY Montgomery
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TO TURN RANDOM

TUNERS INTO

VETERAN VIEWERS
r t

mill,HHMK

Now— in many markets— three

great adventure -action series

combined into one great 5-day-

a-week show! Why pay a pretty

penny for programs when you
can get top-rated series in your

market and hold on to all of

your own cash! For complete

details about this new plan,

phone today. Or wire Michael

M. Sillerman at TPA for your

market's availability.

H u r r y ' M a r * •

'

being reserved
today ! Wire or
phone (or private
screen

ision Programs of America, Inc.
[adison Ave.. NY. 22 • PLaza 5-2100

21

\ en s and views for women in

advertising and wives of admen

Women's week

"Paris Calling": Vrlene Sinn has jusl landed one of the mosl

exciting jobs in radio. Beginning 1 November, Arlene, whose One
Woman's Opinion first hit the airwaves in the fall of 1954, will

broadcast women s news and features direct from Pari-. Her new

-how will be heard on all four Washington Post Broadcast Division

stations WTOP, radio and tv, Washington, I). C. and W'MBK.

radio and tv, Jacksonville, Fla.

A political science graduate from Northeastern I niversity, \rlene's

first job in writing and broadcasting was as public affairs officer for

the State Department. I he combination of political science back-

ground and writing brought her into I SIA and from there into

commercial radio.

Schrafft's "girls in grey flannel suits": The latest tribute to ad

women is of an off-beat culinary nature: Starting 9 October,

Schrafft's on 45th Street and Fifth Avenue, New York, is offering

an "ad women's special" on \\ ednesda\ nights in the Men's Grill.

According to Schrafft's. this will be a man-size meal for a woman-

size pocketbook. Menu will be printed in the V.WN1 colors—tur-

quoise and grey—for (he ladies in the gre\ flannel suits who attend

the weekb Wednesday night \dvertising Women of New York sur-

\e\ course in Schrafft s.

Selling's the thing: Remember the old saw. ""If you can sell. \nu

can get anywhere."? Things haven 1 (hanged much. The old slogan

still holds, but the wording's fancier. Today its called marketing.

\n American Management Association sur\e\ of 335 member

< ompam presidents now earning anywhere from $13,500 to over

s-f( )().()()() a year, shows that one-fifth of these presidents arrived b\

wa\ of marketing. This proportion is even higher among the

younger men.

Production work led to the top for one-sixth of those surveyed,

one-eighth got there through finance.

Over one-third had held jobs in all three of these fields before

they got the big corner office. \nd. all other fields combined I engi-

neering, general management, personnel) produced fewer than 15' <

of the presidents. The moral: Girls, stick to your marketing!

\\\RT elects: Election of officers was on the agenda at the first

semi-annual workshop meeting of the Central New 'hoik Chapter,

\merican Women in Radio and Television. Results when the votes

were in: Dorolln Cotton, director of women's programs, W HEC.

Rochester, president: Ka\ Larson, director of women's services,

W III.N and W HEN-TV, Syracuse, \ice president: and Barbara Hall.

woman's program director, WHC1 . Ithaca, secretary-treasurer. The

meeting was held 12 October at Rochester, N. Y.

The next workshop is tentative!) scheduled for 12 \pril in

S> racuse. ^
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WDSM-TV
COVERAGE DATA

WDSM-TV new tower
1 .010 feet above average ter-

rain. 2.049 feet above sea

level.

Population 638.800

Households 193.370

Retail Sales 649,905.000

Consumer Spendable Income
894.880.000

Source— 1957 SRDS
Consumer Markets

Number TV Homes 147.876

Source—Television Magazine

Oi#m#r. t

new tower completed)

. . . Covering the Tri-State Aiea

in the nation's three billion dol-

lar market! Plus new money
. . . one-half billion for taconite

mining! Plus seaway . . . mil-

lions proposed! Get your share

and more in this rich, fast-

growing television market using

WDSM-TV . . maximum pow-
er (100,000 watts) . . . greatest

coverage . . . exclusive remote
truck . . . studios (both Duluth
and Superior)

NBC
ABC WDSM-TV^-6

CLARENCE (DUKE TULLY
General Manager

Carlo m. annexe
General Sales Manager

PETERS. GRIFFIN.
WOODWARD. INC

Natinnal Representative

BULMER & JOHNSON. INC.
Re£innal Representative
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earson-in person!
ars Show— all new, all live— serves up proven showmanship and

roven salesmanship on American Radio, every Saturday, 9-10:55 am

I

Johnny Pearson has a happy habit of pulling big audiences in big markets. How well does

Pearson sell? Just check this peppy performance record:

1. Kansas City: 129% audience increase in 2V2 years.

2. New Orleans: 100% audience increase in just six months!

Now he goes live on American with a brand-new, two-hour session of currently popular

music and song. The new Johnny Pearson Show features vocalist Kay Brown (live), bari-

tone Dick Roman (live), The Ray Charles Blenders (live), Buddy Weed's orchestra (live)

and announcer Doug Browning (live).

Here's a proven salesman with a proven show that will sell today's young housewife

-

the on-the-go woman who's more music-minded than ever.

the Hi one is AMERICAN
BROADCASTING
NETWORK



JACKSON, MISSISSIPPI . . .

the South's fastest growing TV Market

OPEN DOORS
The South's fastest growing TV market— Jackson,
Mississippi—now has 220,308 TV homes inviting you
to display your wares. And the BUY-POWER is there,

too— 1,452,800 people* with a $1,300,000,000-PLUS
effective buying income. Only two stations reach this

prime market—WJTV and WLBT.

"Tole /i;io-i Magazine Market Book 1937.

220,308 TV HOMES
SERVED BY TWO GREAT STATIONS

WJTV WLBT
CHANNEL 12 CHANNEL 3

28

49th an
Madisoi

How deep is "depth"?

You have an article titled "Feature

films' first depth study" which de-

scribes a study made by Alfred Politz

for WOR-TV. The phrase "depth

study"' is frequently used by the seg-

ment of people in advertising who
know verj little about research, or bv

promotion men to describe an\ survej

which they wish to promote or imbue
with special significance. . . .

I tbink if you ask most market re-

search men the definition of depth

stud\ they would say it was a sur\e\

which went beyond the ordinary sur-

face questioning—either by the prob-

ing, informal, unstructured type of in-

terview—or through the use of projec-

tive techniques.

Your description indicates that the

stud\ in question was a simple measure

of the extent to which New Yorkers

see feature films and the frequency

with which thev see them. Added to

this apparently were a few questions

which people stated whether they

found feature films more enjoyable

than movies or vice versa. There is no

indication of any "depth" techniques

being used anywhere in this survey.

This is not a criticism of the study, as

I tbink it serves a very useful purpose

^but why can't we keep the semantics

of this business fairly clear?

Edward M. Raynolds.

Dir. of Marketing Research

Lambert-Hudnut.

Morris Plains. V. /.

• SPONSOR agrees with If. ...I. • Raynolds, but
with ri'M-ri aHons. A Politz spokesman who was
asked his opinion of the "depth" headline stated

it was not the term he would haw- used hut that

the study was in the depth category in the sense
that it went deeper than generally condueted
audienee research. The -!ud\ Included faetor- like

income, education, housing status irhich irere not

previously available. Thus ; i deeper picture

emerged of the film viewer.

Canadian coverage

I thought the issue of sponsor incor-

porating a Canadian section was a top-

flight job. The complete set of graphs

and other statistics was as comprehen-

sive as I have ever seen done and I

think sponsor is to be congratulated.

We were delighted to participate in

this issue and we are please^ to see it

l Please turn to page 33)
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IS OURS THE ONL
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Q YEARS WE WERE FIRST AN LY.

It was tough going, going it alone for

nine long years. To begin with, not enough

business. Then, so much more than enough

that we had to say "no" to many good friends

and customers. To all of you who

appreciated how hard we tried to be fa

everybody, our heartfelt thanks.

A •_-.'#'

]OW WE ARE ONLY FIRST

First in coverage, first in staff and

facilities, first in the eyes of New Orleanians.

And we'll certainly try to stay

first in courtesy to our customers.

We've been having a lot of practice.

WDSU-TV

New Orleans, Louisiana



49TH & MADISON
i Continued h om page -

'

supported !>\ bo man) othei Canadian

stations.

I .mi also interested t<> see thai

sponsor inn- .1 regulai feature on < a

nadian radio happenings. More than

ever, sponsor i- "must
1

reading for

anyone associated with broadcast ad-

\ri tising

J. I.. Sayers, manager,

Radio C-Fun, I. t<l., I ancouver, />'. C.

Congratulations on sponsor's I ana-

diaii i

—

ii«- ! Beyond anj doubt, this is

tin- finest report "I the series. We, at

(III B, find it verj valuable and

packed with facts which hel|> make

sal -

Chuck Rudd,

managing director',

(III II. Nanaimo, B. C.

a llidiik-. in iln- nan] < .uia.li.ui* wha I. ... .-on*

tart.-. I SPONSOR fi.ll.x.iiiu lh. ( ....... I . .. . -„|,|.l..

111. 'lit mi. I the Hlurl .it I .in.iili.iii i-ux « r.li:.- ill N0W1
ml I4«a W r.|..l p.

Department store tv

\- you know, in Miinc markets, depart-

ment Stores spend a large part of theii

advertising budget in the television me-

dia. However, in other markets, the)

use television onK for special sales.

We believe there i- a definite trend

tow aid more department -tores spend-

ing a larger part of their annual budget

in television, and we would like to re-

view 9ome case histories, both suc-

• • sses and failure-, of those depart-

ment -tore- who have used and are

usinii television extensively.

Such ea-e histories should indicate

the best format- that have been u-ed

thus far, as well as stimulate idea- for

other format- that can lie used 1>\ de-

partment -lore- in their television

advertising.

I would appreciate your advising me
at your earliest convenience if sponsor

ha< such ea-e histories on file.

Herl> Halpern,

assistant radio & ti director,

11 inius Brandon Co., St. Louis

a lln- Reader's -.-r^i .- department ..ill fnrniah
a nuniliir ..f -n. Ii ••-• histories i.i 'Vlr. Halpern.

Reprint policy

Would you -end me eight reprint- ol

the article ""This Bank Isn't \lraid to

Sell.'" on page 36 of the 21 September

issue . . . for the salesmen to earrv in

their briefcases.

Gene ('. Gaudette,

general sales manager,

U II ) . \orjolL.ia.
• Minimum n-print »rd«
tear fthcCtS.

SOO: *.- vili

FIRST IN HOUSTON
K-NUZ DOMINATES!

NSI—METRO AREA AUDIENCE

(OO Omitted)

K-NUZ 114

Net. Sta. "A" 32

Net. Sta. "B" 37

Net. Sta. "C" 58

Net. Sta. "D" 44

Ind. Sta. "A" 19

Ind. Sta. "B" 30

Ind. Sta. "C" 15

(Nielsen-Houston—June, 1957)

. . . AND 6 of the TOP 10

5-Time-A-Week Shows Belong to K-NUZ!

(July-August Pulse)

*2Z S-r^ STILL THE
*>

$ Jjlli LOWEST COST
^aaataaaaaal^ Jjjf aW *

**^/> PER THOUSAND BUY

:v l>
HOUSTON'S 24 HOUR MUSIC AND NEWS
National Reps.: Forjoe & Co.

—

New York • Chicago • Los Angeles •

San Francisco • Philadelphia • Seattle

Southern Reps.:

CLARKE BROWN CO.—
Dallas • New Orleans • Atlanta

SPONSOR 2(> OCTOBER lO.i.

IN HOUSTON. CALL DAVE MORRIS. /Aekson 3-2587

13



What are WHB's first place audiences made of?

Exactly what sales are made of

—

adults!

New audience composition analysis reveals that in every *4 hour.

WHB talks to more adults than any other station.

54.8% of all the adults who listen to the top four Kansas City
radio stations . . . listen to WHB . . . more than to the other three put together.

(Nielsen, June, 1957 All-day average.)

Whether it be Metro Pulse, Nielsen, Trendex or Hooper—whether it be
Area Nielsen or Pulse

—

WHB is the dominant first among very important
audience-type. And the dominant first throughout—with audience
shares consistently in the 40 per cent bracket.

Naturally, advertisers of all product groups have responded with

bigger schedules on WHB than all other local radio stations combined.

Make no mistake about it. People who like our kind of programming have
money to spend . . . and. vice versa. Let John Blair or General Manager
George W. Armstrong lead vmi to K. ('. sales now.

WHB 100,000 trails on : it> fee, Kansas Citv, Missouri

STATIO INIS
TODAY'S RADIO FOR TODAY'S SELLING

TODD STORZ, PRESIDENT • HOME OFFICE: OMAHA, NEBRASKA

WDGY Minneapolis St. Paul
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.

WHB Kansas City
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.

WTIX New Orleans
REPRESENTED BY ADAM YOUNG INC.

WQAM Miami
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR <fc CO.

SPONSOR • 2(> OCTOBER 1957
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How hard will agencies fight

igencymen fear price-cutting chaos if 15% system dies, hut maintain thai agenc) revenue

cannot be cut— whether system prevails or is modified. No revolution seems inuninenl

N \t week the man at the micro-

phone above will be in the focus of

attention from both side- of the agenc)

compensation controversj

.

He i> \lluit \\ . Frey, professor of

marketing at link School <>f Business

Administration, Dartmouth, who lia>

just spenl a year in an exhaustive

640,000 studs of agenc) services and

compensation for \\ \. On Wednes-

daj (30 October) be will ni\e the

loth Annual \\ \ Meeting a preview

of his findings. Then \\ \ will im I >-

lisli the whole works.

Ruled out in advance is an) blankel

\\ \ stand resulting from the study.

\\ \ can no more urge a particular

payment system on it- members than

can tlic I \- (which signed a con-

senl decree to thai effecl two years

ago and therebj belped reopen the

whole issue).

But the Fre) report is expected to

be followed h\ the mosl vigorous

round ol client-agenc) discussions

about compensation since television

came along and brought ith it man)

of the pressures on the traditional

15'
i system.

\» Prof. Fre) mounts the podium at

the Chalfonte-Haddon Hall, this will

be Mi the mood of admen: '2' th

status "l i lient-ageni j negotiations

thus Far; and (3) the prospects for

the future.

7 he majoi </^< n< ies n ill continue to

'! I V i as a mattei of policj

.

But the I"''- system /"/* already

gone through considerable modi)

lion. Some "I these i bang< - •

prioi t" the I \
'

> onsenl do

result ol the main new services agen-

- began t" offer in the t\

\\ hether thes< - ere to I"- paid

b) clients through fees "i were gratis

was always a matter of individual

client-agem \ negotiation.

In overnight wholesale change to

M'ONSOR 2(> OCTOBER 195'



Tv has opened door to changes in commission

system, yet agencies find tv requires most high

priced talent and costliest client servicing

another form of agency compensation

is unlih \ form of agencj pay-

menl other than I

"»'
i

< annul be made

uniform l>\ industr) wide agreemenl

under the anti-trusl laws.

// hether an agency is i>niil through

commissions or fees or a combination,

il must be able l<> mule a profit. The

consensus among agency executives is

that the client who pressures for price

concessions will either have to be satis-

tied with less complete servicing or the

a: enc\ will not he able to afford han-

dling the account.

The most immediate result of the

IV, battle has been closer client

study of the agency's cost accounting.

But, as most client ad managers point

out, it is difficult to evaluate service in

terms of dollars and man-hours. Es-

sentially, the client-agency relationship

must rest on results produced and on

confidence.

"Our sales and our dealers reaction-

tell the story, says the advertising di-

rector of a major appliance firm.

"\\ hen our relationship with the agen-

cj gets down to whether they over-

charged us by $1,000. or whether they

look a si. (MM) beatin". on our account,

then something more fundamental is

u rong in the set-up.

Client admen an- now Irving to pin

down agencies on the compensation

question at the tune they select them.

I he question of whether and how much

( lients will pa) for certain research.

merchandising, or other service he-

comes an important factor in agenc)

choice.

"But it will never be a basic consid-

eration, we feel," the advertising v.p.

of a tobacco company told SPONSOR,

"no more than a media man would

pick one station over another simpK
because of its merchandising pluses. A
reputable client picks an agency for

the job it can do. not the price it asks."

Tv package shows have been most

vulnerable to attack by cost-conscious

national advertisers. An August ANA
survey of national advertisers showed

that one-sixth of the respondents do

not pay their agencies commissions on

tv package show costs. I See 31 Au-

gust 1957 SPONSOR, "Are clients duck-

ing 15% on tv package shows?") The
majority of clients who do pay these

commissions get some other servicing

from their agencies without pavin" ex-

tra fees. This is fairlv universal.

Extra services have upped agency

cost of operating considerably, and top

aiiencv management anticipates there

will he more and more in-depth mar-

keting service.

As Adolph Toigo, president of Len-

nen & Newell, said this week in a

speech to the Boston Conference on

I distribution

:

"At one time agencies were respon-

sible for the production of a good ad-

vertisement only. Other areas of mar-

keting the product were developed by

management and often kept a- guarded

secrets. Todaj this has changed. The

modern agenc) must now have both a

total team and a total method for mar-

keting an) product. I he modern agen-

c) must now build a total marketing

plan for the client and il must estab-

lish a sound basis for working with

the client with both manpower and

functions."

It is in this very area of expanded

service that top agencv management
rests its case. When major agency

executives break down the cost of of-

fering all the serv ices necessarv to

clients, they tend to champion a revi-

sion of the commission system-— up
wards.

These excerpts from Adolph Toigo's

discussion on building a marketing

plan show what the cost components

for todays market-wise agenc) are:

Agency profits have been declining, »u> the \y( champion, because <>t

the high cost of. maintaining t\ and parti) because of agencv expansion into

related areas like marketing, merchandising, research and publicity. The

• between conimi-aons and fees covers cost* pins 1% average profit.

Prejudice for the more profitable media is prevented through commissions,

since agencies usuallv do cost-accounting bv client, not media. If a fee

system replaced the iv;. agencies would be forced to charge according

t" the cost ol handling various media. This coold affect media choice

Negotiation between individual client and agencv determines the amount

of servicing an account will get in return for the commission. But the

commission system helped stabilize client-agency relations in the past

1>\ setting a traditional pattern of payment for the basic agency work.

36 SPONSOR • 20 OCTOBER 1957



"Evei \ | lui i i- differenl To

build the i i ur I » t plans evei \ prodm i

musl have .1 tailoi made agenc) ti

I al leasl seven kej people. W <• em
plus nr. ii K iOO people. . . .

•\\ iili us, available figures oi thi

pi ...lui i- we Bei •. ice, show ad\ ertising

budgets .it 160 million. I he pi omotion

budgets are big. Some are relative!)

new products. Some have been on the

market foi years,

"Agencies have in man) cases been

responsible for helping .1 client build

great consumer franchises.

"I \ 11
j element ol the marketing

plan musl be stated. Ii must have re

search anal) sis. Ii must be creal i\ el)

built."

//<• source oj agency revenue is

anothei factoi that mil In- stressed in

discussions following the Frey report.

\n agenc) w ith 50' - 01 its billing

in air media and particularl) network

i\ will derive substantial revenue from

commissions on t\ show costs. Yet,

according to the I \ s, agenc) profits

have not been rising. [Tie average is

Mill under 1

' - oi total agenc) billing.

"If \<>u take awa) our package show

commissions, we might as well close

shop," says the chairman of the board

I a $20 million agency. "It wouldn 1

be a question ol our not being able to

offer extra sen ices. \\ e couldn 1 even

afford to maintain the t\ copywriters,

ilic l\ department, the l\ research

111 • essai \ to bu) and supei 1 ise shot

Some "l the advertisers who ha

iii« » — l \ ehementl) opposed pai I- <

show commissions take .1 differenl

\ iew |miiil mi this subject M
.

1 >

H - are bj -passin I > • on t\

show - today, the advertising v.p. "I .1

toilel 1 ies client w ith multi-million nel

work h investments (
• • l< I sponsor

"I I tin -.
1 en< ies found an a ml

nonpi ofitable b» il tin-, the)

wouldn 1 handle ii. w ould the) ? M
> a

- 10,000-a week the a renc)

has i" return |i »,l KX) in sei vices to the

client in return foi the I
•'

< commis-

sion. W I'll, the in. 11 kit ing, resean l>

.mil cop) services conl inue er\ en 1
1 the

show is cancelled. [Tien, how does the

agenc) justif) taking the $6,000?"

Igency profits will be, more than

ever, ilt<- subject oj heated argument.

The I' , pi ••til figure generall) quoted

i- translated b) mam clients into some-

thing far more substantial.

Says the top advertising exe< utive ol

a di ug compan) : "Thai 1

' i pi ofil

ma) I"' true in one sense, l>ui thai -

mil the \\a\ t easure it. Actually.

it'- more like 7 or !!'
! of the agem j

'-

gross income, which is the IV, com-

mission
1

* 1 1 j — fees. It - mil fail t" mea-

sure agem
5

profitability in tei ms "I

the advertising expenditure <>! its

1 lients."

\ majoi argument thai man) clients

feel agenc > brass tends to overlook

—V 1

Work and service should determine agencj earnings, -.i\ those opposed

in the 1">'.', mii| elient'- advertising budget a- under llie commission system.

\- ii i-. the agen< ii- t r> in make up For inequities by throwing in extra

-errices without fee fur hig-budget elients, wliile -mall clients mii-M pa\

Break-down of tin rmuraission -\-tem began .\iili the signing "t the

consenl .hi ree l.\ I
\'-. Many advert i-ers feel thai bringing the fy. 1- onl

inlu the o|>en lliiinii:li llie Frev report maj make il possibh to arrive at a

better |.>rm ..! eomp.ii-ation, will nut nccessariK 1 urtail a gene) revenue.

Extra services wbiili agencies mention as ju-tifi< at ion fur ri.mmjssior

ii-n.illv have to he paid thrnttgh extra fee- h\ llie average i lii-nl. It

agencies can put a price on these services, there's no reason the) couldn't

negotiate fees for all other aspects of handling an account as welt.

ANA HIGHLIGHTS
THE 48TH ANNUAL
1I1. \\ \ will In I.. Id al

1., Hi.- lladdon Hall, Atlantic < ih.

MONDAY, in. nil. .1- »ill heat II

II. Dobberteen, med

Houston, "ii media and

< ..III i'l lot B \lleli

8 I l.uiiilti.ii ..ii new produi 1 devel-

opment : Ben II W ells, 1
;

1

TUESDAY then "II be report

five outstanding 1 amp ii^n-.

WEDNESDAY in. In. I.- talk on ad

in. in
1 I the Fr< n poi I.

when stressing the low profitabilit) ol

the agi nt j business 1- the fat 1 that the

agent j exet utivt - h ho also ow a tin

agencj |>a \ themselves veiv adequate

salai ies.

'"J ..11 . .mi talk profil in the i-

business as you would in steel manu-

fat tin in..' saj - the advertising diro

tor nl a major hard - I- firm. "In

manufacturing, expansion and invest-

ment for the future iiiu-t 1 1. me mil ..I

profits. \n agenc) doesn'l need capi-

tal investment in thai measure, not f..i

thai purpose.

\_.in \ nun lend In tin n tlii- l om-

pai i-nii to theii a.l\ antage. Sint • the

never become owners of an) real prop-

11 1\ in the same wa) thai a manufat

turing business has an intrinsic capi-

tal worth, the) feel the need !> be com-

pensated fnr the inset urit) of the busi-

in---.

" \m agent j has an enormous 1 apital

investment in tin* creative talent <,f tin-

agency," says the senior v.p. "I one of

the top I " agent ies. - ood and

successful both, an agenc) must be

profitable. It has to invest in research

and marketing whether the clients

the moment use these services to theii

fullest nr nut. ^ nit don't bin

000-a-year marketing man for a four-

week period and then let him no if fnr

a month ni two his talent- aren't
;

required fnll\ b) j our clients."

Please turn /<> pog<
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WILL THE CATHOLIC CHURCH
SCREEN TV/RADIO PROGRAMING?

Pope calls for setup of national offices to evaluate broadcast enter-

tainment. Industry experts ponder: (1) will new organization publish a

list of banned programs? (2) will more programing caution ensue?

W ill there !>< an organization

formed by the Catholic Church to

evaluate radio-tv programing for its

members? The answer is yes.

That much has been determined as

fact among the speculative theories

currently offered on Pope Pius XII's

recent Encyclical covering motion pic-

tures and tv/radio throughout the

world. Other facts:

• Responsibility for design of the

U. S. organization and its working

methods lies with the church's 200-plus

bishops in America.

• The bishops are meeting in Wash-

ington 12 November.

The eyes of broadcast and church

officials alike are fastened on the

\\ ashington conclave in search of defi-

nite information on plans to implement

the Pope's mandate. I The mandate in

essence: that the church set up national

offices throughout the world to scan

tv and radio.)

Network executives are unanimously

affecting a calm wait-and-see philos-

ophy on the subject that belies an

undercurrent of apprehension. Church

spokesmen offer little in the wa\ of

conjecture and are obviously awaiting

direction from the bishops.

There is strong possibility . however,

that 12 November will come and go

without formation of definite plans 1>\

the church. This can happen if the

matter is turned over to a committee

of bishops for stud}

.

I op question righl now is "how?'

I!n >adcasters are pondering how the

church can cope with the physical de-

ids of screening the \ast number
• if programs offered the I . S. public.

This is the outlook :

• The organization would have to

be multi-unit in design. The national

oilier would need regional branches

throughout the nation to give effective

coverage of local programing.

• It is likely that the church ma\

guide its members in selection of

broadcast entertainment by issuing a

list of "recommended" presentations

while ignoring those judged objection-

able.

• These lists would most liktls be

compiled on the basis of a program's

past performance, making it unneces-

sary for the church to attempt the task

of previewing. Also the preview is

not feasible in the instances of ad lib

shows. How the church would attempt

to classify one-shot presentations still

is a matter of conjecture.

The policy of recommending desir-

able programs is in practice now in

U.S. Catholic circles. A monthly

magazine. The Catholic Preview of En-

tertainment, lists "recommended t\

and radio programs based on stand-

ards acceptable to Catholics" and is

available for 25^ in Catholic churches.

Rev. Timothy J. Flynn. director of

radio and television communications

for the Archdiocese of New ^ oik.

"cooperates with the magazines edi-

torial staff" in the program selections.

Programs catalogued are "chosen on

the basis of past performances and of

standards of acceptable home enter-

tainment: "before new shows can be

added, however, the editors will view

them over a period of time sufficient

to arrive at a balanced judgment." the

publication states.

Circulation of the year-old maga-

zine is 45,000. It is published b\ a

;;;



To go behind the headlines annoum ing the P ipal I ncyi III .il ..ii u i idio -i •
• . to

network continuity acceptance executives and the Catholii official in the New V
responsibilities bring hit to closest contact with broadcast media programi I In

Rev. rimoth) I. Flynn, Directoi ol Radio and I • l. ision < ommunical • lot the \ • I • I

..I New "S . r k
,

I' nli. i Flynn alread) >- active in thi pro ram evaluation field; Ii pi

wiili .1 < atholii entertainment magazine in compiling i lisl ol recommended tv radio i

texl ..I question-and-answei session ^ 1 1 1
1 Fathei Flynn, next page), Importance •! the

Pope's Encyclical is indicated bj fact Catholics are .i-k.-.l from the pulpil to pledge not

in see films banned bj the movie Legion ol Decency; i\ standard could !» no less strict.

.,. » . -v

I
...

"XV,

las • atholii g i
•

• i j
j < and is .1 membei

..l the < atholii Press Kssot iation oi

the I . S.

I his approach I" Bcreening ol ail

media entertainmenl is used official!)

b) the church in al leasl two foreign

1 ounti ies, Ital) and \\ esl Germany.

National offices like those Pope Pius

\ll seeks to Bee established through-

"ut the woi lil are in existent e alread)

in these two nations, .1- well as in sev-

eral othei s. I bese organizations re-

sulted from the late Pope Pius XI's

diret tive 1 ailing foi supen ision «>f

motion pit tures. Bishops in these na-

tions "decided to set up offii es of ilii-

kiinl nut niiK foi matters 1 onne* ted

with motion pictures, but also foi ra-

dio and television," states the Pope
in In- cut renl Encyclit al.

In It.iK the Guida Del Telespetta-

tore, 1 Guide of Telespei /'/< lea
I

. i- 1 om-
piled on the same basis .1- Vmei it .1 -

Catholic Previeu oj Entertainment; it

is, however, an offii ial organ oi the

• lninli. In \\ est Germany, the chun h

office previews ail media entertain-

ment.

In lwili these nations the screenina

is simplei than it will \«- in the I

however, because of tli<ii limited hours

of programit

In the I S., - -m.- broadi <i-t exo u-

lives are predicting that the church
will be "\ii\ careful" in it- handling

of radio-tv. The) spa ulate thai it

would "be bad p.r. f>>r the < huri h" if

ii laid itself open 1-1 thi is ttion

ittempting t.. impose it- stand-

ards "ii a media serving an entire pop-

ulation i>f man) different faiths.

Questions lik«- these have been rai-n|
v

< >ttt>m of nex I
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from a catholic authority on tv / radio, answers to some question,,

Father Flynn has servi d in

/-radio posl since

,. fn Feb., 1957, he

was i o ippointed Director

iif the Bureau of Infoi mation

ii Hevk \ ork Archdiocese.

SPONSOK sought answers to questions

concerning church plans from Rev.

Timothy J. Flynn, Director of Radio

and Television Communications for the

Archdiocese of New York. Father

I l\ nn returned to the U. S. 10 days

ago from an Unda (Airwave) confer-

ence held in Geneva. (Unda is an inter-

national organization of the church's

national offices for radio-tv in Europe.

)

Though he was unable to answer all of

sponsor's questions, he replied to these

queries:

Q. What is your estimation of radio-

tvs present programing in the U. S.?

A. To date I don't believe the church

has had any continuing problem with

industry programing. But there have

been several instances of objectionable

material being broadcast. Some tv

producers feel that the church may im-

pinge on their "artistic integrity," but

they should recognize that the church

is obligated by divine direction to care

for the faithful.

if. Some network executives are

speculating that Pope Pius' Encyclical

is actually aimed at programing in

foreign nations. What is your view?

A. 1 do know there have been in-

stances of programs carried in Europe

thai never would have been permitted

for broadcast in the U. S. However,

llie llol\ Father is dealing with prin-

ciples in his worldwide Encyclical, not

isolated instances. The church must

concern itself with dangers that do,

or might, arise in all broadcasting.

Q c The Catholic Preview of Enter-

tainment publishes a list of radio-tv

shows each month that are recom-

mended for Catholic audiences. Do
you think a radio-tv Legion will op-

erate similarly; i.e. recommending the

acceptable rather than banning the

unacceptable?

A. It is possible that it could oper-

ate in that manner. If any grave moral

infringements were resulting from a

program, however, it would be the

church's obligation to inform its mem-
bers of the existent danger.

Q. In his Encyclical, Pope Pius

brands as "contrary to Christian teach-

ing" the "will and intention of those

who desire to use these inventions

(motion pictures, radio-tv) exclu-

sively for the advancement and propa-

gation of political measures or to

achieve economic ends and who
treat our noble aim as if it were a
mere business transaction.'''' What
did Pope Pius mean in this statement?

A. The Holy Father definitely did

not mean the church is opposed to com-

mercial broadcasting. He is discussing

in that section of the Encyclical the

"Freedom of Communications," >a\-

ing in effect: (ll the church has a

right to access to this medium, as in

fact it does in the U. S., for it is a

teacher b\ di\ ine right of Christian

morality; (2) the State also has the

rijdit of access for the spreading of

information of common good: (3)

individual citizens should be per-

mitted access to this medium so that

they might contribute according to

their capacity for enrichment of their

own and others' lives.

Q. Some network executives feel

that sponsors are "timid enough now
'

and that a radio-tv Legion will only

serve to intimidate them into staying

away from sponsorship of "thought

provoking" tv material. What is your

opinion?

A. We of the church don't think

that high moral standards are a de-

terrent to the creation of thought-pro-

voking material. All of today's West-

ern culture is based on Catholi-

•

The Church and Tv-Radio continued

b) ad men. however:

"What happens if my show is

deemed objectionable by the church?"
"\\ ill church members be exhorted

from the pulpit to cease viewing m\

show?"
Some clues can be found in the

operation of the Legion of Decency

for movies.

Legion of Decency screening works

like this, according to the national

office in New York. New films are

shown to Legion executives and to the

chairman of the Motion Picture De-

partment of the International Federa-

tion of Catholic- \lumnae. This view-

ing usuall) is nol very far in advance

of the movie release date. In some

instances the films are released by the

time the Legion classifies them.

The motion pictures are rated in

the following classifications:

• Class A—Morally unobjectionable

for general patronage.

• Class A-I—Morally unobjection-

able for adults.

• Class B—Moralb objectionable in

part for everyone.

• Class C—Condemned.

A weekly bulletin receiving general

church distribution contains this

"moral estimate of current entertain-

ment feature motion pictures." Once

a \ ear. Catholics are requested from

the pulpit to pledge voluntary adher-

ence to Legion recommendations.

Some radio-tv critics have been

quick to criticize the Pope's actions in

the daily press. One point of ^ iew :

sponsors are "jittery" enough in pro-

graming today and a Legion will only

serve to make them more so. Jack

Gould of the New 1 ork Times, wrote:

"the true morality of a medium can-

not be legislated bv industry code.

government or church: it can arise

only from within the conscience of the

civilized human beings who give the

medium its expression."

The Pope discussed this point for

tv in his Encyclical, stating: "it is
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es
tidf tvhat net "censors" say

in .1 Burvej "l network continuit)

.1, ceptam e ex« ul ix es, sponsor Found

this range "I views:

• "\\ e are broadcasting foi .1 total

audience, nol l"i segments "I the pop-

ulation. Hie standard foi bi oadcasting

11:11-1 be applicable For all.

• '"I Ik- cIiiii 1 h has '\ ei x 1 ighl to

insure tin- standards foi theii own

people.

• "I ran 1 feel there is an urgenc)

fur this t\ pe <>l office in the I . S. I

.'.in aware oi no serious concern on tin 1

pari of Catholic prelates over the

calibre <>l broadcast programing.

• "We dim 1 know what the plans

are, l>m we're nol anticipating per-

mitting anyone around during re-

hearsals or looking at scripts before

production."

• "Scripts covering divorce, birth

control, sex information or euthanasia

are tlie onlj real trouble spots I can

foresee, and of these onlj the first is

likel) I" gel much radio-tA plaj

.

• "The church i.- a worldwide or-

ganization. We think this directive i>

aimed at foreign nation?.. Why, I even

heard about a girl making a costume

change in lull view of the l\ cameras

in oih' countn • ^

useless lor anyone I" suppose that ex-

cellent principles and an upright con-

science on the pari ul those engaged

in these art-, are sufficient either to

ensure that nothing Inn good flows

from the -mall white screen, or to

remove all that is e\ il."

Fnough offering high praise for the

broadcast media throughout his direc-

tive, the Pope -aid of t\ : "the practice

of this ail. hitherto not controlled 1>\

the reins ol prudent counsel, has

ahead) inflicted serious harm on in-

dividuals and on human society; the

extent ol this damage up to the present

time can he gauged onh with diffi-

culty." ^
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STORE TEST FINDS TV'S EFFECT

SAME AS SELLING OVER COUNTER

I ele\ ision's face-l red an impri

recentl) in a department store tesl oi the medium.

I sing live personalities t" sell Springfield sheet* the I dward

Vlallej 1 '• ..1 \i » ll.ixen w.i- able to ini rease sales 76' ovei

last yeai during a two-week video campaign.

Mabel Rennie, ad managei ol Malle) - said "We quickl)

learned bj using live personalities, television's face-t<

demonstration had it- greatest effect in the home ami was the

-ame as Belling ovei the countei in thi store."

I he test, p.ni "i .in August "white sale promotion

worked out jointl) bj the store, I x I! and WNHC-TV, Ni ••

Haven-Hartford. The actual Bales total was ~- 7 1
.<<««

» compared

with a planned sales figure ol 142,000. I xcepl foi the add it ion

ol tx. the 1957 promotion wa- identical with the previous

xeal '-.

Tim Cooper, buyei at Malley's, noted that the "white -ale

produced a consistent level of Bales without high peak- ami

low-. \li-- Rennie pointed out that customers were brought to

the -ale quickl) and those vho came wen- read) to buy. I he

campaign, she said, also attracted man) phone and mail

requests from outside the store's normal area

Total cost of the campaign x\a- 11,500 foi the two-week

period. Announcements were all minutes, which were -potted

largel) in daytime women- programs.

Malle) -. xvhich had little previous experience with video,

will be using it more heavily. Current plan- include -i\ week-

long promotions ol 2i> announcements each, featuring one

item a week.

Personnel ol both the station and I \ B aided the store's -tali

in developing the commercials. ^

Checking results "f department store promotion are, I.
1 ted),

IVII Foster, Springs Mill-: Tim < ooper, Edward M I

Rogei II. i-|. -i. Springs Mills: (standing) Howard Maschmeier, Triangle

sales executive; Lou Sirota, I 1-.1 Gentry, T\B: John Cundifi, •

Chel Cooper, production mgr., WNHC-TV, \>-u Haven-Hartford
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DOES IT PAY
TO MERCHANDISE
A SHOW TODAY?

QBA's l' ve trademark Little Mi— Sunbeam

Competition is keener and problems different, but Quality Bakers of

Ameriea, who have been in air media and have merchandised it heavily

since 1934, now have new show plans that are highly merehandisable

l<>\\ much harder is it to merchan-

dise a tv show of today than a radio

show of yesterday?

Quality Bakers of America Coop-

erative, Inc.. earl\ radio user and

pioneer merchandiser, answers the

question this wa\ :

• With today's competition much

more merchandising is necessary.

• A promotion that was a whop-

ping hig success in 1935 "wouldn't

even make a dent no«

.

• The longevity of radio shows (as

compared to tv shows' much shorter

life cycles ) gave more time to plan

and angle a solid campaign.

QBA sponsored its first radio show,

Speed Gibson, in 1934. The syndi-

cated adventures of this 16-year-old

American ho\ who chased jewel smug-

glers all over the world with his de-

tective uncle was heavily exploited by

member bakers from the beginning.

Robert L. Schaus, QBA's director of

advertising, says he believes that this

promotion effort I which included

newspaper ads, point of purchase,

radio and personal appearances I was

a forerunner to present day merchan-

dising of tv and radio shows.

Quality started its personal appear-

ance tours with Speed Gibson just

M weeks after the show's debut.

The novelty and the then untapped

drawing power of air personalities

brought out record crowds. Toda\ . a>

Eugene Nicolait, Jr.. Quality's radio-tv

manager, points out, one appearance

does not make such a big impression.

"Little Miss Sunbeam," the coopera-

tive's current living symbol, makes as

many as 15 to 20 public appearances

during a five-day period in each of the

cities she visits. She also appears on

several tyr shows and radio disk jockey

programs in each town. Tv show time

is paid for by QBA.

Aside from bucking other hea\ \

promotion, more appearances are nec-

essary simpl) because there are more

places to appear. Years ago. when

there were relatively few- supermarkets,

one appearance in each locality was

enough. Now with many supermar-

kets in each area the number of ap-

pearances must be increased unless, as

Nicolait says. "You want to hire a

stadium."

A big part of QB A s radio show

merchandising ( and to a lesser extent

earlier tv program merchandising I

used to be its kid clubs. These were

started with Speed Gibson. At the

present time, however. Quality does

not have any clubs that are active.

Reasons for this are: (a) it takes six

to seven months to organize a club

and main tv programs run their course

in a year or less: ibl clubs are ex-

pensive and (c) they are a cycle and

currently not in vogue. But Quality

feels the cycle may return.

Future t\ plans max include a club

for the youngsters. QBA is currently

rustling up a tv western which the)

mean to package themselves. The film

series is being worked out by QBA
on a typical syndication set-up with

members paying for the time charges

and for show costs. Realization of

the QBA-packaged western hinges on

agreement of its 128 member bakeries,

but the organization is not a no\ ice

at producing its own programs. Qual-

ity has packaged both radio and t\

programs as well as buying outside

syndicated properties.

Quality Bakers of America was set

up as a cooperative as far back as

1922 by New York adman. Ivan B.

\orheini. The purpose was to supply

independent bakers with management

advice and pooled advertising re-

sources needed to compete with large

( hains that were forming at the time.

Currently Joseph P. Duchaine. a mem-

ber baker, is president of the group.

In 1941 a major merchandising re-

organization introduced standardiza-

tion of methods and products I and

the Little Miss Sunbeam trademark

which is now used by 105 of the 128

member bakers i. At that time George

\. Graf, now general manager, was

appointed merchandising manager and

Schaus yvas named director of adver-

tising.

Todav all 128 member plants use
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the association i ad pi ogram and t li»-

overall budget is planned in coopera

lion w ii h i Ik- indh idual tnembei -

I .11 h membei plant's advert ising plan

.mil budget is reviewed annuall) (and

more often i I necessai \ i
, Membei

ship fee i- based on poundage "i bread

pi odm ed bj each plant per j eai . ' m
top "| this each membei is charged

l"i all sen ices m iih a mark up over

< ost. \|| depai tments operate in the

black so that QB \ has .1 papei profit

.ii the end of the yeai that 1 >-\ ir 1-

back to the members.

OH \ functions as .1 complete ad-

vertising agenc) and is recognized as

Buch l»\ .ill media. \ an S. I indsle) i-

assistant advertising manage] in

charge of the creative department, and

l>ill Franchej is assistant advertising

manager <>l field sei \ ice. I indsle)

creates .ill ad themes while Franchej

is in charge of the field men who are

equivalent to account executives.

Members ran. but rarer) do, -irikc

out i>n their own advertising plans.

QB \ recommends one t\ show (right

now the) arc using Ifen of Innapolis

in \') markets) but will Inn an) show

an individual compan) ask- for. Cur-

rentl) making a strong bid to gel ad-

ditional t\ support, Qualit) i> promot-

ing use ol the medium b) suggesting

splitting ol costs for programs where

two or more bakers' territories overlap.

Aside from syndicated film pro-

grams, QM \ right now i- running 250

i\ announcements a week on 100 sta-

tions in 75 markets. I In- radio sched-

ule calls for 25 announcements a week

on imi station's in 100 markets. Ivadn,

1- »till used i onsistentl) throughout

the \ eai h iili lu-a\ \ emphasis on da)

1 mi. Vfusii . news and homemakei
-how - .in- 1 1

1. radio \ ehii les selei ted

foi pai tii ipations as the housevt ife 1-

the sole target oi this phase ol the

advertising campaign,

Qualit) also uses newspapers, out

dour, national magazines and point

"i sale. I he total .o\ budget i- now
approximatel) $10 million annual!)

and annual sales an- around $255 mil-

lion. I he perative feels ii i- the

biggest group of bakers in the counti )

.

Advertising growth 1 an be measured

b) this comparison: the last annual

ad budget just pi ioi to the introdui -

lion o| the Sunbeam program I
I'M I 1

was $1 in. 1. $4.5 million in I" iO

and toda) $10 million.

\ir media's -hair of the $10 'Million

ad budget ranges from 2n to 50'
I

depending on area.

One othei future ail media plan

that is being talked about at QB \ i-

a radio and i\ -how built around

Little Miss Sunbeam. \\ hile the pro-

grams arc -till |irctl\ nimh in the

"dream stage, the importance of the

trademark to <,>!'> \ is vei ) real. Little

Miss Sunbeam made her debut in 1942

and from the beginning Qualit) has

I- noun that it has a symbol that ap-

peals to everyone. During the cooper-

ative's 25 years ol existence it has al-

ways had an increase in sales over the

year before, but the greatest increases

have come since her creation. She is

used on wrappers and in most adver-

1 i-ni Hei ! heard on 1

and she appi .11 - in animated > ommei -

, i..i- made b) Sarra MP( ' UPAj
I., bring hei to life QB \ itarted

ii- \li-- Sunbeam • ontests in I'M''

1 ondui ted bi annuall) . the • ontesl is

held in ea< h area, one 01 several final

i-t- are pi< keil and then the national

winnei 1- selected on the basis of tal-

ent and looking most like the golden-

haired child oi the ii adi mark.

I hen I attle \l i-- ^m
ovei the 1 ounti n on public ap]

tours, to i\ and 1 adio -1 itions,

i shots at publii events and 1

She is heavil) promoted in all media

wherevei she appears and Qualit)

usuall) buys t\ time, two 01 three

half-houi -how- plus an hour-long

1//ns Sunbeam Ii Part) -how.

( mi rentl) she is being furthei

merchandised through .1 nation-wide

campaign worked out in cooperation

with RCA Victor which has recentl)

released the "Little Miss Sunbeam

record Bung b) I <\<\\ Arnold, * rvei

^|~)Ihmmi i- being used to promote the

record on 600 radio stations. ^r

Here's '.'"-'hiv Bakers ol America's top advertising and merchandising team: (1. to r.) Steve

Siddle, media manager; Robert L. Schaus, directoi ol advertising; Eugeni Nicolait, Jr.. i\

.mil radio departmenl manager; and Stanley Anderson, who 1- the publii relations mai

QBA's miniated commercials, like th<

above (made bj UPA), have humor and

point up delicious las • II .1- nutrition



SPANISH LANGUAGE RADIO:

Gateway to a growing S

During the past 15 years, the Spanish population of the

U.S. has increased and its economy has prospered . . .

The Latin way: Mexican-Americans in part) mood jam tlii- Rio Grande \ allc> store

the weekly in-store show done by Sombrero Network station KGBT -tar .Martin Rosales

. . . Thus the Latin as a consumer is attracting the interest

of more advertisers. Here is a roundup of Latin-American

markets, their characteristics, the way to penetrate them
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an

•111!

illion-plns market

&jW 1
i >**•

•m Fiesta! Vustii I

v hen KIWI''
in i"n hold '

) Vho ii I 70,000 Mi

\ iim-i n .in- live in \u-iiii .ill 1"^' i
:

by Bill Miksch

Pcrsonalidadcs: ' Obach, Miss Chile in

Miss i onlest, meets olhei Latins on Debate

Musical Bhow mi New York's WII'iM. i Spanish out-

let. \i right i- ' h tries Baltin, W IK »M >i«lent

#%1 tlii— moment, radio advertisers

national, regional and local are

spending about $5 million a year to

reach the largesl non-English speaking

market in the I .S. which has an esti-

mated spending capacity ol $3^4 bil-

lion. This is Latin- American ratlin.

bigger now than it lias ever been be-

fore and promising to become biggei

still in the \ ears ahead.

Today's Latin-American market in

the I .S. tops three million permanent

residents. This figure nun even be

low. Some estimates place it as high

,i~ five million. This population is

Bufficientl) concentrated to whet the

interest ol advertisers. California,

Arizona, New Mexico, Texas, and the

New York Litv area are the center- ol

Latin-American culture in the U.S.

But these are l>\ no means all. Miami

and the Tampa-St. Petersburg region

in Florida are the homes ol nearlv

200,000 Spanish-speaking peoples.

Even so distant a point from South of

the holder as Chicago has a Latin

population estimated up to 200,000.

Much of the population gain in

Latin-American families has taken

place in the [>a-t 15 or so years, and

during this same period their economic

stature lias improved tremendously.

Never as had o'T financially as the)

uere painted bj the uninformed, the

median familv income of Latin- in the

I ,S. todav i- almost on a par with that

of the average American family.

Iliey own radios and television set.-.

refrigerators, washing machine- and

other modern appliances. I he) sub-

scribe to telephone service, drive auto-

mobiles. The) ha\e hank accounts and

life insurance. I he) belong to labor

union-. Main familv head- are pro-

fessional men or owners of ilnii own
businesses.

The) are a proud people, taking jus-

tifiable pride in iheii heritage and in

their contribution to the development

and culture of the \\ r-in n hemisphere.

I hi- racial pride has also heen stimu-

lated b) the reaction the) have run

into within the I •>.. and this, as much
as anything, has delayed their assimila-

tion into the great American melting

pot. Thus the) tend to live among
their own kind, speaking the language

with which the) are most at home. It

i- through this tongue Spanish

that the advertiser can reach them

most effectively. "Tests b) leading

brands have proven the small exposure

afforded b) English media within

Latin-American market-." -av- Rich-

ard O'Connell, executive director of

the Sombrero Network.

It i- this growing awareness on the

part of advertisers that ""to -ell the

Spanish, one should -peak Spanish"

which account- for the interest in

Latin-American radio todav. \ml the

interest is definitel) there.

"In the 1 7 j ears I've heen in Span-

ish language broadcasting," says

Charles Baltin, v ii e president of

\\ HOM, New i oik. "1 can't recall a

time when weve heen getting SO manv

queries from top notch agencies as

Jin iii— the past year." \\ hat has

-pui red this interest not onl) in Span-

ish la advei tising bul particu-

lar!) in Spanish radio '

I he answei Lies in the habits oi the

Latin within mil borders. He is not

the readei ol print media that is his

Vnglo neighbor. "He rarel) reads

i/ine- and newspapers," points

• nil \iiliui Gordon, head ol National

I ime Sales, representath es t"i the

National Spanish Language Network.

\nd as yet Spanish i\ in most markets

i- slight oi non-existent. Bul the sat-

uration "I i adio sets in Latin Vmei i-

i an home- i- in the neighboi hood ol

95' - . "Radio is an integral part of the

live- ol these people. " -av - Cordon,

"and ihev demonstrate intense loyalt)

to their favorite personalities, pro-

grams and stations."

Todav. mole than 50 big national

advertisers are using Latin-American

radio to turn this h>v alt \ in the dire*

lion ol their products. Manv others

ue i onsidei ing it. It i- for the lattei

that sponsor has contacted experts in

the held oi Latin- \meri< an broad

ing, mai keting, and i esean h to i ome
up with the following guide t" pro.

graming, commercial copy, merchan-

dising and individual markets, as well

,i an understanding oi the people.

( omineii ial- : I he onl) logical wav

i" sell a produt t to a Latin- \

audience via Latin-American ta 'in is

with Spanish commercial < "pv . V>t

I rticle < ontinues nen ' i
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Although many Latin-Americans are bi-

lingual, Spanish is what they speak most. So

"to sell Spanish, speak Spanish'" seems good advice

thai main Latin- aien I bi-

lingual but as has been pointed out

before, Spanish is the language with

which they're mosl familiar, ["he new

migrant ma] know onl) a smattering

o\ English. I li<' long-time U.S. resi-

denl ma) know English as well as

Spanish, but in the home and within

the Latin communit) he speaks Span-

ish for but li practical purposes and 1>\

preference. I lie children learn Span-

ish before the) go to school, thus Eng-

lish becomes their ""second" tongue.

Aside from the fact that Spanish

commercial copy will be best under-

stood, there is a psychological factor

to be considered. The Latin-American

actual!) appreciates the use of his

language b\ a national product. This

sense of recognition is of tremendous

intangible importance with the tangi-

ble results being felt at the retailers'

cash registers within Spanish markets.

Is one type of commercial copy su-

perior to another in its impart on the

Latin listener.-' Actually the t\ pes of

commercials used in Spanish \ary as

widel) as do those used in English.

The jingle, however, has proved a

highl) successful approach, particular-

l) since music i- so much a part of the

Latin's life. Man) of the famous jin-

gles such as Luck) Strike. Hit Parade.

Falstaff Beer and Texaco have been

translated and adapted for Spanish

broadcasting.

One thing worth bearing in mind is

that the Latin expects to be coddled

into buying in a much more polite and

flower) wa\ than does the Anglo lis-

tener. "Por favor' turns up much
more in Spanish copy than does

"please" in English.

Another thing to remember is that

certain words, phrases and technical

terms used by the Mexican American

in the Southwest mav be quite differ-

ent than those used by the Puerto

Rican American in New York or the

Cuban American in Florida. So the

agenc) preparing Spanish e.t.'s to

cover all three markets will do well to

have the translation checked to make
sure that the commercial is equalb

well understood b\ all. In the case of

live commercials, delivered bj a local

Spanish personality, it can be assumed

that the announcer will choose the

words and phrasing to suit his com-

munity.

The best course a client or agenc)

can adopt in preparing Latin Ameri-

can radio commercial copy is to con-

sult with the reps or stations involved

in the campaign.

Programing: What are the listening

preferences of the Latin American?

Top spot naturall) goes to music, espe-

cially Latin music— cha cha cha.

mambo, tango, rhumba. samba and the

like. But what main advertisers

aren't aware of is the growing Latin

Merchandising is a big part

of Latin radio; the two go

together like arroz con polio

4,000 Listeners attend re-

mote by KVikW from the

parkin}; lot of a Los Vngeles

supermarket. Vll-Latin or-

chestra anil two KW k \\

Mexican- American di>k jock-

eys entertained the crowds

Popular and prettj Juana

Maria Pinkerton, star of the

Juana Maria Show on Rio

Grande \ allej stations \EO-
\I.()R appear- in local mar-

ket. Her shovi attracts such

nationals as Pel Milk. Tide

Mambo! More in-store mer-

chandising, tlii- time b\

M IOR, San Vntonio, person-

ality Oscar Vrjjimit'do. ()>

i ai i- the creator "f the Sal

Eiepatica Mambo, now <l i-

ent's jingle in Spanish radio



liking i"i American liii tunes. \ greal

man) I .S. pops and rock" n-roll num
bera are being translated into Spanish,

n< orded both in the I .S. .mil in Latin

countries, and bi oadi .1-1 b) I ..ttin

American d.j.'a I hese d.j. - and pei

sonalities \\ I n > conduct othei Latin ra-

dio Bhowa — 1 1
« h a- homemaking, et<

command greal loyalt) among theii

Spanish-speaking fans, and 1 1 1 • i i stat-

ure m iilim the Latin c unit) is re

fleeted in public acceptance <>l the

products the) endoi se.

Second on the Latin radio audience

popularity li-i i- the Spanish version

uf the soap opera, known in them as

a non-lii. Such a novela does nol go

mi interminabl) lmt generall) closes

out in from (>ii in >iiii episodes. \n

emotional race, Latins like their no-

velas that wa) the sadder the better.

Ilic\ also look for more realism than

goes into the Anglo soaper, and some

novela situations touch on themes that

would be taboo for the American au-

dience. In one iioirlu. for example,

the hero and heroine, jusl a moment
before the) were to be married, dis-

covered the) were brother and sister.

Ole!

In balance such frustration and

pathos, the Latins also go for farce

corned) shows (again no half-way,

subtle situations the wackier, the bet-

ter) and hair-raising blood-and-thun-

der strips, Although some ol these

shows are produced in Mexico and

others in Puerto Rico, the) ma) be

played interchangeabl) in the Mexican-

dominant Southwest or in the Puerto

Hican stronghold of New York. When
it comes to entertainment taste, one

emotional base supports all Latins.

Children- ami women's shows \ar\

in format to the extent that the per-

sonalities who conduit them should be

well-versed not onl) in cooking but in

pre-natal care and courtship problems

a- well.

Newscasts, especiall) with a Latin

slant and touching on local problems,

are becoming more and more popular

in Spanish radio. Since newspapers

pla) such a minimal role in the Latin-

American's life (In New York City,

about ~-> {y i read Spanish dailies and

onl) 1 I' i read English dailies; in

San \ntonio. only about V , read

Spanish papers: in El Paso, 22' < : in

Rio Grande valley, onl) 2'- !), radio

appears to be the best means to keep

well-informed.

None of these preferences means
I Please turn to page U\ I

Ad gallery: I il Borden's, Greyhound; othei clients gel big displa) il kll \ P

Some major clients in Spanish language radio

Camel Cigarettes

Crest P&G)
Conot o Gasoline

Cocomalt

Su eetheari ><»//»

Pepto-Bismol

\Iu \u rll Instant ( offee

Pall Hall ( igarettes

Sal Hepatica

Borden's I i aporated \lill.

Cahunet Baking Powdei

Folger's Coffee

\ escafe

Flit

\ abisco

1,-H-O

Fleecy U kite

Black Flag

Lin/, \ Strike CigaretU s

\ oxzema

Pet Milk

Salem Cigarettes

II in -inn < igarettes

I -II ay Cold Tablets

Lydia Pinkham

Halo (Colgate)

Black Draught

Feen-.-t- Mint & Chooz

Mrs. I'm Lit- Shortening

E x-Lax

I nited Fruit

Scott's Emulsion

Big Top I'riiniit Butter

Texaco Gasoline

Hit Parade Cigarettes

Fletcher's Castoria

I i/ulis

Bufferin

Beechnut Gum
Fal> i Colgate I

F\ 1/ < igan ft,--

Silvei Ihi-i Blue

r lui -A' Strati -

Maine Sardines

Grey hound liu-

( 'illinium Mill,

Italian v » iss
( 'olony It

Pepsi Cola

PieTs Bi

Tide P&G
Rheingold l>> • i

II rigley i (,uni

I /<

Ehler's < offt •

Eastern lit Lines

Km, l.i 1 1 i>, kei Bi

mil Baby r Oods

Bret I
' ei Bros. *

Cudahy Pat I

( ameo Starch

(Inn P&G)
Chili II alker lusten

Flu lln

Hour

Kool in!

F,h P&G
\ eurabalm

Quaket Mu-u Harina

Quick Quaket Oats

Royal (rou n < A \ ehi

Skinner's Macaroni

i,i,i, ( old Preparation

Schlitz Beet

Zest

Gillette Bladi

Gleem P&G
St. Joseph l-pirin

Bry Icream

Pillsbury Best Flout

Three Minute (hii-
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SPANISH LANGUAGE RADIO

mtinued hum page 17

1

that the Latin- American ae\ er listens

to anything but an all-Spanish radio

ram. Hut he docs prefer them,

just a- the French-Canadian prefers

a show in French. The smart adver-

iccording to O'Connell, buys

h radio in Quebec and in the

Rio Grande valley, he buys Spanish.

Product preferences: Most of the

national advertisers in Latin-American

radio promote impulse items: cigar-

ettes, beer, drugs and grocer) items.

Grocer) items such as bread, milk.

soap, ((dice, desserts and the like are

realh consumed l>\ these Latin fami-

lies anion" which large families, are

common. The average Latin-American

famil) comprises five or more.

Major drug manufacturers have

found these same people excellent cus-

tomers for the) are addicted to self-

medication. As for wines and beers,

these products enjoy a steady, heavv

sale in Latin markets. Among Latin

people, one rarely finds a drunkard

—

hut, by the same token, one rarely

finds a teetotaler. They recognize

qualit) in their alcoholic beverages,

are willing to pa) for it—although

quite frequent!) the) will divide their

loyalties between two brands: the or-

dinary, low-priced drink for weekdays;

the higher-priced for weekends.

While the ownership of new cars

among Latins may be less than among
\nglos. and, as a consequence, not

manv automotives use Spanish radio.

the fact still remains that many buy

used cars and therefore enter the mar-

ket for gasoline and oils. Thus a na-

tional account like Texaco finds it

profitable to aim specificall) for their

patronage.

Nevertheless, it is difficult within

any of these Latin markets to actually

pinpoint sales and say, "The Latins

bought x number of packages, and the

Anglos bought so main. This is be-

cause the\ often share the same market

area. But where studies of divided

communities have been made, it has

generally been shown that the Latins,

with their larger families, are the

greater consumers of food and house-

hold items. "It is safe to assume,"

says Sombrero Network's Dick O'Con-

nell. "that many clients who spend a

great deal of money in English spot

would, if they had an actual break-

down of sales, find that their expendi-

Recipe

for

DgALES
ADD . . . equal parts of an

important Spanish-
Speaking market of over 100,000

TO ... a merchandising plan that
guarantees shelf-space and
quantity orders . . .

RESULT ... a generous portion
of welcome SALES.

the JUAN MERCADO SHOW
1 Hours daily

KGST
1244 O Street, Fresno, California

Reps: National Time Sales,

^^^^^.N. Y., Chicago, ^^^
T. B. Hall, San Francisco,
H. J. Oakes, Los Angeles

lure in English media was out <>i bal-

ance h\ comparison to what the\ are

spending or not spending in Latin-

American spot." O'Connell also em-

phasizes that agencies and clients

should not feel that Latin-American

radio requires a special budget. It

should he part of the regular budget

going into such markets just as with

French radio in Quebec.

Merchandising: Some agencies would

rather duck this issue of merchandis-

ing. The) would prefer not to get in-

\ol\ed; to simpl) buy advertising on a

Straight media basis. In the world

of Latin-Americans this is not a good

idea. One look at an\ Spanish coun-

try where the populace lives almost

from one fiesta to the next should be

the tip-off that the Latin temperament

thrives on parties, and that the Latin

will hold or attend one at the drop of

a sombrero.

Merchandising is a strong part of

the picture in selling to the Latin-

American. Giant product displays,

personal appearances by station per-

sonalities, cross-plugs within programs

sponsored by retailers—all these have

impact on the Latin consumer. Be-

cause almost all retail advertising at

the local level is done via radio or tv.

where the latter exists. So the differ-

ence between a fair and a smash radio

campaign can often rest on tie-ins.

Here are just a few examples of the

appeal to the fiesta-loving communi-

ties: KWKW. Los Angeles, started

holding an annual Latin-American

picnic four vears ago. The first xear.

7,500 Latins streamed to a nearby

park, carrving their own picnic lunches

and listened to five hours of KW K.W

entertainment. The next year. 10.000

attended. Last year, 25,000 were on

hand, and this October's picnic is ex-

pected to break that record.

Juana Maria Pinkerton. Texan star

of the Juana Maria Shoiv broadcast

over XEO. Brownsville: XEOR. Mc-

Allen: KIWW, San Antonio, and

K.TW. Austin (all components of the

Texas Spanish Language Network
I is

an outstanding example of the popular

Mexican-American radio personalis.

Juana Maria takes an active part in

civic affairs in these communities, is

interested in organizations such as Girl

Scouts, and is a recurring guest star

at all sorts of store promotion parties

on behalf of such sponsors as Pet Milk.

Tide, and Folger s Coffee.

All through the American South-
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TO SELL A LATIN

X x W \
IT'S A MUST TO SPANISH

!

THE SOMBRERO NETWORK
KCOR KALI KGBT XELO
flagship L^ Angeles, Harlingen, Juarez,

San Antonio, California Texas Mexico
Texas

KLOK KCCT XEDF
San Jose, Corpus Christi, Nuevo Laredo
California Texas Mexico

Represented Nationally by RICHARD O'COXNELL, TNr 527 Madison Avenue, N. V. 22, X. Y.
1INU

" PLaza 5-9751

Chicago
Boston Wm. J. Reilly West Coast

Harry Wheeler 55 E. Washington St. ANdover 3-6137 Tracey Moore Assoc
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No matter the weather...

the time ol day or season of the year The

Texas Spanish Language Network offers ad-

vertisers the outstanding advertising medium

with which to sell the 1,000,000 Spanish-speak-

ing Mexican-Americans in the network's cov-

Each of the TSLN stations is the outstanding

Spanish-language station in its area: each has

an impressive list of national major regional

and local advertisers; and each does extensive

Spanish-language merchandising. Together

they form an inexpensive sales provoking

package.

Texas Spanish Language Network
XE0/XE0R KIWW XEJ KTXN

Lower Rio Grande Valley San Antonio El Paso Austin

REPRESENTED BY

NATIONAL TIME SALES HARLAN G. 0AKES & ASSOC. JOE HARRY
New Ynrh • Chicago Los Angeles • San Francisco San Antonio

The

NATIONAL SPANISH

LANGUAGE NETWORK

is the most complete Spanish-

language advertising medium serving

the Spanish Southwest. The NSLN
reaches more people with more sales

impressions at lower cost than any

other medium.

tlollom of lh. NATIONAL SPANISH LANGUAGE NETWORK

TEXAS—XE0/XE4R Lower Rio Grande Valley, KIWW San Antonio, XEJ

El Paso, KTXN Austin, KIVL Houston; ARIZONA—KIFN Phoenix, KEVT

Tucson; NEW MEXICO—KABQ Albuquerque, CALIFORNIA—XED Colexico,

KWKW Los Angeles, XEXX San Diego, KGST Fresno.

REPRESENTED BY

NATIONAL TIME SALES HARLAN G. 0AKES & ASSOC.

New York • Chicago Los Angeles San Francisco

JOE HARRY
San Antonio
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west, in New ^ • > i k and I' l"i ida

ivherevei there i- Spanish radio there

are Btore promotions the) go togethei

like hi id. i on polio.

Effectiveness! \\ hal kind ol results

are advertisers _ < • 1 1 i 1 1
_• from Latin-

Amei ican radio? Here are i few t\ id-

eal success stories

:

• In. in Men ado, ( lalifoi nia pei Bon-

alit) with -'_' years in Spanish radio,

diil ;i two-hour bi oadi .1-1 ><\ ei K( >
N I.

I resno, al the Pa) less Market in thai

city. Products sold: 2,000 sacks of

Genera] Mills' La Pina Mom. in size9

from 25 to 100 pounds; 1,000 i ases ol

( arnation Milk: all \\ hit. King D De-

tergent in stock more than loo cases.

For two similai broadcasts l>\ the

same stai ovei the same station, the

Broderick Market in Sacramento and

Star Supermarket in Fresno have each

ordered one train carload "I ('arna-

tion Milk, one train carload of La Pina

Flour, 200 cases of Hills Bros. Coffee

and 100 cases of \\ bite King D.

• \\ att ( lonstruction Co., "I Los

Angeles, used other media for I 1

month- and sold almost half of the

137 home units in their housing devel-

opment, riitn thej switched to Span-

ish radii, on KWKW, Los Angeles,

SENOR
MY RADIO
SPEAKS
SPANISH!

- l\\

Milk is what your radio says. Mine says

"lechc". My radio, and the radios of more
than 90.000 of my "amigos" are kept tuned
to KIFN. All day long, we listen to Spanish,
the language we think in. Senor. talk to me
the way I think— in Spanish . . .

over Radio KIFN
—Central Arizona s ONLY full-time Span-
ish-language station. KIFN translates your
sales-message FREE Production spots avail-

able

NATIONAL TIME SALES HARLAN C OAKES
Sai Francisco
Los Angeles

New York City
and
Chicago San Antonio

1FH
*60 Kilocycles • 1000 Watts

IEACHING PHOENIX AND
iLL OF CENTRAL ARIZONA

w iili a Btnallei appropi ial i< »n, and in

only three nths sold the r<

. 1

1 homes. In one week end, al an

ail time i osl ol ^2 ii), the) Bold ovei

$100,000 worth of new home*.

• In Phoenix, \i izona Folgei si ol

fee had been dominal ing i offi e Bales

h iiliin I nglish Bpeaking areas, bul

nevei was able to dominate the entire

iii.ii kri. Local 1 ilesmen final-

U insisted on a ii\ to capture th<

Mexican-American market in Phoenix,

and finall) a Spanish Ian idio

campaign was begun on KM Y I!'

sponse was reported fell immediately,

and now Folgei - * offee is No. I sellei

in entire Phoenix market.

• In the same ai ea, I ab Ii id a simi-

lar problem high sales to Anglos, hut

no penetration ol the Spanish market.

The local sales force again plumped

for Spanish radio, and a schedule ol

one spot a da) . five days a week on

KIFN resulted in sales gains foi Fab

up to as much as 7.V, in some loca-

tions.

• In Austin, I exas, the I raddock

Furniture Co. bough) 336 announce-

ments on K I \ \ between 15 Novem-

ber and 20 Decembei lasl year. f"he

announcements were foi t\ sets and

refrigerators, and the merchandise was

not speciall) priced. Craddock used

no other medium than this Mexican-

American radio campaign. In the first

15 days, the store sold 106 televisions

foi a total of $22, I

1 10.95 plus about 25

refrigerators. Craddock's December

volume was double that ol the yeai

before.

• Another furniture store, this one

Stone Bro?. of Los Angeles, used a re-

mote broadcast aimed al the Mexican-

Americans over K\\ k\\ on a Saturda)

night through the following afternoon.

The results: 500 new accounts ranging

from $250 to main in the $1,000 class,

and w ithoul a single credit reje< I oi

cancellation.

Although it is hard to find an auto-

motive national among Latin- American

radio clients, the local car dealer- seem

to be finding something ol a bonanza

there:

• Turbiville Motors in San Antonio

tried a two-da) Spanish broadcast pro-

motion t Ii i~ summer on KIWW using

that station's top personalities. Here

i- a quote from a letter from Glenn

Advertising, agenc) t"i [urbiville

Motor-, to the station: '*.
. . we sold

w'\ ncir \fercurys and tour used cars

Saturda) and I believe six new units

were sold Sunday

.

iriSS

TO SELL A LATIN

IT'S A MUST TO

SPEAK SPANISH!

| y
KALI

"^J Los Angeles, California

^H The most powerful

Spanish voice in Los Angeles

5000 WATTS ON 1400 KC

Represented Sarinnal'

RICHARD O'COXXELL. IXC.
• OHM, S V 22, N J PLar.i

Wm. J. Reillv Chicago
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• Wesl Waj Motors of Phoenix,

prim I" Februaj) of tlii- year, -pent a

00-a-month ad budget exclusive!)

in I nglish media, and sales «>t cars to

Spanish-speaking families represented

about 12' i of total sales. Then thej

began a KIFN schedule of $125 per

,i ami now the Mexican-American

lilies represent 29'
, ol (heir sales

mure than double.

• The same station received a letter

from Dallas Hall Used Cars from

which is taken this quote: "Our rec-

ords show us that with a budget of ap-

proximaterj 8280 per month devoted

Id kll'N announcements ami programs

as against an approximate $200 budget

for classified advertising in our local

newspaper, many weeks 75' , of our

car sales are to Spanish-speaking fami-

lies. Last week 10 cars were sold from

our lot and 9 of them to KIFN lis-

teners.

Opinions: Brokers and distributors

for national brands within Spanish-

speaking communities have had a first-

hand opportunity to study the effect of

Latin-American radio on those mar-

kets. Thev are also in a position to

pass on advice to new-comers to the

media. Here are what three El Paso

distributors have to sa\ :

*****

The only Spanish-

language radio

station covering

Houston

Houston/ Pasadena, Texas

Represented nationally by

NATIONAL TIME SALES
New York • Chicago

HARLAN G. OAKES & ASSOC.
Los Angeles • San Francisco

• Charles Hardin. Goule\ Burcham

Co. (Carnation Milk and Cocomall I :

"Spanish language radio has always

done a job for us . . . Use a station

that is merchandising-minded."

• Bob Harvey, Harvej Brokerage

Co. I Pet Milk, Breast O'Chicken Tuna.

Pillsbury Flour, etc.) "It takes both

English and Spanish to reach and sell

all of the El Paso area market. . . .

Select a station that has local person-

alities as this is the key to success."

• George Burns i Bif Fly Spray,

Rosarita Refried Beans, etc. I : "In

markets like El Paso. Spanish language

radio is a must . . . Allot enough bud-

net to give Spanish language radio a

fair chance to get the job done. We
have never seen this media fail."

Stationmen within Latin-speaking

markets also have advice for adver-

tisers and prospective advertisers in

Spanish radio:

DO let the product's field represen-

tatives know what you're doing.

DO furnish a station directly, or

through your field representatives, with

point-of-sale and display material.

DO believe that the Latin-American

likes high quality products.

DO believe that the Mexican-Ameri-

can has a good earning power. Some
families have as high as five wage

earners and, as a unit, bring in as

much as $1,500 to $2,000 per month

per family and spend it freely.

The Markets: Here is a roundup of

some of the important Latin-American

markets and their characteristics:

New York City: This is the "largest

Puerto Rican city in the world." It

has a population of about 650,000

Puerto Ricans while San Juan, the

capital of Puerto Rico, has only about

less than half that. About 200,000

more Spanish-speaking I Cubans, Do-

minicans, Mexicans, etc.) also reside

in New York. Just how much their

spread through this area (particularly

in the boroughs of Manhattan. Brook-

lyn and Bronx) has been felt and what

their business means to retailers is evi-

dent from the signs in shop windows

in every part of the city: "Se habla

Espaiiol."

Since 1950, the Puerto Rican popu-

lation has increased, through birth

and migration from the Caribbean. 1>\

about 132' i. It continues to grow.

through migration alone, at the rate of

about 70.000 a vear. Its labor force

in .New York Cit\ is about 230.000.

half of which are union members (gar-

ment, maritime, service, etc.). About

66'r of this force is in manufacturing,

159? in agriculture. 13' '< in service

jobs, 6% clerical/professional.

The A ea } ork Times reports that

in the L. S., Puerto Ricans own about

4,000 grocery stores from bodegas to

supermarkets: more than 200 bars,

grills or liquor stores: 50 jarmacias.

I he\ also own businesses: many are

doctors, dentists, lawyers.

The average family income of the

Puerto Rican family is now estimated

to be about $3,600 as against the 1950

estimate of $1,700. Only about 10%
receive relief, and in most cases that is

only enough to supplement low in-

comes.

La Prensa, New York Spanish daily,

puts the total income of Spanish-speak-

ing New l orkers at more than $800,-

000,000, and believes a $1 billion mar-

ket by 1960 is "not too fantastic a

vision." Since Puerto Ricans are

Americans to begin with, manv of

them have been exposed to U. S. prod-

uct advertising in their homeland. On
the other hand, their taste in brands

has not really had time to be fixed

and, a Columbia I niversitv studv re-

ports, they are more easily influenced

by the various forms of merchandising

than older groups ( meaning migrants

from Ireland. Germany. Italy, etc. I

.

In May-June 1956, Belden Associ-

ates, of Houston, Dallas and Mexico,

which are the most widely recognized

research experts in Latin-American

marketing, conducted a study of the

Spanish radio audience of New York

for WHOM, which broadcasts in Span-

ish 12 hours a day, six days weekly.

Here are a few things they found:

959? of the 536 Latin homes inter-

\iewed have radios in working order;

739? have tv, 18 r
7 have autos, of

which 85% are radio-equipped. At

home. 84rr of the respondents speak

Spanish. 2% speak English and 14%
speak both the same.

Belden Latin interviewers asked this

question, using the Spanish plural

form of "\ou": "When you listen to

radio at home, do you prefer to hear

English or Spanish? The answers:

Spanish, 81'; : English. 3%; both the

same. 1(>'
, . Pulse has now become

active in Spanish audience surveys in

the I .S.

It has been estimated that if you

took all U.S. markets by size and pur-

chasing power, the New 1 ork City

Spanish market would rank 25th.
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Earl) morning Lraffii hours foi ra

ili<> are justified here because the

Puerto Ri< an, b) the nature "I his 01

i upations, is an eai l\ riser. But othei

times "I the da) cannol be overlooked.

Daytime reaches the housewives, and

nighttime delivers Families.

Florida: Close i" tin' Caribbean is-

lands, this Btate has two heavy con-

centrations "I I .il in- \inei ii ,in-. M i-

ami and the fampa-St. Petersburg

area.

\tiami According to \\ Mil?, a

Spanish language Btation in Miami.

this cit) ami ii- environs has a popu-

lation of about 100,000 Latins, most!)

( lubans and Puerto Ricans. I he) are

divided, as a labor force, between in-

dustr) and agriculture. Within indus-

try, tlic Latins represent both -killed

and unskilled labor and their lot has

prospered in recent years, particularly

with more industr) moving into thai

area of the state. The Miami and Mi-

.uiii Beach Chambers ol Commerce
estimate the Latin-American market

potential at $95 million annually.

Tampa -St. Petersburg This Gull

coast area has a Cuban-Puerto RJcan

population of about 75,000. They are

involved chiefl) in such industries as

cigar-making, maritime and in agri-

culture. Ybor City, within Tampa, is

practical!) loo', Spanish-speaking.

Texas: The state ol lexas has 24

counties each with over 10.000 Mexi-

can- American population. The total

Latins in these counties number 1,281,-

351. Here are characteristics of some

of the important Texas Mexican- \mer-

ii an market- served bv Texas Spanish

Language Network-, affiliate NSIA.
and the Sombrero Texas group:

Inner Rio Grande I alley -On the

American side ol the border in the

Brownsville and Me Mien areas, there

are more than 305,000 Spanish speak-

ing people.

But what must also be considered

as a bonus market are the more than

200,000 Mexicans south of the Border,

about 120,000 of which come regularly

into the Rio Grande border town- to

-hop. The officer in charge of the

Immigration and Naturalization Serv-

ice in Brownsville recentl) said that

his office at the bridge has issued

12.(1(10 cards since November l
( ).i(>

when new "'border cards"" were is-ued

to replace those in use since L949. He
said the 42.1*00 cards represented about
00.000 individuals, since children

uudei I
"> are eligible to entei on a

it -
i .ml. \t I [idalf o, offi« ials

issued ' 1,01 irds representing >8,000

imliv iduals. I he Brow n-v ille offi< e

continues to issue 125 cards a da)

.

Population oi foui I exas i ounties

in thi- area -how- Mexican-Americana

dominant b) an a\ ei <_< ..i about 81

1

lli<\ spend almost $200 million in

the retail stores annually, while the

Mexican shoppers From a< ross the

boi del -pend .in.. ill. i $20-plus million.

( lose I" $50 million roes Foi t I-.

mote ih. in $5 million foi di ug items.

Laredo-Nuevo Laredo I hi- market

further North along the Rio Grande

comprises about 1 00,000 Mexi< an-

Americans. According to local station

\l DI'. it too offers I .

x
. advertisers

a bonus shopping crowd from act oss

the i ivei

.

1:1 I'iiso This area i- about TO' ,

Mexican-American with ovei 200,000

Spanish speaking residents. Retail sales

to these people amount to about

$169 million a yeai with loud sales

accounting Eoi v 12 million and di ugs

for almost $7 million. \\ i 1 1 1 Mexican-

\meriean families tending to be targei

than Vnglo, the population ol families

i- 10,000, of which 39,000 have radios.

Their total buying power i- placed at

$230 million.

As in the case of Brownsville and

Laredo, this LI Paso area also draw-

Mexican national -hopper- from Juarez

across the Rio Grande. Juarez has a

population of 170.IHII). an annual

spending capacit) ol $18 million.

Son tntonio UdouI 5095 of the

population in this region speaks Span-

ish. The Mexican-American population

is 327.217 making up about 55,000

famil) units. Of these homes, 54,500

have radios. Retail -ales to these Latin-

run more than $256 million a year, of

which $64 million goes for food and

$8 million for drugs.

Houston-Pasadena - This trading

area has a Spanish speaking population

of about 125,000. According to local

station KLVL, this is a 2595 increase

over -even years ago. Felix II. Morale-.

genera] manager and owner ol Kl \ L.

has this advice for prospective adver-

tisers in Spanish radio anv where:

'i 1 i Never exaggerate your announce-

ments; Latins do not like "bait" ad-

vertising. (2) Mate facts clearly, for

Latins become confused bv 'polished

talk."
"

Austin—This market region has a

total of 202.122 persons of which

(>''.,'! il an- Mexican-Americans. I hi-

TO SELL A LATIN

IT'S A MUST TO

SPEAK SPANISH!

XEDF
'" Nuevo Laredo, Mexico

Blue chip list of

advertisers from both countries

5000 WATTS ON 960 KC

Represfntfd Satv>natlij by

RICHARD O'COXXELL, IXC.
SOT Ma.hson Avenue. V Y .".'. N V PL*l» S-9T51

Wm. J. Reilly Chicago
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KWKW
carries more*

SPANISH
LANGUAGE
programming
THAN ANY
OTHER
STATION

in the
UNITED
STATES

join these current

BLUE CHIP

advertisers

Cheer
Fritos

Eastside Beer

Foremost Milk

La Pine Flour

Safeway Stores

Bank of America
Capitol Milling

Langendorf Bread
Salem Cigarettes

Quaker Masa Harina
Thrifty Drug Stores

Wrigley's Chewing Gum
Italian Swiss Colony Wines
Lucky Strike Cigarettes

Robert Hall Clothes

Barbara Ann Bread
Feenamint & Chooz

Camel Cigarettes

Desmond's Stores

White King Soap
Carnation Milk
Folgers Coffee

Black Draught
Weber's Bread
Cal Mex Foods

7-Up

SPONSOR S BUYERS GUIDE

Spanish Languor
Station

L.A.—RYan 1-6744

S.F.—Theo B. Hall

Eastern Rep.

—

National Time Sales

breaks clown tu 10.040 Latin homes

and L5,900 of these homes have radio-.

These Spanish-speaking families have

an annual liming income of $54 mil-

lion, spend over $53 million in the

retail stores. Of this. $13 million is

spent for food: drugs $1.6 million.

Corpus Christi—The population

with-in the trading area of this impor-

tant Gulf Coast city is approximately

1")'
< Latin-American.

NOTE: All of the foregoing Texas

market areas have relatively high auto

registration among the Spanish-speak-

ing people. Examples: San Antonio.

55,000; El Paso, 36,700: Lower Rio

Grande Valley, 31,682; \ustin, 14,700.

The same is true of most other South-

west Latin markets.

Arizona: Some idea of the tremen-

dous growth of this state is reflected in

these figures from Valley National

Bank which serves all Arizona through

48 branches. Non-agricultural employ-

ment has risen since 1940 from 99.100

to 255.900 today. Retail sales in 1055

were $568.7 million: in 1956. $648.9

million, and so far this year, $719.6

million. Naturally these state-wide

•>ains also reflect the lot of the Mexican

Americans who live there.

Phoenix—This important metropoli-

tan market has a Spanish speaking

population of about 92.000 with an

estimated annual spendable income of

s20 million. Phis market is seasonally

swelled by an influx of 20,000 to

30.000 Mexican nationals who help

with vegetable and cotton crops.

Tucson—More than 52,000 Mexican-

Vmericans reside within this market.

New Mexico: This prospering South-

west state has a total population of

899,510, of which 579.357 are Latin

Americans (04. 1' o!).

Albuquerque—The market of Ber-

nalillo County has about 130,000

Spanish speaking people. About a

year ago, a surve) of this market was

made for station KABQ b\ bi-lingual

interviewers from the Universitj of

\rw Mexico. Here are a few market

and listening characteristics they re-

ported in this studv of 875 respond-

ents: No Spanish famih was found

without at least one radio. The aver-

age number of radios per home v\as

slightly under two. 70' { of the fami-

lies had a car with working radio.

At the time the\ were interviewed.

59' < of the' Spanish homes had a radio

tuned in. The most popular listening

periods were Found to be: 6 to 12 a.m.,

3 to p.m. Of the families interviewed,

83' i had a tv set. 90' '< owned a re-

Erigerator, hut less than 5'< had auto-

malic washers, dryers or freezers.

705 of the Spanish families reported

emplo) ment, 43 reported retirement,

and 07 were unemployed.

The average number of persons per

family was 4.7. 99' < of the families

said the) preferred to speak Spanish

at home. 847 of the 875 households

said the) listened to radio every day

for an average of more than five hours.

The spendable consumer income of

this Spanish market is estimated at

over $400 million.

California: Between July 1955 and

Jul) 1950. according to the Office of

Immigration. 183.000 Mexicans crossed

into California with permanent per-

mits. This reflects just the migrant

growth of the Latin population within

tlii~ state.

Los Angeles—There are over 573,-

000 Latin- Americans in the metropoli-

tan Los Angeles area: about 90 r
7 are

of Mexican-American heritage. Thus

the Mexican-American population of

WHO
FIRST IN NEW YORK'S

IMPORTANT SPANISH RADIO

MARKET BECAUSE , .

.

WHO
FIRST IN AUDIENCE RATINGS

and

FIRST IN MOST POPULAR
PROGRAMS AND
PERSONALITIES

and

FIRST IN OUTSTANDING
SPORTS COVERAGE

and

FIRST IN OUTSTANDING
MERCHANDISING SERVICES

FOR THE COMPLETE
SPANISH MARKET STORY

CALL OR WRITE

WHO
136 WEST 52ND STREET
NEW YORK 19, N.Y.

Circle 6-3900
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your extra hand is

SPONSOR
A corps of the most capable
editorial hands in the business
work for you at SPONSOR to

bring the latest broadcast
developments within reach of
your fingers— week after week— 52 weeks a year.

SPONSOR is the nerve center

of the industry. It's the magazine
of ideas— of penetration — of
every day USE— the most
widely quoted publication in

the field.

It's the one book you ought to

read— at home. It will give

you more to think about and
more directions in which to

expand your thinking than any
other trade journal you can buy.

Now — for less than a penny
a day— just S3.00 a year—
you can have 52 issues of
SPONSOR delivered to your
home. Try it on this

money hack guarantee.

. SPONSOR
1 40 East 49 St. New York 17, N. Y. 1

1 I'll take a year' s sub scription of SPONSOR. |

1 You guarantee full refund any time I'm
not satisfied.

' NAME
1 FIRM |

1 ADDRESS 1

O Bill M a Bill firm

I.M- Vngeles it se< ond onl) i<. Mexii o

City.

I nhl Novembei 195 1 little was

known oi these people I hen Belden

\ — •< iatea 'li'l .i Spanish langua i

Burve) l"i station KWKW. Here are

some i'i the findings: In -nun- oi 1

1

>••

families, then are .>- man) as foui

wage-earners; men worl in stores,

"Hi' es, iniiiiii ipal and state pi ojw ts, in

I. ii im ies, "ii ranches and at daii ies;

v omen are emplo) ed in gai menl plants

and fat toi ies, [Tie avei a ;e famil) in-

come in 1954 was v
l_' '.

'. siderabl)

>ilni\ e the national average then. I he

spendable consume] im ome ol these

Latins is estimated .ii more than

S 180 million annual!)

.

95'
i

"I I nese |"'' iple depend i in

radio for entertainmenl and news.

W i read no newspapers and 59$
read no magazines. I>', said the)

listen onl) i<> Spanish radio, and >2'i

reported t li<-\ listen in both Spanish

and English.

Iii November, station K \l.l will go

loir. Spanish as is KWKW .

Son Francist >> Ba) area I In- sei -

lion embraces ovei 200,000 Latin-

Americans and i- said in tank second

in the state in Latin population and

retailing.

San Joaquin I alley This region

w iili the citj ol I resno as ii- i ore is

a prospering area, rich in agriculture

and supporting more than 100,000

Mexican- Americans. I or about six

months ol each year, the m<a becomes

a temporary home Eoi about 125,000

more Mexican migrator) laborers.

Southern California Boundary una
rhis comprises reall) three markets:

ili the San Diego-Tijuana region "I

about 50,000 Mexican-Americans; 2

Calexico Mexicali area <»f about

another 50,000; (3) Baja California

made up of about 200,000 Mexicans.

What makes Baja California ol inter-

est to the radio advertisei is that while

ihi- peninsula belongs to Mexico, it

i- actual!) a I . S. market. Cut < >tT

from Mexico proper b) the Gulf of

California \\ it h no connecting rail lines

or g 1 mad-. Baja (California store

shelves are stocked chief!) with I
.

v
.

merchandise through spo ial agree-

ments. The sales are credited to 1 . S.

wholesalers and suppliers, and the

Mexican consumers on the peninsula

are probabl) more familiar with

I ,S. brands name- than with then own.

NOIL: Figures in "Markets" section

supplied bj stations within those

ana- or 1>\ their representatives. ^

HATI<

r
GEI
DEL

wbmrpr-

i^ 1

SE HABLA

ESPANOL

NFORM A ioo fooo

speak

Spanish!

55 hours of
progamming
weekly

l,K"c95»"w*"*k

s

WAHR
Miami Beach, Florida

Represented SatinnaUif bn

RICHARD O'CONNELL, INC.

Southern Repie.*nt.->tive: Dp irlanH Station.*. Inc.

Glrn BuiMinr. Atlanta. Ga
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FIRST GRAND SLAM

IN RADIO HISTORY!

MEW YORK

StH fRAHCISCO

LOS AHSIHS

l^eystone

BROADCASTING SYSTEM, inc.

October 1, 1957

/// WEST WASHINGTON STREET

CHICAGO 2, ILL. Shte2 8900

70 ALL KEYSTONE AFFILIATES:

This is indeed a proud time in the history of Keystone
Broadcasting System.

It is a time when we want to make special mention of our warm
feelings of thanks and appreciation to every one of our
THOUSAND affiliates.

We think that nowhere in advertising is there a finer or more
encouraging example of complete cooperation between a network
and its affiliates. As a matter of fact our network is held
together — not by electronic or mechanical means but precisely
through cooperation.

Thanks too, to every one of our affiliates for their "beyond
the call of duty" efforts to strengthen the effectiveness of
our advertisers' campaigns through tireless and continuous
PLUS MERCHANDISING assistance. We sincerely believe that no
other advertising medium can match the quality and consistency
of the merchandising assistance provided by our affiliates.

We look forward to continuing growth and happiness through
our association with our affiliates. Believe me. It is a
pleasure to be in business with you.

Sincerely,

CHICAGO
111 W Washington
Sis 28900

NEW YORK
527 Madison Ave
Eldorado 5-3 720

IOS ANGELES
3142 Wilshire Blvd
DUnkirk 3-2910

SAN ERANCISCO
57 Post SI

Sillier 1-7440

Keystone Broadcasting

System Adds Its

Thousandth Affiliate!

Hometown and Rural
America was never so big

—

never so celebrated—never so
completely covered by any
advertising medium!
Imagine it! For the first time
in radio broadcasting
history A GRAND SLAM!
ONE THOUSAND
radio stations affiliated with
KEYSTONE in the soundest
most flexible network
available to advertising.

The wonderful thing about
the K.BS network is that you
can buy it as you please— 100
stations in "special problem
areas" or 1000 stations

reaching all of rich, ready
and able-to-buy Hometown
and Rural America.

We have a hatful of case
histories of signally
successful advertising
campaigns credited to our
network. They involve
advertisers whose products
are household habits
across the nation.

We'd love to tell you our
story! Write for our new
station list and
market information.

-~^T^ mm
l^eystone

BROADCASTING SYSTEM, ,K
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•/TV BASICS/NOVEMBER

NETWORK TV COSTS LEVEL OFF
With in\s season schedule set, SPONSOR figures -liow averages

for a number <>l program categories are al tin- same level

or below !*).">(>,, Hour music-variefc ^lio\*«» average s IO.'i.72.">

I he history "I consistenl increases

in network television program costs

seems to bave come to an «-m ! or, .ii

least, ;i plateau.

sponsor figures on average shox

costs b) program category reveals onl)

slight increases in .1 number of rate-

gories .mil even decreases in a couple

of cases. (For individual show costs

n e the index on the next page. 1

Here's the rundown bj show type:

Drama: Seven hour dramas ilii~ sea-

son average 149,143. Last year L2

hour dramas averaged 159,000. In

the balf-houi category, .1 dozen shows

during the current season average

$35,750. Last season's figure came t"

$34,344

Situation comedy: This type is rid-

ing high again but ii- cosl isn't. I be

current average l"i !<'! programs is

$37,877. Lasl year the figure f< >r L5

was $36,500.

/ (irirn : Exact comparisons are not

possible here since the breakdown is

not quite similar. However, the x lii'>.-

725 figure i"i seven music-variet) pro-

grams now being shown compares « itli

861,333 foi nine eoroe<iy-varierj for-

mats in 1956-57. \ similai con

son i,i half-houi Bhows reveals an i\ ei

age de< line of about $2,500.

Idventure: ["he L957-58 average for

half-hours (see below) compares with

-
1 1. I lasl season.

Quiz: llii~ season's figure comes i"

S29,875; lasl season the average i"i

this tj pe was $27,625. ^

1. THIS MONTH IN NETWORK TV
Network Sales Status Week Ending 26 October

Daytime
iiiimniiiniiiiiitiiiwir mirmiiniiniimniiiiiuniinuniiiiiiDifiiiiiiiiitiiiiuuiKiiiiiniitiiHiiriMiimitiiiiiiiiiHiHiiii^

SPONSORED HOURS
%

Live

0.0 ABCtB™ 6.3

90.8 CBS bmihmhh 32.8

87.7 NBC i^i^iHH 26.3

ami , warn

t Excluding participation slimis

m

%
Live

359 ABC
42.9 CBS
55.3 NBC

Nighttime

SPONSORED HOURS

1 26.3

23.5

AVERAGE COST OF NETWORK SPONSORED PROGRAMING

Cost Number Cost Number Cost Number Cost Number

Hour drama
$49,143 7

Half-hour drama

$35,750 12

Situation comedy

$37,877 18

Hour music-i ariet]

$103,725 7

Half-hour music-var.

$43,772 11

Half-hour adventure

$32,250 11

Quiz

$29,875 10

Half-hour western

$34,727 11

Averages are as of October. All programs are once-weekly an.l all are nighttime >h"
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2. ALPHABETICAL PROGRAM INDEX
Sponsored Nighttime Network Programs 6-11 p.m.

PROGRAM

•Steve \llen Show: V-L

Assignment Foreign Legion:
\ I

I \rden: Sc-F

Armstrong Circle Theatre:

Dr-L

\ I in n .'I Fate: l)r-F

Bachelor Father: Sc-F

Red Barber's Corner: Sp-L

Jack Benny: C-F

Polly Bergen: V-L

*Big Record: Mu-L

Bold Journey: A-F

Pat Boone: Va-L

Jim Bowie: W-F

Bowling Stars: Sp-L

Broken Arrow: W-F

Burns & Allen: Sc-F

The Californians: W-F

Cavalcade of Sports: Sp-L

Cheyenne: W-F

Circus Boy: A-F

•Rosemary Clooney: V-L

Climax: Dr-L

Club Oasis: V-L

Colt .45: W-F

•Perry Como: V-L

Court of Last Resort: Dr-F

Bob Cummings Show: Sc-F

John Daly News: N-L&F

Date With the Angels: Sc-F

December Bride: Sc-F

Destiny: A-F

Dick And The Duchess: Sc-F

Disneyland: M-F

Dragnet: My-F

Wyatt Earp: W-F

Doug Edwards News: N-L&F

Father Know3 Best: Sc-F

•Eddie Fisher: V-L

COST SPONSORS AND AGENCIES

108,000

18,500

36,500

43,000
.lit wks

$40,000

38,500

(alt wks)

3,000

65,000
(alt wks)

47,000

100,000

8,500

45,000

32,000

31,000

40,000

37,500

45,000

90,000

34,000

42,000

59,000

58,000

37,000

140,000

28,000

36,000

6,000tt

38,000

29,500

13,000

33,500

75,000

35,000

30,000

9,500tt

38,000

115,000
(alt wks)

S. C. Johnson, Needham, Louis &
Brorby; Pharmacraft, JWT; Grey-

hound, Grey; Polaroid, DDB (11/17)

P. Lorillard, L&N

Lever, JWT; alt Shulton, Wesley

Armstrong Cork, BBDO

Alcoa, FSR; alt Coodyear, Y&R

Amer Tobacco, BBDO

State Farm Ins, NLB

Amer Tobacco, BBDO

Max Factor, DDB

Oldsmobile, Brother; Pillsbury, Bur-
nett; alt Armour, FC&B; Kellogg,
Burnett

Ralston Purina, GBB

Chevrolet, Campbell-Ewald

Amer Chicle, DFS

Amer Machine & Foundry, Richards

Miles, Wade; Ralston Purina, Gardner

Carnation, EW.R&R; Gen Mills, BBDO

Singer Sewing, Y&R

Gillette, Maxon

Gen Elect, Y&R, BBDO & Crey

Mars, Knox Reeves; alt Kellogg. Bur-

nett

Lever Bros, JWT

Chrysler, Mc-E

L&M, Mc-E

Campbell, BBDO

Kimberly-Clark, FCB; Noxzema, SS

C&B; RCA & Whirlpool, K&E; Sun-
beam, Perrin-Paus; Amer Dairy,

Campbell-Mithun; Knomark, Mogul

Lorillard, L&N

R. |. Reynolds, Esty; alt Chesebrough-
Ponds, Mc-E

National Carbon, Esty; 3 days open

Plymouth, Crant

Cen Foods, B&B

Gen Foods, B&B; Ford, JWT

Mogen David, Weiss; H. Curtis, G.

Best

Derby, Mc-E; Gen Mills, Tatham-
Laird: DFS; Gen Foods, Y&R; Rey-
nolds Metals, Buchanan: Frank

L&M, DFS; Schick, B&B

Gen Mills, DFS; P&G, Compton

Whitehall, Bates; Brown & Wmson,
Bates; American Can (10 4 S),

Compton

Scott Paper, JWT; Lever Bros HO 2

SI, JWT

L&M, Mc-E

PROGRAM SPONSORS AND AGENCIES

Tennessee Ernie Ford Show:
Va-L

G.E. Theatre: Dr-F

•George Gobel: V-L

Godfrey's Scouts: V-L

Gunsmoke: W-F

Harbourmaster: A-F

Have Gun, Will Travel: W-F

Hitchcock Presents: My-F

Robin Hood: A-F

I Love Lucy: Sc-F

I've Got a Secret: Q-L

•Kraft Tv Theatre: Dr-L

Lassie: A-F

Leave It To Beaver: Sc-F

•Life of Riley: Sc-F

Line-up: My-F

M Squad: My-F

Gisele MacKenzie: V-L

Perry Mason: My-F

Maverick: W-F

Meet McGraw: MyA-F

Meet the Press: I-L

Millionaire: Dr-F

Guy Mitchell: MuV-L

Mr. Adams & Eve: Sc-F

Patrice Munsel: MuV-L

Name that Tune: Q-L

Navy Log: Dr-F

NBC News: N-L

Original Amateur Hour: V-L

O.S.S.: A-F

People Are Funny: M-F

People's Choice: Sc-F

Person To Person: I-L

38,000

47,000

115,000

(alt wks)

32,000

38,000

38,000

36,000

36,000

26,500

35,300

24,000

50,000

34,000

46,000

30,500

31,000

31,000

46,000

40,000
(i/

2 hr.)

35.000
H 2 hr.)

33,000

7,500

34,000

38,000

41,000

45,000

23,000

38,500

9,500tt

23,000

28,750

24,000

34,000

34,000

Playhouse 90: Dr-L&F 39,000
1/2 hr.

•Price Is Right: Q-L 21 ,500

The Real McCoys: Sc-F 35,000

Restless Gun: W-F 37,500

Rin Tin Tin: A-F 36,000

Saber of London: My-F 28,500

Sally: Sc-F 41,500

Ford, JWT

Cen Elect, BBDO

RCA & Whirlpool, K&E

Lipton, Y&R; Toni, North

L&M, DFS; Sperry Rand (1 wk in 41
Y&R

R. J. Reynolds, Esty

Whitehall, Bates; alt Lever, JWT

Bristol-Myers, Y&R

Johnson & Johnson, Y&R; Wildroot.
BBDO

Gold Seal, Campbell-Mithun;
Sheatter, Seeds

R. J. Reynolds, Esty

Kraft, JWT

Campbell Soup, BBDO

Remington Rand, Compton

Lever Bros, BBDO

P&C, Y&R; Brown & Williamson
Bates

Amer Tobacco, SSC&B; alt H. Bishop,

Spector

Eversharp, B&B; alt Scott, JWT

Purex, Weiss; alt Libby-Owens-Ford
F&S&R; alt }'i hr open

Kaiser Aluminum, Y&R

P&C, Benton & Bowles

Open

Colgate, Bates

Max Factor, Anderson-McConnell

Colgate, L&N; R. |. Reynolds, Esty

Buick, Kudner; Frigidaire, Kudner

Kellogg, Burnett; Whitehall, Bates

U. S. Rubber; F. D. Richards

Ronson, NC&K; Clidden, Meldrum
Fewsmith

H. Bishop, Spector

Mennen, Mc-E

R. J. Reynolds, Esty; Toni, North

Borden, Y&R; Amer Home Products
Y&R

Amer Oil, J. Katz: Hamm, Camp
Mithun, alt Time-Life, Y&R

Amer Gas, L&N; Bristol-Myers, BBDO
Philip Morris, Burnett: Kimberly
Clark, FC&B; Allstate, Burnett

Speidel, K&E; alt RCA, K&E

Sylvania, JWT

Warner-Lambert, SSC&B; alt sust

Nabisco, K&E

Sterling Drug, DFS

Chemstrand, DD&B: alt Royal Type
writer, Y&R

•Color show, (L) Live, (P) Film, ttCost is per segment. List does not include
sustaining, participating or co-op programs—see chart. Costs refer to average show
costs including talent and production. They are gross (include 15% agency com-
mission). They do not include commercials or time charges. This list covers period

58

26 October-22 November, Program types are indicated a* follows; A Adventn:
(Au) Audience Participation, (C) Comedy, (D) Documentary, (Dr) Drama, (

Interview, (J) Juvenile, (M) Misc., (Mu) Music, (My) Mystery, (N) News, (I

Quiz, (S) Serial, (Sc) Situation Comedy, (Sp) Sports, (V) Variety, (W) Wester

Listing continues on page 60
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"COLD FACTS' Tjf % about "hot" market*

tnchorage, l/«.s-A«. /or example

Vl/ Poise rings doorbells in every

important market. Far more cover-

age, uith jar greater frequency

than any other service. T I -Radio's

largest, most scientific sampling
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3. NIGHTTIME C O P A

6:00

6:15

6:30

6:45

7:00

7:15

7:30

7:45

SUNDAY
ABC CBS NBC

MONDAY
ABC CBS NBC

TUESDAY
ABC CBS NBC A

Beat The Clock
sust

See It Now
Pai

(10/27) (5-6:30)

Meet The Press
sust

Hall Of Fame
Hallmark

(11/17) (5:30-7)

i -

20th Century
Prudential

My Friend Flicka
sust

No net service

D Edwards
Brown & Wmson

News
Ronson

D Edwards News
Whitehall sust

You Asked for It

Skippy Peanut
Butter

Lassie
Campbell Soup

Original
Amateur Hour

II. Bishop

Sports Focus
sust No net service

Sports Focus
sust

No net service

D Edwards

Sports J
"1

John Daly News
sust

D Edwards
Brown & Wmson

(repeat feed)

News
Ronson

(repeat feed)

John Daly News
sust

Whitehall
(repeat feed)

News
(repeat feed)

John D<|
Ntl(l

Maverick
Kaiser Alum.
(7:30-8:30)

Bachelor Father
alt

lack Benny
Amer Tobacco

Sally
Chemstrand alt

Royal Typewriter

Amer Bandstand
sust

(10/7 S)

Robin Hood
Johnson & Jhsn

alt Wlldroot

Price Is Right
Speidel alt

RCA

Cheyenne
Gen Electric

(alt wks

Name That Tune
Whitehall alt

Kellogg

Nat King Cole
co-op

Disn J

J

8:00

8:15

8:30

8:45

9:00

9:15

9:30

9:45

10:00

10:15

10:30

10:45

Maverick

Ed Sullivan
(8-9)

Meruccry
alt Kodak

Steve Allen
S. C. Johnson

alt

Pharma, Greyhound
Polaroid (11/17)

Cuy Mitchell
Max Factor

Burns & Allen
Carnation alt

Gen Mills

Restless Cun
Wam-Lambert

alt sust

Sugarfoot
(alt wks 7:30-8:30)

Amer Chicle

Ntl Carbon
(L 10/29)

Phil Silvers
P&G alt

R. J. Reynolds

Lowell Thomas
GM (11/12. 8-9)

George Cobel
(alt wks. 8-9)

RCA & Whirlpool

Disml
Reynold 1

Dertrl

Gen 1

<;»n 1

Bowling Stars

Am Machine
A: Foundry

Ed Sullivan
Steve Allen

(8-9)

Bold Journey
Ralston-Purlna

Talent Scouts
Llpton

alt Toni

Wells Fargo
Amer Tobacco

alt Buick

Wyatt Earp
Gen Mills

alt P&G

Eve Arden
Lever alt

Shulton

Eddie Fisher
(alt wks. 8-9)

L&M

Tom ii

Tor r

Bristi J

Open Hearing
sust

C. E. Theatre
Gen Electric

Dinah Shore
Chevy Show

(0-10)

Chevrolet

Voice of
Firestone
Firestone

Danny Thomas
Gen Foods

Twenty-One
Pharmaceuticals

Broken Arrow
Rals-Purina
alt Miles

Meet McCraw
To Tell The p&G

Truth
Pharmaceuticals j errv Lewis show

Oldsmobile

Ozzie li

K t

Midwestern
Hayride

sust

Hitchcock
Theatre

Bristol-Myers

CM 50th
Anniv. Show
General \i

(11/17) (9-11)

Welk Top Tunes
New Talent

Dodge-Plymouth
(9:30-10:30)

December Bride
Gen Foods

A Turn Of Fate
Alcoa ait

Goodyear

Telephone Time
Bell

ni/3) o-io)

Red Skelton gob Cummings
Pet Milk Reynolds

alt S. C. Johnson ait Chese-Ponds
Walter

i;.

Ail-American
Football

sust

$64,000
Challenge
Revlon alt

P. Lorillard

Loretta Young
Show
P&G

Welk Top Tunes
Studio One
Weetlnfhou6e

(10-11)

Suspicion
(10-11)

Ford
Philip Morris

West Point
Phillips-Jones

alt Carter

$64,000
Question
Revlon

The Californians
Singer

Wed
|

F 1
MennesB

(in el

What's My Line
Sperry-Rand
alt H Curtis

DuPont Show
Of The Month

DuPont
(10/28) (9:30-11)

Suspicion

Assignment
Foreign Legion

Lorillard
No net service

FamouM

1050J

NOTE: h preceding date means last date on air. S following date means starling dale for new show or new sponsor in time slot.

Index continued... Sponsored Nighttime Network Programs 6-11 p.m.

PROGRAM

Schlitz Playhouse: Dr-F

*Dinah Shore Chew Show:
\ I

Phil Silvers Show: Sc-F

Sgt. Preston: A-F

Frank Sinatra: V-F

$64,000 Challenge: Q-L

$64,000 Question: Q-L

*Red Skelton: CV-L&F

Gale Storm Show: Sc-F

Studio One: Dr-L

Sugarfoot: W-F

Ed Sullivan Show: V-L

Sunday News Special: N-L

Suspicion: My-L&F

COST SPONSORS AND AGENCIES

38,000 Schlitz, JWT

1 50,000 Chevrolet, Camp-Ewald

42,000 POC, Burnett; R. ). Reynolds, Esty

32,000 Quaker Oats, WBT

67,500 Chesterfield, Mc-E

35,000 P. Lorillard, Y&R; Revlon, BBDO

39,000 Revlon, BBDO

52,000 Pet Milk, Cardner; alt S. C. Johnson,
FCB

39,500 Nestle, B. Houston; Helene Curtis.

E. H. Weiss

55,000 Westinghouse, Mc-E

40,000

<V4 hr.)

Amer Chicle, Bates: National Carbon
<L 10 29) Esty

79,500 Mercury, K&E; alt Kodak, JWT

9,500 Whitehall, Bates; alt Carter Prod-
ucts, Bates

79,500 Ford, JWT; Philip Morris, Ayer; Vi
hr alt wk open

PROGRAM SPONSORS AND AGENCS

Tales of Wells Fargo: W-F

Telephone Time: Dr-F

The Thin Man: My-F

This Is Your Life: D-L

Danny Thomas: Sc-F

Tic Tac Dough: Q-L

To Tell The Truth: Q-L

Tombstone Territory: W-F

Trackdown: A-F

20th Century*: D-F

Twenty-One: Q-L

U.S. Steel Hour: Dr-L

Voice of Firestone: Mu-L

Wagon Train: W-F

Mike Wallace: I-L

38,500 Amer Tobacco, SSC&B; alt <l

Kudner

31,000 Bell, Ayer

36,000 Colgate-Palmolive, Bates

52,000 P&C, B&B

47,500 Cen Foods, B&B

23,500 Warner-Lambert, Lennen & N «l

RCA, K&E

22,000 Pharmaceuticals. Parkson

42,500 Bristol-Myers, Y&R

33,500 Amer Tobacco, BBDO; alt '.

Mobil Oil, Compton

45.000 Prudential, Reach McClinton

30,000 Pharmaceuticals, Parkson

60,000 U.S. Steel, BBDO

28,000 Firestone, Sweeney & James

25,000

Vl hr.

Drackett, Y&R; Lewis-Howe, :-H

Edsel (10 23 S), FC&B

15.000 Philip Morris, Ayer
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GRAPH 26 OCT. - 22 NOV

iNESDAY
NBC

THURSDAY
ABC CBS NBC ABC

FRIDAY
CBS NBC

SATURDAY
ABC CBS NBC

. NTVlcl

News
OUdd«o
•It lull

D Edwjrds
Whitehall

News D Edwards
A Wmioti

News
iuit

service
Sports Focus

No net service

feed)

News
QUddlD all lull

John Daly News
suit

Edwards
Whitehall

News
lUfflKVl

(repeal feed)

Sports Focus
tun

No net service

Edwards
|ohn Daly News llrwrn A \\ Niws

Oarbon • iuit

Luc.
Wagon Train

Circus Boy
•It

Kalll

Sgt. Preston
(linker <>»u

Tic Tac Dough
Bl s all Rin Tin Tin

Xablioo

Leave It To
Beaver

IUku

Saber of

London

K» . p It In

Thi Family

iuit

People Art
Funny
Tonl «lt

B J Reynoldt

Record

• K<*t.

LlWll
alt

I

Zorro
Harbourmaster
ll I I;

;t

Father Knows
Best

'.I'.t alt

Lffref Bros

I
1"

The Real McCoys
nil

Climax
CTirysler

(8:30-9:30)

You Bet Your
Life

DeSoto alt

Tool

|im Bowie
•TTilcle

Dragnet
LAM alt Schick

Bob Hope

Trackdown

alt Sooonjr

Court Of Last

Resort
lard

Country Music
jubilee

Perry Como
Mason

Klmb«rt»»

BOi * WMrlpffl

Sunbeam. Noixmb

Patrice Munscl
alt

'•Ire.

Zane Crcy
Life of Riley

I>*Ter Broe

Country Music

|ubll
IMrkle

alt iuit

Dick And The
Duchess

"

II »

- ark

Las Vegas Sho*

Oa

onaire

MM
D Arnaz

.11 1U IS)

Kraft Theatre
Kraft 19101

Pat Boone
I i mlet

Shower Of Stars

-HI 31)

(8:30-9:30)

People's Choice
Borden alt

Amer Hon

Frank Sinatra
• rfleld

Mr Adams & Eve
Collate alt

R J Reynolds

M Squad

alt

II l

Lawrence Welk
Dodfe
(9-10)

Cale Storm
Nettle alt

Helen* Cunla

Polly Bergen
Mai •

Club Oasis
LAM

A Secret

MH • :•
Kraft Theatre OSS

Mermen

Playhouse 90
Amer Oaa

alt

Brlatol Myen

The Ford Show
)• .r I

A Date With
The Angels
Plymouth

Schlitx
Playhouse
Schlltz

The Thin Man
.•to

Have Cun Will
Travel ClK , e MacKeni

Lawrence Welk ,>»
• • UM ,|, -.

tie, Hr
10 11)

Steel

This Is

Your Life

PAG
Navy Log
B Rubber

Playhouse 90
Philip Morris

alt

Bristol Myers

Rosemary Clooney
l^'ver

Project 20
Timk.'

(11/21) (10-11)

Colt .45

Campbell

The Lineup
PAO all

Brown A Wmsofi

Cavalcade of

Sports
Oillette

(10 concll

Mike Wallace
Philip Mnrrti

Cunsmoke
LAM all

S perry Band

What s It For

Pharmaceutical!

Circle

10 11)

Ork

No net service

Playhouse 90
Klmb-Clark

alt

Allstate

jane Wyman
II Bishop
alt Quaker

>crson To Person
Amer Oil

A Hamm
alt Time

Red Barber
.-m lm

Playhouse of

Mystery
Your Hit Parad

Tobacco
alt Tori

PROGRAM COST SPONSORS AND AGENCIES

Specials and Spt
Wednesday Fights: Sp-L 45.000

14.500

19.000

Mennen, Mc-E; Miles, Wade

Dodge. Crant

Dodge & Plymouth. Crant

Lawrence Welk: Mu-L

Welk Top Tunes: V-L

PROGRAM COST SPONSORS AND AGENCIES

L Ball-D. Vin./ Sho* : CV-1 285.008 Ford |WT— 11 6

West Point: Dr-F 40.000 Phillips (ones. Crcy: alt Carter. SSCB
Diil'.. ni Show of the Month: 275.000 DuPont BBDO— 10 28

What's It For: ML 25.000 Pharmaceuticals. Parkson Dr-L

What's My Line: Q-L 29.500 Helene Curtis, Ludgin; Sperry-Rand.
Y&R

i..\l iOth Vnniversar}

Show : \ -1

850.000 Cen Motors Kudner— 11 17

Walter WincJiell File: Dr-F 42.000 Revlon. BBDO 'Hallmark IIjII "t Fame:
Dr-1

High adventure \x

165.000 Hallmark FC&B— 11 18

Jonathan Winters: C-L 12.500 Lewis-Howe. DFS
150.000 Dclco CM Camp-Ewald— 11 12

Jane Wvman: Dr-F 36.500 H. Bishop, Spec tor: Quaker Oats. 1 owell Thomas: Dr-F
NL&B

1!,,!, Hope Sho* : CV-L&l 267.000 Timex. Peck— 11 7

You Asked For It: M-F 18.000 Skippy Peanut Butter. CBB
1 i- \ egas x li"« : Mu-L 150.000 Exquisite Form Crcy— 11 16

You Bet Your Life: Q-L 51,750 DeSoto. BBDO: Toni. North *Jerr\ 1 S 1 230.000 Oldsmobilc Brother— 11 5

120.000 Union Carbide | M Mathes: Alumi-

Loretta Young: Dr F 42.000 P&C. BOB nium Ltd |WT— 11 3. 11 17

•Your Hit Parade: Mu-L 49.000 Amer Tobacco, BBDO: alt Toni. North
!• LV1

I: \,..v : 111

60.000

125.000

Timkcn. BBDO— 1 1 21

Pan American | Katz— 10 27

/.in.- Grey Theatre: A-F 45.000 Cen Foods, B&B: Ford. )WT •Shower of Stars: < V-l 200.000 Chrysler. Mc-E— 10 31

\\ nlr. Wide World: Ml 210000 Cen Motors McM |&A— 10 27.

Zorro: A-F 45.500 AC Spark Plug. Brother: 7-Up. |WT 11 10. 11 24
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DAYTIME C O P A I,

ABC

SUNDAY
CBS NBC ABC

MONDAY
CBS NBC ABC

TUESDAY
CBS NBC

Lamp Unto My
Feet
lust

Carry Moore
sust

Campbell

Arlene Francis
eust

Sterling

Carry Moore
Gerber alt

Gen Foods

Florida Citrus

alt Vlck Chem

Arlene Francis
sust

sust alt

Sterling

Look Up & Live
sust

Arthur Codfrey
Stand Brands

Stand Brands

Treasure Hunt
sust

Arthur Codfrev
Q Foods (10/15 S)

Peter Paul
alt Libl.y (10/29 S)

Treasure Hunt
sust

Bristol-Myers

UN In Action
sust

Singer

(10/7 S)

Price Is Right
Br

alt sust

Lanolin Plus
Mentho

Pharmacraft
alt Peter Paul

(10/8 S)

Gen Foods

Price Is Right
Lever (11/5 S)

alt Sterling

(9/17 S) Sterling

Chese-Ponds

Camera Three
sust

Strike It Rich
Colgate

Truth or

Consequences
Sterling alt Lever Strike It Rich

Colgate

Truth or

Consequences
sust

Lever (11/5 S)

alt sust

Let's Take Trip
•ust

Hotel
Cosmopolitan

sust

Love of Life
Amer Home Prod

Tic Tac Dough
P&Q alt

Church & Dvdght

Tonl alt P&G

Hotel
Cosmopolitan
sust alt Tonl

Love of Life
Amer Home Prod

Tic Tac Dough
Stand Brands

P&G

Wild Bill Hickok
Kellogg

Search for

Tomorrow
P&G

Cuiding Light

E&JO

It Could Be You
Sust alt

Pharma

Search for

Tomorrow
P&O

sust alt P&G
Cuiding Light

P&G

It Could Be Yoi
Chese-Ponds

Brlllo

alt P&G

Face The Nation
sust

(9/29 S) (1-1:45)

No net service

News (1:25-1:30)

sust

Close-Up
co-op

No net service

News
(1:25-1:30) sust

Close-Up
co-op

Football Preview
Carter alt Amer
Home Prod (9/29S)

Nat' Carbon

(ff/2i) S)

Frontiers of

Faith
sust

As the World
Turns
P&o Howard Miller

co-op

As the World
Turns
P&G

Vlck Chem
alt sust

Howard Miller
to-op

Pro-Football
(2-concl.)

regional games
Pabst

No net service

Beat The Clock
sust Howard Miller

Beat The Clock
Nestle alt sust

Gerber alt sust

Howard Miller

Standard Oil
Ntl Brewing
Ballantine

Speedwas Petrol

(9/20 S)

Wisdom
sust

Art Linkletter
Stand Brands

Campbell Soup

Bride & Croom
sust

Art Linkletter
Swift

alt Ton!

Kellogg

Bride & Croom
Brillo alt sust

Johns Hopkins
File 7
lust

Amer Liberty
Oil

FallstafT Brewing
Vmer Oil (9/29 S)

Youth Wants
To Know

sust

American
Bandstand
(3-4:30)

partic & co-op

Big Payoff
Colgate

Matinee
(3-4)

partlo

American
Bandstand
(3-4:30)

partic & co-op

Big Payoff
sust

Verdict 15 Yours
Ltbbj «ni 29 S)

alt sust

Matinee
(3-4)

partlo

Dean Pike
sust

Pan Amer Oil
Philip Morris
Goobel Brew

''' 29 S)

Look Here
sust

American
Bandstand

Verdict Is Yours
sust Matinee American

Bandstand Swift

alt Toni

Matinee

College News
Conference

sust

Duquesne Brew
(9/29 S)

(See above)

Wide Wide
World

(4-5:30, alt wks)

Gen Motors

American
Bandstand

Brighter Day
P&G

Queen for a Dai
Lanolin alt

Mentho

Secret Storm
Amer Home Prod

Toni alt

Sandura

American
Bandstand

Brighter Day
P&G

Secret Storm
Amer Home Prod

Queen for a Day
Stand Brands

Paul Winchell
Haru M'n

(See above)

Omnibus
(4-5:30, alt wks)

Union Carbide

Aluminum Ltd.

Do You Trust

Your Wife?
sust

Edge of Night
P&G

Stand Brands

P&G
Modern Romance

Sterling Drug
alt sust

Do You Trust
Your Wife?

sust

Edge of Night
P&C,

Florida Citrus

alt

Vick Chemical

Modern Romance
Brlllo alt

Sterling

Texas Rangers
alt

Flav-B-Straw

See It Now
(10/27) (5-6:30)

Pan Amer Oil

Wide Wide
World

alt

Omnibus

Superman
Kellogg alt

Sweet6 Co.

Comedy Time
sust

sust alt

Pharma

Sir Lancelot
Kellogg

alt Wander Co.

Comedy Time
Chese- Ponds

Wild Bil •

Kelll

alt Swe

Lone Ranger
Gen Mills

ieven Lively Arts
sust

(11/3 S) (5-6)

Outlook
sust

Hall Of Fame
Hallmark

(11/17) (5:30-7)

Mickcv Mouse
Club

Vi co-op

Mickey Mouse
Club

Mars alt Armour

NOTE: L preceding date means last date on air. S following date means starting date for new 6how or new sponsor in time slot

HOW TO USE SPONSOR'S

NETWORK TELEVISION

OMPARAGRAPH & INDEX

The network schedule on this and preceding pages I 60. 61)

includes regularly scheduled programing 26 Octoher to

22 November, inclusive (with possible exception of changes

made by the networks after presstime). Irregularly sched-

uled programs to appear during this period are listed

as well, with air dates. The only regularly scheduled pro-

grams not listed are: Tonight. NBC. 11:15 p.m.-1:00
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GRAPH 26 OCT- - 22 NOV.

IESDAY
NBC

THURSDAY
ABC CBS NBC ABC

FRIDAY
CBS NBC

SATURDAY
ABC CBS NBC

Arlcnc Francis
liut

• U tun

Treasure Hunt
nut

I.annlln I'lul

all BOB

C.irrv Moore
I (It

Llbhy .

Nfillt lit

I hhIi

Arl M Fr.inci\

Arthur Godfrey

inn

Treasure Hunt
Will

Glrry Moore
' III ill

I lllir

Gerber alt

Sunililnr BlK

Juhnaon A Jobnior
alt Cat Parting

Price irmgtiT Yaxdlar. ilT"
Florida Citrui

Gen M

Arlcnc Francis

Hunt
tuit

suit all

Hug

Price Is RlgrTt

lira-

alt

Cjpt Kangaroo
(9 30 :

Mighty Mouse
oda an
lata

Howdy Doody

Making alt

i Oo

Gumby

Truth or

Consequences

alt luit

I

B

Minn. Mining
alt Id

Strike If Rich
Colgate

Truth or Cons
I I i

alt I

Alberto Culver

alt Mllei

Strike It R.ch
Collate

RoTcl
Cosmopolitan

Hotel
Cosmopolitan
•uit all

Truth or

Consequences
roo.li

alt auit

Later

Tic Tic Dou^h
Slarklit Tuna

alt

Susan's Show
uit

Fury
Gen rooda
all Bordao

Saturday
Playhouse Capt GallantMm

Tic Tac Dough
Qil alt

pag

It Could Be You
Gen Koo.li

all Armour

sust

all Corn Prod

Love of Life

Amer Home Prod

Tic Tac Dough
Kraft

Mlnneiota Mlnlni
alt PAO

Sc.lrch for

Tomorrow
PAG

Cuiding Light

PAG

tr Could Be You
Alberto Culver

nit Mllei

PAO alt

I

'. A W

Love of Life
Amrr Humr Prod

Search For

Tomorrow
PAG

Cuiding Light
PftO

If Could Be You
I me alt

PAO
alt Don

|immy Dean
(12 1)

co-op

True Story
Surllng I>ruf

i.mm „ n»«,. Detective Diary
limmy Dean

Close-Up
No net service

News
(1:25-1:30) auit

As the World
Turns
PAG

Plllibury

Close-Up
coop

No net service

News
(1:25-1:30) suit)

Close-Up
co-op

Lone Ranger
Mllla No net servica

alt Nulla

Howard Miller
co-op

Howard Miller
co-op

As the World
Turns
PAO
Burlf!

alt aust

Howard Miller
co-op

No Ml amid No "*' " r,ic*

Howard Miller

Bride Croom
lust

Lanolin Plus

Beat The Clock

Lihbv

Sunshine Biscuit

alt Purex

Howard Miller

Art Linklcttcr
Kellogg

Plllsbury

Bride & Groom

alt sust

Beat The Clock

S I

alt Vic*

Howard Miller

Art Linklettcr
Lever Broa

Swift alt

Staley

Bride & Croom
lust alt

M. nlho

sust alt

No net service No net servict

No net service

Matinee
• 3 ti

partlr

American
Bandstand
(3-4:30)

partle A co-op

Big Payoff
auit

Matinee
(3 II

partle

American
Bandstand
(3-4:30)

panic A co-op

Big Payoff
Colgate

Matinee
(3-D
partle

No net service

Matinee American
Bandstand

Verdict Is Yours
uit Matinee

American
Bandstand

Verdict Is Yours
lus t

Gen Mills lit

suit

Matinee No net service

Oueen If a 0*.
I. 11 7)

ill r.\T

Amer Home
alt Corn Prod

American
Bandstand

Brighter Day
PAO

Secret Storm
Amer Home Prod

Queen for a Dav
Bn a W tnion alt

Minn. Mining
American
Bandstand

PAO
I Modern Romances
Corn Prod alt

Sterling Drug

Do You Trust
Your Wife'

Miles alt

Al Culrcr

Brighter Day
PAO

Secret Storm
Amer Finnic Pro.!

Queen for a Day
80S alt

iroer Home Prod
alt Corn Prod

Ail-Star Coif
(4-5)

Edge of Night
PAO

Plllsbury

4odem Romances
Kraft

Do You Tru'-t

Your Wife'
• Tie

Edge of Night
PAO

Florida Cltrui

alt

Vlck Chem

odern Romance!
terllnf Drug alt

Corn Prod

Miller Brewing
root

Nat I Hockey

-

NCAA Football
•Imfii

NCAA football

See above'

Nt! Game*
I.lhby-

Dirfr

beam. Zenith.

R J It-

Comedv Time

sos
alt lust

Woody
Woodpecker

Kail

Mickey Mouse
Club

n, Pills

alt Gen Foods

ComeHv Time
Kraft

Miles alt

Minn Mining
(11/78

The Buccaneers
Kellogg alt

I

Mickey Mouse
Club

Gen Mills

alt sust

Comedy Time
' alt

Welch 111/8 8 )

Gen Food] alt

Sec above'

NCAA Football
Regional games

Sunbeam. Philip
\MF

Sec above

Ffro'Dlit

Scoreboard

a.m.. Monday-Friday, participating sponsorship; Sunday

\ews Special, CBS. Sunday, 11-11:15 p.m. (Carter and

Whitehalh: Today, NBC, 7:00-9:00 a.m.. Monday-

Friday, participating; The Jimmy Dean Show, CBS, 7 : « » >

-

7:4.1 a.m.. Monday-Friday, participating; Captain Kanga-

roo, CBS. 8:00-8:45 a.m.. Monday-Friday, 9:30-10:00 a.m..

Saturday, participating; Veuw, CBS, 7:45-8:00 a.m. and

63

8: 15-9:00 a.m.. Monday-Friday.

\ll times ai<- Eastern Standard. Participating sponsors

are uol listed because in man) cases thej fluctuate.

Sponsors, co-sponsors and alternate-week sponsors are

shown along with names of programs. Vlphabetica] imlr-\

of nighttime programs, together with show costs, sponsors

and agencies starts on page 58.



FOR THE

1 he latest complete

report on audience preference

shows WCCO Television

—

Channel 4 in Minneapolis-St. Paul

—

has a greater share of audience

6:00 p.m.— Midnight,

seven nights a week,

than any other

CBS Television station

in any four-or-more station markets.*

In the areas

where competition is keenest

WCCO Television

is Number One station

for the Number One network.

In Minneapolis-St. Paul,

night and day, all week long,

WCCO Television

delivers nearly twice the average

Twin City station audience,

and 31% more viewers

than its nearest competitor.**

The station most viewers prefer

is obviously the most

profitable for you.

WCCO television

Minneapolis-St. Paul

Represented by Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.

*ARB, May St. June
**Nielsen, June
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Reports (irnl evaluates news, trends,

opinions for film buyers nriil \fUfn

FILM-SCOPE
26 OCTOBER On Madison Avenue there's do visible loopholi in the broad conclusion thai "*il you

•ponsor ruBLicATioNi ino ;" "' RO|ng '"
l
mk |n «^t am fight, don't gel yourself tangled up with .i western.

Tin- week the filmed westerns still were peerless. NETWORK-WISE this is the

situation

:

• HI the six adull westerns Broken Vrrow, Cheyenne, Gunsmoke, Tales of Well I •

\\\.iii I.up. and Zane Gre) rheatre currentl) moving i n I • > theii second and third seasons,

.ill have kept at least one of their original sponsors. I«n md Gunsmoke

have kepi both.

RATING-WISE, it's the same story. Latesl rrendex - - foi adult network west-

erns show :

• Maverick has 16, compared to the Vmateur Hour's 7.') in the same VBI slol lasl •

• Restless Gun on NBC licked .ill network opposition with 21.6.

• The < nlifornians stand- ai IT.'' >i ircle Theatre had 13.3 in the same spot lasl yi

• Trackdown got II. I playing opposite another western 'Jim Bewie

• Have Gun, Will Travel tied Lawrence W-lk al 16.3.

• Wagon Train topped Disneyland, I Love Lucy, and Big Record with I").."..

IN S\ N'DICATION. the westerns continue to be the highest-rating program typ

Thus the bloom lingers on the sagebrush. In statistical retrospect, says NBC Film re-

search, there are these additional angles: Westerns have a strong appeal in large cities

and an even bigger audience in the smaller market-: the) gel the highest average

viewers per set of any program category.

Instead of trying to back away from pilots, one syndicator llii- week actual!)

Btarted offering them in wholesale lots. He promises to screen lor prospective clients

four or five episodes prodding them at the same time with this rhetorical query:

"How do you know what's coming with the other companies1 product, after you've

seen the initial flash? We'll show you what we've gol coming!

The first co-produced network film series for the 1958-59 season was set thi-

week. IBC TV and Screen Gems are the partner- and roles of Frankenstein,

(he title.

The filming of this thematic antholog) will be done in England and Hollywood.

First episode will be read) lor advertiser showing in January.

The negatives of the 'Million-Dollar Movie package have been sold bj the

Hank of America to an \nglo- \merican Byndicate.

This package consists of 27 features which General Teleradio has been distributi

Teleradio's contract with the Bank of America expires 30 September 1958.
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FILM-SCOPE continued

Don't he surprised if some sponsor money goes into next year's pilots. Two

New ^ ork agencies and at least one in Chicago already are working with producers on spe-

cific ideas thai will require special cash.

Note the various shades of thinking that are beginning to develop as 1958

draws nearer. First, there's pretty general agreement in these an

• Production will start early (partly as a reaction to this year's scary, down-to-the-

wire hustle).

• Pilots—no matter who finances them—are a must.

But after that, there are several lines of reasoning about the future. This week Don L.

Kearney, ABC Film Syndication's sales v. p., told FILM-SCOPE that he figures there

will he less "cafeteria" buying in the months ahead.

In other words, sponsors won't just grah what's on the tahle; they will ask for a spe-

cial menu to suit their appetites. With high costs staring them in the face, they may figure

on getting more per dollar with individual-type fare. Co-financing pilots would fit into

this pattern.

In the same vein, Kearney thinks more local sponsors will switch from partici-

pations in features to sponsorship of complete programs. It may he a more effective

buj in the long run for those who can afford it.

A raft of sponsors have bought Ziv's new underwater adventure series, Sea

Hunt, in 63 markets.

Major regional buyers include Standard Oil of California (BBDO) for all major

markets in seven western states (1958 start) ; Carling Brewing Co., Bowman Biscuit,

Cott Beverages, Safeway Stores, and several automobile dealers including the England

Edsel Co. of Harrisburg, Pa. (who made the first purchase of a Ziv show by an Edsel dealer).

What interests the trade almost as much as the sponsors, however, is whether Sea Hunt
can kick off a skin-diving trend. As everybody knows, that sport is having a big vogue

lately.

Two series for 1958 release got underway this week:

• Thunder Ridge: TPA will get this series (with Charlotte Greenwood in a starring

role) going in Hollywood middle of next month. Theme: A boy, his aunt, and her husband

share in outdoor-animal adventures.

• Citizen Soldier: Production starts next week in Europe via Flamingo Telefilm

Sales (with Arsla Productions producing). Theme: True heroic exploits of U. S.

citizen soldiers in World War II and Korea. Initial sales from pilots have been made

to WARD. New York; WTTG. Washington; KING. Seattle; WHDH. Boston; and KTLA,

Los Angeles. First showings are scheduled for raid-February-

FLASHES FROM THE FILM FIELD: CBS TV Film Sales now has 22 programs

scheduled for showing in England, including The Gray Ghost and seven other series which

have just been sold to Associated Rediffusion, Ltd.. and Granada TV Network . . . TV Chan-

nel 9, Lima, scheduled to start in March 195!!. has bought eight TPA Spanish-dubbed series

. . . Ziv's Highway Patrol is the first American-made series to be accepted h\ Spain s govern-

ment-owned TV operation. Slated to start in Madrid in October. Patrol will he sponsored

l>\ Y V. Phillips, international manufacturer of electronics and appliances.

Searches and Sales: Ohio Oil (McCann-Erickson, Cleveland) scouting for a re-

placement for Men of Annapolis which runs out early 195!! . . . Coty is testing Tin- Honey-

mooncrs in Columbus and Memphis. If successful, these spot buys may lead to a regional

syndication campaign . . . CBS TV Film Sales has received several inquiries on the avail-

ability of The Brothers (once sponsored by P&G) as a network replacement.

(For other film news and comment, see News and Idea Wrap-up, Page 71.)
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those who live on air. .

.

During the past 10 years advertisers and their

agencies have spent billions of dollars on air. A lot

of people lived on it. A lot of goods were moved.

To those who live on air SPONSOR serves a function

no other publication can match, for SPONSOR is

the most definitive study of air in the broadcast in-

dustry. It is the news of air—the plans of air—the

progress of air—the thoughts of air—the very life of

air—delivered to vou everv week— 52 weeks a year.

and earn its salt are just much too important for

light reading on a routing list.

It you live on air—read SPONSOR at home. Read

it on A time—B time or C time but make sure it's

free time at home. At the new low price

year >ou can have 52 issues of this most useful publi-

cation in the field at \our side—to see, study, tear

out and file. Its the best investment \ou"ll ever

make. Order your home subscription today.

Most every man who's gotten anywhere in air reads

SPONSOR. The man who wants to get there faster

reads SPONSOR

—

at home because the verj chem-

istry of broadcasting—the factors that make it move THE WEEKLY MAGAZINE TV/RADIO ADVERTISERS USE



PRIMARY

MARKET
400,000 people in the

Ann Arbor area respond

primarily to local radio.

It's a huge market AND
NOT ADEQUATELY
COVERED BY OUTSIDE
STATIONS.

ANN ARBOR
AREA

Includes Plymouth,

Ypsilanti, Livonia and

23 important industrial

communities in Michigan.

FIRST in PULSE*
Most recent Pulse

indicates WHRV's strong

superiority... 18 firsts

(half hours) out of 24.

WHRV
1,000 watts a be 1600 kc

Major league baseball,

University of Mich, sports

Detroit Red Wing Hockey

6:00-9:00 A.M. Joe and Ralph,

famous in Mich, area

National and regional spot buys

in work now or recently completed

H

Write for special merchandising
plan or contact:

BOB DORE ASSOCIATES
National Representatives
the door is always open . .

.

Bob Dore Assoc, 420 Madison Ave., N. Y. 17, N. Y.

* JUNK -oa PULSF

68

SPOT BUYS

TV BUYS
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati, is preparing a campaign in

various markets for its Spic & Span. Schedule kieks-off in earlv

November for 13 weeks. Minute announcements for daytime seg-

ments, Monday through Friday, are being purchased; frequency

will depend upon the market. Buyer: Charles Bucciere. Agency:

Young & Rubicam, New York. (Agency declined to comment.)

Smith Brothers, Poughkeepsie, N. Y., is going into 35 major

markets with a $500,000 budget to push its cough drops. The 12-

week campaign starts 18 November. Minutes and chainbreaks dur-

ing both daytime and nighttime periods are sought; frequency

varies. Buying has not started. Buyer: Bill Abrams. Agem \
:

SSCB, New York. (Agency declined to comment, i

The A. C. Gilbert Co., New Haven, is purchasing schedules in

major markets to promote its American Flyer toy trains. Schedule

starts 23 November for five weeks. The advertiser wants a chil-

dren's audience, prefers participations in cartoon features. Buying

is not completed. Buyer: Louise Dykes. Agency: Remsen Adver-

tising, New Haven.

RADIO BUYS
Dromedary Co., div. of National Biscuit Co., New York, is plan-

ning its usual Thanksgiving-Christmas campaign for Dromedary

dates; schedule begins 7 November in about 125 markets. 10-second

announcements will be used throughout the week. Frequency : 10 to

60 spots per week per market. Buyer: Lennen & Newell, Inc., New

York. (Agency declined to comment. I

Revlon, Inc., New York, is buying in a number of West Coast

markets for its Top Brass, a men's hair preparation. Early Novem-

ber schedule will run for nine weeks. Minutes are being used, with

varying frequency. Buyer: Elaine Whalen. Agency: Emil Mogul

Co., New York. (Agency declined to comment. I

Bissell Carpet Sweeper Co., Rahway, N. J., is conducting a test

campaign in various markets for its carpet sweeper: Bissell hasn t

used radio in a number of years and if satisfactory results are

produced, thev will probably expand their new year s ad budget for

radio considerably. Daytime minutes are being scheduled through-

out the week, about 20 per week per market. Buyer: Frank Carvell.

Agenc) : N. W. Ayer & Son, New York.

Chesebrough- Pond's, Inc., New York, is purchasing supplementary

schedules for its Pertussin; original schedule of radio and tv started

1 October. New schedules start in early November and run until

the end of the year. Minute spots, 7:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.. are being

placed. Buying is not completed. Buyer: Jay Schoenfeld Agency:

McCann-Erickson. Inc.. "Sew \ ork.
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A pictorial rtvteu oj tucai

and national industry event*

^1
PICTURE WRAP-UP

"And don't forget it!" Cascade Broadcasting- news dir. John Knievel,

cringes as Tom "Buck Jones" Bostic, Cascade v. p.. points out that Cascade, not

the Soviets, launched the Erst satellite, "Cas-nik." History-making satellite set

oil in 1954: KEPR-TV, Pasco, Washington, a satellite of M\l\. Yakima. Wash.

Operation Moonwatch: KOMO-TVe new 5

id. Herb Robinson and crew -land ready

In televise the Russian moon as it orbited

over Seattle on it- around the world trip

Chewy's new t\ season: Pat Boone, guesl

star \nna Marie Alberghetti, appear after

show with (1) W. Power. Chewy's ad mgr.,

and <r.) C. Campbell, Campbell-Ewald

No second hand weather: Barbara

Harris, WTTG-TV's weather girl, wasn't

satisfied just reporting the weather, so she

flew over Wash., I). C. to check personally

Roll out the barrel: National Bohemian

Beer and WDAUT\ feted beer distribu-

tors at "Harbor Command" premiere. Young

ladies dispensed charm and beer to gur-l-



News and Idea

WRAP-UP

ADVERTISERS
Look ahead to a lime when mar-

keting techniques will overshadow

production, advises Philip M. Tal-

linn, president of the Chamber of

Commerce of 1 1 «- I nited Siiii*-^.

falbotl offered as a clue to future

marketing techniques t ht volume-sell-

ing methods introduced bj supermar-

kets which he said now have spread

somewhal to department stores.

He also took note "I "the almosl

fantastic development of Suburbia"

and its contribution to a revolution in

.in economic pattern.

Vd notes: So far this year 1,125

radio stations have asked for I .S.

Steel's "Snow flake" radio kit. \\\<\

these responses arc just the first re-

turn mail results. The annual promo-

tion pushing beav) white goods

(ranges, refrigerators, washers etc.)

uoi a response last year from 1,588

stations and 210 stations reported back

thai thej sold 19,326 announcements

plus 639 special programs t<> tie-in

advertisers . . . Bon Ami will use spot

tv for its national campaign in behalf

of (dass Gloss. I.rwin Wasey, Rnth-

rauff & Ryan is the agency.

People on the move: J. Kenneth
White has been appointed vice presi-

dent in charge of advertising, market-

ing and selling operations for Bon \mi

Co. White formerlj was a vice presi-

dent at Lennen & Newell . . . Tad Jef-

fery, formerlj with Kraft Foods Co.,

has joined Bulova Watch Co. as direc-

tor of advertising . . . John \\ . Mr-

Govern lias been elected president of

I nited State Rubber Co. McGovern

is the former executive vice president.

AGENCIES
McCann-Erickson has opened a

Marketing Communications W ork-

shop in the New York office.

Purpose: \ ear around program for

i 1 i exploring new and established

area? of marketing communication for

all di\ isions, affiliates, foreign offii ea

ami new employees.

hi order lor an BSenCl to func-

tion as a "planning adjunct to the

client"" \ili>l|ili ,|. Toigo, presidenl

of Lennen & Newell, told the Bos-

ton Conference on Distribution

this week that a company's man-
agement should :

• Not keep secrets from its own

ad agency.

• Even let the agency know what

profits the company expects to make
five years from now.

loigo disclosed that I.W employs

close to 500 [people to set \ ice 32 pi od-

ucts with advertising budgets of 160
million and "to us the quality ol this

manpower, it- capacity to analyze, rec-

ommend and execute is all important."

Burke Dowling idams and Roy
S. Durstine, Inc. have worked out

;' reciprocal agreement covering the

Southern California area.

The plan »i\ es I'd ) \ a base ol opei •

, 'lions on the West Coast to service

Studebaker-Packard Dealer Associa-

tions and Scandinavian Virlines Sys-

tem. However, both agencies will keep

their corporate identities. W illiam I).

Sloan, vice presidenl and manager of

Hon S. Durstine, Inc., Los Vngeles,

will become vice president and West-

ern di\ ision manager for HI) \.

New agency appointments: Gore,

Smith & Greenland, New York, for

Myers Food. Radio and tN will be

part of media plan- . . . Lennen &
Newell for Gunthei Brewing . . . Duf-

fy, McOure & Wilder. Cleveland,

for Diamond Crystal Sail Co. IN and

radio will be used . . . I)o»(l. Red-

field & Johnstone for Revlon's I y<

I resh ' eye drops i

.

New firm» and anniversaries: Ted
Gravenson, Inc.. new agency, opened

tins week in New York. Gravenson is

a former Nice president of the Wexton

(ZAP

CHANNEL 4-SIGHT
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. . . when you're seeking a

solid boy on the fabulous

Golden Spread.

Now over 100.000 TN/ sets

and nearly 200 million dollars

in retail sales.

Power. Visual 100 KW
Aurol 50 KW

Antenna height 833 feet

above ground

Use Channel A Sight — Amo-
rillo s Specialized Television

Station.

KGNC-TV
CHANNEL 4

AMARILLO,
——»^ TEXAS
CONTACT

"" ---. „
ANY
KATZ MAN "--
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want some

of those cookies!"

Commercials on WGN-TV have

a way ofgetting results—because

WGN-TV programming keeps

folks wide-awake, interested—

and Hatching. For proof, let our

specialists fill you in on some sur-

prising WGN-TV case histories

and discuss your sales problems.

Put "GEE!" in your Chicago sales

with | fj
§ Channel 9

Chicago

and found out

lift
packs 'em in

in BIRMINGHAM

During the lowest

traffic hour of the week

(Mon. 10-11 A.M.), 450

Negroes came in re-

sponse to an offer made

only on WBCO ... at

a cost of $30.00.

|| |)A A Serving the

U BC Birmingham

w3 W W Negro market

Dean R. Upson. General Manager

Nat. Rep.: Stars National Inc.

SE Rep.: Dora-Clayton Agency

Co. . . . Gray & Rogers celebrates its

30th anniversary this month.

People in the news: Philip L. Jef-

ferson, formerly with National Brew-

ing Co. will join Norman, Craig &

Kummel as of 1 November . . . Kohert

E. McGinley has left D'Arcy to join

Norman, Craig & Kummel's Chicago

office on the merchandising field staff.

. . . Robert E. Higginbotham has

joined Casanova Associates as an ex-

ecutive associate. Higginbotham comes

from Dickie-Raymond where he has

been an account executive . . . Steve

Gardner, former account executive

with Dan B. Miner, has joined Patt

Advertising, Hollywood, as tv-radio

director . . . Edward M. Marker has

been appointed group head at Gris-

wold-Eshleman Co. Marker formerly

was vice president and group head at

Fuller & Smith & Ross . . . Arnold M.
Combrinek-Graham, Jr., vice presi-

dent and former account executive, has

been named account supervisor in

K&E's Chicago office . . . Robert A.

Gibney, Jr., vice president of J. C.

Bull Advertising, has been elected a

director of the company . . . Law-
rence J. O'Neill, former account ex-

ecutive in New York for K&E, has

been named supervisor of the tv-radio

programing department in the agency's

Chicago office . . . M. B. Silverman,

formerly with Russel M. Seeds, has

joined Rutledge & Lilienfeld as an ac-

count executive . . . Joseph P. Frank-

lin and Frank Martello have been

transferred from K&E's New York of-

fice to the Chicago office. Franklin is

a research supervisor and Martello tv-

radio commercial production super-

visor . . . Travis Wells has been elect-

ed a director of Gilbert and Tormex

. . . Louis J. Nelson has been ap-

pointed director of marketing and

David S. Williams has been made
media director at Geoffrey Wade. Nel-

son was formerly media director and

\\ illiams has been assistant media di-

rector . . . Jon Franklin Byk, re-

cently manager of sausage sales for

the Kingan Co., has joined the mer-

chandising and marketing team of

Glenn Advertising, Los Angeles . . .

Beverly L. Smith has joined N. W.
Aver. New York, as a service repre-

sentative. Smith comes from K&E
where he was an account executive . . .

Leo Rich has been appointed director

of media for B&B. Rich has been an

associate media director since 1952

. . . Edward Davidson, formerly with

Phillips-Jones Corp., has joined Weiss

& Geller, New York, in the new post

of director of new business develop-

ment . . . Clarke Livingston, for-

mer account executive with Brown &

Bigelow, St. Paul, has joined Bozell

& Jacobs, Minneapolis, as an account

executive . . . L. Cook Thompson,
formerly head of his own agency, has

joined \\ asscr, Kay & Phillips, Pitts-

burgh, as executive vice president . . .

Erwin B. Needles, director of tv

sales for WNBC, Hartford, has joined

the Julian Gross & Associates agency

as a partner . . . Ron Terry, Walter
Sherwood, Gloria Lynn and M. R.

Rosen, all members of the account of

Ron Terry Productions, have joined

Burlingame-Grossman Advertising,

Chicago, in similar capacities. The

Terry organization was recently ac-

quired by Burlingame-Grossman . . .

William H. Marlin has been named
production manager of Monroe F.

Dreher, New York . . . H. Grant At-

kinson has been appointed director

of radio and tv for Compton, Chicago.

Atkinson has recently been doing free-

lance film and tv writing-producing.

AmoMf Lk 7cwe/3

//* ImiiT tvilb ll.Y SALESponrr in Ok l,ilx>rtui

'
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Boston's most
imitated radio

station: Radio Boston

Now the standard
of comparison

Keep your eye on these Plough, Inc., Stations:

Radio Baltimore I Radio Chicago I Radio Memphis

WCAO i WJJD WMPS

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY RADIO-TV REPRESENTATIVES. INC.

NEW YORK CHICAGO LOS ANGELES BOSTON

ATLANTA SAN FRANCISCO SEATTLE
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iousl) he was directoi of radio-t\

for Campbell-Mithun, Chicago.

rhej became v.p.'s this week:

Robert L. Lime at Pacific Outdoor

Advertising . . . Mian J. Hall at

|. C. Bull, Inc. . • Fred J. Roth at

Gilbert & forme) . . . John F. Brooks

and Richard E. Owen at NLB . . .

James M. Ellens and Myron "Mike"

Moses at Peck Advertising.

NETWORKS
The charge that station and net-

work executives spend "far too

li'.tle time listening carefully and

taking notes as to the nature of

the product, mistakes committed

and ways and means of making

it e\en better" was made last week

by Robert E. Eastman. ABN presi-

dent, at the NARTB regional meet

in Denver.

Eastman also, when talking about

programing, reminded his audience

that radio has 138 million sets in work-

ing condition and therefore is a mass

medium which must have the program-

ing with the broadest possible appeal.

Network tv notes: Minute Maid
Corp. and Florists'' Telegraph De-

livery Association again will co-

sponsor the two-hour colorcast of the

Tournament of Roses Parade on NBC,
1 Januarv \

(
)~)V>. Bates and Crant are

the respective agencies . . . NBC TV's
Today and Tonight shows are experi-

encing a good sales upswing. Latest

advertiser to sign on for both pro-

grams is National Carbon Co. for Pres-

tone Anti-Freeze. Esty is the ad

agencv

.

Network radio notes: Kate Smith
will return to the air waves with a

show of her own on Mutual. Debut of

the week-day. daytime program will

take place shortly after the first of the

year . . . ABN's latest promotion stunt

promoting the new Herb "Oscar" An-

derson Show has Herb out dropping

dimes in parking meters where cars

are over-parked. The over-parking

service includes a note advising the

motorist that he was over-parked and

it "Cost us a dime but we saved you
$5.00."

Notes on people: Stephen C. Rid-

dleberger has been elected vice presi-

dent and comptroller of the American

Broadcasting Co. . . . James A. Sta-

bile has been promoted to the post of

director, talent and program contract

administration for NBC . . . William
A. Gorman and Charles E. "Ted"
Maxwell have been added to the CBS
Radio sales staff. Maxwell comes from

RAB national sales development de-

partment and Gorman from RKO Tele-

vision where he has been Western sales

manager.

FILM
Shirley Temple's old films appear
to be wearing well in tv.

Latest ARB ratings show that her

Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm was the

No. 1 show in New York. Los Angeles

and Chicago on 20 October.

In New York the feature drew a

10.4 rating and a 31.5 share of audi-

ence.

In a special Trendex taken on

Temple's Holiday Specials in 13 mar-

kets, the average rating was 14.2. v\ ith

a 46.5 share. The average of all other

shows in those markets added up to

a 16.3 rating, with a 53.5 share.

Shirley Temple Holiday Specials

was the top show in all of these 13

markets.

Cisco Kid, the first series ever

filmed for tv and predecessor of

all other Western heroes, has en-

tered its eighth tv year.

So far. Americans have spent an

estimated 546,000.000 viewer hours

watching the series, and it has served

250 different advertisers. Some of its

original sponsors are still using the

show—including Interstate Bakeries

1 70 markets); Ward Baking Co..

i Florida I and Big Star Stores I three

southern markets.)

The program represents an invest-

ment on the part of Ziv of over s '>.-

000.000 for production, distribution

and prints.

TV stations* report to AAP: Over

100 different advertisers now sponsor

Popeye and Warner Bros, cartoons.

About a fourth of the sponsors are

buying the cartoons in more than one

market, some as high as twenty mar-

kets.

Productions and People: RKO
Television currently preparing "pilot-

less" presentations on several new tv

series aimed at network and national

spot targets. They include EI Cayote

Rides. Malolo of the Seven Seas, star-
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the kind of art

media men appreciate!

41 Counties in the

Southwestern Pennsylvania

Marketing Area!*

80% to 100% coverage in

20 of these counties!*

63% of more than a

million TV homes!

Sure, you get top coverage with WJAC-TV, but to make
the picture even brighter, you get amazing audience loy-

alty and program appeal! In the Johnstown-Altoona
area, during the 7:00 to 11:00 p. m. period, WJAC-TV
leads in 105 periods, while the competition leads in only
7. Put yourself in this picture—cash in on Pennsyl-

vania's 3rd TV market with WJAC-TV.

•Nielson Coverage Services— Report No. 2 (monthly coverage percentages)

*sk your KATX *°
{. or \\}W details /

SERVING MILLIONS FROM
i j ATOF THE ALLEGHENIES
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zs
U E| Maybe I should

switch cigarettes!"

Commercials on WGN-TV have

.1 u.i\ of getting results— because

\\ ( .VIA programming keep-

folks wide-awake, interested

—

and watching. For proof, let our

specialists fill you in on somesur-

pii-ing WGN-TV case histories

and discuss your sales problems.

Put "GEE!" in your Chicago sales

withWGN-TV*"

j TERRE HAUTE,
! Indiana's 2nd Largest

TV Market
,/

251,970

TV Homes

ring Jon Hall, an untitled situation

comedy produced by Paul MacNa-
ma ra, a cartoon series by Al Capp
and three new Ben Fox adventure

series.

William Connelly, Jr. has joined

the staff of CBS Radio Spot Sales in

Chicago . . . Milton P. Kayle elected

secretary of TPA . . . The Best of

Bishop Sheen, a series of 26 half-hour

films taken from last year's network
show will be viewed on WBKB, Chi-

cago, beginning 28 October . . .

Warner Bros, plan to produce five

or more hours of weekly tv film enter-

tainment.

TV STATIONS
Here's how WFAA TV, Dallas, ex-

ploited the Maveriek (ABC TV)
show:
The station brought in James Gar-

ner, star of the show, to participate in

a calf scramble at the Texas State

Fair, for an opening attendance of

201,142.

Murray Cox, farm director of

WFAA radio, and Fred Pass, farm edi-

tor of The Dallas News, organized and

produced the scramble. Later that day

WFAA-TV televised the event, while

WFAA-570 radio carried the broad-

cast live.

WMAR-TV, Baltimore's first televi-

sion station, this week celebrated ten

years of service to the Maryland com-

munity. Highlight of the celebration

were daily telecasts of The Big Payoff

originating from the Baltimore Ar-

mory—CBS' tribute to the affiliate.

Merged: Stations WARM-TV,
Scranton, and WILK-TV, Wilkes-

Barre. New call letters, if approved,

may be WNET-TV.

Storer Broadcasting reports third

quarter 1957 net earnings, after taxes,

of $820,008 compared to $1,066,019

for the same period in 1956. Total

nine months 1957 earnings are $5,-

249,492 as against $3,911,464 for

1956.

Personnel appointments : Jack

Markward, formerly salesman, now

sales manager for WOOD-TV, Grand

Rapids, Mich. . . . Joe Carpenter, as

director of television continuity for

WAVE-TV, Louisville . . . Weston
Harris, program director for WRC-

TV, Washington, D. C. Harris comes

from WTTG where he was program
director . . . Frank Langley, pub-

licity supervisor for \\ PIX-11, New
York, where he has been assistant to

the publicity manager . . . Allen San-

derson, chief television studio engi-

neer for WW J TV.

Executive appointment for North-

eastern Broadcasting Company,
Bangor, Me., are Lee Gorman, ex-

ecutive vice president; Walter Dixon,

vice president in charge of operations;

and Ted Coffin, manager of the com-

pany's Presque Isle station WAGM-
TV. Core Hildreth is president of

the newly formed company . . . new

appointments for WCHS-AM-TV.
Charleston. W. Va., Barbara Chand-
ler, television traffic manager; Gloria

Best, added to television continuity

department; and Barbara Williams,

added to radio continuity department

. . . George Goldman, advertising

and sales promotion manager for

KPRX-Westinghouse. San Francisco.

Goldman comes from WCAU AM- 1 \ .

Philadelphia . . . Dean Mitchell as

news editor and William Grogan as

salesman for WEPR-TV, Pasco, Wash.

GOLDIE promotes

and

sales increase!
A one week KHSL-TV promotion
for KELLOGG, in conjunction

with Wentz-Super Markets in the

Golden Empire, resulted in a sales

increase of 724.49c

Sales increase fast when GOLDIE
promotes.

KHSLTV
CHANNEL 12
THE GOLDEN IMPIkS STATION

CHICO, CALIFORNIA
CBS and ABC Affiliate

Represented nationally by Avery-Knodel, Inc.

San Francisco Representative
George Ross, National Sales Manager

Central Tower
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You Can't Sell Em If You Don't Reach Em

and WJAR-TV Reaches More 01 Em

in The Providence Market

SUMMARY DATA* /

/

CALL
LETTERS

TELEVISION
HOMES

MONTHLY
COVERAGE

WEEKLY
COVERAGE

WJAR-TV
STATION B

1,186,410

706,140

593,890

448,390

539,130

430,370

*WJAR-TV Area Per

NCS No. 2, 1956

^WJAR-TV
CHANNEL 10, PROVIDENCE, R.I.

Represented by Edward Perry & Company, Inc.

SPONSOR • 20 OCTOBER 195*3 ::



SET YOUR SIGHTS ON

KSTN
1 Audience Getter

m STOCKTON
California

Fact #
1

In Stockton Pulse May,
1957 KSTN leads the sec-

ond station by 45%

In Stockton Hooper 2nd
Quarter 1957 KSTN leads

second station by 71%

Facr #3
By all accepted standards,

KSTN has been the "most-

listened-to station" in the

BIG STOCKTON MARKET
for the past four years.

Member Station

A-BUY in California

Represented by

GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY CO.

RADIO STATIONS
The Sombrero Network has invit-

ed 50 Madison Avenue timebuy-

ers to compete for prizes in a con-

test.

The core of the contest: How they

would tell an advertiser in 500 words

or less the use they could make of the

network with its 3 million Spanish

Language market.

First prize: an all-expense ten-day

trip for two to Mexico City and Aca-

pulco. There'll also be 20 runner-up

awards.

Judges: Carl Schullinger, of the

American Tobacco Company; Tom
Kerr, of the Borden Compain and

Roger Whitman, of Bristol-Myers.

Interesting promotion stunt by

radio station KOLO. Reno: It sta-

tions "Mr. Kolo," a nattily attired

manikin, in super markets to plug

—

via tape recordings—KOLO-advertised

products carried by the store.

Here's what happens when two

competing AM stations play the

same musie:

El Paso Hi-Fi fans are now able to

hear a program of stereophonic music

by tuning in two radios to separate

stations, KTSM and KROD. This is

the first time two AM stations have

combined to broadcast stereophonic

programs.

Station developments: Radio

KYNO, Fresno, has dropped its 10-

year affiliation with Mutual-Don Lee

System and gone independent ... a

famed eastern exurbia got its own

radio station this week: WVIP,

transmitting daytime only from Mt.

Kisco, New York. It will serve Upper

Westchester, Fairfield and Putnam

counties . . . Stations WXRA and

WXRC-FM, Kenmore-BufTalo area.

N. Y., have changed their call letters

to WINE and WILY-FM.

Appointments: Jack Cosgrove,
WTCN-Radio, Minneapolis and St.

Paul, from local sales manager to gen-

eral sales manager . . . Arthur H.

Barnes, director of promotion and

publicity for WISN-AM-FM, Milwau-

kee. Barnes was formerly account ex-

ecutive with Carl Nelson and Asso-

ciates, Milwaukee . . . King Mitchell,

general manager for Northwest sta-

tions KFKF, Bellevue: KPEG, Spo-

kane; and KBEZ, Portland . . . Jon

A. Holiday, program director for

\\ 1ST. Charlotte. Holiday was news

director for KXLR. Little Rock . . .

Marjorie Thomas, formerly trade

publicist with McCadden Corp. and

UPA Pictures, Inc., now named direc-

tor of publicity" and public relations

for KRHM-FM, Hollywood . . . Rob-
ert Franklin, program director for

KGW-Radio, Portland, Ore. . . . Dan
Curtin, sales manager and Robert
Griffin, public relations director for

KWKW, Pasadena.

ASSOCIATIONS
"Radio and the Negro Market,"
first of RAB's two specialized mar-
ket reports, is now out.

In two sections, the report deals with

I 1) all available business statistics and

1 2 1 research conducted by Pulse on

the dependence of Negro families upon

radio as a primary entertainment,

news and information source.

RAB's second report will be on the

Farm Market and is nearing comple-

tion.

Carrying the tv business story

straight to the public, TvB has,

within the past eight weeks, made

\j Gas with

more power's for me!"

Commercials on WGN-TV have

a way ofgetting results—because

WGN-TV programming keeps

folks wide-awake, interested

—

and Hatching. For proof, let our

specialists fill you in on some sur-

prising WGN-TV case histories

and discuss your sales problems.

Put "GEE!" in your Chicago sales

""ufGN-TV^
1
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i in WISDOM n'stmas

/"

•

L
0to him SPONSOR

^ou just can't give a better gift than under-

standing and SPONSOR will give anyone a better understanding

of the \ital broadcast industry as it functions today.

Just §3.00 a year \">\\\ l»rin<: .~>2 \»i-(l<>m packed issues i<» anyone n«»u

like. So put SPONSOR on your Christmas li-t because it*- tin-

best possible ".it't you can send.

SPONSOR
40 East 49th Street New York 17. N Y

Please send a year's subscription of SPONSOR in my name to the following

Jn»l till out the enclosed cou-

pon or pi%e as the names and

addresses of those to whom
vou'd like SPONSOR deliv-

ered. Well do the re»t mid

hill >iiii later.

Titlr Title

Oompuir

Title Bill n

1
- -

:



THE BIG
IN ^—S
TULSA

Tulsa's industrial expansion tops every

key industrial market in the nation.

Tulsa ranks 2nd in the nation in per

capita ownership of personal automo-

biles.

NEW MARKET DATA

Tulsa's population is increasing at the

rate of 3,000 families per year— 8th

fastest growing city in America.

The "Eyes of Oklahoma"—KVOO-TV
— are focused on a billion dollar

market. When you buy KVOO-TV
you sec results. Buy now . . . see better

profits.

KV
channel

For current availabilities

contact any office of

Blair Television Associates

presentations and calls on 310
individual clubs and groups.

1'urpose of the fast-moving cover-

age is to demonstrate how tv can be

productive^ utilized at all levels and

to sell the use of the medium.

One important feature of the pres-

entations: demonstration that tv can

be as local as the local station and

when properly used does not need to

be high-priced or complex to be

effective.

RTES' new Production Workshop Ses-

sions started this week in New York
at WRCA-TV. Members and their

guests followed a commercial from
salesman to audience in a step-by-step

demonstration.

TvB will hold its next board of direc-

tors meeting on 21 November and its

third annual membership meeting on

22 November. Both meetings will be

held at the Sheraton Hotel, Chicago.

Personnel notes: Robert H. Alter, for-

merly with the New York Daily News,
has joined the national sales staff of

RAB.

CANADA
The reefs of controversy, until

now skillfully avoided by BBM's
Time Period Audience Study, have

begun to appear for the Canadian cov-

erage service.

CKVL, Verdun-Montreal, has issued

an ultimatum warning that unless

BBM changes its surveys method, it

will withdraw. Basis of the station's

complaint was the discovery that

French listening figures for the Mon-
treal area are based on 206 return

ballots.

Station manager Corey Thomson
said a number of important Montreal

sections had few or no ballots to rep-

resent them.

Thomson took pains to point out

that the station was not "crying be-

cause we're hurt." He said CKVL
was reported on top in 142 out of 252

time periods. The station offered to

put up $5,000 toward the cost of a

10.000-home sample survey of Mon-

treal listeners.

BBM executive vice-president C. C.

Hoffman defended BBM's Montreal

survey and offered a counter-challenge

to CKVL: Let the station bring in a

statistician to judge the validity of

BBM's methods.

Only ONE is atop the

Continental Divide

Serving both the Atlantic and

Pacific Sides of America

KXLF - TV4 Montana

Eost—The Walker Co.

Wcsr--Pa:ific Northwest Bnadcjctsri

JffOHt

Most Powerful Twins

CJON-TV <fe?

300.000
'captive Newfoundlander*

snd latest BBM &hcws
,

85% of s\[ greater §t. John's
home$ have TV 5ets

weed i, co.u.S. STOVIN-CANAOA
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\n ei m mi red in an ad

placed in sponsor on < Ictobei

L9, b) WSOC-TV, Charlotte,

Nniili Carolina, wherein the

station claimed .1 I 1.8'
1 in-

crease in Bhare ol sets-in-use

Monday through Friday 9:00

a.m. ti> midnight. Actually,

1 liis figure should have been

_';:. r . . average. The error

occurred during mechanical

paste-up. \m embarrassmenl

caused !>\ this advertisemenl

is sincerely regretted by the

management of W SOC-T\ .

WGR-TV
SELLS

BUFFALO

!

ABC AFFILIATE CHANNEL 2

Peters, Griffin, Woodward. Inc.

\ new < li< code covering conteata

run bj stations appears to pul the

kibosh "M -in li ai ii\ ities.

\\ hile the 1 ode 1- nol .1 foi mal

regulation, the • B( made cleat the

\ iolations < ould lead to foi mal ai tion.

I he code bans ' I < broadi asting ol

commei cials plugging 1 ontests in

v, hich proof "I purchase sui li as box

tops '
1- involved and (2) 1 ontests in

h hich a Btation pei sonality 1 .ill- a

home i" ask ili>' prize-winning question

mi llif air.

< \\\ V jump lit .">() k\\ anil a nrw

frequency recently was 1 1 • - occa-

sion lor some heavy promotion.
I he \ ancouver stations (1) $ 10,400

in prizes in a luck) number contest;

(2) .1 5-day auto marathon drive to

Uaska and retui n by Vuthoi l!i' hard

Pape in a I lillman Minx : (3) ar-

rangements w iili Shell < >il and I lome

( )il stations i>> make free dial 1
li 1

on auto push-button radios
; (4) an

offer ol an >l I
..'!(

1 1 ihe new frequen-

cy • bank account for any 1 hild boi n

in British Columbia the day increased

power wenl into effect
; (5) ad\ ertise-

ments in eighl daily and 22 weekly

papers; (6) billboards; (7) sandwich

sisins: i!!i |iei-»iiiial ileli\er\ of cham-

pagne to ad agency "types" in the

Fast: (9) other promotion, too.

FINANCIAL
Stock market quotations: Follow-

ing stocks in air media and related

fields are listed each issue with quota-

tions for Tuesday this week and Tues-

day the week before. Quotations sup-

plied by Merrill Lynch, Pierce. Fenner

and Beane.

Tues. Tues.
Stock 15 Oct. 22 Oct Change

\ in ' ml. Stoi /• Ext hange

\H-PT 15% 11 -1%
VT&T 168% 1601

• -8H
\\, :>

7
> 1% -1

1 BS "A" 26

Columbia Pic. i.v-. 14% -1%
Loeu 'a n T . 12 -' :

-

Paramount ;-",
T

*

III \ 31 -3%
Storer 22% 21% - %
20th Pox -';'. 2\% —1%
Warner Bros. jn'i 20 - '4

\\ estinghouse 58% -3

American S Excl

Ulied Vrtists 2%
VsSOC \rl. Pn -\K

1 i\i Super - ft

Dumonl Labs. - \
Guild Fibns '., 2% - %
\ I \ : 5% -1%

An army of extra sensitive ears

works at SPONSOR to keep you
in front of the industry and
the industry in front of you.

SPONSOR is the listening post

of thousands of successful

executives all over America
because its very publishing

concept (of news in brief and
observations in depth) has made
it the most widely read, widely

quoted and the best rcspci ted

publication in the entire

broadcast field.

That's why men who plan

their future read SPONSOR —
at home. You should, too.

Give it your unhurried time

and it uill ei\e you so much
more in return. One idea will

pay you back a thousand fold.

Now— for less than a penny
a day— just S3.DO a year—
vou can have 52 issues of
SPONSOR delivered to your
home. Try it on this

money hack guarantee.

SPONSOR
40 East 49 St., New York 17, N. Y.

I'll toke a year's subscription of SPONSOR.
You guarantee full refund any time I'm

not satisfied.

NAME
FIRM

ADDRESS
Bill me Bill firm
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on the Georgia Scene
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THE UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA is the nation's oldest

chartered state university. Each year thousands of students

enter its beautiful campus through this historic arch. The

University is located in Athens, within the wide coverage

of WAGA-TV, also famous on the Georgia scene. Find out

how extensive WAGAland really is—and how you can cash

in on this great market. Write for the WAGAland brochure.

STORER BROADCASTING COMPANY SALES OFFICES
NEW YORK-625 Madison Ave. • CHICAGO-230 N. Michigan Ave. • SAN FRANCISCO-1 11 Sutter Sr

Represented Nationally by THE KATZ AGENCY, Inc.



// hat's happening in I . S. Government

that affects tpontors, agencies, ttatUnu

WASHINGTON WEEK
26 OCTOBER
Cooyrlght 1957

SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS INC

House Speaker Sam Rayburn >« <»ul«l like to u<i the House Commerce Legis-

lative Overnight Committee back on the track it envisaged for it when he hacked
its enabling resolution,

I he committee's probe has been veering more and more toward network relationships

with the FCC.

It has poked int.. 9uch matters .1- honorariums and ^itt». conversations and corn

spondence between network officials and FCC commissioners, whal the NARTB ind others

do in the wa) of bill-paying when commissioners -| -.-.ik foi them.

It also has considered Buch questions .1- whether 1 1 1
>

- FCC in ii- decisions i- .i|»t to

favor networks and other multiple station owners.

Rayburn is not interested in putting the networks on trial, but rather in fin-

ting the FCC on the griddle in tracing bow it goes through it-> quasi-judicial proc-

esses and arrives at decisions.

The FCC has made it final and official—subject onlj to the admitted veto

power of Congress.

Subscription television will have a three-year trial .1- .1 broadcast medium, start-

ing after Congress has had a reasonable lime in which to act.

The final vote was identical w i 1 1 1 the last test \ '!<. 5-1 for a test, with the newest Com-

missioner, Ford, abstaining.

Congress becomes the ke>. but in the manner wished bj the advocates of the

new system. Now the trial i< on, unless Congress passes a bill stopping it. Opponent*

of pay-tv wanted the FCC to hold off it« own action until Congress had passed a l>ill on the

subject.

Congress talk- a great deal but seldom act- in a matter ol this kind. Thus the adven-

ts with the side that takes the initiative.

After all the years pay-tv has been in or near tin- headlines, the whole matter ran

now take a short rest until January.

\ttcr 7 January, it once again will be even man for himself, with fire-breathing Con-

-ional speeches on both sides, probably one or more hearings, and lobbyists scurrying

through Capitol corridor-; on behalf of both side-.

The first and biggest limitation on the pay -l\ trial i- tli.it it ma] not be used

in any market which is not served by at least I t\ stations.

In 3-station market-, an applicant can propose to construct a fourth station, how-

ever.

The FCC will not choose between systems, but will insist tbat an) method used

must measure up to standard- and must not cause interference with am other service or

present a poor picture.

To prevent the monopoly which opponents of pay-ft said would develop, the

FCC decreed that no one method may be used in more than '.\ of the "at least 20" mar-

kets eligible.

It also insisted that the station operator \>ould l»e held responsible for -elec-

tion of programs, and that contracts must be non-exclusive so that .1 single station

could use more than one |>a\ s\stem.
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FvuJc...
a*ul qttima BETTER!

The five Triangle Television Stations

are NUMBER ONE in their coverage

areas! And their margin of superiority

is GROWING each day!

triangle: stations

Operated by: Radio and Television Div. / Triangle Publications, Inc. / 46th <t Market Sts., Philadelphia

WFIL-AM • FM • TV, Philadelphia, Pa. / WNBF-AM • FM • TV, Binghamton, N. Y. / WHGB-AM, Harris r?

WFBG-AM • TV, Altoona-Johnstown, Pa. / WNHC-AM • FM • TV, Hartford-New Haven, Conn. / WLBR-TV, Lebanon-Lan<*e

Triangle National Sales Office, 4-85 Lexington Avenue, New York 17, N e w r"

Blair-TV: WFIL-TV • WNBF-TV • WFBG-TV / Blair Television Associates: WLBR-TV / The Kali Agency: WMCl

}|



Lwle cut tde /i&md:
W F I U - T V

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Last year— 25.0% more quarter- W N H l^ w
hour firsts, 2-11 p.m., Monday-Fri- hartford-new haven, conn.

day, than station B; 183.3% more Last year— Delivered 52% MORE
than station C. than COMBINED audience of com-
This year—150.0% more quarter- petition, sign-on to sign-off, seven

hour firsts, 2-11 p.m., Monday-Fri- days a week.

day, than station B; 900.0% more This year — Delivers TWICE the
than station C. COMBINED audience of competi-

tion, sign-on to sign-off, seven days
a week

!

W F -T V
BINGHAMTON, N. Y.

Last year — Top ratings from
Scranton to Syracuse.

This year—An amazing 4-8.4%
average rating, SEVEN NIGHTS
A WEEK!

W F B G - T V
ALTOONA-JOHNSTOWN, PA.

Lastyear—30.1% MOREaudience
than nearest competitor, sign-on to

sign-off, seven days a week.

This year—35.7% MORE audi-

ence, sign-on to sign-off, seven
days aweek...an 18.6% INCREASE!

W L B R - T V
LEBANON-LANCASTER, PA.

Last year—Station not on the air.

This year — First UHF station to

cover LEBANON, LANCASTER,
HARRISBURG, YORK— America's

NUMBER ONE UHF Market— and
at one-sixth the cost of nearest

competitor!

Sources: ARB, Philadelphia, September 1956 and 1957 Telepulse.

Bmghamton, November 1956/ARB. Hartford-New Haven. Total

Coverage Area, June 1957 and ARB, WNHC-TV 9-county area,

November 1956/ ARB, Altoona, June 1957 and November 1956/ Tele

vision Magazine, September 1957

:W»I
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A round-up of trade talks,

trends and tips for admen

86

SPONSOR HEARS
The tight money situation seems to be plaguing William Haley and Frank Stan-

ton's development of their Astor Plaza real estate venture on Park Avenue.

With their joint investment in the project around $28 million, the\"re finding it hard

to hire money for as much a* W '< .

Oldtimers are puzzled by Bob Sarnoff's impatience with program critics he-

cause of their lukewarm estimate of this season's network fare.

Thej point out: In radio's heyday such panning was an almost proverbial practice: hut

the top trade brass limited itself to intramural growls as billings and set-use con-

tinued to climb.

The Washington press corps already has started shooting barbs at Neil McEl-

roy, the new defense chief.

The plaint: At P&G it was okav to play close to the chest so that Lever and Colgate

wouldn't know: hut the same stand-offish policy won't work in public office.

Young & Ruhicam's film shows now must pass a final board of review hefore

they go on the air.

Called the Quality Control Group, these inspectors make sure that:

• The right commercials are fitted to the stories and themes that come out of the can.

• The flaws in a defective print are corrected.

Southern stations just keep showering Madison Avenue timebuyers with give-

aways.

This week it's three new ^1 hills hound together in a folder reading "Confederate

Scratch Pad."

The sender: Allen Woodall. WDAK, Columbus. Ga.

The prime task of Tom O'Neill's aides at the moment is tracking down a good

buy in a radio station.

That would give Teleradio it< prescribed quota of seven.

Like almost everj oilier field of American communications, radio had its era of won-

derful nonsense. And now thai the tv quizzes seem headed in the same direction, the

radio oldtimers are reminding each other of . . .

• Bouncing signals off Mars via an AT&T experimental station.

• Singing mice and talking parrot contests.

• Intercollegiate shaving derbys.

• Frying an egg on a Times Square sidewalk on a July afternoon.

• Reporting the antics of a ground hog looking for his shadow on Ground Hog Da\

.

• Exchanging quips with a girl frozen in a cake of ice.

• Amplifying the sounds of a moth eating its way through a woolen blanket.

• An announcer and his mike invading an allegedlv haunted house.
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Our Cities Are Growing Together
The November 1 opening of a new $:")8,500,000 bridge-tunnel between Norfolk and
Hampton, and a merger of the cities of Xewport Xews and Warwick, are current events
of significance to marketing men.

The new Xewport News created by the merger will be

Virginia's largest city in area, third in population.

The new bridge-tunnel completes a five-city circuit : Norfolk-
Portsmouth — Warwick — Xewport Xews Hampton.

/•.'//; * /wise, the cities of Tidewater Virginia always have been
a single urban area— delivered by one dominant station,

WTAR-TV. Xow the oneness comes down to earth. Our
cities are growing together.

hMPTO*

MOUTH

-9 y
,

y
iwfc^kjS ** ^c..o..|

NIW1 L
'OIK

POSTS
\) ...!. I. |

(Based on Measured Contour Map by Jansky & Bailey)

5 of Virginia's Busiest Cities are

within WTAR-TV's Grade-A Signal.

F.ven more significant than the merger and the new underwater
link themselves is the area growth that brought them about.

Keep your eyes on the Hampton Roads area, one of the

fastest growing markets in the nation!

Foremost Communication Mi im in Virginia's Great* si Ma

CHANNEL 3, NORFOLK, VIRGINIA
Business Office and Studio— 720 Boush Street, Norfolk, Va.

Telephone: MAdison 5-6711

Representative: Edward Petry & Company, Inc.
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THE FREY REPORT
(Continued from page 3'

i

The agency compensation system of

i(i(la\ is certainly in n state of flux.

\\ hile there have alwaj - been fees for

certain outside jol - thai agencies did

for their clients, there are more fees

now than evei before. It isn't a pure

amission" system b) an) means.

For that matter, this is not the first

time that the commission s\ stem as

such has been under fire, i See "the

long look at L5%," SPONSOR 6 August

\<)r>(>.\ However, the most concerted

discussion to date is now under way.

television, it- hiuh cost, its demand

for collateral agenc) services, has

helped add more fuel to the (lame. The

fad that, unlike the old network radio

days, the agenc) s contribution to the

program itself is general!) less obvious

has also raised questions about the

s) stem.

Nonetheless, in previous years, ma-
jor national advertisers and the biggest

agencies were not the ones generall)

involved in agenc) compensation de-

hates. Ihi> used to be the area of

bargaining and negotiation for fringe

accounts and small-time agencies.

Todav that isn't true. The A\ \

committee which pointed up the need

FOR UNMATCHED COVERAGE OF

STEUBENVILLE-WHEEUNG™.

OHIO/W. VA

HERE ARE THE FACTS:
STATION —Covers 320,957 TV homes in 30 counties of Ohio and W. Virginia.

62% more tower— 53,538 more TV homes than the Wheeling station. Lowest cost per

thousand TV homes. Over 80 top-rated CBS and ABC Network shows. Total coverage of

1,125,500 TV homes, including Pittsburgh.

MARKET — Center of U.S. steel, coal and pottery industries. Fastest growing

industrial area in the world. 1,418,800 population. More than $2 billion yearly pur-

chasing power. Center of the Upper Ohio River Valley, rich in natural resources.

Includes the highest paid industrial workers in the world.

Ask for (1) Showing of new color slide film, "How to Make Money in the Steel Market."

(2) Chart, "How to Measure Your TV Results." (3) "Directory of Retailers and Wholesalers in

Steubenville-Wheeling Market."

S WSTV-TV
STEUBEN VILLE OHIO * * Member of the Friendly Croup-.uuu^i,vii.ui. 1 wniw . WSTV, WSTV-TV, Steubenville,

CHANNEL 9 231.50D W'TT'",
; K00E, KOOE-TV. joplin:

Represented by Avery-Knodel, John J. Dux, Exec. V.P. and Gen'l. Mgr., Rod
'. ^l^ !^ C ' arksburg

WPAR, Parkersburg
Gibson. Nat'l. Sis Mgr., 52 Vanderbllt Ave.. N.Y.C.. Murray Hill 3-6977 . WPIT, Pittsburgh

for an impartial studv and which as-

signed the job to Professor Fre\ is

headed up b) John Mclaughlin,

former director of sales and advertis-

ing of the Kraft Foods Division. Other

equalh "'blue chip" national advertisers

have expressed increasing concern over

commissions.

The 4A's con ent decree in 1955

helped open the dam. hut the pressures

had been building previously. While

there was no question of rebates among
top national advertisers, such accounts

as P&G. General Foods and others al-

ways '"got their money's worth"* via

research projects and other gratis serv-

ices from their agencies: smaller, less

profitable clients had to pa\ for them.

The commission system is not in-

violate, nor do the agencies maintain

that it is.

"
I he form of compensation is sec-

ondary. sa\> the senior v.p. of one of

the top 10 shops. "The only thing that

matters is the amount. It's in the

clients" interest to he with a profitable

and successful shop. \\ hether these

profits derive from a commission sys-

tem or a negotiable fee is immaterial

to the agenc)
."

He was one of the few to make this

out-and-out concession, however.

GEE J
There's the

beer for me!"

Commercials on WGN-TV have

a \va\ ofgetting results because

WGN-TV programming keeps

folks wide-awake, interested—
and ii<it<iiiiix. For proof, let our

specialists till you in on some sur-

prising WGN-TV case histories

and discuss \our -ale- problems.

Put "GEE!" in your Chicago sales

w.hWGN-TV
Channels

Chicago
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WDBJ
for 33 years

OUTSTANDING
in

ROANOKE
and Western Virginia

RADIO
by any measurement 1

.

According to N. C. S. No. 2,

WDBJ has more than TWO
TIMES the DAILY N. C. S.

Circulation of Station "B";

more than THREE TIMES the

circulations of Stations "C"

and "D".

In the latest Roanoke Metro-

politan Area Pulse Report.

WDBJ has a 47% share of

total morning audience, 43%
share of total afternoon

audience, and 38% share of

total evening audience.

Tune-in same periods is high:

21.6, 23.8, 18.8. All figures

are Monday through Friday

averages.

Ask your Peters, Griffin,

Woodward "Co/one;".

WDBJ
AM • 960 Kc. * 5000 watts

FM • 94.9 Mc. • 14,600 watts

ROANOKE, VIRGINIA

It - unlikely, however, that the Fre)

reporl will spark sweeping changes

fast, sponsor concludes. Tradition and
> :ustom an- based on the L5%. Media

would have to agree to let the adver-

ti er pa) the same net price that an

agency gets and this i« nol likel) for

the moment.

Nor could advertisers afford to sini-

pl\ l>; -pass agencies. Stalling to do a

national advertising job is more than

impractical and uneconomic for a

manufacturer.

I he most likelj outcome of the Fre)

reporl therefore will be a continued

and intensified tug of war between

cost-conscious clients and tradition-

minded agencies. Fundamentally, both

-ides are wary of an) radical change.

While there is individual negotiation

for the terms of the account servicing

today, the commission -\-tem does act

as a base for discussion, a stabilizer.

Without it. the client adman would be

hard-put to determine how much he

should pa) his agenc) and whether

he's got a better or worse deal than his

competitor. The Frev report will be

studied eagerly for ways to obtain sta-

bilit) without the commission s\stem.

"This argument will go on for a

long time," says the president of one

of the top 30 agencies. "Ad managers

have to prove to their management
how careful the\ are of the compam's
money."

I here are few today who'll dismiss

the commission debate that lightly, but

fewer still who believe that radical

change is in the offing this year or

next.

There is an immeasurable discrep-

ancy between the official position that

lop agency executives take on the

15%-issue and the actual facts behind

the scenes. For instance, in private

discussions, one of the top policy

shapers for one of the leading air

media agencies told SPONSOR the

following :

"Its been some time since we've

been paid for mechanical charges and

talent costs on a commission basis.

W bether t\ is responsible for this or

not is immaterial. The fact is that to-

da\ ' ,-; of the agenc) revenue derives

from fees, not commissions.

The over-all national average source

ol agenc) revenue is probabl) at vari-

ance with that of agencies offering a

vasl number of collateral services tra-

ditionall) paid b\ fee. But the fact

remains: the 13', s\stem is neither

in\ iolate. nor intact.

That measuring man fromKWTV
OKLAHOMA CITY
. . . caught Millie Fulton,

McCann-Erickson, New York,

with only a few seconds to

spare, by her Bulova watch—but she took time to get

the SALESpower story of

KWTVs 1572' tower.

GEE] ni try that

baking powder!"

Commercials on WGN-TV have

a way of getting results— because

WGN-TN programming keeps

folks wide-awake, interested

—

and watching. For proof. let our

specialists fill you in on some sur-

prising WGN-TV case histories

and discuss your sales problems.

Put "GEE!" in your Chicago sales

.. Iflf^fc A I Tl f Channeig
wlthWGN-l "«'
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ARE YOU

HALF-COVERED
IN

NEBRASKA'S OTHER BIG MARKET?

ARB SURVEY — LINCOLN-BEATRICE MARKET
June 9-1 5, 1 957 — 8:30-1 0:00 P.M.

This special \HI! Survej of the Lincoln-Bcatrirc market
was made at tin- reqnesl oi an important national adver-

tiser. It >Iioxn> that in EASTE1RN I.incoln-l.aitil alone,

k(H NT\ gets more than twice as many viewers as the

leading Omaha station!

Rating Share

KOLN-TV

Station B

Station C

Others

29.5

12.5

9.5

.2

57.0

24.2

18.4

.4

WKZO TV— GRAND RAPIDSKALAMAZOO
WKZO RADIO— KALAMAZOO BATTLE CREEK
WJEP RADIO— GRAND RAPIDS
wjefcm — GRAND Rapids kalamaZOO
KOLN-TV — LINCOLN NEBRASKA

AmOC I'fd M '-

WMBD RADIO— PEORIA, ILLINOIS

THIS AREA

IS

LINCOLN-

LAND

Have you noticed how much the Nielsen

NCS No. 2 has expanded Lincoln-land?

KOMJN"Tli covers Lincoln-Land a 69-countj market

that is farther removed from Omaha than South Bend i»

from Fort Wayne . • • or Hartford i- from Providence.

Lincoln-Land has 296,200 families with 191,710 I \ seta.

ill surveys -how thai klH.VIN dominates this audience.

Gel all the facts on KOLN-TV, the Official < BS Outlet for

Nmth Central Nebraska and Northern Kansas. \-k Vvery-

Knodel!

See NCS No. 2

CHANNEL 10 ' 316,000 WATTS ' 1000-FT. TOWER

KOLN-TV
COVERS LINCOLN-LAND —NEBRASKA'S OTHER BIG MARKET

Avery-Knodel, Inc. Exclusive National Representatives

SPONSOR 20 oi TOBER L951 91



Tv and radio

and still growing NEWSMAKERS

_ ^._ _ „ mr . "OMQf ^m .

NOIS
J//

ROCKFORD

market power!
New industries continue to come to
Rockford . . . and companies already
here continue to expand. That is why
Rockford has become the NO. 1 City
in Illinois (outside Chicago) . . . and
a rich market for your products or
services. Rockford is the 2nd largest
machine tool center in the world . . .

34th in the USA in expendable income
. . . 36th in buying power ... and
13th in Postal Savings.

and still growing

Survey after Survey of 14

counties indicates Uncontested

Dominance of Northern Illinois-

Southern Wisconsin area by

WREX-TV.

• Combined rural and industrial

following . . . ideal for test

campaigns.

WREX-TV

sales power!
WREX-TV — "The Viewers' Choice"
DELIVERS vour message to the buyers
in this rich industrial and agricultural
market.
The consistent high quality in produc-
tion, promotion and merchandising of
both spots and programs has earned
many major awards for WREX-TV this
year! For the best medium to reach this
Rockford area market consult H-R for
the WREX-TV story.

J. M. BAISCH, General Manager

REPRESENTED BY H-R TELEVISION, INC.

WREX-TV
CHANNEL 13

ROCKFORD
ILLINOIS

Ole C. Morby, former!) business man-

ager of MBS, has been named Coordina-

tor, Broadcast Operations, for TLF Broad-

casters. Inc.. radio-t\ subsidiary of Time.

Inc. \lorb\ will be based in New ^ ork

anil will report to Weston C. Pullen. Jr..

Time, Inc. vice president for Broadcasting.

MBS" new Coordinator be»an his career

in the San Francisco branch of McC-E,

where he served as radio audience and general research manager.

In 1942 Morbv began a 14-year career with CBS. He held several

ke\ sales posts, covering both West Coast and national markets,

and worked as manager of station relations for the full CBS radio

net. Morb\ was manager of sales development i CBS radio spot

sales l. supervising New York, Chicago and Detroit offices when

he left CBS in L956 to join Mutual.

Robert H. Salk has been appointed Di-

rector of Programing for Corinthian

Broadcasting Corp., it was announced this

week by C. Wrede Petersme\er. firm

president. For the past two years Salk

has been Director of Sales for Screen

Gems. Inc. Prior to this he was asso-

ciated for ten years with the Kalz \genc\.

Inc. where he served at various times as

Program Sales Manager. Director of Research. Midwest Tv Sales

Manager, and manager of a subsidiarv firm. Station Films. Inc.

Before joining Katz. Salk was with CBS in the Research and Net-

work Sales departments. Salk. in his new position, will provide pro-

graming guidance and assistance to the General Managers and Pro-

gram Managers of these stations: KOTV Tulsa. KGIL-TY Galveston-

Houston. WANE, \\ WF-TY Ft. Wayne, and WISH. WISH-TV,

Indianapolis.

Emerson Foote, one of the FC&B found-

ers, was elected chairman of the Board of

Geyer Vdvertising, Inc. at a recent meeting

of the ayencx s directors, it has been an-

nounced b\ Sam M. Ballard, president.

B. F). Geyer, who served as board chairman

since he established the agency in 1911.

was elected chairman of the executive

committee. Foote held the presidency of

FC&B for seven years. He subsequent!) served as executive vice

president of McC-F for more than four \ears until he resigned this

\ear. Foote is making a substantial investment in the Geyer firm

and he states: "this agenc\ meets precisely the goal I set earlier

this year." Geyer is one of the 50 largest agencies in the I .S.

and has offices in New York, Detroit and Dayton.
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s
To Those Who Want ONLY THE BEST

GATES PROFESSIONAL TRANSCRIPTION TURNTABLES
Another Product "Manufactured for Quality"

Designed entirely for the professional demands of

radio and TV stations, advertising agencies, and
recording studios, this CB-210 turntable is a precision

machined trouble-free mechanism. You shift speeds
to 78, 45 or 33 Vj by simply moving the shift lever to

the desired index point—then touch the button to

either start or stop. The turntable is available with

or without the CAB-6 cabinet illustrated above.

What about acceptance? A recent survey revealed

that more Gates turntables were in use by broad-
casting stations than any other make. This over-

whelming preference means that Gates turntables

have been tried and tested and found to be the

finest in the industry.

GATES
L'he Mark o[ Quality

GATES RADIO COMPANY, Quincy, in., u.s.a.
MANUFACTURING ENGINEERS SINCE 1922

OFFICES — NEW YORK - WASHINGTON D. C. - LOS ANGELES - HOUSTON - ATLANTA
INTERNATIONAL DIV., 13 East 40th St., New York City — In Canada, CANADIAN MARCONI COMPANY

SPONSOR 26 OCTOBER L957 93



SPONSOR

( 1 ) Where radio needs simplicity . . .

Is ii possible for the copy used in .1 medium to grow too

cold? This is something which worries us about radio.

Glance al the winners in RAB's recent awards to the top

commercials of the year. Virtually all use transcriptions

which woo the audience with sophisticated techniques.

I ess .ind less are national advertisers relying on the sales

power of ihe local personality. This means clients are neg-

lecting one of radio'- basic strength-.

What seems called for is some form of commercial flexi-

bility. Humorous selling, musical selling, narrative selling

all have an important place. But part of the job at least

should be left to the local personality. This would return

warmth and personal endorsement to commercials some of

which now seem aimed a bit high.

. . . and (2) where tv needs it

The live shows built around a singer have fared badly

with tv's critics this fall. For our own part, we have seen

much that was mediocre, and certainly there are too many

shows lading this particular bandwagon.

Yet we hope at least some of the new singer shows will

prove successful and enjoy a long run. The medium will be

healthier if it can retain programs which are relatively sim-

ple in concept and capable of establishing themselves in a

long-running niche.

Radio had shows like this galore. Network television has

too few, hence must almost remake itself every season.

We believe tv formulas can be developed which do not

require massive casts or spectacles. We urge those con-

nected with the singer shows, as one example of simpler tv

programing, to work hard to perfect their formats and not

allow themselves to be intimidated by the critics.

We think the missing ingredient is often simpler scripts

which allow the natural talents of a Gisele Mackenzie, Pat

Boone or Polly Bergen to come through clean, clear and with-

out artificial extravagance.

I

this we fight FOR: The ice is breaking

and nighttime radio is being used again.

§ This is a good week to check and see ij

1ml -dated I /linking isn't keeping your spots

K) jammed into Ihe overcrowded time periods.

"i

IO SECOND SPOTS

Air minded: Arden Swisher, KMTV,
Omaha, handed us this one to show

how a station relation man s mind

works: When the Braves won the Se-

ries, \I>C station relation manager

Duo Mercer was in Kansas City. Said

Mercer. "This is a great victor) for

the Centra] lime Zone."

Be kind to admen week: When
Roger Bumslead moved from Mac-

Manus. John \ \dams to Campbell-

Mithim in Minneapolis, he wrote to

all his business friends boosting his

successor. Henrj Halpern. Don't tell

us Madison Avenue is the ''Street of

Long knives."

No moo nervousness: Trilafon. a

"dramatic new tranquilizer" for ani-

mals will calm down cows at milking

time, preventing injur) to cows, farm-

ers and milking machines. Attention,

Farm Radio Directors—Mil/owns for

cowtowns!

Salutation: A recent letter to time-

buyers from \\ \I)l . \\ NDU-TV,
South Bend, began: "Greetings Time-

Bin ing Buddy :" The last time a ''bud-

dy
7

sent them a letter that started out

with "Greetings" a lot of timebuyers

stopped being timebuyers for awhile.

Addendum: Along with the above

letter came a WNDU-TV promotion

piece—a PlaUex girdle. Just before

be ran for his train one night, some

"buddies ' of a Madison Avenue art

director slipped the Playtex into his

dispatch case with one garter snap

hanging out.

Name's the same: Now handling

sales at Los Angeles station KFOX is

Bob Fox. Pretty foxy!

At last! From a recent study on quiz

shows b) Market Psycholog) Inc.:

"The U. S. may be beginning to be

able to admire, perhaps more openly,

public figures who come from grey-

flannel . . . backgrounds . .
." We're

greatly encouraged.

Super salesmen: To promote the

new Lowell Thomas tv specs, a mer-

chandising mailer went out to I nited

Motors System dealers that began:

"Heal, live cannibals will help you sell

Delco Batteries." They icon t get many
turn-downs, that's for sure.

Satellitis: Disk jocke) Art Roberts

at WCt F. \kron. is offering $25 to

the listener who furnishes the best

name for the new satellite. How about

Sputnik?
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SNOWSTORM
WA R N I N G

TO
TIME BUYERS*

Don't get snowed under
an avalanche of spots

No double spotting — no triple spotting

Very few places beat Buffalo when it

comes to snow! In Buffalo, no station

beats WWOL when it comes to delivering

more listeners per dollar.

onWWOL
WWO L GIVES THE LOWEST DOLLAR COST PER LISTENER IN THE BUFFALO AREA*

HOMES REACHED PER DOLLAR
WWOL NET STATION NET STATION NET STATION NET STATION IND. STATION IND. STATION

a "R" iifn 'TV' "A" "R"

1277 853

BASED ON

'B'

314

"C"

870 325 417 1055

*SRDS CLASS A - 12 Noon - 6 P.M. - May '57. Buffalo Area Nielsen

Report June '57 (page 5). Monday thru Friday, 12 Noon — 6 P.M.

£
Dig out the facts and figures

CheCfc NIELSEN

~^\Otec£ pulse

\S\ ^g^HOOPER

E(JljP/yC The 50 notional advertisers J.*^*^ who now include WWOl ^ »
radio in their budge

National Representative : FORJOE & CO.

315 MAIN STREET
BUFFALO, NEW YORK



epresentatives

New York

Chicago

Detroit

Boston

San Francisco

Atlanta

Hollywood

Des Moines
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Our first place

story gets older!

I he onlj difference between

the KOW'H of 4 months
ago . . . and the KOW'I i of

today ( under new
ownership i is this

:

June: K.OWH in its 66th
straight month of

first place dominance.

Today: kOWII in its 70th
consecutive month of

first place dominance.*

All else is the same. Same
broad coverage (660 kc. ).

Same selling power.

Same general manager ( Virgil

Sharpe). Same helpful

representative i Adam
i oune I. Talk to ^nc of them.

t ti

225c£2

•

1

:7H|
mm II m4

*Current all-day average

Hooper: 35.0*
, . Pulse and

Trendex make it unanimous.

™

CAN U.S. TV

EXIST

HALF-FREE?

Admen join free t\

fon ec m sa) nig *'no."

-imi\s,,k finds. Hut

minorit) feels "it you

Can't lick "cm. )«iiii"

Page 37

How to hypo

an old product

with air media

Page 40

Dichter on

Dracula: the

tv horror cycle

Page 43

Farm radio

and television

section

Page 47

DIGEST ON PAGE
Repre>enteil h\ Adam Young Inc.



eleventh in a scries of 12 ads based on the signs of the Jjodiac

. . . and twelve months

out of every year stations

under the sign of MEEKER benefit by:

INTUmVEintelligence

of "Teamwork" in action — aggressive

sales approach of seasoned men

who have worked together

for 12 years.

IMAGINATIVE interpretation

of sales data

through first-hand

knowledge

of represented properties.

Meeker men periodically

visit each station

and market.

personalized

selling

of a

limited list

the meeker company, inc.

radio and television station representatives

newyork Chicago san francisco los angeles Philadelphia



Motion hum ihe lime <>! the caveman to the present i* the sub

icct of bright new television commercials f < >r Timken Roller

Bearing Company. Friendly little stick figures show how man

has progressed from moving things the hard way to moving

tlunu^ the easy way— on Timken roller bearings. Timken will

show these commercials next on one ol NBC's Project 20 series,

"The Innocent Years," scheduled l"i Nov. _M. BBDO Cleveland.

< tf-',
'

' ''"'"'.„„
ls

Vertijet, lis.in Aeronautical Compan) - [abuious new ail

adds a new dimension i" ah power. Like a l>i- bat, ' ertijet takes

ofl straighl up on jel thrust, levels •<! into high-speed horizontal

flight, then reverses the procedure t"i a zero-speed landing.

I!I!IM> Los Angeles brings tlii- dramatic news i" Ryan Aero

nautical's military and industrial audience with two-coloi

advertisements in both trade ami national magazines.

OLORED gloves are now as long to the same rolor Tamiiv lu

i much a symbol of high fash- as the costume placed many
i as white gloves were once more gloves into t

"

sign of high society.

New to

»

o

il

II:

m
L<

IK
ey
n

at
'ga
rfei

odu

ATfENTION
rape stompers

j ^nes'YouUstomP

snsSrxrt
£22- * ~- r. nov .

1
^..De Soto to coming.-

•

ta*»^A-*N

High fashion i- the keynote in American-Standard's exciting

new approach to plumbing advertising. Each advertisement

features the simplicity ami high-fashion colors "I American-

Standard bathroom fixtures in a crisp, high-fashion presen-

tation. Designed to stimulate interest in a "new look" foi

bathrooms, this campaign supplements another series showing

American-Standard fixtures in decorator-designed bathrooms.

Ink fl.

- in rIovps has been p«

jehtly. expensiveInch i
because "a worn- \o\

lite gloves" lost their standing an feels more gay. more ex- 01

a wear-onre ex'.r

The. monotone look -a h^re' becoming colors from her fin- B

Grape stompers, igloo architects and jungle thinners wen

few of the offbeat occupations used in a "personals" series

t
<

• tease the announcement date "t thi te S full

week before the new D< Soto's debut, tlii- fun-loving ramp

appe mil in newspapers a< ross the country . Then, on Noven

first, the cai with "the exciting 1« ><>k and feel <>f the future"

went on display. Public opinion: D» S great in '58!

BATTEN, BARTON, DURSTINE & OSBORN, INC., ADVERTISING
MM \OKk • »ri »NIl • HO'-TON • HOt M »OO0 riTT*Bt'HCH

SPONSOR 2 \t»\ EMBER l').~i.
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DIGEST OF ARTICLES

Can tv exist half-free?

37 How admen and broadcasters view potential threat to free tv; startling

finding: some admen, hip-deep in tv, don't think the hell tolls for them

How to hypo an old product

4-0 White King Soap Co. built a 300% share-of-market increase for its

home cleanser product. Here's what accounted for new sales standing

Dichter on Dracula

43 Dr. Ernest Dichter, "Mr. Motivations," takes a look at the gathering

cloud of tv horror films and why they're hitting the ratings jack pots

BPA—Ideas at work

46 The one-year-old Broadcasters Promotion Association just held its second

annual convention in Chicago. Two-day agenda is covered hour-by-hour

Farm radio and tv 1957

47 sponsor's sixth annual review of the farm air media (1) sums up the

market and its current trends, (2) reviews recent audience research,

(3) chronicles the work of the farm director, (4) examines what clients

are doing, (5) puts the spotlight on the NATRFD and its new sales

presentation and (6) provides a cross-section list of farm stations

FEATURES
85 Film-Scope

30 49th and Madison

89 News & Idea Wrap-Up

7 Newsmaker of the Week

88 Picture Wrap-Up

94 Sponsor Asks

24 Sponsor Backstage

86 Sponsor Hears

L 8 Sponsor-Scope

HO Sponsor Speaks

96 Spot Buys

HO Ten Second Spots

16 Timebuyers at Work

108 Tv and Radio Newsmakers

97 Tv Results

99 Washington Week

21 Women's Week

In Upcoming Issues

AT&T: Science at work in effective media buying

How a company whose stock in trade is science uses it (1) as subject

matter for its prime tv presentation; (2) to plan air media advertising

The latest facts and figures on radio

Total number of sets in homes, sets produced this year, saturation figures,

number of stations: spot radio; updated client li-t in web radio
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fand&/#adic #mcke4 7he#iA&f
Ratings show Bartell Group stations FIRST . . .

and reach more members of ffie family Radio

For Family Life" requires talent and imagina-

tion. No short cuts. More work - but worth it!

BARTELL GROUP FAMILY RADIO
is based upon service and entertainment for the whole

family . . . Emphasizing optimism, happiness, generosity,

decency, patriotism . . . Homely virtues, basic values in

family life.

Battel /t... twd$eee/t/

pais].
*— H7t in sin ontoJ I

ten
I— I3EQ in PHOSmx —
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S(»l«l Nationally by 'ADAM YOUNG, Inc.

for WOKY, The KATZ Ajrcm-y

AMERICA'S FIRST RADIO FAMILY

SERVING 10 MILLION BUYERS
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Signs are unmistakable. Milwaukee audiences and advertisers alike love WXIX.

Typical object of a flection is wxix weathergirl Judy Marks, whose regularly

scheduled five-minute forecast—Judy and the Weather— is a rain-or-shine must

for Milwaukee families. A must for sponsors, too! Writes Donald E. Semling,

president of the R-O-W window manufacturing company: "This \\\i\ renewal

speaks for itself. Judy has given us sustained sales help we have long sought

in the Milwaukee market. Dealer response has been so enthusiastic that we feel

wxix and Judy must be part of our operation from now on."

Become a wxix booster yourself. You'll find Milwaukee's high regard for WXIX

(and vice versa) creates the perfect climate for profitable selling.

Channel 19, Milwaukee • CBS Owned • Represented by CBS 1 - : Still



THE STATION WITH
NINE LIVES

In tune with Texas' taste —
closer to Houston's heart —

the right combination of

shows and showmanship.

P. 0. BOX 12, HOUSTON 1. TEXAS-ABC BASIC

HOUSTON CONSOLIDATED TELEVISION CO.

General Manager. Willard E. Walbridge

Commercial Manager, Bill Bennett

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES:

Geo. P. Hollingbery Co.

500 Fifth Avenue. New York 36. New York

KTRK-TV
THE CHRONICLE STATION, CHANNEL 13

SPONSOR • 2 .NOVEMBER 1957



NEWSMAKER
of the week

The Pulse, tlmi broadcast yardstick which grew in I I w«r.<

from four to 1,400 rlirnts. held its animal luncheon on 2.'i

October in "Sctc ) ork's I'laza Hotel. tptly enough, the

.112 guests heard as speaker NBC It's Steve illeu. him-

self the victor anil the victim of countless fading battles.

The newsmaker: Dr. Syd Roslow, the formei I .S. De-

partment of Agriculture researcher who Btarted Pulse in L941 and

built it into a SI million-a-year property, has seen a l"i "I changes

in audience research scope in the years since then, and foresees a

lot more in the years ahead. "We started out as nose-counters,"

Roslow says in recalling the year he and his wife, lima, were out

ringing doorbells with their staff of 2<t interviewers on behali "I

four New York radio station WM.W. \\<>\. \\ I \l and \\ WW .

Today with well over i( m

h

» inter-

\ iewers doing studies in more than

200 markets—in Europe, Mexico,

Canada, Alaska. Puerto Rico and

Hawaii Pulse has gone waj be-

\ oud mere nose-counting. Quali-

fied analyses of audiences, their

reactions to both commercials and

shows are commonplace. " \nd."

predicts Roslow, "the next 16 years

will see research used to evaluate

the total impact of advertising.

1 he clients will want to know w hat

combination of media to use for

what product and in what degree." Naturall) this will mean more

definitive research but certainl) not research 1>\ what Roslow

terms "Buck Rodgers" message. "There's no substitute foi people

talking to people." he sa\s. "and there'll be no electronic substitute

so long as people -and not automatons—are the audiem

Seated behind his desk, twirling the slide-rule thai is to him what

the Colt 1~> is to Wyatt Earp, Roslow made other Kith anniversary

predictions for sponsor this week. The next big research develop

men! he foresees is the impact of portable t\ sets and multiple t\

set homes. 1 he out-of-hoine t\ audience will become as important

a« it is in radio where out-of-home listening now run- as high as

50' i in sonic periods. He feels color t\ will become a mass medium

onl) when the sel i- easj to tune and easj to maintain.

Of the present, Roslow is frankl) critical in some area-. "The worst

mistake broadcasters made." he says, "was when thej lei themselves

be talked into converting their audience into circulation numbers

in newspapers, instead ol insisting <>n talking about commercial effei

tiveness. The monej thej spent on such circulation research onl) put

them in competition with print media on terms mosl favorable to

print. Another mistake i- release of ratings to the consumer
|

Ratings are not intended for consumption, and an- used OUt oi

context. As a result, when talent sounds off. the print media are

smart enough to use their columns to hack away at t\." ^

Sid Ros/ok and Steve Mini
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\ln\t ngnificant tv and radio

eek with interpretation

in depth for hu.iv readers

SPONSOR-SCOPE
2 NOVEMBER
0**yrlfht i»57

•PONftOR PUBLICATIONS INC

Watch for ;i greater capitalization on 1 1 «
«

- nostalgia trend among radio stations.

\ik1 thai <1< u-ii'i mean j

i

i-t music. Several broadcasters now are scouting around foi

personalities thai evoke the flavoi of the earliei days rhen horaej philosophy daih

ingredient. \n example: The Old Lamplighter.

Both Compton and Benton X Bowles are taking an earnest interest in more
stringent monitoring of t\ stations. It stems from .1 tendency : 1 1 1

1
< .?!•_' stations to hint

out network show credits and insert a spot announcement.
What bothers the agencies, of course, is thai the practice either L) cuts into tin- value

of the network -how. or 2) causes the announcements to blur each other's impact

\ Compton media executive meantime is uneasj on another front: He told SPONSOR
SCOPE that when he called a rep's sales executive t" protest against triple spotting, the

rep replied:

"Why, we advise our stations to triple spot."

Says the man from Compton: ''If they want to plaj it thai way, well hang them with

their own mathematics—we'll just discount the ratings of adjacent programs by

25% when we're in the market for availabilities."

\ former user of network tv—Elgin Watch—soon may be back in the medium.

Elgin was shopping around this week for programs available on an alternate-spon-

sorship basis.

ARPs count of tv sets in U.S. households as of April i* 39.8 million.

Also indicated in this fourth survey, released this week:

• Multiple sets are now located in at least 2.5 million homes.

• Number of tv sets in all U.S. households numbered 12 million in Ipril.

The fifth survey will be issued next spring.

One out of li\e major national advertisers predict the 1 5' f commission sys-

tem is a dead duck and will be replaced by something else.

But the majority does not believe radical changes are coming. \ mg ad man-

agers with budgets over $1 million 27.395 say they expect no change in the 1595 system;

37.9 r
r believe the commission system will remain dominant even though there will be -

changes.

\etuall\ more ad managers want drastic changes than believe the) will be forthcoming.

More than one out of three clients would prefer a system in which advertisers buy time

or space direct from media at net and pay the agencies individually negotiated fa

These are some of the highlights in the Frey report which had it- preliminary unveil-

ing this week 1 30 October] before a record turn-out at the VNA meeting in Atlantic City.

Strongest sentiment of all for change revolves around tv packages: 5!>..V; of ad

managers say commission- should be less than IV. on such shows.

The litigation between Warwick & Legler and Schick over the u-r <>t an ad-

vertising idea may cost tv stations a pre-Christmas spot campaign.

Schick's schedule, placed through Benton i Bowie-, was to run in the top 15 market!

from mid-November to 21 December.

W&L meantime got a temporary injunction restraining Sfaick from exploit-

ing an idea that it claims to have submitted while still associated with the account

B&B already had started looking for availabilities.

SPONSOR • 2 NOVEMBER 1957



SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

Keach, McClinton may be trying to prove to International Latex (whose tv-

radio agency it recently became) that you can buy tv spots through regular chan-

nels with the same massive leverage used in barter deals.

The agency this week did some exploring among reps along these lines

:

It wanted to know that if it placed a saturation plan^-of, say, 70 run-of-the-

schedule spots a week with a non-cancellable 52-week contract—what sort of

maximum package discount could be expected.

The answer will take a lot of weighing and pencilwork on the part of stations.

It will mean devising rates for a plan whose scope is without precedent and decid-

ing how big a rebate may be necessary at the end of 52 weeks.

Latex's current barter-spot deal with C&C TV Corp. (Matty Fox) involves

about $5 million a year and has four years to go.

The current slump in new national tv spot activity is expected to continue

for several more weeks.

A check among the major agencies by SPONSOR-SCOPE this week shows 1) a num-

ber of substantial campaigns are waiting for client O.K., and 2) the call for availabilities

will come during the last two weeks of November.
Some of these advertisers are waiting to see how the ratings on network tv

shows shape up as a sort of guidepost in picking the choicest adjacencies.

Some of the bigger agencies are making sure that their timebuyers keep up-

dated on the techniques of their craft.

They're buying wholesale registrations for the timebuying seminar which the

RTES starts 12 November.

Are agencies painting themselves into a corner when they buy rating points

on a job-lot basis?

More and more are saying to tv stations: "We've got $1,000 to spend and need 100

rating points for our client in your market."

Station managers. SPONSOR-SCOPE found this week, think that buyers dealing in

such "magic numbers" are bilking themselves and their clients for these reasons:

1) Ratings in local tv are prone to frequent change because of the audience

redistribution among the networks and the vagaries of types in feature film popularity.

2) The spot that adds up to 100 points when the campaign is ordered may
be worth only half that when the campaign gets into stride. It's the same thing as

what inflation does to your dollar.

3) Lazv habits of buying usually produce suspicion and dissatisfaction.

If you think that radio broadcasters are unconcerned about the development of new

ideas in programing, note this:

During the eight NARTB regional meetings just ended, the question they asked

one another between sessions was: "What can we do for the audiences that aren't

interested in just music and news?"

Southern California discount department stores have taken the lead in the

trend toward consistent advertising.

LaBrea Sales, operator of four mammoth stores in the area, is spending a minimum of

$300,000 on local tv through the Tullis Co., of Los Angeles. It will use every tv

station in Southern California.

LeBrea's goal: Raising its courtesy-card memberships from 410,000 to around

1,000,000.

10 SPONSOR • 2 NOVEMBER 1957



SPONSOR-SCOPE <<m„„ual

Bristol-Myers1 Trushaj Is putting all it-< mone) into Ml( Radio. Note this

angle: The budget ordinarily would have gone to magazines.

CBS Radio this week also got an order from BBDO: I "t vrthui Godfrej in behalf

i General Electrical Colorama lamps. Btarting in [anuary.

Two significant changes in regional network relation! loom in MBS1 future:

1 1 Tom O'Neill i- mulling the sale of the Don 1 ee Network^ with Mutual

buyer.

2) Mutual i? probing the coat factoi in running .i special loop around Denver
and Salt Lake City bo that it can service ilif Intermountain t-* r < » 1

1

1 » directly. Ii would also

give George Hatch, owner of the MBS affiliates in those cities, a chance to get into

more flexible operation.

There";* a movement afoot among agencies to get the network- to help pa]

for the joint service of Leading National Advert i»»i« and ll\I{ thai will report the

official network hillings after 1 January.

PIB, which is owned In the Magazine Publishers Association, i* dropping it- net-

work monthly reports.

Meantime the price of the new LNA-BAR service will be somewhat higher than

I'IB's. (BAR monitors the products on the air.)

There are two sides to the coin in counting up the number of domes reached b>

the biggest spenders in network radio.

Listed in 26 October SPONSOR-SCOPE were the 10 advertisers with the largest accumu-
lation of duplicated homes during the four-week period ending 7 September, accord

ing to the September NRI.

Here's the other facet: The advertisers with the most unduplicated homes:

\HVERTISER NET NO. & TYPE COMMERCI \I INTHPUCATED HOMES

Brown & Williamson NBC 43 min.; 40/30 sec. .",629,000

Lever Bros. NBC 100/6 seconds 7,466,000

Bristol-Myers NBC 22 min.: 21/30's 6,627,000

Cal. Packing NBC 22min.:21/30's _'2.(K30

General Mills NBC 20 min.: 20/3f/s i. 194.000

Time, Inc. NBC 21 min.; 22/30's "U 13.000

Equitablp NBC 100/6 seconds 1,869,000

Lever Bros. CBS 20min.:20/30's 1,869,000

Colgate CBS 20min.:20/30's 1,856,000

Ford CBS 35 min. I.TOT.IXXI

When you see the price §8,600 for Scotland Yard in tin- next SPONSOR
Comparagraph. don't do a double take:

That astonishingly low figure for a nighttime half-hour network film actually i- what

General Foods will be hilled by Y&R.

The reason: The series originally was made tor theatrical release and has plaved

throughout Europe. The tv sale is just so much velvet for the producers

Don't look for any real panic among advertisers with low-rating network t\

shows or hurried replacements for duds.

SPONSOR-SCOPE this week checked among agencies with show? that aren't farin_

well in the earlv ratings. Here's what thev say probably will happen :

• Thev will take their time in forming judgments on whether the ratings are due to

1) competition too strong to contend with. 2i weakness in the show that can be recti-

fied, or 3) a hopeless flop.

• Wait until March before replacing a cancelled -how. (The guess on Madison

Avenue is that the casualty list at that time will include at lea*t six newcomers to

the networks.^

SPONSOR • 2 NOVEMBER 1957 11



SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

Still another clue to the strides being made by radio: F&S&R this week snagged the

8500,000 Silversmiths Guild account with an idea huilt around the use of radio

exclusively.

Nine other agencies had been invited to bid for this brand new account.

The last remnant of the Fat Weaver programing executive team departs from
NBC TV this month.

Mike Dann, v. p., in charge of sales is going with Henry Jafl'e. who produces the

Dinah Shore Show, and Tom McAvity, who once held an executive v. p. title for program-

ing, is joining McCann-Erickson.

SPONSOR-SCOPE's roving correspondent this week reported these highlights from

an on-the-spot survey of advertising and marketing in Mexico:

• Ad billings now are up to 600 million pesos, or five-fold what they were less than

a decade ago. (The peso averages about 10-12 to the U.S. dollar.)

• Over 65% of all consumer ad money goes to radio and about 8% to tv.

• Since the Mexican mountains make the use of coaxial cable impossible, live pro-

grams are relayed via stations located atop the peaks.

• Interviewers for the IRS rating service have learned the hard way not to spot-check

homes after 10 p.m. Several were mistaken for prowlers and shot or stabbed before they

could identify themselves. The percentage of Mexican telephone homes is small.

• One of Mexican tv's top spenders is Lovable Brassieres—around 240,000 pesos,

which is equivalent, says Emilio Azcarragan, Mexico's "Mr. Radio-Tv". to a U.S. budg-

et of $5 million.

• Those wholesale cutbacks in tv production personnel among major agencies

that you're hearing about can be traced largely to an effort to balance off costs with bill-

ings so that the medium pays off.

For these agencies—one of them is dropping as many as 60 tv people in New York

and Hollywood—the letouts reflect a problem that's getting more acute each year:

Keeping the supervisory and creative costs from outreaching increased tv billings.

Here is the statistical ammunition which NBC TV devised with the help of

Nielsen data to get Kraft to renew its contract for four weekly daytime quarter-hours

this week.

The figures (dealing with advertising tonnage, costs, and efficiency) are for a four-

week period:

KRAFT THEATRE KRAFT DAYTIME BOTH

Cumulative Rating 46.8 38.5 61.7

Cumulative Homes (Undup.) 18,392,000 15.130,000 24,248,000

Gross Homes 38,623.000 49.929,000 88,552,000

Commercial Minutes 24 48 72

Commercial Impressions 189,000,000 145,000,000 334,000,000

Total Costs (Time-Talent) $464,000 $154,000 $618,000

Cost-per-1000 $2.46 $1.06 $1.85

For other news coverage in this issue, see Newsmaker of the Week, page 7:

Film-scope, page 85; Spot Buys, page 96; News and Idea Wrap-Up, page 89; Washington

Week, page 99; sponsor Hears, page 86; and Tv and Radio Newsmakers, page 108.
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Twin

Peaks

in the

Twin

Cities

1. HIGEST RATING IN WDGY'S HISTORY
•'•IT, average share ol audience says Hooper!*
\r\i station 'a share ' 2 I 9'

.

Latesl Trendex gives WDGY 29.9^ average.**
Newesi Pulse (fives WDOY flrsl plaee, with more '

t
hour win-

than anybody and no quarter hour below second.#<

X" wonder i his monl h i> seeing . . .

2. WDGY'S BIGGEST BILLING IN 34 YEARS
The Storz Station programming which changed Twin Cities
listening habits lias automatically created ;i new time-buying
habit. It's the new data that counts. Gel '/// of ii from Blair
nr WDGY General Manager Jack Thayer

." (1 p >• M

' » p .. I/on Sal I >

WDGY
Minncapolis-St. P.iul

twt-ioini
TODAY'S RADIO FOR TODAY'S SELLING

TODD STORZ. PRESIDENT • HOME OFFICE: OMAHA. NEBRASKA

WDGY Minneapolis St. Paul
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO

WHB Kansas City
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.

WTIX New Orleans
REPRESENTED BY ADAM YOUNG INC.

WQAM Miami
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.
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THRILL-PACKED

...HE-MAN ACTION

ON LAND, SEA, AND

UNDER THE SEA!
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THE ENTIRE INDUSTRY

APPLAUDS
ZIV's NEW

THESE SPONSORS AND STATIONS
SAW THEM ALL . . . THEN SELECTED
ZIV'S EXCITING TV INNOVATION!

STANDARD OIL OF CALIFORNIA

BOWMAN BISCUIT CO.

COTT BEVERAGES

PHILLIPS 66

CARLINCS BEER

HOPE NATURAL CAS CO

EDSEL CARS

O'KEEFE BREWING

MERCANTILE NATIONAL BANK

AMERICAN BREWING

BURRUS MILLS

CAPITAL HOSPITAL SERVICE

STANDARD OIL OF INDIANA

ALABAMA GAS CO.

FARM BUREAU INSURANCE

PEOPLES CAS COMPANY
SAFEWAY STORES

STAC BEER

WVUE-TV— Philadelphia

WJW-TV—Cleveland

KOTV—Tulsa

WDSU-TV—New Orleans

WITN-TV—Greenville, N. C.

WTCN-TV— Minneapolis

WSB -TV—Atlanta

KCHL-TV— Billings

KRDO-TV—Colorado Springs

KVII-TV—Amarillo
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NEVER BEFORE has there

been a better radio buy in

San Antonio than NOW on

KONO . . . your BEST BUY

on UP-TO-DATE ratings . . .

your BEST BUY on listeners-

per-dollar . . . your BEST

BUY in listener attention.

See Your

H-R Representative
or Clarke Brown man

860 kc 5000 watts

SAN ANTONIO Radio

m

It.

Timebuyers
at work

Dorothy Classer, Herschel Z. Deutsch & Co., New York, sa\s that

"no one is inure welcome during those rushed, tense buying periods

than the well-informed rep, his attache case loaded with relevant

facts. But there's Mr. Exception. The first time he meets \ ou. he

calls you by your nickname. On the daj that you've canceled a

much needed appointment at the

beauty shop because of a hea\ \

cold, he tells you that \ou look

'terrific' and then casualK men-

tions a retroactive rate increase

he d forgotten when the order was

placed. Program schedules just

don't get printed by his stations,

which also never suhscrihe to rat-

ing services. Coverage maps?

He likes mail count maps better.

You lose every argument to the

station—even when you're right

—

maybe because the station was never told of a difference of opinion.

He drops in with the visiting station manager from a town your

client's products don't reach because 'he really has a story to tell.

Fact is. he has a few empt) half-hours in the da) that just had to

be filled to keep the manager impressed and happy. Big problem is

that he's never learned that its good business to service the agency

too—and it's a good thing for advertising that he's Mr. Exception.'

Jean Mitchell, The Joseph Katz Co.. Baltimore, feels that in addi-

tion to ratings, profiles and market analysis, travel is \ ital for sound

bu\ing. "No matter how complete the picture is from other sources,"

Jean says, "nothing gives the bu\er the feel of the market as well

as an actual \isit. Katz's policj permits us to meet the station

manager and listen to his pro-

graming on the spot. We learn

the characteristics perculiar to a

specific area and hetter under-

stand the stations inabilit) at

times to deliver what we request.

We can check its facilities for

r remote pick-ups, the extent of its

sound effect libraries. Before

spending time with a station, a

program listing is just a name on

a piece of paper. But after being

on the spot, each program take-

on a character and gives the buyer a definite feeling and idea of

how the client's product can he advertised to besl advantage. But.

most important, each \ isit to a market makes personal friends of

people wlin have in the past just keen names at the bottom of

letters an invaluable asset for hetter spot and program buying."
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WHDH-TV
CHANNEL 5

brings you the
television magic of...

RCA's greatest color TV single - station

installation is here to bring 1,830,600 New
England families local TV color over

WHDH-TV CHANNEL 5

AIR DATE
NOVEMBER

1957

#4 WL4eAA/tJfcel



<# fatit CHANNEL 5

Xe

ABC Network is now in the nation's 6th

market, New England's largest. The coming

network. ABC, now with complete cover-

age over

WHDH-TV CHANNEL 5

We pledge to serve Boston and

New England with the finest

in television programming

and to maintain the same high

standards of operation that

have represented the character

of WHDH radio.

^ZTT^^o^^^ s&

Vice President and

Managing Director

Will )11 carries into TV its 1 L-year I

as one of the country's great, original,

independent radio stations. This creative

and energetic force will deliver to X
England the finest in news, service, and
sports over

WHDH-TV CHANNEL 5

WHDH-TV
CHANNEL 5

first in sight in

New England

WHDH-Radio
50.000 Warts DIAL 850

first in sound in

New England



WHDH-TV
SALES AREA

Population: 6,271,300

Families: 1,830,600

Retail Sales: $7,652,484,000

Represented Nationally by

BLAIR -TV

WHDH-TV T^tfc&A/f
PROGRAMS — Daihi

5 Min. 10 Mm. X Hour Yi Hour / Hour

Class A 7:00 PM - 11:00 PM $625.00 $875.00 $1,000.00 $1,500.00 $2,500.00

Class B 11:00 PM- 12:00 M
5:00 PM - 7:00 PM

312.50 437.50
312.50 437.50

500.00
500.00

750.00
750.00

1,250.00
1,250.00

Class C 12:00 M - Sign-off

Sign-on - 5:00 PM
187.50 262.50
187.50 262.50

SPOTS— Daily

300.00
300.00

450.00
450.00

750.00
750.00

/ Minute or Chainbreak Fixed Position (flat) 3 Plan* 5 Plan* 10 Plan*

Class A 7:00 PM - 11:00 PM $500.00 $400.00 $350.00 $250.00

Class 15 11:00 PM - 12:00 M
5:00 PM - 7:00 PM

250.00
250.00

200.00
200.00

175.00
175.00

125.00
125.00

Class C 12:00 M - Sign-off

Sign-on - 5:00 PM
150.00
150.00

120.00
120.00

105.00
105.00

75.00
75.00

8 Second or 10 Second ID's

Class A 7:00 PM - 11:00 PM $250.00 $200.00 $175.00 1 1 25.00

Class B 11:00 PM- 12:00 M
5:00 PM- 7:00 PM

125.00
125.00

100.00
100.00

87.50
87.50

62.50
62.50

Class (' 12:00 M -Sign-off
Sign-on - 5:00 I'M

75.00
75.00

60.00

60.00

52.50
52.50

37.50
37.50

*3, 5, and 10 plan spots arc fixed,

who buy ai the fixed-position, flat i

>ut subject to pre-emption <>n one week
ate.

's notice for advertisers

WHDH-TV ANNE
BOSTON
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advertising nnil wives <>l admen

Women's week

Telephone Techniques The managemenl "i .1 veil-known agenc)

recentlj conducted a Burvej among its employees i" determine indi

vidua] T.I. (telephone technique). \t the top >>f the li-i were ->> r<

1. iiic-. who correctlj answei the phone b) identifying theii office

\- .1 result ol the survey, management ii"« tells it* professional

staff: Whether you're .1 male or female executive, il you answei

the phone yourself, the propel wa) \>< start the conversation is bj

saying, "Jot- Doaks speaking."

Two important taboos for male as well as female executives:

I 1 the blank "hello," which puts the burden "f identification upon

caller; '2i the distracted "yes?" which puts callei on defensive

Pennsylvania \\\ KT convention: The emphasis during con-

ventions of ladj broadcasters in tin- recent past has been ovei

whelmingl) on "improving the Bervice the woman broadcastei ren-

ders in her community in behalf <>f her audience, the station and

the advertiser."

\t tlic :2(>-27 October \\\ KT Conference in Bedford Springs, Pa.,

Pennsylvania \\\ KT members t<">k part in two major panels de

signed 1.. 1 interchange of valuable commercial information. One

panel, entitled "1 ou and Salesmanship,' discussed the role "I woman

m.c. on service shows, and Iter abilitj to influence her audience

in buy.

Ilif second panel, "^mi and Showmanship," provided tips for

lad] broadcasters on In i\\ to add audience appeal i<> programing.

I nder the "Ki«j Top.'1
I.. \. - adwomen had a three-ring circus on

2'' October. "Side shows" provided tips on wonder fabrics, furs,

fashion, hats and make-up In well-known authorities. \n<l \l'»< -

(Turku tlif Clown, carnival refreshments and decor added to tun.

Vdwomen Fran llarri- (1.) and Beth ki/er with \l>t I

\
'- i Inn kn the Clown
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ONE

SWEEP 9
GETS MIDDLE GEORGIA'

( )iu W \l \/ swt t p that

Is'

WMAZ in ilns ( .ist in

< ludes both \\ '\l \/ Radio
and \\ \l \/ I i It \ ision!

I he ( ombined ( n ( ulal ion

ol W M \/ Radio plus
\\ \l \/ I \ is gn ,nt i than

i Ik cm m t iK illation ol tin

two lot ,il newspap* is and
i lu othei iln i ( I'x .il i adio

stal ions.

lit ^ BOTH ... WM \/

R \I)I() and WM \/ I \

and sweep the Middle
(.mi gia in. it 1st i with youi

advei i ising ( It an up t Ik

s.llt s \()ll K (111111

10,000 WATTS

CBS ABC NBC

MACON, GA.
Notional Rep.

AVERY-KNODEL, INC.
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They /\ Read Ifsli

Station Share of "Sets in Use" • Sign-on to Sign-off

The September Miami and West Palm

Beach A R B s prove conclusively that

WTVJ is the ONLY station giving com-

plete, unduplicated coverage of the

entire 15 county, 2 billion dollar South

Florida Market.

FLORIDA'S FIRST
BASIC

AFFILIATE

We said this last January - A



cid And Clear

!

W. PALM
BEACH i

324 Vk HR. RATING "FIRSTS"

OF A TOTAL OF 500

American Research Bureau

ALL
OTHER

STATIONS

MIAMI
STATION

B

W. PALM W. PALM
STATION STATION

B A

MIAMI

WTVJ

Station Share of "Sets in Use" • Sign-on to Sign-off

WTVJ delivers more audience
than all other South Florida TV

stations combined!

Obtain the complete story of

WTVJ's selling prowess from
Your PGW Colonel.

(vision Station *SKr
loves it again in September!

NA



WILS

the key station in

MICHIGAN'S*

MIGHTY MIDDLE
MARKET

with a 24 hour schedule and

5000
LIVELY WATTS

has over twice the number of

listeners than all other stations

combined in

March-April, 1957—C. E. Hooper, Inc.)

LANSING

contact Vernard, Rintoul & McConncI, Inc.

&j Joe (.sida

17 Central Michigan

counties with

$1,696,356,000

spendable income.

WILS
18J& ne

ŝ s^
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Sponsor

What's a gag worth ?

Informative Sponsor-Scope for 19 October

said that come Januar\ Colgate would drop its

co-sponsorship of Mr. Adams and Eve on CBS
TV because of a difference between the two

advertisers over commercial content. Reynolds,

according to the Scope's scoop, objected t<> a

Colgate dentifrice commercial referring to bad

breath on a show co-sponsored by a cigarette.

This type of conflict is not too unusual in television these <la\-

what with co-sponsorships, participating line-ups. etc. On specific in-

dividual shows control is not too difficult to achieve, and agreements

can generally be worked out. But occasional!) there are uninten-

tional lapses in this area of a purely coincidental nature but. I am
sure, none the less painful to the advertisers involved.

Such a set of circumstances took place Sunday 1 20 October)

between the Steve Allen show, originating in New York, and the

Dinah Shore show originating in Hollywood, both running of

course on NBC TV in the 8-9 p.m. and 9 to 10 p.m. periods re-

spectively. Allen did a burlesque on new car commercials. The

name of the new model he was introducing was the Blintz. and it

was devastatinglv funnv to anyone but an automobile manufacturer

who is spending $100,000 or more per show to bring his new model

message to the tv audience.

The Allen show, as indicated, is followed b\ Dinah's stanza,

which of course is sponsored bv Chevrolet. The Chevrolet com-

mercial, featuring the climb to Pike's Peak, tore a viewer's mind

back to the Allen spoof, and had the net effect of making it a con-

tinuation of the Blintz joke. Hardly the kind of atmosphere con-

ducive to selling new Chevrolets.

But one of Dinahs guests of the evening was Danny Thomas.

Danny told, among other jewels, his hilarious story about the days

when he traveled by bus. Of all of Damn's lay-em-in-the-aisle rou-

tines his bus passenger is one of the funniest. It features the hilarious

"every half-hour rest period." "You can be fast asleep." sa\s Danny.

".
. . but every half hour they wake you to rest . .

."'

And all the while Damn jiggles and wiggles and shakes and

shudders. It is one of Danny's funnier stories, but hardly calculated

to promote travel via buses. And on Dinah's show. Danny named

the bus line as "Greyhound."' Greyhound, of course, sponsors the

Steve Allen show which, as I said, immediately preceded Dinah.

What show producers, networks, agencies or the advertisers them-

selves might do about situations of this kind, is hard to say. but

it seems a pity to have so much of such expensive advertising de-

vitalized for the sake of a gag.
* * * *

1 in happ) to have played a small part in successfully blowing the

bugles for the Jack Paar Tonight show. I'aar and his people are

all set until June of 1
( )~>!'>. at least, according to latest reports. \nd
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the reason: WCAU RADIO programs lor everybody! Our top Qighl news departraenl with

on the -p"i short wave relay special evenl coverage, our firsl ranked -j < u t - authorities, our professional weather

reporting service, women's programs*, music in rune with listening m I-. plus -I outstanding local personali-

ties ami the best of CBS offer a 24-hour-a-day schedule oi qualit) thai has won us continuing listener loyalty and

leadership in iliis important market for 35 consecutive years.

you buy RESPONSIVENESS when you buy

1. Audience Analysts report More families listen regularly to

WCAU Radio in Philadelphia and its suburbs than to any

of the other 14 local stations.

2. The Cumulative Pulse Report: WCAU Radio reaches more

different families than any other local station . . . families annually

spending 567 million dollars more than the next station's audience.

SPONSOR • 2 \o\ i \im-.R l')"i.

WCAU RADIO
The Philadelphia Bulletin Rath Station * Repi

"the 5 top local women's programs in Philadelphia
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sales need

MULTIPLYING?
buy

WFLA-TV
WHERE

CLASS D
ANNOUCEMENTS

PRODUCED

REQUESTS FOR

SPREDON

The makers of Spredon offered a sample
to viewers who would write asking for it.

The offer was made on 10 class D an-

nouncements over WFLA-TV—no other

media were used.

Within a few days, 785 Floridans mailed

requests!

But that's only part of the story! The
mail came from 86 different cities within

WFLA-TV's 30-county sales area. From A
to Z—from Alturas to Zolfo Springs,

Florida . . . WFLA-TV gets results!

Interested in ratings, too' The August
Trendex on M.G.M. movies showed:

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY

10:30 PM 11 PM

WFLA-TV 26.8 22.6

Station B 5.2 4.7

Station C 9.8 7.9

So, if your sales need multiplying—buy

the Tampa-Area station that gives you

TV's two big "R's"—Results AND Ratings!

See for yourself why National Spot Ad-
vertisers are buying WFLA-TV — sales

powerhouse of Florida's West Coast—two

to one in Florida's second market!

Channel 8— the RESULTS Channel!

National Repreientative-BLAIR-TV Inc.
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Sponsor backstage continued .

.

the show now has the higgest station lineup since it went on the

air. Sonic 70 outlets are now carrying the show, including these

most recent additions: WSM-'IA. Nashville; WHDH-TV, Boston:

KSD-TV. St. Louis: WINR-TV, Binghamton, N. Y.; WSOC-TV.
Charlotte. North Carolina: \\ BOY-TV, Clarksburg, W. Va.; WICU-
TV, Erie, Pa.; WLEX-TV, Lexington. k\.: and WTVO-TV, Rock-

ford, Blinois.

The following letter from Elvin Feltncr. production manager for

Station WHIS-TV, Bluefield. \V. Va., indicates the reaction to the

piece I did on clearance difficulties the Paar show was experiencing:

"... I read with interest your comments on the Jack Paar Tonight

show. And. according to many other stories concerning this show.

your opinions are being shared. I believe this new format revision,

and the casualness of Jack Paar to be a perfect blend for late-evening

television entertainment. Even here at the station it is amazing just

how many of the staff stay up to watch the show.

"The one point that interested me in your article, especially, how-

ever, was the one concerning the difficulty' in some markets of clear-

ing time. I believe your suggestion to offer the show to other

non-affiliated stations to be a good one, however radical. It em-

braces the programing in the public interest requirement quite well.

A popular show, such as this, should not be denied a large and

possibly receptive audience just because one station happens to pre-

fer feature films. Of course there are many factors involved as con-

cerns affiliation contracts, sponsor likes and dislikes, and many others.

But ... I. for one, believe your idea both sound and worth trying.

"The Tonight habit is catching on in Bluefield. Let's hope that

other live shows follow with a flair for leaving the beaten path. . .

."

It's the talent that counts

Apparently it hasn't been necessary for anything as radical or

drastic as giving non-affiliated stations a crack at Tonight to happen.

And I'm certainly glad it hasn't proved necessary. The show also

seems to be picking up sponsor interest at a sound clip. Bob Lewine.

NBC TV's programing v.p., recently announced that sales on Tonight

have increased more than 46// since Paar took over the time.

The show, incidentally, continues to furnish wonderful offbeat

entertainment, and to attract substantial publicity. Quite a to-do

was made recently over the fact that Paar had presented a young

girl singer named Trish Dwelley as a "Cinderella" and amateur get-

ting her first crack at network television, when in reality she had

sung professionally for some time as a member of a group called

the Dreamweavers. I believe Paar gave Miss Dwelley the Cinderella

buildup in perfectly good faith. I think he was taken by a couple

of sharp characters, but to no damaging effect. Miss Dwelley is

potentially a mighty fine talent, with only the limitations sopranos

of her lyric quality generally encounter. It was good to see Paar

give her so big a chance to make it. It's unimportant whether she

was making her first or her tenth tv appearance on Jacks show.

The important thing about the whole situation from the standpoint

of the new successful Tonight show is that the show's star is the

kind of man who is more than eager to expose and help new talent

on the tough road. If he's taken, now and again, by routine show-

business sharpies, it can only make him the kind of human and

gullible gu\ most of us are. And the audience apparently loves

him the more for it. ^
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Detroit's Torek Drive andWWJ-TV
. . . both built by

M^m^^munrs

With "Give Once for All" as its rallying cry, the United

Foundation Torch Drive has won the faith and support of all

Detroit—and has set a national pattern for efficient, economi-

cal financing of private health and community services.

Faith in WWJ-TV is another notable Detroit characteristic

—

faith engendered by WWJ-TV's acknowledged leadership and

emphasis on quality in every phase of television.

That's why seeing is believing to the great WWJ-TV audience

— a priceless advantage to every advertiser.

*8c T+ .

RENE JOHNSON .

1957 Torch lighter

ASSOCIATE AM-FM STATION WV/J

Noilonol Repreieniolives Peien. G"ffin, Wood~ord. Inc.

SPONSOR • 2 NOVEMBER 1957
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Don McNeill:
American Radio's super-salesman

headlines The Breakfast Club

a live hour of music and fun—

for the 24th year in a row,

weekdays, 9 to 10 am



ilf^

radio's No. 1 ladies' man

!

When you talk about listener loyalty, you have

to start with American Radio's Don McNeill

-the showman-salesman who has built the

most devoted housewife audience in radio

history. When he talks, they listen. When he

sells, they buy.

And how they buy! Every week some

10,000,000 people listen to Don McNeill's

Breakfast Club, a solid hour of live fun (comic

Sam Cowling, comedienne Fran Allison) and

live music (vocalists Dick Noel and Jeril

Deane, Eddie Ballantine's orchestra). And

every week Breakfast Club advertisers see the

happy results as these loyal listeners develop

product loyalties.

One big reason why right now more than 25

top advertisers are using The Breakfast Club

to sell their products. How about you?

the \WB one s

r

AMERICAN
BROADCASTING
NETWORK



THE PROGRAM THAT ROCKED DENVER

RADIO 3 YEARS AGO

STILL THE PACE SETTER!

%k with Stan Brown and a crew of

top broadcast news reporters

• WARREN CHANDLER

• MERWIN SMITH

• DICK McMAHON

KLZ's dynamic nighttime radio

Stan Brown^ selling success is a living chronicle of a

city after dark covering everything newsworthy

that happens in and around Denver or of interest to

Denver people— no matter where it is!

For full details, call your KATZ man
or Lee Fondren in Denver.

CBS for the Rocky Mountain Area

49th an
Mad iso

The Public and tv

I v. as interested in your lead article in

the 1
(J October issue, regarding critics'

judgment- of l\ programs. In this

connection I thought \ou might like

to know about a recent study by the

Psychological Corp. reporting the pub-

lic's attitude toward t\ programs.

Their study, done at the close of the

last broadcast season, shows that eight

out of ever) 10 people questioned

thought that programs are as good or

better than "a \ear ago. -\
I most three

out of four thought that commercials

ar? as good or better. Likewise three

out of four reported doing as much or

more television viewing as a year ago.

Thomas E. Coffin.

director of research.

NBC, Veto Yorh

Wheeling and dealing

Your article on rate-cutting I "Let's

put the brakes on wheeling and deal-

ing," page 31. 12 October 1
().">7

1

draws attention to an important prob-

lem that has started to grow in the

broadcast industry.

No other WANE-TV

^ advertiser using equal

* facilities and schedule

receives a lower

rate.

t3
O

.% WANE-TV
6 ,

We at \\ \ \ I -TV have been aware

of the increased amount of "bargain-

ing " for station time and we have

taken a firm stand against it. For sev-

eral months WANE-TV has attached

a gold seal I like the one attached t
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Right smack on top!

The number one station in

this rich, jast growing

boom area! You'll reach more

people, ojtener, and at the

lowest cost. Your one radio

buy in Lexington is the

number one station—

WLAP Radio!

PULSE

NIELSEN

Get hold of L. C. Redmon, our Commercial So/es Manager in Lexington or

contact your nearest John E. Pearson Company representative.

SPONSOR • 2 NOVEMBER L951 t]



BIRMINGHAM, ALA.

29.3*64.7
RATING SHARE

SEPT., 1957, PULSE *

Going Places
with The Sheriff of Cochise"

Breaking all speed records —
that's "The Sheriff of Cochise,"

which has been scoring fantastic

ratings all over the map, of which
the one above is just a sample. It's

moving so fast that 39 new episodes

are now being made. So if you
haven't got behind this great adven-
ture series, what's holding you up?

A Desilu-NTA Presentation

NO A
60 West 55th Street

New York City 19, N. Y.

PL 7-2100

In each market . . .

for every budget .

.

No.l BUY

The ELLIOT STATIONS
great independents • good neighbors

Akron, Ohio - WCUE WICE - Providence, R. I.

Nntionsl Representatives The John E. Pearson Co.

td an\ station correspondence, hilling

or quotations that include rate infor-

mation. As \ou can see it is our guar-

antee to the advertiser that his rate

is the lowest paid for the particular

facilities and schedule he lias consid-

ered.

\gain, congratulations for vour

timer) article.

Robert J. Keefe,

promotion manager,

WAXF-TI . Ft. Wayne

Agency jealousy

\ question has come up which you
might have some facts on. A station

for which I am doing some research

has never had an advertising agency

handling its promotion. They feel it

would prejudice other agencies who
want the account for prestige pur-

poses.

It doesn t make sense to us. If a

client can hest spend his advertising

monev on this station, the agency

which recommends otherwise hecause

the station has a competing agency is

highly unethical. However, we realize

that there are some people with ques-

tional^ ethics in this business.

Has SPONSOR ever run into this

question and commented editorially?

Perhaps there has been a survey of

agency-station relations. If the ques-

tion of how a station selects its own
agency representative has never been

surveyed. I suggest it as a most in-

teresting topic.

Bernard I. Burt

Benjamin Katz Agency

• Reader Burt rai-cs a fascinating question. We
Mould like to ask our readers to help the ques-
tion from their own experience. Letters addressed
to SPONSOR on the subject will be forwarded to

Bernard Burt at the Benjamin Katz Agency. For
our own part, we think the agency which would
not give business to a station represented by one
of its competitor- ha- an amateur point of \icw-.

And amateurs are not often in a position to land
\ery large client- or slay in business.

Any Comments?

sponsor likes to hear from Us

readers. Your comments or

your criticism represents one

of our best methods of insur-

ing that we are accomplishing

our purpose.
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NOW!
A
SPONSOR'S

TIMEBUYERS
OF THE

iBUYjTHE
/1958

United States
1958 EDITION

T
^^» ,c

Here's the newest, most up to date and most comprehensive
compilation of the important timebuyers in America— in one

handy booklet.

POCKET SIZE FOR EXTRA CONVENIENCE

A compact 66 page booklet, TIMEBUYERS OF THE U.S.

lists 783 agencies— in 165 different cities and the 1762 de-

cision makers responsible for all the major time buys in

America. It's an invaluable aid to station managers, station

reps and all their sales force in the field.

CATALOGUED BY CITIES

TIMEBUYERS OF THE U.S. brings you the information you

need for any area in the country at a glance: the city, the

agency, the agency address, the timbuyer and the accounts

he handles. It's a library of facts absolutely vital to your

selling picture.

PRICE $2.00

COPIES ARE LIMITED. ORDER YOURS TODAY.

QUANTITY RATES ARE AVAILABLE ON REQUEST.

SPONSOR

40 East 49 Street

Please send me
~

BUYERS OF THE

NAME

COMPANY

ork 17.

of the

NY.

1958 edition of T

New Y

copies

U.S.

IME- |

ADDRESS

CITY STATE

Z Please

fm

'_ Payment Enclosed Bill Later
B





There's more to Florida !

Today a scene typical of Florida would hare to include

not only bathing beauties but soaring sales curves too.

This is particularly true of Jacksonville, major port ami

focal point of a rust Southeastern distribution area.

There's Georgia, for instance

. . . where 34 counties fall within the Jacksonville area

covered by WMBR-TV. From this cast territory come

18.2% of automotive sales and 19.1% of gas station sales

for the entire state of Georgia, In Florida. \\ \[BR-TV*s

area accounts for 24.6% of the slate's automotive sales

and 27.2% of service station sales. All in all. 22.1% of

auto product sales and 23.7% of service station sales

for Florida and Georgia combined are made within the

WMBR-TV 67-county, two-state NCS area!

and WMBRrTV, Jacksonville

maintains its f'ar-in-front leadership with the 308.000

television families' in this area, thanks to its top-rated

CBS Television program schedule plus the finest load

shows and the best film product on the market. In every

audience study ever made. U MIIR-Tl has led in every

single quarter-hour of the neck. 8 am to midnight!

WM\\\YV\ Channel 4, Jacksonville

Operated by The Washington Post Broadcast Division

Represented by CBS Television Sj»ot Sales

*NCS, updated to 10-1-57



ask any

Oklahoma

farmer
. . . about the farm programs on WKY and WKY-TV.

He'll say he likes them because they bring him

useful, timely information, and the reporters are

old friends who talk his language.

That's because WKY and WKY-TV farm reporters

travel more than 60,000 miles each year. . . make over

300 personal appearances . . . and spend countless

hours "just visitin" with farmers.

This "circuit riding" pays off in remarkable farm-

er loyalty, enabling WKY and WKY-TV to deliver

88% of Oklahoma's farm income. Ask your Katz man!

f WKY • WKY-TV
930 KC. NBC CHANNEL 4

OKLAHOMA CITY

^* THE WKY TELEVISION SYSTEM, INC.

WTVT • WSFA-TV

'

j ff.
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CAN TV EXIST HALF-FREE?
No, say most admen who feel effective marketing requires

commercial tv. Pay rv would (1) raisr free t\"> cost-per-

1.000: (2) compete lor |»ro«jramiii«r: (3) inflate talenl <<>^i»

because of l)iji profit from even small fee [\ audiences

\+ .in i\ exisl half-free?

This week those admen who -till felt

the question was nut meant fni' them

could hardl) escape the issue. Fee t\

debate was busting nut all over.

Rep. Emanuel Celler (D.-N.Y.),

scarcer) the man to be dubbed an

apologist for the industry, was in the

vanguard of free tv's defenders with a

vigorous talk i before the New > oik.

RTES in debate w ith former I I I

Chairman Paul Porter).

Robert Sarnoff, president of NBC,
made headline- around the nation with

a Pittsburgh speech warning thai fee

television could kill free t\.

Celler and Sarnoff, not on precisel)

the same side of the fence in man)

previous encounters, -poke virtual!) as

one on fee t\ 's dangei . I he nub ol

the argument as both see it

:

• Fee t\ could pa) more for pro-

graming than free t\ because even a

small audiem e at a fee means big

inonex .

• fherefore once started fee t\

. ould siphon oil the best in n

appeal programing.

• The public would end up paying

for what it now gets free.

What was the reaction meanwhile of

agenc) and sponsor firm executives?

sponsor polled ovei three dozen ad-

men on executive levels just before

the news of the Bob Sarn »fl speei h

broke and ! >tf. >i t - the RTES d<

The -roup covered a wide enough

- and i li-'iit- to be in-

dicative of majoi ai i 'int think

I'll.- timli

• I \.-, ni i\ .« m ho an - -i to the

air media because the) I in-

\ orved in media bu) ing t-
i

period oi once were involved in buy-

ing are most worried.

•
'

- mp then

longer a feeling - -
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Biggest threat is not from wired fee tv,

say media men, but from broadcast type which

would cut time available to nets, clients

Uin-k luiiM-is gadget which will never

l.'I into its orbit.

• But a surprising minority of ad-

vertising executives feel that fee tv

in the lasl analysis will some day be

.in advertising medium as well, hence

isn't necessaril) a threat. William

Lewis, Kenyon \ Eckhardt president,

in essence had said this to the Boston

Broadcast Executives Club, sponsor

found he was by no means alone.

Most admen, however, feel fee tv

will at the least cut into existing and

potential audience for free tv. They

see both the wired form and the broad-

cast form a> dangers. But the broad-

cast form is considered the greater

danger even though wired tv has gotten

more public attention as a result of the

Bartlesville, Oklahoma, experiment.

"Both wired pay-tv and broadcast

I

ay-tv cuts into the tv audience," says

Frank Kemp. Compton media v. p. "But

in the broadcast case, the damage to

free tv is worse because under those

circumstances pay-tv not only takes

awa) audience from the free channels

hut takes awav availabilities from the

commercial television advertiser too

"The closed-circuit system, like Bar

I lcs\ illc. |u-i adds anothei channel

which wouldn't be as bad. If the ad

vertisers keep putting on good shows

they can compete."

Fee tv's proponents have stressed

"minority" appeal, stating the) will be

able to provide programing, such as

opera and other cultural fare, which

network tv cannot offer regularlv.

"They might do this at first." says

J. Walter Thompson associate media

director Jim Luce. "Then they'd sign

up the World Series, first-run movies

and finalh top tv talent. In that way,

they could get top talent under contract

and force mass viewing."

The return in money to fee tv from

even a small audience (see chart be-

low I would in fact be so large they

could afford to program to the minor-

it) . But fee tv would be a commercial,

profit-directed enterprise. Why should

fee tv program for 100.000. if thev

could appeal to millions as easily, ad-

men ask.

"There would be nothing to prevent

them from going into general program-

ing."' says Lewis Titterton. Compton

tv v.p. "The networks have done a

fine job in this area so far. Green

Pastures, for instance, to mention just

a recent achievement, both cultural and

in entertainment. Once another com-

petitive area like pay-tv opened up to

talent, costs would be sure to rise out

of proportion."

Some of the inflationary effects of

fee tv may be at work among the big

talent agents already, even though fee

tv is not yet on the air. Talent agents

may soon show reluctance in the light

of fee tv tests to put major stars under

long-term network commitment.

"Take the star in a S40,000-a-week

package," says CBS TV v.p. Dick

Salant. "This same half-hour show, if

viewed b) just one million people at a

quarter a set. would bring in $250,000

on pay t\

.

The conclusion is obvious: If a

star were paid proportionately, he

might get 125,000 for the half hour

rather than 84.000.

Fee tv could eventually be in a far

better position than free tv to put top

talent under contract, since bv its

nature fee tv recoups its investment

far faster than free tv. Bv having top

talent to offer, fee tv would be putting

the squeeze on free television and

might eventually force viewers to pav

Fee tv could draw far greater revenues than free, Politz study indicates

Type of program
Would view

if free

Would view
for 50c

Would view
for $1 Revenue at 50c Revenue at $1

Homes
(in millions)

Total audi-
ence rating

OPERA 18.2% 7.9% 7.1% $1,415,781 $2,544,831 3.1 9.9

BOXING CHAMPIONSHIP 40.9 15.7 18.6 $2,813,651 $6,666,742 16.0 43.7

POLITICAL CONVENTION 23.9 6.4 3.5 $1,146,866 $1,254,494 9.4 28.7

KIRSTRl \ FILM 47.7 18.1 13.3 $3,297,528 $4,767,079 19.5 49.6

\ VKIETY SHOW 63.7 19.2 16.5 $3,440,849 $5,914,045 10.0 27.9

BROADWAY PLAY 42.7 18.5 15.1 $3,315,449 $5,412,247 11.1 28.2

WORLD SERIES GAME 46.5 21.9 22.6 $3,924,775 $8,100,450 17.9 48.3

B \LLET 14.9 4.4 4.5 $788,539 $1,612,921 10.4 26.7

LECTURE ON CHILD RAISING 21.1 6.8 6.3 $1,218,651 $2,258,090 .8 3.7

Typical actual audience

Chart, based on 1956 Politz study for Look, shows percent of people who sa\ thej would watch shows for free or at a price. To this data,

-"R added revenues -liow- would bring at this rate; plus Nielsen ratings for shows in these categories with fairly typical audiences.
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This week's fuel on the

fire: debate at RTES

luncheon on fee tv \

l>\ creating a monopol) on programing

and talent.

"Certainly |ia\ t\ could not come in

on an) basis without Berioual) dam-

aging commercial t\ as we know it

today," says Bristol-Myers
1

assistant

advertising director Dick Van Nos-

ii.ukI. "It would inevitably push it |

>

the cost-per-1,000 l»\ taking away

audient e.

The resull of increased cost-per-

1,000 could be either an exodus <>l ad-

vertisers i" other media or else de-

pression of l\
1
»ii«»— . lint the <•< >n

1
1

><

•

tition from high-cost fee t\ program-

ing would make it tough fur tree t\ to

fight hack at further financial disad-

vantage.

\- NBC president !!ol> Sarnoff -aid

in hi- speech last week

:

"Revenues obtained from the public

would enable either the wired or the

wireless pay-t\ system to outbid free

television for programs even if the pay

audience were much -mailer. . . .

"Free television, its principal attrac-

tion- siphoned awa\. would thus be

forced into a downward spiral and

might eventually disappear altogether."

I he minority of admen who feel

relatively unconcerned about the im-

pact of fee t\ reason that if fee t\

became successful, it would ultimately

he a good advertising medium.

"Most theaters todav have adver-

tising," -a\- FC&B's Roger Pryor.

"Why not pay tv? Maybe we'll gain

a different audience willing to pay for

programing, and maybe we'll adver-

tise on it."

Some admen leel that such a system

(fee h plus advertising) would merely

make t\ comparable to magazines:

I he consumer pays tor the magazine,

and gets advertising in it at the same
time.

"Hut if pay t\ turned into an ad-

vertising medium, it would lose all it-

value," contend- S\Kania advertising

director Terry Cunningham. "It would

ruin itself from the start just like I'M

did. A pay tv audience, pre-sold on

not having to watch commercial-.

would race right hack into free tv if

the fee t\ people put in advertising."

The most immediate effect of fee t\

1 Please turn /<> page I'M'

Rep. Emanuel Celler

spoke against fee tv

Main-ta\ <>f Hip. Oiler- argument*

against fee n i- thai it would place

free t\ "in tin- greatest jeopard) . . .

.iikI end l)> confronting the television

audience with the -aim television

Ian- that it receives todaj a* a net-

work -ervice for a price." He Bays

that an FCC test of fee tv. apart from

the fact that it could not he controlled,

would riphon off from the public the

already inadequate station facilities.

If one fie l\ station were to lie pi 1

mitted in a market, he added, "in or-

der to protect their positions, would

not tin local network affiliate- lie im-

pelled to become applicants foi the

-.mi. privilege? \t tin- point, would

not the network-, which toda) oppose

pa) television, become direct!) in-

volved?" He compares the proposed

test with "tin- < ommission's 1952 error

in intermixing uhf broadcasting into

vhf-saturated area-." \\\ the -ami-

token. -,iv- I eller. even a limited te-t

of fee t\ would bring forth conse-

. pi. rue- tlu- FCC and the public would

have to wre-tle with for the next

decade. He warned that fee t\ would

siphon otf the strongest-appeal pn>-

j;ramini; because of it- high profit-

abilit) and that it would soon draw

all stations and networks into the

fee television "fold."

Lawyer Paul Porter

talked for pay-tv

In mprtiiion P

theme in hi- 1 hampionship of p.i

I ormei 1 nail man

lawy< H"' pro-

ponenl ••) pa) i*. Poru 1 tighu .1 I Ml

,11 example of bu< km^ monopo

lUtii -1t11.il i"ii-. Network t\. In 1 linn-.

I1.1- .1 strangle hold on the entert

mint of the nation because tier-'- no

real competition against il foi the

moment He stressed thai pa) tv, vsjll-

Ing 01 not, 1- In 1 in the

form of wirr t% ala BartleavUle <»klj.

"I h< |o> sent lelei ision system 1-

li.i-.-d upon scan itv ." he said

this I mean tin lai k ..f usable televi-

sion . bannets over tin oh foi bi

• .1-1- ..r other pun Kaa he

quoted from Rep. Celler's own pre-

vious anti-network speeches to b

up his thesis that h programing

da\ i- "monopolistic,'' "vulgar, in-

adequate," "commercial." He stre*

that pa>-t\ would not be halted "i

defeated if K< < refu-e.l the broad-

Cast test now under consideration.

"If the congress and the F( •

lieves thai limited television spectrum*

should serve onlj the presenl spon-

sored system of tv, then pay-rt i-

prepared and anxious to go the route

of wire . . . pay -i\ i- hi I
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Evolution "f packaging from "Scotch" days

HOW TO HYPO AN OLD PRODUCT
to today's dern can with zip-ofl label

Take another look at your "old"" product. White

King Soap did and found a gold mine hy (1) face-

lifting the package, and (2) forgetting consumer

promotion in favor of heavy air media spending

mi do you generate new dealer

and consumer enthusiasm for a prod-

uct mi the market for a number of

years?

This is the problem which faced

1. 1 win. \\a-c\. Ruthrauff & Ryan and

its client. \\ hite King Soap Co.—97-

year-old western firm ranking fourth

in I he nation's soap industry. How
could it re-introduce its cleanser?

The firsl step was a revolutionary

one—an innovation in the packaging

field : a tear-off label sacrificing brand

identification to make a more appeal-

ing package for the home, one the

housewife might put in several loca-

tion*.

The sec I step was tightly con-

trolled consumer research, so the secret

nl the new packaging wouldn't leak

out. The design was narrowed to four

patterns, and these were tested for

final selection. The colors, different for

each room, merely followed the lead of

bathroom tissues i pink, yellow, tur-

quoise) and were not tested.

Product testing in blind cans, con-

din led separately, resulted in cutting

back of the chlorine content.

The third step: selection of media.

While SPONSOR estimates White King's

total ad budget at approximate!) $2.5

million, onlj a small percentage of this

could be allocated foi the cleanser.

This budgel limitation dictated a

irner advertising effort with no

consumer promotion, in the face of

stiff competition from Comet, P&G's

new cleanser entry, introduced at the

same time with heavy sampling and

other forms of consumer promotion.

Lou Peterson, EWRR a.e. for White

King, explains how media were picked:

"For color and coverage within our

budget we began in May wtih Metro

Pacific and Puck comics, along with

other groups. Third and half-page ads

covered the key points of the new
package: zip-off label, foil wrap,

separate colors, lacquered bottom,

slender shape to fit a woman's hand,

and qualit\

.

"However, quality had to be played

down to give full value to the pack-

aging. Recall of the points in the

ads was high. The choice of three

colors registered 19%, tear-off label

and design 22'
< .

"After two months of comics, our

share of market was up 100 r
«
:

. Now

demonstration was needed, so we dis-

continued comics and placed tv spot-

on our Sheriff of Cochise show in 40

markets.

"Prior to this time, two product*

were being advertised on that show

For the first two weeks, however (15

June to 1 Jul\ i. we used cleanser spots

exclusive!)

.

"Then in Jul\ we resumed our

former two-thirds emphasis on "D"
lour heav) dut) detergent), leaving

one-third for the cleanser. At the

same time, we added a heavy radio

schedule of 25 daytime spots per week

in 26 major markets and 20 minor

markets.

"We bought no prime time, as our

target was women only. Spots were

formatted like newscasts with brand

identification delayed to preserve the

news quality. This meant necessarily

longer spots. We used mostly 60s.

some 20's."

By the end of July tv and radio had

upped the cleanser's share of market

another 50 r
j—and bv the end of Au-

gust another 33',. In all, a 300'.

increase in four months over the high-

est share of their previous product.

Result : The cleanser moved from

its formei position (fifth and sixth)

among the top 10 detergents in the

western market to tie for fourth. Sep-

tember and October figures are not

available at this time, but it is felt

b\ the company that these months saw

further increase.

The tv spots, like the comics ads and

radio spots, concentrated on packaging

and onl\ alluded to product worth.

And the "feel" of color had to be in-

jected.

In one spot a housewife unpacks a

grocery bag in an obviously colorful

kitchen. Y\ bile talking to viewers, she

placed a yellow can on the window sill

over the sink. Fast cuts follow, to

daint) powder room shelf where con-
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White King sells lour products on tv*« Sheriff o) Cochise in 10 market Pici

I 'in Peterson, EWRR ml >\ tivi foi Whit< K S . real nherifl •
I

County, \ii/.: Lawrenci \\
. Nolle, formei While Kins ad managei and John Broral

tainer i- placed alongside vase and

cosmetics, to cleaning ol bathroom

—ink. (demonstration of product) fol-

lowed l»\ placing ol container on

colored tile pullman. Finally, ;ill three

cans appear togethei and color identi-

fication |»'|)- on above each one.

Ne\* t> policy: In October daytime

i\ spots began on a 12-plan basis (pro-

viding a 15-509! reduction in cost).

I he spots an- splil between four com-

pany products and the cleanse] gets

three d> four a veek in I' 1 of the major

markets covered.

Chuck Helfrich, radio and t\ media

director of EWRR, points out that

"while not a phenomenal frequenc) 1>\

any mean-, these daytime i\ -|>ots and
radio provide a low-cosl mean- of sup-

plementing the Sheriff of Cochise
-how ."

I he l\ spots mark White Kin;^'-

lir-t such purchase outside ii- syndi-

cated .-how- ami the beginning of a

100'
i l\ policy for four of the \\ hit,

King products with radio in markets
not reached by the t\ buy

.

Robert L. Redd, EWRR v.p. in

charge ol t\ and radio, who spear-

headed this policy, believes t\ is the

one medium which supplies frequency,

impact, continuity and flexibility at an

economical rate, at the same time

enabling a company like \\ bite kim.

SPONSOR 2 NOVEMBER 1951

to advert ise an enl ii e line ol
|

lucts

and introduce a ne - product ami

packaging concept without taking ap-

preciably from other members "f the

line.

\ basic change in approach i- re-

flected in While King's new policies

Resisting entry into the detergent field

until three years ago, the company

clung to a slogan introduced shortl;

after P&G opened the detergent ava-

lanche with Drefl during the war.

White King proclaimed: "Nothing

Zip-off label, colorful cleanse] cans ar<

highlighted in merchandising displays used

by White km: Soap Co in grocerj stores

I ;

if;

.

—rmriniiiiri • «

- • • t ' T T » '

ft. *• «•«**»*>*"' '" fffflff

- • '
*

washes like real soap, and there's no

soap like W lull King."

The makers of the first granulated

soap evei produi ed just i ouldn'l

i ept the innovation, until a shrinking

-hare ol market indicated a i hange was
in order.

I oi mi i jd\ ertising manage] Lari

Nolle, now • ilh BB1 )' • in San I

i i-i o, was part ol the team brought in

early in 195 I to effect the addition of

sj nthetic detergents and some i hat

in the White King family of products

•
•in ady in the western market.

Nolte r« alls that one "f the

m arketing i h a n e - affected the

leans

'
I In name Scotch ( lleanser had

I ecu hampering a good produi t.

we -aw it tin family name. W bite

k _ t leansei we could advertise with

the othei products and i ross plug

the back of the pa< k.i

"' rhose pa< kages had to be

signed and brought up t<> date. th. ._

-Jul d< fit .1 the marketing bromid
against using hite. W

i

whit) ge w ilh blue hand and

letters. I he same i olors as before, but

with a lot of i hitler removed, and the

King medallion was sharpened up.
" \ll the time we ,

lo introduce detergents. Liquid De-

_• :ii was first, ' ii K in 195 1 and
i|s containei conformed to the family

41



OLD PRODUCT GETS NEW LEASE ON LIFE

look for easy identification.

"To get it started, we used radio

spots primarily, along with 15 minutes

participating <>n radio Queen for a

Day, which White King had off and

on since 1951.

"White King D, the hea\ \ duty de-

tergent, followed shortly. Here we

used Sunday supplements and comics.

But it was tv that gave us what we

were looking for."

\olte recalls, however, that White

King's entrance into tv was far from

spectacular: "A children's show in

San Francisco in the fall of 1953

proved one thing to us: kids exercise

ahsoluteh no influence whatsoever on

the buying of soap. Cereals, yes.

Soap, no."

In July, 1954, White King bought

its first Syndicated show, alternate

sponsorship of Badge 714 on KTTV
in Los Angeles. It proved successful

and was bought on the same basis in

eight other markets. Science Fiction

Theater began in 16 markets in April

1955 and other syndicated shows were

-(altered over 13 other markets in

1955-56.

On 1 October 1956. alternate spon-

sorship of Sheriff of Cochise began on

KTTV. By mid-October, White Kin-

was alternate sponsor of this show on

40 stations i 26 major, 14 minor mar-

kets i . dropping all others.

\\ illiam G. Aitken. who was Nolte'a

assistant and is now in charge of ad-

vertising at White King, says, "Alter-

nate week sponsorship is enough on a

syndicated -how. ^ <>u get 75' < of the

impact of full sponsorship, and mer-

chandising support from the station

should give you the rest."

Merchandising essential: Aitken

deems a station's merchandising ef-

fort essential and looks for it before

making a purchase. He considers

salesmen's comments a good evaluation

of merchandising support. "Sales force

enthusiasm is an important barometer,

along with trade reaction and sales."

Mailings to the trade he holds of

little merchandising value, but con-

siders print and on the air promotion

of the show plus displays in grocery

stores of greatest value.

He lauds San Francisco's KNBC
radio for its "chain lightning" promo-

tional program and Los Angeles'

KTTV Star Shoppers show, both of

which get advertisers into displays in

major grocery stores. He points to

Delivers KLZ-TV as doing the best

Robert L. Redd, v. p. in charge of tv/

radio at EWRR ll> spearheaded soap manu-
1 1 "

>'
.

i radio advertising policy

William C. Aitken, in charge of adver-

tising ai While King, says "alternate week tv

sponsor has 7.")'
, impact of full sponsorship"

all-around job for the show—with ca!)

cards, lobby displays, on the air pro-

motion, grocery store displays, TV
Guide ads and a particularly successful

sheriff s luncheon.

This luncheon lor cocktail part\ I

for important merchants is a kick-off

feature of the show in many areas. If

the town is a county seat with a sheriff,

he is invited and. when possible, the

show's star John Bromfield is on hand.

Another kick-off practice is one

minute of commercial time in the first

show for a public service announce-

ment by the local sheriff.

"We let him choose his subject.

\itken explains, "as long as he doesn't

use the minute to run for office.

Aitken prefers a show slotted after

7 p.m. i "dinner should be over, dishes

washed'" I . while spots are most valu-

able during the da\time for his prod-

ucts. The new schedule provides about

120 per week in a total of 10 major

western markets, plus the Sheriff.

Mew tv spots: A new series of tv

spots, slated to begin this month,

will shift emphasis from packaging

to product worth. Thev will be placed

on the Sheriff and in the daytime w ith

the same frequency as now :

Cleanser — 26%'. White King D-
17%, Liquid Detergent—16%, Water

Conditioner—11%. (The same fre-

quency applies to radio in areas not

reached by the daytime tv spots.)

Soap, long the banner product, is not

included. As Aitken explains, '"soap

doesn't sell equally well in all areas.

So it was pulled out of air media on

1 October. Soap ads appear in 82

daily newspapers in non-hard water

areas. We can be more selective with

newspapers than with a syndicated

show or film spots."

Parents Magazine and four farm

newspapers are also used for Soap.

Print for the other products was re-

cently abandoned in favor of tv and

radio. Outdoor, which once loomed

large in the company's advertising,

was abandoned altogether in 1955.

The radio picture has changed dras-

tically. Backbone of White King's

tadio activity was co-sponsorship of

news and participations in Queen.

Most successful were the Frank

Hemingway morning and afternoon

newscasts co-sponsored lone daily) on

the Don Lee Pacific. Arizona and In-

termountain nets from September

1946 to Jul\ 1956. This program was

vital in introducing detergents. ^
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DICH

Vt hat's hehim

w

the budding jgu'lelyt' tv

IjF w lira,!/

creating its own i

by Ernest Dichter, I'h.D. President, Instituti

Den one considers the number of

monsters stalking our t\ screens today,

and tin' numbers of children and adults

w h< > watch with fascination their de-

structive activities, one is compelled

to a-k. what i> the appeal of these

horrors?

Honor films horrif) and fascinate

us because the} show us tone- out ol

control. What is horrifying is that the

uncontrollable monster is. in main re-

spects, realh ourselves. What is fasci-

nating i- that we would not realh

mind being a little hit out of control

every once in a while, if only just to

redress the balance.

Central to all horror films toda\ i-

the unmotivated lethal impulse of one

or another kind of monster, and the

total inability of these monsters to con-

trol their lethal impure as well as the

almost total inability of society to con-

trol the monstei -
I see cuts anove

^ et beneath the surfai e "I these

horror f i fin— there are ci oss i m rents

which -how ii- that (lie behavior of

these creatures is realh quite well mo-

tivated, and that the\ are anything hut

powerless to control themselves.

What- more, society it-elf i- not as

powerless a- it seems.

Actually, these film- are realh con-

cerned with the origins, the forces, the

uses of power, and the evil and guilt

which are a consequence of it- use.

The power of the Creator -Franken-

stein. The power of omnipotem e

The Invisible Man. The power of

bullishness- King Kong. Hie power

of knowledge Jekyll and H\de. The

power oi Resurrection Dracula.

\- for the motive- ot these creature-.

thej are living in world- thej never

made, or at lea-t world- the\ could not

i\ 'TC\! anticipated. I be)

living througfta somewhat exaggerated

but nevertheless recognizably human

predicament. Frankenstein's monstei

i- tin- i reature of a man who has

played God. Kinj Kong i- i monstei

wrested from hi- preternatural world

to become an exhibition in the world

of men. Both Jek\ll ami the Invisible

Man are men of science who unwitting-

I* step on the toe- of their ( reator.

I >: ai ula would rather !"• >]>.{] than

undead. 1 heir motives are their

grudges igainsl the forces which have

turned them into monsters. The in-

ability ot -.k ietj t" act quit kU t n-

trol these i reatures, i- really a con*e-

queni e "f societj - own guilt.

THIS YEAR'S COWBOY MAY

BE NEXT YEAR'S GHOST SO

SEE FACTS NEXT PAGE
SPON-oi; '2 NOVEMBER 1957



Dichter "ln[this age of Sputnik, man turns to science for solutions

this guill i- a result ol four factors:

1. V feeling "I shai ing the respon-

sibilit) for the creation "I these crea-

tures.

2. \n expression "I a failure t<> act

mi the recognition <»l the essential hu-

manity of these creatures.

'>. The feeling that "there, bul l"i

the grace <»l God, go I.

1. Society's recognition of the mon-

stei in itsell ""How like mysell that

monster real!) is."

A horror film embodies forces which

.iic e-sentiallv ambivalent. First of all,

there is the monster upon whom a

cosmic trick has been plaved. He is

.mi essentiall) gregarious creature who
i- being forced by the circumstance of

his brutishness, ugliness, and other

handicaps, to become a solitarv crea-

ture. He is unloved bj others, and

kills God's own creatures as a \\a\ ol

getting back at his true creator—what-

ever human hand has intervened. Even

more agonizing is the fact that he has

been made practicall) invulnerable. It

lake- a long time to kill this monster,

and he feels that. too. Hut the in-

vulnerabilit) of God's other creatures

i- in their superior numbers. The
monster can never kill all of us. \\ hat

makes the creature ambivalent is his

uncertainty about where the real evil

resides. Is it he who is evil? Or is it

his creator? \t the end. perceiving

his own iiKinsterishness in the faces of

his victims, he is taken in h\ their per-

ceptions. He becomes the cause of

his own undoing.

The other two ambivalent forces are

societv as it is represented in the film.

and the audience watching the film.

The films society is a \ ictim of both

the monster without and the monster

within. So it is with the audience

watching the film. In the form of the

monster, they have the vicarious and

powerful expression of their own

grudges against the powers that be; in

the form of the monster's eventual

punishment the\ have the \ icarious and

powerful expression of their own dis-

approval for their own impulses.

Todav. in the age ol Sputnik, man
turns to science for solutions he once

found in spiritual experiences. In

horror films, he finds a combination of

scientific and mystical appeals: The\

provide a scientific aura, without offer-

ing the testing, the experimentation

and the proof which are the core ele-

ments of science.

It is perhaps unnecessarv to point

out that the audiences for horror films

are as intelligent as those for anv other

form of entertainment. \nd so. the\

will prefer good horror shows to poor

horror shows. People in general will

not turn off a horror show because it

is a horror show, but because it bores

them. If it is clever, tbev will watch

it and come hack for more. \nd the

WILL MADISON AVE. GO SUPERNATURAL?

What happened when horror came to WABC, New York

Pre-Horror
FRIDAYS

Sept. 4-week average
Nielsen

11 :15 to sign-off

Ratings Share

"Dracula"
Friday 4 Oct.

Trendex
11:15 to sign-off

Ratings Share

Sets in use 30 to 35%

"Frankenstein"
Friday 11 Oct.

Trendex
11 :15 to sign-off

Ratings Share

\\ VBC-TV 2.2 6 rr 10.6 34.3°o 10.5 35.5%

\\CBS-T\ 18.5 s2'

,

14.0 45.5°o 8.8 29.7°o

\\R( AT\ 5.7 W, 5.5 17.9°o 7.5 25.4°o

WABD 3.4 W, 0.7 2.2°o 1.3 4.3°o

\\()KT\ 1.8 .V, 0.5 1.5°o 0.2 0.7° o

\\ri\ 9 S 6 r ; 0.9 3.0°o 1.5 5.1°o

\\ VI \ 1.6 >'
i

0.2 0.7°o

"Monster" ratings: Here is how the 11:15 p.m. to sign-ofi picture changed at \\ \i'.<

F\ in New York when Shod film series was introduced last month. Ratings bounced from

10.6; share of audience went from 6 t" 10%. See text for gains in oilier markets

I here's a chill, eerie wind blowing

down the corridors of film tv. and

riding it on bat-wings is the possible

start of another trend—horror.

On the strength of a new Screen

Gems package. Shock I such feature

films as Dracula. Frankenstein. H ere-

naif of London. The Mummy), and

the ratings it has been piling up in it-

first few weeks on the air in major

markets, there i< a possibility that a

staggering Frankenstein mav. next sea-

son, dump some cowhands from their

-addles.

\H(" T\ network is letting on this

shade of probability. With Screen

(Jems, they have just entered into co-

producership of 39 hall-hour films as

network fare for the 1957-58 season.

Bryan Foy, producer of movie theatre

thriller. House of Wax. will do 20 of

the series in Hollywood; James Car-

inas will produce the other 19 in Eng-

land, ("an era- was the producer of the
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lutiorflfe found in spiritual experiences"

more the sponsoi 01 i he announce] il"

in give the audience "permission to

wall li m ithoul .11 c eptance 01 apology

luit jusl !..i Inn the more successful

the) w ill be in matching the \ iewei -

mood.

I he sponsoi u ho meditates on

i\ hethei it is correct "i incorrect I"

— I»»>ii-~t«r horroi films, must recognize

thai his i onunen ials and his product

-hniiltl lie in tune with tin- in I ill

the program. I hi- does not mean that

hr attempts Id match hon or w ith

horror, 1ml rathei that In- uses his

product a- a In idge hark in realirj . a

practical ami radical contrast to horri-

l\ ing unrealit)

.

\ml from the point nf view "I a

commercial-saturated audience there

i- one final ami perhaps conclusive ap-

peal in horror films: no matter how

horrible tin- commercial i-. thi- is

more horrible! ^

DR. DICHTER ANSWERS ADMEN
Q. / i/i 1,1 a lu,n,a li film li

destroy • onfidi dihility

A. N
. . depending on the produci h >- powibh lhal .1 pruducl rould

In- in conflict with the entertainment content "I il B

handling ol commercial and show material »ill minimize iuch 1

iiiii-ni.il- mill 1 ..1 matcli ihi diow, In .inn tot horror, but can Ik

vei \ 'Hi-' 1 ivc b) 1 rcating > bi

Q. II /mi things ihould a prospi

tidei before he makes tin- b

A. First In should p l<-i id.- |i-\.- 1 horroi film*

in ili'- accompanying text. Next he mint nidei In- product*! fun.

1I..11. 11- iiii.il. and ili>- .ini.i with which In- want* to surround il.

Q. <,ni a 11 horroi Mm series lend itsi

one product than l,\ anoh

A. Yes I In- imagi ••! thi produci ihould not conflict di villi

the horroi progran 1
.,,

. . ,
, product that might I"- aimi I

n.nii women would hardl) 1»- .1 logical -1 »oi l"i .1 horroi

\ horroi 9how also might misfire if sponsored b) .1 client who i- .

i\ |..i institutional 01 corporate advert i;

Q. /' a In, 11,a shou s become n trend, a fFesteri this

season, is there ///<• possibility that by their numbers il

11 /.!» iii sponsor identity with given shi

A. There i- a tendency in I"-- "I
1 tin 1 identit) it too man) clients

-1 -..1 similai shows. Ifui qualit) will .ii « a\ - overshadow (rnanlirj

and top show - » ill nol suflei from ll

box office sleeper, (him- <ij Franken-

stein, a $200,000 British film thai has

alread) grossed >2 million ami which

shattered New 1 ork Paramount Tina

in- records (since eliminating stage

shows 1 this summer.

Ilu- ghosl story has been a standard

American bedtime treat since Colonial

times. It antedates Miltowns ami

Sorainex ami even Irving's "Legend <>f

Sleep) Hollow." Il i- nol surprising,

therefore, that it has attracted t\ view-

ers awa) from standard feature film

laif. Shock, for example, in New York

lifted \\ \B< l\ from a Frida) night

witching hour position of fifth place

in September t<> first place in the same

spol In tin- second week nf Octobei

(according to Trendex). In tin- late-

evening hours, with the same blood-

curdling package, and in the -aim

period, KRON-TV, San Francisco,

jumped its ratings about 8079! to 24.5;

K 1 1. \- 1"\
. I.o- Vngeles, got best rating

in this time period in three years

spurting 339$ t-> 10.1 : WCAU-TV,
Philadelphia, alread) in first, improved

its position h\ 85$ : KENS-TV, San

\11ioni11. gol a 1 1 .li rating, up 17

Vmong the national clients sponsor-

ing Shock films in these markets

Nestle, Block Drug, American I 'oba<

in. I'M ',
1 I. ill. Spic S Span, Ivory '

.

Monarch Wine, Lipton lea, Norwich

Pharmacal, Duncan Hines, Bardahl

Oil. Whitehall Pharmacal, American

Chicle, Liggett & Myers, < olgate, li. -^

mild- Tobai 1 11. \IWI I andy, Playtex

Girdles, I'. Lorillard robacco, Onanist,

1 lelene t lurl i- ami < !ai ter Pi oducts.

Uthough first ratings are in. audi-

ence composition breakdowns .hi- not.

But the movie business ha- found thai

it- best audieni e for horroi film- i-

the 1(> through 26 age group (high

school t" \ miii^ nun rieds I . ami it 1-

1111I unlikel) t\ will find the same.

Bui il \l'>< ami Screen Gems pro-

duce Tales oj I rankenstein a- network

faif. some admen ask, when will the)

he scheduled, will the) hit the kiddies

ami will parents ami adull tv-s< reening

groups decide tin- material i- t.>" rmtuh

tor impressionable, small-fry minds?

Ralph Cohn, vice president ami general

manager ol Screen Gems, ha- a f»-w

answers nf reassurance. "I don't be-

lieve," says < ohn, "we'll ^" a- far in

t\ a- in the motion picture industry in

depicting hoi roi . felei ision h

greatei responsibilitj in tin- area than

In im.\ ii - \\ 1 intend to use suj

linn ami imagination in gettii

the in. 11 aim- rather than resort i" .1

lurid, detailed chronii le "f a -1 ene."

\- l.. 1 when thi- strip ma) hi- slotted,

the da) 1- t"" fai awa) foi \l>< offi-

1 ial- in comment, hut the) will likel)

close-up tin network evening lineup.

-1 reen ' .fin-- \l!i I \ an nol alone

in looking toward a "hoi i"i \< le.

Hollywood producei John Kaufman
'In- produced Long John Silver series

fur < BS ha- ai quired 'i.iiihi -1 ripts

from tin' Parisian shock-show (.rantl

(.iiiu.mil: Official Films plans a t\ series

mi The Invisible Man !• be produ

in England; Madame russaud's \\a\

Museum will be the subject nf a t\

series b) Robeii s i"<lmak ami Jules

Bin k. nf Hollywood with Charles li

nolds, Hi itish produi er; War I

Studio i- planning an hour-long t\

strip based on House <>i Wax. ^
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IDEAMANSHIP HUDDLE

Station-agency cooperation,

merchandising were among

topics discussed at seminars

of Broadcasters' Promotion

Association this week

ill inililllllll iiiiiniiiiliiil iiiiiliiiiiil i
: : i) , i iiiiiiiiiiiiii mil itiiini iiiiiiiiii ii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiii mt-

BPA CONVENTION PROGRAM

Friday 1 November

8:45 a.m. Business Session—David E. Partridge, presiding. Open
to voting members of BPA, only.

9:30 a.m. "Trade Advertising"—How to get the best out of it.

Moderator: Joe Zimmermann, WLBRTV. Panel: Theodore
D. Mandelstom, Henry J. Kaufman and Associates; Frank
Brad\. iyleshire & Cohen Agency; James Kiss, WPEN. (See
also Sponsor Asks this issue, page 94.)

12:30 p.m. I uneheon. Address: "Gearing Advertising to Total Mar-
keting." b\ Ben H. Wells, vice president of sales and advertising.

Seven-Up Co. (providing a client viewpoint).
r
2:00 p.m. "Effective On-the-Air Promotion"—Covering good and

bad examples of on-the-air and public service announcements.
Moderator: Gene Godt, WCCO-TV. Panel: William J. Ka-
land, Westinghouse Broadcasting: William Walker, WFGA-TV

:

Alice Koch, KMOX.

4:00 p.m. "Sales Presentations"—How sales and program depart-

ments can cooperate, how to promote on a lowr budget.

Moderator: Charles A. Wilson, WGN and WGN-TV. Panel:
Thomas B. March, WWCA; Harry Wilbur, WBBM ; Richard
Hodgson, Advertising Requirements.

6:30 p.m. Cocktail Party.

7:30 p.m. Convention Banquet and Entertainment.
Howard Miller, m.c. Featuring top radio, tv and recording talent.

Saturday 2 November

8:43 a.m. "Merchandising"—The red ink invader or a bugaboo?
Moderator: Paul I. Woodland, WGAL and WGAL-TV. Panel:
Bert Downing, KYW; Haywood Meeks. WMALTV; Robert
Kennv. WMT-TV : Keith Wilson, WTTY : William Davey,
KSTP-TV.

10:30 a.m. "Promotion Cooperation with Agencies and Syndi-
cates." Two-man discussion with John llurlbut, WFBM and
WFBM-TV, representing station viewpoint and Clyde Clem, Bomar-
Lowrance, speaking for the agency-syndicate side of the question.

12:15 p.m. Luncheon.

1:30 p.m. Business Session.
David E. Partridge, president, presiding. Old and new business,

election of BPA officers, appointment of committees. Open to

voting members only.

3:00 p.m. Meeting of BPA Board of Directors.

Sponsor Welcomes BPA Conventioneers at its Sheraton Suite

See Award-Winning Trade Ads

Get Your Gift Kit

I
.mi mi I

'

Illlllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllll Illllll niiiiiliuilllrs

I f you wanted to know what broad-

casters are doing to build relations be-

tween stations and ad agencies, one

place to find out this week was at Chi-

cago where the Broadcasters' Promo-

tion Association held its second an-

nual convention-seminar in the Shera-

ton Hotel on 1 and 2 November.

Although the more than 350 attend-

ing were mosth radio and tv station

promotion managers, the interest of

agencies in their meeting is not with-

out good reason. In the single year

since its beginning. BPA has already

established itself as an active, working

trade group, has come up with some

solid station promotion ideas that have

indirectly proved valuable to clients.

In what areas are ideas most likely

to occur this year? Merchandising

was the subject of one seminar ses-

sion, promotion cooperation with agen-

cies and syndicates was still another.

Other topics under discussion that

should have at least indirect signifi-

cance to agencv men and clients were:

effective on-the-air promotion and how-

to get the most out of trade ads.

The subjects were all selected at a

September planning meeting by David

E. Partridge ( Westinghouse Broadcast-

ing). BPA president: Charles A. Wil-

son (WGN & WGN-TV i. BPA first

vice president: Ellen Johansen. secre-

tary-treasurer; Ell Henry i ABC ' . semi-

nar chairman: and these BPA di-

rectors: John M. Kevs (WMAQ &

WNBQt, Samuel Elber (WERE). Joe

Zimmerman i WLBR-TV I . Bruce Wal-

lace (WTMJ & WTMJ-TV).
Not all was work and workshops,

however. The banquet, emceed by

Chicago's disk jockev Howard Miller

of NBC TV. CBS Radio and WIND,
featured a lineup of tv and radio tal-

ent. It was preceded by a cocktail

partv hosted 1>\ 14 trade magazines.

Convention door prizes of radios and

television sets were given by RCA.

CBS and WBC. *
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THE MARKET

There's a $37 billion market c

The farmer spends about $22 billion on his business, about $15 billion

on his family living. His total spending hasn't enlarged much in recent

years but there are fewer of him and the way he spends has been changing

I he fact that the farm operator

-pi nils .'M the average jusl about as

much money to feed his livestock as

to feed his faniiK is more than an in-

teresting statistic.

It emphasizes a ke\ fact about

the farm market; namely, that the

farm operator is. in the words of a

magazine campaign not too long ago,

a man in two positions to bu\

.

His business expenditures are larg-

er than his consumer outlays hut the

latter are not hay. In 1955, his familj

spent $173 million on tv sets alone.

$271 million on kitchen equipment.

>()<! million on home plumbing fix-

tures. $26 million on toothpaste, $11

million on home permanents. $184

million on cigarettes. S35 million on

toilet soap.

Business and consumer outlays to-

gether add up to $37 billion, a huge

market in any sense of the term.

While this market hasn't been get-

ling any bigger in recent years, its

nature has been changing. This ap-

plies to both business and consumer

expenditures.

With the farmers way of life com-

ing under the impact of mechaniza-

tion and marketing, the farmer is con-

suming less of what he himself raises

and buying more at the store. This is

even apparent during the past decade.

Compared to the 1947-49 period, the

average farm family during 1957 con-

sumed 28' r less of its own livestock

and crops. The average farm famih

now uses the equivalent of $350 worth

of farm products itself, compared to

average gross income of around

$7,000 from the sale of crops, live-

stock as well as livestock products.

As for the farmers business buying,

significant patterns are showing up.

For example, since 1949 the total spent

for livestock and seed has hardh

changed while expenditures for feed,

fertilizer and repairs and operation of

machinery and buildings have gone up

substantially.

These changing patterns are related

in one wa\ or another to the one big

change taking place on the farm: the

technological revolution.

The signs of this revolution are

everywhere to be seen: (1 1 the greater

use of machinery; (2) the shrinking

in the farm population; (3) the turn-

ing out of more farm products with

no increase in the amount of land;

i ! i the increase in leisure (though

the farmer and his wife are still hard

The farmer's dual buying role

ll!llllll!l!lllllllllllllllinilllllllllllllll!!!lll

Itemized expenditures farmers made in 1956

Feed $3,919,000,000

Seed — 541,000,000

Fertilizer and lime 1,247,000,000

Repairs and operation of capital items

(motor vehicle, machinery and buildings) 3,511,000,000

Pesticides 222,000,000

New capital for dwellings, service buildings,

fences, windmills, and wells 1,561,000,000

1 iai tors 574,000,000
Other farm machinery and equipment ..— . 1,148,000,000
Mutiir ti in k- 507,000,000

vutomobiles (production purposes) . 322,000,000

Miscellaneous 1,335,000,000

ra-.li wages, livestock purchases, rental

payments, taxes, interest, etc. 7,287,000,000

Total $22.1 billions

Family expenditures of farm-operator families

Food $3,963,000,000

[lousing

Clothing

Transportation

Medical Care

Personal ( are

Tobacco and alcoholic beverages

Recreation

Reading and education

Persona] Insurance

Miscellaneous

Total
Source: I sua. 195

4,133,000,000

2,034,000,000

1,798,000,000

1,144,000,000

332,000,000

332,600,000

590,000,000

207,000,000

409,000,000

716,400,000

$15.7 billions

m
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N<i income <>t farm population

i those farms

T.j, Non Fjrm

1945 514,021 | 1
.'

L9 >" 15,459 (00

1956 15,374

knnual income, farm a factor)

Yelr Firm Fjctory

L950 $1,671 li
',

i

L956 1,888 59

r« i -n \ »p«

Year Popul.it,on Wo«

1 951

)

25,058,000 9,342,000

L956 22,257,000 7,869,000

i >! \

- 1 .

,

workers): (5) the growth in the aver-

age -i/r of the l. ii m : (6) the increas-

ing standard of living (though since

the Korean boom the farmer has had

hi* troubles with farm prices, (7) the

increasing income t" farmers from

non-farm work.

\\ li i l<- the over-all tide in the farm-

er's fortunes has been up, he has been

lagging behind hi* opposite number

in the village and citj in recenl years.

For example, at the height ol t li< • ko-

rean War in L951, per capita income

(from all sources) of farm resident*

was $977, or 569? " f the non-farm

average. Lasl year, it was $902, or
,„,.,, fmu |MMU1 | ;ili(m :lll ,| , arm WOrkew

II.,', of the non-farm average.

Prices have been the farmer's big

headache. [Tie average operator's nel

income from farm marketing wouldn't

bu) as much in 1956 as during the

late I940's, a period the farmer now

looks back on w ith yearning.

However, the farmer has been get-

ting more monej from cither sources.

One dollar "lit of ever) three the farm

operator famil) receives comes from

non-farm sources. In 1950, 21).')', of Index of farm-home
the men and 11.1', of the women over consumption of live* Profile <>f U. S. farm
II were employed in non-agricultural stock crops, 1940-57
jobs. Lasl \ear, the figure for men v °9C

had risen to 27.7', and the figure for

women to 15.3' ,

.

The farm operator himself earned

more than $3 billion in wages and ^^^^mam^^^^^^^m
salaries from non-agricultural work in

1955. Vboul 30% of operator, i„ok TTT""^™^
-

87™ Br $,IC ° f f0m, ' V

such johs and averaged $2,220 for

the \ear.

1 hese employment habits have un-

douhtedl) eased the transition from

farmer to factor} worker in past years [957 72 17.1

and will ease the waj in the future.

For the moment, the farm picture Souree: VSDA By education

appear to be picking up. Latest re-
1 ,.„ lhjn 8th 32.3

ports indicate thai realized nel income

from farm marketings may run as

much as $500 million higher (at the

annual rate 1 during the third quarter

of this year than the corresponding

quarter last year. ^

L940 119

1945 113

1950 92

1952 87

1954 76

L956 74

1957 72

1 eat 1 12 9

B ,.1 67 4

1 . N 5 1
:

65 7

12

to L2l 43 8

22 7

Nol 1 ring 1 3

[/SDJ
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THE AUDIENCE

How farmer. \*i!V combine radio-tv tuning with other activities

The farm air audience!

° farm women watching tv
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Weekday t\ tuning habits of farm women are shown above. Dark area shows
percent of women watching tv exclusively. Lighter area shows percent doing
other activity while watching tv. Note complete lack of tune-in after 11:30 p.m.

% farmers listening to radio
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Weekday radio use by farmer is profiled above. Black area shows percent
listening to radio while working (mostly in barn). White area indicates lis-

tening while eating. And the gray area refers to radio listening exclusively

New research points up,

among other things, that

tv, like radio, can he a

multiple attention medium

for the farmer's wife

I he lack of research data regarding

latin tv has been one of the more seri-

ous problems in selling the medium.
However, some recent tv surveys,

shown on this and the adjoining page,

have developed some interesting data

on farm viewing, as well as listening,

habits. One of the most provocative

is shown at left. The two charts are

taken from a diary study of dairy farm-

ers in Wisconsin and how thev use

their leisure time. The studv was un-

dertaken by the School of Agricul-

tural Journalism of the University of

Wisconsin under the direction of Pro-

fessor Bryant Kearl. A contribution

of "several thousand dollars" was

made for the study by WBAY-TY.
Green Bay. The chart at the top shows

very clearly that a substantial propor-

tion of women combine another activ-

ity with tv viewing, especially, as

might be guessed, during the day.

Note also in the lower left hand box

in the page to the right that 30' < of

farm homes in the Omaha area have

tv in the kitchen, another tipofT on

the viewing habits of the farm home-

maker. As for radio, the bottom chart

at left shows the amount of time the

farmer spends listening to radio vshile

dcing something else is close to 100' • .

The farmer and his wife, obviously, are

very busy people in \^ isconsin. ^
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nctYhen it tunes and what it tunes to

Some standard of I i> i n*r indicators from a prosperous farm state

radios .iuIo radios electricity

PERCENT IOWA

dish washers

FAMILIES W

clothes dryers

IH
. li etne gjr-

pos.il electric it)

l|*n
me*

Farm 98.4 68.7 99.6 2.7 17.9 1.0 39.2 59.7

\ illage 97.5 59.5 99.6 >
_

L5.8 (..1 ;: :::.".

I rhan 97.1 66.0 99.0 L3 20.9 '>.!!
)~

1

Source: 1956 Town Radio b» Dr. Forest L. Whin, Kansas State < '•>! 1. Ion llitenlnf hablu.

iilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllUIIIIIIIUIIINIIIIIIIIIIIIt::
,..,,..;.!,;,,..:,,

Some farm Iv likes and dislikes

Farm homes uitli is 90°o

Is farm homes uiili Bets in kitchen 30° o

I\ farm homes getting weather \ia t\ al noon 42 c

IS farm homes getting market1

data via tv at noon 70°o

Mn-i popular iv fare among farm men:

1. I Love Lucy 2. Weather, news and markets

Mn-i popular t\ tare among farm women:

1. I Love Lucy 2. December Bride 3. Weather, news

Most popular is personalities among Farm men:

Garry Moore, Tennessee Ernie and Lawrence Welk

Mo-t popular is personalities among farm women:

Garry Moore, Tennessee Ernie and Art Linkletter

Farmer- wh scasionalh watch late night movies 44°o

Farmer- who -as\ farm -hoss within pa-l 2 f hour- 21 °o

Farmers who had seen a farm -hoss within pa-i week 38°o

Types of shows mosl disliked:

mystery and crime

1 s pes ot products whose commercials were mosl disliked:

beer, cigarettes

— Souret WOW TV, Omaha Mall quel -'hone farm I

holds within BO miles ot Omaha (68fl returnMi daring May June

I

Families with favorite radio station for:

n*s farm newt market reports

1 .1! 111 94.7' 85 1 84 7

Village B6.9

lil.

' -

Do farmers liki B081

Women

» operas?

Men

Farm 34.7 14.3

\ll

I rl Mil

-

Do you listen to tv for tarn

news ;tnil market reports?

Yes: 949 No: 399

\\ hen <lo \ou li»t«'ii to t\ tut

farm news ami market reports?

A'- • 9 a.m.
' a .• \ non
^ oon-1 pjn.

1-6 I'.ni.

6-10 i>.m.

- lit ft.m.

28
1 1

561
29
79
33

k i I ' questionnaire*
• requested a sample *

Pen-FZ *n after hearing
an off*- nations durfnc lt$6 an.i
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THE FARM DIRECTOR

RADIO farm directors at work:

Keystone Broadcasting System (overs an esti-

mated 85 f
/c of I ,S. /arms. Farm editor of one

KBS affiliate, WELO, Tupelo, Miss., intervieu s

farmer in field. WELO covers 39.278 farms

Farm contests hate wide appeal. Above,

k( WO, Kansas City, farm director

George Stephens (I.) talks with a

top producer in station's hop contest

Speeches arc an important part of

the farm director's job. Alden Aaroe,

iarm director of ff'Rl'A. Richmond, ad-

dresses International Harvester dealers

Attending field demonstrations ked

FD abreast of developments. Je

Timmons. KITKH. Shreteport '/.<. i

amines samples of Funk's hybrid CC\

The farm director: key figure in fan

He juggles multiple roles

with growing success, but

don't let the title alone

fool you—if takes more

than a title to do the job

I he radio-tv farm director is a

unique figure. There is no one quite

like him in the advertising business.

At his best, he is a deft blend of

station personality, salesman, merchan-

diser, news analyst, farm technician,

educator and touring reporter.

He is more and more a professional

man. That implies a minimum level

of competence, certain standards of

work and an attitude of responsibility

to the public. Playing a key role in

this trend is the National Association

of Television and Radio Farm Direc-

tors.

He is more and more the focus ol

farm programing. He can make the

difference between effective and run-

of-the-mill programing as well as effec-

tive and run-of-the-mill advertising.

He can be. to be sure, run-of-the-

mill himself. Advertisers hip to the

farm radio-tv field have long since dis-

covered that the title "farm director"

does not make a man one. As a mat-

ter of fact, an effective farm radio di-

rector can be hum-drum on tv.

It is probably even truer in the field

of farm radio-tv than other media that

Inning know-how is of critical impor-

tance. The big reason is the lack of

widespread farm audience data. I his

means that advertisers and agencies

must have an inside knowledge of the

farm director, his personality, strong

and weak points, past successes and

failures as well as inside knowledge of

the stations operation, programing

and merchandising.

The advertiser also must be close
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Canadian farm ministei Jons boots

presented 63 Murray < os WFAA
Ins. ID during tour. Shepherding people
on units is another example oj I l>

WLS, ' nil ago s Mniilm < rane broad

casts from II I s "Prairie Farmer" Farm
/''/•ir.Nv Show, agricultural exhibition

II

Arthur Godfrey, n farmei

Mai I Q ' 10 'i //'i.;. / /< Iron u

I G d a number «/ hit slum

Women's fi in

with daughtei I . o) II Rl D, " on
miilrs I III null

County 'Ag' agents are used by u number oj nations to

supplement station's nun personnel in supplying data to

fanners, ibove, farm extension workers who were honored

In IT If I I. IFheeling, m 20-yeai recognition" luncheon

"idio and tv

enough to the farm picture to spol

trends and problems, mam of which

simmer quietlj under the surface be-

fore boiling through.

The best way to gel inside knowl-

edge ot the farm radio-h situation is

to hire an agencj thai has it. The next

best thing is to consider the following

factors:

Farm coverage: For all practical

purposes, everj farm home i- a radio

home. Nielsen breakdowns of radio

ownership 1>\ count] size even indi-

cate the farm saturation is greater

than the urban saturation—though, ot

course, the difference can't !» verj

much once the figures gel above 9595 •

Dr. Forest Whan's 1956 loua Radio

Audience Surrey showed the Following

radio ownership figures: farm. 98.4;

HOW TO GET BEST RESULTS OUT OF FARM BUYS

SELECT stations in youi kej Bales -i r
• t ~ with farm I r

h ho bav< prof< ssional si inding. ' h« k to 5

i- member of National Vssn. •
I • d Radio l

BUILD s-.ii t commercial copj around the fa

ill. t.irm director u"rk local angles and - into the copj

TAKE ad ! merchandising services and ffered

h\ the farm director. Don't forget the in

your dealers know about \"m - on the station. Vn

si hedules «itli the farm direi i"r -.> he • an mi

TELL the farm director as much as possible about %"nr pit*

production facilities, experimental farms, eti When ;
— ible,

take the farm « I

i

r«--. n.r on -10(1% trip- lilies an-

1

farms and introduce him t" kej managemenl j-

THE FARM expert in tii- field

his knew l< •

ommendations tor improved -«'llm^. commercials, mercham

(The above is parapl < N \1KI '

Is your farm advertising balanced

2.

3.

4.

5.
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THE FARM DIRECTOR continued

TELEVISION has varied farm fare

Tv's visual impact adds extra

dimension to farm advertising,

especially for new equipment

lines. International Harvester

introduced its complete 1957

line of International and
Farmall traitors to Green Bay

area on WBAY-TV "Noon
Show." Right, FD Bob Parker

Though sci tiling large metro-

politan urea. WCAU-TV, Phila-

delphia, has own farm. Photo

shows Bill Bennett of "Farm
Reporter" show at door of

station's barn where each

day's program is telecast liic

News of young farm homemakers is standard fare.

Tom Paxton. WKY-TV, Oklahoma City. FD inter-

liens farm miss at fair modeling gown she made

village, 97.5; urban, 97.1.

Farm tv saturation is getting to the

point where it can almost be consid-

ered a national medium so far as the

farmer is concerned. Nielsen county-

size figures, updated to 1 Nov. this

year, are: "A" counties, 90' v tv satu-

ration. '"B"' counties. !!(>' , : "C"' coun-

ties, 75%; "D" counties, 66%. Coun-

t\ ->ize breakdowns do not reveal actual

farm saturation, but they come pretty

close.

In some of the midwestern areas, tv

saturation is really up there. The

Whan study showed 84.4' < of homes
in Iowa had tv sets, a clear indication

of high farm ownership. A WOW mail

survey within 80 miles of Omaha dis-

closed that 90% of the farm house-

holds have tv.

In making a farm radio-tv buy, the

first thing to consider is the station's

farm coverage in terms of both geog-

raphy and audience. Physical cover-

age of the station's signal and the num-
ber of farms included I together with

their purchasing power i is not difficult

to get. though it is time-consuming to

gather. Most of the data will be from

—or an updated version of—the agri-

cultural census of 1954.

A number of stations and reps sup-

ply this basic data. Among the reps

most active in promoting farm radio-

tv are Blair. Petr\ and CBS Radio

Spot Sales. To name just a few of the

stations who profile their farm cover-

age, there's KRFK. Fresno; WOWO,

Product demonstrations, important to farmer, are shot on location by

WA] F-Tl . Louisville. Station also runs annual barbecue for farmers and

agricultural officials with display of latest in farm building materials
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Fori Wayne; K I KM Houston, and

\\ HO, Dea Moines.

Tin- ^ i < >

w

in^ number <>l I . S. radio

stations, particularl) in the small

tow II-. i- result ing in a "close-to co^ •

erage "I i }« farm. For example, <>f

Keystone Broadcasting System's 1,000

l>lu- affiliates nf.nK 700 have farm

-lieu-, including one in a town called

I mill or Consequences, Y \l.. a 250-

watter with the call letters kCII^ al

I
ii m i on the dial and a Mondaj

-

through-Frida) farm strip from 6:30-

6:55 a.m. K.I5S stations average two

In. in- a week "I farm programing.

M>S calculates ii- stations covei al

least •">•">', of all I . S. farms and -ii|>-

plies data on the numbei "I farms

covered l>\ each station. Data indicat-

ing the nature ol KBS coverage is

shown l>\ the fact that (1) as of I

Februar) 706 affiliates or 77.19? of the

affiliates were the onl) station in the

tit \ or town, (2) as of 1 January,

81.6* i of the total KBS home coun-

ties have a population i>f under 20,000

families ami the t\ ownership iii those

counties was under 60'
i .

Programing: Farm service program-

ing aside for tlie moment, it can be

-aid that, in general, the I.inner like-

the same kind "I entertainment a- the

man in the city. I lie hill-billy, the dia-

lect, the cracker-barrel thinker i- dis-

appearing from the farm scene. The

farmer i- toda) a businessman, not too

different from the urban entrepeneur.

"'I rbanization ol living," says a note

from \\ S U. Atlanta, "even on the

farms, baa made farm listening habits

similar to listening habits in the < 1
1

>.

.

I i om \\ \t r, Green \ ille V i In

i.iii area fai men are not no essai ilj a

i .ii e apai t. The fai mei does not at

the sound >! a plunking guitar, click

his heel- and call l"i a two step ii ound

the barn. . . . His tastes in tele\ ision

entertainment do not diffei greatl) if

the) diffei .it all from those "I the

tow nsmen. Pei haps, hen- all out fai m
i i - are tow nsmen at heart. < h . ma) I e,

we re all farmers hei e.

Despite this, the answers sponsor

received from about 250 farm stations

lmih radio ami u did indicate the

farmer is not a carbon cop) ol his

opposite number in the <it\. either.

In sum up a fairl) complicated series

nf answers, it can be safel) Baid that

the fai mei is mure i nii-ci \ .ilnr in hi-

program tastes than the urbanite. \-

one t\ station pointed out, he won't _•"

for l!i iti-h iiin\ ies al all. He's i raz)

about Lawrence Welk. I In- non-slick,

hearty, friendl) television entertainer

is his dish ol tea.

Since programing is also a mattei

of local or regional tastes, then- are

hound to be deviations from the aver-

age. \ number ol stations, though a

minority, reported that countr) and

gospel music -till retain- ,i strong hold

in their areas.

Since entertainment doesn't gener-

alK filter OUt the urban audience foi

the farm advertiser, the faun service

show -land- di-lim ll\ . I >.t I I a- tin

method to pinpoint the farm tudiei

I In- i- not the onl) reason foi

U-. 1 1 1 . v\
>

• \ ii. in. i nulled, i- it the

mi. mi reason.

I In- mam reason (hi tlii 1 1 m
service programing ii that it helps the

I. ii mei make monej and you < an i

inn h more fun< lional than that

It pro ides infoi mation on -hurt no-

t ii e news, weathei and mai ket

ports are speed il) available and gives

ii a distim tl\ lo< al slant

I In- fai mei is more inti i

sted in the outside happenings that

affect his business and -... says K\l I

\\ atei loo I i t ii in families have be-

come more and more interested in di-

hi t. at i urate infoi mation on< eming
weathei . national, state and lot al fai

m

new- and. of I "in - . mai ketS

I nun K \< IS, I Ianford < alif.: "
I

••

da) - fai nni i- more interested in hap-

penings that affect him besides his

interest in scientific fanning.

K \ n . San I in- ( tbispo, < alif.:

points "lit that h ith farm pi i< es the

farmei "can sell or bu) right then at

those quotations. The newspapei

i. n he- the mailbox at 10 the nexl

morning, m hen it has bo ome interest-

ing histor)

.

Off-the-oir: Umosl as important as

programing are off-the-aii a< ti\ ities.

I he -ii|>|"'i i ji\ en b) a farm diro tm

in meetings with dealers, mailings to

< ontinued on /"-.' 7

1

Groups sin h as FFA am! I-// pln\ important role in

farm areas. Below. KFEQ-TV, St. Joseph, l/".. covers

activity of FFA chapter in studio telecast. Harold

J. "Smitt\" Schmitz, station FD. is at extreme left

Remotes •-• modi eas) foi kU 7' . Oklahoma City, b) converted station

jon, which has platiorm on top and }
FD Wa\ne Files i r. > interviewing winner «' station-spot test



THE ADVERTISERS

Farm radio is being

rediscovered, too
General radio upturn is finding a parallel in farm sector. As

for farm tv, clients are interested but they want more information

I hough farm broadcasting didn t

come of age until the post-World War
II period, it was selling for sponsors

long before.

Some farm product manufacturers

or their dealers have been using farm

programing for more than two decades

—and continuously, too. Such names

as Keystone Steel & Wire Co. and

Murph) Products have been familiar

to farm radio audiences for a quarter

of a century. Nutrena Mills products

have been plugged for 22 years. And
then there's Staley Milling Co., 21

years, and DeKalb Agricultural Asso-

ciation, 20 years.

And all, obviously, getting results.

\> a matter of fact, it could be said

of farm radio-tv that it is a body of

sales results completely surrounded by

i -ii ill cost-per-1,000 calculations.

That is to say, since the farm audi-

ence is seldom measured with any pre-

ciseness, farm directors are seldom be-

deviled by the slide rule boys so pre-

valent outside their domain.

This, of course, is because metro-

politan area ratings aren't very useful

to estimate farm audiences, while sur-

veys of full coverage areas break out

farm homes infrequently.

Irresistible trends being what the)

are, this state of blessedness ( to the

broadcaster ) is bound to end sooner

or later as the tides of research inun-

date the island paradise.

Broadcasters can shout till the cows

come home that the real measure of

advertising is sales, not audience (and

d;jep inside the advertiser knows

they're right). But the blunt fact re-

mains that clients from Chicago to

Cairo want to know how many people

the) can reach (and deep inside the

broadcasters realize they can't fight it i

.

After all. advertisers say, don't the

farm papers publish their circulation?

Since the manufacture of research

data is almost always a matter of mon-

ey, the ultimate arrival of cost-per-

1,000-farmers-reached-per-commercial-

minute figures depends to a great ex-

tent on the future state of farm radio-

tv business.

If the current state is any indication,

that future is not too far off. The gen-

eral upsurge in radio is finding a par-

allel zip in the farm sector of the

medium.

Dixon Harper, a former station farm

service director and now radio farm

director of Aubrey. Finlay. Marley &

i Please turn to page 76 I
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Products of these firms are among those most widely advertised on farm radio

Allied Feeds

Mlis-Chalmers

D-Con

John Deere

DeKalb

Dixie Feeds

Dr. Salisbury

D-X Sunray

I \ eready Batteries

I a i in Bureau I o-op

I ord I i ai toi

Funk^ Hybrid

Farm products

Gooch Feeds

B. F. Goodrich

Hercules Powder Co.

Hubbard-Hall Chemical

International Harvester

Keystone Steel & Wire

Olin Mathieson

Merck & Co.

Murphy Feed Prod.

\l\ zon

Northrup, King seeds

Nutrena Mill-

Oyster Shell Products

Pfister Hybrid

Charles Pfizei

Pioneer Seed

Ralston Purina

Sears Roebuck

Shell Chemical

Sisalkraft

Spray Chemical Corp.

Stale> Milling

U. S. Steel

Wayne Feed

Non-farm products

t

v

American Tobacco

Best Foods

Blatz Beer

Cadillac

Colgate

Lever Bros.

Murine Co.

Pepsi-Cola

Procter & Gamble

Rexall Drugs

SSS Tonic

Sterling Drug

Source SPONSOH ttonnalre to radio stations. Thi na lies thai appi ired most often In answei to questions concerning the station's most
Important i hints.

IllllllllllllllllllUllllllllllllllllilllllllllllllllll!^
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IN INLAND CALIFORNIA iand western nevadai

"BEELINEf—

o

®

n*o*e 4o\, -t^e Kumc^

This group of mountain-ringed radio
stations, purchased as a unit, delivers
more radio homes than any combina-
tion of competitive stations . . . at

by far the lowest cost per thousand.
(Nielsen & SR&D)
They serve this amazingly rich in-

land market which contains 5 of the
top 9 counties in farm income in the
entire United States — and has an
effective buying income of more than
$4.6 billion dollars. (Sales Manage-
ment's 1957 Copyrighted Survey)

Sacramento, California

Paul H. Raymer Co.,

National Representative

SPONSOR 2 NOVEMBER L95"i



Six farm radio-tv advertisers and how they use the medium

mm

Hercules Powder

Media used: radio, iv. farm magazine-, farm meetings and

exhibits, newspaper-, direct mail, dealer aids, movies, -lide-.

Number of stations used: 33 radio, 7 tv.

Products advertised: toxaphene insecticides in spray, dust

and granular formulations.

Media buying patterns: 1st program ehoiee—informational

farm shows, 2d program choice weather shows. 1 >t time

choice Noon-l:00 p.m. 2d time choice—6:00-6:45 a.m. In

most areas start in early May and continue into August.

\\ here a top farm director is involved, will sponsor 52 weeks.

Objectives: to build confidence and respect in product and

company.

Remarks: because of objective, farm director must reflect

the character of Hercules Powder Co. "We deliberately

»cek out a farm director and spend a great deal of time

c\aluating him before we make our decision," says F.dwin

H. Cinn. manager, agricultural advertising.

Hess & Clark

Media used : radio. tv, farm magazines.

Number of stations used: 35 radio. 1") tv.

Products advertised: animal health packaged product- and

feed medication ingredients.

Media buying patterns: on radio, a combination of one-

minute spots and 5-10 minute segments in farm programs

during early morning and Noon hour. Some schedules 52

weeks, others seasonal. This year using mostly one-minute

e.t.'s. On tv, using one-minute film spots fall, winter and

spring in noontime farm programing where available.

Other times adjacent to evening news anil weather.

Objectives: introducing new products, establishing brand ac-

ceptance of entire line by featuring certain leader- season-

ally. Tv is instrumental in opening new distribution.

Remarks: Dr. A. L. Andrews, advertising manager, feels tv

can do a job for him but finds stations don't have enough

farm data.

I

Northrup, King

Media used: radio, farm papers, direct mail.

Number of stations used: a "midwest network" of 14 sta-

tions has been used for several years.

Products advertised: seeds, including hybrid seed corn,

farm seeds such as alfalfa products, hybrid sorghum, pack-

aged lawn products, public relations.

Media buying patterns: principally farm news, markets

and weather. Buy mostly morning up to 8:00 a.m.. some

Noon. Mostly year-round, some spring and fall peaks.

Objective: product recognition, company identification, prod-

uct availability, informational service.

Remarks: seek the farm director deliberately. Marketing-

\dvertising Director K. H. Erickson says: "We want to

know what type of man is handling our program and what

kind of cooperation we can expect from him as well as

learning his actual knowledge of farm problems and prod-

ucts." Doesn't find enough good farm shows on radio

and tv.

Granite City Sleel

Media used: farm radio stations, regional farm publication-,

state fairs.

Number of stations used: 14

Product advertised: STRONGBARN galvanized corrugated

steel roofing and siding.

Media buying patterns: farm news, markets and weather.

Segments range from one to 10 minutes, usually three

times a week, around 6:00 a.m. All schedules are 26

weeks, starting in the spring and ending in the fall with

a two-month summer hiatus.

Objective: seek to impress identity of STRONGBARN name.

Remarks: Product Sales Manager Fred L. Rupp says: "In

using radio we obtain: a) greater frequency of contact to

the consumer, b) greater impact, as radio reaches the farm-

er more than reading material, cl use of radio farm direc-

tors, which adds additional value in their contacts, and

d) 14 extra STRONGBARN salesmen with an invaluable

personal approach."

H!

Allis-Chalmers

Media used: network radio, farm magazines, newspapers.

direct mail, special promotions.

Number of stations used: 186 on NBC Radio for National

harm and Home Hour.

Products advertised: tractors, harvesting equipment, tillage

implements, stationary engines, cultivators, etc.

Media buying patterns: entire air budget now used on net-

work radio. Used spot radio in past for special promotions.

Looked for good farm directors and sought participations

within or adjacencies next to his show.

Objectives: To build goodwill, improve public relations and

add prestige to A-C line of power equipment. "We feel

these objectives are being reached" with the network -how.

says R. L. Smith, radio director. K.-C Tractor Group.

Remarks: have used tv but now feel cost-per-l.OOO-farmer--

reached is too high.

Speneer Chemical

Media used: farm radio stations, national, regional and state

farm papers.

Number of stations used: around 20.

Products advertised: on radio advertise ""Mr N" ammonium
nitrate fertilizer.

Media buying patterns: seasonal. I se radio from February

through May. While prefer Noon and 6:00-7:30 a.m.. look

for farm features with proven audience.

Objective: stress brand name, find radio most successful.

Remarks: seek close tie-up with farm directors, feel such

tie-up provides an advertising bonus. Hard for seasonal

advertiser to find farm service shows which "fill the bill."

Presumably network commitments on high coverage sta-

tions continually push back the air time which can be de-

voted to the farm audience." >a\- M. II. Straight, advertis-

ing director.
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IN THE FARM MARKET

It isn't safe to

leave them
off too long!

V4'.

Wihat is television on farms doing to farm radio? Is the tradi-

tional noontime slot still a prime radio buy? Are TV farm serv-

ice programs good buys? Who are the good farm program
"personalities"? How much are they worth? How important

is "out-of-the-home" radio? Why do farmers watch TV? For
the same reasons they listen to radio? How much should

regional and local differences influence media, program, and
time buying?

When you face questions like these, you can pitch the ratings

you use as a guide to city audiences out the window! Few up-

to-date facts on farm audiences are available. When you deal

with farmers on an intimate day-to-day basis, this is not

surprising. Rapidly changing farm conditions, farming methods
—even farmers themselves make last year's facts outmoded
before most advertisers can gear up to use them.

We, at Gardner, have had to dig facts out ourselves . . . with

techniques we have developed ourselves. When you ask us to

help you with your problems in the farm market, you will find

that we use constant research—backed by the steady slosh,

slosh, slosh of boots in the farmyard—to keep up with this

market that just won't stand still.

We've found it certainly isn't safe to leave our boots off too long.

We are helping .11 their prod-
n agricultural

markets all over the country.

Doone Agricultural Service, Inc.

Farm and rand •
• Agricul-

tural I>i'j< ' • i '"orized Build-' • M -

niTch and consultation

Eli Lilly and Company
Diethylstilbestrol Premix, Li

tion Prod-

Granite City Steel Company
STRONGB \l.

'

:"/ eorrut roof-

ing and siding

Monsanto Chemical Company
Weed killer* • Brush kitten • Parathitm i>

• h • Phos-
phates liquid and solid 'LION 'immonium
nitrate, ammonium sulphate, anhydrous ammonia

Ralston Purina Company
Pttrina Chom and Purina Health Aids for poul-

try and livestock • Purina Dog Chow
* * * *

According to the Association of National Adver' »•'»

figures, the average agency -client relationship lo»ti

approximately 4 years. Gardner- client relationships

average 1 3 years.

3\
~7f

GARDNER
ST . LOUIS NEW YORK

ADVERTISING
HOLLYWOOD (915 Olive Str.et,

COMPANY
st Louis 1 . Mo.)



THE ASSOCIATION

Directing NATRFD activities in 1957 are (1. to r.) Wes Seyler, Amer. Duir\ Assn. of OLla.. vice president; Jack Timmons, KWKII.

Shreveport, La., president: Herb Plambeck, WHO. WHO-TV, Des Moines, historian; Don Tutle. WGY, Schenectady, secretary-treasurer.

NATRFD seeks higher standards

After 13 years, farm group

has membership of nearly

600, including most of

the crack farm directors

in the radio-tv media

Timmons gives President Eisenhower

honorary NATRFD membership plaque

during group's spring 1957 meeting

It's an interesting commentary on the

speed of change these days that when

the National Association of Television

and Radio Farm Directors was formed

in 1944:

1. Broadcasters had to be convinced

it was not a union.

2. Most of the thinking was cen-

tered on unsponsored farm service.

The union question was an academic

one since that was not in the minds of

the founders. As for point No. 2.

there's been, needless to say, a switch

in emphasis. This came with the real-

ization that sponsorship means farm

directors can do an equalK good job

while at the same time assuring thein-

selves more stability and continuity in

scheduling farm programing.

Today, tv/radio farm service direc-

tors rate with the best of them in

salesmanship. As for the NATRFD. it

has grown from an initial member-

ship el 35 to nearlv 600 and is a po-

tent force in the farm air picture.

Most of the crack farm directors in

the U.S. are now members.

While membership is a relatively

uncomplicated affair, the association

makes a pointed distinction between

two types of members. Voting mem-

bers are those who spend most (75%)
or all of their time in farm tv/radio,

while associates are farm directors

who don't qualify or anyone who has

a legitimate interest in the farm broad-

casting field. All applicants are sub-

ject to approval by the membership

committee.

The association admits that draw-

ing the line at 7.V < may be unfair to

certain competent farm directors who

spend less time at their job due to cir-

cumstances be', ond their control. How-

ever, it is felt the line has to be drawn

somewhere and that, if the association

errs, it should err on the side of high-

er standards.

In this pursuit of higher standards

i Please turn in ji rge 02
I
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|j/o— Greatest

bd-prodocing area

ilhe world

34 Vi million

acres of

Iowa land

(96%) is

in farms

Iowa— first

in value and

number of

eggs produced

Iowa— first in

value and number

of hogs on farms

Iowa— first

in value of

livestock on

farms

Vm
<m

Iowa annually

ranks 1 st or 2nd

f

in farm income

(altho many farm

states are larger)

V/i% of all the

rade 1 land in the

. S. is within

/MT's 0.5 mv

sntour

Hi

%

Tho farms

account for

about $2 %
billion of Iowa's

annual income,

that's only half

the story

In the highly

industrialized

Eastern half of

Iowa $2 out of

every $3 of income

comes from

industry

WMT's

national

reps:

The Katz

Agency

The WMT Static

CBS Radio and Televis

for Eastern Iowa

600 kc Channel 2



NATRFD continued
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SALES PRESENTATION TO BE

UNVEILED BY NATRFD 29 NOV.

I \ TKI'D's top activit) in 1957—its new sales presentation.

will be unveiled 29 November at the association's annual

convention in Chicago.

Il will not be the "roup's first organized effort at assembling

facts and figures on the selling strength of farm radio and tv.

But it will be their first effort to do so on a professional level.

The presentation will be in both booklet and slide form.

Printed copies will be sent to reps and stations with NATRFD
members as a matter of course, but the booklet will also be

available to all those who request it. The slide presentation

will bo available to reps and stations at cost.

The title of the presentation. "Is your farm advertising

balanced for best results?" is clearly aimed at clients who

are considered top-heavy in farm print media. But the actual

sell avoids media comparisons in large part and concentrates

on the positive advantages of using farm directors.

The presentation includes:

1. Data on farmer spending, both for business and family.

2. The farm director's strong points.

3. The plusses of farm radio and tv.

4. Data on farm radio listening habits and tv coverage.

5. Sponsor success stories.

6. Five tips on how to buy farm broadcasting.

The section on the work of the farm director sums up his

values as follows: (1) he is a student of agriculture who pro-

\ ides practical information, (2) he personally visits many farm-

ers each year, (3) he is a principal speaker at key farm

meetings, ( 4 1 he maintains professional relationships with

agricultural specialists, (5) he is called upon to help provide

basic agricultural improvements.

Work on the presentation was done under the aegis of a

sales promotion committee headed by Mai Hansen of WOW
and WOW-TV, Omaha. The material was gathered and or-

ganized by the Bert Gittens ad agency of Milwaukee under

the direction of Jerry Seaman. The job was put together

physically by the Donald Lerch, Jr. and Co. firm and Don
Lerch will narrate the first public showing at the convention.

Most of the $3,500 for the project came from the NATRFD
itself but $1,500 was donated by Allis Chalmers, through the

good offices of one of the association's greatest boosters, Charles

Karr, advertising director of A-C's tractor division.

Others on the sales promotion committee include: Bob
Stephens, KFYO, Lubbock; Dixon Harper of Aubrey, Finlay.

Marley & Hodgson, Chicago; Derek Rooke, WMC and WMCT,
Memphis; Forrest Blair, of Edward Petry, Chicago; Lain
Haeg, first president of the NATRFD and now manager of

WCCO, Minneapolis-St. Paul; Delbert Rucker, National Plant

Food Institute, Washington; Jack Stratton, WKY and WKY-
TV, Oklahoma City; John Bradshaw, John Bradshaw & Asso-

ciates, Toronto; Bob Parker, WBAY and WBAY-TV, Green

Bay; Wes Seyler, American Dairy Association of Oklahoma:
Don Tuttle, WGY, Schenectady; Maynard Speece, WCCO. ^
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in the profession, the association and
its members have spread themselves

over a wide range of activities during

the NATRFD's 13-year history. To
list them in detail would be impres-

sive, if not practical.

A summary of some of last year's

activities will provide some idea of

the scope of the NATRFD

:

• It contacted and did special work
with the following organizations land

others besides) — NARTB, National

Milk Producers Assn., Chicago Board
of Trade, U.S. Weather Bureau. Na-

tional Agricultural Chemical Associa-

tion. National Institute for Education

by Radio & Tv, National County
Agents, National FFA, National 4-H,

American Feed Manufacturers Asso-

ciation. National Poultry and Egg
Board.

• A committee began working on a

radio workshop project. This work,

coordinated by the National Project

in Agricultural Communications, re-

sulted in a Northeast Radio Work-
shop in New York last April. Present

plans call for a Southern Radio Work-

shop in Memphis in January 1958.

Jointly sponsoring the workshops with

the NATRFD was the American As-

sociation of Agricultural College Edi-

tors. The NATRFD also took part in

the NPAC's National Farm Tv Clinic

in 1955.

• NATRFD representatives turned

up at the Thor Research Center, Ford

Tractor Meeting, Philadelphia Petro-

leum Meeting, the Chrysler Corp.'-

press review and other places.

• Always strong on traveling and

a prime source of extending the farm-

er's horizon beyond his own acres.

association members led tours or went

themselves to South America. Mexico.

Great Britain, Canada. Japan. Aus-

tralia, New Zealand, Fiji Islands, the

Soviet Union, as well as different parts

of the U.S. Members have been on at

least three tours to the USSR.
• The NATRFD president (in 1956

it was John McDonald of WSM and

WSM-TV, Nashville I . as a member of

the National Council on Rural Ci\ il

Defense, did considerable traveling

and made half-hour recordings on be-

half of the council.

If the effect of all this is to make
the farm director a more interesting

personalitv to his audience, a more

effective salesman to his sponsor and

a more useful employee to bis boss,

it is no accident. ^
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REAL
LIVE
SERVICE

For the past 33 years, Northwest farmers have been
listening to one radio station for a helping hand at every
turn. It's WCCO Radio, whose farm service department

has become a model for other stations throughout
the nation. Farm service directors Maynard Speece and

Jim Hill present more than 50 broadcasts every

week, lively and vital, loaded with information farmers

depend on— reports of rapidly-changing market and
weather conditions plus news of latest agricultural

developments. It's this service which has made WCCO
Radio the overwhelming first choice of the 231,900

farm families ($1.7 billion annual income and rising
I

within the station's 114-county basic service area. Fact

is, in the rural Northwest, more than four times more
people listen to WCCO Radio than all other

Twin Cities stations combined!

weep
The Northu est's 50,000- Watt Giant ^k
Minneapolis-St. Caul r<*
Represented b\ CBS Radio Spot Sales V

K

l 'Nielsen, June 1957—
Audience in east Northwest

' beyond inner NSI area.



THE STATIONS

TION OF FARM RADIO
ne 2050 U. S. stations which carry
living to SPONSOR questionnaire.

see sponsor's 1957 Buyers' Guide.

STATIONS
Farm stations belou
ttiim programing. 1

1 01 maic complete

CROSS-SEC
are partial list only of soi

ist is based mi stations re/

list of farm ratlm stations,

State City

Call

letters Frequency Power Network
Farm hrs.

Service shows
weekly

Othert
Years on

with farm
air

shows Farm personnel' Reprweitat

VI \ ALBERTVILLE WAVU 630 1.000 18 20 7 JESSE CULP &. JOHN CULP

BIRMINGHAM WAPI 1070 10,000 NBC 4'/4 5 12 BOYD EVANS Christat

FLOMATON WTCB 990 500 6 18 2 Paul Wood Hil F. Best

GUNTERSVILLE WGSV 1270 1.000 KBS 21 12 7'/2 Larry Garner, W. L. Martin,

Christine Huber
Keystone

MONTGOMERY WBAM 740 50,000 9'/* 2'/2 5 CRAWFORD ROQUEMORE, Mississippi

Simpkins, Fred Wamble
Radio-TV Ht

ARIZ. MESA KTYL 1310 5,000 D
500 N

6 5 Don Sherrlll Thos. Clark

\I!K HELENA KFFA 1360 1,000 MBS-KBS 66'/2 9 16 Randy Tardy, Basil Staife. Bill Fury Hil F. Best

PARAGOULD KDRS 1490 250 4 8 10 George Kirby & Bill Driskell

SILOAM SPRINGS KUOA 1290 5.000 KES 4 7'/2 20 Ralph Kennedy Dora-Claytw

< \l II CHICO K-PAY 1060 10.000 12 6 9 NEIL MclNTYRE Hollingbery

EL CENTRO KXO 1230 250 MBS 6 12 26 Bob Baker. Bob Weaver Raymer

FRESNO KFRE 940 50,000 CBS 8'/2 8 WALLY ERICKSON, FRED MILNES.
Don Upton

Blair

HANFORD KNGS 620 1.000 4'/2 2 9 Dave Camp, Brent Demont H. Oaks

PETALUMA KAFP 1490 250 KBS II 2'/2 Chuck Currier Broadcast Tir

SAN LUIS OBISPO KATY 1340 250 5 15 8 Hugh Harling, Dale Kirk, Jack Carroll Meeker

COLO. DENVER KLZ 560 5.000 CBS 2 2/3 35'/2 Pat Galvin Katz

.000 LARRY KIRK. Carl Jordan

MONTE VISTA KSLV 1240 250 KBS 7'/2 12 4 George Norvell, Wendell Deaton Boiling

MONTROSE KUBC 1260 5,000 KBS 25 10 Ed Dujulio Boiling

( l»\\. HARTFORD WTIC 1080 50,000 NBC II 31 FRANK ATWOOD, Don Nelson Christal

FLA. TAMPA WFLA 970 5.000 NBC 4'/2 II MARDI LILES Blair

GA. ATLANTA WSB 750 50,000 NBC IO'/2 2'/2 35'/2 Roy McMillan, Bob Van Camp,
Jim Wesley

Perry

BAXLY WHAB 1260 5,000 KBS 21 28 3 John Swan Continental

HAWKINSVILLE WCEH 610 50O Bill Powell, James D. Popwell

1470 5.000 LEE MOWRY, DEE FRANKLIN

SAVANNAH WSAV 630 NBC 7'/2 Douglas Strohbehn

ILL. 890 50.000 ABN-NBC HARRY CAMPBELL. BRUCE DAVIES.
BILL MASON, JERRY BOYUM
MAYNARD BERTSCH

DeKALB WLBK 1360 500 9 4 GEORGE C. BIGGAR Sears & A>

FAIRFIELD WFIW 1390 500 KBS 11% 8 4 Tom Land Webb

KANKAKEE WKAN 1320 1.000 5 4'/2 10 Sears i Ayt

MATTOON WLBH 1170 250 9 6 II HOWARD MILLER Holman

METROPOLIS WMOK 920 1,000 KBS 3'/2 24 6 Odell Korte. Jim Flrmin. 1. R. Strubinger Holman

MT. VERNON WMIX 940 1,000 18 7 CURT BRADLY Pearson

PARIS WPRS 1140 500 KBS 4 5 J. B. Powell

PEORIA WMBD 1470 5.000 CBS 5 IO'/2 30 EMIL BILL PGW

QUINCY
HANNIBAL. MO. jwTAD

930 5,000 D
1.000 N

CBS
12' 2 3 31 Richard Faler Weed

ROBINSON WTAY 1 ,711 250 3'/2 1 Boyd Lauer Hil F. Best

SPRINGFIELD WTAX 1240 250 CBS 2'/j II SPIZZ SINGER Weed

1250 Verne Buland

EVANSVILLE 5.000 D
1.000 N

NBC 5' 2 GENE CRAWFORD

EVANSVILLE WJF'S 1330 5.000 D
1.000 N

ABN 4 ' 5 VERNE PAUL Hollingbery

INDIANAPOLIS WIBC 1070 50.000 !3'/2 7'/2 19 HARRY ANDREWS. Jack Morrow Blair

KOKOMO WIOU 1350 1.000 CBS 8'A 9 RAY WATSON Weed

apital letters are \ II RID members. '(Oilier types oj lai m-slan leil programing.
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don't settle for

off-the-cuff

farm reporting

get authoritative

on-the-spot

farm coverage

KCMO-Radio
With a full time farm news department staffed

by professional agriculture radio journalists.

George Stephens, Director of Agriculture

Jack Wise. Market Reporter

Power: 50,000 Watts

fiNOTHER

KCMO-Radio

WHEN -Radio

KPHO-Radio

WOW-Radio

Kansas City

Syracuse

Phoenix

Omaha

810 CBS

620 CBS

910 ABC

590 CBS

^OITH STP^

Joe Hartenbower. General Mgr.

R. W. Evans, Commercial Mgr.

Represented nationally by Kate Agency

KCMO-Radio
... one of Meredith's Big 4

. . .All-Family Stations.

®
Meredith Stations Are Affiliated with Better Homes and Gardens and Successful Farming Magazines

SPONSOR • 2 NOVEMBER 1951



FARM RADIO STATIONS continued

St.it. City

IND
i . ..in »

LAPORTE

KlW \

MICHIGAN CITY

SALEM

ATLANTIC

CARROLL

DAVENPORT

DES MOINES

DUBUQUE

Call

letters

WLOI

WSLM

KJAN

KCIM

KSTT

Fr.gu.nt> Power

Farm l.rs. weekly Years on air

Srvice shows Othert with farm shows Farm personnel

250 BERNHART MUNSON

1420

KBS

Stew McDonnell

ERWIN EISERT. Darrell Dixon.

Lee Fulti

250 West Haines. Bob Elnhavs

1380 Nul Trobak

i. iiiiii MBS JAMES WYCHOR. Joseph Coval

,li. nun HERB PLAMBECK. KEITH KIRK-
PATRICK, LEE KLINE. CHET
RANDOLPH

1370 1.000 ABN l9'/4 GERALD McALEECE

Krorev-

Pearson

Ramb

Hil F. Bn

Pearson

Pearson

MARSHALLTOWN

WATERLOO KXEL

250 4'/2 Howard Vint

MASON CITY KGLO 1300 5.000 CBS 4 122 20 AL HEINZ Weed

OELWEIN KOEL 950 1.000 7'/2 21 8 Paul Ruse. Dick Petrik Pearson

SHENANDOAH KMA 960 5.000 ABN 22 33 MERRILL LANGFITT, JACK GOWING Petry

STORM LAKE KAYL 990 250 KBS 6 9 Kent Adams

1540 3'/2 RALPH VOGEL Boiling

COLBY KXXX 790 5.000 18 6 10 DOC EMBREE. ED MASON.
Don Secord. Chet Allan

H-R

COFFEYVILLE KGGF 690 10.000 ABN 5'/j 1 2 3 Joe Cook Pearson

DODGE CITY KGNO 1370 5.000 MBS 10 2/3 l'/2 RODDY PEEPLES V.R.&MlC

GREAT BEND KVGB 1590 5.000 NBC 4 2 4 ROBERT D. HILGENDORF.
Jim Heaton. Hayes Beck

Pearson

JUNCTION CITY

WICHITA

KJCK

KFH

Hays Beck
WES SEYLER

CBS 7'/2 WILBUR LEVERING. Charles Ross.

5.000 CBS 6'/4 15 BRUCE BEHYMER, Don Ingle

Indie

Avery- Kna

k^

M 1SS.

DANVILLE

HENDERSON

HOPKINSVILLE

LEXINGTON

LOUISVILLE

1290 Gobel Pollack

WHIR MBS-KBS 2'/2 Raymond Ramsey

860 Doris Gibson. Dell McLachlan

1230 Drury Embry

.nun 35 James Withrow. June McCully. Ann Jones.

Mickey Stewart & Gordon Whiteley

.11. (Hill CBS 7'/„ BARNY ARNOLD. HAYDEN TIMMONS

MBS Buddy Stevens

Chrittn,

WINCHESTER WWKY 1380 1.000 D 7 II 3 Herman Kelly. Tip Sharp. Charles Shouse Indie

LA. NEW ORLEANS WWL 870 .ii.iiihi CBS 4 10 17 GEORGE SHANNON Katz

SHREVEPORT KWKH 1130 50.000 CBS *% 20 32 JACK TIMMONS ChrlsUI

ME. ROCKLAND WKRD 1450 250 ABN 6 2'/2 5 Frank S. Knight

Mil FREDERICK WFMD 930 1,000 CBS !7'/2 m 22 Bob Helder, Bill Howard Gill-Peru

BOSTON WB2-WBZA 1030 51.000 lyi 36 malcolm Mccormick PGW

GT. BARRINGTON WSBS 860 250 3 1 9 mos. Ron Russell Foster 4 (

GREENFIELD WHAI 1240 250 MBS 7 19 WALLY WAGONER Walker

MM II .000 D
500 N

ABN ED VALLENDER

SAGINAW WSGW 790 1.000 MBS Dick Barry

Hollinfbto

BENTON HARBOR WHFB 1060 1.000 D 7'.- 6 10 JOHN CHASE Holman

COLDWATER WTVB 1590 5.000 8'/2 8 George F. Engle. Frank Martin Hil F. B

FREMONT WBFC 1490 250 2 2'/i 3 Hil F B,

IONIA WION 1430 500 7'/2 6 5 Ellis Shotwell Hil F 6

FARIBAULT 1.000 39' 2 DEAN CURTIS. Dick Biddick.

Ken Thorp

KTOE 5.000 Wayne Will

THIEF RIVER FALLS KTRF John Dunnicliff Bulmer &

MISS WJDX NBC 6'

4

FOREST COX. HOWARD LANGFITT

Mi. FULTON KFAL 900 1.000 7'

2

6 7 Art Hogan Indie

JEFFERSON CITY KLIK 'i.ll i.iiihi 12 '/2 3'/2 JACK KROECK, EVAN SLACK Simmons A

JOPLIN KFSB 1310 5.000 D
1.000 N

6'/4 3 9 Leonard Brown Meeker

KANSAS CITY KCMO 810 50.000 D
10.000 N

CBS 5'/j 6 10 GEORGE STEPHENS. JACK WISE Kat2

MARSHALL K M M 1300 1.000 W* 6 6 NORTH PILE. Fred Miller Pearson

NEVADA ^l» I.Mll 250 9 6 8 Jim McCall Hil F. Be:
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JACK TIMMONS,

KWKH Farm

Service Director

KWKH, Shreveport, is one of
America's GREAT -farm stations!

KWKH i* 'I"' ""I s
* Slirexeporl st .il ion offering special-

ized farm programming. By ever) measurement

of farm audience, farm programming and farm

personalities, it is one of the most important farm

stations in the nation. Berving 74 counties in \rk-

La-Tex, where agriculture is the major industry.

The KW KH Farm Service Department is headed

by Jack Timmons, who holds the honorary

American Farmer Degree and the honorary State

Farmer Degree for Louisiana, presented 1>> t lie

FFA— is President of the Louisiana Market

Poultr\ Vssociation, Regional Chairman and

Member of the Hoard of National Farm-City

Week, and is President of the National Associa-

tion of Television and Radio Farm Director-.

lie ir.i\<l- some I'l.^nii miles annually, visiting

farmer.-, and attending meetings to keep abreasl

of the latesl developments.

KWKH features four top daily farm programs:

FARM MARKETS AND TRENDS (6:05-6:15 a.m.)

ARK-LA-TEX FARM NEWS (6:15-6:30 a.m.)

JACK TIMMONS — RFD (12:05-12.15 noon)

BROILER MARKETS (12:55-1:00 p.m.)

Plus Bcores ol special farm programs, remote-.

inters i<\\ -. etc.

Lei your Henry I. < hristal < o. man give von

all the fact- on KW KIF- quality coverage of

ilii> quality farm market. You'll probably

be amazed.

KWKH
A Shreveporf Times Station

I TEXAS

SHREVEPORT, LOUISIANA
ARKANSAS

50,000 Watts • CBS Radio
Henry I. Christol Co., Inc. Henry Clay Fred Watkins

Representatives Executive Vice President Assistant Manager

SPONSOR • - NOVEMBER l
( >i,
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FARM RADIO STATIONS continued . . .

State

Call

City letter* Frigucncy Power Network
Farm hrs. weekly

Service shows Otherf

Years on air

with farm shows l"a r "i prsonxel' Reprewntiti

MO. ST. JOSEPH
( t ••in i

KFEQ 7'/2 IO'/2 HAROLD SCHMITZ, Ralph Melon

KDRO 1490 250 KBS Merle Vaughn

Simmons Ash

Pearson

SILKESTON KSIM 1400 250 6 6 9
•

SPRINCFIELD KWTO 560 5 000 ABN 8y4 16 24 LOYD Evans Wayn. Grlsham Pearson

UNION KLPW 1220 250 KBS 7'/2 20 3 Herb Houseman Don Roberts

MOM GREAT FALLS Kf BB IS 1(1 5.000 CBS 9»/a 6 25 STAN MEYER. W. C. BLANCHETT Boiling

GREAT FALLS KXLK 1400 250 NBC 1 2 10 Walker

M It GRAND ISLAND K M M J 750 10.000 ABN 18 54 32 E. C. WOODWARD, GEORGE KISTER H-R

OMAHA KIAB 1 1 10 50,000 NBC 23 33 BILL MACDONALD. George Dunn Petry

OMAHA WOW 590 5.000 CBS 6'/„ •A II MAL HANSON. ARNOLD PETERSON Blair

SCOTTSBLUFF KNEB 960 1,000 D

500 N
MBS 10 IV* 10 Dick Ingwerson. Les Proctor Holman

YliliK KAWL 1370 500 KBS 12 130 3 Harry Hecht. Herman S«hultz, Lloyd
Young. Jerry Bryan. Harlan Hanson,
James Urbach

Hil F. Best

VII. KEENE WKNE 1290 5.000 CBS l'/4 25 Stacey Cole Meeker

N.J. MILLVILLE WMLV 1440 1.000 3 •A 4 Karl F. Sheying Broadatst r.-

NEWTON WNN) 1360 500 KBS II 4 Vic Alme, John Raab, Warren Welch

N.Y. AUBURN WMBO 1340 250 MBS l'/2 3 31 Robert B. Morgan, Jerry Sanders Thomas F. CI

HORNELL WLEA 1480 1.000 MBS 15 5 Richard Cory Gill-Perna

HORNELL WWHG 1320 5.000 5 2'/! II Lou Parker Rambeau

JAMESTOWN WJTN 1240 250 ABN IO'/2 21 ROBERT S. WEBSTER V.R.&McC

MIDDLETOWN WALL 1340 250 KBS 6 10 Albert Larscn Jr.

ROCHESTER WHAM 1180 50.000 NBC 6'/4 '/a 30 GEORGE HAEFNER Christal

SCHENECTADY WGY Sill 50.000 NBC 6 31 DONALD A. TUTTLE Christal

UTICA WIBX 950 5.000 CBS 5 1 25 Sherm Brody Meeker

WATERTOWN WATN 1240 250 6'/2 12 l6'/2 Devney

NX. BREVARD WPNF 1240 250 2 6 7 Jim Davis

CHARLOTTE WBT 110 50,000 CBS 2% 7% 35 Grady Cole CBS Radio S:

FAYETTEVILLE

FAYETTEVILLE

HENDERSONVILLE

KINGSTON

SILVER CITY

SPRINGFIELD

1230 250 CBS-KBS Richard Perry

WFNC 5.000 D
1.000 N

MBS 3'/2 Mack Stamps

ABN- KBS 4'/j Jimmy Northington

WELS

WGTM

3'/2 Jack Rider. JACK HANKINS

680 50.000 NBC 8 1/3 1 1 2/3 30 EARL HOSTETLER. BILL JACKSON.
Jim Rled. John Harris

Alex McNeill. Luke Bruce. Ray McClees

1270 1.000 8'/2

8'/2 20 20 Glenn Vlck. Bill Bunn. Bob Allen

Walker

Hil F. ~
Bogner &

Hil F. Best

Rambeau 4 I'

Brown

N.D. BISMARCK KFYR 550 5.000 NBC 4</j 10% 32 1 B. Solberg Blair

DEVILS LAKE KDLR 1240 250 MBS- KBS 2 12 33 Harry Kosieracki Holman

FARGO KFGO 790 5.000 ABN 27 10 9 Arv Johnson, Ltm Hawkins. John Phillips Gill-Perna

uiiio TOLEDO WOHO 1470 1.000 3 6 3 Joe Augello Pearson

WORTHINGTON WRFD 15 2/3 8 2/3 10 John Martin. Fred Gage. Dave Collins.

CLYDE KEATHLEY
MARY LOU PFEIFFER

Gill-Perna

OKI \ TULSA KVOO 1170 50.000 NBC 8% l'/a 16 CARL F. MEYERDIRK. Dewey Rounds Perry

WOODWARD KSIW 1450 250 3 15 10 Edward A. Ryan. Harry McFarland JEPCO

(IKK. SALEM KBZY 1490 250 NBC 10'/, Vi Vi Al V'N D. BAUER Meeker

SALEM KSLM 1390 1,000 MBS 5'/2 1 3 PAUL ALEXANDER. EARL JONES Everett- MeKI

r\ BLOOMSBURG WHLM 550 500 9'A 9 10 Ha' Miller, Dale Fulmer Raymer

EASTON WEEX 1230 250 5 1 CARROLL W. BRADFORD Headley-Reec

LANCASTER WLAN 1390 CiKiii ABN-MBS 6 5 II Edward Miller. David Lorenson.

Lillian Wa'krr
Hcadley-ReeO

LEWI9TOWN WKVA 920 20 20 8 Glrnn Sheffer. Bob Hyle Gill-Perna

PHILADELPHIA WCAU 1210 50.000 CBS 6 29 AMOS KIRBY. WILLIAM BENNETT CBS Radio Si

PITTSBURGH WAMO 860 1.000 18 66 1 Jim Herbert Forjoe

READINi; WEEU 850 1.000 A UN 5 10 Jack B. Gounder Headley-Reed

SCRANTON

BARNWELL

GREENVILLE

5.000 7% JESSE LANDENBERGER

KBS

Boiling

Hil F. Best

WFBC 1330 5.000 NBC 25 BEN LEONARD Avery- Knodel
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Ma
Hansen

Radio WOW-LAND

is RICHER than EVER!

Mai Hansen, WOW Farm Director, reports:

Farmers in the 215 county area served by Regional Radio

WOW are enjoying their besl money year in four years.

This market has as many people as Pittsburgh, St. Louis,

or San Francisco-Oakland. The population is half farm,

half urhan. When the farmer prospers, everyone pros]

1958 Crops May Set New Records!

Subsoil moisture is excellent — 5 to 8 inches

over 1956. Above average small grain crops are

already in bins. Record soybean and sorghum

crops are predicted and it looks like a near

record corn crop!

Livestock Prices giving Good Profit Margin!

WOW-Land farmers bought cattle at $14-$15

and are selling at $20-$21. Butcher hogs have

been selling at $18.50, a 12.1% gain over 1955.

An ample supply of cheap feed assures bright

livestock profits!

U. S. Government Payments Coming in —
Soil Bank and other subsidy payments mean

cash- in-hand for WOW-Land farmers. In

Nebraska alone, land taken out of production

is bringing in over 44 million dollars'.

*****
WOW-Land is BIG . . .WOW-Land is RICH . . .

and you can sell it only with WOW Radio!

WOW and only WOW delivers this huge area

of 215 counties in six states with a population

of 4,213,000.

Without WOW Radio it would take 38 daily

newspapers, or at least 5 major TV stations

to scree the WOW Radio area.

Regional

RADIOWOW
OMAHA, NEBRASKA

FRANK P. FOGARTY
Vice President and General Manager

BILL WISEMAN
Sales Manager

JOHN BLAIR & COMPANY
Representatives

CBS AFFILIATE

WOW and WOW-TV, OMAHA - KPHO and KPHO-TV, PHOENIX
WHEN and WHEN-TV, SYRACUSE • KCMO and KCMO-TV, KANSAS CITY

Meredith Stations are affiliated with Better Homes and Gardens and Successful Farming Magazines

SPONSOR 2 NOVEMBER L95* 69



FARM RADIO STATIONS continued

State City

S. DAK. RAPID CITY

WATERTOWN

YANKTON

Call

letters Frequency
Farm hrs. weekly Years on air

Network Service shows Othert with farm shows Farm personnel'

5.000 CBS 5% GENE TAYLOR

1,000 MBSKBS 42 Max Witchcr

570 5,000 IS REX MESSERSMITH, GARY NIELAN,
GEORGE GERMAN

Representative

Headley-Reed

II w CLARKSVILLE VVJZM 1400 250 MBSKBS 7 16 16 Rambeau

COLUMBIA WKRM 1
'4(1 250 KBS IK 16 II Bill Fraser Walker

JACKSON WDXI 1310 5.000 KBS 31 10 Russ Honeyman V.R.&MeC

LEXINGTON WDXL 1490 250 KBS 12 7 3 Ben Enochs. Ev Flagg Burn-Smith

AMARILLO KGNC 710 10,000 NBC 22 12 GARLAND SMITH. HAL MAYF ELD Katz

BEAUMONT KFDM 560 5.000 CBS-ABN 3'/2 3 28 Dick McAdoo PGW

BROWNSVILLE-
HARLINGEN-
McALLEN

KRGV 1290 5.000 NBC 6 10 CHARLIE RANKIN Raymer

CENTER KBfT ' ill 1.000 3'/2 4 CHARLIE SLATE. Charles Hancock Gill-Perna

DALLAS WFAA 570
820

5.000
,11.11110

ABN
CBS

3'/4 4 25 MURPHY COX Petry

FORT WORTH WBAP 820 50.000 7'/z IS W. A. RUHMANN

HOUSTON KPRC 950 5.000 6 'A 6 GEORGE ROESNER. BUCK BUCHANAN Petry

HOUSTON KTHH 740 50.000 CBS IO'/2 3 II DEWEY COMPTON. L. 0. TIEDT,
Bill Zac. Miss Betty

PGW

LUBBOCK KFYO CBS BOB STEPHENS Katz

SAN ANTONIO 50.000 D
10.000 N

2'/2 BILL SHOMETTE

SAN ANTONIO 50,000 NBC 6'/* 8</2 30 BILL McREYNOLDS. Henry Howell Petry

VA.

TAYLOR KTAE 1260 1.000 KBS 5'/j 8 10 JOE HEGAR

1 1 Ml SALT LAKE CITY KSL 1160 50.000 CBS l'/z 2 3 17 ELVON W. ORME CBS Spot Salt

VT. FARMVILLE WFLO 870 1,000 IO'/i 27 10 Henry Fulcher Clark

HARRISONBURG 550 5.000 D
1.000 N

NBC HOMER QUANN

LYNCHBURG 1.000 WAYNE TAYLOR Hollingbery

RICHMOND CBS 2'/2 ALDEN AAROE CBS Radio St*

Bob Rees. Irving Sharp

WYTHEVILLE WYVE 1280 1.000 KBS 4 20 8 Frank Lindamood

\\ \«ll WENATCHEE KPQ 560 5,000 ABN-NBC 9 6 15 TED OTTO Forjoe

YAKIMA KIMA 1460 5.000 CBS 7 2 RICHARD J. PASSAGE Weed

wise. APPLETON 250 MBS-KBS Dick Caspcrson Burns-Smith

WBEL 10 Bob Schloz. Jerry Dunbar

EAU CLAIRE I40O 250 MBS Harold Jahnke Pearson

GREEN BAY l3'/2 20 BOB PARKER. LES STURMER.
ORION SAMUELSON. Joe Marks,
Eddy Janson

State

CAL.

JANESVILLE WCLO 1230 250 MBS 15 27 Ralph Schroeder Everett- McKIm

LA CROSSE WKTY 580 1.000 ABN 7 10 NORBERT F. HANSEN Everett- McKIm

MADISON WKOW 1070 10,000 CBS 15 </i 10 ROY GUMTOW. BILL THIESENHUSEN Headley-Reed

MARSHFIELD WDLB 1450 250 6 6 10 Charles Lilligren. Lamar Hoy Webb

WAUSAU WOSA 550 5.000 ABN 21 21 9 Chuck Summers H-R

WISCONSIN RAPIDS 1340 250 MBS ARNIE STROPE

City

Call

letters

Farm program hrs. weekly Years on air

Service shows Other' with farm shows Fa m personnel

SAN FRANCISCO I 00. 000

SAN FRANCISCO KRON-TV NBC

Devney

CROSS-SECTION OF FARM TV STATIONS
Farm stations below are partial list only of some 250 U. S. stations which carry

farm programing. List is based on stations replying to sponsor questionnaire.

For more complete list of farm tv stations, see sponsor's 1957 Buyers' Guide.

Representatii

Katz

' <>l .

FLA.

DENVER tll.MMI CBS Weekend Gardner. Mel Ekert.

Herb Grundell

TAMPA WFLA-TV NBC MARDI LILES

llii.hiiil CBS 2'/2 Will Sinclair, BOB HANCOCK

* Names in capital letters are NATRFD members, fOther types of farms/anted programing.
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FARM TV STATIONS continued

City

Call

letters Channel Network
Farm hrs. weekly

Service shows Othert
Years on air

with farm shows Farm personnel* Represent*

CA. COLUMBUS 100.000 CBS-ABC Dr. John Di i.. n. > Hollingbery

SAVANNAH WSAV-TV 3 33.0CO NBC-ABC 2 7*i 18 Douglas Strohbehn Blair-Tv

CHAMPAH.N WCIA 3 100,000 CBS-NBC 1 II >U 4 John Ketterer Hollingbery

CHICAGO WBBM-TV 2 100.000 CBS 1*4 10 GEORGE MENARD CBS-TV Sl>

CHICAGO WNBQTV 3 ICO.000 Net l'/4 5 EVERETT MITCHELL NBC Spot S.

PEORIA WTVH 19 500,000 ABC *i 2 Petry

QUINCY HANNIBAL. M0. KHQA-TV 7 316.000 CBS 2*4 4 Richard Faler Weed

ROCKFORD WREX-TV 13 45,700 CBS- ABC 1 2/3 5 Les Davis H-R

II

I

MASON CITY 100.000

low \ SIOUX CITY 288.000 2'i 3% REX MESSERSCHMIDT

K\Nv GREAT BEND ii, (i ni.ii Barry Russell Bollli |

2' 2 2', 3*i WILBUR LEVERING. Charles Ross Avery- Knedel

WICHITA 100,000 DALE WATSON Petry

h 1 L0UISVILLE 100.000

LOUISVILLE : CBS

I

7*4

Shirley Anderson NBC Spot Si

BARNY ARNOLD. HAYDEN TIMM0NS Harrington,

& ParswH

1 \ MONROE KNOE-TV 8 230.000 CBS-NBC- ABC 4'/i 2 4 Harry Arthur H-R

NEW ORLEANS WDSU-TV 6 100.000 NBC 1*2 3 Scoop Kennedy Blair-Tv

ME. PORTLAND WCSH-TV 6 100.000 NBC 1 1/3 6 LINWOOD BROFEE Weed

>1|SS JACKSON WLBT-TV 3 100. OOO NBC e>/4 8 10 FORREST COX. HOWARD LAM, BUT Hollingbery

MO. COLUMBIA KOMU-TV 251.000

KANSAS CITY KCMO-TV 11)11.000 GEORGE STEPHENS. Jack Wise

ST. JOSEPH KFEQ-TV I0O.00O 2*i HAROLD J. SCHMITZ. Ralph Melon

204.(100

KOLN-TV 316.000 LES BLAUVELT Avery- Kr

100.000 2'/4 MAL HANSEN. ARNOLD PETERSON

N.Y. SYRACUSE WHEN-TV CBS-ABC Gordon Alderman, Lew O'Donnell

N I

OKI V

PA.

DURHAM WTVD 1 1 316.000 ABC-CBS 5 6 3 Harry Middleton Petry

GREENSBORO WFMY-TV 2 100.000 CBS 1*4 2 George Perry Harrington,

& Parseas

GREENVILLE WNCT 9 316.000 CBS-ABC 3% 1*4 4 DICK STOKES Hollingbery

WASHINGTON WITN 7 316.000 NBC 2'/2 2 1 GEORGE MIZELLE Head ley- Ree<

N.I). VALLEY CITY KXJB 4 100.000 CBS 2'/2 52 3 Dave Bateman, Don Kingsley. Dale Olson Weed

OHIO STEUBENVILLE WSTV-TV 9 234,000 CBS-ABC 1*4 9 mos. J. Arthur McQuay. F. P. Taylor Avery- Knodel

OKLA. CITY KWTV 9 316.000 CBS 1% 4 WAYNE LILES. NELSON
Bill Hare

ROBINSON. Avery- Knodf

OKLA. CITY WKY-TV 4 100.000 NBC 2 5 8 JACK STRATTON Katz

TULSA KOTV 6 100.000 CBS 2*4 1*4 6 BOB THOMAS Petry

ORE. KLAMATH FALLS KOTI-TV 2 13.000 *2 1 Blair-Tv

JOHNSTOWN WJAC-TV 1 00.OOO

PHILADELPHIA WCAU-TV 316.000 CBS 2*2 BILL BENNETT CBS-TV S«

PITTSBURGH

s.c. COLUMBIA WIS-TV 10 269.000 NBC-ABC 1% 1 4 Bob Martin PGW

GREENVILLE WFBC-TV 4 100,000 NBC *4 BEN LEONARD Weed

IHW KNOXVILLE WBIR-TV 10 316,000 CBS 3 5'/j 1 Ralph McDade Katz

MEMPHIS WMCT 5 100.000 NBC 1*4 9 DEREK ROOKE Blair-Tv

1 1 \ BEAUMONT CBS-ABC 2*2 J. D. NIXON

BROWNSVILLE-
HARLINGEN-
McALLEN

10(1.1100 CHARLIE RANKIN Raymer

FORT WORTH 50.000 7'/2 W. A. RUHMANN

HOUSTON KPRC-TV 1 00. OOO GEORGE ROSENER. BUCK BUCHANAN Petry

HOUSTON III, .mid DEWEY COMPTON Hollingbery

I I Ml

SAN ANTONIO 100,000 Bill Shomette

SALT LAKE CITY Steve Brewer CBS TV St

\ \ BRISTOL WCYB-TV 5 85,000 NBC-ABC *2 1 1 Bill Stevens Weed

HARRISONBURG WSVA-TV 3 8,320 ABC-NBC-CBS *2 9 mos. HOMER QUANN PGW

PETERSBURG WXEX-TV 8 316.000 NBC 3% 2 ROGER WAGNER Select Stati

ROANOKE WDBJ-TV ; 316.000 CBS 3'/4 9 25 Bob Rees. Irving Sharp PGW

GREEN BAY WBAY-TV 2 ICO.000 CBS 5'/4 *2 4'
. BOB PARKER. LES

ORION SAMUELSON.
Eddy Jackson

STURMER.
Joe Marks.

Weed

MADISON WKOW TV 27 200,000 ABC 2'/2 2 3 ROY GUMTOW. BILL THIESENHUSEN Htadley-Ree
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We wanted to know

about Farm TV...

—so we asked the highly regarded Research

Division at the Meredith Publishing Company

to make a survey for us —
. . . and here are some highlights."

Fred Ebener, WOW-TV
Sales Manager

Mai Hansen, WOW-TV Farm Director

33'-, named WOW-TV Farm Di-

rector Mai Hansen their favorite

TV Farm personality (the next

farm personality was mentioned

by only 595 I.

• 90'^ of the farmers within an 80-mile

radius of WOW-TV have TV sets

• They depend on TV over newspapers in five

of six major categories of farm news and

information

• 31% of the farmers named WOW-TV as

their favorite station (the next station was

mentioned by only 17'
<

I

• Weather, News and Markets programs are

a terrific buy. 35'
< of the farmers watch

such programs regularly. This percentage

was topped only by "I Love Lucy"

and "December Bride".

SURVEY BROCHURE — Gef all the details . . . write for your copy foday.'

Cdame/
FRANK P. FOGARTY, Vice President ond Generol Monoger

FRED EBENER, Soles Monoger

IN OMAHA it's WOW and WOW-TV represented by BLAIR-TV Inc.

IN SYRACUSE it's WHEN and WHEN-TV represenfed by The KATZ Agency

IN PHOENIX ifs KPHO and KPHO-TV represenfed by The KATZ Agency

IN KANSAS CITY it's KCMO and KCMO-TV represented by The KATZ Agency

Meredith Stations are affiliated with Better Homes and Gardens and Successful Farming Magazines
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meat board services
for radio and television

The program of research, education and information carried on
by the National Live Stock and Meat Board (service organization
of the livestock and meat industry), is widespread in scope and
embraces many avenues of approach. Aiding in the task of dis-

seminating authentic information about meat to the American pub-
lic, the Board has over the years rendered service to many of the
nation's radio and television stations. Staff members have appeared
in countless guest appearances. Other ways in which the Board
can be of assistance to radio and TV are described below.

**>Iarv Blaino Time"
This chatty, informal series of

radio food talks is tailor-made for

continuous five - day - a - week pro-
gramming. The Mary Blaine talks

fit perfectly into a 15-minute pe-
riod with open spots in the middle
and ends. They are available on
tape, to radio stations at no cost.

"Ilow-io-llo-li" wiili M<»al
This weekly service to TV sta-

tions is exclusive within a city.

Featuring one meal idea each

week, it includes matte prints,

recipes, menu and complete copy
on a variety of foods.

'Blactio Script Service•*

Well-known among radio sta-

tions across the country is the
monthly Radio Script Service,
which includes 2-3 minute infor-

mal food scripts for use each
week, plus a number of abbrevi-
ated features.

Educational Motion Pictures
Twelve motion pictures dealing with care, preparation, carving

of meat and similar subjects, are cleared for public service TV.
16 mm. black and white or color prints are available from:

UNITED WORLD FILMS. INC.
542 S. Dearborn Street

WITH AN ALL-STAR CAST
This unusual story has a home

economist technical adviser coach-
ing a neophyte actor in methods of

dry heat meat cookery—roasting,
broiling, panbroiling. (14 min.)

OCR MRS. FIX-IT
Story of how to cook the more

economical cuts of meat unfolds as
wise homemaker helps two young
brides to learn braising and cook-
ing in liquid. (14 min.)

THANKS TO BEEF
A magical resume of the great

variety to be found in beef cuts,

and the menu possibilities afforded
by this popular meat. Utilizes inter-
esting trick photography. (14 min.)

IT'S LAMB TIME
An entertaining fantasy in which

a housewife dreams that her re-
tailer shows her all about the many
different cuts of lamb available to
her all year around. (14 min.)

THE WAY TO A MAN'S HEART
Illustrates the ease of cooking

correctly in all meat preparation,
and the need for meat in the diet
from the nutritional standpoint.
(With Wendell Cory.) (28 min.)

Chicago 5, III.

OVER THE BACK-YARD GRILL
Friendly rivalry concerning mer-

its of neighbors' outdoor cookery
methods inspires a contest, reveals
many meat cuts that can be pre-
pared by outdoor cookery. (14 min.)

THE RIGHT TRACK
Granny puts her family on the

right track, nutritionally speaking,
with sage advice for every mem-
ber. Film brings out need for ade-
quate nutrition, and how to get it.

(14 min.)

PORK 'ROUND THE CLOCK
Meat retailer teaches his wife

the versatility of pork, emphasiz-
ing a variety of attractive, appetiz-
ing menu combinations and new
cookery ideas. (14 min.)

MEAT AND ROMANCE
A well-rounded story of meat se-

lection, preparation, carving and
nutritive value, featuring Alan
Ladd. Many points of interest for
the whole family. (40 min.)

THREE BEEF SHORTS
Three 4%-minute films are en-

titled "Freezing Beef". "Cooking
Frozen Beef" and "Steaks for
Broiling". Close-up fast-moving ac-
tion in all, ideal individually or as
package.

National Live Stock and Meat Board
407 SOUTH DEARBORN STREET CHICAGO 5, ILL.

Farm director

(Continued from page 55 I

dealers, speeches to the advertiser's

sales force and the like has an impact

few t\pes of merchandising can match.

This is especially true in the farm di-

rector's relationship with dealers since

he is often widel) known locally as

well as personally acquainted with the

retailers who push branded farm prod-

ucts.

In addition, the farm director is a

respected source of information about

farm products, new developments and

economic trends to the farm audience.

Farm departments receive a consider-

able* number of requests for advice not

onlj from fanners but suburban people

interested in information about horti-

culture.

Some farm departments publish, reg-

ularly or periodically, newsletters or

similar printed matter on questions of

farming and horticulture. The farm

department of WIBW and WIBW-TV,
Topeka. turns out "Kansas Farm
Notes." A recent issue covered harvest

information, the outlook for fall crops

and prices and summaries of recent

speeches on farm problems. The sta-

tion works in plugs for its advertisers

through reporting sales of their prod-

ucts. Among those mentioned in a

recent issue were Spencer Chemical.

Gooch and Purina.

Merrill Langfitt, farm service direc-

tor of KMA, Shenandoah, la., writes a

"Monday Letter." The variety of in-

formation presented and the effort to

bridge the farm-city chasm is illus-

trated by the choice of subject matter

in a recent letter . It contained (1)

advice on taking care of lawns, (2)

a comparison, meant for the consumer,

on how meat and eggs compare in

price per pound with other products.

(3) a joke, (4) some philosophizing

on midwesterners and the type of ad-

vertising which appeals most effectivelj

to them. (5) an item about a prize-

winning ham at a state fair which

went for $40 a pound.

Farm radio-tv's link with its audi-

ence i< also made firmer through expo-

sitions and fairs. Many stations tie into

fairs bv broadcasting on the fair

grounds.

\\ US, Chicago and its sister com-

pany, the Prairie Farmer magazine run

their own "'Farm Progress Show." de-

scribed as the world's largest rural

exposition. It has been held annual!)
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since L953 and the L957 -how. held

on 25-26 September, attracted i e

than 200,000. The exposition covered

300 acres converted into a ^ iani tent

uii of more than 200 commercial ex-

hibits and Km educational demonstra-

tions. Events included tin- National

Sheep Dog trials, fire-fighting demon

Btrations, ,i style show, modern kitchen

demonstrations and barn dance Btage

-how-. \iiil WLS broadcasl Borne ol

it- -how- from tin - exposition.

\t the Minnesota State Fail this

pear, \\<(<>. Minneapolis-St. Paul,

oi iginated IT broadcasts from the fair

grounds. Featured were the Btations

farm personalities, Maynard Speece

and Jim Hill, as well as other \\ (XO
personalities. I he Btation distributed

35,000 of it- calendars with photos <>!

\\ (!(!() personalities on it during the

LO-daj affair.

\\ 151 D. \\ orthington, O., pul on

four hours of programing dailj from

the Ohio State Fair in August. The

station's farm Bervice director, Clyde

Keathley, operated four farm programs

each day. In addition, the station, for

tin- third year, co-sponsored the Haj

and Silage Show and Wlil'l) trophies

were awarded winner- of the junior

square dance competition.

Trends: Farm radio i- marked l>\

two outstanding characteristics: (1)

program time is almost universally

during the earl] morning and the noon

hour and (2) the material i-. for the

most part. sharpK angled to providing

the fanner with information to operate

his business.

Though there is a great deal of talk

about the growing leisure time of the

fanner, he is still a hard worker who

gets up and goes to bed early and

pauses seldom during the da\ except

for meal- (during which he will listen

to the radio i. Just how earh he does

gel up is indicated l>\ a club of earl)

risers (5:00 a.m. i formed l>\ Boh

Nance, farm director of W MT, Cedar

Rapid-. He formed the \ WWI R's

Club • ^ outhful and W ide-aw ake Neigh-

bors to Enjoj Radioi and now has

about 800 member-. Moreover, an

offer of milk filter discs from an ad-

vertiser during a two-week campaign

three days a week from 5:30 to 5:45

resulted in 2.107 requests.

\ studj last year bj W PTF, Raleigh,

asked farmers whether current farm

program times (earl] mottling and

noon I were most convenient and O.V ,

answered ves. Though this represents

COVERAGE:
94 Counties in Kansas,

Missouri, Nebraska,

with a total of 458,900

radio families!

CHARLES ROSS

Associate Farm Director

CIRCULATION:

184,410 different radio

families every week!

PENETRATION:

40.1% weekly

penetration in this

vast 94 - county

coverage area!

(Source: Nielsen Stu

WIBW
TOPEKA, KANSAS

Levering and Ross KNOW farmers—and

the farmers of Kansas KNOW them! To

serve this vast market of 458,900 radio

families, WIBW heavies its LIVE" pro-

gramming with news, markets, weather

reports, farm facts—and country music!

Plus top CBS Radio shows, too!

And for 33 years farm advertisers have re-

lied on WIBW to deliver their sales mes-

sages"—messages supported by space ad-

vertising, trade mailings, courtesy an-

nouncements, sales coordination, etc.

Yes . . . WIBW helps you sell to a pre-

built audience, . . . it's Kansas number

one radio station!

580 KC with 5000 Watts

Covering I 72 Million Consumers in Kansas, Nebraska and Missouri

Represented by Avery-Knodel. Inc.
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NORFOLK-WJAG-NEBRASKA
FIRST, with N.E. Nebraska Farmers

Since 7922

(Represented by The WALKER CO.)

7 000 wts

on

780 K.C.

NEBRASKA

35 years of

Daytime

Independent

Service

. . one owner

-k Farm Programs at convenient listening times

if Two Respected Radio Farm Men (who work in the field)

* 9 roving tape recorders

* 60 area news stringers

* New, modern broadcasting center

* Blended Music Shows for all ages

COVER ALL OF THE RICH N.E. NEBRASKA
FARM MARKET WITH

WJAG

YOUR KEY

"^Sps-
KMA SERVES 67 COUNTIES
IN 4 CORNBELT STATES*

$10,620 Average Gross Income per Iowa Farm

Reaching 299,500 Radio Homes

$908,259,000 Retail Sales in 1956

I a, Nebraska, Missouri and Kansas—
: 1956 NCS #2 and SRDS Con urm > Markets

THE HEARTBEAT OF THE CORN COUNTRY"

ir«t&fi/& )0 WATTS • 960 KC /f$\

SHENANDOAH, IOWA , v^li -

Represented by Edward Petry & Co., Inc. */r\\r\\ \

just one area of the country, there

seems little doubt that the present pro-

gram time pattern is liked by nearly

all fanners.

The WPTF study also learned that

93' c of the fanners agree that radio

provides them with timely and accu-

rate agricultural information. While
it is probable that a similar agreement

would be found almost anywhere in

the U.S., there is a growing school of

thought that farm programing should

broaden its appeal and not over-em-

phasize the specialist approach. This

school holds that farm directors can

attract an audience of urban people

including 111 those who own farms

(there are more tenant farms owned

by city people than is commonly real-

ized I . (2 1 those with farm back-

grounds who are still interested in

farming and (3) suburbanites inter-

ested in horticulture.

So far, while there is some program-

ing aimed at those interested in gar-

dening, this school of thought has not

made much headway. However, as tv

develops its own niche, the situation

may change. ^
Farm Radio rediscovered

{Continued from page 56)

Hodgson, one of the more important

ad agencies in the farm field, reported:

"More farm advertisers, traditionally

heavy users of farm publications, are

putting part of their ad budgets into

farm radio, especially at peak buying

seasons."

Among the by-products of this ad-

ditional business, Harper said, is an

increase in long-term schedules by

many advertisers who had bought only

short-term schedules in order to es-

tablish franchises.

Also apparent, he said, is the in-

crease in the number of farm service

directors being named by radio sta-

tions. This includes a relatively large

number of small stations.

Harper warned, however, that was

not an unmixed blessing. "Many of

these men are 'farm directors" in name

only. This makes it increasingly diffi-

cult for the inexperienced farm adver-

tiser to buv effective, bona fide farm

directors."

Among other trends in the farm

radio field are ilia greater insistence

by advertisers on station help in pro-

moting the radio campaign to the cli-

ents' sales force and (2) increased sel-
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MORE SPONSORS...
(WRFD, MONTH AFTER MONTH, YEAR AFTER YEAR, HAS

MORE FARM ADVERTISERS THAN ANY OTHER OHIO STATION.)

get MORE RESULTS...
(McMillcn Feed Mills recently pro-

moted their "Ohio's Favorite Farm-

er's Daughter" Competition ex-

clusively on WRFD. The contest

resulted in more than 218,000 cus-

tomer visits to local Master Mix

feed dealers throughout Ohio (full

story on request).

because WRFD has

MORE COVERAGE...
(WRFDS 72-COUNTY PRIMARY AREA ACCOUNTS FOR 90°o

OF OHIO'S FARM INCOME, CROP ACREAGE AND LIVESTOCK

PRODUCTION. MULTI -STATION IMPACT AT ONE STATION COST'

and MORE FARM SERVICE
(WRFD IS THE ONLY OHIO STATION DEVOTING A MAJOR SHARE

OF ITS MORNING AND NOONTIME PROGRAMMING TO

FARM SERVICE BROADCASTS!!

Contact Gill- Perna For The Full WRFD Story!

Wot thington, Ohio—880 kc-5,000 Watts

Peoples Broadcasting Corporation

WRFD, Worthington—WGAR, Cleveland

—

WMMN, Fairmont, W.Va.—WTTM, Trenton, N.J.

WRFD



HI FOLKS!

I'm Hardrock Gunter, Farm Director

of radio station WWVA in Wheel-

ing, the big, friendly voice of the

upper Ohio River Valley. WWVA
features two "farm" shows daily

and these broadcasts have been

mighty popular with farm folks

round here for over 20 years. And
rightly so, cause our farm program-

ming is beamed to the rural people

and packed with the farm news
they want to hear. What's more,

agricultural authorities from all over

the tri-State area appear regularly

on our shows to tell folks the latest

agricultural news. Why, we even go

to the Big Farm Show in Harris-

burg, Pa., just so we can tell the

farmers of Western Pennsylvania

about the doin's of their own state.

Yessiree, WWVA is the top farm
station of this whole area. I know,
cause I talk to em every day. And
the results? Well, we sell 'em be-

cause they're listening to WWVA.
The proof of the puddin' is to try

us . . . let us tell our farmers about
your product.

WWYA
The Radio Farm Voice of the

Upper Ohio

River Valley

Serving Western Penn-

sylvania, Eastern Ohio
and West Virginia

JOHN
BLAIR
* COMPANY

WHEELING, W. VA.
50,000 watts CBS Radio

ling 1>\ stations <>f tie-in campaigns to

local dealers to supplement national

spot schedules. These tie-in campaigns

are usually in the nature of where-to-

huy it tags following the manufactur-

ers' spot.

Insofar as time of the day goes,

early morning and noontime buvs re-

main the outstanding pattern. This is

due partly to the fact that most farm

programing is polarized around these

two segments of the day, hut primarily

because advertisers and stations have

long found these periods to be best

for reaching farm audiences.

However, other periods are not ig-

nored. Robert R. Long, radio-tv di-

rector of Klau-Van Pietersom-Dunlap,

another top farm agency, indicated a

fairly wide use of two nighttime pe-

riods.

"Our radio buying pattern ( for farm

advertisers) consists primarily of early

morning, noon and evening — 6:00-

7:00 p.m. or 9:30-10:30 p.m. — time

slots," he said. "This pattern has been

established after extensive research

and based on an intimate knowledge

of each market area."

Farm radio is being used with suc-

cess by scores of Advertisers. KVPD's
know-how in radio plus the power of

farm programing resulted in a smash-

ing sales coup for a new manufacturer

this past spring. Long relates (with-

out naming the advertiser) that the

client used radio to establish distribu-

tion of his product in a highly com-

petitive field without the use of a

sales force. Result: the company cor-

nered one-half of all available busi-

ness in a four-state area. Prior to last

spring, it had no business at all.

Other tributes to farm radio's abil-

ity to "get through" to the farmer

come from a variety of sources. For

example, Spencer Chemical uses radio

and farm papers to push its "Mr. \

ammonium nitrate fertilizer. Spencer,

said advertising director M. H. Straight,

is particularly interested in getting the

brand name across. In accomplishing

this objective, Straight said, radio has

been most successful.

Another example comes from Gran-

ite City Steel Co.. which sells Strong-

barn galvanized, corrugated steel

roofing and siding. Granite City had

an objective similar to Spencer Chemi-

cal. Product sales manager Fred L.

Rupp pointed up the values of the

farm director and the greater fre-

quenc) of consumer impressions with

radio but also stressed the belief that

radio "reaches the farmer more than

reading material.'

Another advantage of radio that is

attracting clients is its speed. This is

important not only for such products

as insecticides, in which case adver-

tising can be timed with attacks of

pests, but because the advertising

business moves faster these days.

Agency man Harper, whose client.

International Harvester, is AFM&H's
biggest user of farm radio, said, "We
like radio's flexibility. It allows us to

change copy on short notice to meet

special promotional needs."

IH advertises tractors, farm imple-

ments and twine on radio. The agen-

cy, which is always on the lookout for

good farm directors, uses a variety of

buys. They range from five-, 10- and

15-minute programs to program par-

ticipations and adjacent spots. While

the number of stations used is confi-

dential. IH uses a basic group of what

it considers good farm stations aug-

mented occasionally" bv additional

outlets for national coverage.

IH does not use farm tv. nor do

the other three farm radio clients rep-

ONLY I MAJOR STA-

TION IN EASTERN
IOWA HAS ENJOYED
AN INCREASE IN

AUDIENCE*

BECAUSE ONLY ONE
STATION IN EASTERN
IOWA IS PRO-
GRAMMED FOR MOD-
ERN RADIO!

KXEL
"VOICE OF AGRICULTURE"

50,GOO WATTS

Eastern Iowa's Most Powerful Voice

Waterloo, Iowa

RALPH VOCEL • NARTFD

"PULSE
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REPORT ON SURVEY
CONDUCTED IN 32 N. C

COUNTIES BY
A. T. ALLEN & CO.

CPA

* for your free copy, address

WPTF RALEIGH, on your letterhead

Is Radio Important To You In Planning Farm Work?

88% said Yes

Are The Broadcasts At Times Most Convenient For You?

95% said Yes

What Stations Do You Listen To Most?

78% said WPTF
4% Station A

3% Station B

2% (each) Stations C, D, & E

1% (or less) Each of 9 Stations

2% Stations on local 10-Station Network

Name The Farm Radio Person In Whom
You Have The Most Confidence

89%
named WPTF personalities

including Earl Hostetler, Bill Jackson,

Jim Reid, John Harris, Sam Beard

WPTF
50,000 Watts 680. KC

SBC Affiliate for Raleigb-Durbam

and Eastern Sortb Carolina

R. H. MASON, General Manager GUS YOUNGSTEADT, Sales Manager

Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc., National Representatives

MARKET DATA*

Population " .Km Drug
"

Farm Population 1,500 General Men handise -

Spendable Income $3,05 Vpparel

Gross Farm Income - Home Furnishing S 8,57

Total Retail $2,240,275,000 Automotive SI

Food $503 268 000 Filling Station

• l<r." ^RI>n Estimates msumer Markets
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resented by AFM&H—the Potash Di-

vision of International Minerals and

Chemical Corps., Murpln Products

Co. and Illinois Farm Supply Co.

I his is not an odd coincidence.

Harper feels there are not enough
good farm t\ shows around to make
much of a bang with the medium.
While it can almost always he said

that there is never enough of any-

thin-- good and while Harper and oth-

er agency men would like to see more
good farm radio shows also, the

\I\IMI radio farm director stated:

"\\ c feel that good farm television

programs can just about be counted

on thi> finger- of \oiir hands."

I here is no doubt that a number of

advertisers, and stations as well, are

taking stock of the farm (\ situation

at present. The farm t\ medium, while

making strides, apparent!) is not de-

veloping as fast as some advertisers

felt it would.

Not that some clients aren't finding

some definite values in farm tv.

K\ I'l). for example, uses 36 tv sta-

tions for farm advertising. As a mat-

ter of fact, the agency recently com-
pleted an extensive six-state, thirteen

market study of farm tv which will

provide the basis for its tv busing

pattern.

The answers are the agency's own
business. But, briefly, the studv

showed that where long-established

farm programing is available excel-

lent results can be obtained, even for

low -budget accounts.

The study also looked into non-farm
tv for farm product advertisers. It

found that where a client is interested

in a mass market, half-hour syndicated

film programs have produced out-

standing results in terms of both sales

and costs. KVPD's Long also told

sponsor that the agency has gotten

low-cost high-sales results with spots

in and around 10:00 p.m. news and
weather shows. Naturally, the specific

solutions differ by market.

While a smart agency and client

can make effective farm tv buys, the

fact remains that farm tv in general

has not yet arrived. There are a num-
ber of reasons for this. Some of the

more important:

• Tv signals don't cover the farm

as well as radio. The smaller number
of tv stations also creates the tend-

Mid-Washington Farm Counties

Are Covered by KPQ Radio Ranch, Wenatchee

5000 Watts- 560 KC
The only radio station in Central Washington

with a full-time Farm News Editor.

ency for each one to aim at a broad

rather than a specialized market.

• Tv farm research data is sparse.

While the same complaint can be made
about radio, it is doubly true of tv.

This lack of information was the gist

of a strong talk on farm tv last year

to the NATRFD's annual meeting by

Dr. A. L. Andrews, advertising man-
ager of Hess & Clark, makers of ani-

mal health products and feed medica-

tion ingredients. Dr. Andrews com-
plained of a "woeful lack" of informa-

tion about farm audiences. "Nobod.3

that we talked to," he said, "knew
whether farmers watched their shows

or even what times of day thev were

most likely to have a farm audience."

• Too many tv farm shows are ra-

dio farm shows with pictures. There

is a feeling that, in too many cases, a

successful farm radio personality and

his show has been transferred to tv

without any real effort to adapt the

format to the visual medium.
One interesting facet about farm tv

is that a number of advertisers are

burning with anxiety to get into the

medium but are waiting to be shown
it can pay off. This is particularly

true of Hess & Clark, which, despite

Dr. Andrews' talk, is a fairly large

user of tv. H&C buys noontime farm

programing, where available. Where
it isn't, the client buys adjacencies to

evening news and weather. Current I v.

15 tv stations are being used.

H&C went into tv because it found,

through its own testing, that it could

reach prospects and that these pros-

pects responded to its advertising. Bv
a free offer of one of its products I a

mastitis ointment for dairy cows) and

by sending a questionnaire to those

who asked for the product. H&C dis-

covered the following about tv:

1. Farm families watch tv like anv-

one else and like pretty much the same
type of entertainment.

2. Peak viewing is 6:00-10:00 p.m.

Noon is equally good where farm pro-

graming is available.

3. There is high interest in news

and weather.

4. There is a high interest in farm

programing when provided.

5. There is a high recognition of

farm personalities.

6. I he use of tv makes a definite

impression on the dealer.

All of which means that it's just a

matter of time until farm tv does

arrive.
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plus

salts

skills

hawesi

usutts

fcom

-
UoiMSjfilt

-J^>

40,000 requests for

seeds from 209 Texas

counties and Louisiana

parishes in five weeks!

".
. . Every man I talked to referred to

Compton's program. He must have 90 per cent

of the farm audience in the area. . .

Lloyd Clyburn, Universal Mills

".
. . the Reynolds Farm Coach Tour in Texas

is receiving the most favorable reaction that we

have ever had the pleasure of enjoying."

H. E. Hicks, Reynolds Metals Co.

".
. . At the time that we started putting

spots on your program, we were servicing about
twelve stores. . . . We now have our merchan-
dise in eight hundred stores in two hundred
towns. .

."

Richard E. Hazen, C. A. Paxton Enterprises

illfled.

•ml n.ine

work
hu ie

KTRU

hold! a
-.

•ural Jotirnillvm.
rich firm

KTRH
HOUSTON

740 KC 50 KW CBS

%OA*n

r^P-
Peters. Griffin,
Woodward. in<-

N . Rd
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The Farmers Show
"CROSSROADS STORi*

starring

BILL SHOMETTE
Every Saturday 12 to 12:30 pm
Truly, the farmer's information bureau! A TV
Show packed with the most correct information
on crops, weather conditions, general farming
data and country music. Bill Shomette is not
only a top TV personality — he's also a work-
ing farmer, too! IT TAKES A FARMER TO SELL A
FARMER! Bill's outstanding acceptance, plus
KENS-TV's reasonable rate, plus a 30-county
coverage, make this the best buy for the South
Texas Farm and Ranch Market.

it takes a farmer..
TO SELL
A FARME

BILL SHOMETTE
KENS' Farmer's Farm

5-7 A.M. Mon. thru Sat.

EXPRESS-NEWS STATION

•^^•.S

SAM ANTONIO, TEXAS

Bill's not only a top-notch radio mon

—

he's a working farmer, too! Bill, his

wife and 4-H son live on a farm in

Bexar County, Texas. For 20 years,

Bill has broadcast the most correct

information on crops, weather condi-

tions and general farming data. Bill's

outstanding acceptance, plus KENS

low rate, plus a 105 county coverage,

make this the best buy for the

South Texas Form and Ranch market.

get complete details from Peters, Griffin Woodward, Inc.

Programing plus: While weather,

news and market prices are indispensa-

ble to farm programing, they are, by

no means, the end-all of farm radio-

t\. It is in extending this basic serv-

ice into a broad \ariet\ of programing

approaches that the farm director as-

sumes a meaningful role.

The farm director takes farm news

and market prices as a jumping-off

point for an analysis of their signifi-

cance. He ma\ interview agricultural

officials on the meaning of a news

event. He maj talk to farmers and

ranchers for their reaction to the event

and report this via tape. Those with a

broad background and training in

agriculture—and the number of FT) -

of this type are growing—can call

upon it to add another dimension to

the bare news facts.

The farm program staff at KMBC-
KFRM consists of a trio of experts,

who. in addition to farm broadcasting,

operate two profitable farms totaling

780 acres. FD Phil Evans studied ani-

mal husbandry and economics at the

I . of Illinois. He was a manager of

the Chicago Producers' Commission

Association, worked as a field organ-

izer and publicity man for the Na-

tional Wool Marketing Corp., was

NBC Radios agricultural commenta-

tor for a year during the 30s and then

moved to KMBC in 1939.

Another three-man farm department

is operated by KRFE, Fresno. Wally

Erickson, FD. had been a farm editor

on another station and started in the

field as a farm writer for the Associ-

ated Press and a commodity w riter for

the Fresno Bee.

At WHO. Des Moines, Herb Plam-

beck is a graduate of Iowa State Col-

lege and a former assistant agricul-

tural agent in Scott and Boone coun-

ties. He was the first American farm

editor to watch the British farmer at

work during the blitz. As a war cor-

respondent, he originated farm broad-

casts in Britain. France. Cerman\.

Luxembourgh. Holland. Belgium and

the Channel islands.

At KTRH. Houston. Dewey Comp-

ton, farm director and L. 0. Tiedt.

farm reporter, are both honor gradu-

ates of Texas \. ^ M. Compton was

also a count) agent and Tiedt. who

majored in agricultural journalism,

worked for a farm magazine before

coming to KTRH.
And these cases are typical, not ex-

ceptions. ^
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Look out, Mars

Murray's Coming! \

For eight years Murray Cox's Annual WFAA Farm
Study Tour has taken hundreds of interested people on

trips that range from Alaska to Bermuda, from Canada
to Cuba.

Each year the tour is filled to capacity, and everywhere

it goes it is royally entertained by municipal officials and

agricultural leaders. Though it hasn't yet been to Mars,

there's no doubt Murray will get around to it, if he thinks

there are any farmers up there.

For Murray Cox is the dean of Texas radio farm direc-

tors and his reputation extends far beyond his own state.

His farm news on WFAA is among the Top Ten* programs

popular with North Texans and what he says makes
mighty important listening to them.

If you sell anything farm families buy — and today that

includes just about everything from airplanes to zippers—
let Murray sell it to WFAA's big* farm audience. Your
Petry man can give you the details.

820
50,000 WATTSWFAA 570

5,000 WATTS

DALLAS
NBC • ABC

Edward Petry & Co., Inc.. Representatives

'Whan Study. A C Sn-lsen. S.S.I.
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ONE TV STATION REACHES 1/5 OF CANADA 1/5 of all

Canadian food
sales are I

made in our
Hamilton I

Toronto Niagara
coverage 1

area

"Within our huge coverage area 2,552,715 people spend $556,732,000 each year in over 8103 fooc

outlets. This represents 18.58?* of all food sales made yearly in Canada. Another black and whit*

fact proving CHCH-TV serves the richest market in Canada." Source: Sales Management Elliott-Haynes

For further information call: Montreal: UN 6-9868, Toronto: EM 6-9236, <§fe

Hamilton: JA 2-1101, Vancouver: TA 7461, New York City: PL 1-4848, if
Chicago: MI 2-6190, San Francisco: YU 6-6769 CHANNEL^ CANADA

CHCH-TV



ReDOrlt anil evolualet urn \ Itrrult.

opinions i^r film buyers ami *rllnt

FILM-SCOPE
2 NOVEMBLR
(-iMX'iQhi IIS7

SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS INC.

Singer sewing machine*! purchase of The Californians— a paradox «i firsl

glance— this week emerges an example of how mathematics can make 1 1 1

«

- seem*

ingl) obvious look silly. Here's what influenced Y&R's decision:

li Granted that a western primaril) is written Foi .1 male audience, it nevertheli

possible 1l1.it

J
1 \ western ma) pick up such a huge total audience thai the Female com*

ponenl alone is worth buying.

In arriving at this conclusion, the braintrusters did some autopsies on lasl year's 1
• » »

-

grams. One was a -how primarily designed f"i women; true enough, it did pick up more

gals than guys 1'iit onlj about 10,678,000 pei telecast, rhe othei was .1 western; it drew

relatively fewer women, but t li«- total audience was so big thai the female share came

to I .'J.2 1 1.000. In short, the man"- show produced around 2 V£-million more women
viewers than the woman's show.

I hr upshot i> thai packagers now are having some second thoughts about how i"

plan programs in get a 1 >
i
-i woman's audience. The Singer deal, in short, has thrown

the subject w ide open.

1 In coming issues, FILM-SCOPE will present other facet- of the ''woman's show"

problem.)

!.--<> i- up in the air about syndicated film for next Near. Reason: It i- run-

ning out of financial gas.

There's a real possibility that Golden Playhouse will end the company's film ventures

when that Belies i- finished. Meantime, though. McFann-Frickson is adding up some re-

search on the value of reruns (in which Golden Playhouse specialized).

MM! Film Syndication didn't spare the hor-e- this week ill getting it- 26 Men

under way. The syndicated show got all the exploitation moncj and attention of a Holly-

wood production. Characteristically, a couple of "firsts" were woven into the deal:

• It was first time a syndicate ' program got a press junket of BUcfa dimensions
1") feature and national press writers were taken to Phoenix (locale of both the stor) and the

actual production 1

.

• Arizona's Governor Krne-t McFarland proclaimed .'I I October Vrizona Ranger

Day. complete with civic and commercial lie-in-.

Lee Francis. ^BC Film Syndication promotion man' neered the doings, includ-

ing a gala banquet honoring the three surviving rangers.

Footnote to the above: Obviouslj cheered !>\ it- u">"| fortune with 26 Men. kriaona

interests mm are talking about a permanent resident film company to specialize

in westerns.

Success apparent!) feed- on itself: The California Natural Juice Co. ha- acquired

from Warner Bros, the rights to merchandise the Bugs Bunny cartoon character

in connection with its Bugs Bunny Quick Fro/en Vegetable Juice. But the BngS

Bunny films themselves aren't involved- -indeed, in New York BBQFVJ will be adver-

tised via \\ PIX's Popeye Show.
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FILM-SCOPE continued

Film is stealing the show in Puerto Rico so convincingly that both San Juan
Iv Btationa are eager for more—particularly the U. S. syndicated kind.

Last week the Business Research Institute's ratings pointed up the reasons in giving

U. S. fare seven of the top 15 spots. Here's the story (based on 140.000 sets) :

RANK PROGRAM RATING STATION

1. Jungle Jim 55.3 WAPA-TV
2. Kin Tin Tin 54.0

u

3. Tales of Texas Rangers 52.7
«

1. Highway Patrol 51.9
M

9. Fury 39.6
it

13. Lassie 37.5 WKAQ-TV
14. Lone Ranger 36.0

tc

With still five months to go, the Japanese tv people already have burned up
most of the $325,000 the government will let them spend on U. S. film until the

end of next March.

That, says Manny Reiner, TPA foreign operations v. p. just hack from the Far Last.

emphasizes these facts:

• Japan probably is the fastest growing foreign market, and

• Already ranks No. 5 in world markets. I By the end of 1958. Reiner thinks, the

nation will have 3 million sets).

Films are the top audience pullers, with sports second, and live stage attractions

( from theatres I third.

I As a consolation for U. S. broadcasters who get kidded about putting on w restling

bouts. Reiner says that Japanese stations often put on as much as three hours of

grunt-and-groan a day.)

The William Morris agency, which ha> not been in on domestic film syndication,

will try for the syndicated market via another route:

It is trying to obtain foreign right9 of tv series for distribution abroad.

Here's another clue to the growth of syndicated film: Official Films reported

at its annual stockholders meeting this week that earnings before taxes had increased

more than 300" since fiscal 1954.

In dollar terms, the jump was from $1,460,000 to $6,500,000.

In the interim Official added also 22 series, totalling 1.319 half-hours.

FLASHES FROM THE FILM FIELD: Phillips Van Heusen I Grey I signed for

two participations in NTA's next three Shirley Temple Holiday Specials (63 markets I and

for six participations in Premiere Performance I 134 markets I . . . Screen Gems will soon

oiler a new cartoon series titled Ruff & Ready.

Pulse ranked NTA's Command Performance as the No. 1 feature film show in the

Los Angeles market for September . . . Anderson, Clayton & Co. to sponsor Screen Gems"

Circus Bov in Mexico City beginning early December . . . ABC Film Syndication sold three'

series to CMBF. Havana, with starting dates prior 1 January.

A new series (260 five-minute episodes I of Crusader Rabbit will be offered to agen-

cies beginning 2 (
) October: producer is TV Spots. Inc. . . . CNP this week invited critical

evaluation of Boots and Saddles by motion picture reviewers. Purpose: to prove the

alleged superiority of theatrical motion pictures over tv films is just a state of mind, and

there is no longer any reason for a double standard.

Billy Hillpot, of the one time radio team of Hillpot and Scrappy Lambert, has joined

NTA's sales staff. Hillpot was also with NBC programing department.

I For other news and comment, see News and Idea Wrap-I p page o9.)
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Reaching the TOP in New England!

Radio Boston

***£&

Keep your eye on these Plough, Inc., Stations:

Radio Baltimore Radio Chicago Radio Memphis

WCAO WJJD WMPS
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY RADIO-TV REPRESENTATIVES. INC.

CHICAGO LOS ANGELES BOSTON ATLANTA SAN FRANCISCO SEATTLE
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A pictorial review of local

and national industry events

PICTURE WRAP-UP

A WILD time " a ~ had ''> Boston traffic recently when radio

station WILD paraded a lion, a kangaroo and a convertible-full

of beautiful girls through Beantown streets as a promotion stunt

"Life is Worth Living" kinescopes will be carried bj WNAC-TV,

Boston, starting in Januan. Station president Norman Knight discusses tin-

deal with Bishop Fulton J. Sheen (center) and Msgr. Edward T. O'Meara

Polka Dot Dairy's first ad campaign (of anj kind) is toasted 1>> (1. to

r.) Ed Hunt, sales manager of WDG\ radio. Minneapolis-St. Paul. Bud Koch

of Polka Dot, Charles Loufek, WDGY a.e. Dain bought saturation campaign

$30 a month for a year is

awarded Sal \ga\ino (r.) McC-E
timebuNcr 1>\ Bob Sinclair, mgr.

WCHS radio, Charleston, W. Ya.

Sal won thirtieth birthday con-

test. Rep. Jones looks on

CKLW-TV and Crown Furni-

ture Co. official- view promotion

piece for S200,000 worth of MGM
movies that will be shown by the

Detroit-Windsor station; billed as

"MGM's Golden Treasury of Hits"

"Operation Wisconsin," special program for

Badger State airmen stationed in Texas, was im-

plemented by Bob Larsen (right), d.j. at \\EMP.

Milwaukee and M Sgt En Musolf, \F recruiter



News and Idea

WRAP-UP

ADVERTISERS
Timex has switched its sponsor'
- 1 1 i | > from Itoh Hope to Him;

( rosby.

( i u-l>\ w ill do an hour's show for

the watchmaker on CBS T\ I I !)<-

cembei

.

Timex's explanation for cancelling

its contract for Hope on N l'>< I V : He
participated <>n Frank Sinatra- show

on \F< I V . u Inch i- alternate spon-

sored l>\ a competitor, Bulova.

In announcing the align « ith I Irosb)

rimei - president, I. Lehmkuhl, made
this curious statement: "We think Kin-

lias undiminished potential."

(See 26 October SPONSOR-SCOPE
for item about Bulova interest in Hoik', i

Here's latest Gillette promotion
I or a place on the drugstore cash-
counter: a one-piece razor that lets

the user dial nine different adjust-

ments for t\ [>.- of -Lin and beard.

Kraft has renewed its tour day-
time programs over NBC TV. Bill-

ings amount in over $2 million foi the

52-week period.

[he four participations arc Tic Tm
Dough, SBC Matinee Theater, Modern
Romances and Comedy Time.

Previouslj Kraft renewed it- long-

running Kraft Television Theater.

Another sadden turnover at top-
level in I'ahst

:

Marshall S. Larimer, win, came
1, months ago from Colgate, resigned

as president. Hi- successor i- Harris
Perlstein, who'll double as chairman
of tile board.

Personnel appointments: Ben-
nett (). Stalvey, Jr.. advertising man-
ager for Fairmont Fond-. Omaha. Stal-

m\ had been - les promotion man-
ager for Encyclopaedia Britannica . . .

Leo Rosene, director of I .>. sales

lor Max Factor, Hollywood . . . Pat
Baird, assistant consumer market ad-

vertising manager for Reynolds Met-

als, Louisa ille.

AGENCIES
Here's 1 1 #- tirst agency designed
l»iimaiil\ for buying time through
tin- bartering technique:

Regal Advertising Associates, with

Sidne) Barbel and ( harles \\ eij erl as

partners. Thej were formerl) with

Paul \ enze Vgeni j . Baltimore.

Barbel and \\ eigert, who have i

-

tablished an office in New i- ork, ex-

plain that th.-ii bartering technique

\.ill be different. The) u ill negotiate

Elm for time after the) gel the i lient.

Regal - first announi ed client : Sill

Skin.

igenc} appointments: Brooke,
Smith French & Dorrance as ad-

vertising and sales promotion counsel

for Technical Products Department of

General Electric effective -I October

. . . The Buchen Company, ( hicago

for all products of Hobart Manufac-
turing Co., Troy, Ohio, effective I

January, L958. \ir media will be used

. . . (irc\ Advertising foi Grey-

hound - bus and rent-a-car operations,

effective '^1 January . . . Reach, Mi-
Clinton for International Latex

1

radio

and t\ activities with the exception of

barter. It will not handle the ( &<

Films barter deal, which involves

around $5 million a year in barter . . .

\A . B. Doner & Co., Baltimore office,

for Coastal Food- ( ;,,.. ,li\ i,j,,n ol I

solidated Food- . . . McCann-Erick-
»on. Chicago office to handle Fannie

Ma\ Cand) Co., effective immediately

Dan B. Miner Advertising, I os \n

iieles. for Stnrd\ Dog Foods, I No-

vember . . . Advertising Associates

of Philadelphia, for Alloys and

Chemicals, Cook's, Inc., and Aunt

Leah's Fro/en Food-.

Newv.p.'sal K\\ R&R, N.Y.: Rollo
Hunter, director of radio and l\ :

B. \\ . Matthews, formerl) account

supervisor; John ( . Legler, former

account supervisor and Richard
Diehl. head ai I director.

Other aen appointments: fohi I

Maddox, senior \ ice president in

MySiC

C1EVEUNDS STATION FOR MUSIC S NEWS

"THE SQUARES"

.' V POP

(Adults who con buy)

LISTEN TO

KiTE
"Cool Cats" Get Their

Kicks Elsewhere

More £q»v» (LvcboWxr
Mommies and Papas Listen

Daily to KiTE Than To

Any Othei Station:ion±

C MNCS =2

Call Avery-Knodel, Inc.
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MONTANANS
. . . have money

. . . spend money

and they watch

KMSO-TV

\ /

!

by choice

SELLING

,_, _-,_. WESTERN
191,000 watts MoNTANA

KMSO-tv *-*•
TRANSMITTER

reaching the

LARGEST

set count by

actual survey

MISSOULA, MONTANA

with

BOB GLACY
^mornings 6 to 9

on

WVET
ROCHESTER, N.Y

Represented Nationally by
THE BOLLING CO.

i harge "I marketing services for Fuller

\ Smilli \ Ko--" Cleveland office . . .

Thomas A. McAvity, \ice president

ami general executive reporting to C.

Terence Chile, charge of T\ -radio, at

\|. ( .nil,! rickson, NY . . . . Al kehr.

sales promotion manager for Joseph

kat/. New 'tmk... Morton L. Salan.

to the executive staff of W. \'>. Doner,

Detroit . . . Thomas J. Bo«rn. as

president, and Mrs. Harold I. Rein-

gold as treasurer of Reingold Adver-

tising, Huston . . . John T. Lind-

holtz, account executive for Leo

Burnett, N.Y.

Their latest assignments: At Nor-

man Craig & Kummel, N.Y. : Flor-

ine K. Robinson, copy supervisor:

Robert Olson, account executive:

Irving Adelsberg, manager t\ de-

railment: Laurence \S . Foden, mer-

chandising director and Robert E.

MeGinley. merchandising field staff

... at Needbam. Louis & Brorb\.
Chicago: John Cole, assistant direc-

tor of broadcast facilities; George
Hnatt, art director and Richard
Ermoyan, assistant art director . . .

at Ellington & Co., NY.: Dan
Kane, radio and tv media director

and Harry Daily, radio and tv crea-

tive supervisor . . . William D. Mor-
rissey, public relations staff of

Ketchum, MacLeod & Grove, Pitts-

burgh . . . Alan Pottasch, interna-

tional account executive for Kenvon
& Eckhardt.

NETWORKS
Steve Allen, talking to 350 adver-

tising and broadcasting guests at

the 16th annual luncheon of The
Pulse research organization in

New York, had some things to say

on the disappearance of comedi-

ans from the networks.

One reason, as Allen sees it, is that

today's audience is more sophisticated,

has more awareness of comedy, then

did the grocery clerk of a generation

ago.

The solution.-' "Give them three or

four years, away from the pressures of

ratings and telex ision. let them buff

and polish their routines and deliveries

and build a following. Then put them

before the cameras ol television.'

Scotland Yard starts on VBC TV for

Sanka I General Food- 1 17 November.

Time is 10-10:30 p.m. Commitment

is for alternate week-.

NBC Matinee Theater's 500th tele-

cast, upcoming 31 October, sug-

gests these statistics: The broadcast,

marking the series' 3rd Anniversary

.

has accumulated 18.500 color camera

hours. 12,500 costumes, 3,500 groups

(.1 props. 8.500 televised scenes. Also,

20,000 personnel interview-. 0.000 act-

ing role- and 535 script-.

VBVs program producers will be
getting the benefit of their fellow

networkers* opinion.

Network employees have been asked

to listen to all ABN programs and sub-

mit their comment anonymously.

A $7,000 pre-Christmas bonus
jackpot is the tantalizing prize

held out by MBS to its account

executives.

Shares of the boodle will go to those

ae's bringing in the largest numbers

of sponsors for long-term campaigns.

Lanolin Plus. Chicago cosmetic

firm, picked up a segment of

"Tic-Tac-Dough" daily 12-12:30,

from 16 October.

The firm dropped its participation

on Brule and Groom.

New faces: William A. Gorman
and Charles (Ted) E. Maxwell to

the sales staff of CBS Radio. Maxwell,

once ad manager for SPONSOR, was

with RAB and Gorman with RKO Tele-

radio, Los Angeles. . . . New v.p.'s at

MBS are Robert F. Hurleigh in

charge of Washington operations and

Harold M. Wagner, charge of news-

special events in \\ ashington.

TV STATIONS
One of the oldest fabric mills in

America has come into television.

Shelton Looms of Sidney Blumenthal &

Co. started sponsoring 6:45 Report

over \\ CBS TV, NY., this week.

WISN Radio-TV, Milwaukee, dedi-

cated its new $1,250,000 Broadcast

( lenter.

WBC's TV sales managers met for

three days in New York this week.

Main items on the agenda: Review-

ing the Westinghouse Stations' tele-

v ision sales accomplishments during

the first three quarters of 1957 and

formulating plans for 1958.
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Gulf Television Corporation

behalf oi K(,l l.-T\. Ch. II. Calves

Ihii. baa liliil .1 pel it ion with the I '
'

to reassign Channel II t" Houston.

kt.l I. will then locate its main station

in Houston, while maintaining facilities

in Galveston.

\r» personnels Spears Mallis,

/an*- Radnej and NN imp] Hutch-

ison .1- operations department super-

\ isors l"i \\ T\ I. Miami. Each ap-

pointee will in turn be in lull charge

of the station's "\ ei -.ill operation . . .

John Leslie, Bales managei ol Btation

\\l I K-TV, Peoria . . . Frank Bar-

ron appointed i<> national Bales stall

of Storer Broadcasting. [Yansferred

from Storer station WJW-TV, Cleve-

land . . . Proctor Jones, former!)

assistant sales director, now national

sales manager ol \\ \ \(! \M- I \ . Bos-

ton . . . George Lewis, local t\ sales

manager, WNBC, Wesl Hartford . . .

I Jv>iii II. Peterson, manager, j m I >-

licit) and public relations for \\ Hi

\\1-T\. Washington. Peterson w.i-

formerl] with American Airlines . . .

Henry W. Levinson, managei ol

9ales development for VBN.

RADIO STATIONS
Arthur II. McCoy, Blair executive

\.p. for radio, posed these poin s

before the \V\ contention in Vt-

lantic Citj this week:
• \ Jul\ I'ulsc siir\f) showed that

85.9'
,

of the people interviewed said

spot radio personalities advertise good

products; (>1..V, identified sponsored

products and <>').l
>

'
- said the) vould

ir\ new products ro ommended l>\

their favorite personalit)

.

• Radio delivers 979i of all the

homes in the I nited States.

• li"> misleading to think thai all

stations in a market and stations in all

areas |>la\ the same hit tune-. The)

tailor their music to the tastes of their

particular programing format- and to

local preference-.

A flying phone booth is the "radio
first" achieved h> WERE engi-

neers in Cleveland this week.
Program director Sam Elber, 2,500

feet above Milwaukee, talked via the

special air-to-ground equipment to an

operator based in Chicago. I se of the

phone-radio hook-up for interviews and

general news coverage are obvious.

\\ l»\lt. t hattanooga, up this Si bool Dot aid \\< \l i»l<

ln-t: h di<l a phone interview witl< I K > l.»k . poin.- chiel Win field

lliissia's kiu»hi he\. .Hid othei communih leaders.

I{< \ has put on the market a two-

in-one frequency*modulation ra

ilio antenna, to be used i"i both

-I,unlaid and multiplex I M I idi

Station ideas:

1. kTI.Y Denver, exploited

Sputnik's signals thusly: rh<

lion offered a prize to the listen* i

guessing i loses! the time Sputnik -

n. il w ill end.

2. \\ IM»k. Cleveland, cashes in

on nature around a transmitter:

It offered to give awaj nine puppies

born to the transmittei crew's m i — < «
i

to listenei - wril ing the besl "1 wanl a

Pupp) Be< ause letters.

How \\ BEC, Bochester, i- treating

a problem of the day: "\ Com-
niiiri it \ - I'u ood, a sei ies pi obing the

pressures and pleasures of I!." I"

\ outh. w ill feature i andid recoi d

ol the teenager talking to his con-

tempoi aric-. I he sei ies h ill also intei -

\ ieu Howard Hanson "I I astman

Slution application- : Regional

Broadcasting < n.. \l u land is sub

mitting plan- foi a new 1 ,000 wait, i

to be In' aii d in I lalfw a) . suburb •'!

1
1 i-iown. I In station will -•

100,000 p.nplc m an 800 -ipiaic mile

area.

Appointments: Harold .1. Gold*

stein, promotion diro t"i ol K. •. \

Pittsburgh . . . Arthur L Smith,
lol mil l\ "I k\ I \ . ^i"ii\ < il\ . now

managing directoi -.t news and pubUi

irs, Wlll\ Wl l\. Huntington,

\\
. \ i Roland Gilbert, fro the

sales -tail to national -ale- mac

for WW J- Wl. Dei, ,,it . . George P.

Ponte, ami Holier! G. Boland, loth

i- national sales representatives foi

\\k\K. wesl II.,, tli.nl. ( .,.,... . . .

(oseph I!. I ife, general manager of

\\ BBI . I lint, Mich. . . . Graham
Richards, r< a ional dire* toi of pro-

ing I", the Intei mount. ,1, i Net-

work with its

< ai son Rennie, from a n

live to general manager of WnWI.

it's KSAN in San Francisco

PROVEN MOST POPULAR WITH NEGRO LISTENERS A
YEAR AFTER YEAR*

Is Your

Best Buy...

Because

«w
Goes Where

280,000

Listeners

Are.

> \ Where

ff\
Negro

/Market

r specific proof of all KSAN claims to fame,

act Stars National, Tracy Moore, or

„TE, WIRE, PHONE KSAN
I MARKET STREET. SAN FRANCISCO. CALIFORNIA. MA 1-8171
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WHAT
IS

YOUR
PHOTO-
GRAPHIC
MAL-

ADJUSTMENT

1) QUALITY ?
2) SERVICE ?
3) PRICE ?

THESE ARE THE 3
BIG PROBLEMS

Let us cure them for you

as we have done for some
of the top business firms

and advertising agencies

DAKALAR
*COSMO

^•j^ Photographers

I 19 W. 57th St., N.Y.C. Ci. 6-3476

PHOTOGRAPHERS FOR SPONSOR

BAKALAR COSMO
119 W. 57th St., N. Y. C.

Gentlemen: Please have your represen-

tative Phone Drop in

Date

Firm

Address

Time

Tel. No.

.____--_-___-.____________.

Miami . . . Richard H. Gravett from

account executive to sales manager <>i

k\l'><:. San Francisco . . . John E.

Mayasich. sales staffer <>f KSTP, St.

Paul . . . Hcrh Wells, general man-

ager of KSEW, Sitka. Alaska . . .

James B. Luck, public service di-

rector of WOWO. Fort Wayne, Ind.

. . . William I). Alford, farm director

at \\ \I I . Cedar Rapids, Iowa . . .

George K. Kendall, publicity and

promotion manager for WJR. Detroit

. . . Bill Burns, rejoining WSAI,
Cincinnati as program director, fol-

lowing a year at WYDE, Birmingham

. . . New officials of California Broad-

casters Inc. : James Harmon, presi-

dent: Robert Harman, vice presi-

dent; and Ashley Rohison, secretary -

treasurer.

ASSOCIATIONS
Quotes from RAB Kevin Sweeny's

talk before the Ad Club of Rich-

mond :

''Radio is being chosen increasing-

l\ as the medium upon which adver-

tisers will build. Radio will get the

biggest share of many brands' budgets

while other media—primarily news-

papers and Tv—will be added to do

those jobs which they do best."

"Radio is rapidly emerging as the

primary medium for large numbers of

products which Radio can best serve

—for products which can use all the

circulation and impact that Radio can

provide."

RAB's Sherrill Taylor, talking to

the National Van Lines convention

in Chicago, said that reaching and

selling the greatest number of people

can be done most effectively and eco-

nomically b\ radio.

He cited these statistics about ra-

dio:

• In 1937 this country had 241
/4

million radio homes.

• Ten \ears later there Avere 36

million.

• Americans in the last year bought

14 million radios, outdistancing sales

of television sets more than 2 to 1.

• \\ ith more than 50 million home
radios in the nation. 96 out of even

100 homes have at least 1 radio, 31

million homes have two or more; and

1
.">'•_> million have three or more

radios.

TvB's newest presentation in its

present campaign spelling out the tv

sales message is "Television and Your
Corporate Image.'

The Variety Club's Dallas Tent,

one of the largest in the country,

which is spearheaded by broadcast

people, now maintains a ranch with

1(10 needx box s.

The Radio Pioneers, headed by-

John Patt, WJK. Detroit, is putting

on a big push for new members. Any-

! odj «ith 20 years in the industry is

eligible for membership, now totaling

1,100.

Association meetings:

• Negro Market Sales Clinic:

The Salesmen's Council, Sales Execu-

tive Club and the 1 rban League are

sponsoring the clinic, to be held 5

November in Cleveland, which is open

to all industries interested in the Ne-

gro market.

• The FCC and the AFA are hold-

ing a series of "get acquainted" meet-

ings, designed to further understand-

ing of each others functions and re-

sponsibilities.

• Radio-Television News Direc-

tors' Association will hold its an-

Qi^C^tofQoocl

NcwVot

HOTEL
/ /\ /I

34tb Street C^_J at 8 tfc Av*n„

Manhattan's largest and most con-

veniently located hotel. 2500 outside

rooms, all with bath and free radio,

television in many. Direct tunnel con-

nection to Pennsylvania Station. Al
transportation facilities at door. Three

air-conditioned restaurants

LAMP POST CORNER . . . COFfK HOUSi
©OLDEN THREAD CAFE

Singles I Doubles Suites

from $7 |
from %]]} from $23

JOSEPH MASSASLIA. JK.. Pra.tdant

CHARLES W. COLE. Gen Mr .

— Other MASSAGLI A HOTELS —|
SANTA MONICA. CALIF. Hotel Miram*

. SAN JOSE. CALIF Hotel Saint* Claire

• LONG BEACH. CALIF. Hotel Wilton

i GALLUP. N M Hotel El Rancho

• ALBUQUERQUE. Hotel Franciscan

• DENVER. COLO Hotel Park Lane

• WASHINGTON DC Hotel Rjlelqh

• HARTFORO. CONN. Hotel Bond

• PinSBURGH. FA Hotel Sherwyn

• CINCINNATI. O. Hotel Sinton

• NEW YORK CITY Hotel New Yorkei

• HONOLULU Hotel Waikikl Biltmor*

World-tamed hotels —
Talaryp* »*>rvlce>—Fomlb/ Plan
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5000 W
Best Buittesh mm

9

Best Buy

KF<3I
KLAMATH FALLS, OREGON
AsW the KAeeWer Co.

IISO KC

TIOICI
radio homes at the

LOWEST
cost per home are

DELIVERED
by WSUN

than any other station in the

HEART of

FLORIDA
(Check vour Nielsen Ha -)

WSUN RADIO
ST. PETERSBURG - TAMPA

Represented By VENARD. RINTOUL &
McCONNELL

Southeastern: JAMES S. AYERS

iiu.il (
i »n\ ention, 6-10 Novembei

\i i.iini lii. H li

Appointment! ami elections: !>••!•

Roth, i.l K< t\( > San Antonio eta ted

;overnoi of the \l A'a LOth Disti id

. . . Irwin Spiegel, \\ \H.\I \ \

appointed press relations diret toi I"i

the I! I ES Time Buj ing and Selling

Seminars . . Martin J. Johnson, ••!

Mai iin I. Johnson Advertising \ encj

.

Mobile, elected governoi ol \l A's 7th

District . . .

FINANCIAL
( olgate domestic sales continue
off as compared to l^."»(» bnl cor*

porate grosses and earnings are

ahead of last year.

I he report for the fii si nine months,

which was released tlii- week, showed:

Domestic sales: $210.5 million this

j
eai : $222.9 million in 1956.

World-wide sales: $388 million in

1957; $382.9 million in 1956.

Net income: $9.8 million in 1957;

$6.7 million in 1956.

I!( '. \ reports net earnings from

products and services foi the first nine

months of 1957 as $28,320,000. Foi

the same period la>l year ii was ^27.

893,000.

Stock market quotations: Follow-

ing stocks in air media and related

fields are listed each issue with quota-

tions for Tuesday this week and Tues-

ila\ the week before. Quotations sup-

plied by Merrill Lynch, Pierce. Fenner

and Beane.

< bange

+ 1

- I',

-

+ 1

• %
- 1',

- 1-.

-

- r*

-

- %

III! -. Tiif-.

Stock 22 Oct. 29 Oi i.

\ eu ) nrl. Sin' 1. / i< hange

\lt I'T 1 1 15

AT&T 160% L65

Avco I
7
- v,

CBS"A" 25%
( olumbia Pic. 11'. 15%
I.IM'W *S 12 12',

Paramount 28% 2914

Rl \ 28%
S orer 21 %
20th Fox 21 , 23%
\\ ,ii mi Bin-. 2"

\\ estinghouse 58

(n erican Stock E » i

'

\lli.-il \rli~I-

Vssoc. \rt. Pro. 6% 6%
i &t Supei %
Dumonl 1 «bs

Guild Films 2".

\ 1 \ v. 6%

FILM
Feature film sales climbed stead-

il\ tin- week xv it I • tu<> stations

making large package buys.

Kt.t - 1 \ . San I ram i-< !• paid ovei

00 I'.i iln- M(.M hi., in ..f

lilm- released prioi I" I'M''

\<\% syndicated program buys rc«

ported bj t> stations:

KIING-Seattle, Silent Service spon-

• I b) tin- Jilg Sausage Compan)
ami National Bis< mi ' ompanj

,

/ In (,m\ Ghost, Kl\*.l\. spon-

sored bj W rlrli Grape Juice.

Kroger Co. (( leveland Dh isii

u ill -~ | » < * i
i — «

. r Sht i
iff "i f '" hise on

FO W-TV, i leveland, foi 52 weeks.

Personnel note Miki

joined N I \ as Spe« i il Sales repre-

tative . . . K;;nl ( . < onangle ap-

pointed I <al in Amet ii a Sales • oordi-

nator, MM Film Syndication^ Inc.

Xmas Specials: NT \ offers three

Bpecial holida) programs f"i Christ-

i \ iew in-, namel) < hat les I fit ken's

Christmas Carol, Man's Heritage, star-

ring Raymond Massey, and The Lamb
in the Manger.

Only ONE is atop the

Continental Divide

Serving both the Atlantic and

Pacific Sides of America

KXLF - TV4 Montana

Butte

East—The Walker Co

West—Pacific Northwest Broadcasters
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SPONSOR ASKS

How can stations improve their national promotion m

David E. Partridge, advertising & sales

promotion manager, Westinghouse Broad-

casting Co.

\\ illi the competition for national ad-

vertising revenue at an all-time high.

every radio and television station

should take a close second look at its

national promotion. The ultimate aim
of promotion at the national level is to

sell your medium, your market and

your station ... so your promotional

activities must be carefully planned

and carried out to do that job in the

most effective manner. Too much na-

tional station promotion is hit or miss,

"More quality,

less quantity"

poorly planned for the audience it is

tr\ in» to sell, and inconsistent in theme
and frequency.

At WBC, we urge each station to

plan and carry out their national pro-

motion activities—be it advertising,

direct mail or personal selling by the

reps in such a way that it will create

a definite "face" or image for the sta-

lion among national advertisers.

With nearly 4,000 radio and tv sta-

tions competing for national ad reve-

nue, your national promotion must be

outstanding if you are to make your
(all letters s\nonymous with your mar-

kct when ad\ertising schedules are

being placed 1>\ the national advertise]

and his agency.

In m\ opinion, each station promo-

tion manager should:

1. Develop a promotion theme. De-

cide upon his stations points of su-

periority—coverage, programing, pub-

lic service, able management, mer-

chandising—and then hammer away

at selling those points to the national

advertiser and timebuyer.

2. Sacrifice quantity, if necessai \

.

to improve quality. Your station's

tradepaper advertising and direct mail

is competing with some mighty sharp

stuff. Plan your material carefulh

.

work on the copy until you're sure it

tells the story in the most effective wax.

and use the best illustration and lavout

you can afford.

3. Don't try to tell the station's com-

plete history in a single ad or mail

piece—sell one point at a time, and let

each ad or mail piece strengthen your

promotion theme and contribute to the

face or image you are trying to create.

4. Make your national promotion

factual and believable. "Biggest, best,

tallest, greatest, first, etc." are all fine

adjectives if they are backed by fact

rather than opinion or wishful think-

ing.

5. Maintain as consistent a frequen-

ce with your national promotion as

\<>ur budget will allow. Don't bore

your audience with a daily blast, but

remember to practice the same philos-

ophy in your national promotion as

\ ou urge upon vour advertisers: fre-

quency and repetition.

(>. Make sure your sales reps arc

complete!} equipped with all of the

sales tools the) require—and make

these tools as attractive and believeable

a- possible. Send \our sale- or pro-

motion manager to the reps offices as

often as possible to make sure your

stations sales material is up-to-date

and adequatel) supplied.

7. B) all mean- keep your rep fully

informed of what your station is doing

and how you are doing it. Remember,

he's selling a lot of stations—so make

sure he's an expert on your station

and market.

8. Make sure your national mailing

list is coordinated with your reps . . .

and keep it up to date.

R. David Kimble, account executive for

SBC, Grey Advertising Agency, New York

The best thing two out of three sta-

tions should do is to forget it. If

you're KWRB in Riverton. Wyoming,

you've about as much chance for na-

tional spot business as I have of shoot-

ing down the Sputnik. For stations

whose markets do pop up with pleas-

ant regularity on buving lists, I have

five well-modulated entreaties:

I. Spend enough. The advertising

media industry, generally, spends

about 39? of total sales to advertise

"two out of

three should

forget it"

itself, ranging from 5.8$ for the small

operators to 1.4' i for the Goliaths. A
reasonable rule-of-thumb for radio

and tv stations might be 6-8$ of fore-

i nslcd national spot revenue for sta-

tions who have to scrap for the busi-

ness, 2-4$ for the fat cats.

2. Run often enough. Familiarity

breeds attention. Run 12 or more times

a year and you'll gain 21-28'; more

readership per ad than if you hit-and-

run just three or four times a year.
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II \ i>ii must |ila\ footsie H illi .1 I ighl

budget, it's bettei to run youi three

ada in three consecutive issues bang

bang-bang dui ing the peak buj ing

season, establishing what continuity

\ mi can h hen it counts the most.

>. nun big enough, ••m- stud) oi

.hI- in 1
1 ade |uil>lir.ii ions repoi i- the

following readership scores: '
. pi ige

I' I ;
'•_ page ')',

: I page l'J\
;

2-page spread l<>'
I . Bleed and 01

color spark even more attention, h

you have in sacrifice something, how-

• ver, amputate j our ad size, youi

bleed, \ our color, j oiu se< retan

anything, rather than your continuity.

I. Sat) something, II tmi can't -a\

something of real interest, «li>n'i ad-

vertise. Rating story, market story,

success Btory, whatever your Btorj is

. . . make it a stopper. \ml for the

reading-and -running timebuyer, i <
-

1

1

just one storj per ad. In the aggre-

gate i>l your campaign, your various

stories will all emerge and the cumu-
lative effect will establish the image

i

nl \<>ur station's personality at the

same time.

.">. Make good ads. Use professional

help if \nii don't have the facilities.

Don't ever forget : \ ou're talking in

advertising people, people who know
what ivalK good advertising is . . .

and that's the only kind they'll re-

spond to. ^ our ad this month i< huck-

ing a thousand other station trade ads
and it's the good ads that arc going
to pick up the marbles.

Robert N. Pryor, vice president in charge

of public relations, » < U and WCAV-TV,
Philadelphia

Main years ago Linnea Nelson was
asked thi< same question. Her answer

was: "Give u- timebuyers a continual

llou of factual information, not just

your peak-, and don't blov up a sales

"stop talking

in glittering

personalities"

success or rating success storj out ol

proportion. Bj a constant presenta-

tion of substantial information, your
stations will build a character and an

identity that we will come to respect."

i Please turn to page 101
|

NATIONAL REP.: WEED TELEVISION

m a patient man, Smidley.

lord knowi how long I've woited (or

juit one Cascade order across Ihli

desk But Ivo hod if. I won't tit

here and let an exclusive billion dollor

market be ignored. If you con'l

ipot the Wcil'j biggest TV buy— one

of the nation'j top 75, then Smidley,

in my book, you're no time b •

And heaven knows I ve tried

CASCADE
BROADCASTINC COMPANY

PACIFIC NORTHWEST: MOORE & ASSOCIATES

jW-JU

A good time is had by all

In fact there is no such thine
bad time on WBNS R.iJ

Pulse clocks us tirst 315 out of
360 quarter hours 6 am to mid-
night. Monday through Fridaj
The 1.707.400 folks in the rich

Central Ohio market arc willing

to pay for their pleasures with

(3,034,624,000.00. Bu> WBNS Ra-
dio and he sure of a good time.
Ask John Bl.nr.

WBNS RADIO
COLUMBUS. OHIO
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TO TURN RANDOM

TUNERS INTO

VETERAN VIEWERS

Now— in many markets— three

great adventure - action series

combined into one great 5-day-

a-week show! Why pay a pretty

penny for programs when you
can get top-rated series in your

market and hold on to all of

your own cash! For complete

details about this new plan,

phone today. Or wire Michael

M. Sillerman at TPA for your
market's availability.

Hnrrv 1 Markets ,jre

reserved
today! Wire or
i hone lor private

rung!

Television Programs of America, Inc.
488 Madison Ave, NY. 22 • PLaza f>-2100

96

National and regional spot buys

in work now or recently completed

OT BUYS

TV BUYS
The Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati, is going into scattered

markets for its detergent Oxydol. The November schedule will run

through the contract year. Minutes are being placed during late-hour

segments, with varying frequency. Bu\er: Walter Teitz. Agency:

Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, Inc., New York. (Agency declined to

comment. I

The Lionel Corporation, New York, is scheduling announcements

in major markets for its electric trains. Campaign kicks-off 11 No-

vember, ends 19 December. The advertiser prefers adjacencies to

children's programs, daytime and nighttime. Bming is not com-

pleted. Buyer: Ken Allen and Joan Stark. Agency: Grey Advertis-

ing Agency, New York. (Agency declined to comment.)

Bymart-Tintair, Inc., New York, is conducting a campaign in

major markets to advertise its new beauty hair lotion Beauty Set

Curl Creme. The November schedule will run throughout this year

and next. Minute, 20-second and 10-seeond announcements on film

will be scheduled throughout the day and night: the budget allows

for a total of 400 spots a week. Buyer: Ben Pettick. Agency: Prod-

uct Services, Inc., New York.

RADIO BUYS
Reader's Digest Association, Pleasantville. N.Y., is seeking sta-

tions for a one-w;eek test to promote its Reader's Digest condensed

books. Stations which get a sufficient number of inquiries during

the test period will be continued for as long as results are good.

The advertising pitches a special offer for the condensed edition, and

each station must secure at least one order for every dollar invested

with it in spot. The station is expected to handle all the mail and

report orders to the advertiser daily. Buyer: George Perkins.

Agency: Schwab & Beatty. Inc.. New York. (Agency declined to

comment.

)

Best Foods, Inc., New York, has prepared a campaign in selected

markets for its Hellmans mayonnaise. November schedule will run

for four weeks. E.t.'s (all lengths, 10- to 60-seconds I will be used

during daytime segments. Wednesday- lhursda\-Frida\. saturation

frequencv. Buyer: Pete Triolo. Agency: Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample.

Inc., New York. (Agency declined to comment.)

Hudson Pulp & Paper Corp., New York, is going into various

markets to push bathroom tissue. November schedule will run for

four weeks; daytime minutes throughout the week. Buyer: Rene

Ponik. Agencx : Norman Craig & Kummel, Inc.. New York.

Shulton, Inc., New York, plans a December schedule for its Old

Spice line for men. Minutes will be aired in 4<"> markets on week-

ends: frequency : 10 to 20 per week per market. Buyer: Joe Knapp.

Agenc\ : The \\ esle\ Associates. New ^i oik.
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lot nl and ' ' on < ampa

TV RESULTS

AIR CONDITIONERS
SPONSOR: Ri( baxda 8 Roth VG1 N< i Direcl

Capsule case history: While selling air conditioners in

Texas during January and Februarj isn'l «|iiit«- as difficult

to accomplish .1- Belling refrigerators i" Eskimos, it - nol

exactl) easj either. Richards & Roth, local air conditionei

.mil refrigeratoi dealers, sponsored Stage 7 alternate weekrj

for these two months. During this period, normally the

-lack season for this product, the sponsor sold and in-

stalied twice as mam air conditioners as in a comparable

period in the hottest months of 1956. Horace Richards

revealed that sales exceeded those of all their competitars

during the two winter months. Total i\ cost: $880. Rieh-

ards X Roth used no other media, and was the onl) firm

of it- kind to advertise on h in Corpus Christi. "Because

of it- sensational success," Richards says, "we continued to

sponsoi Stage 7 on a permanent basis and the sale-

continued at this level. I\ is the best sales medium."

K-SIX-TV, Corpus Christi PI R( BASE: Program

FUR RETAILER
SPONSOR h p] rriei \U V 1 Direcl

Capsule case history: [oseph "The" Furrier, ownei of a

retail operation in Scranton, Pa., has watched busini u

since he first Bigned .1 contract with \\l)\l l\. three

years ago. Harold [oseph has been usin idj news

• •

' weathei sponsorship campaign in late Bummei and < ir l\

Fall, complementing this with Bpot. Yeai aftei yeai [oseph

reports a continuing rise in Bales which he attributes di-

rectly to WDM TV. His Bales figures for 1955 the first

year he used \\D\I-T\ were 12' - ahead of L954. His

1956 totals were I!!', over 1955. He was so confident of

L957's results that he predii ted a 22'
i in< rease and to date

has nearl) surpassed his entire year's estimate. Currently

Joseph is sponsoring Weathei seen twice weeklj at 6:35 to

6:45 p.m. The store's weekl) budget: 1197; 85^ of the

dollai goes t" t\ : I")'' For radio and newspaper. "We'll

use t\ indefinitely, he says, "foi its tremendous impact.

WDM -l\. N-raninn. Pa. PURCHAS1 Announcements

SALE DAYS
SPONSOR: Oregon, 111. Chamber of Commerce AGENCY: Direcl

Capsule case history: The Chamber of Commerce ol

Oregon, 111., placed a schedule with WREX-TV, Rockford,

111., to promote their two-da) sales Festival. \im: to draw

each one of the 3,205 inhabitants ol the small town to the

sale. The Oregon Chamber of Commerce used W Rl.V l'\ -

LO-plan consisting entirelj of LO-second station break I.I). -

in (das- "('."' time. Cost: $265. Total increase in sales

for these two days over normal sales was sl!',.00l). I \er\

store recorded doubled and tripled merchandise movement.

Although Oregon is some 18 miles southwest ol Rockford,

a Chamber of Commerce spokesman pointed out that there

were numerous people from Rockford and surrounding

hamlet- who came for the sidewalk Festivities. Oregon has

no dail) newspaper of it- own. "This was our most suc-

cessful and prosperous year," the C of C president stated.

"We consider W'REX-TV a unique force for sales results."

WREX-TV, Rockford, 111. PURCHASE: Announcements

RUG CLEANERS
SPONSOR: Pi icoi k Rug t leanera AGl N< 'i : Direcl

Capsule case history: Peacock, a large Memphis

cleaning firm, decided to tesl the sales power of t\ versus

the other media. Accordingly, the firm placed a five-plan

schedule in WHBQ-TV's Million DoBai Movie: three LO-

second afternoon spots and two nighttime 60's. During the

same period, a similar budget went into newspaper, radii,

and direcl mail. \t the conclusion of the test, each route

man wa- supplied with a questionnaire and instructed t"

have customers at <w<\\ pick-up or delivery-stop till out the

Forms. I he puip"- ol the questionnaire was to learn which

medium influenced customers to call Peacock. Results: 82

of Peacock customers were influenced bj WHIK.i l\ - Mil-

lion Dollar Movie, with the remaining 1-'!'. divided an

newspaper, radio and direct mail. Subsequently, I

pla.ed almost 10095 of it- <u\ schedule on VTHBQ-TV with

a LO-plan of five daytime 10's, and five nighttime minute--.

WIIUO-TY. Memphis PURCHASE: Announcements
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POWER

him SPONSOR
Knowledge is power. And the more weight you can

carry, the closer you'll get to the money word.

SPONSOR will give anyone a better knowledge of the vital

broadcast industry as it operates today.

Just $3.00 a year will bring 52 power packed issues to

anyone you like. So put SPONSOR on your

Christmas list because it's the best possible kind of a

gift you can send.

' SPONSOR
40 East 49th Street New York 17, NY.
Please send a year's subscription of SPONSOR in my name to the following:

Just fill out the enclosed cou-

pon or give us the names and
addresses of those to whom
you'd like SPONSOR deliv-

ered. We'll do the rest and
hill you later.

Name ..._ - _... Title-

Company

Address

City State..

Name ..._ Title

Company

Address ...-

City ... State

Name Ktli

Company ....

Address -.

City _ State

Bill me D

Name

Address

Payment enclosed C

City ... State..
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II Inn's happening in I S, Gouernmani

that affects sponsors, agencies, stations

WASHINGTON WEEK
2 NOVEMBER
Copyright 1957

SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS INC.

I Ik- I'M . which had swept radio under the raft will doh lorn Eta attention

hack to tlint service.

I "i several pears, during most ol which time ii appeared thai radio was sliding into semi-

oblivion, the Commission was busy with t\ on channel allocations, the battle ovei color, th»-

plighl of I III-' and, of course, subscription television.

Kb far as the I < C is concerned, paj television i- finished until and unless t on-

gresa dors something abonl it finished, thai is, as a controversial topic h I

doesn't do anything concrete, then the Commission will have to <lcal with individual appli-

cations and will have to settle on criteria somewhat more spei Lfic than that ahead) outlined

for approval of such applications.

FCC work on the I'HF situation is finished in somewhat tin- -aim -. n-.

that is, no immediate action or even consideration is in the works. The Commissioners

have given up. hut will gladly resume work on the matter if anybody < i a work-

able method of making life easier for the UHFers

The long-pending clear channel rase, pins the daytime skywave proceedings,

are the most important of the radio proceedings. These are due to gel quick and
careful attention. Thev involve the protection given to the powerful clear channel

lions and whether these are necessary in this day and age; or whether, on tin- other hand.

the stations should he given even greater power than the present 50 kv limit and stronger

protection against interference.

Work already has started on crowding more station- into the same spectrum

space through use of now developments permitting narrower hand-width-. The PCC is

working on industrial and other non-broadcast services, hut if such services can he squeezed

tighter it will have the effect of lessening pressure on space now set aside for commercial

radio and tv.

Another Capitol Hill move 1>\ a Congressional opponent of subscription television:

Sen. William Langer (R.. N.D.) has written form letters to all residents of

Bartlesville, Okla.. asking their opinions on the new entertainment medium.

Langer says in the form letter that he is very much opposed to the system, that he

feels it will result in "poorer entertainment for poor people." and asks if residents in the

market which is taking part in the first full-scale experiment don't aL'ree with him.

He says he will submit the answers to the Senate Judiciary monopoly snbeom>

mittee of which he is a member.

Radio and Tv promotions set up by ARC!. < RS. ami \RC ha\«- been declared

illegal unless extended to all competing retailers under a decision by FTC hearing

examiner Abner Lipscomb.

ABC called its plans "Sell-a-Vision" and Ala-- Merchandising.'
1 Mil - was "Chain

Lightning." and the CBS idea was termed "SuperniarketinL\" The networks solicited

eery chains for in-store promotion in return for air time paid for by national

advertiser-.

The networks vera not defendants, but the national advertisers wen- (Groveton Pa-

lter. General Foods. Sunshine Biscuit. Piel Bros.. Hudson Pulp 8 Paper, and P. Lorillard).

Legality of the plans was not at issue, just the legality "f offering them to selected

grocery chains without making the same thing available to all competitors.

The decision will be appealed to the full Commis-ion.
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GETTING THE MOST FRO

Will that clever use of trademark
product-in-use surely fix the brand n

in the viewer's mind? Not if the pictu

dull, indistinct and poorly reproducec

obsolete film equipment. The first ste;

more "sell" in film commercials re

must start with station facilities. It's

trick at all to impart "snap" and rea

with modern RCA film room equipm
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OUR FILM DOLLAR

How to Get Picture Quality that

Puts More Sell in Commercials

But Keeps Your Operating Costs Down !

Here are three ways to improve film quality and reduce

operating costs at the same time:

a. Use a Vidicon film camera

b. Use professional projectors

c. Use an up-to-date multiplexer

RCA Vidicon Film Camera operation not only gives the best picture

quality, but transforms wastefulness (caused by inefficiency

of outmoded equipment) to profit.

Professional Film and Slide Projectors save operating dollars.

Lamp costs are lower—lamps can operate until burn-out. Thirty t<>

fifty hours of operation are not unusual for a normal 10-hour lamp.

Rebate costs on lost commercials due to lamp failure are eliminated,

thanks to the automatic lamp change feature. You get business

protection plus the high quality these projectors impart.

The RCA TP-15 Multiplexer, providing efficient layout of the system,

assures lower costs through ease of maintenance and expansion.

The RCA Vidicon Film System provides

the standard of film reproduction by which

all other methods and equipment are judged.

Ask the RCA Broadcast Representative to show

you our detailed new film manual, "Planning TV

Film Facilities for Color and Monochrome."

RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA
BROADCAST AND TELEVISION EQUIPMENT

CAMDEN, N. J.

In Canada: RCA VICTOR Company Ltd., Montreal

Tmk(») ®
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A round-up of trade talks,

trends and tips for admen

*> SPONSOR HEARS
2 NOVEMBER Ever hear of an agency getting itself "psychologically" set to lose an account?

sponsor publications mo. A marketing consultant this week said that he has been preparing for such an emo-

tional crash with an agency expecting to lose one of its clients after New Year's.

A network executive this week explained the overwhelmingly bland network

tv diet this season thus:

"The formula shows, like westerns and singers, insure the advertiser against any-

thing controversial. That applies particularly to the automotives."

Ma Perkins and the late Tom Brenneman were amateurs as mail pullers com-

pared to the current share-the-wealth gimmick on the $64,000 Question.

To date the quiz has pulled over 4,000,000 requests for a handout.

The closest thing in the memory of the air media was Ma Perkins' offer of seed

packets (P&G). She drew about 2.500,000 pieces of mail.

The accent on "casual listening" (when describing a network or station's pro-

graming concept) has two edges.

That's what a time salesman found out while making a pitch at a Madison Avenue

agency this week.

Rejoined the admen on the receiving end: "Maybe they'll also listen to our com-

mercials casually."

ABC TV continues to behave with all the confidence of a fellow who has found

a new way to lick the races.

Several weeks ago the network started giving out ratings to the press while its

colleagues were playing it coy.

This week—when the critics were being panned for being too rough on the

new shows—ABC was quoting them liberally in newspaper ads (notably their views

on the Patrice Munsel Show).

Madison Avenue timebuyers are bemused by the do-or-die war of nerves

going on between tv stations in a two-station market.

Bent on topping its competition in national spot business, one station even is airing film

commercials used in bygone campaigns.

One of the films is for a product that hasn't been tv-plugged in two years.

CBS TV's pickup of Mike Todd's Madison Square party recalled to some radio

veterans how the sponsorship of such festivities actually started.

The year was 1927 and WMCA, N.Y., was scheduled to do a remote of a Friars'

dinner to George M. Cohan, at which the reigning comedians of Broadway were to appear.

The late I. J. Fox, furrier, approached WMCA's owner Donald Flamm just

before the broadcast with an offer for the by-the-courtesy-of privileges.

It was the first sponsorship of its kind and the three-hour shindig on the air cost

Fox $500.
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We
Sincerely

Believe

:

. . . that the vast majority o\ WSB Radio's hun-

dreds of thousands of consistent listeners are old

enough and mature enough to have minds of

their own

—

. . . and that by gi\ing them variety in music,

intelligent and comprehensive news coverage, in-

terspersed with well planned local and network

programs

—

. . . presented to them on the air by pleasing

personalities instead of "characters"

—

. . . results in a WSB Radio audience with a pur-

chasing potential that dwarfs that of any other

radio station in the Atlanta market.

11 • •/ i>nr audience against tin- untrue ti

that "tin mentality of the I

is thai oj a fnurt, til."

It s/f Radio is not ii juke-box-program typed station

with hist "the top It)-:

rammed into our list lay and night.

it c insist that our WSB Radio o i nt

themselves . * guests in our listeners' hon

easily understood and liked by every member of the

family from eight to eighty. All rutin? sun

our dominant acceptani G >rgia.

i Hunt to reach the Bl ) ING members of the

radio families in the Atlanta market usi H W< Radio.

WSB/RADIO
The Voice of the South . Atlanta

Affiliated with The .Atlanta Journal and Constitution.

MU affiliate. Represented by l > > «• Co

M*n\SOR 2 \o\ kmbkk 1951 L03



FEE TV VS. FREE
Continued from page 39)

would be on the free t\ stations in fee

i\ markets, goes one point of view.

"Pa) t\ is discriminatory against

the small markets and yet that's where

it's Btarting," says Compton's Frank

Kemp.

Suppose that station A in a four-sta-

tion market sold some of its time for

fee t\. If its financial return were as

sizable as even relatively low tune-in

could make it, would its competitors

not be forced to apply for the same

pri\ilege? A mediocre program that

pulls a low rating could nevertheless

bring the fee tv interests and the sta-

tion carrying the show on a fee basis

substantial profits.

"That's what's discouraging on the

local basis," says the media v. p. of

one of the top five agencies. "Far from

being an incentive for better local pro-

graming, fee tv would be likely to

downgrade quality. But at the same

time, the fractionalized audience the

national spot advertiser could buy on

the competing stations would now cost

the client more."

Place your message

where it gets results!

RIGHT IN THE HEART OF THE

RICH ROCHESTER AREA!
Your sales message scores when you send it soaring through the

air-waves via WHEC, the station that's way out in front in

Rochester! Competing with five other local stations, WHEC
rates FIRST in 57 out of 72 daily quarter-hours—has an average

sbare-of-audience of 26.7c'd (Latest Rochester Metropolitan

Area PULSE report, March, 1957).

BUY WHERE THEY'RE LISTENING

WHEC NEW YORK
5000 WATTS

Representatives: EVERETT-McK I N NE Y, Inc., New York, Chicago; LEE F. CONNEl CO., Los Angeles, San Francisco

The fee tv forces say they will pro-

vide the public with such quality pro-

graming as Broadway plays.

"If I thought that any form of tv

including pay tv could bring out some-

thing like 'My Fair Lady' once a week,

I might not object so to it," says the

t\ v.p. of one of the top five agencies.

'"But producing programing of that

caliber isn't a matter of money. It's a

question of talent availability. In the

last analysis, the pay tv people would

be buying from the same sources

where we get our programing today,

only they'd be able to bid up the

prices."

Others feel that the inevitable com-

petition from fee tv programing might

give free tv the impetus to experiment

more and to produce more unusual

programing than this season afforded.

"We haven't seen any programing

on tv that suffered because there wasn't

enough money spent on it," says

FC&B's Roger Pryor. "At the same

time, just because fee tv would have

more money, wouldn't necessarily

mean better programing. They could

probably get enormous initial subscrip-

tions for sports events, and program-

ing dramatic fare on free tv to com-

pete with it would always be tough.

But when pay tv and free tv both have

drama on the air, free tv has an in-

built advantage. Who'd pay to see

the same thing they can see for noth-

mgr
The problem, however, reasoned the

majority, will be to pay for the pro-

grams that can compete with fee tv—if

and when it gets up steam. ^
SPONSOR ASKS
[Continued from page 95)

Too many stations today tend to

talk in glittering generalities—using

broad, all-encompassing claims unsup-

ported by fact. Superlatives are so

overworked in radio and tv trade pro-

motion that booming headlines like

"FIRST IN OUR MARKET!" and

"WXXX YOUR BEST BUY IN MAR-
KET!"' are nothing more than wasted

space. There are 4,000 television and

radio stations in this country today

and everv one of them is hard at work

bombarding timebuyers. media direc-

tors, and account executives with di-

rect mail and trade ads trying to es-

tablish its own superiority.

To get vour customer's attention,

you've got to be different. That s

w licit' cleverness pays off. But to sell
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your customer, you've -im|>l\ gol t"

give him .1 good, honesl sales -i»n

supported by facts; you've j<<i to ti-ll

thai -ii>i\ in the customer's <hmi lan-

guage, and you've gol to repeal ii

often.

I In- 1m--i station promotion cam-

paigns thai I have seen and worked

on have been those which have accu-

rate!) reflected the station's own indi-

vidual personality, which have told

one story .it .1 time, which have sup-

ported claims of superiority with ac-

cepted factual proof, and which have

provided recognizable continuity from
one promotion piece to the next.

\\ hen you tell the buyei whal your

station i- really like. \% h\ your time i-

a better commodity than your compe-
titor's, ami tell this st<>r\ consistently

using accepted measurements of sta-

tion Btrength, then \our trade promo-
tion cannot fail.

Robert M. Hoffman, director of pro-

motion and planning, ft OR & IfORTl,
Sen York

WOK an.! WOR-TY use three basic

in. -.in- of national promotion: trade

and business paper advertising, direct

mail, and timel) contests.

Of equal <>r more importance than
the selection of media are the tech-

niques involved. We think it vital that

"honest

research

pays off"

continuity he coupled with an identi-

fiable theme in order to obtain maxi-

mum impact For that reason our

radio promotion always carries our
logo "It WORks" and our Million

Dollar Movie material carries the fa-

miliar "clap-board" which is associated

with that program.

We rely quite heavily on research in

our promotion. \n.l in this connec-

tion. I cannot stress too strongly the

necessity for building a reputation for

honest research. Over a period of

years our stations tunc earned a good
deal of esteem for the validity and
value of it- research material-.

For example. W OR T\ was the firsl

station to commission \lfred Politz to

do a < omprehensive study "I the > ope

..nd .iti itudea of l\ mo> ie \ iew< «
sponsor, > < > tobei 1957) Vnd in the

held "l radio, W n|; undei wrote 1

Pulse 1 "\ erage study invoh ing I
.' 700

personal interviews. Needless t" -i\.

these Btudies inn into big money bul

they help to nail down oui reputation

l"i solid, \ aluable resean h.

< > 1 j 1 contests l"i agen. \ people are

based on -"lid psychological reason-

ing. When we a-k timebuyers t" fore-

cast the -1 he, Inli "I mOVieS ("I Million

Dollot Mm ,,- Ubum W eek "i t,, ,-,ii.

in. it. the aumbei cf counties set ved by

VVOR-Radio we are I

1 \ j eople t" > on< entrate on points

w In. h we want mosl I'

I inally .
we belie\ e it impoi lai I

keep "in promotion simple. I Inn

iiu\ be a I"' in ..in promo
1 i"ii .id- and mailings hut we endi 1

•

ami. I think -in < eed, in presenting

ill--' figures 1 aphii ally . fort efully

and simply. Vgency people and clients

want fa< Is, ii"i lain n--: sound rese in h,

not vei biage ' In e these people a/hal

they want and you'll be doing the best

possible job "f promotion f"i youi

-1 ition. ^

LASSO the 2 BIGGEST

MONTANA MARKETS!
WITH KOYN AND KUDI RADIO

NEW HOOPER RATINGS SHOW KOYN AND KUDI

WITH RUNAWAY RATINGS . . IN 2 BIG MARKETS

o c£c?e>c
910 BILLINGS 1450 GREAT FALLS

Ratings for 7 A.M. to 6 P.M. Period Monday Through Friday

Station A .... 2 Station A
Station B . .. . 14.9 Station R . . .

Station C . . . . 10.9 Station C . . . . 53

Othei • • 1.3

koyn .... 50.8 kudi .... 58.9

DOMINANT COVERAGE IN A QUARTER BILLION DOLLAR MARKET

OOMINANT COVERAGE IN THE 2 RICHEST MONTANA COUNTIES

DOMINANT COVERAGE IN HEAVIEST POPULATION CONCENTRATION AREAS IN ENTIRE STATE

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY FORJOE
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sell the TEAM

that buys the TIME
Pictured are some of the key members of rhi

advertiser-agency team responsible for the

purchase of time on over 300 TV and
radio stations for Robert Hall Clothes.



If you're selling air you ought to know the people

in this picture. More to the point—they ought to know you

because they are the key members of one of the important

buying teams in the advertising community.

SPONSOR reaches every member of this team.

SPONSOR reaches thousands of similar teams all over

America. Truth is—SPONSOR reaches more decision making teams

than any other publication in the broadcast industry.

You've got to reach them, too, because your national

business lies in their hands.

That's why SPONSOR should be the basic book on your

advertising schedule. It will deliver your message to more potential

buyers more often and more economically than any

other journal in the field.

SPONSOR
THE WEEKLY MAGAZINE TV/RADIO ADVERTISERS USE

sells the TEAM that buys the TIME



MEMO: TIMEBUYERS!

Buy the dominant

RADIO VOICE

in Northeastern Penna.

* MOST POWERFUL

5,000 WATTS

* OUTSTANDING PERSONALITIES

Tom Bigler
—

"Mr. News"

Jim Ward—"The Morning Mayor"

* GREATEST LISTENING AUDIENCE

Lowest cost per 1000

* CHOICE OF TOP ADVERTISERS

Big Advertisers prefer to tell their sales

story on WILK

Kansas is FREE
When You Buy KMBC
in Kansas City, Missouri

' -«—i«^ ( s~~-^

S^ ^V ^V»rf^A

. M O

\

K A_N_ S-^A1 sKT

V —~.. y

s

^\^Jt£*£S

BUY KMBC—5,000 watts on 980 kc,
to reach 2,340,560 people; $3,945,000,000
spendable income; $2,949,000,000 retail
sales.

GET KFRM—5,000 watts on 550 kc

—

for the state of Kansas FREE! It's your
bonus market of 1,927,150 population;
$3,115,468,810 spendable income; $2,321,-
148,648 retail sales.

KMBC-KFRM, the only bonus-buy
radio stations in the Heart of the Nation.

For choice availabilities, call
your colonel from Peters, Grif-
fin, Woodward, Inc.

DON DAVIS. President
JOHN SCHILLING, Executive Vice-President
GEORGE HIGGINS, V.P. ond Soles Manager
DICK SMITH, Manager, KMBC-KFRM

KMBC Ofi Kansas City

KFRM fin the State of Kansas

fa
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in the Heart of America Gl

Tv and radio

NEWSMAKERS

A. Burke Crotty, a pioneer in tv broad-

casting with a string of "firsts" to his

credit, has been elected vice president in

charge of radio and television at Ellington

& Co., Inc. Crotty has been executive tv

producer in the agency's tv/radio depart-

ment since joining the firm in 1950. He

started his broadcast media career in 1930

with NBC and, with the advent of tv, be-

came the net's first remote tv director when he handled the World's

Fair productions in 1939. Other NBC tv firsts he organized : first

Presidential pickup from the White House (Truman in 1947) ; first

political convention I 1942 Philadelphia I ; first pickups of football,

baseball, tennis and hockey. He left NBC in 1947 to join ABC TV,

where he became executive producer of net's first shows out of New

York, Washington, Chicago, Detroit. Crotty was executive producer

at ABC TV when he joined Ellington, 1950. Lives in Redding, Conn.

William M. Weilbacher, co-author of

the recently published book. Advertising

Media, has been appointed vice president

and director of research at Dancer-Fitz-

gerald-Sample, Inc. Weilbacher joined the

agency's research department in 1953. He

served most recently as executive assistant

to Dr. L. 0. Brown, vice president and di-

rector of media, merchandising and re-

search for D-F-S. Weilbacher is a lecturer in advertising at Colum-

bia University. In another D-F-S research appointment. Lloyd C.

Miller has been named associate director of research. Miller joined

the agency in 1951 and has served in various executive capacities

in the research department since. He is a CCNY lecturer.

David I. Pincus, president of Caravel

Films, Inc., was host at the recent open

house for Caravel's new, Si million pro-

duction center at 60th St. and West End

\\c. in Manhattan. This is the first film

studio to be built in New York in over

30 vears. Increased volume of business,

particularly in tv commercials, dictated the

decision to construct the new facilities, ac-

cording to Pincus. The four-story building offers 26,000 sq. ft. of

working space and includes two studios, with provisions made for

construction of a third. Prior to forming Caravel in 1921. Pincus

directed at the old Fox studio, where he initiated the idea of films for

schools and business. He started his career in 1917 as a set designer

at Lniversal's studio in Ft. Lee, N. J., where he later became a di-

rector. Pincus was one of the organizers of the New York Film Pro-

ducers Association, served two terms as president—1953 and 1954.

SPONSOR 2 NOVEMBER 1957
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Represented nationally by Venard, fcintou? & McConnell, Inc.
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Fee tv complacency
Ad\ ertising ( xecutives who deal directly with the air media

understand wh\ fee t\ i- a danger—both to the free television

medium and indeed to an economy which owes an important

pari of ii- vitality to tv's sales power.

Hut SPONSOR i- concerned to find some admen arc still

either complacent about fee t\"^ threat or fee] fee tv will

eventually become an advertising medium. (So why worry?)

We have no doubt fee tv would like to be an ad medium.

Why shouldn't the lee tv promoters -eek revenue from every

quarter? But the adman who envisions a future in which

business as usual is done with a group of operators who de-

rive their income from both a coin box and advertising is

overly optimistic. Fee tv commercials obviously would be

heavil\ circumscribed to appease the public and fee tv could

never he the robust sales medium we know today.

NATRFD'S presentation

Farm directors have always shown their enterprise by:

Woiking day and night to stay abreast of their field;

Traveling for miles to appear at fairs and visit farms

both as reporters and as merchandisers.

They are a unique breed and they have created a unique

organization called National Association of Television and

Radio Farm Directors. But now, if further proof were needed

that the farm director has remarkable qualities, it is pro-

vided by NATRFD's action in building a basic presentation

on farm air media.

SPONSOR can think of few instances in which on-the-air

talent of the air media have ever gone to work to help sell

themselves in so well organized a fashion.

But that is just the point.

The farm director is unique. He is more a cros- between

an agricultural educator and a business executive than he

is a radio or tv performer.

In building their presentation, which is to be unveiled in

slide and booklet form this month. NATRFD has helped the

farm director come of age. SPONSOR believes the impact on

timebuyers and client executives will be big and that a trend

toward heavy increa-e in the use of farm radio and tv will

now accelerate. (See farm section this issue page 47.)

THIS WE FIGHT FOR: Media effectiveness

should be judged by cash-register results. But

air media continue to rely on ratings. This is

the fault of both broadcasters and admen who

should work together to create new yardsticks.

lO-SECOND SPOTS

Psst! Mom that Subliminal Projection

Co. has come up with an invisible i\

commercial, how about someone in-

venting an inaudible radio commer-

cial?

Don't write, wire: Item in a KTHS.
little Rock, release— Dick Landfield.

Pilot of KTHS' Jazz Program. Night

/light, relates this stor\ from a listener

. . . who writes that "she ran out of

stationer) and had to transcribe her

requests first on paper kitchen towels,

secondh on meat wrapping paper and

lasth. but no less useful, toilet tissue.

Good luck. Richard, looks like . . .

there is a fan club in the making for

\ ou. sa\s the release. Hope they have

stationery!

Rep-partee: The afternoon of the

day that Britain's ro\al couple made

their fast tour of New York Cit\. a

couple of station reps met in a crowd-

ed Madison Avenue elevator. "Hi,

said the first rep. "did you see the

Queen;'"' The other rep replied in an

offhand manner. "No. not today." As

two elderlv ladies got off at their floor,

one remarked to her friend. '"Gracious,

I wonder when he did see her?

Headline from AT. Times—
ELEPHANT IS TRACED
Runaways Lair is Found

but Siam is Still Missing

A fugitive from Mike Todd's CBS Tl

party,?

Farm by-products: Left-over bits of

data from SPONSOR'S Farm Section

(see page 4-7 1 : Keystone Broadcast-

ing System station KCHS is in Truth

or Consequences. New Mexico: towns

name was changed from Hot Springs

in 1951 to honor Ralph Edwards . . .

One farm director reported this gim-

mick by a local appliance dealer cli-

ent: \^ hen prospective clients leave

his store with the remark. "\\ e II talk

it over and let \ ou know this after-

noon."' he presents them with a car-

ton of ice cream. There's nothing like

a box of melting ice cream to discour-

age one from shopping around in

competitor stores.

Boo! Personal in AT . Times

WANTED, authenticated, refined, dignified ghost

Li n i enable el manifr stations

upon request and vvilline to BUbmll to U
interview; not Interested in poltergeists, spiritual

emanations or Biovlng tables. Write Ghosts, Koom
K2A, 30 Rockefeller Plaza. N. Y.

Another tv horror series on the way?
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SNOWSTORM
WA R N I N G

TO
TIME BUYERS*

Very few places beat Buffalo when it

comes to snow! In Buffalo, no station

beats WWOL when it comes to delivering

more listeners per dollar.

Don't get snowed under
an avalanche of spots

No double spotting — no triple spotting

onWWOL
>A/WO L GIVES THE LOWEST DOLLAR COST PER LISTENER IN THE BUFFALO AREA'

HOMES REACHED PER DOLLAR
WWOL NET STATION NET STATION NET STATION NET STATION IND. STATION IND. STATION

iir~n "D" "A"'B' 'B'

1277 853 314 870 325 417 1055

BASED ON: *SRDS CLASS A - 12 Noon - 6 P.M. - May '57. Buffalo Area Nielsen

Report June '57 (page 5). Monday thru Friday, 12 Noon — 6 P.M.

Dig out the facts and figures

Ch&M NIELSEN

~^p[C/iefik PULSE

^^^^J^ HOOPER

EC/l£&\. The 50 notiono
who now inc

radio in their

.Pfi

National Representative : FORJOE A CO.

1
%
r* WJ 31S MAIN STREET

|
2°S^y BUFFALO, NEW YORK
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to watch KBET-TV, of course!
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I

Charles B°y*r from

v ,v
Picture

conquest"

0n KBiT. Tv

and local KBET-TV programs are NUMBER 1

seven days per week 6:00 P.M. to Midnight in the major inland

cities of Calif. — Sacramento & Stockton ! ! ! !

*(Latest ARB - July, 1957)

TOTAL AREA SET COUNT: 425,771

KBET-TV CHANNEL 10
SACRAMENTO

BASIC

Call H-R Television,

CALIFORNIA
CBS OUUIT

r Current Avails
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THE WEEKLY MAGAZINE TV/RADIO ADVERTISERS USE

/takes all kinds «nil ABC RADIO readies all kind

v folks like music; others like drama. People have

tastes 111 clothing, in food, in listening, too. To sell

sou must reach them through the programs they

' Rutltc's varied programming offers yon every kind of

* Hit lady oj iht house who enjoys soaj) operas tan

find them on ABC Radio dramas like MY 1 HI t

XTORY and ONE MAX'S FAMILY.

* The housewife who eases her daily chores with live

pop music times in .\BC Radio's BANDSTAND.
* lite men and women who follow world events keep

posted with ABC Radio's NEWS CM //// HOUR . . .

and the mrre thoughtful listen I, lift <W; ////

world and it/iei analytical programs.

* Weekender \. relaxing at /nine and at thr wheel,

enjoy variety on MOMIOR.
NBC Radio's varied programming makes iiireyoui com-

mercials are heard more times by more different people. For

a saturation buy that covers ever) legmeDI ol \our market,

nothing matches the effect!* eneas and economy ofNBC H.n 1 1 < >.

where more people hear your sales messages more times.

People Jit di lie lent. Hut with .ill tin n dilh n IU is the) Can

still have one thing in i amnion

—

your produt (...when you u*

ABC RADIO

COULD TV AND

RADIO CLIP A

BUSINESS DIP?

In face of mixed stock

market and economics

forecast, admen saj

1958 can be big if ad

budgets Btay liigli and

,i i r med ia .1 re u Bed

effectively

Page 27

AT&T: science at

work in air

media planning

Page 30

Can the new e.t's

replace the local

personality?

Page 34

Month's report

on radio includes

Fm, spot clients

Page 39
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does it

in

IOWA'S
LARGEST
MARKET!

A COWLES OPERATION

KRNMV
Full Power Channel 8 In Iowa

Top Ten Multi-Weekly

•KRNT-TV Seven Firsts l.trtft titaf

•I. Russ Van Dyke News . 10:00 P.M. 40.6

*2. Al Couppee Sports . 10:20 P.M. 28.4

*3. Don Soliday News 12:30 P.M. 14.8

4. Early Show . 4:30 P.M. 12.9

*5. Paul Rhoades News . 6:00 P.M. 12.7

6. News ...10:00P.M. 11.5

*7. Garry Moore 8:00 A.M. 11.3

*8. Bill Riley Time .12:00 Noon 10.9

9. News, Weather tie ( 6:15 P.M. 1 0.6

Sports . . (10:20 P.M. 10.6

*I0. Gordon Gammack 6:15 P.M. 9.9

Top Ten Once-A-Week

•KRNT-TV Sii Firsts »'«»» ««•**

•I. Ed Sullivan 43.7

*2. What's My Line? 40.7

*3. Gunsmoke .
39.0

4. Wyatt Earp 35.4

5. Cheyenne 33.8

*6. Playhouse 90 .
33.7

7. Lawrence Welk 33.3

8. Oimax 33.0

9. H,t Parade . 32.6

*I0 Robert Cummings .
31.8

SPONSOR • 9 NOVEMBER L951
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DIGEST OF ARTICLES

Could tv-radio clip a dip?

27 I' 1 ta ''
1 ' "' mixed stock market and economic forecasts, admen saj L9 >8

can I"- big i) ad budgets stay high ami air media are used effectivel)

The high-forehead approach to air media advertising

30 ^ blue-chip giant applies shrewd engineering thinking to it- use "I l\

radio. Here's how \T&T slide-rule planning chalks up real results

Can e.t.'s do the whole job?

34 Must praise for the high level of transcribed radio announcements now

be tempered 1>\ a warning not to forget the "friendly" local personality?

BPA: Picture highlights of second annual convention

37 Last week agency men. advertisers and promotion managers sal down to

discuss mutual problems. One finding: imagination outranks brains

Fm listening high, study shows

39 I' hi users in Philadelphia tunc fm more than am during certain hours,

according to survey in this month's Radio Basic-. Net -ales up again
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A small business buys advertising success with tv
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HEIGHT ABOVE AVERAGE TERRAIN

DOES NOT ALWAYS MEAN

MORE COVERAGE!

NCS 2

Unduplicated NBC-TV COVERAGE

4 Unduplicated CBS-TV COVERAGE

51% MORE UNDUPLICATED

COVERAGE WITH WOC-TV (NBC)
">r Tire to rwiivrnrv xciultt- r> i_.: * i ^o/Tiwi

"

Homes

l \ l fomes

Farm Homes
. Management -

I H . ru Po»t
- Census of Agriculture -

The Quint-Cities Station

—Davenport and Betten-

dorf in Iowa: Rock Is-

land, Moline and East
Moline in Illinois.

WOC-TV S E8 COl NTi MARKET - - Population*

519,100 I V Farm Homes

1

2

J.st ii

(

Effective Buying Income

97,101 Retail Sales

1,686,000

- ---.-".ooo

WOC TV
Channel 6* Maximum Power* Basic NBC

< .1 H I Calmer.
lent

rrne>t ( Sandcfv

Mark \X . hJ 1

K' '

I

CI 1 I Rv (.KIM IN
\\();)l)\\ VKI) l\(
1 \< I

' Sl\ I

\ATIO\AI
ri i-rim \ r\ 1 1\ i

WOC-TV - Davenport, Iowa is part of Central Broadcasting Company which also owns and

operates WHO-TV and WHO-Radio-Des Moines

SPONSOR • "> \o\ EMBER 195'



CHANNEL 7'S "BOOMINQ"
SUPERMARKET

*

1/788/361 people
within THE WSPA-TV
75 Ml. COVERAGE AREA

Weavervllle

^F Ashevll
Marion

e

_^^~^^r^ Way nesv 1 lie^^^J*^^^ Rutherlordton^^^ Henderson vl 1 ler Shelby
Sylvi

Kings Mtn.
Gas t on i a

Tranklin Brevatd Tr yon

SPARTANBURG *^^
Greer J^ ^^w Pickens

Cleylo* f l* iU 1

M Walhalla
L i be rty

• GREENVILLE Gaffne, L
^^^ $eieca York

^™e^ Clemson
Piedmont Weedrull

Toecoa ^^^^ Anderson
Union Chester

Laurens

H art we II % Clinton

Royston ^k Newberry

E 1 be r ton ^ Abbeville
Greenwood

h--

&
has more,

people within

the 75 mile

area than—

HOUSTO
1,226»924 peopl

IN 75 MILE AR

OR
I

^COUNTED POPULATION—A. D. RING AND ASSOC—1950 CENSUS

Channel 7's Coverage Extends Beyond the 75 Mile Area

National Representatives Ceo. P. Hollingbery

SPA-
SPARTANBURG, S. C.

serving the SPARTANBURG-GREENVILLE supermarket



NEWSMAKER
of the week

Importance <»/ network show promotion came inti> focus

this week with the elevation <»/ Kenneth H . Ilill>\. MM
r.f>. for public relatione, /<» executive vice president. \\ ith

5.5% new product on the tv network, street is upon both

stepped-up audience promotion and >m building up enthu-

siasm among NBCs affiliates over the season's tv lineup.

The newsmaker: Kenneth W. Bilb) began three years ago

to establish .1 polic) ol g I merchandising and show promotion

.1- integral parts of NBC's network planning. \- .1 member of the

company's executive council he expects t<> continue this policy.

"Network television is in a highlj competitive era, Bilb) told

sponsor. "It's not enough to have iz < < « < I programing ami wait i"i

it to catch <ni. This year we've used even more tune-in advertising.

During the month of August
ssssssssssssuusm

alone, NBC-TV ran several hun-

dred one-minute trailers announc-

ing it- new -hows. One of the in-

dusti \ -firsts initiated b) l!ill>\ this

fall was a spectacular-si/ed elosed-

circuil screening 01 it- new pro-

graming to the affiliates.

This move helped draw over 100

NBC TV affiliates into the promo-

tion effort, with each station con-

tributing on-air promotion a- well

a- paid advertising to encourage

broader viewing in their markets.

\- one of NBC TV 's five executive v.p.'s (Robert Kintner, Charles

Denny, David Vdams and .1. M. Clifford), Billn continues 1- a

member of the NBC executive council, which formulates company

policy under the leadership of Boh SarnolT.

'"I shall continue to he concerned with our promotional efToit-.

Bilby told SPONSOR. "More than ever, the public endorses commer-

cial t\ and all indication- point to continuousl) increased viewing.

I wouldn't sav ratings are not meant for the public bul the) cer-

tain!) are not meant to he used just for shouting about a -how.

Ratings just serve a- one important tool in making buying de< isions.

What influences the public to view one show a- against the other is

the aura of interest created In the stations and network through

promotion."

\ newspaperman after his graduation from the I niversit) ol

Arizona, Ken Billn maintain- a broad area ol interests traditionally

associated with the journalist. In fact in 1950, he authored a book

1 published 1>\ Doubleday) on the problem- of the Middle Ea-t. in

which he served as a foreign correspondent

Before joining NBC's public relations and publicity staff, Billn

wa- a public relations executive with Carl Byoir. ^

Kenneth If . Bilby

TO TURN RANDOM

TUNERS INTO

VETERAN VIEWERS
1—1

[A^K IP
1

1

I
1

i

Now- in many market.-

gre.it adventure-action -

combined into one great 5

a-week show' Win pay 1 pretty

penny for programs when you

Can gel top-rated series in your

market and hold on to all of

your own cash! For complete

details about tins new plan,

phone today. Or wire Michael

M. Sillerman .it TPA for

market's availability.

Hurry' Mart
bemp
today' Wire or
phone lor ;

-

screer

Television Programs of Amerit 1

;-- Madison Ave N Y 22 • PLa .
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Want something hot ?
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Overnight, a century-old French novel became a collector's item. . .when it was

assigned as the first book on New York's first television course for college credit.

Tin New York Times reported: "Demand Floods Shops. . . bookstores and libraries

were in a dither yesterday trying to fill the unexpected demand for Stendhal's

'The Red and The Black'. Book salesmen reported sellout." In the follow-up rush

of reorders from booksellers, Random House cleared out an additional 4,000 copies

of the novel in the next three days.

But here's the payoff: this mad scramble for a book resulted from a television

program at 6:30 in the morning! A special Trendex study indicated an audience

upwards of 74,000 viewers got up before dawn for Dr. Floyd Zulli's first lecture

on "Sunrise Semester," new WCBS-TV education series produced in cooperation with

NYU. New York's Daily News aptly summed up the excitement : "Channel 2's

Sunrise Semester Goes to Head of Class."

"Sunrise Semester" did much more than establish another noteworthy television

first. It proved that television, expertly utilized, is an invaluable medium for

the extension of education to the greatest number of people. And that any tinu

is good time when it's on CBS Television's key station in New York. .

.

&'

Channel *• CBS Owned • Represented by CBS Televis S S WCBS-TV



Lewis and Clark covered a vast territory .

Leaders of the first American expedition overland

to the Pacific. 1804-1806, Meriwether Lewis and

Li. William Clark officially opened to government

knowledge an immense region of the Far West.

today

WGAL-TV covers

a vast M/ RKET territory

3V2 million people

in 1,015,655 families

owning 917,320 TV sets

earning $6'/i billion annually

buying consumer goods that add up to

%3 3A billion annually in retail sales

It's the coverage that makes WGAL-TV
America's lOth TV Market!

CHANNEL 8 MULTI-CITY MARKET

Representative: The MEEKER Company, Inc. New York • Chicago • Los Angeles • San Francisco

SI'ONsoK • 9 \o\ 1 Mr.i 1; 1951



Most tignifieant d and radio

newt of ili<- week with interpretation

in depth for busy readers

SPONSOR-SCOPE
9 NOVEMBER
C*»yrt t ht IM7

•FONtOR PUBLICATIONS INO.

Edg) as a kill waiting tor teacher to pail out the report raid-, tin- t\ indus-

try lias been hankering to see Nielsen's first significant ratings. Now the) are out;

and this broadl) is what j tan read into them

3

1) ABC's competitive inroads Into nighttime have had leveling and frag<

menthdng effect. The scores of t h<- lo leaden this October are much undei a yeai

l see below i

.

2) I wo westerns pit into the Belect circle (which is no surprise since the) are too

numerous to miss). Bui not a single singer-m.c could <lo it.

3) Madison Wenue didn't panic, though switching alread) has started. Meantime

4) Look for a tendenc) on the pari of the networks t" bail dissatisfied sponsors
nut. That, too, ahead) is Btarting.

As for the Top 10. I In- is how they line up:

OCTOBER 1957 OCTOBER I9.V»

k\k PROGRAM RATING RANK PROGRAM KM IN

1 Cunsmoke 39.3 1 1 Love Luc) 54.4

2 I've Got a Secret 32.5 2 164, Question 12.6

3 GE Theatre 31.8 3 Kd Sullivan 11.6

4 Ernie Ford 31.6 l \\ bat's M) Line 35.6

5 Hitchcock Presents 31.4 5 GE Theatre 1

6 Twenty-One 30.7 (. I've Got a Secrel 35.

1

7 Ed Sullivan 29.5 7 Hitchcock Presents 35.3

8 The Line-Up 29.5 8 Red Skelton 34.8

9 Have Gun. Will Travel 29.4 9 Groucho Marx 34.3

(> Groucho Marx 2 ().2 in Jackie ( Reason 33.8

Although CBS got 9 of the first 15 Nielsen spots, it apparent!) -till didn't like

what it saw. So it asked Nielsen for a recount. Nielsen reported back thai nothing was

wrong.

Meantime the network refrained from circulating the ratings among it- salesmen.

Among the switches and reprieves, note these:

• R. J. Reynolds1 Harbor Master is abandoning the Thursda) 8-8:30 P.M. period on

CBS TV for the ABC TV Sunday 8:30-9 P.M. slot, effective 5 January.

• Mennen is switching OSS from Thursda) 9:30 P.M. to Sunda) 9:30 P.M. on VB< I \

• CBS TV will get Mogen David and Helene Curtis off tbe hook when the initial

13 films of Dick & Duchess (Sat. 8:30) are finished.

If there's any one advertiser category that's loaded v*ith rating worries, It's

the tobacco companies.

No. 1 on the apprehension list appears to be Liggett & Myers, whose new season

obligations are Frank Sinatra, George Gohel. and ("lul> Oasis.

R. J. Reynolds' anxieties include Harbor Master. Mr. Adam- and Eve, and even the

Boh Cummings show. American Tobacco is expected t<> look soon for an escape from

Bachelor Father.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued . . .

Top-level agency management is waiting to see how the new integration of

creative planning at Leo Burnett eventually works out.

Though theoretically all creative planning is supposed to be integrated (regardless of

the ultimate medium) the arrangement is having its transitional pains.

The tendency has been for the tv-radio and the print contingents to huild Chi-

nese walls around themselves, thus trying to keep their empires as intact as possible.

The obvious reason: Fear that too much integration will cause loss of stature

and security.

More and more Central Labor Councils are carrying fights between local ra-

dio stations and their announcers to ad agencies.

Mimeographed copies of resolutions condemning recalcitrant stations are hitting

Madison Avenue in a steady hail.

Madison Avenue is wondering when the FCC will drop its other shoe on the

Barrows report—the one dealing with network programing and talent.

The question agency men raise is: Will its contents be so explosive that the FCC
will try to keep it bottled up indefinitely for executive study?

The Barrows study group had asked for more time to complete the programing sec-

tion, hoping it could be included along with the report on network time sales practices and

policies. Meantime, though, the Commission elected to release the latter section by itself

first.

Look for a number of major advertisers with multiple grocery and drug prod-

ucts to align themselves with special programs for the 1958-59 tv season.

More and more agencies are including the "special effort tack" (which includes the

periodic extravaganza) in their latest advertising plans.

The prime arguments they advance: (1) Great for selling the corporate image; and

(2) effective for catching the "30% who are not regular viewers."

Film producers—aware of this line of reasoning—already are preparing for

it (see 26 October FILM-SCOPE, page 65, and report on TvB's pitch re selling the cor-

porate image under Associations in News Wrap-up).

SPONSOR-SCOPE this week scanned the commercial production sectors in

Hollywood and found that:

1) Even though film is more controllable and cheaper, some clients are starting to

lean the other wav. They prefer to spend as high as $5,000 for a live middle com-

mercial because the spontaneity in a demonstration is worth the money and effort.

2) The major film studios are lurin? more and more Eastern and Midwest

commercial budgets bv sheer aggressiveness and big-name inducement.

3) One of the biggest orders comes from Chevrolet (Universal has contracted to do

all its commercials for the next five years), Warner is doing the Kaiser commercials (as

well as producing Maverick for Kaiser) with Y&R occupying an office on the Warner lot.

Agency men say that if you're ever in need of citing outstanding tv successes in

the food field, you'll do well to recall these examples:

• FROZEN ORANGE JUICES : Markets were having a hard time absorbing this com-

modity and making it a household habit until tv came along. Mention just Minute Maid,

Snow Crop, and Flamingo.

• SWEET GOODS: National Biscuit once regarded its cookie brands as something

you jumbled together on a store rack—until it found out from Oreo's tv success that sweet

goods could be sold as separately-identified products.

• READY-TO-SERVE FOODS: Processors struggled along until a smart marketer

conceived of the "television plate" and gave it a saturation ride on tv.
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SPONSOR

SPONSOR-SCOPE continual

DFS ni;ty put The I'aniiL Circle (;i monthh pnhliration ) into -pot In il it

ran be assured a satlsfaetorj weekly flight once :i montli In the markets it wants.

'I'lic sgenc] baa received assurances from some reps thai this new variation of tin- Right

technique wouldn't encounter mnch clearance difficulty.

Type <>f campaign contemplated: Daytime minute and 30-second announcements fn<-

days a week during the flighl week.

National spot tv ^ot a much-welcomed h> |>«» on the buying front 1 1 » i — week.

Sterling was making availability calls for schedules in a long li-t of marketa (man)

requiring fm- spots a week).

1'lir schedulea will he divvied op among tin 1 varioua Sterling products.

Lestoil's expansion plans show no signs of letting up.

This week the cleansei was spreading its spol t\ campaign over Michigan, after satu-

rating Detroit.

Next state? ahead of the l,estoil steamroller are Indiana and Illinois.

CBS TV stations relations reported this week that it has had good result*

from its clamp-down on affiliates who triple-spot between network shows.

The network puts compliance to a warning letter issued ahoul a month lose

to 100%.

The letter pointed out that the triple-spotting stations were poaching on time being

paid for by the sponsors of network programs.

(See 2 November SPONSOR-SCOPE on monitoring activitj h\ P&G agencies in an

effort to eurh this practice.)

Media people in N. W. \yer*s New York office are in for some hard-tn-takc

uprooting: The buying staff is being moved to the Philadelphia headquarters.

Contemplated advantages for the agency: Closer contact with tin day-to-day prob-

lems of account executives and the plans hoard.

The media huvers were shifted to Now York about 15 years apo.

This proposed recommendation by CBS TV Spot Sales to its stations could

foreshadow a trend

:

Try to refrain from peneral rates increases during 1958.

Here's the business status of these stations collectively: Their revenue from spot ia

prettv much what it was the year hefore: but fewer units are beinj: sold.

SPONSOR-SCOPE asked the media director of a P&G agency about this situation and

sot this reaction: "It's a wise move. Rates have been creeping up to the point where

P&G brands that need the tv weight—but can't afford the price have been switch-

ing from tv spot to other media."

Note this current trend on the local station front:

More and more broadcasters are asserting themselves as forces in forming

opinion on local and national issues.

\a example, take these events in three distantly separated an

DALLAS-SAN ANTONIO-HOUSTON: The McClendon stations cut loose with a

series of editorials criticizing the Administration on the missile situation.

MIAMI: WTVJ found out that a nightly editorial on controversial issues is warmly

accepted by the community, providing it's kept on a spnsihle level.

Cleveland: \TDOK took a public stand against a law permitting teenagers to operatr

motorbikes on "already crowded highways," and it looks as if there will soon he a move-

ment to revoke the measure.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

If there's any doubt about the stability of radio's comeback, note this: National

advertisers are buying insurance for a place on the air next summer by placing

orders six months in advance.

NBC Radio has received so many calls lor summer availabilities that it's trying to get

current advertisers to firm up their plans for June, July, and August.

Two of these new summer accounts—pinpointed on Monitor—are coming out of BBDO.
Behind the clamor for summer time is the Americans' trend to get out of doors

—

where radio alone can keep up with them.

That's quite a contrast with the advertiser's appraisal of the medium's value years ago

when summer was considered something you took a hiatus from.

This week's reshuffle, of ABC TV's gales echelon makes Thomas W. Moore v.p.

in charge of sales and gives Slocum Chapin the post of v.p. in charge of client relations.

Chapin will report to Moore.

Moore comes from CBS TV Films Sales where he was general sales manager.

Madison Avenue's "Alices in Punditland" this week got a research companion-
piece to Imagery Transfer and Subliminal Projection: It's Semantic Differential.

KDKA, disclosing it had made the first sale via the application of this concept, de-

fined SD as a technique for "assessing meaning quantitatively with the use of a

bi-polar scale of words."

When the verbal sediment has settled, the technique aims to tell you what the

listener—according to sex, age, education, etc.—likes about your station.

Rep Adam Young thinks that NBC Radio's Joe Culligan is talking through

smoke-rings when he says an NBC-planned national profile of music and news stations

will show that 40-60% of the audience consists of teenagers.

Countered Young to SPONSOR-SCOPE this week:

The percentage of the teenage audience is not important. What is important

is total audience delivered by the music and news stations as compared to a network

station's total audience. If one station delivers twice the audience of a competitor, it's still

a better buy—regardless of composition.

NBC Radio's takeover of My True Story from ABC apparently has paid off

in audience and billings.

The comparison NBC makes to illustrate the point:

PROGRAM TIME PERIOD NRI REPORT ON ACCUM. HOMES

Truth or Consequence 10:30 a.m. Aug. 1957 530,000

My True Story 10:30 a.m. Sept. 1957 1,112,000

Mutual this week indicated to agencies the sales pattern the Kate Smith show
will take when it debuts in January.

The singer's daily half-hour program will be sold in five-minute units, with half of

them available to national advertisers via Mutual and the other half to be sold

locally. In that way the network assures itself of ample clearance.

The nationally-sponsored five-minute units will be priced at $1,000 each (time

and talent). All programs are to be taped in advance.

For other news coverage in this issue, see Newsmaker of the Week, page 5;

Film-Scope, page 45; Spot Buys, page 52; News and Idea Wrap-Up, page 55; Washington

Week, page 63; sponsor Hears, page 66; and Tv and Radio Newsmakers, page 72.
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KPRC TV Houston
JACK HARRIS

Vice President and General Manager
JACK McGREW

Station Manager
EDWARD PETRY & CO.

National Representatives



If You Sell to Adults

You Belong on KBIG
IF THE ABLE-TO-BUY, MATURE
Southern California!! is your market-

ing objective . . . you belong on
KBIG Radio.

THIS "station with the musical

memory" deliberately sacrifices the

transient youth appeal of today's

top tunes ... 20, 30, 40, 50 . . . for

the perpetual popularity of yester-

day's top ten-thousand.

FROM THE MELODIC WEALTH
of the last fifty years, KBIG's music
department carefully programs for

its disc jockeys a wide variety of

popular music, colorfully varied in

time and tempo, vocal and instru-

mental, standard and novel. Rich,

modern arrangements of time-tested

favorites nourish a warm, continu-

ing bond between the Catalina sta-

tion and millions of mature, able-to-

l>u\ Southern Californians.

PROOF? A new Pulse qualitative

surve) which shows the KBIG audi-

ence 91% adults, only 9% teens and
children. Your KBIG or Weed rep-

resentative will gladly bring the

complete breakdown.

KBIG
rfie Catalina Station

Walls

JOHN POOLE BROADCASTING CO.
6540 Sunset Blvd.. Ui Angeles 28. California

Telephone: Hollywood 3-3705

Nat. Rep. WEED and Company

1 I

Timebuyers
at work

Sal Agovino, McCann-Erickson, Inc.. .New York, says that "some

station? have recently tried to justify big rate increases with state-

ments such as 'we felt all along that our rate structure was out-of-

line with the markets potential.' We ma\ admire such honesty,

but we can t emulate this fine austere arrogance in our vearly

budget planning. A well planned

budget takes into account the

possibility of rate increases, setting

aside a realistic reserve. The per-

centage of rate increases calculated

is based upon current market con-

ditions and stations' past histories

of rate increases. But this reserve

is useless when stations up rates

out of proportion. While night-

time Class "A" rates are usually

increased gradually — correspond-

ing to an increase in tv penetra-

tion, improved facilities, rise in cost of operations, etc.—many da\ -

time and late night rates have catapulted. One station increased

its nighttime Class "A" I.D. rate by 15', and its da\time I.D. rate

by 40' v . Advertisers using daytime tv must then reduce their com-

mercial effectiveness 40' > to sta\ within their budget or pay the

"in-line" rate. Either way this could result in cancellation of tv.

Jerry Seaman, Bert S. Gittens Advertising. Milwaukee, sa\s that

radio continues to be a good medium for reaching the farmer. "But,"'

Jerry points out, "it takes a great deal of experience and first-hand

information to buy effectively. There's no uniform coverage data,

so you have to combine BMB, SAMS, NCS., .5 nxv and mail maps

from various stations, along with

personal knowledge and research,

to get a realistic coverage pattern.

Ratings b\ themselves are of little

value in determining how many

farm men or women can be

reached by a particular program,

or whether 6:00 a.m. is better

than 7:00 a.m. to reach a special

class of farmer in an area." Jerry

says that the buyers at Gittens look

for stations they know have good

histories of farm programing, and

preferably stations with full-time farm directors. "However.'' he

adds, "there's no one formula. The broad network coverage of

the National Farm and Home Hour works ver\ well for Allis-

Chalmers, but it takes a different approach to reach tobacco farmers

in North Carolina for Swift's Plant Food, or the farmers in Wis-

consin for Rank H\brid Seed Corn. The audience isn't the same."
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W kZO-TY is fir>t in 267^t more quarter

hours than the next-best station—
327 for WKZO-TV, 89 for Station B!

You may have problems

with a fly rod—

But ARB proves you're right

about WKZO-TV

in KALAMAZOO

-

GRAND RAPIDS

AMERICAN RESEARCH BUREAU
MARCH 1957 REPORT

GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO

Number of Quarter Hours

TIME PERIODS
With Higher Ratings

WKZO-TV Station B

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. 143 57

6:00 p.m. to 1 1:00 p.m. 94 6

SATURDAY
8:00 a.m. to 1 1:00 p.m. 50 10

SUNDAY
9:00 a.m. to 1 1:00 p.m. 40 16

NVKZO TV — GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
WKZO RADIO — KALAMAZOO IATTU CREEK
WJEF RA0IO — GRAND RAPIDS
WJEF.FM — GRAND RAPIDS KALAMAZOO
KOLN TV— LINCOLN NEBRASKA

Aiioc. «ttd w.th

WmID RADIO — PEORIA. ILLINOIS

NOTE: Survey based on sampling in the following propor-

tions— Grand Rapids (42 8%), Kalamazoo (18 9*o),

Muskegon (19.8°°), 6aft/e Creek (18 5

WK20TV
100,000 WATTS • CHANNEL 3 • 1000 TOWER

Studios in Both Kulamazoo and Grand Rapids
For Greater Western Michigan

\\ ery-Knodel, Inc.. Exclusive National Representatives
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In CENTRAL N

WASHINGTON
we're moving .

a Bumper

Crop of Apples ',

to the i

National £

Market I

by Bob Foreman

5000 W

WENATCHEE

is right smack dab in the mid-
dle of this farm and industrial

area, separated from Seattle

and Spokane by MOUNTAINS
and MILES. Better earmark some
of your ad budget for the agri-

cultural heart of the Pacific^

Northwest with KPQ, Wenafchee!*
Selected programs from 3 nets,

plus local programs, news, and
seasonal sports.

National Reps:

Forjoe A Co., Inc.

Seattle & Portland Reps:

Art Moore & Assoc.

National Sales

PatO'Halloran
NOrmandy 3-5121

Wenatchee

WE GUARANTEE
to outpull all other North
Central Washington media

2 to 1

i(>

£

3

Agen

Tv tune-in ads: a critique

\ conscientious columnist would substantiate

a> well as detail the following statement. I will

do neither. The statement is that—mam more
thousands of dollars (than ever) are being

poured into tune-in advertising.

Certainly as I look at the dailv newspapers,

I get the impression that this season was

launched with the most comprehensive space

campaigns I ever saw. In addition, the advertisements themselves

seem to be larger. And since the stakes (success on t\ I are higher

than ever this year with three networks locked in semi-mortal com-

hat. I can substantiate my comment on the grounds that the mone)
spent is justified.

The season's opening is. of course, the best time to attract atten-

tion to new properties as well as to re-establish those that are return-

ing from their summer siesta, whether a different property or rerun

was enjoying the warm weather in the time slot. Hence September
and October have already experienced the bulk of the dollars to be

spent in advertisements to announce new shows. But since there are

so many one-shots, of var\ing degrees of spectacular-ness scheduled

throughout the year, it is safe to assume that the medium will wit-

ness heavy year-round use of newspapers to herald what's coming

up for luckyr viewers. One-shots, obviously, more than the regular

tenants (which can build a habit I need every outside stimulus pos-

sible to attract the dial-twisters. Tune-in ads call attention to shows

and it is not possible to count on reviewers to do this job for free

even in the one-shot classification. Which brings me to the nub

of this piece.

Does art technique do the job?

Naturally, it is the network which invests most of the mone\ that

goes into ads-to-attract-viewers and all three networks have shoul-

dered this burden manfully. In addition to being generous with

their money, thereby permitting scope in the campaigns created, each

has attempted to achieve, in its print efforts, a personality of its own.

a distinctiveness to run through all its advertising whether that indi-

\ idual advertisement touts a 7:30 comedv or a 10 p.m. heavy drama.

NBC has characterized its advertising portrait with a special photo-

graphic treatment I mezzotint, it's called l . This campaign has a

scratch-board look to it. a line-drawing effect which still manages

to be rather literal. Y\ hen vou see Dinah Shore or George Gobel

pictured in an NBC ad in this style vou do get the idea who the\ are.

However. I must find fault, not with the attempt to be different

which this art-treatment certainly achieves, but with the way it at-

tempts realism and misses: not by much, but it does miss! Also 1

question whether the "difference"—hence the personality—created

by this art treatment is not achieved at the expense of quality. To

me, a scratch-board look is a cheap look.
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KPTV-12 Ji!

Oregon's first television station

Portland, Oregon

announces the appointment of

as national representative

effective

November 15. 1957
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no* 1

stations in

all surveys
6 am to 9 pm
average share

Agency ad libs continued

KOBY
July-August

PULSE:

10,000 watts

Weekdays 153, Sat., 16.7, Sun.

17.3 averages 6 am to midnight

August-Septemtei

HOOPER:
Weekdays 7 am-noon 18.1. noon-
6 pm 29.4 share of audience

NIELSEN:
22.520 rating 6 am to 9 cm

REPRESENTED BY PETRY

%

K0SI
Stss,

5.000 watts

August-September

HOOPER:
28.0 am, 29.2 pm share

|une

PULSE:
16.3 average share 6 am-6 pm

REPRESENTED BY FORJOE

WGVM
in Greenville, Miss.

No. 1 in both
HOOPER & NIELSEN
See: Devney & Co.,
Inc.

MID-AMERICA

BROADCASTING

COMPANY

The CBS print-approach to tune-in ads in addition to "eye-ads" is

b) waj of superb Bouche caricatures. Here a brilliant artist has

provided a Daumier touch which, with a single line, portrays the

most essential visual characteristics of a Jack Benin or a Red Skelton.

On the other side of the coin though is a brickbat. To me this

st\le is far too subtle, this treatment and over-all appearance far

too placid to compete with what surrounds it on the newspaper page,

both editorially and advertising-wise. Daumier would never have

made a good calendar artist. I his st\le may \ery well be too good

to do the job the technique is being selected for. I. as a follower of

Houalt and Matisse, find it delightful but as an ad man. I question it.

Movie men found the an8v.fr

Which brings me to ABC. This network is using what I feel is by

far the most practical, the most efficient and the soundest of print

techniques to achieve its goals. I say this without prejudice since I

personally have nothing at all to do with the preparation of these

efforts and see them onlv as they appear in the papers side by side

with Bouche and scratch-board and news photos and viewing logs.

It is a theater marquee approach—rapid, flamboyant, exciting.

This is its personality which runs through the campaign offering a

stopper-technique and commanding attention on every page. In

addition it provides sufficient flexibilit\ so that each unit of space

can do something specifically exciting for the specific show in a

most literal fashion. Sometimes line drawings are combined with

big half-tones in silhouette. Sometimes the whole ad is a squared-off

half-tone. There's a familv resemblance to all the ads—yet each

creates a special aura for the particular show it represents.

If we can learn anything at all from the makers of feature films,

it is how to advertise entertainment. In m\ opinion, ABC has learned

its lesson best. Maybe this is one more reason why they are moving

up toward the head of the class. ^

§llllllllllllll!!!llll!lllllllli!!llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

"An adman ad-libs on tv"

A 192 page book of selected Foreman columns from

SPONSOR, released bv Hastings House, Publishers, Inc., is

now in your bookstore. Bob's pungent commentaries on the

broadcast industry and his keen analysis of its problems

are illustrated bv Al Normandia.

The book's eight chapters deal with

:

The agency and its denizens;

Nuts, bolts, commercials:

The audience, confound em:

Sponsors, the care and feeding of:

The fine art of video;

Research—if you can call it that

:

The one without pictures— radio:

Color or hue, whew !

It adds up to an encyclopedia of entertainment and in-

formation. 192 pages, illustrated, retails for S4.50.

Jlllllll
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Familiarity— the Schlitzway— breeds customers.

Why not follow suit? Pyramid the power of your

TV commercial by adding to it the permanency

of print. Expose your product to 12 million

televiewers who turn to TV GUIDE night and

day all week long. And look for more than

TV GUIDE's noted multiple reader reference—
ask your TV GUIDE representative to tell

you about color and costs, too.

vuse-Cgs-*^

O

>-
O
Q

Circulation Now 5,300,000

Tvuil
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Our

cup

overfloweth!

Our boys did it again!

This time three

Golden Mike Awards
from the Radio-TV
News Club of Southern

California. More than

any other L. A. radio

station received.

• To Tom Harmon, CBS
Radio Pacific Network
Director of Sports, for

"Best Radio Sports

Reporting".

• To Carroll Alcott, KNX
Radio newscaster, for

"Best Radio News
Analyst".

• To KNX Radio Manage-
ment for "Support of

Most Aggressive News
Policy".

Yes, our cup over-

floweth. What CBS
News is nationally,

KNX News is locally—

the best there is!

If a news program is

your radio showcase,

you can't do better

than with KNX News.
The public thinks so

and the experts agree

— again

!

REPRESENTED 8Y CBS RADIO SPOT SAtES

20

News and views for women in

advertising and ivives of admen

Women's week

Women broadcasters of Pennsylvania: It's no accident that the

ln<> majoi topics discussed at the 25-27 October convention of the

\WKI Chapter of Pennsylvania were: ill better salesmanship for

women broadcasters and (2 1 more effective showmanship. This

chapter has been one of the most active radio-tv associations this

year, larger) due to its members' awareness of air media problems.

One suggest ion. which had come up at previous meetings, was

again raised at the convention: To organize AW RT into a clearing

house for both editorial and advertising information.

As was pointed out in one afternoon panel: "Women newspaper

and magazine columnists can emplo) clipping services to gather

editorial matter. Hut women broadcasters, who are at least influ-

ential as their print media counterparts, have no organized channels

for exchange of program formats, suggestions and editorial improve-

ments. That's where AW RT's challenge lies in 1958."

SPONSOR invites women broadcasters to send this column their

suggestions for ua\s to organize state chapters into an effective

information source.

Woman driver: America's economists agree that "today's woman

is the most." She's the most active consumer of virtual!) am product

now on the market.

Most recent addition to this fact: The importance of women as

buyers of gasoline is increasing, according to a General Petroleum-

sponsored study of gasoline sales.

In 1950 there were 15.1 million women drivers in the I .S.. or

'21'
< of the total number of drivers.

By 1956 the figure had jumped to 29.0 million, or 38' < of total.

Nonetheless, to date, onl) half of the women drivers buv the gaso-

line themselves. One of the reasons coming out of a Stromberger,

LaVene. McKenzie word-association test is the fact that men and

women both associate gasoline with men.

Suggestion from an agencv wag: "Never mind the 'Gold Octane.

Make it smell like French perfume.

"Little woman" wants glamour: Gone are the days in Ameri-

can cookei v of "the plain steak and apple pie." according to a house-

wares industr) survev In packaging and design-merchandising con-

sultants Alan Bern! \ Associates. The simple, unadorned fact is

that the housewife toda) sees herself as more than a cook.

Savs \l>\ president Alan Bcrni: "Today's homemaker is anxious

to express her position as pivot of the home in a new wav. She

now wants to be looked upon as creative and contemporary, imagina-

tive and inspiring -rather that just the famil) nourisher. As such.

Ii<t home, and especiallv her kitchen, has become a showcase setting

for her new role. This is wh) you find knife and spice racks, copper

pots, and platters hung like pictures in kitchens with onl) seven

out of 10 women usiiiii them! ^
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YOUR BEST PRODUCT IS

YOU
. . . sell i/onr.\W!' ihroinfh Information and education

Sfje Batrio ant CeletHSton

€xecuttbt£ ^ocietp

Present* the 1957-58

Time Buying and Selling Seminar
NOVEMBER 12, 1957—MARCH 11, 1958

Sixteen Luncheon Sessions . . . Lively and Provocative

Outstanding Speakers from the entire industry . . .

Hotel Shelton Tuesdays— 12:15 p.m.

Lexington & 49th St. Registrants—$3.00

First Session Nov. 13 Non-Registrants—$4.00

Send with your check NOW to:

TIME BUYING & SELLING SEMINAR
NAME

RADIO & TV EXECUTIVES SOCIETY firm

HOTEL BILTMORE, 43RD b MADISON ADDRESS
NEW YORK 17. N. Y.
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THREE'S A CROWD
You bet three's a crowd when your radio spot is jammed
in with two other spots back to back. Your spot loses its

impact. . . You just can't tell your story impressively.

DEMAND GUARANTEED SEPARATION -Stamp out

multiple-spotting.

OUR PLEDGE TO YOU

GUARANTEED
SEPARATION
All Announcements Will Be Separated From . . .

1. All other commercial 2. All competitive

announcements by time

for one complete musi-

cal selection.*

announcements
by at least 15
minutes.

'Except 10 second, quarter-hourly time signals.

This is not a new policy with

WOLF. It is the proven sales

formula that has brought in

consistent renewals through

the years from pleased clients

representing top national ad-

vertisers.

We never had it so good—why spoil it.

RATING for RATING . .

.

RATE for RATE

in CENTRAL NEW YORK it's-

National Sales Representatives

THE WALKER COMPANY SYRACUSE,

n

49th anl

Madison

Competitive data problem

Your Sponsor Asks department in the

12 October issue was both interesting

and timely, and the responses of the

panel left little doubt about the need

for competitive data, especially in the

spot radio medium. Unfortunately, in

every major product category there are

two or three leading advertisers who
refuse to allow their agencies to di-

vulge this information and consequent-

ly no category is really complete.

However, a short time ago we were

given an opportunity to conduct two

radio station surveys in separate prod-

uct categories. We were extremely

gratified by the responses, because dur-

ing the course of the surveys we gained

a first-hand view of the massive vol-

ume of questionnaires which stations

and representatives receive. Many of

these questionnaires duplicate each

other and because of the problem of

time and personnel involved it is small

wonder that stations and representa-

tives are at times reluctant to respond

to these requests. SPONSOR performed

a real service in presenting this ques-

tion for discussion.

James M. Boerst. owner,

Executives Radio-Tv Service,

Larchmont, A. Y.

Rebuttal from a critic

Aw, come off it, will you!

Damn the critics of the Critics, too.

"Critics have done their best to cry

panic" this season. So you pick four

New ^ orkers as typical of the whole

tribe of us. You compile a box score

showing that between them they wrote

113 reviews. Of that number 24 you

call good, 38 so-so and 51 bad.

Not only that, you grade us on our

judgement of the run-of-the-mill shows.

You leave out the big specials. You do

not grade us on Bing and Frank,

Queen Elizabeth. World Series. Green

Pastures, Omnibus or See it Now.

I defy \ou or anyone else to take

critical reaction to 113 run-of-the-mill

movies, books, concerts or plays and

find 22' ( good reviews and 54% at

[Please turn to page 24)
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Why International Milling's Advertising Manager

Prefers Crosley WLW Stations for Robin Hood Flour

"We use WLW Radio and TV Stations

for a number of reasons - top

talent, excellent market coverage,

and important merchandising. Coop-

eration covers all phases of product

promotion and goes far beyond the

usual media-client service. The

Crosley Stations' close contact

with trade personnel and their

willingness to cooperate with

our local representatives

add an important plus

to our advertising!"

Robert E. Thompson/

Advertising Manager.

International Milling Company

FLOUR

_>^ _A J^

Like Robin Hood Flour, you'll get top merchandising service for your

products on the WLW Stations. So before you buy, always check first with

your WLW Stations' Representative. You'll be glad you did!

WLW
Radio

WLW-T
Cincinnati

WLW-C
' dumbus

WLW-I
Dayton

WLW-A
Atlanta

Network Affiliations: NBC: ABC. MBS Sales Offices: New York. Cincinnati. Chicago

Sales Representatives: NBC Spot Sales: Detroit, Los Angeles. San Francisco flVCO
Bomar Lowrance & Associates, Inc.. Charlotte. Atlanta, Dallas Crosiey Broadcasting Corporation, a division of ILL



49th & MADISON continued . . .

**o»o

is now the

NUMBER 1
cost />('i thousand station* in

CLEVELAND
*Get the facts from our representatives. Get our prices, merchandising plans, program ingenuity.

Get concentrated impact for sales profit on WSRS. Most everyone listens to the All-American

Family station 'round the clock for the Metropolitan Voice of Greater Cleveland featuring Local-

World Community news, plus plenty of luscious music, the top tunes from national and local surveys.

Represented Nationally by Bob Dore Associates, 420 Madison Avenue, N. Y., PLaza 3-8370.

always
stands
out

in gflw^v-e^ort it's...

Tj»
1480 KILOCYCLES • NON-DIRECTIONAL

1000 WATTS • DAYTIME • INDEPENDENT
~

529V2 Crockett St . — Sh r e vepor t, Louisiana

REPS.: National FORJOE & COMPANY- Southern CLARKE BROWN COMPANY

least so-so. I don t mean "Around the

World" "Friendlj Persuasion" and

"Ten Commandments." I mean grade

the critics on "Gunfight at Broken

Lance, Neb." and the other B picture.-.

You also quote somebody as saying

that no one pays am attention to the

critics anyway, and then \ou say that

we haven't the abilit) to judge a show.

You must he wrong somewhere, he-

cause \our ho\ -core indicates cither:

1. Someone paid attention to us. or

2. \\ e came prett) close to audience

reaction.

Restless Gun opened to a 2(>.5 I ren-

dex, got three so-SO and one had re-

view and dived to 20.

Suspicion drew a 19 and four had

reviews. Next Trendex. 15.

Eve Arden drew a 16, two had re-

views and a so-so and dropped to 9.7!

Wine-hell upped the Trendex after

favorable re\ iews.

Real McCoys got a split decision and

almost a 50' ' Trendex hike.

Wagon Train got general!) good re-

views and a boosted Trendex.

Now about this business of ill-

trained critics. Bob Sarnoff and a few

others have had at us on that score.

Someone said ship news reporting

didn't qualif \ one to be a t\ critic.

I don't recall Variety ever having

covered ship news. \et their critics

gave 19'7 good reviews. The ship

news refugees on the World-Telegram

and the Daily News gave 2.V < and

3095 good reviews. Certain!) that

doesn't indicate bias on the part of

those of us who are outside the h

business. If it takes qualifications to

produce a good or so-so review then

what happened to Variety? Or what

ships did the\ cover? The Acre } orh

Times gave onlj 14', good reviews,

but the\ write for perhaps a more

critical audience than most of us.

And I challenge \nu or anyone else

to tell me that of the shows \ou list in

\our box score more than 30' > de-

served good reviews!

Certainb we arc not all competent.

b\ an) mean-. Nor are we all compe-

tent in all fields covered b) tv. I do.

however, resent on behalf of a group

of eye-watering, sincere and honest

critics a general charge thai we are

biased and bitter. Kspecialb when you

tr\ to prove it with figures which

prove the exact opposite.

Bill Ladd,

"Dammed '/'/ critic."

The Courier-Journal,

The Louisville Times. Louisville

1\
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Radio Baltimore

WCAO WCOP
Radio Chicago Radio Memphis

WJJD WMP5
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY B> RADIO-TV REPRESENTATIVES. INC
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'Out-

dated

data!"

n

you'd think by now that all radio stations in .Miami would have

accepted the fact thai NCS =2 can have No Current significance.

X «

-

t because the figures weren't valid -but because things have

changed since the spring of 1956. It wasn'1 "til October 1956 that

WQAM became a Storz Station—and made a quick runaway with-

out a give-away. Current Hooper: WQAM first with 42.1 cl* all-

day average. Metro Pulse gives WQAM decisive first position. So

does a brand new Southern Florida Area Pulse which accounts for

the Listening preference of 31.5$ of the State's population. S

does Trendex.

I.,-; «, \| .la-k Sandler, or t ht'\flfQAIVI
Blair man shov yow why it

> Ar •Servvng nil oj
Miami

Flori(fa with 5000 watu ontakes in w data
In nt

radio w ith assurance.

. a.m. • /'-' Monday Saturday

560 kc... and Radio zzi in...

MIAMI

IOINJ
TODAY'S RADIO FOR TODAY'S SELLING
- ">D STORZ, PRESIDENT • HOME OFFICE: OMAHA, NEBRASKA

WDGY Minneapolis St. Paul
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR &. CO.

WHB Kansas City
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.

WTIX New Orleans
REPRESENTED BY ADAM YOUNG INC.

WQAM Miami
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR A. CO.
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Could the air media CLIP a dip?

TV radio ran stop-gap a Blow-down, >a> admen, if ( I ) clients

maintain level of a<] spending; (2) use media more efficentl)

through pre-testing, shared commercials, greater Frequency; (3) stress persuasive — «
- 1

1

W hat's ahead for advertising at a

time when main businesses an' level-

ing nil and <>r feeling a profit pinch?

If you asked thai question 2i» years

ago, mam would have answered:

'Budgets will have t<> be cut."

But this week as SPONSOR made the

round's ol top-level admen, presidents

"I agencies, media executives and mar-

keting specialists there were lew who

predicted am cut-back in advertising

expenditure. Rut a change in strategy

for main (inns ma\ lie directh ahead.

I hi- theme in particular reeui red

that the methods "I communii ating

with the consumer are -,. highl) devel-

oped toda) a- tn constitute a "secret

weapon ' in combating a recession.

Perhaps more than previously, the

focus will he upon the air media, but

the u atchwords ol the da) are > 1
>

c(i-i efficiency, (2) fast -ale- effective-

ness.

The boom in both spot and network

radio this year is interpreted bj some

admen a- a tip-off to the greater cost-

3i iou-ne— ..I i lients. < Others feel

that t\ i- heading foi in< reased billing

as selling ( ontinues to !•> ne h irdei

and more competitive.

Here are the highlights of knowl-

edgeable advertising thinking and

dictions toda] :

• Sophistii ated blue i hip advei

•

tisers v\ ill maintain "i ini rease theii

advertising efforl in the next

I heii theoi \ : i t theii i ompetitors i at

budgets in the face of lower sales pre-

dictions, the advertiser who keeps u]

>
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Clients predict continued spending

for air media, but warn against excessive

further talent and time cost increases

his efforl will be able In increase his

share of the market.

• \ll advertisers are expected to

ride herd harder than ever on their

campaigns. The) will expect each

medium to pa) <>ut faster than in years

oi easier money, or the) will shift

strateg)

.

• Use of air media on the part of

-mailer or marginal advertisers will he

more concentrated. In other words, a

small-budget advertiser will be less

likel) to split Ins effort between net-

work and spot or tv and radio. "This

is no year for experimenting or

spreading budgets thin," said the ad-

vertising director of an appliance firm

spending between $1 million and $1.5

million in 1957. "In these times of

harder selling, you pick your medium
and get the maximum frequenc\ im-

pact out of it."

• Car advertisers are using more
television than ever. This is their most

crucial year since mass change-over of

models in 1953. Sales predictions

range between 5.8 and 6.3 million for

L958 and the competitive battle is on.

\\ itb the eyes of the entire economy

focused on the car business, the next

three months are the ones to watch.

"We have to sell harder than ever

right now," a General Motors v. p. told

sponsor. "The three years of install-

ment-paying that resulted from the car

industry s best year are up now. so

people should liuv
."'

General Motors, the onl) one of the

three car giants to experience a drop

in profits in 1957. has intensified the

network effort of manv of its divisions.

i See 5 October 1957 sponsor, "Will

air power win the battle of Detroit?")

• Clients want to lie more sure of

results before thev go on the air. The)

demand more pre-campaign copy test-

ing, more media research and more

scientific reassurances from their agen-

cies.

"We're in an era of proved rather

than intuitive creativitv.'" savs KAh
senior v. p. Maxwell 1 le. "This demand
for research relates to the basic pres-

sures for performance. Alert agencv

management today stresses the safe-

guards prior to actual market-place

performance."

What lO companies will do next

sponsor polled advertisers at the 28-30 October ANA Convention to deter-

mine their outlook on 1958. size of advertising budgets planned and type

of media strategy to be used in case of drop in sales. These 10 companies

-panning a wide cross-section of products provide some insight into the

thinking of top-level admen. Most sophisticated advertisers today talk of

-tepping up advertising expenditures in times of over-all sales dip to

increase their share of the market. Major package goods companies plan

to put more new products on the market to boost their total sales, pre-

dict that network and spot tv will continue to play big role in new: product

introductions. Durable goods advertisers, vvho're faster hit by drop in

consumer income, are divided in views: Larger-budget clients stress the

importance of maintaining advertising impact at the time of slow-down.

COSMETICS
spending $l-$2 million

1. Sales this vear: up

2. If 1958 sales dip. ad

budget would: stay same

3. If selling becomes harder, we would

tend to use more: tv

4. Media now used:

Network tv x Spot tv

Magazines x Spot radio x

Newspapers x Network radio

APPLIANCE
spending less than $1 million

1. Sales this year: down

2. If 1958 sales dip. ad

budget would: be cut

3. If selling becomes harder, we would

ten I t<> use more: undecided

4. Media now used:

Network tv Spot l\

Magazines x Spot radio x

Newspapers x Network radio

HOUSEHOLD
spending $l-$2 million

1 . Sales this year: up

2. If 1958 sales dip. ad

budget would : go up

3. If selling becomes harder, we would

lend to use more: tv, magazines

4. Media now used:

Network tv Spot radio

Magazines x Network radio

Newspapers Co-op news-

Spot tv papers x

DRUG
spending S3-S5 million

1 . Sales this vear: up

2. If 1958 sales dip. ad

budget would : be cut

3. If selling becomes harder, we would

tend to use more: tv

4. Media now used:

Network tv x Spot tv

Magazines Spot radio

Newspapers Network radio
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• Durable goods advertisers, always

the first i" be affei ted b) an) -low

down iii consumer Inn ing, nave broken

with the traditional view for the mosl

pai i : Iii pre t\ da) b, .i dip in sales

used i" mean an automatic cut in ad-

vertising budget. The majorit) <>f

bard-goods advertisers interviewed b)

sponsor, as well as theii agencies, re-

Heel .1 unanimous intention i" keep

budgets .u ilnii 1957 level or even add

inoiics foi intensified effoi ts, I See

sample respondents on these pages.)

• Shorter-term ail media contracts

will be the going trend. This pressure

for shortei commitments began to

emerge out ol fall network buying

patterns. It is al><> reflected in —
|

» «
•

t

.

according i<> reps poUed l»\ sponsor.

"We see a number nf advertisers

coming into spot t\ right now because

of it- flexibility, and the abilit) to solve

local problems l>\ concentrating their

dollai - in kej mai kets, tayi I lo) <l

Criffin, v.p. "I Petei b, Gi iffin v\ \\ I

ward,

Fall 1957 is a< in e, mosl reps told

sponsor, bul ii - -i. ii i and-stop busi

ness.

• I lai d-sell commercial cop) in 1958

u ill lia\ e these characteristics: It m ill

tend i" stress long lasting values and

economies of durable products, Ii will

I ii • more pi e-tested I nan an) commei

cials in ail media histoi )

,

' \inl ii m ill be barder i" sell to the

client," the cop) chiel oi one "I the

top five agencies told sponsoh i an

didly. "Anothei and unfortunate trend

that's beginning to real it- bead i- the

nervous advertise] who wants to

change Iii- campaign theme with ever)

competitive switch. Experienced t\ ad-

vertisers realize thai a good campaign

i- usual!) effective for man) months.

• \ru products are expected l<>

-i imulate -|"'i t\ and spot radio billi

throughout the year, tdmen antii ipate

thai ma i"i < lienl - will put i enewed

efforl into new [>i oducl inl rodu< i inn

"Manj In .-• > ompanies ma) feel

next \ iai i niiM be i
j

I • eai to in-

1 1 ...lip i new
f

'
t '"tin t- in ordei to bol-

-iii ..\ ii .ill -.ill - - i ,
-

I \\ I president

Norman Strouse

\ • in \ marketing men point out

ih.it gianl advertisers tend to use new

product mi i mini i ion in i w a) pai allel

in the Governments spending policy.

"I \|ni ienced clients w ho li.n e new

products waiting i<> sustain theii sales

\.ill introduce new products with »ub-

-hiitial budgets when there's • period

.1 lr\ eling off, .mil ma) hold bai k on

new product introduction when busi-

ii, „ goes well," -a\ - V'lliui I elton,

Cunningham ^ Walsh marketing v.p.

• i li.-iii- predii i that 1958 will be

i Please turn in poge 601

FOOD
spending 87-810 million

1 . Sale- this year: up

2. If 1958 sales dip, ad

budget would: stay same

3. II selling becomes harder, we would

tend to use more: newspapers

4. Media now used:

Network t\ Spot i\ x

Magazines x Spot radio x

Newspapers X Network radio

FOOD
Bpending 87-810 million

1 . Sales this year: up
2. II 1958 sales dip, ad

budget would : go up
3. If selling becomes harder, we would

lend to use more: spot tv, spot

radio, newspapers
4. Media now used:

Netw ork t\ Spot radio x

Magazines x Network radio x

Newspapers x Outdoor x

Spot t\ x Car raid- x

PAPER
spending s7-sl() million

1 . Sales tin- yeai : up

2. If 1958 sales dip, ad

budget would : go up

3. If selling be< omes harder, we would

tend to use more : tv

4. Media now used:

Network t\ x ^\»>\ i\ x

Magazines x Spot radio

Newspapei - x Network radio

DURABLE <;<>OI)S

Bpending 81-82 million

1. Sale- tlii- year: same as last

2. If 1958 sales dip, ad

budget would : go up

3. If selling becomes harder, we would

tend to use more: tv, magazines

4. Media now used:

Network l\ x Spot t\ x

Magazines x Spot radio x

New.-paper- x Network radio

Ml TM
spending 82-8.J million

1 . Sale- this \ ear: up

2. If I');,;; sales dip, ad

budget would : stay same

3. II selling becomes harder, we would

tend to use more: co-op

4. Media now used:

Network t\ X Spot t\ X

Magazines Spot radio

Newspapers x Network radio

m vm fa< ii RER
Bpending over $10 million

1 . S de- tlii- yeai down

2. It 1958 sales dip, ,u\

budget umild: stay same

3 ll selling 1 on - hardei . we would

tend tn use more: magazines,

newspapers

4. Media now used:

Network t\ x Spol t\

Magazines x Spol radio x

Newspapers x Netw ork i adio
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UTILITY GOLIATH
'ENGINEERS' ITS

AIR ADVERTISING

No crystal ball gazing for AT&T, parent of

world's largest public utility. It uses research,

testing and systematic promotion to make its

advertising (1) sell services (2) buy scientists

Recruitment of scientific personnel is a prime aim in AT&T's advertising.

Bell System Science Series commercials feature engineers at work in Bell labs

American Telephone and

Telegraph, where science

I
ila \ s the keynote role in

everydaj business, engineers air

media advertising and its promotion as

carefully as if planning a new, nation-

wide communications network.

Big-business AT&T (almost S6 bil-

lion operating revenue in 1956 from

its 20 affiliated Bell System com-

panies), has two goals in its broadcast

media advertising: ill selling several

hundred multifarious services ranging

from colored telephone to long dis-

tance calls: and (2) recruitment of

sorely needed scientific research and

technical personnel to carry out the

long-range Bell System development

program.

Three shows are sponsored by AT&T
to meet the aims:

• Bell System Science Series, hour-

long color "spectaculars" on the sci-

ences, (four showings slated this sea-

son, two aired last year I.

• Telephone Time, half-hour dra-

matic segments on ABC TV 9:30 p.m.

Tuesdays.

• 77(e Telephone Hour, highbrow

music program heard over NBC Radio

9:00-9:30 p.m. Mondays.

Highly systematized promotion of

the tv/radio entertainment by the Bell

System affiliates has been a big factor

in its success. And AT&T and its

agency, N. W. Aver, spare no effort

in providing the subsidiaries with both

the product and the means for promo-

tion.

The blue-chip firm's engineering ap-

proach to tv advertising is best illus-

trated in the planning behind the Bell

System Science Series. The series made
its 1957-'58 debut over NBC TV at

9:00-10:00 p.m. Friday. 23 October,

with The Strange Case of the Cosmic

Rays.

The concept of a science-format tv

show was a radical departure from the

norm back in 1951 when planning first

started on the series.

Why then did conservative AT&T
elect to use science as subject for a tv

presentation? The engineering princi-

ple of designing a product to suit the

needs dictated the reasons: (1) the

company sought a program that would

bear the same integrity and distinction

as its Telephone Hour on radio: i2i
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T

Advertising engineering foi t\ radio i- discussed by (1. t>> r.»: J. I). Simpson, \ I & I t\ supervisor; Ferrj Jor-

dan. N. \\
.

\\i-i- service rep; William Haesche Jr.. V.T&T u radio ad manager; Don rhompson, Vyei p.r. supei

popularizing science would help to at-

tracl j oungsters into it- Gelds; 1 3

1

there aevei had been a large-scale ef-

fort to I real science <m t\ the pio-

neer wlio first did it well would gain

nation-w ide recognition.

Die clincher reason

:

• \ well-prepared science show

would have a life after t\ : it could be

shown to millions "I school students

and thousands "I interested organiza-

tions 1>\ Bell System companies across

the nation.

\l\l would reap twofold benefits

from this:
I

1 I students would be in-

fluenced toward science as a lifetime

career, making mure technical!) edu-

cated people available for future Bell

System employment; (2) the -cience

series would he amortized to an un-

predictably low cost-per-1,000. i Bell

System identification as "sponsor" i-

included in all of the films, i

This unique, double-edged use of a

t\ presentation already has paid off

big for AT&T. Our Mr. Sun and Hemo
the Magnificent, last season's science

shows, will be viewed at special him

showings b) -even and one-half mil-

lion people 1>\ the end o| l'>.~>7. i about

six million of them students I. \ml

there is absolutely no tellins: how man)

tens of millions w ill see these i oloi

film- at special showings in future

years. [Sun and Hemo also will he re-

nin on t\ this season, i

With the decision made to use sci-

ence as subject. \ I & I set pre< is

engineered standards for the -eries.

\- a result, programs are based on:

'I i exhaustive research b) prominent

scientists in the held t" I"- covered;

i 2 i screening "| titerall) milt - ol sci-

entific documentar) film b)
|

Iu( ei

Frank Capra and his -tail: (3) use of

a scientific advisor) board comprised

ol I' 1 leaders in the \ arious -' ii

field-:
I

I
I continual attention to script

detail- to guarantee authenticity.

The Capra "touch."" the innovation

of animated cartoon characters with

live actor-, i- designed to give th< -

entitle content a light mood. > In

Cosmic Rhys, puppet- b) Bill and Cora

Baud also are used for this purpos

Engineering \'m research: What

made the \l\l" executives feel the)

had hit the jackpot for advertising

success with their science series con-

i ept ? Solid t • --I -
1 ul e prim iples

seari h and testing applied to Oui
Mr. Sun gave the conclusive answers

\ iewer groups were tested b) th>

Schwerin and Gallup research organi-

zations; Surveys were made at the

\\ a\ ne State I niversit) and Vudio-

\ isual Material- < onsultation Hunan.
t ollege o| I ducation ; a sneak pre-

\ iew was held in a lb>||\ wood I heatei

b) Frank Capra Productions; tele-

phone inten iews were i ondui ted

l\ -how ing and fan mail n

were carefulb tabulated.

Positive factors: In the theab

pre\ iew condui ted by ( - s ani-

zation

:

• 8 1
'

. answered ") es" to the ques-

tion, "Were you entertained b) th<

picture :
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Three things AT&T sells on tv:

Institutional messages pla> heavily

on ilic research activities of Hell System

Long distance commercials carry the "you're

a~ close as the telephone" image for Long I ines

Equipment is pushed \ ia films Bhowing

wall, extension, color telephone applications

•
~

t >'
i said the} would like to see

more pictures like it.

• 7!i' i said llie\ learned "quite a

lot' "i "\er\ much" from seeing the

film.

• Over half (57%), expressed in-

terest in seeing the same film again.

In the Schwerin tests, conducted in

Philadelphia and New ^ oik before tv

exposure:

• 79', found the film both enter-

taining and educational.

• i!7'< felt the program was suit-

able for both students and adults.

• (>(>', said the\ v\ould want to see

"practically all"" or "most of" the

shows if a series of programs like Our
I//. Sun was put on t\

.

The planners had achieved their ba-

sic objective, the creation of a science

t\ program with mass audience appeal.

Ratings last season: Sun 24.5; Hemo
35.5 i Nielsen total audience I

.

Back to the drawing board: Some

tesl result* [jointed out weaknesses in

the program. As in a typical engi-

neering project, revision of the proto-

hpe plans was necessary to guarantee

success of future models.

• Our Mr. Sun. presented without

commercials, had poor sponsor identi-

fication with test audiences. The ex-

lenl of this lack is not measured per-

centage-wise in the pre-test survey.

VIAT- firsl solution: Cleo F. Craig.

company board chairman, was used to

introduce the -how to l\ audiences on

behalf <d the Bell System. This unk-

not completely successful either. A
telephone survey conducted in four

i ities aftei Sun's t\ debut revealed thai

59' , ot the viewers were unable to

tly identify the sponsoi . VT&T's

Bell System affiliates carry out the nationwide tv radio promotion engineering. Here,

rlaesche and Simpson discuss display pieces for The Strange Case oi the Cosmic Ra\s

end solution: Starting with its second

show. Hemo, the firm included two

commercial messages in each program.

• Mail responses showed that many
parents wanted the show on at an

earlier hour lit was broadcast at 10:00

p.m. on a Monday I so that their chil-

dren would be able to see it. Result:

This year's schedule uses two 9:00

p.m. presentations and two at 5:30

p.m. to beat bedtime curfews.

Commercial testing: With the ad-

vent of Hemo. AT&T swung into the

use of a recruitment commercial on

each of its science shows. These were

engineered via testing as meticulously

as the science series programs them-

selves.

In the first commercial film, a young

Western Electric engineer was used as

subject. He was shown at work and

with his family, and he delivered the

commercials recruitment dialogue.

Research results of this commercial

with 28 eight-man groups of Princeton

and Stevens students pointed up the

need for rework:

• 2(1 of the 28 groups had an un-

favorable reaction to the engineer.

I hey described him as uninteresting,

unconvincing and ordinary

.

• Only two of the 2!! groups ex-

pressed a favorable reaction to the use

of the engineers home and family pic-

tures. They commented the sequence

was forced, unnecessary and too obvi-

ous in the film.

• 1
(
> groups fell the commercial did

not tell them enough about: ill the

choice of jobs available at Western

Electric; (2) opportunities for train-

ing, and (3) working conditions in the

Western Electric plant shown in the

commercial.

Result.: AT&T's new commercials
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l<>i in i uitmenl w ill have < 1 more

specific information on the actual work

. .11 1 nil mi within lii-H System plants;

(2) several different men doing vari

ous tasks -how ii \ i.i a 'quick

glimpse" approach; (3) a professional

announce) delivering the dialogue with

a \ nil e-ovei technique; ' I '
no home

ami famil) sequences.

Tin- magnitude of VT&T's engineer-

ing approach to Hell System Science

S<- 1 i
t •- programing and advertising:

o\ ri ">ii tests wric conducted.

Promotion engineering: System,

the engineer's basic work method, is

employed l>\ IT&T-N. \\ .
\\<r. in

promotion of the IMl System Science

Series. Two special kit> are prepared

for each show, <>nr for general press

publicity and the second containing

promotional display pieces, fnese are

sent in the public relations, advertising

ami employee information groups in

each individual Hell System company

nine weeks before a science series

show i- scheduled. It - up to tlic local

companies to obtain placement of the

IV \\ . Vyer-prepared material. To date

the effect has been "excellent" accord-

ing to Hon Thompson, p.r. supervisor

at \\n. "Last time ever) feature story

and picture in the publicity kit was

nsed somew here," he say s.

The |ml>li( it\ kit material generally

receives good play in the local pre--,

in educational publications and in the

l!rll System employee periodicals.

i \\ itli over 750,000 potential t\ view-

ers in the employ of Bell System com-

panies, this last publicity area takes

on prime importance. I

The display kit used l>\ the Bell Sys-

ifin companies contains: posters for

telephone company office window-:

billboards for telephone company

trucks; table tents for use in company

cafeterias and at bill-payment win-

dow-: advertising mats; copy for ra-

dio and t\ spots; direct mail pieces

with letters for mailing to educators

ami scientific groups; promotion

throwaways for handout to customers

1«\ local companies.

Systematic advance placement ol the

kit- with Bell System associated com-

panies has resulted in "an effective

wel> of publicity influence for the

show," says William Haesche, Jr.. t\

radio advertising manager at \ l\ I

Teleph one Time engineering:

\ l'\ I- other t\ enterprise, Telephone

i f'lease turn to pniie (><"•>

-PONSOK (
) MUKMBKR 1 951

HOW STATION HIKED NIGHT

RATE 20% OVER DAYTIME

A rise in nighttime radio rates would make mans clients Hi|'

theii lid- hut buyers ! K\ V!N, Vai ivei Portland, 'in- in

accepting the increase with raci and staying on the ail

I lie reason is programing, specially, a new version ••! an

old American pastime: listening to youi neighboi talk on the

telephone. Less than a yi n < K\ \\ instituted a new show

railed l'(tii\ I. in,-. I In- show ..llii-. in effect, a 1,000-wart

soapbox to any listenei with a telephone

Listeners an- invited i" call the station ami talk about what-

ever i- on their mind. Discussions range from fishing to

politics, from segregation to recipes. I hen- i- no restriction

mi subject mallei e\i epl good taste. \ "beepei de\ !• e togethei

with a continuous loop tape i- utilized to provide the required

delay. I he -how i- aired from 8:00 p.m. to I :00 a.m. Monday

through-Fi iday

.

\- the -how caught on such public officials a- Portlands

Mayor, the i ii\ ami count) commissioners, Oregon's Covernoi

ami state representatives ami senators .in- • ailed ..i . .died in >

to answer pointed questions asked by the audience.

The station organized a "Party Line Club' ami now has

5,000 members. I he tii-i annual picnii ol tin- group was

held recently at Jantzen Beach in Portland.

\- a consequence •! this reaction, the station announced

that starting this past I Septembei it would charge a 20$

premium over daytime rates foi participating spots in the

-Imw . \ml n< 'i a ' ustomei w as lost.

K\ \\ - general manager, Larry Lau, naturally disaj

sharply with sellers who advocate reduced rates i"i late

evening radio. "Slashing rale-.' he said, "is simply an admis-

sion of weak programing. ^

Larr\ I .111. mgl ,
••! k \ \ \.

"I'.iru I mi" show enabled station

to raise nighl rates 20'
I above . . .

^,

1

W—**Z ' \

. . . the daj pi ning

ing opportuni-

Vbove, moderator Lee Fiksdall
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RADIO IN TRANSITION

I'urt of a continuing scries

^%n\ transition period begets mo-

ments of soul-search in». From the

lioix> to the automobile, from the in-

ternal combustion engine to the jet

—

each era of change produces its own

problems. Radio i> no exception. To-

day, the creative avalanche of electri-

cally transcribed commercial copy has

caused some broadcasters and admen

to ask, "Are we neglecting the local

personality ?"

"About 859f of all the commercials

thai come in today." a radio station

head told SPONSOR, "are e.t.'s. The

cop) is terrific, the talent is tops. But

there's no time open at either end for

an endorsement of the product 1>\ our

local personalities.

"1 honestly wonder if advertisers

can afford to divorce their products

from the local personality this wa\
?'

he added.

This broadcaster was not the only

one to express some concern with the

new trend in radio commercial han-

dling. A number of other stationmen

reported a preponderance of complete

e.t.'s over live or combinations in pro-

portions ranging from 50 to 90%.
They all agree that these e.t.'s are at

the all-time high as far as creativity

is concerned and that thev are tremen-

dously effective. But they wonder if

they could not be made still more ef-

fective by the addition of a few sec-

onds of li\e sell by the local show

personal it \.

In main cases, the fact is that they

have been getting these extra seconds

—free. So charming and witty are

the new e.t.'s, so outstanding their mu-
sic, that quite a few disk jockeys get

carried away to the extent that, after

playing a minute commercial, thev

may take 10 seconds of their own
show time to comment on them. But

it must be remembered that such com-
ments compliment the commercial

—

and not the product. Nor is there an\

guarantee in today's tight radio sched-

ules, especially in traffic hours, that a

d.j. will find time to ad lib on an e.t.

A lot of advertising agencies are

more than willing to admit that a big

hulk of their radio conunercials are

going out completely transcribed. Ever

since the renaissance of spot radio,

the} have been working toward more
creative radio commercials. Until onlv

recenth. it was felt h\ main that ra-

dio commercials were getting short-

changed in the creative departments in

favor of the more glamorous medium
of television. (See "Is radio copv to-

CAN e.t.'s DO THE WHOLE JOB?

Praise for all those highly-creative transcribed

radio announcements must be tempered

by a warning not to forget that "friendly"

local personality whose endorsement of a

product has written so many success stories

Ed Cardner tells the For

Parker Fennelly sella for Pepperidge
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day's agenc) stepchild?" sponsor, 20

Sept. L95 1 .mil "Do two hata i i ush

reath ii\
.''" sponsor 9 Feb. L957. i

Bui tin- \r.ii -an the radio comraei

cial come into lull creative flowei .
I he

tender care that has gone into produi

ing them i- evidenced bj the attention

the) li.i\ c recen ed not onl) \\ ithin the

trade, 1 >ut from columnists in the con-

sumer press. I lif jingles are bounciei

ami catchier, man) original tunes com-

pare favorabl) with the besl in show

and pop music; orchestration and pro-

duction an- completer) professional.

Careful casting has brought just the

right talent ini<> the right commercials

(Julie London to sing the Marlboro

song; Parker Fennell) telling the prod-

uct storj cil Pepperidge Farms bread).

\- for tin- -|

n

>k«-ii e.t. announce-

ments, thej have become, in the pasl

year, as <>nc broadcaster put it, "The

best humor on radio todaj ."

But il one stops to analyze these

light-touch commercials, il becomes ap-

parent that thej owe at least their basic

origins to the local personalities. Park-

I Fennell) extolling Pepperidge bread

is using the same "neighborly" ap-

proach as do farm show personalities

on local stations. The RAB-award
winning l)ods:e commercials could well

be .i couple ol local d.j.'s ad libbii

-kii based on some fa< i shei i- I he

same warm humor, friendliness and

Bincei it \ iliai marked the sui 1 1 ssful

local pei Bonalit) - pi oduct piti li has

now been embodied in complete tran-

sci ipl ions l>\ talent on a national si all

It also n i
u - 1 It remembered thai thi

local personalit) v\a- largel) responsi

ble loi pulling spot radio out oi its

doldrums ol several years ago. He is

pari and pan el ol the new ( on* epl ol

the medium an around-the-clock

friend and companion. II the tran

scribed commercial -bould evei make

him the Forgotten man ol advertising,

what loss could the client suffer?

Here i- some idea of how much
stature he commands in the radio

audience of today. Some ol these

figures were laid before the 28-30

October \\ \ annual meeting in At-

lantic ( lit) li\ \i i Mc( .0) . executive

vice president of John Blair Co. \ll

cd them are based on a Pulse surve)

for Radio Advertising Bureau in Jul)

of this year. In checking -i\ majoi

markets, here i- what Pulse found oul

about listener reaction to local per-

sonalities: ill '->()', were aide to name
their favorite-: (2) '<'<(>'

< believed

these personalities advertised good

produi ts; i \) (>2'
I wen- able to iden-

iif\ sponsoi ing produi ts mentioned b)

ili' Be personalities dui ing the week .

I
'< bou lii a pi odui i on the pei

•

sonalit) 'a rei ommendation
; (5) 69'

said thej would bu) a new product in

troduced ind rei ommended b\ theii

i ite personalit)

.

"In a way, one advertising a

utive told sponsor, "the local spot

radio personalit) has taken ovei the

i ole of the 1
1 usted Btore n

oi i lerk. W ith the impersonal Bell-

ing thai has come into being h ith the

supermarket, there is no longei a

1

1
Mud behind the countei who person-

all) suggests oi recommends a product

to the shopping housewife. Bui the

\ oiil has been filled bv the l<" al radio

personalit) who makes his endorse-

ment before the housewife goes into

the Btore. He • onducts a word-of-

mouth i ampaign.'
"'

I he believ e-abilit) thai these loi al

pei Bonalities pul into theii programs,"

Nil \b Co) told the W \ Atlantic

I it) meeting, "i ubs >dl on your prod-

ui t and make- it mean more to a li--

tenei

.

"But, a station executive pointed

mil to SPONSOR, "not all adverti-er- aie

taking lull advantage of these person-

Julie London sings f"r Marlboro

^< Do you have favorite personalities in radio listening?

f\ 901
, had favorites and could name them.

^< Do you think -put radio personalities advertise g I products?

/% 86* , said yes.

\\ Can you name products these personalities mentioned last week?

/\ 62*
, were able to identif1

) sponsoring products.

Q Have you bought an) of these products on personality's say-so?

/V 36* , reported thej had bought on his recommendation.

CJ ll your personalit) suggested a new product, would you ti\ it?

/\ 66', said the) would buj the neu product.

Questions and answers demonstrating the influence ol a strong local personality are

from a JiiK 1
(>~'7 Pulse survej for RAB in -i\ markets: Houston, Cleveland, Atlanta. St Louis,

San Francisco and Philadelphia. Thi< influence, some feel, may !»• missed with al
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Can an advertiser afford to divorce

his product from the local personality?

alities if thej -t i< -k to nothing but

e.t.'s. Take merchandising, for exam-

ple. How eas) is it t<> merchandise a

product at the local level that a local

announcer nevei talks about ?

He i- completely sold on the high

calibre e.t.'s that mark today s radio.

but feels that better local identification

with the product could 1 >e achieved if,

when preparing a minute commercial.

a l>5-second e.t. was prepared and the

remaining l-~> seconds were left for the

local personality's endorsement of the

product.

This would make for a more flexi-

ble commercial, since the local doing

the live pari can tie in with the com-

inunitv life, with the weather, some

whip uj> a part) cake with \ Brand

Mix.

So is there really a danger that the

creative, though more impersonal, e.t.

max miss this local selling bonus?

The agencies think not.

The fact is that agencies are not los-

ing sight of the pull of the local per-

sonality. The percentages of e.t.'s as

opposed to live copj that goes out of

agencies varies, depending in main

cases on the nature of their accounts.

One agency reports as low as .V \ all-

e.t.'s. The same agency uses about

V , all-live. The remaining 90' ', are

combinations (live plus jingles, etc. I

.

One of the very large spot agencies

uses 2.V * all-e.t.'s and 7-V ,' combina-

lllllllllllll

"This we fight for"

SPONSOR began crusade for more creative radio commercial copj hack in

tlm-e day- when copywriters were fascinated by the new medium—television. In

1951, it did a story in the 20 September issue that asked: "Is radio copy today's

agency stepchild?"' Agency, men quoted in the article agreed it was. "The writer

is human," said one adman. "It is only natural he will respond to the glamor

and promise of television." Said another. "If the radio hilling were major,

it would be different. Still the man who foots the hills is entitled to the

best yon can give him." Today radio billing- are up and the medium is creating

its ow-n glamor. Yet as late as 9 February of this year. "Do two hats crush

creativity?" «a> another SPONSOR story wherein CBS" Arthur Hull Hayes won-

dered if people who work both in radio and tv didn't tend to neglect radio

creativity. But h> now the picture i- changing rapidly. Radio copy has never

before been so sparkling. Almost every e.t. is a gem of entertainment and

salesmanship. Yet as with any trend, there i- always the danger is may become

overworked and that something might be forgotten in tin- case, the local touch.

local news event or even a personal

experience.

It is this function of the local show

and personality, that has made air me-

dia unique unique in the sense that

it can tie program and product t<>-

gether where a newspaper cannot tie

up (except in some "special" section)

advertisement and editorial copy. The

newspaper cannot he expected to com-

ment on or endorse a product within

it- editorial columns, but the radio

announcer can within the framework

of a sports show tell the listener- bow

li faster or economically a certain

gasoline will gel ihem to the stadium:

II a home show . how easy it i- to

lions, with practically no all-live copy.

Still other agencies rely almost entire-

ly on straight e.t.'s. All of them hay e

good reasons for their practices.

Where the) specifically buy a good

personality show, the) use him. "But.

one radio agency head told SPONSOR,

"were pretty selective about our per-

sonalities. We don't look on ever)

d.j. as a personality. Rather than just

-end out live copy marked "local an-

nouncer." we're fussy about who the

announcer is."

""Our overall policy is to use a per-

sonality when we buy a personality

show." said another, "but when we buy

a straight spot announcement sched-

ule, we only send out e.t.'s. If a com-

mercial is at all intricate I jingle to talk

to music to talk to jingle, etc. I we feel

we have to by-pass the local announc-

er. We can get it exactly rioht on a

transcription."

Certainl) the e.t. gives an agenc)

complete control oyer the copy, and

they know there will be no fluffs, no

mis-statements. The point was also

raised that it) some products such as

loud and drugs, it is always possible

for the local personality to become too

enthusiastic and make an exaggerated

claim.

'"Look, -aid a station man to this,

""these fellows know what they're do-

ing. They're pro-. They know the

codes. Just gi\ e them a fact sheet, and

they'll stick to it."

Then there is the matter of partici-

pating shows which by now have

grown so lotto that product exelusiy-

ity sometimes breaks down. "Do we
want the local personality to endorse

our product." asks one adman, "when
half an hour before he endorsed our

competitor's?"

"Well,' the station man points out.

"this might he one way to force wider

separation on us."

But pros and cons aside, the fact is

that most clients i cigarettes and auto-

motives are notable exceptions) are

using a great many combinations of

live and e.t.'s. Their copy, delivered

live by the local announcer, carries the

weight of a friend s endorsement: the

jingle on an e.t. is the logo of the ad.

Agencies and clients are well aware

of the local impact of radio, of the

fact that stations have their individ-

ual "sounds'" and that this "sound" at-

tracts its audience. They know the pull

of a local personality. But agencies

have been concentrating of late on

something that was too long neglected

—transcribed copy. Perhaps some of

these are "over-clever" or too "imper-

sonal." Maybe there exists the danger

of overdoing a good thing. Most ad-

men feel this danger is slight—that

audience reaction to the new creative

commercials is good.

The local personality is by no mean-

yet a "forgotten man."' He is -till the

man that builds the show to make it a

pood vehicle for the client s commer-

cial. Now that the advertiser has ex-

perienced the efficac) of both the local

personality's endorsement of a prod-

uct and of the high-quality, attention-

getting e.t.'s that are so popular, he'll

use both y\ith wisdom. ^
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Punchiesl i.ilk .n 111' \ was ii i \ « 11 ii\ Ben Wells, sales-adv. \.\<. ol Seven-1 p. Hi argued !•! total advertising ratliei than totem-pole ••

BPA: HIGHLIGHTS OF CHICAGO CONVENTION

Broadcasters Promotion Assn. launches 2nd year with

ambitious station-client plans, many ueM ideas

I 111! UJO

L^romotion managers from all ovei

the I . S., some 350 in all. converged

on Chicago's Sheraton Hotel last week

for a two-daj ((mi lave designed t" set-

tle their promotional problems.

There was some settling, true, 1 > u t

there was also a< quisition of new prob-

lems in the fast-moving broadcast hrlil

as promotion men and women com-

pared notes on trade and consumer

advertising, audience promotion, mer-

chandising, management policies and

—most pressing of all their compe-

tition.

Vgencj executives and advertisers,

a~ well as station managers, mel with

promotion executives to outline theii

working philosophies and their inter-

relationships, sponsor, conducting an

on-the-spol survej of promotion man-

agers during the 1 and 2 November

meeting, asked them all what it takes

in be a l:i".iI promotion manage]

.

The answers were somewhat surpris-

ing. Conventioneers were asked to

rank the top three characteristics ol a

promotion manager and the) were

gh en a choii e "I 18 such traits. Im-

agination far out-ranked brains, -

tini: ahnosl double the votes 12 as

New President is Ell Henry, KB*

Central l>i\i-i>'ii executive \*ln< served as

convention chairman. He is shown with,

from I., Gene (.'"It. \\ i < m | \ Minneapolis;

loe llii.l-.n-. KRNT \MI\ Dea Moines;

Marion Vnnenberg, Wl'^l Nev Orleans, all

members of tin- 1 » •

»

j r • i
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BPA rontinued . . .

contrasted with 22. And follow-

through -tin- little-but-oh-m\ factor in

man) a business formula—outranked

brains and general intelligence by 24

to 22. Thus the top-notch promotion

man. in the opinion "I his own col-

leagues and competitors, has imagina-

tion, Follow-through and brains—in

thai order.

Qualities ranked as progressively im-

portant in a qualified promotion direc-

tor unc leadership, marketing know-

how and—tied for skill place cop)

and art know how. flexibility and per-

sonality, i lull details of the sur\c\

will be printed in a second and more
comprehensive BPA stor\ in the next

issue.)

Ell Henry, director of advertising

and promotion for ABC's Central Di-

vision, took over as president of BPA
for its second operating year, succeed-

ing David E. Partridge, advertising

sales promotion manager of Westing-

house Broadcasting Co., New York.

Other new officers: Charles Wilson,

promotion manager of WGN AM-TV.
Chicago, re-elected as first vice presi-

dent, and Miss Montez Tjaden, promo-

tion manager of KWTV, Oklahoma
City, re-elected as second vice presi-

dent. ^

Serious Side of promotion came out in

discussion with and i from 1.) Paul Wood-

land, WGAL AM-TV. Lancaster, Pa.; Hay-

wood Meeks, WMAL-TV, Washington; John

M. Keyes, WMBQ-WMAQ, Chicago; Roy

Pedersen, WDAY-TV, Fargo, N. D. Social

highlights were cocktail party and banquet

Friday night

Thousand dollar check goes to BPA and its president David E. Partridge of Westing-

house from sponsor magazine editor and publisher Norman K. Glenn ( r.. front). The check

was in recognition of the radio and t\ station entries from promotion directors in sponsor's

recent first annual trade paper award competition fsee 10 September and 5 October for full

details l. Presentation was made at dinner of the board which served during BPA's first

organizational year. Award winning entries were shown in sponsor's convention suite

Retiring president,
David E. Partridge. 1..

Westinghouse Broadcast-

ing, lunched at head table

with speakers Wells and

Jules Herbuveaux, NBC
Chicago v.p. Panel ses-

sions, speeches and busi-

ness meetings packed two

days, attracted some 350

conventioneers



/•RADIO BASICS/NOVEMBER

FM USAGE HIGH, STUDY SHOWS
Regular fm users in Philadelphia ana. who comprise 30% of

all radio homes, <l<> more fm than am listening during afternoon

and early evening, stud) l>\ iudience inalysts, Inc.. shows

* m-using homes do mine listening

on their fm than am sets during some

periods of the da)

.

Ilii- was one Bel "I facts disclosed

bj .1 spring 1957 -tml\ of the Phila-

delphia market, investigated bj Audi-

ence Analysts, Inc.

\ \ found thai 30'
I ol the radio

households in the Philadelphia area

use fm regularly. Taking these house-

holds a> a group \ \ profiled their

regular listening and found thai the

proportion <>t fm to am usage was par-

ticularly hieh during the afternoon

and earl) evening.

In the morning and late evening,

fm-users apparent!) depend more on

am fm entertainment and infoi mal ion.

I See charts detailing this data on

weekdays and weekends on page 12.)

I he \ \ stud) also found

:

• Thai 3895 ol Philadelphia radio

households own one or more fm sets.

• I hat lin users own more radios

than Qon-fm users.

• I hat fm usei - "\\ ii fewei t\ sets

than non-fm users.

• I hat I iii users <li> more total radio

listening I am and fm I than non-fm

usei

In addition to the fm stud) , the No
vembei Radio Bash - also shows a i on-

i inued i ise in (1) radio Btationg

radio sel Bales and '
I network sales

in terms of program time.

Septembei sales of home radio -• t-

was more than 180,000 above the 1956

Septembei figure. Vuto radio ship-

ments were up I 15,000 ovei the pre-

\ ious Septembei

.

sponsor's index showed network

sales i j
|

• 6.5'
i ^

1. RADIO'S DIMENSIONS TODAY
Radio homes index Radio station index

1957

48.4
radio

homes

1956

47.6
radio

homes

50.2 49.4
U.S. homes U.S. homes

Bourn \ i '. \

year, h • in millions.

End of September 1 957

Stations CPs not New station New station '

on air on air requests bids In hearing

Am
1

3133 1 142
1

109

Fm 1

End

1

of September

38

1 956

1

Am
1

""'
1

276
1

122

Fm 527 1 19 1 9

3 n c nn mt hi

Radio set index Radio set sales index

Set
location

Hume
\u!o

Public

places

Total

1957 1956

90.000.000 82.000.000

35.000,000 32.000.000

10,000,000* 10.000.000

135.000.000 121.000.000

Bourn UAH. 1 January 1958, 1 Jul
sets rn working order •No new information.

Type

luto

Total

Sept 1957 Sept 1956

893,366 756345

446,419 149,790

1,339,785 1,106, 9,679,717 165,145

Nine Months Nine Months
1957 1956

5,840,372

3,839,345

rmerljr RETM \ II ' retail

sales, auto Scurfs are factory

?,



2. SPOT RADIO BASICS

iniiii'iiiiiinny

How local markets compare in listening le\«*l8 by three-hour day parts

Market 6-9 a.m. 9 a.m.-N N-3 p.m. 3-6 p.m. 6-9 p.m. 9 p.m.-M

( lolumbia, S. C. 22.0 23.7 21.4 22 2 19.9 15.6

Spot listening

market index

Figure for the 10 markets
at right show percentage of

home's using radio I in ami
out of home i during Sep-

tember, except for Colum-
bia, Des Moines, Ml uquer-

ciue. which is August, and
Seattle. San Diego, which
is Jul\ • \ugust. Data comes
from Pulse, covers average

quarter-hour listening dur-

ing the week. I Note: Oc-
tober Spot Radio Basics

listed incorrect listening

data on Honolulu. The
correct figures are: 33.9,

35.1, 32.9.27.0.30.2. 19.1 i

i Albuquerque

Monday-Saturda]

25.0 28.1 25.8 28.6

Grand Rapids 18.0 24.6 23.7 23.1 19.7 14.2

Kalamazoo 19.9 22.4 20.1 21.1 17.5 14.4

Memphis 23.8 25.0 23.7 26.8 22.8 16.3

North Jersey* 24.1 30.7 26.7 23.3 25.2 17.6

S Worcester 19.9 24.9 24.1 23.7 21.6 18.7

1 Seattle 25.6 28.6 27.2 28.3 20.9 13.4

| San Diego 22.5 28.1 25.8 27.0 20.4 15.2

Des Moines 25.0 24.6 24.9 24.4 21.5 13.6

24.1 14.8

How farm clients use spot radio: six-month summaries of 12 campaigns

NUMBER OF STATIONS USED

Advertiser & Brand Agency Apr. May June July Aug. Sept.

Vmes Incross (Hybrid Chicks) W. D. Lyon 5 — — — — —
Carbola Chemical (Carbola plant food) .....J. M. Mathes 4 28 28 24 24 —
Garst & Thomas Hybrid Corn Co. Compton 4 4 4 4 4 36

Iowa Industry Commission _.. ...W. D. Lyon 7 7 7 * « 10

Kendall Mills (Milk Filters) . Humphrey, \lley & Richards 24 27 26 26 19 19

Kraft Food- iKravlcts) NL&B 10 14 14 14 14 14

Pillsl ury Mills (Feed & Soy Div.) Campbell-Mithun 1 1 1
— — —

Pioneer Hi-Bred Corn Co. of 111. ( lompton 14 1
— — — 7

Swift i Feed Dept.) Bert S. Gittins 1 2 2 2 2 2

Swift i Hatcher) l)i\.i Bert S. Gittins — — — — —
Swift (Plant Food Dept.) Bert S. Gittins 15 1 1 1 1 1

1 nited liable- Hybrids, Inc. < Seed 1 W. D. Lyon 10 10 10 10 12 12

Note: Indicates advertiser Inactive during month indicated
lea <\ did noi n pi rl nl during month Indii I

This i- the second in a series of summaries to appear in Radio Basics. Future summaries, also covering a six-month

period, will appear in coming issues on other industries active in spot. The data above is from the October 1957

Spot Radio Report" of Executives Radio-T\ Service, which receives its information from the agencies listed. More

detailed data, including stations used, time of da) purchased, type of buy made, can he found in the report itself.

For a genera] review of farm radio and t\. see sponsor's nth annual farm section in the 2 November 1957 issue.

IDIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUillllllllllililllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
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Before 7 a.m

7 a. m. -H .i in

B a.m. -9 a. m.

9 a. m. -Noon

Noon -4 p.m.

4 p. m. -5 p.m.

S p. m. -6 p.m.

6 p. m. -7 p.m.

7 p. m. -8 p.m.

8 p.m. -9 p.m.

9 p. m. - 10 p. m. |

10 p. m. -Midnight!

Aiter Midnight _

WEEKDAYS

m fm;
AMI

Noon -4 p m

LM - 9 m

-7 pm

-«p m.

-9p m.

i. -10 p m.

10 pm

AJi.r MidnljM

SATURDAY SUNDAY

T » m •• 1

Nc-ob-4 p.m

4 p m. -5 p m

S p. m -• p m

6 p m -7 p.m.

7 p, m -• p m.

• p m -4 pm.

4pm -10 P m

* w 10 p.m -Mldni 4M
amM

AfUl Midnight

Do fm households listen much to fm?

Listening habits of Philadelphia area households which regularlj tune to fan stations are profiled above as gath-

ered bj Udience Vnalysts, In--. The .lata shown refer onlj to households regularly tuning fm. which accounts

For aboul 309! of all radio households, bul also includes their am listening habits. Charts Is-in-

use figures bul a comparative measure ol am and fm usage, showing regular radio usage during Spring 1957
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3. NETWORK TIME PURCHASES RISE 6.5

NETWORK BUSINESS INDICATOR
Plllllllllllfllllllllllffl

Program Hours Sponsored

Week beginning

9 Nov.

12 Oct.

Hours

131.2

123.2

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^ m.

Network radio sales, in terms of program time, are up

6.5% for the current week compared with four weeks
ago, according to SPONSOR. Sales figures in the business

indicator at left are taken from the complete current list

of network radio clients below as well as the previous

list run in the last issue of Radio Basics. For purposes

of comparability, 6-second and 8-second commercials

are considered as 30 seconds of program time while 20-

second and 30-second commercials are considered two

minutes of program time. In the list below, covering

week beginning 9 November, minute commercials sold

as such are figured as five minutes of program time.

ABCl!!!ll[||!llllll!!ll!!!lllllllllllll!IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII!!!IHIIIIII!l!!l!

AFL-CIO: institutional; Ed. P. Morgan; M-F; 75 min.; /. W. Van-

dercook; M-F; 25 min.

American Bird Food Mfg. Co.: Breakfast Club; M; 5 min.

Assemblies of God: religious; Revivaltime; Su; 30 min.

Bankers Life: White Cross Hospital Plan; Paul Harvey; Su; 15 min.

Beatrice Foods: LaChoy; Breakfast Club; Th; 5 min.; mints &

candies; Breakfast Club: W,Th; 10 min.

Beltone: hearing aids; Breakfast Club; Tu; 10 min.

Bristol-Myers: Bufferin; Breakfast Club; M,W,F; 15 min.

Campona Sales: Ayds, Italian Balm; Breakfast Club; M ; 5 min.

Duffy-Mott: Sunsweet prunes, juice; Breakfast Club; Tu,F; 10 min.

EKCO Products: kitchen utensils; Breakfast Club; M-F; 25 min.

Food Specialties: Appian Way Pizza Pie Mix; Breakfast Club; Th;
5 min.

Foster-Milburn: Doan's pills; Herb Oscar Anderson; F; 5 min.

Frito Co.: Fritos; Breakfast Club; W,Th,F; 15 min.

General Foods: Calumet; Breakfast Club; M; 5 min.; Post Cereals;

Breakfast Club; M-F; 25 min.

Gospel Broadcasting: Old Fashioned Revival Hour; Su; 60 min.

Billy Graham: religious; Hour of Decision; Su; 30 min.

H. J. Heinz: soups; Herb Oscar Anderson: F; 5 min.; Jim Reeves

Show: Th: 5 min.

Highland Church of Christ: religious; Herald of Truth; Su; 30 min.

Kreschmer Corp.: wheat germ; Breakfast Club; Tu; 5 min.

KVP Co.: freezer wrap, shelving paper; Breakfast Club; F; 5 min.

Lewyt Corp.: vacuum cleaners; Breakfast Club; Th; 5 min.

Midas Muffler: auto mufflers; Weekday Newscasts; M-F; 25 min.

Milner Products: Perma Starch, Pine-Sol; Breakfast Club; W; 5 min.

National Brands, div. of Sterling Drug: Dr. Caldwell's; Sunshine

Boys; M-F; 25 min.

Nestle Co.: Nescafe; Breakfast Club; Tu,Th,F; 15 min.: Herb Oscar

Anderson: W,Th,F; 15 min.

Norwich-Pharmacal: Pepto-Bismol; Weekend News; Sa,Su; 90 min.

Oral Roberts Evangelistic Assn.: religious; Oral Roberts' Broad-

casts; Su; 30 min.

Charles Pfizer: animal feed & poultry remedies; Breakfast Club;

Tu; 5 min.

Pioneer Industries: belts; Breakfast Club; M,W,F; 15 min.

Plough, Inc.: \Iii~terole, St. Josephs Aspirin, others; Newscasts;

M-F; 35 min.

Radio Bible Class: religious; Radio Bible Class; Su; 60 min.

R. J. Reynolds: Winston; Weekday Newscasts; M-F; 25 min.:

Weekend Newscasts; Sa.Su; 90 min.

Rust Craft Publishing Co.: greeting cards; Breakfast Club: W;
5 min.

Sandura Company: floor covering; Breakfast Club; Th; 5 min.
Scholl Mfg.: Zino Pads, others; Breakfast Club; F; 5 min.

Sleep-Eze: sleeping tablets; Breakfast Club; M,F; 10 min.

Voice of Prophecy: institutional; Voice of Prophecy; Su; 30 min.

Dr. Thomas Wyatt: institutional: Wings of Healing; Su; 30 min.

IlilllllllUllllillllllllllllllllllll!

Aero Mayflower: George Herman—News; M-Sa; 30 min.; Eric

Sevareid—News; M-Sa; 30 min.

Aluminum Cooking Utensil Co.: Nora Drake; F; 7Vfc min.; Road
of Life; Th; 7% min.; Galen Drake; Sa: 5 min.; Our Gal Sunday;

F; 7% min.: Road of Life; Th; 7% min.

American Bird Food: Houseparty; Th; 7% min.

American Home Foods: Wendy Warren; Th.F; 10 min.; Chef Boy-

ar-dee pizza pie; Amos 'n Andy; Tu-Th; 15 min.

American Home Prod.: Wendy Warren; Th,F; 10 min.

Angostura-Wupperman: Arthur Godfrey; F; 10 min.

Armour: Arthur Godfrey; Th,F; 30 min.

Best Foods: Helen Trent; Tu; 7% min.; Our Gal Sunday; M; TV2

min.; Nora Drake; M,W; 15 min.; Second Mrs. Burton; W.F; 15

min.; Johnny Dollar; Su; 5 min.; Gunsmoke; >a.Su: 10 min.: Young
Dr. Malone; Tu; 7% min.; Amos V Andy: Tu.Sa: 10 min.: Galen

Drake: Sa; 5 min.

Bristol Myers: Arthur Godfrey; M,W; 60 min.

Campona Sales: Robert Q. Lewis; Sa; 5 min.

Carter Products: Nora Drake; M; 7% min.: Second Mrs. Burton:

Tu; 7% min.: Backstage Wife: W\Th; 15 min.; Road of Life; F;

7% min.

Chesebrough-Pond's: Football Scoreboard ; Sa; 5 min.

Chrysler: Chrysler; City Hospital: Sa; 5 min.; Sports Resume: Sa

:

5 min.; World Tonight: Sa; 5 min.; Sez Who?; Su; 5 min.: Mitch

Miller; Su; 5 min.; Dodge; World Tonight: Y: 5 min.

Chun King Sales: Arthur Godfrey; W & F, alt. wks.; 15 min.

Clairol: Galen Drake; Sa; 5 min.

Colgate-Palmolive: Our Gal Sunday; M-F; 37V6 min.; Backstage

Wife; M-F; 37y3 min.; Strike It Rich; M-F; 37Vs! min.; 2nd Mrs.

Burton; M-F; 37y2 min.

Comstock Foods: Robert Q. Leivis; Sa; 5 min.

Curtis Circulation: Arthur Godfrey; Tu; 15 min.

Ex-Lax: City Hospital; Sa: 5 min.: Robert Q. Lewis; Tu,Th,F; 15

min.: Suspense; Su; 5 min.; World Tonight: Th: 5 min.

Ford Motor: Ford div.; Ford Road Show—Bing Crosby, Rosemary

Clooney; M-F; 25 min.; Sa; 10 min.; Su; 20 min.; World News
Round Up; M-F; 25 min.; Ford Road Show—Arthur Godfrey: M-F;

125 min; Edward R. Warrow; M-F; 75 min.

General Electric: Hotpoint div.; Robert Q. Lewis; Sa; 5 min.

General Foods: Arthur Godfrey: Tu; 15 min.: Wendy Warren: Th:

5 min.: W'or/il \ins Roundup; Su; 5 min.: Gunsmoke; Sa; 5 min.:

NOTE: Data on time purchased refers to weekly brand or advertiser total for each
program. Time bought for particular brands Is shown where possible. In cases
where groups of brands precede a show or group of shows, It was not possible to
olnpolnt which brands were advertised on each show or on which days of the week
the brands were advertised. Except for about half a dozen of their sponsors brand

Information was not available from CBS. List shows complete client roster up to presstime.
In NBC list. rot. means commercials are rotated on different days of the week unaer
the web's run-of-sehedule plan. All data is in terms of program time, except for MBS
and NBC where commercials shorter than a minute are listed separately. On NBC
radio, minute commercials are arbitrarily credited as five minutes of program time.
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Our 1/m>. Brooks; v u; i min.; tmos " tndy Vtusii Hull. Ml
nun.; Galen limit Sa; i nun.. Robert Q, Lewis Sa; i tnin.

;

Gunsmoke; Sa; 5 nun.; Road oj Life; M; ?'_ nun.; Strike I' Rich

I'll,
I''; IS miii.: Right To Happiness; F; 7

' _ nun.; Vora Drake w

7% nun.

General Motors: Chevrolet; /f//an Jackson — News; Sa; 20 min.;

Robert Trout \<»s Su,M-F; 50 nun.; Delco; Lowell Thomas;
Ml

. min.; GM( inn k-; Farm Sews Sa min.; Pontiai

Imoj W tndy; Sa; I
11 min.; Ga/en Dra/ci Sa; 3 nun.; Robert '.'

Lewis; Sa; 5 nun.; Gunsmoke Sa,Su; 10 min.; Sat. VigAj Country

Style Sa •
nun.; Suspense; Su; 5 min.; Johnny Dolla

nun.; 1//^, // Miller, *ni ;
."> miii.: Sports Resume; Su; ."> min.

Grove Labs.: Johnny Dollar; ^u: 5 min.; //>'/ /« /v-i, . A /J.;/

s ": 5 nun.; Gunsmoke, Sa.Su; H 1 nun.; >.- /' /i.i ' v u; ."> min.:
l/i^'// Miller; Sn; 5 nun.: v<"^ Rcmnr . Sa; 5 min.; (rum V
fWy; Ml: 25 min.: Rooert (?. Leww; M.W.I-; 15 nun.; World
Tonight; In.lli.F; 15 nun.; Galen Drake; Sa; 5 min.; Sports
Resume . Su ;

."> mill.

Hartz Mountain Prod.: iithtir Godfrey; III X F, .ill. uk-.; 15 min.
H. J. Heinz: Set // ho ' Su; ."> min.; Suspense; Su; 5 min.: (mo*
'»' /;k/i. I'll. I- ; III nun.: Robert Q, Lewis; Sa :

"> min.
Home Insurance Co.: /</./. Benny; Suj !<l min.
Hudson Vitamin Products: Ga/en Drake; Sa; 5 min.
Johnson & Johnson: (m03 V fr/./i ; M.Tu. I'd; 15 nun.: Robert Q.
Lewis; Sa; 5 min.; l/i/./i r/»7/er; Su; 5 nun.; FBI In Peace X II „•

Su; 5 min.

Kitchens of Sora Lee: Arthur Godfrey; F; 15 min.
Lever Bros.: \l„ Perkins; M I

; 17% min.; Romance «i Helen Trent;
Ml'; 37% min.: I/,/ Perkins; M-F ..It. «k-.: 1B' !

, min.; Koun,? Dr.
Ifa/one; M-F; 37% min.: //,.„„• /'»m; M-F: 37% min.: I.ipton
div.; Ma Perkins; M-F; 37% mm.
Lewis Howe: Robert Q. Lewis: Sa; 5 min.
Libby, McNeil & Libby: irihur Godfrey; In: 15 min.
Longines-Wittnauer: I. engines Symphonette; Su; 30 min.
P. Lorillard: Kent; If orld Tonight; F,Sa,Su; 15 min.; Mitch Miller;
Su; 5 min.; Sports Resume; Sa,Su; 10 min.; Saturday Sight Coun-
try; <a: .". min.; imos V Andy; F.Sa: Id min.: Johnny Dollar; Su;
5 min.; A'«/>»vf Q, Lewis; F; 5 min.: Suspense; Su: 5 min.; /T'orM
AVhs Roundup: Su; 5 min.; Washington Week; Su ; 5 min.
Mentholatum Co.: Nun/ Drake; F; 7% min.
Miles Labs: (Tend*} Warren; M-F; 25 min.: ///// Downs—News;
Ml: 25 min.

Milner Products: r?o/>er' (>. Lewis; Sa; 5 min.
Philip Morris: Country Music Show; F,Su; SO min.
Mjfual of Omaha: frtAur Godfrey; W, & .>,,, hi, F; u: :

, mm.
National Biscuit: If ,•„,/, II arret, ; M.Tu.V : I", ,„m.: Houseparty;
M.Tli.F: 22% nun.

North American Philips: Herman HickmanSports; M,W,F; 15 min.
Peter Paul: Arthur Godfrey; Tu alt wk.; 15 min.
Charles Pfizer & Co.: Gunsmoke; Su; 5 min.
Pharma-Craft Corp.: Arthur Godfrey; M. alt. Tu.F: .ID min.; Helen
Trmt: \\ .F: 15 min.; Sora Drake; Tu.Th; L5 min.; ) .,;/nt: Dr.
Malone; alt.M: 7% min.; Houseparty; M.F: 15 min.
Plough, Inc.: St. Joseph aspirin, Musterole; Robert Q. Lewis;
In. I'd. Sa; 15 min.

Ralston-Purina: Sora Drake; F; 7% min.; Young Dr. Malone; Tu;
7"

- min.; Second Mrs. Burton; M.Th; 15 min.
R. J. Reynolds: Herman Hickman—Sports; Tu.Th.Sa; 15 min.
Scott Paper: Backstage Kite: F: 7% min.; Young Dr. Malone;
Th.F: 15 min.: \<>ru Drake; Hi: 7% min.; Helen Trent: M.Th: 15
min.: Our Gal Sunday; Tu; 7% min.; Second Mrs. Burton; M; 7%
min.: .Vn/.v // RicA; W; 7% min.
Seeman Bros.: Arthur Godfrey Time: \Y ; 15 min.
Simoniz: Arthur Godfrey: \\ : 15 min: House Party; W; 15 min.; G.
Singer: tr/hur Godfrey; M & alt F: 22% min.
A. E. Staley: House Party . Tu; 15 min.; irihur Godire-, . F: 15 min.
Standard Brands: House Party: M; 15 min.; Arthur Godfrey; M. &
Itli F: 37% min.

Sterling Drug: Gunsmoke; Su; 5 min.: FBI in Peace A- War; -

5 min.

Vick Chemical: imos V tn,i\
; M.W : 10 ,„,,..: Gunsmoke; Sa;

5 min.; Sea Who; Su; 5 min.: Ifitdi Ifitfer; Su; 5 min.

Weco Products: Arthur Godfrey: M; 15 min.
F. W. Woolworth: Woolworth Hour; Su: 60 min.
Wm. Wrigley, Jr.: Howard Miller Show: M-F; 75 min.; Pat Buttram
Show; M-F; 75 min.

MBS
Americon Mission to Greeks: I - in

Baltimore Gospel Tobcrnaclc: Baltin ' I

10 nun.

Bcltone: '. briel Heatlei Sen I i nun.

Christian Reformed Church.
I min.

Chrysler Corp '.!

Coca-Cola. I
' i; Eddie I: >.-r I , Id; 30 min.

Consumer Drug Corp. ' M I

nun.
: John s

- ott Sen -

Dawn Bible Institute: religil / min.;

Datelines "ml the B 10 nun.

Dawn Bible Students Assn and the Bible, ^u; |U min.

Equitable Life: insurance newsi ui idj

Ex-Lax, Inc.: I \ I i\ Trut Deti
''

I

;
' Tu ; 5 min.

.

' v7; 5 n

land ) ard I -
I t min.; Gabriel H

ad iai enciea; M-F; II

First Church of Christ, Scientist: religious; //• 01 Science

Heals; Su; 15 min.

General Foods: Jell-O; Dewj \l-

( 01 'on I. \ in s . \| I ; 25 mill.

General Motors: Pontiai Sotre harm Football; Sa; 90 min.

Gospel Hour, Inc.: ///• Gospel llmir: ^n : 25 nun.

Billy Graham Evangelical Assn.: Billy Graham; Su; '»" min.

H. J. Heinz: Boups; Ken French Sewt Tu,W,Th; 15 min.; John

St en Sen t; W .1 li: 10 min.

Hudson Vitamin Corp.: \iiinun-: (,ul>m h - min.

Kraft Foods Co.: All Purpose oil, mustard, Kraft dinn'-r. Miracle

vThip, Italian dressing, cheest spreads, I'.uk.n margarini 1

Henrich >;<^/s \iii~. Sa; 3 min.; Lea Higbii Sev Ml
min.: Robert Hurleigh Sews \1 I

~~> mm.: John !'• K- •

\ens. Ml: _'"> min.: Frank Singiset \<»v M Sa; ''> min.; "•

intuit. I tm litttrlns \ i ii \ . M-F; _'"i min.: Jnhn McLean Vi

Sa; Mi mm.: '/n/r Detective Mysteries M. 5 min.; Treasury tgent;

Tu: 5 min.: Ci/n:.' Busters W; S nun.: Secrets - -nit Yard:

Tli ; 5 min.: Counter-Spy; I ; 5 min.

P. Lorillard: Kent; N etl - - - 1. 1. m.I. .i-t-i.

Lutheran Laymen's League: religious; Lutheran Hour: Su; 30 min.

Manion Forum of Public Opinion: discussion; Dean Clarence Man-

ion; Su; 15 min.

Permanette: /'/ Gleeson Sews M I . 25 min.: Jnhn II

\ ru n
; M-F; 25 min.; Henry Mustin Sewi - nin.

Pharma-Craft: Coldeni products; Notn I' I p:

Sa ; 5 min. ; " rop-J ;- .

x
.i ; 5 min,

Quaker State Oil: motoi oil a lubricants; >i>nrt\ Flashes with

Freddie Frisch; "-.t: In min.

Radio Bible Class: religious; Radio Bible Class: Su; 30 min.

R.J. Reynolds: Camels; aewsi encies; M-S

Rhodes Pharmacol Co.: Imdrin; Gabriel Heatter Sews I .

"> min.

Helaine Seager: I'ink Ice; True Detective Mysteries M 5 min.:

Treasury tgt : 5 min.; G W; 5 min.; S

Scotland Yard: Th; 5 min.; I
v

' min.

Slecp-Ezc Co.: v N • p I ••: Gabriel Heattei Sews Su.F; I" min.

Voice of Prophecy: religious; Voice of Prophecy; Su; 30 min.

Whitehall Pharmacol: \narin; Westbrook Van Voorhii \

Ml : 75 min.

Wings of Healing: religious; Wings of Healing; Su ; 60 min.

Word of Life Fellowship: religious; Word of Life Hour; Sa; 30 min.

NBC
Allis-Chalmers: institutional; Farm & II-- II Sa; 25 min.

American Motors: Kambler; Monit r S i^S ; : 55 min.

American Oil: Amoco products; Monitor; Sa.Su; 50 min.

Anahist Co.: Vnahist; Bandstand; Tu; 5 min.; One Man's Family;

Tu; 5 min.: /
' W.Th: 15 min.; Nightline;

Tn. \\ . I'li: 15 min.: Monitor; F.Sa; 25 min.

Bell Telephone: Telephone Hour; M; 30 min.

Billy Graham Evangelistic Assn : Hour • /'• S ^>0 min.

Bristol-Myers: Buflerin; Ho »; M-F; 105 min.. 21 30-sec.

Brown & Willianvon: K .-. \iceroy; Hourly News; M-F; 215 min..

SI

Carling Brewing: Red < ip all : MoniU - - 60 min.

Carter Products: Uri.l 20 min.); Little Liver Pill* (45 min.»:
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In Baltimore
WFBR delivers

MORE
ADULT
USTENERS

than any other

radio station

A 1957 Pulse study

proves it! WFBR delivers

more adult listeners

than any other radio

station in the Baltimore

area. It's really no

accident, because here is

adult programming that's

pleasant, exciting and

informative. Pleasant

music, the fastest, most

complete news coverage

in Baltimore and habit-

forming features that

capture and hold an

audience. So, if you want

to tie up the adult

market tight as a drum,

buv WFBR.

.illhiillllliilll

1
1 »

' >
1

1

1

'
" *

1 1
1

1

«

represented by

JOHN BLAIR AND COMPANY

Bandstand; M.F; 1(1 min.; True Confessions; rot.; 5 min.; Woman
In M\ flimsr; rot.; 5 min.: One Van's Family; rut.: 5 min.; Pepper

Young's Family; rot.: 5 min.; News of The World; M.W; 10 min.;

Monitor; Sa; 5 min.

Chrysler Corp.: Chr\-ler: Monitor; Sa,Su; 40 min.; Life & the

World; M-F; 25 min.; Vightline; M-W : 15 min.; Dodge; Monitor

Sports; Sa,Su; 20 min., I 30-sec; Vightline; M-Th.: 15 min.. 2

30-sec.

Dow Chemical: chemical prod.; Red Foley Show; Sa; 25 min.

Edison Electric Institute: Institutional; Hob & Ray; Sa,Su; 25

min.: Believe It or \oi: Sa,Su; 23 min.

Evangelistic Foundation: religion; Bible Study Hour; Su; 30 min.

Ex-Lax: Ex-Lax; Monitor; Sa,Su; 1 30-sec, 5 6-sec; Bandstand;

M,W,Th,F; 2 6-sec, 2 30-sec; Pepper Young's Family; M-W; 5

min., 2 30-sec; One Man's Family; M-Th-F; 10 min., 1 30-sec;

People Are Funny; W; 5 min.; Great Gildersleeve; Tu; 5 min.;

Life & The World; Th; 5 min.; My True Story; M,W,F; 15 min.

Foster-Milburn: Doan's pills; My True Story; M; 5 min.

R. T. French Co.: bird seed; My True Story; Tu,Th; 10 min.

General Foods: Instant Postum; Bandstand; M-F; 25 min., 15 6-sec;

Pepper Young's Family; M-F; 23 min., 3 6-sec; One Man's Family;

M-F: 3 6-sec; Woman In My House; M-F: 3 6-sec ; Jell-O: Hand-

stand; M-F; 35 6-sec; My True Story; M-F; 6 6-sec.

General Motors: Pontiac; Monitor; Sa-Su; 75 min.

Gillette: Gillette prods., Paper-Mate, Toni prod.; Boxing; F; 25 min.

Grove Labs: hair products: Monitor; Sa,Su; 50 min.; Bromo-Quinine;

My True Story; Tu,Th; 2 30-sec; Bandstand; M-F; 5 30-sec; 15

min.; True Confessions; Tu.Th; 5 min.; 1 30-sec; Affairs of Dr. Gen-

try; M,W,F; 5 min.: 2 30-sec; 5 Star Matinee: Tu,Th; 5 min.; 1

30-sec; Pepper Young's Family; M,W,F; 5 min.; 2 30-sec; One Man's

Family; M,W,F; 10 min.; 1 30-sec; Great Gildersleeve: Tu; 1 30-sec;

\ Minus 1; Th: 5 min.; Monitor; Sa,Su; 3 30-sec; 10 min.

H. J. Heinz: Various; Bandstand: Th.F: 10 min.

Insurance Co. of N. America: insurance: Monitor; Sa,Su; 25 min.

Lever Bros.: Pepsodent; Various Shows; M-F; 77 6-sec.

P. Lorillard; Newport; Fibber McGee & Molly, Bob & Ray (Moni-

tor) ; Sa.Su; 50 min.; 10 30-sec

Lutheran Laymen's League: religion; Lutheran Hour; Su; 30 min.

Massey-Harris-Ferguson: farm implements; Alex Dreier; Sa; 15 min.

Morton Salt: salt; Alex Dreier—News; Sa; 5 min.

Mutual of Omaha: On the Line With Considine; Su; 15 min.

North American Van Lines: moving; Monitor: Sa.Su; 25 min.

Pharma-Craft: Coldene; News of the World; M,W,F; 15 min.

Plough, Inc.: St. Joseph aspirin, children's aspirin, Dr. Edward's

olive tablets, Mexana; Monitor: Sa.Su: 55 min.; 9 30-sec; My True

Story; M.W.F; 15 min.: Bandstand: Tu-F; 20 min.

Procter & Gamble: Gleem; Various Shows; Su-Sa; 21 30-sec; 20

6-sec.

Quaker Oats: Quaker Oats: One Man's Famih : M: 1 30-sec; .5 Star

Matinee; Tu,Th; 2 30-sec; Woman In My House; M,W; 2 30-sec;

Monitor; Sa; 1 30-sec, 1 6-sec; Life & World: M.W.Th.F: 4 6-sec.

Ralston-Purina: feed division; Harkness—News; M-F; 25 min.

RCA: pop records; Bandstand ; M-F; 5 30-sec. ; Vightline; M-Th:
III min.; 4 6-sec; Monitor: Sa.Su; 6 30-sec.

Reader's Digest: Magazine. Condensed Book Club: llourh Vews;

M-F; 323 min.. 21 30-sec.

R. J. Reynolds: Camel; News of the World; M-F; 25 min.; Prince

Albert: Grand Ole Opry; Sa; 30 min.

Richfield Oil: oil products; Richfield Reporter; Su-F; 90 min.

Scholl Mfg.: Vews of the World: Tu.Th: 10 min.

Skelly Oil: oil; Alex Dreier—News; M-Sa; 90 min.

Standard Brands: [nstani Chase & Sanborn; Handstand: M-F: 10

min.. lo 30-sec; True Confessions; W.Th.F: 13 min.; Affairs of Dr.

Gentry: W.F: 10 min.; lire Stat Matinee: M.Th: 10 min.

Sun Oil: oil; Three Star Extra; M-F; 75 min.

Swift & Co.: Allsweet marj:.: True Confessions: Th.F: 1 30-sec. 3

min.: My True Story; W-F; 1 30-sec. 10 min.: Bandstand: Tu-F:

I .'io—ec. lo min.: Affairs of Dr. Gentry; F: 3 min.; liif Star Mati-

nee; W.F: 1 30-sec., 5 min.; K oman In My House: Th.F: 10 min.

Vick Chemical Co.: Yaporub; various programs; Tu-Sa; 30 6-sec.

Voice of Prophecy: religion; Voice of Prophecy; Su; 30 min.

Whitehall Pharmacol Co.: Aiiacin: Handstand: M.T.Th; 15 min.;

True Confessions; M,W.F; 15 min.: Affairs of Dr. Gentry; M.W; 10

min.: Five Star Matinee: M.W.F: 13 min.: Woman In My House;

Tu.Th.F; 15 min.: Nightline; Tu.W.Th; 15 min.; Monitor; F,Sa

;

3 min.. 1 6-sec.
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FILM-SCOPE
9 November if y<ui want u preview of the world of tomorrow, Phoenix, \m/.. would be
Copyright 1957 . . .

convenient peephole.SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS INC.

Last week, as host to a press part) foi 26 Men in which I II M ^< 0P1 partii

—Phoenix plainl) showed these clues to the future:

• Communications-wise, tv ^ ill be the dominant factor more than ever iii the

years ahead. (With a population of onl> 5~)0.i)o<) and 200,000 h sets, Phoenix aln

has four stations—all in the black, i

• Tv, in turn, promises to be a film world.

• Tlie old axiom that tv is for the masses and the print media for the das
isn't working out that way in Phoenix. It has a heav) sprinkling oi New York, ( hi<

Los Angeles, and Paris immigrants; yet tv viewing is high and advertising is accepted as

.1 standard part of the pattern (there are 28 local ad agent let

Feature film still is the big tv item in Phoenix. Syndii ited pr< re in the

minority. In part, that's because features have been -> easy to get one stati in

its supply at 1,100); another reason is that sponsors feel you can croud more commer-
cials into a feature and thus heighten identification.

The syndicators, though, are making inroads with timely and fad-tvpe fare. I

example, one auto dealer bought Screen (Jems' shock package and put it on ;il

t P.M. on Fridays (the only phone calls were from kids who wanted to know when
the next installment was coming ).

Promotion is a big talking point with all the station?. Their off)

the way from the standard to the tailor-made, and one even offers a produi t i. in.

Incidentally, there may be this additional clue in the way Phoenix station* conduct their

affairs: They tend to buy the films themselves and then go after sponsors—rather

than let the syndicators do that chore. They feel it gets quicker result-.

Regional sponsors were in a buying mood this week, adding this bright I

to the syndicated picture:

G. Heileman Brewing (LaCrosse, Wis.) started its first regional campaign,

sponsoring Sea Hunt in nine markets (this brings Sea Hunt'- total to 91).

Kroger Stores; Safeway Stores; Standard Oil of Indiana.

Going over the list of syndicated sponsors in detail this week. Zi\ has found that the

best customers for its fare are the fellows who make things to tickle your palate

—the food and beverage fraternity.

Some 37 r
r of all Ziv syndication sponsors fall into these categories, to illustrate

happening: The number of soft drink bottlers ha« growxi 200% in two years; th<

food company list has lengthened by 49%.

In sheer numbers, though, bakery accounts rank No. 1 (bolstered bj BUch name-

as Interstate. National Biscuit, and Quality Bakers of America). \s a whole, the f

gory divides up thus: Bakeries, 18T ; supermarkets, 16 food packagers, 16%; meat

packers, 15%; soft drink bottlers. 13%; dairies, 11%; beer and wine-. 11

CBS TV Film will syndicate Sunrise Semester, the public *er\ice program

currently telecast live on WCBS-TV. New York. The film format is still undetermined.
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FILM-SCOPE continued

The swivel-jointed value of tv stars — as audience-pullers externally and

morale-builders internally — is a growing phenomenon.

Latest example: P&G was so pleased with Hugh O'Brian's (Wyatt Earp) per-

formance as m.c. at the National Association of Chain Stores Convention in Washington,

D. C, last week that he has been asked to produce and star in a special show for P&G's

Dividend Day— held annually for employees in February.

With so many eyes on 1958 so early, FILM-SCOPE last week asked its Agency
Spotters what they foresaw. From Compton, Esty, and McCann-Erickson came these

views (plus an important suggestion) :

1. The future of situation comedy looks dubious. It's too hard to maintain the

pace; repetition soon sets in.

2. An anti-western reaction probably is in the making. Its effect, though, will be

to rub out the poorer fare. The quality films will survive 1958—indeed, another upswing

would not be surprising in 1959.

3. Mystery films are another category with good prospects. However, say the

Agency Spotters, the producers are selling mysteries short. The outlook might be even

brighter if the creators considered this analogy and SUGGESTION:

As every amateur Dr. Dichter knows, the key appeal of the westerns is the "bigger-

than-life hero"—the moral man who wipes out the evil around him. However, say the

Spotters, in mysteries this bet is overlooked. The emphasis tends to be on pure adventure;

the image of the moral dragon-slayer isn't brought to the fore enough. A Wyatt Earp

in a trench coat iB what's needed.

Here's a quick sampling of first Pulse ratings on new syndicated shows in

the Los Angeles area, together with an indication of how they stack up against their

principal competition:

PROGRAM

Gray Ghost

KTTV 7:30-8 Sat.

Decoy

KTTV 8-8 :30 Mon.

Boots and Saddles

KRCA 7-7:30 Tues.

Harbor Command
KTTV 7-7:30 Sat.

Charlie Chan

KRCA 7-7:30 Thurs.

White Hunter

KTLA 7-7:30 Tues.

Big Story

KTLA 8:30-9 Tues.

FLASHES FROM THE FILM HELD : Russ Hayden, producer of Cowboy G Men

and 26 Men, is putting two new series into production for 1958

—

Young Guns (historical

family-type adventure) and Caribbean, starring Sylvia Sidney . . . Bruce G. Eels has

resigned as TPA's West Coast v.p. to become executive v.p. of United Artists.

Screen Gem's newest cartoon series, Ruff and Ready, will be telecast on NBC at

10:30 A.M. Saturdays, beginning next month. The first 13 episodes will show the cartoon

characters (a dog and cat) adventuring in outer space.
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RATING TOP OPPOSITION

10.4 Talent Scouts (14.6)

KNXT
8.3 Danny Thomas (20.1)

KNXT
6.2 Phil Silvers (23.4)

KNXT
6.2 Perry Mason (12.5)

KNXT
5.3 The Honeymooners (110)

KNXT
3.9 Phil Silvers (23.4)

KNXT
3.9 Eddie Fisher (24.4)

KRCA
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1
1958 EDITION
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Here's the newest, most up to date and most comprehensive
compilation of the important timebuyers in America— in one

handy booklet.

POCKET SIZE FOR EXTRA CONVENIENCE

A compact 66 page booklet. TIMEBUYERS OF THE U.S.

lists 783 agencies— in 165 different cities and the 1762 de-

cision makers responsible for all the major time buys in

America. It's an invaluable aid to station managers, station

reps and all their sales force in the field.

CATALOGUED BY CITIES

TIMEBUYERS OF THE U.S. brings you the information you

need for any area in the country at a glance: the city, the

agency, the agency address, the timbuyer and the accounts

he handles. It's a library of facts absolutely vital to your

selling picture.

PRICE $2.00

COPIES ARE LIMITED. ORDER YOURS TODAY.

QUANTITY RATES ARE AVAILABLE ON REQUEST.

N.Y.

1958 edition of TIME-

1
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40 East 49 Street

Please send me \Z
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New York 17.
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COMPANY
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TELEPULSE RATINGS: T SPO "

8 9

9 6
1

10

Rank Past*
now rank

1 1

2 3

3 6

4

5 2

5

7

Top 10 shows in 10 or more markets
Period 3-10 September 1957
TITLE. SYNDICATOR. SHOW TYPE

Highway Patrol (M)

Sheriff of Cochise (W)

State Trooper (A)

Silent Service (A)

Badge 714 (M)

Doctor Christian (D)

Whirlybirds (A)

Men of Annapolis (A)

Doctor Hudson's Secret Journal (D)

Captain David Grief (A)

Average
ratings

21.0

17.9

17.0

16.7

16.4

16.3

16.1

15.9

15.2

13.9

7-STATION
MARKETS

7.1 9.8
UlCil -TV kttv

4.2
wabd

; 00pm

10.9
km

7.2
khj-tv

8 00pm

7.7
una tv

IBI

8.8
kttv

7:30pm

11.4
kttv

8.9
kttv

4.3
U|,iX

6.8
khj-tv

7 :30pm

4.2
wabc-tv

'0:30pm

8.2
knxt

7 :30pm

7.8
kttv

5-STA
MARKETS

13.5
kron- tv

12.5
knm-lv

11.9
k:n\

7:00pm

14.2
kron-tv

7:00pm

14.2
k-iix

11.9
krun-iv

:30pm

15.2
k*w\

14.2
kii\

10:00pm

4STATION MARKETS
Startle-

Chicago Detroit Milw Mnplt. Phlla. Tacoma Wash.

15.3 14.9 25.2 22.2 18.5 15.0 17.7 19.5
wgn-tv wjbk-tv wtmj-tv kstp-tv weau-tv komo-tv wtop-tv

Opm 10:30pm 7:00pm 7:00pm 7:00pm

14.9 17.9 17.9 8.7
tt H tmj tv

7:30pm 10: im II

10.9 27.9 8.2
tv king-tv

: 7:00pm 10:30pm

22.9 13.4
unac t\

H! 30pm

21.5 18.2 11.2
w'mj-tv kstn-tl urcv-tv

15.2 20.2
ivbz-tv

7 :00pm

wnbq
9:30pm

10.9 6.5 24.7 7.9
king-tv

10:30pm

16.5 9.5 17.0 14.9 17.3
wgn-tv wjbk-tv k-ti> king-tv

6:30pm S:00pm 10:00pm Opm 9:30pm

5.9 17.5 14.9
wgn-tv u-jbk-tv ivti

8.2
umal-tv

C :30pm

16.2 10.2 14.5 19.0
wgn-tv

:00pm 9 00pm
wwj-tv wtnu-tv

10:30pm

14.2 23.3
v.iaii tv king-tv

11.5 16.9 11.5 16.9 12.7 10.0
wgn-tv wjbk-tv wisn-tv wcco-tv tl wtop-tv

9:30pm 10:00pm 9:00pm 1:00pm 7:00pm

18.9 7.9
ivnbq

in :00pm

20.5 11.2
wtmj-tv kstp-tv

9.9 15.9 11.9
wjbk-tv wtmj-tv kstp tv

16.7

3-STATION Mik

Atlanta Bait, i

18.5 19.3 2-

uaea-tv wniar-

10:00pm 7:00

19.2 17.3» :

wsb . ' il-l'jfc,

rn 10:30pK

17.9 7.3 .

waga-tv wbal-t^B
n .in >: oopoH

12.5
wbal-tB
10:30piB

17.2

10:00pm

17.2
wsb-tv

9:30pm

16.5 26.3
waga-tv wmar-tl
10:00pm 10:30pil

12.9 8.6
ubal-td

10:00pm 6:00pnT

Top 10 shows in 4 to 9 markets

Crusader (A)

Whistler (Ml

Frontier Doctor (W)
HOLLYWOOD TV SERVICE

Soldiers of Fortune (A)

Esso Colden Playhouse (D)
OFFI CI AL Fl LM

San Francisco Beat (D)
C65 Fl L*

Stars of the Crand Ole Opry (Mus.)
> L AM I NGO

If You Had A Million (D)

I Search For Adventure (A)
GEO. BAGNALL

Superman (CH)

18.0

17.6

16.8

15.6

14.9

14.9

14.5

13.9

13.5

13.2

2.9
w|iis

10 iOpm

6.4
kttv

9:00pm

5.0
khj-tv

7 :30pm

4.3
wpix

8.5
kttv

9:30pm

5.7 3.9

-

13.5
kcop

7:30pm

15.9
kplx

Opm

4.2

7.9

i

i !pi

11.2
wwj-tv

9:30pm

8.2

10

8.9 10.7
wwj-tv ivxix

9 :30pm

16.5
ivcau-tv

6 :00pm

6.5

6:30pm

16.2

9:30pm

18.5
WCCO-tV

3:00pm

17.4
king-tv

8:00pm

14.4 14.7

n bz tv

1

ucau-tv

10:30pm

16.2 13.5
wgn-tv

' inn

wjbk-tv
10 :30pm

8.5
wxyz-tv

10:30pm

4.9
wttg

lunopm

16.9
ivnac tv

6.5
uiti -t»

10.4
MITV t\

10:30pm

17.2 9.9
vltl-tv

1:00pm

7.3
wbal-H
6:

14.

fiOpn

Show type symbols: (A) adventure: (C) comedy: (D) drama: (Doe) documentary: IKI kit- Ml
mystery; (Mu) musical; (S) BPOl nee Fiction; (W) Western. Films listed arc syn-
dicated, % hr.. V> hr. h hr. length, telecast In four or more markets. The average rating is

an unweighted average of Individual market ratings listed above. Blank space Indicates Aim

,

In this ma-k S (Member. While network shown are fairly stable from

month to another in the markets in which they are shown, this is true to much lesser extent _
syndicated shows. This should be borne in mind when analyzing rating trends from one montg

i in tills chart. 'Refers to last months chart. If blank, show was not rated at all InB
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d LM SHOWS

ATION MARKETS

L Columbui St. L.

227 33 5 21.9

|19.9 25.2 12.4

8.9 142 15.5

'•

3»rm

15.9

10:00pm

9.3 10.9

(]W tT

102 16.2

11.2 22.9 15.5

:30pm <

8.9

« JW ! |

iM)|>in

16.7

8.2 16.0

IJW-tv

Hum

2STATION MARKETS

Dayton New Or. Prevld'ce

28 3 29.3 38.0 26 3

•

29.3 24.3 25 8 24.3

: oopn

37.5 31.3

21.8

II im

33.0 32.3

25.3 20.3

wtalo ".

22.3 40.3

27.8 19.8 26.3
nrhto-tT

II I Mil

20.8 33.3
wabl

20.3 17.3

7:00pm

15.5 26 3

wlw-d
v 00pm

Tulsa rates 2nd m the nation in per

Capita ownership of personal auto-

mobiles. Here's solid evidence that

Oklahoma's No. 1 market is a ri( h

market. Only KVOO blankets all of

this rich market area, and gives you

bonus coverage in Kansas, Missouri

and Arkansas as well. Get your full

share of rhis No. 1 market; ^'et <///

of it; get on KVOO!

14.2 8.2

9:30pm

15.5

ii 00pm

12.2 26.9
kjw-tv wtvn-tv

7 iHM'v

18.5 19.2
ksd-tv

10:00pp»

11.9 25.9

11.5
ksd-tv

10:30pm

16.2
kwk-tf
10:00pm

27.8

III1.M1

48.3

B 30pm

49.8

8:00pa

26.3
«lw d

19.3

22.3

HVlSII tV

23.3

21.8

8 :00pm

22.8

1 :00pm

34.3

! Ipn

e only station covering all of Oklahoma's No. 1 Market

Broadcast Center • 37th Cr Peoria
HAROLD C. STUART

President
GUSTAV BRANDBORG

Vice Pres. £r Gen. Mgr.

Represented by EDWARD PETRY & CO.

20.8
11 70 KC • 50,000 WATTS • CLEAR CHANNEL • NBC

"The Voice of Oklahoma"
23.5

5:00pm

in top 10. Classification as to oumb«r of stations In
JjPulsa's own I'ulse Iftermlnes number by measuring which stations

received by homes in the metropolitan area of a cited market
uffh station itself may be outside metropolitan area ef the marker
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SPONSOR ASKS

How did you create your
prize winning radio commercial

Joseph McDonough, creative super-

visor, < unningham & Walsh, New York

Asking a man how an idea was

created is like asking a man how his

children were created. The answer is

ol)\i(ius. |>ri\ate. and possiblj embar-

rassing. Nevertheless, I've been asked

tliat question about the creation of the

Tower of Power idea for Texaco Sky-

Chief Su-preme gasoline.

Instead of creation, the word should

it teas a

combination of

desperation

and revelation

be a combination of desperation and

revelation.

It all happened during one of the

many early morning B. C. (Before

Coffee) meetings all of us trying

to figure out how we were going to

introduce a new product, Sky-Chief

Su-preme gasoline, without the bene-

fit of a new package. This was a mer-

chandising problem that ultimately was

to be solved by advertising. We all

were dedicated to the proposition that

we would not paint the pump. (By now
there simply wasn't a color left to use!

At one point I had suggested making
the pump invisible, but this was at a

meeting very, very late at night.)

As the coffee arrived, we had dis-

carded Idea No. 10,342 as too expen-

sive. (Put the pump in the middle of

the highway

—

no one would miss it!)

I took a gulp of coffee— it was hot

—

very hot. I reacted vocally. "What
did you say, Joe?" I was Joe. I

looked out the window at the top of

*Asked oj winners in the recent RAH awards

the Empire State Building. I wished

I were there .... now if we could

build a pump THAT BIG!
"\\ hv not build a pump twice as

high as a regular one! It would be

visible from the road distinctive

(I looked again at the top of

the Empire State the TOWER
of the Empire State.) We could call it

the Texaco Tower the Tower
of Power!"

Well, I told you the answer would

be obvious private, and possi-

bly embarrassing.

Joseph Stone, vice president and copy

group head, J. Walter Thompson Co.,

\ <•« York

When writing an Ed Gardner Duffy's

Tavern commercial, as in any type of

advertising, we start with the objective

of pointing out certain reasons why
people should buy our product. And

we built our

selling points

into an

entertaining

'story line'

these reasons must be concrete, factual,

specific reasons—not just a lot of gen-

eralities.

Having these particular sales points

in mind, we then set out to find a

continuity device, a thread of thought

which will serve as an over-all skeletal

structure for the commercial. This can

be a case where Duffy has a competi-

tive cars salesman sitting with him at

his end of the phone, or where he is

asking Archie to go out and shop car

prices for him. This parallels the

type of thing which Phil Silvers or

Desi and Lucy might do when mapping

out the basic idea for one of their

shows.

Once we have our "stor\ line

worked out, we rough it out with the

pre-determined copy points worked

right into the structure. They're part

of the "playlet," not just feature names

sprinkled in. Add three or four good,

quick jokes which tie in with the >tor\

and copy points features, and \ ou have

a tight, informative, interesting, fun-

filled minute of radio listening.

This is easy-to-take commercial lis-

tening but we feel it's harder selling

than just about anything else we can

do. It points up the fact that real

hard-selling copy isn't the loud, noisy,

easy-to-write and hard-to-listen-to

shouting of some radio commercials.

Instead, it is the hard-to-write and

easy-to-take light, bright, fun-filled

listening which keeps the listeners" ears

open and refrigerator doors shut while

your commercial is on the air.

Robert C. Mack, vice president of

radio-tv. Grant Advertising, Inc., Detroit

Let's say that our creative effort on

these Dodge radio spots started first.

we found a

nay to sugar-

coat hard-

selling facts

not with an advertising idea, but a

selling concept. Mac Mulock, vp

and creative director. Grant-Detroit,

summed this up as "a new way of look-
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ml il ua-

iil thinking

I In- i .1 I III. II kit .

ing al ilit- Dodge car,

.11 1 ived ai l>\ some prett)

and ~ln ••« il analysis

Essentiall) this selling approach

boiled <l<>» n to this: "I I \ mi re paj ing

I < * i .i new « .ii. make Bure \ ou gel one.

I )t >n i in\ esl youi mone) in a new i ai

i h.ii b been out-moded in stj le and

engineei tag."

I hen came the creal ive job "f in-

iri preting ilii- selling con< epl in tei ms

..I effecth i- radio spots. Firsl we con-

sidered all possible approaches devel-

oped written commercial scripts ex-

ploi ing these different possibilities

straight approaches, corned) situations,

jingles. 1 > it t none "I these seemed to

hit. Then Ed Beatt) a creative kind

of production Bupervisoi at Grant,

I reti "ii remembered a pah "I rubber-

\ oiced radio clowns named Joe ' Jentile

and Ralph Binge who played host t"

most "I Detroit and W indsoi some 15

years ago with a special brand "I zany-

ness peculiarl) their nun. So the de-

cision was made: \\li\ not in ilii~

corned) approach using the Foe and

Ralph characters?

The it — t is histoi j

.

Great credit is due both planning

board and client for the vision that

told them il ever concrete, hard-sell-

ing facts could be sugar coated, this

had I" be the ua\ to 'I" it. ^
mi vi ki'i.h nil ii B1 Till \i

i
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STANDARD OF ACCEPTANCE

NEWS ON 6 is important daily business at WCSH-

TV in Portland, Maine. It takes the best news staff

in the Northeast, and a lot of words and film to

cover 14 tele-newscasts from 7:25 a.m. to 12:30

midnight. But Channel 6 viewers expect and get

professional news handling.

NEWS ON 6 consistently tops all tele-news in area

polls. Ask any Weed-Television man about ratings

and availabilities.

WCSH-TV
PORTLAND, MAINE \%

Planned and Manned for Service
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CHANNEL 4-SIGHT

. . . when you're seeking a
solid buy on the fabulous
Golden Spread.
Now over 100,000 TV sets

and nearly 200 million dollars
in retail sales.

Power: Visual 100 KW
Aural 50 KW

Antenna height 833 feet

above ground
Use Channel 4-Sight — Ama-
rillo's Specialized Television
Station.

COLO KANSAS
OATLAHOMA

-

TfXAS \l

'1

[ O 1 k*V/M
1

1

1

*4MJi SiJ
*€M \

%

J
1

\\. r.

-^

KGNC-TV
CHANNEL 4

AMARILLO,
~~~~~^ TEXAS
CONTACT **--^^
ANY
KATZ MAN **-».

"»-,

National and regional spot buys

in work now or recently completed

SPOT BUYS

TV BUYS
Bourjois, Inc., New ^ ork, is planning a Christmas push for its

Evening in Paris perfume. Campaign kirks off 2 December for an

intensive three weeks. Minute announcements for both daytime

and nighttime segments are being purchased on tv stations in 111

cities; frequency depends upon the market. Natalie Core, fashion

editor of NBC TV's Home Show, will be featured in the film com-

mercials. Buying is not completed. Buyer: Dianne Newgarten.

Agenc) : Lawrence C. Gumbinner Advertising. New York.

North American Philips Co., Inc., New York, is preparing a pie-

Christmas campaign for its Norelco shavers. The November Decem-

ber schedule will run for six weeks. Minute announcements for

late night and early evening periods, with varying frequency, are

being sought. Buyers: Charles Eaton and Jayne Present. \genc\ :

C. J. La Roche Co.. New York.

RADIO BUYS
Stephen F. Whitman & Son, Inc., is planning a holiday cam-

paign in 64 markets for its confectionery line. 20- and 'vl—econd

announcements for early morning and evening during December

will lie slotted—with a male audience in mind. Average frequenc\ :

12 spots per week per market. In 14 of the markets, the agent \ i-

testing the effectiveness of various e.t. s for future campaigns. Bu\

-

ing is not completed. Buyer: Mary Hartman. Agencj : N. W.

Aver & Son, New York.

National Cranberry Association, Hanson, Mass.. is entering ma-

jor markets for its cranberry products. The November schedule will

run for four weeks: two weeks on. two weeks off. two weeks on

again. Minutes will be scheduled 7:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.. Monday

through Saturdax : frequency will depend upon the market. Bu\er:

Trow Elliman. Agency : BBDO. New York.

General Electric Co., East Cleveland, is conducting a Nov ember

campaign for its flash bulbs in some 50 markets. Minutes are being

placed during both daUime and nighttime segments, with varying

frequency. Buyer: Ken Allen. Agency: Grey Advertising. Inc..

New York, i Agenc) declined to comment. I

RADIO AND TV BUYS
Ford Motor Co., Dearborn. Michigan, is purchasing schedules for

its dealers to introduce the 1958 Ford. Over 1.900 radio stati<m~

and over 300 tv stations will be used, with close to a $2 million

budget. Lengths of schedules will vary considerably, depending

upon the dealers themselves in each market. In radio, minute e.t.'»

will be scheduled during early morning and late afternoon: in tv.

20- and 60-second films will be placed during prime time. Buying

i- not completed. Media Supervisor: Michael LaTerre. Agencj :

J. Walter Thompson Co.. New York.
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Qa% dim INSIGHT for Christmas
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»
lim SPONSOR

Onh subscriptions for

advertisers or agencies

arc eligible.

Jii»t fill out the enclosed cou-

pon or Bend us the names and

addresses of those to whom

you'd like SPONSOR deliv-

ered. \N e'll do tin - real and

bill von later.

To fii> «* you the deepest insight into tin- entire

broadcast industry—there's no publication like SPONSOR.

Just S3.00 a year per subscription will bring ">2 insight

packed issues to the folks you want to favor. So put SPONSOR
on your Christmas list. It's a gift that everyone will thank >ott for

because it's the very best kind of gifl

—

your interest in another's future.

„ SPONSOR
40 East 49th Street New York 17. NY.
Please send a years subscription of SPONSOR in my name to the following:

N

I

Name

s .„

Bill me D Payment encloaed D

RtaU
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A pictorial review of local

and national industry events

PICTURE WRAP-UP

Kids' stuff: .la< k Grogan (1.), pgm. ni^r.

• .I \\ Mil), and Berl Claster (r.), producer of

Romper Room, discuss popular children's

show. "Miss Joan" Thayer, it- -tar. look- on

Don't knock the Rock: Ne* -port- an-

nouncer on WTVJ in Miami i- Rock) Marci-

ano. Tin- former boxing champion is shown

with Jack Cummins, WTVJ's sports directoi

Three men on a car: (L to r.) Bill Wil-

liamson, WBZ, Boston; Bob Anderson,

BBDO; and Jam.- Wagstaff, of l)e Soto, re-

new friendships over De Soto-Plymouth new

models at the Providence Armory, where the

' In \ -In Corp. had a -bowing for it- dealers

Ride 'em, Grocer! The Cisco Kid ap-

peared at the Oklahoma Retail Grocers Assn.

convention at Oklahoma City Fair Grounds.

Association sponsors Cisco Kid on kWTV

Royal Canadians: ( H< H-TV, Hamilton, Ontario, hosted this all-media group from Y&R
'"» •> tour of it- market. Front row, I. to r.: Bob Irving (Media Buyer), Terr) Harwood
(Media Buyer), Doreen Dunlop I Associate Supervisor of Media), Kathleen Kearney (Media
Buyer), Frank Collins (Media Supervisoi Montreal), Eileen Rapson (Media Secretary).

Back row, I. to ... Raj Peters « IK H-TV Commercial Mgr.), G. T. Berthon (vice presi-

dent), Georgi Lamonl I Assoc. Supervisoi of Media) , Jeanette Preskj (Media Secretary), Bill

Franc.-- (Media Buyer), Doreen Maffatl 'Media Buyer), and Mary Leger .Media Buyer)

Color Carnival: Judj Hall was -elected

Miss KMI\ Color for the color festival

staged li> the station. Dealers cooperating in

the promotion sold all their color sets



I News and Idea

I WRAP-UP

ADVERTISERS
Rem Cough Medicine «MI empha-
size repetition in their Remem-
ber Rem" campaign over radio

ami television tlii- Beason.

Budget l"i the new campaign, han-

dled bj I .iw rence C. Gumbinnei . « ill

be the highesl in the product's lii-t<>i\.

The campaign, which starts tlii-

week in 27 markets, is the result <>f

nine months
1

pre-testing bj the agencj

and Block Drug.

Phillips-Van Heusen i- going in

quite heavilj ihi- year in a s|>«--

cial t\ Christmas promotion.

The campaign includes

i I > ->liii lr\ Temple 3 -~li« »i ~ on

NTA.

(2) I \ spots <>n 1 25 Stations.

\|>C- Suspicion. 9 and \(>

December. Costs are estimated around

$200,000.

Radio will he used as part of South-

ern California Edison Co.'s drive to

achieve 70 million consumer impres-

sions per month.

Falstaff has the exclusive radio rights

to the San Francisco Giants baseball

games, the contract runs through

I960.

V "first*" for the crayon industry :

\rt Crayon Company campaign will

use (\ spots as the basis of its consum-

er advertising, [he campaign will run

in Y *1
. ami Philadelphia.

Reynolds Metals Company gave a

cocktail part) to announce to the trade

press in New York this week its new

merchandising stunt a 1957 Christ-

mas "Hinting license.

Sara Lee will sponsor a 15-minute
Begmenl off Tex and Jinx over

NBC, daily from 18 November.
I he buy is for eight weeks.

\\ estern Vir Lines is one off the

first advertisers to buy newspaper
-pace to merchandise its tv spots.

AGENCIES
JWT lias got a wedge into the lush

American Home Products busi-

ness.

It's taken over the Boy le M idway

<li\ ision of tlii- ili ug _ i. mi li ...ii ( ley ei

,

Budget ' Vboul $5 million.

Ilie ( IhicagO "Hi. i ..I I \\ I .il-o |USl

added a new on Sealy, with a budget

• A about x
l million.

lioih Brylcreem and Eno have
been moved l>> the Harold I .

Ritchie Co. to K&E from \ther-

ton «\ Currier,

I lie two
|

I in i~ are billing about

$6 million, with Brylcreem a heavy

user of t\ spot.

Success story: K Ian-Van Pieter-

som-Dunlap, Milwaukee. i~ celebrat-

ing it- ")iitli \eai in business. From a

two-man art studio it has grown to be

\\ isconsin - largest agency .

More than 200 clients and agency-

men from •")(> agencies have en-

rolled in KNXT's HolKw I televi-

sion course.

Agency appointments: Cheshire

Advertising Associates, Hollywood,

for \ ictor I. Noerdlinger, importers "I

Tobler Chocolate's Hero presence and

other gourmet product-. Radio adver-

tising is being placed with kl \( '.. L.A.

. . . Kenyon ami Eckhardt, New

York, l"i Bry Icreem and Eno Spai •

kling \nta. id. by Harold F. Ritchie,

Inc. . . . William \\ arren. Jackson

«X Delaney, N. ^ .. for Contour
Lounge-Chair, Inc. . . . Fred Gardner
Company, \. i .. for Pilgrim Laundry

of Brooklyn. Spot radio will be used

. . . Bennett Advertising, Raleigh,

N. <:.. by station \\ I? \I.-T\ to handle

it- advertising.

Job notes: Doris Majeska, business

manager and assistant to Robert Wald.

radio-rt director, for Cohen ^ Vleshire

. . . Lucien G Rondot. director of

marketing research department of

Ketchum, MacLeod S Grove, 1 c,

Pittsburgh . . . Douglas C Man-on.
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Brightest Screen
in Central and Eastern

NORTH CAROLINA '}

v for sales results /,/

HERE'S WHY IT'S YOUR BEST BUY:

MORE VIEWERS

71*. /

in every ARB survey of the

Raleigh-Durham area

MORE COVERAGE

... a total of more than

2 Million Population

18# more for
y
our mone y

than Station A

21 7# more than Station B

WRAL-TV
TOP POWER CHANNEL 3

RALEIGH

Represented by H - R
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3rd TV MARKET
in

PENNSYLVANIA
... and only WJAC-TV really

covers this rich Southwestern

Pennsylvania area. . . .

• Over a million TV homes!

• 41-county coverage with

20 key counties showing
80 to 100% coverage!

• Proved audience prefer-

ence—WJAC-TV leads in

7:00-11:00 P.M. periods

105 to 7 over Station "B"
. . . has 24 out of the 25

top night-time shows.

Get full details from your KATZ man!

ROANOKE
60 County Coverage

V'VA.
J M

/
U

POWERV^ N .C. S HEIGHT

Television's Top Programs

Ask Your "Colonel" at

Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.

WDBJtr
CHANNEL
ROANOKE, VIRGINIA

to the creative department of The

Joseph K.at/ Company . . . Robert II.

Rankin, Copv director of Cabell

Eanes, Richmond, Va. . . . Jean

Curry, elected assistant secretary of

Cunninidiam & Walsh . . . Robert R.

Kibrick, director of media and

broadcast planning at Richard k.

Manoff, N. Y. . . . E. J. Owens, vice

president, on special assignment at

Compton . . . Frank Martello, super-

visor of the commercial production

department for kern on & Fckhardt

Chicago oflice . . . John Reavis, di-

rector of George Patton Agency's Oak-

land oflice . . . Charles A. Winches-
ter, acct. exec, with Doherty, Clifford,

Steers & Shenfield, N. Y.. which he is

rejoining . . . Robert P. McMahon,
account executive with The Rumrill

Company, Rochester . . . Paul Davis,

media director for MeCann-Erickson's

L.A. office . . . Robert Guggenheim
and Ralph Yambert, vice presidents

for MacManus. John & Adams' L.A.

office . . . Paul Zappert, media direc-

tor; Harriet Olguin, senior copy-

writer and Robert Grosz, account

executive for Gore Smith Greenland.

N. Y. . . . James A. Miller, radio-tv

director and Morris L. Milstein, pro-

duction manager for Joseph Katz. Bal-

timore . . . James K. Graham to

Reach. McClinton as producer for In-

ternational Latex commercials.

™, NETWORKS
NBC will introduce magnetic tape

in both color and black and white

with the advent of daylight sav-

ing next April.

Operation of six new color tape re-

corders plus ampex machines at that

time will eliminate use of kinescope

and lenticular film processes.

NBC TY is adding a half-hour

strip of Kitty Foyle to its daytime

schedule.

The Henr\ Jaffe office will produce

the series.

Dodge is sponsoring a five minute

sport package featuring ""Crazy Legs"

Hirsch over NBC Radio "Nightline."

Keystone has added to its affili-

ate's: WJOI. Florence, Ala.: WBIA,
Vugusta, Ga.: KBCL, Bossier City.

La.; \\ \KK. Ware. Mass.. and KERV,
kerrville. Texas . . . ABN has added

as affiliate \\ CRT. Birmingham, Ala.

. . . NBC officially assumed owner-

ship this week of WJAS AM-FM,
Pittsburgh.

Personnel moves: Norman Baer,

formerly of A. P. and I.N.S., in charge

ol Mutual s news and special events

department . . . Robert Pauley and

Nicholas J. Pitasi to ABN as ac-

count executives . . . William Dozier

rejoins CBS TV Hollywood as gen-

eral program executive in charge of

live programing. He'll Le responsible

for Playhouse 90. Climax! and Studio

One as well as specials . . . Harry T.

Floyd, manager of television network

sales for NBC's western division . . .

Everard kidder Meade. Jr.. vice

pi evident in charge of corporate in-

formation services for CBS . . .

ASSOCIATIONS
What they said

:

i 1 i Here are the two reasons

Clarence Eldridge (speaking be-

fore ANA Convention) gives why
the marketing manager should be
an advertising man:

'"First, because while advertising is

only one of the components of the

total marketing function, it is . . . the

most important component . . . upon

advertising there devolves the most

important single purpose of all mar-

keting activity—the building of busi-

ness through the establishment of

strong and loyal consumer-franchises.

"Second, partly because of its tran-

s< endent importance to the whole mar-

keting function, but even more be-

cause of the very nature of the adver-

tising process, the top marketing man
must himself understand advertising

—

and not depend upon subordinates, no

matter how highly placed, to provide

that understanding."

(2) Lansing B. Lindquist, of

McCann-Eriekson, speaking be-

fore the ANA Convention:
""Today the radio networks, basing

put their backs to the wall with no

where to go except forward, have gone

a long way forward. There is no

doubt that network radio todav is pro-

gramed, scheduled, and priced more

intelligently than ever before in the

history of the medium.

NARTB president Harold Fellows

intends to press his fight for the

open courtroom, even though a

special American Bar Association

Committee thinks radio, tv and
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newspaper photographs ought to

he banned.

Fellows plana to ask Foi an oppor

tunit) i" present i
h<

• radio-h indus-

try 'a case before the \ I > \ s i "in en-

lion in Vtlanta.

Association notes: The M V has

formed a special committee t" imple-

men! tin- \l'\-l< < joinl project to

combat untruthful advertising . . ,

RAM's members are in overwhelm-

ing agreement that National Radio

\\ eek 1957 was the most successful i"

date. The event will be repeated in

1958 . . WIMil 1\ Code Review

lt<»ar«l meets 13 November foi .i \% <>i k-

>h"|i — « —. — it »r» with the Alliance "I Lele-

vision Film Producers in Beyerlj

Hills.

FILM
Zi\ reports much activity on the

foreign salt-* front.

According i" Ed Stern, bead of

Ziv's international division, the past

tw<» months bave been the biggest in

the division's bistory. Contracts have

been signed involving 13 program se-

ries in riiilit (lilTcri'nt countries.

NTA launched an accelerated t>»<»-

mnnths salt's eanipaign for ils new

Champagne feature film package. litis

group, culled from 20th Centur) Fox,

Stanley Kramer and other leading pro-

ducers, numbers 71 motion pictures.

I he film-, which arc all fir-t-run on

t\. include such favorites a- The Hells

oj St. \lar\\. High \<><>n. \l\ Friend

Flicka, and I nele llarr\.

Program Promotions: \\ ( \l -T\ .

Philadelphia, promoted the recent

premiere of The Vea tdventures of

Charlie (.hart b) attaching a poster to

a rickshaw and sending it through the

center "I the citj at peak hour-. The
rickshaw was imported from the

Warner Bros, lot in Hollywood where

the series had been filmed.

As a result of the response gained

through thi> novel program kick-off,

the station expanded its rickshaw cov-

erage and for the next few weeks the

rickshaw will tour the towns of Wil-

mington, Del., Camden, and Trenton.

V J., and Heading. Pa., all within

\XC.\l-I\ s co\erage area.

COMMERCIALS
Here"- \l{ll*« commercial popu-
larity ranking lor September:

ia\k c u\| \n l;i | \|

1 1 I.iiiimi - Beei

2 Piel's Beei

1 Dodge
1 \\ ill^toll

5 Si blitz

6 Uka Seltzei

7 Ford

( > Ballantine

9 Kraft

In Chryslei

Hi i renei al 1 lei 1 1 ii

In l!i\ Ion

in Snowdi ill

1 1 Chesterfield

l 1 Pillsburj

16 Falstafl

17 Zest

18 National Bohemian

19 Budweisei

19 \\ "i \

19 Plymouth

Domes
"..7

1 7.i H ii i

6,757,000

8,077,000

Something differenl in format- for

presentation of live commercials
from Seattle:

l\ spots for Kessamin, McKesson S

Robbins reducing formula, feature

"testimonial letters" to personalities on

an earl \ morning -how o\ ei K I \< ,-
I \ .

The letters are from mythical rela-

tives i \iint Melissa, I nele Slim i of

the -how"- performers and tell how

Kessamin has helped them.

The Friendlj (.roup of radio t\

stations have bought a 50^ interest

in Colmes-Werrenrath Productions,

Inc., ( ihicago, producers of radio and

i. film commercials.

TV STATIONS
Thej did 2(> f

( more viewing at

night and I0r f more during tin-

da) the first nine month- of I*)."

compared with 1 *).">(>. according
to TvB.

Here i- the breakdown in terms of

homes

:

V\g. evening program
1955

1956

1957

\\g. daytime program
1955 2,184,000

L956 2,650,

1957 2,920,000

New York < Stj is trying to get the

WESTERN MARKET. Immediate

availability 640 million acres,

cultivated by 33-year-old radio

station. Ideal for increosing sales

in 302 counties of 12 states.

Market furnished with 4 million

yeor 'round listeners. Purchase

includes top network programs
and popular local shows. A really

outstanding time buy!

Represented nationally by
HENRY I. CHRISTAL CO., INC.

s^at>
One of America * great radio station*

50,000 Watts 850 Kc

-*%\

Only ONE is atop the

Continental Divide

Serving both the Atlantic and

Pacific Sides of America

KXLF - TV4 Montana

East—The Walker Co

West—Pacific Northwest Broadcasters
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1> networks and independent sta-

tions to pay a Bales tax on films

telecasl in and from New York.

The networks argue that such a tax,

which is 3%, is unfair, since <>nl\ part

of the i'cc«-i\iu« audience is in New
York. Tli.v Iwnc *u:igested pa> injj hut

.">'
, of the ''>'

i tax rate.

The sales tax lias been in effect Eoi

theater films, the distributor collect-

ing it from the individual theater pay-

ing il to the city.

Peoples Broadcasting lias pur-

chased k\T\. Sioux City. Also

\\ \\\. Yankton, S. D.

The deal with (loulcs involves $3

million.

KVTV's purchase puis Peoples in

the i\ field.

\\ \ \\ is the fifth radio station in

the Peoples chain. The others are

\\<;\K. Cleveland; WTTM, Trenton.

\. .).: WMMN. Fairmont. W. Va.. and

\\ RFD, Worthington, Ohio.

Advertisers will not be able to spot

a 30-second commercial in chain-

breaks on NBC o&o stations.

NBC Local Sales' explanation: The

f)
WARNER BROS.

' FEATURES ARE

PREFERRED INSAN
ANTONIO

WOAL-TV FRIDAY 12 N00N-1:30 P.M.

ci.a.D.
Distributors tor Associated Artists I

345 Madison Avenue. MUrray Hill 6-2323

75 E. Wacker Dr., DEarborn 2 2030
1511 Bryan St.. Riverside 7-8553

|

9110 Sunset Blvd.. CRestview 6-5886

inc.

Productions Corp
NEW YORK

CHICAGO

| DALLAS

LOS ANGELES

assortment <>f 30-, 20- and 10-second

breaks will offer greater flexibility

for the buyer.

Station notes: KFEQ-AM-TV, St.

Joseph, Mo., has been purchased b)

the KI'I'.O Broadcasting Comparn
fioin the Midland Broadcasting Com-
pany. Isadora and Jesse Fine are the

new owners . . . New stations:

WBOY-TV, Clarksburg. W. Va.

(Friendly group); WKST-TV,
Youngstown, Ohio i Everett-McKin-

r.ey): WINR-TV, Binghamton (Hoi-

lingbery) . . . WJJIM, Lansing, has

opened its new Flint studios.

New personnel: John R. Porter-

field, station manager of WJMR AM-
TV, New Orleans, and vice president

of the Supreme Broadcasting Compa-

rn ... John B. Garfield, sales man-

ager of WJW-TV, Cleveland . . .

Charles M. McAbee, Jr., general

sales manager of KMOX-TV, St. Louis

. . . Robert Guy, program director

of KTNT-TV, Seattle-Tacoma . . .

Jaek C. Ware, news director of

WOOL-TV, Phoenix . . . Dave Lee,

director of advertising and promotion.

WTCN AM-TV, Minneapolis-St. Paul

. . . Ted Nelson, manager of KFEQ.

St. Joseph, Mo.

Transferrals : CBS Spot Sales

:

Ray Beindorf, from Chicago to New
York: Robert H. Perez, from San

Francisco to Chicago; Frank Beaz-

ley, from Hollywood to San Fran-

cisco.

RADIO STATIONS
The six CBS-owned radio stations

have set up a new, simplified and
uniform rate card, effective Dee. 1.

The six new cards will:

(1) Furnish simple net-cost-per-

unit-dollar rates, which can be easily

multiplied by the number of broad-

casts to arrive at total billings. (All

figures in the new rate cards are in

whole dollars.)

(2) Revamp time classes to three

only I A. B, and C).

Steven Allison, who stars on a late-

night show over WWDC, Wash-
ington, has an answer for spon-

sors who doubt that ratings mean
sales.

Allison asks his listeners to send

him their sales' slips when they bin

from his sponsors. He says he has

been getting quite a number and is

turning them over to the advertisers.

The Geuting Company. Philadel-

phia show chain, has come aboard
radio's bandwagon in a notable

way:

• They've signed for the biggest

news package in Philadelphia radio

history

.

• The\ ve used newspapers for the

past 50 years.

Gordon McLendon, in an editorial

series over KLIF, Dallas, KTSA, San

Antonio and KILT, Houston, criticized

the Administration for laggardness in

missile development.

His suggestion: J. Edgar Hoover is

the man to be put in charge of a

crash program immediately.

WBT, Charlotte, is sending out

braille program schedules to

blind people in the area. The sta-

tion is inviting all blind listeners to

submit their names for the mailing

list.

Station notes: California Farm
Network now includes 10 radio sta-

tion outlets in its line-up, with one in

or adjacent to the top 25 agricultural

producing counties in the state . . .

Edmont Sonderling, who owns sta-

tion WOPA in Oak Park. 111., and

KXEL in Waterloo, Iowa, has pur-

chased 50.000-watt WDIA in Mem-
phis. Tenn. Price: SI million . . .

WBDR is the new 1.000-watt radio

station for Bradenton. Fla.

Mary Dunlavey has joined WIBG.
Philadelphia, as sales representative.

She was formerlv with Aitkin-Ky net!

as radio-tv media consultant and with

Harry B. Cohen as broadcast media

director.

Faces in new places: Dan Curtin.

sales manager and Robert Griffin,

public relations director for WTRY.
Albany, and \\ GRB. Schenectady . . .

Norman J. Keats, assistant manager

of KFXM. San Bernardino. Cal., and

Glenn Lockhart. assistant manager

for the KFXM Bakersfield station . . .

Maitland L. Jordan, station man-

ager for KOMO, Seattle . . . Dan
Schmidt III, sales manager of radio.

WGSM, Huntington. L. I. . . . Bob
Austin, program director for KSDO.
San Diego . . . Don Stewart, sales

manager for K VF^ . Bakersfield. Cal.
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. . . \m«- Peterson, manage] "I

KG l\ . Salem, Ore. . , , Milton II.

Klein, sales managei ol KIWI!. II<>I

l\ n ood.

REPS
Peters, Griffin, w oodward hat

made C, I (Lad) Richardi its

Director of Sales Development

for radio in New York.

Iii his foi mer capacity as .1 nal ional

account executive foi I! \l'> Richards

called on national advertisers.

Broadcast Time Sales salesmen

from «
- i *i I t regional offices are

making the rounds of agencies

with tape recorders in tow.

I'lu" rep In in i- running « » tT for l>u\-

ers the feature programing of the sta-

tions it represents, and reports excel-

lent sales results.

MIC Sp«»t Sales1 Southern repre-

sentative, Bomar Vasociat«*s, has

appointed Clyde L. Clem vice

president and assistant to the

president. The firm is expanding
operations in tin- South.

Clem was formerly radio-h account

executive for Grant Advertising, De-

troit.

NBC Spot Sales" latent presenta-

tion. "Spot Radio, the All-Media

Accelerator," is aimed at automo-
bile manufacturers.

Hie presentation makes these points:

• Suburban families, a prime tar-

get for the automotives, are reached

more effectively b) radio than news-

papers, since circulation of most met-

ropolitan papers drops sharply in most

suburban ana-.

Personnel changes: Frank Web-
ber, now an account executive on the

radio staff of Edward Petry & Co. in

New York. Webber was previously

with Gill-Perna . . . Thomas W. Cor-
lett succeeds Val \. Best as general

manager of Hill F. Best . . . John L.

McGuire new manager of Clark \.

Brown Co. in Denver.

New appointments: Broadcast
Times Sales now rep the following

North Carolina stations: \\ \^ S, Char-

lotte: WCOG, Greensboro; WISE,
Vsheville; WMSJ, Sylva; WKIM, Wil-

mington. ^

m
WKLO
LOUI SV ILLE ^fr

®

HERE

ENTUCKIANA

ISTENS

LOUISVILLE'S

Best
AIR

SALESMEN

FOR RESULTS

N 1080 KC

Programs and People

That Produce

JACK BENDT
DAVE BROCKMAN
PAUL COWLEY
TOMMIE DOWNS

WILSON HATCHER
BOB HENRY

RED KIRK
JIMMIE LOGSDON

Represented by John Blair & Company
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PADUCAH, KENTUCKY

570 KILOCYCLES

SERVING
5

STATES

WEST
KENTUCKY'S
MOST
POWERFUL
STATION

Represented by the

JOHN E. PEARSON CO

CLIP A DIP
i Continued from page '2')

I

the year when t\ talent costs as well

as time rates will have t" level off.

Concern over costs is at a peak.

\- llir radio-tt v.p. of one agenc)

told SPONSOR: "Our client is very net-

work tv-oriented, l>ut in recent meet-

ngs wild to|i advertising and sales

v.p.'s, all showed concern over the cost

of the medium. In some ways, network

l\ could he most vulnerable if budgets

stop growing, hecause the initial in-

vestment is making single-client show

sponsorship almost impossible. Yet the

structure of network t\ still depends

on having a certain number of clients

bankrolling complete -how-.

Clients are taking pencil and paper

in hand and figuring that they're pay-

ing up to •">"'< c missions on their

network 1\ -how s: There's a 1(1'
. com-

mission to the talent manager, another

commission to the talent agents like

\\ illiam Morris or MCA, a commission

to the packager and a 15% overwrite

on the entire show to the agency.

Some clients warn that some of the

top star attractions have already priced

themselves out of regular -hows by

making e\< e— i\e demands. But talent

agents still bank on one-shot appear-

ances as bigger sources of income. As

a result, musical and variety formats

particular!) will have a hard time at-

tracting big names during the next

year unless the industry pulls together

on holding the cost line.

\ number of small-budget air media

advertisers feel that spot radio ma)

benefit from am budget cut-backs, if

these become necessary. The low pric-

ing of the medium combined with the

need for saturation impact upon con-

sumers in times of harder sell give

spot radio an advantage over more ex-

pensive media. The boom in both net-

work and spot radio this year may

have been a tip-off to greater economy-

mindedness on the part of clients.

Spot tv can make itself more attrac-

ts e to -mailer clients by holding to

the current rates and b\ offering more

packages specially tailored to individ-

ual advertisers. the\ feel.

• Package food-. generalK less re-

sponsive to any cut in consumer spend-

in::, will concentrate their attention

on increasing their share of the mar-

ket. Air media will be used in two

ways: i 1 I network for over-all product

selling: (2) spot for an increased

number of local price promotions.

"We see general optimism among
our clients about the 1958 sales out-

look, sa\s Jack Cunningham, presi-

dent of C&W. "Hut traditionally, when

there is an) -i^n of leveling off, adver-

tisers who sell package goods will fight

harder at the outset of a hard-sell peri-

od. Heavj industry, like Alcoa, might

cut back its air advertising. Durable

goods feel the pressure next, but most

of them realize that that is the time of

opportunity for the advertiser who
keeps up his effort. The trick isn't to

cut back, but to sell more efficiently in

terms of media and more persuasive!)

in terms of cop)
."

• All air media clients will use their

agenc) - extra services more extensive-

ly. In the case of network advertisers,

an increased number will require these

services without extra compensation

and in return for their show commis-

sions, rougher bargaining will be the

rule of the da)

.

But bargaining or not, clients will

be using all forms of research from

media research to cop) testing more

thoroughly than before. The) will

require more merchandising carry-

through on the part of the agenc) and

stepped-up show promotion and pub-

PRODUCTS FOR YOUR
7 TV AND ART DEPT.

"STORYBOARD" PAD

The pod that has big 5x7
video panels that enable

you to make man-sized TV
visuals. Perforated video
and audio segments on gray

background.

No. 72C—Pad Size 14x17" 2.50

(50 Sheets—4 Segments on Sheet}

No. 72 E—Pocket Size 6% x 8Va"
(50 Sheets— 1 Segment on Sheet)

Tomkins TELEPAD

Most popular TV visual pad
with 2 ]/ix4" video and
audio panels on gray back-

ground. Each panel perfo-

rated

No. 72A—19x24"
(50 Sheets— 12 panels on Sheet;

No. 72B—Pocket Size 8x18
(75 Sheets—4 panels on Sheet)

3.50

2.00

VIDEO PAPER
Sensational new paper for

TV artists. Mokes an ordin-

ary pencil line vivid and
colors just popl Write for

sample.

FREE SAMPLES
FOR THE ASKING!

Write on your letterhead for

200- page catalog of art sup-

plies. "An Encyclopedia of

Artists Materials"

ARTHUR BROWN & BRO.
2 West 46th St., New York 36.

JB ^v

^;
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II, ii\ sei \ ii es •"«• thinkin

'

Kaisei Uuminum, foi instance, is

,„,„ considering an additional sho*

promotion budgel through "> &R to Bup-

piemen) the nriu.uk publicity.

• More pressure will be pul upon

the media themselves, networks and

stations both, to contribute men han-

dising and promotion carry-through.

\\ hile circulation will -till be the main

I
,,.,,,, in a media decision, clients are

beginning to bring pressure to beai on

Mali, .ii~ through the client sales Force

and dealers foi the station management

,,, cooperate on promoting i ampaigns.

• Shared i ommercials Eoi two 01

11 • brands ol the same i lienl will be

used more often in the next few

months. Man) package - I- adver-

tisers particularly are finding this an

effective waj l<> amortize the high cosl

of network and spot h both.

\ related trend is the marketing oi

combined packages, sui h as a shaving

cream and sha^ ing lotion in an econ-

omy-priced single package. I his trend

Mem- both from the new emphasis

upon price promotions and upon the

la, t thai ii stimulates sales "I two

products simultaneously

.

In line with package goods i ommer-

, ialg, new features su< h as plastii

squeeze bottles 01 novel dispense i s, are

[ess likel) to I"- the subji • i ol in •

commercial in the neai futun VI

often such features will be i po-

rated .1- a plus into 1 ommen iala si 1

ing the value "I the producl itself.

•\\ e've Been .1 rare phenomenon in

il, nomj during the pasl three to

five years and this phase maj slowl)

draw I- > 1 lose il the 1 urrenl pinch

deepens," a Mi < ann • ' " k -"" market-

ing executive told sponsor "This

trend is the selling and advertising on

the basis ol p u '-
1 in md 1

onvenience

features rathei than selling the 1
Iu< 1

itself. In .1 free spending »mj as

we have known it. this ap] ich is

WIX su , , essful. But il consumer in-

,,. stops growing, the expensive

lia like t\ parti( ularl) will have to

be used most efficient!) to sell the in-

trinsii values "l the produi t.

•
1 he majority "I aii media adver-

tisers and theii ageni ies see in l\ and

radio the advertising impai 1 thai could

halt an) deepening "I a downward

sales curve, should this 01 cur. I he)

also feel that al the beginning ol such a

downward trend, the level oi spending

in air media would nol onlj be likel)

to maintain, bul might be stepped up

,1, an efforl 1 mbat the slow-down.

1 1,, . ,,. the ways to use th<

to I,,,, -1 admen experieni ed in I

temporarj sales slumps foi thi

panies

:

I Don'l 1 nt bai k the ail bud 1
I

V hen selling is tougher, it usual!) 1

. 1,, make .1 dollai sale. Bul "ii'i

oul tli.it extra effort, an adverl

takes .1 - hano leepening his droop-

tales 1 urve to .1 d

_> 1 , v new media combinatibns i"

f.i your new situation. I 01 insta

Hurries of two-week spol rad

- have helped advertisers pull up

ing sales curves in trouble an is

before.

I se the agency's h facili-

ties and to the fullest. In times

when sales are hardei i" make, il
-

more important than evei t" make the

mosl efficient media 1 li"i, e di< tated l>\

through resean h. It's more impo

to ii-,- the 1 jsI appropriate and per-

suasive 1 op) theme. Vnd, it becomes

ire importanl to carrj through «itli

merchandising and in-store displa

minders "I ever) advertising cam]

to insure producl identify ation. ^

A MARKET

WE DON'T BELIEVE that advertisers know the whole truth

about KGNC marketland.

WE DO BELIEVE that adv.
,ole

truth about our gas and oil and their b>

;

out

our cattle, cotton, wheat. .
'"is and other stable

income sources.

WE DO BELIEVE thai adverti '

thi" for

the past 5 years Amarillo tently ranked among

the top 10 metropolitan areas in the nation, with the

highest per capita retail sales.

STANDARD RATE AND DATA says Am, rill- is the 157

market in population among the nation's markets, but

That KGNC is blessed with a tabu

sales area encompass 10 people,

more than in the nations 19th metropol-

itan market.

There is no market within a 250 mile

radius of Amarillo rated in the first 100

markets.

That each »eek more than on,-

million people in and around fabulous

Amarillo listen to KGNC.

try be in any form .

ure— what. l""*

with u

othei

to th,

t almost aul

when they

many of th,
k the wealthy, healthy

This '^hpr

Our
executives in tl

don't want
,-ntrv will be identified only with a code number

S2500

REWARD

In order to help us tell this story,

we are going to pay S2500 to the

person who comes up with tl

solution to this problem.

Mo, I your entry to

ihc otter,!. on o»

Jotk lillon. Monogcr
KGNC
Amor. Mo, ttiei

ond be sure it's in the moil

before midnight December lit.
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we deliver

1000

like this

for 31c

*

luch prettier, actually, frc%a. a sponsor's point of view, because
these ladies buy! And at WVNJ you can talk to a thousand
of them (and their families) for one minute at a cost of only 31c.

Same rate for men, too.

Most advertisers know that the New WVNJ has more listeners

than any other radio station broadcasting from New Jersey. As
a matter of fact—almost twice as many as the next 2
largest combined.*

•Source—Hooperatings Jan.—Feb.—New Jersey

Most advertisers know the quality of this audience—for the new
programming concept of playing only Great Albums of
Music has brought the station thousands of new and potentially

better buyers than ever before.

Most advertisers know, too, that WVNJ delivers this audience
at less cost per thousand than any other radio station not
only in Jersey but in the entire metropolitan area as well.

That's why WVNJ is the hottest radio station in the New
Jersey market—bar none. Get the facts and you'll

make WVNJ part of your advertising day.

Represented by:

Broadcast Times Sales

New York OX 7-1696

WVNJ
Newark, New Jersey

Radio Station of the Newark Evening News
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Wnaft happening in U. S. Government

tfwt affecti tponton, ugrncirx, stations

SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS INC

WASHINGTON WEEK
9 November Issauhs bj industrial radio services on the I'M bandi and even on \ III tele-

vision \sv\r foreshadowed thi* week (the FCC baa extended its deadline f"i filings on

spectrum allocations until Nov. 25).

Tin- petroleum industry, railroads, and other industrial users of radio fre-

quencies are definitely preparing t<» teD the FCC thai I'M radio has not eaughl

on as expected, thai many allocations are lying idle, and thai t ii«- \ need these frequencies

to conducl their businesses.

Tin* City of Burhank and the Association of I'olice Communications Officers,

on the other hand, leveled their fire at the VHF tv allocations.

Burhank and the police took the position thai FM broadcasting has begun t" move re-

cently and thai the public is entitled i<> its hi-fi listening.

The cure for that, thej claim, is to take VHF awa} from t\ entirely. Their filings

said that the safety of life and propertj is the paramount interest, in anj case, and thai the

\ I1F part of the spectrum is better suited to civic uses.

The FM people, meanwhile, are making effort- to mount a strong counter-

attack. Thej have begun contacting Congressmen, as well as amassing their arguments f"i

presentation to the FCC.

Tv production isn't moving west all hv itself. U.S. population appears to he heed-

ing Horace Greeley, too.

The Census Bureau reports that since the 1930 census the II far west -tale-* have

enjoyed a 23% increase in population, from 1 9,600,000 to 24,100,000. Population of

the nation as a whole increased only 11
'

', in the same period.

Numerically, however, the Midwest had the largest increase. "» million, hut

the 12 North Central stales in this area had a percentage gain of onl) 11'.
. The North-

east lagged with 6% and an increase of 2'j million. Arizona. Nevada, ami Florida

gained at the fantastic rate of 40 r
<. while California hit 27%.

Sen. William Langer (R., N.D.) reports that the people of Bartlesville, Okla..

where wired tv is being tested, feel as he does about the undesirahility of pay t\.

The Senator wrote 1,800 Bartlesville families that he didn't like pay tv and asked them

to tell him how thev felt about it.

Sen. Langer gave the returns as follows: 1,533 against pay tv in any fashion:

204 didn't like pav tv in principle, but were using the Bartlesville system: and 110 were for

pav tv.

Some of the latter chided the Senator for calling the thin:: they were paying for in

Bartlesville "pav tv."

The Federal Trade Commission and Lanolin Plus have come to an agreement

under which the company voluntarily agrees to stop scaring young cirls.

The FTC had objected to Tv commercials warning \nun? girls that determent sham-

poos will burn their hair and dry it out. Lanolin Plus accepted a consent order which

does not carry an admission of law-breaking, hut which closes the case with something

verv much like an agreement to cease and desi-t.
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double
double
do
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yble
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the audience
From Massachusetts to Long Island, sign on to

sign off, every day of the week, WNHC-TV, Hart-

ford-New Haven, delivers DOUBLE the COMBINED
audience of competition:

• 267.3% greater than Hartford

• 342.3% greater than New Britain

Ask Katz for proof: ARB, Hartford-New Haven,

June 8-14, 1957; Nielsen, NCS -2, 1956.

WNHC-TV
HARTFORD- NEW HAVEN, CONN.

Channel 8
ABC-TV CBS-TV
Represented by KATZ

Operated by: Radio and Television Div. / Triangle Publications, Inc. / 46th & Market Sts., Philadelphia 39. Pa.

WF"-*M • FM • TV. Philadelphia, Po. / WNBF-AM • F M • TV. Binghamron, N. Y. / WMGB-AM. Harrisburg, Pa.

WFBG-AM • TV. Altoona-Johnstown, Pa. /WNHC-AM • FM • TV. Hartford-New Haven, Conn. /wLBR-TV. Lebanon-Lancaster, Pa.

Triangle National Sales Office. 4-8 5 Lexington Avenue, New York 17, New York
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g>cf)nit? tin flnepp

I 1

'Dried apples with dumpling and ham slice)

Pennsylvania Dutch favorites

THE VIEWING IS "WONDERFUL GOOD"

Viewers are eating it up...WLBR-TV's great programming.

Proof from Trendex:

Average Share of
Rating Audience

WLBR-TV 16.2 32.6

WGAL-TV 21.4 43.0

WHP-TV 3.1 6.2

WTPA-TV 2.8 5.7

LEBANON-LANCASTER HARRISBURG-YORK

...AMERICA'S NUMBER 1 UHF MARKET

THE COST IS "WONDERFUL LOW"

And smart timebuyers are discovering that WLBR-TV

delivers LEBANON, LANCASTER, HARRISBURG ond YORK

at ONE-SIXTH the tost of nearest competitor! Blair-TV

Associates has the amazing, dollar-saving facts.

Source. Trendex. Five-City Area. August 1957

Jka triangle: station

WLBR-TV
LEBANON — LANCASTER. PA.

Channel 15
INDEPENDENT • WORLD'S BEST MOVIES

Blair Television Associates, Inc.

Operated by: Radio and Television Div. / Triangle Publications, Inc. / 46th & Market Sts.. Philadelphia 39, P*.

WFIL-AM • FM • TV, Philodelphia, Pa. / WNBF-AM • FM • TV, Binghamton, N. Y. / WHGB-AM, Harrisburg, Pa.

WFBG-AM • TV, Altoono-Johnstown, Pa. / WNHC-AM • FM • TV, Hartford-New Haven, Conn. / WLBR-TV, Lebanon-Lancaster, Po.

Triangle National Sales Office. 4-8 5 Lexington Avenue, New York 17, New York
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A round-up of trade talks,

trends and tips for admen

SPONSOR HEARS
9 NOVEMBER
Copyright 1957

SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS INC.

Still another chemical account is reported shopping for a new agency.

This one's latest network tv venture has been faring badly rating-wise.

A New York station whose "trouble sheets" often run to as much as two pages over

a weekend can lay claim to hitting the jack pot.

It aired minute commercials for Bond's and Barney's Clothes back to back.

The next agency mergers you'll read about probably will involve:

• A Baltimore agency, and

• An old-line Chicago agency that pioneered in radio but hasn't been active in the air

media since the advent of the tv era.

Visiting stationmen are made to feel right at home when checking in at one of

the Madison Avenue rep offices.

If the visitor is from the South, the secretaries assume a Scarlett O'Hara drawl; if

he's from New England, they sound like cousins of Titus Moody.

Skiatron at a recent stockholders' meeting let the cat out of the bag as to the

company's eventual objective in pay tv.

Said a Skiatron officer: Our big source of revenue will be the advertiser. We'll

sell him IBM cards for insertion in receiving sets; he can distribute them as premiums
to his customers.

Admen, incidentally, raise this question about pay tv : Who's going to pay the

amusement tax—the viewer, the system's operator, or the advertiser?

Madison Avenue programing executives regard the feud now raging between the

Directors Guild and the technicians union over studio production authority as

both juvenile (and dangerous to) live tv's dwindling share in New York.

Ask frustrated admen: Haven't these fellows any pride in their craft?

One thing Milton Biow left behind him in the agency world was an intense

loyalty.

A timebuyer in an agency now loaded with ex-Biowites describes the school-tie spirit

thus: "When they talk of their Biow past, their eyes glisten and they look off in the

distance as though they were hearing the blare of trumpets and the roll of muffled drums."

Scratch the memories of veteran agency accountmen and they'll recall some of the

strange ways advertisers have gone about terminating agency associations :

• The president of a cigarette account was so miffed at the agency's top brass that he

broke his ties with a two-line letter bearing only the name and address of the

agency. (The grapevine beat the letter in getting the news around. I

• An agency wined and dined the ad manager of a SlO-million account on the eve of a

cruise. As an agency official was bidding him bon voyage, the ad manager said, "Oh, I

almost forgot to leave this letter ending our pleasant association."
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CALL HEADLEY-REED, REPS.
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doto-ijouh.

Plan your Meeting where there is C. A. (controlled

attractions). Your delegates will attend and enthuse over a
sojourn to the finest year around Convention Center featuring
the best in golf (two 18 hole courses) indoor and outdoor
swimming, tennis, Skeet and Trap shooting, fine food and
entertainment, plus world-famous Mineral Waters and Baths.

All these attractions are part of the French Lick-

Sheraton, and thereby at your control— no outside influences
to detract from that all-important Meeting.

Your delegates deserve the best— give it to them. All

inquiries appreciated and answered promptly.

Completely air-conditioned

guest rooms, convention

and meeting facilities

V.
CONTROUED ATTRACTIONS ^|#P^
FRENCH LICK-

FRENCH LICK, INDIANAfUENCH LICK
471

mi MID-WEST'S FINEST
CONVENTION RESORT HOTEL

WITH ALL CONVENTION FACILITIES

For Reservations or Literature

Write to:

FRENCH LICK HOTEL
PHONE LD 113

AT&T
{Continued from page 33)

Time, came about because of produc-

tion lime required for the science pro-

gram-.

First em isioned as a monthly pre-

mutation, it became evident in early

stages of science series planning that

the show's physical demands would

make this frequency impossible.

AT&T and \.\\ . \\er executives en-

gineered this solution: use the science

films as "spectaculars" and sponsor a

lower-budget weeklj tv show of a dif-

ferent type. New shows were thought

<>f and package shows were examined

by the score. The Stories of John Nes-

hitt. formerl) run on network radio

and in the movies as The Passing Pa-

rade, was selected for sponsorship by

the high-prestige company.

Time-slot difficulties beset the pro-

duction at the beginning. It started at

6:00 p.m. Sundays over CBS TV in

April 1950. When it was up for re-

newal in March of this year. Telephone

Time ratings were averaging 18.8. The

audience potential at that Sunday time

slot wasn't great enough, however, and

a move was made to ABC TV, opposite

Playhouse 90 on CBS and Lux Video

Theater on NBC. Competition proved

too stiff and the program was again

moved—to its present 9:30 p.m. Tues-

day spot in June, where ratings for the

first half of 1957 have averaged 17.0

I
Nielsen total audience i

.

The value of star names has been

proven b\ the performance of Tele-

phone Time ratings. Y\ hen well-known

theatrical personalities are featured

and the program gets full promotion

support, ratings are quick to rise.

Greer Garson scored 24.1 Nielsen on

the show 10 September; this is the

highest rating Telephone Time has had

on ABC to date. Bette Davis starred

in Stranded on 9 May and the program

scored a 14.0 Nielsen. A repeat of this

show, however, -cored a 17-plus. Stars

are used on the average of once a

month now for billboard purposes.

Radio engineering: Despite VT& I »

heav) venture into t\ as of last season.

radio continues to play an important

role in the firms broadcast advertising

picture. The compam s famed Tele-

phone Hour has been on the air

steadily, 52 week- a year, since 1940.

except for a 17-week hiatus this sum-

mer.

Popularity of Telephone Hour was

evidenced when an earlv-1957 storv in

(,;: SPONSOR ° NOVEMBER 1957



THAT WESTERN FEVER'S SPREADING Yep, folks of every
type got that old western fever 'n they're all listenin'

to KXLA, Los Angeles' most listened to (and most
powerful) 24-hour country and western music station.

10,000 watts {1110 K.C.) covering the greater Los Angeles market

represented nationally by Broadcast Time Sales: New York. Chicago, Detroit. Atlanta



Delivering

MORE
MORE
MORE

on channel

Your Katz Representative

will tell you more

about channel

NEW ORLEANS IN THE
CRESCENT CITY

a New York dailv stated the show was

going to be discontinued. Hundreds of

letters from faithful listeners flooded

the \T&T offices. Mimeographed peti-

tion:- titled "Save the Telephone Hour
urn- even circulated in midtown res-

taurants, and "we >till don't know who
was behind it." states a company
official "hut the demand for program

continuation was there!

Commercial engineering: Commer-
cials used 1>\ AT&T are broken into

four general categories:

1. institutional, dealing with re-

search and technological advance-

ments:

2. equipment, pitching the use of

colored, wall and extension telephones;

3. long distance, selling lai the en-

joyment factor in hearing, long dis-

tance, from relatives and friends, and

ibl the economv factor inherent in

business use of long distance calls:

4. recruitment, carrying the "Bell

is a good outfit to work for" theme.

1 he recruitment commercials are used

strictly on the science programs. Long

distance pitches are made on the

Science Series and Telephone Time.

The institutional and equipment com-

mercials are used on all three broad-

cast media programs.

Yellow Pages advertising, a separate

division in the AT&T advertising pic-

ture, is run infrequent!) on Telephone

Time. Spot tv is the primary medium
used for these commercials. In 1956

the Bell System associated companies

used 18,400 spots and over 700 pro-

gram spots for Yellow Pages plugs.

I iiuiini.il engineering: sponsor es-

timates AT&T spent S2 ,
_, million in rv

time I gross i during 1956, Sl 1
^ mil-

lion in the first half of 1957. Alloca-

tion of these costs, according to an

AT&T official:

The associated Bell System com-

panies and AT&T's Long Lines Divi-

sion pa\s for Telephone Time. Long

Lines pa\s one-third: the balance is

pro-rated among the companies on the

basis of the previous v ear's gross

operating revenues.

Bell System Science Series is paid

for with 10' < from Western Electric

and the balance is pro-rated among the

associated companies, including Bell of

Canada and Long Lines. There is one

exception. Bell of Canada provides its

own network and doesn t share in the

I .S. network costs. ^

7(1 SPONSOR ') NOVEMBER 1957



You Cant Sell Em If You Don't Reach Em

and WJAR-TV Reaches More Of Em

in The Providence Market

SUMMARY DATA* /

CALL
LETTERS

TELEVISION
HOMES

MONTHLY
COVERAGE

WEEKLY
COVERAGE

WJAR-TV
STATION B

1,186,410

706,140

593,890

448,390

539,130

430,370

'WJAR-TV Area Per

NCS No. 2, 1956

^WJAR-TV
CHANNEL 10, PROVIDENCE, R.I.

Represented by Edward Petry & Company, Inc.

SPONSOR • 9 NOVEMBER l'l'i, 71



PRIMARY

MARKET
400,000 people in the

Ann Arbor area respond

primarily to local radio.

It's a huge market AND
NOT ADEQUATELY
COVERED BY OUTSIDE
STATIONS.

ANN ARROR
AREA

Includes Plymouth,

Ypsilanti, Livonia and

23 important industrial

communities in Michigan.

FIRSTinPULSE
Most recent Pulse

indicates WHRV's strong

superiority... 18 firsts

(half hours) out of 24.

WHRV
1,000 watts abc 1600 kc

Major league baseball,

University of Mich, sports

Detroit Red Wing Hockey

6:00-9:00 A.M. Joe and Ralph,

famous in Mich, area

J]

Write for special merchandising
plan or contact:

BOB DORE ASSOCIATES
National Representatives
the door is always open . .

.

Bob Dore Assoc, 420 Madison Ave., N. Y. 17, N. Y.

* JUNE -B0 PULSE

Tv and radio

NEWSMAKERS

72

Harold B. Rorke, who was radio and tele-

\ isioii director for J. Walter Thompson in

Chicago, has Keen appointed an account

executive and member of the Plans Board

of Keyes. Madden \ Jones. Chicago. Previ-

ously he spent three years at McCann-

Erickson, in charge of the advertising for

Swift's Canned Foods, and Mead Johnson

& Company's Pablum babj food product-.

After graduation from Stanford University, Korke was an editor

on the staff of several Los Angeles newspapers, and later managing

editor of the Los Angeles Daih News. He was also director of

publicity in HolKwood for CBS. A Legion of Merit was awarded

Lt. Col. Rorke for wartime service as deputy officer in charge of

the Air Force component of the War Department Bureau of Public

Relations. He is a member of the Press Club of Washington, D. C.

Eugene P. Weil, a veteran broadcaster,

has been promoted to national sales man-

ager of the OK Group. These stations in-

clude WLOK, Memphis; KOAK, Lake

Charles; KYOK, Houston; WXOK, Baton

Rouge: and KOPY, Alice, Texas. Weil will

be headquartered in Memphis, where he

will continue to direct WLOK in addition

to his duties as OK national sales manager.

Upon accepting the appointment, Weil said. '"This is a tremendous

challenge and one that I welcome. The OK Group Stations are all

top rated, have splendid success stories, and reach a population of

over 2 million Negroes in four southern states. It will be a pleasure

to meet with the timebuyers and account executives on a national

level and tell them the OK Group story embodying the buying traits

and habits of the Negro people in the deep South."

Harry T. Floyd has been named manager

of television network, sales. Western Divi-

sion, for NBC He will report to Charles R.

Abry. manager ol eastern -ales. Floyd has

served as a television network salesman

since he first joined NBC in 1947. Before

that he was. in turn, -ales manager of the

Princeton Film Outer in Princeton. N. I.:

eastern sales manager of the Commercial

Film Division of Walt Disne) Productions in N. Y.
;
product man-

ager and a-sistant to the vice president in charge of merchandising

of Johnson & Johnson, New Brunswick; advertising manager of

Interwoven Stocking Compain (New Brunswick) and advertising

and sales promotion manager for Washer Bros, department store in

Fort Worth. Texas. Floyd attended Kansas State College, and is a

member of the Radio-Television Executives Society. In his new

position, he will be located at NBC's Hollywood, CaL offices.

SPONSOR 9 NOVEMBER 1957
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GEE! I'm going to buy that candy!"
He was watching WGN-TV's top rated "Bugs Bunny and Friends"

at 6:30 P.M. along with 881.758 other children and adults.

(A.R.B.. September. 1957. 13.

1

Top programming to deliver you the right kind of audience is

our business.

That's why Top Drawer Advertisers use WGN-TV
Let our specialists till you m on some exciting \V<; \ TV c Be histories,

discuss your sales problems and advise you on current availabilities.

Put "GEE!" in your Chicago sales with WGN-TV
CHANNEL 9-CHICAGO

SPONSOR 9 NOVEMBER 1957 73
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The Frey report

Agencies who are sloughing off national advertisers' re-

view <»l the compensation system as "a tempest in a teapot,"

are jusl ducking reality. The concern over the 15', system

i- serious and widespread, and client analysis of agency serv-

ice and compensations will be thoroughly documented when

the final Frey report comes out around the first of the year.

Too many agency executives bristle at the mention of this

agency study. Yet major national clients don't necessarily

see it as a compensation-cutting move. Some feel they may

end up spending more for a number of services. But one

fact is certain: the majority of clients is intent upon arriving

at some scientific and fair method of compensation.

Agencies would do well to arm themselves with more facts

right now against the day when clients finish studying the

conclusions of the Frey report. As the year draws to an end.

agencies can take a closer look at their cost accounting fig-

ures for each client, analyze their operating cost and search

for fat that could be trimmed. But most important of all,

this is the time for them to gather facts about their operations

that will help clarify the negotiations to come.

The promotion manager: 1958 model
Several hundred station promotion executives (all mem-

bers of Broadcaster's Promotion Association) opened our

eyes last week-end with a super-duper seminar that did high

credit to themselves and their stations. The BPA, now in

its second year, is proving that the tv and radio station

promotion manager is an executive par excellence.

We've gleaned the notion somewhere along the line that

promotion managers have secondary billing at most stations.

The things we saw at the BPA seminar, and the men and

women we met, belied that impression. Included in the

agenda were marketing talks by men like Ben Wells, vice

president in charge of sales and advertising for 7-Up, Frank

Brady of Cohen & Aleshire, Jeff Abel of Henry J. Kaufman

and Al Farber of J. Walter Thompson.

Obviously the BPA, which proves how well promotion

managers can operate on their own, has important meaning

for air advertisers. To the extent that promotion managers

are recognized by their station management and allowed

to function to their fullest capacity, sponsors will benefit.

^

this WE fight FOR: Radio, both net and

spot, has jailed to publish figures on client ex-

penditures. Now with a softening of national

economy, advertisers have got to have concrete

figures upon which to base their decisions.

lO-SECOND SPOTS

Ivy League: Len Firestone, <>f Zi\.

tells this one: Two admen were walk-

ing up Madison Avenue when one re-

marked. "He\. isn't that a heautiful

sunset!" "Yeah." said his friend, "but

isn t it too had it's on the \\ est side."

Unmasked: Note to those 1.2<Hl ac-

count execs and timebuyers who are

wondering who was the sultry-voiced

femnie that did the "weather girl'" take

off in that record announcing the move

of John Blair T\ Associates to 41")

Madison Avenue: It wasn't Monroe.

it wasn't Mansfield — it was Jennie

Snell. in charge of sales development

for Blair Associates.

Come and get it: According to the

contract Los \ngeles tv station KRCA
has with the Mt. Wilson Co., it is

obligated to feed wild life in the area

of its transmitter atop Mt. \\ ilson.

Last Sunday night set the record for

guests— 18 raccoons showed up for

dinner. Don't let those guest stars

go to waste—put 'em on the air!

Beeper bard: Straight news is not

enough at some stations: here's a com-

mentary in verse by Bob Sheehan of

KXOX. St. Louis, news staff, titled

''Ode to a Sputnik":

Tu inkle, twinkle, little ball.

Aint you got no fear at all

Floating up there in the air

Without a thing to keep you there

Zooming 'round the earth so fast

} ou just get there, then you're past.

Keeping trackers in a tizzy.

Tell nn\ Sputnik, ain't you dizz\ ?

But ij you're weary of your orbit

And just no longer can absorb it.

Pont just drop down anywhere,

Fall on Krushchev—he put you there!

Reaction: When WVEC-TV, Norfolk,

Va., began its educational tv program

recently, a listener phoned and sug-

gested they check their equipment

"because there s some funny stuff com-

ing over nry set. Looks like some kind

of school business." Maybe ue just

don't want to be educated.

Fan: From WCIA, Champaign. 111.,

comes a release about a Jimmy Dean

fan named B. H. Dameron who. each

morning, tapes the Dean show through

his tv. then feeds the tape through a

50-watt amplifier s\ stem on top of his

windmill so he can listen to Jinum

Dean wherever he is on his 85-acre

farm. "If I didn't have such a good

bunch of neighbors. Dameron savs.

*'the\ 'd have had me locked up long

ago."" 1 es sir. best bunch of out-of-

home listeners in Illinois!



Look What's Happening
Down in "Big D"

WFAA-TV
Eabcl

THE NEW LEADER!
*American Research Bureau Reports:

WFAA-TV r^l/tAi/ ' n network vs. network television

shows with Channel 8 leading

more nights than any other Dal-

las-Fort Worth Station ! '7-10

PMi

NA/FAA-TV r~~l}lAu m network plus local shows, with

Channel 8 leading more nig]

than any other Dallas- F< irl Worth

Station (5-to Signoff)

NA/FAA-TV h—lffAt/ w ' t ^ more viewers weekdays from

3 to 6 PM than any other Dallas-

Fort Worth Station.

*ARB. Sept. ,57

See Your PETRYMAN For The Complete Story

DALLAS CHANNEL 8
fcibcl
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MyMommie
Listens to

KOir
Omaha's

Most Listened to

Station

Mornings - 34.1

Afternoons -34.8

HOOPER-Sept.-Oct.J957

If results are a must. . . So is KOIL

C30Q
A Vital Force in Selling Today's Omaha



WEEKLY MAGAZINE TV/ RADIO ADVERrisER k

LATEST
SURVEY*
PLACES
WJZ-TV

LiNMISTAKA
FIRST!
and here's the proof:
Out of 467 quarter-hour periods surveyed while

all three stations were on the air . . .

WJZ-TV leads in 197.5
Station B leads in 139.5
Station C leads in 130.0

This October ARB was taken after Westinghouse

Broadcasting Company's new Channel 13 had been

on the air less than two months!

For the full story, and availabilities on the star-

bright programs that are making WJZ-TV your best

buv for sales in Baltimore, call Joe Dougherty,

WJZ-TV Sales Manager. MOhawk 4-7600, Baltimore,

or the man from Blair-TV.

WESTINGHOUSE BROADCASTING COMPANY, INC.
A-

'ARB, October, 1957

BALTIMORE Represented by Blair-TV a

S USE

WHERE DOES

SPOT TV GO

FROM HERE?

Latest spot t\ figures

-how 1.4', increase in

hilling bill |).ill«'i n- <lit-

l'-i from 1956 v\ith

-hoiter contracts, ir-

ilar l)u\ ing waves

Page 35

What the space

age means

to sponsors

Page 38

RTES seminar:

spot radio's

pioneer days

Page 42

Should a $70,000

spender put

it all in tv?

Page 46

IGEST ON



WHEELING:
37»

* TV MARKET
"Television Magazine 8/1/57

One Station Reaching The Booming Upper Ohio Valley

No. 1 OF A SERIES

STEEL

WHEELING STEEL CORPORATION
Operates eleven plants producing over two million

net tons of steel ingots processed into pipe, tin

and black plate, steel sheets and many by-

products. Fifteen thousand earn in excess of 90
million dollars annually. In 1958, the culmination

of a 250 million dollar expansion program.

Wheeling Steel—another dynamic factor in this

spiraling market where 1 Vi million people spend

over 2 billion annually. WTRF-TV influences these

425,196 TV homes with penetrating impact!

For availabilities, call Bob

Ferguson, VP and Gen. Mgr.,

or Needham Smith, Sales Manager,

at CEdar 2-7777.

National Rep., George P.

Hollingbery Company. V

"Wheeling Steel is my job—has been for twelve years. I'm just

one of 15.000 workers proud to be part of this 'mine-to-market'

operation. It's hard work but we make good money and buy
what we want. I get through at 3 and I'm ready to relax.

WTRF-T\ offers me and the wife the major part of our enjoy-

ment. Of course, our five \ car old son is an important part of

our family picture, too!"

316,000 watts N B C ne,work color

WHEELING 7, WEST VIRGINIA vwtrf tv
reaching a market that's reaching new importance!
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MyMommie
Listens to

KOIL'

Omaha's

Most Listened to

Station

Mornings - 34.1

\ Afternoons- 34.8

HOOPER-Sept.-Oct.,1957

If results are a must. . . So is KOIL

C30Q
A Vital Force in Selling Today's Omaha
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THE WEEKLY MAGAZINE TV/RADIO ADVERTISERS USE

DIGEST OF ARTICLES

Spot tv's own marketing revolution

35 IMS'- third-quarter spol t\ figures show a Y-V '< increase in billing, but

spending patterns diffei from '56 with (1) -1 x contracts; (2) higher

frequency ; (3) greatei spread. It's a different medium today

Will Sputnik spark science fiction?

38 The ^ge oi Space has arrived. What impact will ii all have on radio

and t\ programing, and will advertisers hitch their wagons to the stars?

Spot radio's pioneer days

42 W hat's aP '"' limebuyers during the upcoming RTES Seminars to be

held 12 November 11 March 1938. Kick-off rovers history of spot

How station promotion directors see themselves

44 Here are the results of SPONSOR'S survey at the Broadcast Promotion

Association Chicago meeting. Promotion men analyzed clients' demands

Should a $70,000 spender put it all in tv?

46 \m-co took the plunge and threw its entire ad budget into tv. The re-

sults? \ l-o7c sales increase, the glad hand from cold distributors

48 Spot's buyers: 1957 3rd quarter

Fad- and figure- on the nation's top buyers of spot: what they have

-pent this quarter compared with earlier in year: latest category totals

FEATURES
57 Film-Scope

28 49th and Madison

65 News & Idea Wrap-Up

4 Newsmaker of the Week

©4 Picture Wrap-Up

50 Sponsor Asks

78 Sponsor Hears

18 Sponsor Backstage

9 Sponsor-Scope

86 Sponsor Speaks

52 Spot Buys

86 Ten Second Spots

16 Timebuyers at Work

84 Tv and Radio Newsmakers

75 Washington Week

24 Women's Week
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Network tv box score

Do you know where to go for the costs of network tv shows? Number

..I hours live and film on the networks? See the next Television Basics
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KTHS
sells

nearly All

of Arkcmsets!

JJ

"KTHS is a

major factor in

our leadership.

Says HENRY W. RUSSELL
General Sales Manager, Stebbins & Roberts, \>n.

Stebbias <* Roberts, [nc. is one of the dominani paint manu-

facturers in this area, and their "Sterling Twelve Star" paints

sell verj successfully againsi scores "t other brands. Having
used Station KTMS for mam \e.trs. this company's media
opinions carry unusual weight This is what Mr. Russell

recently wrote us:

•% To consistently maintain the dominant

position in a market that is as competitive

as Pulaski County is no small task. . . .

For some years, we have credited our

newscast on KTHS as being a major

factor in helping us maintain our leader-

ship. We have conducted tests in radio

and other media. We have checked our

dealer organization. Each tunc we arri\i

at the conclusion that KTHS is doing t lie

job that we want done— is reaching our

customers and prospects not only in Pu

Iaski County but in the greater part of the

state \ in. >st profitable association •«

SSI 1 I

^-• T

;

CA
-

SPONSOR

Henry W. Russell, and most important merchants in Arkansas, know

that KTHS is THE quality station, THE state-wide station, THE sta-

tion that people respect in Arkansas. Let the Christal Co. give you

the facts.

KTHS ... LITTLE ROCK
50,000 WATTS

REPRESESTED BY THE HENRY I. CHRISTAL CO., INC.

Henry Clay, Executive Vice President

B. G. Robertson. General Manager

1(> NOVEMBER 1957
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WFLA-TV
UT TH£ FUSS

for

"PROGRESSO"

sales

Sales up 29.2%
over last year!

"... As a direct result of our

campaign over WFLA-TV in 1956-

57, we amassed a healthy 29.2

increase in sales over the same
period in the preceeding year.

Considering that Central Florida

viewers have four stations to

choose from, we consider the re-

sults a marvelous accomplish-

ment.

That's what Mr. Phil LoCicero,

food broker for famous PRO-
GRESSO products said when an-

nouncing that WFLA-TV has

once again been chosen for

PROGRESSO's new fall show,

"Celebrity Time."

So, if you need to light the fuse

under your sales—see your Blair-

TV man for top rated availabilities'

on the sales powerhouse of

Florida's west coast — WFLA-TV
—where you get both, ratings and
results!

Nation*! Repreientative-BLAIRTV Inc.

NEWSMAKER
of the week

This week admen had a grim remituler that the advertising

industry is still vulnerable to discriminatory legislation.

They kneiv the issue of a proposed advertising tax in lialii-

more ivas broader than one market. Their concern: Would
a wave of taxation attempts now move across the U. S. in

a time of tight money for government and business alike?

The newsmaker: Mayor Thomas D'Alesandro Jr., who
last appeared on the national stage when he played a leading role in

bringing the Orioles to Baltimore, will be watched closely by mayors

across the nation. Behind his plan to tax all media sales 2% and

all advertisers 7.5% are problems common to cities everywhere.

(1) Public employes, in an age of inflation, are leaving to take jobs

in private industry. More municipal salary money is vital. (2)

Increased school population demands new schools. It must be paid

for partially from the local coffers.

Strategy of admen seeking to

nip the taxation trend in the bud:

show the mayor and his city coun-

cilmen that implications of the tax

go far beyond a question of bal-

ancing the municipal books.

At presstime attention was fo-

cused on a scheduled mid-week

(13 November) council meeting

where Baltimore's ad legions

would present their views in a

public hearing. TvB's president
Mayor Thomas D'Alesandro, Jr.

Norman E. Cash was quick to sug-

gest to the mayor that the tax "could reduce the income to your < it\

and severely restrict your administration."

Baltimore tv/radio stations banded together for simultaneous 15-

minute broadcasts to seek public support.

Tv and radio together accounted for an estimated gross of about

$10 million in Baltimore during 1956. by FCC figures. If the tax

law went through. S950.000 of this would flow to the city from ad-

vertisers and stations. The mayor estimates he can raise $4.2 mil-

lion through taxation of all advertising.

Here's what Baltimore air media executives told sponsor: Tom

Tinsley, WITH—"the tax wouldn't produce the revenue the mayor

wants"; Leslie H. Peard, WBAL, WBAL-TV—"we'd move our

offices out of the city limits": Jack Jett. WMAR-TV—"the tax would

reduce sales tax revenue because there would be a drop in adver-

tising, hence in sales": Larry Israel, WJZ-TV—"the tax is discrim-

inatory and a dangerous precedent."

Has this been tried before? "It's reminiscent of the abortive

1950 Congressional attempt to finance the District of Columbia by-

advertising taxation," AFA president C. James Proud told SPONSOR.

What happened to that move? Launched on Friday, scuttled

on Monday. ^

SPONSOR 16 NOVEMBER 1957



31,876 B.C.- Background for Family Radio

The family — basic social unit since the dawn of civilization.

Love and loyalty are firmly woven into the fabric of family

life. Understanding of these fundamentals has been the

basis of programing for

TEN YEARS OF BARTELL GROUP

First by ratings in our established markets is, therefore, only

part of the Bartell success story. Balanced audience has

created best buyership.

[IE]
J20m mUWBUHff I-* v>'.^l

r—H |

fen l
tSEEJ [jgjg]

I— in -- >l
_

- —

*

AMERICAS FIRST RADIO FAMILY SERVING 10 MILLION BUYERS

Sold Nationally by ADAM YOUNG. Inc. for WOKY The KATZ Agency

SPONSOR • 16 NOVEMBER 1957
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DOLLARS!
SPENT
IN STORER MARKETS
IN FOOD SALES
IN 1956*

Food sales of 7 billion . .

.

and much of it accounted

for by advertisers on

television and radio stations

owned and operated by the

Storer Broadcasting Company

STORER BROADCASTING COMPANY
WSPD-TV
Toledo, Ohio

WJW-TV
Cleveland, Ohio

WSPD
Toledo, Ohio

WJW
Cleveland, Ohio

WJBK
Detroit, Mich.

WJBK-TV
Detroit, Mich.

WAGA
Atlanta, Go.

WAGA-TV
Atlanta, Ga.

WVUE-TV
Wilmington, Del.

WIBG
Philadelphia, Pa.

WWVA
Wheeling, W. Va.

WGBS
Miami, Flo.

NEW YORK— 625 Madison Avenue. New York 22, Ploio 1-3940

SALES OFFICES CHICAGO— 230 N.Michigan Avenue, Chicago 1, Franklin 2-6498

SAN FRANCISCO — 111 Sutter Street, Son Franciico, Sutter 1-8689

1957 Sales Management "Survey of Buying Power"



Buying time on radio has become an increasingly complex function. We've made it

easy. In the mails this week, and effective December 1, is a brand new

system of rates for our stations — the end result of intensive research and

preparation.

On the 6 new CBS-Owned Radio Station Rate Cards the same basic structure applies

for all the cards. Once you understand one, you understand all six.

The cards are uniform.

The streamlined format (especially net-cost-per-unit rates in whole dollars)

simplifies your job of computing complicated schedule costs.

If the test of a rate card is its efficient use — then we know you'll find ours

a marked improvement.
ANQTHER LEADERSH ,p STE p BY THE CBS-OWNED RADIO STATIONS...

WEEI. BOSTON
WBBM, CHICAGO
KNX, LOS ANGELES
WCBS, NEW YORK
KMOX. ST. LOUIS
KCBS, SAN FRANCISCO
Represented by
CBS Radio Spot Sales

CBS-OWNED
RADIO
STATIONS
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</ tin- week with interpretation

in <li>i>th j<>r busy reader*

SPONSOR-SCOPE
16 NOVEMBER
Owrrl|tit IW7

•TONiOII PUBLICATION* l«0

Back in radio's infancy, the movie people had ;i standard gimmick i<> protect

their patronage on fi^ht nights—the) installed a set in the lobby.

Current!} KIM \. Yakima, Wash., ii using ;i t^i-t on that classic during "rut-

in" weeks*1 when competitors double and triple the monej on giveav

Kl\l\ assures listeners thai if thej remain loyal, they'll tr«-t the answers to the

prize contests on other stations.

Spot tv got S<)3 million in l»ill iiism during the third quarter of 1957, accord

ing to a TvB estimate inn comparison «ith l').">6 unnlil be valid because tin- nui

of tv stations has changed so mueht.

The estimate is based on reports from 325 stations.

(For the top 100 national and regional spot advertisers, see page 18. I tlysis

of the $03 million. Bee page 35.)

No matter which May yon interpret tin* tv spot figures (above), there's a

feeling that this branch of tin* medium is in a lull and that something should be

done about it.

So among the reps this ha* hern a week "I cause-searching.

One action that may mmr out of these probings: Salesmen will take to the road

and call on agencies in tin* smaller cities, with the hope of retrieving business siphoned

off by competitive media.

This strategem isn't new. It was common in the latter 30's whenever buying Blowed

on the New York and Chicago front-.

Rep salesmen have found a way to eounter the timebuyer who picks his sta-

tion strictly according to numbers.

The game, as explained by a salesman to SPONSOR-SI OPB this week, proceed* thn*:

• After skimming over the availabilities submitted by the -ale-man. tin* timebuyer

checks the ratings, projects them against the homes assigned to the station, and—after
a glance at the ratecard—computes the cost per thousand.

• Fullv aware that the timebuyer is going to do this and then complain that the CPM
is too high, the salesman already has his briefcase full of alternate "plan-" "jn*t

like an auto salesman."

\- expected, network tv ratings this year arc much closer than ever before.

How much closer? Here's a clue:

\ Park \venue agency analyzed the October Trendex ratings and found only 1

5

shows with a margin of 5% or better over the ratings of competitor* in the same

lime period.

V year ago io did the trick.

Grant's New York office is scouting around for tx participation- in behalf of

Park & Tilford's cosmetic line.

One show that's being explored i- Tex & Jinx * Close-1 ps.

SPONSOR • 16 NOVEMBER 1957



SPONSOR-SCOPE coniimuxl

Network radio is taking another sharp spurt on the comeback road: The 15-

tninute strip across-the-board with a single sponsor again is in sight.

NBC Radio may close two such deals this week, involving $1.5 million in billings.

V. E. Staley Manufacturing is one of the advertisers. The prospective stars are

Steve Allen and Jayne Meadows. The period would be Monday through Friday, 10:45-11

A.M. Ruthrauff & Ryan, Chicago, is the agency.

CBS Radio meantime is offering another husband-wife team—Peter Lind Hayes and

Mary Healy in the 12:05-12:15 P.M. slot.

A JWT executive this week raised the question of how many radio station

managements actually listen to their own programs.

What caused the agency to wonder was the discovery that a CBS affiliate was sched-

uling a Buick-sponsored program of Bin? Crosby recordings just before one of

the Ford Roadshow segments (Roadshow includes a daily program with Crosby).

The JWTer's comment: "We're sure that this sort of thing couldn't happen if station

managers were more interested in what they're putting on the air."

Another technique which spot radio inaugurated is being picked up by the

networks.

NBC Radio's deal with Carling Ale operates in flights—15 spots one week, a

layoff of three weeks, then 15 spots again the following week.

The contract is for 13 such monthlv flights.

The big turnout of oldtimers at the CBS Radio 361113168' meet in New York
last week might be interpreted as another demonstration of the upbeat in network radio.

But note this piece of realism: Sales v.p. John Karol frsnkly admitted that net-

work radio still is at a disadvantage vis-a-vis tv.

For in tv the big corporations tend to buy on a wholesale basis and then get

the individual brands to take what they need. In radio it's the other way around: The buy-

ing mainly is done by the individual brands or divisions.

(For more about the CBS affiliates' meeting, see News Wrap-up, page 65.)

Tv stations may be faced with this tricky concept in spot announcement

buying next year: A guarantee of so many ratings points over a 52-week span.

A leading user of air media this week is considering a plan whereby stations would

agree to maintain each announcement in a nighttime spot bringing no less than a stipu-

lated number of rating points. In return, the stations would get an airtight 52-week deal.

It would be tantamount to guaranteed circulation—an innovation for spot.

NBC TV's Tonight suddenly has emerged from a drug on the market to a

commodity in warm demand.
On the heels of the hefty Marlboro buy, Norelco and Bristol-Myers followed suit

this week.

The Norelco buy will run through 1958 and involve about $750,000 gross.

To illustrate how Tonight's commercial prospects have changed almost overnight:

Three weeks ago, a minute participation on the Eastern link was priced at $1,200. Now
the network is asking $6,200 per participation for a 48-station minimum-buy

and a must-buy of six spots a week.

Four major advertisers in the soap-toiletries-drugs categories currently are

spending over 75% of their budgets in tv:

American Home Products, Bristol-Myers, Lever Bros., and Revlon.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continual

This is the time of year when tin- research season bursU Into annual bloom.
In . i r r media centers across the nation, anxious executives loot i tnputen to tell them

whethei to keep "i kill .1 -\u<w. add or subtract markets, be! >>r bow out. In tlii« week*!

research news. you -hould note that!

• \ toprung Madison Wenue agency hopefull) refuses to abandon Its system of

testing prospective network shows via "juries" in such states as Oklahoma, Kai

li>w;i. ami Minnesota.

Two situation comedies put through these "tests" were complete mlsouts.

• Radio stations in smaller markets will Hud thai Pulse has caught them off

guard this month.

Pulse i- running it- checks without advance warning thus killing the 1 ham e to boost

ratings with special gimmicks and promotions.

Thi- confidential procedure applies to market- that Pulse co ers more or less sporad*

ieally -a\ four to eight times a year.

• On the average, how many million homes must an advertiser's network tv pro-

gram reach before he feels secure that it will pay out Bales-wise?

This week SPONSOR-SCOPE learner! thai one of the top three agencies uses this yard-

stick:

1) It takes about 10-million to he on the safe Bide.

2) \ figure of 6-milIion or less is too risky for peace of mind.

The foregoing, of course, presumes a fair-sized hookup around 12~> stations.

• There's a difference between what consumer- put into their shopping carts

and what they put into their stomachs—or so BBDO and Pulse think.

The two are going to collaborate on a quarter!} study of what people ictually eat

and what the relationship is to advertising effort.

Nothing like it apparently has been done before. RRI)<> Research described the effort

to SPOXSOR-SCOPF this week as a "most valuable and exciting type of measurement-"

Bristol-Myers" dentifrice competitors will tell you the\ haven't been caught

off base by the introduction of the Tpana squirt bottle. But they're keeping a close

check on it- reception just the same.

Toiletries merchandisers foresee the device catching on big among youngsters

and predict that Tpana's rivals will be adopting squirt bottles sooner than it took the

shaving cream- to catch up with Rise.

It may be worthwhile for tv stations to start sharpening np their public serv-

ice programs emphasizing health. Reason: Smith. Kline & French will likely be back

in earlv 1058 as a local sponsor of this tvpe of vehicle.

The ethical drug: companv is now studying the results of its previous sponsorship of

such shows a* a prelude to expanding the plan to many more markets.

The campaign's twin objectives: ' 1
"> Selling viewers on the idea ot consulting

their doctors more often on health and weight problem-, and (2) increasing the pro-

fession's goodwill toward SK&F.

The Kraft Theatre—network tv's oldest show and the only weekly dramatic

hour remaining in New York—is about to get a face-lifting.

The overhauling includes: (]) a totallv new format for opening and closing 2

sreater emphasis on film names (3) added youth appeal, and 1 I) an increase in budget

153,0001
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SPONSOR-SCOPE ronunued

Sputnik and its big brother already have had these effects on air advertising:

1 ) The networks are rushing into live and documentary series based on space themes.

2) Syndicators are finding a reactivated market for such science fiction shows as

Rock) Jones, Space Ranger (Official), Johnny Jupiter (AAP), and Science Fiction Thea-

tre (Ziv).

(See What the Space Age Means to Sponsors, page 38.)

CBS Radio continues to make steady progress in disposing of Impact segments.

This week's major contracts involved:

• Hudson Vitamin Corp. (Pace), a weekly segment for 1.3 weeks.

• P. Lorillard, a 13-week renewal for 16 weekly segments (Lennen & Newell).

Max Uhl, K&E executive v.p., put up a left-handed defense for this season's

program quality at a luncheon of the TV Academy of Arts and Sciences.

Considering the amount of programing turned out in a year, quipped Uhl, it's amaz-
ing there isn't more mediocrity.

Uhl feels that "creativity" is a very much overworked term. What the advertiser

is concerned with in a program (aside from good taste) is 1) cost-per-thousand 2) au-

dience composition, and 3) an "emotional involvement" which will make the viewer

kindly disposed to the commercial and product.

The AB-PT board of directors is due to act Monday (18) on an election slate that

includes making Ollie Treyz ABC TV president and James Aubrey executive v.p.

in charge of operations.

Aubrey joined the network early this year as v.p. in charge of programing.

Advertising statesman Clarence Eldredge thinks clients are living in a dream
world when they expect their agencies to provide the ultimate marketing decision.

He told the annual meeting of the Grocery Manufacturers of America this week that

the job of the agency is to help solve marketing problems—not to tie up the answers

into a neat little package so that the advertiser can avert final responsibility.

(See News Wrap-up, page 65. for Eldredge's decalogue on "What the advertising agency

should expect from the client.")

Bristol-Myers provides the latest example of a corporation which—after mak-

ing huge commitments in tv

—

went shopping for more brands to support its air

franchises.

This week B-M announced that it was acquiring Grove Laboratories, whose $10 mil-

lion in sales will take Bristol-Myers' product total to around the SlOO-million mark.

ABN president Robert E. Eastman believes that today's American economy
calls for finding better ways of using creative selling.

Talking before the Philadelphia Ad Club this week, Eastman urged:

• That top creative minds in advertising get rolling with untested ideas, bold new copy,

exciting new media strategv.

• Show clients where the market for manv products is saturated, and how it can be

revived with new and different creative selling.

For other news coverage in this issue, see Newsmaker of the Week, page 4:

Film-Scope, page 57; Spot Buys, page 52; News and Idea Wrap-Up. page 65; Washington

Week, page 75; sponsor Hears, page 78; and Tv and Radio Newsmakers, page 84.
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What are WHB's first place audiences made of?

Exactly what sales are made of

—

adults!

AUTOMOTIVE ADVERTISERS KNOW IT ... So WHB
every major national automobile advertiser . . . and local car dealers buy more time on

Will! than on .ill other local radio stations combined.

\ \ audiene'e composition analysis reveals thai 5I.Ji% of .ill the adults who listen to

the top four Kansas Citv radio stations . . . listen to WHB . . . more th.in to the other

three put together. (Nielsen, June, 1957 All-day average.) In every 1 4 hour,

WHB talks to more adults than any other station.

Whether it be Metro Pulse, Nielsen, Trendex or Hooper—whether it \

Nielsen or Pulse—WHB is the dominant first among >t audit!- -

the dominant first throughout—with audience shat ulv in the 40 per cent bracket.

Naturally, advertisers of all product groups have responded with bigger schedule

Will) than all other local radio combined. Make no mistake about it.

People who like our kind of programming have mon • Let

John Blair or General Manag Georg W. Armstrong lead you m K. L

WHB ~ld kc, Kansas City, Missouri

INI
TODAY'S RADIO FOR TODAY'S SELLING

TOOD STORZ, PRESIDENT* HOME OFFICE: OMAHA, NEBRASKA

WDGY \i nneapolis St. Paul
REPRESENT; O BY JOHN BLAIR & CO

WHB Kansas City
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR 4, CO.

WTIX New Orleans
REPRESENTED BY ADAM YOUNG INC.

WQAM Miami
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR S, CO.

SPONSOR • 16 NOYKMUKR 195" n
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And the remed) for one is the remed) for both! Talk to her more often. I ler memon -

loo shorl for once-or-twice-a-month messages alone to register. Even advertiser knows

this. The question is how to step up your advertising frequence toda\ —at efficient costs,

fine answer is with ( IBS Radio da) time drama. \\ here as little as $10,000 delivers 20.7

million commercial-minute impressions a week— 3.2 impressions on each of

p. / million listeners. \ikL equalh important, \\ here your producl ston is deln ered to

an audience tuned in on purpose. ..to listen.
j|_|£ Qgg RADIO NETWORK

That's wh) drug producl advertiser! M • irtei PrnducU In

I he Mentholatum i omp my and PI I I hn %

daytime dramatic seri ilc on < BS R id in d

messages to an attentive housewife mdii n< e, on shopping I
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Why
should

I buy-

Dowl/rioied- . .

.

SOUTHERN NORTHERN

OREGON -CALIFORNIA
*money markets"

Best Buu

KLAMATH FALLS, OREGON
AsW. -the Meeker Co.

5000 W

I Timebuyers
I at work

Mary Ferriter, Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli, San Francisco, feels that

the Hood of information hitting timebuvers' desks from all sources

has brought chaos to buying. In radio. \Iarv points out, the buyer

must assimilate an overwhelming amount of data on new stations,

raised power and increased coverage of old stations, shifts in pro-

graming strategy, new listening

habits and ratings, etc. She makes

these suggestions to solve the

problem. '"Screen all data apply-

ing the rule first-things-first. Be

sure that, regardless of how much

information v ou receive, \ou read

onlj what's worth reading. Make

all decisions based on the client's

most important objectives and re-

quirements and request that all

data submitted be essential to the

objective. Don't be swayed by the

attempts of stations to prove their total competitive superiority in a

given market—make stations prove their value to the specific needs

of the campaign. And don t believe everything \ou read." Mary

adds that, like aspirin, these things won't cure the disease, but they'll

help the headache afflicting every buyer with an overloaded desk.

Elaine Whalen, chiel timebuver for Emil Mogul Co., New York,

thinks that "in main cases, radio is doing harm to its present healthy

climate with policies and practices that are not concerned with the

long-range picture. It creates a great deal of ill-will with advertisers

when rate increases are issued too frequently just because current

business is brisk. And while sta-

tions criticize advertisers for the

concentration of spot during early

morning and late afternoon, they

take no steps to correct the situa-

tion with a rate structure that

would encourage spot during other

time periods. The stations could

woo prime-time advertisers to

other segments bv offering pack-

age plans that would include both

traffic and non-traffic hours. Pres-

ent package rates exclude prime

periods. Bv allowing 20-3093 of the announcements in a plan to be

used during early morning or 40-509* to be used during both early

morning and late afternoon, stations could sell 50-609? of the sched-

ule for their remaining time periods. Both stations and advertisers

would benefit from this unproved use of the medium. I hope sta-

tions will be able to see the merits of such a packaging plan."
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Can Newspapers Provide Effective Coverage of the

52 iijJJjyjj WJJjlilui/aV
Here are the facts.

There are 14 daily newspapers in the area.

They have a combined circulation (ignoring

duplication) of 318342.

One 600 line insertion (approximately V* page]

in these 14 papers costs S894.00.

Within this same area. WSM delivers a

comparable unduplicated daytime audience

plus an outside bonus audience even larger

than that for which you pay. And on WSM
you can achieve real penetration at amazingly

low COst.

On WSM, $894.00 buys

24 one minute announcements in a week,
or a choice quarter hour in the Grand

Olc Opry for 3 weeks,
or a 15 minute morning newscast 5 days

weekly, for 3 weeks.

As); Hoh Cooper, or any Blair man for the facts and figures.

There is a difference . . . it's WSM radio
50,000 WATTS, CLEAR CHANNEL, NASHVILLE • BLAIR REPRESENTED • BOB COOPER. GENERAL MANAGER
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"They can't spend it

if they ain't got it!"

$ I

$

$

$

$

X ou might not agree with

the grammar, but the home-
spun logic of that saying can-

not be disputed. You can create

a desire for whatever it is that

you have to sell, but if the

means of purchase are not

available . . . then you have

no sale.

BUT...

Columbus, Ga.

$

$

$

$

$

$

has it!

11th
IN THE NATION
IN PER FAMILY
INCOME— $7,339.00

Source: 1957 Survey

of Buying Power

. . . and WeeReBel sits right on top of the

rich Columbus, Georgia 3-county metropolitan

area.

rjmry WRBL-TV Channel 4, is

.(©} first in 97.3% of all quarter hours

(Area Pulse, May, 1957)

WRBL-AM-FM
leads in homes delivered

by 55% — day or night

monthly i NCS No. 2i

Q
They buy it when it

is seen or heard on

WRBL
AM — FM — TV

COLUMBUS, GEORGIA

CALL HOLUNGBERY CO.

18

by Joe Csida

Sponsor

Westward ho the ratings

What so frequently happens in showbusiness,

television most emphatically not excepted, was

happening again. The October Trendex ratings

showed, with somewhat staggering consistency,

that nobodj liked the Hood of Westerns on tv

hut the people. Men, women, children, quiz

shows, singers, comics all fell to the blazing guns

of assorted sagebrush sentinels. Maverick on

ABC TV rode roughshod (whatever that means) over Bachelor

Father on CBS TV and Sally on NBC TV in the first half-hour of its

Sunday, 7:30 to 8:30 p.m. span, and in the second 30 minutes beat

Steve Allen to the draw. Only the Edsel spec, with Crosby, Sinatra,

Clooney and class all the way, was able to stop the rampaging ABC
entry.

Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday NBC TV saddled up with The

Restless Gun, The Calijornmns and Wagon Train, and yippie-eye-

ayed through such formidable opposition as Burns and Allen, Lucy

reruns and the Big Record (all CBS), and Guy Mitchell, Disneyland

and a World Series one-shot on ABC. Only the $64,000 Question

was able to stand off The Californians by a few points.

Being a conscientious reporter I determined to find out how and

why this was happening. The fact that ABC TV Film Syndication

was having a press junket to Phoenix, where it was shooting its

26 Men Western series—and the fact that one of my music publish-

ing firms publishes the theme to 26 Men were coincidences which

strengthened my determination to pursue this story.

So in company with a group of other newspaper people, and with

ABC TV Film's highly efficient Lee Francis operating as an attrac-

tive mother hen. I uttered a quiet "Westward, ho" and flew to

Phoenix. The story evolved more than satisfactorily. Color is the

key. I mean the colorful characters involved in the making of the

Western, and the hard and hearty work they pour into the creation

of their product adds up to a magic something which apparently

transmits itself to millions of viewers.

Four are still alive

Phoenix and the 26 Men company were full of such characters,

and all of them were toiling tirelessK and with incredible enthu-

siasm. 26 Men is based on the exploits of the Arizona Rangers, who

protected the territory frontier in the first nine years of the present

century. There were just 26 Rangers, and four of them are alive

today and attended the tv-film festivities. They will do nicely to

illustrate my point about color. The oldest of the remaining four

is Joe Pearce. of Eager, Arizona. Joe is 82 and was just married a

year ago. All four of the Rangers were in excellent shape, consider-

ing their age. as was readily apparent from the manner in which

they ripped into food, drink and the festivities in general.

The only, slight sign of old age I encountered was in Clarence L.

Beaty of Patagonia. Arizona, an 81-year-old Ranger. Clarence
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CBS-TV

Jimmy Dean Show
Armstrong Cork

i Kangaroo
Cerber Foods
Luden's

aster

Carry Moore Show
'j«r Foods

Vick Chemical Co.
Florida Citrus
Nestle Co
Sunshine Biscuit

Johnson & Johnson

Arthur Codfrey Time
Standard Brands
Armour & Co.
Pharn

Strike it Rich
Colgate-Palmolive

CBS Morning News
Oldsmobile
United Motors

Love of Life
Amer. Home Products
Procter & Gamble

Search for Tomorrow
Procter & Gamble

As The World Turns
Procter & Gamble
Vick Chemical Co
Pillsbury Mills

Beat the Clock
Gerber Foods
Mogen David Wine
* I Co.
jnshine Biscuit

Mills
Johnson & Johnson
Fastman Kodak
Pure*

House Party
Standard Brands
Toni Co.

The Big Payoff
Colgate-Palmolive

A Brighter Day
Procter & Gamble

The Secret Storm
Amer. Home Products

Edge of Night
Procter & Gamble
Standard Brands
Vick Chemical Co.
Florida Citrus
Pet Milk
Pillsbury Mills

The Verdict is Yours
Toni Co.
General Mills

Pro Football
American Petrofina
Falstaff Beer
Marlboro

Football Preview
Carter Products
Amer. Home Products

Conquest
Monsanto Chemical

Douglas Edwards
Amer. Home Products
Brown & Williamson
Hazel Bishop
American Can Co.

Robin Hood
Wldroot Co.
Johnson & Johnson

Name That Tune
Kellogg Co.
Whitehall Pharmacal

Phil Silvers Show
R. J. Reynolds
Procter & Gamble

Burns & Allen
Carnation Co
General Mills

The Big Record
Oldsmobile
Kellogg Co.
Pillsbury Mills

Talent Scouts
Lipton Tea
Toni Co.

Climax!
Chrysler Corp.

Bachelor Father
American Tobacco

Jack Benny Show
American Tobacco

Advertisers Confirm What

The Audience Knows

161
Network

pack the KCMC-TV

fall schedule with

PROGRAM
Network Shows Totaling

365 hours pER month !

Call Venard for Choice Spot Availabilities—Announce-

ment or Program— In this Distinguished Line-up.

KCMC-TV
TEXARKANA, TEXAS-ARKANSAS Channel 6

the FOUR STATES area

Maximum Power
100.000 Watts

WALTER M. WINDSOR
General Manager

RICHARD M. PETERS
Commercial Manager

Represented By
Venard Rintoul & McConnell, Inc.

Ed Sullivan Show
Mercury

Eastman Kodak

Trackdown
American Tobacco

Mobil Oil Co.

Zane Crey Theatre
Ford Motor Co.
General Foods

Dick & The Duchess
Mogen David Wine

Helene Curtis

Danny Thomas Show
General Foods

December Bride

General Foods

To Tell The Truth
Pharmaceuticals, Inc.

Red Skelton Show
Pet M.lk

Johnson's Wax
$64 000 Question

Revlon Co.
Norelco
Millionaire

Colgafe-Pal-
I've Got a Secret
R. J. Reynolds

U. S. Steel Hour
U. S. Steel

Playhouse 90
American Gas Assn

Bristol Myers
?oro

All State Insurance
Kimberly-Clark

'r Playhouse
Schlitz Beer

The L.

Procter & Camble
Brown & Williamson

Parian I < Ptrton
I Co.

.

-events

ABCTV

.; Co.

Kellogg Co.

Kellogg Co.
s Co.

Woody Wax
Kellogg Co.

• gCo.
' i Co.

Mouse Club
•'ool -Shake

stories

• ]im Bowie
Arr- Co.

• Golf
^root Co.

3rewmg Co-

General Foods
General M

' 'etals

I
Tunes

Dodge
• r Winchell :

o!co

-sel Show

Jaire

Pat Boone Show
olet

•Vrow

Ralston Purina

Lawrence Welk Show
Dodge

Date with the Angels
Plymouth

NBC-TV

DeSoto
Toni Co.

Peoc
Ekxden Co.
Amer. Home Products

ade

Tor
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WILS

the key station in

MICHIGAN'S

MIGHTY MIDDLE
MARKET

with a 24 hour schedule and

5000
LIVELY WATTS

has over twice the number of

listeners than all other stations

combined in

<March-April. 1957—C. E. Hooper, Inc.)

LANSING

contact Vernard. Rintoul & McConnel, Inc.

'17 Central Michigan

counties with

$1,696,356,000
spendable income.

WILS
flv\>s\t

fJe
Ws s

y$s

Sponsor backstage continued

Looked ver) much like a wise, patient and contented turtle, and will

probably live as long. He had apparently left his teeth at home,

bul this did not even slightly deter him from enjoying the lunch

at the Cudia City Studios nor the banquet the following evening,

which was Arizona Ranger Day. One of the attractive female mem-
bers of the party, Miriam (Mrs. Lee) Zhite. grabbed Clarence at

the hors d'ouevres tray at Cudia City. The fact that Mrs. Zhite is

pregnant has not drained her bouncing energy, nor curled her

refreshing curiosits.

"Sir," she asked Clarence earnestlv. '"tell me. did you ever kill

a man (

Clarence beamed at her. waved the glass in his hand, which had

ju*t heen refilled by a charming waitress at whom he had also

beamed, and said: '"Whiskey sour." It was. too, and his fourth, and

I was counting. Hard-drinking men. these men of the old West,

and colorful.

Literally colorful was Mr. Cudia. owner and operator of the film

studio hearing his proud name. Mr. Cudia is the barest fraction

of an inch over five feet in his high heeled, amplv embossed \\ estern

hoots. He wore a 10-gallon hat. and a shirt with three hues more

than Joseph's celebrated coat. The corners of the collar of the shirt

were trimmed with silver, to keep them from curling no doubt.

On his right hand Mr. Cudia wore a ring onh slightly larger than

the head lamp of the new Cadillac. His slender waist was encircled

by a wide leather belt fastened by a moderately ornate buckle, on

which were the silver letters. S. P. B. C. Since Mr. Cudia had told

us he was 74. I did not believe that the initials stood for Southern

Phoenix Boys Cluh. I asked him what they represented.

"Salvatore Pietro Bachagalupe Cudia. lit- said proudh.

Chuckles for sponsors

Mr. Cudia was formerly a dramatic coach at the Metropolitan

Opera. He had come to Phoenix 18 \ears ai;o and purchased about

125 acres of land for about 8200 per acre. He had built the Cudia

City film studios on a small part of this acreage and was present]

\

beating off opportunists who were attempting to persuade him to

sell them a few lots at $33,000 per acre. Mr. Cudia said he has a

51-) ear-old son.

*'\\ hat does he do?" I asked. "Is he in the film business, too?"

Mr. Cudia snorted. "He's a gentleman^ of leisure." he said.

Far from gentlemen of leisure are Russ Hayden. the producer of

the series. Tris Coffin and Kelo Henderson, the stars and the many

supporting pla\ers. technicians, et al working on 26 Men. Their

call is generally for 6:30 or 7 a.m. and the) often work until these

same hours in the p.m. And they work, as I said, with an enthusi-

asm and a verve, which transmits themselves right out of your tv

set to enough people to enable sponsors who joined the trek West-

ward a small chuckle of satisfaction right about now. ^

Letters to Joe Csida are welcome

Do you always agree with what foe Csida says in Sponsor

Backstage? Both Joe and the editors of SPONSOR tvill be happy

to receive and print your comments. Address them to Joe

Csida, c/o sponsor, 40 E. 49th, New York 17, New York.
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NEW YORK AND SAN FRANCISCO

WITH ONE STATION, ONE PRICE!

A new 136-eounty coverage study made by Pulse Inc. during Spring 1957 shows that WOR
delivers . .

.

AMERICA'S NUMBER ONE MARKET
(N.Y. Metropolitan)

And with its outer-area coverage an additional audience equivalent to

AMERICA'S NUMBER SIX MARKET*
(San Francisco Metropolitan)

Here's how it works.

Outside the normally surveyed 17 county New York metropolitan area there is a vast audience

that listens to WOR— 980,420 families per week, to be exact.

This "outer-area" audience is 47c7o greater than the audience to the next highest New

York station, and represents a market that would rank sixth in the entire United States

—larger than San Francisco!

And WOR is the dominant station, ranking first in audience in 127< of the 136 counties surveyed.

This study again confirms the fact that WOR reaches the largest station audience in America

\ —serving a weekly total of— . ..

> 4,103,420 families

On the adjacent page you will find a map which graphically details the scope of WOR's coverage.

_

WOR RADIO 710
Neiv York

a division of V * 41 . i 1 RKO Teleradio Pictures. Inc.RKi
To cover America's number six market, buy KFRC San Francisco.
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THE COVERAGE AREA OF AMERICA'S

GREATEST STATION -WOR RADIO

(This nap shows all counties in which 10' < or more of

the radio families listen to WOR at least once a week)

WOR
WEEKLY AUDIENCE

4,103,420 families

in 139 counties in

13 states

Source: Special Pulse Coverage Survey. Spring 1957.

(Detailed report available on request.!
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She's in a

high-buying

mood, with her

eyes on KOIN -TV. . .

her station in

Portland and 30
surrounding Oregon and
.Washington counties. The

gentlemen from CBS-TV
Spot Sales have a

complete dossier on
KOIN-TV's fascinating

ratings . . . and on the

fascinating ways she

responds to your

buying suggestions

throughout

a positively

incredible

coverage
area.

24

News and views for women in

advertising and wives of admen

Women's week

N«-u vacation trend: One sure way to separate the men from the

boys in advertising circles is by the time of the year a man takes

lii- vacation. Top executives have traditionally taken their vaca-

tions in the winter, sometime between Thanksgiving and mid-Janu-

ar\. One major reason: High-level agencymen are frequently most

needed h\ their t\ clients during the summer months when major

network television plans are shaping.

This year, the winter-vacation trend has been seeping firmlv and

surel) into the intermediary ranks. An informal check among

agencies revealed the following picture:

Four agenc) \.p.'s are headed for Christmas in Europe.

Jamaica, the Bahamas and Florida rate high with account super-

\ i~<irs.

Young agency execs, from account men to timebuyers, frequently

split their vacations into one week of skiing in winter, a week of

Bermuda in spring.

"It's become a matter of prestige." says an account executive in

one of the top 20 agencies. "Even if you hate roasting in the big

city during the summer, you don't dare admit you're expendable."

Lady timebuyers: They're getting to be a lost breed, some of the

leading lady buyers claim, particularlv in the big agencies.

Some of the reasons put forth by both male and female buyers

for this discrimination against women on large accounts:

1. Growing prestige of the media executive job makes it tougher

for women to reach that level in toda\ "s top agency structure.

2. Salarv levels of media buyers have risen to a point rarely as-

sociated with professional women's earnings.

3. New emphasis on marketing knowledge among media strate-

gists requires an increasing amount of formal, post-graduate eco-

nomics background.

4. That old chestnut that men prefer dealing with men rears its

head as agencv media men increase top-level client contacts.

Lady ad director: While a number of agencies have been making

it tougher for women to get ahead other than in the traditional areas

of opportunitv. such as cop\ writing, clients seem to have recognized

the value of the feminine touch in the past year.

Among the most recent top-level client appointments is that of

Carol Bag as director of advertising for Brand Products, a national

marketing organization. Carol, formerly a research chemist, rose

through the ranks of advertising and merchandising in the tv era.

to become an agency account executive for Jack Gilbert Associates,

and later assistant advertising manager for the Chemical Products

Division of the Borden Co.

Recognizing the overwhelming influence of the woman as a buyer

of all goods today. Mort Wimpie, president of Brand Products, says

Carol Bag will be "in over-all charge of promotion planning for all

products marketed through the compam
."

Carol, however, like many women who've risen to top advertising

jobs, has the specialized training needed for her new assignment.
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5 timebuyers— 5 reasons for

buying WKY, Oklahoma City!

Cost-per-thousand

clinched it for me! Top

audience, top coverage make .

-

WKY best buy!

Nielsen proves WKY s

unduplicated weekly coverage

is greater than the next

4 stations combined!

Pulse showed me WKY is

clearly dominant morning . . .

noon . . . night! Audience 6 a.m. to

midnight averaged 40%
greater than 2nd station!

Reputation means a lot

to me . . . and WKY has been

one of America's great pioneer

stations since 1 920!

Total coverage sold me'

NCS *2 gives WKY 56 Oklahoma

counties — 18 more than the 2nd

station! Coverage area contains

68% of Oklahoma's population,

retail sales!

However you buy., .it's

And you II like the woy the Kolz people co^e up

w.th accurate, useful information and pri^e ovoil-

obilities when you wont them.

MM
930 kc NBC

OKLAHOMA CITY
The WKY Television System, Inc.

SPONSOR Id \d\ i \ir.i i; I""..
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ABC-TV has added a live, full-time affiliate in Boston WHDH-TV (ChanneU) I

Now all Boston can Bee all ABC-TV shows, as scheduled and programmed. And

ABC-TV coverage of U.S. TV homes takes another jump right up to 94.2

Already this vear, ABC-TV lias added live, competitive affiliates in San

\,,t'onio Tucson, St. Louis, .Miami. Norfolk. Peoria, Omaha, Ft. Wayne, Indian-

apolis and Youngstown. Now WHDH-TV in Boston (the nation's sixth market I

raises ABC-TV's live coverage to 82.391 of all U.S. TV home 1

further additions Amarillo and Chattanooga—will push that figure to a whack-

ing 83.1%.

That's the kind of news that sets a whole town buzzing. And an avei lie, tOO

.Madison or Michigan

!
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KONO ratings are

sky-high in San Antonio
Although the Sputnik can

go kaputnik the satellitic rating

of KONO will continue to soar
v %

in the South Texas market.

Because the meteoric rise

in KONO's audience is

constantly powered by fast

i
thinking and lively action . . .

a powerful force that has made
^ x a month-old rating service as out-

of-date as Kittyhawk.

Hitch YOUR sales wagon to

a star ... to the NEW KONO.

Get facts— CURRENT facts
i

from your

H-R Representative

„ or Clarice Brown man x

* 860 kc .5000 watts .

SAN ANTONIO Radio

28

49th ami

Madisor

How stations pick agencies

Bless Bernard Burt and the Benjamin

Katz crew for suggesting an examina-

tion of a station's selection of an

agency ( in the 2 November letters

column!. For more than a dozen

years, we have successfully handled a

number of media accounts.* Although

I've heard the "prejudice other agen-

cies" fear expressed by some station

men. 1 think you'll find problems on

the agenc) side as well. How many
agencies have run into this one?:

"Your station handles Station X in

a multi-station market. Because of

superior avails, coverage, ratings, ad-

jacencies and other logical considera-

tions, you place a spot schedule on

Station X. Moments later, the boys

from competing stations, Y and Z. are

I>um convincing themselves (and their

hoss-men I that they didn't have a

chance since THAT agency must have

a feelthy reciprocal deal with THAI
station!''

Questionable ethics. \ou say? \uu
betcha—and from some agencies, too.

How main stations are pitched agency

sen ices on the basis of: "We'll guar-

antee to place umpty-thousand bucks

business with you in the coming year

if you'll let us handle your ... !"

Granted, these situations are occa-

sional, but let's hope that someday we
can all settle down to business as

adults.

Tomorrow. ma\be, huh?

Michael J. Silver,

radio-to) director,

.1. T . Howard Advertising Agency.

Raleigh. Y. C.

•Our entrj ftn unit. Greenville. North Carolina

won an awanl (of which we're quite proud! in the

SPONSOR Trade Ad CompeUtlon.

Search for the clincher

Imagine being so determined to sub-

scribe to sponsor, vou have to read an

entire ad . . . and then, when that

failed, reading through the small print

of the masthead, just to find out where

to send the money.

That's me. I spent a good five min-

utes (two anywa) i reading your page

ad for subscriptions in the October ith

(Please turn to page 32 i
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WNBQ has a greater share of sets-

in-use — for the average week, from

sign-on to sign-off, Sunday through

Saturday—than any other television

station in Chicago!

While the shares of the other

three stations have declined.

WNBQ has enjoyed a remark

able 557c increase in just one month

!

You should be enjoying it, too.

WNBQ-5
NBC IN CHICAGO

SOLD BY (NSC) SPOT SALES
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on tv at last!. ..39 all new half-hour mystq^

MIKEHAMM
DARREN IfGAVIN
immediately available only to regional and local advertiser

STARRING



FAST AND TOUGH!
America's fastest selling

V mystery writer comes to television!

And 50 million avid Mickey Spillane fans are

^ standing by for action! Here's easily the biggest advance

^,- \ audience ever tapped by a new television series

-

j}\^*^ ^<^\ \ ;m fl it's b'ing offered only to regional and local

-x\i* \
x ^\ advertisers. Take your cue from two-fisted

\\\l \\ \\ Mike Hammer, America's all-time detective idol

:

\V A\ '\ Move fast ...be tough . . .
</< ( 1958's

y \\ great new thriller for j/<

...in Signet editions alone! One title

"I, The Jury"— had the largest pre-publication

R/v print order in publishing history (4,500.000).

^
hurry! presold in most major markets
,7 / , \

|'^ j^Write, wire, phom MCA TV fin entative

\

mca tv
Film Syndication

598 Madison Avenue

New York 22, N. V. I
Plaza 9-7500)

and principal ( njichere

%
^"W



WWDC
1st in Washington, D. C. nine straight months*

-in share of total weekly audience, 6 A. M. to midnight

•Puist, January thru September REPRESENTED NATIONALLY 8Y JOHN BLAIR I COMPANY

The ELLIOT STATIONS
jre.it 'i.,'cf»!r»n(s . good neighbors TIM ELliOt

Akron, Ohio - WCUE /WICE - Providence, R. I.

National Representative* The John E. Pearson Co.

32

49th & MADISON
{Continued from page 28)

issue of SPONSOR. I was sold. I was

ready. Man, I was eager for that final

bit of clincher information . . . the

where.

But this ad . . . "To those who live

on air" (could be you meant in the

air) ... just said, "Order your home
subscription today." Good thing I'm

such a clever fellow (I caught on about

the hidden address in your masthead)

... or, I still wouldn't know where to

get in touch with you.

John I. Leopold,

copy department,

Benton & Bowles, New York
O For anyone with a similar problem, the
address is 40 E. 49th St., New York 17, N. Y.
This department will welcome letters from new
subscribers like John Leopold (who have been
joining SPONSOR'S ranks by the dozens every day
since announcement of the new $3 subscription
rate). We'd like to know how well we live up to
our own copy—or how far short we fall. Or per-
haps you've got something you feel needs saying.
This is your forum.

Award creates sales

Quite a coincidence that your October

issue should have an article along the

same lines of the thing that happened

here in Trenton (on the winners in

RAB's selection of the top radio com-

mercials).

Here, WTTM announcers asked the

listening audience what commercials

they preferred . . . the listeners re-

sponded, and one of the top commer-

cials was for our client, Solfo Paint

Manufacturing Co. The client gained

quite a few new dealers who called up

the sales manager saying that they

had heard the spots and wanted to be-

come affiliated with an organization

who could produce such attention-

compelling announcements.

David R. Eldridge,

vice president

Eldridge, Inc.

Advertising Agency,

Trenton, N. J.

WSBA-TV item in error

We regret that the information in a

recent issue of sponsor concerning

WSBA-TV and Headley-Reed is incor-

rect. Headley-Reed handles WSBA
Radio only. WSBA-TV has appointed

Jack Masla and Company, Inc., 551

Fifth Avenue, New York City, as its

new national sales representative, ef-

fective 1 October 1957.

Stephen B. Fayer

promotion dir., WSBA-TV, York, Pa.
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MOST DYNAMIC SALESMAN

Sponsors and agencies agree
that effervescent Dick Lewis
gets more mileage out of

a sales message than any TV
personality in Denver.

Lewis demonstrates
with showmanship, sells with
authority, rings up sales

next day for dozens of local

and national accounts.

For new products that

want an extra "dynamic"
introduction ... or established

products needing a needle
for sales— Lewis is

one personality you should
include in all Denver
late evening schedules.

Try this boy, once!
Results will prove the rest!

,^*s

CBS in DENVER

TELEVISION

Channel

Represented by the KATZ Agency.
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Know

Charlotte

by the

company

it keeps

Postal Receipts,* indicating

business "velocity," prove

Charlotte travels with or

surpasses such "First Fifty"

citiesf as: New Haven, Phoenix,

and Springfield. Charlotte's first

fifty velocity is best harnessed

by WBT Radio, the station that

is 711% ahead (NCS #2) of

its nearest Charlotte competitor

in total audience.

tStandard Metropolitan Area Population

Postal Receipts, *U.S. Post Office Department 1955

Springfield $3,424,003 • Charlotte

$4,679,765 • New Haven $4,918,787 •

Phoenix $4,188,451

Represented Nationally by CBS Radio Spot Sales

CHARLOTTE, N. C.

Jefferson Standard
Broadcasting Company

Edl

il lJ _
^

i § s 1

1

i

1 I 1 S i 3

liiili
II 13 J

J
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FROM tellers' until.* I with unit

ing list foi hi/i night availabilities . . .

TO greatei i hou < ,<\ Inns throughout <ln\

and night, lest concentration on prii

FROM era n hen must s,,u^lii Irani hise in i hoi<

time with long-term, 52-weefi (t contracts . . .

TO more m,- ,,i flexible campaigns rf<

to solve specifii local marketing problems

FROM time when you fought foi feu In^li

ratal network tv show adjacencies . . .

TO spreading of mone) aimed at best

average cumulative ratings

SPOT TV'S
OWN MARKETING

REVOLUTION
It's a different medium today, partially because network tv's

structure has changed. After a hesitant fall, some admen

predict: a new leap forward for spot television in 1958

^9[>c>t tv has continued growing

through 1957 (see latest TvB figures

page 48) ; hut its growth has heen rad-

ically different from previous vears. In

its own way, the medium lias under-

gone a major marketing revolution.

1. Its rate of growth, slower than

in previous years, reflects the maturing

of the medium.

2. Budgets in many cases are spread

more evenly between network affiliates

and independent stations.

3. The medium is undergoing a

transition from total sellers' market

to what is becoming a buyers' market

Not onlv have its characteristics

(hanged, but the jol>> assigned to it in

the future are also likely to differ from

previous years. In the approaching

\ear of harder sell, more and more top

agency media and marketing men see

spot television as a basic medium that

will solve various marketing problem*

in a strongly competitive era.

"Clients are putting increased stress

on individual market approaches," sa\9

Arthur Porter, J\^T media v. p.

His words, echoed on the stratesrv

level bj man] other tup media execu-

tives, reflect .< confidence in spot tVs

L958 growth. The forecast b) many:
Spi>t u will be used increasingly for

it- adaptability to changing marketing

l eeds and conditions.

These are the major characteristics

of spot tv buying this fall as seen

among a cross-secti"ti .if spot t\ clients

and agencies beavj in the medium:
• It's inr easier tn scout out aiail-

abilities in almost every type of time

period. Even prime evening time has

loosened up somewhat in major mar-
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Prime evening time is more obtainable

now as some clients spread budgets

into early and late-evening minutes

kct- as well as -mailer ones.

• Buying started much Idler than

usual this lull, and new buying strate-

m- -till shaping. Reasons for the

late fall varied, hut among those most

frequentl) mentioned were: ill hold-

on
1

to see how network programing

would do: (2) delays in budget ap-

propriations: 1 31 uncertaint) about

competitive situations in important

markets.

• Emphasis in buying effective

schedules has changed to cumulative

rating points rather than selection of

a few choice adjacencies. "There are

-till half a dozen network shows I

can count on to deliver solid ratings."

one Ted Bates media executive told

SPONSOR. "But on the whole, I prefer

to spread the money around prime

evening hours and aim for a stable

average. The network programing

picture is too fluid for a buyer to try

latching on to one or two major hits

for a season."

• Money is being spread more wide-

Iv through various time periods. The

L0:30 p.m. to midnight period, for

instance, has become one of the mo-l

popular buys among such giant leaders

in setting media patterns as P&G (for

its mixed adult-appeal products)

.

Some of the softening in Class "AA"
prime evening time ma) be due to in-

creased client interest in earl) evening,

and late evening.

• Minute announcements are strong-

ly favored by the ma j or it v of clients

this fall. As sets-in-use in some of the

non-network programed time periods

have risen, main clients and their

buyers have felt that the lower rates

during those times more than off-set

the smaller audience.

"There used to be a rule of thumb
that the time for minutes was only half

as good as the time available for 20's."

comments veteran Compton timehmer
Bob Liddel. "But this is no longer

true. Because of features and also

good syndicated product, ratings have

evened up and minutes have become a

very attractive buv for most clients."

• The 52-week contract in spot ti

is no longer basic for all big clients.

Even in instances where the business

was original!) placed on a 52-week

basis, some clients have taken advant-

age ol cancellation clause- and began

an "in-and-out-" pattern of spot adver-

tising.

This, however, has not necessarilv

meant a reduction in the amount of

money going into spot tv. Rather,

many clients tend to move in for

shorter and hifiher-frequenc\ cam-

paigns.

"In that way we can capitalize on

lop discounts."' says a k&K media

executive. "Station discounts tend to

go to the fellow who uses the most in

the shortest time span."'

There are still many 52-week ad-

vertisers like Bulova. Brown & Wil-

liamson, P&G. Clairol. and such other

long-term clients as Pepsodent I in

some markets i and Kleenex: but the

over-all trend is toward shorter buys.

• The trade between Instant Max-

nell House and Bristol-Myers is still

in effect, but has not yet found any

imitators. This deal, set up during the

summer, provides that Bristol-Mvers

can pick up Instant Maxwell House

schedules, contracted for by the coffee

client on a 52-week basis, and use them

lor its own six- or eight-week flurries.

How 1957 spot tv spending breaks down by time of day and type of buy

TIME OF DAY

Day

Night

I .ate nmht

Total

1ST QUARTER-
(ADD 000)

2ND QUARTER-
(ADD 000)

$116,935 100.0% $118,870 100.0%

3RD QUARTER
i ADD 0001

$38,074 32.5% $40,031 33.7% $26,360 28.3%

68,137 58.3 67.197 56.5 57,290 61.5

10.724 9.2 11.642 9.8 9,444 10.2

$93,094 100.0%

TYPE OF BUY

Announcements

D's

Participations

Proera

Total

51,460 44 53.344 44.9

$116,935 100.0% $118,870 100.0%

$41,891 45.0%

13,428 11.5 12.2 ( >7 10.3 9,602 10.3

28.792 24.6 30.401 25.6 21,371 23.0

23,255 19.9 22 828 19.2 20,230 21.7

$93,094 100.0%

! based on N. C. ''
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• l.D.'s have been declining ••l<ml\,

bul steadil) in populai it\ . Pari >d the

reason, a< cording t" buj ere, i- the

I.hi thai 20'a even in prime time are

easiei i" come b) now and thai I.D.a

alwa) i tended t<> present .1 cop) prob

lem.

There are notable exceptions, of

course. Pepsodenl is cai i
j ing oul an

II). tesl campaign i ighl now in several

\\ esl < oast markets. I he toothpaste,

which feels it established its identic)

.mil ""I wonder where the \
*
-I I

• w wenl

copj theme w iili spot radio and < »i 1
1<

•
i

media, is now testing saturation spol

i\. The) 're using up tn 200 I.I)."- a

week pei market, according to station

representatives.

• There's much more wheeling and

dealing, or "comparison shopping," as

one buyer terms it. "It isn't that reps

come in with offers of off-rate card

deals," she told sponsor. "It's more

tlii- pattern: The) a-k bow much you

ran spend in their market and then

come back with some package, when

jrou >a\. 'I- that the best you can do?',

they'll generall) match <>r beat what

their competitors art- offering."

Buyers at major agencies arc par-

tirularh unhapp\ about this new

bargaining pattern. It makes it tough

to compare value bought in one mar-

kel w iili \ alue bough) in i thei . the)

-,i\ . not i" 1 1
<

- 1 1 1 ion the i onstanl won
,i- i<> w hethei theii i ompetitoi -.

a better deal.

*( )n the working level, the bu

level, this trend ma) develop bostilit)

toward the medium, the buj ei foi >

majoi ace il al one "I the top foui

agencies told sponsor. "Ii means thai

we have i" spend more and unnei es

-,n\ time bargaining back and forth

while Betting up a campaign. Spol has

always been costl) foi an agenc) to

handle. \n\ increase in the time il

takes u- just makes it thai much less

desirable from the agenc) s viewpoint.

• lint media directors m majoi

agencies foresee <i substantial increase

in spot t\ spending throughout 1958

\- forecasts of harder business times

come in. top media and marketing

executives l>oih 3ee stepped-up client

interest in spol t\

.

"\\ e're alread) using more spol t\

this fall and we expect 1958 to be big,"

says I. Walin Thompson media v.p.

Arthur Porter. "There's far deeper in-

terest in individual market penetration

than ever before. More clients see the

importance of stressing individual

markets."

Special price promotions arc anion,

new reasons cited for increased spot

SEE WHAT TOP lOO CLIENTS

SPENT ON SPOT TV IN

3rd QUARTER, PAGE 48

t-. business dui ing the com - ol I

• / he "I < "<- - u '././» jrequt

inues i" i ise, bul estimati - oi the

rate ol ini r< ase \ u

"II you bu) a Sullivan, i

Playhouse 90 adjacent \ . n < -n still don't

have to buj big frequent y, sa J B&B's

i .i.ii . Poi tei field, buyei foi Instant

Maxwell House. "Ratings are high

nougb so j "ii dun i need mon
ipicm \ foi the same impai t.'

The majoi ii\ of buyers see a pattei n

of bighei i requeni j bu) ing. "It's

slightl) highei than last year, bul t w i
<

»

-

as liiuh as two years ago, says < un-

ningham S Walsh's Jerr) Spra
"

I in oi more per week i-
i

ii lit \ stan-

dard these days."

Frequenc) \ ai iea substantiall) a< •

cording to the length announcements

bought. I"i instance, i lienta using

I.I). -. lend to put great weigh] behind

them. "We used up to 200 I.I).'- with-

in three weeks foi Lionel," Ba) - I

Advertising's Joan Stark. "\\ nl, .

we'd figure 25 a week was a beav)

i Please turn to page 60)

I

These account types bought more spot tv Clients who showed big increase

useliold cleaners

unetics. toilet i ies

toinoti\(

saline, lubricants

. beer. \\ ine

3RD QUARTER' 1956

v 7)2.i urn

$8,950,000

$1,827,000

$3,908,000

$8. K.3.000

(3RD QUARTER! 1957

$ 1,099,000

$13,367,000

$ 2,501,000

$ 5,070,000

$10,211,000

% INCREASE

85.6^

(.2 ',

36.9^

29.7 •

20.6'

Key charts, from TvB's third-quarter report, show where spol

h hail its liiiiL'e-t gains, in terms "f individual client spending,

ami activity in five produci categories. Ihinl quarter totals are be-

I '» Krsl and second quarters 1957, bul ahead "f same period 19.if>.
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3RD QUARTER 3RD QUARTER
1956 1957

Texas Co. $297,800

Continental Baking 1 |] ;;:: 500 $2,439,600

Mile- Laboratories s 1 . 1 1 IM.I » ii > $1,617,000

\deil Chemit al * 2(.').(,()() $1,076,800

General Mills 7 '.. !<M) $ 249,000

Bristol-Myers 1 o. S ')l.,,H,l $ 941,300

I'oid Motor Co. ^ KX,.2(¥) $ 853,100

Gillette 1
- ; i(i.2i »i $ 762,600
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WHAT THE SPACE AGE MEAN?
1. COMMERCIALS: Some admen have already tied in commercials with

interplanetary themes; a lot more will when U. S. sends up its own Sputnik.

2. PROGRAMING: Science fiction shows may become a big tv trend next

season, but since fantasy has now become fact, they should be more adult

ow much impact will Sputniks I

and II have on the air media? Will

there be more science and science-fic-

tion shows? Will man's conquest of

space furnish commercial copywriters

with a whole new set of themes?

This week sponsor sought the an-

swers.

Said Rod Erickson, tv/radio vice

president at Young & Rubicam, "As a

program categorv, science-fiction will

be a trend next year. Whether it will

be a successful trend remains to be

seen. Success will depend on whether

we can find more adult-type shows."

As Erickson sums it up : "Until now,

science-fiction on tv has been slanted

either at a highly imaginative, intel-

lectual adult audience (usually male)

or at children. It had the class appeal

of fantasy. But now that fantasy has

become fact, science-fiction is a mass

subject, and will have to be tailored

for mass appeal."

Erickson's views are borne out by

(1) other programing-advertising ex-

ecutives and by (2) specialists in the

field of science-fiction, SPONSOR found.

The editors of the top science-fiction

magazines and books told SPONSOR they

have already felt Sputnik's influence in

newsstand and bookstore sales. For

them, the boom is here and they see no

season why it should not spread both

to tv/radio programing and advertis-

ing. Ad copy right now points to this.

"However, I don't foresee any real

stampede among advertisers to sponsor

S-F tv shows until the U.S. does some-

thing as tangible as Sputnik," com-

ments Donald A. Wollheim, editor of

Ace Books and compiler of about 50

S-F anthologies. "Right now the Rus-

sian triumph is a rather embarrassing

subject, and some clients may hesitate

building advertising on it."

A number of advertisers have al-

ready tied tv commercials to the space

theme. Some of them appear to have

anticipated events. By late September,

Prestone (Wm. Esty Co.) was ready

with a series of space and Martian

commercials made in Holland by Joop
Geesink. and these are now on the air.

ADULT S-F ATTRACTS
HIGH LEVEL AUDIENCE

Astounding Science Fiction, Street & Smith's

veteran magazine in the field, has just conducted a

survey of its readership. Some of the results are re-

vealed for the first time in the chart at right. They

show a well-educated, high-income, predominantly

male audience with a median age of 30. However, it

must be remembered that this audience applies only

to A S F, a magazine that is neither lurid nor juvenile,

as are some S-F books. It carries one factual science

article by some authority each month and its fiction is

adult. It is edited by M.I.T. physics major John Camp-

bell ; readers have come to expect no inaccuracies.

Median age 30 years

17 years old 6.9%

18-20 years 7.0%

21-25 years _ ....16.8%

26-30 years .... 20.1%

31-35 years ... 19.2%

36-40 years 12.7%

41-45 years 7.2%

46-49 years 3.6%

50 years and older 6.5%

38

ECONOMIC STATUS
Median annual income of A S-F

readers $6,677*

$10,000 per year and over 21.8%

$15,000 per year and over _ 7.4%

•Current national median avg. $4,700

CHARACTERISTICS
Over 50% of readers are technologically

employed (from aviation to atomics).

Less than 10% of readership are wom-

en. A S F is considered a male book.

74.9% of A S F readers had college.
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TO SPONSORS

Commercial: Presume (Wm. Esrj Co.) u using thii ipai • II I IN' I ' I I I ' "II '

The U. S. Air Force (via Erwin

Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan) developed

i -pare theme for both radio and tv

commercials hack in June. Story-

hoards for these tv commercials are

now completed. Thev will include

animation and live-action and tie to

the slogan
—
"The Age of Space is here

and the future belongs to the airmen."

Ronson Corp. (Norman, Craig &
Kummel I went on the air recentlv with

a tv commercial showing their new
Vara-flame lighter against a back-

ground of radio beeps, rocket ships

and animated spacemen.

There are others and there will be

more taking up space themes in com-

mercials, though probably not with

quite the gusto as they would have had
we been first with Sputnik. The real

boom in copy tie-ins and programing

seems destined to come when the U. S.

gains space supremacy

.

When we do catch up, and space

themes gain a still higher plateau in

viewing popularity, here is another bit

of advice to sponsors and programers

of such tv fare from Walter McBride,

advertising manager of Astounding

Science Fiction: "Stay awav from the

Ruck Rogers type stuff (death rays,

grotesque characters, etc.) if you want

an adult audience. That is strictly ju-

venile, and adults in the new Space

\ won't tune in a second time. If

you want to reach serious minded,

imaginative, grown-up audiences, then

use serious-minded themes. Serious

S-F need not be dull."

That this advice is sound is indi-

cated by the success of A S F itself. It

has prospered for 27 years, todav at-

tract- an audience high in economic

and educational characteristics (see

'li. nt I. It is neither lurid nor child-

ish, but achieves excitement along with

technological accuracy. Kach is-ue car-

ries one straight science article b\ a

noted author. In a survey two years

ago by Random House Publishers,

A S F ranked third of all periodicals in

vocabulary range, next to V. ). Sun-

day Times and The New Yorker.

Meanwhile, what is happening righl

now that indicates the start of a trend

in science programing and ad\erti-inii

tie-ins?

• NBC TV now has, at the drawing-

board stage, a factual documentary

type of show called Space, treatment

ma) be similar t<> // /</< it "/<• World,

<>nl\ tlii- w ill be """tit nf this world."

• ( 1!^ TV introiluc e- mi I Decem-

ber, Conqur\t, sponsored by Monsanto

Chemical (Gardner Advertising) and

will include in it- premiere an inter-

\ iew with thnc leading I . S. -< ten-

ti-t- on the implications "f Sputnik.

• NBC TV Bhortl) will air a Satur-

day morning juvenile cartoon -en-
titled Ruff X Ready bj Fred Hanna

and Joe Barbera C creators of Tom &
Terry cartoons) and produced l.\

Screen Gems. The hr-t 13 in the se-

ries are on the adventures in space of

i Irticle continues nrxt page)

Programing: Ziv reports big new interest in Science Fiction Theatre rinoe ^piitnik
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There'll be more shows like these . . . How many, nobody knows

Official's ~ 1 1 i | » . Km 1. 1 Jones NBC TV's K"ff & Ready by SG

Guild Film's Here Comes Tobor AAP feature. Red Planet Mars

Some admen feel Sputnik may change science-

fiction from a class subject to a mass subject

a dog named Ready and a cat named
KufL Ruff, the cat. whirling about in

a flying saucer, may at least give us the

satisfaction of getting up a "CatniL

• Ziv reports many inquiries from

prospective sponsors about its Science

Fiction Theatre since the Sputnik

launching. Stations now programing

it have been quick to capitalize on its

timeliness. WRCV-TV, Philadelphia,

made the week of 28 October a "spe-

cial Sputnik Week." WOR-TV, New
York, which has been stock-piling both

S-F strips and feature films, recently

ran a special campaign. At present,

Science Fiction Theatre is in about

160 markets. It was launched in 1955

with Emerson Drug buying a multi-

market spread. Today, its sponsors

include Sealy Mattress, American

Safety Razor, Standard Oil of Califor-

nia, Olympia Brewing, Conoco and

others. Among the rating successes it

has scored are these from May ARB:
El Paso, 34.6; Cleveland, 20.9; Jack-

sonville, 41.2; Miami, 30.9; New Or-

leans, 39.0; Portland, Ore., 40.0; Okla-

homa City, 28.6. SFT also is an in-

ternational favorite, being telecast in

\ustralia, Japan, England, W. Ger-

many and many Eatin American coun-

tries.

• Associated Artists Productions is

revitalizing Johnny Jupiter to meet the

e theme revival. This show, com-

bining satire, situation corned), pup-

petry and S-F appeal, has been widely

used byr M & M Candies in about 85

markets. At the same time, AAP has

dusted off its Gold Mine Library- of

feature films on S-F themes

—

Red
Planet Mars, The Man from Planet X
and Devil Girl from Mars.

• Official Films reports a sales spurt

for its Rocky Jones, Space Ranger.

Since Sputnik went up, sales have been

added in the following markets: Mil-

waukee; Fort Smith, Arkansas; Grand

Rapids; Lubbock, Texas; Sacramento;

Colorado Springs I hq. of Strategic Air

Command), and Las Vegas (site of

U. S. atom bomb test range) . Rocky
Jones, a pioneer in tv S-F, dating back

to 1952, is now in about 138 markets.

• Guild Films has stepped up its

sales drive on Flash Gordon (now in

about 84 markets) and Junior Science

(in 54 markets). The former, based

on the interplanetary adventures of

that now famous comic strip spaceman,

has been attracting such sponsors as

Best Foods, Hires Root Beer, Coca-

Cola, Dr. Pepper. The latter, narrated

b) the former science editor of Time
and Science Illustrated and a pioneer

in the field of atomic research, is an

educational series on all kinds of sci-

ence made highly palatable by demon-

stration of "magic" tricks based on

scientific principles. Both of these

shows were acquired about a a ear and

a half ago b\ Guild from Matty Fox.

At the same time, Guild is now renew -

ing sales efforts for Here Comes Tobor,

a program based on a mechanical man
with extrasensory perception. The pi-

lot was produced early in 1956 at a

cost said to be $50,000. Now Guild

hopes to get the robot clicking, since

it has worked out a 39-episode budget

within the range of national sponsor-

ship.

• HolKwood Tv Service has avail-

able 12 half-hour strips titled Com-
mander Cody about a mad tyrant who
tries to dominate the universe from

other planets.

• Flamingo Films now has Top Se-

cret, a quarter-hour, 26-episode S-F ad-

venture strip in about 30 markets.

• Cambridge Productions, Miami,

has now completed two of a planned

26 half-hour shows on interplanetarv

adventure titled To The Stars.

Radio, whose one-time Buck Rogers

serial might be said to have started

the whole air media S-F trend, is no

longer space-minded. About all left

there now is NBC's popular X Minus

One which has been on the full net-

work almost continuallv since April

1955. It is produced by \^ illiam

\\ elsh, has a high adult appeal and

attracts such participating sponsors as

Grove Laboratories.

W hat other barometers will client*

turn to before they set off in outer

space sponsorships? Certainly a ma-

jor indicator of a new entertainment

trend is HolKwood. Here is what ma-
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joi Btudioa are doing

:

• Since Sputnik, Warnei Bros, has

re-issued Satellite in The >/~k and

Paramount it- Conquest oj Space.

\|i .M h ill no doubl follow -nil with

1956 film, Forbidden Planet. I" Cleve-

land, Ulied \iti-t- is testing a S-F

double feature its new " orld It ith-

out End and the re-issue "I the Mono-

gram oldie, Flight to \luf~. \t the

same time, M<<M is read) to release

its new sequel to Forbidden Planet

The Invisible Boy

.

How did S-F pictures fare at

box offices before the V- 1 ' of Space be-

came realirj ? I lere are ' ariety J esti-

mated grosses foi several such pictures

in 1
( )")(>: Warner Bros.' Toward The

Unknown, $2.2 million; MGM's For-

hidden Planet, $1.6 million; I rever-

sal's Earth I s. Saucers, $1.25 million:

20th's <>n The Threshold d Space,

$1.15 million. Science fiction has been

a consistent money-maker for Ilolh-

wood Bince the) are often lairlv low-

budget pictures.

Sales of science fiction books and

magazines will also l>e important

trends for the prospective air media

sponsor to watch. S-F literature had

a boom alter the atom bomb which

reached its peak in the earlv 1950s.

I hi- boom collapsed about two years

ago; mam ol the new magazines that

saturated the market faded out. lint

(he atom homb was quite a different

thing from the actual conquest of

Space. S-F editor- now look for a

sustained, and higher plateau for inter-

planetary literature. \<e Books, for

example, has been publishing si\ pa-

perback- a month a Western, a mys-

tery, three comprising modern novels

and how-to's, ami one S-F. Since

Sputnik. SPONSOR learned. S-F ha- out-

Stripped all the other- in -ales.

In t\ itself, the sponsor mighl take

a look at some ratings scored by S-F

feature film-, of which not too main
have yet been aired. Here, for exam-
ple, is how three post-war Fippert

I depictures i films fared on \\ CBS-
IT, New York:

• Lost Continent, aired 5 December
L953, received an ARB of 17. a rating

that stood as a WCBS-TV all-time Sat-

in da\ night high in the late time slot

until \pril 1
( ).">(>.

• Rocketship X\l. telecast in the

clean-up sp,,t on a Friday night in

August 1953, received an \KB 13.8.

• Monster from The Ocean Floor
had a 9.8 \BB rating in the same late

night slot on 2 Max 1956. ^

SI'ONSOK 1(> NOVEMBER L957

NIGHTVIEWING UP OVER 1956

T\ critics notwithstanding, nighttime viewing during the first

week ol Octobei is up ovei last year, according t" -RB ii lire*

Ihi- rise in viewing took plan- dm r) evening houi from

6:00 through midnight (see tin- 'Total I .V column). <>f the

Hi daytime hours measured -in wen- up and foui were down

during the week. I he _RB data in tin i hart I elow also shows

hourl) viewing figures bj lime /on.- on i local time basis.

Mountain time figures an- not shown separately.

Average i\ Bets in use In time zones, Oct. 1957

MoidFix -I ridax (!a\ lime

6 I'M

"

Eastern Central Pacific Total U SLocal

Zone

Time 1957 1956 1957 1956 1957 1956 1957 1956

: \m 3.5 0.5 ;

8 14.3 12.4 12.7 3.7 8 5 7.5

<) 12.1 II 1 15.9 1 1.9 12.8 12.] 10.5 II ;

III 12.9 13.0 17.3 19.4 22.7 12 II.',

II 13.8 1 1.9 16.4 15.0 22.0 13.5 I i ;

12 Noon 17.3 18.9 23.6 21.4 19.0 19.7 16.1
"

16.6

1 I'M 21.0 22.8 26.5 27.7 16.9 1"..:: 21.5

> 21.1 _M.ii 22.4 9.0 22.9

3 19.7 18.8 24.5 19.3 20.4 I'M

I 18.2 15.6 14.5 13.4 22.1 20.1

5 20.9 20.2 27.1 27.6 24.6 17.1 16.1

Saturday thru Friday evening

24.9 30.4 27.9 27.3

12.8 lii.d

: 45.0 38.8 51.7 17.; 46.6 35.7 31.4

:: 63.2 nil.

7

61.4 60.9 58.2 52.7

V 65.5 61.4 60.2 66.6 59.0

in 55.5 i 1 . 1 47.2 I7.ii 60.5 62.2 56 1

11 27.4 2 1.7 23.9 22.0 34.5 117 39.0

8.8 12.5 1 1.9

23.4

24 6

:i.i
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SPOT RADIO'S PIONEER DAYS

First session of RTES Timebnying and Selling Seminar tells how spot started.

1929 was the year, electrieal transcriptions were the keys. Then airtime

selling had to grow from a disorganized, four-sided effort to today's system

KIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII!IIIIIIIIIIIIII!IH:IIm!iiij iiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiitiiiiiimimiiittmiimiiiiiiiims

Sam Digges, committee chairman

Seminar Committee

Sam Cook Digges, chairman,

WCBS-TV
Mary L. McKenna, honorary chair-

man, WNEW
Peter M. Bardach, Foote, Cone &

Belding

George E. Blechta, A. C. Nielsen Co.

Clifford Botway, Dancer-Fitzgerald-

Sample, Inc.

Vera Brennan, SSCB
Thomas Buchanan, Everett-McKinney,

Inc.

Roger Bumstead, MacManus, John

and Adams, Inc.

Robert Collins, The Pulse, Inc.

Gordon Gray, WOR-TV
Jack L. Gross, ARB
George Polk, BBDO
Philip Richtscheidt, George P. Hol-

lingbery Co.

Albert B. Shepard, Select Station Rep-
resentatives

Frank Silvernail, BBDO
Austen G. Smithers, John Blair & Co.

Irwin Spiegel, WMGM
Peggy Stone, Radio-Tv Representa-

tives, Inc.

inlllllllllllllllllllllllll milium II I Ill I Ill Illlilllilllllllllllillll i?
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I his week New York City's Radio

and Television Executives Society

launched the fourth in its series of

Timebuying and Selling Seminars. The

kickoff talk: a sum-up of spot's his-

toid designed to provide perspective

on the industry's buying and selling

practices.

On the page at right you'll find a

complete list of topics to be covered at

future seminars. It's offered with the

suggestion you clip and save it for

ready reference. The box (left) gives

the names of those who worked to

build this year's program.

Kick-off speaker was Lewis H.

Avery, president of Avery-Knodel.

Here in condensed form are his high-

lights of spot's history:

• The 192C birth of electrical re-

cording was the birth of spot adver-

tising. The first e.t. of a 15-minute

program was not made until 1929.

"Then and only then did advertisers

begin to explore the possibile use of

radio advertising on a spot basis.

'

(In 1930 75 commercially sponsored

e.t. programs were broadcast.)

• Early-day selling of airtime:

"Sales executives of stations had to

canvass the prospects in a remote city

without knowing in advance who were

prospects and who were not. Also,

advertising agencies or an advertiser

interested in using spot in a distant

city had to board a train for that mar-

ket, interview the station execs indi-

vidually and place his advertising on

a personal basis."

• National Radio Advertising was

organized as a forerunner to rep or-

ganizations, but "with few exceptions,

NRA did business with two or more

radio stations in each market. That

station got the program whose mana-

ger made the most convincing presen-

tation to the NRA."
• The reps emerge: In early 1932,

two organizations to serve as exclusive

representatives of non-competing sta-

tions announced formation. The pio-

neers were: Free & Sleininger, later

Free & Peters and now Peters, Griffin

& W oodward; and Edward Petrv & Co.

• In 1932-34 there were primarily

four elements soliciting radio spot ad-

vertising for individual stations or

groups of stations: (a) time brokers;

(b) e.t. producers; (c) so-called "spot

specialists"; (d) special station reps.

"It was not uncommon for the e.t. pro-

ducer to claim a commission from both

the advertising agency and the station.

Rarelv claiming more than 15 rc from

the agency, it was not uncommon for

the e.t. producers to obtain a 20-50rc

commission from the radio station in-

volved."

• "Order finally emerged from the

chaos through the enterprising sales

efforts of the pioneers and their suc-

cessors in the field of radio station

representation."

• The growth of spot radio adver-

tising: 1935 — 814,900.000; 1956—
si 58.900,000. "1935. so far as I

know, is the first year for which re-

liable figures are available."

• This steady, though sometimes

hectic growth of spot radio advertising

laid the groundwork for: "the rapid

development of tv advertising. Spot

buying already was in successful op-

eration when tv came on the scene

—

radio had absorbed the labor pains for

all spot broadcast advertising." ^
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SCHEDULE OF TIME BUYING & SELLING SEMINARS (clip & save)
I im. h mi-flings arc held Tuesdays starting \'2A> .1! ill.- Sbelton Hotel, Lexi

12 November 1957

IIISTOin OF SPOT RADIO & l\

Speaker: Lewis II. kvery, president, [very Knodel, Inc.

I In- evolution "i time tales, \^ 1 1 1 1 special emphasis on the

relationship between seller and buyei an historical review^

Session Director, Sain <!i><»k Digges,
id manager, " '

/.' s / l
. Sen

H9 November 19571

RATINGS
Speaker: Ward Dorrell, wee president, John Blair A I

\ review ol 9urve) techniques iln-ir -i^mlu-aiiri- ami
limitations.

Session Directoi George I • Hliclita,

vice president, t. (.. Nielsen Co.

26 November 1 9 5 7 >hbhbbb^

m

BELPFI L BINTS ON Bl WNG
Speaker: Robert V. Wnlfhorat, assoc. media dir., Dl s

/

Baying from \ in /. I In- n. . .-— .n\ -ii-p- in getting

schedules on the aii i>lu~ the necessary follow-through.

Session Director, Jack I.. (ir<>--.

1/i-r. \. ). Office, American Research Bureau

13 December 19571

COVERAGE
Speaker: William It. Lodge, v.p. station relations and

engineering, < BS I 1

Engineering approach, in layman's language. Factors in
- 1 coverage and those iliat pose problems. Factors used
bj networks in determining network rates of affiliates.

Mission Director, Sam Cook Diggcs,
general manager, II < BS-Tl , New York

1 1 December 1 9 5

7

^na^^naHM^

TO BE ANNOUNCED

>n Director, Thonia* Rurlianan, account executive,
h.i erett-McKinney, Inc.

17 December 1957i

WHY CLIENTS SEEM PECULIAR
Speaker: Hnmn Bolte, executive vice president,

Benton & Bowles, Inc.

('lient relationships, sales problems, distribution problems,
etc.— all the things that have a bearing on the advertising
campaign,

n Director, Austen C Smitbers, account executive,
John Blair & Co.

17 January 1958i

INTANGIBLES OK BUYING TELEVISION
AND RADIO

Speaker: I To he announced)

Baying futures. Off-beat buys. Imagination in buying.

Session Director. Jack I., (iroo. mgr. N. Y. Office,

American Research Bureau

114 January 19581

THE GENERAL FOODS-
BRISTOL-MYERS Bl \

Speaker: David P. Crane, vice president in charge of media,
Benton & Bowles, Inc.

Details of the move this summer by Benton 8 Bowles
whereby certain weeks of the General Foods 1 Maxwell
House) schedule were taken over by Bristol-Myers, \ttitudes
of stations, other agencies, other accounts. Evaluation.

S Hon Director. \ era Brinnan. timebiner, SSCB

fsm

21 January 1958

lUK II l{ Bl YSM

M.iiiln \> M . I <>\.

I Frank M. 1 [radii >

.

' nt, II R 1

hi' -
l

I In- in. •

;

1 he "II. nt. r B
in tei in- "i acceptance on ' H ell does il v,urk

Im the advert f the "B
.1.1..,'

ion Dm Roger Bumstead

iiiB«iaaHaBia^aiaBa^a^2B January 1958«

LEVER BROS. LOOKS XT BROAD4 kSTING
Sam I lini m. • dia direi ti

rhe type of broa

services . . . media e^ aluation,

Session Directi Wberl B. Shepard, 1 \unt execul
1 1 Static

BmsnamamB«a««a^a««««B«a«a«aa«anMBmB«4 February 1958s

W II VI 'S W I I II B MHO.'
Spt akei (To b announi '•! >

Emergence ol nighttime. Program structures. N

ome" listening, eti

.

Peggy Stone,
Radio /' Representatives, Inc.— i^^—m^bm 1 1 February 19581

'Out-

\\ HATS W MM TELEVISION?
Speaker: l)<m Dnrgin, wa presi planning,

VBt n
Daytime television. New pro trends. Network and

-put. etc.

Session Directoi <.in ge E. Blechta, via prei

l 1 Vielsi

M8 February 19581

COMMERCIAL EDITING
Speaker: Herbert \. Cariborg, director oj editing, CBS TV

Uthough the buyer "i sellei ol timi is not generally

cerned with content, he is likely to be involved when a com-
mercial is unacceptable. Procedures oi edirj

Session Director, Sam ( i«>k l>i^-:i--. genera
lit BS II. Vea > ork

BnBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBaBaBmamB25 February 19581

ONE SHOTS— SATI RATION
FLIGHTS— C( INSISTENT S( HEDULES

Speaker: Kolx-rt I.. Foreman, p.p. in charge of radio and tv

Batten, Burton. Durstine X Osborn, Inc.

\n evaluation of three different advertising expenditures.
( .(-. histories.

Session Director, HoImti Collins, director 0/ client relations.

Put •' . I

14 March 19581

HOW TO GET \IIE\D Bl TRYING
Speakei William P. Dullard, media loner.

t & Rnlif am. Inc.

Relationships within the agency, with < lient. and with

seller. Persona] and personnel aspects of the businei

Session Direi tors, < lifford Botway, media director,

Dc gerald-Sample, Inc.

——— ——^»1 1 March 19581

THE MlkE WALLACE INTERVIEW
Hike \\ ill.irr. moderator, George Polk,

chargi planning, BBDO Edward Petry,

Edw. Petry A '"- ' James W, Seiler, dir.,

an Res. Bur.

Panel on strength and weakness of three phases of the

busini - Mike X\ alls

Sam < «>"k Digges, genet manager,
ll 1 BS-T) . New
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BPA SURVEY: MERCHANDISING DEMANDS (

T\ radio promotion

managers report hijjli rate

of Jjain in agency, client

requests for assistance

in merchandising. But

they're more realistic!

Planning duo for convention included

Ellen Johansen, Westinghouse, sec.-treas.

of BPA; Bruce Wallace, promotion

director at WTMJ VM-TV, Milwaukee

President of BPA during its first

launching yeat was David E. Part-

ridge, advertising a :n I sales promotion

manap'i 'it Westinghouse Broadcasting

44

^%il\citi>ci> and agencies are mak-

ing far more demands <>n t\ and radio

stations for merchandising assistance

than the) did last year; meanwhile

station management seems t<> he aware

ol the need for intensified promotion.

These are two of the main conclu-

sions of a survey conducted h\ SPON-

SOR at the second annual convention

of the Broadcasters Promotion Assn.

in Chicago 1 and 2 November (see

sponsor 9 November). Some of the

other conclusions given by the promo-

tion managers queried: One of their

biggest problems is having too many
odd jobs lumped under the heading of

promotion. Another: too much to do.

too little assistance or budget.

More than half (30) of the people

answering this question said they were

adequatch paid; 22 said they didn't

earn enough. Biggest omission was in

not having enough assistance in the

-hop. Eight said thej had enough, 48

said the) didn't.

Full details of the SPONSOR sur\e\

are in the charts on the page at right.

Promotion men and women—and

there are more women being hired as

promotion executives—see the three

major elements required for doing

their jobs well as imagination, follow-

through and brain-. I That's the order

of importance in which thej ranked!
|

Thus as business competition and

therefore advertising competition in-

tensifies, there's a new picture emerg-

ing of the station promotion executive.

He or she has more savvy in advertising

as well as station promotion and mer-

chandising, more adept in making ad-

ministrative and staff decisions, more

persevering in following through on

specifics of a broad promotional ob-

jective. They're fast-paced, too.

Kick-off plans f" r '58 were subject of this four-way conversation anions (from L) Howard

\\. Meagle, \\\\\ \. Wheeling, W. Va.: Charles \. Wilson, \\<-\. Chicago; Montez Tjaden.

KWTV, Oklahoma (lily: Sam Kllier. \\ ERK. Cleveland. Several station managers attended meet

New directors of BPA include (L to r..i Robert Moran, mgr. and promotion mgr., W BEL.

Beh.it. Wis.; Kenneth McClure, WMBR-TV, Jacksonville; Ed Morrissey, KIMA and KIMA-TV,
Yakima, Wash.; James Kiss, WPEN, Philadelphia: JohnHurlbut, WFBMAM-TV, Indianapolis



IHE INCREASE

Some I
•'

I station, agencj . represent

ative .mil allied companj men and

women attended BP \ a two-da) con

vention. Umosl l'ihi ,,l these were

promotion directors .it stations who
went to compare notes <>IT the record

and to hearken to those put on the re-

cord l'\ tlnii colleagues.

One perennial I >• .1 n- being gnashed:

merchandising and Imu mud' a sta

lion should give a client For free, More
than nine in 10 promotion managers

reported agencies are asking f<>r more

merchandising, and about seven in 1"

-.ml these requests are more "realis-

tic" than In the |>a-t. Mosl of them

want to have the agenc) and advertise]

people deal with the promotion mana-

ge! as an individual, tailoring queries

to the nature and -i/:' of the station.
v nd tlic\ want the plans to be prac-

tical rather than of a general na-

ture. I hex want specifics. ^

BPA members speak
off the record on
some basic issues

CLIENTS

A. you getting more 01 fewt

quests lor merchandising assistance this

1 1 hi ?

Tv Radio

More 36 Mori 42
Fewei 1 ewer
"-.till.- Same 4

B. Ire requests mure 01 less

realisti( than last year?

Tv Radio

More 26 More 24
Less 6 1 ess 5

Same 4 Same 4

C. It hat's the must important single

improvement agencies < an make in their

ilealin gs with you?

30 Deal with me as an indi-

vidual, tailoring an) re-

quests to the nature <>f the

operation and the Bize <>f

the air schedule

24 Provide us with practical

|)!;m- Inr promotion and
hi merchandising raiher

iliun with generalities

3 MANAGEMENT

A. / tatioi

promotion thit

Tv Radio

Mon 42 M 52
I Lesi

Same 2 «

B. II hat1 i"//'

miiiiii

30 I in.' h I- 'I-, loo lii-

ili

28 I'ii man] odd
lumped undei hi ading
1.1 promotion

They're not i'

minded 1 nough

C. I . are radio

motion people . . .

Vdequatel) paid 30 I nderpaid 22

\\. I paid

Given adequati 8

Not enough 48 Plenty of help

New President as BPA moves into it-

second year i> Kll Henry, director oi

advertising and promotion for \l!i 's < en-

tr.il Div., who was convention chairman

PROMOTION COLLEAGUES

A. ire today's broadcast promotion executives better trained or

worse trained than those of the pre-television era?

I!i 1 in trained 46 \\ 1 1 r -
1 trained

B. In iihnt areas are broadcast promotion people least uell

grounded?

14 In knowledge "f li"« to build a systematic, consist-

ent promotion ainl or advertising campaign

8 In creative skills and art judgment (writing, con-

tent and la\cuit)

14 In administrative and executive -kill-

22 In knowledgi oi the facts a client or agencj wants

most in advertising presentations

22 In marketing background

2 In ballyhoo and exploitation

C. Hon would you rote the promotion people oi our Hi

On par 16 Sharper 38 Less -harp 6 Much less -harp 2
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SHOULD A $70,000
SPENDER PUT IT

ALL IN TELEVISION ?

Amsco's sponge cloth didn't sell, in fact three supermarket

chains threw it out. So the 89-year-old firm gave tv its

entire hudget. Now: (1) sales are up 425%, (2) distributors

are offering the glad hand instead of the cold shoulder

«W hat can tv do for me, a little

guy?"
Many ask. then answer: "Nothing

—

tv's out of my reach!" But witness the

advertising dollar stretch tv gave the

American Sponge and Chamois Co., a

99-employee firm which has just com-

pleted a year's tv participation in the

New York market. The campaign, first

full-fledged consumer advertising ven-

ture for the 89-year-old company, has

done these jobs for Amsco:

• Reintroduced a product in the

tough New York arena;

• Increased sales by 425% for the

first half of 1957 as compared with the

same period in 1956;

• Tallied 95% distribution today

where its product formerly got the

heave-ho from store managers;

• Created a consumer demand that

can be met only by moving to larger

quarters to effect increased production.

The product: A cellulose sponge

cloth for cleaning anything from

dishes to automobiles. Imported from

Sweden, the cloth is cut and packaged

by Amsco. It is sold to the consumer

in a wafer-thin rectangle measuring

about 7" x 8".

Amsco and its agency, Curtis Adver-

tising, faced three major roadblocks

when advertising plans were under dis-

cussion in early 1956: (1) A minimal

advertising budget (only about $70,-

000 has been spent in tv) ; (2) the

sponge cloth had been on the New
York market since 1953 with poor re-

sponse, causing a wariness among
store managers: three large chains re-

moved the product from their shelves:

(3) the product lacked eye-appeal.

In view of the last two factors it's

logical to ask why Amsco-Curtis exec-

utives elected to give the sponge cloth

the big advertising push. They point

to the cloth's sales records in Sweden
as reason. In 1950 over 900,000

cloths were sold to Sweden's seven

million inhabitants: in 1954 this fig-

ure climbed to four million cloths

sold to about seven-and-a-quarter mil-

lion. Better than one cloth for even-

two people!

Amsco's selection of New York as

an introductory market for the U. S.

was based on the following factors,

according to Jim Schatz. Amsco ad-

vertising manager.

The company's New York headquar-

ters made close supervision of adver-

tising operations possible.

A market potential of 14 million

people within a 50-60 mile radius of

the c-it \

.

High per capita income and stable

employment in the area.

Amsco's broker. VoVlman-Gavel, had

top contacts with area chain buyers.

And, "if we could sell in the New
^ ork market we knew we could sell

anywhere," sa\s Schatz.
"'

\ll media were considered care-

full\ for this consumer campaign."'

16 -.!•< >NS<»K 16 NOVEMBER 1957



Moving display piec< belpi iell \<n

lothi in i I, \.ni. u tod di putnwnl •
i

Handiworl i .|,.. n-.. ,| |,\ 1
1 to l

ni.il> Larrj Curti BUI Gruen
\m" rican Spoi I imoia' dmao lim v

> li.ii/

Bays agencyman Larry Curtis, "but we

decided on t\ e\dusi\el\ because the

product needs demonstration for ef-

fective selling, and tv offered satura-

tion impact."

'W e decided to use spot on only one

station," Curtis continues, "because of

budget limitations. We felt our best

success would lie in a saturation-type

campaign over one important outlet.

rather than in spreading ourselves

thin." Curtis estimates the spot cam-

paign has averaged UV-per-l.OOO. He
figures the \m-en message has reached

about two-and-a-hali million tv homes

per week, with 1.7 viewers per home.

The campaign: ^msco uses minutes.

2Cs and 10's in both daytime and

night tv at an average frequency of

12 a week. The spots are split about

50'
I film and the remainder live par-

ticipations on WRCA-TVs housewife

shows during the day.

First phase of the campaign started

in September 1956 with a I l-plan

—

I 1 -pot- per week in du\time and late

evening hours. This plan was selected

because of the 50' < discount benefit-

it offered Amsco. Adjacencies were

-eiii red for such shows as Matinee

Thriller. Tennessee Ernie Ford and

Queen for a Dai)

.

Identity "I the product with well-

known \YI\(!A-T\ personalities \\a-

accomplished via live participations on

show- featuring Josie McCarthy, Rich-

ard W illi-. Herb Sheldon and Te\ and

Jinx.

'We uot tup effectiveness out of

these participations by giving the per-

formers free reign with our product,

says Curtis. "We encouraged them to

invent uses for the sponge cloth, use

their own selling ideas.

Examples 01 the outcome: Richard

Willi- talked to the housewives about

cutting up the cloth and using it for

cosmetic application, or for bathing

i Flense turn to page 80)

Personalities sold for Amsco.

Above, wTtl V-TV'a fosi. Mel

With Iwm liiiM-r- al the !•

market Sundries Show h«-M in St

York's Coliseum. Below, Jini Falken-

ir- pitch foi the i • 1 • • r 1

1
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The iikmHuiii is growing, but at slower

rate than years past, TvB report confirms.

\iiie-iiioutli total is $39 million ahead

^^pot t\ billings continue to grow l>ut at a slower rate as

the medium matures. An I during the third quarter, new t\

Inn ing patterns began to emerge (see ''Spot tv's own mar-

keting revolution," page 35). Total hillings for 325 sta-

tions reported are estimated at over $93 million i based on

\. C. Rorabaugh compilations). While growth i> slower

than in tv"s infancy, the first nine months of 1957 are $39

million ahead of the comparal le period in 1956. TvB fig-

ures are based on complete 13 weeks, not sample week. ^
II mm:

Product category
Spending estimate Spending estimate Spending estimate
3rd quarter '56 4th quarter '56 1st quarter '57

Spending estimate Spending estimate

2nd quarter '57 3rd quarter '57

=
Agriculture $278,000 $310,000 |4 [0.000 8342.000 $241,000

1 Ale. beer & wine S8.453.000 $8,442,000 $8,514,000 $10,086,000 $10,211,000

Amusements, entertainment 3171.000 $90,000 $119,000 $339,000 $136,000

1 Automotive $1,827,000 $-1.249. $2.293 000 $1,926,000 $2,501,000

1 Building material, fixtures, paints $791,000 $651,000 $450,000 $1,207,000 $620,000

1 Clothing & accessories SI.86 1.000 $2,813,000 $2,170,000 $3,421,000 $2,034,000

Confections & soft drinks $4,620,000 $6,961,000 $7,234,000 $7,553,000 $5,496,000 I

1 Consumer services $2,494,000 $3,973,000 $3,177,000 $3,328,000 $2,902,000

I Cosmetics & toiletries $8,950,000 $8,307,000 $10,660,000 $12,644,000 $13,367,000

1 Dental products $2,742,000 $1,765,000 -i 536,000 $1,806,000 $1,813,000 5

= Drug products $5,295,000 $9,537,000 $12,981,000 $8,047,000 $5,943,000

1 Food & grocery products $21,775,000 $28,998,000 $32,860,000 $32,036,000 $21,973,000

Garden supplies & equipment $38,000 $54,000 $190,000 $285,000 $65,000

Gasoline & lubricants $3,908,000 $1,793,000 $5,422,000 $6,413,000 $5,070,000

j= Hotels, resorts, restaurants $73,000 $70,000 $87,000 $87,000 $110,000

1 Household cleaner?, polishes, waxes $592,000 $2,391,000 s2.808.000 $3,051,000 $1,099,000 |

1 Household appliances $1,446,000 $2,354,000 $1,472,000 si.88 1.000 $914,000

~
Household furnishings $898,000 $1,182,000 $1,380,000 $1,162,000 $714,000 H

Household laundry products $3,284,000 $3,013,000 $3,732,000 S5.608.000 $5,321,000 =

1 Household paper products $1,016,000 $1,708,000 $1,618,000 $1,858,000 $697,000 =

| Household general $511,000 $497,000 $592,000 $839,000 $559,000 I

s Notions $162,000 $116,000 $30,000 $97,000 $73,000 ==

Pet products $849,000 $1,649,000 $1,679,000 $1,300,000 $918,000
j

Publications $484,000 $135,000 $553,000 $149,000 $254,000 I

1 Sporting goods, bicycles, toys $79,000 $1,161,000 $115,000 $113,000 $110,000
|

Stationery, office equipment $23,000 $89,000 $131,000 $178,000 $48,000 =

Tv, radio, phono., musical inst's $348,000 $832,000 $423,000 $328,000 $211,000
1

Tobacco products & supplies $7,823,000 $8,115,000 $10,331,000 $3,694,000 $6,636,000
1

Transportation & travel $542,000 $761,000 $884,000 $806,000 $486,000

Watches, jewelry, cameras $1,637,000 $1,613,000 $1,249,000 $1,510,000 $1,438,000

Miscellaneous $881,000 $1,218,000 $1,835,000 $1,776,000 $1,114,000 =

TOTAL $83,863,000 §107.842,000 $116,935,000 §118.870.000 $93,094,000

liiiiiiiiiiimimiiiiiiimmiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiimiiiiiiimmiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiimmiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin mi mi mi m mm mi inn mm dm i inn mi imiiiiiimmiii n miiiimiiiiiimiiiiiiiiii i 1

SEE ANALYSIS OF SPOT TV TRENDS, PAGE 35 SPONSOR • 16 NOVEMBER 1957
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Top lOO spot tv advertisers for the third quarter of 1957

RANK ADVERTISER

I. Proctei v\ Gamble

iim ii & \\ illiamson

.;. i oniiiitiii.il K.ik ur

l I olgate PaJ live

1 ii hi Produi Is

B, General F Is

7. Miles I aboi atui ies

t Sttrlin Drus

<>
I evei Bros

10. W ariU'l I .unbelt

11. Vdtdl ( hemical

12 Philip Morris

1 ;. Bulova Watch

It. National Biscuit

15. International I atex

16. Bristol-Myers

17. Robert Hall

18. Vnheuser-Busili

19. Ford VI

• '•hi i in p.

21. I iggetl & Myers

harles \ntell

...i Cola

21. Gillette

-lull Oil

loseph Srhlii/

27. F I Mfgrs.

28. American Home Prod.

psi Cola

Kal-talT

--• Standard

Jestle

llock Drug

11. Hamni Brewing

R. J. Reynolds

Ballantine

I. \. Folgei

38. Vmerican Tobai o

Pabst Brewing

Id. Phillip- Petroleum

41. Wrigle)

12. Standard Oil of In. I.

Burgermeistei

H. Pie! Bros.

15. Heinz

I'.. Hill Bros. ( offee

17. Beech-Nut Life Savers

W. Vmerican Chicle

49. U. S. Borax

50. Marathon

1

1st Qujrln
1957

2nd Qu.ni .

1957
3rd Qujrl. r

1957

6,800 |6 H8.900 $7,306,600

1,633, ! ! 100 2,982,500

2,822,000 »,69 2,439,600

1,688,800 1,777,800 1,985,300

2,447.100 1,679,200 1,776,000

1,922,600 • ii'/ 100 1.718,000

l,i ; i,700 , 19 .
1 M . 1,617,000

2,942,900 '
I

1

'. 100 1,479,300

1,31 ;.><>" 2,0] 1,200 1,290,600

1,882,800 612,400 1,079,500

640,400 700, 100 1,076,800

1,993,000 1372 1,045,500

1,002,200 993,500 1,003,000

1,61 1,800 1,869,000 998,700

i 700 1383,900 992,500

387,700 109,400 941,300

910,800 1,473, 100 936,900

125,200 ::i 1,600 856,900

1.168. '.(in 141,300 853,100

836,700 834,700

1,397,400 1,04 1,100 819,000

583,600 803,400 809,900

1,155,300 997,700 771,200

762,600

10,200 769,000 740,800

[94,000 707,300

696,700 855,800 654,500

718,400 850,000 648,900

i.l 13,900 728.91 in 601,300

345,400 778.7(1(1 600,100

919,100 '.17.800 591,900

652, ' 771.1'iki 558,900

603,600 691.800 523,000

| ,'I.IUII 512,600

191,600 Mil. |{ III 505,000

1 69.800 125,000 499,300

I88..inn 668,900 483,100

1,317,600 181. Kill 466,500

152,300 175,400 465,600

;:.8.300 450,100

100,200 178.1IIH 449,600

112,800 127300 444,100

254300 106,800 440,700

292,900 !88,200 435,600

103,100 ,-.0(1 427,900

310,700 -.1.600 408,700

639.UKI 749,600 407,800

1.085.000 1,292,800 397,700

121,400 1002200 389,000

137,100 116.200 387,100

RANK ADVERTISER
III fw

1957 1957
3<d '.

1957

II .i
1 1. Li. | 69 » 190,400 S 387,000

1 377,700

Kello 1,10 1,104 375,400

1. Corn Prod Re 1 KM 369,600

Mationa] li.un II" 367,000

16 \l. 1 B 1 361,000

\l ,\ 1 i. i..i 351,100

:>k. Si en-1 ,
Bo ooo 350,000

.'i 1'. 1 ..Mil. ,1.1 l.iil 111 345,900

60 .1. I!. William* 343,500

61. Produi i- 342,100

62. H 329,900

6 1. Dr. Peppei Bottlers
I 700 328,300

64. Standard Brands . Kill 318,400

6 , Vmei i. .in Bakei ies . 700 310,400

66. The Tex is « o 100 100 297,800

67. i ... i iKK) 294,500

68. Won 291,400 293,900

69. Pa. id. Tel. 8 T.I. 260,700 ,100 283,700

70. Vii iona] Hi. 282,000

71. 5. ii my Mobil Oil Hid 100 281,300

72. \\ iedemann Bi en ing 251,000

73. i .. h.'i.il Mills 249,000

71. i .. it. i.il Motoi - 316 242,300

7.">. Best ! Is 288.1 inn 242,000

76. Atlantic Refining 241,800

77. Armstrong Rubbei 240,500

78. \\ ilson & ( ... 700 238,600

79. UP 223,000

80. Safeway Sto 218,200

81. Regal Pale Brew ing 215,900

'82. Robert < ui lej 1,400 'KM) 215,700

83. Paxton X Gallaghei 215,300

84. ( .. n. i.il ( igai 215,200

85. Helaine Seagi i
Kill 540 21 1,700

86 ( Ii. -. brough-Ponds 210,500

87. HarriM.n 1
210,000

88. Uli-. 204,800

89. D ai ui < offi • 203,700

90. 1 angendorf Bak< 201,000

9] 1 \ 1 199,500

92. i orj 198,200

W Reily 196,200

94. K 193,400

95. May bellii 191,000

96. Helene ' urtis 188,800

"7 B len 188,000

98. Ralston-Pu 16 1.2(1(1 284,4 185,400

99. Liebnianu B 183 800

100. [ntersl it< Bakeries 182,800

expendtl \ . Itnralutik-li B
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SPONSOR ASKS

In a period of business slowdown, how
should advertisers slant their broadcast copy

Donald H. McCollum, vice president,

Schwerin Research Corporation, New York

That could end up being picked as The
Question I'd Least Like to Be Left on a

Desert Island with.

There's no pat answer, of course.

For one thing, recessions come in vari-

ous types and sizes; the advertiser's

economists must counsel him in that

area.

Stress durability

and base

your copy

on research

Suppose, though, that the recession

we are discussing here is the kind most
feared today—one in which men and
women have the money but have be-

come overly cautious and fearful about

spending it.

Under such conditions, the following

habits of thought may be helpful to the

individual advertiser:

1. Don't "protest too much." In

other words, don't engage in the kind

of advertising which explicitly advises

people there's nothing to worry about.

2. However, do, by implication,

build impressions of confidence into

your commercials.

3. Try to avoid campaigns that

knock your competitors. Always chan-

cy, these can be fatal to the whole
product field, including your own
brand, when consumers already feel

uncertain.

4. Guard against leaving impres-

sions of undue luxury or of wasteful-

ness. Remember that this is not simply

a matter of the copy you use: unfor-

tunate mental images of this sort can
be conveyed just by what you do in

the video.

•). Where possible, associate true

economy (not cheapness I . practicabil-

ity, long-lastingness or durability with

your brand. Think of new improve-

ments or new products in terms like

these, not as gimmicks.

Finally—and this, though it sounds

self-serving, is nevertheless basic—use

research that tells you whether your

commercials are on the right track.

Not doing so is an uneconomical pro-

cedure at any time. And in a reces-

sion, the advertiser can no more afford

being wasteful than the consumer can.

Rotlo Hunter, vice president, director of

tv & radio. Erurin Wasey, Ruthraufl & Ryan,

Inc., New York

There's no dog-eared chapter in the

rule book to cover this one, no rule

of thumb to thumb to. In television,

happily, there has been hardly a trace

of slump experience. Radio, even with

Skip the

comedy and

hit the hard

tacts harder

its much longer memory, hasn't felt

the pinch very often. But it would
seem logical that if the going gets

hard for the consumer, the broadcast

advertiser will have to shift the accent

—functional over style. In a business

recession the automobile buyer would
probably be much more interested in

mileage and other economy factors

than in fancy chrome furbelows. The
clothing purchaser might well subor-

dinate his interest in stylish cut to a

frank concern about wearabilitx

.

Aside from accent, however, the

fundamentals of building commercials

block-on-block shouldn't change, good

times or bad. Well always base to

capture the customer's attention. Well

always have to couch our appeals in

terms of basic human desires. We'll

always have to let the consumer knoyv

bow he benefits.

If and when the road gels rocky,

these basics may have to be stripped of

today's popular garnish. The fey ani-

mation, the joke lead-ins. the comedy

sound effects could easily backfire in a

climate of hard times. The buyer on a

slim budget can get pretty hard-nosed

about the merits of competitive prod-

ucts. We might find ourselves docu-

menting commercials a little more
carefully—hitting the proof a little

harder—leaning a little heavier on re-

search to find out what people really

want. And television as the miracle

medium of demonstration might be

used better than ever before to make
our commercials believable.

It boils down to this: If the going

really gets tough, gentle yvooing of

customers probably yvon't move the

goods. We'll all have to hit the hard

facts harder. Come to think of it, that

might not be a bad idea yvhile the

going is good. Why not begin noy\ ?

Dr. Ernest Dichter, president, Institute

tor Motivational Research, Inc., Croton-on-

Hudson. New Yorl:

The real question is not how to speak

Give the

consumer a

feeling of

stability

to people during a recession, but rath-

er speak to him now with the purpose

of avoiding the potentially dangerous

influences of economic pessimism
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which cause If.H and to— "I conn

dence. It is <|uitr possible toi .1 so

1 i.'i\ to 1. ilk itself into .1 recession ami

even .1 depression. Historj pro> ides

examples "I such feats.

Ihr |i»\ cholog] i»l the \11111 H .in

consumer is in flux. Bi oad< asting

copj based on awareness "I the pres-

rill psychology ol the ron-timiT. llica-

sures which meet <loul>i-. unexpressed

fears ami hesitations, measures which

.in- attuned i" bis desire in act "as if"

everything i* a- ideal a- ii should I"-.

ma\ t;i» far toward preventing ami

baiting a I ui^i lit— slump.

The consume! needs a
|
sychological

assist from the manufacturer or adver-

tiser in order to regain hi- buying en-

thusiasm. Me needs in have hi> belief

in the great personal benefits "I pi og-

ress rekindled, therefore, the adver-

tiser who talk- ahoul real innovations

and technical advances will stimulate

the consumer to !>u\ his product. Peo-

ple easil) grant themselves moral per-

mission to bu) a radically new prod-

uct which solves a problem of living

with efficiency. I he word "new" is

not convincing, however. The market

t"ila\ suffers from a stracK abuse of

this adjective and consumers have de-

veloped a skepticism toward the word

.1- well as toward the spread of all un-

substantiated or exaggerated claims.

The advertiser must also learn to ad-

just his appeals to the psychological

atmosphere in which he is advertising.

In a booming optimistic economy, ap-

peals to convenience and lu\ur\ izain

increasing momentum. In a |>s\cho-

logicall) restricted econoim the need is

growing for appeals which enable the

consumer to rationalize in the frame-

work of necessity. Il ma\ be neces-

sary to appeal to more moral, more
spartan and work-oriented motivations.

Within such a psychological atmos-

phere, the whole question of price be-

comes more important. It is necessar\

for the advertiser to show that be is

on the consumer's side, that he under-

stands his concern ahoul high price-.

This does not mean that prices should

he generall) slashed, for the consumer
would tend to see drastic reduction- as

the beginning of a depression. Hi- in-

security would he reinforced and he

would -it hack and wait until prices

reached rock bottom. The intelligent

advertiser will oiler stability and will

give the consumer the feeling that "we
are holding the line, we are not rais-

ing our prices, you can trust us be-

cause we are with \ou. ^

^

If you're serious about selling your prod-

uct (ii you're not, send your name to

Ripley) you don'l just s.i\ it's home-
coming and see who ihowi up. Noii send
your clarion call where it'll be heard In

( entral Ohio that's \\ itss K.idio, rated

firs! b) Pulse 11 s out ol $60 quartet hours.

6 a.m. to midnight Monda) through

Friday. Ask John Blair.

WBNS RADIO
COLUMBUS, OHIO

a great new Joplin

3
f^t

3

created for you by

KODE-TV
i36,547 TV HOMES" IN THE JOPLIN MARKET
Larger than Duluth, Phoenix, Ft. Wayne
5776,919,000 Buying Income; 669,800 Total Population

•NOW 28% HIGHER TOWER—HICHE5T IN 4-STATE COVERAGE

•NOW 29% MORE POWER—71.0CO WATTS MORE THAN
ANY OTHER STATION IN THE AREA

•NOW COVERS 136.547 TV HOMES IN JOPLIN

MARKET—AN ALL-TIME HIGH

"Television Magazine Set Count. July. I

You'll have more luck with KODE-TV- JOPLIN, MO.

© /obc
316,000 WATTS Designed Power w /
101 miles Northeast of Tulsa • 150 miles South of Kansas City

203 miles East of Wichita • 250 miles Southwest of St. Louis

"TjNi'

SPONSOR Id NOVEMBER L957

Harry D. Burke. V. P. & Gen'l Mgr.

Represented by AVERY-KNODEL

A Member of the Friendly Croup • KODE. KODE-TV. Joplm • WSTV WSTV-TV. Stcubenvillc • WPIT Pittsburgh

• WPAR Parkcrsbur; . WBOY. WBOY-TV Clarksburg



National and regional spot buys

in work now or recently completed

SPOT BUYS

TV BUYS
General Mills, Inc., Minneapolis, is preparing a campaign for its

(.'•III Medal Hour. The short-term schedule kieks-ofT in November.

Minnies and I.D.'s lor both daytime and nighttime segments are

being placed; average frequency: L6-20 per week per market. Muv-

er : Dick Boege. Vgency: Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, Inc.. New York.

(Agency declined to comment. I

Ceneral Foods Corp., Maxwell Mouse div., Hoboken, N. J., is

adding markets for a short run to its present schedule; the original

schedule started 4 November for 52 weeks. Nighttime I.D.'s are

being used with frequenc) depending upon the market. Buyer:

(I race Porterfield. Agency: Benton & Bowles, Inc.. New York.

RADIO BUYS
Ford Institutional, Dearborn, Mich., is going into a number of

markets to push the Ford car line. The four-week schedule begins

in November. Minutes are being scheduled primarily 6:30 to 9:00

a.m. and 5:00 to 7:00 p.m., Monday through Friday; there will- be

some weekend traffic announcements. Miner: Lou Kennedy. Agencv :

Kenyon & Eckhardt, New York.

J. A. Folger & Co., Kansas City, is scheduling announcements for

its coffee line. 20's will be aired for the short-termer 6:30 a.m. to

5:30 p.m.; average frequency: 25 per week per market. Buyer:

\ al Hitter. Agency: Cunningham X Walsh. Inc., New York (Agencj

declined to comment.)

The Grove Laboratories, Inc., New York, is entering various mar-

kets to push its 4-Way Cold Tablets. The 13-week campaign will

start in November. Minutes will be spotted during morning seg-

ments; frequency depends upon the market. Buyer: Beth Black.

Agency: Cohen & Aleshire. New York. (Agency declined to com-

ment.)

RADIO AND TV BUYS
The New York & New England Apple Institute, Kingston.

N. Y., is conducting a radio-tv campaign to promote the use of

apples. The short-term schedule runs through November. In tv.

prime nighttime 20's will be slotted, with varying frequency; in

radio, daytime minutes, saturation frequency. Miner: Doug Humm.

Vgency: Charles W. Hoyt, New York.

The National Brands, div. of Sterling Drug, Inc., New York, is

buying in scattered market- for its Phillips* Milk of Magnesia. The

advertiser is seeking minutes and 20's; frequency will depend upon

the market. liming has not begun. Bu\er: Frank Moriarity.

Vgency: Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, Inc., New ^ ork.
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0&rr*9!>
your

Aunt Abby. . . too far /

£**

Her opinions are interesting—of course.

And she's sure to let you know—par-

ticularly when they concern television.

But neither she nor all your other rela-

tives should have too great a voice in

evaluating a show. That's a job for

pre-testing with impartial audiences.

How?—By having the show»on film. Then

you can test all you want—from here to

Timbuktu—economically, efficiently.

And on film, when you want to make
changes—you just splice 'em in ! That's

why a good show is a better show on

EASTMAN FILM.

For complete information write to: Motion Picture Film Department

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, Rochester 4, N.Y.

East Coast Division Midwest Division West Coast Division

342 Madison Ave. 1 30 East Randolph Drive 6706 Santa Monica Blvd.

New York 17, N.Y. Chicago 1, III. Hollywood 38, Calif.

or W. J. GERMAN, Inc., Agents for the sale and distribution of Eastman Professional

Motion Picture Film, Fort Lee, NJ.; Chicago, III.; Hollywood, Calif.



Capsule case histories of successful

heal and regional radio campaigns

RADIO RESULTS

CONSTRUCTION
SPONSOR: Mays Construction Companj VGJINCY: Direcl

Capsule case history: Expanding its services to go after

the consumer for the first time, a Maryland construction

firm successfully used radio to sell private driveways and

roads. I ntil that time the Mays Construction Compain

used no advertising, since it ordinarily sub-contracted work

from large civil engineering firms in Baltimore. The firm

placed a four-week saturation campaign with WTOW. The

spots ran twice every da\. at 7:30 a.m. and 5:30 p.m.. both

time slots intended to reach the working man driving to

and from the job. No other medium was used. "At the

end of the first week of advertising on WTOW," reports

Mays, "we received 12 calls for driveways and roads, the

average price of which is $400, and since then we've been

getting calls on the average of six a week . . . which is

more calls than I am able to handle at present. We consider

WTOW entirely responsible for this overwhelming increase

in volume and feel our spot campaign was a real success."

FIRESTONE PRODUCTS
SPONSOR: Firotom- & Riverside Stores ^GENCi : k&r. Sales, Inc.

Capsule case history: Firestone and Riverside Stores, out-

lets for Firestone products in New Orleans, report that their

sales figures for the past \ear and this year have increased

better than 72' '< since they started using WNOE. Sales

for the week of 15 July exceed by far the sales figures for

any week in 1956. Since the summer months reflect the

highest sales figures, Firestone has been placing the bulk of

their spots in this period with a lesser schedule in the late

fall and winter months. More than 50% of Firestone's ad-

vertising budget is devoted to radio, with the majority of

this placed on WNOE. Due to the unquestionable success

of spot it has been necessary for the owners to construct a

completely new outlet in addition to expanding the four

stores. A sizeable percentage of Firestone business comes

from the retail trade zone within a 125-mile radius of New

Orleans. "Radio will continue to be, in the future, a vital

factor in our success," says the president of the company.

WTOW, Towson, M.I. PURCHASE: Announcement- WNOE, New Orleans, La. \nnnun.enient>

BUTTER
SPONSOR: Dorothy Lane Market ACENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: During a recent Friday night high

school football contest aired over WING, Dayton, Ohio, the

sponsor, Dorothy Lane Market, offered as a special two

pounds of butter for $1.00. The announcement was made

three times during the course of the game, each spot running

about 20 seconds. Although Dorothy Lane is a large, pro-

gressive market accustomed to doing a large volume of

business, by closing time the next night the store's entire

-lock of butter had been sold—a total of two tons. Figuring

the cost of advertising the butter in ratio to the entire

football broadcast, WING sold $2,000.00 worth of butter

to 2.000 individual customers in less than 24 hours at a

cost of only $35.00. In addition people who came for the

sole purpose of buying butter were influenced to make other

purchases as a result of the broadcast. "Time and time

again radio has proven to he very effective and we plan to

use it in the future." said the co-owner of Dorothv Lane.

AUTOMOBILES
SPONSOR: Earl Davis Buick, Inc. AGENCY: Direct

Capsule Case History: Some 85% of the prospects coming

to an automobile showroom in Cleveland were attracted

there hv radio. This was the result of a campaign used by

Earl Davis, a Buick dealer, to acquaint people with his

name and new location and to sell and rent new and used

cars. This campaign came from an annual advertising bud-

get of $80,000 divided as follows: radio. 25'. : tv, 40%;

newspapers, 25% : direct mail. 10%. The radio promotion

consisted of 56, one-minute announcements per week spread

over seven davs for eight weeks. The spots were from 6:00-

6:30 a.m. to catch the earlv driving audience: 9:30-10:00

a.m. and 12:30-1:00 p.m. to reach women: 4:00-8:00 p.m.

to again hit the man behind the wheel. "Eighty-five out of

100 people," said Davis, "heard our advertising on KY~W

... It has proven to be less expensive to reach more people

by radio than any other medium now available in Cleveland."

W ING, Dayton, Ohio PROGRAM: Football KYW. Cleveland PlRCll \SE: Announcements
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I Iris

radio

WORKS
~
21

Justin case it escaped you, please note that the radio

on the right is tuned to 1210 on the dial . . . and

that's WCAU RADIO, CBS in Philadelphia.

The other one? Well, let's call it Station WXXX.
Sure it plays all the time . . . but who does it plaj t<>.

y

With a lew personalities, concentrating on a limited

type of programming, what part, it an) of your

market does it reach?

WCAU RADIO works as it plays. ..for it is heard

by more families in Philadelphia and its suburbs

than any other of the 14 local stations ... families

dial annuall) spend .")f»7 million dollars more than

die audiences of the next highest station. \\\>\ why

does WCAI -land out in Philadelphia area Imud-

casting? . . . because we program for everybody.

With top flight authorities covering the news and

sports ... outstanding women's shows, including the

popular afternoon serials ... music shows for both

the young and old . . . the best "i CBS network

headliners and Philadelphia's outstanding radio

personalities (2 1 ol them at lasl count) . . . we <>H<t

variet) in programming thai has meant leadership

in this important market for 35 consecutive years.

you buy

responsiveness

. . . when

you

putWCAUjJlADIO „

tilt
W°rk!

The Philadelphia Bulletin Radio Station
J

Represented Nationally by CBS Radio Spot Sale*

SPONSOR 10 MU EMBER 1957



Are you taking advantage of

PEX DIRECT-TO-CUSTOMER SERVICE?

AVAILABLE
RECT FROM AM

HERE IS HOW
YOU BENEFIT:

New application ideas, practical and

tested

Complete product and installation

information

Custom products tailored to your in-

dividual needs

Personal contact with Ampex Re-

search, Engineering and Production

m--~

VIDEOTAPE RECORDERS
sold only direct

Jma' • ,

» Vis-'tg,

MODEL 300 sold only direct

MODEL 350

^1

^
Available only direct — Auto-

matic programming systems,

tape duplicators, and custom-

engineered products.

854 CHARTER STREET, REDWOOD CITY, CALIFORNIA

professional

products division

ATLANTA, TRINITY 4-0736 DALLAS, LAKESIDE 6-7741 SAN FRANCISCO, EMERSON 9-1481

CHICAGO, TERRACE 3-7050 LOS ANGELES, OLIVE 3-1610 WASHINGTON, D. C, JUNIPER 5-8270

NEW YORK, N. Y., PLAZA 3-923?
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Report* and evaluate* news, trends,

opinion* for film huftTi <irul tellers

FILM-SCOPE
16 NOVEMBER It's a fairly common assumption among sponsors thai >on «^f -t heller i « I «- ri

-

bponsor°pubucat
5

ions inc
tification (and merchandising opportunities) in syndicated Hlms than In feature

niRrcTEO by ben bodec fare. Continuit) is >u |

)

|

>«>><•( 1 to make tlit: dilference.

So lately botli stations and producers have been wrapping feature alms into "the*

malic" groups to overcome the sponsor's objections to untidiness. Does it work'.'

FILM-SCOPE this week asked a group of Station Spotters about 1 1
1«

- i i experiei

This is what they say:

• Thematic groupings will satisfy a sponsor best when they arc made around

a star or personality—an And] Hardy Beries, or a Wallace Beerj Theatre, for example.

This establishes a common character and a merchandising focus.

• Topical groupings—a "family" series or a western series—also do »<-ll. hut

arc trickier to manage. Some sponsors mav not like the grouping, and other fail to find

the proper merchandising hook. One station (WREX-TV, Rockford, III.) says it has had top

success by using topical groupings with a timely element. It has a "Family Theatre"

but selects the films to fit current events
—"Miracle on 34th St." at Christmas, for instance,

and "Young Mr. Lincoln" in February.

In short, FILM-SCOPE's Station Spotters pretty much agree that:

1) Thematic groupings appeal more to sponsors than helter-skelter feature show-

ings, but

2) It takes some ingenuity to work out the right package. Groupings on the basis

of star names seem safest:

The Spotters: Harold See, KRON-TV, San Francisco; Bill Michaels. W.JRKTY.

Detroit; Dick Woolen, KTTV,,Los- Angeles; Clarence Wasscrman. KRKT-TV S

raento; and Joe Baisch, WREX-TV, Rockford.

First Pulse ratings on 26 Men indicate that 1) it's a sturdy competitor, and 2

it has a very high proportion of adults in its audience. Thus:

• In Sacramento, 26 Men had a Pulse of 28.5 on KCRA and an audience share of

47.8%. Its top competitor in the Tuesday 7-7:30 spot was Phil Silver- with 25.2.

• In Buffalo, it had a 15.4 rating and a 45 r
r audience share (WREN. Wednesday 7-

7:30) vs. 13.5 for Man Rehind the Radge.

Significant: The show in both markets is pulling a big adult audience in what is nor-

mallv a kid slot. Ratio of adults is 759J .

Sea Hunt has picked up two major sponsors in the New ^ork area on an

alternate-week deal—Bristol Myers (DSC&5) and Household Finance I'Needham. Louis

& Rrorby). The showings will be on WCBS-TY following Cunsmoke.

Ziv claims Sea Hunt is now in about 80% of the 50 top markets and is its

mover among major markets.

NTA Associates has contracted to purchase more than 50% ol the 1,639,000

common shares presently outstanding of Associated Artists Productions Corp.

For each 100 shares of Associated Artist- NTA will pay $437.50 in rash. |440 in 7

seven year subordinated sinking fund debentures, and 10 shares of common -'

A substantially similar offer to purchase the balance of the outstanding shares will he

extended to all AAP stockholders after the initial acquisition has been completed.
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FILM-SCOPE continued

Frustrating is the word for Brazil. Here is a huge nation with relatively good tv

set ownership (470,000), but as a film market it's a washout right now. Last week

Joao B. Amaral, owner of two of the nation's six stations, told FILM-SCOPE why:
Brazil's tv is bedeviled by 1) lack of U. S. dollars, 2) geography, 3) a lukewarm

attitude toward the medium on the part of the government, and 4) language— they

speak Portuguese in Brazil.

Amaral is trying to overcome the geographic barrier (which consists of mountain ranges

that block reception) by building micro-wave relays. But equipment is costly and must

be imported under the low government dollar quota alloted to tv stations.

Just to compound these woes, short-wave radio (with its cheaper operating costs

and wider reception areas) has been on the upbeat, and the best movies are charging

only about 20^ admission.

Nonetheless, there is this ray of hope for the future: There has been an increase in

the number of advertising agencies in Brazil, and a handful of U. S. advertisers has

started to buy tv time (Coca-Cola, gasoline companies, auto companies, Gillette).

Just because England's BBC maintains a lofty disdain of sponsors is no sign

it won't shell out heavily for shows.

NBC International, Ltd., has just sold BBC 26 kines of the Perry Como program
to begin first of the year. Apparently it's the top dollar deal with England to date.

In the continuing search for programs with a hefty woman appeal—especially

during the daytime—you soon can get yourself into psychological-statistical quagmire. This

week Schwerin Research gave FILM-SCOPE these basics which it has been evolving:

• There's a big difference between just watching a show and really liking it.

• In the case of women, you find a tendency to watch a lot of things—though

they don't always like everything they see. (Men are less generous with their time:

They usually watch only what they like).

• When all's said and done, women like "women-oriented" programs best. That

is, they go for a plot in which one of their own kind escapes the humdrum and hero-

ically gets involved in something exciting. (Only a very small minority of sophisti-

cated females prefers the male-hero kind of fare.)

• Using a liking score of 100 as base, Schwerin figures that "women-oriented" shows

get plus 8.5 among women, while westerns and other male-dominated fare gets only a

plus 2.8.

• The reason for women's liking of female heroines probably stems from the

fact that the gals have a less active role in society than men. Thus there's a natural

tendency to cheer for another woman who has escaped the confines of her narrow world.

It lends an element of identification and wish-fulfillment.

FLASHES FROM THE FILM FIELD: CBS TV Film pushes Fire Fighters for network

sale this week. The pilot was filmed in New York and the action is based on stories from

the files of the New York City Fire Department. . . . Screen Gems has set a co-production

deal for a new comedy series, Howe and Hummel starring Dennis King and Menasha Skul-

nick. Based on the famed gamblings of those two 19th century lawyers, the pilot is due for

February 1958.

Here's an idex to how NTA's Tugboat Annie is doing for Lever Bros, in Canada:

Elliott-Haynes Reports for the week ending 4 November show a 19.5 rating and a 30.2

share of audience in Toronto and a 56.7 rating and 83.2 share of audience in Montreal.

Admiral Distributors will sponsor 26 Men in both Anchorage and Fairbanks Alaska.

The series is now sold in 135 markets . . . another commercial tv channel will be put into

operation in England early in 1959. . . . Denmark tv reports the test kinescope of the Steve

Allen show met with an overwhelming response.
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Uncle Mike's

CHILDREN'S
THEATRE

5:15 to 5:55 pm
Monday through Friday

packed full

of everything

that CHILDREN

love to see !

WBEN-TVs 40 MINUTE
Western New York's \ounger folks find Uncle Mike's

CHILDREN'S I HI A I Kl Buffalo's fullest forty-minutes

of television. Results prove this to be so.

For the multi-voiced, man} faceted Mike Mearian has

captured a loyal and large following in his web ol

whims) e\cr\ weekda} on Channel 4. Children love Ins

man\ characterizations; his puppet friends. Buttons.

Bows and Monk; and the dail) cliff-hanging episode of
' Ram.ir of the Jungle" that Uncle Mike features on
every show.

Products that ha\c found this a fertile field to cultivate

include chocolate milk fortifiers, breakfast cereals, can-

dies, hohh\ sets, children's clothes and shoes and desserts.

CHILDREN'S THEATRE was recently extended to add
more fun for the youngsters. It also adds more spot-

time for sponsors who want to win little friends and
influence little people.

HARRINGTON, RIGHTER & PARSONS — our
national representatives — or our sales department will

be happy to fill _\ou in on the facts and figures.

WBEN-TV
CBS IN BUFFALO
YOUR DOLLARS COUNT FOR MORE ON CHANNEL
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SPOT TV CHANGES
(Continued from fxige 37)

saturation 1>\ ua\ of contrast."'

Many agency men still raise the old

hue and cry for the future: Spot tv

could be more active if the stations

ami reps made it easier to buy and

handle. Looking toward winter and

spring buying, agencyr media execu-

tives point up these problems and

suggest ua\- for casing the difficulties:

How to evaluate adjacencies:
Where network tv programing is con-

cerned, timebuyers have always been

as anxious for the first Nielsen verdict

as the proverbial expectant father pac-

ing a hospital corridor. In past sea-

sons, the first fall ratings spelled suc-

cess or failure for many a spot sched-

ule planned in July and August.

"Today spot tv doesn't deal in the

same extremes of success and failure,"

as one BBDO timebuyer told SPONSOR.

'"Through ABC TV's growing strength

and through better programing on the

independents, ratings have leveled and

evened up somewhat. The buyer to-

day doesn't have to be as much a

second-guesser of programing values

when picking adjacencies."

\\ ith the evening up of ratings, the

choice of schedule by a particular buy-

er is determined le>s by the particular

programing adjacency than by fac-

tors on which both the station and

the rep can do a big selling job.

For instance, one JWT associate

media director put it this way:

'"When I look ahead toward the

spring campaign right now, I'm aware

that no one can be sure of the net-

work programing profile. What I'll be

looking for is strength and character

of the station, type of programing

blocks that the network it's affiliated

with has been going in for. I can't as-

sume that the show that's in a particu-

lar slot today, even if its ratings are

great, will necessarily be in the same
spot next spring. The network might

shift its alignment. I have to buv oth-

er values—over -.all ratings delivery."

What do you buy besides ratings?

"Audience composition," is the an-

swer in many of the time periods like

early and late evening which are cur-

rently in the ascendancy. Many a rep,

advising his stations on programing

patterns, has shown awareness of this.

"Kid shows may pull big ratings be-

tween 5:00 p.m. and 7:30 p.m.," com-

mented a station representative. ''But

the buyer isn't looking for circulation

only in those times—he's looking for

potential customers."

The question among many stations

is this: Should they sacrifice ratings

points to a more advantageous audi-

ence composition?

According to a majority of top

agencv timebuyers, the answer is "ves"

for the later afternoon and early eve-

ning periods. This is a time when a

family audience is available. Certain-

ly, the products like soft drinks, toys

and other predominantly teen and kid-

appeal products, like a concentrated

audience. But there aren't enough

such products around to build full ad-

vertising schedules on all stations in

all markets.

Part of the answer lies in "counter-

programing."' If the competitive sta-

tions in the market are strong in the

kid-appeal shows, this might be the

period into which to strip some fam-

ily-appeal features or syndicated shows.

KMJ-TV
FRESNO

These films have had wide ac-

ceptance among national and

local advertisers who are look-

ing for penetration into the

productive Fresno market. In-

quire now for choice avail-

abilities.

Ask Paul H. Raymer today

about this exceptional buy.

KMJ-TV
FRESNO, CALIFORNIA

Paul H. Raymer

National Representative
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1/5 of all

Canadian Autos
are registered

in our
Hamilton

Toronto Niagara
coverage
area

w

ONE TV STATION REACHES 1 5 OF CANADA

Within our huge coverage area there are 638,426 registered automobiles. This number represents 21.80''

-over one-fifth of all registered automobiles in all of Canada this year. Another black and white fact

proving CHCH-TV serves the richest market in Canada." Source: Sales Management Elliott-Haynes.

For further information call: Montreal: UN 6-9868, Toronto: EM 6-9236, d^ngjngj WtM
Hamilton: JA 2-1101, Vancouver: TA 7461, New York City: PL 1-4848, ^fCHCH^Tw
"hicago: MI 2-6190, San Francisco: YU 6-6769 CHANNEL|| CANADA



WARNER BROS.

/ FEATURES ARE

PREFERRED IN

KNOXVILLE

AFFILIATED with KROD-600 kc (50OOw.

Owned Operated by El Paso Times, Inc'"

Rep. Nationally by the BRANHAM COMPANY

Counter-point Belling: Selling on

price alone isn't enough in today's

competitive market, most timebuyers

agree. The) argue that they'd prefer

to see more competitive audience com-

position figures, more programing in-

formation and more sales pitches an-

I al their particular client needs.

"\\ hen a rep a-k- me what his com-

petitoi - offering for the money and

then tries to match it. he's making the

medium as a whole harder to bu\."

one McCann-Erickson broadcast su-

pervisor told sponsor. "He undermines

M, \ confidence in the medium without

adding to the knowledge about the

market and hi- station which I need to

have before making a sound media

decision.
'

Rate eard inequities: More package

discounts should be included on the

rate card to make pre-order-placing

estimates easier and more accurate,

I. livers feel. A major stumbling block

where accurate estimates are con-

cerned are the frequent rate changes.
" \- long as they change so often. I

wish they'd change more in line with

the needs of the times." a Ted Bates

buyer told SPONSOR. "The) might for

instance graduate frequency discounts

according to the length of announce-

ments. Some solid frequency dis-

counts for I.D.'s. for one thing, might

do a great deal toward stimulating

more business in I.D.'s."

One i &R media executive, who's

particularly irate over the premium
rales some stations charge for the eve-

ning features, feels that the rate ad-

ju tments should occur there. Rather

than continuously pricing these desir-

able announcement periods upward-.

he suggests that the stations make up

new packages promoting their less

popular time periods b\ combining

them with these good times.

Most media men welcome good

age offers, but devout!) wish the

stations published them in some

standardized form or on the rate card

to make figuring easier.

Tailor those sales pitches: It's the

old hue and cry among timebuyers

and tlii< fall it's louder than ever be-

fore. They argue that a sales pitch

doesn't have to mean a fane) presen-

tation, but it does mean facts and fig-

ures thai are to the point where their

i lienl is concerned.

"About fi\e years ago, radio rep-

began to sell their medium and their

markets rather than just blocks of

a\ailabilitie>. one B&B bu\er told

SPONSOR. "' \nd the\ reaped good re-

>ult- from their approach. I think the

time has come for the tv reps to take

a leaf out of radio's recent histor) :

Make selling more mature.'

Perhaps an even more basic point

that main bu\ers complain about is

bad liaison between a station and its

rep. They sa\ that stations should be

in better touch with their reps to let

them know what availabilities are open

and what times have been sold. One

reason cited for confusion about avail-

abilitie- i^ barter. Occasionally, a -ta-

tion make- a barter deal, without

letting the rep know about it. and the

rep salesman goes around tr\ ing to sell

the time the station bartered awa\.

"When we -a\ we want service we

just mean that the rep shouldn't offer

us availabilities he hopes will be .i:j.

but that he should coordinate care-

fullv with his station and present us

with the faet- as the) are." says

BBDO's Ho| e Martinez. #

Only ONE is atop the

Continental Divide

Serving both the Atlantic and

Pacific Sides of America

KXLF - TV4 Mcnfano

Butte

East—The Walker Co.

West—Pacific Northwest Broadcasters
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the more you compare balanced programming,

audience ratings, coverage, or costs per thousand—

or trustworthy operation—the more you'll prefer

WAVE Radio

WAVE-TV

LOUISVILLE

NBC AFFILIATES

NBC SPOT SALES, EXCLUSIVE NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES

WF IE-TV, Channel 14, the NBC affiliate in Evansville,

is now ownod and operated by WAVE, Inc.



A pictorial review of local

and national industry events

PICTURE WRAP-UP

Lowell Thomas, of new CBS TV series

High Adventure, meets Roland Withers (1.)

of sponsor CM, Bill Hylan (r.) CBS TV sales

•*«s
siC^

Plaque for Dr. Frank Conrad, whose work

was the basis of modern radio and led to first

station KDKA, has been given to his widow

Silver and ebony plaques are presented 1>\ Peters, Griffin and Woodward to stations the

firm has represented since its founding in 1932. Seven stations have received the 2.V\ear

awards. Donald Davis, president of KMBC, Kansas City, receives the memento from Russel

Woodward (1.), P-G-W v.p., and H. Preston Peters Ir.), president of the firm. Other

recipients included: WOC, Davenport, and WHO, Des Moines, Iowa; WDAY, Fargo. North

Dakota; WGR, Buffalo, New York; WMBD, Peoria, Illinois; WBAP, Ft. Worth-Dallas, Texas

"New Car's Eve," a telecast that dis-

played the first 1958 Chewy shown anywhere

in the nation, was the promotion idea of

Wilkins Chevrolet in Norfolk, \ a. At the

stroke of 12 midnight on WTAR-TV, the new

automobile was rolled out for its unveiling

The 25-Year Club "' the Katz Agency, New York, recently honored

radioman Mike Flynn (<>i his quarter-century with the rep firm. Seated (1. to

r.), George W. Brett, G. R. Katz, M. J. Beck, Eugene Katz, and Flynn. Stand-

ing (1. to r.), H. J. Grenthot, Herbert Goldberg, Abe Doris and M. S. Kellner



News and Idea

WRAP-UP
s-1!7 "sriafm

ADVERTISERS
Clarence Eldridge, advertising

statesman, told the annual meet-

ing of t li«> Grocer} Manufacturers

of America In N.Y. this week thai

these 10 rules would make for

easier client-agencj relationships

:

1 » Tin- partnership nature of the

relationship should l>e recognized.

2 i The agency Bhould be accorded

respect as a reputable, well-managed,

successful business.

\ i The agency ia entitled to know

how the advertiser t li inks of itself: its

philosophy, its basic policies, its ideals,

its standards of business morality and

integrity . and it- objecth es.

I- 1 The ad\ertisin» agenr) should

have the primary responsibility for an

effective presentation of the advertis-

ing message: hut it is the advertiser

who should assume the primary

responsibility for determining what
that message should he.

5) The agency has the right to ex-

pect that the product-quality be right,

that the product delivers what the ad-

vertising promises, that it is competi-

ti\cl\ priced, and that it have repre-

sentative distribution and adequate

shelf-stocks.

6) The agency should not only be

permitted but encouraged to make rec-

ommendations with respect to all mat-

ters affecting the marketing of prod-

ucts assigned to it.

7 i The agency should be permitted

to present its recommendation*, and

the reasons therefor, directly to the

person or persons charged with re-

sponsihilitv for making the final deci-

sion.

8) All recommendations by the

agency—even with re-pert to matters

outside the agenc) - area of direct re-

sponsibility, should be acknowledged:

and whenever a plan or a recommen-
dation submitted 1>\ the agency is dis-

approved, the agency should he given

the reasons for such disapproval.

9) The client should provide with-

in its organization competent leader-

ship and direction for the agency.

|iii ()n important matters, the

agenc) Bhould feel free to appeal to

the top -i marketing exet utive.

I Mi idge concludes that responsibil-

it) for advertising and marketing u

tivities resides ultimate!) with the ad-

vertise] himself. No mattei how skill-

ful and competent the agent \ ma) I"-.

the advertiser cannot escape llii- ulti-

mate responsibility.

Bristol-Myers has announced plans

to acquire Grove Laboratories,

Inc.

The merger is expected to bring

sales amounting to $K>o million a

year.

Bristol-Myers sales last \ear rea< bed

$89 million. Sales for Grove's Labs

generally exceed $10 million yearly.

Promotion gimmick: General
Mills will begin distributing free

( opies of a 28-page part) recipe honk

with packages of Hi-quick. The new

offer follows upon a successful 8-mil-

lion copy distribution of a previous

cook book.

Regional buy: Coca-Cola is spon-

soring Top 10 Dance Party, a syndi-

cated teen-age audience participation

series, for one hour dail\ ovei Will

TV, Evansville. The show is in its

third year.

New personnel: Paul V. Sevareid.

advertising manager for The Dahlberg

Companv. Minneapolis hearing aid and

manufacturing firm . . . Dorian St.

George, assistant to ad director R. C.

Garretson of Carling Brewing Co. St.

George was previous!) director of the

radio-tv department of the Rumrill

Co.. Rochester.

AGENCIES
\\V president Paul West this

week expressed his gratification

over the "open mind" with which

the 1 V's director received the Frey

preview report on agencj com*
pensation.

In an answering note to 1\- presi-

TO TURN RANDOM

TUNERS INTO

VETERAN VIEWERS

SPONSOR 16 NOYKMBER 1957

Now— in many markets three

greal adventure-action series

combined into one greal 5

a-weekshow! Whj paj a pretty

penny for programs when you

can get top-rated series in your

market and hold on to all of

your own cash' For complete

details about this new plan,

phone toda) f >r wire Michael

M. Sillerman .n TPA for your

market- a*i ailability.

'itlt-i....

Television Programs of America
I idison Ave \ Y 22 • PLaza "• 2100

65



your extra hand is

SPONSOR
A corps of the most capable
editorial hands in the business

work for you at SPONSOR to

bring the latest broadcast
developments within reach of

your fingers— week after week— 52 weeks a year.

SPONSOR is the nerve center

of the industry. It's the magazine
of ideas— of penetration— of
every day USE— the most
widely quoted publication in

the field.

It's the one book you ought to

read— at home. It will give

you more to think about and
more directions in which to

expand your thinking than any
other trade journal you can buy.

Now — for less than a penny
a day— just $3.00 a year—
you can have 52 issues of
SPONSOR delivered to your
home. Try it on this

money back guarantee.

SPONSOR
40 East 49 St. New York 17, N. Y. 1

1 I'll toke a year'

1 You guarantee
not satisfied.

s sub

full

scription of SPONSOR. |

refund any time I'm |

1 NAME
1 FIRM 1

1 ADDRESS

D Bill me a Bill firm

dent, Frederick Gamble wrote:

""I belies e thai il i the "open mind" i

approach will be conducive to promot-

ing the calm, objective dispassionate

climate we have tried to cultivate in

ordej thai the complete study can

serve the lie-l interests of all con-

cerned in making advertising as fully

productive as we believe it must be

to meel presenl da\ marketing needs."

I)" Aim) Agency is planning to give

a first band view of how that agen-

cy operates to media reps.

Officials are setting aside one dav a

month to meet personalis with small

groups from each media and to take

them on a tour of the agency's home
oilier.

New agency in Indianapolis: Kiley

and Nicholas. \\ illiam F. Kiley, for-

mer g.m. of WFBM, and Ted Nicholas,

ad director for various Indianapolis

theaters, have formed the partnership.

\genc\ merger: The Lisle Shoemak-

er and Teawell \d\ertising Agencies

are now Teawell & Shoemaker, Inc.

First account signed by T&S: KFMB-
AM-TV, San Diego.

Agency appointments: BBDO for

\ii France, beginning 1 January . . .

Ross Jurney & Associates, Salt Lake

City, for Welsh's Baking Company of

Reno . . . Rutledge & Lilienfeld,

Chicago, for Tastee-Freez Stores . . .

\\ . B. Doner, Detroit, for all con-

Mi r advertising of Manufacturers

National Bank with 34 Detroit branches

. . . Frances, Morris & Evans, for

Seamprufe . . . Kastor, Farrel, Ches-

ley & Clifford. Inc., for Bon Ami's

new products. EWKR will continue to

handle (heir present Bon Ami account

. . . Wyman Advertising, San Fran-

( isco, all advertising and promotion

for Bonnie Dog Food . . . Cohen &
Vleshire, for Edro Products' Pop-A-

Daj Pops, i children'- vitamin candj I.

Tv and radio will be used intensive!)

in the N.Y. area . . . D'Arcj Adver-

tising for Bigelow-Sanford Carpet

Co. . . . Beeson-Reichert, Toledo,

for La-Z-Boy Chair Company and Con-

solidated Paper Company . . . Rut-

ledge & Lilienfeld. Chicago, for

Ta-tee-Freez Stores.

\ lien agency. Richard Crabb As-

sociates, has opened offices in Chi-

cago and will specialize in agri-

cultural communications.

Crabb organized the agency with

several associates from E. H. Brown

Advertising, (Chicago.

Carroll Advertising, San Antonio,

has opened a branch office in Houston.

James Thomas will be in charge.

\l Mt. Sinai Hospital, N. Y.:

Sidney Dean, McCann-Frickson v. p.,

recovering from a fractured thigh and

concussion. He was hit by a car while

on the way home.

New positions: Sinclair Jacobs,

Jr.. assistant director of advertising

for Pharmaceuticals. Inc. . . . Dr.

Jaye S. INiefeld, v.p. in charge of re-

search and plans board member for

Keyes, Madden & Jones. Chicago. Dr.

Niefeld was formerly director of ad-

vertising research for McCann-Frick-

son. N. Y. . . . Ted R. Meredith, di-

rector of market development and

Heinz Stadthagen, director of me-

dia, for Griswold-Eshleman Company
. . . Virginia Burke, assi>tant media

director for Paris & Peart . . . Jean-

nette C. Duringer, head media buy-

er for Lnited States Advertising . . .

Donald Dickens. Ralph Murray
and Dyne Englen, to the copy staff

of Needham. Louis & Brorbv . . .

Arthur E. Wright. Jr.. v.p. in charge

of public relations for Frank Block

Associates, St. Louis . . . Louis G.

Jacobs, account executive for South-

ern Advertising, Miami . . . Gene
Scbiess, tv and radio program man-

ager for Ogilw. Benson \ Mather.

They became v.p.'s: William L.

Ballard, Robert C. Milner and

Ralph T. Stewart, v.p.'s at John \\ .

Shaw. Chicago.

NETWORKS
Provocative statements about se-

lective viewing made by ABC T\ s

Ollie Treyz before the Minneapo-

lis Ad Club:
• Today no single tv network can

claim it has more than half the audi-

ence on any one evening.

• No overwhelming majority

watches an) one network station dur-

ing the course of an evening.

• The proportion of homes dialing

to all three networks is far greater

than ever: (>1'< of all homes view at

least one ABC show during the eve-

nine.

66
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( IIS Ra<lio president Arthur Hill

Hayes cited these facts an illustra-

tive of tlir network's recent prog-

ress before a meeting in Ne\* ^ ork

of CBS affiliates:

• Station payments to affiliates will

be higher than the) were for the previ-

oua \ear.

• Daytime is better than 90$ sold-

out.

• Each quartet averages 70 spon-

sored ''Impact" segments, as compared

to onl\ 11 for tbe first quarter of

L957.

(See SPONSOR-SCOPE, page 12,

for further comment on this meeting.)

MBS claims it's had seven news-

heats within three days and gives

much of credit for this to coopera-

tion from its affiliates.

ABM's program v. p., Stephen La-

bunski, told the Advertising Club

of Providence:

'"I believe it is difficult to make a

bad buy in radio and virtually impos-

sible to make a bad buv in network

TIME WELL SPENT

IN

VIRGINIA

WRNL, with twenty years serving the Richmond, Vir-

ginia, market, has kept pace with the area's growth.

Beginning in 1937, with 500 watts, WRNL, now with

5,000 watts AM—50,000 watts FM, and with increased

facilities and staff, is outstanding in Virginia broad-

casting.

During these years, cigarette-making has doubled in

Richmond, new construction has grown from 5'/2 to 61

million annually; payrolls have increased from 98 to

465 million.

Richmond's growth story is WRNL's
history—each growing interdependently.

uiRni
910AM 102.1 FM

Serving the Richmond Market for 20 Years

radio . . . Radio should quickly be-

come a billion dollar industry."

What is needed, added Labunski, is

programing imagination, willingness

to exploit radio properly, and aggres-

sive salesmanship.

AB-PT is setting up a character

merchandising department, head-

ed up by Walter R. McCurdy. The

department's first project: Maverick.

Network personnel advancements:
William E. Anderson, from man-

ager of business and trade publicity

for NBC TV to the new post of co-

ordinator of program services and

participating programs.

People with new jobs: Sam Schiff,

veteran radio-tv producer, to MBS as

executive producer . . . Jess Oppen-
heimer, creator of I Love Lucy, to

head a new creative programing unit

within NBC.

Robert Eastman and Oliver Treyz,

of ABN and ABC, respectively,

will make the radio and tv presen-

tations before the 10th annual
convention of the Public Rela-

tions Society of America.

The convention, meeting 18 Novem-

ber in the Sheraton Hotel in Philadel-

phia, will hear presentations from the

four media on the subject of mass

communication.

ASSOCIATIONS
RAB board of directors at its semi-

annual meeting approved plans to

expand its sales techniques at

both station and advertiser-agency

levels.

The board also:

• Reelected officers for 1958.

• Approved a $450,000 budget for

first six months 1958.

• Authorized the exploration of de-

veloping a radio advertising text book

for universities.

• Endorsed RAB's proposal to con-

duct sales barrages early in 1958

among more than 1,000 regional ad-

vertisers and agencies.

\« a result of board approval, RAB
will hold 60 member station sales clin-

ics throughout the country in March

and April. 1958.

In advertising, it is the sensible,

friendly approach that pays off.

according to John Hoefer. presi-
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No matter the weather...

the time <>t day or season of the year The
I exas Span Mi Language Network offers ad-

vertisers the outstanding advertising medium
with which to sell the 1.000.000 Spanish-speak-

ing Mexican-Americans in the network's cov-

erage area.

Each of the TSLN stations is the outstanding

Spanish-language station in its area; each has

an impressive list of national major regional

and local advertisers; and each does extensive

Spanish-language merchandising. Togethei
they form an inexpensive sales provoking
package.

Texas Spanish Language Network

XEO/XEOR
Lower Rio Grande Valley

KIWW XEJ KTXN
San Antonio El 1'aso Austin

REPRESENTED BY

NATIONAL TIME SALES HARLAN G. OAKES & ASSOC. JOE HARRY

New York • Chicago Los Angeles • San Francisco San Antonio

The

NATIONAL SPANISH

LANGUAGE NETWORK

is the most complete Spanish

language advertisingmedium serving

the Spanish Southwest. The NS1 N

reaches more people with more sales

impressions at lower cost than an\

other medium.

Iiat»>i .' '»« NlTlONil 1»NIW UMMM I

TtXAS—XEO XE9R Lower Rio Grande Volley. KIWW Son Antonio. XEJ

tl Poso. KTXN Austin, KlVl Houston, ARIZONA—XIFN Phoenix, KEVT

Tutson, NEW MEXICO—KABQ Albuquerque. CALIFORNIA—XED ColeiKO,

KWKW los Angeles. XEXX Son Oiego, KGST Fresno

REPRESENTED IT

NATIONAL TIME SALES HARLAN G. OAKES & ASSOC.

Vni fork • Chicago La bigel • Se I randsco

JOE HARRY
San Antonio
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DENVER'S m***mst%tfa

NUMBER ONE

^Mmmmmm'%0^. <?

WGR-TV
SELLS

BUFFALO !

ABC AFFILIATE CHANNEL 2

Transconlinenl Television Corporation

Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.

d( id of Oregon Advertising Club.

I!: ing "sensible." he defines, is get-

ting the basic marketing information

.mil devising the advertising plan.

Being "friendly' is not to resort to

shouting bul to communicate to the

customei via the back door, "where

voui best li iends come to call.

IN B has come to the support of

advertisers in the Baltimore tax

controversy.

The Baltimore proposal to lev) a

iy<2,% tax on advertising drew these

it mai k- from T\ B's Norman E. (Pete)

( .i-li to \la\or D'Alesandro:

"This tax would inevitably lead to

a greal diminution of advertisers' in-

vestment in Baltimore which would

directl) trace to lower sales, jobs, and

the economic and political life of one

of our major cities . . .

"Request you stud) carefully this

revolutionarj move as this action

could reduce the income to your city

and severely restrict your administra-

tion."' (See Newsmaker of the Week,

p. 4.)

Meetings: NARTB's Film Com-
mittee for L957-58 will hold its first

meeting 5 December in Washington.

Members of the new committee are

Harold See. President, Kenneth I.

Tredwell, Jr., Joseph L. Floyd, Fred-

erick S. Houwink, Glenn C. Jackson,

Lee Ruwitch, and Lynn Trammell . . .

The l\s Eastern Annual Conference

will be held at the Hotel Roosevelt,

N. Y., 19-20 November.

ARF's 3rd Annual Conference
i- scheduled foi II Xovembei al the

Hotel Plaza. N.l . Program theme for

the conference will be "How To Make
\d\ertising and Marketing More Ef-

fective."

1957 Fall Convention of NAT-
RFD is set for 29 November-1 Decem-

ber at the Conrad Hilton in Chicago.

Elections: Elliott W. Henry. Jr..

chosen L958 President of BPA at the

close of the BPA convention in Chi-

cago.

TV STATIONS
KkO Teleradio president Tom
O'Neil this week tossed his hat in

the pay tv ring.

Said he saw pay-as-\ ou-look as the

wave of the future and that he would

file with the FCC for permission to

take part in the forthcoming pay tv

tests.

\\ hat the viewers in coastal Cali-

fornia think of pay tv:

After explaining pa\ t\ in a joint

telecast, KSBY-TV, Puis Obispo, and

kSBW - 1 \ . Salinas, asked viewers

which system they preferred: free tv

or pa\ t\. Over 5,000 letters were re-

ceived. All hut four favored free

tv.

\niiiversaries: KTBC-TY. Austin.

Texas, has designated November as its

fifth anniversary month . . . KLZ-TY.
Denver, is celebrating its fourth vear

and the fourth birthday of Aladdin,

the little boy who is its symbol.

Awards: WKCV-TV, Philadelphia,

has been honored by the New Jer-c\

Education Association for its effort- on

behalf of education, student- and

schools in New Jerse\ . . . Ted Lloyd.
who plays "Sagebrush Shorty" on
\\JBk-I\ kiddie shows, has been

given first place honors for his efforts

on behalf of traffic safety and fire pre-

vention in the Detroit Police Officers'

annual Newspaper - Radio - Television

\ wards.

Station doings: WGN-TV, Chicago,

offered its first color telecast on !!

Montgomery's No.l

Radio Station

WRMA
Serving 200,000 Negroes

~Arnnounce5 the

^Tppointmenl of

JUDD SPARLING
as Station Manager

AND

EVERETT- MC KINNEY, INC.

as National Representative
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November. The " orld is ) oui - and

Ding Dong School are slated Foi coloi

telecasting . . ,
kOIVT\ I Portland,

t )i.-. i photographei Keith • ook en-

planed i<> film the nation's firsl aerial

photograph of Sputnik II. KOI\ tele-

i osl the shot ~.i 1 1 1<- da)

,

Station notes: V change in call

letters has been made b) \\ l< I . Erie,

Pa., to \\ K I TV. \\ IKK Radio,

Erie, has taken ovei the letters W IC1

. . . VB\I-T\ becomes the firsl televi-

sion station i" operate in Bermuda

.1- of I Januarj . I he new station in-

herit- 1,000 Bets now in use, which

represent an audience already built

up !>\ ilit- local I nited States \ii

I orce station . . . kl MV-TV, \\ illis-

ton, Y I».. has joined CBS as .1 non-

interconnected station, h is owned bj

\ 1 1
• \ i

•
r Broadcasting Company.

Where the) are now: Charles M.

McAbee, Jr., general sales manage]

of KMOX-TV, St. Louis . . . Liam
Connolly, European correspondent-

at-large for KOA Wl-IV Denver.

Connoll) h ill I"- based in I Dublin . . .

Iloli Worthington, production man-

ager for WD U'-TY. He has been with

the station since it signed on in Octo-

ber, 1949 . . . Jack F<>\. assistant t\

sales manager of WNBC, West Hart-

ford, Conn. . . . \\ . I\ Baker, pro-

gram director f"i WMBD-TV, Peoria,

III. . . . Ernest J. Golden, accounl

executive with WBZ-TV, Boston . . .

Kit-hard \\ . Ostrander, sales man-

ager for WKRC-TV, Cincinnati . . .

Richard Bronson, station manager

for W Mil TV, Bangor . . . Bradlej

|{. Edimann, sales manager foi \\ GN-
l\. Chicago . . . Leon Drew, pro-

gram director for KMOX-TV, St.

Louis.

Tv applications: Between I Novem-

ber and (

) November two applications

were filed. Applications were made
1>\ John II. Phipps, Tallahassee, Fla..

for Channel 8, Wavcross, 5,244-kw

visual, with lower 162-ft. above aver-

age terrain, plant $122,800, yearl) op-

erating, $120,000; and h\ Illiwav

rdevision, Inc., Rock Island. III., for

Channel !'>. Moline !l(>-ku. visual, with

lower ( »2!'> feet above average terrain.

RADIO STATIONS
\\ hat ma\ be a record in longevity

for local advertiser-station rela-

tions:

\\ DBQ, Dubuque, this month eele-

I,, ates the 20th anniversai j
ol its un-

In oken assot i.iti"M h ith Roshek Broth

era Department Store throughout

the two dec .kIi- the advertise! has

si sored evei j new si asl presented b)

the station.

Stereophonic sound can now lie

had ^ la botfa h and radio in Ma-

son City, low a.

KGLO- Wl I Ml V 1- offering

lull lii >u 1 ,1 month "l stereophonii mu-

sic over radio-h . the station repoi ts

enthusiastic response from viewer-

listeners.

Station Notes: WMC and WM< I

T\ . Memphis, are spending $9 1
mil-

lion on new quarters V\ IH 's Don

McGannon, back from an inspection

tour <>f Radio Free Europe installa-

tions in Europe, looks I" radio as a

major tool of the free nations ol the

world in offsetting the iron and int< I-

lectual curtains which the I Communist

nations are attempting to put around

the masses of people thai thej have

doomed to sla\ el \ .

Kudos: KDk \. Pittsburgh, on its

37th anniversai 5 is honoi ing the late

Dr. Frank < lonrad, fathei ol 1 Ii 1 n

radio broadcasting. \ plaqui • om-

memorates Dr. ( onrad For his 1 xpei i-

ments leading to the woi Id's first

-( heduled hroadi ast, 2 November,

L920 W RCA, \."\ .. ha- received

th( "outstanding news storj broad-

cast of 1957" award of the Radio-

relevision News Directors Vss'n. F01

il- coverage reporting "I Benn)

Hooper, youngstei trapped in a well.

Anniversaries: Mrs. John S. ( hase

1 Hilda 1 eelehrates a milestone rarel)

achieved bj a woman: hei 25th yeai

on the stafl of WFAA, Dallas . . .

\\ < W . Philadelphia, 1 1 l( bi it< - the

'.nth year of it- Children's Horn -

ries. an hour-long \ ai u i\ show f"i

\ oungsters from 3 i" 1 .

.

Presenl locations: Bill J. Wheat-

ley, program managei ol WKY, Okla-

homa (it\ . . . John MacRae, sta-

tion manager for \\ UJ1 Radio . . .

Arnold Weiner, directoi ol mer-

chandising fol \\ LIB, \V Mar-

tin Polling, sales managei and Oscar

Campbell, business man iger, for

\\.| VS \M-IM. Pittsburgh . . \. E.

Mickel, managei of KOB, Ubuquer-

KYW
HOLDS PUBLICITY

PEOPLE IN

HIGH ESTEEM

// .
, them responsibility .

-I them a ill.

\l e nil 1 inn r them.

hail solid • *,

|,l 11

pnli

1 m. dium and

.in rxcclli nl

dim iii tin >

11 in. in.

WRITE RIGHT NOW,
GIVING DETAILS, TO:

PROMOTION MANACER.
KYW RADIO
CLEVHAND OHIO

WESTINCHOUSE BROACCASTINC CO INC.

I'.l 1 OR1 CON 'S SI < "Mi
I iRGl ST CITY.

I I < .1 \ I 1 1. 1- grown into

the LARG1 SI WES1 < n\^l

M \ I! h I I between San

I 1 ancisco and P01 lland.

I I ».l M 1- 2nd I M g< -1 • > i > in

OREGON . . . 5th 1 irg< -1

in 1 Im 11 1 ii 1 I'. 11 1 In

Northwest with Q1 KB I I It

bii 1 ion not 1 m; bi n in«.

POW1 It. < re thia

important Norlhwesl market

li« nainaj KERG*<i great I .ill

line-up a I < BS -lin\> «...

I in il Sporta . . . and

I ... .,1 \. V.-.

£uqene,Oreqo*v

CBS Radio network
5000 WATTS- 1280 KC.
CONTACT WEED & CO.
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que . . . E. William George, general

manager of KGER, Long Beach, Cal.

. . . John Wrisley, director of pro-

grams for WIS, Columbia, S.C. . . .

W ill i. mi Crowdus. from stall an-

nouncer to program director for

\\l\\. Dallas.

Bernard F. Corsor, Jr., assistant

manager for WLS, Chicago . . . Frank
McEvoy and Kay Downing to the

sales staff, and Charles L. Murn,
account executive for WOKO, Albany.

Murn has formerly been associated

with led Bates and Benton & Bowles,

N.Y. . . . H. W. Shepard, general

manager, Martin Pollins, sales man-

ager and Oscar Campbell, business

manager, for WJAS AM-FM, Pitts-

burgh . . . John H. Pace, general

manager for KABC. L.A. and also

managing director for KGO, San

Francisco . . . H. Ted Roney, gen-

eral manager; Stan Hagan, produc-

tion manager; J. Howard Engle, ac-

count executive: Carol Nan McDon-
ald, director of continuity, and Bob
Latting, chief announcer, for KOME,
Tulsa . . . Ronald M. Gilbert, na-

tional sales manager for WWJ, De-

troit.

g'i Minimi minimi iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniimiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiimiiniii iinimiiiiimg

ft. !

I WTOX i

IN WILMINGTON
DELAWARE

YOUR SHOWCASE

OF CLASS
* Jimmy Lynn

^ Art Curley

* Don Marheson

* Dom Clifton

* Martha O'Dell

Wilmington, Dela.

1290 on the dial WTOX
ItoooBt^J

=.i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiimiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiif

FILM
This week's news highlights in-

cluded reports of films going into

production for the 1958-59 sea-

son.

Producers Peter Packer and

Jacques Surmagne have been as-

signed to work on the development of

new series for TCF-TV Productions.

Mort Mills was signed for a fea-

tured role of the sheriff in the new

TCF-TV series, Man Without A Gun.

scheduled for January release.

Lisa Lu, Chinese film star, has been

signed by the Henry Jaffee Enter-

prises for a featured part in The

Nightingale, first telefilm in the hour-

long Shirley Temple's Storybook se-

ries being filmed in association with

Screen Gems.

AAP is currently lining up its

Xmas specials.

Four popular seasonal motion pic-

tures, each a classic in its own cate-

gory, are being offered to stations and

sponsors. They include: Star in the

Night—a modern version of the Three

Wise Men and The Babe in the Man-
ger; Silent Night, (which is available

to one station per market, except for

about 22 markets where it will be spon-

sored by Rheingold Beer) ; A Christ-

mas Carol, starring Alistair Sim as

Scrooge; and The Emperor's Nightin-

gale.

A study released by Ziv TV this

week showed that the increasing

competition for ratings has (1)
stimulated advertisers" promotion-
al activity and (2) given them a

sharper appreciation of merchandis-

ing aids.

The study further disclosed:

• In 67% of the markets where

Harbor Command was launched this

fall, advertisers utilized sales-building

tools.

• In 71 ' i of the markets where The

New Adventures of Martin Kane is

aired, sponsors have put merchandis-

ing aids to work.

• Activity for the year to date, in-

dicates that 1957 orders will run

about 50% ahead of the 1956 total.

Part of that will be made up of or-

ders of Sea Hunt. So far 37' < of the

sponsors of Sea Hunt series have or-

dered promotion aids and the series

won't be aired until Januarv.

People in The News: Sam Gang,
NTA's foreign representative, on a

four-week tour of Latin America and

the Caribbean countries . . . Sam W.
Steele, Jr., southern account execu-

tive of Official Films, will head up the

entire Southeast sales area . . . Her-
man Hush appointed joint sales rep-

resentative for all television and radio

properties produced by Barjac, the

company owned by movie star John

\\ ayne . . . Ralph Mitchell joins the

sales staff of Screen Gems (Canada I

. . . Pat O'Brian appointed director

of marketing, and Patricia J. Trum-
bull named Program Coordinator of

Fred Niles, Cross Country productions

. . . Richard Sassenberg, formerlv

of RKO, named president of Piclear.

Inc. . . . John Howell named gen-

eral sales manager of CBS TV Films

Sales, Inc.

REPS
H-R Television and H-R Repre-
sentatives New York personnel
met this week with Andrew Gent,

head of the firms' new Detroit

office.

This first meeting of Frank Head-

ley, Frank Pellegrin and Paul Weeks

with Gent was to formulate new poli-

cies and sales strategv for the Detroit

operation.

Young Television Corp. has named
Peter Yaman eastern sales man-
ager. He will report to Stephen
A. Manchcinski. v. p. in charge of

sales.

Yaman. formerly with American

Broadcasting Co.. joined Young in

1956. He will now be responsible

for coordinating the activity of the

television sales staff in Xew York.

Augustine L. Cavallaro has joined

Young's New7 York office as a tv sales-

man. Previously he was assistant to

the v.p. and general manager of

WKIT, Garden City, New York.

New appointments: Voung Tele-

vision for WNOW-TV, York, Pa., and

two grantees not yet on the air:

WLOF-TV, Orlando, Fla.; and KGHL-
TV, Billings, Montana. Both grantees

expect to be on the air within the

next few months . . . George P. Hol-

lingbery Co. for the newly formed

"Five Star Group" radio stations con-

sisting of KWBB. Wichita: WREN.
Topeka; KOAM. Pittsburg: KGGF,
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Coffeyville; and k\».B. Greal Bend.

"Fivr Star' stations covei portions "I

Kan-*. i«. Missouri, Arkansas and Okla-

homa . . . Young Representative!

now rep «K Ml. Mobile, \l.«.:\\ NOW.
York, and \\ Ml!. Ulentown, Pa.;

k\ \\. Portland, Ore.

CANADA
Vancouver station! aren'l worried
I'm there1

! move afoot to ban

broadcasting on Sunday.

\ mrmliri ol tin- \ BnCOU\ BI police

commission, Brig. William Murphy,

has recommended banning 01 broad-

casting and otlirr activities as a teal

of the Lord*! Da) \<t.

i ["he commission was scheduled to

act on tii*— recommendation I I Novem-

ber, which is past sponsor's press-

thne. i

Kr\. Harold Mien. 1>.(". t*\ccuti\ c

lecretar) <>f the I.cud'- Daj alliance.

charged thai Mur[ili\ was trying to

make the Lord's Da) \n "ridiculous."

Sam Ross, assistant manager of

CKWX, said: "1 lio|>e the) u<> ahead

and prosecute.

Tv ami radio has played an im-

portant part in the success of the re-

mit Nescafe Week promotions, ad

manager \. M. Lawrence told the

Central Canada Hroadca>ter* Wn.
He revealed that in one lest market

Nescafe - share of instant coffee sales

went from 19 to 81'. in one market

during Nescafe Week, then settled at

tw ice the 19| '< level.

Lawrence said there was a direct

relationship between Nestle"? invest-

ment in tv and spot radio and it? in-

creased market share for instant coffee

and instant chocolate.

Nestle now puts 7095 of its hudpet

into tv.

Horace N. Stovin & Co. is no*
Slovin-Byles.

W. D. "Rill B\ les. who was execu-

tive \ ice president, has become presi-

dent in place of Stovin, who is chair-

man of the board.

B\les joined Stovin in 1956 with

2") \ ears' experience in broadcasting.

Stovin-Byles now reps 22 radio and

nine tv station? in Canada, Bermuda,

Nassau and Cuba.

Brown & Mitchell. Ltd., is now
Brown. Mitchell & Wright, Ltd.

. . . Mian W aters, president and

managei ol I III M. I nto, has

elected president of the • enti al I

ada Broadcasters Vsen., bui > eei

Baxter Ricard of < HNO, Sudbury.

RESEARCH
TvB data, released ilii- week. r«--

veala some notable stride! made
Iin t\ this year as compared to lasl

year. Here ire the highlights "I this

progress, based on V C. Nielsen re

-.an h :

• T\ \ ieu ing in' reased in all i ime

pel iods from Hi' - -30'
i pel a\ I

minute.

• T\ attracted from V.-I.V, more

families—in 11 out of 12 time periods.

• Famil) viewing increased in all

12 time Blots, showing a week!) gain

of 2 hours and 12 minutes. Big

viewing increase came between the

hours of ') p.m. and midnight, with

20.4 families tuned in pei average

minute.

• Over 3]
' i

more families watched

t\ in March 1057 than in March 1956.

Research staff additions: John K.

I'hillip- to the Chicago office and

Carlin J. Ileiman to the N. Y. office

of A. C. Nielsen Station Index Client

Service stall (NSI) . . . Erwin Eph-
ion, assistant public relations and

publicit) director for \. C. Nielsen,

N. ^ . Kphron was formerl) produc-

tion editor for SPONSOR.

FINANCIAL
Stock market quotations: Follow-

ing stocks in air media and related

fields are listed each issue with quota-

tions for Tuesdav this week and Tues-

day two weeks before. Quotations sup-

plied by Merrill Lynch. Pierce. Fenner

and Beane.

Tues. Tues.

Stock 29 Oct. 12 Nov. i hange

New York Stock F.\<hange

VB-PT 15 1 i% - %
\ T&T 165 163*5 -1%
\m (> .V, '-

(lis "A" 25% 25 - %
( lolumbia Pii

.

L5% 14% - %
1 .lieu 'a 12% 12% - K
Paramount 29Yt 29%
i;< \ L'H

7 . 28 - %
Storei :y, .'J'. %
.'fill; Fox 22% P.
W arner Bros. 20% 20 i„

\\ estinghouse 58 .SR

American St< 1 unge

Allied Artists

\ \n. Pro. 'i
7
-

• &( Super i
..

i.,

DumoDl Labs. i

Guild Films
MA 6% + 1

KITE

San Antonio
MORE DAILY HOME
AUDIENCE IN SAN
ANTONIO THAN
ANY OTHER STA-

TION!

MUSIC & NEWS
for ADULTS

Coll Avery-Knodel. Inc.

and still growing

WREX-TV

sales power!
WREX-TV — "The Viewers' Choice"
DELIVERS your message to the buyers
in this rich industrial and agricultural
market.
The consistent high quality in produc-
tion, promotion and merchandising ol
both spots and programs has earned
many major awards for WREX-TV this
year! For the best medium to reach this
Rockford area market consult H-R for
the WREX-TV story.

J. M. IAISCH, General Manager

REPRESENTED BY H-R TELEVISION, INC.
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The 530 members of the United States Congress make news

every day in Washington. They should know Capital news

best. And in a survey made on Capital Hill by Walter Gerson

and Associates to determine the news viewing habits and pref-

erences of each Senator and Representative, WRC-TV news

and newsmen won in a landslide!

Asked which station they watch, 43.8% of the

Congressmen chose WRC-TV. . . nearly as many

as all other stations combined. When they were

asked which station gives the most complete

coverage, WRC-TV, with a 48.9%, again led

the second station by a solid margin of 28%.

Finally, each member was asked his prefer-

ence of news commentators, considering objectivity and pres-

entation. WRC-TV's Richard Harkness and Bryson Rash

placed first and second among all local news commentators.

If you're not already in this WRC-TV news picture, let us put

you there now. Your NBC Spot Sales representative will

gladly help you select sales-

winning availabilities for

your product in the Capital.

WRC-TV

WINS

CONGRESS

WRC-TV-4
WASHINGTON, D. C.

SOLD BY (NBC) SPOT SALES

BRINKLEY

HUNTLEY

RUSS
WARD



What's hapjH-mnp in I '. S. Government

that affects sponsors, a^rnnrs, stations

Cwyrlght 1857

SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS INC.

WASHINGTON WEEK
16 November The FCC has been finding the dear channel and related radio cases mncfa

harder t<> crack than expected.

Despite the volumes of material submitted over the yean, the Commissioners still aren't

having much luck with the problem.

Nevertheless, some action, at least <>f the tentative variety, i» expected soon.

Most likel) the Commission will decide t" continue present protection on most of

tin* clear channels. It als<> appears thai these stations might be permitted to increase

their power from !>0 kw to 75 kw.

In related cases, tlir* FCC Beems set to turn down the petition of the daytime

radio Stations for extended hours of operation.

And on Mill another front the FCC alread\ has proceedings in progress aimed at per-

mitting the Class IV stations to increase their power from the present 2.">0 watt

maximum to 1.000 watts providing thev wont interfere uitli oilier stations.

Mueli of tlie linldup thus far revolves around how man\ of the clear-channel stations

should lose some of their protection to permit second distant stations on their channels.

Threatened are a few Northeastern and Chicago Stations, plus KFI in Los ingeles.

There has been no su'_r,_restion within the FCC meetings that am of the clear-channel

broadcasters give up more protection than that— despite arguments by the smaller sta-

tions that few people tune in distant stations any more and thai putting additional

Stations on those channel- would result in better radio sen ice

Almost half of the independent nrodueers of filmed programs for TV have

thus far failed to resnond to ihe FCC's network study committee questionnaires

asking for confidential financial data.

That was revealed when FCC counsel filed with .lame- Cunningham, FCC chief hearing

examiner, an agreement under which MCA. Screen Gems, Ziv, and Revue \»ill turn over

the confidential material by 9 December.

FCC lawyer Ashbrook Bryant surmised the other recalcitrant- weir waiting for the

outcome of the losing court battle waged by the four. Thej \>ill likely also provide

the material by Dec. 9. he said. Rut more subpoenas will 1"' issued if there js anv

foot-dragging, he warned.

The fate of existing stations which seek to keep out new competitors on the

grounds that a city can't support an additional station has taken another turn for

the worse. An Austin. Minn., station sought to use the "economic injury" argument,

but communications counsel Harry Plotkin representing the proposed new station asked the

Commission to make them open up their books t" prove their point.

The station didn't even wait for an FCC ruling to withdraw that part <d it- protest

Broadcasters apparently don't want their financial data made public.

FCC Chairman Doerfer says the Commission i~ investigating whether TV sta-

tions are using commercials flashed so briefly that ooboch sees them consciously 'the

"subliminal perception" technique).

Doerfer savs he doesn't know if the FCC should do anything about it even if

it discovers that TV stations are indulging. The prohe was requested by Congressmen.

SPONSOR • 10 NOVEMBER 1957 7",
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GETTING THE MOST FROW

Will that clever use of trademark

product-in-use surely fix the brand r

in the viewer's mind? Not if the picti

dull, indistinct and poorly reproduce b

obsolete film equipment. The first st« tc

more "sell" in film commercials nil

must start with station facilities. It'n

trick at all to impart "snap" and renw

with modern RCA film room equipr»t



YOUR FILM DOLLAR

How to Get Picture Quality that

Puts More Sell in Commercials

But Keeps Your Operating Costs Down !

Here are three ways to improve film quality and reduce

operating costs at the same time:

a. Use a Vidicon film camera

b. Use professional projectors

c. Use an up-to-date multiplexer

RCA Vidicon Film Camera operation not only gives the best picture

quality, but transforms wastefulness (caused by inefficiency

of outmoded equipment) to profit.

Professional Film and Slide Projectors save operating dollars.

Lamp costs are lower—lamps can operate until burn-out. Thirty to

fifty hours of operation are not unusual for a normal 10-hour lamp.

Rebate costs on lost commercials due to lamp failure are eliminated,

thanks to the automatic lamp change feature. You get business

protection plus the high quality these projectors impart.

The RCA TP-15 Multiplexer, providing efficient layout of the system,

assures lower costs through ease of maintenance and expansion.

The RCA Vidicon Film System provides

the standard of film reproduction by which

all other methods and equipment are judged.

Ask the RCA Broadcast Representative to show

you our detailed new film manual, "Planning TV

Film Facilities for Color and Monochrome."

RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA
BROADCAST AND TELEVISION EQUIPMENT

CAMDEN, N. J.

In Canada: RCA VICTOR Company Ltd., Montreal

Tmk(s) $



A round-up of trade talks,

trends and tips for admen

^ SPONSOR HEARS
16 NOVEMBER
Copyright 1957

SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS INC.

Apparently there's a bigger premium on programs than on sponsors among
the networks these days:

Here's a clue to their relative importance:

The secretary for a top network executive intercommed her boss that he had
two callers on the line—one a Hollywood producer and the other an advertiser.

Without a second's hesitation, she was told to put on the producer.

The ad manager for one of the giant soaps has his own formula for fair

compensation for advertising agencies.

His view: An agency thoroughly competent in marketing and creative services can't

make a profit on a budget below $1.4 million; so anv advertiser whose outlay fall?

below that break-point should be willing to pay a fee for the difference.

Against-the-grain note: One major tv film producer is so certain that family situ-

ation comedies will be potent contenders next season that he is putting six f.s.c.

scries into production.

All will be co-production deals—three each with ABC TV and CBS TV.

A report that caused much buzzing in New York admen circles this week:

The eventual cost of producing the 'round-the-world Ford commercials went

well over the $1 -million mark and that this exceeded the original estimate by $500,000.

In any event, it's the most expensive stunt-commercial to date.

A slight case of the topsy-turvy in tv and radio station values: NTA, which bought

WATV and WAAT, Newark, for $2,550,000 has put a price tag of $2 million on
the radio station alone.

That's what a surprised bidder for WAAT found out when he offered a mere SI million.

Station managements might find something to chew on in a couple of divergent

views expressed on Madison Avenue this week:

VIEW NO. 1 : "To get a minute announcement you usually have to buy into a feature

film. But many stations are placing their commercials in such programs back-to-back.

That's too much of a hazard—because it allows too much time for the audience to

get relief elsewhere."

ATTITUDE NO. 2: The trend in spot tv buying is more and more toward min-

utes. Reps are swamped with requests for such spots.

For instance, Ted Bates found that minutes — even in fringe time — were singularly

successful for Anahist.
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growing fast

Maximum Power
316,000 WATTS

to first!

Tallest Tower
1,073 FEET

J "V CHECK
Charlotte. N. C. avails at

H R Representatives Inc. — Nationally
F J. Representatives Inc. — Atlanta

Larrv Walker — President and General Manager
C George Henderson — General Sales Manager
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S70.000 BUDGET
[Continued from page 47)

the baby. Josie McCarthy used a

"shame them into buying" technique.

Her pitch: "Ladies, just look at all

those modern appliances you have in

jroui kitchen but \ou're still using

that old-fashioned dishrag. Why not

be up with the times all the way—use

tli is new Amsco sponge cloth!"

In designing the film commercial

"we had to decide between live and

animal ion." sa\s Curtis. "Live was

selected because we felt our product

was a practical one demanding a

straight demonstration approach—no

gimmicks or cuteness. In our casting

we stayed away from the glamour girl

in favor of the housewife type that

homemakers could identify with."

Heavy mileage to the dollar again

was a prime consideration in plan-

ning. "We used a voice-over tech-

nique instead of lip-sync, saving us

about 25' < in costs," says Curtis.

Also, "the film was designed so that it

could be used either in its entirety as

a minute plug, or in part as a 20-sec-

ond." For its 10's Amsco used eco-

ORANGE

PORT ARTHUR

Eyeing Texas? The fabulous

Beaumont-Port Arthur-Orange area

of over 1,000,000 prosperous

people is covered only "by

K F D M Beaumont Radio & TV

CBS
ABC See PETERS-GRIFFIN-WOODWARD, inc.

nomical telops, a picture of the prod-

uct flashed on the screen with voice-

over carr\ ing the sales message.

Frequency of commercials and allo-

cation of the varying lengths was dic-

tated during the campaign by season

and budget. Amsco dropped all of the

IDs in favor of ones and 20's during

the annual Januan-May spring clean-

ing period. Frequency: about 12 a

week with about seven in the form of

live participations. Three filmed 20's

were used each week during this pe-

riod in prime evening hours.

During the summer, budget limita-

tions dictated a return to the lO's with

continued use of the 20's. Frequency:

about 12-14 per week, primarily in

daytime with some night coverage.

In September, a switch back to ones

was made, with some 20's also sched-

uled. Live participations are carried

in the Josie's Kitchen segment of Hi
Mom, and on the Tex and Jinx Show.

Josie McCarthy also does a minute live

pitch during her afternoon segment on

Club 60. Her five-a-week schedule is

split three on Hi Mom and two on

Club 60.

Effectiveness of the csmpaign on

New York area consumers was mea-

sured twice by Amsco. Post cards

packed in the sponge packages asked

buyers where they had heard about

the product; 72 '/< listed tv. In a sec-

ond test, Josie McCarthy made a sin-

gle announcement requesting viewers

to write her about original uses they

had found for the cloth. "We were

swamped with nearly 2,000 replies in

a week" says Arthur J. Sloss. company-

president.

Distribution: Sloss gives full credit

for conquering this problem to the

spot tv campaign. "We're just a small

business and we really didn't want to

spend money in tv, but we weren't

moving off the store shelves," he says.

"We were dropped by three chains be-

cause of this—now we have won them

back and added so many more that we

have 95' < distribution in the New
York market."

A tabulation by ad manager Schatz

shows Amsco in 21 major food, variety

and department store chains today.

This figure stood at seven before the

tv decision.

Heavy promotion of the tv partici-

pation to store buyers and managers

was a primary factor in shaping the

rosier distribution picture. Curtis sent

an estimated 15.000 mailing pieces to
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out of

15 top shows
PULSE- AUGUST

Twice in a Row, and We Don'tDo it with Mirrors!

To get action on your sales message, what's more logical than to put it on the

station that people are looking at? Here in the fat Miami Valley Market, says

Pulse, that station is WHIO-TV. We've a double header Pulse rating of 15 out

of 15 for August and September. We had 15 out of 15 last December— and

never less than 13 of 15 in the meantime!

Get Pulse and ARB ratings, market data and availabilities from re*-Pulse-ive

George P. Hollingbery, Nat'l Rep.

* for "repetitive"

CHANNEL 7 DAYTON, OHIO whio-tv
i

One of America's
great area stations



the chains and independents saying, in

effect. "<!<•[ aboard!*' King-size, tele-

gram-format mailer- also blanketed

the trade with the tv participation mes-

sage. These measures were backed

up with editorial promotion in both

I he trade and consumer press via col-

umn mentions and blurbs in new

products sections.

The pulling power of tv participa-

tion in dealing with buyers was dem-

onstrated when "six chains agreed to

stock our product as soon as they

knew we were going into tv," says

Schatz. "This whole t\ participation

deal and its promotion, coupled will)

the consumer demands created by the

spots, made our salesman welcome."

Marketing and tv: The sponge cloth

was tied in with the tv campaign

to get the longest run for the money.

Highlight: Amsco-Curtis placed dem-

onstrators in Manhattan's 42nd, 34th

and l)ev St. Woolworth stores, as well

as in the chains major Newark outlet.

All demonstrators played the "adver-

tised on tv" angle to the hilt. Results

in one store: 817 sponge cloths were

sold in one six-day period. "In other

stores, sales increased an average of

three to five times," says Curtis.

In most instances the demonstra-

linii- were planned for two weeks'

duration. Because of customer re-

sponse, however, store managers asked

for extension of the demo plan up to

ID weeks in some locations.

The tv tie-in also was carried heavily

1>\ point-of-sale material used in store

displays. Mass displays were ar-

ranged in all Food Fair and Gristede

outlets i New York area food chains)

by WRCA-TV's merchandising depart-

ment and other store setups were se-

cured by Amsco's retail selling force.

Also, display mats, streamers, self-

selling cartons, moving and stationary

display pieces all carried the "as seen

on WRCA-TV" pitch.

Other areas covered by the Amsco-

Curtis team in planning the advertis-

ing campaign involved pricing, pack-

aging and product color.

The sponge cloth sold for 39^ when
originally introduced. A dime drop

in cost was made in the New York area

just prior to the tv campaign. "We
felt the 29<J price would help put the

product over; and we banked on in-

creased volume from tv to lower pro-

duction and distribution costs enough

to offset the 10^ slash," Schatz says.

"Rising sales figures, with our tv ex-

Just a darn minute,

Smidley.

NATIONAL REP.: WEED TELEVISION

The old gang at the frat'll have to

wait till I see that Cascade order.

Drat it, Smid, can't you shake those

1925 buying habits? This Cascade's

important—one of the nation's top 75

markets. Think of it, exclusive

television coverage in a market of over

half a million with over a billion

to spend. We can't overlook that

and, by George, we won't!

CASCADE
BROADCASTINC COMPANY

PACIFIC NORTHWEST: MOORE & ASSOCIATES

penditure remaining stable, will soon

bring about this situation," he says.

In the packaging area, "we found

the cellophane see-through packs were

being stacked in piles on counters, re-

sulting in minimal visual impact," says

Curtis. To combat this, special display

cartons were designed to present the

cloths in a stand-up position. Wire
racks also were manufactured for

hang-up display of the product.

Testing of the cellophane package

itself is planned soon, according to

Curtis. The pack is now imprinted in

red, with a large "A" as the dominant

factor. "We're planning ocular meas-

urement tests to determine how the

eye moves across the package, and

how effective our design is," he says.

The company also is planning a test

on double - packing — putting two

sponge cloths in a single package.

The aim here would be to create a

"habit pattern," says Curtis. "If a

housewife buys two cloths she's more
likely to develop the usage habit than

if she bought one; when the first one

wears out she already has a replace-

ment on hand.

"Color research also helped us in

moving our product," says Curtis.

The sponge cloths are made in natural,

green, pink and blue. "Research by

Leon Cheskin of Color Research Insti-

tute showed us that our pink and blue

cloths were the least popular with

consumers; natural was preferred

most, with green next," Curtis says.

"Originally we packed six of each

color in our stand-up display car-

tons. Now we put in eight each of the

naturals and greens, with four each of

the pinks and blues. This means that

the most popular colors are presented

most often for purchase."

End result of Amsco's tv advertis-

ing campaign: Demand for the firm's-

product has created a need for expan-

sion and a move is underway to larger

quarters in Long Island City. Present

location has 30.000 sq. ft. of space in

a six-storv building. At L.I.C. Amsco

will have 52,000 sq. ft.

Sloss, president of the firm for the

past 40 years, anticipates s- 1
j million

over-all sales for 1957, SI million in-

crease over 1953. when the firm first

secured sales rights tc the sponge

cloth product from its Swedish manu-

facturer.

Success with the sponge cloth, high-

lighted by the New York tv introduc-

tion, is leading Amsco to eye other

markets in the nation. ^
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Famous on the Georgia Scene

*>-.

*L.j^*

4? -*

INDIAN MOUNDS in the Ocmulgee National Monument

near Macon reveal the saga of Georgia's earliest inhabitants.

Macon, often called "The Heart of Georgia," is included

in the wide coverage of WAGA-TV, famous on the Georgia

scene, too. Reaching nearly two million people. WAGA-TV
is the leading television station in the Southeast's No. 1

market. A WAGAland brochure, with all the facts and

figures, is yours on request.

STORER BROADCASTING COMPANY SALES OFFICES

NEW YORK-625 Madison Ave. • CHICAGO-230 N. Michigan Ave. • SAN FRANClSCO-111 Sutter St

Represented Nationally by THE KATZ AGENCY. Inc.



GET THIS

tAlt-LIOty

The latest Nielsen Survey shows that

KTBS-TV, Channel 3, Shreveport,

Louisiana gives you a bonus of 13,120

MORE TV HOMES than reached by

Station B.

This gives you a bonus spendable in-

come of MORE THAN $52,000,-

000.00* in this rich Southwest mar-

ket with a total spendable income

of more than $1,323,801,000.00.

* Sain Management June, 1957.

Your BONUS Station

With Maximum Power

KTBS-7i>
CHANNEL

SNREVEPORT
LOUISIANA
E. NEWTON WRAY, President & C«n. Mgr.

NBC and ABC
•ipmifltid by

Edward Petry & Co., Inc.

I

I

Tv and radio

NEWSMAKERS

«_^ Arthur E. Duram, vice president in charge

.jPQ|P%. of radii, and television at Fuller & Smith

& Ross, has been named senior vice presi-

*» '^rV <?' dent. In his new capacity Duram will con-

^. tinue in the over-all management of the

JkS " V agency's tv and radio activity in FSR of-

^^^ fices in New York. Chicago. Cleveland.

\f\\ Pittsburgh and San Francisco. He joined

FSR in 1950. was made a vice president

in 1953 and elected to the board of directors in 1955. Before this

Duram had been market research director and later sales manager

of the Columbia Broadcasting System's tv operations. "The appoint-

ment of Mr. Duram as senior v.p. is the fourth major change in re-

cent weeks," said Robert Allen, president of FSR. "We feel that we
are now organizationally able to meet the increasing demands."'

Thomas W. Moore has been appointed

ABC TV vice president in charge of sales.

He has resigned as general sales manager

of CBS TV Film Sales. Moore joined the

latter in 1952 as an account executive on

the West Coast and in 1956 became general

sales manager with headquarters in New-

York. After attending Mississippi State

College and the University of Missouri.

Moore got his start in the communications field with the Meridian.

Miss. Star, a local paper, as classified advertising manager. This

career was interrupted by a tour in the U. S. Navy as lieutenant, and

resumed by an appointment as v.p. in charge of advertising and

public relations for the Forest Lawn Memorial Park in Los Angeles.

Slocum Chapin will take over new post of v. p. of client relations.

Charles F. Crisham has been named gen-

eral manager of the Alabama Broadcast-

ing System, operators of radio stations

WAPI, WAFM, and tv station WABT in

Birmingham. He has been in the radio

and television business since his gradua-

tion from the Alabama Polytechnic Insti-

tute in 1939. Grisham began his career

with WLW. Cincinnati, and was made as-

sistant program director in 1940. Leaving \^ L\^ in 1949 he be-

came director of radio advertising for the Feeds Division of Ralston-

Purina Co. in St. Louis. After serving as a major in the Field

Artillery during World War II. Grisham became southeastern mana-

ger for the Edward Petrv Co.. then general sales manager of WLTV
I now WLW-A I in Atlanta. He joined the Alabama organization in

1953 as commercial manager of WABT and was named v. p. in 1954.
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Ring-necked Pheasant
Phosionus colchicus torquafuj

The uplandfarms of Michigan are thefavorite
habitat of this gaudy, raucous immigrantfrom
Asia. Games in the uilds, the Pheasant is a
delightful delicacy on the table.

Original sketch by conservationist

Chorles E. Schafer

Put your money

where the people are

Here's your real target

Seventy per cent of Michigan's
population commanding 75 per
cent of the state's buying pouer
lives within WWJ's daytime
primary coverage area.

Are you reaching pheasants instead of people? WWJ
concentrates on the big-earning, big-spending folks in

southeastern Michigan— with sprightly personalities like

Hugh Roberts in the morning, Bob Maxwell from fab-

ulous Northland shopping center, Jim Wood and Jim
DeLand from spectacular Eastland. Use WWJ all day

. . . every day.

WWJ RADIO NBC Affiliate

WORLD'S FIRST RADIO STATION

OvnW and operofed by The Detroit Newt

National Repre«entah'»ei feferi, Griffin, Woodward, Int.
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The new spot tv

Tremendous changes have been taking place in the way

-pot tv is bought—and in the jobs which clients assign to the

medium. Out of these changes we helieve the medium will

emerge stronger in the long run and far more sensitive to the

needs of advertisers.

This happens invariabl) when an) new business swings

from an era in which selling is relatively easy to one in which

the client must he wooed.

The question is: How skillfully and how fast will spot tv

adapt itself to changed conditions?

We think 1958 can be a year of acceleration in spot tv

growth if the medium's sellers carefully appraise what the

buyers want. We think they'll find buyers want to buy spot

television today in greater weekly frequency and with greater

flexibility—above all, they want a medium that's easy to buy.

In other words, the spot tv pattern may be moving closer to

the pattern found in radio. The stations planning a new- rate

card would be wise therefore to include more big-frequency

packages.

This, however, is merely one example of changes which

are timely. There are many others, and sellers will do well

to find them first-hand and apply them to their own markets.

Tv and the press

The consumer press has always showered television with

attention. But it has not always been well-informed attention.

Perhaps the very speed with which the medium grew made

it difficult for the newspaper and magazine people who

covered it to always maintain perspective.

One of the best ways we can think of to remedy the situa-

tion is to fling the doors of your shop open and invite the

press in; this NBC TV did in its junket to the West Coast

for the television consumer and trade press. Never has so

much opportunity to create copy been provided so fast—or

so we felt as the week moved by in wave after wave of star

interviews.

To admen the significance of the giant junket was this:

the networks today are working for dynamic and informed

coverage in a style which befits their stature as the leaders

of American entertainment.

i

i

this WE fight FOR: Everybody, includ-

ing the columnist, talks about ratings. But no

industry-wide job is being done to validate rat-

ings or to educate those who misuse ratings. We
urge ARF to lead in achieving these objectives.

lO-SECOND SPOTS

Surprise: Dudley Brewer, of Branham

Co. in Chicago, expecting arrival of

WCHS program director Bruce Johns

from Charleston, W. Va., for BPA
Convention, dropped by Eastern Air-

lines to check on day and time of his

flight. There Brewer ran into his

former secretary, now an Eastern

-tcwardess. He happened to mention

the flight number to her, and she ex-

claimed. "Why, I've got that run."

Brewer thought fast. "Listen," he said,

"you can help out on a gag . .
." When

Johns took off from Charleston, and

the stewardess circulated among the

passengers, passing out magazines, she

dropped in his lap an armful of WCHS
promotion material.

Political plum? Shortly before New
\ ork City's election day when Mavor
Wagner successfullv tried for re-elec-

tion, the traffic man at WOR suddenly

noted a line on the day's "bible" he

had failed to see before: "Mrs. Wag-
ner—60 seconds." Assuming the an-

nouncement was to be by the candi-

date s wife, he raced off in search of

the "disclaimer disc" that alwavs must
follow political ads. Suddenly the com-
mercial was on—for Mrs. Wagner's
Pies.

Salesgirl: Westinghouse Electric Co.

estimates that Betty Furness, now be-

ginning her ninth year as its tv per-

sonality, has been seen bv a total

audience of 5.475.(300,000 viewers.

And opened that refrig how often?

Crossed channels: In the 1 Novem-
ber television schedule of The New
} ork Times the following appeared in

the list headed "Feature Films"

—

11:07-12 — Symphonic Highlights:

Bartok's Music for Strings, Percus-

sion and Celeste—(WQXR) . . .

12:05-1 — Midnight Symphom :

Handel's Double Concerto in F

—

(WQXR i.

Ao doubt about it, radio is more ver-

satile than ever.

Summing up: Phil Hillman, promo-

tion director at K.W. CBS radio out-

let in Los Angeles, got reprints of

sponsor's 10 August story on timebuy-

ing called "Strictly by the numbers,"

then imprinted this gem of his own on

the front cover: 'MORAL: Slide rule

can make wise man foolish more often

than it can make foolish man wise.—
Confucius //."



special

SNOWSTORM
WA R N I N G

TO
TIME BUYERS*

Very few places beat Buffalo when it

comes to snow ! In Buffalo, no station

beats WWOL when it comes to delivering

more listeners per dollar.

Don't get snowed under
an avalanche of spots

No double spotting — no triple spotting

onWWOL
\A/\AAO L GIVES THE LOWEST DOLLAR COST PER LISTENER IN THE BUFFALO AREA

HOMES REACHED PER DOLLAR I

WWOL NET STATION NET STATION NET STATION NET STATION IND. STATION IND. STATION

nr>u «rv "A" "B"

1277

"A"

853

"B"

314

'C

870

'D'

325 417 1055

BASED ON: *SRDS CLASS A - 12 Noon - 6 P.M. - May '57. Buffalo Area Nielsen

Report June '57 (page 5). Monday thru Friday, 12 Noon - 6 P.M.

V. Dig out the facts and figures

^[Cfieck NIELSEN

Check pulse

(OfeCK HOOPER

The 50 national ad
who now include
radio in their budgets!

National Representative : FORJOE & CO.

Wj 315 MAIN STREET
!S°ivy BUFFALO. NEW YORK



PHILADELPHIA, OFFERS
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JACK LONDON'S SWEEPING SAGA OF

THE SOUTH SEAS, 7:00-7:30 PM, SATURDAY

SOLD BY INBCI SPOT SALES WRCV-TV-3
TOTAL COST: $1580. FULLY COMIMISSIONABLE (52-TIME RATE)

I

<**,
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II
. . . try a package toda

ere there's a Storz Station . . there's

generated In the kind of radio which

—

in each of these major markets

—

has more listeners than any other station

MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL WDCY is first . . All-day average.

Hooper (31.95? ) • • • Trcndex . . . Pulse. Sec Blair or

Genera] Manager l.uk Thayer.

KANSAS CITY WHB is first . . . All-day. Proof: Metro Pulse,

Nielsen, Trendex, Hooper, Area Nielsen, Pulse. All-day avei

.is high ,i- 4S.; r

, (Nielsen). See Blair or General Manager
George W . Armstrong.

NEW ORLEANS WTIX is first . . . All-day. Proof: Hooper (W I l\

2 to 1 ) . . . Poise. See Adam Young or Gener.il Manager
Fred Berthelson.

MIAMI WQAM is first . . . All-day. Prooi H per (42.1%) .. .

Pulse . . . Southern Florida Area Pulse . . . Trendex. S Blair . . .

•• Genera] Manager Jack Sandler.

,«.

ION
DAYS RADIO FOR TODAYS SELLING
*TORZ. PRESIDENT . HOME OFFICE: OMAHA. NEBRASKA

WDGY Minneapolis St Paul
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.

WHB Kansas City
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR A CO.
WTIX New Orleans
REPRESENTED BY ADAM YOUNG INC.

WQAM Miami
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.

THE TV /RADIO

RATINGS

MADNESS
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<>l ratings is a h<>t -iil»-

jed "I discussion tin-
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appear and talks on uV

subject flood the aii

Page 33

Why Hoffman

marketing

demanded humor
Page 36

How your tv

commercial

gets on the air

Page 40

Christmas

buys on

network tv

Page 45



In tune with Texas' taste —
closer to Houston's heart —

the right combination of

shows and showmanship.

CHRONICLE STATION, CHANNEL 13

P. BOX 12. HOUSTON I. TEXAS-ABC BASIC

HOUSTON CONSOLIDATED TELEVISION CO
General Manager. Willard E. Walbndge

Commercial Manager. Bill Bennett

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES:

Geo. P. Hoilmgoery Co.

500 Fifth Avenue. New York 36. New York



WPEN
Philadelphia

FIRST in the

three most recent

Pulse ratings.

MORE local

and more

national

advertisers

than any other

Philadelphia

local station.

EXCLUSIVE
merchandising plans

thru the

Penn Fruit Supermarkets

and the

Sun Ray Drug Stores.

THE ONLY
Philadelphia station

featuring personalities

exclusively

24 hours a day

MM

'March-April

May-June
& July-August '57

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY GILL PERNA. INC. New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Boston
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DIGEST OF ARTICLES

The ratings madness

33 ' '"' use and adequacj ol ratings is a hoi subject <it discussion thi-

week as network jitters appeal and talks on the subject flood the air

Why Hoffman marketing demanded humor

36 Here's how a 10-year-old soft drink manufacturer licked new and — t i fT

competition with humorous -pot- poking fun at one ol it- own products

Frey impact will be felt this spring

38 ln the immediate afterglow of the Frej report, clients make haste slowly.

Predictions for 1958: tougher bargaining, fewer t\ talent commissions

How your tv commercial gets on the air

4-0 from the purchase of a t\ announcement to its ultimate airing stretches

a frantic chain of acti\it\ at the station which timebuyers seldom see

Semantic differential: new station yardstick

42 H" u WBC research applied semantic differentia] technique (word asso-

ciation! to finding out how Pittsburgh radio Listeners rate local stations

Yule drives underway on network tv

45 This month's t\ basics reveal at least eij;lit client- will use the webs for

seasonal pushes. Vmong them: Polaroid. Bulova, Ronson, Seven-Up

FEATURES
20 Vgencj Ad Libs

53 Film-Scope

28 19th and Madison

67 News & Idea \\ rap-I p

6 Newsmaker of the Week

66 Picture W rap-l p

56 Sponsor \-k-

82 Sponsoi Hears

9 Sponsor-Scope

90 Sponsor Speaks

60 Spot Buys

90 Ten Second Spots

16 Timebuyers at Work

88 T\ and Radio New -makers

79 Washington Week

24 W omen's W eek

In Upcoming Issues

Daytime, nighttime—where is tv's top dollar value?

I ysol, a veteran of <la> and night t\ advertising, finds it- l>e-t 1hi> on

dayside. Cost-cutting factors: more commercial time for the investment;

vertical contiguity (two shows the same daj >
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GOOD LOOKIN

NCS No. 2 CIRCULATION

DAYTIME HOMES NIGHTTIME HOMES

WEEKLY DAILY WEEKLY DAILY

WHO-TV
Station B

Station C

181,490

175,650

176,340

121,620

123,430

104,930

21 1,500

204,280

218,690

166,460

163,920

148,320

More Central Iowa families watch WHO-TV every daj

than anv other television station in the area.

The September 195 7 ARB Des Moines Metropolitan

Survey of this 3-station market shows that

WHO-TV is first or tied for first in 4l^> of all

quarter hours surveyed.

On weekday afternoons, 12:00 to 6:00, WHO-TV
leads or is tied for first in 70 of 120 quarter hours —
delivers an average of 8.0r

'

r more television homes!

WHO-TV offers advertisers the same top-notch

programming, promotion and audience loyalty that has

always distinguished the WHO Radio operation.

Ask your PGW Colonel for all the facts.

WHO-TV is part of

Central broadcasting Company,
which aNo owns and operates

WHO Radio. Des Moines
WOC-TV, Davenport

*j\

WHO-'
WHO-'
WHO-'
WHO-
WHO-
WHO-
WHO-
WHO-
WHO-
WHO-
WHO-
WHO-
WHO-
WHO-
WHO-
WHO-
WHO-
WHO-
WHO-
WHO-
WHO-
WHO-
WHO-
WHO-
WHO-
WHO-
WHO-
WHO-
WHO-
WHO-
WHO-
WHO-
WHO-
WHO-
WHO-

WHO-TV
Channel 13 • Des Moines

Col. B. |. Palmer. President

P. A. Lmct, Resident Manager
Robert H. U.irter. S.tlc •- Manager

eters. Griffin. Woodward. Inc.

SatioiiM Representjlii es Affiliote
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How much

EXTRA
MONEY
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pur station earn in the coming year?

HELP YOURSELF TO NEW BUSINESS, NEW REVENUE,
WITH RCA THESAURUS LIBRARY COMMERCIAL FEATURES

RCA THESAURUS library service: The all-inclusive recorded library designed to give you a wide variety of sure-fire

commercial features for making your station more attractive and effective for advertisers! Here's what you get:

1. SINGING COMMERCIAL JINGLES: Attention-getting lead-ins for your commercials, assuring sponsors more

effective advertising. Over 2,000 of these for more than 70 local sponsor classifications, plus shopping, time, weather,

station break and holiday jingles. A bonus for your advertisers. 2. "SALES BOOSTER" CAMPAIGNS: Series of fas-

cinating recorded teaser features that attract greater sales for your sponsors. Jingle lead-ins capture interest, hold

audience through commercial, then "pay-off" for sponsor and station. Now includes five saturation announcements

:

"Double Talk," "What's the Meaning of This Name," "Sound Advice," "Little Known Facts," and "Impersonations."

3. SHOW THEMES: To introduce local commercial shows, like disc jockey, news, sports, home and farm, etc. Show-

Themes give your station a personality. 4. SHOW STOPPERS: Adds a staff of 60 voices to your station! Library of

over 360 recorded comic situations and lead-ins to commercials. Recordings with scripts that work your DJ'a right

into the act. Completely catalogued for easy daily use. 5. SHOP-AT-THE-STORE-WITH-THE-MIKE-ON-THE-DOOR

Merchandising Service for Sponsors: RCA Thesaurus' famous copyrighted promotion package that regularly brings

stations $5,000 to $20,000 extra income annually. Operating manual gives step-by-step guide to greater profits. Test-

proven and used by more than 400 stations, 20,000 merchants. Includes jingles, voice tracks by big-name stars, decals

with your call letters for stores, and other features. Sells products . . . sells sponsors . . . promotes your call letters.

6. ECHO ATTENTION-GETTERS: New, clever, uniquely effective device! Words such as "Startling," "Bargains."

"Big Sales" . . . heard first in clear, then rapidly repeated on echo. A wonderful audience-alerter to lead into com-

mercials. 7. COMMERCIAL SOUND EFFECTS: Over 300 special sound effects, to add new impact to commercials.

Now available to hypo sales in 35 different sponsor classifications. 8. MONTHLY RELEASES of new commercial

features. PLUS . . . monthly marketing bulletins, catalogues, and brochures to help you sell sponsors.

RCA Thesaurus offers a complete service including: The

Lawrence Welk Show; Paul Whiteman's "I Remember When" ;

Over 5000 Musical Selections; Weekly Continuity Service;

and Recorded Holiday Programs. Get the whole story of low-

cost, profit-making RCA Thesaurus today! Call or write . . .

RECORDED PROGRAM SERVICES
155 East J^th Str, > t. X, w YorklO, X. Y.. MCrray Hill 9-7200

JU5 X. Lake Shore Drive, Chicago 11. III., WHitehall U-3693

134 Peachtree St.. X. W., Atlanta 3. Ga., JAckson i-7703

7901 Freeway #183, Dallas 35. Texas, FLceticood 2-3911

1016 S. Sycamore Ave., Hollyirood 38, Calif., OLdfield U-1660
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NEWSMAKER
of the week

Today's times force business to advertise more than ever;

budgets unheard of in pre-tv days are spent in television

alone. Result: birth of "show me'''' advertisers who demand
precision measurements of advertising effectiveness in creat-

ing sales. This week Dr. W. H. Wulfeck warned ad-men,
"don't wait, management wants facts and figures NOW7"

The newsmaker: Dr. Wallace H. Wulfeck, this week

elected to his second consecutive term as chairman of the Advertis-

ing Research Foundation's hoard of directors, posted a warning to

admen in an address to ARF during its third annual conference

(14 November).

Dr. Wulfeck cautioned that business management '"won't long be

put off" in its search for data to justify today's increasing adver-

tising expenditures.

He charged the ad industry with

lagging behind in its obligations,

stating: "We have begun to de-

velop techniques for measuring

some facets of the problem ( what

does advertising really do for us? I

but we've been much too slow."

1 he William Esty executive cited

two areas of research need in air

media. "We will have to tackle

the audience problems of radio

and tv," and ''we must reliably

evaluate commercials," he said.
Dr. Wallace H. Wulfeck

The increasing necessity for proof of advertising effectiveness i>

emphasized by Dr. Wulfeck's prediction that $15.6 billion an ill he

spent in advertising by 1965. (Applying the present percentages for

tv/radio $3.1 billion of this would go to air media in 1965.

1

Dr. Wulfeck told ARF "the industry must find the money to

support unbiased research people who have the skill and ingenuit\

to tackle these problems with vigor and objectivit) and honest).

"

He hinted at the existence of fear of this t\ pe of research on the

part of some admen when he said, "American industry has not

been afraid of product obsolescence through research. Why should

media and advertising resist inquiry, which ma\ lead to new and

vasth superior products'.''""

He saw the answers to management's demands for facts and

figures armed at through cooperative effort, with no one segment

of the advertising industrv charged with the responsibility.

"Only through a cooperative enterprise like this I ARF I . agencies,

advertisers and media working together, with mutual confidence and

trust—share and share alike—can these problems be solved to the

best interests of the industry as a whole." he said.

Alcuin Lehman, managing director of ARF. questioned by spon-

sor after Dr. Wulfeck's speech, said that ARF would tackle the

situation only "if the members express the desire to work on the

problems. They would have to be handled in segments, by differ-

ent committees. Committees are now working on some of these mat-

ters, but there could be more. The first support necessary is one of

desire to meet the challenges that Dr. \\ ulfeck portrayed. ^
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Television wasn't in the picture—back in 1923— when Y & R
started in business with the basic idea of resisting the usual.

Today with TV commercials calling for more and more

ingenuity and imagination, it's still a good principle to follow

— if you want your commercials to stand out above the rest,

and get the increased attention that leads to increased sales.
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here is

AMERICA'S 10th TV MARKET

STEINMAN STATION • Clair McCollough, Pres.

Here is a vast land of superlative opportu-

nity. In SELLvania, your sales message

reaches a great, prosperous market with its

3V2 million people

1,015,655 families

917,320 TV sets

$614 billion annual income

$3% billion annual retail sales

Representative: The MEEKER Company, Inc. New York Chicago Los Angeles San Francisco
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New ipol tv business may hi- satisfactory In i!i<- top 15 or 20 markets, bnl the

going in the smaller markets continues to be roogh.

H<-j>< checking this week with agencies on the near-terra outlook found the situation

shaping op thus:

• igencies still are sitting on whole campaigns that are reads to go I >u r 1 ^r *-t »- set

and markets selected -just waiting for the go-ahead signal from the client

• Some <>f these campaigns have heen on the hark burner for al least two months.

• There still is the possibility of a big, sudden pickup.

• Film syndicators probably are bagging some spot sponsors with other types of

deals (page S3)

.

The present quiet in the spot tv sector has a small silver lining, however.

Pending a recharge in buying activity, media people are having an opportunity

to put through invoices for payment.

While the huying rush was on. agencv personnel became s () snowed under by paper-

work that payments to stations in several of the shops got from a month to three months
in arrears.

The week's biggest gloom-chaser: The F. W. Woolworth Co.'s tv spot ad-

vertising may take on cross-country scope during 1958, with the chain picking up

the entire tab.

Woolworth has a test campaign running in 33 key cities over a three-week period this

month and next. The nine announcements will be devoted exclusively to a wallet manufac-

tured for the chain (Lynn Baker is the agency).

Woolworth will drop the Percy Faith show on CBS Radio on 4 January—primarily

the decision of new advertising management. Most of the money for this series—$1 mil-

lion a year—had come from suppliers.

On the network tv front, there's the firm feeling that next year again will he

a dandy. (For this vear's status to date, see items on next page.)

But a new hatch of problems is brewing, too. This is how tv executives described

them to SPONSOR-SCOPE:

• The biggest worry is the shortage of good, strong, and fresh programs.

• There's a lot of monev on tap for network spending, but the buyers are playing coy to

see (1) how the program competition finally shakes down, and (2) where they can

get the best "deal."

• There will be a heavy pressure toward easier "outs" from program commit-

ments, probably resulting in a revolutionary change in the relationship of the networks

and their program suppliers.

Tip to chainstore operators: If you're opening a new outlet and want to make sure

that your own people get first look at the details, get the event on a tv show.

That motive figured big in the origination of the Dave Garroway show last week

from Allied Store's new department store in Paramus. N. J.

Allied became wedded to this tvpe of live pickup for openings after a similar tele-

cast for a Jordan Marsh unit in Framingham. Mass. It found that over 80^< of the

store's buying, merchandising, and selling personnel had seen the program.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

Lever Bros.' buy this week of about 150 news periods on Mutual between now and
the end of the year is the precursor to a still bigger commitment on another network.

The other deal will be for participations to run into next year.

The two commitments will add up to between $300-$350,000.

Products involved in these campaigns: Pepsodent a«d Dove soap.

CBS, Inc., came through the first nine months of the year with a total net

take of $275.2 million—7.4% better than in 1956.

Net income for the nine months was $13.9 million vs. $9.3 million for the similar

1956 span.

Current earnings are equivalent to $1.82 a share.

NBC's corporate tidings show advances over last year in the amount of time

sold on every one of the company's fronts.

Comparing the first week in November for 1956 and 1957, the figures show: NBC TV
nighttime, up 2 hours and 23 minutes; NBC TV daytime, up 14V4 hours; NBC Radio, up

88% in hours sold.

NBC Radio came out slightly ahead of CBS in sponsored hours this month.
The comparison for the index week of 4-11 November:

% SPONSORED HOURS ON
NETWORK SPONSORED TIME ALL RADIO NETWORKS

NBC 46 hrs., 37 minutes 37.1%

CBS 15 hrs., 5 minutes 35.9%

The NBC count is the highest for the network since 1953.

CBS Radio has put the planks into several new selling platforms that might

be useful to the medium in general.

This is what they stand for:

1) In these days of complex marketing problems and a profits squeeze, the

advertiser must find ways of getting a little more for his dollar. CBS' cost of delivered

homes—be it daytime, nighttime, or weekends

—

stretches that dollar to the utmost.

2) For the same amount of money, more women can be reached at night

than in the daytime. A weekly investment of $10,200 will buy these unduplicated wom-

en's audiences: daytime, 4,678,000; nighttime, 5,545,000.

Peters-Griffin-Woodward's experience with its new spot tv presentation, A Lo-

cal Affair, lends proof to an old advertising adage: Keep your story up-to-date, and you'll

find an interested audience.

Several showings of the presentation have brought this payoff: Advertisers asked

the rep to supply them with additional data for use in masterminding campaigns.

So far P-G-W has been circuiting the presentation only out of the New York and Chi-

cago offices. A copy will be available to West Coast admen after the first of the year.

As the tv season proceeds, more and more anthology dramatic shows are relying on

straight melodrama.

Behind this trend is the conviction among Madison Avenue program experts—as learned

by SPONSOR-SCOPE this week—that big audiences no longer are attracted by finely

and soberly developed themes. They cite this evidence:

• Playhouse 90's audience fluctuations as it varies from the unexplosive to the melo-

dramatic.

• Suspicion's inroads on Studio One.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

Here's nothing new in cussing out the rating] services thin time of year. But ImI

week the language along Madison \ve. waa bluer than it ever has been. What it

led up to was this agonizing question:

"Have we let Nielsen, Trended VKIJ, and the others take o\«t control of tv'i

programing ami strategy from the creative fellows?*1

Madison Avenue will l»e the fir-t to admit tliat their- an element of guilt in that ques-

tion. For, after all, Madison taenuo original!) waa as anxious as anybody for mump guid-

ance from the computers.

Hut what has changed the picture now, aa) the soul-searchers, is that:

1 l Indiscriminate publicity on a welter of figure- i* resulting in a erap game
that nobody really understands anymore.

2) Clients keep lo-iim sight of the faet that ratings are supposed to he a

guide—not a command.
Here are some playbacks—suitably cleaned up—of what agencymen and programers

were saying to each other this week:

• "Ratings are treated with such importance that it's become a case of the tail wagging

the dog."

• "In ratings the business has created a Frankenstein that, unless fettered, will de-

stroy all sense of original thinking and experiment."'

• "The biggest problem in the show side of tv is to bring ratings within their proper

perspective and stop this mite of knowledge from becoming dangerous."

(For further details on how the "tvranny of ratings" has gripped Madison Avenue more

than usual this season see Rating Madness article, page 33; also editorial, page 90.)

Don't sell the women viewers short when you buy time around the witching

hour. As late tv sitter-uppers, they outnumber the men almost 2-to-l.

Here's an audience composition breakdown of NBC TV's Tonight for the 12-12:30

a.m. EST period that might serve as a clue for gauging the sex and age brackets of the

post-bedtime viewer:

DAY % WOMEN % MEN '
! 16 YEARS & UNDER

Monday 62 35 3

Tuesday 59 37 4

Wednesday 57 37 6

Thursday 61 36 3

Friday 60 34 6

New national radio spot business came alive with a flourish in Chicago this

week.

Among the choice morsels it produced were these

:

STEWART-WARNER'S ALEMTTE: Five-minute strips. Monday through Friday,

news and weather or sports, in around 100 markets, for 52 weeks, starting 1 January, via

Erwin Wasey-Ruthrauff & Ryan.

MARLBORO CIGARETTES: Ten and 15-minute news and sports programs, early

morning and dinner time, for 52 weeks, in 25 key markets, starting 15 January, through

Burnett.

Both network tv and network radio had corking good weeks:

• NBC TV signed up around S2 million gross in new daytime business, with the ac-

counts including P&G. Slenderella. and Sunkist Tuna.

• NBC Radio contracted about $500,000 worth of business for next year. Anions the

advertisers are Evinrude Motors, Northwest Airlines. Sterling Silversmiths' Guild,

and John E. Mitchell (air conditioning!.

• CBS Radio sold an across-the-board 10-minute strip with Peter Lind Hayes and Mary

Healy to A. E. Staley Manufacturing iFW-R&Ri and 33 T^'j-minute daytime units and

five impact segments to American Home Foods iY&RK
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued . . .

Several loose ends have to be wrapped up before INBC TV can claim that it

has next year's daytime savings problem licked via the use of tape recorders.

Lawrence Rogers II, of WSAZ-TV, Huntington-Charleston, this week pointed out that

the feed-back facilities as set up by the AT&T would leave 514 million homes
without tv network service.

The markets, according to Rogers, would include Detroit, Toledo, Cincinnati, Grand

Rapids, Charleston-Huntington, Indianapolis, Lansing, Bay City, Zanesville, Lima.

The CARTB—with the aid of Young Canadian Ltd., Weed and Devny—this

week sponsored the first presentation on Dominion radio to U.S. agencies.

Here's the reason for this move: Though U.S. subsidiaries in Canada tend to shift air

buying to Dominion agencies as distribution expands, agencies in the U.S. continually

are taking on clients with Canadian ambitions.

Recent examples: J. I. Case (farm equipment), Milner Products, Perma-Starch, Pine Sol.

CBS Radio this week joined the tug-of-war between the network affiliates and

the independent music-news stations. CBS' muscle consists of a motivational analysis.

In essence, the study deals with attentiveness, identification, and believability, giving a

contrast between CBS' six o&o's and the leading independents in the same markets.

Highlights of the results:

IDENTIFICATION: 90% of the listeners correctly identified network stations; 76%
of the independent-station listeners correctly identified their stations as independents.

NEWS BELIEVABILITY: When conflicting accounts are broadcast on different sta-

tions, 53% said they believe the CBS outlet; 11% said they believe the leading independent;

10% said they believe another network station.

COMMERCIAL BELIEVABILITY: 48% say they are most likely to believe the

CBS o&o; 15%, the leading independent; 30% believe commercials on both o&o and leading

independent.

Baltimore's passage of a tax on advertising last week was an echo of some-

thing that happened in Hawaii last July: The Islands' politicos imposed a 3^4%
tax.

The Hawaiian newspapers have been fighting in the courts for repeal of the act, mean-

while absorbing the tax. On the other hand, tv and radio stations have been passing

the tax along to the advertiser.

(See WRAP-UP, page 67, for trade reaction to the Baltimore action; also see WASH-
INGTON WEEK, page 79.)

MGM's buy of a spot announcement this week on WCBS TV, New York, follow-

ing Sunrise Semester, set at least two precedents for a film producer:

1) The choice of time (7 a.m.).

2) Plugging a film on tv three months before its scheduled opening.

(The price of the 20-second announcement on the final day of the series' six lectures on

The Brothers Karamazov was $300.)

Incidentally, here's some interesting data that has emerged from this experiment in

educational dawn telecasting:

• About 120,000 viewers tune in to Sunrise Semester daily.

• Barnes & Noble, bookseller, has found the spot preceding the lecture a highly prof-

itable investment. (Cost: SI 12.50 per spot.)

• About 75% of the mail is from the suburbs, and 69% of it is signed by women.
• Over 200 students have enrolled with N.Y.U. for credits in connection with the

Sunrise Semester program. (Fee, $75.)

For other news coverage in this issue, see Newsmaker of the Week, page 6;

Film-Scope, page 53; Spot Buys, page 60; News and Idea Wrap-Up, page 67; Washington

Week, page 79; sponsor Hears, page 82; and Tv and Radio Newsmakers, page 88.
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40 RATING GIBI

WATCH ZIV'S NEW

CONTENDER FOR

TOP RATINGS! STARRING LLOYD BRIDGES
. . . IN STORIES OF A DANGER-LOVING MAN WH

LIVES ON CANNED OXYGEN AND RAW COUR/
1



Z\V SETS THE RATING PACE!
MEN OF

ANNAPOLIS

HIGHWAY
PATROL . .

SCIENCE FICTION

THEATRE

33.3

33.0

25.0
Pulse Sept. '5;

HIGHWAY
PATROL .

MAN CALLED X.

DR CHRISTIAN.

42.5

39.2

36.9
Pulse, Aug. '57

HIGHWAY
PATROL .

DR CHRISTIAN.

MEN OF

ANNAPOLIS . .

31.9

.23.1

18.5
ARB. Sept. '57

HIGHWAY
PATROL .

MEN OF

ANNAPOLIS . . .

SCIENCE FICTION

THEATRE ....

15.2

14.4

13.5
ARB. Sept. '57

SCIENCE FICTION

THEATRE .

DR CHRISTIAN

MANCALLEDX

20.7

14.9

14.2

HIGHWAY
PATROl

MEN OF

ANNAPOLIS . .

MR. DISTRICT

ATTORNEY .

21.4

17.9

13.6
ARB. Sept '57

HIGHWAY
PATROL .

MARTIN KANE

20.7

16.5
Pulse -

HIGHWAY
PATROL

MR. DISTRICT

ATTORNEY .

MEN OF

ANNAPOLIS . .

24.8

21.0

17.2
ARB. July '57

'HE SPONSOR OF A ZIV SHOW HAS THE GREATEST OPPORTUNITY FOR TV SUCCESS

TIME AFTER TIME IN CITY AFTER CITY!

From the top name in syndication come the top shows in continuing audience surveys!



SOUTHERN
CALIFORNIA
INTERURBIA

SANT.A BARBARA

SAN BERNARDINO •

RIVERSIDE •

PALM SPRINGS •

LOS ANGELES

IS COVERED BY

only ^14 stations

SAN DIEGO; IMPERIAL VALLEY f>

INTERURBIA ... a complex of

cities, towns, suburbias which

have grown together . .
." is startlingly

illustrated in the solidly packed strip

from Santa Barbara through

Los Angeles and San Bernardino-

Riverside to San Diego.

NCS -2 CONFIRMS individual city

ratings . . . only 3 radio stations

are popular and powerful enough

to deliver complete this multi-million

super-market.

OF THIS TOP TRIO, KBIC is

• the only independent

• the least expensive station

• LOWEST in cost-per-thousand

by one yard stick, second by the

other.

Any KBIC or Weed man would like

to show you the documents.

&
KBIG
The (alalina Station

10,000 walls

740 °"~:r

JOHN POOLE BROADCASTING CO.
6540 Sunset Blvd . Los Angeles 28, California

Telephone: Hollywood 3-3705

Nat. Rep. WEED and Company

Timebuyers
at work

Chuck Helfrich, Krvvin, Wasey, Ruthraulf & Ryan, Los \ngeles,

radio and t\ media director, sees alternate-week television sponsor-

ship as a development beneficial to the industry. "It enables small

budget advertisers to use the medium." In- points out, "and permits

larger advertisers to sponsor two or more programs, therein reach-

ing a broader audience. The onlj

problem is in the minds of some

people who are conditioned to

complete sponsorship through

earlier use of radio and television.

These people feel that the reduc-

tion of frequency seriously ham-

pers the effectiveness of television.

Why should alternate-week televi-

sion be cause for concern when its

frequency compares so favorablv

with the great majority of maga-

zine and newspaper schedules? In

fact, with cross-plugging, an advertiser still maintains every week

exposure on television. Very few print campaigns can match this

frequency. It would seem that if we can accept a television com-

mercial—combining sight, sound and motion—as being at least

comparable in impact to a magazine or a newspaper advertisement,

it is unfair to single out television for criticism of its continuity."

Anita Wasserman, Lawrence C. Gumbinner Advertising Agency,

New York, says that "it's difficult sitting behind a timebuying desk

in New York to decide which independent radio stations to choose

for your account. They're all 'music and news' according to their

lo'-s. But there are differences—and these can mean the difference

between a lukewarm campaign and

a reallv successful one. A time-

buyer asks these questions before

making a buy : "Does the station

have a good, clean operation that

respects advertisers and listeners

alike—or does it cram too mam
co in me re i a Is together and use/"gimmicks" to hypo ratings? Does

. the station tie in with its commu-

nity and serve its listeners—or

just grind out "Top 40" tunes.''

Does it have a good share of local

business always a good barometer of a station's status in its home
territory. Are its disk jockeys good salesmen—or just record-

spinners? Listen to station taj>es. Finally, are you buying good

radio with a realistic merchandising assist—or so-so radio spot

tonnage because of low rates and blue >k\ merchandising?"

Vi
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Basic CBS

MEREDITH STATIONS

KCMO and KCMO-TV, Kansas City • KPHO and KPHO-TV, Phoenix

WOW and WOW-TV, Omaha • WHEN and WH EN-TV, Syracu se
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sell the

C. E. Hale
Vice President

BBDO, Inc. San Francisco

*

that buys the

Charles H. Russell

Radio-TV Director

BBDO, Inc. San Francisco

M. Anthony Mattes
Advertising Manager

indard Oil Company of Calif.

Betty Share
Head Time Buyer

BBDO, Inc. San Francisco



I

Fred R. Roper
Assistant Advertising Manager
Standard Oil Company of Calif.

* T

More advertisers read SPI »NSI »i; than in)

other broadcast publication. Ovei Hit, more l>\

even independent stud)

More agenc) men read SPONSOK than an) olhei

broadcasl publication. Ovei I

>'
. more b) ever)

independent stud)

,

I his i- the team you ve got i" sell.

SPONSOR i- the onl) magazine in its field edited exclusivel) and

pinpointed directl) towards the interest oi nol jusl

one Imi ever) member of this .ill important buying team.

Week after u,rk SPONSOR enters re

decision-making doors. Packed with industr) new-, with

important features, \\ ith -indie- In depth

of the man) phas< - of the industry, its comprehensive undersb tiding

of the radio and T\ scene has made it the

"musl icad"" hook of the nation"- broadcast pla irs today.

SPONSOR reaches the team thai buys the time. Reaches it bettei and

more economical!) than am Other publication.

Quantitative studies prove that SPONSOR will deliver your

advertising message to this team for hall the

eo-i of the next leading magazine.

To -ell the team that buys the time whatevei your budget

SPONSOR i- the number 1 Look in the Held.

Studies Furnished on request.

Pictured are some of the key members of the

advertiser-agency team responsible f'>r the pur-

chase of time for Standard Oil Companj oi

California.

I h bas i paid subscription to SPONSOR

office '>r li<>;

SPONSOR
sells the TEAM that buys the TIME



"They can't spend it

if they ain't got it!"

$ I

$

$

$

X. ou might not agree with

the grammar, but the home-

spun logic of that saying can-

not be disputed. You can create

a desire for whatever it is that

you have to sell, but if the

means of purchase are not

available . . . then you have

no sale.

BUT...

Columbus, Ga.

$

$

$

$

$

$

has it!

nth
IN THE NATION
IN PER FAMILY
INCOME— $7,339.00

Source: 1957 Survey

of Buying Power

. . . and WeeReBel sits right on top of the

rich Columbus, Georgia 3-county metropolitan

area.

r^ry WRBL-TV Channel 4, is

(©1 first in 97.3% of all quarter hours

(Area Pulse. May, 1957)

WRBL-AM-FM
leads in homes delivered

by 55% — day or night

monthly (NCS No. 2)

61

They buy it when it

is seen or heard on

WRBL
AM — FM — TV

COLUMBUS, CEORCIA

CALL HOLLINGBERY CO.

by Bob Foreman

Agency ad libs

Let's stop ratings jitters

television critics arc ;i controversial breed.

Often maligned by people in the business, they,

nevertheless, are generallx concerned with bring-

ing to the attention of their readers what is

worth-while in the medium and tossing cabbages

at what is less than superb. To the best of my
knowledge not one composes bis philippics from

the point of view that he (or she I gets a pay

check from a competing advertising medium (newspapei I.

Where the 1\ critics occasional!) err is. I believe, in seeming to be

oblivious of the fact that television is supported b\ advertising and

that advertising is a sales-tool and as such must produce to be

effective and be renewed.

This is no excuse for the lackluster television we see so much of

todax. Nor do I wish to argue with Jack Cunningham's recent

premise that l>\ selecting audiences telex ision can still be succes^lul

bookkeeping-wise as well as artistically.

In fact, four weeks before Mr. Cunningham made his talk at the

ANA, the following was said bv—guess who?— me. The event

—

a

press party in Cleveland: 1 take the libert) of quoting:

"Television too frequentlv caters to the lowest, the most common
of our denominators. It can be too middle of the road . . . too imi-

tative. If you sponsor a Western, your biggest competitor puts on a

Western next year. If you do well with a dog in vour show this

season, it is safe to sav that the profession of animal training will

flourish next season. This can hardlv be called progress. . . .

What ratings don't say

"Our nervous preoccupation with ratings is absurd. Also, it i> a

downgrading influence on the medium. All of us are to blame for

this—station people, advertisers, but most of all we in the agencies.

We were the ones who started using the rating services—and we

started to use them in an intelligent, practical wax. Not because tliex

offered complete evidence of the success or failure of a program.

But as indications of progress or lack of it in audience size, in audi-

ence composition, and ex aluation of the time slot in which the show

appeared. They helped us to determine where our audience came

from—from the preceding program—from another network—or

from nexv tune-ins. Thev told us xxhether we held the audience

throughout the shoxx and whether our commercials were attended b\

a respectable number of tv homes during the average minute.

"However, what ratings leave unsaid—the strengths or weaknesses

of the shoxv. the climate it provides lor a product or company's ad-

xertising. the emotional rapport or lack of it xxith viewers, the type

of \ iewers it attracts, their active or passixe participation with the

property—all these factors are too important to be ignored. \nd

ratings do ignore them. Just l>x counting noses we max come to

some xerx dubious conclusions such as the fact that a man with two

*Sec also this issue, "The ratings madness." i>age 33
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He hits

the gals

between

the eyes-

and sales

on the nose!

No Bobby-come-lately is our man Forster. His string of solid

successes extends from Cleveland (where they still miss him)

to Baltimore (where nobody would think of missing him). Backed

by W-I-T-H's pinpoint, no-waste coverage and W-I-T-H's proven

lowest cost per thousand, Bob Forster's "Melody Market" is

your best midday buy in the ever-expanding Baltimore market.

P.S. If you have a product primarily for teenagers, we recom

mend Bob Forster's "Junior Jockeys" every Saturday from 10

to 3. The kids mob Bob. too.

That's BOB FORSTER . . .

Baltimore's new midday star on W-I-T-H's "Melody Market."

When he's in one piece and driving on all decibels—which is

every Monday through Friday from 10 to 3—Bob is a combina-

tion of legendary Casanova and living cash register. He charms

the gals with his warmth of voice and his wealth of DJ musician-

ship. After that, what female can resist his pleasant, personal

product "pitch"? Very few in Baltimore, we can tell you.

Radio's best on
Tom Tinsley, Pres.

R. C. Embry. Vice Pres.

«,,. .„ in Baltimore
National Representatives:

Select Station Representatives in New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington. Simmons Associates in Chicago area and Boston.

Clarke Brown Co. in Dallas, Houston, Denver, Atlanta, Miami, New Orleans. McGavren-Quinn in Seattle, San Francisco, Los Angeles.
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22

no. 1

stationsjli

all surveys
6 am to 6 pm
average share

KOBY
July-August'

PULSE:

10,000 watts

Weekdays 153, Sat.. 16.7, Sun.

17.3 averages 6 am to midnight

August-Scptembei

HOOPER:
Weekdays 7 am-noon 18.1. noon-

6 pm 29.4 share of audience

NIELSEN:
22,520 rating 6 am to 9 mr

REPRESENTED BY PETRY

K0SI 5.000 watts

August-September

HOOPER:
28.0 am, 29.2 pm share

|une

PULSE:
15 6 average share 6 am-6 pm

REPRESENTED BY FORJOE

WGVM
in Greenville, Miss.

No. 1 in both
HOOPER & NIELSEN
See: Dcvney & Co.,
Inc.

MID-AMERICA

BROADCASTING

COMPANY

Agency ad libs continued

noses is twice as good as the chap with one. I douht if this is so.

Even in that peculiar art form—tv.

"But more destructive is our nail-biting attention to the daily and

fractional meanderings of the Trendexes and the Nielsens. This

absurd preoccupation makes us slaves to their numbers instead of

masters of the information they provide." End of quote.

What can be done to upgrade television without driving advertis-

ers or viewers away? Seldom do we get any constructive sugges-

tions. May I, therefore, attempt to present one?

Tv with pride and pay-off

Here is a suggestion calculated to help television improve the fare

it provides a hungry public without programing for the eggheads

alone (which some critics seem to be asking fori—and equally im-

portant—an idea that will stand up under scrutiny from the most

meticulous wielder of the slide rule. It may even fit cost-per-1,000

standards dictated by the thought-leaders in Cincinnati. Sounds im-

possible, doesn't it? Well—read on:

Suppose each network reserved one good 60-minute time-slot each

night in the week (or less as a starter I . Rather than attempt to sell

this spot to one advertiser on a 52-week basis or to two on a 26-

week alternating, offer these hours to four different advertisers.

The advertisers who should find this pattern of televising attrac-

tive are (at first) those not involved in the selling of low -ticket fast-

turnover items. They are used to once-a-month magazine frequency.

Those advertisers who feel the need for greater frequency-of-

message rather than quality-of-telecast can maintain their half-hour

shows. We are now talking to the other advertisers—those with mil-

lions of dollars in their coffers—the heavv industry people with

funds either lying fallow or in competitive media.

On a once-a-month basis these advertisers will have the opportu-

nity to do good television. Their producers will have both the time

and the budget to insure it. Each show can be promoted to the hilt

—to the public as well as to the parent organization.

Each advertiser (of the four per month I can maintain his own

identity. There should be no blanket-title for the four shows—nor

any network promotion of the time-slot per se—just the specific

opus of the specific evening. Thus a gamut of show-types each well

produced and well promoted will unfold—and will. I am certain,

attract large audiences.

With sufficient time to come by good properties, with sufficient

budget to do them well, and sufficient acumen to attract top per-

formers, we would then have really promotable shows. We need

not rely on habit to get people to tune in. Musicals, fine drama,

substantial documentaries, what-have-you—they can be done with

pride—as well as a payoff. Any takers? ^

gjiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiii iiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiii in llllliuiiniiii miiiiiiiimiiiiiiitiii iiininuiiiiiiliiii@

I I
Letters to Bob Foreman are welcome

Do you always agree with what Boh Foreman says in Agency

ad libs? Both Bob and the editors of SPONSOR ivill be happy

to receive anil print your comments. Address them to Bob

Foreman, c/o SPONSOR, 40 E. 49th, New York 17, New York

llllll iiiiuiiH inn iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiii llllinilllll iiiiiiiiiiimin mi in itiimiimi wmm&
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IS THE SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE!
WRC is Washington's favorite radio station for news! Its Monday-through-Friday local news

programs win an average 26% share of audience-greater than the competition on any of the

other 16 radio stations in the nation's Capital. Now, more than ever, listeners want news. And

because these audiences want news, and listen attentively, your sales story-within the news

program format-goes over with maximum impact. You can benefit immediately from WRC's

big news "beat." Your NBC Spot Sales representative

will supply you with current availabilities in a flash. Call him.

Source: NSI Report- Washington. D C. Area- July. 1957

WRC-980
WASHINGTON. DC. SOLD BY (NBC) SPOT SALES
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SET YOUR SIGHTS ON

KSTN
#1 Audience Getter

m STOCKTON
California

Fact #
1

In Stockton Pulse May,
1957 KSTN leads the sec-

ond station by 45%

Fact #2
In Stockton Hooper 2nd
Quarter 1957 KSTN leads

second station by 71%

Fact #3
By all accepted standards,

KSTN has been the "most-

listened-to station" in the

BIG STOCKTON MARKET
for the past four years.

Member Station

A-BUY in California

Represented by

GEORGE P HOUINGBERY CO.

News and views for women in

advertising and wives of admen

Women's week

24

Chris'.mas shopping: Admen might take early note of the gift

preferences registered by a cross-section of lady timebuyers and

wives of agencymen or clients who usually receive Christmas gifts.

Among the two dozen ladies whose pulse SPONSOR took in the inter-

est of smooth relations, gift preferences ran as follow-:

1. Edibles, provided they keep, said the majority.

2. Beverages, with the same condition.

3. Records, so long as they're not too commercial.

Pet peeves were: (1) monogrammed gimmicks and (2) promo-

tional household ware.

Said one lady timebuyer: "I could open up a souvenir shop with

all the ashtrays, paper cutters and pen and pencil sets I've received

at Christmas. Some flowers might be a real refreshing change."

Agency real estate problem: When one agency went scouting for

bigger headquarters recently, its prime requisite was space high up

in a building, where the majority of offices would have windows.

Reason: The agency has been adding more and more vice presidents

and its consulting psychologist pointed out that discrimination in

offices could do more harm to personnel relations than a salary cut.

Women tv contestants: The biggest problem that packagers of tv

quiz shows and their agencies continuously face is the scarcity of

brainy women. For example, there's a ratio of more than 10 men

to one woman who manage to reach the finish line of the hours-long

elimination test for Twenty-One.

Women, it seems, compete successfully in specific areas, but elimi-

nation tests such as those used by Twenty-One and Tic Tac Dough

stress information in various fields: politics to baby care to botany.

Says a McCann-Erickson motivational researcher: '"Women's

minds are as retentive as men's, but women's areas of interest tend

to be limited and. consequently, the types of information absorbed."

Agency cost-of-living index: While the national cost-of-living

index has risen to 123, compared to base year 1948-9, girls who earn

their way in agencies see a far more drastic change in beginners'

salaries during the same period.

"When I was pounding the pavements back in 1949, major agen-

cies offered me a hot $35 or $40 a week in their copy departments,"

a 28-year-old copywriter told SPONSOR.

"Today, no self-respecting beginner will take less than $60 in the

same spot, and men often get up to $75 in trainee programs."

According to employment agencies specializing in advertising, be-

ginner's salaries actually have risen faster than any other classifica-

tion. Showing least increase: the middle-income brackets between

$8,000 and $15,000.
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GIVES PERSONAL SERVICE TO tke LomA o^ Miflk & H<muuj' !

SMALL CITIES & BIG FARMS. ..360,000 FAMILIES
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ELBOW ROOM
Demand guaranteed separation for your announcements

. . . give them Elbow Room, give them the chance to tell

the story they were designed to tell. When your announce-

ments ARE BACK TO BACK WITH one, two or three more

they lose their impact . . . you just can't get your messages

across impressively. Stamp out multiple spotting.

OUR PLEDGE TO YOU

GUARANTEED
^

ents Wi« Be Separated From . .
.

AU Announcemen competitive

, Ml other
commercial • uneement.

* announcements by WJ by at least 15

for one compj£lS
m0S1

minutes,

eal selection.*
rfy tifne s,9„ol,

Except 10 second, q«< __

IAv\V
?xl

SPo^*^

This is not a new policy with

WOLF. It is the proven sales

formula that has brought in

consistent renewals through

the years from pleased clients

representing top national ad-

vertisers.

We never had it so good—why spoil it.

RATING for RATING . .

.

RATE for RATE

in CENTRAL NEW YORK ITS —
National Sales Representatives

THE WALKER CCMFANY SYRACUSE, N.Y

49th an
Madisc

thought

Chevrolet correction

In Sponsorscope. on page 10 of the 9

November issue (in the paragraph de-

voted to commercial production in

Hollywood l \ou say. "one of the big-

gest orders comes frem Chevrolet

' I niversal has contracted to do all its

commercials for the next five vears)."

I don't know what your source for

this information wa*. but the facts are

that we have five commercials in pro-

duction at Universal, and that's all.

We have no long-time contract with

any film producer.

Since I know you are as interested

as I am in the facts presented in \our

magazine being accurate. I

you should know this.

Philip L. McHugh
v.p. television and radio

Camphell-Kwald Co., Detroit

Negro radio controversy

Madeline Allison's indictment of Ne-

gro radio unfortunately includes the

hundreds of Negro stations whose in-

tegrity is on a par with the better gen-

eral market operations. Yes. I have

been asked by advertisers using

KXLW, for advice on how to proceed

legally or otherwise, against another

Negro programed station because of

omissions, deletions, and flagrant

variations from the broadcast time or-

der. However, to castigate Negro ra-

dio and its obvious benefits because

of a few miserable, unscrupulous op-

erators is extremely unfair.

William W. Jefferay

v.p. and general mgr.

Station KXLW, St. Louis, Mo.

Her report on "shocking departures"

in relation to selling, programing, bill-

ing and the over-all operating struc-

ture is one that was considerably over-

due . . . There is no doubt that "blast-

ing" has at last become a necessary

measure to start corrective measures.

Howard L. Schreiber

WCAM. Camden. Y. /.
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. Cleat anal) bis of the benefits and

pitfalla of thia market baa been long

overdue. . . .

Seh in Donneson, sola munu-

Station II A'/.. Vew > ori

Perhaps if there were more bui h arti-

( lea, these people thai cast reflections

on the industry ma) eventuall) be

eliminated. I am making this required

reading lor .ill of our staff so the) <l"

not fall into an) pitfalls which mighl

present themselves.

Bruce Bai rington, general mana{

Station 11 I II . St. LOUIS, \l".

A doctor on Dichtcr

1 would like to comment on Dr. Dich-

ter's analysis of the horror movie. Vs

a consulting psychologist, it is m\

opinion thai there are other practical

and relevant factors that should also

be considered by an advertiser in mea-

suring the psychological appeal of the

horror film.

The one aspect which distinguishes

—and separates—the horror movie

from all other types of television en-

tertainment i- its huge amount of dis-

tortion of realit) : the relatively great

distance it places between what is hap-

pening on the t\ s< reen and what is

occurring in the living room. I hi- is

not meant facetiousl) : it i- just this

fantas) aspect of the horror movie

which contain- it- large appeal . . .

In assenting to watch a horror

movie, one is willing to be led into a

fantasy. . . . Thus the viewer ap-

proaches the horror movie with the

generalh confident and cock) feeling

of entering a contest alread) fixed in

his favor. He is challenging the film

to try to fool him. to tr\ to make him

doubt realit)

.

The viewer's feeling oi superiority

over his television set during a horror

movie has serious implications for the

prospective advertiser. Regardless ol

the deeper motivation* behind "laugh-

ing at" something, it is a major fac-

tor in the attitude of the viewer tow aid

the commercial on the television

screen; he is set to laugh at it. too. to

feel superior to it just as he has felt

superior to the horror movie.

The advertiser can capitalize on the

viewers mood of increased prestige,

power and authority by directing his

message to demonstrate how the prod-

uct can contribute to the further en-

hancement of the viewer.

Lawrence F.ldridge. Ph.D..

Sew ) ork City
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Ratings are up

5th straight time

on Channel 5

... in Mobile

With Nielsen and A.R.B. already showing WKRG-TV leading

by a country-mile in Mobile, the new TELEPULSE iScpt. '57

1

shows Channel 5 out in front even more.

WKRG-TV Leads
372 to 89

TELEPULSE (Sept. '57) reports WKRG-TV leading Station X

in 372 quarter hours to 89 (one tie). WKRG-TV has 15 of

"Top 15 Once-a-Week Shows" ... 7 out of 10 "Top Ten

Multi-Weekly Shows."

Sunday through Saturday (6 P.M. to Midnight WKRG-TV
leads in 155 quarter hours to 12 for Station X. Monday
through Friday (7 A.M. to 6 P.M.) WKRG-TV leads in 165

quarter hours to 55 for Station X. WKRG's Saturday daytime

lead is 4-to-l. WKRG-TV's Sunday daytime lead is 5-to-l.

How else can we say any time is better time on WKRG-TV!
For availabilities, call your Avery-Knodel office or C. P.

Persons, Jr., Vice-President and General Manager.

NIELSEN GIVES US THIS BONUS

WKRG-TV
Station "X"

WKRG-TV Bonus

Population

1,258,000
1,087.000

161.000

Families

336.000
290,000

C SI.

SI, 467. 000, 000
1.316,000,000

T R S

SI. 060. 000.000
954,000,000

46.000 S 151.000.000 S 106.000.000

Channel

wlcrg-tv AVERY- KNODEL

29





There's more to Florida!
With winter approaching, the state's warmth and sunshine

hold great attraction for businessmen. Even more attractive

are the hot sales prospects offered by northern Florida the

area centering on Jacksonville and spreading fai beyond.

There's Georgia, for instance

...an integral part of a Jacksonville distribution area that

smes much of the Southeast. In all, 34 Georgia counties fall

into WMBR-T) Is 67-county VCS coverage area . . . accounting,

for example, for 17.3% of the state's total sales of lumber,

building materials, hardware and farm equipment. This in

addition to a healthy 21.9% of Florida's total sales of these

commodities. Together, 20.2% of all Georgia and Florida

sales of these heavy goods are "reached" hv II Mllli II .

ami M VIBRTV, Jacksonville

provides strong sales support throughout this dynamic area.

The, heavy favorite with 311,500 television families* in 67

counties. WMBR-TV owes its overwhelming lead to top-notch

CBS Television programming hacked by outstanding shows

of dominant local interest. In every audience study sin-

its inception in 1919. II MBR-TV has led its competition in

every quarter-hour of the week. 8 am to midnight!

W M BK-TY- Channel 4. Jacksonville

Operated by The Washington Post Broadcast Division

Represented by CBS Television Spot Sales

*.VCS, updated to 11-1-57.



The very latest Pulse shows WTIX with an even bigger lead over the next station in

11-station New Orleans—first in the morning, first in the afternoon, and first all day with

21.1%. Hooper continues to give WTIX top audience share in every time period, with a

first place 24.1% all-day average.

First place Hooper quarter hours: 200 out of 220.

First place Pulse quarter hours : 281 out of 288.

Storz Station programming ideas and excitement have created a new Xew Orleans listening

habit, which in turn is producing a new New Orleans time-buying habit. Next time the

Young man calls, make him tell you the WTIX story. Better still, give him a call—or talk

to WTIX General Manager Fred Berthelson.

WTIX
first and getting firster in

11 station

NEW ORLEANS

TODAY'S RADIO FOR TODAY'S SELLING
TODD STORZ. PRESIDENT i-HOME OFPIQE: OMAHA, NEBRASKA

WD6Y Minneapolis St Paul
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.

WHB Kansas City
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.

WTIX New Orleans
REPRESENTED BY ADAM YOUNG INC.

WQAM Miami
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR A CO.
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RATING MADNESS
The changing network tv picture is causing more than the usual quota

of jitters. Yet, despite all tin* fuss aboul ratings, ihej do not provide

the adman with payoff information—ami he'll be the fir««t to admit it

Ey Alfred J. Jaffe

I he hottest subject in the t\ and

radio business became even hotter

tliis week.

It seemed to admen that everybody

was talking publicly about the proper

use of ratings. \nd not a few mut-

tered that it was high time.

Symptoms of the Nervous Era were

everywhere. The number of apple-

carts being upset as the network tv

season gets up steam has been generat-

ing more than the usual supply of jit-

ter- among stations, advertisers, .1

cies and tlic t\ networks themselves.

It ma) or nun uol have been a co-

incidence but the subject of ratings

in one wa) >t another has occupied .1

focal spot in lxith "New York and Los

Angeles during the past three week-:

• It was the theme at an American

Marketing \--n. luncheon.

• It was in the air during the NB(

I \ press junket to IlolK wood.

• It popped up all over the place at

the Advertising Research Foundation's

annual meeting last week. See also

Newsmaker of the \\ eek, .

• Capping it all was an address on

ratings bj Blair's research chief Ward
Dorrell at the I uesdaj

I
19 November I

seminar of the Radio and television

I so uti\ es Societj

.

If the thousands of words recently

uttered aboul ratings can !» summar-

ized briefly, the speechmakers said that

1 1 1 ratings are misunderstood,
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Rash of recent speeches on ratings

point up the theme that they are

both (1) misused, (2) misunderstood

ratings are misused and (3) ratings

don't tell advertisers enough about

what the\ want to know.

["his is nut calculated to make any-

body on Madison We. turn his head

in surprise but the blunt fact is that

nio>t researchers still feel this needed

to be said.

After \ears of exposure to ratings,

main admen cling to the pocket-pieces

as if their life depended on it I their

jobs often do). The network tv audi-

ence surges registered this season by
MIC and NBC are not doing anything

to ease the tension. Ibis nervousness

extends down the line to network affili-

ates whose individual ranking for spol

buys is affected. Tv stations have been

sending furious notes to their reps

seeking explanations for why certain

rating periods have taken a sickening

dip and asking how come Nielsen and

ARB don't agree.

Though individual ratings don't

mean as much on radio as they used to

because of the large number of an-

nouncements bought, there is no let-up

in the emphasis on cost-per-1.000, or

rating points per dollar, a measure-

ment coming more into fashion.

One of the most remarkable aspects

of the excitement over program rat-

ings is that they are not what the ad-

vertisers and agency really want. This

fact was implicit in a number of

speeches at the ARF meeting.

Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample's William

Weilbacher told a group attending a

tv workshop sesssion that the audience

the advertiser wants counted is the

number watching or listening to the

set at the time the commercial is on.

or, preferably, the number of pros-

pects watching or listening to the com-

mercial.

Speaking to the ARF radio work-

shop. J. Walter Thompson's Jack

Green pointed out that, with the mar-

keting revolution, "'media function has

also been forced into a new role. Me-

dia selection can no longer be passed

off merely as a matter of choosing be-

tween vehicle "A or vehicle "B" or

Keen interest in ratings draws executives of top six measurement firms in rare

James Seiler

President, ARB

Monthly tv network rc-

li a r i based on 2.200
diary homes. About 150

local tV markets ioi-

ered, 17 every month, all

diary. W ill do special

telephone coincidental*

W. Bruce McEwen
Exec, y.p., Hooper

Surveyed 133 radio mar-

kets during year ending

30 Sept. via telephone

coinci d e ntal method.

Markets sampled up to

tour times a year. Sam-
ple per program is 900

Dr. E. L. Deckinger

Media director, Grey

Moderator at AMA
luncheon in New York

on 7 Nov. at which rat-

ings executives spoke.

"Man in the middle."

Deckinger heads ARF
group studying ratings

Allen V. Jay

\. ^ . mgr., Yideodex

Monthly tv network re-

port based on 9.200 di-

ary-panel homes. In over

130 tV markets. 29 sur-

veyed monthly, rest quar-

tcr/t. Local television re-

ports are also diary-panel

Edward Hynes, Jr..

President, Trendex

Monthly tv network

port based on 2,C

homes per hour in

(ities where all thi

tv networks have

affiliates. I se telepho

coincidental me th



ation "\ vs. Btanon "^ •" Each me-

dium mual I"- e\ aluated in lighl "I its

contribution to sales effectiveness when

used in various possible combinations

with other media .1- pari oi the plan-

ning marketing mix.

It's been said so man) 1 imes thai ii -

almosl a cliche thai the onl) rating

the advertiser wants is .1 sales rating.

This, of course, is easiei Baid than

done but W illiani Esty's Dr. W allace

II. \\ ulfeck insisted in his speech al

the \I5I ; conference thai "W e in this

industry have a moral obligation to

find ways of accurate!) measuring

uliai a dollar spent in advertising

produces in sales and soon. Manage-

ment will m>t be satisfied with less.'

Few w ill disagree w ith this gauntlet

thrown down bj Dr. \\ ulfeck though

t lit* v ma) disagree with his timetable,

yet the rating craze is unabated. \\ h\ ?

There is little doubl thai this current

ether to discuss problem

odney Shearer

A. C. Nielsen

idio network re-

24 times a year

on 1.200 Audi-

home S /> / // N

d sample tor an-

composition. Lo-

torts in 51 mark ets

Dr. Sydney Roslow

President, Pulse

Local radio reports in

177 markets, lot al (1 re-

ports in 161 markets.

Multi-city radio and n

network reports. Mini-

mum local sample is

1,000 per daytime strip

»

i

WHAT'S BEHIND THE NUMBERS?

There's a wealth oi readily-available qualitative informa-

tion supplied b) rating services, W. Ward Dorrell, via presi

denl and resean h directoi oi lohn Blaii S < 0., told th< RTES

timebu) ing and selling 1 minai 19 Novembei

.

Dorrell defended r\ and radio ratinj - u a "mual and

added that, "I would rathei have them than the Napoleonic

dictate of a corporate tyrant, the whim ol .1 young chick presi

dent's wife 01 the deal 1 intimidated vote oi the combined

regional sales manage] - w ouldn 1 you '

He pointed out, however, thai there's .1 lo! more informa-

tion available than just program audience numbers. \""

the data he cited were:

• Figures on racial groups, Buch as the Poles in Detroit,

the Spanish-language group in New ^ ork, the Negroes in vari-

ous markets, the French < Canadians.

• Audience c position b) men, women, teens, children.

• Income levels and othei socio-economic characteristics.

• Ownership oi significant possessions such as refrigerators,

cars, bathtubs, telephones.

• Pantr) and medicine cabinet surveys of package produi ts.

• Commercial remembrance and proof-of-purchase Burveys.

If the service does nol have this information on tap, Dor-

rell said, it can gel it.

"Ratings are but one oi man) measures," Dorrell told his

audience, "which, in conjunction with qualitative information

and the advertiser's own experience and highl) specialized

knowledge enables a business to make sensible decisions.

iillillllilllllllllllillllllllllllil Illllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

rage of anxiet) is parti) engendered

b) a lack of knowledge aboul what a

rating represents. \ media directoi

oi a large agency, when asked recentl)

if the average adman involved in t\

radio advertising understands such

concepts as sampling and non-sam-

pling errors I
which are fundamental

to a comprehension of ratings), said:

••Thev haven't the vaguesl idea. Vboul

all the) reall) understand is thai a 20

is better than a 10."

The use of decimal points in ratings,

though justified, has provided buyers

with unwarranted faith in the degree

of accuracy provided b) ratings.

Though the rating services have tl e

mosl to gain b) blind reliance upon

their figures, the) have been among

the mosl veal in pointing oul thai

ever) rating is subject to statist! il

error, thai this error varies with I 1 I

the size of the rating, (2) the size oi

the sample and (3) the [.articular

probabilit) level chosen to express the

error.

The cii.t i- paiticularl) 1 rhii al in

the case of radio ratings, man) oi

which are Is. 2s and 3s. In a rating

of :! with a -ample oi 200, the cbii

are 95 oul of a hundred thai the true

audience can be an) where from close

to zero up to around four. Even dou-

bling the -ample would not reduce the

tan-'- of error ver) much.

Researi hers have pointed oul until

they're blue in the face that no method

of head-counting i- perfect, thai all

rating services have their particular

VchiUes heel. I afortunately, the pre-

cise extent of this weakness can only

be guessed at, even b) experienced re-

searchers and even though studies of

various kind- have sought to pinpoinl

this problem.

The error- due to method as well as

all other error-— except those to be

1 Please turn to page 62

See next week's SPONSOR for a two page editorial on the ratings problem



WHY HOFFMAN
MARKETING
DEMANDED HUMOR

Ml¥*3
•-•AIM ^^^i

Jaunty Chewy. ( in a 1923, was an early

Hoffman sales vehicle. Today's trucks, be-

low, are as modern as Hoffman marketing

How do you create excitement for a 40-year-old,

well-established product? Humor and radio did the

trick for Hoffman Beverage Co. Results: sales are

up 10-15% despite Coke and Pepsi's new big bottles

Mood of the Hoffman radio commercials is carried through in tv campaign for

the firm's mixers. Camera opens on a "face" of Hoffman bottles, swizzle

sticks, pretzels—then pans to a straight side view of ginger ale and soda

SflMgE

WW hat marketing headaches can a

company cure with humor commer-

cials?

For the answer sponsor went to a

$15 million soft drink manufacturer,

Hoffman Beverage Co., Newark, N. J.

Leader in the New York market with

large-bottle beverages for over 40

years, Hoffman rocketed to new
heights of prominence last April when

it launched a $350,000, humor-based

spot radio campaign in New York for

its line of flavors.

A subsidiary of Pabst Brewing Co.,

Inc., Hoffman has distribution through-

out all of New Jersey and the New
York metropolitan market, and in sec-

tions of Connecticut.

The new spot commercials capital-

ized on the old-time drink Sarsapa-

rilla to promote the entire line of

Hoffman beverages. "Every Hoffman

flavor has happy taste except Sar-

saparilla . . . but then could you be

happy if your name was Sarsaparil-

la?" was intoned 115 times a week by

a Murrow-type announcer in a news-

format commercial.

Two problems dictated this chuckle

approach for Hoffman, according to

Walter Hartig, company ad manager,

and Edward Meyer, Hoffman account

supervisor at Grey Advertising Agen-

cy, Inc.

• Coca-Cola and Pepsi-Cola were

both hitting the Hoffman market with

the introduction of their large-size bot-

tles: regional bottlers were intensify-

ing their efforts to pluck the New York

market plum.

• This meant the Hoffman name
had to be "replanted smack up in

front of even New ^ orker"s mind, new
attention had to be called to it," says

Meyer.

'"The biggest single thing our com-

petition had in their favor was the ex-
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jffman ad muna^ci Waltei Hartig

iaya "humoi limi^lii attention I"

name in the fai t- "I in i elerated I

1>\ mil rnmprtitor-. '
I le'- ili-

-inu .1 i\ i iiiimirnial -ton hoard »nli

hi salt's in.m. i j <i I- ri'il \. Dun i

rev's I 'I Meyer islanding), accounl

i»r\i-ir tm Huffman, and Norris Kon-

im. cop> group head, check a new idea

r the Henry Morgan mixer commercials

i! Huffman i- u-ing on New 1
I "rk radio

citemenl of newness new bottle sizes,

new flavors, new names," he states.

Meyer points oul "objective number

one for us was to bring a new and

provocative kind ot interest and ex-

citement ti> Hoffman and its products.

Uso, we wanted to do this within the

character framework of the products

we make. Hoffman makes soft drink-:

they're pleasant products; they're fun

to drink. Nobodv regards a soft drink

particular!) seriously. So. we decided

our eo|)\ had to be light, breezy, fun.

in good taste, and above all. attention-

getting."

Sarsaparilla, a drink thai 2<> years

ago led the Hoffman line, became the

hinge-pin for the commercials. Meyer
outlines it this way: i T "We set up

poor old Sarsaparilla as the butt of

our flavor line. With that opening sen-

tence ol the first commercial, 'Ever)

HoiTman flavor has happ) taste except

Sarsaparilla." we felt we -pun the au-

dience around and into a kind "l

-tunned obedience; (2) then, as the)

stood at what we hoped was 'puzzled

attention' we had a delightful oppor-

; unit \ to sing hymns of praise to ouj

other jolh flavors; (31 and finallv,

when we had to explain Sarsaparilla's

predicament, we blamed it all on the

[latent ridiculousness of it- antiquar-

ian name.

Six varieties of the one-minute com-

mercial- were used during the cam-

paign, each for about three week-

duration. The treatment- varied from

the first new- analyst approach

through: a March of Time facsimile;

a chit-chat societ) matron not unlike

Hedda Hopper; a Senator Claghorn-

SPONSOR 23 NOVEMBER 1957

t\ pe politician ; Sai sapai ilia - t . 1 1 r i

«

•
i

.

and finallv . the drink - mothei

.

Though the campaign had it- orig-

ination in the print media, radio 1 e-

i .inn' the vehicle I >< ause "we wen

looking for saturation and impai t.

says Hartig. Vlso, "surveys have

shown that radio is quite frequentl)

the last advertising medium the house-

v. ife i- -ill jii t to 1 efore shopping

she listens to the i ai radio enroute to

market." Hartig, with Hoffman since

1932, says "in radio you can change

your method ol commercial approach

Faster and easier; you can capitalize

(juieklv on event- in the new-, or

event- m your product line if desired.

Vboul 115 spots per week were run

hv Hoffman on 1 3 radio stations in the

metropolitan New l ork area. Heav i-

i Please turn to page 8 1
I

J



H iw will clients pa) agencies six

months from now ?

\\ illi four weeks now elapsed after

unwrapping of the preliminary Frey

-t u< 1 \ . (he picture is beginning to

emerge. The target date for introduc-

tion dl am new compensation formu-

la- will be >|)iinji 1958 (or SO admen
now believe).

\\ Idle those clients who most ada-

mant!) want change will press foi it

this year, there is little inclination to

he arbitral \

.

Clients and agencymen are jusl be-

ginning to digest the Frej findings and

draw conclusions. The) anticipate a

slow evolution. These are the three

stages aaencx men predict in lli" \ et-to-

come commission battle:

1. A period of quiet before the

storm, while admen await the com-

pleted Frc\ siiiily at the turn of the

year. During this holiday pause, some

clients, sponsor learned, have begun

-(in lies within their own organizations

to arm themselves for future client-

agenc\ negotiations.

2. Individual client-agency bargain-

ing during the next year will be better

documented than ever before—with

cost-accounting figures from the agency

and appraisals from clients.

3. Eventually, the advertising in-

dustry may evolve toward a system of

compensation composed of more fees

for individual services and less reli-

ance on media commissions. But few

clients or agencymen would predict

industry-wide change in the next few

years.

Here are the ke\ points client and

agency executives made to SPONSOR,

based on their brief appraisal since

the ANA meeting at the end of Oc-

tober.

• The Frey report served to con-

firm what had been an open secret

during the past year or more: The

commission system is criticized in part

or on the whole by a sizable minority

of major advertisers. While most top

agencies continue to defend status quo

in their official pronouncements, few

are the shops that have not felt pres-

sures against the commission system

huilding among some of their clients.

• Client ad management, on the

whole, is planning to wait for the final

Frey report around the turn of the

\ear before discussing compensation

w ith agencies. But reports to sponsor

from some two dozen client firms in-

dicate that main are beginning pre-

liminary studies of their own in order

to arm themselves for forthcoming

negotiations.

• Network tv and syndicated pack-

age shows will be big bones of con-

tention during the forthcoming era of

individual negotiation. (See "Do cli-

ents duck 15^5 on tv package shows"

in 31 August 1957 issue of sponsor.)

"Tv is certainly the big wedge into

the commission system." says the ad

manager of a package foods company
with a budget in excess of $10 million.

"Even on a per-client cost-accounting

system, an agency finds it difficult to

prove expenditures on its network tv

buys that come close to the commis-

sion collected. The tv commissions are

also far higher than earnings from

comparable production in other media.

The production of a magazine spread,

for instance, doesn't even cost a frac-

tion of what the agency collects in t\

package show talent commissions."

FREY'S IMPACT:

FIRST CHANGES THIS SPRING

Agencymen are preparing now for client pressures they

anticipate next spring. During this pause, many clients

are searching for new formulas to propose in individual

agency negotiations. What parts of the Frey report did

admen consider most important? The ~i charts at

right are among those now getting the closest look

Amount agencies should be

compensated for tv shows

Ad manager opinion

When agency
Amount of When agency buys packaged

Compensation produces shows or network-
produced shows

More than 15% 31.1%

15% 60.8

Less than 15% 8.1

6.2%

35.3

58.5

TOTAL % 100.0 100.0

Effective Sample 520 546
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• I lie \ii\ .ml ill u-l BCl ion u liich

helped open up the commission ques-

tion -nmr two years ago will make anj

immediate and sweeping changes im-

possible. No "in- system uill suddenly

replace the commission system. In fact,

most agencymen predict a continua-

tion of the slow and gradual modifica-

tions thai have alread) begun.

Even todaj we have .1 commissions-

plus-fee system foi balance," says Jere

Patterson, executive v.p. of l\\lf-l ..\\

.

Today's agencj renders so man) serv-

ices over and beyond the creating >>l

,hl\ ei 1 ising and buj ing media thai me-

dia and talent commissions alone don'l

always cover the cost "I servicing a

client. Actually, the Frej reporl seems

to have brought out an amazing pro-

portion "I satisfaction among clients

u\ er sen ices and compensal ion both.

The pattern of the near future will

probabl) therefore continue i" be the

commissions and fee combination

that's practiced now."'

"Individual negotiation will con-

tinue to be the keynote through 1958,"

says the advertising director of a ma-

jor multi-brand drug company. "How-

c\ ei . the I re) report seems to

the waj toward the direction "t these

indh idual negotial ions. I od 1 1 cli-

ent doesn't feel he's pushing i"i .1 bai

gain-basement relationship if he r<

examines uli.it values and services he

gets 1 1 "in his agenc) in return l"i the

compensal ion.

• \dinen predict thai news ol man)

new compensation f"i inula- will I ii

to leak in spring of 1958 aftei a num-

ber of client- ha\ e had T re) based

heart-to-hearl talks with theii agencies.

"P&G traditionall) got volumes of

research studies tossed in without ex-

tra charge l»\ it- agencies while -mall-

ei client- had to pa) fee-.' one I'M !

accounl executive told sponsor. "1 Ii

cut- like that w ill continue to Like oul

their commissions in more in-depth

sei \ ice. I he Frej stud) won i affei 1

thai one wa\ 01 another. \ P&G "i

:in\ advertiser of that stature ha- al-

ways bought the in.. -i effii ienl ami

complete service available for the

price. I he\ won't -tail < liaicjin-

agencies now either because ol an im-

aginar) -a\ ing ol $50,000.

• Marginal advertisers, -a agency-

men, ma) use t he Frej report <- a

nil

"
I hej i' the guys who alwa) - 'woi

k

.1 de.il'.' -,i\- Norman B Norman,

president •! \< -^K "Bui no client

. I
- ill\ -el \ |i e ||e l-ll I |i.l\ fog fol ,

I raditionall) . it the end of the ti-. al

\ e.n . the management "I • enc)

M\ ieWS e.n Ii .i. i .nut in I'd- ol il-

profitability. With a new product, the

figUreS It Will lake .1 \e.|l .,|

more before it • an break even. Hut

with an established client, if tin- bal

am e Bheets an- unfa\ orable, agen< \

management goes i" the . [ienl and

-a\ -. I ook, we \e gol I" ch.ll ge \ "HI

\ dollai - it v nil want all ihi- resean h,

because ci immi— ion- don I covet it .

Says KM senioi \ .\>. Maxwell I le,

"In the last analysis, the agenc) has

a righl and responsibilit) to make ,i

reasonable profit on it- client-. On
the average, agenc) profits ha\ e 1 een

lei lining in, i i ising bei ause "f the

.•I i.w ing i ii-i nf operating. ' llients

who re nol w illing In |i i\ for sei \ il

rendered, he il through commissions

Or fee- ill both, -illl|ll\ Wnll I lie .n

ceptable t" the successful agency, f^

other forms of compensation would !>«' preferred Extent of change from media commission admen expeci

All Ad managers
advertising budgets over
managers St,000,000

Agencies Media
All Ad managers

advertising budgets over Agencies Media
managers SI.000 000

i System. 15

ion paid on!)

i media
to agen-

kdverl iser cannot bu) -pace

me at le— than the gross ran-.

41. 6
C 50.1 67.9' 40.2° c

No change. 29.0°, 27.3\ 40.6 40 1

• Alternative. Media corn-

ion for agency services to me-
pin- agreed upon additional

- 1 1 ion from advertiser* foi

j services rendered to ad-

adverti-ers eannoi l>ny

I time at le— than gross.

5.9 4.2 5.1 14.8

Some change bal media commis- 28.9
-ion method "ill remain the

dominant method of compensa-
tion for agency service.

37.9 41.3 34.6

i

i>nd Alternative. No media
mission; advertisers pay agen-

J g-eed upon amount- for -er\-

to them: advertisers can buy
e or time at nel rale.

29.2 36.3 9.7 35.9

Significant change awav From
media commission method in

next lew years t" ,i new method

of compensation.

10.6 22.0 5.7 9.2

Don't ki 24 9.0 1 1.2 14.1

Dili not answer. 7.5 3.8 1.2 2.0

not atl-wer. 23.3 9.4 17.3 9.1

TOTAL

- rnple

100.0

3.081

100.0

477

100.0

508

100.0

596

TOTAL

Tv package shows were earliest sore

spot with clients who wanted to change com-

mission system. Today nearly 20'", of top tv

cjjents surveyed by \V\ duck 1595 on tv

MUt costs, more are expected to follow -nit

Effective Sample

formula foi paying agencj i- ex-

peeTe!l to evolve slowlj out of enmmiaainn.

pin-fee- system now in practice. Majority

of admen and media -till favor commission

system, whereby client- lm\ at gross rate

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

3.081 447 508 596

loTTTTl^

Eventual decline of 1 5 °o
li\ more than a fifth of top client-, bill]

more than $1 million. Since these admen

control large -hare of network tv spending,

impact on commissions mav he felt fir-t in tv

SPONSOR 23 NOVEMBER !')•
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1. PITCH AND SALE

Before the rep oi station salesman Bets

mil in make his call on the ageni ) .
.1

meticulous check "I availabilities musl

be made. II the call involves .1 verj

Ian 1 ampaign, the salesman ma) be

u h in a 1 n u-lii mii opti 11 these avails

to prevenl a fellow salesman from sell-

ing them to another agency. This calls

Ini g I sales-traffic department liaison

ii awkward snafus an- to be avoided.

5. FILM CENTER

Operations new sends the t\ film c -

mercia] to the Film ('filter for checking

it against all film requirements. It is

checked lor running time, for sound

synchronization, for any Haw-. When-

evei accessary, it is edited or cut. If

-iiis question arises regarding it. the

agency t\ production department is con-

tacted. Then it goes to Film Studio

i"i -till further dry-run screening.

2. TRAFFIC

The instant the -ah- i- clinched, the

-ale-man mii-t notify hi- Traffic Depart-

ment. Thej double-check on the avail-

abilities he ha- -old. then clear them

ami issue a confirmation to the buyer.

\t the same time thej recheck the gale

to make -ore there are no competitive

situations or other product conflict-.

Then begins the big job of coordinating

between traffic. COpj and operation-.

6. FILM STUDIO

For the film commercial, this is the

last step before transmission. It is put

through the "chain" (picked up by tv

camera and viewed on monitors),

checked electronically by film coordi-

nator. One reason for checking: a 10-

second film commercial can have only

eight seconds of sound; a 20-second.

only 18. There must always he a si.

lent second at the film start and end.

3. BACK TO SALES

The Traffic Department now goes al

with scheduling, at the same time 1

dinating with the other department-

\ol\e.l in putting the commercial on

air. Traffic turn- over to the Sales

parlment the job of notifying the a

cy as to how many film print-

needed, or in the case of live tv (

mercials. where to send props

products necessary for staging the

»

7. THE "BIBLE"

48 hours before each broadcast

WRCA-TV Operations prints its

ble" for that day. This "Bihle"'

down every smallest action invo

with transmitting both programs

commercials. It runs to 30 or r

pages. 400 copies are printed for

many personnel. If any change oc

in the next 48 hours. 400 people i

he notified via printed, corrected pi

WHAT HAPPENS TO TV COMMERCIAL'

Between purchase of a tv announcement

and its ultimate airing stretches a frantic

chain of activity which timebuyers rarely

see. These key operations shown here will

aid advertisers in dodging trouble spots

r 10111 the moment a timebuyer okays a station salesman s

pitch to the second the tv commercial goes on the air. the

chances of something going wrong somewhere are consider-

able. That it seldom does is a tribute to the highly com-

plex business of broadcasting. At WRCA-TV, New York,

according to Peter Affe. its operations director, nearly 100

persons become involved in a total of about 10.000 steps in

putting a film or live commercial on the air. Affe told this

to an audience of agencv personnel who recently met at the

station's Studio 3B for the first of a series of production

workshops of the New York Radio and Television Execu-

tives Society. On these pages, SPONSOR outlines the key-

steps to airing a film or live tv commercial as a reminder to

advertisers that care exercised at the time of the buy can

help smooth later operations at the television station.^
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4. OPERATIONS

Tlw Operations Department now steps

in. I In- unit handles .ill te< hnii a]

operations, takes care ol tapes and Elm,

.mil witli live commercials »•

—

i^in—

studios, arranges i"i caating, make-up,

li^liiin^. musical backgrounds and ever)

other detail ol preparing l"i ail time.

Meanwhile, the * opj Department

checks the commercial cop) l"i code

violations, broadcast tal b, length, etc.

8. TRANSMISSION

Now it's air time, and the technicians

take over. If the announcement i- live,

talent has rehearsed, seta and props

have been checked. Master I ontrol

takes care of switching (going from

show to live commercial in another

Btudio) or punching in the film com-

mercial. Ml the operational complex-

ities suggest one thing to advertisers:

Gel campaigns started early.

HiFTERTHEBUY?

I '.i.i ML. directoi oi operationi al WRl \ IV New ^ ..r k . tells

• personnel al recent workshop meeting "1 It 1 1 S what ha|

•ii .i i in !.. poi \\ bu) i- made, \ tout ol facilities foil.

'I'n the traffic department falls .i l«>i "f the responsibility oi get-

ting a i\ commen i.il on the air, Ii must coordinate \»iili all othei

departments. Here is Traffic .it W H< \ T\
;
m-r. Earl Hardei i

Flow chart for t\ Bpot Mir

demonstrates at blackboard

for RTES members the me-

chanics "I clearing avails in

the Traffic Department and

»liai happens i" t\ commer-

cial after tin- time is limi"lii

There's a lot more to airing a t\ commercial than running a film strip

through a projector. Mir shows RTES members how pre-checking i- done In stations all across the country are studios equipped with

plent) "I settings i"i handling I i ^ .

- commercials. ;

doing .> live commercial, it is «rll in che< k on facilities

»i



Semantic Differential:

NEW WAY TO MEASURE STATIONS
So you're going to buy a spot . . . you know the station's ratings, its

audience composition. But wouldn't you like to know the reasons he-

hind the rating and composition? WBC used a psychological word as-

sociation test to find emotional responses to Pittsburgh radio stations

^Something long suspected b) adver-

tisers and broadcasters was corrobo-

rated this week: radio listeners, at

least subconsciously, are aware of a

station's "sound" and how it differs

from the "sounds" of other stations.

The proof has been kept carefully

under wraps for a year h\ Melvin A.

Goldberg, director of research for

Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. This

week, he sat down with sponsor and

revealed the results of an experiment

in the Pittsburgh metro area which he

conducted last November along with

Dr. Percy Tannenbaum of the I ni-

versity of Illinois. The experiment

showed that within the market tested

there is a marked difference between

stations I in spite of contentions that

one music-and-nevvs station today is

like another I , and the difference is

recognizable to the audience. It also

revealed the why behind preferences.

Of perhaps even greater significance

than the results of the experiment was

the experiment itself. It may mark the

first use of a brand new yardstick for

measuring the profile and psychologi-

cal personality of a station. The yard-

stick "semantic differential"—is not

new, but its application to broadcast-

ing is.

The semantic differential technique

for testing public taste has been around

for some time. It is simply the p-v-

chological word association test I black.

coal; white, snow, etc. I extended to

the gradations between word opposites

i see chart at righl i

.

The technique was originally devel-

oped by Dr. Charles Osgood of the

I niversit) of Illinois. Dr. Tannen-

baum studied under him and was

therefore selected by Westinghouse to

conduct the November survey.

Goldberg, who conceived the idea of

applying semantic differential testing

to air media, is himself an old hand

at the technique. In bis pre-\\ esting-

house days as deputy director of re-

search for USIA in Washington, Gold-

berg was involved in many semantics

surveys.

Long before last November, he de-

cided this might be one way to get a

deeper measure of a radio listener s

reaction to programing as a supple-

ment to ratings. Ratings are quanti-

tative; they reflect the numbers who

listen to what. But what Goldberg

wanted was a qualitative analysis, an

indication of the reasons why thev

like one station's "sound" and not

another. Semantic differential does

not fish for answers one wants to hear

—which many subjects are apt to give

when confronted with leading ques-

tions. Rather it probes the emotional

responses, and what such a test can

show could prove a valuable guide for

the program director.

When KDKA, the 37-year-old an-

cestor of all U.S. radio stations and

now part of the Westinghouse chain,

went independent last fall, it seemed

an ideal time for a study of its profile

as well as the profiles of its competitors.

What Westinghouse learned and has

now revealed is: 111 listeners know

what the) would like an "ideal" station

to sound like; l2l listeners can tell in

exactly what areas a given station dif-

fers from this "ideal." (From a sta-

tion promotion standpoint. KDKA was

pleased to learn that of the five leading

Pittsburgh stations it came closest to

the "ideal" station image. "Rating,

says Goldberg, "'have subsequent!-,

borne this out." I

.

What does the Pittsburgh listener

consider the "semantic image of an

ideal station? The chart at right gives

the answer. It shows he would like his

ideal station to be "pleasant" sounding

but not too "soft." Both of these words

"pleasant" and "soft —suggest

music, and that's probabl) what main

of the respondents had in mind. They

also like their station to be just about

as "valuable" as "plea-ant." In this

case, "valuable" suggests news and

public service. Of particular interest,

is that the Pittsburgh interviewees feel

an ideal station should be neither

"usual" nor "unusual." This reflects

the role radio plays today—that of a

good companion. Apparently listener-

prefer a companion who does not jar

them with surprises.

The chart shown here is of Pitts-

burgh survev only. Analyses also were

made of Allegheny County I Pitts-

burgh's county I only and of the entire

greater Pittsburgh area I Allegheny,

Beaver. Butler. Washington and West-

moreland Counties). Significant was

the fact that in all three cases, the

semantic image of the ideal station was

virtual!) the same. And the semantic

differences between the Pittsburgh sta-

tions showed a similar pattern, except

in a few association categories such as

"strong," which, in the fringe area,

might have been associated with sta-

tion signals.

The base of the survev was 265 re-
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spondents, aged 13 and over, \v 1
1 • • ad

niiiird to listening in the radio sonv

time during the "pasl week. KDK \

and Westinghouse wanted onlj radio

listeners .1- respondents bo the) were

selected on an area probabilit) basis

l>\ Use Zeisel Research. I In- five-

ount) -in \ t\ 1 overed onl) urban

areas, comprised i<> male respondents

and 125 women. Respondents did nol

kinnv the survej was being conducted

for K DK \ in \\ estinghouse.

Now Goldberg plans similar tests in

other markets where Westinghouse sta

1 ions exist. Meanw hile knowledj e

gained from this experiment can !>e

used as a guide in kl>k \ programing.

There is -till another potential tor

the semantic differential technique thai

Goldberg foresees: Die technique has,

'm a few cases, been applied bj others

lo finding the image ol a product. So

perhaps semantic differential will even-

tual!) I"' used to lii a product to a

station on the basis of compatible

images.

\i the same time Dr. rannenbaum

and Goldberg conducted the semantics

survey, the) did a straight question-

inswei stud) oi the same respondents.

Here arc a lew facts taken from these

findings

:

• 80.3' 1 of these respondents said

the) listened to the radio j esterda)

• 7 !.">', listen in the morning. The

same percentage listen in the after-

noon. 59.7' - listen at night.

• Ilic average respondent in the

Pittsburgh test reported spending L39

hours a da) with radio 1 1.05 hour- in

the morning, 1.85 hour- in afternoon.

1 .0 \ hours in the evening 1

.

• Music-and-news ranks at the top

a> far as popularit) goes. 84.19$ of

the respondents listen to new-: 88.69$

listen to music. The next closest cate-

gory is weather at 55%. Sports at-

tracts 38.89? .traffic information 1 1.39$

and soap operas are listened to \>

I I..!',.

• Women listen to radio more than

men. but men listen more in the eve-

ning. Men spend 1.04 hour- with

radio in the a.m.. 1.21- in the afternoon

and 1.2") hours at night. Women spend

1.70 hours in the morning, 2. If) in the

afternoon and .95 in the evening.

• Middle and lower economic groups

|(>7.
()', of sample 1 listen to radio more

hours per day, and most frequently.

• Music-and-news is most popular

programing with all socio-economic

groups and educational levels. t^

Semantic differential is a psychological quiz

Semantic '•ititu/ technique is •>"

- tin- psychological word associatioi

II • ' -*./. H\tn> .

it in Pittsburgh

ttation Sheet

iin h respondent . eat It ih

ttation iiml mil a mdrnt

a us asked in 1
'

'i the

•• nnlti air ih.

word with tlii \iniiiiti In I-

temantit differential icale, an) deviatioi

m more is tignificant. < hart

•mi ii il from this *n"

his in ttation personality "ima

SEMANTIC IMAGE OF PITTSBURGH RADIO

2 7.5 3 3.5 4 4 5 5 5 5 6 6 5 7

Unpleasant

Unfair

Tense

Worthless

Stale

Dull

Passive

Stuffy

Rough

Weak

Heavy

Low Class

Loud

Usual

Ideal station "profile"

Closest station to ideal'

Furthest station from ideal

•Dala Inclu.l. burgh radio stations EDS I M*al.
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weve
got

it/

More music, more news, more often!"

That, basically, is the new KSTP Radio programming that has

hit the mark in Minneapolis-St. Paul.

From six a.m. until noon there's music— good music— beginning

with the bright wake-up tunes right through favorite show tunes,

top-ten tunes and the old standards. And from three to six p.m.

there's another block of easy-listening music.

Combined with frequent, up-to-the-second news reports through

KSTP's unmatched news-gathering facilities, KSTP provides North-

west audiences with the listening they want

—

when they want it.

But here's the most important thing about KSTP Radio . . .

IT SELLS

For proof of that, ask a KSTP representative or your nearest

Petry office Today.

Radio
50,000 Watts

Minneapolis - St. Pa u I Ba$u mc Amate
"The Northwest's QUALITY Station" Represented by

Edward Petry & Co., Inc.
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s/diTV BASICS/DECEMBER

NET TV YULE DRIVES UNDER WAY
A i leasl «'i«j;lit clients have eel in-and-out schedules for

seasonal pushes. Tiny include Norelco, which bought into

"$61,000 Question," Walter WincheU over six-weeks

1 bougfa network t\ i- traditional*)

jrear-round medium, at least eight

clients have signed for Christmas sea-

sonal pushes thi> year.

lln- eight are Polaroid, Evinrude,

Seven-1 p, Ronson, Norelco, Bulova,

Bourjois and Minnesota Mining.

Norelco is plugging it- electric

shavers, a large share of which are

sold during the Christmas season, via

three purchases of II niter II inchell

File and two of the $64,000 Question

shows. The \\ inchell dates are 2(> No-

vember and I and \V> December. The

$64,000 Question buj brackets the

third \\ inchell show bo that, with

cross-plugs, the campaign is spread

over six week-.

Norelco's agency, La Roche, report-

ed little difficult] in setting up an in-

and-oul pattern and said it had a wide

choice of show-.

Polaroid i- continuing it- identifi-

cation with Steve Mien, having made

two previous buys on Mien's Sunday

show as well as sponsoring \llen in

the past when he was on Tonight.

I he client, who i- also buying into

Pei i \ < oino (oi 1 nil- jiti advei tie

pun based the Mien -how dui inu i In-

last Christmas season and in the

-l>i ing of 1957 as well. ' omo was

I ought for the first time.

The Polaroid schedule provides foi

three participate ns ea< h on ' ohm. and

Vllen and includes two weekends when

both -how- w ill ( .ii i \ plugs.

Bulova will alternate on the I rank

^in.iiia -how with Chesterfield through

I )n ember ha\ ing started 18 ' tet »bei

,

It- full line w ill 1 e pushed. ^

1. THIS MONTH IN NETWORK TV
Network Sales Status Week Ending 23 November

Daytime
HMfflMflHflDl

ONSORED HOUR:

Live

4.2 ABC
90.8 CBS-:

86.9 NBC

6.0

32.8

26.8

':

I | S

Iptllon <limi s

°0

Live

31.5 ABC
42.9 CBS
59.9 NBC

Nighttime

SPONSORED HOURS

26.3

125.1

AVERAGE COST OF NETWORK SPONSORED PROGRAMING

Cost Number Cost Number Cost Number Cost N umber

Hour drama
S49,186 7

Half-hour drama

533,000 12

Situation comedy

S37.677 18

Horn

Si 03,725

-\ .t r iet \

7

Half-hour music-var.

S43.772 11

Half-hour adventure

$30,975 10

Quiz

S29,432 11

Half-hour

$35,416

western

12

v v grams ar
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2. ALPHABETICAL PROGRAM INDEX
Sponsored Nighttime Network Programs 6-11 p.m.

PROGRAM

•Steve Allen Show: V-L

Assignment Foreign Legion:
\ I

Eve Arden: Sc-F

Armstrong Circle Theatre:
1), I

\ Turn of Fate: Dr-F

Bachelor Father: Sc-F

Ked Barber's Corner: Sp-L

Jack Benny: C-F

Polly Bergen: Mu \ I

Big Record: Mu-L

Bold Journey: A-F

Pal Boone: V-L

J mi Bow ie: \\ -F

Bowling Stars: Sp-L

Broken Arrow: W-F

Burns & Allen: Sc-F

The Californians: W-F

Cavalcade of Sports: Sp-L

Cheyenne: W-F

Circus Boy: A-F

Rosemary Clooney: V-L

Climax: Dr-L

Club Oasis: V-L

Colt .45: W-F

* Perry Como: V-L

Court of Last Resort: Dr-F

Bob Cummings Show: Sc-F

John Daly News: N-L&F

Date With the Angels: Sc-F

December Bride: Sc-F

Destiny: Dr-F

Dick And The Duchess: Sc-F

Disneyland: M-F

Dragnet: My-F

Wyatt Earp: W-F

Doug Edwards News: N-L&F

Father Knows Best: Sc-F

108.000

18,500

36,500

43,000
(alt wks)

38.000

38.500

(all wks)

3.000

65.000
.ilt wks)

47.000

50.000
"

2 hr.)

8.500

45, COO

32.000

11,750

31,000

40,000

37,500

45,000

78,000

34,000

42,000

59,000

58,000

37,000

140,000

28,000

36,000

6.000H

38,000

29,500

13,000

33,500

75,000

35.000

30,000

9,500tt

38.000

SPONSORS AND AGENCIES

S. C. Johnson, Ncedham, Louis &
Brorby; Pharmacraft, |WT; Crey-
hound. Crey; Polaroid. DDB ill 24.

12 8'

P. Lorillard, L&N

Lever, jWT; alt Shulton, Wesley

Armstrong Cork, BBDO

Alcoa, FSR; alt Goodyear, Y&R

Amer Tobacco. BBDO

State Farm Ins, NLB

Amcr Tobacco, BBDO

Max Factor, DDB

Oldsmobile, Brother; Pillsbury, Bur-

nett; alt Armour, FC&B; Kellogg,

Burnett

Ralston Purina, CBB

Chevrolet, Campbell-Ewald

Amer Chicle, DFS

Amcr Machine & Foundry, Richards

Miles, Wade; Ralston Purina, Gardner

Carnation, EW.R&R; Cen Mills, BBDO

Singer Sewing, Y&R

Gillette, Maxon

Cen Elect, Y&R, BBDO & Crey

Mars, Knox Reeves; alt Kellogg, Bur-

nett

Lever Bros, JWT

Chrysler, Mc-E

L&M, Mc-E

Campbell, BBDO

Kimberly-Clark, FCB; Noxzema, SS

C&B; RCA & Whirlpool, K&E; Sun-
beam. Perrin-Paus: Amer Dairy,

Campbell-Mithun; Knomark, Mogul

.

Polaroid, DDB (11 23, 12 7, 12 14)

Lorillard, L&N

R. J. Reynolds. Esty; alt Chesebrough-
Ponds, Mc-E

Evinrude, Cramer - Krasselt; Amer.
Chicle, Bates; 2 days open

Plymouth, Grant

Cen Foods, B&B

Gen Foods, B&B; Ford, JWT

Mogen David, Weiss; H. Curtis, C.

Best

Derby. Mc-E; Cen Mills, Tatham-
Laird: DFS; Gen Foods, Y&R; Rey-
nolds Metals, Buchanan: Frank

L&M, DFS; Schick, B&B

Cen Mills, DFS; P&G, Compton

Whitehall, Bates; Brown & Wmson.

Bates; American Can, Compton

Scott Paper. JWT; Lever Bros. JWT

PROGRAM SPONSORS AND AGENCIES

•Eddie Fisher: V-L

Tennessee Ernie Ford Show:
V-L

C.E. Theatre: Dr-F

•George Gobel: V-L

Godfrey's Scouls: Y-L

Gunsmoke: W-F

Harbourmaster: A-F

Have Gun, Will Travel: W-F

Hitchcock Presents: My-F

Robin Hood: A-F

I Love Lucy: Sc-F

I've Got a Secret: Q-L

•Kraft Tv Theatre: Dr-L

Lassie: A-F

Leave It To Beaver: Sc-F

•Life of Riley: Sc-F

Line-up: My-F

M Squad: My-F

Gisele MacKenzie: V-L

Perry Mason: My-F

Maverick: W-F

Meet McCraw: MyA-F

Millionaire: Dr-F

Guy Mitchell: MuV-L

Mr. Adams & Eve: Sc-F

Patrice Munsel: MuV-L

Name lhat Tune: Q-L

Navy Log: Dr-F

NBC News: N-L

Original Amateur Hour: Y-L

O.S.S.: A-F

People Are Funny: M-F

People's Choice: Sc-F

Person To Person: 1-L

115,000
alt wks)
38,000

47.000

115,000

(alt wks)

32,000

38,000

38,000

36,000

36,000

26,500

35,300

24,000

53,000

34,000

46,000

30,500

34,000

28000

46.000

40,000
(
l/2 hr.

)

35.000
1 '2 hr.)

33.000

34,000

38,000

41.000

45.000

23.000

38.500

9.500tt

23,000

28,750

24.000

34.000

34,000

Playhouse 90: Dr-L&F 39.000

Vl hr.

•Price Is Right: Q-L 21,500

The Real McCoys: Sc-F 35,000

Restless Gun: W-F 37,500

R in Tin Tin: A-F 36.000

Saber of London: My-F 28,500

Sally: Sc-F 41,500

L&M, Mc-E

Ford, JWT

Cen Elect, BBDO

RCA & Whirlpool, K&E

Lipton, Y&R; Toni, North

L&M, DFS; Sperry Rand tl wk in 4).
Y&R

R. J. Reynolds, Esty

Whitehall, Bates; alt Lever, JWT

Bristol-Myers, Y&R

Johnson & Johnson, Y&R; Wildroot,
BBDO

Cold Seal, Campbell-Mithun; alt
Sheatfer, Seeds

R. J. Reynolds, Esty

Kraft, )WT

Campbell Soup. BBDO

Remington Rand. Compton

Lever Bros. BBCO

P&C, Y&R; Brown & Williamson,
Bates

Amer Tobacco, SSC&B: alt H. Bishop.
Spector

Eversharp, B&B; alt Scott, JWT

Purex. Weiss: alt Libby-Owens-Ford,
F&S&R; alt '/2 hr open

Kaiser Companies, Y&R

P&C, Benton & Bowles

Colgate, Bates

Max Factor, Anderson-McConnell

Colgate, L&N; R. J. Reynolds, Esty

Buick. Kudner; Frigidaire, Kudner

Kellogg. Burnett: Whitehall, Bates

U. S. Rubber; F. D. Richards

Ronson. NC&K

H. Bishop, Spector

Menncn, Mc-E

R. J. Reynolds. Esty, Toni, North

Borden, Y&R; Amer Home Products,
Y&R

Amer Oil. J. Katz; Hamm, Camp-
Mithun, alt Time-Life, Y&R

Amer Gas. L&N; Bristol-Myers. BBDO
Philip Morris, Burnett; Kimberly-
Clark, FC&B; Allstate, Burnett

Speidel, K&E; alt RCA, K&E

Sylvania, JWT

Warner-Lambert, SSC&B; alt sust

Nabisco, K&E

Sterling Drug, DFS

Chemstrand, DD&B; alt Royal Type-
writer, Y&R

•Color show, (L) Live, (F) Film. ttCost is per segment. List does not include
sustaining, participating or co-op programs—see chart. Costs refer to average show
costs including talent and production. They are gross (include 15% agency com-
mission). They do not include commercials or time charges. This list covers period

23 November-20 December. Program types are indicated as follows: iA) Adventure,
(Au) Audience Participation, (C) Comedy, (I)) Documentary, (Dr) Drama, il)

Interview, (J) Juvenile, (M) Misc., (Mu) Music, (My) Mystery, (N) News. (Q)
Quiz. (S) Serial, (Sc) Situation Comedy, (Sp) Sports, (V) Variety, (W) Western

Listing continues on page 48
)
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Can you lum/i together

teenagers ami children) and

mil iln-in all . . . "Children"?

Pulse «nv no! And sin< e /"// more

advertisers have relied on projet (tons from

Pulse data than from any other service. Pulse's

scientific sampling defines children as II and

under; teens 12 to 17 inclusive; men. women,

IS and over. No gaps in Pulse audience comp!
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3. NIGHTTIME C O P A
ABC

SUNDAY
CBS NBC

Beat The Clock
tilt

Meet The Press
nut

Our Mr. Sun
\ r. Tel A Tel

5:30-6:30

20th Century
Frudentlal

My Friend Flick;

suit

Hall ot Fame
Hallmark

(12/15, 6 80 i 00

| You Asked tor It

Hklppy Peanut
Butter

Maverick
Kalaei

(7:30-8:3u>

Maverick

Bowling Stars

Am Machine
A Foundry

Lassie
Campbell Soup

Amateur Hour
II Hishnp

Bob Hope
Plymouth

(11/24, 7 hi

Bachelor Father
alt Sally

)ack Benny Ohemstrand alt

Amer Tobacco Koyal Typewriter

Ed Sullivan
(8-9)

Mercun
alt Kodak

Ed Sullivan

Steve Allen
S. C. Johnson

.ill Pharma, Grey
hound. Polaroid

(11/24. 12/8)

Steve Allen
(8-9)

Open Hearing
mat

C. E. Theatre
Gen Electric

All-American
Came of Week

sust.

Hitchcock
Theatre

Itrlstol Myers

Dinah Shore
Chevy Show

(9-10)

Chevrolet

Chevy Show

ABC

MONDAY
CBS NBC

D Edwards
Brown A Wmion

Sports Focus
SUSt

John Daly News
nut

N o net serv ice

D Edwards
Brown A Wmson

(repeat feed)

Amer Bandstand
sust

Robin Hood
Johnson A Jhsn

alt Wtldroot

Cuy Mitchell
Mai Factor

Bold Journey
Ralston- Purina

Burns & Allen
Carnation alt

Gen Mills

Talent Scouts
Upton

alt Ton!

Voice of

Firestone
Firestone

Welk Top Tunes
New Talent

Dodge Plymouth
(9:30 10:30)

Danny Thomas
Gen Foods

News
Romon

News
Ron son

(repeat feed)

Price Is Right
Speidel alt

RCA

Restless Cun
W'ai Lambert

Wells Fargo
Amer Tobacco

alt Rule*

Twenty-One
Pharmaceuticals

December Bride
Gen Foods

A Turn Of Fat<
Alcoa alt

Goodyear

ABC

TUESDAY
CBS NBC

No net service

D Edwards
Whitehall

News
sust

Sports Focus
sust

No net service

John Daly News
Evinruilo

Cheyenne
Gen Electric

(alt wks
7:30-8 30)

D Edwards
Whitehall

(repeat feed)

Sugarfoot
(alt wks 7:30-8:30)

Amer Chicle

alt Scvwi l'p

Wyatt Earp
Gen Mills

alt PAG

Name That Tune
Whitehall alt

Kellogg

Phil Silvers
PAG alt

R. J. Reynolds

Eve Arden
Lever alt

Shulton

News
(repeat feed)

Nat King Cole
CO-OP

Pied Piper
LAM

I 1 28, 7:30 0]

Ceorge Cobel
(alt wks. 8-9)

RCA A Whirlpool

Eddie Fisher
(alt wks. 8-91

LAM

Broken Arrow
Rals-Purlna

alt Miles

To Tell The
Truth

Pharmaceuticals

Meet McCraw
PAG

Telephone Time
Bell

Red Skelton
Pet Milk

alt S. C. Johnson

Bob Cummings
Reynolds

alt Chese-Ponds

Eve
Gen,

|ohn
Atni't

Disr
Reynol

Dert
Get

Oer

Ozzie

Walter
Revlon

ill/:

i

Scotland Yard
General Foods

(10 17 S)

$64,000
Challenge
Kevlon alt

P. Lorlllard

No net service

What's My Line
Sperry-Rand
alt H Curtis

Loretta Young
Show
PAG

Welk Top Tunes
Studio One
Westlnahouse

(10-11)

Suspicion
(10-11)

Ford
Philip Morris

West Point
Phllllps-Jones

alt Carter

S64.000 Quest
Revlon. Norelco

L. Ball-D. Arnea
Ford Motors

12 3, 9-10]

The Californians
Singer

No net service No net service

DuPont Show
Of The Month

DuPont
ill 25) (9:30-11)

Suspicion No net service

Assignment
Foreign Legion

Lorlllard
No net service

NOTE: L preceding date means last date on air. S following date means starting date for new show or new sponsor In time slot.

We
I

Menn
(1<

Famo
10:5t

Index continued... Sponsored Nighttime Network Programs 6-11 p.m.

PROGRAM COST SPONSORS AND AGENCIES

Schlitz Playhouse: Dr-F 38,000 Schlitz. |WT

* Dinah Shore Chevy Shun :
150,000 Chevrolet, Camp-Ewald

V-L

Phil Silvers Show: Sc-F 42,000 P&C, Burnett; R. J. Reynolds, Esry

Sgt. Preston: A-F 32,000 Quaker Oats, WBT

Scotland Yard: My-F 8.600 Ccncral Foods. Y&R

Frank Sinatra: V-F 67,500 Chestereld, Mc-E; alt. Bulova, Mc-E

$64,000 Challenge: Q-L 35,000 P. Lonllard, Y&R; Revlon, BBDO

$64,000 Question: Q-L 39,000 Revlon. BBDO: Norelco, LaRoche
(12 10)

*Red Skelton: CV-L&F 52,000 Pet Milk, Cardner; alt S. C. |ohnson,

FCB

Gale Storm Show : Sc-F 39,500 Nestle. B. Houston; Helene Curtis,

E. H. Weiss

Studio One: Dr-L 55.000 Wcstinghouse, Mc-E

Sugarfoot: \\ 1
40.000

<Vi hr.)

Amer. Chicle. Bates; alt. Seven-Up.

JWT

Ed Sullivan Show: Y-L 79,500 Mercury, K&E; alt Kodak, JWT

Sunday News Special: N-L 9.500 Whitehall, Bates; alt Carter Prod-

ucts. Bates

Suspicion: My-L&F 79.500 Ford, |WT; Philip Morris, Ayer; Vi
hr alt wk open

PROGRAM SPONSORS AND AGENC

Tales of Wells Fargo: W-F

Telephone Time: Dr-F

The Thin Man: My-F

This Is Your Life: D-L

Danny Thomas: Sc-F

*Tic Tac Dough: Q-L

To Tell The Truth: Q-L

Tombstone Territory: W-F

Trackdown: A-F

20th Century: D-F

Twenty-One: Q-L

U.S. Steel Hour: Dr-L

Voice of Firestone: Mu-L

Wagon Train: W-F

Mike Wallace: I-L

36.000

31,000

36,000

52,000

47,500

23,500

22,000

42,500

33,500

45.000

30,000

60,000

28.000

25,000

Vl hr.

15,000

Amer Tobacco, SSC&B; alt

Kudner

Bell, Ayer

Colgate-Palmolive, Bates

P&C. B&B

Cen Foods, B&B

Warner-Lambert, Lennen & I

RCA, K&E

Pharmaceuticals, Parkson

Bristol-Myers, Y&R

Amer Tobacco. BBDO; alt

Mobil Oil, Compton

Prudential, Reach McClinton

Pharmaceuticals, Parkson

U.S. Steel. BBDO

Firestone, Sweeney & James

Drackett. Y&R; Lewis-Howe,
Edsel. FC&B; Seven-Up. W
(12 ID

Philip Morris. Ayer
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k GRAPH 23 NOV. - 20 DEC.

NESDAY
li NBC

THURSDAY
ABC CBS NBC

FRIDAY
ABC CBS NBC

SATURDAY
ABC CBS NBC

irvice

irds

.V III ! .1 .

News Edwards
Whitehall

Ncw$ D Edwards
Itown & Wii.™

Nawi
Ba

•rvict
Sports Focus

irds News
A'auon

>

Lucy
•I

(Tit

John Daly News
iuii

No net scivicc

D Edwards
Whitehall

News
I L Itf -

(repeat fee J)

Sports Focus
•uit

No net service

D Edwards
)ohn Daly News Itrnun A Wmion

Kvinrtnle

Wagon Train
Circus Boy
M in alt

K.l

Sgt. Preston
<luaker Oati

Tic Tac Dough
IIH alt

Warn L

News

Rin Tin Tin
Nablico

Leave It To
Beaver

niton

Saber of

London
Keep It In

The Family

Mason

• alt

Ptoplt Art
Funny
T«l alt

ft J H-

Kord

Drarintt,

Lavria ll.»(

alt

St *rll I p

1/11)

Zorro
LC Bpart, : Op

Father Knows
Best

il'er all

Lavai r.

Harbourmaster
It J U.

the Real McCoys
Bylraoli

Climax
Chrysler

(8-30-«-.tn>

I Ink-'

You Bet Your
Life

DeSoto alt

Ton!

|im Bowie
Amer Ctilrle

Trackdown
1

I

alt Socony

Court Ot Last
Resort

I,, rlll.nl

Country Music
jubilee
eo op

Perry Mason

lUlt

Dragnet
1 A M alt Schick

Patrice Munscl
Ttulck alt

Prld'lalre

Zanc Crcy

DuPont Show
of the Month

1 I 2 20

Life of Riley
I^rer tiro.

|crry Lewis
.J.lle

Country Music
jubil

n'mim Dtrkle
alt tut

Dick And The
Duchess

David alt

It '"iirtli

Perry Como

Kim' •• p| '• •
RCA A Whirlpool

MB, Xorzeme

Ame-
">ark

1 (11 E

Annie Cct Youi
Cun

Pi .11 1 lac.

Pi p ,

1

10 10

lire
Kraft Theatre
Kraft 19-101

Pat Boone
Chan

Shower Of Stars
Clirysler People's Choice

(8:30-9:30) Itor.ien alt

I mil "f I uks) Amer Hone Prod

Frank Sinatra
rrlelil

M Squad
Mr. Adams & Eve Inter Tobac.

Collate alt alt

R J Reynolda It Itlihop

Lawrence Welk
n~t«e
(9 101

Cale Storm
Nettle alt

Helena Curtta

Polly 8ergen
Mai I

alt

Club Oasis

Hav. Cun W,ll

Travel

Lawrence Welk Whitehall
alt I^i.r

Secret
moldi OSS

Menrirn

Playhouse 90
Amer C.ai

alt

Brlttol Myers

The Ford Show
For.l

A Date With
The Angels
Plymouth

Schliti

Playhouse
Schllu

The Thin Man
Colgate

Cisclc MacKenzi
KTeeiharp

alt -

ll Hr
10 in
teel

This Is

Your Life
pat,

Navy Log
D B 1:

Playhouse 90
Philip Morrli

alt

rtrlitol Myera

osemary Clooncy
The Lux Show Colt .45

Campbell

The Lineup Cavalcade of

PAG alt Sport!

a Wtninn Clllette

(10-concl)

Mike Wallace
Phlllt'

'

Cunsmoke
I-*M alt

Sr^rry Rand

What s If For
Pharmaceuticals

Com Appcaran
TVi.. '

(

Circle

Mil
Orfc

No net service No net service

Playhouse 90
Klmb-Clark

alt

Allstate

Jane Wyman
II Ulihop
alt Quaker

No net service

Person To Person
Amer Oil

A Hamm
alt Time

Red Barber
St Farm Ini

No net service

Your Hit Parade
No net service Am , r TohiPCO

alt Toni

S7 PROGRAM SPONSORS AND AGENCIES

ednesday Fights: Sp-L

twrence Welk: Mu-L

elk Top Tunes: V-L

est Point: Dr-F

bat's It For: Ol

hat's My Line: Q-L

liter Win. hell File: Dr-F

ine Wyman: Dr-F

ou Asked For It: M-F

ou Bet Your Life: Q-L

oretta Young: Dr-F

Your Hit Parade: Mu-L

ane (".rev Theatre: W-F

«rro: A-F

45.000 Mennen, Mc-E; Miles. Wade

14.500 Dodge. Crant

19.000 Oodge & Plymouth. Crant

12.000 Phillips-Jones. Crey; alt Carter, SSCB

25.000 Pharmaceuticals, Parkson

29.500 Helene Curtis, Ludgin: Sperry-Rand
Y&R

39.000 Revlon. BB0O: alt Norclco. LaRochc
'11 20. 12 4. 12 18'

36.500 H. Bishop. Spector: Quaker Oats.
NL&B

18.000 Skippy Peanut Butter, CBB

51.750 DeSoto. BBDO: Toni. North

42.000 P&C. B&B

49,000 Amer Tobacco, BBDO: alt Toni, North

45.000 Ccn Foods. B&B; Ford. JWT

37.000 AC Spark Plug. Brother: 7-Up. JWT

Specials and Spectaculars
PROGRAM COST SPONSORS AND AGENCIES

\niii. Gel "i "in Gun: Ml 400.000 Pontiac. MJ&A; Pepsi Cola K&E—
11 27

Ford. JWT— 12 3
1 . Ball-D. \m.v Show: CV-F 285.000

Bambergei Thanksgft ing General Electric. Y&R— 1 1 27

l)a\ Parade: Ml.
Huh Hope: < V-l M 267.000 Plymouth Aycr— 1 1 24

( ommand Appearance: Ml 200,000 Texas Co. C&W— 11 23

( onquesl 115.000 Monsanto. NL&B— 12 1

•DuPonl v li"» ol the 275.000 DuPont BBDO— 11 25. 12 20

Month: Dr-L
'Hallmark 11. ill "f Kami-:

Dr-L
1. 1.. Hudson Thanksgiving

165.000 Hallmark. FC&B— 12 15

Chrysler. Mc-E— 1 1 28

Daj Parade: Ml
•Jerry Le* i- Show : CV-1

230.000 Oldsmobilc Brother— 12 13

Mac] Thanksgiving Daj Ideal Toy. Crcy Sweets Co.— 11 28

Para.le: Ml
Omnibus: M-L 115.000 Union Carbide | M Mathcs Alumi-

num Ltd |WT— 12 1. 12 15

*Our Mr. >.in: D-F Amer. Tel & Tel. C&W— 12 15

Pie.l Piper: Ml 550000 L&M. Mc-E— 11 26

See li Now: D-F 125.000 Pan American. Katz— 11 24

•Shower "I "Mar-: I \ 1

200.000 Chrysler Mc-E— 11 28

Wide, Wide World: Ml 210.000 Cen Motors McM. J&A— 11 24. 12 8

I
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^z±u

\i DAYTIME C O P A
ABC

SUNDAY
CBS NBC ABC

MONDAY
CBS NBC ABC

TUESDAY
CBS NBC

Lamp Unto My
Feet
suit

Carry Moore
suet.

Campbell
I. 11, 25)

Arlene Francis
Bourjoil

(12/2-12 16)

alt sust

Sterling

Carry Moore
Gerher alt

Gen Foods

Florida Citrus

alt Vlck Chem

Arlene Francis
Hill all MM \l

( 12/3-12/1? )

sust alt

Sterling

Look Up & Live
suit

Arthur Godfrey
Stand Brandt

Stand Brands

Treasure Hunt
lust

Arthur Codfrey
G Foods

Peter Paul
alt Libby

Treasure Hunt
lust

UN In Action
sust

Bristol-Myers

Singer

Price Is Right
Lever Bros

alt sust

Lanolin Plus
Mentho

Pharmacraft
alt Peter Paul

Gen Faods

Price Is Right
LefW

alt Sterling

Sterling

Chese-Ponds

Camera Three
sust

Strike It Rich
Colgate

Truth or

Consequences
Sterling alt Lever

Strike It Rich
Colgate

Truth or Cons.
IUSI alt MMM
'1:; 3-12, 17)

Lever
alt sust

Hotel
Cosmopolitan

Let's Take Trip
•ust Love of Life

Amer Home Prod

Tic Tac Dough
PA-O alt

Church & Dwlght

Tonl alt P&G

Wild Bill Hickok
Kellogg

Search for

Tomorrow
P&G

Cuiding Light
P&G

It Could Be You
Sust alt

Pharma

sust alt P&G

RoTel
Cosmopolitan
sust alt Tonl

Tic Tac Dough
Stand Brands

Love of Life
Amer Home Prod

Search for

Tomorrow
P&G

Cuiding Light
P&G

It Could Be Yo
Chese-Ponds

Brlllo

alt P&G

Face The Nation
sust

I I 15)

Watch Mr.
Wizard

No net service

News (1:25-1:30)

sust

Close-Up
co-op

No net service

News
(1:25-1:30) sust

Close-Up
co-op

Football Preview
Carter alt Amer

1 1, in. :

Nat' Carbon

Frontiers of
Faith
sust

As the World
Turns
P&G Howard Miller

co-op

As the World
Turns
P&G

Vlck Chem
alt sust

Howard Miller
co-op

Pro-Football
(2-concl.)

regional games
I'ahst

)ialoqucs of tht

Carmelites
(NBC Opera)

(12/8) (2-4)

Beat The Clock
sust Howard Miller

Beat The Clock
Nestle alt sust Howard Miller

Gerber alt sust

Standard Oil

Nil Brewing
Ballantlne

Speedway Petrol

Wisdom
sust

Art Linkletter
Stand Brands

Campbell Soup

Bride & Groom
sust

Art Linkletter
Swift

alt Tonl

Kellogg

Bride & Croom
Brlllo alt sust

St!«t

alt Minn. Minin
12 17

|ohns Hopkins
File 7

Amer Liberty
Oil

Fallstaff Brewing
\ii.i

i Oil

Youth Wants
To Know

sust

American
Bandstand

partic & co-op

Big Payoff
Colgate

Matinee
(3-4)

partle

American
Bandstand

partic & co-op
Big Payoff

sust

Matinee
(3-4)

partic

Dean Pike
sust

Pan Amer Oil
Pbilip Morris

I ; i
in i Brew

Look Here
sust

Co You Trust

Your Wife?
sust

Verdict Is Yours
sust Matinee Do You Trust

Your Wife?
sust

Verdict Is Yours
Libby

alt sust Matinee

Swift

alt Tonl

College News
Conference

Duquesne Brew
•See above)

Wide Wide
World

(4-5:30. alt wks)

Gen Motors

American
Bandstand
Seven -Fp

Brighter Day
P&G

Secret Storm
Amer Home Prod

Queen for a Da
Lanolin alt

Mentho

Tonl Bit

Sandura

American
Bandstand
Seven Up

Brighter Day
P&G

Secret Storm
Amer Home Prod

Queen for a Day
Stand Brands

Paul Winchel
Hart/. Mtn

(See above)

Omnibus
(4-5:30. alt wks)

Fnion Carbide
Aluminum Ltd.

American
Bandstand

Edge of Night
P&C,

Stand Brands

P&G
Modern Romance

Sterling Drug
alt sust

American
Bandstand

Edge of Night
P&G

Florida Citrus

alt

Vick Chemical

Modern Romance
Brlllo alt

Sterling

Texas Rangers
Co. alt

I'lav U Straw

See It Now
(11/24

'an Amer Airways

Wide Wide
World

alt

Omnibus

Superman
Keliosg alt

Sweets Co.

Comedy Time
sust

sust alt

Pharma

Sir Lancelot
Kellogg

alt Wander Co.

Comedy Time
Chese-Ponds

Wild

alt

Lone Ranger
Gen Mills

Seven Lively Arts
i (5-6)

Conquest
Monsanto

(12/1) (5-6)

Outlook
sust

Our Mr. Sun
Amer Tel & T«

(12/15, 5:30-6:30

Mickey Mouse
Club
% co-op

Am Par

Mickey Mouse
Club

Mars alt Armour

NOTE: L preceding date means last date on air. S following date means starting date for new show or new sponsor In time slot.

HOW TO USE SPONSOR'S

NETWORK TELEVISION

COMPARAGRAPH & INDEX

The network schedule on this and preceding pages l4<>. 49)

includes regular!) scheduled programing 23 November to

20 Decemher, inclusive
I
with possible exception of changes

made by the networks after presstime). Irregularly sched-

uled programs to appear during this period are listed

as well, with air dates. The only regularly scheduled pro-

grams not listed are: Tonight. \RC. 11:15 p.m.-l :00

50



GRAPH 23 NOV. - 20 DEC

[DNESDAY
NBC

Moore
Chemical

Codlrev

Arlcnc Francis
uil

TrtMUrt Hunt
lint

ABC

THURSDAY
CBS NBC

I L Hudson
rhinktfivlni
D.iy Pjr.idi

I

1 II)

City Moore
Nellie all

all

• . taxis

Arthu- Codfrev

ifiir

Arlcnc Francis
ftUlt

'

Mill

(12/19)

Treasure Hunt
rati

Macy s Parade
1 Bweeti

• 1 1 - 11)

ABC

FRIDAY
CBS NBC

C*'rv Moore
Sunililni. BlM

• II

- alt

Sumhlrig lllir

lohninn A Jr.hnion

lit (irll M

\+ irr

Arlene Francis
uil

Tr. r.ur. Hunt
oil

ABC

SATURDAY
CBS NBC

n»«ioo

Miehty Mouse

Howdv Doodv

II. »l>, » all

- -. Co

Andy s Gan»

ol Myara

ol My.ra

"'ice Is Right
c.i I ..I. alt

l.annlln I'lua

alt BOB

\ n r

Oi

,11 •

Price Is Right

I

.: 1

Minn. Mlnlnf
alt U

Yanller alt

Fh.rll.

Otn Mllli

W.<-. Is Right

In.. km
alt

Susan's Show
Fury

On Fnrwli

It Rich
il«al«

—

Truth or

Conscniipnccs

Inter B
alt sust

Strike It Rich
( nlL-atr

Truth or Cons

alt I.erer

Alberto Culver
all •

Strike It R ic h
Colgate

Truth or

Consequences

• It mil

Saturday
Playhouse Cap! Callanl

ll>-!r 7

Ix'WT all lUlt

I Cosmo.

' fust

of Life
Home Prod

Tic Tac Dough
Lanolin Hu-

ll!

kett

Hotel
Cosmopolitan

PAG
Love o* Life

smer ll<une Prod

Tic Tac Dough
Kraft

llnncmla Mlnlnf
•it p&o

rch for

norrow
PAC,

ing Light

£4fl

• f^uld Be You
Clen Fonda
alt Armour

all I i«m

—

l'md—

Search for

Tomorrow
It Could B" You
Alberto Culver

• It Mile*

Cuiding Light

LAJ3

PAfl «lt

Ttrosvn & Wmson

Hotel
Cosmopolitan
suit alt Bwlfl

Tic Tac Dough
Stark!. t Tuna

• It

Love of Life

IDMI Bome Prod
PAG

Jimmy Dean

Search for

Tomorrow
P*0

It CouM Be You
me alt

Cuiding Light

LAC

|immy Dean

T-ue S«ory

Detective Dim
S'eHIrr

. Pa
alt Corn Prod

"lews

; 3m >ii«i

ne World
rums
P*0

Closc-Up
o> up

No net service

News
(1:3.1-1:30) susl

Close-Up
coup

No net service

News
(1:25-1:30) sust)

Howard Miller
Ci> up

As the World
Turns
P*n

Plllsbury

Howard Miller

co-op

As the World
Turns
<w n

Swift

•It lust

Close-Up
ro-np

lone P.«err
Mill.

II Velflr

No net service

Howard Miller No net service No net sc»in

The Clock
llanlij

II Ills!

Linkletter
var Pirn*

Howard Miller

Beat The Clock
\ alt

I.il.l.v

Sunshine lilscult

alt Purer.

Howard Miller

Beat The Clock

Bride & Croom
aiim

Mill alt

Drarkett

Art Linkletter
Kellogg

Bride & Croom
i Kink

alt susl

Johnson & Johnson
• It VI,

k

Howard Miller

Bride & Croom
Art Linkletter

Lever Tiros

(list altSwift alt

SUlcr lira, k.-n

No net service No net servici

No net service

Payoff
oli.fe

Matinee
(8-41

panic

American
Bandstand

panic & co-op

Big Payoff
ust

Matinee
(8-4)

panic

American
Bandstand

panic & eo-op

Big Payoff
Cnlg«le

MiSnce
IS- II

P«rtle
No net service

:! Is Yours
sust

usl alt

itlantls

Matinee Do You Trust
Your Wife'

Verdict Is Yours
suit Matinee

Do You Trust
Your Wife?

Verdict Is Yours
sust

On Mills alt

sust

Matinee No net service

;hter Day
PAC

.ft Storm
llome Prod

Queen tor a Day
Blender

alt PatT

Amer Home
• It Corn Prod

American
Bandstand

Brighter Day
p*n

Queen for a D'v
IBrn. & Wmson »lt

Minn. Mining
Secret Storm

Amer Home Prod

American
Bandstand

Mills all

1

Brighter Diy
p*n

Queen for a Day
SOS alt

Secret Sto-m
Amer Home Prod

Amer TJome P-nd

•It Corn Prod

All-Star Coif
(4-5)

Nit I Hockey
league game NCAA Football

: of Night I

>**"

*** (i Modern Roman
Milk alt

Vtlantls

ces
Com Prod alt

Sterling Drug

American
Bandstand

Edge of Night
P*0

Plllsbury

Modern Romances
Krafl

American
Bandstand

Edge of Night
p*n

Florida Citrus

•It

Virk Cncm

Modern Romances
Sterling Drug lit

Corn Prod

Miller Brewing
''OOt

NCAA Football
I.lt.b-

.
' Sun

See above* f „„,„, 7-<. nltn

Tt

I Comedy Time
sust

SOS
alt sust

Woody
Woodpecker

Ki ;i"gg

Come-'v Time
Kraft

Miles alt

Minn Mining

The Buccaneers
Kellogg alt

Sweels Co.

Comedv Time
- alt

Welch

On Foods alt

Mentho

1 Sec above'

NCAA Footbal
Regional gamea
Su- hcam Phllli

VMK

Mickey Mouse
Club

Kris-Myers Plll«

alt Gen Foods

Mickey Mouse
Club

Gen U
alt sust

Sec above 1

Football
Scoreboard
Kemper

ill mln. pgro —

a.m., Monday-Friday, participating sponsorship: Sunday

Mews Special, CBS. Sunday, 11-11:15 p.m. (Carter and

Whitehall); Today, NBC, 7:00-9:00 a.m.. Monday-

Friday, participating: The Jimmy Dean Slum. CBS, 7:00-

7:45 a.m.. Monday-Friday, participating: Captain Kanga-

roo, CBS, 8:00-8:45 a.m.. Monday-Friday, 9:30-10:00 a.m..

Saturday, participating: News, CBS, 7:45-8:00 a.m. and

51

,",
: 15-9:00 a.m., Monday-Friday.

Ml times are Eastern Standard. Participating sponsors

are nol Listed because In man) cases the) fluctuate.

Sponsors, co-sponsors and alternate-week sponsors arc

shown along with name- of programs. Vlphabetical iiu'ex

of nighttime programs, together with show costs, sponsors

and agencies starts on page 16.



"Around The World in The '58 Ford"

AMERICAN INDUSTRY'S MOST DARING

MOTION PICTURE PROJECT

Ve wish to express our gratitude for the

vhole-hearted cooperation of the diplomatic

ind home officials of the following countries:

NGLAND AFGHANISTAN
RANCE PAKISTAN

WITZERLAND INDIA

TALY BURMA
'UGOSLAVIA MALAYA
GREECE THAILAND
URKEY CAMBODIA
RAN SOUTH VIET NAM

UNITED STATES

The World Highways Expedition, organized for the Ford Motor Company anl

J. Walter Thompson Company by Filmways, has just completed its histor

making, round-the-world test drive of the 1958 Ford car. A distinguished serin

of television commercial films and a major documentary film, "One Road," wl

soon bring the exciting story of this expedition to millions of people the world ove.

WORLD HIGHWAYS EXPEDITION, Inc. is a wholly-owned subsidiary of

FILMWAYS
2 •* 1 WEST 5 4 T STREET, NEW YORK



Reports and auluat?<, newt, trendi,

opinion* for film bwftfi and teUert

^ FILM-SCOPE
23 NOVEMBER

Copyright l»S7

SPONSOR PUBLICATION* INO.

Because of its romparativc youth, film syndication lia-n't yet h;i<l tin- firm

character "f other branches of tv production and distribution. Mut now, with a beft]

in sight, more stable patterns are beginning to emerge, Checking up on them, FILM-

SCOI'K last week found agreement on these:

QUALITY': As George Shupert, president of ABC Film Syndication puts it: "Many
syndicated shows were aimeil at network showings to begin with. So there isn't an)

question about quality levels. We're on a par with anything the networks have except 1

1

j
«

-

specials and big musicals." Further evidence of this is the growing emphaaif <»n fir-t-

rims and the dwindling interest in network reruns.

SALESMANSHIP: Syndicators are beginning to realize that in many cases they will

have to sell their product direct to sponsors— particularly at the local level. Tv stations

—

with their own arsenal of properties—obviously have to dilute their efforts too much to do

a thorough job. So the direct-to-sponsor sale is roming to the fore. • I n the major-

it) of its 136 markets, 26 Men was sold that way l>\ ABC.)

MONEY: There's a growing cockiness among syndicators that they can catch the

sponsor's dollar going up or coming down. M. J. Kifkin, sales v.p. for Ziv, says that

27% of its sponsors in 30 key markets got into syndicated fare because the]

wanted to "trade up"—that is, graduate from I.D.s, spots, or participations. ABt -

Shupert meanwhile feels that the syndicators can nab some of the fellows who are go-

ing to find network buys too expensive.

COSTS: More overseas production seems in the cards as one way to cut expe

By shooting abroad you often can wrap up a bigger international market rieht from the

start and thus bring prices down.

Amid general confidence (see above) syndicators this week nevertheless saw something

of a cloud on the horizon:

What's going to happen when NBC goes into tape programing in a serious

way ?

As a rule-of-thumb, syndicators figure on a potential nine hours a day. with particu-

larly choice evening spots available on the West Coast. Tape programing thus could be a

real threat—especially in California.

California National Production's research department is out to prove that it*»

worthwhile for manufacturers to develop licensed merchandise in connection v*ith

syndicated shows.

Davy Crockett headgear and Mickey Mouse gimmicks by the million appeared .1- .i r.-

sult of network shows, but nothing much has turned up in the syndicated line because manu-

facturers, up to now, were not aware that the audience and markets of a syndicated

series offered comparable potential to network shows.

CNP has gotten up powerful ammunition on three major score*: markets reached;

potential retail sales; and ratings.

CBS Films' Grey Ghost has taken its place among the nation's top ten syndi-

cated film shows.

Here's the result of the Grey Ghost initial tv appearance in various ritie-. Accord-

ing to ARB's latest survev it ranks: No. 2 among all syndicated film shows in Washington

with the 17.7 rating; No. 3 in Los Angeles with a 13.9 rating: No. 5 in Boston with an 18.8

rating and a 50.7 audience share; No. 5 in Sacramento with a 31.0 rating and a 59.9 audi-

ence share; and No. 10 in Philadelphia with a 10.9 rating.
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FILM-SCOPE continued

Those rumors about Paramount being on the verge of selling the tv rights

to its pre-1949 catalog popped up again this week.

Paul Raiburn's comment to FILM-SCOPE:

"We've been listening to a lot of people, but so far nobody's come up with a 810-

million down payment."

Raiburn, who has been mulling the propositions with Barney Balaban, admitted that

Screen Gems and INTA were among the bidders. But there's no comment on other

supposedly interested parties—CBS and Storer.

Though the pickings in Germany usually are pretty meager (see FILM-SCOPE, 19

Oct., page 66), Screen Gems International Sales has sold Father Knows Best on a

five-station network. Moreover, apparently it's the first fully-sponsored network ve-

hicle to hit that nation.

Mokri Cigarettes is picking up the tab for the German-dubbed version. It begins

2 January.

The beckoning finger of pay tv is beginning to poke into film business

decisions.

Thus AAP this week took part of the Warner Bros. Package—Popeye and
Warner Bros, cartoons—off the sale hist in about 30 top markets.

Actually it's a two-pronged decision:

• It will enable AAP's sales force to concentrate on the Gold Mine Library and do mis-

sionary work in the smaller markets.

• And, of course, it squirrels some of the valuable cartoon properties away in the toll

hope chest.

Incidentally, wherever deals already have been made on the films, the sale will be

honored.

NTA Associates' report on its fiscal year (ended 1 July) looks like a clue to

the magnitude of the growth-trend ha films:

• Exhibition contracts for the 12 months amounted to $17,720,134 as against $5,793,975

in the prior fiscal year.

• Film rentals came to $10,976,479 vs. $3,818,627.

• Net income was $1,094,031 as against $441,877 in fiscal 1956.

• Working capital, too, got a big hike—from $2,837,055 to $11,806,936.

The performance of Code 3—now well into its second telecast year—is being

watched for evidence of syndicated fare's durability.

Now on WRCA, New York (Wed., 10:30-11 p.m.) the series got the highest recent

ARB rating in its time period (16.1), topping U. S. Steel's 14.7.

FLASHES FROM THE FILM FIELD i MGM-TV may put Northwest Passage into

indication next season; 1958-59 plans also include production of two more half-hour film

series: The Feminine Touch, a comedy starring Ann Miller, and Mystery Street.

Screen Gems has set a co-production deal for Combat Correspondent, L.S.M.C.,

with Raydic Productions . . . NBC International, Ltd., is distributing kinescopes of

live network shows (Steve Allen, Matinee, and Perry Como) in Australia.

Lejon Vermouth (Honig-Cooper, San Francisco) is using half-hour tv series and

feature participations in four markets for the first time.

Stanley C. Florsheim has been named general sales manager of NTA's Famous Films

Division . . . Alfred Stern, formerly RKO Radio publicity director, appointed NTA's W est

Coast p.r. director . . . WRCA this week purchased NTA's Champagne Feature Film

Package.
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AMPEX AUTOMATIC PROGRAMMING

Anyone for Automation?

Yesterday it was easy to say "No" or "Maybe" to the question

of automation. Tomorrow there will be few station operators who
can afford to say anything but "Yes."

In fact, many are saying "Yes" today, and finding it both easy

and profitable to take the first step toward automation. Installing

an Ampex Model 355 Integrator, at a cost of well under $1000,

provides a variety of basic automatic functions adaptable to a

wide pattern of station operation methods.

Whether you're interested for today or for the future, it will be

helpful to have the facts from Ampex. Call in the Ampex man,

or send for the new Ampex Automatic Programming Brochure.

854 CHARTER STREET. REDWOOD CITY. CALIFORNIA

AMPKX
( ORI'DH U I () \

professional

products riii-ision
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SPONSOR ASKS

How can companies get the most out of the

industry's own personnel bureau (the Listening Post)

Peter M. Bardach, broadcast executive,

Foote, Com- & Belding; chairman, Listening

Post Committee

lVili.i|>- a l>ricf explanation of what

the Listening Post is . . . and what it

isn't would help, functioning strictly

with a volunteer committee under the

direction of RTES president John

Daly, and RTES executive director

Claude Barrere, the LP committee op-

Cooperation

ami two hours

per month

of your time

erates in two service areas . . . guid-

ance and specific job placement. The
measurement of our success is deter-

mined largely by you. We need your

cooperation in furnishing the Post

with definite job openings (although

we'll often settle for "hot tips" and do
the scouting ourselves). More than

that, we need two hours per month of

your time. Additional executives in

all areas of broadcasting and related

agency functions are required to staff

our evening and noon-time panels, as

well as expanding the corps of execu-

tives interviewing applicants by ap-

pointment during business hours at

your office. If you can help in either

department, please contact me thru

RTES or at FC&B (MU 8-5000)

.

^ nil need not personally be a mem-
bei of UTES to use the facilities of the

LP foi your company needs, and of

course all job applicants with at least

a year's broadcast experience as well

as 20-year vee pees are welcome.

Agencies and stations out of town find

the LP of particular value and we wel-

come your inquiries. No fee is ever

charged to anyone; operating expenses

are covered through sales of tickets to

the annual RTES Christmas party

(how many sweepstakes tickets have

you purchased this year?).

Although we do not service techni-

cal, talent or secretarial areas our cur-

rent files are stocked with well quali-

fied writers, producers, salesmen, me-

dia and management executives and

juniors. Remember . . . someday you

. . . or I . . . may need the personal

help of LP. Doesn't it deserve vour

active support right now?

Claude Bar re re, executive director,

Railio-Tv Executives Society

Excuse me. Are you a network top

brass, an advertising agency execu-

tive, or station rep? Program pack-

ager, public relations advisor . . . head

of a production company? Never

mind. Whichever you are, when you're

looking for help, call the Listening

±\
The Listening

Post has good

and effective

personnel

• ommittee members of New
York RTFS' Listening Post.

Post . . . for these reasons.

It's a source of personnel immedi-

ately available. People for the most

part are new at this thing called job-

hunting. They've been good, loyal, ef-

fective professionals in the fields of

sales, management, production, promo-

tion, etc. Suddenl) a new broom has

come in; an account has been lost;

the boss's wife's nephew needed a job

... or that thing called retrenchment

set in. Boom! On the street. . . .

Listening Post applicants are your

friends. Many people you've known
for years . . . folks dedicated to the

broadcasting industry. Sure, you'll

have to do some screening; the Post

is only a clearing house. But regard-

less of the level of experience for

which you are looking (we do accept

some relative juniors but encourage

them to do their own pounding on
doors) . . . the Post probably has some
good suggestions for people vou
should see.

Let me tell you something. Most of

the people placed thru the Listening

Post are in what we'd call the healthv

middle income brackets. But its our

boast that if Sputnik fell on your shop
today, we could fill up your staff with

expert professionals . . . from your
job down.

Saul Rosenzweig, director sales devel-

opment, Katz Agency (Station Representa-

tives) ; vice chairman, Listening Post

Remember that the most experienced

members of the advertising and broad-

casting profession notify the Listening

Post of their availability for new job

Be specific.

It helps us

to screen

for you

assignments. Main of them are highly

trained top level people of executive

calibre . . . men and women any com-
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pan) would be proud to have in their

emploj

.

When listing j"l> openings within

\<>m organization, ii\ to be .1- specify

.1^ possible. I his helps the Listening

Post in screening l"i
j ou and enables

11- to eliminate people \ ou won't want

in see .iiul people who won't meet \nui

requirements. Quantities "I ji>l> li-i-

ing forms are available thru the Lis-

tening Posl office al IMT'.S headquar-

ters in ih«' Biltmore i\ll 9-3480).

Information \ ou Buppl) i- retained in

confidence, 90 supply c plete infor-

mation <iii :

Title t>f job and job description

Expei ience required and desired

I ducational requirements

^ge and Balai \ range

Specific duties "I job

The Listening Posl has m> ax to

gi ind. Facilities are free ti> both em-

ployer and unemployed advertising

and broadcasting men and women.

In our service businesses, people are

the important thing. People are the

commodit) in which the Listening

Post deal. People \viili conventional

backgrounds and those with unusual

qualifications. People quite often who
an- from out-of-town and whose first

contact in getting located in New York

i- the Listening Post.

W hen that job needs filling, don't

put it ofT call the Listening Cost and

make sure thai others in your company

use these sen ices too.

Philanthropic maybe, but when you

find good employees through our of-

fices, our time and effort is more than

justified. \T*

Listening Post committee (1. to r.)

:

Maggi Eaton 1 Radio Reports), Peter M.

Bardach (Foote, Cone 8 Belding), Sol li"-

eozweig (Katz), Charles Bernard (Charles

Bernard Co.), Claude Barrere (RTES exec.

dir. 1. and \l Shepard (Selecl Station Reps)

DOMINANT!
COST
LOWEST COST PER THOUSAND!

COVERAGE
NO. 1 Ratings in NSI Area (June, 1957)

K-NUZ

Net. Station "A"

Net. Station "B"

Net. Station "C"

Net. Station "D"

Ind. Station "A"

Ind. Station "B"

Ind. Station "C"

114

32

37

58

44

19

30

15

No. 1 Buy in

HOUSTON
forjyour product!

:< : l>
HOUSTON'S 24 HOUR MUSIC AND NEWS
National Reps.: Forjoe & Co.— Southern Reps.:

New York • Chicago • Los Angeles • CLARKE BROWN C(

San Francisco • Philadelphia • Seattle Dallas a New Orleans a i

IN HOUSTON. CALL DAVE MORRIS. IAckson 3-2587
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There's a million-dollars

Don McNeill's Breakfast Club (9 to

10 am) features comic Sam Cowling,

comedienne Fran Allison, vocalists

Jeril Deane and Dick Noel, Eddie

Ballantine's orchestra. morning

The Herb Oscar Anderson Show (10

to 10:55 am) headlines singers Don

Rondo and Carole Bennett, The Satis-

fies, Ralph Hermann's orchestra.

The Jim Reeves Show (1 to 1:55

am) features vocalists Dolores Wat-

son and Buddy Hall, The Anita Kerr

Singers, Owen Bradley's orchestra.

afternoon

The Jim Backus Show (2 to 2:55

pm) headlines songstress Betty Ann

Grove, baritone Jack Haskell, The
Honeydreamers, Elliot Lawrence's or-

chestra.



sales staff on American

and you can own it

The Merv Griffin Show (7:15 to

7:55 pm) features singer Darla Hood,

The Spellbinders, Jerrry Bresler's or-

chestra.

he Bill Kemp Show (8 to 8:55 pm)

headlines vocalists Peter Hanley and

Betty Holt, The Upbeats, Neal Hefti's

orchestra.

From morning to night, five days a week, you can have American Radio's

million-dollar sales staff selling your product exclusively to millions of peo-

ple everywhere.

Here's how it works: When you buy a five-minute program unit in any one

of American's hour-long, weekday musical shows, you automatically lock

out competition for the rest of that hour - all week.

Here, for the first time in years, is a brand-new advertising franchise.

Nowhere else in all mass media can you buy this kind of salesmanship

and product exclusivity.

the]W® one is
&k I

/

AMERICAN
BROADCASTING
NETWORK



National and regional spot buys

in. work now or recently completed

vV

6
s

"coverage"

KVOO-TV blankets north-

eastern Oklahoma with the

tops in network and local pro-

gramming. This coverage is

backed up by revealing market

research, merchandising and

promotion aids, and constant

attention to your account and

problems.

"wampum"
KVOO-TV blankets a $1-

billion market. Out of the top

90 key industrial markets,

Tulsa has the fastest dollar

value growth of any city in

the nation.* If you have some-

thing to sell, you can sell more

of it in northeastern Okla-

homa . . . over KVOO-TV.

•U. S. Census of Mfg., U. S. Dept. of

Commerce

NOW A VAILABLE'.'

A wide selection of good spots in popu-

lar participating shows. I.D.'s, 20 sec,

and 1 minute spots in all classes. Check

up to the minute availabilities with

your nearest BLAIR-TV man.

KVi
channel

3a®

For current availabilities contact any

office of Blair Television Associates

60

SPOT BUYS

TV BUYS
Esso Standard Oil Co., New York, is scheduling announcements in

various markets for its gasolines. The November-December cam-

paign will run for four weeks. Minutes and 20's during daytime

hours will be used: frequency will depend upon the market. Buyer:

Sy Goldis. Agency: McCann-Erickson, Inc., New York. (Agency

declined to comment.)

Carter Products, Inc., New York, is entering major markets to

promote its Rise shave lather. The agency is firming up as quickly

as possible a schedule for both daytime and nighttime minutes; fre-

quency will vary. Buying is not completed. Buyer: Dan Hirsch.

Agency: SSCB, New York. (Agency declined to comment.)

Bissell Carpet Sweeper Co., Grand Rapids, Mich., is buying

schedules for its carpet sweepers. The short-termer will run through

December. Minutes are being slotted with frequency varying during

daytime periods. Buyer: Frank Carvell. Agency: N. W. Aver &

Son, New York. (This is the last schedule to be placed by this agencv

for Bisrell; the account switches to Leo C. Burnett. Chicago, in

January 1958, so watch for new radio-television developments.)

RADIO BUYS
National Biscuit Co., New York, is planning a campaign to pro-

mote the use of its Cheese Ritz, Thins, Jim-Pretzels and other snack

crackers for Christmas and New Year's parties. The saturation

schedule in 100 top markets will kick-off 11 December for three

weeks. Minute e.t.'s will be placed during daytime segments, Mon-

day through Saturday; frequency will depend upon the market.

Buying is not completed. Buyer: Jane Podester and Sal Agovino.

Agency: McCann-Erickson, Inc., New York.

Penick & Ford, Inc., New York, is planning a campaign in major

markets for its My-T-Fine desserts. The schedule will kick-off in

January for an indefinite period; daytime minutes will be used.

Buying has not begun. Buyer: Ted Wallower. Agency: BBDO, N. Y.

Harold F. Ritchie, Inc., Clifton. N. J., for Scott's Emulsion, is

adding announcements to its present schedules in many markets.

The increased schedules will run for six weeks. Buyer: Sam Scott

and Mario Kircher. Agency : J. Walter Thompson Co., New York.

Davol Rubber Co., Providence, is going into scattered markets to

push its rubber goods. The December schedule will run for four

weeks. Minutes during day time segments are being placed. Buyer:

Fran Velthuys. Agency: D'Arcy Advertising Co., New York.

Lambert-Hudnut Div., Warner-Lambert Pharmaceutical Co.,

Morris Plains. N. J., is purchasing announcements for its Listerine

antiseptic. The January campaign will run for 10 weeks. Minutes

for daytime hours will be scheduled; frequency will vary. Buying

has just begun. Bu\er: Frank Sweeney. Agency: Lambert &

Feasley, Inc., New York.
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SfcB him WISDOM for Christmas

J_
give dim SPONSOR

You just can't give a better gift than under-

standing and SPONSOR will give anyone a better understanding

of the vital broadcast industry as it functions today.

Just $3.00 a year \»ill bring 52 wisdom parked i»-u<- to ageno or

advertiser clients and prospects you like. So put SPONSOR on your

Christmas list because it's the besl possible gift you can send.

Only gift subscriptions

for advertisers

cies are eligible

for advertisers or agen

Just fill out the enclosed cou-

pon or give us the names and

addresses of those to whom
>ou*d like SPONSOR delhr-

ered. We'll do the rest and

bill vou later.

SPONSOR
40 East 49th Street New York 17. NY.

Please send a year's subscription of SPONSOR in my name to the following:

Name

Company

Address .

City

Title..

Name

Company

Address

City State.

Name

Company

\

Bill me O

Name

Address

Title

.*•«»•

Payment anrloaed Q

B » .
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An army of extra sensitive ears

works at SPONSOR to keep you
in front of the industry and
the industry in front of you.

SPONSOR is the listening post

of thousands of successful
executives all over America
because its very publishing

concept (of news in brief and
observations in depth) has made
it the most widely read, widely
quoted and the best respected
publication in the entire

broadcast field.

That's why men who plan
their future read SPONSOR—
at home. You should, too.

Give it your unhurried time
and it will give you so much
more in return. One idea will

pay you back a thousand fold.

Now — for less than a penny
a day— just $3.00 a year—
you can have 52 issues of
SPONSOR delivered to your
home. Try it on this

money back guarantee.

SPONSOR
40 East 49 St., New York 17, N. Y.

I'll take a year's subscription of SPONSOR.
You guarantee full refund any time I'm

not satisfied.

NAME
FIRM

ADDRESS
Z] Bill me Bill firm

RATING MADNESS
(Continued li<>m page 35)

expected solel) because of sample size

—are known as non-sampling errors.

I he varietj of non-sampling errors can

lie much niiiic extensive than most ad-

men realize. Ii covers improper train-

ing n] inter\ iewers. poorly executed

sample designs, badly-worded ques-

tions, the fact that people i 1 I will un-

conscious!) change their tuning habits

siinpK because they are picked for a

sample, (2) don't always remember

what tbe\ tuned to, (3) sometimes ex-

aggerate or just downright lie, (4)

ma) refuse to cooperate with the rat-

ing service by not answering ques-

tions, not allowing a meter to be in-

stalled, etc.

Is there a way of validating the rat-

ing methods, that is. finding some

technique to measure their accuracy

(or inaccuracy)? That's exactly what

the ARF's Radio-tv Ratings Review

Committee under Larry Deckinger of

Grey is going to try to do. Just what

the committee plans is not known but

it is rumored that there are proposals

to try a number of techniques, in-

cluding some not now in use.

Though knowledge of some of the

more technical facts about ratings

would soothe the raw nerves of radio-

tv buyers, there are also certain prac-

tical pressures on admen that keep the

program rating on a high pedestal.

This is especially true in spot buying.

One reason was cited by ARB's

head Jim Seiler at the AMA luncheon.

After noting that buyers don't make

proper use of ratings, which he called

a guidepost to bolster the judgment of

buyers, Seiler pointed out that the

buyer often has a long list of markets

to purchase, some of which are sur-

veyed only once or twice a year. Un-

der pressure, said Seiler, the buyer

can't follow the rules for correct use

of research. Consequently, he con-

cluded, there is too much reliance on

a single rating and too much cost-per-

1,000 buying.

One common pressure in the net-

work field is the problem of impressing

local dealers with the value of a net-

work show. The problem here is that

dealers are either overly-influenced by

newspaper accounts of ratings, what

their friends say or even by the fact

that the client oversold the show to

them promotionally.

One adman recalled that, before the

peak of Ed Sullivan's popularity,

Lincoln-Mercun dealers would expres-

disappointment when Sullivan was

beaten in the ratings sweepstakes by

the Colgate Comedy Hour. This was

even true when Sullivan's audience

was a substantial one. However, news-

paper accounts of Sullivan being

"beaten" by its competition made
dealers feel tbe program's ability to

sell cars was somehow affected.

Like it or not. w ith newspapers ped-

dling the idea that network program-

ing is one big ratings contest, the sub-

ject has become the business of nearh

everybody. This is particularly un-

fortunate since even some of the so-

called explanations of what ratings are

all about are loaded with nonsense.

The "battle of Sunday night," con-

sistently over-dramatized in the na-

tion's press, is once more in the pub-

lic eye with the undoubted popularity

of ABC TV's Maverick. A press re-

lease sent out by Warner Bros, pro-

ducer of the Western, touted the 10

November Trendex by stating that the

show won a "stunning double victory"

over Sullivan and Steve Allen.

The Trendex showed that, during

the 8:00-8:30 p.m. period, when the

three shows are on together, Maverick

recorded a 21.9, Sullivan a 19.0 and

Allen a 17.3. Statistically, the differ-

ence between the Maverick and Sulli-

van ratings is significant; that is, it

is greater than could be accounted for

by chance alone. To put it in more

precise terms, the chances are 95 out

of 100 that a difference of more than

1.75 rating points between these two

figures is significant.

However, when it is considered that

the rating spread itself (2.9 rating

points) is not much more than the

chance variation, the victory is a moot

point. The real victory, of course, is

shown by a comparison of ABC's rat-

ings in this time period last November

and this. But you don't need any sta-

tistics to understand that.

Newspaper treatment of ratings was

taken to task b) Dr. Sydney Roslow of

Pulse at the AMA luncheon. He told

the marketing men that so long as rat-

ings information is fed to the con-

sumer press, there will be misunder-

standing about the figures. Pulse cut

out releasing data to the press for a

time but, after finding that ratings

continued to be run, anyway, resumed

the practice. Roslow quoted a recent t\
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FIRST NATIONAL STORES • CASTRO CONVERTIBLES • NARRAGANSETT

H. P. HOOD • DOMINO • ELECTRIC CO'S. OF CONN. • MALTEX • NE

SIMMONDS • BEEMAN'S GUM • PALMOLIVE SHAVE CREAM • FAB

fROLET • SEARS ROEBUCK • ARRID WHIRL-IN • SMITH BROS. COU<

LEN • ANAHIST • TRI-NUT • SEALY •

STATE LINE POT

M&M'S • COT

SIBLEY • REi

ROLO-BA

PUTNAM

CRISCO

CIATION

IN VAN

PONTIAC

L & M

SORS • KOOL

CONFIDENCE!
\s WTIC-TV enters its second Full month ol

telecasting, more than 100 accounts have been

signed . . , fifty were signed before WTK l\

took to the air.

Such confidence on the part of advertisers is

inspired by the high standards of performance

which have identified 33 years of radio broadi ast

ing by WTIC . . . standards that today also in.uk

the operation of WTIC-TV.
Advertisers arc also confident that \\ I K I \

clear and powerful signal now sells new cos

tomers who previously lacked gcxxl television

reception.

LESTOIL • PRIEN

CONN. MILK PR

CHEER

PEAK • SIM.

GOLD BON

BLUE BELL

RISE • FAR

PIELS • SAV

SHELL • HU

JELLO • FABE

RALEIGHS • SN

NEPCO • PRELL

-IELCO • COLGATE D

IX • MANISCHE

INGS • REDDI-WIP

O. • TROPIC

MARLBORO'S • CO

WTIC-TV
HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT

Serving Southern New England

B & B MUSHROOMS • DIAMOND MATCH • SAGE-ALLEh

MERIT FOOD SERVICE • HARTFORD NATIONAL BANK • FAB

HUNT CLUB • SKY BAR • TEXACO • VICEROYS • NABISCC

HABITANT • HARTFORD ELECTRIC LIGHT CO. • PERTUSSIN • ELECTR

• NORELCO • WILDROOT • MAYPO • UNCLE BEN'S • RAYCO • ASSC

HAMPDEN BREWING • PETER PAUL • BOSTON DISTRICT FORD DEAL

MBER • ROL-AIDS • SAVARIN • R. J. REYNOLDS • OVALTINE • GRODT

ALLIANCE TENNA-ROTOR • 10-DAY PRESS-ON NAIL POLISH • ZACHER'
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JAXIE"

GIVES THANKS
For His Many New Friends In

National and Local Agencies.

Basic NBC Affiliation

Represented by

Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.

WFGA-TV Channel 12
WW! \IF^ I W Jacksonville, Florida

FLORIDA'S COLORFUL STATION

^yvvn/^V*v'Y^ ^YYW*

*

DON'T get snowed under
an avalanche of spots

in
BUFFALO

NO DOUBLE SPOTTING
NO TRIPLE SPOTTING

More listeners per $ too
Dig out the facts and figures

column in a New York paper which.

he said, treated the top 15 Pulse shows

in language appropriate for a racing

column.

A perusal of some recent newspaper

tv columns shows Roslow's complaint

is not due to one incident. One New
York columnist practically devoured

the latest Trendex with a series of

items such as the following: "Danny
Thomas belted '21' right in the Tren-

dex (26 to 22.2) Mon. nite . . . 'Gun-

smoke' shot down 'What's It For' and
Mike Wallace with 14.4 and 10.2 re-

spectively; good for Wallace, dreadful

for the Hal March whatzit for." The
columnist covered the "battle of Sun-

day night" as follows: "Sullivan Tren-

dexed Allen and 'Maverick' mauled
them both."

Some newspapers have made a sin-

cere effort to explain to puzzled read-

ers what ratings are all about. In

some cases, writers have made a deep

plunge and come up handling statisti-

cal language with a fair amount of

fluencv . However, being untrained in

the field, writers have accepted (or

garbled) certain statements about rat-

ings which are questionable, to say the

least.

One article quotes "experts" as say-

ing that ""the only valid rating is

share-of-audience." Another says:

"One basic theory among government

figure-filberts (sic) is that any sam-

pling of the nation is ridiculous if less

than 40,000 people are interviewed."

Probably the most accurate state-

ment made in the recent rash of news-

paper articles about the ratings was

published last spring in a widely-cir-

culated sheet: "The more you study

the various systems, the more confused

you are likely to become."

The net result of the newspaper

articles to some observers is an attack

on the "tyranny" of ratings combined

with their use in just the way that

they're attacked.

While it is doubtful whether copy

on ratings affects over-all viewing hab-

its, it is possible that audiences to in-

dividual shows may be affected. That

is, news about a high rating may at-

tract even more people to view the

show. However, the big question is

whether the phoney excitement gen-

erated spills over to agency men or

advertisers. Judging by what re-

searchers say, some of it does. The

cure, they add, is simple: learn some-

thing about the subject. ^
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ARE YOU

HALF-COVERED

NEBRASKA'S OTHER BIG MARKET?

ARB SURVEY — LINCOLN-BEATRICE MARKET
June 9-15, 1 957 — 8:30-1 0:00 P.M.

This special \RH Survey of the Lincoln-Beatrice market
was made at the request of an important national adver-

tiser. It -hows that in EASTERN Lincoln-Land alone,

KOLN-TV pels more than twice us many viewers as the

leading Omaha Btation!

Rating Share

KOLN-TV 29.5 57.0

Station B 12.5 24.2

Station C 9.5 18.4

Others .2 .4

^.

+'"-'+

WKZO TV — GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
VVKZO RADIO— KALAMAZOO BATTLE CREEK
WJEF RADIO — GRAND RAPIDS
wjEFFm — GRAND RAPIDS kalamaZOO
KOLN TV — LINCOLN, NEBRASKA

flimiiiliil ->th

WMBD RADIO — PEORIA. ULINOO

THIS AIEA

IS

LINCOLN-

LAND

Have you noticed how much the Nielsen

NCS No. 2 has expanded Lincoln-land?

\
-

KOjLN-TV delivers Lincoln-Land, a rich 69-countj

market consisting of 29o\200* families with 191,710* T\ sets.

This market i- as independenl of Omaha as Hartford i-

of Providence ... or Syracuse is of Rochester.

All surveys prove thai kOl.VIA is the big Lincoln-Land

favorite, daj and uighl

!

Ask your Ivery-Knodel man for all the facts on KOLN-TV,

the Official CBS Outlet for South Central Nebraska and

Northern Kansas.

See NCS No. 2

CHANNEL 10 • 316,000 WATTS • 1000-FT. TOWER

KOLN-TV
COVERS LINCOLN-LAND —NEBRASKA'S OTHER BIG MARKET

Wery-Knodel, be, Exclusive National Representatives
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A pictorial review of local

and national industry events

PICTURE WRAP-UP

Prizes foi kolN-JA children's contest are

toys like those shown here with (1. io r.)

Red Dunning, rlarr; Moss and Ed Leahy.

Sponsored 1>> White Satin Sugar, Newberry's

Award is made by Air Force Reserve to

NBC's Monitor. Al Capstafl, show's exec

producer receives scroll from Tedi Tburman,

"Mi-- \ir Force Reserve of New York City"

50th year of klau-Yan Pieter-om-Dunlap

is celebrated by agency tv/radio dir. R. R.

Long (second from i.i with WISN t-xecu-

tives (1. to r. i Carl Zimmerman, George

[nghram, Jack Soell. and Kichard Shireman

RAB president Ke\in Sweenv i- present-

ed with plaque of trade press ad created

li\ \\ MT. Cedar Rapid-. Presentation is

made b\ station's sales mgr. Van Nostrand

O-O-oh Nurse NX bo -a>- you can't take it with you? KFAB's Top Hit Parade d.j. John-

irj i ,ii mi jn-1 took the studio with him when he was hospitalized at St. Joseph's in Omaha

Mad Hatter d.j. Finan of KYW, Cleve-

land, assumes the duties of "Lord of the

-" for a Tetley Tea jingle contest

present!) being conducted on the station

%
Texas Tower!—a 1531-foot tower being built near San Xntonio for t\ an-

tennae of KENS-TV and WOAI-TV. Shown here are (1. to r.) James M. Gaines,

pres. and gen. mgr. of WOAI-TV, KENS-T\ inn. mgr. Al Johnson, and Hugh
A. L. Haiti. Jr.. i 'bum. of bil. and (barb- Jeffers, dir. of engineering at N\(t\I



News and Idea

WRAP-UP

ADVERTISERS
Insurance Companj of North

Imerica Companies >*ill sponsor
i '•mil: Crosb) tor ill*- third consecu-

tive year on (JIS Kailio Christmas

Eve.

I'lif |)i'o^raiii will be carried also 1>\

the Canadian Broadcasting System, l>\

the Vrmed Forces Radio Service and

the \ oice ol America.

Boubigani Perfumes1
first buj on

tv: \ 13-week culm series on Bowei

arranging in 84 cities, beginning 9

March. The series, originated for

Houbiganl bj Ellington ^\ Co., goes

spot in Canada also.

ishland Oil is spending a record

budget in t\. radio, ami newspapers

to launch it> " \.-Plus," newest of super

gasolines. The campaign also involves

affiliates, Aetna Oil, Louisville, K\..

and Frontier Oil Refining, Buffalo.

Producl promotion: National Bis-

cuit Co. i- offering replicas of Lionel

i trains i "Hall of Fame" locomotive

s< i ies .i- di\ idei cards in their Nabisco

Shredded \\ heat cereal boxes. The
cards combine to form foui dimension-

al models of trains.

People with new jobs: G. J. Gapp,
advertising producl manager for Gen-

eral Mills, Minneapolis . . . Robert M.
Stevens, advertising manager for

Zenith Radio Corp. . . . Kenneth
Keller, assistant vice president ami

director of sale- promotion for Phar-

maceuticals, Inc. . . . Michael J.

Jackson, assistant advertising man-

ager for The Mermen Co., Morris-

ton. \. J. . . . John If. Matins, to the

hoard ol directors of Lanolin Plus,

Chicago.

AGENCIES
Not everybody on N. \\ . \\er">

timebuying staff will be moved to

the agency's Philadelphia head-

quarters.

George Mc('.o\ will remain in the
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New "> ork offi< < to deal n iili reps <li-

recti) for emergencies, and general

relal ionships.

I In- actual l>u\ ing w ill be don< bj

phone from Philadelphia.

Tom McDermott who supervised air

media a- well as heading up tv-radio

production, also stays in New York.

New agencies: Advertising, Inc.,

i~ Birmingham, Ua.'s newest advertis-

ing ami p.!. firm.

Frank J. Sego, formerl) of Parkei

& Associates, Birmingham, is foundei

ol the venture with the title of presi-

dent and treasurer.

N os <5t Co. has entered the i an k~

ol New York agencies. Frank \ os,

fornierK of Kleppner Co., i- the

l< hi rider. Charlei client- include three

di\ isions of Doubledaj & < !o.

Robert Coen, for 1<» years in ad-

vertisin" and media research at \h

-

Cann-Erickson, is now the agency's

associate research director for media

under Dr. Herta Herzog.

And now they're v.p.'s: lr\inj;

Smith Kogan, p.r. director and V.p.

for Hick- & Greist . . . Scott Keck,

v.p. for Y'edham. Louis & Brorby,

I Ihicago.

New Faces on the Job: Richard II.

Depew, iadio-t\ account executive at

Cunningham ^ Walsh . . . W illiani J.

(utter, merchandising directoi of

western operations fot I oote, I one &

Belding, Chicago. Cutter's headquar-

ters will he San Francisco . . . Law-

rence G. Stark, to the marketing

staff of Honig-Cooper, S. F. . . . Frank.

^ oung, manage] ol the t\ shov pub-

licit) department ol General PubUc

Relations, Benton ^ Bowles subsidiary

. . . Frank Fuchs, Jr.. St. Louis, as-

sistant marketing director foi Gard-

ner Advertising, St. Louis.

Vgeno appointment-: S. F. Zu-

hrow Co., Philadelphia, for Penn-

brook Milk Co. . . . BBDO, Toronto,

for Eagle Pencil Co. of Canada . . .

GEcj I'm going to

try that candy!"

( ommei cials on \\ < A I \ have

i waj ol getting results because

\\ ( , \ I \ progi amming keeps

folks wide-awake, interested

and watching. For proof, let "ur

specialists till you in on some Bur-

prising W (A I \ i ,i-i histories

and « 1
1 —

« uss youi sales pi oblems.

Put "GEE!" in your Chicago sales

w,h \/^GN -TV

Amtrq Us lowers

k

Channel 9

Chicin

J.
*^ PfcLA,*."! O

^*"t;Z»'
?
\\V, ,^ | I

FLORENCE

:< i W ITfON ''J-' hflomgi om fifri aJi trtiier't htt'
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CHANNEL 4-SIGHT

You don't have to be a Sher-

lock, nor do you need a glass

to magnify the resultant effect

of the use of Channel 4 in the

great Golden Spread.

More than 100,000 TV sets in

a vastly healthy and wealthy

market.

Power: Visual 100 kw
Aural 50 kw

Antenna Height 833 feet

above the ground

S° L ° J. KANSAS

1 OATLAHOMA

KGNC-TV
CHANNEL 4

CONTACT -~

ANY

KATZ MAN

AMARILLO,

TEXAS

Atlantic Advertising for State-Wide

Insurance Company, automotive and

truck insurance . . . McLann-Erick-
son for \\is Rent-a-Car System . . .

McCann-Erickson, L.A., for Marine-

land oi tin- Pacific . . . Gerth-Pacific

Advertising, S.F., for Monterey
Cheese Co. . . . Weiss & Geller, for

Mutual Broadcasting System, N.Y. The
net plans an aggressive trade and con-

sumer campaign . . . Cole Fischer
Kogow, Beverly Hills, for Good Hu-
mor Company and Curries Ice Cream
and Candy Stores. Saturation radio

and television will be used . . . Wex-
ton Go., for Transcontinental Televi-

sion Corp.

Account retirements: Carl S.

Brown Co. has resigned the Halo

Shampoo and Vel Beauty Bar por-

tions of the Colgate-Palmolive ac-

count. Reason: Frustrations. Had to

wait around too often and too much
for a decision.

Personnel news: Kenneth Snyder
of Needham, Louis & Brorby, has

been named Chicago's advertising

copywriter of the year. His five tv

commercials scored highest in compe-
tition with 150 other entrants.

John Peace, v.p. and director of

William Esty, will chair a newly

formed operating committee for the

company.

James Rayen, account executive

for Ted Bates . . . Clark Leavitt, re-

search supervisor for Leo Burnett . . .

Leon Michel, copywriter, and John
Finnie, assistant account executive

for Wilson, Haight & Grover, N.Y.

New top line-up at EWR&R: Chi-

cago office changes resulting from the

merger are Roswell W. Metzger,
chairman of the executive committee;

Haakon B. Groseth and Lorry R.
Northrup, executive v.p.'s; Jack E.

Fleisch, Kenneth D. Stewart and
William D. Watson, senior v.p.'s.

Other v.p.'s include Fred Wachter,
general manager; Allen C. Bishop,

Waldo Gundlach, Gerald V. Kelle-

her and Herbert Lund, account

executives; Holly Shively; George
Anderson, director of radio-tv: Al

Callies, director of marketing: Frank
Cheeseman, art director; George
Drake, chairman of the creative com-

mittee: and John Gwynii, director of

media.

NETWORKS
ABN's Robert Eastman, speaking

on radio before the Public Rela-

tions Society of America, came up
with bis predictions about the fu-

ture growth of the medium:
• Sets in use will increase from

137 million in 1956 to 170 million by

1960.

• Programing techniques will im-

prove.

• A more creative interpretation

and selling of the medium will come
about.

• Radio, in five years, will build to

a billion-dollar industrv.

• Public relations will utilize the

mass appeal advantage of radio. The

direct approach, including jingles, can

counteract the stuffiness usually con-

nected with p.r.

The Bob Hope Show over NBC,
24 November, cancelled by Timex
because of Hope's appearance on
a Bulova show, has been picked
up by Plymouth.
Plymouth is adding Hope to its al-

ready heavy net buys: Lawrence

Welk's Top Tunes and New Talent

Let's try that

toothpaste!"

Commercials on WGN-TV have

a way <>1 getting results— because

WGN-TV programming keeps

folks wide-awake, interested

—

and watching. For proof, let our

specialists fill you in on some sur-

prising WGN-TV case histories

and discuss your sales problems.

Put "GEE!" in your Chicago sales

-WGN-TV Channel

Chicago
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You Cant Sell Em If You Don't Reach Em

and WJAR-TV Reaches More Of Em

in The Providence Market

SUMMARY DATA* /

/
f

CALL
LETTERS

TELEVISION
HOMES

MONTHLY
COVERAGE

WEEKLY
COVERAGE

WJAR-TV
STATION B

1,186,410

706,140

593,890

448,390

539,130

430,370

*WJAR-TV Area Per

NCS No. 2, 1956

WJAR-TV
CHANNEL 10, PROVIDENCE, R.I.

Represented by Edward Petry & Company, Inc.
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Channel 7 rolls up its sleeves

behind solid programming and

digs in on merchandising and

product promotion that really

pays off. Give your marketing

or distribution problems the

Channel 7 solution— enthusiastic

cooperation from folks who know

firsthand just what makes this

unique Miami market tick.

WCKT's plus services deliver a

promotional punch that gets

you greater returns per TV

dollar day after day.

Try WCKT now and discover why

Channel 7 makes TV a better

buy than meets the eye!

WCKT
CHAN NEL^«

MIAMI. FLORIDA

i \BO. Date II ith the AngeU I
\HCi.

and Climax (CBS) once a month.

National Association for IJetter Ra-

dio and Television can shelve its

fears, contained in a newsletter SOS,

aboul Captain Kangaroo coming off

CBS.

I Ik- net lias given the kiddie show

another reprieve.

Kudos: Art Linkletter has been

awarded an "outstanding service"

plaque b\ the nation's school teachers.

He served as radio and television chair-

man for American Education Week.

10-16 November.

Richard ('.. Hottrlrt. newsman on

The CBS Morning hews, has received

Brooklyn College's Award of Honor
for his "contributions and achieve-

ments as chronicler, through radio and

tv, on historic events in world his-

tory."

Ground has been broken for CBS
Laboratories' new million dollar

research center in Stamford, Conn.

Occupanc) is planned for summer of

1958.

Network buys: Rexall will follow

Pinocchio with a second tv special.

Hansel and Gretel, to appear in the

spring over NBC-TV.
Double spreads in Sunday supple-

ments will appear on the same day of

the show. Kexall reports this one-two

punch technique was used with Pin-

occhio and resulted in the greatest

one-cent sale success in 40 \ears.

Lentheric has bolstered its Christ-

mas promotion with a spate of

buys into network tv shows. The
schedule:

Program Date
Dick and the Duchess 30 November
Oh. Susanna! 30 November
What's M> Line? 8 December

Dick and the Duchess 14 December

Oh, Susanna! 14 December

What's My Line? 15 December

What's \l\ Line? 22 December

ABN will demonstrate its new pro-

graming concept to affiliates and

advertiser and agency executives

at N.Y.'e Hotel Plaza on 26 No-

vember.

The presentation will point up the

difference between ABN's newT "ambi-

active, multiaccess programing'" and

programing as currentl) presented on

othei networks. NARTB's Hal Fel-

lows will introduce the session.

Here is how Trendex rated the first

10 for the wee 1

, 1-7 \n\ember:

PROGRA \l tATING

1. Lucille Ball (CBS) 10.2

2. Jerr\ Lewis i \BL i 34.3

3. Pern Como i NBC i 32.7

4. ( runsmoke i LBS i 32.3

.">. Wyatt Larp (ABC) 20.2

6. Wells Fargo (NBC) 28.9

. Jack Benin (CBS) 28.6

8. Person to Person i LBS i 27.0

9. Damn Thomas i ( IBS i 27.3

10. What's M\ Line (CBS) 27.2

New affiliate: WHI1M. Memphis,
joins ABN as an affiliate on 24 No-

vember. The station is owned by Mid-

South Broadcasting Corporation.

New on MBS radio: Cay Pauley,

women's news editor for I nited Press,

is now a radio broadcaster for Mu-

tual. She is heard weekday mornings

from 11 to 11:05 a.m.. NYT, and be-

ginning 7 Dec. on Saturdays and Sun-

days from 3 to 3:05 p.m.. NYT.

GlE| Look at that

outboard motor!"

Commercials <>n WGN-TV have

awa) ofgetting results- because

WGN-TV programming keeps

folks wide-awake, interested—

and Hatching. For proof, let our

~|H'iiali~ts fill \<m in on some sur-

prising WGN-TV case histories

and discuss your sales problems.

Put "GEE!" in your Chicago sales

wthWGN-TV
Channel 9

Chicago
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"Q£Elwhata
modern sofa!"

Commercials on WCN-TV have

away ofgetting results because

WCN-TV programming keeps

folks wideawake, interested—

and watching. For proof, let our

specialists fill \<>u in on some sur-

prising WCN-TV case histories

ami discuss your sales problems.

Put "GEE!" in your Chicago sales

Channel 9

New net appointments: Joe Ryan.

manager of business and trade pub-

licitj for NBC Press Department . . .

Charles Manno, assistant national

program director for ABN.

ASSOCIATIONS
NARTB's Television Code Review
Board says it is against the un-

supervised experimentation with
subliminal perception techniques
by broadeasters.

After reviewing developments in

subliminal perception at its recent

three-day convention, the Board rec-

ommended to code subscribers that

they refer to the board any proposals

to use any process called subliminal

perception.

Another board action was directed

toward horror and shock film pack-

ages now on the market. The board

pointed to sections of the Television

Code admonishing against "the use of

horror for its own sake" in tv pro-

duction.

The AFA has joined in the storm
of protest aroused by Baltimore's

new tax levy on advertising.

The AFA's Board of Directors have

declared this to be "an ill-advised ac-

tion which, by the precedent set, can

endanger the economy of the entire

nation."

"Anything that tends to discourage

advertising can kill all kinds of jobs

in all kinds of fields," said Robert

Feemster, AFA chairman. "It can de-

prive the public of the benefits derived

from mass production—the basis of

our nation's economy." (See News-

maker of the Week, 16 Nov. sponsor

P- 4.)

The National Industrial Advertis-

ers Assoeiation is strongly urging

all unaudited trade publieations to

join an independent audit organ-

ization immediately.

In a pamphlet representing several

years' study of the problem presented

by unaudited business publications, the

NIAA points the wa\ u hereby all trade

books can be audited and tactics

which advertisers and agencies can use

to put teeth into the demand for

audits.

NARTB members have voted over-

whelmingly to adopt the organi-

zation's former name, National
Association of Broadeasters.

The ballot count: 1.227 for the new
name; 35 opposed.

Broadcast Pioneers is the new name
chosen by The Radio Pioneers.

It's the third name change for the

'Twenty-Year Club," set up 14 years

ago for broadcasting's pioneers. The
change, members feel, is in line with

\ IRTB's name switch back to NAB.

Meetings: First national conven-
tion of the Sales Promotion Exee-
utives has been set for 30 April-

2 May, 1058 at the Roosevelt Hotel in

New York.

Sundry activities: Larry Lowen-
stein, CBS director of press informa-

tion, will chair with Ed Sullivan the

public relations committee of the acad-

emy of television arts and sciences'

New York chapter.

As co-chairmen thev'll supervise the

promotion of the 1057 EMMY Awards.

John P. Cunningham, Cunning-

ham & Walsh prexv. joins the board

and executive committee of the AFA.
Len Hornshy will be grocerv

products manaser for RAB. beginning

December. He'll head a group of

national account executives with this

objective: Sell the idea of radio ad-

vertising to the food industrv.

Jack E. Krueger, of WTM.T. Mil-

waukee, has been elected the Radio

Television News Directors Associa-

tion's new president at their Miami

convention. He succeeds Ted Koop.

of CBS, in the post.

COMMERCIALS
An end to jingle eommereials?
Never, is the opinion of Howard
Plummer. hit-songwriter and one of

the country's leading jingle creators.

But he does believe that the nurs-

ery-rhyme jingle is definitely on the

way out. Major advertisers, he fig-

ures, must have musical spots better

able to lend stature and which are up-

to-date with the trends in pop music.

Irving Berlin's music, for the first

time in tv, is going to be used in

a commercial.

The occasion will be Pontiac's "An-

nie Get Your Gun" spectacular on

NBC, 27 November. Music for the
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commercials is from tin - "Annie score

ami i- integrated w ith the shov .
I be

commercials are being written bj

McManus, John & Adams' creative

staff.

< hock lull O' Nuta hai ended ha

dispute with the Rockefellers over

use of the Rockefeller name in ita

singing commercial*.

I be word "millionaire" i- being sub-

stituted foi "Rockefeller."

\ ih\> technique uaing stroboscope

i« scenes in motion film commer-
cials has been developed 1»> irco

I'ilm Productions in their Paris

studio.

It involves the use of -i\ Btrobo-

scopic cameras i" film the faster-than-

eye motion of children at play, what

i- ncu i- tin' use "I iIh' stroboscopic

technique for motion -hot- rather than

Btills.

The first «.trol>osco|>ic commercial

ha- been conceived by ^&R for John-

son's Hand \ids. The GO-second spot

i- appearing on Robinhood over CBS.

i Set- L'o Jul) SPONSOR for Commer-

cials with the "Continental touch.")

New commercial post: James Mura-

kami, former I l'\ animator, now ani-

mator and designer for Pintoff-Law-

renee Productions, New ^ ork.

FILM
Pilots are as essential to film men
as to advertisers, according to Ziv

president John Sinn.

Commenting on the theme of why

pilots are accessary, Sinn noted:

• \ pilot is essential as a creative

tool as well as a sales tool.

• The creative results of a good

pilot i- a good -fries.

• The first film the prospective buy-

er sees must he truly representative of

the entire Belies.

\t present Zi\ has 10 projected -e-

ries that are in the pre-pilot planning

AAP ha- -et up a subsidiary, As-

sociated Artists Enterprises. Inc..

to issue merchandise licenses and
exploit Popeye and other properties.

Paul Kwartin. executive vice presi-

dent. heads up the new company

.

kwartin offers local stations a t\ mer-

chandising plan of "program-promo-
tion-w ith-profit." This means that am

station m ith opt imum parti* ipation in

the Popeye merchandising promotion

ma) recoup pari of ii- him investment

during the tei ma of the i onto ti i

\ rostei of some fift) manufai turei

-

ot toys and no\eltie- aie In ensed to

\ \l. foi i>le\ ision exposure. \ \l

provides promotional aid to these

manufacturers through in Btore tie-ins

in collaboration m ith local u stations.

People in tin- News: Ton) Rizzo,

midwest program packager, appointed

-ale- representative foi Guild Films
. . . Karl von Scliallern. fonnerl)

\K \ midwest -ale- rep. ha- joined

Gross-Krasne's -ale- staff . . . John
Cooper named mana^in^ editor of

( BS Newsfilm . . . Hubert Newgard
joined Screen Gems' rale- staff.

RADIO STATIONS
\\ (CO. Minneapolis-St. Paul, has

its own version of "subliminal
perception."

1 he Btation describes the techniipie

as airing "Phantom Spot- which -it on

top of music" and "even -lide into

pauses of dialogue."

These "quick phrases" are used to

promote audience tune-in and support

public service campaigns. In tact, says

the station, the) "flow so quickl) from

the radio set that you almosl don't

hear them."

Larry Hae,-. WGCO g.m., further

describes the technique thus!) :

'The) i the phantom -pot- 1 include

the principle of repetition, to increase

penetration; added recall, as a stimu-

lus to retentiveness; and a variet] of

sound, to gain entr) without annoy-

ance.

How the "subconscious communica-
tion ' was first used: Following the

late 1.! November new- broadcast and

many of the show- during that <\,w an-

nouncers -napped out the l\S. phrase:

'"Hear Ike Tonight
!"

Two Universit) of Minnesota psy-

chologists are studying the phantom
-pot- as consultant- to the station.

Public service at \YI)Ok. Cleve-

land: Cooperating with the police in

alleviating traffic tie-up-.

It work- this way: When an) traf-

fic officer is faced with a particularly

bad traffic snarl, he calls W l><)K and

suggests other route- motorists should

take to avoid the tied-up area. The

station airs the bulletin- immediately.

WARNER BROS
, ARE

SALT LAKE CITY

KUTV SATURDAY 3 00 P.M. -4.30 P.M.

Q.CI.D.
Di'.t'ibutof. for Aitoo-I-

345 Madnon Avtnua. Murray Hill 6 ?3?3 I

75 E Wackar Dr.. DEarhorn 2 2030
1511 Bryan SI. Rlvtrvda 7 8553 I

nc.

Product
«( T0t«

CMiCAtO

I

DALLAS

91 10 Sumal Blvd . CRat'vir. 6 5886 l« AHCtLU

TERRE HAUTE,
Indiana's 2nd Largest

TV Market

251,970

TV Homes
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"f\ m I" 1

\j That's the

coffee for me!"
Commercials on WGN-TV have

a ua\ ofgetting results -because

\\<;\-T\ programming keeps

folks wide-awake, interested—

and watching. For proof, let mir

specialists fill you in on some sur-

prising WGN-TA case histories

and ili-c :uss \ our sales problems.

Put "GEE!" in your Chicago sales

-WGN-TV
Channel 9

Chicago

and still growing

idicafes Unconte:

WREX-TV

sales power!
WREX-TV — "The Viewers" Choice"
DELIVERS your message to the buyers
in this rich industrial and agricultural
market.
The consistent high quality in produc-
tion, promotion and merchandising of
both spots and programs has earned
many major awards for WREX-TV this
year! For the best medium to reach this
Rockford area market consult H-R for
the WREX-TV story.

J. M. BAISCH, Central Manager

REPRESENTED BY H-R TELEVISION, INC.

\\ «'r-lin«ilioiist" radio stations start

a L3-week >cri»-> of public service

programs dealing with the emo-
tional health of the family.

The program is available to non-

commercial station- and is being done

in cooperation with the American

Medical \\ omen - \ -sociation.

An American satellite first:

\\ QAM, Miami, has gone on the air

with llie sound of the first American

satellite, scheduled to be fired in the

future.

Station- \\ MB. Kansas Cit) : \\ \)(,\ .

Minneapolis, and WIIN. New Or-

leans, have also carried the sound as

a public interest feature.

Anniversary : Westinghouse"

WIND and Chicago's Daily News,

on 14 November celebrated the

twelfth year of their joint hourly

newscasts. The same day marked the

News-WIND partnership's KM).

broadcast.

Merger: XEGM, Tijuana, and

KALI, Pasadena, have combined

their facilities to form an international

merger.

"The move," says Tele-Broadcaster

president H. Scott Killgore, "marks a

new era of commercial and cultural

radio rapprochement between Mexico

and U.S." The stations will reach a

Spanish radio audience of 1 million.

New affiliates: WMBR, Greenville.

has joined CBS Radio as a secondarv

affiliate, replacing WQOK as the net's

Greenville affiliate.

WZOK, Jacksonville, will affiliate

25 November with ABN. The station,

sold recently to Radio Jax. was former-

lv YYJHP.
'

Power allocations: KCBQ. San

Diego, has had its power upped from

.S.dlKI to 50,000 watts, the highest pow-

er permitted bv the FCC . . . WESO.
Southbridge-Webster. Mass.. has

doubled its power to 1.00(1 watts, non-

directional, giving it one of the best

daytime signals in New England.

Faces in new places: Peter Vn-

thony McMahon. director of sales

for KSDO. San Diego . . . Jack

Crowner, farm editor and assistant

farm director fo, WAVE Wl-TY.

Louisville . . . Jack Wallace, assist-

ant station manager for K.\^ BY, Colo-

rado Springs . . . Shirley Rousselle,

director of promotion for WMBR.
Jacksonville . . . Fran Booton, news

director of WLBK, DeKalb, 111. . . .

Frank Swan. G. M. Hauser, and

Kay Bohannan, account executives

for KGMS, Sacramento . . . Garry
Robert Quinn, account executive for

\\ \\ DC-FM, Washington . . . Robert

J. Hoth. general manager and v. p. of

k. \KC. Tulsa . . . Steve Schaffer, ac-

count executive for KRHM, L. A.

. . . John M. McKeon. director of

advertising and promotion at \\ MGM,
New ^ ork . . . Bill J. Scharton, gen-

eral manager of K10A, Des Moines.

TV STATIONS
Members of the FCC and staff

took a junket this week to WWLP-
TV, Springfield, Mass., to see how
an all-sided LHFer serves its mar-
ket.

The show-around included a visit

to the station's satellite at Greenfield.

Mass., and to its translator setup in

Clairmount. N. H.
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Lawrence II. Rogers, WSAZ-TV,
Huntington, W. Na.. lias protested

to -•'* Senators and Congressmen
in his station's area against the

FCCs proposed paj h test.

Me offered i" provide the Congri

—

men with materials supporting the rei

ord "I Free t\ , This data, Roger Bug

gested, could be Bubmitted to the

House Interstate and Foreign Com-

merce Committee, about to begin hear-

ings on pa) t\ under t fu- recent FCC
authorization.

John S. Hayes, \\ fX)P, Washington,

has proposed to President Eisenhowei

thai the I .S. satellite be named "The
Freedom Sphere."

This name, lie reasons, trul) rep-

resents the American spirit typified in

our freedom <>f inquiry, freedom of

expression, and freedom <»f action

which will bring about the ver) crea-

tion of the satellite."

\\ BTV, Charlotte, has ordered a

color video tape recorder from
RCA and says it -will he the first

i\ station in tin- country to use

the new equipment.
The color video tape recorder, a>

de\ ist-tl ami built by RCA, can record

both color and black and white pro-

grams for playback without los> of

sound or picture quality.

NBC l\ will first use the equip-

ment next \pril. Charles II. Crutch-

field. \\ lil \ executive V.p., added tliat

NBC would receive the first six re-

corders from RCA and WBTV has

been allocated the seventh. The sta-

tion plans to have the recorder, priced

.it ..nci $100,000, in operation h\ Sep-

tember.

Audience building stunts as re-

ported t«» Wrap-up this week:
• WRCV, Philadelphia, and Bos-

cul Coffee staged a baby contest to

celebrate the station's call letters

(1060). Dirilyte baby cups were

given to the ten babies horn 10 No-

vember closest to 1 1 :00 p.m.. (which

is tantamount to the stations place

on the dial. 1060).

• WBAL TV. Baltimore, to en-

courage viewers to watch the new fall

program line-up. conducted a Word-
\-\ ision contest. Viewers had to

watch the station to fill in the blanks

of the vertical cross-word.

More than 20.000 Haltimoreans

began playing the game, the station

estimates, in ordei i" contend t"i the

top pi i/.--. 10 \ Victoi coloi l\ -i i-

am I portables.

• \\ It \l Radio, Haltii < . h u

it- d.j. .1 im W est, "lb i Hi- his servi

i.ii a-da) to some luck) housi

I he I. ii lies send in post cards w it h

theii thoughts mi "\\ h\ radio is nw

i onstanl companion . .

."

• KlltS IN . Shreveport, used

this method to inci ease Btation turn

w Inch the) sa) can be applied an)

h here ! I he) im ited people to ~u I
>-

mil photographs ol themselves, giving

on the hack their name- and favoi ite

programs.

The Btation broadcasts the pics as

10 second 1 1 ) - with the comment

"Mrs. Jane Doc says bet favorite Chan-

nel 3 program is the Steve \llcn

-how . .

."
I he promotion brought in

B Hood of calls from people who won-

dered when their pictures would be

-how ii.

Kudos: WCAU AM-TV, Philadel-

phia and WCKT. Miami, are the re-

cipients of the Radio-Television News
Directors Association "Distinguished

Achievement" award- for outstanding

new- stories.

The award mark- the second time

station \\ C \l has been so honored.

WCKT earned the award foi its

"Whispered Menace" film, a Stud) of

the sex offender problem.

People on the move: Richard I).

Cross, manager ol programing for

\\ DS1 -TV, New Orleans . . .J. Regi-

nald Miller, national sale- niana^ei

for KOMO. Seattle . . . Sliann Mur-
phy, national sale- manager for

KT\ I. St. Louis . . . Sterling Zim-

merman, genera] sale- manager for

KLFY-TV, Lafayette, La. . . . Charles

E. Hinds, program director for

WXIX, Milwaukee . . . Kenneth K.

Chernin. promotion direct, n |,,i the

radio-television division of Triangle

Publications. Philadelphia.

RESEARCH
'I\B reports the results of its spe-

cial study on how the commercials

ot a single television show after!

^ iewers.

The -how : the Edsel special Crosby-

Sinatra program of 13 October.

Research showed that a single t\

program can ' 1
I

increase consumer

knowledge ol the pi odui t and 2 ere

ale a I i'. ..i able all itmle toward the

pi mini I

Qualitatn e Research, Ini carried

i. Ill the -ll|il\ foi fVB I lltel \ l> ,

done in eleven markets ami was

irried on just before and iftei the

ram w enl in t he air.

Some ol the findings

i

• Ovei tin ee 1
1 mea as man) \ ic*

era a- non-viewers spontaneous!) n

i ioned the I dsel - push button trans

mission a feature of the i ommen ial

• \\ here a feature was spei ifi< all

pointed out, 58.
1

' i of ^ iewers i ould

give correct infoi mation aboul it as

ompared h ith _'
I

•':'
, of non-i iewers.

• I a\ orable rea< t ions to the i si

were made b) ''7..':'
1 ol program \ iew

ers, in contrast h ith '-''.I ' i of non-

\ iewers.

T\ l> - \m man ( a-b <\ ablate- the

stud) this way: "At last, adi ertisers

have a technique for measuring the

basic effectiveness "f theii advertising.

. . . If \ mil te|e\ ision advertising is

in -e|| your product, it must make
people like what you base foi -ale.

I hi- i* jusl what the Edsel program
did fm lil-el."

J\\ I- Jack K. Green, before the

V.K.K. Third innual ( onference,

cited these current need- in radio

audience research:

ili \ count of the out-of-home au

illeni e.

i J i I )i-ti ibut i"n of the radio audi-

em e among t\ and non-ti home-.

i 3 i Differences in radio and t\ set

use habit- obtaining within the vari-

ous soi i"-ei onomii groups of t\

households.

"This type of information, -a\ -

( rreen, "is essential toda) , in ordei to

isolate the full effo t of radio in expos-

ing the advertising messages to indi-

viduals who are not available at the

time the tv mess - being displayed

on the li\ ins room set

Frank G. Stisser, Jr.. has been made

president and W. Brnee MeEwen,
ative \ ii e-president, of C I Hoop-

er, Inc.

James I.. Knipe, retiring pi

dent, will devote full time to personal

business interests, with an occasional

i onsulting assignment in the field of

finance oi general economics. ^
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# $

^\ I is .1 I.ISU'l \\,1\ ID (Kiss .1 ll\cl Will II \<M1 I. ike

it—you buy i ime.

\(iu.ill\. to gel our work week done, .ill ol us purchase

this commodity from one another. When you li.iil a cab,

hoard a plane, or jusl pick up youi phone you

buy time. We could go on.

When you buy SPONSOR you bu) time, n>".

and you ought to know jusl how much you're buying tot

how little.

You buy informative time: a stall ol tin besl reporters

in the field deliver up to die minute news ever) week. ,"»L'

weeks in the year. You buy analytical time:

the keenest minds in the broadcast industry give you

studies in penetration of the important trends ol the

<\a\. You buy digested time:—assemhled and assimilated 1>\

experienced hands to bring you the most comprehensive

picture of the broadcast field.

You're buying thousands ol hours ol this soi I ol time Eoi

just he per issue—52 issues Eoi $3 a year. Can you afford

to he without it?

SPONSOR THE WEEKLY MAGAZINE TV/RADIO ADVERTISERS USE



Transcontinent

Television

Corporation

is proud to

announce the

acquisition of two

major broadcast

properties,

WGR-TV and

WGR Radio in

Buffalo, the nation's

14th market.

welcome..
Serving over a

million people in

e 3 billion dollar

estern New York
State area, plus a

vast Canadian
audience, and

affiliated with the

ABC Television

and Radio
Networks, these

distinguished

stations have an

outstanding record

of service to the

community and to

the advertiser.

Transcontinent,

with its policy of

service, welcomes
these additions to

its family.

SYMBOL OF SERVICE% TRANSCONTINENT TELEVISION CORPORATION

WROC-TV, Rochester • WGR Radio, WGR-TV, Buffalo

WSVA Radio. WSVA-TV. Harrisonburg

Represented by Peters, Griffin & Woodward

Offices: 70 Niagara St.. Buffalo. MOhawk 2300

15 East 47th St.. New York. PLaza 1-3



If'fuu's happening in U . S. Government

that affects s[H>nsors, agencies, stations

WASHINGTON WEEK
23 November The N VIM II is \% orkiu^ up steam about the ii« u Baltimore taxes of \'

, on

sponsor pubucat'on. ino.
advertising and '!'', tm ad receipt* of the various media.

\ court Ir.'lii on constitutionality of the taxes appears certain, however, and NARTB
will spearhead the legal efforts of the broadcasters \M'\. it is believed, will do the same

for the newspap

Ml hands agree thai passage of tlio revenue measures in the one city represents a threat

Inst advertising, advertisers, and ad media on a national scale. If one city hit* the

jack-pot with this sort of a levy it is helil. other tax-hungry municipalities will

follow suit.

Hopes are high that constitutionality ran successful!) be attacked in the courts. With

the tax applying onlv to ad media, it is felt that freedom of speech and press can be used

to overturn the Baltimore Chy Council.

Meanwhile, Baltimore hroadeasters weigh getting FCC permission t<> move outside the

c it\ limits. The taxes do not applv to suburban stations.

(See NEWS WRAP-UP. page 57, for more on looming attack on Baltimore's tax.)

Extension of the Catholic Lesion of Decency's duties to include moral evalu-

ations of radio and tv nrocrams was promised this week. (The T.egion of Peeenrv is

now devoted to scrutiny of motion pictures.)

Following the Pope's recent encyclical letter on this subject, the Catholic Bishops of the

United States set up a one-year study on ways and means of evaluating radio and rv

programs.

Meanwhile, in a speech before the New Orleans Chamber of Commerce. FCC Chair-

man John Doerfer said, in effect: Be careful about asking the FCC to interfere with

programinir in order to clear up anything you think might he wrong with radio or rv.

Tf you think things are had here, just take a look at foreign nations where the jrovern-

ment controls broadcasting. Doerfer said.

Doerfer spoke asrainst a background of increasing pressure from many sources for FCC

intervention in the field of prolamine. Most commissioners air ree that FCC'« cen«or«hip

would be a had thin<r. hut thev are feeling terrific pressure to get their feet wet alons: the

censorship fringes.

Soon to come is a new statement of FCC responsibility in this field, and it will

come in the form of a clarification of things the FCC will consider at licence renewal time.

Since the clarification was first put on the agenda in the form of a proposal to chamre

renewal application forms. FCC intent in the matter has gone through some switches as a

result of the pressure for censorship.

The FCC originally proposed, and appeared to he readv to carry, a rule to drop most

of the nroirrramins questions from the forms, on the grounds that the FCC would onlv

hold un license renewals in anv case, because of violations of laws on decency, gambling, etc.

The FCC now appears set to revert at least to the orisinal proposition that it

should have a look at the over-all programing picture before renewing the license

of a broadcaster.

Representatives of the U.S. and Mexico met in Washington this week to clear

up UHF allocations along the border.

The two nations reached agreement on VHF allocations in 1951 and amended it in 1952.
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BLAIR -TV
WFIL-TV Basic ABC
WNBF-TV Basic CBS+ ABC, NBC
WFBG-TV Basic CBS+ ABC

THE KATZ AGENCY
WNHC-TV Basic ABC

BLAIR TELEVISION ASSOCIATES
WLBR-TV Independent . . .

World's Best Movies

Sources: ARB, Philadelphia, Oct. 1957/Telepulse, Binghamton, Baltimore, Kansas City, Houston, Nov.

1956 /Television Magazine, Nov. 1956/SRDS, Mar. 1957/ARB, Altoona, June 1957/ARB, Hartford-

New Haven, June 1957
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1 St

1 St

1 St

1St

1 St

WFIL-TV
in Philadelphia! MORE quarter-

hour firets, SIGN-ON to SIGN-OFF
SEVEN DAYS A WEEK, than

ANY other Philadelphia station!

WNBF-TV
from Scranton to Syracuse! 48.4%
average rating-SEVEN NIGHTS
A WEEK- MORE audience at

lower cost per thousand than any

station in Baltimore, Kansas City,

Houston and other major markets.

WFBG-TV
from Pittsburgh to Harrisburg!

143.4% MORE quarter-hour firsts,

noon to sign-off, Monday-Friday,

than nearest competitor.

WNHC-TV
from Massachusetts to Long Island

!

DOUBLE the combined audience

of competition, SIGN-ON to

SIGN-OFF, SEVEN DAYS A
WEEK!

WLBR-TV
UHF station to cover the entire

LEBANON, LANCASTER, HAR-
RISBURG,YORK area-America's

Number 1 UHF market—and at

one-sixth the cost of nearest com-

petitor.

WFIL-TV
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA

WNBF-TV
BINGHAMTON, NEW YORK

WFBG-TV
ALTOON A— J O HN STO W N, PA.

WNHC-TV
HARTFORD-NEW HAVEN, CONN.

WLBR-TV
LEBANON — LANCASTER, PA

Operated by: Radio and Television Div. / Triangle Publications, Inc. / 46th & Market Sts., Philadelphia 39, Pa.

WFIL-AM • FM • TV. Philadelphia, Pa. / WNBF-AM • FM • TV. Binghamton, N. Y. / WMOB-AM. Harrisburg, Po.

WFB6-AM • TV. Altoona-Johnstown, Pa. /WNHC-AM • FM • TV, Hartford-New Haven, Conn. / WLBR-TV. Lebanon-Lancaster, Po.

Triangle National Sales Office, 4-8 5 Lexington Avenue, New York 17, New York
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A round-up of trade talks,

trends and tips for admen

SPONSOR HEARS
23 NOVEMBER

Ctpyrliht 1937

SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS INC.

The amount of enthusiasm a star shows for doing the commercials can land

him a joh these days—or lose it.

A major deal was partially determined on such a basis this week. The client had sepa-

rate luncheons with the names offered by the various networks and picked the fellow

(and network) most exuberant over the merchandise.

N. W. Aver has taken cognizance of the fact that people like to spend Christ-

mas among old neighbors and friends.

So it has postponed the transfer of its New York media buying staff to the main

offices in Philadelphia until after the first of the year.

Disturbed by the inroads of network tv, leading reps are giving serious thought

to starting the ball rolling on a joint project that would have this purpose:

To demonstrate that spot tv is the primary medium for most national advertisers.

Another facet of today's spot tv: Some reps are concentrating on winning over

portions of schedules from competitive stations.

One puts it this way: "Next to getting a saturation account, nothing warms the heart

of a station as much as picking off a piece of business, even if it's only an announce-

ment, from the opposition."

CBS TV is suggesting to Chrysler (through McCann-Erickson) that it might be a

good tactic to move Climax back a half hour to 8 p.m. Thursday.

Climax so far hasn't been faring too well against the competition.

Another example of the axiom in air media that the creative writer goes where
the money is: Carroll Carroll is writing commercials for the Ford Road Show
fCBS Radio).

Carroll's career as a top dialogue writer dates back to the days of Bing Crosby and

the Kraft Music Hall.

Frank Ross, producer of Sally, is reported to have turned down an offer to

quit NBC at the end of 13 weeks and put the show into syndication.

Ross, husband of the series' star, Joan Caulfield, is confident that Sally (Chemstrand

and Royal McBee) has the makings of a click.

You don't hear much now about network franchises, but there was a time when ad-

vertisers put a bookkeeping value on their air slots. Two examples from the '30s:

1) While Lever Bros, was taking a look at Lady Esther as a possible acquisition, the

broker reminded Lever that the assets included a time franchise preceding the

Lux Theatre. (CBS interceded, cautioning Lady Esther against making such claims.)

2) A prospective buyer of the Fitch Co. found the firm had included as a substan-

tial asset the fact that the Fitch Bandwagon occupied the spot between Jack

Benny and Charlie McCarthy.
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livo and a half tunes the audience of its nearest competition!

Only WCCO Television can offer all family audiences like thai of COMMAND PER-

FORMANCE in the Twin City area. Since January, this feature film program has avera

a 22.1 Telepulse rating. Partial sponsorship is available, with Dean Montgomery as your

salesman and merchandiser. Ask Peters, Griffin, Woodward.

WCCO television Channel 4
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JACKSON, MISSISSIPPI . .

.

the South's fastest growing TV Market

I

r£32S DIVERSIFIED

INDUSTRY
MEANS STEADY
BUYING POWER

.. WfS§ i
i

2000 growing, diversified industries keep payrolls in

the Jackson market consistently high the year around.

The average family income is $5,735.00 (higher than

New Orleans, Mobile or Birmingham)! Only two

stations reach this prime industrial market — WJTV
and WLBT.

224,566 TV HOMES
SERVED BY TWO GREAT STATIONS

WJTV WLBT
CHANNEL 12 CHANNEL 3

HOFFMAN & HUMOR
[Continued from page 37 I

-i -chcdules were in the moi ning, par-

ticularly on Thursdays and Fridays

when Hoffman ad planners reasoned

homemakers are writing the weekend

shopping list.

Results of the radio campaign are

reflected partial!) in the Sarsaparilla

sales record:

• "Sarsaparilla sales rose 3r>% in

April-October 1957 over the same pe-

riod last year," says Fred A. Duerr.

Hoffman general sales manager. (A

10-] 5'^ gross sales increase is antici-

pated by Hoffman this year)

.

Uid the campaign succeed in its ba-

sic objective of drawing attention to

the Hoffman name? Some measure-

ments:

• Letters from listeners have aver-

aged about 25 a week. Some of these

are from people with multi-syllable last

names who offer compassion to Sar-

saparilla in its plight. Others contain

suggestions for name changes, ranging

from Sass to Sassy Sue. "All of these

letters have one thing in common,"
says Meyer. "Listeners have picked

up the mood of Hoffman commer-

cials and they write to us with the

same tongue-in-cheek approach."

• New York's WXEW ran a con-

test to name the U. S. earth satellite

(pre-Sputnik) ; over 250 entrants pro-

posed Sarsaparilla."

• Ditties, poems and even songs

complete with musical scores have been

received at the Hoffman offices from

listeners eager to contribute to the

campaign's effectiveness with their own
brand of whimsy.

• Increased trade awareness was

another important product of the hu-

mor gambit. Salesmen were greeted

by storekeepers with "Hi Sarsaparil-

la;" a pleasant, easygoing atmosphere

keyed the sales calls and order-writing

became easier as a result.

Meyer points out that this salesman-

storekeeper relationship is of prime

importance to Hoffman, which does

75', of its business with the indepen-

dent grocers. "These men are just

running the small businesses, they re

not sitting behind desks buying for

hundreds of stores. They enjoy a joke,

a wisecrack, a bit of humor that puts

them in closer personal touch with a

salesman. Our salesmen walked in to

these men with a built-in personality

as a result of Sarsaparilla.

Critics of the Hoffman Sarsaparilla
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commercials venture thai though the)

are amusing, the) lack .1 true selling

message. Questioned on this Meyei

stated, "we consistentl) have two sell-

ing |»>ini>: Hoffman's natural flavoi

and ii- sh-iiil\ sparkle. Hiese bywords

appear in .ill the Sarsaparilla con m-

cials. In addition, however, the com-

mercials 'intelligent
1

brand "f humor
establishes an image of Hoffman a^ .1

qualit) beverage thai i- fun to drink.

I stablishmenl of this image is .1 sell-

ing point in evei \ sense "I the word."

Commented adman Hartig: "Iloff-

111. in i- well-known as a qualit) prod-

uct; our prime need was i" ~ell atten-

tion for our name in the face oi our

competitors
1

increased activities. These

commercials have done this job. Uso,

the public is receptive to the humor ap-

proach right now. Bui if too main ad-

vertisers MM' it, it will become over-

done and lose effect i\ eness.

Hoffman's continuing faith in humor
is demonstrated l>\ the firm's recentl)

started mixer campaign, which fea-

tures 1 1
«

r 1 1 \ Morgan, for main years a

well-known humorist in the New York
I roadcasting area as well as nationally.

The Sarsaparilla commercials came
to a hah in October, with the close "I

what Boft drink manufacturers term

the "flavor season." Now Hoffman, as

well as others, will pn>li mixers

through spring.

Henry Morgan was chosen b) Hoff-

man for the new radio commercials

because of his long-established lame

a- a prime exponent of what New
\ orkers like to tliink is their particular

type of humor. "Sort of the sophisti-

cated, smart brand," Meyer defines it.

The carbonation of Hoffman mix-

ers, "strong bubbles" making for long

life, is one of Morgan's prime cop)

points. His commercials also strive to

make the Hoffman name synonymous
with sociability and entertainment, al-

ways through humor.

Example: During the height of the

hullabaloo over impressario \l ik»-

Todd's 18,000-guesl blowout at Madi-

son Square Garden. Morgan spoke:

"the next time \ 011 wanna throw a

part) for sa\ 25-30,000 people, make
-lire you got good mixer- that's ver)

important, you gotta have people

who'll mix you know, like Hoffman

mixers mix . . . where're you gonna

put 25-30,000 people? I don't know.

nobody's using Ebbet's Field."

Hoffman is running the mixer com-

mercials on eight New x oik area radio

stations at a 110-per-week frequenc)

Don't Light it—- this is your
INDIANAPOLIS/ DES MOINES DAY!

If you have to light up on Indianapolis-Des Moines day, please make it

a cigarette. Then sit back and relax— let WXLW and KSO carry the

ball. This one-two scoring team has a habit of racking up results.

In Indianapolis. WXLW is the only radio station preferred by. and sell

ing the audience that does the buying, the adult audience.
| 22.4 ITLSE

average!) The reason? An exclusive music-and-news format carefully-

adhered to by the town's top air personalities. This combination of pleas-

ing music with personalities that please produces the number one sellinc

job in Indianapolis. For peace-of-mind time buying— specify WXLW.

KSO. in Des Moines, follows the same successful pattern as its sales

twin in Indianapolis, to corner the rich adult market. Exclusive pro-

gramming plus popular air personalities brings consistent results. KSO
firmly believes in the old adage — give 'em what they want, a policy that

has this fast-rising Des Moines station already challenging for all 'round

leadership. Choose KSO. where time doesn't cost — it pays.

S000 Watts Day Time

950 KC

Indianapolii Indiana

5000 Watti Full Time

1460 KC

Dei Moines, Iowa

Get the facts from your nearest JOHN E. PE.4RSO.V representative
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rate. Heaviest schedules again are in

the morning, with Thursdays and Fri-

days dominating.

TVs role: SPONSOR estimates Hull-

man also is investing about $150,000

this year in tv time. Three spot cam-

paigns, all in eight-second l.D.'s, have

been run l>\ the New Jersey firm.

A Januarj April schedule pushed the

company's mixer line, while two later

-cries introduced new Hodman lines.

In April-June the company used tv

to sell its new 10-oz. cans in the flavor

line. The decision to oder its soft

drinks in cans was made by Hodman
"because we feel there is a small, but

definite market for them." sa\s \Ie\er.

Hodman extended its tv participa-

tion to sponsorship of a one-shot in

March—the St. Patrick's Day parade

held this year on 16 March. The four-

hour spectacle was televised on WPIX-
TV, New York. With six minutes of

advertising time per hour. Hodman
used live commercials to push its en-

tire line: mixers, flavors, cans and

Streamline, a flavor product featur-

ing low calorie content. Meyer states

the program gave Hodman a low cost-

per-1,000 of approximately 25^. Rat-

ing: 28.0 Nielsen total audience.

Hodman's tv campaigns were run on

two New York stations, WRCA-TV
and WABC-TV. Frequencies: 61 per

week for the spring mixer series; 48

per week during the summer can in-

troduction ; and 30 per week in a fall

Vitamin C campaign. In all instances,

schedules were heaviest in the after-

noon. Meyer estimates the l.D.'s

reached 10 million gross homes per

week at 55<? per 1,000 homes.

Transfilm developed a unique com-

mercial approach for Hodman's tv

spots. In the mixer films, for example

:

the commercial opens with a straight-

down camera shot at the tops of two

Hodman bottles (one ginger ale, the

other club soda), a swizzle stick and a

pretzel. Ihese props are arranged to

simulate a face (see cut) ; the camera

then pans down in an arc to reveal the

Hoffman bottles in a straight side-

view. This same "face" theme is used

in all film spots.

In merchandising, Hodman's 1957

activities have been light, but Hartig

says, "we're planning a full merchan-

dising program to tie in with our tv/

radio advertising and it will break

sometime next year." The company
anticipates investing about as much in

air media in 1958 as in 1957. ^

/ /'' /

1 #

%h radio,

*£%&**.~<t.s&

•zt^CL,

A. C. Nielsen Company

Reports...WLW Radio

consistently with one

of the ten largest

audiences among the

more than 2870 Radio

stations in America.

And WLW Radio gives

you the nation's fifth

largest unduplicated

radio audience.

So before you buy

radio time, check

with your WLW Radio

representative. You'll

be glad you did !
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Sales Offices: New York, Cincinnati. Chicago

Sales Representatives: NBC Spot Sales: Detroit, Los Angeles. San Francisco
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WCFL
lOOO ON THE DIAL
50,000 WATTS
Marty Hogan— General Manager

Tom Haviland— Commercial Manager

666 LAKE SHORE DRIVE • CHICAGO
MOhawk 4-2400

Burke-Stuart Co., Inc.

60 E. 56th St. • New York, N. Y.

PLaza 1-4646

NEW YORK • CHICAGO • DETROIT
LOS ANGELES • SAN KRANCISCO

Tv and radio

NEWSMAKERS

John F. Box, Jr., has been appointed ex-

ec uli\e vice president in charge of the

Balaban radio stations. In his new ap-

pointment Box will be headquartered in

St. Louis where he will also act as manag-

^k^nB inv direcloi ol \\ 1 1 .. the Balaban station

ll I in that city. In addition to W1L, the

HrV Balaban interests include WR1I . Mil-

waukee; KFBI, Wichita: WTVO, Rock-

ford. III. and WICS-TY. Springfield. 111. Box has been an execu-

tive vice president of the Bartell Group since 1954 and held man-

agement positions with Bartell stations in Milwaukee, Atlanta and

Phoenix. He is current!) general manager of WILD in Boston.

Prior to joining the Bartell organization he was with \BC. Box is

a mender of the RTES. and the Broadcasting Executives Club.

Daniel Denenholz, who pioneered the

research and promotion activities of the

Katz Agency, has been elected vice presi-

dent in charge of research-promotion.

Denenholz. who supervises the advertising.

publicity, research and sales data activities

of the agency, has been with Katz since

1931. This promotion is part of the agen-

cy's three-level expansion program involv-

ing the creation of three new vice presidential posts, a 50^ expan-

sion of office space and the addition of 20 people to the sales staff b\

March 15, 1958. Morris S. Kellner, radio sales manager since 1952.

has been elected vice president in charge of radio sales, and Scott

Donahue Jr.. who has been tv sales manager since 1952, has been

named v. p. in charge of tv sales. All are directors of Katz.

Mort Bassett has purchased major owner-

ship of radio station WROD. Daytona

Beach. Florida. The bu\ was made from

John S. Murphy and James F. McDonough

of the Daytona Beach Broadcasting Corp.

McDonough retains a minorit) interest in

WROD. In announcing the purchase, Bas-

sett stated that he plans to assume active

management of the station about the first

of the year subject to FCC approval of the transfer. Bassett entered

the broadcasting field in 1936, on the New York staff of NBC.

Five years later he went to the Morse International Agenc) as media

buyer and assistant radio director. After World War II Bassett

joined John Blair \ Company, where he has held an executive post

for the |>a>t 11 years. He is a member of the Radio Pioneers Club.
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BINGHAMTON
IS NO LONGER A

ONI-TV-STATION MARKET

Now for the FIRST TIME
the curtain's going up on
ALL of the top NBC shows via

WINR*TV
Binghamton's Great New Channel

NOW ON THE AIR!
An impressive new studio building . . our own microwave

relay system . . . and an energetic promotion campaign which led

to thousands of conversions before our test pattern was on the

air are but a few of the indications of the strength and stability

of this new sales signal in the Binghamton market

One of the most powerful on the air . WINR TV. with a

million-plus watt-, i- the firel station to offer full network pro-

gramming from the first day of operation

IN IHE TRIPLE CITIES BINGHAMTON ENDICOTT - JOHNSON CUT, N. Y.

REPRESENTATIVES GEO. P. HOLLINGBERY

Gannett Radio-TV Group

BROADCAST DIVISION OF THE BINGHAMTON PRESS COMPANY
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Videotape and the April problem

A.-k am timebuyer, station sales manager, or national rep-

resentative to name his \<>. 1 headache. Chances are he'll

vote for the twice-yearl) time-change frenzy, which, each

\|nil and October, exacts a terrific toll in time and money,

not to mention the wear and tear on the human system. Man\

accounts have been known to hold off on urgently needed

spring and fall spot campaign.- until the time change had

been effected.

Lasl year CBS TV was able to solve a good part ot the

problem through use of Ampex black-and-white tape; this

vear the arrival of color tape means that for color programs

as well the problem is fast disappearing.

Behind this newest advance (and the age of color tape)

arc many forces, and some examples of industry teamwork

at it- hest. There i- the example of two NBC affiliates'

committees, both headed by Lawrence (Bud) Rogers of

\\ S \Z-T\ . Huntington, which urged the application of video

tape recorders by NBC in licking the time-change problem.

There is the example of NBC which bought the idea. There

i- the example of RCA and Ampex and an exchange of

patent- which allowed RCA to use the Ampex recording head

and Ampex the RCA color developments. There is the ex-

ample of RCA in Camden which is working day and night

to complete six color video tape units on time. There is the

example of AT&T which must provide nation-wide facilities

(no small task ) -o that every tv home will receive the benefits

of \ ideo tape.

For some time there has been a serious snag at the AT«\

T

end of the line. AT&T is having trouble providing facilities

for some 5,500,000 homes in an area including Detroit.

Toledo. Cincinnati. Dayton, Columbus, Indianapolis, Grand

Rapids. Lansing, Bay City. Huntington. Charleston, and

other market-.

But the teamwork that has marked the efforts thus far will

hardlv stop now. Come April we fondly hope that the whole

count i \ will be adequately served by all three network-.

this we fight FOR: 4 great .sen ice is

being offered timebuyers—and sellers—through

the RTFS seminars (see sponsor 16 Novem-

ber). Either as a refresher or as basic training

this is an opportunity no one should miss.

•

lO-SECOND SPOTS
Shakespeare on timebuyers
The time is out of joint. Ill Eating

the ait (iii promise of supply. (2) Then
must we rate the cost. (3) But in the

wa\ of bargain, mark ye me. I'll cavil

on the ninth part of a hair. (4) Time
and hour runs through the roughest

day. (5) If you can look into the

seed- of time and say which grain will

grow and which will not. <6i I'll

charm the air to give a sound. (7) If

we should fail? (8 1 Out. damned
spot! (9)

Follow-up: \(ld to that SPONSOR

Hears item 1 2(> October I on Confed-

erate Scratch Pads consisting of three

$1 fills sent out by WDAK, Columbus,

Ga. . . . Seems a Madison Ave. wag

wrote station asking for a refill. "Re-

fills are available," replied station head

Allen Woodall, "at three bills for $4."

TBA: \ Davton woman wrote to tv

station \\ IA\ -D and evaluated about

20 of its programs with comments

ranging from "pretty good" to "is

okay." The line that really caught the

program director's eye. however, was

this: "TBA is sure good."

Quote, unquote: Mark Goodson of

Goodson-Todman iWhats My Line.

etc. I in The New York Times: * \\ <

would like to invest in something that

is far less insecure than television.

However, we have been and still are

quite successful in the television me-

dium." Vol doing badly, ite'd say.

Contents noted: Part of a letter from

Loveland Kiss Co., Loveland. Col..

makers of Lose and Kisses Saltwater

Taffy:

Dear Sir:

As always. NEWS is where \ou find it

—and we hope \ou can use a little

-ti>r\ about LOVE and KISSES in

SPONSOR because they are designed to

help create friendship, good will and

[NTEREST for those who have some-

thing to sell. . . . The box carries lit-

tle sentimental stories—like the one

about our "Super-Cinnamon"' Kiss

which is so tender, warm and sweet,

just like a kiss should be. By tradi-

tion, the person is supposed to make

a -et ret wish as the kiss is enjoxed.

. .
." Perhaps as a gift for time-

buyers?
SOURCE 1 B»mlel A I - 5; 12) Heorj IV p.irt

II. A I - I; (3) Ibid, i. 3; (4) Ibid, Part I. -\ III.

s 1; (5) Micbsth, A I. s. 3; (61 Ibid; (7) Ibid A IV.

i' Id, \ I - T: (9) Ibid. A V. s. 1.
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twelfth in a series of 12 ads based on the signs of the zodiac

E ;.**•' --" '

TALENTED

. . . and twelve months

out of every year

stations under the sign

of MEEKER

benefit by:

TALENTED touch of

"personalized selling."

We firmly believe the individual

station profits from the

extra sales effort available to a short list

of sound stations.

With competition becoming more intense

each salesman must know
and have time

to sell each station.

\

personalized

selling

of a

limited list

the meeker company, inc.
radio and television station representatives

new york Chicago san francisco los angeles Philadelphia



THE SEARCH
FOR
BKETER-ness

L
Motion from the time of the caveman to the present i- tlie sub-

it'll nf bright new television commercials for Timken Roller

Bearing Company. Friendly little -tick figures show how man

has progressed from moving things the hard way to moving

things the ea-y way — on Timken roller bearings. Timken will

-Imu these commercials next on one of NBC's Project 20 series,

"The Innocent Years," scheduled for Nov. 21. BBDO Cleveland.

Vertijet, Ryan Aeronautical Company's talnil.ni- new air< raft,

adds a new dimension to ail power. 1 ike a big bat, 1 ikes

oil straight up on jel thrust, levels oif into high-speed horizontal

flight, then reverses the procedure for a zero-speed landing.

I!l!l)() In- Angeles brings this dramatic news to Ryan Aero-

uautical's military and industrial audience with two-coloi

advertisements in both trade and national magazines.

•OLORED gloves are now as long to the same color ramiiy;n*
i much a symbol of high fash- as the costume placed many.

i as white glows were once more gloves >nto _t

sign of high society. w-axflgafa*^^^^^^

Newton^^JU**^^^^^^^^ ^_ —

ATTENTION
J"

e stoppers
II

Hi

m
L<

if?

ey
rr
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odu
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CM

m
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^a«*<You'u stomp
Who needs grape*- d

drive the 58 ue^ ^^ ^
De Soto dealer s

Remember the

SiDeSoU»tac»nung

date mr the

High fashion i- the keynote in American-Standard's exciting

new approach to plumbing advertising. Each advertisement

features tin- simplicity and high-fashion colors ol American-

Standard bathroom fixtures in a crisp, high-fashion presen-

tation. Designed to stimulate interest in a "new look" t"i

bathrooms, tin- campaign supplements another series showing

American-Standard fixtures in decorator-designed bathrooms.

- in gloves has b'

ently. expensive; such a success because "a worr-

lite gloves lost their standing an feels more gay. nr^r i

a wear-once extn
The monotone look -whore becoming colors from her t:~

Grape stompers, igl irehitects and jungle thinners wen

few of tin- offbeat occupations used in

to tease the announcement date of the 195) I' Soti I lull

week before the new D< Soto's debut, this fun-loving camp

appeared in newspapers ai i"-- the country. Then, on Novembei

first, the car with "the exciting look and feel of the future"

unit on display. Public opinion: De Soto's great in

BATTEN, BARTON, DURSTINE OSBORN, INC ADVERTISING
NEW YORK - \TI VM I Pt VRIO • CHICAGO • CLEVELAND • DALLAS I'tTROtT • HOLLYWOOD - LO? VI "^ >*f *POLI< PITT«Pl UGH
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DIGEST OF ARTICLES

Spot- radio's first $200 million year?

27 SRA figures for nine months of 1957 show $145 million total, 307c

above corresponding period 1956. Summer of this year biggest ever

Rating madness—an editorial

30 sponsor presents its point of view on ratings in an unprecedented

two-page editorial on the misuse and over-use of tv/radio ratings

The top 50 air media agencies

32 On the basis of a sponsor survey, here are the agencies which lead in

air media billings for 1957. Includes television vs. radio breakdown

What Lysol learned about day vs. night tv

34 The housewife audience, vertical contiguity and more commercial

time make daytime tv the best buy for a former nighttime sponsor

Daytime tv documents its case

37 Study by NBC TV shows: housewives watching daytime fare buy

more and know more about the sponsors' products than non-viewers

James Vicary: subliminal Svengali?

38 How would "subliminal" time be sold? Its inventor, who would rather

be thought of as a researcher, answers that question and many others

FEATURES
45 Film-Scope

24 49th and Madison

55 News & Idea Wrap-Up

7 Newsmaker of the Week

54 Picture Wrap-Up

52 Tv Results

16 Sponsor Backstage

40 Sponsor Asks
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9 Sponsor-Scope

T4 Sponsor Speaks

SO Spot Buys

74 Ten Second Spots

14 Timebuyers at Work

72 Tv and Radio Newsmakers

63 Washington Week

20 Women's Week

In Upcoming Issues

The Mexican market

U.S. companies find rich profit opportunities in establishing Mexican

operation. Here is what the company thinking about Mexico should

know, including role of radio and tv and difficulties of getting facts
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You're always 'on top" with

m m m m m
Channel 11

LITTLE ROCK
KTHV has the highest antenna in the Central

South— 1756' above average terrain! And that's

only one of eight reasons whj we do suih a big

job in Arkansas.

The other seven:

1. Over 240,000 TV Homes

2. CBS Affiliation

3. Channel 1

1

4. U6JO0 ' Watts

5. Center-of-Stuu Location

6. Superb Seu Studios

7. Know-Hou Management

Ask your Branham man for the DETAILS on all

these eight big KTHV facts!

316,000 Watts Channel
Henrv Clay, Executive \'icc President

B. G. Robertson, General Manager
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SARASOTAm

DOMINATE TAMPA - ST. PETERSBURG and 239 prospering communities with top-rated WTVT. Inter-urban

Tampa-St. Petersburg. 31th in retail sales and 10th in retail sales per capita, belongs on every major-market list.

The WKY Television System, Inc. • WKY-TV and WKY Oklahoma City . WSFA-TV Montgomery

Represenfed by ihe Katz Agency
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SHOWS
OH

Latesl Pulse!

TAMPA -ST. PETERSBURG
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Are you taking advantage of

AMPEX direct-to-customer service?

AVAILABLE
DIRECT FROM AM

HERE IS HOW
YOU BENEFIT:

New application ideas, practical and

tested

Complete product and installation

information

Custom products tailored to your in-

dividual needs

Personal contact with Ampex Re-

search, Engineering and Production

-» -~ --

VIDEOTAPE RECORDERS
sold only direct

MODEL 300 sold only direct

MODEL 350

Available only direct — Auto-

matic programming systems,

tape duplicators, and custom-

engineered products.

MODEL 601

854 CHARTER STREET, REDWOOD CITY, CALIFORNIA

professional

products division

ATLANTA, TRINITY 4-0736 DALLAS. LAKESIDE 6-7741 SAN FRANCISCO, EMERSON 9-1481

CHICAGO, TERRACE 3-7050 LOS ANGELES, OLIVE 3-1610 WASHINGTON, D. C, JUNIPER 5-8270

NEW YORK. N. Y., PLAZA 3-9232
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NEWSMAKER
of the week

Just a month after thv initial Frey Report, I Vt went ini<>

high gear, I irst movet hiring of Clarence E. Eldridge as

consultant on public relation* for a year beginning tm I

January. Eldridge, long-time hey figure in advertising, is vice

president of George Fry A: laeoc., management engineeri

iih idge, w no made man) a

umpire w ith the biei Lean

Clarence /.'. Eldridge

The newsmaker: Clarence I

tougb decision in hia years aa a baseb

League, will be making some more in L958 as he guides the lA'a

public relations strategy. He baa mad.' one decision already: that

client-agenc] relations can and will he impnned.

"1 wasn't hired 1>> 1 \ > to conduct a rebuttal to the Frej Report,"

Eldridge told SPONSOR. The preliminan report on the S40,000 study

conducted for the Association of National Advertisers 1>\ Vlbert \\

.

I' if\ and Kenneth 1?. Davis, professors "I marketing at Dartmouth's

Amos Tuck School of Business

Administration, was made public

late last month. Man) admen be-

lieve the first real reactions to it

•will be fell next spring (see

"Frey's impact." SPONSOR 23 No-

vember^. Whatever forms the re-

action will take, one thing is cer-

tain: I \ - won't he caught nap-

ping. Nor will F.ldridge.

"The most significant thing in

the Frey Report, "' said Eldridge,
"—far more significant to me than

the compensation findings—is the

fairly high degree of dissatisfaction with each other on both agencj

and client sides.

"This is the situation we intend to explore and try to correct.

It's a subject that has interested me for year-.

\s a matter of fact. F.ldridge was tapped for his new assignment

by the 4A's the day after he addressed the Grocery Manufacturers

of America on the subject of client-agency relationships. A week

before that Eldridge spoke on the same topic to the ANA.
Where the 4A's could have found a man better fitted to the job is

bard to imagine. \ igorous and keenly anahtical. Eldridge brings to

bis task rough!] 10 years of experience in advertising and market-

ing. More important, he has been on both sides of the client-agency

fence. With a law degree from University of Michigan, Eldridge

deserted that profession to enter advertising at Y&R where he be-

came vice president and chairman of the plans board. In 1939, he

went from agency to client side of the fence, joined General Foods

and became general manager of Post Cereal Div. and vice president

for marketing. Eldridge isn't a man who takes kindly to retirement.

In 1953. after retiring from General Foods, he became a consultant

for Campbell's Soup, wound up as its executive v.p. He retired

again, but last year joined George Fry & Associates where he serves

clients as a consultant on marketing problem-. f?
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Milwaukee
WOKY

Boston
WILD

THE BARTELL GROUP

TiJke/ie t&e fiuywy C& ea&ty

San Diego
KCBQ^

DOMINATING SIX MAJOR MARKETS
At a single stroke, radio in these

must-buys is competently accomplished.

An exciting union of integrity,

talent, imagination has created

a superior radio service for the whole family.

The fabulous Bartell success in rating

dominance in each market is, therefore,

only part of the story.

Unreserved family acceptance

has produced best buyership.

Atlanta
WAKE

Battel ft...cutd&M/t/

Phoenix
KRUX

Birmingham
WYDE

AMERICA'S FIRST RADIO FAMILY SERVING 10 MILLION BUYERS

Sold Nationally by ADAM YOUNG, Inc. for WOKY The KATZ Apency
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Musi tignificant ti ami ruilm

newt "I tin- week with interpretation

in ilrjttli fur busy reader*

SPONSOR-SCOPE
30 NOVEMBER < omplon BOOD will be doing one of il- periodic audiem. n-i-.ircli tUTVeyi I"
c^yn.ht i»87

, |,. , ,.,.„, j ,,,. which f ,|u . rating services it »ill subscribe to foi the ensuingtPONSOR PUBLICATIONS IHO.

Significantly, the choice of the service depends on ho* close it can match the

agency's findings. Currently, Compton is using \I.T. For local scores and Nielsen foi

national.

The Ratings Rebellion—heretofore boiling at it* best on Madison ivenue

—

this week moved 1) to the grass roots, and 2) into court.

Specifically. WLEA, llorncll. N.Y., is suing A. C. Nielsen in the New York "til-

Supreme Court for $50,000, charging thai the NCS#2 listening Burvej is "false, misleading

and damaging to its business."

Named as a co-defendant in tin- action i« WWHG. al-o in Hornell.

The complaint includes these highlights:

• WLEA questions whether Nielsen actualk surveyed that station's market in

December 1956.

• WLEA likewise (|ii«->tions WWHG's use of the NCS— 2 data to claim in a new*
paper ad that it had almost 100',' more audience than WLEA.

• Circulation of the NCSif2 figures allegedly damaged WLEA'a business and

reputation.

WLEA president Charles D. Henderson says lii- legal action -eek- to break the

hold that rating systems arc having on the business and lessen their material damage to

stations as well as radio and tv performers.

("For further elaboration of Henderson's stand, see WRA1MT. page 55.1

Rating trouble also was brewing this week on another local front—the peri-

odie check on the audience division anions local radio stations.

Hooper seemed determined not to include in these reports broadcasters who artificial-

ly inflate their audiences by giveaway gimmicks during rating weeks.

Stations in such cities as Omaha. Memphis. San Antonio, and San Francisco alreadv

have been excluded.

One of the more popular gimmicks that ha- met a stern taboo from Hooper: Offering

a reward to listeners who—when answering their phones—intone the station's

slogan or call letters instead of saving hello.

Quoting Hooper's Bruce McEwen: ' ;Bv eliminating some of these Stations from our

reports we lose their business, but we have a responsibility to our agency sub-

scribers."

Gillette will be blasting away this January with its new cough remedy. Thore-

xin. Air media plans call for tv spots in about 60 major markets, participation in net-

work radio, and use of some of the Toni tv shows (via North. Chicago).

Network radio this week maintained its steady sales pace. High point-:

ABN: Sterling. 10 5-minute a week: Kitchen Art Foods, three segments a week.

CBS: An additional 15 segments from Grove, making 35 a week altogether: Sterling

Drugs (Compton I. five 7 1 j-minute unit- for five weeks.

MBS: Campaign from Colgate which starts January 1: Pharmaceutical returns

radio with two 1 5-minute programs a week of Gabriel Heatter.

NBC: Royal Desserts division of Standard Brands (Bates'. 10 one-minute and 1"

'?0-second participations a week: Sterling Dru? ^for Fizerin). seven one-minute and five

30-second participations a week.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

NBC TV Spot Sales' main target in adding the 30-second announcement to its

supermarket of station breaks: It wants to interest the 75-100 network advertisers who use

that type of film commercial for cross-plug purposes.

Actually, these 30-second quickies will run but 26 seconds audio (that's to allow for sta-

tion break announcements)

.

CBS TV spot selling division meanwhile told SPONSOR-SCOPE that it hasn't been

selling 30-seconders actively but would accept them.

Cost sidelight: The price of NBC's 30-second spot is more than the combined
separate rates for a 20-second plus a 10-second spot. That's because the 30-seconder

covers the entire chainbreak.

Adam Young, speaking as a rep intimately acquainted with the record and aim of the

independent station, this week cautioned against the tendency to equate the average

music and news station with teenage listening.

Young's definition of a good independent station is one that appeals to and is

selling the all-family concept of programing—and not any particular segment of

listener.

In Young's opinion, that is the objective of the great majority of independent stations.

NBC Radio was making promotional capital this week out of NRI's latest

findings of unduplicated homes reached per week by the network's top advertisers.

The focus of the tub-thumping is the increases in homes between Nielsen's August
and September reports.

NBC grants that the increases in unduplicated homes are due to such factors as sea-

sonal difference and better station clearance, as well as higher ratings; but it says that never-

theless these comparisons show an impressive situation:

WK.'S TOTAL HOMES:

ADVERTISER WK.'S TOTAL HOMES: AUGUST SEPTEMBER

Brown & Williamson 8,629,000 9,988,000

Bristol-Myers 6,627,000 7,797,000

General Mills 5,194,000 5,633,000

Time Magazine 5,113,000 7,850,000

Equitable Life 4,869,000 7,146,000

Will January start the open season for raiding among the tv networks?

Some Madison Avenue executives this week posed that query after approaching one of

the networks about details on two evening periods that have become available.

They got this message from salesman:

"We've got our eyes on a couple of shows on another network and want to find

out first whether they'll move."

In his capacity as consultant to the Four A's, Clarence Eldredge faces the job of

making sense out of a problem that's as complex as the Frey findings.

The other problem:

A redefining of the meaning of ''advertising agency", due to the fact that it's in

a wholly revolutionized business. The agency—broadly speaking

—

no longer is just in

advertising but in the field of marketing as well.

This expansion has produced another significant turn in the agency's wheel: Media

communications billings have become but one part of the agency's income. In some agencies,

charges and fees for public relations, market planning, and sales counsel have come
to account for a third to a half of capitalized income.

(For details and further implications of the Eldredge appointment, see Newsmaker of

the Week, page 7.)
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

Because the cigarette field provides the . i media with one <>f it-* biggest bundle*

ul dollars, these projection of nab* for 1957 culled b\ SPONSOR-SCOPK from an

thoi iiai'nc sources— are worth bearing in mind:

1) Total sales for the year will run between LI5-420 billion, .in increase nt <>-~'

,

over 1956.

2) The breakdown of types will run around: filter brands, 41%; regulars, 3

king-sized, 20' "<
. (It's the first year thai the filters have mo\e«l ahead of the

regulara.)
.'5

1 The estimated sales amounts of the filters i Win-ton. 40 billion; Viceroy, 27

billion; L&M, 24 billion; Marlboro, 23 billion; Kent, 12 billion; Salem, 11 billion; Hit

Parade, 5 billion: Oasis, 2.5 billion; Newport, I billion.

Watch for cigarette marketers to focus their attention on drugstores as out*

l«'ts for carton sales.

In 1956 this source did but 10| I of the busini

The marketing men's thinking: People would be more apt to bnj by the carton from

their druggist if he were given a hand in developing the habit.

Marketers forecast that Detroit will have no choice but to intensify its ad-

>ertising pressure next spring.

Here's why: Resistance to 1958 model prices is building up and dealers arc

complaining to the home office.

Marketing observers have been pa.-sing this advice on to their Detroit clients: A good

way to be sure of a 6-million Bales year for 1958 would be a flat ]<>'<' reduction across

the board.

Similar suggestions have been directed to manufacturer with full line electric appli-

ances. (Detroit may be slow to accept, though; a strike next year automatically \M>uld

cut supply.)

Is the total rating more important to the advertiser than solving the problem

of reaching the right people? Here are some more figures to chew on:

In its continuing study of what program types appeal most to the various roups

among housewives. NBC TV this week culled three sample ratings from recent reports

and analyzed their feminine composition.

PROGRAM TYPE NATIONAL RATING 16-34 35-49 50 & <)\ EB

Big money quiz 28.2'; 15.7'," 24.1 40.3%

Situation comedy 18.6', 19.7% 19.2'; 15.7

Personalitv musical 21.5% 23.7 26.6', 19.7';

Another major life insurance company is headed toward network t\.

The new prospect: New York Life, via Compton.
Finding an approach that will fit in effectively with the New York Life image will

be the first step.

Behind the trend to more advertising by savings banks in key cities is this

odd marketing problem:

• While other businesses are free to decentralize to suburban chopping centers, savings

banks are shackled by legislation to designated areas.

• Banks can't shift where the traffic or population is going without approval of state

banking commissions—a very cumbersome procedure at best.

• Their only offensive is to hit hard through advertising on public convenience

and service themes—two approaches that go over best with today's consumer (excepting

price and safety)

.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

Mutual's new owners apparently think they're in the sales groove now: The

network is increasing its operating time from 17 to 19 hours a day.

It contemplates going to a 24-hour schedule next year.

Look for network tv shows competing with early evening westerns to scram-

ble, if possible, for periods after 9 p.m.

The idea is to get away from time periods when horse-happy youngsters are

prone to control the dials.

Meantime ABC TV and NBC TV have started some rescheduling for mid-December.

On ABC the Patrice Munsel show and the Walter Winchell File are due to swap

-pots. On NBC these changes are on tap: Saber of London (Sterling) to Sunday 6:30;

Truth or Consequences (Sterling) to Friday 8:30; and Treasure Chest (Sterling) to

Tuesday 7:30.

Lorillard has become an almost certain prospect for next fall's The Diplo-

mat series on CBS TV.

The price for the show, starring Claire Luce, is $45,000 gross.

The bid for the weekend radio audience is getting sharper among local stations.

Here and there stations have put their weekday d.j.'s on six-day stints.

In Philadelphia, for example, WPEN is scheduling two of its weekday d.j.'s, Red Ben-

son and Jack O'Reilley, on Saturdays and Sundays as well.

On Madison Avenue the reaction to WPEN's tactic is: "The station isn't letting

any grass grow under its feet in meeting the pace of NBC's Monitor."

Agency managements can't say nowadays that their timebuyers aren't going

all-out to advance their knowledge about the business.

The RTES Time Buying and Selling Seminar had to turn away about 50 from its

19 November luncheon-session. Chairman Sam Cook Digges said this week that future

turnaways can be avoided by making reservations in time.

ABN dressed up its new programing story with showmanly spangles this week
before several hundred New York admen, affiliate executives, and press people.

Packed into the presentation (staged at the Plaza), was a fast-moving parade of the

casts in ABN's all-live musicals, excerpts from each of the programs, and samples of

the personality-sell for commercials.

In telling of the network's programing philosophy and goal. ABN president Bob East-

man described the strategv as:

• A sharplv dramatic break with network patterns of the past.

• A bold step toward the future of network radio—aggressive, constructive.

• In tune with the times—bright, live and lively, and suited to the modern tastes and

pace of the on-the-go audience.

Harold E. Fellows, NARTB president, delivered some welcoming words. They empha-

sized the great expense of business as well as entertainment money poured into this venture.

Keith Kiggins, Storer Broadcasting v. p., who died last week from a heart attack,

ranks as an industry pioneer in station relations.

In addition to initiating station compensation concepts, Kiggins was a strong rooter in

early radio days for showcasing affiliate programs over a network.

For other news coverage in this issue, see Newsmaker of the Week, page 7:

Film-Scope, page 45; Spot Buys, page 50; News and Idea Wrap-Up, page 55; Washington

Week, page 63; sponsor Hears, page 66; and Tv and Radio Newsmakers, page 72.
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Twin highs in the Twin Cities . .

.

Highest ratings

in WDCY's history

All three surveys agree WDGT? is firsl all day:

31.9^5 average share of audience (Hooper).*
2!). ft', average share of audience Trendex).**

More '
1 hour wins than anybody and no

hour lu'lnu second Pulse

Highest billings

in WDCY's history

It isn't jusl quantity of audience thai has

treated this new Twin Cities time-buying

labit. It's something else—the particular

ability of St<>rz Station programming
to provide a climate in which your upsmil"'

las maximum penetration-potential.

Talk to Blair . . . "i- Win, )' c, », ml Wanagt r Jacfi 1 1

WDGY 50000 watfs

Minneapolis-St. Paul

1 m.-6 p.m., iron
I m.-6 p.m.. Mm. 9

• 6 a.m. -6 p.m., Mon. 9

TODAY'S RADIO FOR TODAY'S SELLING
t
TODD STORZ, PRESIDENT • HOME OFFICE: OMAHA, NEBRASKA

WDGY Minneapolis St Paul
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO

WHB Kansas City
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.

WTIX New Orleans
REPRESENTED BY ADAM YOUNG INC.

WQAM Miami
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR A CO.

I
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Memo to

MOON
WATCHERS

That bright, bright star

in San Antonio is NOT a

satellite. It's KONO's

audience rating—
higher and brighter

than ever before—
selling at a super-sonic

rate for local and national

advertisers who have kept

up with today's trend:

selling your products

through the media that

sells South Texas. I

Check the facts 1

on satellites

and supersonic

changes with I

your

H-R Representative '

or Clarke Brown Man

860 kc 5000 waits

SAN ANTONIO Radio

14

Timebuyers
at work

Bob Palmer, Cunningham & Walsh, New York, buyer for American

Cyanamid, says that as advertisers spend more and more on our top

independent stations, it becomes obvious that main of these stations

need broader audience measurements than are currenth available.

"It is not unusual." he adds, "for an advertiser to undertake a survey

to determine who, rather than bow
much, his market is. With this

information, it is the job of the

media buyer to plan and bu\ a

campaign that most efficiently

reaches the various elements that

comprise this market. The net-

works and their affiliates offer

data which is invaluable in match-

in" an audience profile. Many in-

dependent stations, however, are

able to talk only numbers. In

evaluating the audience of such a

station, a buyer must, in addition to analyzing ratings, study pro-

graming and personalities—an inadequate buying method with

today's hectic schedules. If these stations would undertake audience

studies to determine age, sex, income and size of family, great

strides would be made in selling spot to potential advertiser-.

Harold Kirk, Creative Director and timebuyer for Mohr Associates,

New York, says that "few tv programs do not have double and triple-

spotting. Some average eight spots in a half hour. Even the previ-

ouslv sacred news programs are not excepted. I wouldn't be a bit

surprised if the thousands of images, words and sounds leave a

triple-spot mark of confusion on

some viewers—thev rise to brush

their teeth with Starke, add Cheer

to their coffee and pour \ italis

cream on their pancakes. Doubt-

less, over-commercialization cre-

ates an atmosphere of hysteria

that hurts both tv and the adver-

tiser. It reduces audiences and it

makes them question the validity

of all the advertising claims."

Hal also feels that the quickie

commercials found in double and

triple-spotting do not provide time for many advertisers to properly

demonstrate their products. The impact of tv is in its visual values

and when advertisers don't use them, they're short-changing them-

selves. "Something should be done. Hal sums up. "to prevent tv

advertisers from gobbling themselves up with their own commercials."
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3,198,000 PEOPLE
,N THE BIG 75-COUNTY PIEDMONT

IS 'cAROUN* ANO VIRGIN,* MA«KET

SERVED BY WSJS-TELEVISION
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by Joe Csida

WILS

the key station in

MICHIGAN'S

MIGHTY MIDDLE
MARKET
with a 24hr. schedule and

5000
LIVELY WATTS

has over twice the number of

listeners than all other sta-

tions combined in

(March-April, 1957—C. E. Hooper, Inc.)

LANSING

contact Venard,

Rintoul & McConnell, Inc.

*
1 7 Central Michigan

counties with

$1,696,356,000

spendable income.

WILS
itf^ lets sv

°^s

Sponsor

16

The price of temperament

lieing engaged in the business of managing

talent I am a rather firm believer in the notion

that almost no price is too high for great talent.

Almost. I said. Not quite. The price in money

is one thing. The cost in anguish, despair, frus-

tration and a duodenal ulcer is something else

again. The New York Journal American s Jack

O'Brian has set me off this week on this theme.

For, as he does with fine regularity, Jack did a very perceptive and

absorbing column last Friday, 15 November, on a fellow named

Frank Sinatra. Jack's piece set me to thinking that network execu-

tives, agency shot-callers and ultimately sponsors in the upper strata

of our economy are often faced with nerve-tearing decisions on

talent and shows.

Jack headed his piece: "Hottest Talent Cooling Off?" and went on

to point out that Frank's last rating was a pitiful 13.4 and that he

was topped on NBC TV by M-Squad, and on CBS TV by Mr. Adams

and Eve. Lee Marvin, hardly a name in Sinatras class, stars in the

former, and the latter is a not-too-tremendous series featuring How-

ard Duff and Ida Lupino. Jack expressed his own high personal

regard for Sinatra's singing ability, but went on to say: ".
. . out-

side of Ella (Fitzgerald) Frank Sinatra ignites more excitement

with bounce tune or ballad than anyone we've ever enjoyed. . . .

But—we must add—only when he gives his best talents willingly.

tastefully and cheerfully. . . . We don't understand his new tele-

vision series in which he performs just barely beyond the point of

a shrug."

I'm a Sinatra fan, myself

I belong to the same club of Sinatra admirers as Jack when it

comes to Sinatra's talent, but I might add that my own impression

of Frank's work on his tv shows (musical and dramatic, both) to

date is not so much that he performs "just barely beyond the point

of a shrug," but that he is dead tired and obviously works as though

he is.

When the ABC TV brass was given what seemed to be the golden

Letters to Joe Csida are welcome

Do you always agree with what Joe Csida says in Si'ONSOR

Backstage? Both Joe and the editors of sponsor till be happy

to receive and print your comments. Address them to Joe

Csida, c/o sponsor, 40 E. 49*/i, Netv York 17 , New York.
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Folks

are

drawn

WWDC
1st in Washington, D. C. nine straight months

—in share of total weekly audience, 6 A. M. to midnight

Pulse, January thru September represented nationally by john blair & company
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Sponsor backstage continued

NAME

OUR
CHANNEL 12
Clarksburg, W. Va.

WBOY
->/

AND WIN
• A fabulous week for 2 at

THE GREENBRIER

White Sulphur Springs, W. Va.

• ELECTRIC-EYE MOVIE CAMERA
By Bell and Howell

• POLAROID LAND CAMERA
• 12 other wonderful prizes

USE THIS INFORMATION TO
help you name the symbol of Clarks-

burg's new high-power TV station

• Covers the virgin market of Cen-
tral W. Va. (Clarksburg—Fair-
mont—Morgantown

)

• Rich in eoal, oil and gas
• Untouched to date by a direct TV

signal

• Captive audience—666,315 popu-
lation

• Buying income $1,119,746,000
• $200/hr. AA network time: $250

national spot

Contest open to all readers of this

magazine. Ends January 5, 1958.
FY2

( 1

MAIL YOUR ENTRY TODAY TO

WBOY-TV
CHANNEL 12

Exclusive In Clarksburg, W. Va.

INTERCONNECTED £b^
George Clinton, Gen'l Mgr. • Rep. by Avery-Knodel

IMiWS A Member of The Friendly Group

I suggest the following nar,._:

Name

Company,

Address

:_j

opportunity of grabbing the great Sinatra (unquestionably one of

the great talents and then the hottest property in show business) the

temptation was no doubt irresistible. The trade has it, at least, that

ABC TV thought it irresistible enough to guarantee Frank close to

$7,000,000 for the three years the deal runs. When Chesterfield and

Bulova bought the shows, they, too, undoubtedly felt they were mak-

ing I lie bu\ of the season. I wonder, however, if anv of the parties

involved gave thought to what has always seemed to me the big

weakness with Sinatra as a commercial advertising buy. That is his

desperate restlessness, his absolute urge to drive himself every

single second of the hours he's awake.

I wonder if they were aware of the deals he had made just previ-

ously, and some simultaneously with his ABC TV arrangement.

Even if the amounts of money he was earning from each of these

deals were not as staggering as they were, Sinatra would nevertheless

give to the work involved in each, his very all. He's that kind of

performer. But at a point, his tired, whipped, weary all is not very

much. That's the all his tv bankrollers have been getting. And thev

might have known. Here's what Sinatra has done of recent days:

He made "The Joker Is Wild," currently showing, for $120,000

in front plus 25' ', of the profits. He made "Pal Joey.'' currently

showing, for $150,000 in front, with an additional 30% ownership of

the negative. He made single records and long-playing packages for

Capitol. His current single of "All the Way" and "Chicago," both

from "The Joker is Wild," is presently on the tradepaper best-

seller lists. His current long-pla\ ing package "Where Are You" is

presently on the tradepaper best seller package lists. In addition to

all this, it must be remembered that Frank is and has always been a

firm believer in the adage that all work and no play makes Frank

a dull lad. He thus spends a substantial amount more time than

the average man avoiding becoming dull.

How patient can a sponsor be?

All of which rather obviously adds up to the fact that, without

some sort of control, without vast amounts of talented help and

guidance, Sinatra as a television buy did not figure to be worth

what he is being paid.

I have always rather resented I-told-you-so columnists and I

fasten to indicate that it is much easier for me to make like a wise

guv at this point than it was for the network executives, agency

men and sponsors involved to make the Sinatra decision before the

season got under way. I also hasten to point out that Sinatra has

come up smelling like the big red American beauty on occasions in

which more knowing experts than I were taking vastly dimmer views

of his activities. He's a remarkable person as well as a proud and

tremendously talented performer. And if enough characters like

Jack O'Brian and me irritate him enough with pieces like this, be

nun just decide to do the best television show ever seen by the hu-

man eye. Ill la) eight to five he'll have to take a long, for-real rest

before he does, and then concentrate on it t<> the exclusion of a few

of his other activities. Right at the moment, however. I under-

stand he's planning ti> go off to France to do a new picture called

"Kings Go Forth," and when he comes back he's got another film

with Samni) Davis, Jr.. on the drawing board. Ibis latter to be

produced b\ his own company. So maybe ABC T\ and Chesterfield

and Bulova will just have to be a little patient. \nd max be there's

a price that's too high to pay, even lor such a hot property. ^
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"Within our huge coverage area 2,552,715 people spend $76,848,000 each year in more than 1,000 drug

outlets. This represents 24.24' ; of all drug sales made yearly in all of Canada. Another black and white

fact proving CHCH-TV serves the richest market in Canada." Source: Sales Management Elliott-Haynes.

For further information call: Montreal: UN 6-9868, Toronto: EM 6-9236.

Hamilton: JA 2-1101, Vancouver: TA 7461, New York City: PL 1-4848,

Chicago: MI 2-6190, San Francisco: YU 6-6769 CHANNEL J| CANADA

*CHCH-TV



WMAR-TV
DELIVERS

MILLIONS MORE
IN BALTIMORE'S
3-STATION

MARKET

WMAR-TV
measured
eoverage

during one week
7 A.M. to midnight
WMAR-TV reached

30,981,400*
Quarter-Hour Homes

"Nielsen Report; October, 1957.
Aggregate of WMAR-TV

"Total Quarter-Hour Homes";
7 AM to midnight, Sunday

through Saturday.

WMAR-TV
* • • • ~

CHANNEL
SUNPAPERS TELEVISION, BALTIMORE, MD.

TELEVISION AFFILIATE OF THE
COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM

Represented by THE KATZ AGENCY, Inc.

New York, Detroit, St. Louis, San Francisco,

Chicago, Atlanta, Dallas, Los Angeles

News and views for women in

advertising and wives of admen

Women's week

Women's World : Jean Higginson Harden, a former Powers model,

as well as writer, has been appointed director of women's affairs for

WVET-TV, Rochester, N. Y. In her new job, she also made her tv

debut on 19 November on a twice-weekly half hour daytime show

called Women s World in which she interviews personalities in inter-

national news, art, literature, music.

Mrs. Harden's words about career women: "I think they can be

better wives, because their lives are as balanced as their husbands.

They have their jobs and outside interests and are therefore less

demanding upon men."

Memo to the Boss: A survey of secretaries' pet peeves, particu-

larly in advertising agencies, provides the following tips for bosses:

1. Don't be patronizing. This goes for the female executive espe-

cially. Most secretaries bristle when their boss addresses them as

"cutie," "sweetie," "honey," or "darling," although they'll admit

that their resentment is far less if their boss happens to be a man.

It's better to play it safe and stick to "Marge" or "Miss Smith," or

whatever your secretary's name happens to be.

2. Don t forget to introduce visitors to your secretary. On this

score, women bosses rated somewhat better than men.

3. Dont send your secretary on personal errands. Few bosses,

male and female alike, seem able to resist this temptation. Yet it is

a discourtesy; moreover, it is unfair to your secretary, since her

job is to get the office work done, not to assist in your private life.

Children's tv shows: "Women should play a stronger role in the

production of children's tv shows," Frazier Thomas of WGN-TV,

Chicago, told a November gathering of the Chicago chapter of

AWRT.
He advised women broadcasters to remember that today's six-

year-old has little in common with his counterpart of 20 years ago.

"Never talk down to children either in your show or your commer-

cials," he warned. "On the other hand, bear in mind that compli-

cated tricks and gimmicks are not as effective in reaching the super-

market 'pushcart' set as commercial simplicity."

Ways to drive bosses mad without really trying: An unusual

survey was recently completed by Grey Advertising v.p. and account

supervisor B. I. "Bib" Brownold: "Phrases used by admen to avoid

doing a job either today or. if possible, indefinitely.
'

Brownold came up with 47 such phrases, including these choice

ones

:

1. ^ ou can't teach an old dog new tricks.

2. Let's hold it in abeyance.

3. Put it in memo form.

4. Let's make a market research test first.

5. Top management would never go for it.
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IN INLAND CALIFORNIA (and western nevadai

"BEELIIME.—
^

V

This group of mountain-ringed radio

stations, purchased as a unit, delivers

more radio homes than any combi-
nation of competitive stations . . . at

by far the lowest cost per thousand.

(Nielsen & SR&D)
They serve this amazingly rich in-

land market which contains 4 of the

top 5 counties in farm income in Cali-

fornia, the nation's leading farm state

— and has an effective buying income
of almost $4.3 billion dollars. (Sales

Management's 1957 Copyrighted
Survey)

/UcCUutcCuf

&/LOadjC*stAAAq KBEE

KOH O RENO

KFBK ° SACRAMENTO

O MODESTO

KMJ © FRESNO.

KERN ° BAKERGFIELD

Sacramento, California

Paul H. Raymer Co.,

National Representative
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ESSO
SEALTEST
TAYSTEE BREAD
BUDWEISER
CARTER PRODUCTS
PROCTOR & GAMBLE

Leading national sponsors are finding consistent, im-

pressive sales power from this man's top rated series.

For a full report, contact

OFFICIAL, FILMS, Inc. tar-
IP- -

25 West 45th Street, New York, N. Y.

REPRESENTATIVES: Atlanta • Beverly Hills • Chicago • Dallas Minneapolis • San Francisco • St. Louis

DOC LEMON — 6 to noon ART ROBERTS - noon to 6

Double whammy

!

New, stronger programming, personalities

always the best buy in this market!

Wcue
The ELLIOT STATIONS fy

great independents • good neighbors J^ TIM ELLIOT, President

Akron, Ohio - WCUE /

National Representatives The John E. Pearson Co.

WICE - Providence, R. I.

22

I 49th am
I Madisoi

Form section

It was most disappointing to note that

\\ KOA was not included in the farm

radio stations listed in your 2 Novem-
ber report since farm programing is

basic at WKOA. We are quite proud

of our farm director. Bob McGaughey,
whose farm programs are heard Mon-
<ia\ through Saturday, and are sold

out most of the time.

Another interesting point in our

farm coverage schedule is a daily re-

mote broadcast from the local Farm
Bureau in which Christian Countv

farm agents and home demonstrators

report news from their angles.

Don Ritter, manager,

WKOA, Hopkinsville, Ky.

Bob Parker, our farm director, and I

have just looked over sponsor's farm

edition. You are surely to be compli-

mented most highly.

We feel it's the most workmanlike

job published to date in the trade pa-

per field.

Havdn R. Evans, gen. manager

WBAY, WBAY-TV,
Green Bay, Wise.

I hope that there were not too many
stations like ourselves who were not

listed in your cross-section of Farm
Tv Stations.

Five times a week we direct a full

hour to Mr. and Mrs. Wisconsin

Farmer. We are ver\ proud of the

Wisconsin Farm Hour and hope \ou

will include a report on it in your next

Farm Issue.

Richard Kepler, operations mgr.

W1SC-TV. Madison. Wise.

1 was tremendously impressed with the

2 November issue and the complete
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job you had done on the farm market.

I think wr have an unusual story

in thai we have turned in the last

three yean ti> pure-bred Yorkshire

hogs. We're about to 1 1 1 * - point where

we will sell breeding stock as well as

market stock.

In \ iru (.1 this rather unusual farm

operation I think we at least ought t<»

be hated ;i^ being a "Farm Radio Sta

tion" on page 68 ox that issue.

K. T. Mason, gen. manage)

it URN, Marion, Ohio

Wrong turn

I notice that you refer to The Alcoa

Theatre and The Goodyear I heater as

A Turn of tale. I would imagine you

have dune lhi> because our show doe>

have a Bub-title of "'V Turn of Fate,"

hut I thought I would write to you

and ask that you refer to our joint

program as The ilcoa Theatre and

The Goodyear Theatre.

lo lie quite honest, we are trying

to promote our principal title and not

the sub-title, for many reasons.

r. M. Hunt, advertising nigr.

Aluminum Co. of America.

Pittsburgh

• Sorry for iho mi-u-i- of lh<- title. We'll ror-
reci in the nrxt T\ Ha*ir-. out 21 December.

KVOO dominates Oklahoma's

No. 1 market — a billion-dollar

markct area with Tulsa ri^ht at

its center. What's more, this

dominant "Voice of Oklahoma"

reaches beyond state boundaries

to brin^ you bonus coverage in

Kansas, Missouri and Arkansas.

Get your full share; get the No. 1

market—all of it; ,uet on KVOO!

The Walter Winchell item

A typographical error in a recent

\\ alter W inchell column has been

causing confusion around the

country. The column quotes

sponsor as saying more than

67'
i

o| ad dollar- go to radio

with tv getting <>' ! . Actually the

sponsor item quoted h\ the

\\ inchell column was a descrip-

tion of air media expenditures

in Mexico. SPONSOR regrets any

confusion caused bj the item and

asked Mr. \\ inchell to correct

it—which he has done.

SPONSOR 30 NOVEMBER 1957

The only station covering al

Broadcast Center
HAROLD C. STUART

President

ot Oklahoma's No. 1 Markel

• 37th & Peoria

GUSTAV BRANDBORG
Vice Pres. & Gen. Mgr.

Represented by EDWARD PETRY & CO.

11 70 KC • 50,000 WATTS • CLEAR CHANNEL • NBC
"The Voice of Oklahoma"
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Setting the pace

Champion Standard Bred pacers inherit characteristics that make them winners,

and so do the stations of the WKY Television System. The same leadership

that made great stations in Oklahoma City has now created equally outstanding

stations in Montgomery and Tampa - St. Petersburg.

You set the pace by advertising on WKY Television System stations-

each decisively dominant in the market it serves.

THE WKY TELEVISION SYSTEM, INC.

WTVT WKY and WKY-TV
Tampa-St. Petersburg Oklahoma City

Represented by the Katz Agency

WSFA-TV
Montgomery
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DOMINATION IN DEPTH
The first study of local television ever made by the

highly respected ALFRED POLITZ RESEARCH
CO. reveals that almost everyone watches movies on

television.

Jo of the 11,420,000 New Yorkers over age 11 watch

movies on television, and 75% of these viewers feel

that movies are as enjoyable, or more enjoyable than

other TV programs.

Which movie programs do viewers watch?
Politz studied the five leading television movie programs in New York and found that over a four week period,

MILLION DOLLAR MOVIE

REACHES MORE DIFFERENT

PEOPLE THAN ANY

OTHER MOVIE PROGRAM

Million Dollar Movie

Movie Program A

Movie Program B

Movie Program C

Movie Program D

7,757,000

5,589,000

4,630,000

3,681,000

3,218,000

Which movie program has the best movies?

MORE PEOPLE BELIEVE

THAT MILLION DOLLAR MOVIE

SHOWS THE BEST MOVIE

ON TELEVISION

Million Dollar Movie

Movie Program A

Movie Program B

Movie Program C

Movie Program D

% of all Movie Viewers in 4-weeks

44.8%

19.8%

13.5%

10.7%

5.1%

Politz also studied the scheduling of TV movies in

order to determine if viewers find these programs con-

venient to watch. Million Dollar Movie topped the other

movie programs with 82.5% of all viewers reporting

that if there is a particular movie they want to see they

find it convenient to watch on Million Dollar Movie.

A breakdown of movie viewers by categories such as

income level, age level, residence, reveals that over a

4-week period Million Dollar Movie reaches more people

in every single category than any other television movie
program! This is truly domination in Depth.

You can get the full details of the Politz Study from WOR-TV's

booklet: "N.Y. TV's 10 MILLION MOVIE VIEWERS"
For your copy write: William P. Dix

WOR-TV, 1440 Broadway, N.Y. 18,N.

Y

msrn A Division of

RKO Teleradio Pictures, Inc.WORTV.,9 New York
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$103 479.000 Sm 462.000

SPOT RADIO'S
FIRST $200

MILLION YEAR?

For the first nine months of tlii> year, time sales are al-

ready 'M)c c above the corresponding period Ia>t year.

There is also evidence thai I957's lastquarter will top 1 956

^^l>ot radio- record-breaking pace

maj send time sales bursting through

the v 2ihi million barrier ilii- \ eai

For llif firsl nine months of 1
( >~>7.

it ha- jusl been announced, the figure

i- alread) (145 million, a jump of

about oil', above the corresponding

period last year.

There i* already plentj "t evidence

that I957's last quarter will beat that

of 1956. This i- ii" minor accomplish-

ment in itseli sin< e t he October-Dec 'em-

ber period last year was a humdinger,

finishing well ahead <>t the previous

quarters. \ sampling of station repre-

sentatives reported I" sponsor the)

ahead so fai as of this week.

The nine-month tall) f<>r this

comes from the Station Representatives

ciation, which has been collecting

data on time sales in>m reps (tabu-

lated "ii a i onfidential basis b) the ac-

counting firm of Price Waterhouse 8

I fur three years. [Tie 1957 nine-

month figure comes t" v
l 1 l.U>2.000,

while the similar } >* r i < >< 1 f"i 1956 was

1103,479,000.

If the last quartei of this year i- ii"

heller than last, 1957 will end up with

a banner 1191 million, compared with

SPONSOR 30 NOVEMBER 1957
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Prospects for 1958 are good, though the

past pace of growth is already slowing down.

Nighttime? Not much evidence of a boom

$150 million for 1956.

If the M)' t increase shown thus far

can be applied to the full 12 months,

1957 will end up with a king-size $195

million.

The latest tabulation puts the final

nail in tbe summer hiatus coffin, for

the figures indicate that the July-Sep-

tember period this year may turn out

to be the best quarter in spot radio's

history thus far.

The qualification "ma\ " must be in-

serted since earlier figures for this

year are preliminary and subject to re-

vision. Thus, though subtracting the

six-month figure of $95.4 million from

the nine-month figure indicates time

sales through the summer quarter of

over s 1
(
) million, it is possible that

later revisions may raise the first quar-

ter total of $48.8 million to a higher

level. And the third quarter figures

may also be revised.

Whatever the final figures, however,

there is no question that the summer

of 1957 was the best ever for spot ra-

dio. It is without question well above

the 1956 summer quarter, which was

less than $34 million and, which, in

turn, was about 25'< higher than the

1955 hot weather season.

As for 1958 prospects, that's in the

crystal ball stage right now. However,

tbe picture should jell almost any day

since decisions on many major cam-

paigns which expire at the end of the

year are imminent. While the reps are

not exactly worried, there is a tense-

ness in the air since so much is riding

on these campaigns. In addition, the

stream of new business, which has

flowed in at such a steady rate during

the past two years, is beginning to

slow down.

This latter development is probably

inevitable—at least for a time. The
rate of spot radio's fabulous rise obvi-

ously could not continue indefinitely.

Most of spot radio's big users in vears

back have returned to the medium
(P&G is a striking exception) and a

healthy number of spot radio virgins

have joined the parade. While the

potential is far from exhausted, future

advances are expected to be made only

under cover of heavy promotional bar-

Why Whitman joined the spot radial

Sampler is Whitman's most famous brand

name. Firm went into radio—though spot

tv »;i- also successful—after tests in five

cities. Thf i urrent Christmas campaign will

be run over 120 stations in 63 areas.

Old-line candy firm put

practically its entire

air budget into spot

radio after testing proved

it could pay off in

sales. Pre-holiday

flights, dealer tags are

basic to its strategy

I oday's advertiser is less of a gam-

bler than ever.

The stakes are higher and the re-

search boys have more knowhow to

get the necessary answers. Thus spot

radio's zoom is more than a matter of

a large number of clients just happen-

ing to decide by chance that the me-

dium might work for them. Spot ra-

dio has been proved effective.

Case in point: Stephen F. Whitman

& Co., Inc., of Philadelphia, an old-

line manufacturer of chocolate candy,

whose most famous brand name, the

Sampler, has been around the greater

part of this century.

With one minor exception, Whit-

mans entire broadcast budget is now
in spot radio, via N. W. Aver. \^ hit-

man moved to Ayer about three years

ago. In mid-1955, at the outset of the

client's fiscal year (beginning 1 July),

air advertising was introduced into its

plans. The major portion of its bud-

get was put into spot tv. Ayer bought
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rages. Hie I \u sui ge is ovei Fortu

natel) for the medium, the past few

years have turned its selling legions

into .1 hard-fisted -tiikiie.: four.

I hough spot radio has lei eled off,

it- present eminence is thai of a moun-

tain peak rathei than a high plateau.

h i- hard t>> believe until 1 li«' actual

figures are rei iewed thai ili>' uadii ol

spol radio's fortunes was reached onl)

.1 short time ago. fnis was during the

L954-55 years when an annual level of

onl) |120 million was reached. Vs one

rep Baid about the spotty concern

among his colleagues: "They're com-

plaining about things being quiet be-

cause their business is onl) up, -.i\.

Iir, instead of the 50, 60 and 70$
the) *ve been used to recent!)

."

Kt-\ agenc) people forecast a prom-

ising 1958 for spot radio. Ii was dear

in discussions with these admen that

it- status is that <>l a medium that has

found itself. \\ hile spot radio has .1

flexibilit) in use thai goes l>e\ond jusl

the choii < "I stations and t ime oi day,

it- value .1- .1 remindei medium <>f

rock bottom e< onomj w .1- highl)

1. tuted.

I hough spot's i'\ i\ .il spilled over

into nighttime, the aftei dark houi -

li.i\ c nol 1 ashed in i" the extenl "I

da) time. I lii- i- bo despite the lui

nightl ime 1 ost-pei 1 ,1 KX) and audit

composition figures nn 1
1

i
• Ii approai Ii <>r

do better than daytime. It there is

going t" be an) stampede into r 1 i
u-

1 1

1

time -|'"i radio in 1958, 1 1 1« 1 •
- i- no

sign "I it yet. It is general!) fell thai

increased use ol nighttime will be in

conjunction w itli vertii a] saturation

plans, where an advertiser Bpreads his

message throughoul the da) and nighl

to catch ;i \ ,11 iet) "f consumers in his

net.

I here is m> sign thai the re< ession

i- lia\ ing an) impact yel <m spol

dio, eithei in tei ms "f <lii\ ins a«l\ er-

1 1-1
1 - to the medium be<

indisputable << onomj "i >li h ing ad-

\ ertisei - aw i\ I
..

-• au f 1 uts in

\< iii-ni.' budgets.

\< tuall) . if the rei ession remains

lild as it has b« •

produi t manufai turers ma) not feel it

ii ill -in. e there 1- no e\ idem •• the)

have fell an) thing up to this 1
i

It i- interesting to note thai spol -

onl) real dip in it- continued upn ird

c limb > ame in the wake oi the 195

ssion Before the 1< »w liillifi_'- pla-

teau in 1954-55, spol radio dollars

had been steadil) ini reasing. How-

ever, there were othei for

Bpot's bad yean (the rumor is that tv

was one of tin-in 1 and, most signifi-

cant, tol il advertising continued up

during thai last economic turndown.

I oda) . w itli spol radio's standing

enhanced, it 1- well fortified against

omii "adjustments,'
1

whether they

be 1 'illin-. in\ nit.. 1 \ 01 technii al.

I.I), s and 20-second announcements in

a reminder campaign designed to show
results as soon as possible. The cam-

paign started off in 45 major markets.

Checking results after the Christmas

of 1955, Whitman found a 10 r < better

sell-through in the 45 tv cities than in

the non-tv cities. Encouraged. W hit-

man threw more money into spot tv,

increase its lineup during the first half

of 1956 to 61 major markets covering

of tv homes and 70^ of U. S.

population.

Despite this success, W hitman de-

cided to test spot radio. 1 Following

Ayer's advice, the client sets aside a

certain portion of its budget each year

to try out new media approaches.)

There were two important reasons

for testing spot radio, according to

Whitman's vice president for market-

ing and planning. Julian T. Barksdale:

"Frankly, and number one, we had to

find a way to hedge against the in-

creased cost of tv. And. second, we

wanted to know just how productive

radio was."

In the fall of 1956. Whitman tried

spot radio in three cities (Phoenix,

Da\ton and Mobile) where it had run

tv. using the same amount of mom \

.

While national cand\ sales averaged

an increase for the last six month- ol

1956 of fi.iV i . the figures for the test

cities were: Phoenix, up 12' ',

: Mo-

bile, up 11.5%; Dayton, up Vi

l The Phoenix figure rose to 23.!

during the next six months.) The test

was even more successful than these

figures indicate, Barksdale pointed out,

since tv would have cost W hitman

more to get the same coverage it had

(because of rising tv rates). Tests

were also run in New 1 ork, where

sales increased apprecial-K f"r the first

time in several years, and Philadel-

phia, where W hitman ha- it- onl) re-

tail store and where the sales increase

in its candy department beat that of

previous years.

That did it. Whitman not only

moved into spot radio for the current

fiscal year hut increased it- ad budget
The schedule consists. Barksdale re-

vealed, of a series of pre-holidav

Rights beginning -<\eral weeks

to < In istma-. \ ali-ntinr'- |)a\ . I.a-t-i

and Mother's Day. Minutes are bought.

I"! the < hristmas drive, Ayer has

bought <>r will bu) about 120 stations

in 63 market ar. -

"\\ < are continuing t" test in the

broadcast ana." Barksdale said. "We
are testing mixes: Bpol radio with tv

and radio mixes of minutes, J
>'

onds, 20-seconds and LO-seconds in

various combinations and frequen-

1 les.

Vmong the harvest of W hitn

propensit\ for t »

—

proof "f

the effectiveness of dealer tags. These

were tested b] Whitman during the

1956-57 season.

"In combination with our radio

-pot-." Barksdale said, "thej proved to

be a natural and where we tried it we

had wonderful results. This fiscal \ear

we're broadening the tan concept and

we've created commercials which al-

low for the addition of dealer

a local basis. This is a quality of

radio which we think is important

—

its market flexibility and. for us. its

almost neighborhood flexibility." ^
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RATING
MADNESS
One day (soon, we hope) broadcast historians

will look on the rating madness of the mid-1950s

a> one of the oddesl chapters in the development

of a dynamic industry.

Even the men who apparently have most to gain

from a deification of the rating—the rating serv-

ices—dislike it. Talk with such sound and sea-

soned practitioners as Dr. Syd Roslow (Pulse),

Jim Seller (ARB), or Art Nielsen (Nielsen) and

yon will quickly observe that they have one thing

in common—an honest conviction that the exces-

sive hold that rating-thinking has on buyer and

seller alike, sometimes to the exclusion of all other

considerations, is decidedly unhealthy.

It may come as a surprise that broadcasters are

nearly unanimous in their disapproval of rating

worship. During August through November we

discussed this subject with more than 100 station

manager- from coast to coast. We have yet to find

one that stoutly defended the present emphasis on

ratings. Certainly, if the ratings are to their

advantage they use them. But even the rating

leaders feel the mercurial uncertainty of relying

on ratings. Stations in Ohio, Washington, Iowa,

and Texas told how they had led in one rating

and were completely swamped by a competitor the

next. The "have nots" (and some of the "haves")

vehement!) protested tin* many excesses and abuses

on the local scene resulting from rating worship.

Many stated that whether they liked the system or

not they were forced to go along. How could they

hope to share in the increasing flood of national

spot dollars unless they played the rating game?

Do buyers like rating worship? Among thought-

ful timebuyers, account executives, and ad mana-

gers you will discover a deep disturbance (in some

cases resentment) over the dominance of the rating

factor in the buying decision. Some buyers buck

the system actively and aggressively. If they're

strong enough they have sometimes succeeded in

deemphasizing the importance of ratings (and

emphasizing other considerations such as audience

composition, audience-loyalty, facilities, manage-

ment, coverage, competitive-brand factors) as the

media-buying policy of their entire agencies.

On the network level rating worship has reached

peak absurdity. Program ratings grip top execu-

tives at networks, agencies, advertisers, and pro-

ducing firms in a nightmarish existence. This sea-

son program styles are set, shows are axed, net-

work structures are revised, and countless men in

the $20,000 and over bracket are fired and hired

strictly on the basis of the rating. And as the pat-

tern hardens the tempo of impatience to see the

rating and the "let's not take a chance" chorus

accelerates.

If rating worship is a phase that nobody enjoys

(and most everybody abhors) who is at fault?

Why is the system perpetuated?

AN ED
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Like .ni\ evolutional*] process, the unhealthy

reliance on ratings developed over a period <»!

time. But is was given quite .1 shove when several

large advertisers, notabl) Procter >\ Gamble,

ailo|>ic(l formula buying and cost-per-thousand in

order to standardize their buge dollar investments

in tlif t\ ami radio media. Thi- gave broadcasters

(especiall) the have-nots) a competitive opportu-

nity and the rating game started in earnest. To-

ila\ it ha- reached such proportion- that main

within the industry who have no love tor the sys-

tem are even educating the general puhlic to a

fondness lor ratings. The) do this 1>\ an ever-in-

creasing flow ot publicity on the comparative rat-

ing point- ot competitive program-. \\ h\ t\ pro-

ducer- and network- indulge in this form <»t maso-

chism ha- long puzzled us. Perhaps it cannot be

explained; maybe it is -imply a phase ot" rating

madness.

Set as the pattern is, and bleak as the immediate

future look-, there i- -ome prospect of a return to

rating normalcy. Every trend must run its course,

and rating madness cannot last forever. Here are

some straws:

1. Broadea>ters are in a mood to do something

about it. As yet they have no course of ac-

tion—hut the climate was never better tor

constructive action.

2. National repre-entati\e-. an increasingly im-

portant voice in station council-, are think-

ing constructively about the problem. They

have succeeded in winning ovei some agen-

i ies, Inn ei -. and stations. In some i ases

tin \ are working hand-in-hand with experi-

enced buyers t" educate agencies and clients

to a nunc rounded basis of selection.

A. Rating services an- attempting to minimize

some ot the abuses. Pulse, tot example, i-

mixing up it- rating week- so that broad-

casters cannot concentrate their promotional

fne; \|\|{ has techniques i"i keeping rating

week- secret, including diininn sets "I

diaries.

4. Ke\ client- like P&G are being encouraged

h\ forces within the industry (including this

publication) to adjust to new media-buying

concept- th.it will include other tmportanl

ii iteria besides ratings.

5. Two of the network- are working hard to

control the How of ratings data to the press.

How -crion-K ad\ertising men are disturbed

over the rating Frankenstein i- expressed h\ Max

I le. marketing vice president of Kenyon & Eck-

hardt. He said in a recent speech, "Creativity

is a recombination ot experiences in new and

more meaningful form- for developing an ade-

quate rating."

My sometime in 1958 rating madness should

have run it- course. It it i- allowed to continue

unabated it i- a ^,m\ commentary on a < reative in-

dustry that i- not creative enough to li,k a system

that it doesn'l want.

TORIAL
—EDIIoK \Mi PI Bl I-1IER
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50 TOP AIR AGENCIES 50
Direct from agency top management sources, here are network, spot

and total air hillings figures for the 50 top tv radio agencies. SPONSOR

figures are based on nationwide survey of more than 300 ad agencies

I hi^ year air billing among the top

50 air media agencies hit a new peak:

Combined tv/radio hillings of the 50

biggesl air agencies has climbed to

81,222 million in 1957 compared with

$1,048 million in 1950.

• \ir hilling continues to be con-

'•nl rated among the very biggest agen-

cies. The top 10 account for $697 mil-

lion in air billing, while the second-

biggesl 1<> hilled $260 million in tv/

radio.

• The top 50 tv agencies showed a

IT', increase in tv billings over last

year. In terms of dollars, 1957 tv bill-

ings, network and spot combined, were

$1,055 million compared with .$901

million in 1956.

• The hulk of both national radio

and tv expenditures are billed through

the top 50 air media agencies. This

fact emerges from a comparison of

McCann-Erickson's 1957 television and

radio projections with the billings of

the top 50 agencies: National tv ex-

penditures are estimated at $1,015 for

the entire industry. The top 50 air

media agencies accounted for more

than that—$1,055 million in 1957.

The top 50 air agencies account not

only for nearly all the national tele-

vision business, but apparently for

some local business in tv as well.

• The top 50 air media agencies

also account for better than 55% of

all national radio spending in 1957,

McCann, No. One air media agency for fir^t time, also reflected biggest leap in tv-

radio billings over 1956 with S30 million rise. Creative team at agency responsible for

t \ -
1 a <)iii programing includes (1. to r. I : licorgc Haight. v. p. and manager, tv-radio program

service division; Mar)' Harris, clir. of program services; Lance Lindquist, v. p. and assoc.

dir.. t\ -radio program services division: Bill Wylie, assoc. dir., tv-radio program services

with $167 million in network and spot

radio billing combined against the

projected 1957 national figure of $295
million.

• On the whole, a slightly greater

percentage of the total billing of the

top 50 air media agencies went into tv

and radio (combined) in 1957 than

the year previous. The average for the

top 50 in air media in percentages in

1957 was 44 f
, compared with 42% in

1956.

But the biggest increases, in terms

of dollars and percentages both, were

registered by the top 10 agencies in

the country. The 1957 top 10 billed

8697 million in tv-radio. while the top

10 of 1956 billed $569 million in the

air. This increase represents a better

than 40% jump in dollar volume

among the top 10 air agencies.

Some of this dollar volume jump be-

comes obvious within individual top

agencies. For example, McCann-Erick-

son alone showed nearly a $30 million

increase in air billings in 1957 over

1956, the bulk of the increase attrib-

utable to new accounts acquired and

announced during 1956. Young &

Rubicam, with an $18 million gain,

reflected principally additional air ac-

tivitv on the part of established ac-

counts. JWT. third-largest tv/radio

agencv. showed a $25 million increase

in its 1957 dollar volume over 1956.

• Major changes in spending pat-

terns are reflected in the 1957 top 50

air agency billings figures. Ted Bates,

traditional!) the largest spot tv and ra-

dio agency, remains number One in

spot billing as a result of its tv activ-

itv. but a dozen or more agencies have

pulled ahead of Bates in spot radio

spending.

D-F-S. in recent years the biggest

radio agencv. is in fourth place in

radio hillings with $9.5 million, be-

hind Y&R ($15 million). BBDO ($14

million) and JWT and McCann with

$12 million each. ^
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Rank
1957

Top

Rank
1956

50 agencies h

AGENCY

•y total air

Toljl ||| Tol.il ill

$ 1957 % 1956

billings wi

°o air is o* °b lb is

Total 1957 '

th net

of Total 1957

wor

Total
TvS

k and

% Tv |i

spot

S T» ll

Spot

brea

Total
Rjd.oS

kdown

l Radio
in Net

» Kadio
in Spot

1 Mi i .itui 1 rii k-on $106 58°o rn $63 SO 112

2 1 y&r 100 44 12 66 19 5

3 1 J\\ 1 95

85

30

40

66 4 6

4 2 nnnn 12 2121 71 46 11 2

5 .". red Butes 75

54.5

49

75 66 |llll

80

69 34 5 .1 . 6 4

6 6 km: 59 66

16

36

34.04

16*

1

7 7 Hi. r ii. It 61 0.84

8 9 D-F-S 47.5 66

[00

22- 1

9 12 FC&B 43 43 29 6 1 :

9 8 Est) 43 80 31 1.5

11 13 < ompton 42 60 70 23.54 16. 16 07 1.4

12 10 K&Et 40.5 45 90 30.6 _> 7 27

213 11 \v. 1 40 29 ;i l 18 8' 21* 6*

14 11 SSCB 26.7 21.1 65 61 11 21.4 14.4 7 53 1 77

15 IS Lennen & Newell 24.5 21 55 :.: l". 21 .1 17.1 1

1

5

16 16 Camphell-Kwalil 22.5 1*. 35 29 19 18 3 23

17 16 1 \\\ 18.2 L6 36 Ki 51 10.5 1 1.5

18 23 Grant* 17 13.5 40 36 12 l 1.5 10 2 125

19 20 Maxon 16.8 14.4 60 18 13.8 2 1 75

20 24 Campbell-Mithun 16 13 41 40 15 13.5 1

.'.
1 5

21 27 i.i.-\ 15.4 11 37 30 42 14.4 7 7.4 1 0.2

22 18 kwhi;-- 15 23** 19 80 in 3 7 5 2

22 21 D'Arcv 15 14 28 28 53 11.-. 2.9 1.2

24 25 Needham. L&B 14 12 43 38 32.5 11.8 9.3' 0.2- 1.98

25 29 Wade 11.5 10.5 77 80 15 7.13 1 1

26 35 Gardner 10.5 7.5 48 36 22 8 6 1.3 122

27 32 NC&K 10.3 9.6 37 28 8 6 2 2.1 0.4 2

27 22 Tatham-Laird 10.3 13.8 49 21 10.1 7.3 U.21

29 42 DCSS 10

9.6

6.7 50

75

50

80

20

11

9.1

8.3

8.19 0.91

30 37 Guild, Bascom & B 7.7 0.55

I*

1.32

1.231 44 rXS&R 9.5 6 21 11 15 8 7 1 03

31 33 I). P. Brother 9 5 9.5 32 10 30 8 6.4 1.6 1.".

33 29 North 9.1 10.5 83 84 11 8.8 8.36 0.44

0.8 0534 28 Brvan Houston 9 10.8 60 60 15 7.5 :

35 25 Kudner 8.6 12 16 20 8.3 7.9 'i.l

36 31 Kletter 8 10 84 77 9.5 7.3

37 48 D&C 7.7 5 26 20 5.9 l.H

37 35 Mo-ul 7.7 '

7.5 75 45 10.3 5.1 2.56 2.44 2.16

39 39 M.-M-J&A 7.5 7 20 20 38 3 64 l.'X> 0.38

40 , Keves, Madden & J 7.4 49 15 6.6 4.5 2.1 w

41 E. H. Weiss 7 47 13 7 6 1

42 37 Ludgin 6.8 7.2 52 55 13 1.9 39 1 1.04 0.39

43 47 Cohen & Aleshire 6 5 5.5 72 61 9 5 0.5 1". 1.5 0.5 1

44 43 Warwick & L 6.4 6.4 44 44 ii.:. 4.2 3.1 1.1 -- 1.5 »

44 Dovle Dane B. 6.4 32 20 6.04 .036 .036

46 39 a 6 7* 40 32* 20 5 3.75 1.25 1 075 0225

47 — Reach-McQinton 5.8 46 12.5 4 0225 1.5 1.5

47 48 LaRoche 5.8 5 37 33 15.5 4,75 3 33 1.42 \ 15 0.85

49 — Ogilvy, B&M 5.6 30 16.7 3.5 1.7 1.8 2.13 2.13

50 48 Richards 55 5 25 23 22 3 25 1.3 0.95 0.95

1

Kote: Tm> management at above agencies compl
with 1 • Tills figure estimated

ity. t Total billings include International.
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WHAT LYSOL LEARNED ABOU1

A veteran nighttime sponsor, Lehn & Fink switched

to daytime tv to: (1) reach its 60-65% housewife audi-

ence, (2) cut costs with day tv's lower rates, vertical

contiguity discounts, heavier commercial time allotment.

Result: Lysol sales increased 20% in 14 months

normally cost 80% of the hour's time.

A sponsor who takes two 15-minute

segments the same day, however, is

charged at the lower, half-hour rate

—

CO' '( of the hour—a 25^ saving on

each dollar spent.

How about duplicated audience

problems? Goren told sponsor,

"there's not enough duplication (he

estimates about 15% between T or C
and // Could be You) to negate the

discount benefits. It's as effective for

us as being on separate days, but much
cheaper."

L&F started Lysol on T or C and

Bride and Groom this season, but B
and G was dropped recently in favor

of It Could be You because of sagging

ratings. B and G was averaging about

l any an advertiser has weighed

the question : "Shall I stick with night-

time tv's huge audience impact or is

daytime a better investment?"

This week a $30 million company

that has tried it both ways told

sponsor why it swung to daytime.

The firm is Lehn & Fink Div., Lehn

& Fink Products Corp., manufacturer

of Lysol, the world's largest selling

disinfectant. The switch to daytime

was made by L&F last season after a

tv history that linked the company
products to such nighttime big-names

as: Show of Shows, 1951-53; Ray Bol-

ger Show, 1954-55; and / Love Lucy

reruns, 1955-56.

Lysol's sales after daytime tv:

Up 20% in 14 months!

L&F today has alternate-Wednesday

sponsorship of NBC TV's Truth or

Consequences, 11:30-12:00 noon, and

It Could Be You, 12:30-1:00 p.m.

What made L&F switch from promi-

nent after-dark offerings to daylighl

shows?

• Lysol advertising is aimed at the

housewife and "from 11:00 a.m. to

4:30 p.m. you can pick up a 60-65%
female audience, as against 40% at

night," says Emanuel Goren, L&F ad-

vertising manager. Match this factor

with the lower daytime rates and "you

reach the homemaker audience at pro-

portionately less cost," he points out.

Cost-per-1,000 per commercial min-

ute also has an edge in daytime.

Three minutes of commercial are per-

mitted for each 15-minute segment in

daytime tv, whereas at night it's three

minutes for a half-hour.

L&F also takes advantage of two

discounts in Lysol timebuving.

• It uses two shows the same dav

to get vertical contiguity deductions

offered by NBC TV.

• It buys on a 52-week contract ba-

sis for rate-card discount.

Vertical contiguity: "We save 25%
of the time costs in buying both shows

during one daj ." Goren told sponsor.

All three networks offer this dis-

count. Here's how it works:

A 15-minute segment costs 40'
< of

the hourly rate; two of them would

See also NBC TV study of daytime impact, page 37



UDAY VS. NIGHTTIME TV

1.7, ( .nirii Baid. // Could be ) <>»

ratings are averaging 7.4. 1 ot < ia

averaging 5.9 (Nielsen total audience .

Jack ' loan, I ysol account executive

at McCann-Erickson Btates: "The 'ac-

ceptable level' "I audience duplication

has i" be decided b) the individual

advertiser according to lii- own needs

and ihf ratings ol the shows involved.

The goal in vertical contiguit) buy-

ing i^ probabl) best defined as: a

combination ol shows on t ii»- same daj

offering the highest unduplicated audi-

ence rating, in tin- price bracket \<>u

can afford, reaching the audience you

want.

Ilou does Lysol stack up on these

counts?

• / or C and // ('onlil !><• ) <>u have

a i i imbined unduplicated total audi-

em c i ating "I I t.8, .i ling i" i !•

first Septembei Nielsen.

• Cost -pei I .ii"" homes reai bed pei

commercial minute is avei ag ii

sponsor estimates.

• \n I ,M marketing survej shows

that the younger housewives, targets

for Lysol advertising, .n<- heav) day-

time i\ \ iewers < see chart I

.

\\ hat about tin- often-heai d cha

dial housewives don't reall) watch day-

time (\. but merel) have the sets

turned on while the) do then house-

\> nik?

"\\ e dun t considei this a problem

peculiar in daytime t\ onl) house-

wives don't always -i\>- their undivid-

ed attention to nighl i\ either, < loren

New package »••- introduced "iti> > i"<

..II offei "ii iv Research and • "I"' i> l<

\ •
- 1 - i « .i i (bottom) replacei old model (top)

Hour* per >*< -rk housewives %i«-\s

daytime Iv

MORNINC AFTERNOON
ACE HRS PER WK HRS PER WK

\ .

• i i _• [01 i 2.2 3 5

undi 2 6 4 5

2.3 3 6

10 ;| 19 3 5

1.9 3.2

1044 2.5 3

15- 1'' 1.8 2.9

50-54 1.9 3.1

md ow 2.6 4

Young housewives, - foi Lysol '.mmer-

cials, .a.- !.!% viewers, L&F markeii-
;

-hows

Promotion piece lilera outlining

the Lysol i\ programing - I by (L t..

r I Si id mager Emanael <„.r.-n. Jack

Coan. Lysol a.e. .it Md ann-Erickson, and

Up k S product man:.



Commercials P»sh regular use of Lysol disinfectant during routine

cleaning. e.g.. <-l\~\ wiping <>f baby's table with a dampened sponge

told SPONSOR. In the instances where

she doesn't actually see the commer-

cial, however, the homemaker still

hears it. Therefore, we have written

the audio copy to make our commer-
cials effective even if the screen is un-

watched.

Proof that daytime tv is delivering

viewers to the store to buy Lysol:

• 26% of the respondents in an

L&F survey (purchasers of Lysol com-

prised the survey base) said tv prompt-

ed them to buy the Lysol disinfectant.

This was tabulated from postal card

research L&F conducted during a log-

off offer on daytime tv last year. The
mailer (see cut) was included in Lysol

packages "with no incentive to reply

except our request for help," says

Goren.

He reported the response was "about

2%—and on the base we used this was

easily large enough to be considered

representative." And it was prompt.

Of all the returns, 80% were received

within 90 days after the first Lysol

Survey forms packed in Lysol cartons showed 26% of the purchasers

were prompted to buy by tv. Returns were fast: 80% within 90 days

Dear Lysol User:

Wc are naturally interested in the reasons for your buying Lysol Brand

Disinfectant. Will you please help us by answering these questions

1. Is this your first purchase of Lysol? If so, what prompted you to buy it?

(/X&.rrrrr-...
.'

/ ^y "<*
.
**?,

. t/atfittftif.

.jf&4rfr<?. .
tv^tg.

. .<^<4y. M^if.^. ../.

^#*P?Z<L<.f**. ^^^-:7. . . h,^.. 4rt>. ZgwPft"..

.

\ kHZ/?< . . .&<U«/ *%/<<**. <U&t/ i4

2. Where did you buy this bottle of Lysol? (Check one)

A. Drug Store ^^
B. Grocery Store .... f?\.

C. Other

3. For what purpose do you use LySol?

A. House Cleaning.

B. Cuts, bruises, scratches.

C. Other (Please specify).

AGE: (Check one) under 25 25-34, .35 or older, .

POST OFFICE
OR CITY

Drop this envelope in the mail box. It requires no postage. Thank you.

LSI—US*— I440M

packages with mailers hit the market.

This survey also provided another

proof of daytime tv's effectiveness with

the younger housewife. The tv respon-

dents had this age breakdown: under

25, 31%; 25-34, 24.3%; 35 and over,

23.3%.

Tracing L&F's entrance into day-

time tv, Goren told sponsor, "night-

time network tv was becoming exor-

bitant and we just stopped and asked

ourselves 'is this best for us?' There's

been a great deal of talk about over-

emphasis on cost-per-1,000. But this

factor, plus audience composition

—

and I mean in age and income level

areas as well as the male-female break

—are the prime considerations for us.

We think we learned a lot by trying

both nighttime and daytime tv—com-

parison proved day is best for Lysol."

New product image: Tv has carried

a new marketing philosophy for Lysol.

"We have gone from a heavy, ethical,

germ-killing story to a lighter ap-

proach stressing regular use of Lysol

as a household cleansing agent," says

Goren.

The disinfectant, introduced to the

U. S. in 1891, was first advertised in

consumer publications soon after

World War I. During the next three

decades, Lvsol advertising and promo-

tion concentrated on disinfection of the

sickroom and on feminine hygiene.

Basis for the new approach came in

1952. At that time a Lysol formula

change permitted removal of the "poi-

son" label and marketing of the prod-

uct in food stores. Lysol previously

was sold in drug outlets.

"Lysol had taken a place in the

housewife's mind as an effective prod-

uct, but something to be used only for

real disinfecting problems—illness in

the home, as an example," Goren told

sponsor. "Now we are selling the fact

that Lysol should be used at all times

as a regular preventative, as a part of

all cleaning. Surveys show that Lysol

is in over half the U. S. homes; we

just have to get it used regularly in-

stead of stocked on the shelf for emer-

gencies."

sponsor estimates L&F spends 55%
of its advertising budget in tv, all of

it to tell this household use story. The

remaining 45% is spent in the print

media, most of it in women's general

interest and "romance" magazines.

Several Negro newspapers also are

used. Print carries both the household

{Please turn to page 68)
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DAYTIME DOCUMENTS ITS CASE
Effectiveness surve) l>\ NBC T\ reveals daj viewers are

(I) absorbing tin- sponsor's pitch, (2) buying lii» produd

H uisewives watching daytime t\

• 1 i Inn more, 1 2 1 know more about

and (3) have a higher degree <>f

preference l"i the sponsors' products

than ik>ii\ iewers.

These arc the big findings in a

$50,000 NBC TV daytime television

Stud) which is DOM making the rounds

in preliminary form.

Eight "yardsticks" were used to

check <la\ t\"» sales effectiveness:

brand familiarity, brand awareness,

brand knowledge, interests arousal,

slogan identification, brand preference,

brand la>i bought, and purchase.

The two-wave survej was done tor

Mil l\ l.\ »dvertest Research, Inc.,

New Brunswick, N. J., in I 1 cities:

New York, Baltimore, Youngstown,

Louisville, Atlanta, Chicago. Pes

Moines, San Vntonio, Seattle, San

Francisco and Salt Lake < it\

.

\ total "I 2.2 1 8 housew ives i om«

prised the panel. I hej were intei •

\ lewed tw ii e; in -i in Septembei 19 >6,

again I I weeks later. Ml oi NB( I A 'a

sponsored, non-participating daytime

shows were covered.

For each program, panel members

were grouped ai coi ding to their ex-

posure ai the time both intei \ iews were

completed. These were the groupings

:

Non-Viewers

—

panel members who

had not v iewed the program at all in

the period between interviews;

Viewers Panel members who had

\ iewed the progi .i.M in the week pre-

ceding the second inten ievi and n ho

usuall) watcb il three or more lime-

per week.

The two interviews show up an\

changes in altitude toward the prod-

uct in both groups. The changes among

mm-\ iewers reflect the effect ol influ-

en< es othei than the da) time progi

t hangea in attitude among the i iewen

reflect the effet t ol these other influ-

, in es plus the impai t of daytime t\ .

Net effect of the 'las tv advertising

m '' and abtn e these other influent ea

i- determined foi eat h "j ardstick*' \>\

tin- difference between Hewers' and

iiiiii-v iewei - set ond survey levels. I his

difference is listed aa "viewers' advan-

tage" in the i hart below.

lull Bignifii ance of the report, -ailed

I Bectivenesa of M>< Pavtime Televi-

sion," ia ye\ t me. It "ill I"- known

when Burve) fadings on the over-all

impai i of daytime h advertising be-

I the indi\ idual results exposed in

the preliminary report ia released bj

the network. I lii- will be within the

next several week-. a< i ording to Dr.

I homas I .
< offin, dire t t NB( -

Radio l'\ Research Department. ^

Daytime tv was measured by these "yardsticks"

Brand Last Bought "Yardstick"

It Could be You—Lysol

Interview 1* Interview II

Viewers*
Adv.int.K','

\ iewers 15.6% 29.6%

+51%
Matched non-\ iewers 15.6 19.6

Brand Vwarenesa "Yardstick"

Queen foi a Daj Sandran

Interview 1* Interview II

Viewers'
Advantage

\ iewei - 12.2% 23.7

108%
Mati bed non-i ii 12.2 11.4

Brand Preference "Yardstick"

Queen fur a Day—Dash

Interview I" Interview II

Viewers'
Advantage

\ iewers 16.0% 21.6%

+64%
Matched non-i lew ers 16.0 13.2

Interesl ironsal "1 ardstick*1

Ii ( lould 1"' ^ '"I ( 1
Vi

-

Interview 1* Interview II

Viewers'
Advantage

\ iewers 43.5% 56.5%

38%
Mati bed non-i • 43.5 41.0

Brand Knowledge "Yardstick"

Modern Romances VO-5

Interview 1° Interview II

Viewers'
Advantage

\ iewers 11.8% 25.4%

+42%
Matched non-i iewers 11.8 17.9

'Interview I levels for each "yardstick" »re matrheii either statistically or physi-

cally to equate them. This provides a common Interview I base between viewer?

and not] viewers tor comparison against Interview II.

Slogan identification "Yardstick1

I In- in foi .1 Du

Intervicw 1* Interview II

Viewers'
Advantage

\ i. 32.6% 45.1%
-60%

Matched non-i ieti r- 32.6 28.1
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James Vicary:

SUBLIMINAL SVENGALI?

If subliminal projection should come to tv and radio, how

would you buy time? How could s-p alter present com-

mercials? Will ad impressions be sneaked across on an

unsuspecting audience? Here's a question-answer inter-

view with the market researcher who started the whole idea

I his week the eye of an advertising

hurricane is 42-year-old. bushy-browed

Jim Vicary, a market researcher with

a free-spinning mind. Since Vicary

and several associates recently applied

for patents on a tv advertising tech-

nique called suhliminal projection I in-

visible commercials), set up a com-

pany to handle it. and released results

nf one test, the storm has been deaf-

ening.

• About 20 incensed Congressmen

wrote complaints to FCC.
• An FCC investigative "task force"

is reported being formed.

• FCC Chairman John Doerfer in-

timated the technique might have been

used on tv ahead \

.

a Several stations—radio and tv—

have admitted testing it.

• Code Review Board of NARTH is-

sued a six-page memo to members rec-

ommending that "am proposals to use

the television medium in the process

called 'subliminal perception' be re-

ferred to the board immediately • • •

• Main admen and broadcasters

raised a cr\ of "immoral and unethi-

cal."'

sponsor went directl) to the storm

center, a four-room suite of ollices on

East 60th Street in New York that

houses James M. Vicar\ Market Re-

search Co. Vicary assured SPONSOR

be welcomed the XARTB action, will

equally welcome FCC control, denied

using public tv for any tests, waved

awaj allegations of immorality. The

session with Vicary is recounted here

in question-answer form:

Q. // has been suggested that you

have already used tv for subliminal

testing. Have you done so?

A. Never on public t\. We have,

however, tested it on closed-circuit tv.

Q. // ith what results?

A. If you mean sales results—none.

It was simpK to test our equipment.

Q. Have you patented subliminal

projection?

A. \\ e have patents pending on it

both here and abroad.

Q. In an unspecified New Jersey

movie house your Subliminal Projec-

tion Co. tested s-p equipment to plug

popcorn and (^oca-Cola. How much

acre sales increased?

A. Lobb\ sales of Coca-Cola went

up 18.1%. Popcorn increased ~>7.7'«.

\). II hat makes you so sure s-p teas

responsible jor this increase? Isn t it
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possible tome othei factors w/./i as

tpecial /»/>/ oj movie or unusual audi'

ence <>i <m especial* 1

) attractive clerk

behind the popcorn ttand influenced

sales?

\. ( >m i <-i .it tin- mo\ ie theater \% .t~

conducted under no unusual condi-

tions whatever. I h«- results we released

covered a six-week span and ili«' regu

lar run of pictures. We worked quiet-

l\ behind the Bcreen and the audience

never had anj idea that an experi-

ment was in progress. \ml la\ ne

Mansfield wasn't at the popcorn ma-

chine eithei . Oui onl) stimulus was

subliminal projection and < >u r onlj

result yardstick was in sales.

(). Have you an\ other evidence oj

s-/> working beyond the theatre test?

A. There was a lot more to that

theatre test than »< released. \- I

said, we reported findings onl) Foi

«i\ weeks. That was <>nl\ on sub-

liminal projection "I word i

\\ i- also tested w itli pictures and in

several othei wa) t. W e are not yet

releasing those results bei ause that

infoi 1 1 i.i i Ion i- being used in se< u

oui patents

Q, then, ii it does work, what is to

stop mi ad\ ertisei ot agem
\

nnn from instructing n film produce/

to drop a commercial frame into

ever) three minutes oj <i n thou '

V. Nothing reall) . Tins i ould be

doing it. But we are developing a de-

tect ion <l<'\ ice w hich we w ill shai e

with whatever authority gets jurisdic-

tion ovei s-p.

Q, When you -u\ "detection de-

vice," iilmi do you mean? Isn't it

possible to just monitoi u ii thou on

film, then i mi the film through <i pro-

jectoi in tlou in ition to detect a

subliminal slide?

\. \l i . he p< .
— il-l«-. I don i know

\\ hen I said "dete* lion de\ ii •. I

mean that we are developing othi i

• |uipmenl and I won't discus* il pub-

lit l\ \\ • II ili-< ii-- il "iil\ H illi -il" Ii

authorities as finall) are vested »iili

responsibilit) <>f dete< lion.

Q, II "ii i the FCC have jurisdic-

tion "i et it?

\. \- nf now, I ' ' isn't sun

thej 've got jui isdi< tion Meanw liil>-.

\ \i;ii; K I ode Review Board has

fortunatel) stepped into authority.

Q, \ml you welcome tfu \ \l:l i.

hi tion?

\. \ iturall) . It's i ii "« n intei

• -i i- well .1- the publii - thai some-

one polii e this th

Q, Sow ilmt a company has

tet up and you're taking out patents,

Please turn i<>

Subliminal threesome: Directors ol the new Subliminal Projections ' o. (1. i" r.), James M. Vii iry, market research-

er who invented s-p process; Francis Thayer, president, and Rem Bras developer oi the subliminal projector. I

patents pending here and abroad, bope to bring this new t inn of commercial to television



Mark this market
on your list!

CENTRAL AND SOUTHERN ALABAMA is big. It's rich. It's

important to you because it is the home of more

than 1,000.000 people — one-third of Alabama's

population and retail sales!

You reach Central and Southern Alabama only

through WSFA-TV. You cannot cover it with any

other TV station or combination of stations!

Mark Central and Southern Alabama on your list

. . . and buy it with WSFA-TV!

The WKY Television System, Inc.

WKY-TVand WKY Oklahoma City

WTVT Tampa-St. Petersburg

Represented by the Katz Agency

WSFA-TVs 35 Alabama counties *

Population 1 ,093, 1C

Retail Sales. . $ 741,637,0(1

Food Store Sales $ 1 84,927,01]

Drug Store Sales $ 21,859,00

Effective Buying Income $ 1,062, 690, 0C

*29-county market area as defined by Television Magazine 19.

Data Book, plus 6 counties uhich have proved regular recef

lion. Does not include 3 Georgia and 3 Florida bonus counti

Source: Sales Management Survey of Buying Power, May 19J
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SPONSOR ASKS

What are air media's biggest research needs

Dr. Leon Arons, director of research,

Television Bureau oj Idvertising, Xeiv York-

One very important need is the devel-

opment of standard audience measure-

ments comparable from medium to me-

dium. " \pples and oranges" needn't

get into the act.

A sound approach requires use of a

common base for audience measure-

ment— all the people and households

in the market (not just television

homes, listeners, and copies sold to-

gether with a set of standardized op-

erating definitions.

A further step would deal with ex-

posure to specific advertising, in con-

trast to exposure to the medium itself

i which represents potential exposure

to the advertising). Here again, stand-

A common
base for

audience

measurement

arcl definitions must be developed,

standard concepts and techniques

which can be applied to the total mar-

ket as a base. Solving these problems

will make possible valid intermedia

comparisons of actual exposure to ad-

vertising—and we can forget "apples

and oranges."

Another significant area in which

too little has been done is "media dy-

namics." Here much more attention

should be paid to the imperfectly ex-

plored problems of how a medium
works, the personal meanings and

values attached by the consumer to

each medium, and the medium's effi-

cienr i- a means of communication.

Here. too. is the whole area of each

medium's relation to the "buying

process" for goods and services—often

referred to as "effectiveness." The

concepts used in many, possibly in

most effectiveness studies are too lim-

iting and represent considerable over-

simplification. We know too little

about the consumer buying process it-

self and much could be done in this

area. However, a start could be made
by exploring the contribution made by

each medium to apparent "stages" in

the process: how each individual me-

dium works in developing "felt need"

for the product or service; identifying

"felt need" with advertiser's brand:

reduction of "incubation" period for

purchase; triggering action, purchase;

creating favorable climate for repeat

sales; etc. Studies in this area prob-

ably offer the greatest potential con-

tribution to making intelligent media
decisions.

H. E. McDonald, research director,

Fitzgerald Advertising, New Orleans

The answer to this, I believe, requires

pulling a bedraggled old skeleton out

of the closet.

An industry-

endorsed

audience

measurement

This isn't popular in advertising

where we like to view ourselves as

members of an e\tremel\ progressive

industry—the avant-garde of the mar-

keting world— restless creators of new

ideas and techniques.

The only fallacy here is that in our

impatient scramble for new research

tools, we leave many jobs half-done.

The pursuit of new research fron-

tiers is commendable, but can we, in

good conscience, continue to ignore

that old grandaddy of them all

—

an

evaluation of air media rating tech-

niques.

The same frustrating problems con-

tinue to plague timebuyers:

1. Unaccountable differences in au-

dience sizes for the same pro-

gram in the same market as re-

ported by competitive measure-

ment services.

2. Measurement services aren't uni-

formly available from market to

market.

3. Considerable sample-size differ-

ences exist among competitive

measurement services in identi-

cal markets.

4. Lack of continuity and frequen-

cy in local ratings. Some mar-

kets are measured monthly, some
less frequently, some not at all.

5. Lack of uniformity in (and ar-

bitrary selection of) the areas

covered in local surveys.

6. Local ratings, in many cases, are

strictly promotional gimmicks.

As such, clever station sales man-

agers can take promotional steps

to assure impressive rating

"stories."

Some of these problems may get

into areas apart from audience mea-

surement techniques, per se. But the

fact remains that all are a direct re-

sult of a complete lack of an accept-

able industry-endorsed uniform audi-

ence measurement system.

You may ask: "We'll never find a

perfect rating technique—why kid our-

selves?"

To which I have two answers: (a)
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we can'l kill ourselves an) i

• than at

presenl ; (b) it's important to distin

guish bel ween find ing a perfecl

method and reaching agreement on a

uniforml) acceptable technique.

Another quest ion !

°"\\
li\ concei n

ourselves advertisers mh' -till spend

ing ttiillit>ii— in air media?"

\l\ answer: Let's m>i confuse toler-

ance h iili acceptam e. \ da) oi reck

oning w ill come.

\ third question: "Who would un-

dertake a j"l> "I evaluating a con-

trolled stud) of audience measurement

techniques?"

The networks, the N \IU l>. the TvB
none seem interested.

The Advertising Research Founda-

tion is tlic onl) logical and impartial

group. 1 hope that their efforts En this

direction are not ignored.

Melvin A. Goldberg, director of re-

search, Westinghousc Broadcasting Co.

Today, most research is in terms oi

numbers and ratings without an) de-

tails about the audience we arc serv-

ing.

For example, the presenl ratings sys-

tems offer comparisons among pro-

grams and stations within limited sur-

\r\ ana-. I>\ projecting we <an de-

termine rough!) how many homes or

people we are reaching. But what is

realh. needed is a nunc detailed break-

/ more

qualitative

analysis of

tin- local

audience

down of the numbers and a more

qualitative analysis ol the local audi-

ence.

The present rating services could.

with minor modifications, provide data

on where the listening 1 in the case of

radio 1 is being done, so that the ad-

vertiser know- if the message is heard

where the product is being used. He
could then know if the gasoline mes-

sage is heard in the automobile, and if

the food product message is heard in

the kitchen.

For both radio and tv. the rating

-ii\ H es, with .1 minimum addil ional

1 1. -1. could ver) easil) suppl) 1

detailed audieni e 1 hai a< tei istics I he

pi esenl ») stem "I suppl) ing data in

tei in- id men. women, teei igers and

children 1- not enough. Vren'l th< n

basic differences between a man "I 21

and s in. in ol di i. ni between a "t(

) .J L8 and one oi 13? Ii is

iiin-t important thai these quanl itath

e

data be tabulated in terms "I ag< . o<

cupation, education, so< io e« onomic

status, numbei "I people residing in

the household .1- h ell as sex.

These groups should then I"

K zed in terms ol media habits, the

influent es on these habits, their like-.

dislikes and perhaps even theii per-

sonalil \ chat actei isl ii s.

lllllllllllll

To SPONSOR'S many new

home readers . . .

Once you read us on the routing list

.

Now you ii'' 1 si'ONSOB at home—fol-

lowing introduction of the new sub-

scription price. He hope you'll he in

touch with us often now thai \<>u have

a better chance Io read the land, in

peace. We icill welcome your su£

tions—perhaps for a topic you'd like

to see discussed 63 a panel of special-

ists in the feature on these paw 5.

// you've got a question to suggest

for "sponsor Asks" address SPONSOR

at LO E. 49/// St., Sew York 16, V. ) .

The combined knowledge would en-

able the broadcast media to provide a

better service to the public. I'>\ so do-

ing, the advertiser would be provided

with more efficient and effective adver-

tising media.

In sum, to do a better job, the radio-

t\ industr) must know more than how

main people are listening or viewing.

We must know who. what, and where

ilie\ are. ^

DOLLING

y>0WER
PEOPLEw

PADUCAH,
KENTUCKY

THE POWER OF PADUCAH!

WEST
KENTUCKY'S

MOST
POWERFUL
STATION

SERVING

^
5

STATES

Represented fcv the JOHN E. PEAWSON CO.
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Here's the

Christmas package

for you

!

You've got your holiday audiences all tied up, if you
program these year-after-year Christmas favorites:

star in the night. Academy Award winner as the best

short subject of the year, brings the age-old tale of

the Three Wise Men right up to date.

silent night, story of the birth of a great Christmas

song, has brought overwhelming audience response for its

sponsors four Christmases in a row.

A Christmas carol, Charles Dickens' beloved Christmas

classic starring Alastair Sim as "Scrooge," has been

called by many the holiday picture of all time!

the emperor's nightingale, narrated by child-charmer

Boris Karloff, is by far the most unusual and enchanting

puppet picture ever filmed.

Don't wait another day to reserve any or all of these

proven Christmas attractions .Prints are always in short

supply by

December.

Write, wire

or phone. CI.CI.Dr
Distributors for Associated Artistsl

3io Madison Ave., MUrray Hill 6-282S\
7.5 E. Wacker Dr., DEarborn 2-i030\

1511 Bryan St.. Riverside 7-8553\
9110 Sunset Blvd., CRestview 6-5886

Productions Corp.

NEW YORK
CHICAGO

I
DALLAS
LOS ANGELES
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lm buy

FILM-SCOPE
30 NOVEMBER
C<vrrl|ht l»57

SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS INC.

When BI'V recentl) ran 1 1 • * promotional flag up i Im- pole In t hicago, onlj

three syndicators: were there to salute it. [Tub week it was apparent thai the lukew

attitude <>f the film people toward the Broadcasters Promotion \--n. is goin to leave some
olil exploitation problems simmering for ;i while.

For their part, station men are complaining that:

• increasing competition among broadcasters makes promotion "f pro a must

i .sponsor, lo November, page ll 1

. The syndicators will have to initiate the materi-

als since they are most familiar with the package.

• Syndicators frequentl} dangle a dazzling kil before .1 -ale i- made, but tail to deliver

after the contract is Bigned.

• The skimpy syndicator attendance at the BPA get-together i- proof positive that the

film people merely are paying lip service to promotion.

The syndicators who have no trade association naturall) have no unified reply, but

.Martin Roberts, NTA promotion director, tlii- week told I II M-SCOPE that:

• His company, among others, has been trying to give the stations what the] want, but

that there's a communications problem.

• To begin with, the promotion staffs of man) Btations are Btaiffed bo tightly that tin-

promotion manager seems to have trouble answering his mail— i.e.. questionnaires

with self-addressed envelopes bring best results.

• It's pretty hard to issue standard promotion for all sections of the I . -. I

example, when NTA launched its Champagne package, Btations in the South and Southwest

wanted to lead off with a western; Los Angeles preferred a war picture; the Midwest

favored a musical.

• At both ends of the line (station and syndicator) promotion men will have to i<\

up the interest of top management in exploitation to gel the necessarj funds and

manpower.

Are tv stations showing the first signs of uneasiness about the future sup-

ply of film?

More than one syndicator thinks so. Apparentl) stations are beginning to realize that

the supply of pre-1948 feature films is not inexhaustible, and that the post-1948

reservoir is smaller. In some competitive -pot-, this seems t«> ! speeding up the sale

of new svndieated fare.

Herewith some new AKB ratings on first-runs:

HARBOR COMMAND (Ziv) : Turned up first in it- time slot in San Die Kl MB,

Saturday 10-10:30 p.m.) with a 22.8 rating ind a 54.4 audience -hare, topping What

Tor (8.2), Mike Wallace (5.8), and Fabulous 52 (1.2). It also ranked \... 1 in it- 1

period in Providence (WPRO, Saturday 7-7:30) and San Francisco (KRON, V\

(>:30-7) but fell behind Tat Boone 38.9 to 22. 1 in Peoria (Wl I K. Thursda

BIG STORY (Official): Pulled a 4.5 over WABD, New V.rk (Frida) while

Schlitz got 28.3 and Thin Man 14.9.

DECOY (Official): Scored a 23.0 in Buffalo (WBEN, Friday 10:30) \-. Highway

Patrol's 26.4 and 0"Henry Playhouse's 1.4

BOOTS AND SADDLES (CPA) : Outdistanced all competition i„ San Francisco in

the Monday 7:30 period iKGO) with 16.6.
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FILM-SCOPE continued

RkO Television is turning over distribution of its half-hour syndicated tv se-

ries to Flamingo Telefilm Sales to give itself more leeway in developing network
shows:

In all, Flamingo gets the following five for a period of 7 to 9 years: Screen Directors

Playhouse; Sailor of Fortune; Aggie; The Big Idea; and Animated Fairy Tales.

RKO meantime will hang onto its feature packages (including the original 30

Hank of America films), a second group of 17 features, plus additional features not yet

released for tv.

A staunch advocate of the pilotless sales approach, RKO currently has five series on

the fire in which it is trying to interest advertising agencies.

Though not a publicly held corporation, TPA is announcing its financial status

this week. It shows:

• A profit of $894,637 after taxes for the fiscal year ending last July.

• Working capital of $5,588,384.

• A hefty gain in the foreign field.

A fourth major beer sponsor has picked up Boots and Saddles—the Steg-

maier Brewing Co. (through McCann-Erickson). Previous beverage buyers: Bud-

weiser, Piel's, and Burgermeister.

Stegmaier's markets will include Scranton-Wilkes Barre, Johnstown-Altoona, Lancaster-

Harrisburg, and Binghamton, N. Y.

What impresses the British about U. S. tv? Ron Rowson, top ABC executive

on the lookout for American films, this week pointed to:

1) Action films and variety programs.

2) Use of imaginative, abstract sets.

3 1 An intimate, easy-to-take air.

Although Rowson figures that U. S. westerns eventually will shoot themselves to piece*,

he nonetheless probably will buy a couple

—

Frontier and Maverick (plus M Squad).

Two series ready for first-of-the-year inspection are bearing down heavily on

topical realism:

• Caribbean Adventure (MCA) is being filmed on location in the Bermuda area.

It's based on the adventure of two electronic scientists in a 76-ft. schooner equipped as a

floating laboratory.

• Attorney at Law (CBS Films) will be based on case histories resulting from 1900

letters sent out to members by the American Bar Assn.

FLASHES FROM THE FILM FIELD: Expansion of Hal Roach Productions,

Inc., will be undertaken shortly through the first sale of stock in the company. The un-

derwriters, led by S. D. Fuller & Co. are preparing a 375,000 share offering of common

'lock at $3 a share. Roach is one of the last privately-owned Hollywood companies, dat-

ing back to the silent comedy da\s.

A special 13-city Trendex report gave NTA's Holiday Specials starring Shirley Tem-

ple a 14.1 rating and a 45.2 share of audience for the weekend of 2-3 \ovember.

Ml other competition in the time periods had a combined rating of 17.2 and a 54.8 audi-

ence share.

UA is getting ready to unload a new package of feature films . . . CNP's Boots

and Saddles is garnering major grocery sponsors in nine top markets . . . Gross-KniMi

Inc.. is making arrangements to film lead-ins and commercials on authentic locations

in East Africa in connection Avith their up-coming African Patrol series . . . Thomas B.

Shull appointed director of film operations for the Storer Broadcasting Company . . . Lee

Kriss, formerly with Products Services, named administrative assistant of W alter Gould

Productions . . . Drex Hines, formerly ABN assistant program director, now assistant to

Ziv gen. mgr.-v.p. Bob Friedheim.
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LOOK WHAT'S

TO HAPPEN
IN "BIG D"!

JFAA-TV
(and growing bigger every day)

These are just a few of the rating highlights

which have made WFAA-TV the new and

dominant leader in the greater Dallas-

Fort Worth market. Today WFAA-TV

delivers the biggest audience in its history —

NUMBER ONE from sign-on to sign-off!

For the most amazing rating story you

ever saw, check your October ARB or contact

your PETRYMAN for full details!

WFAA-TV
DALLAS • CHANNEL 8

"MAVERICK"

National ARB 20.7

WFAA-TV ARB 31.5

"CHEYENNE"

National ARB 26.3

WFAA-TV 33.5

"BROKEN

ARROW"

National ARB 19.7

WFAA-TV ARB 27.3

"WYATT EARP"

National ARB 32.1

WFAA-TV ARB 35.5

"PAT BOONE"

National ARB 22.1

WFAA-TV ARB 29.1

A television service of The Dallas Morning News

"LAWRENCE WELK"

National ARB 29.1

WFAA-TV ARB 31.3
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use books
FROM
SPONSOR
SERVICES

T.V. RADIO DIRECTORY
FREE

POINT
POWER GETS
BEST RESULTS

I I II ;

-

-_- • -~k whim
'11, ( . »t.i -* hjv«

.-.- ..-.-..;

i » hit^benkl "b"jll'**ye' f'j«>w..too

WITHCONFIDENCE

BUYERS' CUIDE
$1.00 PER COPY

JARO HESS CARTOONS
SET OF 5 (9" X 12" PRINTS) $4.00



Information packed "use" books that should be on every air

executive's desk and a series of famous Jaro Hess Cartoons to dress up

any office—yours for the asking or buying.

Each book serves a particular function in the broadcast field.

Standards of the industry, they supply

varied data on TV & Radio Stations,

on programing & markets all over America

for agencies and advertisers.

Others supply facts on agencies & personnel.

All are catalogued for easy references and have

proved to be vital tools for admen &
broadcasters everywhere.

Order the ones you need today.

6/7MK
BUYERS
OF THE
U.S./1958

w

All-Media

Evaluation Study
TIME BUYERS
OF THE U.S.

$2.00 PER COPY

ALL-MEDIA STUDY
$4.00 PER COPY

DICTIONARY/HANDBOOK

FOR SPONSORS

TV DICTIONARY
$1.00 PER COPY

QUANTITY PRICES ON REQUEST

TV/RADIO BASICS
$1.00 PER COPY

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

SPONSOR SERVICES
40 E 49 STREET, NEW YORK 17, N. Y.

Please send me the following book(s) TOTAL
NO TV-RADIO DIRECTORY
NO JARO HESS CARTOON SETS

NO Z BUYERS GUIDE
NO TV RADIO BASICS

NO TV DICTIONARY
NO ALL MEDIA STUDY
NO i: TIME-BUYERS OF U.S.

FREE

at S4 00 per set

at SI.00 each

at SI. 00 each

at SI.00 each

at S4.00 each

at S2.00 each

NAME

COMPANY

ADDRESS

CITY STATE

enclosed find check later



WHAT
IS

YOUR
PHOTO-
GRAPHIC
MAL-

ADJUSTMENT

7

m

1) QUALITY
2) SERVICE
3) PRICE
THESE ARE THE 3
BIG PROBLEMS

Let us cure them for you

as we have done for some
of the top business firms

and advertising agencies

DAKALAR
"A*OSMO

^^0 Photographers

119 W. 57th St., N.Y.C. Ci. 6-3476

PHOTOGRAPHERS FOR SPONSOR

BAKALAR-COSMO
119 W. 57th St., N. Y. C.

Gentlemen: Please have your represen-

tative Phone Drop in

Date _ _ Time

Firm _

Address Tel. No.

50

Sational and regional spot buys

in work now or recently completed

SPOT BUYS

TV BUYS
R. J. Reynolds Co., \\ inston-Salem, is preparing a campaign in

major markets for its Winston cigarettes. The advertiser is seeking

half-hour nighttime programs for alternate week sponsorship over

a 26-week period. The schedule will kick-off in January. Buying

has just begun. Buyer: Dick Driscoll. Agency: Win. Esty Co.. New
York. I Agency declined to comment.)

Harold F. Ritchie, Inc., Clifton. N. J., is buying schedules for

Brylcreem, its men's hair preparation. The campaign starts in mid-

December for 52 weeks. 20-second Class A announcements are being

sought, with frequency depending upon the market. Buying is not

completed. Buyer: Inez Airnee. Agency: Atherton & Currier, Inc.,

New York. (Agency declined to comment. I

Frank H. Fleer Corp., Philadelphia, is going into major markets

to push its Double Bubble Gum. The schedule begins in January

for eight weeks. Participations in children's shows are wanted: fre-

quency will vary. Buving has just begun. Media director: James

Connell. Agency: S. E. Zubrow Co., Philadelphia.

Chesebrough-Pond's, Inc., New York, is purchasing spot in major

markets to promote its new men's hair preparation, Yalcream. Late

night minutes are being used in the January schedule, with fre-

quency depending upon the market. Buyer: Pete Fulton. Agency:

Compton Advertising, Inc., New York. (Agency declined comment.)

The Nestle Co., Inc., White Plains, N. Y., is planning a campaign

throughout the country for its Decaf coffee. The schedule starts in

January for an indefinite period. All types of nighttime programs

including news segments are being considered for sponsorship. Buy-

ing has just begun. Buyer: George Walker. Agency: Dancer-

Fitzgerald & Sample, Inc., New York. (Agency declined comment.)

RADIO BUYS
P. Lor i I lard Co., New York, is scheduling announcements in select-

ed top markets for its Newport cigarettes. The short-termer will

run until the end of December. Minute e.ts are being used. Monday

through Saturday, frequency depending upon the market. Buyer:

Hob Kelly. Agency: Lennen & Newell. Inc., New York, i Agency-

declined to comment.)

RADIO AND TV BUYS
Burlington Industries, Inc., New York, is conducting a tv radio

campaign for its Christmas ribbon line. The schedule begins 9

December. In radio, the advertiser is going into 27 markets, sched-

uling minutes 9:00 to 11:00 a.m.. Monday through Saturday. In

tv. 65 markets will carry chainbreaks. Mondaj through Friday,

during primarily daxtime segments. Buyer: Bob Glasser. Agency:

Ben Sackheim. Inc., New ^ ork.
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J let fall mean falling leaves

not falling sales • . •

i
/

USE THE MEREDITH STATIONS

IN THESE 4 KEY MARKETS

Kansas City

Syracuse

Omaha
Phoenix

/

/

KANSAS C
SYRACUSE
PHOENIX
OMAHA

TY

&famify matte/is"*

KCMO
WHEN
KPHO
WOW

KCMO-TV
WHEN-TV
KPHO-TV
WOW-TV

The Katz Agency

The Katz Agency

The Katz Agency

John Blair i Co. ui Blair TV

Meredith Stations Are Affiliated With Better HflfflPS and Cantons and Successful Farming Magazines
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Capsule case histories of successful

local and regional television campaigns

TV RESULTS

MEN'S CLOTHING
SPONSOR: Vallej Mills Ston VGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: "One spol is as good as 10 if y>u

have the right station and program," commented the owner

of Valley Mills Store, a local independent clothing shop.

Valley Mills Store had failed to get the expected results

claimed by other media and decided to tr\ television. Mills

bought just one spot in Midday, seen Mondaj through Fri-

day 12:00 noon to 1:00 p.m.. on WRGP-TV, Chattanooga.

The products: m< n's trousers and shirts. The cost was only

840 and as a direct result of this one spot, the store sold

$2,600 worth of merchandise—more than they sold in any

single day prior to this announcement. Up to one week

after the spot ran. people were still asking to see the line of

pants and shirts displayed on Midday. Of even greater

importance is the fact that Mills has turned their entire bud-

get to television. "Customers came from as far away as 25

miles, and they will continue to come." the manager said.

SHOES
SPONSOR: Zimmerman's Shoe Stores AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: That television is an "extremeb

potent medium ' is the conclusion reached b\ the president

of this company after a two-week campaign resulting in a

complete sell-out of the advertised product. Zimmerman's

bought five spots per week on KONO-TV, San Antonio, to

advertise "Ivy League" ladies' and children's shoes and

anklet socks. At the end of the two-week period, the entire

stock of these shoes—600 pairs—were sold out at both

stores, as well as 95 dozen pairs of anklets. The minute

participations ran one a day in American Bandstand. A

pair of women s shoes and another of children's were shown

on camera and there was a brief mention of the anklets.

The selling price was the regular S6.98 a pair; anklets were

at three pairs for a dollar. No other station or medium was

used, nor were the shoes shown in window displays. Zim-

merman's president has substantially raised the tv budget.

WRGP-TV, Chattanooga. Tenn. Announcement KONO-TV. San Antonio. Texas Announcements

PROCESSED FOOD
SPONSOR: Nir>. Grissom's Salad- Co. AGENCY: Classman

Advertising Agency

Capsule case history: In no other advertising medium has

Mr-. M. Crissom. owner ol Mrs. Grissoms Salads Cm..

achieved such immediate and positive results as in tele-

vision. In fact, before trying tv, she had poured $2,000

into media other than television or radio and received no

results either in increased sales or wider distribution.

Switching her budget to television, she bought five one-

minute participations in WSIX-TV's Romper Room, 9:30

to 10:30 a.m. After a few short weeks the demand had

forced H. G. Hill Super Markets. Nashville's largest chain

—

where Grissom had no previous distribution—to stock even-

one of their 41 store- with the line. The total cost to Mr-.

Grissom was $200 one tenth the cost of her former

campaigns. "Sorry, we're sold out," became a familiar

phrase in most Hill stores. Other chains which were alreadv

carrying the food line rang up similar increases in sales.

WSIX-TV. Nashville, Tenn. Announcements

RESTAURANT
SPONSOR: Gabitoni's restaurant \CENCY: Dire, t

Capsule case history: Gabitoni's. a restaurant in Spring-

field. Ohio, began its television advertising with minute an-

nouncements after the Saturday pro football games on

WICS-TV three years ago. The commercials offered to de-

liver pizza pies upon order and results were satisfactory, so

after the football season, the schedule was moved to 10:15

Sundav night, just preceding the feature movie program.

Command Performance. This time the response was over-

whelming. Johnny Lynn, owner and operator of the res-

taurant, reported the barrage of telephone orders for pizza

pies was so incessant after each announcement that another

telephone line had to be installed. In addition, the restau-

rant's on-the-spot business increased many fold throughout

the week. The cost per announcement was $45; >et the

number of pizzas sold ranging in price from $1.39 to S2.69

made this a worthwhile investment. Proving again the pow-

er of tv to sell when the advertising is properly placed.

WICS-TV, Springfield, 111. Vnnouncements
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POWER

Give him SPONSOR
Knowledge is power. And the more weighl you can

carry, the closer you'll get to the monej word.

SPONSOR will give anyone a hetter knowledge of the vital

In i,. ul< .1-1 industry as it operates today.

Just $3.00 a year will hrin-: 52 power packed issues to

agency or advertiser clients and prospects ><>u like So

put SPONSOR on your Christmas list because it's tin-

hest possible kind of a gilt you can -end.

«r<

Only gift subscriptions

for advertisers or agen-

cies are eligible.

Just fill out the enclosed cou-

pon or give us the names and
addresses of those to whom
you'd like SPONSOR deliv-

ered. We'll do the rest and
bill you later.

SPONSOR
40 East 49th Street New York 17. NY
Please send a year's subscription of SPONSOR in my name to the following

Name

Company

Address ..

I

-

Title.

Company

I

Name _._

Company

Address .

CKj

Tltle- BlU me

Name

<

City

Payment erx-loKd D

- • .
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A pictorial review of local

and national industry events

PICTURE WRAP-UP

Five years of weathercasting for Atlantic Refining is observed with a gas station

replica cake for WBAL-TV's Al Herndon (center) at the Baltimore station. Others

(1. to r.) : Dave Jones, N. W. Ayer; Leslie H. Peard Jr.. v.p. and station manager;

Hill Holland, Atlantic's regional manager, and Dick Borden, oil company ad director

"Confederate" raiders took over City Hall in

Huntington, W. Ya.. recently as a promotion for

WHTN-TY's civil war series. The Gray Ghost.

Raiders were fratmen from Huntington College

Canada's first t\ week awards were presented by singer

Pat Windsor to (1. to r. I Alex Stewart. CKRS-TV, Jon-

quiere, Reo Thompson, CHCT-TV, Calgary. Norman Bon-

nell, CKGN-TV, North Bay. and Bill Byles, CKMI-TV,

Quebec City. Awards will be made yearly. (See Wrap-Up).

Radio KING d.j.'s receive hon-

orary Doctors of Music degree*

from St. Paul's Parish. New D.M.'s

are (1. to r.) Muncey, Ballard,

• •'Mara, Saunders. French, Chase

and Cummings. Degrees were

awarded by St. Paul's Jerry Jor-

dan and John Have- i gra> gowns)

Blood and thunder was popu-

lar even in the real earl\ ' 1928 to

be exact) t\ days. \t GE's re-

search center in Schenectady, V> ..

an audience grouped around the

four known tv sets, watched an

opus titled The Queen's Messenger



News and Idea

WRAP-UP

In wrapping up the highlight <>f this week, you gel the distinct feel "I internal

uneasiness in 1 1 «- business. \\ hal appeared on t\ screens "i came through

radio speakers was no different; but significant changes were going on behind

them. Thus:

• Multimillion dollar account shift dazzled Madison Wenue again. Ruppert

Beer went i" Compton. Cot) moved i" BBDO. Fram teamed up with Mar* halk

and Pratt

• Communities hard-pressed f<>t revenues k»-pt flirting with ta\«-* on adver-

tising. In Baltimore, three stations were challenging a levj that's already in

force. \ml in St. Louis, the \FA filed a protest against the measure being

proposed there.

• On the research front, the ratings volcano erupted station-wise when

Wl.l. \. Hornell, brought a $50,000 suit against Nielsen.

Herewith the details:

ADVERTISERS
Standard-Humpty Dumptv. super-

market chain of A("F-\\ rigley, has

made the largest local participa-

tion buy in the history of NB< 'fl

Tonight from WKY-TV, Okla-
lioma Oty.

The contract calls for 21 1 -minute

participations weeklj for 52 weeks.

Sun Oil Co., Philadelnhia, has

been charged by the FTC with il-

U ga ly fixing the price of its "Blue
Sunoco" gasoline.

The charge further accuses Sun (Ml

of forcing independent station dealers

into unlawful trade agreements which

are unprofitable to them.

First buy on radio: Plymouth Deal-

ers \»» n nf Southern California will

sponsor Interlude with Plymouth daily

7-7:30, <»%er KFAC, L. \.

Thomas J. Lipton will sponsor The

Californians alternate Tuesdays on

NBC-T\ . starting 7 January.

^rw position: Burt W. Goodman,

advertising manager for The England-

er Company.
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AGENCIES
Two Ne>> York accounts have

switched agencies this week: Rup-
pert Beer and ( !ot\.

• Ruppert beer (budgeted .it

around $2.5 million) moves t<> Comp-

ton from Warwick and Legler.

• Coty, (about $1,250,000) goes to

BBDO from Franklin Brack.

Several other account changes now
in the New York wings are expected t"

break during the next couple weeks.

Publicis, France's largest advertis-

ing agency, will l>e the Erst I r<

agency to open a New York office.

Its operating concept: Not to enter

into competition with American agen-

cies but to bring to qualified Ameri-

can agencies I uropean clients who
wish t>> enter the American market.

The New 1 ork affihate has been in-

corporated as Publicis ( orp.

Lou Riepenhoff, formerly oi W l
vV

\M-T\ . Milwaukee, has formed an

agene\ f^r public relations, advertis-

ing, broadcasting and sales promotion,

with offices in the same city.

5000 W

9

Best Buy

KF<3I
KLANAATH FALLS, OREGON
Ask ^he Meeker Co.

IISO KC

MORE
rodio homes ot the

LOWEST
cost per home are

DELIVERED
by WSUN

than any other station in the

HEART of

FLORIDA

WSUN RADIO
ST. PETERSBURG - TAMPA

Represented By VENARD. RINTOUL A
MoCONNELL

Southeastern: JAMBS B M
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He consistently runs away with highest Famous Film Festival, creating impres-

ratings in major markets, beating such sive sales power for top national spon-

shows as Whirlybirds, Dr. Christian, sors. For a full report, contact

State Trooper, Silent Service, Cochise,

Susie, $64,000 Challenge, Father Knows
Best, Person to Person, Studio One,

Steve Allen. Million Dollar Movie, and
OFFICIAL FILMS, Inc.

25 West 45th Street, New York, N. Y.

REPRESENTATIVES: Atlanta • Beverly Hills • Chicago • Dallas • Minneapolis • San Francisco • St. Louis

Agency appointments: Allen and
Marshall Advertising, L.A. for Hall-

mark Premium Corp., Burbank, new

national trading stamp firm . . . Al

Paul Lefton, Philadelphia, for Bene-

ficial Management Corporation of

Morristown . . . The Wexton Com-
pany for corporate and radio-tv sta-

tion advertising of Transcontinent

Television Corporation . . . H. W.
Kastor, Chicago, for GLO-RNZ Color

Puff I hair coloring). Television will

be used . . . Allenger Advertising,

Brookline, Mass., for D-Bread of Es-

sex, Mass. . . . Liller, Neale & Bat-

tle, Atlanta, for Knox Corporation

i pie-fabricated homes), Thomson, Ga.

. . . W. G. Goldsmith, L.A., for In-

dependent Community Banks. Fram.

oil filter, (SI million) to Marschalk

and Pratt.

BBDO, for General Mills' Lemon
Custard Angel Food Mix, Cream Puff

Mix, Coconut Macaroon Mix and
Chocolate Macaroon Mix. Net tv will

I '< used . . . Maxwell Associates,

Philadelphia, for L & L Manufactur-

ing Co. (electric furnaces and ovens),

I pland, Pa. . . . Grey Advertising,

for Block Drug's Dentu-Creme, den-

ture cleanser.

Weiss & Geller, for Mutual Broad-

casting Company . . . Leo Burnett,

Chicago, for the Cracker Jack Co.

Edward H. Feldman, to head North

Advertising's Beverly Hills office . . .

David Kempkes, broadcasting de-

partment equipment supervisor for

Leo Burnett. Chicago . . . Armond
Fields, research director for MacFar-
land, Aveyard & Co., Chicago . . .

Doris Craig, copy chief at William

Warren, Jackson & Delaney, N.Y.

\\ illiam T. Kammerer, assistant

media director for Ted Bates . . .

Barhara Marsak, project supervisor

for Reach. McClinton & Co.

NETWORKS
Matthew J. Culligan. in Pittsburgh

at a radio renaissance luncheon :

"Remember, if you will, that net-

work radio was one of the first genuine

electronic miracles of America. It was

the undisputed master of the living

rooms of America. Then . . . along

came its little brother, television, which
mew and grew and grew . . . and with-

in five \ears pushed radio out of the

living room. During these years net-

work radio didn't really know what it

was ... or where it was going. It

developed a terrible inferiority com-
plex and chronic extreme nervousness.

''Bit by bit network radio learned

that even though it had lost the battle

of the living room ... it had during

the same time won the battle of the

kitchen, den. study, bedroom, play-

room, sunporch. terrace, garden, auto-

mobile, beach and park."

"Equipment will play a large part

in the renaissance of network radio.

Most of the excitement, and glamor, if

you will, of electronics, is fast return-

ing to radio. How long has it been,

for example, since you were excited

by the sight of a television set. Some
time, no doubt. But here, for one ex-

ample, is an electronic miracle which
is restoring to America the equivalent

of the old newspaper extra. It is the

NBC Hot Line Control Box. A dupli-

cate of this now sits in the control

rooms of 188 NBC affiliates all across

America.

"At any time of the dav or night, a

news editor in Radio Central in New-

York need only push a button which

will send out on the network lines a

sub-audible 200 cycle tone. This tone

activates a light, and a buzzer. . . . This

alerts all our stations that a news storv

which is too important to wait for a

regularly scheduled newscast is com-
ing in less than two minutes."

Over 500 advertising agency, ad-

vertiser and affiliate executives

turned out to hear ABVs demon-
stration of all-live "three-dimen-
sional radio'"' at New York's Hotel
Plaza.

The special half-hour show featured

JOHN PAtlL SAID
"don't give
up the ship

...AMPW
WPMT f

WVET
RADIO
ROCHESTER^

1Q
WOV.22
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the entire casta oi programs compris-

ing \I5V- new format, and empha-

sized maximum showmanship with

minimum talk.

Hal Fellows, \ \K fB president,

and Robert Mast man. \l'>\ presi

dent . hosted I he e\ ent.

OUie 1 1.>/. UN T\ v.p., tells

affiliates in Chicago the network:
i 1 i has committed o\ er 160 million

in programing for the current season,

and i 2
I has -''i a- its goal bj \

j
> i i

I

of 1958 in be "the leadei in night-time

audience in the competitive markets

throughout the countrj where we com-

p« te directl} w iih the other two net-

works.'

\l>(!"s gains in the past year: a 15

percent increase in homes reached in

average evening hours an addition oi

2 million homes.

>1IIS lias added a children's ( 1-

11) series. The Story Princess, to

its station Bervice group, starting 2

December. Stations will keep revenues

accruing from the series.

(!BS lias inducted .'J I new mem-
bers into its 20-Year Club, bring-

ing the New York chapter's mem-
bership to 197.

Membership i> made up of employ-

ees with 20 or more years' service

with CBS.

REPS
Il-K Television. Inc., has been ap-

pointed national reps for KTUV,
Channel 2. the new station for the

San-Francisco-Oakland area.

Ward I), fngrim, KTVU's pres-

ident and general -ales manager, re-

potted that the station received the

official FCC grant last Jul\ and ex-

pects to start operation earl) next

AI/TONVSAl

"HupimK"
STILL

MARCH I U'

WVET
RADIO
P0CHESTER.N.Y

you always hit the target

when your AIMS right
,i» ti °»

AIMS 'Association of

Independent Metropol-

itan Stations) offers I

made to order list of sta-

tions ready to deliver

maximum audience in

21 different cities.

AIMS the most active group in the Broadcasting Industry

through periodic meetings and fact loaded monthly news-
letters from all members, can supply you with most of the

answers to your broadcast advertising problems. When you

buy . . . BUY AIMS the perfect station list for every

campaign.

iAMlVERSAW
HOV.22

You can

to be

CITY

Baton Rouge, La.

Buffalo, N. Y.

Dallas, Tex.

Des Moines, Iowa

Evanston, III.

Evansville, Ind.

Houston I, Tex.

Indianapolis 22, Ind.

Jackson, Miss.

Little Rock, Ark.

Louisville 2. Ky.

Omaha, Neb.

San Antonio, Tex.

Seattle, Wash.

Spokane, Wash.

Stockton, Cal.

Syracuse, N. Y.

Tulsa, Okla.

West Springfield, Mass.

Wichita, Kan.

Worcester, Mass.

expect the leading independent

the best buy on the market

STATION REPRESENTATIVE

WIBR The Walker Co.

WBNY Jack Masla and Co.. Inc.

West Coast—Lee F. OConnell Co.

KIXL H-R Representatives. Inc.

Southwest

—

Clarke Brown Co.

KSO John E. Pearson Co.

WNMP
WIKY John E. Pearson Co.

KNUZ Forjoe 4 Co.. Inc.

Southern

—

Clarke 4 Brown. Co.

WXLW John E. Pearson Co.

WJXN Grant Webb 4 Co.

KVLC Richard OConnell Inc.

Midwest—R-idio-TV Representatives Inc.

Southern 4 Denver

—

Clarke Brown Co.
West Coast—Tracy Moore 4 Associates. Inc.

WKYW Burn-Smith Co., Inc.

Regional—Kentucky Radio Sales

KOWH Adam Young. Inc.

KITE Avery-Knodel Inc.

KOL The Boiling Co.. Inc.

KLYK Grant Webb 4 Co.

KSTN George P. Hollingbery Co.

WOLF The Walker Co.

KFMJ Jack Masla 4 Co.. Inc.

WTXL The Walker Co.

KWBB George P. Hollingbery Co.
Southern—Clarke Brown Co.

WNEB The Boiling Co.. Inc.
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This star-studded series has a million dollar look— actually is now at lowest

cost per thousand. Used in unlimited combinations, Dick Powell in Star

Performance, assumes every kind of programming role . . . and runs away
with ratings, making him a top spot carrier.

OFFICIAL FILMS, Inc.
25 West 45th Street, New York, N. Y.

REPRESENTATIVES: Atlanta • Beverly Hills • Chicago • Dallas • Minneapolis • San Francisco • St. Louis

MA
V.

spring. Studios will be located in both

Oakland and San Francisco. The trans-

mitter will be at Television Peak, on

top of San Bruno Mt., and will operate

at maximum power.

William D. Pabst, who will be gen-

eral manager of the new station, was
formerly v. p. and gen. mgr. of the

Don Lee Network.

Adam Young, president of the

Young radio and television firms,

bag announced plans for the im-

mediate opening of an Atlanta of-

fice to service the Southwestern
area.

Hal Parks has joined the Young
staff to manage the new operation.

Parks comes to Adam Young from
\\ \GA-Radio, Atlanta, where he

served for two years as an account

executive on the station's sales staff.

Weed Television Corporation has
named Donald G. Peterson mana-
ger of its Des Moines office.

Peterson joins Weed from W01-TV,
Ames, Iowa, where he's been national

sales manager for the past two years.

John Blair has added James Rich-

ards as an account executive to its

New York staff. Richards has re-

turned to Blair after four years as v.p.

and western sales manager of the Don
Lee Broadcasting System.

RESEARCH
WLEA, Hornell, N.Y., dropped a

firecracker into the research field

this week by filing a $50,000 suit

against A. C. Nielsen.

The station charged that the NCS
^£2 was "false and misleading and

damaging" to its business.

WLEA's president, Charles D. Hen-

derson, said this legal action was taken

because "there seemed to be no other

course to settle, once and for all, the

material damages being done to manv
other radio and tv stations as well as

radio and tv artists by some so-called

experts and ratings which are, at the

lea-t, not properly indicative of time

audience reactions.

Added Henderson: "It is conceiv-

able that if this practice continues

without proper safeguards, a virtual

monopoly may be established which

could become destructive to the broad-

casting business."

(See SPONSOR-SCOPE for further

comment.)

Ziv released to the press this week
the summary of a survey tending
to show that but 23% of viewers
kept their attention glued to the
set between programs.
Say the releases: "•The implica-

tions for advertisers using break-time

announcements are obvious. They are
actually 'getting through' to but a

fraction of the audience that is theo-

retically represented by the number of
sets in use."

Burke Market Research. Inc., which
did the survey on assignment from Ziv,

conducted interviews in 1,000 homes
in the Cincinnati market.

The breakdown of off-set attention:

Leave the room, 28% ; do other things,

25 r
; ; change channel, 10%; leave the

house, 12 r
r ; miscellaneous, 2%.

The survey has been on view to agen-
cies around New York the past few
months.

TvB cites these figures to prove
the best consuming homes are the
best viewing homes ... to the ad-
vantage of the television adver-
tiser:

INCOME
Under Over

S3,000 S10.000
Spent for food per

week S18 S52
View every morning 16% 35%
View every afternoon 29% 14' -

View every evening 41% 86%
Hrs. per week,

newspapers 11 13

Hrs. per week,

television 29 50

TED SAIP:
"is everybody

HAPPY?"

YOU
KNOW

WVET
RADIO
ROCHESTER,^

1Q
ADVERSARY

,
MOV.22
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Result* from IN G1 IDE's poll of

its reader*] 96.69$ Bgainsl anj

kiml i>i pa) tVi

Research, Inc., tabulated the results

From 1 1,888 ballot retui ns probabl)

the largesl sampling "I pa) t\ opinion

taken to date.

In addil i"M i" the 28- 1 vote againsl

pa) t\. the magazine reports thou-

sands of letters from readers explain-

ing their views.

Conclusion] The poll should {mint

out to the FCC and ( longress that per-

hap- there are nol as man) pa) h

enthusiasts as the) ma) have believed.

Certain!) the government w ill do well

to consider the desires "f the nation's

40 million set owners.

Research appointment: I. J. Pies-

ser, director of projecl development

for \. J. Wood and Co.

TV STATIONS
W BAL \MT\. W MAR-TV, and
W JZ- 1 \ . Baltimore, are testing

that city's tax on advertising via

the courts.

The) arc asking that the (a\ <>rdi-

nance be declared invalid.

Kalians Star sold its radio-t\ sta-

tions WDAF and WDAF-TV for

$7,600,000 to National Theatres,
I in-., this week.

Hie sales followed upon an anti-

trust decree signed l>\ the Star with

the justice department.

General Electric demonstrated its

new live color television camera
on the opening of GE's WGY-
WKGB radio-television broadcast-

ing renter in Schenectady.

Features of the new camera: il
|

\\ c'uht is 21o pounds To pounds

lighter than current models; (2) Di-

THE 6EMERAL SAID
"old soldiers
never die..."

AND
WE DIPN'T

WVET
RADIO
ROCHESTER^

10
AWNlVEPSARy

WOV-22

mensions ol '
I i 18 i 22 inches make

ii In inches shorter, 3 inches narrowei

and about an inch lowei than tli<'

othei regulai models ; I) Pi inted cir-

i nil- and transistoi - ensure ii uei i "I

"i- m ithoul blui "i runov< i I) Op
In al S) Stem eliminate- man
-in ii' es, -

<

—

ii* i 1 1 u* improi ed i oloi

qualit)

.

KINt.-TN . Seattle, is the first -i
i

lion to gel a produi i i • >n model instal

lation ol an Vn pes \ ideotape re< ordei

For playback purposes.

1>\ the end ol 1958 an additional

electronic device will be produced to

allow the present model to re< ord

coloi i\ pro i .mi-.

\cu rate protection policy : W .Jllk-

l\. Detroit, is converting immedi-

atel) i" 1 2-month rate pi ote< tion l"i

all schedules, as againsl the 6-i ith

polic) currentl) practiced in the in-

dustry.

Stations with promotion ideas:

KTRK-TV, Houston, promoted
ii- Maverick show with a letter-writing

contest For boys under 13. The boys

told wh) the) would like to be ll"u-

ton's 'Little Maverick' in letters ad-

dressed to Kitirik, the station's black

cat mascot

W\\C-T\. Boston, i- promoting
ii- shows b) buying spot announce-

ments over radio station \\<>|{|..

Anniversary: WVJS, Owensboro,
Ky.. celebrated its loth anniversarj

this week.

W RCA-TV, New York, is sending

il- Kay Forrest, hosl of Children's

Theater, on a Christmas to) lift I"

South America.

Ideal l'o\ Compan) is donating up

to 2.nun toys which Forrest will dis-

tribute to underprivileged children in

Peru, Ecuador, Colombia and Tana-

ma. Joining Forrest uill be a Junior

Santa (dan- with his Father or mother

—to be -elected in a Contest now in

progress.

KVOO-AM-TV, Tulsa, dedicates it-

new broadcast center 5 December.

New affiliate: \\(>W L-TV, Florence,

Ala., has joined CBS as a non-inter-

connected station.

Keith Kii^^ins. 61, Storei V.p. and

assistant to the president, died ol a

I attai k "ii 22 Novembei al \l

Beach, Services were held 25 Novem-

ber.

K I Hi- enleted the
|

industr) in 19 '
I with NB<

John I . Hardeety, K Ml \.\>.. u.m..

before the New York ( onsumen
I .n.iMi i Association, urged :

•
.

ei use ol radio advei tising b) personal

loan i ompanies Foi the purpose ol
"

. . 1 1
-

•
-
1

1
i 1

1
u' the h idespread lack ol • "n-

fidem e and undei standing million- .,f

potential i ustomers have in sui h

worth) institutioi

lie pointed onl : Vlthough sui h

lending organizations have an

tremendous growth ovei the pasl

\e,H-. because the) serve j need vital

t" the national e< onom) . there never-

il eless remain \ i-i segments of the

publii w Ii h h n ii-t be sold on the fa< t

thai then- i- basicali) no difteri

between negotiating loans with these

institutions and in dealing \*ith other

t
j
pes "I lending agent ies

l.at< -! in hoW-tO-do-il : \ MM M

(no* N \ I!
' has i orae oul with a

hand) booklet called "So ^ ou re Going

..r, I \ ." It'- designed f"i the la i
man

Amttq Us lowers

L
1 I . , ' OKLAHOMA^-.

Tew,

klOTo

il\ tomrr with th- ULESponrr m Oklahoma!
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ESSO
SEALTEST
TAYSTEE BREAD
BUDWEISER
CARTER PRODUCTS
PROCTOR & GAMBLE

Leading national sponsors are finding consistent, im-

pressive sales power from this man's top rated series.

For a full report, contact

OFFICIAL FILMS,
25 West 45th Street, New York,

inc tfiSfcT?

REPRESENTATIVES : Atlanta • Beverly Hills • Chicago • Dallas • Minneapolis • San Francisco • St. Louis

On WBNS Radio, you don't have
to cut the ice to dive into the rich
Central Ohio market. The audi-
ence is thawed by the top Pulse
ratings in 315 out of 360 quarter
hours. Monday through Friday, 6
a.m. to midnight. WBNS Radio is

talking to 1,707,400 folks swim-
ming around in $3,034,624,000.00
of spendable income.
Ask John Blair.

WBNS RADIO
COLUMBUS, OHIO

about to make his first appearance on
a live telecast.

They became v.p.'s: Peiree L. Ro-
maine, v. p. in charge of sales for

Time Merchants . . . Raymond W.
Welpott, v.p. of WKY Television Sys-

tem, Oklahoma City.

New faces: Franklyn T. Hovore,
assistant advertising and promotion
manager for KRCA, L.A. . . . Jay
Lloyd, local sales manager for televi-

sion at KTVT, Salt Lake City . . . L.
Walton Smith, promotion manager
for Transcontinent Television Corpo-

ration, New York . . . James Sehia-

vone, station manager for WWJ-TV,
Detroit . . . Kenneth Curto, televi-

sion sales manager for WFIL-TV,
Philadelphia . . . Sherman D. Greg-
ory, to the national sales staff of the

Radio and Television Division of Tri-

angle Publications.

ASSOCIATIONS
George F. Foley, lawyer and man-
agement consultant, speaking be-

fore the Sales Executives Club,
N.Y., said industry is overlooking
public relations values of tv an-
nouncers.

Such personalities, seen by 100 mil-

lion viewers a year, offer unique op-

portunities for personal contact with

the public, which are only beginning

to be exploited by corporate adver-

tisers.

Meetings: ANA will hold a work-

shop on advertising personnel. 3 De-

cemer at the Hotel Ambassador, New
York . . . RTES will holds its 3rd pro-

duction workshop in January. The sec-

ond in the series dealt with "Filming

the tv commercial/' held 21 November

at Caravel Films' new studios.

0RVILLE SAID.
"THEY'LL NEVER. GET,

THAT THING OFF T:

GROUND" ny-«

WE WD

WVET
RADIO
P0CHESTER,NAC

AWlVEKAtf
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I \ It ended it" 3rd Annual Meet*
r i
— v> 1 1 1 1 thin new line-up of offi-

cers and board members] law

Kin i- 1 1. Rogei B, II. i liaii 111. 111 nt lli.

board ; Roger ( llipp, -'•< retai
j j

I
•<

B Storer, Jr., treasurer. Board mem-
berai Campbell Vrnoux, Rogei \\

.

Clipp, Glenn Marshall, Richard \.

\l . Lawrence H. Rogers II. W. I ».

Rogers, Jr., V \\
. Dannenbaum, Ji .

ami Payson II. ill Meredith.

Joseph J. W eed and John Blair

were elected i" T\ l> s board l>\ the sta

linn representatives group of the Bu-

reau - membership.

\\ idl h ill sei ve a- director l"i a

two-year period, and Blair for a one-

year period.

Appointed: Lynn Trammell, to

the 1957-58 film committee of N \l'>.

meeting 5 December in Washington.

RADIO STATIONS
Todd Storz is spearheading the

first national pop music disc jock-

«•% convention and seminar.

The place and date: Mueheebach

hotel, K .ni.i- City, T- (
) March.

Some of ilif subjects tentatively on

ilif agenda:

Kansas is FREE
When You Buy KMBC
/';/ Kansas City, Missouri

BUY KMBC—5,000 watts on 980 kc,
to reach 2,340,560 people; $3,945,000,000
spendable income; $2,949,000,000 retail

sales.

GET KFRM—5,000 watts on 550 kc—
for the state of Kansas FREE! It's your
bonus market of 1,927,150 population;
$3,115,468,810 spendable income; $2,321,-

18 retail sales.

KMBC-KFRM, the only bonus-buy
radio stations in the Heart of the Nation.

For choice availabilities, call

your colonel from Peters, Grif-
fin, Woodward, Inc.

DON OAVIS, Pres.dent *S *

JOHN SCHILLING. Ex«utive Vice-President
GEORGE HIGGINS, V.P. and Sales Manager
DICK SMITH, Manager, KMBC. KFRM

KMBC «/ Kansas City

KFRM £«* the State of Kansas

;Q in the Heart of America Q

• Will top 10 programing last?

• Is today s top 1" beamed onlj <i

i 'en-agers

?

• 1 1
\s i .in dj's besl guide future

trends i" bettei quality music?

• I l"u the disi I"' k>\ - i reatmenl

"i .1 commen ial < onti ibutes i" sales

impai i.

<>. Wayne Rollins, President ..i

Rollins Broadcasting, has an-

nounced the creation of a new
national sales department.

Uberl l{. Lanphear will bead the

department as dire* i"i "I sales in

i Ii.ii ge "I sales research, development

and promotion foi all Rollins stations.

Other moves in Rollins
1

executive

domain : Hal W alton sui i eeds Lan-

I'ln. ii ,i- j. in. .if \\ X .1 II. Newark
;

Robert \. Wencel, becomes g.m. <if

\\ Bl I . I In.

Stations with ideas:

1 1 i g h schoo I students opei ated

KGHF, Pueblo, foi a da) and sold

Inn spot annoum ements.

I In- station - genei al managei

.

\\ illiam (,. Stewart, in relating iln-

c\ fiii iliiln i discli >se m ho l:"I the com-

missions.

KFOX, Long Beach, ( al., helps

the bargain hunter: the station's • on-

sumer Shopper travels unannounced

through the area's retail shopping cen-

ters, relaj ing t .
. the station's audieni e

throughout the da) bulletins on bar-

gains and special sales.

Affiliate changes: WPAW, Provi-

dence-Pawtucket, K.I.. affiliates with

\l'.\ on 2 December . . . WSPR,
Springfield, Ma--., has dropped ii-

\l?(! affiliation and gone independent.

Station changes: WJAS and
WJAS-FM, NBC's new Pittsburgh

stations, have changed theii i all letters

to W WIP and WFMP.
Majorit) control of KM. I'. Ellens-

burg, Wash., has passed t" Bill Har-

well, newscastei and .inn. nun .
i

. He

is al-" 75*
' applicant f"i a new \M

station in Bellingham, \\ ash.

Kartell group reports gross reve-

nues for it- stations are up 22 i

over a \t-ar ago. On 1 September the

group purchased W ^ 01 . Birmingham,

and WILD. Boston, which are also

showing a profit

Bartell station \\ II. I). Boston, has

a new executive line-up: (»«*rald A.

Bartell, group president, assumes

i il in in
l

/inn \r-

ilmr. William McKibben and Jack

< arne) on the cxe* utive t<

New Jobs: < li.n It - O'Donnell,

news directoi foi WIBG, Philadel-

phia . . Louise /. Jorjorian,

promotion managei i"i K SI 1

1

I i am isco I <>ui- I erri, ram

directoi foi W I l\l. I itchbui M .--

FINANCIAL
The Kellogg I ompany, Battle

< reek, has d« lared a regulai quai

ii i K th\ idend of .'>"« pe r share and i

\< ai -end <li\ idend "I f5< pei si

pa) able 16 Do embei 1957.

|)i\ iilf ml- on ommon -tin k for the

1957 • <<

»

\n i"t il *
I

7~> pei si

compared to dn idends ol 11.50 |»-r

share f"i 19

Stock market quotations: Follow-

ing -I'M k- in air media and related

fit-Ids an- li-lfil cadi i — ii«- with (TUOta-

tiona for ruesda) ilii- week and Tues-

da\ the week before. Quotations sup-

plied bj Mi- 1 1 ill L) mli I'
i

I nnei

and Meane.

1 nes. i

Stock 19 \..s. 26 Nov. 1

v

\i: I'l - •-•

\ l.\ l

Vvco

1 BS V -

1 iiiii.i Pic. I IU -

12%
Paramount
R.I \

5 21 _p...

20th i
-

\\ t r ii. r B 20

\\ stinghouse - T -

v

\llif.l \rt-i-l-

\ .An :'-

i &l Supei '-•

Dumonl 1 .

(.ii Mil Filma
N 1 \

PRISCILLASAI
"sm&ec foR.

,

y0tjrself,*hk"

WE
HAVE BEE

WVET
RADIO
P0CHESTER,NY:

1Q
lAWlVERSARY

rW.22
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The uplandfarms of Michigan are thefavorite
habitat of this gaudy, raucous immigrantfrom
Asia. Gamey in the wilds, the Pheasant is a
delightful delicacy on the table.

Original sketch by conservationist

Charles E. Schafer

Put your money

where the people are

Here's your real target

Seventy per cent of Michigan's
population commanding 75 per
cent of the state's buying power
lives within WWJ's daytime
primary coverage area.

Are you reaching pheasants instead of people? WWJ
concentrates on the big-earning, big-spending folks in

southeastern Michigan—with sprightly personalities like

Hugh Roberts in the morning, Bob Maxwell from fab-

ulous Northland shopping center, Jim Wood and Jim
DeLand from spectacular Eastland. Use WWJ all day

. . . every day.

m a m m m m am and fmWWJ RADIO NBC Affiliate

WORLD'S FIRST RADIO STATION

Owned and operated by The Detroit News

National Representatives: Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Int.
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If lint' >, hupf>rnin£, in I . S. (.mrmmeni

tluit affrct.i sffonsors, agrncirs, sUUwn.\

WASHINGTON WEEK
30 NOVEMBER

Ct»yrl|ht 1957

SPONSOR PUBLICATION* INC

I he American Petroleum Institute said thin week tliat nseri of the petroleum
radio frequenciet would increase \>\ 800 i<» 1,000 within l<» jreari and thai existing

users would increase the *!/<• of their radio systems I>n 509! to 70'; during the -

inten al.

So tlit- [nstitute wound up lis pleading to the FCC thai the 88-108 m< band now re-

served for FM broadcasting be shared 1>\ industrial services. Similar!) other indus-

trial users agreed the) would need more Bpa

Hie broadcasting industry meanwhile reared back and said t<. a man thai TV, \M
and FM radio, and auxiliary broadcasting services Bhould be left undisturbed.

Fm interests pointed to the remit growth of thai medium, to the 12 million FM
sets now in use, to the fad thai the \M bands are becomii urded thai tlie only future

expansion for radio is in FM.

TV interests Bought to block in advance anj grab for TV channel* 2 through 6.

Some earlier filings, previously reported by Washington Week, had recommended shifting TV
to UHF.

FTC council gave up efforts to illegal-promotion-allowance complaints against

Coca-Cola and Pepsi-Cola stick.

The companies were charged with paying for broadcast time for favored clients in com-

bination with the network-. Their defense was that the deals were made by subsidiaries

over which they had no control, and the government conceded it didn't have the evi-

dence to refute the defence-.

Three FCC commissioners, (Doerfer, Hyde, and Alack) returned to Washing'

ton from a one-day New England tour thoroughly sold on UHF.

The tour was promoted hv the Committee for Competitive Television, and it

showcased the Putnams' Springfield UHF (WWLP, channel 2) , the WWLP satellite "\TRLP.

Greenfield i

. and a translator at Claremont.

The Putnams have asked that UHF channel 72 be made available for use all

over New England. If the FCC decides to permit it. they will apph for a chain "f satellites,

with some translators and boosters 'if the last-named also are legalized by the FCC'.

The Committee's pitch was that UHF can do the whole job if VHF competition i-

nol too strong. The Commissioners seemed inclined to agree.

The FTC has developed a tentative guide to eliminate deceptive ad claims for

tires; after the industry has a chance to comment the agency will work toward a final docu-

ment setting down the law. The FTC is particularly disturhed ahout use of term- such as

"*100 level'" which imply vague standards.

Sen. William Proxmire (1).. Wis.) -a)- he will introduce a bill to set up for

the FCC a list of ''criteria" for making station grants in competitive eases.

Present criteria, he says, are subject to change to fit individual cases and to respond to

political pressures.
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GETTING THE MOST FROM



OUR FILM DOLLAR

How to Get Picture Quality that

Puts More Sell in Commercials

But Keeps Your Operating Costs Down !

Here are three ways to improve film quality and reduce

operating costs at the same time:

a. Use a Vidicon film camera

b. Use professional projectors

c. Use an up-to-date multiplexer

RCA Vidicon Film Camera operation not only gives the best picture

quality, but transforms wastefulness (caused by inefficiency

of outmoded equipment) to profit.

Professional Film and Slide Projectors save operating dollars.

Lamp costs are lower—lamps can operate until burn-out. Thirty to

fifty hours of operation are not unusual for a normal 10-hour lamp.

Rebate costs on lost commercials due to lamp failure are eliminated,

thanks to the automatic lamp change feature. You get business

protection plus the high quality these projectors impart.

The RCA TP-15 Multiplexer, providing efficient layout of the system,

assures lower costs through ease of maintenance and expansion.

The RCA Vidicon Film System provides

the standard of film reproduction by which

all other methods and equipment are judged.

Ask the RCA Broadcast Representative to show

you our detailed new film manual, "Planning TV

Film Facilities for Color and Monochrome."

RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA
BROADCAST AND TELEVISION EQUIPMENT

CAMDEN, N. J.

In Canada: RCA VICTOR Company Ltd., Montreal

Tmk(.) ®



A round-up of trade talks,

trends and tips for admen

SPONSOR HEARS
30 NOVEMBER The scramble for the $6-million Sun Oil account was still on this week.

sponsorT^bITcations inc
Agencies throwing Sunday pitches include Esty, SSCB, DSF, and Gray & Rogers.

Halo—the $3-millioii ad item which Carl Brown recently resigned—is ex-

pected to find a new home with Cunningham & Walsh (which also has Colgate's

Supersuds).

The logic of this assignment is based on the other Colgate agencies, L&N has Lustre

Creme; Bryan Houston formerly handled Halo; and Bates already is topheavy with

Colgate.

Smaller agencies are getting more cagey about their total billings. The reason

can be traced largely to the No. 1 account in the shop.

Determined to keep his ad expenditures from the prying eyes of the competition, Mr.

No. 1 figures that once the agency's total is out it won't be hard to figure out his

budget—for after all, his billings are just about synonymous with the total.

If Max Factor wants to expand its Polly Bergen show into a weekly event, it

will have to find a half-hour other than the one it now occupies (Saturday) on
NBC TV.

L & M is convinced it's got a comer in Club Oasis—which alternates with the

Bergen show—and cites the last two Trendexs as evidence.

Factor meantime believes that it can get a better merchandising charge out of its in-

vestment by going weekly.

A wry bit of comment from an agency management man after listening to the re-

actions to the Frey report on agency-client relationship:

"Nothing in our business is so ironic as the fact that people who are supposed to be mas-

ters in the art of communications have been so inept in selling themselves to their

clients."

Apparently the choice of a host has become even more important than the

content and quality of a tv series.

Puzzled as to why a network newcomer hasn't rated well (even though the reviews had

been uniformly favorable) an agency hired Gallup-Robinson to do a reaction profile.

The findings stressed this: Viewers liked the show—but not the host.

SPONSOR HEARS took a quick poll among reps on what they would like most

from their stations for Christmas, and the three top wishes went something like this:

1) Some sign of appreciation for 1957 efforts.

2) Mixed with the gripes about losing out on a piece of business, some factual am-

munition on how the decision could have been averted.

3) Overt appreciation of service pluses—such as promotion, programing, and re-

search ideas.

Query: Without reaching for the moon, what would station men like most for

Christmas from their reps?
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N Rl H R 9 N.Y.

WITH THE MAN

Rated 2-to-1 Favorite
in all surveys for "7 years

—Rochester's Greatest Waker Upper'!

Musical Clock

Representatives: EVERETT-McKINNEY, Inc.

New York, Chicago. Los Angeles, San Francisco
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LYSOL
[Continued from page 37)

use and feminine hygiene campaigns

for Lysol.

Commercials are light: L&F uses an

air) approach in its filmed tv com-

mercials, produced by Caravel Films.

Many of them open with a comic

touch—such as father waiting impa-

tiently for daughter to emerge from

the bathroom, only to be beaten out

by son when the door opens.

Lysol is shown in a cupboard with

soaps and other cleaning items to proj-

ect its image as a regular home cleans-

ing product.

Eas) wiping with a sponge stresses

the theme, "as you light clean. Lysol

deep cleans."' Direct voice tells that

Lysol deep cleans, deodorizes and dis-

infects, all in one, and "keeps your

home 1 1 < ~ h and sweet for seven full

daj s."

Important to the Lysol campaign is

the line, "no bleach, no pine oil deep

cleans the way Lysol does."

"Many housewives have become ac-

customed to using these products as

Reach Your Sales Goal With the Two Best

powffi PMve
in the Detroit Area!

C>«W rod;
50,000

CKUV-TV
325,000

^•"fcnorion in this *•«'

ADAM
YOUNG, INC.
National Rep.

GUARDIAN BLDG Detroit 26, Michigan
J E Campeau

disinfectants," says Goren.

Clorox, a big-selling bleach recently

purchased by P&G is one of these.

Pine-Sol (sponsor, 4 May 1957, page

30) is one of the nationally distrib-

uted pine oils that are popular as dis-

infectants. Lysol also faces competi-

tion from locally distributed products

in several markets: Breath 0' Pine in

the New York area; Texize in the West
and Southwest; Sani-Pine in the East

are some of the larger ones.

The lasting power of bleaches when
used as disinfectants is claimed bv

L&F to be only 30 minutes, and the

seven-day claim for Lysol is pushed

heavily.

On screen, bleach and pine oil bot-

tles are shown with large "X's"

through them. "X's" are wiped to a

screen size view of the Lysol bottle.

To meet the pine oil marketers on

the same odor ground, Lysol presently

is introducing a pine-scented version.

In the West Coast and few Southern

areas where this is available now, tags

announcing the new product are cut in

locally on the network shows.

Live commercials also are used oc-

casionally by L&F, particularly during

special-offer or contest campaigns.

In discussing the merits of live vs.

film commercials, Goren says "I per-

sonally prefer live because I think it

can be more effective." Why? He ex-

plains, "I think a switch from the live

show to a filmed commercial can lose

attention for you because of the obvi-

ous break.

"We use film primarily because its

repeated usage makes it less costly

than live. Also, in film you do have

the security of knowing the commer-

cial always will be given correctly and

will be the same every time."

Money is saved on the Lysol com-

mercials bv using one model for more

than one role in a film. "A front view,

then a back view in different dress with

changed hairdo and you've got another

person—but still the same model at

no extra cost," says Goren. "Or a

hand on screen can belong to the same

girl who earlier was shown in the

kitchen," he adds.

New dress for Lysol: Tv also is play-

ing a kev role in introducing Lysol's

new package. It was featured on tv

beginning in March with a 10^-off

campaign.

This is the first complete change of

package for the product since its intro-

duction. Added sales appeal is the
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aim, .«- well as more efficient usage oi

Bheif-space in stores.

I lie changeover to self-service in

<li in.' stores I self-sei \ ice di ug stores

iin reased 26' • in aumbei last j eai . ai

cording to Unerican Druggist, 25
I'YIn ii.n \ L957) plus Lysora heav)

pitch for the -uj>«t market trade al-o

were underlying factors in package re-

design.

Bottle Bhape lias changed from a

cylinder to an hour-glass design thai

hi- the palm. The cap is i ibbed t"i

easier opening and the bottle ribbed

to prevent slippage from wet bands.

[wo "family" resemblances were

kepi to maintain product continuity.

Ine colors red, yellow and brown were

retained, but were changed in shade

and set <dl with while space I" BS-

Bume a lighter effect. I he famous

Lysol signature is -till used, hut it has

been modernized and made easier to

read.

I he carton pictures the bottle on its

front panel. Both carton and bottle

li-t and illustrate uses for the product,

with complete instructions.

Possible future advertising on color

tv was considered seriouslj in the

package redesign planning, and the

new carton and bottle both were sub-

jected to tests before color t\ cameras.

Research testing al-o played a role,

with a McC-E surve) showing that Ly-

sol users preferred the new package to

the old because of it- compactness,

ease of handling and storage.

The retailer also was considered.

For his convenience, shelf packages of

Lysol have been changed from paper

bundle wrapping to chipboard con-

tainers. The shelf carton is immedi-
ately read; for price-marking after re-

moval from the master shipper. It is

open on top and price spots are up for

quick handling in hiis\ -upermarkets
and drug outlets.

Merchandising is tough: "It's tough
to get merchandising help from local

stations when you're buying network,"

says Goren. He feels that "extra ef-

fort*" is necessary, hut that it pays off.

As an example, Goren made a per-

sonal call on a station during a recent

trip. Result: a mailing piece on Lv-

sol's new. pine-scented product, with

tie-in to the local station, was prepared

by the tv outlet and mailed to area re-

tailers, wholesalers and hmers.
I AF merchandises its tv participa-

tion to consumers with point-of-pur-

chase display material. Show changes

t,(t<0 leiJ) I) II! Ml i) III!

TV-TULSA covers 45 counties where . . .

EFFECTIVE BUYING INCOME
Totals $1,897,469,000.00*

Oil-rich Tulsa and 31 Oklahoma counties in

the "fabulous 45" account for half the state's

EFFECTIVE BUYING INCOME-fhe half you can't

reach without TV-Tulsa.

Kansas, Missouri and Arkansas counties are an

added bonus to the rich Oklahoma market.

you get the fabulous 45 .

*

'

ONLYIwith
;tulsa

*Soles Monogement's Survey

of Buying Power 1957
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sometimes wreak havoc with thi> meth-

od, however. The recent switch from

Bride and Groom to // Could be You

outdated the existing point-of-purchase

dis|ila\ program.

Trade merchandising i~ judged by

L&F as particularlj important to a

daytime u sponsor. "It nun be jusl

isolated instances, hut I've found the

retailers are very unaware of daytime

t\ and its effectiveness," says Coan.

"They seem onl\ to he impressed by

the nighttime shows they see them-

selves."

L&F combats this factor with heavy

direct mail promotion of its tv pro-

graming to the trade. "Lysol Grams,"

king-size mailers in a telegram format

herald the tv advertising plans. Two-

color promotion pieces and complete

time and station -chedules also are

used.

Tv participation also is merchan-

dised heavily during Lysol's annual

"Sick Room Needs Contest" in the

trade. Four-page inserts in trade pub-

lications give the details on the con-

test, along with a rundown on Lysol

advertising activities in which tv pro-

graming is given prominent mention.

In discussing merchandising as an

KMSO-TV
191,000 watts — 7,000 Feet UP
covers 100 mile radius where

40,000 homes receive

only one TV Signal

^ _ 18 OF TOP 20

NETWORK
SHOWS
ASSURE
CHOICE

ADJACENCIES

element in media selection, Goren told

SPONSOR, "our policy is to take as

much merchandising as we can get,

and, all other things being equal, it

can he a deciding factor in selection

of a medium."

Other L&F products: A line of de-

odorants sold under the Etiquet label

and Hinds Honey and Almond cream

also are marketed by the L&F Division

of Lehn & Fink Products Corp. Rolit,

a "roll-on" deodorant in the Etiquet

line is slated for advertising introduc-

tion soon by L&F. Media plans were

not revealed.

The Etiquet and Hinds products

were all advertised on the Show of

Shows and / Love Lucy programs, as

well as in spot tv. Air media is not

used for these products now because

of budget limitations, but L&F indi-

cated a return is being considered.

Dorothy Gray and Tussyr cosmetics

are marketed by their respective divi-

sions of Lehn & Fink Products Corp.

Dorothy Gray has a tv history as co-

sponsor of / Love Lucy reruns. ^

Talk to CILL-PERNA
about . . . KCVO

radio,

too.

MISSOULA, MONTANA

JAMES VICARY
(Continued from page 43)

what do you do next? How do you

intend to sell it to television?

A. We hope to become involved

only to the extent of controlling the

equipment and techniques. We want

to license it out to some individual

firm, and let them put it into opera-

tion.

Q. Have you had any nibbles?

What about station and advertising

interest?

A. We've had a lot of inquiries.

We've discussed it with top execu-

tives of all three networks and with

some managers of individual sta-

tions. Right now we're in negotia-

tion with several large client firms to

assist them with advertising tests

through s-p.

Q. Is subliminal projection ready

for tv? Is the tachistiscope (high-

speed flashing device) and other

equipment ready? How much will

the equipment cost?

A. I don't want to discuss the

equipment now inasmuch as it enters

into the patents but its cost will be

well within the reach of a station.

As for whether it's ready to go, it is.

Q. Since s-p's are only a fraction of

a secontl, how would such time be

bought?

A. An agency executive asked me
that and agreed that this might be

one way: First, the concept of buy-

ing time would have to be replaced

1>\ a concept of buying impressions

at x dollars each. The cost of each

subliminal impression could be ar-

rived at on the rate structure by

drawing a curve from the cost of a

minute commercial to the cost of the

shortest and least expensive one (an

I.D. or 10-second spot). Then ex-

lend this curve through the fractional

parts of a second to establish a base

rate. To this would be added the

profit and overhead necessary to

meet the special s-p equipment cost

and salaries of technicians. This

would be the cost-per-projection.

(^. Might one product need more

impressions than another?

A. Yes. You'll recall in our re-

leased movie test, popcorn outsold

Coke.

Q. And doesn't a lot of s-p effec-

tiveness depend on the emotional set-

ting? Mightn't a Coke frame dropped

into a film of the Sahara Desert do

better than one dropped into an un-

derwater story?

A. That's true. Context, or the

showcase, is an important part of all

advertising.

Q. Could s-p be used in radio?

A. High frequency experiments in

sound have been done. We haven't

done them, but our patent applica-

tion covers radio.

Q. Could s-p supplant present tv

commercials?

A. Except for the demonstration

type commercial, yes. Actually, there

is now an awareness of audience

boredom with extant commercials.

The subliminal projections would not

interrupt a show and whatever time

thev consumed would be taken off of

chain breaks and regular commer-

cials. Thus it would be possible to

have almost uninterrupted program-

ing with commercials being intro-

duced subliminalK

.

Q. What about viewer reaction?

Won't an audience, already made
suspect of advertising by such books

as Hidden Persuaders, and 1984, feel
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victimized if they believe //"> arc

being exposed to invisible commer-

cials?

\. \\ e have no < l»-- i t «* t" foist an) -

tiling on an unsuspecting public. \-

we see it, the public would I"- Fore-

warned "I .in upcoming subliminal

frame bj a small insignia Buch as

"s-p" down in a lowei cornei of t li»-

screen. I his would mean thai m ithin

the next couple <>i seconds the)

would get an "invisible commercial.

If the) want to Mink oi turn away,

the) can. It ne< essai j an announce-

ment could follow the program stat-

ing, "In the past hail hour you have

Been frames for the following
|

> t < >< 1-

ucts: "Tide, Luck) Strike-. Toni."

It could change the character <>f rv

advertising.

{). It has been alleged thai sublim-

inal projection as a form oj adver-

tising 13 immoral.' Is it immoral'/

\. There definitel) is nothing im-

moral about it. If a subliminal frame

for beer is projected, and you're not

a beer drinker. \our threshold of con-

sciousness will be so high it won't

get through to you or make you

thirsty. Subliminal projection can

appeal onlv to those who already

have an interest in the product or

some desire to respond. The sublim-

inal message actually is a weak one;

it is a form of reminder advertising.

The cumulative effect of reminder

advertising is what pays off. Sub-

liminal doesn't force you into any-

thing, nor doe- it expose a viewer to

60 seconds of hard sell.

(). Yet a lot oj really responsible

persons have called it immoral. Are

you saying they're ivrong?

A. I know there are professors on

campuses who feel it could interfere

with "free will" hut their reasons are

invariahlv philosophical rather than

l>-\ etiological. I have seen no data

to show this to be a dangerous proc-

e— . If anyone can show me a real

danger. I'll be the first to let go of it.

{}. .ill right, hut is it legal?

A. It's perfectlv legal. You can't

outlaw what already's here. We
couldn't live without subliminal im-

pressions. You're driving a car,

looking straight ahead— yet \ou still

have peripheral vision. You still

"see" a child dart off the curb toward

the side of vour car. That's sub-

liminal. I i ora behind, you ir< iware

of .1 fellow in C81 \ "ii didn't see it

in tin- mirror, you didn'l eon-, iousl)

hear it wi .in almost inaudible

whispei "i tires tipped ^"ii "il sub

liminall) tli.it .1 < .11 i- behind \ mi.

< 'ut <

I

advertising tho

Rash b) at >n miles an boui yom
impressions oi them are subliminal.

O. I Imt is subliminal perception.

But what about the legality <>i sub-

liminal projection?

\. It- legalit) could I e defended

1 ighl up through the Supreme < ourl

undei the < onstitul ional guaj antee of

freedom ol the press. S-projei t ion i-

a whole new foi m "I i ommunii ation,

a band of communication, you might

say, comparable to KM which foi-

towed \M.

Q. // Imt about the political impli-

cations, swaying a voter's belie}

A. I ve -aid before that I want to

see subliminal projection controlled.

However, s-p would have little effect

on switching a voter from one candi-

date to another. I think it would

help get a lot of voters out to the

polls though. Through get-out-and-

vote reminders. Actually, s-p could

I"- \<
1

) 'ih ctive foi .ill |>ul. In

ii «• mrssageM -m h .1- I )i i\<- 1

lull,

Q. ' bat I. to politu 1, n ouldn'i

it Inn e 11 stinhii in /: the un-

decided 1 oi'

\. I've done politii al poll work h itb

< rallup, and I've USUall) found that the

"undei ided - not ai "unde-

cided .1- he lets on. Mo I -• • do

dan •
1 ol 1984" in -iiblimin.il pro-

jei tion.

O. Iln\ subliminal projection been

tried on ii /<> anyone i

\. It was ti ied out as a psycholi

1 al test in I ngland on a I'd!'

panel show. During a strip "f film

demonstral ing balam e in ballet, a

! rame m as inja ted « ith i foui -w ord

new- item on it. Nothing w 1- -aid

about it until ih.- end of the -how.

when psychologist \rlhiii f.iii.ilt told

viewers that a news item had been

slipped in, and asked anyone who had

noticed anything to write in. [he) re-

ceived 130 replies; 2<i people had the

message i 01 red and 1 30 more bad it

neai K iight. But in a wa) it's too \'.n\

the) went to recall; that made it a

cons< iou- ihin^. ^

You've just booted the

'ole bonus,

Smidley.

NATIONAL REP.: WEED TELEVISION

Two more accounts down the drain

ond all becouse you re just not with the

times, Smid. Take this Coscade

business What in heoven s name is

wrong with an exclusive TV market of

over holt o million—a billion dollar

market ond one of the biggest buys in

the Wesf So you overlook it ond

the competition eats us alive in the

Pacific Northv.

CASCADE
BROADCASTINC COMPANY

PACIFIC NORTHWEST: MOORE & ASSOCIATES
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FROM OUR HALF MILE HIGH TOWER

WE LOOK INTO

310,000 HOMES
In Washington and British Columbia

From our half-mile tower high atop

Mt. Constitution, and with maximum
power, we bring the Northwestern

viewers the finest CBS programming

plus top film features from such

Hollywood studios as 20th Century

Fox, Warner Bros., United Artists,

and Columbia.

We've staked out our claim in the

richest per capita income section of

America and Canada. We've got a

rich vein of ore that winds through-

out the Puget Sound area, and
reaches deep into the wealthy

Mother-Lode of British Columbia. Let

us swing our big pick for your prod-

uct in the great Northwest territory.

Tv and radio

NEWSMAKERS

Ted Cott, veteran executive of more than

20 \ears in tv and radio, has been named

vice president in charge of owned and

operated tv/radio properties for National

Telefilm Associates, Inc. He has been serv-

ing as General Executive of NTA since

f
I '^^"

j
joining the firm last June. In his new post,

d \
i

Cott will he in charge of all activities for

NTA's & station. The broadcast execu-

tive joined NTA after a two-and-a-half-year association with DuMont
Broadcasting Corp., where he was vice president, general manager

and a member of the board of directors. Prior to DuMont he was

with NBC for five years. He was vice president and general manager

of WRCA and WRCA-TV, and operating vice president of NBC's

radio network. Cott also served seven years with WNEW, New York,

where he helped pioneer the basic news and music radio concept.

Bonnie Dewes, only woman account ex-

ecutive at D'Arcy, St. Louis, has been

elected a vice president of the agency.

She has been an employee of the company

for 16 years, and did research and copy

work before her assignment as account

executive for the Laclede Gas Co. in 1953.

Miss Dewes is a past president of the

Women's Advertising Club of St. Louis

and a member of the American Women in Radio and Tv. Two

other newly elected v.p.'s are Allan Clark and Walter A. Armbruster.

Clark, who joined the copy staff in 1937, is the creative copy direc-

tor for accounts handled by the agencyr
's St. Louis office. Arm-

bruster, who has been closely associated with the Budweiser cam-

paigns in all media, is the copy chief on locally handled accounts

of the agency. He joined D'Arcy in 1938 as art files custodian.

John M. Baldwin, a radio and television

j0 veteran, has been named operations mana-

P ger of WTCN and WTCN-TV, Minneap-

H^pxtf^Yv^y olis-St. Paul. He was vice president and

k-^
business manager of KDYL and KTVT,

Salt Lake City, another Time Inc. station,

prior to joining the Twin Cities operation.

Baldwin is one of the original members of

the Radio Pioneers Club, having entered

the broadcasting field in 1922. From 1928 to 1944 he served as

chief engineer for KDYL. He became vice president in charge of

operations and engineering for the station in 1944 and in 1948 Avas

instrumental in putting KTVT on the air. Baldwin is a senior mem-

ber of the Radio Institute of Engineering and has authored a num-

ber of technical articles. He is a 32nd Decree Mason and a Shriner.
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Jfa \wmW&
that built a tower of dimes U feet high

!

49

On June 28 a hurricane slammed into

the Louisiana coast and brought forcibly to

hurricane-minded Floridians their danger
should such a storm veer toward The Sun-
shine State.

Floridians wanted to know : "What
causes hurricanes? How can we be warned?"

WFLA-TV supplied the answers. Scien-

tist Roger Early of the WFLA-TV staff,

traced the development of hurricanes on
three special shows. On each show, Early
offered

—

for a dime—a map on which each
viewer could trace the course of storms origi-

Channel 8 — the RESULTS Channel!

National Representatives — BLAIR-TV

nating in the Gulf or Atlantic.

The result? 11,756 dimes poured into

the WFLA-TV studio

—

enough, stacked
to build a tower .'/' feet high—a dramatic
demonstration of the selling-power of

WFLA-TV

!

So—if you want results as well as ratings

—spot your product on the sales powerhouse
of Florida's west coast—WFLA-TV

!
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The ad tax

Decision of the Baltimore City Council to slap a tax on

advertising will have a constructive purpose in the end if . . .

1. It serves to unite the advertising profession in the con-

viction that advertising needs a puhlic relations program de-

signed to make actions like these unacceptable to voters and

2. It is defeated as a result of court action.

A clean-cut defeat in the courts would keep other cities

from trying to follow Baltimore. This seems inevitable ulti-

mately. For the tax is nothing more or less than unwar-

ranted discrimination against one of the services necessary

for marketing products.

But unless advertising learns from this experience that it

is still vulnerable to public attack—and does something

about it—attacks in other forms will continue. The flood of

novels attacking tv and admen, the jibes about crass stand-

ards in television; the general attitude persisting in some

influential circles that advertising is of little value to the

community—these must all be countered before someone

thinks of a new form of discriminatory action.

Broadcast Pioneers

About the first of the year, when the NARTB changes its

name to NAB, the Radio Pioneers will switch to Broadcast

Pioneers.

The new designation is a reflection of the new tempo of

the organization. Under the active leadership of John Patt,

president of WJR and the Radio Pioneers, the following proj-

ects are underway: (1) creation of a historical radio and tv

museum; (2) plans for a Salute to Hollywood at the annual

meeting in Los Angeles 29 April during the NAB convention;

(3) enlargement of the scope of the historical committee to

include a possible exhibit on station anniversaries at the

convention; (4) review by two committees of past presidents

of scholarship aid in communications for young people and

a fund to assist deserving Pioneers who are in need of medical

or physical help; and (5) an intensive membership drive

under the chairmanship of Sol Taishoff.

THIS WE fight FOR: The tide against fee

tv may be turning; we see many signs the con-

sumer press has recognized the danger. Tv sta-

tions can do the most powerful education job

of all through editorials and forum shows.

74

10-SECOND SPOTS
An udder slide-rule: Bob McAn-
drews of KBIG, Hollywood, reports

tliat the National Association of Tv
& Radio Farm Directors came up with

a farm advertiser who estimates on

cows-per- 1,000, with a good current

spot buy delivering 12,178 cows-per-

dollar. Says McAndrews, "Any good
station promotion man can make that

figure look better by expressing it as

48,712 faucets-per-dollar.

Clubby: Circulation Associates of

New York, which set up the Society

for the Suppression of People Who
Will Not Help Push When Going

Through Revolving Doors, has now
come up with a companionate club:

Society For the Suppression of People

Who Peek into Medicine Cabinets in

Strange Bathrooms.

Tea, anyone? When British tv star

Donald Gray recently visited WBUF,
Buffalo, the traditional press cocktail

party was supplanted by a tea partv.

Sounds more like Boston than Buffalo.

If-we-were-an-agency-dept.: Ac-

counts we'd love to have as clients:

Bubble Up Corp., Hotcan Corp.. Here's

How Inc., Gay Co., Partlow Corp.,

Pride Inc., Bomber Bait Co., Bachelor's

Friend Hosiery Co., Chilean Iodine

Educational Bureau.

Say it with music: Jim Jordan and

Jack Atherton have just published the

ABC network promotional song called

"We've Got Everything" with 14 ad-

ditional lyrics by Page Heldenbrand.

In it, just about every ABC star is

mentioned from Welk to Rin Tin Tin.

We'll toss in one more lyric—Happy
days with Ollie Treyz.

Repartee: When visiting French disk

jockey Jean Fountaine told the staff

at Cleveland station WERE that in

France, with radio controlled by the

government, one didn't have to worry

about sponsors changing, WERE staf-

fer Phil McLean commented, "No, just

governments."

Misery of choice: KFI, Los Angeles,

that burglars recently broke into the

Wilshire Blvd. offices of Milton Carson

Co., stole a portable radio but left

behind a brand new portable tv. May-

be they prefer music and news to all

those crime shows on tv.
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4 . . . much more

!

om sign-on to sign-off, Sunday through Sat-

fiay. Boston viewers watch WBZ-TV more
an all other stations beamed into the area

mbined!

be latest ARB figures* show that WBZ-TV
'Ids a 51% share of the audience . . . right

rough the week! Boston's second station

ores 45%. All others add up to 4%.

take a look at these ratings:

Highest-rated news—"11th Hour News" -

roaches 23

Highest-rated film show-"Pleasure
Playhouse" (Sun 5: 30-6: 30) -hit 2!

Highest-rated syndicated film show-a big

28.1 "/,

Highest-rated early evening film show—

"Boston Movietime'-I"

WESTINGHOUSE
BROADCASTING
COMPANY, INC.

nd when it comes to individual shows, just

All of which proves, in Boston, no selling campaign is complete

RB-Octobor 19.-.7 without the WBC station ,

BOSTON
pittsburgh. . . .

clevelan:
fort wayne. -

CHICAGO.
PORTLAND

' ON
BOSTON. *U TV

BALTIMORE
PITTSBURGH. .

CLEVELAND. •

SAN FRANCISCO. " '

* -



General Electric

Broadcasting
Center

ill IIHmhh

,-:,. .. .,„ . t,

Ultra modern radio control facilities

and studio design keep pace with

modern broadcasting techniques.

NEW Hailed by engineers as the "best

equipped TV station in the world,"

WRGB has most modern color facilities.

Better Service for the

People of Three States
Pioneers in radio and television broadcasting,

WGY and WRGB have through the years served

the people of Eastern New York, Vermont, and

Western Massachusetts.

WGY first put voices and music into the air

in 1922, and as far back as 1928 WRGB was
doing experimental live remotes, such as Gov.

Al Smith accepting his nomination for President

on the steps of the state capital in Albany. In

1947 WRGB continued to pioneer, becoming

one of the first commercial TV stations.

In the ensuing years these stations have paced

the broadcasting industry. General Electric's

faith in broadcasting's future is the magnificent

new home of WGY and WRGB in Schenectady,

N.Y. The finest facilities of modern broadcast-

ing are now coupled with the wisdom of experi-

ence to serve the advertisers using these stations.

^^(jY Radi° ^^RGB Te|evisi°n

810 ON YOUR DIAL CHANNEL 6
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i; THRU FRIDAY

(.-co to 9i00 Alt

) AM to 12i00 Noon
•—————^—^——

—

i-cn to Noon

ll to 3t00 PM
> PM to 6sOC PM

•i to 6:00 PM

> PM to lOtOO PM
IX) PM to Midnight

PM to Midnight

DAY

:i-on to 6:00 PM
) PM to 10(00 PM

IX) PU to Midnight

-uti to 6:00 PM
) PM to IOiOO PM

3rd
Sta.

27.9*
40.9

36.9*

20.0
17.5

18.6

27.2
27.6

27.3

37.8
36.7

20.5

(X) PM to Midnight

I' THRU SATURDAY

:' PM to 10:00 PM
:« PM to Midnight

i' PM to Midnight

)N TO SIGN-OFF

25.9»
24.3

23.8

28.1
26.0

27.5

27.0

WFIL
(ABC)

37. 8»
19.6

25. 1»

39.8
61.6

52.6

39.3
30.9

36.9

2nd
Sta.

35.1
39.2

38.0

39.8
18.6

27.3

31.3
38.0

27.0*
21.7

30.4

32.9*
37.0

31.2

36.6

30.8

35.0

37.6

33.2

33.7
39.7

48.7

40.1
35.4

42.7

33.0
40.3

35.1

33.6

Uth
Sta.

0.6«
2.2

2.0*

2.1
3.6*

2.5«

3.0*
1.9

0.4

1.1*

3.3

1.9

2.2
2.9*

2.4

Othar

0.4
0.3

0.3

1.5
0.1

0.3

0.1
0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.4

0.1
0.1

0.1

2.3 0.2

NOVEMBER

FOLLOW

THE
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BUY

Shares are baaed on tiaa period! whan station was
on the air. An asterisk la used whan all stations
are not telecaating for the ease length of Um.
32 AMERICAN RESEARCH BUREAU. INC.
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Availabilities going fast!

Call your BLAIR-TV man today!!

WFIL- TV
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA

CHANNEL 6
ABC-TV • BLAIR-TV
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WORKING PARTNERS <&$%R

FRANK HEADIEY, Pi

DWIGHT REED, Vice

FRANK PEUEGRIN,

PAUL WEEKS, Vice President

RADIO TELEVISION

e been forging ahead ever since the day

a group of Working Partners we cast our

lots together to start a representative organization

which would provide a mature, sales minded and

distinctively personalized service to radio and

television stations and buyers of time. In offering

our services then, we promised as Working Partners,

that we would "always send a man to do a

man's job!" We are still working partners! That

promise is still being kept today!

380 Modison Ave.

New York 17, N. Y

OXtord 73)20

35 E. V/ocker Dn.e
Chicago 1, Illinois

RAndolph 6*6431

101 Moriello Street

Atlanta. Georgia
JAckion 3-7797

6253 Hollywood Boulevard
Hollywood 28, Colli

Hollywood 2-6453

520 Lovett Boulevord
Room No. ID
Houston, Teiaf
JAckion 81601

155 Montgomery Street

San Froncisco. Colif.

YUkon 2 5837

416 Rio Grande Bldg

Dallas. Teiai
Riverside 2 5148

910 Royal Street

Canal 3917
New Orleans, la.

529 Pan American Bonk
Bldg
Miami, Florido

FRanklin 3-7753



any wonder KVTV wins

the audience awards in

SiOUX City? look what they offer

the top shows

of 2 networks

the top-rated

syndicated shows

When it comes to TV domi-

nance . . . there's no contest in

Sioux City.

To join the winning team, con-

tact your Katz representative.

the top 35

local live programs

Based on recent Puke figures

CBS — ABC Sioux City, Iowa

Under the same management as WNAX-570, Yankton

South Dakota, Don D. Sullivan, General Manager
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DIGEST OF ARTICLES

How big did ABC make it?

29 Willi season's network television trends finning up, here are answers

to some ke) questions, including relative standing ol each network

Are your salesmen audience builders?

32 Nationwide Insurance lias put its force of 4,000 agents to work building

an audience foi their syndicated film buy. Here's how they did it

Videotown after 10 years
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It Takes 31 Newspapers to cover the Rich

Mississippi Valley Area ... And even then,

FULL COVERAGE

is missing!

NCS 2
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THERE IS NO WHITE SPACE IN WOC-TV LAND ... AND WOC-TVS

UNDUPLICATED COVERAGE IS 51% MORE THAN THAT

OF ITS NEAREST COMPETING TV STATION!

The Quint-Cities Station

—Davenport and Betten-

dorf in Iowa: Rock Is-

land. Molinc and Ease

Moline in Illinois. WOC TV
Channel 6 • Maximum Pow«r • Basic NBC
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WOC-TV - Davenport, Iowa is part of Central Broadcasting Company which also owns and

operates WHO-TV and WHO-Radio-Des Moines
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He must know
a good spot



V-

Like the timebuyers at Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn.

Major buyers of spot television, they are sure-footed pros at

getting the most for their clients' advertising dollars.

They base their choice of media on a wealth of information

compiled by their own research department. And they make

good use of the market and availabilities data supplied by

CBS Television Spot Sales.

Their choice? In Philadelphia, BBDO has placed 11 top-rung

accounts on WCAU-TV during the past year... including such

big-timers as Lever Brothers, American Tobacco, Wildroot,

Cream of Wheat, Liberty Mutual, DuPont and California Oil.

Clearly, BBDO knows a good spot to be in. Why not let their

experience be your guide? Join the 393 different national spot

advertisers currently using the 13 stations represented by . .

.

CBS TELEVISION SP®T SALES
wcrs-TV Now York. WHCT Hartford, wcac-tv Philadelphia. \\Tor-TV Washington.

wbtv Charlotte. WBTW Florence. umbr-TV Jacksonville, wxix Milwaukee.

wbbm-TV Chicago. KCIL-TV Galveston. KSL-TV Salt Lake City, KOIN-TV Portland.

KNXT Los Angeles, and THE CBS television pacific network
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CHANNEL 4-SIGHT

L...

You don'l have to be a Sher-

lock, nor do you need a glass

to magnify the resultant effect

of the use of Channel 4 in the

great Golden Spread.

More than 100,000 TV sets in

a vastly healthy and wealthy

market.

Power: Visual 100 kw

Aural 50 kw

Antenna Height 833 feet

above the ground

COLO
j_ T

KANSAS

O/TLAHOMA
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rz »*/M
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KGNC-TV
CHANNEL 4

CONTACT

ANY

KATZ MAN

AMARILLO,

TEXAS

NEWSMAKER
of the week

This tveek plans were complete for the filling of another big

gap among data needed for intelligent bro<uleast media buy
ing. liroadeast Advertisers Reports and Leading Mational

Advertisers (publishers for PIB) announced they- were ready

to supply network tv expenditures broken down by brands

The newsmaker: Bob Morris, executive vice president of

Broadcast Advertisers Reports, belongs to a unique breed—adver-

tisings census takers. He along with men like Francis Miller, presi-

dent of Leading .National Advertisers (who joined with Morris in

announcing the new service), supply the facts on who buys what.

Their subscribers can be described as eager for the competitive data

but sometimes almost equally eager not to have the facts on their

own activity recorded.

The new data is a cooperative venture, not a merger, which com-

bines material previously available

from the two companies under sep-

arate cover. Starting 1 January

subscribers will get: ll) monthly

dollar expenditures by product

classifications; (2 1 monthly sta-

tion line-ups 1>\ programs and in-

dividual clients; (3) monthly dol-

lar figures for all brands by com-

pan) and program: i4l monthly

company and brand totals with

share to each network; (5) a

weekly "log" of programs, clients,

brands and commercial minutes as

recorded by BAR off the air.

Network radio will also be part of the new7 service, including: 1 1 )

monthly station line-ups for all programs and clients; (2) weekly

reports for all four networks similar to the tv log.

Previously the agency which wanted a report on howr much net-

work tv clients were spending by brand could do it only by labori-

ously searching in PIB and BAR data. The combined data is usable

immediately. No merger results from the new service, however.

PIBs magazine service and BAR's client activity reports in 20

markets will continue separately.

In the spot television field, clients who want to check on their

competitors can now get annual reports by brand I see sponsor 6

Vpril 1957 for 1956 (inures i. The figures are compiled 1»\ \. C.

Rorabaugh for TvB which releases quarterly reports as well on

spending b\ the top Ml<> companies. I Special reports on brand dol-

lar activity arc (lone by Rorabaugh on order to cover current

actn it\ . i

N. C. ( Duke i Rorabaugh, president of the firm, which publishes

the quarter!) Spot TV Report, is a pioneer in client census-taking.

He began to record spot radio acti\it\ 18 \cars ago. later selling his

Spot Radio Report to James Boerst whose Executives Radio-Tv

service continues it. No spot or net radio dollar figures are issued

bj companj or brand, however. ^
See "This We Fight For." page 90

Hob Morris



That western fever's spreading Yep, folks of every

type got that old western fever 'n they're all listenin'

to KXLA, Los Angeles' most listened to (and most

powerful) 24-hour country and western music station.

t i

Mm

'SHuR

as

10,000 watts {1110 K.C.) covering the greater Los Angeles market

represented nationally by Broadcast Time Sales: New York, Chicago, Detroit, Atlanta



G I LT- EDGED

PROSPECTS . . .

the 3 1A million people of

SELLvania
AMERICA'S 10th TV MARKET

This vast, prosperous audience is charac-

terized by its prosperity and high buying

standards. SELLvanians are quick to re-

spond to your selling message when pre-

sented on WGAL-TV to . . .

1,015,655 families

917,320 TV sets

$6!4 billion annual income

$3% billion annual retail sales

CHANNEL 8 MULTI-CITY MARKET
\»

WGAL-TV
LANCASTER, PA.
NBC and CBS

STEINMAN STATION

Clair McCollough, Pres.

Representative: The MEEKER Company, Inc. New York Chicago Los Angeles San Francisco



Most significant tv and rculio

news of the week with interpretation

in depth for busy readers

SPONSOR-SCOPE
7 DECEMBER
Cwrrlfht IM7

SPONSOR rUBLIOATIOMi IHO.

Put lliis down a^ the inevitable result of the over-all health of network radio:

\\\C I J .-

1 1 ! i i » and Mutual are contemplating »lii_'lit rate Increase! in L95&
What NBC has in mind at the moment are "adjustments" for spots adjacent to

name show-.

Mutual Bays it has the suhject of a hike under Btudy, but where and how much won't

l>c decided for a while.

The reaction to this trend by the media director of an agency with about $30 million

in air media: Network radio raises could sharplj lilt the medium's comparison effi*

ciency in an adverse direction.

Brightest sign on the tv spot horizon this week was provided by Proctor

Electric.

It's going into 45 markets, starting 1 Fehruary. with a saturation schedule of 20
weeks, including minutes, 20-seconds, and ID's. Weiss & Gcller is the agency.

The plan is to move in and out during the course of 1958. The reason for this tech-

nique: Proctor has found that the impact of the medium is such that it will produce suffi-

cient image carry-over during occasional intermissions.

Sidelight: W&G told SPONSOR-SCOPE that Proctor (a firm believer in the effect hre-

nesa of spot) is embarking on this campaign even though it still can't fill its back-

log of orders.

NBC's corporate calculators estimate that the gross from network radio for

1957 will come to around 895 million.

The breakdown as the NBC mathematicians see it: CBS. S40 million: NBC. S30 mil-

lion: and ABC plus Mutual, $25 million.

Footnote: There is no statistical organization now compiling network radio

billings. Moreover, the networks themselves do not make them available for publication.

The last bitch in NBC's plan to provide delayed color programs via video-

tape during 1958 daylight saving time has been straightened out.

AT&T this week promised that it will furnish the necessary additional TD-2 micro-

wave circuits to insure service to the Midwest area bounded by Cincinnati. Detroit,

and Huntington.

For a while there had been a serious possibility that this sector, involving S^ million

tv homes, would be an exception to NBC TVs bid to run its entire network on a stand-

ard local clock-hours basis 52 weeks a year.

Due a bow for the AT&T's assurance: The teamwork of an NBC affiliates subcom-

mittee headed by Bud Rogers of WSAZ-TY. Huntington.

It looks as though ARB will be the first rating service to put into operation

an electronic system for getting an instant count on tv set tune-in.

ARB has been showing the gadget to the three tv networks and certain major adver-

tisers. It didn't say what subscribers will have to pay.

Hooper and Pulse in past years have talked about using a similar gadget, but ARB
is the first to assure customers that it really has decided to use it.

The proposed sytsem operates through a closed circuit. Telephone lines from home

sets are hooked up to a control board which is electronically capable of measuring

the programs being viewed at that moment.

SPONSOR • 7 DECEMBER 1957



SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

ABN this week changed its policy of not accepting units of less than five

minutes.

Advertisers may now buy 30- and 10-second announcements, but with this proviso:

they must be within the body of network shows.

Lestoil has staked out the South as the next region for introduction of its

product. The tee-off (via spot tv) will be in Norfolk, Va., in March.

Saturation campaigns currently are in full stride in Grand Rapids and Kalamazoo.

Colgate is contemplating the assignment of Halo, which Carl Brown recently

resigned, to an agency not presently in the company's family.

The type of outfit Colgate has in mind: One with a corps of copy experts that, by past

track records, will be most likely to come up with an unusual image approach for the

product. Halo's probable budget: Upwards of $2.5 million.

The LaRoche agency can take a bow for a tv first: Inducing a national

hosiery brand—Van Raalte—to go network.

For hosiery manufacturers, the medium is comparatively unknown territory. Even Van
Raalte is taking it in short steps

—

three participations a week on the Jack Paar show,

starting in January.

Unlike most consumer goods, women's hosiery has no dominant brand. Hence the

tv buy is pretty much of a test to determine not only added sales but also shelf support.

One way Mutual's new management is moving closer to its affiliates: It's poll-

ing them for material to be woven into a series of special events programs at the end

of 1957.

The polling is for answers to these questions: (1) What do you deem the top 10

domestic stories of the year, (2) the top international stories, and (3) the top regional

stories?

Agencies are beginning to apply one of their pet phrases—product, or cor-

porate, image—to themselves.

They're asking themselves just what the image is that advertisers have of the agency

and its management.

For instance, one of the topline agencies recently discovered that it could increase its

billings by 35% with accounts in non-competitive categories— especially low-priced, quick

turnover products.

So that agency's management is asking itself: What's wrong with the popular im-

age of ourselves that's kept advertisers of many such products from inviting us

to make a presentation?

The week included a rather salty assortment of controversies.

Tiff No. 1 : P&G was checking around in New York to learn what was said between

a B&B timebuyer and a BBM official that led to bitter repercussions in Canada.

The exchange occurred during a recent CARTB presentation in New York. The BBM
official apparently became miffed at the B&B man's remark that P&G preferred its own
techniques of radio coverage. When the BBMer got back to Canada, he unloosed a

broadside.

Tiff No. 2: The Sindlinger research organization chaUenged the right of ARF
to sit in judgment on what is soundest and best for media research. (For a round-

by-round account of this verbal exchange between Sindlinger and ARF's Al Lehman see

NEWS WRAP-UP, page 59.)

Tiff No. 3 : Baseball's minor leagues kicked up a fuss over CBS Television's pro-

posed plan to carry a Sunday game-of-the-week, arguing it would harm them at the turn-

stiles. The International League even talked about bringing suit.

10 SPONSOR • 7 DECEMBER 1957



SPONSOR-SCOPE conft«w

Do alternate sponsors make strange bedfellows who disturb each other*! net-

work tv benefits?

WIkiI IniiiL's ii|i tin- question is tlii-^: One of the networks—in a drive to win over

certain account* from the competition— ifl focusing attention on the pairing of spun-

sors who have nothing in common with each other.

SP0NS0R-SCOIT. this week queried a number of knowledgeable admen on the valid-

itv of the "strange l>edfellows" theory and found that practicallv ;ill of them deemed
the theory pretty thin—at least for nighttime program'm:/

Their points of view center on these concise concepts:

• There is no sounder approach than the P&G philosophy I Deliver u^ tin maxi-

mum circulation and our commercials will find enough prospects in that audience

to make it worthwhile.

• Tv caters to a welter of tastes in entertainment, and it has yet to Ik- proved that

these tastes can he equated with the need or power to buy.

• If vour audience is large enough, the surplus segments don't raiso the costs of

the sales message very much.
• Knowledge of audience composition is helpful, but this yardstick is misleading if the

factor of sheer audience size isn't considered.

The tv home count is expected to go over 42 million after the first of the year,

which would give the medium 84% saturation.

The figure currently used in the business is 41,200,000 homes. As for the current

number of U.S. homes, the census bureau estimates 50,200,000.

Pepsodent's West Coast campaign of saturation ID's is prompted, for the mo-
ment, by a special marketing problem.

There are no indications that this will blossom into a nationwide plan.

Incidentally, the shares of the dentifrice market currently are estimated thus:

Colgate, 35%; Gleem (P&G), 20%; Ipana (Bristol-Myers), 12%; Crest (P&G), 12%; and

Pepsodent, 10%.

Promotion note: P&G's first-year advertising-sampling outlay for Crest repre-

sents a record for the dentifrice field. Breakdown: S12 million for advertising and ?6

million for sample distribution. Crest sales are now believed to be at a profit point.

TvB is reactivating the battle between the newspapers and tv in the L.A. area.

On tap is a TvB presentation that will purport to refute the unfavorable picture that

the Los Angeles papers have painted about the status of local viewing habits, etc.

CBS Radio, acting on cues picked up among agencies, is directing its talent search

for personalities who are well familiar to tv viewers as well as radio listeners.

Admen, it appears, have been making it plain to the radio networks that unless a

name can be identified readily by the client, the chances of selling him on a sub-

stantial network are pretty slender.

So here's what CBS Radio is after: Personalities who have a track record in either

medium—not only as a performer but as solid salesman.

ABC TV's advances this season are dramatically highlighted in a SPONSOR
article comparing program rankings in those nighttime half-hours in which the net-

work is competing.

According to the November Trendex. ABC TV is first or second in 48% of the

half-hours. Last year the figure was exactly half that.

(For details see How big did ABC TV make it?, page 29. i
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- SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

Wildroot (BBDO) is looking for contract relief from Robin Hood, which it al-

ternately sponsors with Johnson & Johnson (Y&R) at $29,000 gross per show.

There's no dissatisfaction on Wildroot's part. The problem: Its products com-
pete with one another and plugging them on the same program may be too confusing

for best results. The new strategy probably will involve spot tv.

Ampex Corp. unfolded its "revolution on reels" story this week in a closed

circuit hookup to 510 tv stations in the U.S., Hawaii, and Puerto Rico.

Highlights of this announcement conference:

• The delivery schedule on the black-and-white model VR-1000 tape recorders has been

stepped up so that all orders (100) now on hand will be delivered by April 1958,
or in time for the daylight saving time schedule.

• A color conversion accessory will be available for June 1958, which will sell

for $29,000 and for which orders may be placed now. The color unit will operate with

any standard model VR-1000 recorder.

• Both black-and-white and color videotape recorders are available on a new leasing

plan.

ABC TV not only is selling minute participations in Sugarfoot (Thursday night) but

accepting such business on an alternate week basis.

Colgate's participation in Sugarfoot, which starts in January, calls for an

alternate arrangement for six months.

For $30,000—time and talent—Colgate figures it will get 9% miUion families, plus a

cross-plug the alternate week. This works out to around $3 per-1000 homes.

Whitehall, for Anacin, has meanwhile picked up short-run participations on such ABC
TV shows as Sugarfoot (three), Navy Log (five), and Country Music Jubilee (six).

Negotiations between ASCAP and a committee representing tv stations for a

new licensing agreement are scheduled to resume this week.

The present agreement expires at the end of this year.

Can record dealers put enough pressure on stations to make them slow down
the playing of the same hits over and over again?

Apparently it's possible. Reports from Canada this week indicate that the Toronto

Record Dealers Association has induced a couple Toronto stations to ease up on
the repetition so that the dealers can sell more copies of hit tunes.

NBC Radio's Joe Culligan estimated this week that the network is four months
ahead of schedule (compared to 1956) in locking up the next year's contracts.

This week's business by individual networks included:

ABN: Bristol-Myers (3 segments) and Butoni Foods (one segment) on Breakfast

Club, plus renewals from R. J. Reynolds for 23 periods a week and the CIO-AFL for 10

weeklv newscasts with Edward P. Morgan and John W. Vandercook. Chevrolet has sched-

uled John Daly's newscasts, five days a week, starting 9 December.

CBS: Jergens, 10 TVs-minute segments a week for five weeks: Chevrolet, additional

five-minute newscasts, making 17 in all.

MBS: Colgate's shaving preparations. Bill Stern, five times a week in the a.m.

NBC: General Mills, 26 weeks of Bob & Ray and Fibber McGee, starting 21 March;

Es90, the East-West game, 30 December.

For other news coverage in this issue, see Newsmaker of the Week, page 6:

Film-Scope, page 45; Spot Buys, page 54; News and Idea Wrap-Up, page 59; Washington

Week, page 79; sponsor Hears, page 82; and Tv and Radio Newsmakers, page 88.
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LetDKP^TOcarry you smoothly through a Houston sales campaign

A splendid gesture to your customers—
KPRC-TV, Houston. It's sack light

and pleasant viewing!

How is your New Year's schedule?

The Channel 2 insignia at

each station break insures

uniform quality and suc-

cessful sales.

JACK HARRIS
Vice President and General Manager

JACK McGREW
Station Manager

EDWARD PETRY & CO.
National Representatives

SPONSOR • i DECEMBER 1957 13



The General Electric Stations



LOYALTY
Two days of brief air announcements. . . (thai we

had moved into our new ultra-modern studios)

\ casual invitation . . .

{to drop in Saturday or Sunday)

— Bui how our audience responded

(more than 23,000 in 1 ~> hours)

They came by the carloads—from \ ermont,

Sew Hampshire, Massachusetts,

and Connecticut,—as well as from the

far reaches of our New York

state coverage area.

) on can't buy loyalty,

hut you can reach this loyal audience through
9*4-1

WGY WRGB
ALBANY— TROY— SCHENECTADY



CASE HISTORY-DAIRY PRODUCTS

..

ALL US COWS DO OUR

BEST FOR JERSEYMAID"
(a)i(l so doc* radio advertising)

ALMOST ASTRONOMIC and intimately

intertwined is the joint growth of
Jerseymaid Milk Products and Los
Angeles Radio.

STARTING WITH QUALITY dairy prod-
ucts, a small plant and a large prayer,

Jerseymaid in twenty years parlayed one
truck into a fleet ... the plant into a block-

square giant with two supporting ware-
houses... a four-digit ad budget to six,

and a five-digit sales volume to eight.

"RADIO HAS NOT ONLY ACCOM-
PANIED, but substantially inspired, our
climbing sales graph!' says Jerseymaid
President W. John Thiessen. "It gets

almost half our total ad budget., .more
than any other medium. Radio, the con-
sumer's daily companion at home and on
the road, fits our marketing pattern like

a glove!'

"JERSEYMAID WAS A KBIG CHARTER
SPONSOR 'way back in 1952!' recalls

Norton W. Mogge, President, Mogge-
Privett, Inc. advertising agency. "We
have bought over a thousand programs
and spots on The Catalina Station for

this client, because KBIG influences the

able-to-buy adult audience which makes
up the Jerseymaid market!'

ASK YOUR REP, KBIG or Weed, for

other case histories to help you evaluate

Southern C difornia radio.

JOHN POOLE BROADCASTING CO.
6540 Sunset Blvd.. Lot Angeles 28, California

To/ophorf. HOflywood 3-3705

Nat. Rep. WEED and Company

Timebuyers
at work

Frank Carvell, Y \\ . \yer \ Sun. Inc.. New York, timebuyer for

15. (!. Remedv Co.. reports nighttime radio is becoming more ac-

ceptable to advertisers. "Man) clients and agencies have been find-

ing it increasing!) difficult to purchase earl) morning and traffic

times in most major markets. Experienced station operators and

their reps, however, realizing that

-i/able budgets for spot radio were

being constant!) appropriated, put

their heads together and priced

their nighttime periods very at-

tractively. But there's more to it

than that. In man) major mar-

kets, an advertiser ran reach more

different homes during nighttime

segments, more frequent!) and at

a more efficient cost-per-1,000.

There's less crowding of commer-

cials -pi ov iding a better mood for

commercial treatment. And the advertiser can reach a duel audi-

ence." Frank feels, however, that the nighttime \s. daytime stor)

hasn't been fully impressed on advertisers, man) o\ whom still in-

sist on morning and traffic hours. "The reps should back up the

agencies with more groundwork at the client level," savs Frank.

Pat Schinzing, Gardner Advertising Co., St. Louis, timebuyer for

such farm products as Purina Chows (Ralston Purina Co. I and

Stilboso] ( Eli Fills \ Co. Agricultural & Industrial Div. I . leels that it

can't 1 e repeated often enough that the farmer is a businessman. "In

selling our clients' products to the farm market. Pat savs. "we feel

it's imperative to buy on stations

that farmers and ranchers turn to

for help in their businesses, rather

than necessaril) for their enter-

tainment. We seek stations and

programs that feature markets,

news, weather and the like. But

doing this i-n'l easy. Ratings used

to evaluate cit) audiences are of

limited \alue in determining which

stations, time segments and pro-

gram- have the strongest rural

acceptance. So agencies which

service accounts that wish to reach this market must conduct their

own surveys and the research the Gardner agency has made of

farm listening and viewing habits is excellent. Nevertheless, a great

deal of additional data is needed and radio and television stations

will have to survev their markets for more farm data to keep pace.'
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Some
trees

are seen

in spite

of the

forest!

The unknown sage who noted that "sometimes you can't see the trees

for the forest" might well had today's television industry in mind. The

"forest" has been growing steadily thicker -and the job of making

your station stand out from the rest gets correspondingly harder.

Only a few stations have the ingredients of leadership — the prestige,

community stature, programming and acceptance -to tower above

the rest. It is for them that specialized representation, as developed

by Harrington, Righter and Parsons, has been created. Tailored to

each station's individual character, it translates local leadership to

levels of national recognition.

Specialized representation, by its very nature, is for only a few. Per-

haps (like the stations listed here) you are one of them.

HARRINGTON,
RIGHTER

& PARSONS, Inc.

NEW YORK • CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO "ATLANTA • BOSTON

television — the only medium tee serve

W-TEN ,/'•,:,, WABT Birmingham WBEN-TV Buffalo

WJRT Flint WFMY-TV Greensboro/ Winston-Salem

WTPA Uarrisburg WHOMHartford WDAF-TV Kansas City

WHAS-TV Louisville WTMJ-TV Milwaukee WMTW Ml. Washington

WRVA-TV Richmond WSYR-T V Syracuse
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In CENTRAL

WASHINGTON
we're moving

This means an

extremely vigorous

agricultural economy

added to our year

round industrial ac-

tivity.

500O W

WENATCHEE

560 KC

WASH.

is right smack dab in the mid-

dle of this farm and industrial

orea, separated from Seattle

and Spokane by MOUNTAINS
and MILES. Better earmark some
of your ad budget for the agri-

cultural heart of the Pacific^

Northwest with KPO, Wenatchee.'
Selected programs from 3 nets,

plus local programs, news, and
seasonal sports.

National Rapt:

Forjoe & Co., Inc.

Seattle A Portland Reos:

Art Moore & Assoc.

National Sales

Pat O'Halloran
NOrmandy 3-5121

Wenatchee

WE GUARANTEE
to outpull all other North
Control Washington media

2 to 1

3

by Bob Foremnn

Agency ad libs

<£

To integrate, or not to integrate?
^mong the worries which this worry-infested

medium ol television bestows upon us is the

problem of commercial integration. Advertisers

and their agencies are concerned with their de-

creasing ability to create some rapport between

sponsor and show, between product and program

I oilier than the bill which the producer sends

to the advertise] I

.

Much of the t\ vou see these da\s appears as if the only prior

knowledge the advertiser had of the show he is pa\ ing for is the

number and length of commercial positions he is permitted. In fact,

the difference between shows which are sold as spot-carriers and

those which are actually sponsored 1 eromes less and less apparent.

This is caused by several things. First. 1>\ the nature and eco-

nomics ol film: second, by the cost of making filmed commercials:

third, by the ineptitudes of the people who create land approve)

copy: fourth, by the fact that most of the big t\ advertisers concern

themselves only with the circulation achieved by commercials and

not at all with the less chartable halo effects with which a program

can cloak their sales messages.

Film takes a long time to produce. This makes it difficult for an

advertiser to prepare up-to-date commercials that dovetail with his

show. II most commercials for filmed shows appear as if the copy

writer had no idea about the particular episode of the series in which

his words are inserted, this is caused b\ the fact that he actually has

no idea. Each effort is made independent!) of the other.

No wonder we often see such juxtapositions as the blood) show-

sequence which dissolves into a catsup commercial or some starkl)

realistic vignette which then does a fast fade into an animated

commercial jingle.

Show-film vs. ad-film

One other factor also serves to deepen the moat between show

film and advertising-film; namely, the show producers need to keep

his negatives clean of all sponsor identification so his residual values

i in the form of reruns I will help him get back his production costs.

Or get rich, whichever goal he has set for himself.

Point two—the cost of filming advertising copy these days dic-

tates [lie re-use of each commercial several time-. Ibis. too. com-

pounds the problem of integration.

As to point three- whether there is talent enough for this delicate

feat, here we can argue. Hut no one can take issue with point four:

namely, that the bigger buvers of tv bookkeep the individual prod-

ucts in such a way that the different products can be dropped in and

out of each pro-ram the companv has underwritten, leaving no scars

whatsoever.

Despite the headaches outlined, some advertisers do achieve com-

mercial integration. For example, the Bilko-tvpe copy which slithers

into the plot aided and al cited bv the cast: also, the middle inserts
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PICK YOUR SPOT

AMONG THE STARS IN WASHINGTON!
During the prime "AA" nighttime hours, when the

stars shine brightest. WRC-TV averages a.43% great-

er share of audience* than any other station in the

Capital ! And if you call pronto, WRC-TV will arrange

ten-, twenty-, or the new thirty-second spots in this

prime evening time adjacent to the greatest shows

and stars in television.

If you figure prospective customers amongWestern

fans (and who doesn't?) line up your sights on avail-

abilities flanking programs such as "The Californi-

ans,
' '

' The Restless Gun' * and ' 'Wagon Train. " ( )r use

comedy to gladden the hearts (and loosen the purse-

strings) of your stubbornest prospects. Pick your spot

before or after shows like "Groucho Marx—You Bet

Your Life." "The Life of Riley" and "The George

Gobel Show." A choice few of these spots among the

stars are available now. Call WRC-TV or your nearest

NBC Spot Sales representative for quickest results!

WRC-TV*4
* ARR — Washington. I). C., Metropoluait Area Report - October ;:«r. WASHINGTON. 0. C.
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all surveys
6 am to 6 pm
average share

KOBY 10.000 wa

|j|y-August

PULSE:
W-ckdays 15.3, Sat., 16.7. Sun.

17.3 averages 6 am to midnight

August-September

HOOPER:
Weekdays 7 am-noon 18.1. noon-

6 pm 29.4 share of audience

NIELSEN:
22.520 rating 6 am to 9 pm

REPRESENTED BY PETRY

"a.

S*C

%

KOSI 5.000 wa;t;

August-September

HOOPER:
28.0 am, 29 2 pm share

| line

PULSE:
15.6 average share 6 am- 6 pm

REPRESENTED BY FORJOE

WGVM
in Greenville. Miss

No 1 in both
HOOPER & NIELSEN
See: Dcvney & Co.
Inc.

MID-AMERICA

BROADCASTING

COMPANY

20

Agency ad libs continued

on the J;:<k Benin opus. and. newer to the medium. Frank Sinatra's

straightforward but wholehearted talks about his sponsor's product.

Oddl) enough the three cases in point which conic to mind are all

cigarette-advertisers. Why, I cant imagine.

\or can I understand win the television critics i I refer to paid

ones, not the amateurs i take umbrage when an advertiser attempts

to wed his program and his company, his star and his product.

Indignant picas appear in newspapers across the country huffing and

puffing as ii the muses had been violated. Permit some jazzbo

crooner to utter a syllable or two on behalf of the corporate per-

sonality which signed away a million bucks non-cancellable in the

greatest game of chance since the invention of the shell-game and

these guardians of the arts shriek "Prostitution!"

I am reminded none too gentl) of the hue and cry raised over the

recent Pinocchio. Practically every reviewer was ecstatic about the

show. While the hypercritical John Crosby paid a compliment to

the commercial integration, several others took the sponsor to task.

I he\ intimated that the gentle segue from plot to product and hack

again violated the fahle. Such nonsense!

When Martyn Green, the sl\ old fox, stepped before the camera

while Pinocchio was hanging onto a cliff with his fingertips and

stated that such was an ideal place to insert a sales message, he

brought a smile to the copy that followed, a sense of welcome, and

a less than pompous mood which so often characterizes selling copy.

\\ hen Jean Sullivan, the Rexall announceress, looked through a

spy glass before launching into her story about the One Cent Sale,

she prepared the way by creating a pleasant mood.

Commercial integration works

Naturally, one of the advantages of live television is that it has

immediacy. Viewers realize that this show is being done here and

now. There is added excitement. Naturally, when you put live com-

mercials in a live show, this excitement and immediacy flow.- from

one to the other. On top of all this, when your commercial nies-

sages contain some message of immediacy—such as the Rexall one-

cent sale did- you make the best use of live copy in a live show.

Now from a cash register point of view, the results from these

commercial.- was phenomenal, direct!) traceable to the program. So

advertising-wise, the integration worked.

But did the public resent it? Bv no means! The most detailed

research proved that the public enjoyed this copy approach. The

pleasant and rather whimsical lead-out from entertainment to com-

mercial made it apparent to the viewer that the Rexall-ites are

neither stuff) nor pompous. It demonstrated that they have a sense

ol humor 1>\ their attempt to present hard-hitting sales message- in

such a way that the) were not complete intrusions.

\\ hat does it do for a sponsor? Its a welcome mat for a sales

message. Rather pleasant to have to help the public across the

threshhold of indifference. ^
plum iiiiiinitHiitiinintniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiniiirniiniiniiiiitiiiHiiintinMiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiuiiniiiiiiniiiiiinriiiiiiiHiiHiNiiHuiiiiniuiiui ^

Letters to Bob Foreman are welcome
Do you always agree with what Bob Foreman sa\s in Agency

ad libs? Both Bob and the editors of SPONSOR will be happy

to receive and print xour comments. Address them to Bob

Foreman, c o sponsor. 40 F. 4>9th, Xeu York 17. Veio York

^Tiii [ iim tiuiKX r >i 1 1 1 ui 1 1 intn rTtrr n; n n tr itti it i ur li i ri ii]i( lxi ii n m i [ r i : i n i m I o i m 1 1 n 1 1 1 itrti 1 1 m iiriirri i
r m r ttiui 1 1 ittti j;i { E i m u i n i r rtirn M Dtiii i [ i iniiiirT>J=
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GOOD

WAY

TO

TELL

A

STORY

For the smile of satisfaction, Ipana multiplies the

power of its TV commercials through the 7-day

readership of TV GUIDE. More than 5.3 million TV

families "sink their teeth" into TV GUIDE every week;

practice thorough, cover-to-cover readership. And

there they see the Ipana TV story converted to print.

To put powerful, new "bite" in your selling plans,

see your TV GUIDE representative soon.

o

o
>-

o
a

Circulation Now 5,300,000
t^ljy^
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IT
773

P.O. BOX HOLDERS
IN

REYNOLDS, GA.

HOW

MANY

TV

SETS? 1m
ENOUGH

FOR

$10 000

E&AXE* WEEKEND

#*^3ZV SALES

Here's the full story, as written by

Ed Goddard, of G. H. Goddard &
Son, Reynolds, Ga.

"If you had a Harvest Sale in

Macon, certainly it did not bother

us. Our sale was most successful

and I am sure the credit is due to

your fine staff at WMAZ-TV and
to "Uncle Ned" and his salesman-
ship.

"We had people . . . from Perry,

Dublin, Montezuma, Oglethorpe,
Ideal, Macon, Builer, Geneva, How-
ard, Warner Robins, Fort Valley
and many other places. When asked,
their reply was "I saw Uncle Ned
on TV" .... In a town where we
have only 773 Post Office box hold-
ers both city and rural we did a
volume in excess of $10,000 on Fri-

day afternoon and Saturday. In my
opinion that is good business."

MACON • Or A. .

NATIONAL REP.

AVERY-KNODEL, INC.

22

News and views for women in

advertising and wives of admen

Women's week

W omen behind the camera: According to a number of New York

film commercials producers, the film industn offers some of the

besl opportunities for career-minded women.

\t Robert Lawrence Productions alone, three women hold top re-

spon>ilile positions: Doris Reichbart, production supervisor; Rose-

marie Hickson. film editor: \udre\ Sammons, casting director.

"Out of some 650 film editor- in New 1 oik. close to one-third are

women, says Rosemarie. Her own path into this career was via

production jobs in the motion picture industry.

Doris Reichbart worked her way into production via the secre-

tarial ranks, became assistant editor for Paramount, then sound

editor for MGM dubbing Italian and French into American films.

Casting director Audre\ Sammons worked in the Biow Co. com-

mercials department, then moved into li\e l\ casting for such shows

as High Finance and The Price Is Rifiht.

Christinas gift etiquette: \ major annual "social" headache for

agencymen is the problem of Christmas gifts: Who should receive

what and how much should be spent? Often it's the wife who's

called on for suggestions.

From talks with a number of media men. account executives and

agency film producers these rules of thumb emerge:

1. Don't give gifts to your immediate superior. If \ou feel it's

traditional to do so in your organization, certainly avoid giving a

lavish or expensive gift. "That sort of buttering up is only mutu-

all\ embarrassing/" a young agency film commercials director told

SPONSOR.

2. It is considered thoughtful and proper for men to give their

secretaries a personal Christmas gift, over and beyond the bonus

the agency may give. Such a gift should not cost more than $10,

but probably no less than $5, according to executives in middle-

income brackets.

3. If you have developed close personal friendships with some of

\ our colleagues whom \ ou want to remember, send a gift to their home.

4. A number of agencymen do ha\e large cocktail parties in their

homes prior to Christmas to discharge their business-social obliga-

tions. Such parties should he. planned to fall between 10 and 20

December to keep conflicts at a minimum and leave the last few

da\ s before Christmas for more personal engagements.

Washington's AWRT: White House handling of personal and

health news about the President was a topic for discussion at the

20 November meeting of the AWRT of Washington, D. C.— the same

evening President Eisenhower's most recent illness was making

headlines.

Four network panel show moderators and producers led the

discussion: Theodore Granik of NBC's Youth Hants to Know, Ruth

Geri Hai:\ of \HC's College \ews Conference, Ted \\ers of CBS'

Face tlic Vation, John Secondari of ABC's Open Hearing. Con-

sensus: "th<' news has been handled with tact, honesty and fairness

— under the circumstances."
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Tin man who

has i Vi rything,

goatt < .

orange Thundi third,

ana shy,

and 322

of Omaha*s radio audit nt <

1 le's \ lenrj Busse, Jr., and in his

wn unique way he's typical of the

personalities who make kOWII

dominant daytime first, per Pulse

. . . and Trendex.

\nd KOWI I has been in the upper

reaches of Omaha audience shares

71 months now-. Give yourself

everything you need to succeed in

Omaha radio: KOW11 (good cov-

_ •
, n 660 K

.

I ?
A

T OMAHA
Represented h. A.i.:":
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•

Annie is, of course, Mary Martin who

memorable performance in "Annie

Your Gun" with co-star John Rain die

60 million viewers to NBC Televisil

Tim was the largest audience for

prog] mi this season.



evision (I.issiis like "Annie." "Green

tures," "Pinocchio," ami the "General

tors 50th Anniversary Show" provide

m. nit evidence that NBC i-> making

s the finest season in tele> ision

oi\. II furthei evidence were needed,

it came this week From the I homas Mva

Edison Foundation whose 62 cooperating

national organizations voted, For the Inst

time, all the coveted annual Edison net-

work awards to programs on the televi-

sion and radio nctwoiks ol the

ATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY



KWKW
carries more *

SPANISH
LANGUAGE
programming
THAN ANY
OTHER
STATION

in the
UNITED
STATES

join these current

BLUE CHIP

advertisers

Cheer
Fritos

Eastside Beer
Foremost Milk
La Pine Flour

Safeway Stores

Bank of America
Capitol Milling

Langendorf Bread
Salem Cigarettes

Quaker Masa Harina
Thrifty Drug Stores

Wrigley's Chewing Gum
Italian Swiss Colony Wines
Lucky Strike Cigarettes

Robert Hall Clothes

Barbara Ann Bread
Feenamint & Chooz

Camel Cigarettes

Desmond's Stores

White King Soap
Folgers Coffee

Black Draught
Weber's Bread
Cal Mex Foods

7-Up

'SPONSOR S BUYERS GUIDE

PASADENA* LOS ANCILIS
V. . Spanish Language
v Slotam y

L.A.—RYan 1-6744

S.F.—Theo B. Hall

Eastern Rep.

—

National Time Sales

49th and

I Madison

Rating Madness

\jain I think you are out ahead with

constructive reporting and a service to

the broadcast industry with your arti-

cle in the November 23rd sponsor on

"Hating Madness." I note that part of

the material for this partieular article

came out of the Radio-Television Ex-

ecutives Society Meeting in which

Ward Dorrell was principal speaker.

I was equally interested in your is-

sue of November 16th in the schedules

of Timebuying and Selling Seminars

you listed. I hope that you will see fit

to publish the essential facts from

these several meetings. I think that

some of the unscheduled meetings

could constructively be devoted to this

hocus-pocus about ratings.

M\ concern on this rating question

is not with KPOJ's ratings. They have

been quite adequate. The problem lies,

however, with all sellers of time in the

fact that the ground rules are con-

stantly being changed. We are told

that Pulse ratings, for example, are

multiplied by Nielsen circulation fig-

ures, which every statistician says is

equal to multiplying elephants by owls

to get oranges. We all recognize the

limitations of each and even rating

sen ice. As Ward Dorrell points out,

however, when used wisely, they are

certainly much better than no infor-

mation at all. Misuse or combination

of ratings of unrelated nature com-
pounds the inadequaey. . . .

R. M. Brown, general manager
KPOJ. Portland, Ore.

• SPONSOR i- looking into the rat ins problem
a* a basic editorial project. It will report con-
BtruetWel) on a sane approach to ratines fre-
quently during 1958.

Pioneer representative firms

In your \o\ ember 16th issue. you car-

ried a report of a speech made by Lew
Aver) at the first session of the RTES
Timebuying and Selling Seminar.

One paragraph of that st«>r\ caught

m\ eye and caused me to feel that I

must write m\ first letter of this kind.

I'm sure Lew would be quick to agree

with me that any industry as vast and

important as today's station represen-

tation deserves to have an accurate his-

tor\ appearing in the trade press.

Edward Petry & Co., Inc., was the

first exclusive station representative

Our firm was founded in March 1932

Free and Sleininger was not a pio

neer "station representative" as Lew
indicated, but a sales and service or

ganization working on a fee basis as

distinguished from an exclusive station

representative working on a fixed com-

mission.

They and their stations recognized

time brokers and transcription com-

panies who placed contracts with their

stations direct or through them, and
their stations would pay a commission

to and bill these time brokers and

transcription companies, who in turn

would bill the advertiser or advertis-

ing agency. \^e and our stations rec-

ognized only advertisers and advertis-

ing agencies.

Over a period of time, Free and

Sleininger evolved into a representa-

tive and was the third such organiza-

tion. Later, the firm became Free and

Peters and is now Peters, Griffin and

Woodward.
It strikes me as worthwhile, too. to

call your readers' attention to the fact

that the other pioneer firm founded

during 1932 was the Paul H. Raymer
Co. which was clearly the second ex-

elusive station representative and cer-

tainly deserves prominent mention in

any discussion of our industry's earlv

days.

I'm sure that your magazine will

want to correct this inaccuracy just

as Lew Avery would want to give due

credit to his worthy competitors at

the Raymer Co.

Edward Petry. president

Edward Petry & Co.. Inc.

Sponsors and the space age

I read with great interest your article

"\\ hat the space age means to spon-

sors. There is only one thing wrong

with this article: it did not include a

description of our new program, Colo-

nel Bleep ... an animated adventure

cartoon quiz.

Richard H. I llman, president

Richard H. I'llman, Inc.
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You Can't Sell Em If You Don't Reach Em

and WJAR-TV Reaches More Of Em

in The Providence Market

SUMMARY DATA* /

/

CALL
LETTERS

TELEVISION
HOMES

MONTHLY
COVERAGE

WEEKLY
COVERAGE

WJAR-TV
STATION B

1,186,410

706,140

593,890

448,390

539,130

430,370

*WJAR-TV Area Per

NCS No. 2, 1956

FALL RIVER

WJAR-TV
CHANNEL 10, PROVIDENCE, R.I.

Q
Represented by Edward Petry & Company, Inc.
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COVERAGE ?

Yes . . . but who's listening ?

In WHB's 96-county world

IT'S A WHB PULSE!

WHB is first in 432 of 432 quarter-hours

6 a.m. to midnight Pulse, A ounty area . . .6 a.m. /</ midnight, Monday through Saturday, Sept., 1957)

Whether it be Metro Pulse, Nielsen, Trendex or Hooper . . . whether it be

Area Nielsen or Pulse . . . WHB is the dominant first throughout . . .

with audience consistently in the 4m', bracket. And, WHB is

the dominant first among everj important audience-type!

For WHB's unique combination of coverage and audience . . . ta!k to a

Blair man . . . or WHB Genera] Manager George If . Armstrong.

*situated in Missouri, K, and 1

TODAY'S RADIO FOR TODAY'S SELLING
TOOD STORZ, PRESIDENT • HOME OFFICE: OMAHA, NEBRASKA

WHB
Kansas City

10,000 watts

710 kc.

WDGY Minneapolis St Paul
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.

WHB Kansas City
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.

WTIX New Orleans
REPRESENTED BY ADAM YOUNG INC.

WQAM Miami
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR i. CO.
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While -till the

kingpin CBS is be-

ing pressed harder

than ever now bj two television net-

works as the 19.">7-.">b*

season gets underway

in earnest. NBC has

shown strength in a

number of slots at

ninlii iii addition to.

its daytime gains.

Meanwhile, the third network, im-

proving its station facili-

ties as well as its program>

ing. is continuing its ad-

vances. Are these advances

reall\ significant? HOW BIG

DID ABC MAKE IT?

I he era oi relatively equal network

television competition, a consumma-

tion devoutly wished for for years 1>\

manj advertisers is moving briskly in-

to view.

Enough this eventual development

has been talked about for years, the

extent of the equalizing process this

season lias surprised even the veterans.

Each new audience report documents

additional evidence of the leveling-off

trend and. while ratings are not the

be-all and end-all for advertisers, a net-

work's o\er-all audience must be sub-

stantial if it is to stay solvent.

The primary factor, of course, is the

continued programing advances scored

l>\ VBC, as well a- the improvement

of it* station facilities, but piled on

top of this i- the audience strength

"li'iwn by NBC at night a- well as

during the daytime.

While CBS has not been toppled

from its billings dominance, it i- be-

ing hard-pressed as never before. To
paraphrase a famous advertising cam-

paign many years ago, advertisers are

looking at all tin

Will more competition breed better

programing and strengthen network tv

competitively against other media?

This i- not easy to answer, though

any business theorist will asrree that

competition i- desirable. Figures from

the audien< e measurement l>"\- indi-

cate that, talk about boredom notwith-

standing (see the Videotown story on

page 35), the viewing picture i- gen-

erally an upbeat one.

Nielsen figures on hours spent view-

ing daily 1>\ the average home show

slight, though significant, increases t"i

most months this year compared with

last In the 1")
I rende\ cities, where

network competition is at it- fiei

average evening sets-in-use for the No-

vember period are 50.495 compared

w ith IJ'i.o' . the rear I [his

doesn't sound like' much but the thou-

sands ol separate measurements made
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Network television's current season

is speeding the era of relatively equal

webs, long wished for by sponsors

to gel over-all sets-in-use figures make

a lew percentage point- significant.

Taking the Trendex figures again, con-

sider tin- meaning of a l'< increase

in viewing il that were maintained for

three or four years.

No one can saj l"i sure thai am
one network is more responsible than

another for the bright viewing picture,

or, for that matter, the extent to which

non-network programing is responsi-

ble. However, there seems little doubt

that \BC i- harvesting substantial

benefits.

For example, the latest Nielsen fig-

ures (the second October report at

sponsor's presstime) show \BC's au-

dience figures lor sponsored program-

in- at night (7:30-10:30) were 6,553,-

• )()() homes per average minute. The

comparable period last \ear showed a

figure of 4,530.00 homes. That's a

jump of about 45%. New tv homes
accounted lor some of this but better

ratings and facilities are undoubtedly

the most important factors.

A look at how ABC is doing com-

petitivel) at night adds another dimen-

sion to this picture. One way of ana-

lyzirig this is to take a look at the

situation in the 15 Trendex cities

where all three networks have a vhf

primal) affiliate and transmit pro-

graming simultaneoush . Here is the

story in those periods where all three

networks are competing.

During the November rating period

\l>(. was first or second in ranking

compared with the other two networks

in \V,.~' i of the half hours. Last yea)

the comparable figure was 23.5%. The

web was first or tied for first in nine

half-hour periods during 1957 while

the preceding year ABC ranked first

in onl\ two periods. (For details, see

chart above right).

ABC's gains are also made clear in

the Nielsen 1 l-cit\ (second October)

Sullivan CBS

HI

Maverick ABC

NBC

"Battle of Sundaj Night" symbolizes the tougher competitive situation

mi network tv. The two-way battle has become a three-wa} tug as \B< -

Maverick" has been able to take Ed Sullivan's and Steve Allen's measure

in overlapping periods, according t<> special Trendex reports in November

multi-network report. Taking again

those periods in which all three net-

works program in common, the figures

show an average rating of 17.2 com-
pared with 18.9 for NBC and 21.1 for

CBS. The comparable period in 1056
disclosed an average ABC rating of

1 1.3. The other networks remained at

about the same rating level. ABC re-

searchers have estimated that if the

web can hike its Wednesday and Fri-

day audiences 50'; (no mean achieve-

ment! while the other networks main-
tain their same relative positions. ABC
can pull even with CBS.

Trendex figures are far from the

whole story, of course, and do not re-

flect the full U.S. picture. Here ABC
suffers somewhat from lack of facili-

ties on a level with CBS and NBC,
an allocation problem the FCC has
been wrestling with for years and with

not much success.

How ever. Nielsen's U.S. sample does
not show a picture much different from
Trendex. insofar as ABC rankings by
half hours are concerned (though, in-

terestingly, it affects CBS" and NBC"s
standings). For the second October
Nielsen report. ABC was first or tied

for first in seven half hours compared
with nine in the Trendex comparison.
CBS was first or tied for first in 21
half hours compared with 15 firsts in

Trendex. NBC was first or tied for

first in 11 half hours compared with

15 in Trendex.

It must be pointed out here that

both the U.S. Nielsen and Trendex
ranking comparisons are somewhat
biased in favor of ABC in that only
competitive periods are shown. That
is. if an ABC show was not recorded
because it was sustaining or if there

was no ABC show, the time period was
not compared. For those reasons, the

10:30 to 11:00 p.m. periods through

the week were not among those ranked.

Nevertheless, there is little question

that ABC is a lot better off than it was

a year ago. There's the matter of affili-

ates, for example. The web has picked

up more than a dozen primary affili-

ates in important markets. Its latest is

WHDH-TV. Boston, in the seventh

ranking standard metropolitan area.

ABC already has o&o's in five of the

six bigger SMA's lit has an affiliate

but not an o&o in Philadelphia!. Pitts-

burgh, the eighth ranking SMA. will

be represented by a primary affiliate,

but not until next September. Among
the markets where primary affiliates
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Television network program ranking by half hours in 15 Trendex cities

Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Ihur.day Friday Saturday

1957 1956 1957 1956 1957 1956 1957 1958 1957 19% 1957 1956 1957 1956

2 3 1 2 3 1 1 3

1 1 2 1 2 2 \ 2

3 2 3 3 1 3 1

2 3 3 3 1 2 2 1 3 1 2 :1 3

1 1 2 1 2 1 3 2 2 3 3 2I 2

3 2 1 2 3 3 1 3 1 2 1 1 1

3 3 3 3 1 2 3 2 3 3 3 :J 3

1 1 2 1 2 3 1 3 1 2 l ;I 2

2 2 1 2 3 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 1

3 3 3 2 2 3 3 3 1 3 1 2

1 1

1

1 3 1 2 1 1 3 2 ;J 1

2 2 2 1 3 1 2 2 2 l :J 3

3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 1 2

1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 3 2 1

2 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 3

3 3 1* 1 3

2 1 3
'3

1

1 2 1* 2 2

3

2

1

Prepared from the regular Trendex reports for the first week of. November, 1956 and L957, this chart shows tin- rank of each ne

nighttime periods in which thej programed in common. M<>-i of the Tuesda) rankings foi 1956 ari not given bo iuse of elei

\Un omitted an- periods "iili sustaining shows "i 15-minute -trip- where dail) ratings are not available. The asterisks

3

1

2

»iiil in all

inn returns,

efer to ti« -

were added since September L956 are

El Paso, Knoxville, San Vntonio, Tuc-

son. Stockton- Sacramento, Miami.

Omaha, Peoria, Norfolk, It. Wayne,
New Orleans, Youngstown and Indian-

apolis. \nd WFAA-TV, Dallas, be-

came an exclusive affiliate tins past

September while in St. Louis last Vpril

\R(' was strengthened b) a — li i f t From

a uhf to vhf affiliation.

This li-t goes far toward solving the

network's lineup problems but it does

not solve them all bj an) means. \

complete solution would require exten-

sive re-allocation decision- b) Wash-

ington.

In the meantime. WW. is concen-

trating on its programing, especially

on its Wednesdaj and Friday night

schedules. Alreadx. efforts have been

made to put new life into the Frank

Sinatra show, which -tatted out prettj

well hut revealed weaknesses later on.

Walter Winchell is being shifted into

the Patrice Munsel slot, which pre-

cedes Sinatra, in order to attract a

broader famih audience.

\- for daytime, \H<" has fai to go

to equal it.- nighttime standing. I.at-

esl Nielsen multi-netwoi k (14-city)

figures show, however, some promising

advances in V.BC -hare of audience

among the three networks d u r i II ii the

3:00-6:00 p.m. period WW i- now

programing. During the three-hour

period it- -hare has gone Up from 2'>

to 37%. Bv hours, the figures are as

follows: from 3:00 to 1:00, 24 to

:\\' , : from 1:00 to 5:00, 28 to » .

;

from 5:00 to 6:00, 35 to 3891

I >nc caution in interpi eting these fig-

ures. I Ik- I I Nielsen i iti.es are in both

the Eastern and Central time zones,

while the period- ai>- measured bj

Eastern time. Figures i over the -

oiul ( >< tobei Nielsen repoi t foi 1 956

and L957.

Nighttime, however, hold- the ke\ t..

network dominance, for it create- the

listening habit- to network affiliate sta-

tions and brings in the dollars t" be

able to experiment with daytime for-

mat-.

\l!( has been walking with increas-

ing surefootedness in the treacherous

path- of nighttime programing. Its

betting on Westerns, in particular, has

paid off. The success "f Maverick will

undoubtedly keep the search for more
i Please turn to page 76

I
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ARE YOUR SALESMEN AUDIENCE

Nationwide Insurance has

4,000 agents—and it wenl

after every one of them

with a plan that hnilt a

live-wire merchandising

force for the filmed Mama

show. Result: Ratings are

40% better than expected

#

—

w li\ dors program merchandising

get the bastard child treatment from

main tv sponsors?

Nationwide Insurance executives

can't figure it. They term this mer-

chandising "insurance on an invest-

ment"—and they play it to the hilt

with everything from bumper stickers

to a $9,000 specialh prepared color

movie explaining the tv story to their

agents.

Nationwide, of Columbus, Ohio, is

spending 87(10.000 for .52-weeks' spon-

sorship of the new filmed Mama series.

Former!) alive CBS T\ feature, Mama
is now sponsored l>\ Nationwide on 36

tv stations in the firms 13-state Fast

< oasl and D.C. area.

The firm is a multiple-line insurance

company selling auto, life and casualt\

policies. In auto insurance alone, it

ranks fourth largest in the U.S., writ-

ing policies worth about §12-5 million

in premiums annually.

Mama is the company's first try at

tv sponsorship, but Nationwide has

merchandised the show more thorough-

ly than main an old pro. Result:

First available ratings are averaging

14.0 (ARB)—a full 4<>\ ahead of the

average Nationwide anticipated when
it bought the series from CBS T\

Film Sales.

sponsor found Nationwide execu-

tives give full measure of credit for

Mama success to the company's am-

bitious program merchandising. How
does it differ from the usual'.-' In

thoroughness. Company ad manager

George Hunter and the Ben Sackheim.

Inc. agenc\ literally built around mer-

chandising.

Nationwide, a newspaper advertiser

until this September, decided on tv

early this year because "competition is

increasing at a ferocious pace, says

Bill Pitts, Nationwide account execu-

tive at Sackheim. Allstate. Sears Roe-

buck's insurance outlet, is Nationwide's

largest competitor in the auto insur-

ance field.

Sponsorship of a syndicated film

show was chosen because it offered

the advantage of market selection. I n-

like announcements, however, it also

gave Nationwide a merchandisable

propertj of its own.

Why Mama?: This was the perfect

show for Nationwide, the planners
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GUILDERS?
MAMA "Mama" merchandising tools

and how Nationwide uses thei

kii 1.. Ips agents - Wit'iut

Movie i- used b> Nation

to -'-II .1-' mi- on men li indis

ing Mama, It shows how t" use

i ompan] supplied i""l-. tii -in

advei i ising i" increase tln-ir in-

poti hi i.il i hrough Mama

Billboard spa< e 1 ghl bj a

local station helps pi ti

audiences !"i Nations ide. 1 he

in in also liii- the 16 \dama sta

tions i"i heavj newspapei

magazine, h spot advertising

sponsored dv Nationwide niuhi'i co.

1

Station coverage area is studied bj Sackheira I buyei

Bob Glatzei (left) and Bill I'in- Nationwide account exei

Airs. Jones of London Picked
As First 'Mama-of-Month'

Contests held bj stations to

select "Mama of the Month"

are sure-fire waj of getting free

newspaper publicity. Mama
show and Nationwide both gel

mention in the new- articles

decided. 1 his was

Nationwide La the outgrowth <>f an

organization formed in 1926 bj a

group of Ohio farmers. For years it

has soughl to project a warm, friendl)

corporate image. "Nationwide the

company thai cares" is their theme.

Mama projected the same personal-

ity. "Its working-together theme is

ideally suited for the Nationwide

-tni \
." -a\ - Hunter.

Pitts add-: "Mama had a proved

record of popularity and viewer l«>\alt\

during it- 1949-1956 live showings on

the CBS TV network. It had consis-

tent!) high ratings and won -everal

awards for fainiU entertainment dur-

ing that time. We had a proved prod-

uct: our job was to stimulate new in-

{Article continues next page)

Tie-in advertising "how-to" is spelled out foi .1^' m- in >

folder supplied with the merchandisers' kit. Nationwide

pays half the costs foi ilii- advertising undei 50 50 plan

Mama talent i- used in Na-

tion* ide i ommen i lis oi i asion-

ally. Judson I air-- I left I . Papa

Hansen in Him feature, goes

over a Christmas commercial

script w itli George II. Hunter,

the insurance company's mer-

chandising-minded ad managi r

How to

include

•YJAiWA

in all your

50/50
advertising
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$9,000 color movie urged agents to buy

spot adjacencies on Mama stations

teresl in an established l\ propertv.

The 20 episodes Nationwide is sh« . a -

in» during its schedule are all new.

The) will I"' run through nine, (hen

repeated.

Nationwide agents hit: To build

the needed new interest became the

merchandising objective—and Nation-

wide- agents were the first targets.

"We wanted our 4,000 agents to ac-

tivel) sell the show through personal

merchandising in their areas," Pitts

told sponsor. Nationwide and Sack-

heim went all out to rouse them.

Highlight: A special 10mm color

movie was produced at a cost of

$9,000. Titled "Nationwide, Mama
and You."' the film does several jobs:

• Tells the agents why Mama was

selected for Nationwide sponsorship.

• Shows them the merchandising

tools they will be furnished by the

company and explains the value of

their use.

• Outlines briefly some forms of

tie-in advertising that can be used by

the agents to get their names linked to

Mama in their own areas. (Spot ad-

jacencies are recommended as well as

radio and newspaper tie-ins; the agents

are reminded that the company will

pay half of the cost of this advertising

under its 50/50 plan. This plan, in

force for several years, stipulates that

an agent advertising Nationwide in-

surance policies will be reimbursed

to the extent of $300 annually for

time or space costs.)

• Shows samples of the commercials

Nationwide is using on Mama.
• Stresses the sales value of Mama

and the resultant opportunities for

greater earnings to the agents them-

selves.

• Introduces narrator Byron Carl-

son as the new "voice of Nationwide."

Produced by David Piel Produc-

tions, the 15-minute film uses animated

cartoon technique coupled with live-

action. Carlson, Nationwide's com-

mercial announcer, is host.

In sponsor's view, the movie is a

smooth presentation of the Mama spon-

sorship story. But more important, it

communicates excitement.

Charts and bars, graphs and num-

erals, common fare in this type of pre-

sentation, are absent. "We purposely

avoided them as boring elements," says

Pitts.

Nationwide sees to it that the film

is shown to its agents by making the

tv stations responsible.

Contracts stipulated that the station

getting the Mama show would have to

arrange agent showings for the film.

This proved not only a slick business

deal for Nationwide, but something of

a bonus for the stations.

The film's suggestion to agents that

the\ contract with stations for adja-

cencies to Mama gave station manage-

ment a ready-made, entertaining pre-

sentation for the cost of staging a

meeting.

So far, 30 of the 36 stations involved

have held meetings attended b) over

2.000 Nationwide agents and district

and regional sales managers. "In main

areas station managers requested per-

mission to keep the film longer than

originally scheduled: thev were so en-

thusiastic they wanted to set up as

many meetings as they could."' Pitts

told sponsor—and he produced a tele-

gram from one television station as an

example. This station wanted to set

up six additional meetings with the

movie.

A measure of the film's effectiveness:

• About 175 agents are already buy-

ing spot adjacencies worth about

$3,200 a month on 10 stations.

The agents pool their money to pay

for spots running next to Mama.

Will this expensive film be obsolete

soon? "No," says Pitts, who explains,

"we'll be able to use it again after the

1958 summer hiatus to orient new

agents on our tv participation. Also,

there are always some men who can't

make the present meetings: they'll also

be fair game for later showings."

Bumper slicker for merchandisers' kit is studied by (1. tor.) George B. Pampel, Nation-

ni'l< account supervisor at Sackheim, Ben Sackheim, agency president and account execu-

tive Pitts. 4.000 stickers are in use by agents; many stations also have asked for them

More merchandising: Nationwide

also assisted its agents in selling Mama
by supplving a Mama merchandisers'

kit. It includes folders of background

material on Mama and a rundown of

the specific commercials Nationwide

plans for the show. To carry out its

principal aim—spurring the agent on

to merchandising activities of his own

—the kit includes:

• A folder outlining exactly how the

agent should tie in the Mama show

with his newspaper advertising, radio

and tv spots and direct mail.

• A presentation of four single-col-

umn newspaper ads featuring the Na-

tionwide Mama sponsorship story tied

in with an insurance pitch. Each ad

is available in mat form and can be

ordered hv the agent free from the

company

.

• A bumper sticker for the agents

(Please turn to jmge 85)
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Videotown's clinician on boredom

John P. i unningham (al right), .1- presidenl ol < A\\ has had .1 long

inside look al the t < » w 1 1 his agenc) usee .1- .1 living laboratory foi i«-l*-\. i-

9ion. I In- year, .1 random 9urvey-in-depth thai accompanied the regulai

-iiid\ convinced him thai .1 trace "I boredom has sel in, and thai adver-

tisers had bettei re-evaluate their responsibility to the viewing public. Here

are some highlights from lii- recenl "creeping mediocrit) in i\ speech:

"The Boredom-Factoi causes dial-twitching, vacant-minded viewing, lowei

ratings and, .1- fai as i\ advertising is concerned, less penetration-per-skull-

per-dollar. . . . Boredom is being furthei compounded b) Imitation, I he

core ol the content ol t\ seems to move in massive waves "I Imitation,

some of which I I elieve is creativel) dishonorable. ... I he Index "f Bore

dom has been increasing. People are long-suffering. ITiej will watch pro-

grams thai bore, I >u 1 tune oul their minds, which is bad f"i advertising

VIDEOTOWN
IO YEARS AFTER

Four years a novelty, the last -i\ years an accepted necessity

—

that is tv*s decade-long history. :Now the 19." report released

by Cunningham & Walsh points oul that viewing has reached a high

plateau and that where it goes from here depends on creative Bhows

I odaj >7 December), a long-time

observe] ol television audience behav-

ior patterns issued it- Endings for

1957. Conclusion: i\ viewing is at a

plateau: where it goes from here is up

to the programers.

The observer is Cunningham &

Walsh. I lie observed is Videotown

—

BCtuall) New Brunswick, N. .1. (popu-

lation about 10,000), an independent,

self-contained market 30 miles smith-

wesl of New \ oris City. Since L948,

\ ideotown lias been surveyed annuall)

l>\ ('^\\ in a continuing study. In

\la\ and June id ilii- year, ii- pulse

H,i- taken for the loth time. I be beat

is »till strong, bui 1 1
<

> t as strong as it

was two years ago. The lever of view-

big has subsided ; t\ a~ .1 ao\ eltj li.i-

worn olT. Videotown has grown so-

phisticated.

Here i- the summing up "I this

year's ~t u. I \ bj I lerald \\ . Tasker.

1 v\\\ vice presidenl and director ol

research, and Gladys R. Kanrich, man-

ager of the research department

:

"In the future, television viewing

will follow a series ol high level cycles.

I he movement w ill be influent ed part-

U bj new sel developments, parti) l>\

social and economic changes which

keep people al home 01 attract them
awa\ from home, bul mostl) l>\ |iro-

graming. The all-important determi-

nant for audience size u the creative

vitality "i it programs"
I bat "i reative \ italit) 1- needed

was -tated baldl) bj • &Ws president,

John P. Cunningham, in his 30 < >cto-

ber speech to the W \. The basis of

his warning on "creeping mediocrity"

was not the words of tele* ision's 1 rit-
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Daytime tv viewing hit peaks in '54-55
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10% .
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Percentage of all people in television homes who spend some weekday

time with t\. \.m. viewing same as '56; afternoon viewing down

Nighttime up over '56, down from '55

85%

80%

75%

70%

P. M.

65

51 52 53 54 55 56 57

C&W researcher- believe thai a plateau has heen established at

around 75% of all people, lips and downs will depend on the shows

Evening radio listening shows gain
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AFTERNOON

ics alone, l>ut the opinions of the peo-

ple of Videotown. This year, for the

first time. C&W tackled some depth

interviews along with their regular

sur\e\. Purpose of these depth inter-

views: to tr\ to measure the Boredom
Factor. Specific questions were asked

ahout ]() t\ shows. Typical reactions

among Videotowners: "Same old

stuff," "I could have written it my-
self." "I'm tired of it." In a \ear when
audience figures changed only mini-

mally from the \ear before, the depth

survey on boredom appears to be the

most significant word from Video-

town.

Yet this expressed dissatisfaction

with programing in no way means
people are not going to watch. The
preface to 1957 Videotown report has

this to say: ".
. . they (the public)

will vow by all that's holy that West-

erns are infantile, that they are fit only

for feeble-minded adults. They be-

come quite vehement about it in dis-

cussions of programing. What did they

watch last night—a Western!"
Actually, this year saw a slight gain

in total viewing hours per week over

1956, but it must be remembered that

1956 marked the first decline in Video-

town viewing since 1948. The over-all

pattern, however, as C&W research

sees it, is a plateau since 1954 when
people started being more selective in

their \ iewing and began spreading

their tv time over the day. Here is

a summary of highlights from Video-

town 1957 :

• Between 75',' and 85',' of the

people tune in on an average weekday,
each spending between 13 and 15

hours per week (Mon.-Fri. I in front

of his set. Since 1954, average eve-

ning hours per week has been moving
up and down with no established trend.

In 1957, the average for evening view-

ing per week is 11 hours 27 minutes

—

a 24-minute increase over 1956.

• Morning viewing has also reached

a temporary plateau at around an hour

per week. This year it is slightly less

than an hour as it was in 1953 and

1955. In 1954 and last year it topped

the hour mark.

• Weekday afternoon viewing has

followed a slightly downward trend

since a high-water mark of one hour

and 39 minutes a week in 1954. 1957

afternoon viewing stands at one hour

and 15 minutes per week.

• The earlv tv fans still maintain,

in 1957. their status as the most ar-

51 52 53 54 55 56 57

In t\ home in Videotown, the percentage of all people listening to

radio follows this trend —mornings fewer listen, evenings more listen SI'ONSOH 7 DECEMBER 1957



drill t\ \ i

<

- w ci -. \- in pa-l ye ITS,

homes thai had a i\ sel longer, had

their sets tuned in l"i more hours and

individuals Bpenl more time watching.

I In- current stud) shows thai individ-

ual members "I i\ families who had

sets pi ioi t" 195 1, this v ear wati h

1
1

' L. hours I'll week on weekday

evenings, .1 half-houi more than do

those who have installed television

Bince then. I he diffei ence bel ween the

two groups is narrowing, however,

particularly since 1 in • new-ownei

_ roup today is becoming lna\ ily

weighted with newl) marrieds who es

tablished theii viewing habits in par-

ents
1

homes.

• Eight <>l In \ ideotown w ives

watch i\ sometime during an evening,

,1 slight increase ovei 1956. Slightly

under eight out of in husbands and

teenagers watch in an evening, down

a trifle from L956. I he total houi -

Bpenl watching during an evening in

1957 is a little over seven and one-heli

hour- foi children undei 10, about

nine and one-quarter for teenagers,

over L3 hour- for husbands, I I hours

lni wives. "A look at the year-by-yeai

hour- ol viewing -how- an irregular

movement within a narrow range,"

says ( \\\ - report. "It would lake a

major change in programing to upsel

this trend."

• Since 1953, \ ideotown has shown

a sustained upward trend in social and

leisure time activities such as enter-

taining, visiting and attending club

meetings. Yel this activity has made
no deep cut in t\ viewing. Reasons:

increase in outside activities i> -mall

on any one evening; people rearrange

their viewing rather than eliminate it.

• Movie attendance, which made a

comeback by 1955 (although -till less

than two-thirds of it- pre-t> level) fell

olT sharply in 1956, picked up a small

gain in 1957. Magazine reading fol-

lowed a fairly similar pattern, except

that 1957 -aw it slump again to about

the level of the early oil"-. The num-

ber of adult- reading a newspaper has

shown onl\ slight fluctuation:? from

L952 through L957.

• Radio listening in t\ home- ovei

the LO-year study -how- an interesting

pattern (see charts). Since the first

year (1948) when the percentage of

people in t\ home- who listened to ra-

dio during some part of a weekday

evening dropped to V, 1 from pre-t\

i'ii'. '. evening radio listening has

shown a modest hut steady increase

1 Please turn to page 13 1

Since 1950 tv set sales have leveled off

2777

U77

I

1596

I

1780'

I

1950 1951 1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 1957 estimate

In 1950, _'.... sets were sold in Videotown, replacements were few.

1956, saw 1,596 t\ sets sold <>i which 1,134 replaced worn-oi

Observation post: ^' ' SM, keeping track "t continuing -tu<l\ <m Videotown

r) : Gerald W. Tasker, v.p. anil director oi research; Shirlej Wilkin-. Eeld research man -

Gladys 1>. Kanrich, reseach department manager. For tlnir latest report, read the story.
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Ilou saturation radio compares with dailies in ll-K stud}

Radio Newspapers

36 announcement i in one day 6 a.m. -12 Mid One full page

Market
Net daily

homes reached 1

Times
heard Cost

Daily

circulation Cost'

New York 1,529,300 2.5 $2,448.00 * 1,804,786 $3,640.00

Loa vngeles 576,400 ;.l 1,035.19 * 396^81 2,528.40

( hicago 57 1.100 3.5 2,224.00 7 10.21'

1

4,374.72

San Antonio 58,600 3.6 396.00 ** 81,615 694.40

Memphis 58,600 3.0 294.00 :

W.L'l'.'i 1,612.80

Peoi ia 30.100 I.I 180.00 ** 58,333 842.80

Sources: Mi Different homes reached: Cumulative Pulse vudience November 1956.
1

_'
i < osl : Estimated from rate cards ;i- ol October 1957; fixed iM>-ii ion announcement

rates used, packages where applicable. (3) Dail) circulation: AB< statements as of

I March L957 reported in SRDS ol October 1957; to l»"-i relate data, \M area which
was most comparable t<> the Pulse rated area was used: *Citj and retail trading zone,
**(!it> Zones. I l> Cost: Full-page costs foi newspapers with greatest circulation 1>>

sl\l)s October 1957. For details on how stations and papers were picked, see text.

1 It is week, a station representative's

research department handed national

advertisers a uselul double-bit axe.

One edge can be us: d to cut ad costs,

the other to cut awa\ local dealer mis-

conceptions on media.

Radio \~. newspapers as a hasic

medium is an old feud, and much has

been said on both sides. The experi-

enced agenc\ media bu\er has always

been willing to listen to both, realizing

that, like "oranges anil apples" it's

hard to mix and weijdi them together.

The local storekeeper, on the other

hand, who is looking for national ad-

vertising support is often more im-

pressed bj the newspaper ad he can

see or hold in his hand than in hear-

ing how man) radio announcements

were aired.

Consequently . for the psychological

benefit of these storekeepers, national

advertisers frequenth feel the) have to

kick off a campaign or introduce a new
product first with full-page ads in

newspapers. Assuming that cost, cir-

culation and impact were about equal

between newspaper and radio, this

course might seem logical.

But as H-R Representatives and

RADIO SUPER-SATURATION VS. FUL

If you have followed the tradition of using newspaper ads to kiek off a new

campaign or introduee a product largely on the basis of impressing your loeal

dealers, then better study these eharts. In a single day, radio can do this

same introductory job, delivering more homes for less uionev through vertical

super-saturation, according to a comparative radio-print study in six markets
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man) others have pointed out, radio

can give i h»- saturation of |>tini at a

fraction of the coot.

Il-U points up .1 i

n
- \\ concepl f<>i

the quick introduction ol a new prod-

uct "i for iIk 1 one-da) full-impact an-

nouncement "I .1 riru contest "i sales

campaign. this concepl is vertical

super-saturation with .1- mam as (0

to lo announcements on one station

o\rr a single da)

,

Ilii- research project, done l>\ III*-

assistanl direct I research Martin

Goldberg along with Pulse, is a com-

parative stud) <>f newspapers and ra-

dio in six major metropolitan areas.

I'hc newspapers in all cases were the

highest circulated dailies. The stations

were for the most part H-R-repre-

sented, and considered typical <>f lead-

ing outlets in cadi market.

In all markets, III! research found

radio the more efficient buy, with

newspapers costing one-quarter to

three times as much per 1,000 circula-

tion.

According to Paul \\ eeks, \ ice presi-

dent ol III!, the stud) also shows thai

in all markets tin- cost difference was

such lliat additional radio budgets on

uilici stations an- possible,

the cost differential between news-

papei - ami 1 adio on tin- basis "i cost

pei 1,000 1 in illation \ -. radio homes

was greatest in Memphis, Peoria ind

I • •- Vngeles. In San Vntonio, < hii

and \rw ^mk. costs differences were

less lull savings still were substantial.

I he stud) compared the numbei 1 >i

different homes reached in one <la\ in

the metro areas l>\ a maioi station

running .1 schedule oi i<> annoum e

ments with a full page ad in a majoi

daily. I he 36 radio announcements

broke down ilii- wa) : 18 minute an-

nouncements and anothei I!', spots ol

20 01 30 seconds each.

I he compai ison eliminated the I re-

quenc) of impact and listeners-per-set

for radio. It also eliminated readei s-

per-cop) and ad "noters' foi news-

papers. If readers-per-cop) had been

considered along with the percentage

<d reader- who "noted an ad (which

can fall below ">"'.
I, Goldberg felt

radio would have shown up to -till

better advantage; for then frequenc)

and listeners-per-set would have had to

be applied and thi- could have jumped
radio circulation figures as much as

five 1 imes.

I he signifu ant e ol the II I! stud) to

the nal ional 't<\\ ei 1 isei is om ious,

liui m hat do.- it me 111 to the lo< al

distributoi who supplies the advertised

product to the stoi es and to the ston

keepei himself who retails it to the

I

> 1 1 1 > 1 1 <
' \\ lu-ii shown a newspapei ad

l"i the produi 1. the) are convin< ed

that here is tangible e\ ident e that 1 li«-

manufai turei i- doing something to

help them move it. If the) are in a

p advert ising plan, then the)

before them the printed sheet toward

h In' li theii < onii ibution went. I 01 the

hai 1 led supei mai ket operatoi . w itli

One e) e peeled foi kiddie- win, I. .11 ill.

premium tops off cereal boxes, it is

an idea he 1 an often grasp a little

quickei than being told b) a 1 ompan)

representative that \ numbei ol 1 adio

spots were bought. Man) advertisers,

realizing this, make a point ol promot-

in i theii ladio bu) b to theii disti ibu-

tors and . l.-.ii-i -.

In the same way, it is possible foi

advertisers to make use oi studies like

ilii- one b) UK to dramatize to theii

dealers and distributors what radio's

imparl represents. t^

S1625

«AGE NEWSPAPER ADS

Cost-per-1,000 homes radio \n newspaper

S8.51

$676

D
R,idio

Newspaper

S638 $591

S3. 87

SI. 60

S2.02

I

SI 80

New York

S5 03

Los Vngeles < !lii<"iiii<» San intonio Memphis Peoria

How radiu delivers more home- for less money: Chart shows cost-per-1,000 different radio homes reached with \rrti<al

super-saturation one-da] campaign compared with cost-per-1,000 new -paper circulation I 16 radio spots vs. full-page ad)
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RADIO BASICS/DECEMBER

WEB RADIO'S 23.3% ADVANCE
Amount of program time sold has gone up that much since Julv

when SPONSOK began measuring medium. However, figures

for December show a leveling-off, with an increase of 0.8%

Network radio -ale- in terms "I

program lime have gone up 23.3' -

since the end "I Jul)

.

I lie four-network total for the week

beginning 7 December comes i<> L32.3

hours compared with l<)7..^ hours Eoi

the week beginning 20 Jul)

.

I lie lattei date was the 6rsl neck of

sponsor's radin network business in-

dicator.

Except for a dip in Vugust, the

program-time-sold total lias gone up

steadily during the latter half of l
( ->~>7.

The biggest jump in the network

business indicator, which records a

one-week tall) e\er\ four weeks, came
with the onset ol fall when the amount

ol program time sold lumped I 1 .

1'
,

Iroin August to September.

\- the \ear draws to an end. the

network business picture appears to

have reached a plateau. Compared

with the 9 November week, the 7 De-

cember period has -one up only ().«'!'
i .

Main reason.- for the slowdown were

the cancellations on NBC. While new

business on the network came to the

equivalent of 129 minutes per week

(see the next pajze for how SPONSOR

calculates sales of time) the cancella-

tions totaled 335 minutes.

NBC s losses came primarily from

automotive sponsors. Chrysler, Dodge

end Pontiac cars all dropped their

schedules. General Foods and Lever

Bros, also dropped out.

Biggest gainer was \B\. which

was credited with 210 minutes via

Texacos sponsorship of the Metro-

politan Opera broadcasts. ABN can-

cellations totaled 70 minutes. ^

1. RADIO'S DIMENSIONS TODAY
Radio homes index Radio station index

48.4
radio

homes

1957 1956

47.6
radio

homes

50.2 49.4
U.S. homes U.S. homes

Source: \ C Klelsen estimate, 1 Xov. each
year, homes figures in millions.

End of October 1957

Stations
on air

CPs not
on air

New station

requests

New station^

bids in hearing

Am
Fm

1 3157
1 533

1 122

1 17

1 368

1 29

116

1
9

End of October 1956

Am
Fm

1 2940

|
.-07

1 121

1 20

1 282

1 9
1

U1
1

Sou ret-: PI < reports, commercial stations September eecto year.

Radio set index

Set
location

Home
Auto

Public
places

Total

1957 1956

82.000.000

32,000,000

90.000,000

35,000,000

10,000.000* 10.000,000

135.000,000 124.000.000

BAB 1 January 1956, 1 July 195".

sets In working order. *No new information.

Type

Home

Auto

Total

Radio set sales index

Sept. 1957 Sept. 1956

893,366 756,345

446,419 HM.790

1,339,785 1.106.135 9,679,717 8,465,145

Nine Months Nine Months
1957 1956

5,840,372 5,105.052

3,839,345 3,060.093

1

i Issru (formerly RETMA). Home figures are retail

auto figures are factory production.

i;:IIIIII!!ll!l!IIR
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2. NETWORK TIME PURCHASES RISE 0.8

Network radio sales, in terma "I program time, Bre up

o.!!', I'm the current week compared with foui weeks ago,

according i<> sponsor. Sales figures in iln- business indi-

catoi al right are taken from the complete current li-i

of network radio clients below .1- well as the previous

li-t rim in the last issue "I Radio Basics. I "i purposes

of comparability. O-seeond and 8-second commercials

.Mr considered as 30 seconds "I program time while 20-

second ami 30-second commercials are considered two

minutes ol program time. In the li-t below, covering

week beginning 7 December, minute commercials -"Id

as such are figured a- five minutes of program time.

NETWORK BUSINESS INDICATOR

Program Hour- Sponsored

Week bminnins! Hours

7 O.c

9 Nov

132 3

131 2

ABN
AFL-CIO: institutional; Ed. P. Morgan: M-F; 75 min.; /. W. Van-

dercook ; M-F; 25 min.

American Bird Food Mfg. Co.: Breakfast Club; W : 5 min.

Assemblies of God: religious: Reuvaltime: Su: 30 min.

Bankers Life: White (toss Ilo-pital Plan; Paul Harvey; Su; 15 min.

Beatrice Foods: LaChoy; Breakfast Club; Th; 5 min.

Bcltonc: hearing aids; Breakfast Club; Tu; 1" min.

Bristol-Myers: Bufferin; Breakfast Club; M.W.I- : 15 min.

Compana Sales: \\.l-. It.ili.in Balm; Breakfast Club; F; 5 min.

Duffy-Mott: Sunsweel prunes, juice; Breakfast Club: Tu.F; 10 min.

EKCO Products: kin Inn utensils; Breakfast Club; M-F; 25 min.

Frito Co.: Fritos; Breakfast Club: W.Th.F; 15 min.

General Foods: Calumet; Breakfast Club; M; 5 min.; Post Cereals;

Breakfast Club: M-F; 25 min.

Gospel Broadcasting: Old Fashioned Revival Hour: Su; 60 min.

Billy Graham: religious; Hour of Derision: Su; 30 min.

Highland Church of Christ: religious; Herald of Truth; Su; 30 min.

Krechmer Corp.: wheal germ; Breakfast Club; Tu; 5 min.

KVP Co.: freezer wrap, shelving paper; Breakfast Club; F; 5 min.

Lewyt Corp.: vacuum cleaners; Breakfast Club: Th; 5 min.

Midas Muffler: auto mufflers: Weekday Newscasts; M-F; 25 min.

Milner Products: Perina Starch, Pine-Sol; Breakfast Club; W; 5 min.

National Brands, div. of Sterling Drug: Dr. Caldwell's; Sunshine

Boys: M-F: 25 min.

Norwich-Pharmacal: Pepto-Bismol ; Weekend News; Sa,Su; 90 min.

Oral Roberts Evangelistic Assn.: religious; Oral Roberts' Broad-

casts: Su; 30 min.

Pioneer Industries: belts; Breakfast Club; M.W.I : 15 min.

Plough, Inc.: Musterole, St Josephs Aspirin, others; Newscasts;

M-F: 35 min.

Radio Bible Class: religious; Radio Bible Class: Su ; 60 min.

R. J. Reynolds: Winston; Weekday Newscasts; M-F; 25 min.;

Weekend Newscasts; Sa,Su; 90 min.

Rust Croft Publishing Co.: greeting cards; Breakfast Club: W;
5 min.

Sandura Company: floor covering: Breakfast Club: Th : 5 min.

Sleep-Eze: sleeping tablets; Breakfast Club: M.F: 10 min.

Texas Company: gasoline \ motor oil; Metropolitan Opera

210 min.

Voice of Prophecy: institutional; Voice of Prophecy: Su; 30 min.

Dr. Thomas Wyatt: institutional; Wings of Healing: Su; 30 min.

nmiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiimniiiiiiii!!:!'

Aero Mayflower: George Herman—News; M-Sa: 30 min.: Eric

Sevareid News; M-Sa: 30 min.

American Bird Food: Hottsepart\ : Th : T 1
-.- min.

American Home Foods: Wend) Warren; Th.F; In min.: '

.11,1,, ]ii//.i pie; Imos ' \ndy; Tu-Th; l"> nun.: trthui Godfi

II,: 15 min.: Nora Drake; W,Th; 7% min.; Ma Perkins W. 7'..

nun.: Road of Lifi W; 7% min.: Second Mrs. Burton; Th; 7%
min. : Strike It Rich In I . _'J' „ min.

American Home Prod.: Wei Warren; Th.F; 10 min.

American Motors: Kelvinator; Galen Draki 5a 5 min.; Robert

Q. Lewis; Sa; 5 nun.: / h 5a; 5 nun.: \lit< h Wilier;

Su : 5 min. : Sez " ho Su 5 min.

Angostura-Wupperman: I : 10 nun.

Armour: Arthur Godfrey; I h.l : 30 min.

Best Foods: Helen Trent: Tu; 7% min.; Our Gal Sunday M
min.: Nora Drake; M,W; 15 nun.: Second Mrs B run W I 15

min.: Johnny Dollai - oh 5a,Sn; in nun.: )

Dr. Malom Tu; 7% nun.: \mns ";,' indy; Tn.sa: 10 min.; '

Drake: Sa; 5 min.

Bristol Myers: Arthur Godfrey; M.W : 60 min.

Campano Sales: Robert Q. Lewis; Sa; 5 min.

Carter Products: Nora Drakt M 7
:

. mil
v Mrs Burton;

Tu; 7% min.: Dr. Malone; W,Th; 15 min.; Oui Gal Sunday I

7
' _ min.

Chesebrough-Pond's: Football Scoreboard; Sa; 5 min.

Chrysler: < hrysler; City Hospital; Sa; 5 min.; 5

5 min.: World Tonight; ~-.i: 5 min.; Sez Who?; v n: 5 nun.: Mitch

Miller: Su; 5 min.: Dodge; World Tonight I min.

Chun King Sales: Arthur Godfri W & F, alt. wks.; 15 min.

Clairol: Galen Drake; Sa; 5 min.

Colgate-Palmolive: Our Gal Sunday: M-F: 37% min.; Backstage

Wife; M-F; 37% min.; Strike It Rich; M-F; 37% min.; 2nd Mrs.

Burton: M-F; 37% min.

Comstock Foods: Robert '.' Lewis Sa; 5 min.

Curtis Circulation: Arthur Godfrey: Tu : 15 min.

Ex-Lax: City Hospital; Sa; 5 min.: Robert Q, Lewis I i.ThJ?; 15

nun.: Susp< 5u; 5 min.: World Tonight: Th: 5 min.

Ford Motor: Ford div.; Ford Road Shou Ring Crosby, Rosemary

Clooney; M-l ; 25 nun.; Sa; 10 min.: Su; 20 min.: World

Round I p; M-F; 25 min.: Ford Road Shou irthur Godfrey; M-F;

125 min: Edward R. Marrow; M-F: 75 min.

General Foods; trthur Godfrey; Tu.Th.F: 15 min.; Wendy Warren;

Th: 5 min.: florid News Roundup: "mi : 5 min.: Gunsmoke; Su; 5

min.: tmos V Andy Music Hall: M-F; 25 min.: Galen Draki

5 min.: Gunsmoke; Sa; 5 min.; Road of Life; M; 7% min.; S

// Rfh: Tli.K: 15 min.; Right To Happiness; F; 7% min.; \

Ilia 1
, e; W : 7' _• min.

General Motors: Chevrolet: Allan Jackson — News; Sa; 20 min.;

t Trout News; Su, M-F; 50 min.; Delco; Lowell Thomas:

Ml: 75 min. : ( . Ml ti m k-

:

NOTE: ii.i'.i on lime purchased refer to weekly brand r each
program. Time bought for particular brands Is shown where possible. In eajes
where groups of brands precede a show or group of shows. It was not possible to
otnpolnt which brands were advertised on each show or on which dart of the week
the brands were advertised Except for about half a dozen of their sponsors, brand

information was not available from CBS. List shows complete client roil 'tune.
In NBC list. rot. meanj commercials are rotated on different daya of tne week unnef

1 eriule plan. All data are in t.

and NBC where commercials shorter than a minute are listed teparatelr. Or
radio, minute commercials are arbitrarily credited as live minutes of program time.
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NETWORK RADIO CLIENTS continued . . .

Grove Labs.: Johnn) Dollar; Su; 5 min. ; FBI In Peace & War;

Su; 5 min.: Gunsmoke; Sa,Su; 1(1 min.: Sez Who?; Su; 5 min.;

Mitch Miller; Su ; 5 min.; Sports Resume; Sa; 5 min.; Amos V
Andy; M-F; 2.". min.; Robert Q. Lewis; M.W.F; 15 min.; For/rf

Tonight; Tu.Th.F; 15 min.; Galen Drake; Sa; 5 min.; Sports

Resume; Su; 5 min,

Hortz Mountain Prod.: Arthur Godfrey; Th & F, alt. wks.; 15 min.

H. J. Heinz: Sez Who?; Su; 5 min.; Robert Q. Lewis; Sa; 5 min.

Home Insurance Co.: /ac/c Benny; Su; 30 min.

Hudson Vitamin Products: Galen Drake; Sa; 5 min.; Robert (J.

Lewis; Sa: 5 min.

Johnson & Johnson: f///<>\ V ///i/i : M.Tu.Th: 15 min.: Witt h Mil-

ler; Su; 5 nun.: F2?/ //i Peace & //<//.• Su; 5 min.; Gunsmoke;

Sa; 5 min.

Kitchens of Sara Lee: Arthur Godfrey; F; 15 min.

Lever Bros.: l/r; Perkins; M-F; 37% min.: Romance of Helen Trent;

M I : 37% min.; ,1/a Perkins; M-F alt. wks.; 18% min.; young Z)r.

Ma/one: M-F; 37% min.; House Party; M-F; 37% min.; Lipton

div.; 1/,; Perkins: M-F; .'ST
1

,, min.

Lewis Howe: Robert Q. Lewis; Sa; 5 min.

Libby, McNeil & Libby: Arthur Godfrey; In; 15 min.

Longines-Wittnouer: Longines Symphonette; Su; 30 min.

P. Lorillard: Kent; II orld Tonight; F.Sa.Su; 15 min.; Mitch Miller;

Su; 5 min.; Sports Resume; Sa.Sti; II) min.: Saturday Night Coun-

try Sa; 5 min.; Amos V Andj . F,Sa; 10 min.; Johnny Dollar; Su;

5 min.: Rtdiert Q. Lewis: F; 5 min.: Suspense; Su: 5 min.; World

News Roundup; Su; 5 min.; Washington Week; Su; 5 min.

Mentholatum Co.: \«/a Drake; M: 7% min.; /?<w/ <>/ Life; M.W.I
;

22% min.: Backstage Wife; Tu.Th; 15 min.; Second Mrs. Burton;

F; 7' -j min.

Miles Labs: Wendy Warren: M-F; 25 min.; /?;'// Downs—News;
M-F: 25 min.

Milner Products: Robert Q. Lewis; Sa; 5 min.

Philip Morris: Country Music Show; F,Su; 50 min.

Mutual of Omaha: Arthur Godfrey; W : I8" i mill.

National Biscuit: Wend} Warren; M.Tu.V ; 15 min.; Houseparty;

M.Th.F: 22' •_. min.

North American Philips: Herman Hickman-Sports; M,W,F; 15 min.

Peter Paul: Arthur Godfrey; Tu alt. \\k.: 15 min.

Charles Pfizer & Co.: Gunsmoke; Su; 5 min.; Amos V /;/</> : Th;
5 min.

Phorma-Craft Corp.: Arthur Godfrey; M, alt. Tu,F; 30 min.; Helen
Trent: W.K: L5 min.; Vora Drake; Th; 7% min.; Young Dr. Ma-

lone: alt.M: 7'l> min.; Houseparty : M.F; 15 min.

Plough, Inc.: St. Joseph aspirin, Musterole; Robert Q. Lewis;

Id. III.Sa: 15 min.

R. J. Reynolds: Herman Hickman—Sports; Tu.Th.Sa; 15 min.

Scott Paper: Young Dr. Mulone; Th.F; 15 min.; Helen Trent: M.Th:
I") min.: Our Gal Sunday; Tu; 7% min.

Scripto: Amos 'n' Andy: F; 5 min.; Robert Q. Lewis: F,Sa; 10

min.: Galen Drake; Sa: 5 min.: Gunsmoke; Sa,Su; 10 min.: Mitch
Miller: Si ; 5 min.: If orld Xews; Su ; 5 min.; Sports Resume: Su;

5 min.

Socman Bros.: Arthur Godfrey Time; W; 15 min.

Seven-Up: Imos V indy; M; 5 min.

Simaniz: Arthur Godfrey; W; 15 min; House Party; W; 15 min.; G.

Singer: Arthur Godfrey; M & alt F; 22% min.

A. E. Staley: House Party; Tu; 15 min.; Arthur Godfrey; F; 15 min.

Standard Brands: Arthur Godfrey; M. & 4th F; 37% min.

Sterling Drug: Gunsmoke; Su; 5 min.; FBI in Peace & War; Su;

5 min.

U. S. Steel: Galen Drake; Sa: 5 min.; Robert Q. Lewis; Sa: 5 min.;

Imos V indy; s a: 5 min.; Sez Who?: Sa; 5 min.; Mitch Miller;

Sa; 5 min.

Vick Chemical: imos n' truly; M.W.Sa: 15 min.: Gunsmoke; Sa,

Su; Hi min.: Sez If ho? : Su; 5 min.; Mitch Miller; Su; 5 min.;

Robert Q. Lewis: \i.W.Sn: 15 min.: Johnny Dollar: Su; 5 min.:

Amos '//' \ud\ ; Sa; 5 min.; City Hospital: Sa: 5 min.; Galen Drake.

Sa; "i min.: Rust) Draper: M-F: 25 min.; Indictment; Su; 5 min.

Weco Products: Arthur Godfrey; M; 15 min.

F. W. Woolworth: Woolworth Hour; Su: 60 min.

Wm. Wrigley, Jr.: Howard Miller Show; M-F; 75 min.; Pat Buttram

Show; M-F; 75 min.

illllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllllllilllllll MBS
B. T. Babbitt: Bah-O; newscast adjacencies; 13 20-sec: Tommy
IIenrich; Sa.Su ; 10 min.: Ken French: Su : 5 min.: Ilenr\ Mustin;

Sa; 5 min.: Ken French: M-F; 25 min.

Benrus Watch: watches; newscast adjacencies; 100 8-sec.

Beltone: hearing aid; Gabriel Heatter—News; Th; 5 min.

Christian Reformed Church: religious; BacA: To God; Su; 30 min.

Chrysler Corp.: newscast adjacencies; M-F; 5 20-sec.

Coca-Cola: Coca-Cola; Eddie Fisher; Tu,Th; 30 min.

Consumer Drug Corp.: Oragen; Gabriel Heatter—News; M-F; 25

min.; John Scott—News; Su; 5 min.

Dawn Bible Institute: religious; Frank and Ernest; Su; 15 min.;

Datelines and the Bible; Su ; 10 min.

Dawn Bible Students Assn.: Datelines and the Bible; Su; 10 min.

Equitable Life: insurance; newscast adjacencies; 100 8-sec.

Ex-Lax, Inc.: Ex-Lax; True Detective Mysteries: M : 5 min.; Treas-

ury Agent; Tu ; 5 min.: Gang Busters: W; 5 min.: Secrets of Scot-

land Yard; Th ; 5 min.; Counter-Spy ; F; 5 min.; Gabriel Heatter;

adjacencies; M-F; 10 20-sec.

First Church of Christ, Scientist: religious; How Christian Science

Heals; Su; 15 min.

General Foods: Jcll-O; newscast adjacencies; 30 8-sec: Steve l/<

Cormick—News; M-F; 25 min.

General Motors: Pontiac; Notre Dame Football; Sa; 90 min.

Gospel Hour, Inc.: The Gospel Hour; Su; 25 min.

Billy Graham Evangelical Assn.: Billy Graham; Su; 30 min.

H. J. Heinz: —
< • 1 1 j > - : Ken Fren<h —News; Tu.W.TIi: 15 min.

Hudson Vitamin Corp.: vitamins; Gabriel Heatter; Su; 5 min.

Kraft Foods Co.: All Purpose oil, mustard, Kraft dinner, Miracle

Whip, Italian dressing, cheese spreads, Parkay margarine; Tommy
Henrich—Sports News; Sa: 10 min.: Les Higbie Sews; M-F: 25

min.; Robert Hurleigh—News; M-F; 25 min.: John B. Kennedy—
News; M-F; 25 min.; Frank Singiser—News: M-Sa: 30 min.: West-

brook Van Voorhis—News ; M-F; 25 min.; John McLean -News;

Sa; 10 min.; True Detective Mysteries; M; 5 min.: Treasury Agent;

Tu; 5 min.: Gang Busters: W; 5 min.; Secrets of Scotland Yard;

Th; 5 min.; Counter-Spy : F; 5 min.

Lever Brothers: Pepsodent. Dove: newscasts; Su-Sa: 215 min.

P. Lorillard: Newport; newscast adjacencies; 18 20-sec.

Lutheran Laymen's League: religious; Lutheran Hour; Su; 30 min.

Permanette: Art Gleeson—News; M-F; 25 min.; John Wingate—
News; M-F; 25 min.: Henry Mustin—News; Su: 5 min.

Pharma-Craft: Coldene products; Notre Dame Football: Warm-Up;
Sa; 5 min.: Wrap-Up; Sa; 5 min.

Radio Bible Class: religious; Radio Bible Class: Su; 30 min.

R. J. Reynolds: Camels; newscast adjacencies: M-Sa; 13 20-sec.

Rhodes Pharmacol Co.: Imdrin: Gabriel Heatter —News: Tu: 5 min.

Helaine Seager: Pink Ice; True Detective Mysteries: M: 5 min.:

Treasury Agent: Tu : 5 min.: Gang Busters: W; 5 min.; Secrets of

Scotland Yard; Th; 5 min.; Counter-Spy; F: 5 min.

Sleep-Eze Co.: Sleep-Eze: Gabriel Heatter—News; Su.F: 10 min.

Sterling Drug: National Brands Div.: Fizrin analgesic alkalizer:

Gabriel Heatter: Su: 5 min.: M-F; 25 min.: John Wingate: M-F;

25 min.; Bill Sterns Sports Beat: Su: 5 min.: True Detective Mys-

teries; M; 5 min.; Treasury Agent: Tu; 5 min.; Gang Busters:

Wed.; 5 min.: Secrets of Scotland Yard; Th; 5 min.: Counter-Spy

:

F; 5 min.

Voice of Prophecy: religious; Voice of Prophecy; Su; 30 min.

Whitehall Pharmacol: Anacin; Westbrook Van Voorhis—News;

M-F; 75 min.

Wings of Healing: religious; Wings of Healing; Su; 60 min.

Word of Life Fellowship: religious; Word of Life Hour; Sa; 30 min.

NBC l!lllllll!l!ll!llllllll!!lllllllllll!IIIIHIIIIimi!!llllllll!!IHf1llllin

Allis-Chalmers: institutional; Farm & Home Hour; Sa; 25 min.

American Motors: Rambler; Monitor; Sa.Su; 55 min.

American Oil: Amoco products; Monitor; Sa.Su; 50 min.

Anahist Co.: Vnahist; Bandstand; Tu; 5 min.; One Man's Family;

Tu; 5 min.: Affairs of Dr. Gentry; M.W.Th: 15 min.: Nightline;

Tu.W.TIi: 15 min.: Monitor: F,Sa; 25 min.
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Bell Telephone: Telephone Hour
,
M. in nun.

Billy Graham Evangelistic Assn.: Hour of Decision; x n . 10 nun.

Bnstol-Mycrs: BuSerin; Hourli News; Ml'; 105 min., 21 30-sec.

Brown & Williamson: ku<>l- Viceroy; Hourly News; M I' : 21S min.,

12 in -'

.

Carling Brewing: Red • i|> ,il< 'I Monitor 5a,Su; 60 mill.

Carter Products: Mini (20 min.); Little Livei PUli 'I' nun.';

Bandstand; M.I'. 10 min : True Confessions; rot.; 5 min.; Woman
In !/» House; i"i .; 5 min.; One Won't Family; rot.; "> min.; Pepper

Young's Family; rot.; S min.; Veiw o/ The World, M.W; 10 min.;

Monitor . S« . 5 min,

Dow Chemical: .In inn <l prod.; Red Foley Show; Sa; 25 min.

Evangelical Foundation: religion; Bible Study Hour, ^n : 30 nun

Ex-Lax: Ex-Lax; Monitor. >n.Sn: 1 30-sec, 5 6-sec. ; Handstand;

M.W'.Th.F; 2 6-sec, 2 30-sec.; Pepper Young's Family; M W; 5

min., J 30-sec.; O.-ir l/an'j Family; M-Th-F; 10 min., 1 30-sec;

People Ire Funny; W; 5 min.; Greal Gildersleeve; Tu; 5 min.;

Li/e * /'A,- World; Th; i min . tfj True N/..m
.
M.W.I : 15 min.

Foster-Milburn: Doan's pills; Ms True Story; M; 5 min.

R. T. French Co.: bird seed; M\ 7 rue Story; Tu.Th; in min.

Gillette: Gillette prods., Paper-Mate, Toni prod.; Boxing; F; 25 min.

Grove Labs: hail products; Ifonitor; 5a,Su; 50 min.; Bromo-Quinine;

Ui True Story; I'i.IIi; 2 30-sec; Bandstand; M-F; 5 30-sec; 15

min.: True < onfessions; Tu.Th; 5 min.; I 30-sec; Affairs o) Dr. Gen-

tr\ . M.W.I
. 5 min.: _' Star Matinee; Tu.Th; ."> min.; 1

10-sec.; Pepper Young's Family; M.W.F; 5 min.; 2 30-sec; One Man's

Family; M.W.F; 10 min.: 1 30-sec; Great Gildersleeve; Tu; 1 30-sec;

\ Minus I; Th; 5 min.; Monitor: Sa,Su; ! id -re.; Ill min.

Insurance Co. of N. America: insurance; Monitor: Sa.Su; 25 min.

P. Lorillord; Newport; Fibber McGee & Holly, Bob <t ««» 'Moni-

tor
| . Sa^Su; 50 min.; 10 30-sec

Lutheran Laymen's League: religion; Lutheran Hour; Su; 30 min.

Massey-Harris-Ferguson: farm implements; Alex Dreier: Sa; 15 min.

Morton Salt: sail; Alex Dreier—News; Sa; 5 min.

Mutual of Omaha: On the Line If itli Considine; Su; 15 min.

North American Van Lines: moving; Monitor: Sa,Su; 25 min.

Northeast Airlines: Monitor: Sa,Su; 25 min.

Parker Bros.: games; ('nut Gildersleex e : In: 5 min.; M\ True

Story; M: 5 min.; One Man's Family; Tu; 5 min.; People I"

Funny; W; 5 min.; Various Shows; W,Th; 2 30-sec.

Pharma-Craft: Coldene; Sews of the World: M.W.F: 15 min.

Plough, Inc.: St. Joseph aspirin, children's aspirin. Dr. Edward's

olive tablets, Mexana; Monitor: Sa.Su: 55 min.; ') 3tl--»T.: 1/v True

Stars; M.W.I'; 15 min.: Bandstand ; Tu-F; 20 min.

Procter & Gamble: Gleem; Various Shows; Ni-Sa; 21 30-sec; 20

6-sec

Ralston-Purina: feed division; Harkness—i\eus; M-F; 25 min.

RCA: pop records; Handstand; M-F; 5 30-sec; Nightline; M-Th;
10 min.: 1 6-sec; Monitor: Sa.Su; 6 30-sec.

Reader's Digest: Magazine, Condensed H""k < lub; Hourly Sews;

M-F: 525 min.: 21 30-sec; Handstand: M: 5 min.: Monitor; F:

5 min.

R. J. Reynolds: Camel; News of the World; M-F; 25 min.; Prince

Albert; Grand Ole Opry: Sa; 30 min.

Richfield Oil: oil products; Richfield Reporter; Su-F; 90 min.

Skelly Oil: oil; Alex Dreier—News; M-Sa; 90 min.

Standard Brands: Instant ( base 8 Sanborn; Bandstand; M-F: 10

min.. 10 30-sec; True Confessions; W.Th.F; 15 min.; Affairs of Dr.

Gentry; W.F: 10 min.; Five Star Matinee: M.Th: lo min.; Royal

Desserts; Affairs «> Dr. Gentry; 15 min.; Bandstand; 5 min.; Five

Star Matinee: 5 min.; Pepper Young; lo min.: True Confessions;

15 min.: Various Shows; 10 30-sec.

Sun Oil: oil; Three Star Extra: M-F; 75 min.

Swift & Co.: Allsweel marg.: True Confessions; Th.F: 1 30-sec, 5

min.; My True Stors : W-F; 1 30-sec, 10 min.; Bandstand : Tu-F;

4 30-sec, 10 min.: Affairs of Dr. Gentry; F: 5 min.; Five Star .Mati-

nee; W.F: 1 30-sec., 5 min.; Woman In My House; Th.F; 10 min.

Vick Chemical Co.: Vaporub; various programs; Tu-Sa; 30 6-sec

Voice of Prophecy: religion; Voice of Prophecy; Su; 30 min.

Whitehall Pharmacol Co.: Anacin: Bandstand : M.T.Th; 15 min.:

True Confessions : M.W.F: 15 min.: Affairs of Dr. Gentrs : M.W; 10

min.: Five Star Matinee; M.W.F: 15 min.: Woman In My House:
Tu.Th.F: 15 min.; Nightline; Tu.W.Th; 15 min.; Monitor; F.-.i;

5 min., 1 6-sec.
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VIDEOTOWN
( i ml i run il I r i an .

ever) \ •••u until o now stand

h.', in 1957.

\|..i ning i .i<li". nevei <li .1-1 i< all

fi i led bj i\ . showed i stead) in< i

liu'lit through L95S, when the percent

listening rea< hed 25'
i . Bui 19 •

-,iu the percentage slip to -' '«'

I and

1957 has seen ii veei "li again i" 19

Vften n radio listening has shown
\<i \ little > hange. fne \ ideotow n re

poi i has ibi- i" -•' ,
: "W hile there is

vei s little hange in the numbei ol

people Listening t" the radio in th<-

home .ii Bome time during the day, 1 1 * *

-

total .iiiiruini .ii i une spent listenin

i. ill M weekdays, when people do

listen, has Bhown .i downward trend.

. . . With the numbei "f listeners re

maining stationary l"i the whole day,

total hours pei week foi the averag<

person ' about two and three-quai ters

are slightl) less than the level "f I

and \')~>(>. and below previous years.

' I hese figures 'I" nol include < ai

dio listening. I

Radio set saturation is .ii about

94%, but 1957 has 9een a vei ) slight

drop in multiple sets. "No doubt due,

said C&W's Fasker, "t" getting ri<l of

old li\ ing room sets.

• l\ ~ct saturation in Videotown

has increased steadil) 939< in 1957 .

Hut the peak yeai in sales was 1950

i see chart I. I hi~ \ eai has seen a

sharp increase in replacement sets, but

,i drop in new ownei sales. Says i 1m-

report: "If color t\ is not priced with-

in the reach <>l the average family,

there will !"• no significant change in

the sales trend in L957-'

• Although the desire f"i multiple

set ownership remains at a low level,

the number of two-set homes has in-

i reased slow l\ I ul steadil) from one

percent of the i\ families in 1951 t"

10'
i llii- war.

• Videotowners apparently are will-

ing t" —
|
«-ri«l less for a color t\ thi-

year than last. The median price th<-\

said thej were willing t<> pa} in L956

was $360; this year it is S320. Rea<

tions t<> color l\ were mixed, hut about

.")(»', of the respondents expressed a

wish t<> someday mui color. Vboul

lii'» hope one <la\ t<> <>\\n portables.

What has this 10-year ~tu<l\ >>f New

Brunswick shown? Briefl) this: four

years "I phenomenal growth followed

b) six years that mark tv's inenl

entrenchment in the life ol \ ideo-

d m n. ^

I I
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1 1 spot editor
A volu tint sponsored by one of the leading film producers in television

SABR A
NEW YORK: 200 EAST 56TH STREET

CHICAGO: 16 EAST ONTARIO STREET

"
I he secret ingredient in Chock Full O'Nuts Coffee is money." This theme

is beautifully pot trayed in a series of 60, 20, and 10 second spo^ starring Jean
Man in who sings oi thai "heavenly coffee." Dramatic effects oi money shower-

inn like lain 01 nione\ pouring from a counting machine point up lyrics built

around "Bettei coffee no millionaire's money can buy." Produced by SARR \

loi CHOCK FULL O'NUTS CORP. through GREY ADVERTISING
\CI \CV. IXC.

SARRA, INC.

New York: 200 East 56th Street

Chicago: 16 East Ontario Street

The dual purpose of this live 60-second spot for Sportsman is to appeal to

women from the gift angle, and to encourage men to buy the products for

themselves. The device: a beautiful woman in a glamorous setting, telling

the \ iewer how mu< h she admires the type of man who uses Spoi tsman Groom-
in" Essentials. Each product is identified and followed by the black and
while silhouette ol the Sportsman girl to tie in with the sponsor's print adver-

tising Produced l>\ SARRA for SPORTSMAN DIVISION OF RICHARD
HI DM I through NORMAN, CRAIG Sc KUMMEL, INC.

SARRA, INC.

New York: 200 East 56th Street

Chicago: 16 East Ontario Street

I hue well-known television characters—Kukla, Fran and Ollie (and some of

their friends)—talk and sing about S&H Green Stamps in a series of live 60-

second and 20-second commercials that sell much harder than meets the eye—
or the eai! Fran's chats with her famous friends make a lively story ol each

spot. loi a change of pace Fran is left out of some and the puppets do the

entire commercial. Wherever possible the "S&H Distinguished Merchandise
Catalogue" or the familiar S&H Shield is worked logically into the action.

Produced by SARRA lor THE SPFRRY AND HUTCHINSON COMPANY
through SULLIVAN, STAUFFER, COLWELL & BAYLES, INC.

SARRA, INC.

New York: 200 East 56th Street

Chicago: 16 East Ontario Street

I he problem here was to devise a series of TV commercials to sell Molson's
Export Ale in the Province ol Quebec. (The law does not permit showing
hollies or product-in-use.) Sana's solution: 60-second and 20-second spots, in

flench and English \eisinis. that underscore enjoyment. In full animation,
a friendly, sympathetic little character struggles through everyday predica-

ments until the Molson label assures him that "File Can Be Pleasant." For
Imthei identification, the label appeals lull-screen at the close of each com-
mercial. Created by SARRA lor MOLSON'S BREWERY LIMITED through
COCKFIELD, BROWN & COMPANY LIMITED.

SARRA, INC.

New York: 200 East 56th Street

Chicago: 16 East Ontario Street
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Reportt ami evaluates news, trends,

opinions !>>r film buyers and tellers

FILM-SCOPE
7 DECEMBER Willi the lilini sommercial season fai enough along i"i .1 sum-up, FILM-SCOPI lliis

cwyriiht
1 neck look a survev anion" kev nun mcicial prodnceit lor current trends.

»rON»0R PUBLICATIONS INC. . » . I

liciw the situation shapes up:

• (louts: l'p 25% to 30% as against three years ago. \ big factoi here is the de-

Miami for .skilled craftsmen and technicians mans are working at over-scale pay. Hie

average Live-action commercial toda) costs ahoul 14,500. Animation jobs are running around

110,000.

• Bidding: Both because <»f costs and an upswing in theii own creativity, agencies

more and more are putting their commercials up for bidding. Man) feel i Ji.it pro-

duction doesn't involve much more than hiring physical facilities at tin- cheapest price.

I nderstandably, kej producers an- trying to stem tlii- trend, arguing thai know-how ami

experience can he money-savers in the long run.

• Types of commercials: The dav of the hardsell i- over, says Walter Lowendahl,

Transfilm president. Instead, commercials are tending to follow popular tastes in

film shows. Thus the outdoor commercial i~ on the rise. Jingles meantime continue t"

1m- a staple.

• Small producers vs. Hollywood: The giants continue to grow to tli>' dismaj of

some of the smaller fellows who accuse the bigsters "f capitalizing on cost-consciousness bj

cut-rating.

Hollywood's influence, incidentally, is typified b) MGM which figured on doing aboul

$1 million in commercials this year, hut should wind up closer to $2 million. Significantly,

geography doesn't seem to be much of a factor 6595 of M<.\1'« business is from

New York.

I'oote, (lone & Helding is working on a new syndicated film series for Khiin-

gold to replace Code 3 when it winds up this spring.

What the aaencv has in mind is a dramatic series versatile enough to appeal from

New ^ ork to the Midwest.

Meantime there's a possibility that FC&B will replace the Nat Kin:: Cole -how

with a syndicated program if a suitable network time spot can be found.

Latest waj to buj insurance on high pilot >"-t Pre-tesl emotional responses.

rhat's what RKO-Teleradio has done (through So< i.il Research, Inc.) t.> •( Kel-

log and the Leo Burnett agenc) interested in a series titled Kl Coyote Rides.

The researchers first analyzed 12 finished scripts and 26 segment outline-;, then made

depth interviews. Theme of the series is a frontier figure whose teen-age daughter

helps him out of tight spots by masquerading as a hoy. Production Starts after fir~t

of the year.

(BS TV Film's Gray Ghost—whose production costs were recouped after sale

in 95 markets—this week had chalked up 126. Top sponsors: Welch drape Juice

i(> markets I. Colonial Stores (15), and Loblaw's (5).

Meantime Sears. Roebuck (Los Angeles) and Colonial Stores have set aside special

sections for Gray Ghost merchandise. And there are now some 35 licensed merchan-

dise tie-ins—games, belts, wall plaques, even pajamas.
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FILM-SCOPE continued

Latest entry in the after-the-westerns-what? sweepstakes is humor. This wee]

most syndicators had at least one laugh series on their agenda.

Sereen Gems topped the list with five comedies in the eight pilots it will show

earl) next year. The five: Hour and Humrnel; My Old Man (Ed Wynn) ; Minerva (Myrna

l.o\ i : Dear George; and Too Young to Go Steady (family situation comedy).

To the trade, it thus looks as though the syndicators are going to tackle a pro-

gram category that admittedly is one of the toughest (lack of writers is one major

headache). Encouragement for the attempt meantime comes from some studies by Dr.

I )i( liter's Institute for Motivational Research. They size up comedy's strong points

thus:

1) The viewer has a chance to laugh at his own foibles.

2) He sees his own life as less prosaic because everyday foul-ups are ele\ated to the

level of dramatic art.

3) He finds justification in being irked at the little things everybody else does.

4) He learns to handle annoyances with humor and wit.

5) He picks up some helpful bits

—

Wisecracks that he can repeat, trends in cloth-

ing, furniture, etc.

Esskay Quality Meats is adding four more markets to the Casey Jones

(Screen Gems), schedule it currently is earring on WJZ, Baltimore (through Van-

Sant. Dugdale).

The new quartet consists of WTAR-TV, Norfolk, WGAL-TV, Lancaster, WBOC-TY.
Salisbury, and WSVA-TV, Harrisburg, Va. Along with the expanded schedule goes a mer-

chandising campaign involving, among other things, a kids' Roundhouse Gang club.

Official Films, which is marketing three first-run series within the space of as many

months, says that Sword of Freedom has reached the half-million dollar sales mark: The
Big Story has hit the $700,000; and Decoy has moved into the million dollar circle, thus

recouping almost all negative costs.

Not only AAP's minority stockholders, but also the previously friendly majority

group, now don't want to be absorbed by NTA. -

In short, NTA has to battle the works. The complicated affair next comes up in the

New York State Supreme Court 11 December.

FLASHES FROM THE FILM FIELD: NTA concluded its purchase of control-

ling interest in KMGM-TV, Minneapolis-St. Paul, through the purchase of 75',' of the

stock in United Television, Inc. Don Swartz has been named general manager of the station.

A seven-market buy of Ziv's Sea Hunt by Anheuser-Busch boosts sale of the

series to 117 markets. Budweiser beer will use the telefilms in Hartford, Lancaster. NeM

Haven, Norfolk, Providence, Springfield, and Washington, starting early next year. D'Arcy

(St. Louis) is the agency.

Perry Como will debut on Mexico City tv this week sponsored by RCA and Helene

Curtis . . . Latest Pulse report shows Boots and Saddles the leading syndicated fare in

22 markets; the audience composition is VV '< men and 46% women— reaching more men

than any other first-run entry.

ABC TV is taking over any continuing obligations Mennen may have in OSS
ami (Hitting the series into syndication . . . Wonderful Productions has resumed syndi-

cated sale of its kid thriller—the Willie \\ onderful series . . . Ziv's latest series Target

signed for 35 Pacific markets by Olympia Brewing Company for a spring start.

i For other film news and comments, see News and Idea Wrap-Up, page 59.)
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IRST 4 CITIES REPORTING!!

\ ATLANTA - WAGA-TV
RATING'

CASEY OO O
JONES /m£mm<L

IF YOU HAD A MILLION

ASSIGNMENT ATLANTA and

JOHN DALY and the NEWS

11.1

SACRAMENTO - KCRA-TV
il

CASEY
JONES 31.6

r

EVE ARDEN

SUGARFOOT

19.4

9.9

7

Here's the train you can't afford to miss!

American Dairy Association, Ronson, Esskay Quality Meats (5 Markets),

Dr. Pepper Beverages, Holsum Bakery, Central Power and Heat, and Hammond Organ

are just a few of the many happy passengers riding to new high ratings with "Casey Jones"!

. . . And Casey and his famous Cannonball Express are now delivering the mail in

New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, Philadelphia, Cleveland, Boston,

Washington, D.C., San Francisco and 52 other leading cities too!

It's time for you to climb aboard . . . make your reservation today!

BALTIMORE - WJZ-TV
RATING'

CASEY
JONES 19.3

ROBIN HOOD

CORRALING the COLTS

OTHERS

17.3

15.3

0.8mLi

DETROIT - WWJ-TV
\

RATING'

CASEY
JONES 16.9

STATE TROOPER

MEN of ANNAPOLIS

SPORT FOCUS and

JOHN DALY and the NEWS

15.7

9.3

8.5

DON'T MISS THiS TRAIN! CALL OR WIRE!

GEMS, INC.
TELEVISION SUBSIDIARY OF COLUMBIA PICTURES CORP.

NEW YORK DETROIT CHICAGO HOLLYWOOD NEW ORLEANS TORONTO
711 Fifth Ave. 709 Fox Bldg. 230 N. Michigan Ave. 1 334 N. Beechwood Dr. 1032 Royal St. 102-108 Peter St.

Plaro 1-4432 Woodward 1-3979 Fronklyn 2-3696 Hollywood 2-31 11 Expre ss 3913 Empire 3-4096»p'e
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R/Jm NGS: TOP SIPOl 1

Top 10 shows in 10 or more markets
Period 10-17 October 1957

TITLE. SYNDICATOR. SHOW TYPE
Average
ratings

7-STATI0N
MARKETS

5-STA.
MARKETS 4-STATION MARKETS 3-STATION Mi

Rank P»rt*
m» rmnk NY. L A. S Fran

Seattle-
Boston Chicago Detroit Milw. Mnpls. Phlla. Tacoma Wash. AtlanU Bait

1 i 1
Highway Patrol (M) 23.0

13.2 9.6
km

B :00pm

16.5
kroti

10pm

21.2 16.9 28.9 21.4 17.4 20.5 30.1 18.5
wbz-tv wgn-h »jbk-u wtmj-t? kttp-ti wcau-ti komo-ts

lOpn - in :i:30pm 8:30pm 10:30pm 7:00pm 7:00pm 7

19.5 27.0
waga-tv uiimi-tv

7 uilpui

2 4
Silent Service (A)
NBC

19.6
11.1 8.9
\w..i h km
6 00pm 7 30pm

14.7
kron-ts

. 00pm

18.9 19.5 10.2 8.2 7.2 34.5 13.9
Wbz l\ unbq ui-n t\ wihi ti util tv king-tl wtop tv

7 00pm 9 30pm 9:30pm 9:30pm 6 30pm : 30pm lu:30pm

24.4

9:30pm

3 2
1

Sheriff of Cochise (W)
NT A

18.S
6.6 1 1 .4

kn\

7:00pm

17.0
kion- Iv

EOpm

15.7
ki-i\

10pm

11.9 10.9 13.2 23.1
crabq vm ;ni t\ king-tv

i , 10 :00pm : OOpm 7 OOpm

17.4 12.0
wsb-tt wlial-tv

10:00pm 10:30pa

1

4 8
Men of Annapolis (A)
Z 1 V

17.3
5.1 12.7

wabi < knxi

7 :30pm

18.0 17.2 19.5 11.9 7.5 6.4 7.5
wnac i\ u mi iv wjbk-tv wisn-tv weeo-tv komo tv wtop-ti
• in :i i inn :' niiipm 10:30pm 10:00pm 7 1

16.2 23.0
wagt-tl umar-tv

I" 30(1

;
5

Code Three (A)
ABC FILM

16.7
15.3 7.9
wrea '* km

: im

24.2 7.2 12.4 22.6
un.M i\ wnbq wuti-iv king tv

i" 30pm 9 30pm 9 30pm - 80pm

18.4
waga-ti

in

5

i

3
State Trooper (A)
MCA

16.7
6.9

- 00pm

12.2
k-ii\

; uopm

22.2 11.9 14.9 18.5 10.5 9.9
wnac-tv wnbq wtmj-tv k-ti> iv wrcv-ti wmal tv

iipm 8:30pm 8:30pm 7 pm 10:30pm

19.5 6.5
ubal-tv

10:00pm • DOpJ

j

7 Death Valley Days (W)
U.S. BORAX

16.3
8.2

wrca ti

; .in

10.8 15.2 10.4 13.7 16.3
wnbq \\ w j i\ weeo-tt wrcv-ti komo-tv

m i pm Ipm 7:00pm 1 im

10.0

trbal-M
7 ii'liunj

7 7
Whirlybirds (A)
CBS

16.3
4.3 5.7
HtplI klu iv

10pm 7 30pm

16.9
kron-tv

: 30pm

24.7 7.9 14.7 10.9 14.2 17.3 11.0
wbz-tt wgn ti wwj-tv wtmj-tv west) ti klng-tv wttg

7:00pm ! im 10:30pm 8:30pm 7:00pm 7:00pm 9:30pm

9 6
Doctor Christian (D)
II V

15.9
2.7 4.5
wiii\ ktla

g OOpm ~ 00pm

8.0

• ::ni>m

22.2 6.9 25.0 17.6 5.5
ujiik tv wtmj-tv wcoo n king-tv wmal-ti
10 OOpm 9:00pm 9:30pm 9:0 n •

21.5
wsb-t,

9 30pm

10 Honeymooners (C)
CBS

15.6
15.3 11.1
ivrca-tv kn\l iv

: 00pm 7 m

21.2
kron-tv

7 :00pm

26.0 9.5 8.5 17.7 10.6 13.5
wnac-tv wgn-tv uern-n wrcv-ti klng-tv wrc-ti

Ipm 9:30pm 10:30pm 7:00pm 6:30pm 10:30pm

13

WJZ I

1 ll

Rank Part*
now rank Top 10 shows in 4 to 9 markets

1 5
Esso Colden Playhouse (D)
OFFICIAL FILM

18.6
20.2 19.9
wbz-tv wcail-tv

7 OOpm 111:30pm

9.8
wmar-rl
7 iinpii 1

2 1
Crusader (A)
MCA

17.5
15.2 13.9 11.2 13.2

wwj-tv wxix k>ip I\

11:15pm 9:30pm 10:00pm 10:30pm

3
Badge 714 (M)
NBC

15.6
1.7 11.8
"l'i\ km

9 OOpm 9 30pm

20.9 16.5 14.2 17.6
wnac i wjbk-iv k-tp-tv king tv

'
; 30pm 10:00pm 10:30pm 6 "upm

19.2
wsb-ti

10:0(lpm

4
Your All Star Theatre (D)
SCREEN GEMS

15.4 14.2
wxyz-tv

10:00pm

|j

5 5
San Francisco Beat (D)
CBS Fl LM

14.9 4.4 10.7
wpli km

0:30pm

12.7 9.5 12.0 22.5
wna ti wgn tv wjbfc-ti wrau-tv
1 1 15pm pm I" :30pm 10:30pm

6
Cisco Kid (W)
Zl V

14.0 9.5 12.5 18.2
wgn tv wxyz-tv wcco-ti

6 OOpm 2:00pm 1 30pm

13.5 1

7 Cray Chosts (A)
CBS FILM

13.4 2.0 10.4
wpil kllv

9:30pm 1 :0pm

15.7 13.7 20.4
VibZ t\ fVCSUI-tV WtOP-tl

10:30pm 7 OOpm 10 30pm

1

8
Twenty Six Men (W)
ABC FILM

13.1 6.1

wabt ">

10 i0pm

12.4 20.8
u n \ ti komo-tv
7 OOpm 7 OOpm

1.

it

r

9
Ellery Queen (M) 12.8 14.0 9.2

wjbk-tv wrc-tv

10 :30pm 7:00pm

10 Passport To Danger (A)
ABC Fl LM

12.6 3.7

1 |<Ih

13.9 8.9
, n hkb

11 L5pm 9:30pm

Bbam type symbols: (A) adventure; iCi comedy: (Dk drama: (Doc) documentary: (K) kids: (Ml
aurstery; IMul musical; (8) «P" n-nce Fiction; (W) Wattarn Films listed arc syn-

dJoated. >i hr., tt hr. * hr length, telecast In roar or more markets The average rating is

in unweighted average of individual market ratings listed abova. Blank space Indicates film

7
i

While network shorn are falrlj stable ffinl
month to another in the markets in which they are shown, this Is true to much lesser extent I
syndicated shows. This should be bome In mind when analyzing rating trends from one monf]
another in this chart. 'Refers to last month s chart. If blank, show was not rated at all lnl



ILM 2SI*IOWS
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Bochesterians Know
WHAT'S WHATMK!
Of all the things flying about the air, these

days, the ones that interest Rochesterians

most are the fine programs ( the best of CBS
and ABC!) carried by Channel 10! That's

why most Rochesterians prefer to tune in

Channel 10 when they seek a pleasant eve-

ning's entertainment. — That's why smart

sponsors buy the "Big 10" in Rochester, N. Y.

NATIONAL RCPBCSCNTATIveS.
THE BOILING CO. (WVET-TV)

EVERETT-McKINNEY (WHEC-TV)

In Rochester, N. Y.

IT ALL
ADDS UP TO

illr retelfed by hornet In the metropolitan area of • liven mirktl
lib «utlon Itself dv be outside metropolitan area ef the market



SPONSOR ASKS

How do your readers react to the tv season

Harold Stern, executive editor, Tv Key

(.newspaper preview service), \<n )<>il.

If letters from viewers are an) criteria.

i\ is in Eor some trouble in the ver)

near future. While our office has al-

ways received gripes about man) as-

pects ill television, this season the com-

plaints have taken on a consistent look.

More and more letters are being re-

ceived which <lecr\ the sameness of

this year's t\ fare.

The Alcoa-Good year Hour. I'hilco

Playhouse, Playwrights 56 and e\en

Lire (Iran i

a

missed by

many this

season

Robert Montgomery Presents are now
apparently missed b) more people than

regularly watched any of them when
the) were on. The excitement of live

teles ision has obviously taken on an

added luster now that it's being com-

pared to the current crop of mysteries,

\\ esterns and once-thought-to-be-alive

singers.

I here are an increasing number of

comments that all mysteries are alike,

that all Western shows use the same

I

>l"l-. that all Western heroes are cut

from the same pattern and are inter-

changeable, that all musical programs
in- done in the same offhanded inan-

iii i and that all use the same disinter-

ested guests.

Vmong the several parts of its pre-

view and feature service, Tv Ke\ runs

a dail) Mailbag feature. Typical ques-

tions which are received almost dail)

are ones asking whether Jim Arness ol

Gunsmoke is related to Hugh (Wyatt

Earp I Brian, whether Dean Martin

is related to Perr\ Como or whether

the same people produce Club Oasis,

the Guv Mitchell Show and the Eddie

Fisher Show.

There is a certain amount of criti-

cism leveled against Sunda) tv pro-

graming. The so-called highbrow-

shows are all dumped into Sunday
afternoon and viewers resent having to

choose between two shows both of

which they'd like to see. A standard

viewer complaint is that important net-

work evening shows are invariablv

scheduled against each other. Manv
viewers wrote in saying how: sorrv

the\ were to have missed Green Pas-

tures, but they just had to see the Mike
Todd spectacle.

A large percentage of the people

who seem to be unhappiest with cur-

rent programing standards admit they

watch a great deal of what thev say

the) don't like. They justify this b)

saying that once they've turned on

their sets, they leave them on. As for

turning to another channel, unless

there's a spectacular of unusual inter-

est, a flick of the dial only brings

more of the same.

On the subject of spectaculars, more
viewers seem to be in favor of regu-

larl) scheduled big -hows than occa-

sional, erraticall) slotted special

events. Playhouse 90 is still consid-

ered in the same categor) as a special

event, but it has acquired a loyal fol-

lowing. I he Hallmark Hall of Fame
scries which has been responsible for

some of t\'s finest programs has no

regular time period and no regular

audience.

We have received virtuall) no com-

ment on the matter of toll television.

other than a few caustic notes from

unhappv New York baseball fans who
blame pav t\ for the loss of their be-

loved Dodgers and Giants.

Harry Harris, Philadelphia Inquirer

The closest thing to a to-the-barri-

cades! reaction was produced b\ ru-

mors that CBS was planning to limit

Captain Kangaroo's tv hippety-hopping

No one

seems to

miss the

com ics

to Saturdays only . This brought doz-

ens of letters to The Inquirer and. ac-

cording to a communique from Bob
Keeshan. hundreds to the good Cap-

tain himself.

The letters were almost entirely

from mothers, manv of whom indi-

cated thev were willing and eager to

support a sponsor who would support

their [ire-school children s favorite

show. A number lamented the man-

ner in which programs for small fry

are being pared.

Many of the mothers protesting the

possible canning of Kangaroo noted

that getting rid of so unique a pro-

gram didn't make much sense when

there was such an obvious surplus of

W esterns on the air.

In general, though, our reader-view-

ers don't seem especially exercised b)

the glut of W esterns and musicals.

Uthough there were loud hurrahs

and boohoos when Sid Caesar went off

the air. no one seems to miss the ab-

sent comedians. And our readers ap-
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parentl) i ouldn I i .u<- less despite oui

constant keening in prinl aboul the

diminishing number <>f live drama

shows. In fact, i" "in chagi in, the)

don't Beam to <li .<» an) sort "I line .ii

.ill bel ween live and film.

()n the issue "I Pee t\. however,

there's less equanimity. the) re op-

posed in it. and man} are iinli.jii.ini

,ii ilic mm \ idea

'

Nick Kenny, radio-tt columnist '" V«<

> <>//. Minor

T\ maj be a window on the world, bul

the window needs .1 cleaning from time

in time. Right now, ii s fogged-up with

tin- eunsmoke <>f Westerns that hop 1 1
1<

•

/ ieu et s

prefer

non-adult

If estet ns

teevee screen and dominate teevee.

\\ estei ns caught on last j ear, \\ ith

the (alas) result that we've had a fe-

cundit) of hnss-operas this season. It

seems that producers aren't afflicted

with originality. I h<'\ worship at the

shrine ol the False God Rating.

The reaction of our readers to cur-

rent trends is anything bul passive.

\\ i' gel strong protests al the swarm of

situation comedies and the singer-

turned-hosl gambit has evoked passion-

ate, occasional!) vituperative rebukes.

The) fi"«'l that the situation corned)

has had it> da) and i> being foisted

upon the public. Singers should < 1 <

»

more singing and less comedy, the)

groan and, conversely, take some sharp

parenthetical slaps at comedians \\li<>

• In too much singing!

I ntil two months ago, the consen-

sus among readers was that Westerns

were <>.k. The) provided rousing,

escapist entertainment, surcease from

weight) problems. But the mail tone

has changed since the advent of

"ailnlt < n "problem" Westerns. The

readers don't like 'em! We see valid-

it) in their irritation. !<• our wa) <>f

thinking, they're nothing bul soap-

operas in cowbo) trappings.

In summary, the three trends: -itu-

ation comedy, singer-host and "adult"

Westerns aren't finding favor with tee-

viewers. Of course, the) still draw.

But thf\ arc slowh fading. ^

Billion - Dollar Market in

Northern New England

Station Sells It Better

!

WCSH-TV i„ the Portland, Maine

Trading Area

65 °o of Maine's retail sales dollars and 31 °o

of New Hampshire's are spent in this 13-

county market, and . . .

WCSH-TV penetrates more of its 173,152

TV households than competing stations

(NCS #2)

These viewers watch Channel 6 more . . .

329.5 quarter hours out of 420, against 83

for the next competing station. I Pulse area

study—May 1957)

Ask your Teed-Television man to show you

comparative coverage maps recently sup-

plied to him.

WCSH-TV
PORTLAND, MAINE

Planned and Manned for Sales

SPONSOR , OK< EMBER 195'



The

CBS Radio

Pacific Network

doesn't miss

a thing!

Consider first

the 3 Pacific Coast

states. Their vast

323,000 square miles

contain almost 6

million radio homes.

Well, sir, it takes

245,000 watts

of well placed power

to reach 'em al

We have it! And if

you market

in the 8 other far

west states,

we offer you our

Mountain Network

to blanket that

area, too! That's why
we don't miss

a thing

— and neither

does the advertiser

who depends
on us.

National and regional spot buys

in work now or recently completed

SPOT BUYS

TV BUYS
Fels & Company, Philadelphia, i> buying schedules in major mar-

kets for its household soaps. The campaign kicks off in January for

an indefinite period. Minutes and chainhreaks for both daytime and

nighttime segments are being sought with frequency depending upon

the market. Buying has just begun. Buyer: Allan Bobbe. Agency:

Aitkin-Kynett Co.. Philadelphia.

F. W. Woolworth Co., New York, is testing the impact of spot

television in over 30 markets. The advertiser is using short flights,

checking results after each schedule. If successful spot campaign

will be considerably increased for 1958. Buyer: James Evans.

Agency: Lynn Baker. Inc.. New York.

Lever Bros., New ^ ork. is scheduling announcements in top markets

to push its Pepsodent toothpaste. The December-Januan line-up is

one of several campaigns the advertiser has planned. I.D.'s are being

used, with frequency depending upon the market. Buyer: Dick

Pickett. Agency: Foote, Cone & Belding, New York. (Agency de-

clined to comment, i

RADIO BUYS
Ceneral Cigar Co., New York, is conducting a campaign in top

markets for its White Owl cigars. The December schedule runs until

the end of the month. Minute announcements are being slotted

during early-morning and early-evening segments. Average fre-

quency is 30-40 per week per market. Buyers: Tom Viscardi and

Joe Kaffette. Agency: Young & Rubicam. Inc.. New York.

Greyhound Corp., Chicago, is scheduling announcements for its

1ms lines: the holiday campaign is in most major markets. Minute

e.t's are being aired, about 20 per week per market. Buyer: Joan

Rutman. Agency: Grey Advertising Agenc\. New York. I Agent)

declined to comment, i

The American Tobacco Co., New York, is entering major markets

for its Pall Mall cigarettes. The schedule starts 13 Januan for six

weeks. Minute announcements throughout the week are being

sought; frequency varies from market to market. Buying has just

begun. Buyer: Jack Canning, \gency: SSCB, New York. (Agenc)

declined to comment, i

RADIO AND TV BUYS
Armour & Co., Chicago, is preparing its 1958 tv radio campaigns

for it- various meat products. Most of the schedules start in mid-

and late-January, and are on-and-off short flights throughout the

year. In radio. Armour is requesting daytime minutes: in tv. da\

-

time and nighttime minutes and 20's. Buying has not started. Buyer:

Sol Israel. Agency: N. \\ . Vyer & Son. New York. I Igencj de-

clined to comment, i
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If you heard conflicting

accounts of the same
incident on different

stations, which station

would you believe?"

By a vote of almost

3-to-l, listeners chose
the CBS-Owned Radio
Station over the leading

Independent station;



T
'Ills is ( >nl\ one question from an exhans

1 1\ c si ikI \ whit h slicils new, i cm'.ii ( \\ dot 11

iiknull light 011 radios mosi elusive (juestion:

,iu listeners worth more when tuned to one si.i-

1 ion 1I1. in to anoi In 1

I years perceptive time-buyers have known

there was more to evaluating stations than slide

rule 1 in. is in rn hi 1 is. 1 lir\ know ih. n rating sen

ices alone can't predict which station is most

likrl\ to deliver more < ustomers F01 .1 < lient. In

the absence ol (jualitative data, advertisers have

had to rely on subjective judgments when ap-

praising stations.

Hui appraisal l>\ intuition is not enough. Io

give concrete support to the subjective judg-

ments, the CBS Owned Radio Stations commis-

sioned Motivation Analysis, Inc. to stud) the

attitudes ol listeners to the C-0 and the leading

Independent stations.

In depth interviews 1200 listeners* were asked

do/ens ol questions, rhey spent 1500 hours an-

swering the questions and then giving reasons

for the answers, insuring a complete, uninhib-

ited response. Some ol the questions weir subtle

and indirect; others, forthright and provocative.

Here are a few ol them: "When you first turn

on your radio, for what reason do you put it on?

... What types oj programs do you like the most?

...Which ol the following descriptive terms

(big-small, authoritative-noi authoritative
} etc.)

would you use to describe the stations you listen

to?" ...and "What is your idea 0] a big radio

station?"

Having compiled data on attentiveness, au-

thority and respect— having assembled a com-

plete picture of the listeners' sentiments, the

interviewers then asked the decisive question:

Which one station has the most

believable a Mnmercials?'
1

\liei 100.000 tabulations, these three basit dil

ferences were found between audiences

1. Listeners pay more attention to

('-() stations than to the leading

Independents.

2. Listeners regard the C-()\

more favorably than the Inde-

pendents.

3. Listeners believe the C-O sta-

tions more than the leading In c le-

pendents . . .both their pn >grams

and their advertising.

This is a time when, more and more, adver-

tising budgets are being asked to deliver 1 us-

tomers. not jnsi listeners. This study will help

you select with greater assurance the right sta-

tion. It is available foi your inspection at your

nearest CBS-Owned Radio Station or CBS Radio

Spot Sales OIIk e.

*From a nun/ stud) conducted in the six majo ' 5 ttarkets

\, v York, Los l I San Francisco, Boston, St. Louis)

where there is a ( BS Owned Radio Station.

*'l'li, sample was divided into three groups: thost

of tin ( BS Oumed station, those who - <ii the leading

Independent, and a control .<,'">"/' of fans equally loyal in both

stations. Fans wen defined «* listeners who ^/uni more than half

of their time listening in one station.

II EEI, Boston; n BUM, < hicogo

h\ \. I m I 11 g< /( v

M < /:\ \, ., York, h Uo\ s/ Louis

K( /.'s. Sdii ; ranciscaCO
CBS-OWNED RADIO STATIONS



A pictorial review of local

and national industry events

PICTURE WRAP-UP

A million dollar's worth "I games is mark chalked up by

\H(. TV's Tit -Tar Dough ami Twenty One Toj company

presidents ami licensing execs of < alifornia National Produc-

tions, Inc., celebrate occasion with Jack Barry, --tar of both

shows. Shown 'I to r.) Robert Max, < NP merchandising

ili\. mgr., Herbert Diamond, Lowell Toy ('(>.. Barry. (diaries

Raizen, Transogram, Inc. ami Selwyn Rausch, of ( !al i-

[ornia National Productions' Products Development Board

FCC commissioners ,a ^'' off after tour of W\U.P prop-

erties. Purpose ua- to show effective service ami cjualit > of

complete ubf operation. (L. to r. i Commissioners Ric-hanl

\. Mark. John C. Doerfer, Rose! Hyde, and \\ \\ LP Presi-

dent William L. Putnam. Station is in Springfield. Mass.

Commercials given 1>> ABN personalities for the products

thej hold were the big feature of \BV» presentation to ad-

vertisers held 26 November at the Hotel Plaza. Shown warm-

mi: up at rehearsal session an- (1. to r. ) Jofamrj Pearson,

Don McNeill, Jim Backus, Bill Kemp, \HN President Robert

Eastman, Herb Oscar Anderson, Jim Reeves and Men (iriffin

Challenge '" distaff hoopsters of ri\al

reps i- issued b> The kat/ Agency's basket-

ball team. Shown with them are coaches

Ken Mills .tin I Bill Winterble (kneeling),

Standing (1.) Martin Beck, < r. i Frank Shaw

Golden anniversary cake honoring half-

centurj of service is sliced bj Waltei Seiler,

president of The < ramer-Krassell I o. Watch-

ing are (1.) Herbert V Pasteur and (r.)

Corrj W . Faude. agenc) vice presidents

Trend to one-shots i- emerging in new

form: golf spectacular. Easy Laundry \p-

plianees (div. Murray Corp.! bought Bing's

Pro-Amateur meet on CBS TV. \ho\e.

B. C. Could, firm'~ president with Bing



News and Idea

WRAP-UP

ADVERTISERS
Marshall S. Lachner baa been

elected president and chief execu-

tive officer of B. T. Babbitt. II

will also set ve as .1 director and mem-

ber <>f tin- executive committee.

Lachner, a leading marketing ex-

pert, waa until recentlj presidenl "I

Pabst. Before thai he was wild Col-

gate l"i 16 years.

To keep pace » i t li and anticipate

changing distribution and mar-

keting patterns for American

candj industry, Curtiss Candj has

reorganized its sales organization

in 12 eastern Btates.

Appointed to head Division _' are

Luke F. Reilly, manager; Edmund L.

Staab, mule sales manager; Roberl (>.

Qilson, direct sales manager; H.

Thomas Byron, assistanl direct sales

manager; and John T. Callahan, office

manager.

Division 2 territorj encompasses

Maine, Vermont, New Hampshire,

Rhode Island. Connecticut, Massachu-

setts, New York, Pennsylvania, Dela-

ware, New Jersey, Maryland, and

eastern West Virginia, with head-

quarters in Br) n Maw 1. Pa.

American (»as Association is run-

ning a newspaper campaign to

advertise a commercial on Play-

house 90.

The Commercial: Bing Crosby -

demonstration <>f how consumers can

play Santa Claus with gas appliances.

Christmas promotion idea: Butter-

Nut Coffee, Omaha, is extending its

"Christmas Club" gifts to children in

California this year.

It work> 1 1 1 i — way: Purchasers de-

posit ke\ - 1 1- i
1
>— from cans ol Butter-

Nui in receiving bins located in gro-

cery Stores, lor each ke\ strip turned

in Butter-Nut purchases a Christmas

Liilt for a homeless child.

Butter-Nut has carried on this <iift

program for 20 years in the midwest.

Last \ear it distributed 20,000 gifts to

children in 250 institutions.

Easy Launch*} Appliances (Divi-

sion ot Murray < orp.) will spon-

sor Bing Crosby's Pro-Amateur
Golf Tournament in a live coast-

to-coasl telecast over I Its on 12

January

.

The hoin spectacular, Bing Crosby

and Hi^ Friends, will introduce I .i-\

Laundry's $100,000 "win youi weight

in gold consume! contest.

Joseph I- Cullman 3rd, 15, suc-

ceeds the late O. Parker McComas
as president and chief executive

officer of Philip Morris. II will

maintain his present Richmond head-

quartei s.

\\ irt II. Hatcher bee - senior

\ ice presidenl ol the company

.

Personnel moves: Nelson Gross,

director of I ,S. advertising for M.i\

Factor, Hollywood . • • John \.

(.rammer and Gordon C. ^ omifi.

executive vice presidents ol Beech-Nut

Life >a\ ers, New V ork.

AGENCIES
\d\ice on how Ix-st to sell public

utilities on tv and radio from t\*o

sources

:

Mi K. Manning Kuhin ol Car-

gill S W ilson, before the Southeastern

Electric Exchange in Birmingham:

• Don't sacrifice hard sell for in

stitutional platitude-.

• It's a waste of time and monej

to tell how noble and reliable your

company is.

• Let the public know the compan)

i- -'Hind and gTOM Ulg.

(2) Thomas II. Lane, Lennen v\

Newell senior \.|>.. on the American

( ras Association account, w hich < o-

sponsors Playhouse 90:

• Pick the program in which your

message will best fit.

• Develop the right message.

• Choose the ideal way ol presen-

tation and follow-through.

Another instance where media

and research have been integrated

with marketing:

In Baltimore
WFBR delivers

MORE
ADULT
LISTENERS

SPONSOR DECEMBER 1957

than any other

radio station

A 1957 Puis.- study

proves it ! WFBR deli

more adull listeners

than any other radio

station in the Baltimore

area, [t's really no

accident, because here is

adult programming that's

pleasant, exciting and

informative. Pleasant

music the fastest, most

complete news coverage

in Baltimore and habit-

forming features that

capture and hold an

audience. So, if you want

to tie up the adult

market tighl as a drum.

buy WFBR.

..illi.illlli.illl

1
1 1 «
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1

1
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•
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represented by

JOHN BLAIR AND COMPANY
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Funny!

will they

/

\
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But

al! laugh?

TV comedy is not a funny business.

What seemed hilarious at a story

conference can fall flat at airtime.

Film can help here—in many ways I

With film, pre-testing is easy . .

.

laughs can be measured,

highlighted—"fluffs" cut out . .

.

stations and time lined up with

far more control. That's why
a good comedy show is a better

comedy show on EASTMAN FILM-.

For complete information write to:

Motion Picture Film Department

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Rochester 4, N. Y.

East Coast Division

342 Madison Ave.

New York 17, N.Y.

Midwasf Division

1 30 East Randolph Drive

'"Sicago 1,111.

. Coast Division

06 Santa Monica Blvd.

Hollywood 38, Calif.

or W. J. GERMAN, Inc.

Agents for the sale and distribution of

Eastman Professional Motion Picture Films,

Fort Lee, N.J.; Chicago, III.; Hollywood, Calif.

Be sure to shoot

IN COLOR . .

.

You'll be glad you did

Jack Bard, who li.nl been v.p. in

i li.n :< "i Edward II. Weiss's media

di p. ii tment, now heads mai kel in§

m hich iin ludes n edia buj in- and re

search.

I )i < ..ii
j Steinei is research din

toi undei Bard.

Robert I . Foreman baa been
named to the executive committee
of ItltDO. tin- agency's top polirj

making group.

Foreman i- in charge of BBDO'a
entire radio and h operation.

\<-u agenc] in Uabama: Proctor
;!iid Sparling Advertising in Mont-
gomery will handle regional and na-

tional accounts using all media.

Richard C. Proctor, president,

was al one time with Y&R; Judd
Sparling, vice president, has done
media and account work \\ ith Benl in

& Bowles.

Vgenc] appointments: Dowd,
1 -

'
< I i i < I < I «X Johnstone, For Dunbai

Laboratories (( Ihemw aj ( !orp. i Pret-

t\ Feel . . . MacFarland, Aveyard
lor Stewart-Warner's Vlemite forth-

coming radio spot campaign . . . Len-
nen & Newel] For Chemical Corp.'s

Freewax . . . D'Arcj Advertising for

Olin Mathieson's Plantrons Fertilizer

and other lawn ami garden products

. . . Wade Advertising, Chicago,
for L.O.F. Glass Fibers Company . . .

Ellington & Company For Pharma-

co s (Schering Corp.) drug products:

fnhiston, lima. Saraka and Surgi-

I Mam . . . Cohen & Aleshire for

the -hoe polishes of Kiwi Polish Co.,

Pottstown, Pa. Radio and i\ vill be

used . . . Allen & Rej nolds,
Omaha, for Sioux Hone) Association,

Sioux (.il\. Iowa, national cooperative

marketing association.

More personnel changes: Ted
Hediger, account executive for West-

Marquis, L.A. . . . Lynn Werner, i"

the media department of Campbell

Vlithun, Minneapolis. Werner was

supervisor of the Hormel account at

BBDO . . . Marcie Han-, to the cop)

-tall of North Advertising, Chicago.

Anniversary: V. Walter Seiler,

president ol Cramer-Krassell Co., Mil-

waukee, has celebrated his 50th yeai

with the agency.

\e\» media personnel at Bryan

Houston : .!< hi i.iuii . i

named \ ,p. in . n.ii _• ..I media.

Othei ap| ointment - in< lml<- Robert
Boulware, v.p. and associate media

irectoi and Rich ird V. Stei ens,

media de| ai tment mana

Iney're now <>n the board: Grant
M, Thompson, William Estj . . .

i harlea s
. W inston, Jr., m ol

I oote, ' one & Belding - I teti oil offi< e

. . . W illiam Kin^. Jr., and Howard
M. W ilson, Ken) on & I .< khardt.

New faces: Richard E. Johnson,
Max (,. Kocour md Bradle] II.

Roberts, a ml exei uti\> - l"i Need

ham, I «w i- S l>i mi |,\ . ( hii ago . . .

Harold < «»!»!». a ml supei \ iaoi

.

ami Barbara Marsak, res arch proj

ei i Bupei \ i-"i . foi Reai Ii. \1< ' linton

& Co. . . . Henrj J. Opperman, New
N < i k manage: foi Geoffrej Wade Vd-

vertising, ( hi* ago!

\ikI >.p."«: Bruce McLean, v.p.

for Needham, Louis & Brorb) of Can-

ada . . . William Zerweck as v.p. I

Warwick & Legler fi "in Norman, I

.S Kummel.

ASSOCIATIONS
N MM II has urged the FCC u, de-

fer it- review <>t t\ frequency allo-

cations until Television Mloca-
tion» Stud] Organization, an

advisor] group completes its

Btud] of the problem.
NMJIli also offered some observa-

tions on the FCC's stud) of the proper

utilization of broadcasting frequen-

cies :

• I \l radio 1 88-108 megacyi les

serves an ever-increasing audience

u hose listening prefereni es are not

sei ved b) \M and TV .

• Vde [uate frequencies foi re note

pickup purposes are absolute!] essen-

tial for on-the-spot live broadcasting.

• Rei enl dei elopments indicate that

some users "f radio, particularl] f"i

mobile purposes, maj obtain greate:

channel use within existing alloca-

tions bj the utilization of new tech-

nological impro\ ements.

The American Citizens Television

Committee has been formed I>\ a

LM"iip "I Washington executives with

the express purpose "f informing the

American people of the dangi rs ol

l>a\ -1\

.
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SPONSOR
An army of extra sensitive ears

works at SPONSOR to keep you
in front of the industry and
the industry in front of you.

SPONSOR is the listening post

of thousands of successful

executives all over America
because its very publishing
concept (of news in brief and
observations in depth) has made
it the most widely read, widely
quoted and the best respected
publication in the entire

broadcast field.

That's why men who plan
their future read SPONSOR—
at home. You should, too.

Give it your unhurried time
and it will give you so much
more in return. One idea will

pay you back a thousand fold.

Now — for less than a penny
a day— just $3.00 a year—
you can have 52 issues of
SPONSOR delivered to your
home. Try it on this

money back guarantee.

Only gifl subscriptions for ad-

vertisers or agencies are eligible.

' SPONSOR
I 40 East 49 St., New York 17, N. Y. |

| I'll take a year' s sub scription of SPONSOR. |

You guarantee full refund any time I'm

not satisfied.

NAME
1 FIRM |

| ADDRESS I

D Bill me D Bill firm .

The group, known a- the \(.\ Com-

mittee, will enlist organizations and

individuals t<> forestall the "biggesl

giveaway in the historj of the I rtited

States."

The committee Feels that the \meri-

can people should have the deciding

voice in the disposition of their natu-

ial resources, in this case, the air-

waves and thai the time to put up the

"No trespassing" -ign is at hand.

National Conference of Christians

ami Jew- will bestow its fifth annu-

al Hi othei hood media awards, in

Feb] uai \

.

Ward categories include:

Advertising Campaigns national

and local

Radio Programs—single or series

broadcasts

Tv Programs— single or series

broadcasts

Nominations must he submitted 1»\

10 December.

Trade Names Foundation is of-

fering its trade advertising cam-
paign for 1958 to the trade press.

The campaign, in the form of three

ads, stresses the theme "manufactur-

ers famous brands make your selling

easier. Space is contributed b\ the

magazines.

KAB's Plans Committee has ap-

pointed six new members:
George Comte. WTMJ. Milwaukee;

Joel H. Scheier. WIRY, Pittsburgh,

N.Y.; Robert C. Wolfenden. \\ \IEV.

Marion. Va.; Robert Covington. WBT,
Charlotte, V C.; Norman Knight.

W N \C. Boston; and Harold R. Krel-

stein. Plough station.-.

N VRTB'a VM and FM Radio Com-
mittees will meet in New York 6
and 10 December respectively.

KTES officers: Norman (ilenn,

publisher of SPONSOR, elected vice

president and Josef C. Dine, Dine
and Kalmus partner, named to the

board of governors.

NETWORKS
NBC got a grand slam out of the

awards made this week by the

Thomas Alva Edison Foundation

:

These programs were kudoed:

Wide II ide World— t\ program best

illuminating the current scene.

Father Knows Best — t\ program
best portraying the American heritage.

licit System Science Series — best

science television program for \outh.

Biographies in Sound —radio pro-

gram best portraying America.

Carnival of Boohs (over NBC-

owned W \I \(,). Chicago I
best chil-

dren - radio program.

NBC has added 19 new members
to its 25-year Club of New York.

The newcomer- were luncheoned

and given watches b) Bob Sarnoff.

The Mennen Company has signed

as co-sponsor of Colt .45 over \I5C TV
starting 6 December. The -how- other

sponsor is Campbell Soup.

REPS
The Katz Agency announced this

week these promotions and addi-

tions to its tv sales staff:

For New York : Walter E. Nilson, t\

sales mgr.; Oliver T. Blackwell, Alfred

I. Miranda arid Michael T. Membrado,
promoted to assistant t\ sales mgrs.

For Chicago: William W. Joyce, pro-

moted to t\ sales mgr.

Additions to its sales staff in New

GOLD9E comes home

with

another WINNER
"Your entry was rated by the Judges

as among the finest received. A re-

markable promotional accomplish-

ment in the face of competition . .

."

Colgate-Palmolive Co.

Sales increase fast when GOLDIE
promotes.

KHSLTV
CHANNEL 12
THE GOtOEN EMPIRE STATION

CHICO, CALIFORNIA
CBS ond ABC Affiliate

Represented nationally by Avery-Knodel, I

San Francisco Representative
George Ross, National Sales Manager

Central Tower
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Adventure Monday through Friday at 6:00 PM
delivers Omaha's Kidult* audience!

Kid> and adult -

pA^at

Reach the Omaha area

Kidult audience when they're

KEYed up to stay

with excitement!

Full sponsorship

and minutes available.

Adventure at six

adds up to sales!

Omaha's / /<£ Key TV

basic ^>b^
OMAHA WORLD-HERALD STATION

Eugene S. Thomas. Gen. Mgr
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Something New under the

Texas Sun, lucky Channel 7

is a "Natural" for family

entertainment.

Venard Rinotul

And McConnell, Inc.

Clarke Brown Co.

^ ml : John I atiini and John D. Amey;

in Chicago, Roberl C, Rohde and Har-

old \luain-.

Scotl Donahue, Jr.. Katz \.\>. in

charge of t\ sales, explained the ap-

pointments are in line with the firm's

general expansion policy.

Il-K Representatives, Inc., named
Roberl J. McNamara as director of

client services, a new post to im-

plement sales and services for its

stations.

McNamara comes from Peters, Grif-

fin. Woodward. Inc., where he was an

account executive. Before that he was

assistant sales mgr. for Phelps Dodge

Copper Products Corp.

Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.,

made national representatives for

KIRO-TV.
The new station for the Seattle-

Tacoma market I 18th in market rank)

expects to start broadcasting in Janu-

ary.

As a basic CBS affiliate, it'll be the

ifth station, all VHF's. in this market.

Saul Haas is president of the Queen

City Broadcasting Co., owners and op-

erators of the outlet.

New rep appointments: Forjoe-

TV for KTRX-TV. the new outlet for

the Kennewick - Pasco - Richland -Wash-

ington, area. It plans operation be-

fore Christinas . . . Weed & Co. for

WAMV. St. Louis . . . George P.

Hollingbery Co., KFIV in Modesto,

Calif. . . . Radio-TV Representa-

tives for WLEFJ, Erie, Penna.

TV STATIONS
Free oil for WABC-TVs weather

girl viewers: Oil heat dealers in the

New ^ oik metropolitan area are pro-

moting the sponsorship of Janet Tyler

by giving away 200 gallons each to

13 names drawn out of a fish bowl.

How two strong competitors in tv

are cooperating for the listeners'

benefit:

When a studio fire forced kr \R.

Fairbanks, \laska. to go off the air

on 21 Y.Nember. CBS affiliate KTVT
offered to can \ as main as

|
>. >~>ihle of

KFAR's NBC and ABC programs.

With KF \li stall members helping out

in KTVT studios, the people of Fair-

banks are continuing to enjo\ their

i ustoman full t\ programing.

Station ideas: The "Sunrise Se-

mester" (WGBS-TV, N.Y.) idea

is spreading: WJBK-TV, Detroit.

is telecasting regular university credit

courses, five da\s a week, starting (>

Januai) .

"Residual" benefit of Maverick

to a handicapped 10-year-old as

related by WTVW, Evansville:

Raymond Jann's letter on why he liked

the ABC TV western didn't win the

contest prize, but it touched the hearts

of staff members as it described the

mute, shut-in writer's one amusement.

watching tv. They chipped in to bu\

the bo\ his first big toy: a tractor he

can ride.

Vt KXP, Lexington, is attracting

new viewers with a $10,000 "Happ\
Homes" contest.

Viewers are asked to identify and

call in to the station within two min-

utes the street and house number of

the "Happy Homes" shown on the

station.

To advise on educational tv:

Dorothy Looker and Evelyn Davis,

co-producers of WTOP-TV's (Wash-

ington) Ask It Basket, will go to

Puerto Rico to help that government

set up an educational tv program.

Bouquets: W NBC, West Hartford.

has received a special citation from

the National Association for Mental

Health for its "outstanding service to

the cause of mental health.'' The sta-

tion has made a special project of

mental health over the past two vears.

• KING TV, Seattle, is the recipi-

ent of a Thomas Alva Edison award.

The category : "The television station

that best served youth in 1957.

• WKY-AM-TV. Oklahoma City.

has been given a special award by the

American Meteorological Societv for

accurately predicting Oklahoma's se-

vere tornado seasons. WKA employs

two full-time professional meteorolo-

gists.

• WSOX. Charlotte, and its ad-

\ertiser, Colonial Stores, feted \ irgil

Carrington Jones, author of the sta-

tion's new Grav Ghost series, first

Civil War series to appear on t\

.

People on the move: Ralph \^ .

Pasek, assistant director for Gard-

i er's, St. Louis, radio-tv department . .

.

Peter M. Stewart, rejoining Y \\ .

\\er as sen ice representative . . .

Olga Fabian, fashion coordinator
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HABIT
STATIO

...all 'round Detroit

RADIO
Michigan's Most Powerful Independent Station •

10,000 watts day • 1,000 watts night • 1500 KC •

AM-FM • Tops in News, Music and Sports

NATIONAL SALES HEADQUARTERS

625 Madison, New York 11. PLAZA 1-394G

Represented Nationally by THE KATZ AGENCY



I"i Ogilvy, Benson & Mallier . . .

Stuarl Minion. Jr.. director of radio-

u production for Foote, ( lone & Beld-

ing . . . Lucille Richman, radio-t\

copj writer for Y \\ . \\er. Philadel-

phia . . . Eileen Milling, public re-

lations directoi and plans board mem-
ber for Gore, Smiili Greenland . . .

Fred \. Irwin, media director for

( hci. DuBois & Co. ... V. I). Gage
to the account management staff <>f

Geyei Advertising, Detroit.

RADIO STATIONS
KSTP, Minneapolis-St. Paul,
claims that it's got tin- two old-

est sponsors in ra«!io.

Hiese local advertisers have been

on the station for an unbroken 30

years.

One is Ballard and Skellet. a mov-

ing firm, which started out sponsoring

Sam // lli-ni \. a program which, you'll

recall, changed it- name to Amos 'n

huh. The oilier advertiser is Wey-

land Furniture Co. of St. Paul.

Recent l\ News \\ rap-1 p carried an

item about \\ l)l>0. Dubuque, and a

local department store celebrating

their 20-year association. WDBQ
thought this a record.

Anniversary: k\OX, Moot head.

Minn., celebrated 20 years of broad-

casting on Thanksgiving Day. \ml

celebrating bis 2Dtli year with the sta-

tion is Mann) Marget, station man-

ager.

McLendon stations reporl an attend-

ance of nearlj 500 executives and

time-buyers for their "Texas triangle"

luncheon presentations in New York
llli- week.

The pitch, designed to sell the Texas

market, will be staged in other cities.

Vn underwater first for New Or-

leans: \\ I I \ on 17 November staged

a two-hour broadcast from inside the

I .S. submarine \\ hale. The remote in-

cluded a live simulated test dive and

tcrpedo attack on an enemy ship.

WGN, Chicago, reports this suc-

cess story for nighttime radio.

The stations nighttime business for

October, 1957, was 35$ better than

October, 1956. It sold 657c of avail-

able announcements — time segments,

participations and station breaks—for

one specific week in November.

WCCO's (Minneapolis) ideas

about Christmas programing:
• It II plaj onh sacred Christmas

music on Christmas week.

• Elvis Preslej numbers will be

limited to those he sings "with respect

to the Christmas spirit."

Christmas idea from WEBC, Du-
lnth: The station, in cooperation with

local merchants, set up a da\-long mer-

chandise di-pla\ in 'Premier Christ-

mas Preview" promotion in Duluth's

main auditorium the week before

Thanksgh ing.

\\ EBC's air support of the displa\

helped draw 34,000 people (over a

third of Duluth's population I.

Vt DOK, Cleveland, in cooperation

with equipment people, staged its sec-

ond annual stereophonic sound exhibit

at the Statler.

The Cleveland Press co-sponsored

the event, which drew about 15,000

persons.

Stations with ideas:

• KXOL, Fort Worth, perched

three of its disc jockeys atop the city's

tallest building for an all-night pro-

graming vigil on 13 November. Occa-

EXCITEMENT. "that which rouses a feeling;

- that which calls to activity!"

WIS-TV rouses many a feeling — creates endless sales activity

throughout central South Carolina's billion dollar market —

•^

exciting results* —
and soon —
ing, expanded coverage

our 1522 foot tower,

t structure east of

• Mississippi river!

' IB and performance facts

all PGW offices will

cite your interest in —

&#VIS-TV-10
COLUMBIA, SOUTH CAROLINA

C. Richard Shafto, Executive Vice President LDP
Charles A. Batson, Managing Director L," »

represented by

.ERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD, INC.
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SPONSOR
Hundreds of extra eyes to be
exact— the most restless

retinue of retinas— work, for

you at SPONSOR to help keep
you the best informed executive
on broadcasting that you can
possibly be.

Experienced eye* that see
beneath the surface and beyond
the fact. Eyes that bring you
not alone news but the most
comprehensive analysis of this

news in the entire publication

field.

That's why you should read

SPONSOR — at home . . .

where you can give it your
unhurried time — your relaxed

imagination. One idea that

you can apply might well be
worth a lifetime of subscriptions.

Now — for less than a ynnny
a day— just $3.00 a year—
you can have 52 issues of
SPONSOR delivered to your
home. Try it on this

money back guarantee.

Onlj gift subscriptions for ad-

vertisers or agencies arc eligible.

SPONSOR
40 East 49 St., New York 17, N. Y.

I'll lake a year's subscription of SPONSOR.
You guarantee full refund any time I'm

not satisfied.

NAME
FIRM

ADDRESS.

Z2 Bill me Bill firm

sion u.i- tin- 1 1 1 — t nighl in operation

•I the woi Id's I. ii gesl supei ic< ui ite

clock. < ii izens i u i ned oul v. ii Ii .mi' >

horns ami spotlights i" keep the in.,

i ompan) throughout the night.

• \\ G VH. ( leveland, with letle)

I ea, "i ig inated a "used teaba con

it- — t u Im Ii drew <>\ er 500 enl ries 0n<

woman 9 suggest ion l"i used teab i

saddle bags foi .i < hihuahua.

• Texas V—ociation of Broad-
casters i- sending oul a radio consult

ant i" texas schools t" aid in setting

ii|> radio courses. N " fai five high

schools have set ii|> radio courses in

their speech departments and ten oth-

ers are awaiting \ isitation. Local i .i

ili>» stations assist in the instruction.

Honored: WCA1 . Philadelphia,

has been *
i t

«
-< I 1>\ the Boj Scouts ol

America, Philadelphia Council, foi its

"outstanding service to Scouting dur-

ing the past years."

k\(M>. Tulsa, has received recog-

nition \ ia a I homas \l\ a Edison

award. The class: "The radio station

that best served \<>utli in 1957."

Station affiliations: VPMRB,
Greenville, S. C. joined CBS as a

sccondan affiliate 17 November, and

will become a primarj supplementary

affiliate 15 February . . . \\ PAW,
Providence-Pawtucket, became an

alliliate of \l!\ on 2 December.

Rural Radio Network, headquar-
tered in Ithaca, has filed a statement

with the FCC requesting the commis-

sion retain the full FM band and I \l

band-w idth.

laces in ne\s places: Jim Ritlicart.

program coordinator for \\ \h Ii. Den-

ver . . . Robert F. Klein, manage)

for KFRE ami KRFM, Fresno . . .

Robert R. Meskill, general managei
ami Joe Rider, -ale- managei for

WKID, Minneapolis-St Paul ... \l-

lan Bengtson, general managei l"i

\\ I \\\ . \ll>an\ -Tlo\ -Seheneel;nl\ . . .

Roberl V Burns, station man
for \\ FLR, Dundee, N.Y. . . . Uberl

J. Cillen, -ale- director foi W \IM-

\\ \l \l-\\ \I,T. Birmingham, Via. . . .

Lewis Dickensheets, assistant man-

ager for K\\ IT. \\ ichita Falls, I exas

. . . Charles Godwin, managing di-

rector for W Y.Y.Y.. Boston. Godwin was

formerly New York advertising man-

ager for sponsor . . . Joe Bossard,

national director ol merchandising for

KCBQ, San Diego . . . Louis T.

Everything you need in one

comptvtv dictionary of fe/ev/s/on

TELEVISION PRODUCTION

CREATIVE TECHNIQUES
by Harry Wayne McMohan of

Leo Burnett Co.. Inc.

ii . i i - thai • (plain Ihi U i ... pi

llvol) ,..i .. .....I . . I II I. lhal • • Lbi •«*
i

i.,.. .1 ih. ii. l.j-i. i. I.. i i para

II. rr, M.M..I ml.. • ol |.ljli- I...JI.I Bad
.,,..,. .., .,( IN ,.iJ ... .Ii.. ..|.. r jli'.i.

I ... I .. Mil, ... I I I • I ... I > • 1 1. ... SO * • .'

.I . «|.i ....... ... .ii pi i is aad ill". pra
.I.i.ii... II. /./ ,. Production t,..,i... I I.

nlaumt i. .in in. j In. 1. 1. , . i . t . M. . ..n. I ...

foi ......i.. llul ...rL in IV ... Ii-.|.. I.. "
.11.. .,,.% ;./.... ..I I \

ii. fact-pocked ...<...,.. .>..» /<»' lUumtrmlloui
....•(.• , ... pa .'..••.•'',"'. .(•. -

i ,..> ,„./,..,/ ..,./, $? .a

Do you know enough .lboul th. v t. !• yisujn subnets'

Proijr.immini! Titles and Scenery
Livi TV Production Animation
Film TV Production Sound
The Actor Film Stock and Processing
The LjngllffC of Lighting Film Editing
Thi C.lm. ii

hfall coupon fat l<> .'<<»• "•"' . taimjnmllon

I
HASTINGS HOUSE. PUBLISHERS

I
II E.ist 50th Str

I
New York 22, New York

, LEVIS ION I'RODI i

I
TH>\ . HI \ n '.

I IM M N |i Jl I - I

(

|
.

;

•

.

!

I

I
VWIK

I

I AIM' I.

I

I ZOXB
1

I - .'ij.nin

Amtrq U? Towers

,

Cf LHI
Lit—f.VtM*

tb* STATION that belongs on nrri aJt trther't tut:
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Don't /amp--- this is your
INDIANAPOLIS/ DES MOINES DAY!

You're never jumpy, on edge when Indianapolis-Des Moines day rolls

around. WXLW and KSO make a time-buyer's job almost easy, with

their exclusive programming that nets results.

In Indianapolis, folks prefer WXLW, and PULSE proves it! A 22.4

PULSE average, highest in town. More important, WXLW delivers the

adult audience, the bulk of the buying public. The reason? An exclusive

music-and-news format slanted toward adult listening likes . . . plus the

popular air personalities who make it work to perfection. Put your mes-

sage on a winner—WXLW, the top-rated radio station in the Indian-

apolis market.

And KSO, Des Moines, matches its Indianapolis sales twin in results.

Like WXLW, KSO beams its programs toward the adult age group,

the people who do the buying. Already the number one salesman in

Des Moines, KSO is now challenging for all 'round leadership, and it

won't be long. You'll say goodbye to time-buying blues with the only

good buy in Des Moines — KSO.

5000 Watts Day Time

950 KC

Indianapolis, Indiana

5000 Watts Full Time

1460 KC

Des Moines, Iowa

Contact your nearest JOHN E. PEARSOX representative

Saw-*-, general manager for K.SI B.

Cedar City, I tab . . . K«l Sloan, sales

manager for \\ \\K \\ ilmington.

C. L. (diet) Thomas, v.p. and g.m.

of K\()\. St. Louis, elected v.p. of

Goodwill Industrie- of Missouri.

RESEARCH
Another feud has broken out in

the world of research: Albert

Sindlinger vs. the American Re-
search Foundation. A blow-by-
blow account to date:

Round 1 : \l Lehman, \RF's

managing director asked Sindlinger to

answer Id questions.

Round 2: Sindlinger countered
with an imitation for the \R|-' clan

to \isit his operation.

Hound 3: Lehman said he saw no

reason for such a junket and insisted

the questions be answered.

Round 4: Sindlinger answered, hut

Lehman didn't think the) served ARF's
intent.

Round 5: Sindlinger issued a

blast, challenging the right of the ARF
to appraise his work. He followed this

up with a broadside at the Founda-
tion's proposed $800,000 stud) of

magazines. Sindlinger charged that

the ARF is attempting to set itself up
as a dictator in reseanh.

A Pulse study of FM listening in

the San Francisco area reveals
some highlights on the growing
FM audience: Items:

• Of 855,400 radio homes in >i\

Ba\ area counties. 118,794 or 17.!',

have FM receivers in use. 16:3$ of

homes have two or more.

• 88.795 listeners are over 18.

• 50.2', listen to FM beeause of

the fine music: 25.8$ listen because

the) like the sound: 22.1', listen be-

cause of fewer commercials.

\ IV audience survey conducted by
KTTV. L.A.. indicates an almost
90<7f usage of family tv sets dur-
ing daytime hours. Other findings:

• In nearl) 75', of homes daytime
sel usage averages two hours or longer.

• Vfter midnight nearl) one-third

ol the t\ homes tune in at least once

a wee'..

• 15', watch l\ after midnight

ever) night in the week.

I lie sun e\ . taken at the L. V Count)

Fair in September, was recently tabu-

lated. It involved the completion of
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Are you taking advantage of

PEX DIRECT-TO-CUSTOMER SERVICE?

DIRECT
AVAILABLE
FROM AM

HERE IS HOW
YOU BENEFIT:

New application ideas, practical and

tested

Complete product and installation

information

Custom products tailored to your in-

dividual needs

Personal contact with Ampex Re-

search, Engineering and Production

VIDEOTAPE RECORDERS
sold only direct

It ^/-*~

MODEL 300 sold only direct

SOT

:

MODEL 350

*
1

Available only direct — Auto-

matic programming systems,

tape duplicators, and custom-

engineered products.

MODEL 601

854 CHARTER STREET, REDWOOD CITY, CALIFORNIA

professional

products division

ATLANTA, TRINITY 4-0736 DALLAS. LAKESIDE 6-7741 SAN FRANCISCO, EMERSON 9-1481

CHICAGO, TERRACE 3-7050 LOS ANGELES, OlIVE 3-1610 WASHINGTON, D. C. JUNIPER 5-8270

NEW YORK, N V.. PLAZA 3-9232
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50,000
WATT
REACH

Makes it easy

to score in the

GREATER
Salt Lake Market

Big KSL Radio stretches out

to reach an audience of

over 1,311,000* spectators in the

metropolitan areas as well as

the thousands of cities and

towns which make up the greater

Salt Lake Market. So join the

team now that plays for all of

this big, booming 111 county

market . . .then sit back and watch

your client score points

with this great audience.

Get on the Big "K" team

KSL RADIO
50,000 WATTS

CBS for the Mountain West

Represented by CBS radio

spot sales

*.\VN 1H.V, Basic Service Area

25,lion questionnaires, one of the larg-

est of its kind.

V C. Korahau«jh i- changing its

release dales for the quarterly

spot tv reports aw follows:

REPORTS NEW KKI.EASE DATE
4th quarter '57 15 Februarv

Lsl quartet '58

2nd quarter "58

3rd quarter '58

1th quartei '58

15 Max

25 Jul5
25 October

25 Januarv

FILM
File long: holiday week-end sus-

pended activity along film-row hut

several interesting ratings cropped

up.

Results of ARB's latest survej

showed dial The Honeymooners ranks

among the ten top syndicated film

-liou> on it> T\ premiere in numer-

ous cities across the nation. In New

1 ork. it jumped into the \o. 2 spot

among all syndicated film -hows with

a 19.1 rating and a 44.9 audience

share. It also rank- No. 3 in Boston

with a 21.7 rating and a 51.1 audience

share.

High Soon, a film in VTA's Cham-

pagne Package, gained a 57.5 ARB
rating for KENS-TV, San Antonio.

on its first t\ showing in the I nited

Mates. A special ARB telephone co-

incidental gave the film a 65.0 share

of audience. Compared to the last

available rating. High Voon* increased

KENS-TV's rating U 282.7% and

share by more than 120%. Sets-in-

use figure increased In more than

7<)',.

KTYU, San Francisco, which starts

operations this spring, purchased eight

packages of Warner Brothers features.

all first-run for the market—a total of

402 titles.

Film Promotions: KSLA-TV.
Shreveport. kieked-off Popeye and

His Pals, with a coloring contest.

It promoted for 10 da\s a 14-page

book containing Popeye characters.

which was the centerpiece of the eon-

test.

To date the station has recei\ed 11.-

588 requests for books and gotten

back 8.000 processed books as contest

entries.

WCAU-TV. Philadelphia, pro

moted Frontier Doctor h\ having a

horse-drawn bugg\ driven through

the city's streets.
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BULLETIN FROM PHOENIX
America's Fabulous 42 nd Market

•i>- v

KTAR, 5000 watts on 620 kc, serves 199,450 radio homes

(NCS~2)— 16°o more than KTAR's leading contender.

KTAR is also key station of the Arizona Broadcasting

System consisting of these stations: KVOA, Tuscon; KYUM,

Yuma; KYCA, Prescott,- KGLU, Scfford; KWJB, Globe-

Miami; KCLS, Flagstaff.

KVAR, Channel 12, beams NBC network and top local

programs to the fabulous Phoenix area . . . where Metro-

politan population alone has jumped 66°o in the last

seven years. One of America's fastest growing markets,

Phoenix ranks first in the nation in growth of total

personal income — 171. 4°o greoter than ten years ago.

i*j irAi//A\
and

RADIO . PHOENIX TELEVISION . PHOENIX

NOW REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY

AVERY- KNODEL
NEW YORK ATLANTA DALLAS

INCORPORATED
DETROIT SAN FRANCISCO LOS ANGELES CHICAGO SEATTLE
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WKLO
LOUISVILLE Tftr

With these WKLO Air Salesmen

you reach the heart-strings

that control the purse-strings

of Rich Kentuckiana.

May we tell you more about

their Proof Positive

(PROFITABLE) Performance?

Ask Bill Spencer, Manager, or Your JOHN BLAIR MAN

CANADA
\ new pattern in earl} morning

broadcasting has begun on four CBC
radio stations in Ontario and Quebec.

I he new sen ice, called Preview,

runs from 7:00 to 9:15 a. in. It pro-

vides a basic framework of network

news and "actuality service within

which each station can broadcast items

of local interest.

The four stations are CBL, Toronto:

CBM, Montreal: CBO, Ottawa, and

CBE, Windsor.

Each station will also broadcast lo-

cal weather reports, public service an-

nouncements and a daik calendar.

Musical selections, while of the same

type broadcast on the four stations,

will be shorter to allow for added

news and local sen ice.

\v esterns plus strip programing
make an effective blend in Canada.
One of the biggest buys in recent

years along that line was made recent-

l) bj CJOVTV. St. John's. Newfound-

land.

The station bought, through S. W.
Caldwell. Ltd.. all available westerns

sold b\ CBS Film Sales.

The bu\ included Annie Oakley,

Gene Autry, Range Rider. Brave Eagle

and Champion.

The uhf problem in the U. S. has

no counterpart in Canada but a

uhf outlet may soon be on the air.

The CBC board of governors will

consider an application for a uhf

satellite station when it meets on 6

December.

Applicant is CJBR-TV. Rimou>ki.

which asked for an oka\ to use chan-

nel 70 at Estcourt to rebroadcast shows

aired by the parent station. •

Four stations were given awards
by the Television Representatives

Association in connection with the

recently-celebrated Television Week,

Canada's first.

The) arc: CKMI-TV, Quebec City,

for the most original merchandising

idea in promoting T\ Week: CKGN-
TV. North Ba\. for the best public

service campaign: CHCT-TV, Calgary,

for the most outstanding promotion by

an English t\ station; CKRS-TV, Jon-

quiere, for the most outstanding pro-

motion b\ a French t\ station.

CBC Notes: CBC's CBWT, Winnipeg,

will move from Channel I to Channel

sI'ONSOK l)K( EMBER 1957



If you ure interested in audience statistics:

WSB-TV
ratings continue

to climb!
In the 3 -station Atlanta market

WSB-TV shows a 45.9%* share of the total tune-in

sign-on to sign-off Sunday through Saturday

The impact of the NBC line-up of fall programs

combines with strong local news coverage, the MGM film

library and top local programming to heighten

WSB-TV dominance in the Atlanta market. Get more for

your television dollar. Get on Atlanta's WSB-TV

—

one of America's truly great area stations.

WSB/TV
Represented bj Edw. Petrj & Co

-m*; Affiliated with The Atlanta Journal & Constitution

NBC affiliate

*ARB—October 1957
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rtSvQ TWO'S NOT
COMPANY

"When your announcement is aired back to back with

another announcement two's not company and three's

most definitely a crowd. To get the proper impact

your announcement should stand alone. Demand ade-

quate separation . . . Stamp Out Multiple Spotting.

gvaran TE
°"'er ,„

5eP°roled ,

Peiilive

,nJJea" U' "'
nute

This is not a new policy

with WOLF. It is the proven

sales formula that has brought

in consistent renewals through

the years from pleased clients representing

top national advertisers.

We never had it so good—why spoil it.

RATING for RATING . .

.

RATE for RATE

in CENTRAL NEW YORK it's—
National Sales Representatives

THE WALKER COMPANY SYRACUSE,

3 early next year to improve service

southwest ol the rit\ by avoiding inter-

ference with KXJB-TV. Valle) City. N.

I)., also Channel I. The changeover

will cost about $60,000 . . . The largest

casl ever assembled for a CBC-TV
drama appeared in the CBC Folio pro-

duction of The Trial of James If lielan

21 November. Total cast: 66.

Appointments: Rick Campbell
has been named broadcast department

director of Locke. Johnson. He held

the same position with Breithaupt Mil-

son and ua> once morning man on

CHUM, Toronto . . . Bart Cibbs,

sportscaster. whose experience includ-

ed radio and tv service in Montreal

and Edmonton, is now with Stephens

& Towndrow. station reps . . . Keith
Kearney, former commercial man-

ager of CKOY. Ottawa, is a new addi-

tion to the Toronto sales staff of

Radio & Television Sales. Inc. . . .

John Griffiths has joined 'i &R, Ltd..

as a tv commercial producer. He has a

background of tv. film and radio ex-

perience at agencies and private radio

stations . . . John Nadon is acting

manager of CJMS. Montreal. He left

the Canadian Marconi Radio and Tv
Sales Division Hush Si.& .. jpencer

has been named creative art director

of Robert Lawrence Productions ( Can-

ada ) Ltd.. Toronto. He is a former

designer for the British Board of

Trade. BBC and the Granada tv net-

work in England.

FINANCIAL
Stock market quotations: Follow-

ing stocks in air media and related

fields are listed each issue with quota-

tions for Tuesday this week and Tues-

day the week before. Quotations sup-

plied by Merrill Lynch, Pierce. Fenner

and Beane.

Tiles. Tiles.

Stock 26 Nov. 3 Dec. Change
A fit ) orf. Stork Exchange

AB-PT 13% 13% + %
AT&T 166% 169 :!

, +3 :!
s

\\c(i 5% 6 + V*
CBS "A" 21 ::

, 25% 1 -

< lolumbia Pic. 14% ]3 : «,

1 (lew 's 12% 12%
Paramount 31% 32 + %
RCA i")'. 32% +3
Storei 21 20 -1
20th-Fox 23% 23%
\\ a HUT Bros. 20 20% + %
\\ estinghouse 58'

,

63 -l ;

.

American Stock Exchange
\llifd Vrtists -,T - 3 + %
Vssoc. \rt. Pro. 7% : T

x -

( !&( ! Super
•' !
s + A

Dumonl Labs. 3% •

(Inilil Films 2% 2%
\T\ : n :t

, - y4
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YOCMIGHTPITCHA RINGER it TIMES OCTOE IO* —
OCT .

6-COUNTY PULSE REPORT
KALAMAZOO-BATTLE CREEK AREA—MARCH, 1957

SHARE OF AUDIENCE—MONDAY-FRIDAY

WKZO Station "B" Station "C"

6 A.M.- 12 NOON 35 20 9

12 NOON-6 P.M. 30 21 10

6 P.M.-I2 MIDNIGHT 29 21 10

YOU NEED WKZO RADIO
TO HIT PAYDIRT
IN KALAMAZOO-BATTLE CREEK
AND GREATER WESTERN MICHIGAN!

Reach out and ring up the biggest share of the Kalamazoo-Battle

Creek and Greater Western Michigan radio audience, with WKZO.
Pulse figures at the left prove that WKZO delivers it

—

morning,

afternoon and night!

Many of the most impressive ratings are for WKZO local shows

—

with several giving up to 40 r
} Share of Audience! . . . or over t» ict

the share of the nearest competitor.

Want more facts? Ask vour Avery-Knodel man!

tar™*'*

S/t<> ^hfyi H'fafii h>
WKZO TV — GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
WKZO RADIO — KALAMAZOO BATTLE CREEK
WJEF RADIO — GRAND RAPIDS
WJEF-FM — GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
KOLN-TV — LINCOLN. NEBRASKA

Associated wifh

WMBD RADIO — PEORIA. ILLINOIS

CBS RADIO FOR KALAMAZOO-BATTLE CREEK
AND GREATER WESTERN MICHIGAN

Avery-Knodel. Inc., Exclusive National Representatives

*7»(/ tllrn won the championship in 1955 with an ./>'>>' ringei average in 15 games.
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one always
stands
out

l*x StUreve^port it's...

1480 KILOCYCLES • NON-DIRECTIONAL
I

1000 WATTS • DAYTIME • INDEPENDENT
529 Vi Crockett St. — Shreveport, Louisiana

REPS.: National FORJOE & COMPANY- Southern CLARKE BROWN COMPANY

'm a patient man, Smidley.

Lord knows how long I've waited for

just one Cascade order across this

desk. But I've had it. I won't sit

here and let an exclusive billion dollar

morket be ignored. If you can't

spot the West's biggest TV buy— one

of the notion's top 75, then Smidley,

in my book, you're no time buyer.

And heaven knows I've tried.

NATIONAL REP .: WEEO TELEVISION

CASCADE
BROADCASTING COMPANY

PACIFIC NORTHWEST: MOORE & ASSOCIATES

ABC
(Continued from page 31 i

and better cowboy operas alive, Par-

ticular!) dramatic lias been Maverick's

i si .ni record against Ed Sullivan. In

two recent special Trendex reports, 10

and 17 November, the Western took

Sullivan's measure during the half

hour in which the) overlap 21.0 to

L9.0 and 21.0 to 20.2. respectively.

ABC has also done well with Sugar-

fool. Zorro, The Real McCoys and
Colt .45.

Half-hour \\ esterns are the top-rated

nighttime program category, accord-

ing to Nielsen. The average of 11 of

them was 25.9 for the two weeks end-

ing 19 October. Last year they also

did well, with seven of the half-hour

varietv averaging a 23.3 during the

corresponding period, just below the

top-rated category, which was situa-

tion comed\ in L956. (These and the

figures below are by average minute
audience. I

The average for the latter tvpe

dropped off a little this year, though

as a group the\ -till do well. Situation

comedy is one of four categories that

dropped off in 1957. The other three

are hour dramas, half-hour suspense

dramas and half-hour adventure series.

Besides Westerns, the quiz and audi-

ence participation group has shown
top audience appeal. The latter group

is not only the second-rated program
group but registered a substantial

jump over last year from 20.5 to 25.1.

Since the number dropped from 16 to

12 shows, it can be seen that part of

this strength comes from the elimina-

tion of the weaker shows. Half-hour

dramas and varietv shows of both the

30- and 60-minute type improved in

average ratings.

It is interesting to note that a tallv

of firsts 1>\ program categon in the

competitive Trendex cities shows a

similar picture. Rated first is the

\\ estern with eight half-hours on top,

second is variet) with six half-hours,

third is situation corned \ with five half-

hours and fourth is drama with five

half-hours.

While a feel for shifting program

patterns is a handy knack to have,

there is. of course, no substitute for

the knack of bringing in good shows,

no matter what the type. It is signifi-

cant that \BC has had more than a

fair -hare of success in doing this by

relying on the know-how of outside

producers. ^

SPONSOR L>E( EMBER 1
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Nov. 1957

To give you tv facts faster and oftener . . .

MONTHLY
TV REPORT
for lour weeks

October 2T- November 23

les Area

1 -'•port

i Cwmuiatlt* •urtlar,

THE NIELSEN STATION INDEX
NOW PROVIDES

MONTHLY TV REPORTS

ON EACH MARKET!

N iei •

MARKET DATA'

Index

i
TOTAL M

2,101,300 1.872.900

OuRCE .

For each quarter hour, 6 A.M. to midnight, you can now have—

Per- Broadcast Station Totals
to reflect the full reach of each station

Per-Broadcast Metro-Area Ratings
to measure "inner area" campaigns

These station time-period facts are now reported separately for each measured

month. You get important facts faster . . . and more frequently ... in the new .

5 I
MONTHLY TV REPORTS

For the full eight -week seasonal averages which you also need. NSI provides

bi-monthly Complete TV Reports. These give you the four-week

cumulative audiences . . . number of times reached . . . viewers per set . . .

Audience Composition . . . and complete station and time-period appraisals.

Nielsen Station Index
a service of A. C. Nielsen Company

2101 Howard Street, Chicago 45, Illinois • HOIIycourt 5-4400

CALL . . . WIRE . . . OR WRITE TODAY
FOR ALL THE FACTS

CHICAGO 1. ILLINOIS
360 N. Michigan Ave., FRankltn 2-3810

NEW YORK 36. NEW YORK
500 Fifth Ave.. PEnnsylvania 6-2850

MENLO PARK. CALIFORNIA
70 Willow Road. DAvenport 5-002'
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when its a question of

BUDGET
WVNJ will deliver 1000 families for just 31c.

That's by far the most economical buy you can make in this market.

You'll pet blanket coverage, too, because WVNJ delivers almost twice the

listeners of the next two radio stations broadcasting from New Jersey.

*Source—Hooperatings Jan. • Feb.—New Jersey.

Chances are it will be even less than 31c as time goes by
because WVNJ is attracting more listeners than any other radio station in

the area. It's no secret how we do it. Superb new programming (we play

just Great Minim- of Music from sign on to sign off) plus the heaviest

consumer advertising schedule of any independent radio station in America.

When it's a question of bndget—your money buys the most on WVNJ.

Represented by :

Broadcast Times Sales

New York OX 7-1696

WVNJ
RADIO STATION OF

Newark, New Jersey

'(The Krtaark Pettis
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If ' Imi' i happening m / . S. Government

that (ili<
, ct^ tpontors, agencies, ttattoiu

WASHINGTON WEEK
7 DECEMBER
C«*yrltM l»57

SPONSOR PUBLICATION* INC.

Tin- FCC scratched its head over "subliminal perception*1
;it great length thin

week) thru Issued statement which Indicates thai the Commissioners -till have

.m open mim!.

The method of flashing commercials on a TV screen so East that they can't be seen

consciously (and perhaps finding some wav to use the split-second method <>n radio) has

hern called illegal by various groups.

Basis for this view is that section of the Communications Art requiring identifica-

tion of sponsors. Apparently the Commissioners are not convinced that this opinion

is accurate.

The Commissioners say, however, that their study will continue. They point out that

there is no urgency about it, in view of the statement by the networks that they have

riot used the new selling method, and have no plans for using it. and in view of the NARTB
code board holding that stations shouldn't use it pending a full review.

The Commissioners hope to take advantage of an offer by Subliminal Projection. Inc..

to witness an actual demonstration of the technique.

Note: All three tv networks have taken official positions against transmission Sub-

liminal perception.

The FCC has refused to reshuffle its UHF TV channel assignments in New-

England to permit WW LP. Springfield. Mass.. to build a chain of satellites on channel 72

in southern Vermont, southwestern New Hampshire, and northwestern Massachusetts.

Only a week before, the Committee for Competitive Television had engineered a junket

to WW LP. its satellite WRLP in Greenfield, and its translators at Claremont. Newport and

Lebanon, N. H. The Commissioners were much impressed with the job which was being

done through use of UHF.

The decision on the WWLP petition held, however, that the entire job could

be done through translators and that it would be unnecessary to revamp the table of

allocations so drastically.

Brown & Williamson has denied Federal Trade Commission charges of dis-

crimination among B&W customers in the granting of promotional allowances.

The company says the challenged allowances were made to meet competition.

The Barrow Report, outgrowth of the work of the FCC's Network Study Committee

under Dean Roscoe Barrow, is causing considerable anguish among the Commis-
sioners. The FCC must consider all of the recommendations and pass along its own ideas

to Congress.

Heading the committee were three commissioners, chairman Doerfer, plus Hyde and

Bartley. The original plan was to have these three come to preliminary conclusions before

passing the report on to the full Commission.

The three have surrendered and now all seven commissioners must grapple with the

lengthy document. It appears doubtful at this time whether the Commissioners
can reach any sort of agreement for some time to come. The report probably will

be transmitted to the House and Senate Commerce Committees, with a promise that FCC
comments will come later.
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FvuJc...
cuul #€ttut^ BETTER!

The five Triangle Television Stations

are NUMBER ONE in their coverage

areas! And their margin of superiority

is GROWING each day!

triangle: stations

Operated by: Radio and Television Dlv. / Triangle Publications, Inc. / 46th & Market Sts., Philadelphia 39,

WFIL-AM • FM • TV, Philadelphia, Pa. / WNBF-AM • FM • TV, Binghamton, N. Y. / WHGB-AM, Harrisburg, 'o

WFBG-AM • TV, Altoona-Johnstown, Pa. / WNHC-AM • FM • TV, Hartford-New Haven, Conn. / WLBR-TV, Lebanon-Lancaster*

Triangle National Sales Office, 485 Lexington Avenue, New York 17, New Yc-k

Blalr-TV: WFIL-TV • WNBF-TV • WFBG-TV / Blair Television Associates: WLBR-TV / The Kate Agency: WNHC

I
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Mond

i

ay-Friday, than station

88p2^& MORE than Vtalion"c7~

jHlSi YEAR—MORE AUDIENCE
THAlff "any other station
IN

TO
TTWEEKf

Last

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

r—

9

.1% MORE quarter-

LC§tsx._2_PM to _ sign-off
B;

PHILADELPHIA, SIGN-ON
ililGN-OFF, SEVEN DAYS

B F -T V
INGHAMTON. N.Y.

Xop-. xatings from

WNH C - T V
HARTFORD-NEW HAVEN, CONN.

Last year-Delivered 52% MORE
Jthan COMBINED audience of com

-

petitiony sign-on [TO sign-off, seven
day_s ajveek.

..T*liS._y|bar.—..Delivers TWICE the

COMBINED audience of competi-
tion, sicjp-on to sign -off, seven days
a weeM

W L -T
LEBANON-LANCASTER, PA.

5criiritojiJla_S.y.racjLLae„,. __

J*ikiea*^n_amazing..4,8^% L .^St Xfar-Stafion not on the air.

ave|-a^e-«Lti« g,. SEV-EN N IGHTS
A-VyEEKJ

r

G - T V "ft

This year— First UHF station to

..coyer iJLEBANON, LANCASTER,
HARRISBURG, YORK-Americas
NUMBER ONE UHF Market—and
at one^sixth the cost of nearest

competitor! Hurry! Rates go up

ALTOONA-JOHNSTOWN, PA. January 1, 1958.

JLaitjtear—_3LQJ %-MORE au.di.en.ee-

than nearest competito r, sign-on to

_S!9 n -qjffL_seyen_dlays _a week.

-tt—

\l.

-This year—35.7% MORE audi-

_ence, sign-on to sign-off, seven
_days a week. ..an 18.6% INCREASE!

Sources: ARB. Philadelphia, Ndyember_ 1956 a~d i|957/Telepulse,

Binghamron, November 1956ARB, Hartford-NeW; Haven, Totol

Coverage Atta June 1957 onft ARB. WNHC-TV jp-eoiinty nrpq,

November 19J56/ARB, Altoona, Niovember 1956 and June 1957/Tele-

ij. yisi.Qn.Masazjoe.. September. 1957 .



A round-up of trade talks,

trends and tips for admen

SPONSOR HEARS
7 DECEMBER 'j'he latest euphemism that's catching on in the business of selling time: The charter
C«pyrlfh« l»57 ..

SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS INC CUdlt.

Translation: A fellow who will take a chance on something new or untried at a

price that's under the ratecard.

The practice among some stations of shoving the cream of their feature crop into

"rating weeks" often means this corollary for reps:

Urgent wires to scour the field for business from buyers who are anxious to cash

in on such an opportunity.

The old wheeze about being careful not to step on a fellow because you might some

day meet him coming up neatly fits the imminent shift of an eastern oil account.

The present agency overlooked the niceties when the current ad manager was

doing the company's house organ not so long ago fat $7,000 per).

The New York Mirror's Nick Kenny thinks that adult—or "problem"—west-

erns are nothing but "soap operas in cowboy trappings."

Kenny tells SPONSOR that the tone of his mail indicates readers prefer the old-fash-

ioned gunplay to the "corral couch."

It may have been without top-brass sanction, but a Pontiac executive invited a New
York agency to submit a pitch. Chances of the invite being followed up are prac-

tically nil, though.

Reason: The account, with a $5-million air media budget, is at MacManus, John &
Adams.

A satellite-minded Park Avenue agency was scouting around this week for

an advertiser to sponsor United Artists' Destination Moon as a network special.

Suggested for host, Orson Welles; for commentary, Wernher von Braun, V2 spe-

cialist, now on a missiles project in Alabama, who recently envisioned the moon as a sort

of Las Vegas.

Agencymen scanning the economic horizon predict that, if history repeats it-

self, the agency loaded with mass consumer products will be in an advantageous

position.

Back in the '30s it was comparatively easier sailing for the agency that specialized

in items that sold for less than $1 and went up in smoke or down the drain.

Acting on Pepsi-Cola's instructions, K&E asked the 180 stations carrying the

Annie get Your Gun special to refrain from scheduling "competitive beverages"

like coffee, tea, or milk—within a half hour on either side of the show.

What puzzled the stations most about this unusual request: The omission of beer

from the list. K&E's explanation: Plain oversight.

§2 SPONSOR • 7 DECEMBER 1957



Another Award for

KCMO Radio NEWS

Medill School of Journalism

(Northwestern University) and the

Radio-Television News Directors

Association have awarded KCMO-

Radio their annual Distinguished

Achievement Award for the

"outstanding radio news story

broadcast" of 1957.

The story was one of the most

important in Kansas City history: the

May 20 tornado which struck the

Ruskin Heights-Hickman Mills area.

This is the third major award for

KCMO-Radio news in six years. In

1951 both the Distinguished

Achievement Award for "overall

radio news operation" and the Sigma

Delta Chi Award for radio reporting

went to KCMO-Radio.

So it's no lack of modesty that

leads us to tell our listeners:

"You're in the know on KCMO."

KCMO-Radio's full-time news department
is staffed by professional radio-journalists,

every one of them journalism-school

trained: (L to R) Don Brewer, Howard
Neighbor, Bill AAcReynolds, Allen Smith,

Jim Walsh, Harold Mack, Joe Kramer, and
news director Jim Monroe.

KCMO • Television • Radio • Kansas City
Affiliated with Better Homes & Gardens and Successful Farming Magazines

Basic CBS
Radio & TV
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ANNOUNCING
THE FORMATION OF

(SOCIETY TO PRESERVE AND ENCOURAGE RADIO ENTERTAINMENT FOR EVERYONE)

11:1:1. \\k vt W'GAR arc fulfilling

our obligation to you as an advertiser by

|)io\ iding radio entertainment lor everyone.

Thai's icln we take real pleasure

in announcing our current scries

of Cleveland originated weekly

concerts by the world-famous

Cleveland Orchestra on Saturday

evenings at 7:05 o'clock E.S.T.

These broadcasts are also available

to more than 200 other CBS radio

stations across the nation. Adult

interest? Last year more Americans

bought tickets to symphony concerts

than baseball games !

Regular W GAR listeners have learned

to expect fine radio entertainment on

1220 kc. . . . the best in popular music

and jazz, interesting news programs,

penetrating news analyses, variety shows,

outstanding drama, and, of course, the top

performers from among the many CBS stars

This policy has been paying off for our customers

WGAR
AM-FM

CLEVELAN D, OHIO
REPRESENTED BY

HENRY I. CHRISTAL CO., INC

DETROIT

NEW YORK CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO ATLANTA
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NATION WIDE
i Continued from i><i^< 1

1

cat and correspondence labels promo-
ting Miinm Foi u-i' on letters and en-

velopes.

• \ l"i hi lettei Foi mailing to cus-

tomers. Tin- lettei Features .1 ph I

P< gg) ^ I, I/"""/ Btar, with the line:

"Meet a g I friend of Nationwide!"
The agent fills in the channel and time,

Bigns his name and the letter is read)
f'>i mailing.

• * Foldei specifying the promo-
tions agents can expect From the lot al

Varna station; the) are urged to check
with the station for specific promo-
tions ii m ill be conductine

'" ">e Bpecial promotion category,
"Mama of the Month" competitions
are sought From stations, the insurance
compan) ad\ ises its agents.

N " far one station, \\ BNS- 1 \

• lolumhus, Ohio, is holding such con-
tests, "and five or six more are lined
up to start soon," Pitts told sponsor.

Hi.- station selects contest winners.
II"- Ohio winner, a well-known figure
in (lie community, was presented to

viewers on a local news program and
awarded a corsage and a silver plate.

Naturally, both Mama and Nationwide
received on-the-air mentions as well as

newspaper publicity.

Stations tuk<> the vow: The inten-

sive station merchandising didn't

happen 1>\ accident. It was carefully

planned from the beginning b) Hunter.

Pitts and Bob Glatzer, Sakbeim time-

buyer.

Over 100 stations were considered

—

and merchandising support was a

prime topic of conversation with the

reps. \ Bpecial Form was even devised

by the agenc) for the interview inn

stint. It not onl) included the normal
market, time and rate information, but

probed deepl) into precisely what the

station offered in the wa) of program
merchandising.

A filled-out form which Glatzer says

is typical shows a station promising to

do all of tlic follow ing:

• Fixe spots per day for six days

before Mama's opening; 15 spots the

first day of the show: 10 per week

after that for the entire 52 weeks.

• \ 20" ad in the local Sunday
paper's t\ section the Sunday unmedi-
atel) preceding the show opening; 20
ads even month in two local dailies.

• Six half-page ads per year, plus

a half-page before show openings in

Delivering

Your Katz Representative

will tell you more

about channel

NEW ORLEANS IN THE
CRESCENT CITY
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CLEVELAND'S STATION FOR MUSIC & NEWS

GOING WEST ?

Have a good time-buy!

If you plan to advertise

throughout the big wide West...

send your sales message to

KOA-RADIO, the only station

you need to reach and sell

the entire rich Western Market!

With the welcome 50,000
watt voice of KOA RADIO, your
sales message is sold to

4 million people in 302 counties

of 12 states!

Represented /
by: /
Henry I. \

Chnstal \
Co., Inc.

One of American greo t radio station

50,000 Wat 850 Kc

'/
/ Guide in the local program list.

• Placement <>f advertising cards on

taxis lint- week before -how debut,

plus one week ever) other month.

Mi,-, station promises all became

legal commitments when contract-sign-

ing time rolled around because Glatzer

included them as a pari of the pur-

chase agreement.

How did the station representatio-

n-act to these stringent merchandising

requirements? Glatzer sa\s "the) were

\cr\ cooperative, but at first the)

didn't seem to know what their stations

could do merchandising-wise. They

were glib and general—the 'oh yes,

we'll jme full merchandising support"

approach was common. \\ hen we made

it clear this didn't mean anything to

us, the) had to do some fast legwork

to find out exactly what the\ could

promise.

SPONSOR contacted two reps who

worked on the Nationwide deal to get

their personal reactions to the mer-

chandising demands.

Both said the volume of merchan-

dising sought by Nationwide was far

above average. Stations went along

with it because they wanted to get in-

surance advertising on their outlets,

the reps stated.

The salesmen were apprehensive

about the future if these merchandising

demands become the rule rather than

the exception. "If every advertiser

made these requests stations would be

in the publication and meeting-hall

business,'" said one rep. "To a degree

1 think it's dangerous," said the other,

"because it's creating added expense

and in some instances requires extra

personnel time."

One rep said his stations' expendi-

tures for merchandising were onl)

about 25% out-of-pocket; the rest was

through time exchange arrangements

locally. The second rep estimated

50% out-of-pocket for his stations.

Glatzer credits CBS TV Film Sales

with an assist in station selection. "For

example. W illard Block, account exec,

was able to give me some first-hand

knowledge he had gained through per-

sonal experience in several markets.

This led to m\ .-election of a uhf sta-

tion in one market. " the timebuyer

states.

\ll of the stations bought b) Nation-

wide are network affiliates, except in

\eu >, ork and Wilmington where the

show had already been purchased b)

the stations. WTIVTA in New York.

WVT F-TV in Wilmington. The net-

work breakdown: NBC-14, CBS-13,

ABC-7.

Nationwide has full sponsorship of

Mama on 28 stations. In the other

eight markets sponsorship is split—in

Toledo with Welch Grape Juice, in

Pittsburgh with the (want Fagle Foods

chain and in five with spot buyers. In

Plattsburgh. N. Y.. the local Nation-

w ide agent- are the alternate sponsors.

The show is on ever) night of the

week somewhere in Nationwide mar-

kets. Principal times are 6:30, 7:00,

7:30 and 10:30 p.m Three stations

carry Mama at 5:30 p.m. Sunday.

"These times were bought," Glatzer

says, "to avoid competition with the

earlier childrens' programs and at the

same time grab the parents for a half-

hour either before or after the prime-

time network shows. \\ e are also aim-

ing for the man of the house—he's the

one who buys insurance," Sackheim's

timebuyer states.

The October Pulse report for the

New York market shows 61 adult males

per 100 sets for Mama. Showtime is

7:30 p.m.

Except for its contributions under

the 50/50 plan and limited newspaper

advertising in agent areas where Mama
is not carried. Nationwide is relying

solely on the tv film feature for adver-

tising.

Next year, however, about 15% of

the annual advertising budget will be

put into newspapers.

In discussing merchandising of a

program property Bill Pitts told

sponsor, "many sponsors are over-

looking its potential as a means of

building audience."

He had words of caution, however,

for those seeking merchandising suc-

cess. "Volume is not the answer

—

it's the kind of merchandising—es-

pecially in an organization with sales

personnel."' he said. "It's important

that the merchandising material involve

the salesmen in such a way that they

feel there is personal benefit for them

in its use."

He sums it up: "avoid a lot of con-

fetti and have a function for every

piece of merchandising.'" ^
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Almost 100,000 television homes in the expanding

Lexington 20 county area have given us a

rousing welcome! Industry is beginning a

billion dollar spending program and you need

this market now! Hit 'em with WK.XP- Television

. . . the first, the favorite, the onlj full time

Television Station in the booming bluegrass!

WKXP Television
Broadcast — Telecast Central

177 North Upper Street

Lexington, Ky., Telephone: 3-2727

Confacf Miller ("Mill") Welch, Commercial Sales
Manager in Lexington or get hold of John £.

Pearson Company representative closest to you. 1
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in every ARB survey of the

Raleigh-Durham area

far-reaching, sales effective

COVERAGE

M ROANOKE RAPIC

* . ^DURHAM ME
raleTSh jk _ «t/ » \ GREENVILLE.>7\
LUMBERTON

... a total of more than

2 Million Population

From Greensboro to the Coast,

from Virginia to the

South Carolina line

WRAL-TV
TOP POWER CHANNEL S

RALEIGH N.B.C

Represented by H R

Tv and radio

NEWSMAKERS

John S. Hayes, a nationally prominent

broadcast executive, has suggested in an

open letter to Pres. Eisenhower that Free-

dom Sphere be the name of the first U. S.

satellite to be launched in outer space.

Hayes is president of the Washington Post

Broadcast Div. (WTOP and WTOP-TV,
\\ ashington I). C, and \\ MBR and WMBR-
TV. Jacksonville. Fla. I. In the letter he

suggested that the name of the satellite be one "which truly repre-

sents the American spirit typified in our freedom of inquiry, free-

dom of expression, and freedom of action—which will bring about

the very creation of the satellite. Because it will renew the confi-

dence of the people everywhere in the creative ability of our free

society, I respectfully suggest that \ou title the satellite The Freedom

Sphere." The proposal has been receiving favorable comment.

Roger C. Bumstead has joined Campbell-

Mithun, Inc. as a media planner. In the

agency's recently expanded and reorgan-

ized media department, media planners are

responsible for recommending basic media

strategy on all accounts to which they are

assigned. They "straddle" the gap between

media reasearch and timebuying on one

side and the account contact group on the

other. Bumstead was formerly media director in the New ^ ork office

of MacManus, John & Adams where his accounts included Xoxzema

Shaving Products, White Rock Beverages. Good Humor Ice Cream,

Virginia Dare Wines, and Regent Cigarettes. Previously he was

media director at David J. Mahoney, Inc.. and timebuyer at Maxon,

Inc. Bumstead joins Campbell-Mithun's 45-man Minneapolis home

office media department. He attended Syracuse Unhersit\.

Si Lewis has been appointed national sales

manager of All Tele-Broadcasters' Sta-

tions. This group includes WPOP. Hart-

tor,!. Conn.: WPOW, New York: KUDL,
Kansas Citv. Mo.: KALI, Pasadena-Los

Angeles,; KTIX. Seattle: and XFCM. San

Diego. In addition to the above duties.

Lewis has been appointed general manager

of \\ I'OW . This station went on the air in

Ma\ of tins year, and Lewis is in the process of reorganizing its

format. Formerly he spent 11 vears with Harr\ Goodman Produc-

tions, and four and a half \ears with WPIX, Xew York: he was

most recenth with WINS. New York. He is a member of RTES.
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he MILWAUKEE SENTINEL

AMERICAS 14th MARKET
...and the city a certain yankee team mistakenly termed the "bush league"

THIS IS MILWAUKEE

THIS IS MILWAUKEE

THIS IS MILWAUKEE

THIS IS MILWAUKEE

City of 362,400 families

With an effective buying income of $2,248,671,000

With a tally of $1,451,481,000 in total retail sales

. . . THAT'S SOLD ON WISN-TV with a plus cover-

age of 418,000 families beyond the metropolitan area

THIS IS BUSH LEAGUE?

John B. Soell, Vice President and Station Manager

Represented by Edward .Petry & Co., Inc.

Basic ABC Affiliate

WISN-TV

SPONSOR • , DECEMBER 195*3 :;'»
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Diminishing tv satisfaction?

I- t\ in trouble with it- audience?

On the surface, the answer would seem to be "no for

sets-in-use arc up over Last year (see page 29).

Bui meanwhile disquieting reports flow in.

The I Oth annual Videotown study, out this week, warns

viewers arc no longer a- enthusiastic even though they con-

tinue to watch in large numbers (see page 35).

A nationally syndicated tv writer arrives separately at the

same conclusion (see Sponsor Asks, page 52).

If- clear that what lies behind these reports of viewer

frustration is over-reliance on those program types which get

the best rating. Before the point of diminishing ratings is

reached, apparent I \ many viewers reach a point of dimin-

ishing satisfaction at which they are willing to watch but not

satisfied enough to feel the time spent was justified.

If enough people feel this way, it will eventually become

harder to maintain the tremendous audiences around which

tv's econoim and to a degree the economy of the nation is

built.

We see this solution:

1. More creative programing—bolstered by . . .

2. Greater reliance on qualitative instead of quantitative

research alone.

What programers need from research is a measure of

when the viewer is becoming tired of programs which are

still high-rated. This can save programs by indicating

change is needed; it can also warn off those who are about

to imitate a show.

The programer also needs to know how some of the cur-

rently weaker program types (like live drama) can be re-

\ i\ed if we are to have a more varied program diet.

These are difficult research assignments and in the end we

will probably have to rely on the creative man for most of

the answers. But unless qualitative research as well as other

forces are harnessed to provide guidance and stimulation,

raw numerical ratings will continue supreme and lead the

industr) around in the same potentially dangerous circle.

THIS WE FIGHT FOR: Progress is being

made in providing data on what clients spend

I for latest tv step, see page 6). Net radio still

has no dollar data: spot radio has limited

data. We urge radio to fill the gaps in 1958.

lO-SECOND SPOTS

Depth: Latest research-in-depth story

to lilt Madison \\enue is this descrip-

tion of an MR slud\ : "First we condi-

tioned a Hea to hop over a pencil at

the command, 'Jump. Then we re-

moved the Ilea's two front legs. "Jump,'

we said and he jumped over the pencil.

We removed the middle pair of legs

from the flea, and again, on command,

he jumped over the pencil. We finally

removed the two hind legs from the

flea, hut although we shouted at him

again and again to jump, he did not do

so. Conclusion: A flea with all legs

removed can no longer hear."

Sniff: Headline from N.Y. Times—
Odors Added to Films and Video,

Even Those of Oranges or Ham.

Smell that Gunsmoke!

L.A.ff: Promotion ideas run wild on

the \K est Coast. Fran Harris, creative

director of Harris-Tuchman Produc-

tions, Los Angeles, is sending out cans

of "Genuine Los Angeles Smog.'" Says

the label : "No pollutants or irritants

removed. This is the Smog used by

famous Hollywood stars."

Ad lib: A talking macaw, featured in

an RCA Victor tv commercial for Grey

Vdvertising, upset the shooting over

at Transfilm the other day when it

suddenly ad libbed, '"For the people.

awwrk." Turned out a Transfilm crew-

man had been trying between takes to

teach the macawr to say. "'This motion

picture business is for the people."

Catch-up program: From WEBR,
Buffalo, comes word that on 4 Decem-

ber it held '"The World's First Outer-

Space Cocktail Parly." That ought to

give Comrade Khrushchev something

to think about.

Natural: NBC TV's Annie Get Your

Gun was seen by an estimated 60 mil-

lion people. Hon could it miss? A
Western with Mary Martin!

Gift guide: Letter received from J. Llewel-

lyn Brook*. II. Prop, of Sunny Pastures,

Norwalk, < onn.

—

Fellow Nature Lover

This Christmas remember your friends

with a present they'll never forget . . .

"Toujoures Manure."' the provocative gift

for gracious living.

Toujoures Manure, the famous 100% pure

covi manure from our happy herds, comes in

a sparkling white-and-gold foil fashion

award Holiday Pack ready to spread . . .

Saunds like just the gift to gladden some
timebu ver's Christmas.
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Rock 'n Roll Ratings

or

. . the ADULT audience

is tuned to WCFL

Burke-Stuart Co., Inc..

tit) E. 56th St.. New York 22, X. Y
PL 1-4646

NEW YORK • CHICAGO • DETROIT
LOS ANGELES • SAN FRANCISCO

5 0,000 WATTS

Sure, we like 15 year olds, too, but your prodii'

best customers aren't the teenagers—so why direct

your sales message to them?

WCFL's Balanced Programming 'no rock 'n roll

music before or now) is slanted to an audience with

buying power.

A recent survey made by the Midwest Research

Bureau showed 83r
< of WCFL's audience composi-

tion to be adults— as against an average of ">'_!'

among 5 other Chicago independent stations.

Isn't it smart to place your sales message where

the listening audience can do and does do something

about it?

WCFL
fhe Po/ce of Labor—Chicago

Marti) Hogan, Station Manager

Thomas E. Hariland, Commercial Manager

666 LAKE SHORE DRIVE
MOhawk 4-2400

lOOO ON THE DIAL.



Audience Dominance
proved 10th consecutive time

SACRAMENTO

Every ratine report published since KCRA's initial

broadcast more than two years ago has shown KCRA-
TV in top overall position. The October and November
ABB reports confirm it again, for the tenth consecutive

time . . . Channel 3 is your big-audience buy in the

prosperous Sacramento valley. Ask your Petry man
for details and low-cost-per-thousand availabilities.

And look at the ratings

Call your Petry man



THE WEEKLY MAGAZINE TV/RADIO ADVERTISERS USE

MERCHANDISING

MUSCLE
rakes us your strong right arm
in the rich Richmond area

I 1N-STORE FOOD DISPLAYS

I
IN-STORE DRUG DISPLAYS

| IN-STORE FOOD DEMONSTRATIONS,

SAMPLING, COUPONING

I STORE WINDOW DISPLAYS

I BARGAIN BAR PROMOTIONS

COMMUNITY CLUB AWARDS

MAILINGS TO RETAILERS

PERSONAL CALLS ON JOBBERS,

WHOLESALERS, RETAILERS

REPORTS TO FOOD ADVERTISERS

PROMOTIONAL SPOTS

NEWSPAPER ADS

VLEE • WXEX-TV
NBC Radio, Richmond NBC-TV serving Richmond, Petersburg & Central Va.

i Tinsley, Pres. Irvin G. Abeloff, Vice Pres. WXEX-TV Harvey L Hudson, Gen. Mgr. WLEE

epresentatives: Select Station Representatives in New York, Philadelphia. Baltimore, Washington; Simmons Associates in Chicago and Boston;

Ijfke Brown Co. in Dallas Houston Denver Atlanta Miami New Orleans- McGavren-Ouinn in Seattle San Francisco Los Anpeles

MARKETING BY

AGENCIES: PLUS

OR HIDDEN COST?

Tv advertisers disagree

on how far agency serv-

ices should go. Small

advertisers like market-

ing services, some big

firms fear duplication

Page 31

The Maypo

marketing

miracle

Page 34

New spot

radio rate

estimator

Page 37

Mexico's

profit

potential

Page 42



WHEELING: 37* TV MARKET
^Television Magazine 8 1 57

One Station Reaching The Booming Upper Ohio Valley

No. 2 OF A SERIES

CHEMICALS

Solvay manufactures Chlorine,

Caustic Soda, Chloromethanes, Vinyl

Chloride and many industrial

chemicals needed in plastics,

soaps, textiles, paper, gasoline

and petroleum products. Natural

salt deposits, proximity to

consuming markets, excellent rail

and Ohio River facilities motivated

completion of this multi-million

dollar operation in this area.

Solvay another BIG in this

GROWING BIGGER market where

nearly two million people spend

over two-and-a-half billion

dollars annually . . . where

425,196 TV homes react to the

influence of WTRF-TV.

>l
I've been with Solvay since this new plant started; some 300 of us

work here now. Moundsville's twelve miles from home but I really

enjoy that drive along the river. We live in Wheeling; we, meaning
the wife and daughter. Guess you'd call me a family man. Fish a little

but I go for armchair duty in front of that TV set, love "Wagon Train."

In fact, WTRF-TV suits us just fine! I'd say we live nicely."

For availabilities, call Bob

Ferguson, VP and Gen. Mgr.,

or Needham Smith, Sales Manager,

of CEdar 2-7777.

Nafional Rep., George P. \

Hollingbery Company.

316,000 watts NBC network co,or

WHEELING 7, WEST VIRGINIA wtrf tv
reaching a market that's reaching new importance!



Pushbutton TV recording has arrived!

Independent and Network stations are now taking delivery on Ampex "Videotape"" Recorders, and the long

expected "quality" revolution is here. For they record the full, linear grey scale on magnetic tape — and play-

backs look iive!

Pushbutton operation too! Handle like standard tape recorders. Tape travels only 15 inches per second, packing
64 minutes of picture and synchronized sound into a 12 V2" reel- Has all the advantages and economies of tape
recording, too. . .tapes can be played back immediately, or re-used again and again.

You can now buy the "Videotape"* Recorder, and all other Ampex professional equipment, on a factory-direct

basis. For complete information, write to the address below.

YOU BENEFIT BY DEALING R E C T
PERSONAL CONTACT WITH AMPEX THROUGH FIELD SALES ENGINEERS
COMPLETE PRODUCT INFORMATION AND INSTALLATION SERVICE

( ORPORUIDN
professional

products division

NEW YORK. CHICAGO. LOS ANGELES. DALLAS. WASHINGTON DC. DETROIT. SAN FRANCISCO 850 CHARTER STREET
REDWOOD CITY. CALIF
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THE WEEKLY MAGAZINE TV/RADIO ADVERTISEHS USE

DIGEST OF ARTICLES

Agency marketing: vital plus, or hidden cost?

31 T\ advertisers disagree on how fai agenc) services should go. Small

advertisers like marketing services, big spenders fear duplication

The Maypo marketing miracle

34. Iluu a hot cereal with a cold sales record turned the tide with ani-

mated -I 1 "' i\. Today's picture: sales up 75%, seven new t\ cities

Quick estimator for spot radio budgets

37 \ new tool for timebuyers and client ad managers prepared bj Katz

Vgenc] will be readj soon. Meanwhile, here i- data read} to use

Are your tv commercials aired properly?

40 New monitoring firm says it has an economical «a\ of finding out.

Handicapped people check video plugs in most major market areas

Rating Madness

41 \ second editorial on ratings amplifies viewpoint expressed h> sponsob

in tin- 3 November issue

Mexico's profit potential for you

42 ' • -^ advertisers lia\e developed a rich, new market with high

profit- in Mexico by using north-of-the-border advertising methods

FEATURES
49 Film-Scope

26 49th and Madison

59 News & Idea \\ rap-Up

4 Newsmaker of the Week

58 Picture Wrap-Up

52 Sponsor Asks

20 Sponsor Backstage

70 Sponsor Hears

9 Sponsor-Scope

78 Sponsor Speaks

54 Spot Buys

78 Ten Second Spots

16 Timehuyers at Work

76 Tv and Radio Newsmakers

67 Washington Week

28 Women's Week

In Upcoming Issues

Trafalgar Drench throws a party

The office Christmas part) get- it- annual sponsor -pouting, includ-

ing some g l-natured quips on the topic of employe morale program^

Tv basics

What network i\ shows cost; the number 01 hour- live and film on the

networks. See Television Basics, 21 December, for the latest figures
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What do YOU want

from YOUR

SHREVEPORT Station?-

250,560 FAMILIES? (KWKH Weekly NCS No. 2)

63,730 FAMILIES? (Station B NCS No. 2)

34,900 FAMILIES? (Station C NCS No. 2)

28,690 FAMILIES? (Station D NCS No. 2)

Nielsen NCS No. 2 shows that KWKH gives you

more circulation than all other Shreveport stations

combined!

KWKH is the only station in the Shreveport area

with a full-time News Department, full-time Farm

Department, Sports Department and Oil and Gas

Department. KWKH programs with quality. Lis-

teners respect and believe what they hear on this

"Great Station", and results prove it.

KWKH's 140 counties have 727,530 radio

homes. That's more people than live in St. Louis

or Washington! And KWKH actually reaches

over tnice as many homes as either Shreveport

TV station!

KWKH Nielsen coverage map (NCS No. 2, Nov., 1956)

showing counties with weekly audience of J0% or more

of lotal homes. Nielsen actually credits KWKH with measur-

able audiences as far distant as Luna County, New Mexico

— and many other counties not shown on this iap!

"*'i "n'1

KWKH
A Shreveport Times Station

I TEXAS

SHREVEPORT, LOUISIANA
ARKANSAS

50,000 Watts • CBS Radio
The Henry I. Christal Co., Inc. Henry Clay Fred Wotkins

Representatives Executive Vice President Assistant Monager
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ramilies are told and sold

by "The Cow Hour*'.

5:35 to 6:50 am. Yon
'"ii t miss

when yon bm
your target

KPJIJ

SOUTHERN NORTHERN

OREGON • CALIFORNIA
*money markets"

Best Buu

KLAMATH FALLS, OREGON
Ask. -the Meeker Co.

5000 W

NEWSMAKER
of the week

The man who coordinated Philip Morris' marketing plans

for tin' revolutionary changes in its cigarettes and packaging

has been mimed president of the company. He is Joseph F.

Cullman 3d and he succeeds the late (). Parker McComas.

who died two weeks ago. Cullman had been executive v. p.

The newsmaker: Joseph F. Cullman 3d has been in the

tobacco business all his life and his family has been in it since L840.

Tradition has played little part, however, in the marketing: moves

superintended by Cullman at Philip Morris. Inc.. during the past

few \ears. They include package revamping, the flip-top box. the

new Marlboro, Parliament and Spud cigarettes and the media shifts

i specifically into spot I to put over the new look. Whatever the media

shifts Philip Morris, like all tobacco firms, has consistently put the

bulk of its money into the air media.

Today, the firm has about 50'
,

of its ad dollars in tv alone,

though it uses practically all

media except direct mail. To Cull-

man t\ means delivery of an audi-

ence in huge gulps. Specifically,

this is accomplished, in addition

to spot, via Mike Wallace and an

alternate half hour of Suspicion

for Philip Morris cigarettes plus

an alternate half-hour of Play-

house 90. Tonight and a year-

round schedule of sports (pro-

football, hockey and baseball) for

Marlboro.

Though radio plays a lesser role in Philip Morris' marketing plans,

the firm's Country Music Shoic, which started touring the country

earl) this \ear. is considered a dramatic merchandising success. It

has appeared on CBS Radio since July, hits six cities a week live.

Cullman came to Philip Morris via the firm's absorption of

Benson & Hedges, a firm controlled by the Cullman family, early in

1954. He had been executive vice president of B\H. which had sold

Parliament to the luxury trade, significantly foreshadowing the

tobacco revolution to come with its cotton filter and hardcover pack.

He entered the Philip Morris family as a vice president, then became

executive vice president a year later. In addition to his new post,

Cullman is chairman of Philip Morris Overseas, a division set up

lasl year, and a director of the Benson & Hedges division; Philip

Morris i Australia), Ltd.: CATAN \. a Veneuzelan firm which mar-

ket- Philip Morris products; Milprint, Inc.. a packaging firm ac-

quired by Philip Morris this year; Cullman Bros.: Underwriters

Trust Co. and ASR Products Corp.

This long line of directorships is juggled by a 15-year-old execu-

tive. Cullman, however, is no exception. All of PM"s top New } ork

executive teams arc 50 or under. Wirt Hatcher, who is in charge of

PM's tobacco buying and blending and who is headquartered in

Richmond, is an elder statesman at 62. ^

Joseph F. Cullman
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YOI III) HO II* 19V* MILES l\ A BALLOON*—
IIII.

AMERICAN RESEARCH BUREAU

MARCH 1957 REPORT

GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO

TIME PERIODS

Number of Quarter Hours
With Higher Ratings

WKZO-TV Station B

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.

6:00 p.m. to 1 1 :00 p.m.

SATURDAY
8:00 a.m. to 1 1 :00 p.m.

SUNDAY
9:00 a.m. to 1 1:00 p.m.

143

94

50

40

57

6

10

16

NOTE Sirvry based on simpling m the following proportions— Crand Rapid*.

'-):SV Kalamazoo 1 8. 9° I
. Muskegon I 19 8 ' Battle Creek 185V

, . YOU NEED WKZO-TV
TO MAKE SALES SOAR IN

KALAMAZOO-GRAND RAPIDS!

Here's real, down-to-earth markel dominance! ARB
shows WKZO-TV i^ firsl in 267$ more quarter hours

than the next-besl station WKZO-TV, 39 for

Station /»'.'

WKZO-TV telecasts from Channel 3 with 100,000 watts

from 1000' tower. It is the Official Basic I BS Teh ision

( lutlel Eor Kalamazoo-i Irand Rapids

600,000 television homes in ont of Ann,,,,,', top-20 TV
mini. i tsl

100,000 WATTS • CHANNEL 3 • 1000' TOWER

.'TV-

one

>

J

J'<{i:<"t !j/afi< h >

WKZO-TV — GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
WKZO RADIO — KALAMAZOO BATTLE CREEK
WJEF RADIO — GRAND RAPIDS
WJEF-FM — GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
KOLN-TV — LINCOLN. NEBRASKA

Associated with

WMBD RADIO— PEORIA, ILLINOIS

Studios in Both Kalamazoo and Crand Rapids

For Greater Western Michigan

Avery-Knodel, Inc., Exclusive National Representatives

Major David I',. Simmon* set this new worltT* record <>/i tucu^i 21). J't'iT.
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I UUdy nothing propels the shopper toward your produd except her memorj oi

you (and in-store displa) if you get it). Supermarkets cans a minimum of 2500 items

bv definition: an average of 5000. How do you win in this tough multiple-choice test?
j o J i I

By prompting your customer's short memory as many times as possible per week.

And you do it most efficient!) with CBS Radio daytime dramas. Vs little as $10,000

delivers 20.7 million commercial-minute impressions a week* 3.2 impres-

sions on each of 6. I million listeners.A fe^ CBS RADIO A I I U ORK

No wonder advertisers like American Home

Foods. Best Foods, General Foods and Lipton Tea

use dramatic serial* on CBS Radio, to build their

customers" memories — and their product sales.



in the U.S. there are approximately

15 MILLION TEENAGERS

25 MILLION IN THEIR TWENTIES

30 MILLION IN THEIR THIRTIES

35 MILLION IN THEIR FORTIES

37 MILLION OVER FORTY

hi htm Om AffteSdwJ
The Bartell Group concept of family radio has, through

ten years of sampling, demonstrated that a general

audience can be kept intact by a continuous program

service of broad acceptance.

No audience fragmentation by programming to special

groups.

Result: advertisers always reach buyers.

Highlighting the success of family radio is the clear

rating dominance of Bartell Group stations.

Jpfe]
I— nan m ononis —*

AMERICA'S FIRST RADIO FAMILY SERVING 10 MILLION BUYERS

Sold Nationally by ADAM YOUNG, Inc. for WOKY The KATZ Agency
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BEN BOOEC

Even though Bales prospects foi 1958 show signs "I cloudiness at the moment, Detroit

ixiTi faltering mi advertising expenditures.

In fact, for i\ in particulai there's ilii- bright ray: General Motors apparentlj v* i 1

1

fatten its i\ budget in the first half of l°58 in the hope thai the medium will jog

spring Bales into .1 prosperous groove. Pontiac, f"i instance, will attempt t" do ii !>\ t li<

specials route.

Where the sales Bqueeze is Bhowing u|> foi the Detroit giants is here: The popular-

priced cars Ford, Chevrolet, and Plymouth are dominating the market, while the Wer-

cury-DeSoto-Dodge class is finding prospects slimmer.

Longer-range, of course, broadcasters will have t" w

<

>ir\ about Detroit production cuts

fsince the automotive still gear their ad monej to the production table). But nothing thai

drastic is \ isible right now

.

(Tor background on Detroit's air media participation tlii^ season Bee SP0NS0R-SC0P1
I Ma) : SPONSOR article. 1 May, page 27.)

Campbell-Ewald this week took the wraps olT a 13-week schedule of radio

spots which starts f> January in over 125 markets.

Tt will !>c the same market list that Chevrolet used this fall to ballyhoo new

models, though fewer stations will be used in the major centers.

The Ford car probably sot a record between 3-9 November for the number
of tv homes reached by a sinsrle product during a single week.

Tn those seven days a demonstration of Ford's 1958 models was witnessed in a total of

n\ er f>0 million homes.

The cost-per-1000-homes-per-commercial minute for these exposures came to an average

of S3. 15. Here"- a cosl breakdown for Ford's network tv that week:

PRor.nwi IIOMFS REACHED TIME-TALI v
- 1 ' M. \II\-. 1 PMHP4 M

Suspicion 9,900,000 &170.000 1 14.25

Zane Grej 1 1.300.000 95,000 2 3.30

I Love l.uc\ Special 23.000.000 100.111 111 6 2.80

Ernie Ford 13.100.000 90,000 3 2.30

TOTAL 60.300.000 1755,000 15 L5 Vvg

Ultra-promotion-minded Bristol-Flyers is thinking about junketing the press

Florida for a stunt in connection with a new product.

As an added attraction it's lookinjr for Alfred Hitchcock's attendance.

One of spot radio's oldest institutions— the Esso Reporter— is pulling in its

horn appreciably because of a marketing problem.

The number of Nations carrying this nightly newscast is being reduced from 61 to

33. (But there won't be any cutting back of the Esso Reporter's tv versions.)

Esso's new radio strategy in the cancelled markets calls for this substitution: Spot

announcement flights.

Meantime International Silver and Metropolitan Insurance (both Y&R) are

showing an interest in splitting the sponsorship of many of the cancelled F*so news*

The Esso Reporter \va~ introduced in October 1935 via Marschalk .iv Pratt. Curt Peter-

son, now supervising the account at McCann-Frickson. was the original Inner of the

porter schedules.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE oorumved

Revlon will join the specials brigade next year.

The cosmetic company's tv plans for 1958 (still in the wrap-up stage) will include:

• Use of some specials in addition to its three major regularly-scheduled shows.

• Continued allocation of 80% of the ad budget (which this year was around $15

million) to tv.

Revlon apparently has decided to put its participation in tv on a more fluid basis to

reduce program risks.

Fiscal note: Revlon now estimates it will come closer to $95 million in gross sales

than the SI 00 million anticipated earlier. But it still expects to run about $3 million

ahead of its chief competitor, Avon-

The outlook for smooth contractual going for Nielsen's 1958 tv coverage sur-

vey C\CS#.T) was somewhat uncertain this week.

SPONSOR -SCOPE'? cross-section check on what the agencies and networks are thinking

about the proposed project shows:

• BBDO's research department just about has decided to forego NCS#3 and

substitute its own home-made svstem for measuring tv home coverage.

• (TBS TV is willing to go along, but NBC wants to do some more mulling.

• Compton, kev media agencv for P&G. has deferred renewal of the service until Neilsen

pets more explicit about the mechanics, etc. of the survev. Indications, however, are that

Compton will again subscribe if it gets the requested information.

Commented a Compton executive: "After all. it's the stations that are the kev sup-

port for this proiect. We're just the bvproduct."

BBDO's technique, as explained to SPONSOR-SCOPE, will involve (1) working out

grade B signals. (21 use all the ARB surveys to pinpoint the trouble or overlapping

spots. (31 watch the rating reports of kev cities, and (4) keep the set count up to date

through material periodicals made available by various sources.

Among the events the biggest buzz on Madison Ave. this week: 11 Another

ton-ranker. Ken Reirn. became a casualtv of the agencv merger mushrooming. He resigned

from Erwin Wasev-R&R alon<r with F. Von Ruthrauff. 21 Whitehall pulled its Kolvnos

business out of Crev and the impression gained currently is that it all stemmed from an inter-

view with Grey's president. Arthur Fatt. on WABD's Night Beat in which Fatt admitted he

used Crest instead of Kolvnos.

New England broadcasters have committed themselves to an aggressive and

continuing job in selling advertisers and industrialists on the economic soundness

of the area.

The initial meeting to devise ways of activating this theme will be held at the Ven-

dome Hotel. Boston. 18 December.
Daniel W. Kops. executive v.p. of WAVZ. New Haven and NARTB's New England

director, heads up the movement. It will be known as the New England Broadcast Leader-

ship Conference.

(For further details see NEWS WRAP-UP under Radio Stations, page 59.1

ABC TV is moving into the area of the big-money quiz via a newcomer. Win
a Million, which it is installing in the Thursday 9:30-10 p.m. slot.

Univac will serve as one of the props and Lloyds of London has insured the network

against a participant breaking the bank the first night.

After some road tests with Univac to figure out winning chances, the network

will establish a price for the program.

ABC TV also has assumed the obligation for the alternate week of Harbor

Master (R. J. Reynoldsl and is offering the show for §39,750 net.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

Madison kvenue reps thin week got ;• big pre-4 brislmas package <•! cheer

from radio. I be new-business bluet "f racenl weeks disappeared in .1 rash oi activity.

Vvailabilit) requests included:

CHESTERFIELIKOASISi Announcements in 70 to 80 markets, with schedules

starting 6 fanuary. In some air;is. orders will !» from 15 to 20 spots a week; in others, from

20to M) spots. Reps are keeping their fingers crossed, hoping this ne« campaign trill 1"- a

long-lived one, in contrasl to ilir shortie thai come out of 1 1 * - "King" commercial in earl)

L9 >7. (McCann-Erickson).

SILVERSMITHS GUILD > Around 15 spots a week in 25 scattered markets for 13

weeks. The main targd <>f ilii^ campaign: anto traffic. The Guild also uses a batch of U\r

spots on NBC'a Saturday Monitor. (Fuller & Smith «K Rom).

WIIOWI, mscriT: \ mixed schedule, depending of local availabilities and other

factors. (McCann-Erickson).

CHEVROLET: See extended report on page 0.

CHESEBROUGH-POND: Inquiries concern its Vaseline products. (McCann-Erick-

son).

National spot tins week was somewhat less perk) on the tv side, bul there was this

bright ray: Several major agencies say they have schedules that could break any-

time before mid-January.

One of these prospects is American Sugar Refining at Bates.

Among the week's actual returnees was Pepto-Bismol. with a 13 week schedule thai

starts in January.

December has brought an unexpected windfall to \RC TV and NBC T\ . The

hillings mav add tip to $1 million.

The hulk of this sudden and nuirk spending went to \BC. For a pre-Christmas pro-

motion 7-Up unloaded about 8500.000 in open minutes on both niirht and day-

time programs. Whitehall picked up 14 minute participations in evening shows, in the

anticipation that thev will average out to $3 per 1000 homes.

NBCs splurger was Elgin "Watch, via JWT. Tt bought into Suspicion and Pern

Como.

The Whitehall money was a mixture of residue discounts and unloading of some

of the heavy profits that the drug industry experienced from the flu epidemic.

The Westinnbouse stations have pulled still another roup on the business.

The companv this week finished a long-ramre plan for tv program development

to function under the label Protect 62.

It provides for a certain amount of air time each week for both research and de-

velopment of new concepts.

fSee NEWS WRAP-IT. pa<re SO. for further details. 1

Pulse delivered its first network radio rating compilation to \BN this week.

This data serves as a replacement for the NRT which \PAT
cancelled not sn Ion? ago.

The Pulse version covers 26 markets, says ABN.

New network radio business ran a normal course this week. The more substan-

tial orders among the networks included the«e:

CBS: Bristol-Myers, seven 7 1 '>-minute units per week: General Mills, an additional

five 7%-minute units per week: Knuse Foods and Niagara Therapeutical Chair, a week-

Iv quarter-hour each of Arthur Oodfrev.

MBS: Colgate. 135 additional a.m. sportscasts per year for Brisk toothpaste: Niagara

Therapeutical Chair. 11 :30-midni<rht Mondav through Fridav (MaHis agency).

NBC: Standard Brands. 20 participations weeklv on Monitor: Pepsodent. 100 «iy.

second participations for two weeks, startinsr 27 January: Foster-Milburn Co.. ^7 weeks of

minute participations in One Man's Familv f Street & Finney).
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

By and large, the tv networks can't complain about their iim< '-sold position

for the firsl quarter of next year.

D. it. i gathered from the three networks 1>\ SPONSOR-SCOPE this week indicates that

the picture looks like tliis:

NIGHTTIME: 66 hours, as compared to 6(% hours for the first quarter of \')'u.

DAYTIME: :>1
1/
L. hours vs. 42V, hours.

The sold position of the individual networks in terms of nighttime half hours per

week breaks down thus:

NETWORK FIRST QUARTER 1958 FIRST QUARTER 1957

ARC TV 36 half hours 18% half hours

CBS TV 50y2 half hours 54 half hours

NBC TV 45y2 half hours 47-V, half hours

TOT A I. 132 half hours 120% half hours

The sold position of each of the networks in terms of daytime quarter hours stacks

u | > this way:

ABC TV 26 quarter hours 16 quarter hours

CBS TV 102 quarter hours 113 quarter hours

NBC TV 78 quarter hours 40 quarter hours

TOTAL 206 quarter hours 169 quarter hours

Where the tv networks expect to do the hottest bidding for husiness next year

is in the daytime area.

Three strategic moves loosened up daytime selling this year, and the networks look

for the momentum to keep buildinsr in 1958. The three were (11 a less ri<;id adjacency

protection, (2) establishment of the hrand discount for "checkerboarding" and (3)

introduction of the alternate week concept, plus crossplugs.

An additional factor in advertiser davtime interest was the considerable increase in

daytime programing.

Here's a comparison of the number of weeklv daytime programed quarter hours:

NETWORK DECEMBER 1958 DECEMBER 1957

ABC TV 60 20

CBS TV 130 102

NBC TV 120 80

12

TOTAL 310 202

CBS TV this week processed the latest NRI and calculates that it still is quite

a bit ahead of the competition in terms of top-rated periods.

In over-all nighttime half-hours, the CBS count of "firsts" was ABC TV. 15; CBS TV.

57; and NBC TV, 33.

The score for top-rated davtime quarter-hours, as CBS sees it: ABC TV. 0: CBS TV.

19; and NBC TV, 9.

An arresting point made by TvB at a presentation before admen and others in the

Waldorf Astoria. N. Y.. this week was that tv takes less than a fifth of the money
to reach 1 million people that other media require.

The cost of reaching that million compares, said TvB. this way:

TV NIGHT TV DAY NEWSPAPERS WOMEN'S SERVICE MAGAZINES

*1 .420 SI .050 $10,790 S6.480

For other news coverage in this issue, see Newsmaker of the Week, page 4:

Film-Scope, page 49: Spot Bins, page 54: News and Idea Wrap-Up. page 59; Washington
Week, page 67: sponsor Hears, page 70: and Tv and Radio Newsmakers, page 76.
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Everything you need to nourish sales

is yours via WQAM . . . including

38.1% of the daytime radio audience

WQAM's unique blend of entertainment, news, showmanship and precision

production consistently produces the audie dominance yon need for

successful advert ising.

Booper shows WQAM first. So does Pulse. So does Trendex. And s i does

a recenl Southern Florida Area Pulse, accounting for 31 ">', of the

stated population.

Let a Blair man wait on you . . . or summon General Manager
•lack Sandler to wait on you.

WQAM Miami
Serving all of Southern Florida with 5,000 watts on 560 kc . . . and Radio — I in Miami

ry*vriorsi
TODAY'S RADIO FOR TODAY'S SELLING

TODD STORZ, PRESIDENT • HOME OFFICE: OMAHA, NEBRASKA

WDGY Minneapolis St. Paul
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO

WHB Kansas City
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR Sc CO.

WTIX New Orleans
REPRESENTED BY ADAM YOUNG INC.

WQAM Miami
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.



m SHOWS PACK THE

JAMES W. SEILER (Left), Director of ARB and his Station Relations

Manager, ROGER N. COOPER, review the facts supporting his statement:

"/n summarizing viewing habits recorded

in ARB diaries, we find ZIV shows fre-

quently at the top among TV programs."

i >w- -m s

WATCH Zlt

NEWEST

CONTENDEI

FOR TOP |

RATINGS!



Get a Ziv show and you've got what it takes

to win top ratings. Look how Ziv shows out-

rate all syndicated programs in city after city.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

BALTIMORE /#
1. MEN OF ANNAPOLIS * 26.3
2. HIGHWAY PATROL 19.3

•

•

•

•

•

•

COLUMBUS pB .

1. HIGHWAY PATROL

2. MEN OF ANNAPOLIS

29.2
22.2
'57

*

33.5
33.3
32.0
31.8
31.3
'57

35.5
28.9

1 57

28.7
27.9

1
'57

15.2
10.6

25.3
23.0
21.8

y'57

PULSE. Sept '57

CLEVELAND*^ .

1. HIGHWAY PATROL 25.8
2. MR. DISTRICT ATTORNEY 18.6

,. ARB. Sept. 57

DETROIT^-
*

1. HIGHWAY PATROL .* 31.9
2. DR CHRISTIAN 23.1

PULSE. Jul)

ODESSA.TEX. /<£
1. MAN CALLED X

2. HIGHWAY PATROL

3. MEN OF ANNAPOLIS

4. MY FAVORITE STORY

5. SCIENCE FICTION THEATRE

PULSE. Apn

PORTLAND'^ '.

1. SCIENCE FICTION THEATRE

2. HIGHWAY PATROL

AR8. Sept. '57

PHILADELPHIA'^
1. HIGHWAY PATROL 18.9
2. 1 LED 3 LIVES 14.0

PULSE. Apr

NASHVILLE 4& .

1. HIGHWAY PATROL ...

ARB, Sept. '57

CINCINNATI*^.
1. DR. CHRISTIAN 24.7

2. DR. CHRISTIAN

PULSE, Apr

NEW YORK'&

.

1. HIGHWAY PATROL

2. HIGHWAY PATROL .23.1
ARB. Aug. '57

*

PITTSBURGH^ .

1. HIGHWAY PATROL ...43.0

2. MEN OF ANNAPOLIS

t
ARB, Jul

ATLANTA'^ -

1. SCIENCE FICTION THEATRE

2. DR. CHRISTIAN

2. DR. CHRISTIAN 38.6
ARB. July '57

BUFFALO £St \
1. HIGHWAY PATROL 24.5 3. HIGHWAY PATROL

2. MAN CALLED X .21.5 ARB. Ma

PULSE. Sept. '57

ra

m Hunt'
Starring

LOYD BRIDGES
. . in stories of exciting action on

land, sea and under the sea!

BOUGHT IN OVER 100 MARKETS

TO WIN AUDIENCES AND SALES FOR:

• Standard Oil of • Farm Bureau Insurance

California
• Kroger

• Cott Beverages
. Budweiser Beer

• Phillips 66
• Hope Natural Gas Co.

• Carling's Beer
• Edsel Cars

. Bowman Biscuit Co.
. Mercantile National

• Safeway Stores Bank

• Household Finance • Bristol-Myers

And other important advertisers

and TV stations! time after time

in city after city!



SHE only has eyes for you
...onKOIN-TV. If you and
your product have ideas

about getting acquainted,

KOIN-TV will happily
handle the introductions

...in Portland and through-

out 30 surrounding
Oregon & Washington
counties. Her vital statis-

tics, plus the fascinating

facts about KOIN-TV's
ratings and exclusive

coverage are a favorite

topic with the debonair

gentlemen from CBS-
TV Spot Sales. Just

ask them.

Timebuyers
at work

Evelyn Lee Jones, Donahue & Cor. New York. feels that tin- entire

advertising industry in Baltimore agencies and advertisers, radio.

i\ ;;iid newspapers ,-liould lake drastic, dramatic action againsl the

tax nn advertising recentl) enacted in thai <il\. "The) must impress

upon the Baltimore public, Evelyn says, "tin- value of advertising

and ha\ oc of this lax. Before the

com I- hand dnu n a final decision,

advertising -hould be cut entirel)

for a specified period of time

the newspapers withdrawing from

the public the main pages of ad-

vertising-supported new-. radio-t\

replacing ad\ ertising-supported en-

tertainment with, saj , dull speeches.

Public pressure would soon change

the mayor's and his Cit) Council s

decision to tax advertising." Eve-

lyn thinks that if the industry

doesn't take these hold steps, the lav maj sta\ — meaning less ex-

posure lor the advertising dollar. less income lor media, fewer

agencj commissions, and ultimately, fewer product -ale-. In addi-

tion, other cities are likel) to take the cue from Baltimore and pass

similar taxes, making it a national problem. (See Newsmaker of the

Week. Id November SPONSOR and editorial in 30 November issue. I

Ed Kahn, Victor A. Bennett Co.. New York, feels that radio can

he an even more powerful medium of advertising and entertainment

h\ revitalizing the old program formats— variety, mystery, drama.

corned) that were so highl) successful in pre-tv days. "Advertisers

have become overl) infatuated." Ed thinks, "with the power of the

so-called saturation campaign af-

forded h\ the music-and-news for-

mat. Their announcement sched-

ules offer them low cost and fre-

quence hut the impact of the 60-

second spot ma\ often be vseak.

To properl) sell, the advertiser

needs time to build images and

create desire in his commercials.

He needs the leisurely pace of pre-

t\ programing, where the adver-

tising can be identified with the

entertainment and the commercial

messages fulb developed. Today, particularly on a local basis, real-

istic rate cards make tin- type of program sponsor-hip feasible. By

sacrificing frequency, the advertiser can sponsor these shows across

the hoard throughout the country. \nd in the next few \ears. I

think well see a trend back to the successful pre-ti formats.

SPONSOR 1 I 1)1 ( 1 MBER 195'
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There is only f

one Sure Way
to sell this

$2 BiOJJ'j/j

Here is a must market tor any advertiser. But — there is only one
medium capable of delivering all of it at a cost commensurate with the

vast sales potential. The facts speak for themselves. How about

FARM MAGAZINES? Impossible. The leading farm magazine reaches

less than 1/6 of the homes.

REGIONAL AND LOCAL RADIO? It takes 38 Tennessee, Alabama
and Kentucky stations to approximate the VYSM daytime audience,

at almost 4 times WSM's cost.

NEWSPAPERS? The 14 daily newspapers in the WSMpire cost $894
for one 600 line insertion.

TELEVISION? WSM s daytime audience is far greater than that of

the area's leading Television station, day or night.

The conclusion is inescapable.

Within the SI County area of the S2 Billion WSMpire, WSM delivers

50°o of the half-million homes on an average day. And WSM also

delivers a bonus day-time audience outside the SI County area which

is even larger than the audience for which you pay.

There is a difference .. . it's WSM radio
50,000 WATTS, CLEAR CHANNEL, NASHVILLE • BLAIR REPRESENTED • BOB COOPER, GENERAL MANAGER
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CONTINUING
LEADERSHIP

from FLORIDA'S
FIRST

TELEVISION
STATION

Continuing its record of leadership

WTVJ, "Florida's First Television Sta-

tion," on September 2, 1957 instituted

the Nation's first continuing daily tele-

vision editorial.

The result, in the opinion of the station's

management, has been the strengthen-

ing of WTVJ's reputation as the "TV

News Center Of The South." The public

in general, and city, county and state

officials in particular, have taken a new,

closer look at the presentation of news

over WTVJ. While there may be dis-

agreement with the opinions expressed,

there is resounding agreement that the

WTVJ editorials have been instrumen-

tal in affecting public opinion and

effecting improvements in the South

Florida area.

Television continues to grow and ma-

ture. In South Florida it is a certainty

that WTVJ. Channel 4 will always lead

the way into the future.

^
Ch**ef

A

MIAMI

Basic Affiliate

Represented Nationally by

PETERS. GRIFFIN. WOODWARD



IN THE TOP

50
IN ALL MEASURING

CATEGORIES

Says "SALES MANAGEMENT"
in i hi- Vo». 10. 1957 issue

COLUMBUS
GEORGIA

And in the Columbus, Georgia

3-County Metropolitan Area the

local and national favorite is . . .

WRBL

TELEVISION

J
/0

COMPLETE DOMINANCE
MORNING • AFTERNOON • NIGHT

A^ O ~/ 0F ALL
FIRST IN Ul <% QUARTER

Area Pulse, May 1957

RADIO ••

LEADS IN HOMES DELIVERED BY559t
NCS No. 2

WRBL
AM — FM — TV

COLUMBUS, CEORCIA

CALL HOLLINGBERY CO.

20

by Joe Csida

Sponsor

Don't write off tv's new music shows
For some time now the customary wailing

and breast-flailing, and the equally customary

bow-taking and credit-grabbing has been in prog-

ress around the various advertising agency of-

fices, networks and production headquarters.

The tallies on the seasons shows are beginning

to take on a decidedlv conclusive air. The win-

ners are telling hilarious stories while the losers

weep and find humor a vanished commodity. At production costs

of only slightly more than $35,000 per episode the helmsmen of The

Restless Gun and Tales of IVells-Eargo. for example, have won them-

selves seats on the giddily stratospheric top 10 train. Both shows

are rating in the mid-30's and along with such other sagebrush saga

as Gunsmoke, Hyatt Earp. Wagon Train, et al.. have put the Western

brand on the media as it has never been marked before.

Conversely, at costs of $115,000. S100.000 and $70,000 per stanza

respectively, such music shows as The Eddie Eisher Show. The Big

Record and The Frank Sinatra Show have done less than satisfv

their sponsors. Westerns, as previouslv and frequentK noted, have

done extremely well, and musical programs have fared from poor to

little more than passing. Neither the Pollv Bergen, nor the Pat

Boone, nor the Guy Mitchell, nor the Patrice Munsel shows have

yet racked up the kind of ratings their agency-sponsor supporters

prayed for. And in this duality of developments in this season lies

a great danger for advertisers and sponsors generallv.

Don't forget Welk

The general tendencv in the face of a situation as above-described

is for manv practitioners on all levels of television to sa\ : *'Vi esterns

are great programing buys. Shows starring singers I and or i musi-

cal shows are bad buys." The tendency to overlook specific facts is

great. For example, at a cost of just about what an average Western

runs, a little over $35,000 per week. Lawrence Welk still delivers

one of the best cost-per- 1.000 buys to sponsor Dodge-Plymouth.

And. possibly even more startling, at a cost of about SI. 725. Ameri-

can Handstand delivers one of best buys in the business da\ or

nighttime. And, of course, a young singer named Perry Como,

still comes in, in the top three most weeks. And Dinah Shore still

sells Chevrolets very effectively. And Ernie Ford brings in 30-plus

ratings. In short, the season's track record thus far does not neces-

sarily prove that a Western is the only buy an advertiser should

consider, nor that music shows should automatically be ruled out.

1 am of the firm belief that several of the current crop of newer

music shows will still make it big. Sinatra is reported to have told

McCann-Erickson and Chesterfield that as soon as he finishes his

current film. "Kings Go Forth." which should be bj the end of the

year, he will concentrate all of his working efforts on his television

shows, with the possible exception of a major club date or two.

And it - this column's conviction that a fresh, untired Sinatra, con-
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The

People's

Choice!

During the recent vote-getting campaign held in Hous-

ton, Texas, for the November 16, 1957 election the

four candidates for Mayor availed themselves of

seven times as much Class "A" time on KPRC-TV as

they used on Houston's two other television stations

combined.

This is just another example of how Houstonians

respect the selling power of KPRC-TV, and another

concrete demonstration of KPRC-TV's determination

to clear whatever time is necessary to bring the facts

to the people ... no matter what the cost in money

or ratings!

Te&auKKfl ut Uce PUBLIC SERVICE KPRC-TV

JACK HARRIS
Vice President and General Manager

JACK McGREW
Station Manager

EDWARD PETRY & CO.
National Representatives

SPONSOR • 14 DFXKMBER 1957 21



Sponsor backstage continued

WILS

the key station in

MICHIGAN'S*
MIGHTY MIDDLE
MARKET
with a 24 hour schedule and

5000
LIVELY WATTS

has over twice the number of

listeners than all other sta-

tions combined in

i March-April, 1957—C. E. Hooper, Inc.)

LANSING

contact Venard,

Rintoul & McConnell, Inc.

* 17 Central Michigan

counties with

$1,696,356,000

spendable income.

WILS
$&* leift sy$>

centrating his total talents on a tv show, can come up nothing but

tremendous. We said so. \ou may recall, in our last time out. On
the other hand there's a report that Frank is looking around for

a S( xipt for a film he wants to make with Brigitte Bardot. And Miss

Bardot is said to be eager to make this movie with Sinatra. Should

the script be found, and Miss Bardot and Sinatra start working to-

gether, I wouldn't make any bets on an improved video rating.

Making a movie with Miss Bardot could be mighty exhausting.

I see no reason why the Munsel show still couldn't be developed

into a real winner, or the Pat Boone show, or the Gisele MacKenzie

show, or the Eddie Fisher show, or the Polly Bergen show. I think

Big Record simply needs to concentrate more on pop music per-

sonalities and less on pretentious production to come off well. At

an) rale m\ point is that advertisers and their agencies would be

making a serious mistake to overlook the always solid merchandising

potential in music and its stars. Just as they might overlook a sound

program buy in any phase of entertainment, filmed or live.

Ed Sullivan and Steve Allen have been shoved around by Maverick

to some extent, but still represent highly effective vehicles for their

sponsors. There's nothing lacking in the sales job such quizzes as

The $64,000 Question, The $64,000 Challenge and Twenty-One do

for their bankrollers. A couple of mystery-suspense entries like

Climax and Alfred Hitchcock do right well for their sponsors. Dra-

matic entries like G. E. Theatre, Playhouse 90 and Loretta Young

sell plenty of merchandise. A panel program like What's My Line

continues in the top 25. and a couple of situation stanzas like Lucy

and Dezi, Lassie and Father Knows Best have little trouble holding

vast numbers of customers. Even a couple of comics (who have

generally been written off temporarily I manage to make out. Danny

Thomas and Bed Skelton were both represented in the November

American Besearch Bureau top 25.

More film features and series

More and better feature length major Hollywood films continue

to hit the market, as witness the new NTA Champagne package, in-

cluding such outstanding celluloid tales as "The Bells of St. Mar\ s,"

"The Third Man Theme," "High Noon," "Spellbound." "Claudia

and David" and a number of others. At the same time more and

more interesting and intriguing tv film series are in. and continue

to go into production. Bevue is cooking up a partnership deal with

Lloyd Nolan for a new series in which Nolan will star as a govern-

ment agent. Ziv has a whole drawing board full of plans for new

series. CBS TV Film is toying with the notion of filming and syndi-

cating Sunrise Semester, the amazing educational sleeper of the

season. Screen Gems, among a dozen possible entries, is plotting

a series starring the great Ed Wynn.
In the meantime live participation shows are doing better than

r\n. Gain Moore is reported to be ready to blow his daxtime

CBS TV five-a-weeker come September because it's just too tough

for him to keep up with the problems presented by multi-multi-

participating sponsors. The Jack Paar Tonight show is rapidly

viae hing an SBO situation, insofar as sponsors are concerned. The

smart agenc) man and sponsor, it becomes more and more evident.

wont just follow the trend westward. He'll explore ever\ single

phase of programing, live and film, and find the best buys where

he may. Program ideas. bigger, better and some more unusual than

ever I efore, are 1 eing cooked up on ever) front. ^
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ADAM YOUNG INC.
I

%MDiAAA£U-^

WIL and WRIT programmed
to the excitement and interests

of today's intensive life. The
mature concept of radio listen-

ing, that insures a buying audi-

k
ence in two major markets.

• • • •

Keep pace with the times and

call your ADAM YOUNG
man for choice availabilities.

Act by Mr.- Poulsen, gat
mation from many so
relates it where
projects it and decide
flow of the river

ty-two hours hiic
On the basis o

which can be upset ?

the weather can ch
^engineers order that
eleased upstream to

hat they hope will b
red river flow,

his small group ad
ivision of water fi

reme Court decree
rt ruled in the

the Interstate
. ^^

THE BALABAN RADIO STATIONS

ADAM YOUNG INC.
New York • Chicago • St. Louis • Los Angeles • San Francisco • Atlanta • Boston
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sell the TEAM

^t~y77heTIIVIE
Pictured are some of the key members of the!

advertiser-agency team responsible for the

purchase of time on over 300 TV and
radio stations for Robert Hall Clothes.



If you're selling air you ought to know the people

in this picture. More to the point—they ought to know you

because they are the key members of one of the important

buying teams in the advertising community.

SPONSOR reaches every member of this team.

SPONSOR reaches thousands of similar teams all over

America. Truth is—SPONSOR reaches more decision making teams

than any other publication in the broadcast industry.

You've got to reach them, too, because your national

business lies in their hands.

That's why SPONSOR should be the basic book on your

advertising schedule. It will deliver your message to more potential

buyers more often and more economically than any

other journal in the field.

SPONSOR
THE WEEKLY MAGAZINE TV RADIO ADVERTISERS USE

OR
sells the TEAM that buys the TIME
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Out-of-this world selling

with down-to-earth rates!

More and more national and

local advertisers are taking to

the air in San Antonio . . .

getting satellitic results via

KONO. Sales are zooming

to new heights for these fast-

thinking merchandisers who

KNOW that people on the go

listen to the station that's

on the go . . . the station

, that sets the trend for fast

thinking— for better ratings— for

better salesmanship. Get

TODAY'S facts ... get audience AND «

* salesmanship . . . check with your

H-R Representative

N or Clarke Brown man H

%•

860 kc .5000 watts .

SAN ANTONIO Radio

20

"Rule of the ratings"

\n ever-increasing outcry against the

"rule of the rating" has been heard in

the broadcast and advertising in-

dustr)

.

Let's be realistic: most of those who
use and talk about ratings don't know

enough about the technical aspects of

ratings to be able to interpret them

correctly. Ratings are quite accurate

and we should always be cognizant of

what the\ actually measure rather than

read interpretations into them which

are not justified on the basis of the

scope of the surve\ . Trendex exec-

utives, for instance, will be the first

to admit that their ratings do not

measure national audiences, but only

audiences in telephone-owning homes
in 15 large cities. And yet many
'users' of ratings don't even know this

simple fact. Who then must bear the

blame for the 'rule of the rating' in

the broadcast industry? It is adver-

tisers who buy large audiences rather

than quality programing. It is net-

works who would rather claim rating

victories over their rivals than stand

on their own convictions as showmen;
it is advertising executives who are too

'cost per thousand' conscious; it is

actors. M.C.'s and columnists who give

fuel to the 'rule of the rating' by talk-

ing about it I inaccurately) to their

large audiences.

Paul Keller.

associate research director.

Reach, McClinton & Co.

Spanish radio

Id like to congratulate SPONSOR on the

excellent article in the October 26 is-

sue on Spanish Language Radio. I

agree with all points in the article re-

garding the approach to and the re-

sponse from this audience.

However, there is one point I think

should be clarified. KALI. Pasadena,

Los Angeles, and XEGM, Tijuana, San

Diego, are both controlled by Tele-

Broadcasters, Inc., and we are selling

them as a Spanish team for all of

Southern California coverage. In the

paragraph headed ''Southern Califor-
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nia lioiiinl.il \ \ir.i. \ on li-l i I
i "tin-

San Diego-Tijuana region of about

f)i>,iMHi Mexican-Americans!" Tijuana

itself now has more than llo.uoo pop-

ulation. \ bettei estimate for this

combined ana i- 200,000, ami there

an- an additional 200,000 in Baja

( lalifoi nia.

Jim Coyle, general managei

k III. Pasadena-Los tngeles

You report thai the market of Ber-

nalillo < ount) bas about 130,000

Spanish speaking people.

We believe thai your magazine has

been misinformed on this point a- we

presentl) have in our count] approxi-

mate!) 220,000 people. \ survey made
recentl) l>\ Sandia Corp. of our cit)

indicated thai approximately 30"
i of

these people are Spanish. It would ap-

pear thai the total <>f our Spanish-

speaking population would nol exceed

70-80,000 persons in this count] j

.

Regardless of the ethnic makeup of

our population, you will he interested

to note that Sales Management gives

oui average per capita income as

$4,450 and our average faniih inrome
in excess ol X..OIIO annualK .

\rthur \\ . Brown, industrial manager
( hambei oj Commerce, ilbuquerque

\t the end of the Spanish laiiuua-r

article you slated that there are 200,-

000 Mexican- in Baja California. I his

i- slight!) erroneous a- there are re-

ported to he more than 300.000. In

Mexican' alone then- are 200,000 Mexi-
cans. Of this number slight!) more
than 40.000 ha\e border-missing per-

mits that enable them to trade in the

1 . S.

Wall) Blake, assistant manager
KICO,ElCentro

Crayon First

W e would like to correct an ei roi

which appeared in your issue of No-

vember 9. ill New- and Idea \\ rap-1 p.

^ «>u used an item captioned, "\ 'first'

for the crayon industry." The item

concerned the use of -pot t\ In the

\rt Crayon Co.

The Crayola maker-. Binne) \

Smith Inc., have used television in

several area- of the countr) this year.

The first one emanated from \\ Ml R-

l\. Manchester. New Hampshire, live,

on Januar) 31, l
( »"i7.

Sandra Grab, director of publicity

Binney & Smith Inc.

SPONSOR 14 DECEMBER 1951

THE TH DIMENSION
of radio advertising

1st . . . Coverage Area

2nd . . . Audience Rating

3rd . . . Rate

IMPACT
The first three are inconclusive without the fourth . . . millions

of dollars are spent each year to create announcements

with impact messages. Don't waste this money . . . don't

let your announcements lose their impact. Demand ade-

quate separation . . . STAMP OUT MULTIPLE SPOTTING.

This is not a new policy

with WOLF. It is the proven

sales formula that has brought

in consistent renewals through

the years from pleased clients representing

top national advertisers.

We never had it so good—why spoil it.

RATING for RATING . .

.

RATE for RATE

in CENTRAL NEW YORK IT'S —
National Sales Representatives

THE WALKER COMPANY SYRACUSE, N.Y

27



NAME #.„ ,

• A fabulous week for 2 at

THE GREENBRIER

White Sulphur Springs, W. Va.

• ELECTRIC-EYE MOVIE CAMERA
By Bell and Howell

• POLAROID LAND CAMERA
• 12 other wonderful prizes

USE THIS INFORMATION TO
help you name the symbol of Clarks-

burg's new high-power TV station

• Covers the virgin markel of Cen-
tral VY. Va.

I Clarksburg -Fair-

mont- Morgantown)
• Rich in coal, oil and gas
• Untouched to date by a direct TV

signal

• Captive audience 666,315 popu-
lation

• Buying income $1,119,746,000
• $200/hr. AA network time: $250

national spot

Contest open to all readers of this

magazine. Ends January 5, 1958.
FY2

MAIL YOUR ENTRY TODAY TO

WBOY-TV
CHANNEL 12

Exclusive in Clarksburg, W. Va.

INTERCONNECTED f°bc

George Clinton, Gen'l Mgr. • Rep. by Avery-Knodel

H!|>>B A Member of The Friendly Group

I suggest the following name:

Name

I Company,

I Address

._!

News and views Jot women in

advertising and wives of admen

Women's week

Adman's wife parks a gun: Clients beware—the wife of Dr. Don

(Cantor, Tatham-Laird research director, is a sheriff. She s got a

badge and she's got a gun. She'd also be a good candidate for an

award to the wife of an adman holding the most unusual job.

Mrs. Kantor. the former Lou Miller, a slender, shapely lass in her

late twenties, is a Stanford University graduate, and a Ph.D. in

Sociology from Yale. Her sheriff s badge, she explains, entitles her

to work with juvenile delinquents. But late in November. Lou

temporarily traded in the gun for a cradle, when she gave birth to a

baby girl, the Kantors' first.

(SPONSOR would like to hear about unusual jobs held by admen's

wives. If you're one of these gals or know one. write to Women's

Week, sponsor 40 East 49th Street. Tell us how and win you

trained for \ our career and how it fits into your husbands work. I

Adwoman's Ozark hideaway: Eda Purcell, chief media estimator

at l \K for P&G. says she's a luek\ gal. but she isn't "sure \et just

how luck\." It all started with a raffle at the annual fund-raising

cocktail party sponsored by the Advertising Y\ omen of N. ^ .

Out of 1,000 pro admen and women who attended. Eda won the

Grand Prize: "a scenic hideaway in the Ozarks. plus a free member-

ship in the Cherokee Village Country Club."

Eda. a Philadelphian who knows the Ozarks as "a place some-

where in Arkansas," told sponsor she can't measure her luck \et.

"I'm told the lot's worth $2,000." she said. "But I haven't seen it.

the deed or the pictures. Besides, could someone please tell me what

the tax situation is in Arkansas?"

Lady scriptwriters: A batch of cigar-chomping gu\ s in shirt-

sleeves sit around trying for the right gag—that's the traditional pic-

ture of t\ comedy writers. But the scene's changing and the cigars

ma\ have to go out. because women have come into the field.

Most recent arrival: A woman writer on the new Sid Caesar show

(through Ogilvy, Benson & Mather) to be sponsored on \BC T\ by

Helena Rubinstein.

Jo Lyons, red-haired ladv scripter. is writing the Imogene Coca

monologues. A pro with such show credits as her recent two-) ear

job with Godfrey, Jo has three thoughts to pass along to women

wanting to match her tv career:

1. Keep writing, whether you're selling or not. Everyone hits

dry times.

2. Be disciplined in \our work. "Creativity doesn't mean tan-

trum-."

3. "When working on a new show, you might as well write off

\ our social life."

Fashion tips for ad wives: Wives wb" complain their husbands

don l notice what the) wear might take a lesson from agency secre-

taries According to the girl-, admen prefer conservative clothes

but don't like hat>. except for formal occasions.
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NOTICE

TIMELY
INTEREST

(to advertisers, agencies

and the

television industry)

EFFECTIVE DECEMBER 1, 1957

WCDA-B-C, tho CES Basic Affiliate serving

Albany, Schenectady and Troy in New York

State's rich Northeast will switch from UHF
Channels 29 and 41 to

originating from the newest and tallest

tower east of the Mississippi (1,353 feet.)

Simultaneously, 438,000 TV homes

will know us as

* w ten *
ALBANY, NEW YORK

(Satellite Channel 19 will be retained to

serve Western Massachusetts.)

Naturally, in addition to the great CBS line-

up, we shall continue to offer the finest

available local originations as:

• Popeye • M-G-M Early Show

• M-Q-M Late

Theatre

9
... » ,

m
g3»
i • >

m
fiesta

UP News and
FAX Service

For availabilities, please call:

HARRINGTON, RIGHTER and PARSONS, Inc.

National Representatives

New York, Boston, Chicago, San Francisco, and Atlanta

w ten ALBANY • SCHENECTADY TROY

CHANNEL 10 CBS TELEVISION NETWORK • 8ASIC AFFILIATE

SPONSOR • 14 DECEMBER 1957 29



Know

Charlotte

by the

company

it keeps

Building Permits*, proof of

physical growth, show Charlotte

keeping company with many

"first fifty"! cities.

To give your product a major

build-up in a major market

use WBT Radio, the station that

exceeds its nearest Charlotte

competitor (NCS#2) by 711%

in total audience.

Official Cify Records. 1955

fStandard Metropolitan Area Population

Springfield $14,972,357 • Albany $15,691,576

• Charlotte $17,410,539 • New Haven

SI 1.079,986 • Bridgeport $7,828,580

Represented Nationally by CBS Radio Spot Sales

CHARLOTTE, N C.

Jefferson Standard
IlROADCASTINd COMPANY

^_L
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Agency Bjf Marketing:

Vital plus?
ii.li ir

or Hidden cost?

Clients are weighing agency marketing services

todav to determine how effective th<> arc and how agencies

should h<* paid for them. Say some big tv clients: Marketing

is important, hut agencies shouldn't sell it as package deal

I his week Coty, a multi-million cos-

metics firm, told SPONSOR why it had

chosen BBDO over Four other agencies.

"We bought their marketing," stat-

ed Bill Siegel, Cotj advertising di-

rector.

This $2 million print and air ad-

vertiser is trouble-ridden, running in

the red. Il look* toda\ to a major

c) for marketing guidance.

Just a couple of weeks earlier, ad-

mt'ii attending the 1 Vs Eastern Con-

vention were exposed as never before

to emphasis on agenc) marketing

ervices. Management-level agency ex-

ecutives said again and again: market-

ing i~ the keystone of the modern
agenc) (including executives from .1.

Walter Thompson, SSCB, McCann.
Erickson, B&B, C&w" and Erwin, Wa-
sey, Ruthraufi & Ryan I.

\ml \ on can look forward to at leasl

one major speech about marketing at

an) sizable gathering of the advertis-

ing fraternity during the months to

come. Everybod) toda) is gearing up

to expand marketing service.

Does this mean the much-talked

about "marketing agency" is set to

take over from its ancestor—the ad-

\ertising agency? The answer mav
turn out to he yes. But behind the

scenes, a number of large-budget t\

advertisers are reappraising agenc)

marketing services to find out just bow
valuable the) are to them and v. hat

the) should cost

Marketing is a part, perhaps the i i u-

rial part, of the complete reexamina-

tion of the client-agenc) working rela-

tionship now underwa) following the

preliminary Fre) report to W \ mem-
bers in Atlantic Citj

.

Vmong larger, multi-million dollar

advertisers, philosophic- mi

marketing contribution are split, with

some clients reflecting a view fir-t ex-

pressed public!) b) (General Foods' Ed

SPONSOR • 14 DECEMBER 1957 31



Client attitude toward marketing services

varies with the company's needs— as the two

case histories on these pages demonstrate

Ebel in .1 L956 W \ spee< li (a a iew

which he tells sponsor he adheres to

more firm!) toda) i
:

"The trend to the so-called 'market-

ing agencies' is eithei good or bad,

depending upon whal you mean b) a

marketing agent \ . If v <>u mean an

agenc) thai is being required i" per-

form marketing functions, 01 even plan

marketing functions, outside the realm

of advertising, merchandising and

possibl) sales promotion, then it s

bad."

Those advertisers \n I i «
»
tear that the

pendulum ma) have swung i<i<> far to-

ward specialized agencj marketing

services -av that these services are not

performed most efficient!) within the

agenc) for these reasons:

1. Major advertisers ha\e special-

ists "ii -tall whose sole function is to

perforin these marketing services.

Much <it the agenc) effort, the) feel,

is a duplication of their own.

"The agencies' marketing advice

can be a benchmark against which we
measure our own conclusions."* says

the advertising \.|>. of a package goods

eompanv spending more than $8 mil-

lion in tv. "It's always good to have

an outside view. But that's the extent

ot their contribution."

2. Few clients todav would sav that

an agenc) can create advertising in a

vacuum, devoid of marketing knowl-

edge. Hut some do say that an agency

is not equipped to give impartial coun-

sel in various areas of marketing.

"An agency's marketing report is

understandabl) prejudiced.'" says Rev-

Ion v.p. George Abrams. "The agenc)

has a natural tendenc) to place a posi-

tive note on their findings. For in-

stance, it is unlikel) to sav that a mar-

ket test for a new producl was a flop.

If at all possible, the agenc) would be

more likely to give a favorable report.

since a national campaign means an

> xpanded budget."

The advertising v.p. of a package

foods firm with a multi-million tv bud-

gel says he prefers that his organiza-

tion rather than the agency set up im-

portant trade deals and sales promo-

tion-, i He spoke particularly of re-

lated product promotions.) "Most

agencies natural!) prefer grouping two

of their own clients together, even if

another agency's client might be more

suitable for the promotion. There's a

degree ol reluctance about exposing

their own client to another agenc) bv

linking it with that agency's client.

But when we set up a deal within the

company, we 1 1 \ to marr) the best and

most suitable producl. regardless of its

agenc) affiliation."

'.i. \ number of large clients,

who" re dissatisfied with agenc) mar-

keting services, maintain that thev

would use them less criticallv if thev

were sold individuall) on a cost-plus

basi-.

"Currently, the large advertiser vir-

tuallv subsidizes these services which

are far more valuable to the smaller

client, says the top ad executive of a

multi-brand food company.
" \- things now stand, we use a num-

ber of the agency marketing services

because we spend a lot of money
through the agencies and we're en-

titled to these services in return. If we

didn't use them, the cost of using these

agencies would not be any less to us.

This is a way of forcing a package

deal of various services on us. which
we would not necessarilv buv individ-

uall) from the agencies."

Man) other large clients stress the

importance of having advertising agen-

cies intimatel) involved in all a-pect-

of marketing. Says Bristol-Myers' ad-

vertising v.p. Don Frost: "Our agen-

cies have always participated in dis-

tribution, new product development

and pricing. They need to do this to

do a good job in advertising. The
agencies also make recommendations-

about our packaging as part of their

over-all function, but we generally

work with outside packaging outfits in

developing new packaging concepts.""

4. Some of the major clients feel

that the recent stress on marketing

services by agencies is partially in-

spired by self-justification.

"Today the agencies are juggling

these services to make up large tv com-

missions," the advertising director of a

giant drug company told sponsor.

"Many large advertisers aren't satis-

fied with the services because they're

getting them crammed down their

throats. We have to pay for them
whether we use them or not. since

"VITAL PLUS"
Advertising director off medium - size drug company:

"'We want all the agency marketing service- we can get. Since the bulk of our

budget is in -pot tv, we need to be continuously in touch with our trade to-

make sure our advertising weight is in the right places. A large agency's-

regional offices and marketing field men >ii\ e us an additional link with the

trade and retailers that our sales force alone couldn't provide.

"If we didn't get agency marketing service-, we would have to buy them orr

the outside since our company could not afford to staff with enough special-

ists to handle all the work internally. At a major agency, experienced iir

marketing, we get the thinking of high-salaried experts with extensive back-

ground in our products that we could not afford to maintain on staff.

"We get much of the agency's marketing thinking as part of the agency's

service in return for the commission we pay. Our spot tv strategy, for in-

stance, is based on the agency's over-all marketing thinking—on the pricing

and distribution of our products in so far as these affect the type of con-

sumer- we want to reach. Beyond that, the agency makes price and distribu-

tion recommendations based on it- broad experience in our line. These recom-

mendations are more objective, well-rounded than any made by company men.

"We like to have the agency's ad\ice on new product introductions. It can

do the kind of market testing that can save us hundreds of thousands of

dollars before we ever go into m;is- production for any new product or line."



there are no rebates t"i oui enoi mous

commissions il we don i use extra

set \ ices.

Agencies justif) the commission sys

tern bj claiming high operating costs

and citing marketing services, bul as

the Frej reporl indi< ated, .1 substan

tial minorit) <>l admen w ould pi efei to

|i.n I'M .ill -i-i \ ii es "ii .1 1 ost-plus ba-

sis. Vbove all, man) would likr the

freedom i" choose w hich Bei \ v es thej

want pel l"i tned outside the company

ami w here the) should In- done.

.">. I>\ plunging hip-deep into mar-

keting areas which air nol theii pri-

mar) function, agencies ma) be mak-

ing themselves more vulnerable I" cli-

ent dissatisfaction, some admen wain.

For instance, an agenc) ma) be doing

perfectl) competent ami creative ad-

vertising work l<n an account, but its

marketing advice in areas "I distribu-

tion and trade deals might !><• faulty.

This type of situation could cause ten-

sions within tlic account group that

might have been avoided it the agenc)

had kept out of ultra-specialized realms

of marketing in the first place.

\\ hat's the other side of the storj ?

"Even if an agency's marketing rec-

ommendations in specific areas are <>IT.

the agenc) is -till judged primaril) on

Market i "- "'•' i*>i topi* 11 1
\

i..-i - as (I to r.) \\ v\ Mulve) -. nioi

I \l mi Ii.in. media » p.,
vv| B. More ti

in 1111 1 1
.

-in II

C&W; 1 K It. m,

• hi mi 111 11 keting than in

it- advertising not on the mat k( 1 ing

services, says Bill Siegel, Cot) ad

director.

"Besides, an agenc) due- tend to in-

crease it- hold on a client through its

marketing function. I he closei and

more intimatel) it operates with the

client, the more likel) it is i" do an

expert j<>l> in its advertising."

Anticipating varied client need-.

some large agencies which offer ma:i\

"HIDDEN COST"
Advertising director of a package foods giant:

"The agencies
1

marketing services duplicate much thai we do ourselves within

the company; yet we pa) for the maintenance of these services whether we

use them or not. Sinn- we're big network t\ clients, the agencj throws in

a number of marketing services such as -nun- test marketing; market re-

search projects; new product and distribution counsel. \nd the) don't charge

ns an extra fee for them, possibl) because mir network t\ shows are outside

packages on which the agencies get a sizable commission. But we dim 1

have a red free choice as to whether we should use these agenc.) services 01

buy them elsewhere. If we don't use them, we're -till in effect paying the

agem \ for them. ^ ct the ageneies tend to justif\ the size of ^ro-~ income in

commissions from hi:: clients like us bj pointing to marketing service-.

"Some agencj marketing services are \er> effective, whether the> duplicate

our own efforts or not. But we don't want to he forced to bit) a package

deal. We'd like to he able to bu\ such services individually, either from

an outside source or from the agency and pay for them on a cost-plus ba-is.

Their main value to us is as a benchmark against which to cheek our own staff.

"Agency marketing counsel tends to he prejudiced in many area-. For example,

an agency is unlikely to make a bail report on a test market operation, because

the size of the advertising appropriation depend- on such test marketing."

marketing services are packaging some
• it these individuall) and on a fee

basis. \ notable example is M< (

I in kson, which has built both it- pub-

lie relations and marketing services

into \\h«p||\ independent subsidiaries;

both agenc) cli< nts and non-clients 1 an

bu) these sen ices.

MeCann does have marketing ex-

perts for it- client- right within the

agency's account service group to give

marketing advice, for which < lients do

not pa) an extra fee. If the) require a

major research project in area- of

marketing, however, the) can call

upon the marketing sul sidiar) on a

fee basis.

A major testimon) to the value of

agenc) marketing services: the fact

that -nine of the most sophisticated

ami largest advertisers use these serv-

ices mosl extensh el) ; this despite

theii own huge marketing staffs. P&G
i* the outstanding example.

Vmong the big advantages ol agen-

c) marketing services cited b) adver-

tisers who use them mosl air the fol-

low ing

:

1. \gen< \ marketing men often

draw mi a broader background than

the client - nun marketing men. Agen-

cies will hire as marketing experts

men who've had broad sales and sales

administration experience with various

companies in the product line to which

lhe\ are assigned.

2. In toda\ - competitive market,

agencies need -olid marketing bat k-

ground to put their advertising effort

in the proper perspective and make it

pa\ off.

3. VgenC) marketing acts as a

balance against the client's effort. ^
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THE MAYPO MARKETING MIRACLE

«
iove those pixies, but they

"Marky" storyboard is reviewed by Bryan Houston agency executives (1. to r.): Bob Philpott,

Maltex Co. account exec; Jules Bundgus, tv/radio manager; and John Van Horson, account

supervisor. Maypo is using three animated commercials, a similar series is set fur Maltex

sell?"

That thought has Hashed through the

minds of countless advertisers as they

watched an animated commercial

dance its way across a viewing-room

screen.

To find out what makes successful

animation commercials click, SPONSOR

went to a firm that has found outstand-

ing sales success with them, Maltex

Co.. Burlington, Vt., a subsidiary of

Heublein, Inc. The cereal manufac-

turer is enjoying sales unprecedented

in its history as the result of the

award-winning Maypo commercial it's

running in spot tv.

It's just a little over a year ago that

Maypo. a maple-flavored hot oat cere-

al, hit the spot tv circuit in New Eng-

land and upper New York state with

its unusual, one-minute sales message.

Maypo's history up to that time had

been anything but spectacular. The
product was developed by Maltex Co.

in 1950. Since then it had been

pushed, at various times, in every ex-

isting advertising medium other than

spot tv—without success.

But the new tv commercial turned

the tide and Maypo enjoyed a meteoric

rise in popularity that has:

• Boosted sales an average of 78%
l it was as high as 186% in some mar-

kets).

• Debunked the marketing theory

that you can't sell today's kids on hot

cereals.

• Sparked a unique package rede-

sign project. "Marky," star of the

Maypo commercials, has become the

SPONSOR • 14 DECEMBER 1957



Maypo was a hoi cereal with a cold Bales record until

a ImhIiIn original animated commercial and spol t%

turned the tide. Toda) (I) seven nem cities lia\<- been

added to the i\ advertising picture, (2) sales are up 75%

new logotype, possibl) tin- first time a

i\ commercial charactei lias ^ . i i

n

«m 1

this stature.

• Caused Maypo Oats to drop all

other advertising in Favor ol spot i\.

• Resulted in a companv decision

to expand Maypo —
|

> < ( t\ ti> other mar-

ket areas starting with the L957-58 hoi

cereal Beason lasl Septembei

,

• l.rd the New Pngland firm t<> tr\

the same commercial approach in it-

Maltex advertising.

Marketing obstacles: Maltex Co.

faces two principal problems in mar-

keting Ma\po: il) the popularity of

cold cereal with kid-, and 1,2) the fad

that hoi cereal can onl) be sold in the

nation's cold-weather areas.

" [Tie second one we can't do an) -

thing about—that's dictated b\ the

weather," sa\- Bob Philpott, Maltex

Co. account executive at the Bryan

Houston agency. "Hut the firsl one is

something we've been able to conquer

through our commercial l>\ making

children want to try Maypo. Once the)

ii\ it the taste create- repeal sales,

the adman told sponsor.

Competition from other leading hot

i deals, including Quaker Oats, Cream
0' Wheat, and Wheatena is another of

Maypo's problems. Maypo is striving

hard against these competitors and is

hanking on it- -pot t\ campaign to

swing the sales scale. Philpott and

account supervisor John Van Horson

both state "the Maypo success is the

biggest tiling to hit the hot cereal line

in years, and our sales prove it.

Distribution also posed difficulties

before the t\ i ampaign « itli t fi»- new

commercial. Although the firm bas

Bolid brokei setups as a resull "I it-

Maltex cereal, a stead) sellei foi ovei

>u \ear-. food chain- were dropping

Maypo because of poor shelf move-

ment. "They're all back with us now,

however, as a resull of consume] de-

mands created l>\ the t\ i ampaign,"

says Philpott. "And it'- the commer-
cial that accounts for the campaign
-in i

(--." he adds.

The key: What made this commercial

a successful sales boo-li i
'. Nan Hor-

son, Philpott and Bryan Houston's t\

radio manager Jules Bundgus all sa)

'"Kids and parents alike not only en-

joy, but identif\ with the commercial

situation and its central figure-."

\\ h\ do the) ? ( reatoi John Hub-

lex. Storyboard, Inc.. owner, believes

it - because the film meet- the basic

requirement for a good animated car-

toon commercial

:

'"It plays humoi around a human

situation related to the product.'

Marky, the commercial's star attrac-

tion, is a cartoon edition ol Vmerica -

favorite menace—the small son. The

situation in one ol the three film- is a

typical breakfast table scene in thou-

sands of homes dail) .

\- the commercial starts Maik\ i-

being subjected to several brand- ol

cajoler) from his father to make him

give up his object of attention (an

oversized cowboy bat
I

and eal his

breakfast cereal. \- described b) Ne*

V>rk Herald Tribune's t\ critic John

Crosby, "The plug i- full of deliciousl)

nam
< on bo; li.ii

^*
fathei offers i ereal. D - the liai .

lliiWliailiWflMl
al in\ li.il

At aiAa

sel c( clamped jaw - make I athi i

Maypo himseli «iili "N»'k. Dadd] i

Mark) sees Dad's i tioi tries il loo

tMHH1
.

yells "I want

v
m

^mfiftWTL
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Maypo is spending $350,000 on 4-2 stations to

make kids in 19 markets forget cold cereals

!iiiiii\ ami true child psychology thai

will appeal to everyone who has c-lii!-

dren . . . and kid- howl at it. too.

Crosbj was so taken with the commer-

cial that In- devoted one-third of his

column, usuall) given to show reviews,

to the Ma\ po film.

Hubley, who served hi> apprentice-

ship with Wall Disnej from 1936-1941

ami worked on such animated cartoon

spectaculars as Bambi and Fantasia,

gave sponsor this behind-the-scenes

anal) sis:

"This commercial had to appeal to

kid-, so il was iliJiic from their point

o| \icu. \lark\ couldn't be a 'brat'-

Vlark) had to be a child as childrt n

see themselves.

" \l>o. the situation had to be one

the child was Familiar with, hut not

something so serious that a similar oc

currence in real-life would breed hos-

tilitv between the child and hi> parent.

Not-eating scenes are common to chil-

dren and aren I regarded seriouslj h\

them."

Realit\ was another of Hubley 's

goals in the Maypo commercials. "He

even used his own four-\ ear-old sons

voice lor Marky," states account exec-

utive Philpott. "At one point Mark)

mispronounces energj a> 'egnergy.'

John s son said it that \\a\ during re-

cording and it sounded real: it was

ki-|i| in."

Hubley has these tips for advertisers

considering the use of animated car-

toon commercials:

• "Make the human (dements your

central theme and I uild around them.

It - these elements that draw people to

watch t\ shows in the first place— your

commercial should capitalize on this

fact.

• Keep your selling points to two

at the most. preferabU one."

The \la\po commercials prime copy

point is: "It tastes like maple sugar

candy." The line is delivered 1>\

Mark) in the context of the situation,

not as an aside or a direct sell to the

tv audience.

"I want m\ Maypo" is always Mar-

ks'* tagline in the commercial. And
it's rapidly becoming a household b\ -

word with the vounger set these da\s.

from all reports. Br) an Houston's

Bundgus, who worked closer) with

Huble\ in the development of the Mav-
po films sa\s. "That line even turned

up at a football game in Boston re-

cently when an entire band section

yelled it from the grandstand."

La>l season s success with the com-

mercial has resulted in the produc-

tion of two new Maypo films, both of

them introduced in all 19 Ma\ po mar-

ket area- last month. Stor) hoard. Inc.

charges about $125-$150 a foot for the

films (90 feet to the minute).

Marky packaging: The t\ commer-
cial also has affected the future pack-

aging of Maypo. Despite the fact that

the present cereal package is only one

year old, Maypo is working on a new
carton that will feature Markv. com-

plete with outsized cowboj hat. as its

logotype. "This, as far as I know, is

the first time a tv commercial has bred

a character that became the logo in

product packaging." Philpott told

sponsor. Harry Lapow Associates is

designing the new: carton.

The present package is a gaih col-

ored box with plenty of kid-appeal: it

features on it:- front panel a king-size

cartoon drawing of a young boy hap-

I Please turn to page 75)

"Marky" is featured in Maypo store displays

I want

Maypo

Strategists for Maypo are Heublein Inc.

execs 1 1, to r. I: Ed Gerbic, advertising

v.p. and foods division general manager:

Frank Marshall, ad director; and Floyd

James, sales manager of the fund- di\i-

sion. Store displaj and "I want my

Maypo" button, above, capitalize <>n the

now-famed Marks television commercial



How time of day, campaign duration and frequency affect radio costs
Baaed on one-minute announcement rates '00 • time daytime rate

COST PER ANNOUNCEMENT
D.iytimc E .» r 1 v mornil 'noon 'flg

One-time rata KMKy III', 959!

12 announcements per week
13 week* 75' , 87'

i
68<

i

26 „eek. 71 81 64

39 v*«'«'kw 70 81 61

52 weeks 68 78 Ul

2 1 announcements per week

13 week* 64% 7(>' ; 58%

26 weeks 63 73 56

39 weeks 62 72 56

52 weeks 60 70 55

QUICK SPOT RADIO ESTIMATOR

For the timebuyer and

client ad nijrr. who wants

a rapid-fire cost estimate

on a spot campaign, here

is the new yardstick just

completed by Katz Agency

SPONSOR • 1 I ni'( EMBER L95 i

his week, a new spol radio tool foi

timebuyers goes into production. \\ hen

it mils dlT the printing presses in mid-

December, read) for distribution,

agenc) buyers and clienl ad managers

will have on their desks a quick calcu-

lator for estimating their radio cam-

paign budgets.
"'

I he Spol Radio Budgel I stimator'

is tin- result of two months of careful

research, tabulating, checking and re-

hecking at t h«- kat/ Agenc) station

representatives firm in New York. Hie

project was directed l>\ Daniel Denen-

holz, K.at/ vice president in charge "I

research • promotion, and tabulating

was done l>\ Pamela Burke, <d M~
staff. I In- estimator will be printed in

relative!) the same format as the
"v |>"t

l\ Advertising i <<-\ Summar) which

Kat/ resean h has been bringing out

annuall) for some years.

In fact ii was the t\ < < -( summar)
thai led to this attempt to dupli< ate it

for spol radio. Both agenc) time-

buyers and Kat/ time salesmen have

been asking for a comparable yard-

stii k foi radio estimating. Vs Denen-

holz saw it. the things that made a

radio estimator more complex to un-

dertake than t\ were the man) more
stations involved in each market as

well as the wide differences in rate

cards. Bui after months ol exploring

the idea, a base was established from

which to take off.

Here are the ground rules that

govern the spol radio budgel calcula-

17



SPOT RADIO ESTIMATOR con

tions. (The charts l"i which thej

appl\ appear in complete detail on

these pages.)

• Tin- entire Bummar) is based on

the cost <>f one-minute announcements

in L50 markets. It i- designed for fig-

uring quick estimates on spot radio

campaign budgets. It i- not. Denen-

holz point out. "intended to take the

place ol individual station rate caul-.

I'm specific rates, tlie-e should lie con-

sulted.

• Costs shown for each market are

based on the usr nf one station in each

market.

• Markets are ranked in the order

of the largest daytime weekly circula-

tion in each market based on NCS #2,
as furnished to Katz Agenc\ in a spe-

cial tabulation made by A. C. Nielsen

Co. Rates shown for each market are

those of the station used as the basis

of the market ranking. Markets are

ranked— not 1>\ straight population of

Preview : Katz Agency's Pamela Burke (1)

and Vice President Dan Denenholz (r) ex-

plain radio estimator to \nn Janowicz and

Matt Kane of Ogilvy, Benson & Mather

the market proper—but by the cover-

age of the station which has been

selected as its base.

• Since the rates tabulated are

those of the station in each market

with the largest daytime weekly circu-

lation, they tend to reflect, according

to Denenholz, the highest cost station.

• It shows for each market the cost-

per-announcement based on a weekday

schedule of 12 one-minute announce-

ments per week for 13 weeks in each

of three time classifications: earlj

morning-late afternoon— 7 to 9 a.m..

1 to 6 p.m. t where a.m. and p.m. rates

differed, rates have been averaged);
i Please turn to page l<>

I

38

Markets <al

Cost -per-announcement basedV
To convert tar greater freq

Early Morning- One-time
Late Aft. (b) Daytime (c) Evening (d) Daytim

New York, N. Y. $100.75 $ 66.00 S 66.(10 $ 80

Chicago, 111. 78.00 -,:,.oo 55.00 75

Detroit, Mich. 106.88 106.88 106.88 125

Los Angeles. Calif. 60.00 60.00 60.00 75

Cincinnati, Ohio 64.00 18.00 18.00 80

Pittsburgh, Pa. 57.38 42.00 28.00 60

Boston, Mass. -.l.nii 40.00 28.00 50

Minneapolis-St. Paul. Minn. .Vi no 59.00 53.00 85

St. Louis, Mo. 63.75 63.75 53.13 85|
Philadelphia, Pa. 64.13 48.60 32.40 601

Total 1st 10 Ma rkets s 704.89 $ 589.23 $ 530.41 $ 775^
Fort Worth, Tex. 25.50 25.50 25.50 5(J

San Francisco, Calif 45.50 i.V0tl 35.00 50|
Nashville, Tenn. 43.00 40.00 71.00 500

Des Moines, la. 46.00 34.00 IT.oii

Atlanta, Ga. 45.58 37.50 37.50

Denver, Colo. 32.30 32.30 32.30

Louisville, Ky. 41.63 41.63 ii/,.;

Dallas, Tex. 34.40 21.60 21.60

Milwaukee, Wise. 44.89 44.89 44.89

New Orleans, La. 24.00 32.00 16.00

Total 1st 20 Markets $1,087.69 $ 933.65 $ 872.83 $1,2431

Cleveland, Ohio 17.00 17.00 17.00

Kansas City, Mo. 40.00 33.00 23.00

Buffalo, N. Y. 11.71 18.48 38.48

301

40<

45(

Charlotte, N. C. 36.00 32.00 24.00

Baltimore, Md. 23.43 20.08 26.78

Hartford, Conn. 17.03 47.03 47.03

Memphis, Tenn. 21.60 21.60 21.60

Raleigh, N. C. 35.25 25.29 25.29

Omaha, Neb. 31.50 28.00 14.00

Washington, D. C. 42.00 26.00 26.00

Total 1st 30 Markets $1,423.24 $1,222.13 $1,136.01

Schenectady, N. Y. 36.34 36.34 36.34

Birmingham, Ala. 16.00 16.00 16.00 201

Oklahoma City, Okla. 29.50 25.00 16.00 331

San Antonio. Tex. 25.49 17.00 17.00 35!

Seattle, Wash. 22.25 19.50 16.50

Wheeling, W. Va. 24.00 21.00 14.00 351

Fort Wayne. Ind. 27.77. 21.68 21.68

Indianapolis, Ind. 25.00 20.00 11.00

Cedar Rapids, la. 25.75 23.50 15.00

Tulsa, Okla. 24.44 18.00 12.00

Total 1st 40 Markets $1,679.76 $1,440.36 $1,314.53

Yankton, S. D. 24.00 24.00 21.00

Shreveport, La. 23.90 23.90 23.90

Rochester. N. ^ . 34.20 34.20 34.20

Portland, Ore. 21.00 21.00 21.00

Houston, Tex. :u.(Ki 25.00 15.00

Richmond. \ a. 26.40 24.80 12.80

Topeka, Kans. 24.00 18.00 18.00

Providence, R. I. 25.00 20.00 20.00

Salt Lake City, Utah ii r, 26.60 26.60

s\ racuse, N. Y 16.20 16.20 16J20

Total 1st 50 Markets $1,935.91 $1,673.85 $1,526.23

I

1

- ised K the bast rate <100*#> in Uie Kstimatirtf Formula. (Rates used ic

this summary ami in the formula are from Ortober 1£*T»" SRDS.)
(a) Markets are ranked in order of the larg«t Daytime Weekly Circulation (NCS *2) afallaHe

in each market



MBkday schedule of 12 one-minute announcements per week.for 13 Aweeks

Mr,itiun apply the formula on page 37 to the one time ilaytimr rair.

•rktti (a)

Early

Lite

Morning-
Aft b> Daytime i c i EvrninK 1 d 1

One-time Rate'
Daytime c 1

|Omery, Ma. $ 11.00 $ 11.00 $ 11.00 $ 15.00

ghVld. Mo 9.00 9.00 9.00 18.00

gstown, Ohio 16 ,,i L4.00 14.00 18.50

villr. Tenn. 20.63 L6.25 16.25 24.00

19.88 L6.00 L6.00 20.00

., N. D. 14.03 11.20 16.85 13.20

bus, Ohio 23.75 22.50 10.12 25 00

in. ( Ihio 22.00 19.00 |9.(M) 22 00

m, Va. 16.28 1 1.96 9.00 17.00

R m It, \rk. 1 l.ill 12.00 6.00 16.00

>tal 1st 60 Markets $2,103.28 51,819.76 $1,653.75 $2,426.70

Be, vl Iti.'Wi 16.96 26.00

mrnto. I lalif. 1.3.50 '-.'in :,'»; 21.00

rillo, 1 ex. 12.75 11.00 11.00 15 00

lit.i. K .i 1
1

-

11.80 11.80 11.80 16.50

ni. I'l. i. 25.IM) 1 LOO 14.00 20.00

iari-k. N. D. 11.00 11.(Ml 11.00 15.00

M i--. 7.50 7.50 7.50 10.00

iquerque, N. M. 12.00 10.80 10.80 18.00

Joseph. Mn. 10.8.5 10.8.1 10.83 15.00

ipa. ll.i. 14.00 MLmi 12.00 14.00

otol 1st 70 Markets $2,244.26 $1,933.55 $1,768.57 $2,597.20

imhia, S. C. 12.75 10.50 6.75 14.00

mo, Calif. 17.15 l :..:o 13.30 21.00

hit., Kails, Tex. 11.00 11.00 11.00 12.00

deston, W. \ .i Ui.no 15.20 15.20 19.00

nth, Minn. 12.00 11.25 11.25 15.00

risburg, Pa. 13.60 13.60 13.60 16.00

dgeport, Conn. 21.88 17.50 10.50 20.00

on, Ohio 12.50 10.00 12.00 15.00

it. Mich. 11.75 10.00 7.50 15.00

fwnix, \ri/. 8.78 8.78 :: ;:• 12.00

Total 1st 80 Markets $2,381.67 $2,054.68 $1,878.45 $2,756.20

lama/iNi. Mich.

Bington, Del.

1 l.'xi

li).75

I 1.90

9.50

I 1.90

~9T5(T

idoah, la. 10.1M) 10.00 5.00

17.50

12.00

15.00

Hburg. Kans. 7.80 7.50 7.50 10.20

and Rapids. Mich. 12.00 9.40 6.00 14.00

Ha. 10.00 H.i in 8.00 9.00

lie, Ind. 10.00 10.00 10.00 14.00

.lis, S. D. 6.50 6.50 6.50 15.00

nth Bend. Ind. 13.00 13.00 13.00 15.00

ythe\ille. \rk. 3.50 3.50 3.50 5.00

Total 1st 90 Markets $2,480.12 52,146.98 $1,962.35 $2,882.90

ranion. Pa. 10.67 10.67 10.67 15.00

wrtanl.urg. S. • . 11.80 10.60 10.60 12.50

>ck Mand, 111. 16.00 16.00 12.oo 20.00

inland. Me. 8.10 8.40 8.10 12.00

iaumont, Tex. 8.25 8.25 6.60 15.00

lina. Kans. 6.05 6.05 6.05 7.20

Otcester, Mass. 18.36 18.36 18.36 24.00

oanoke, Va. 10.50 10.50 10.50 13.00

in Diego. Calif. 8.00 7.50 10.50 11.20

adison. Wise. 6.50 S.85 S.85 10.00

Total 1st 100 Markets $2,584.65 $2,249.16 $2,061.88 $3,022.80

Markets ' j I

Early Mtmmr.
Late Aft b Daytimi c E v ( n i n K d

One lime Rati

Daytime 'c i

1 lllll \ \ llll , k.! v 1, .11 $ 6 IO « 8.40 5 9 00

Alexandria, La. 7.00 9.00

Mai on 11 ,11 14.50 18 00

< rreenville, S. C. 10.63 10.6 10.63 12.50

Huntington, W. Va 9.00 12 00

1 .nun. nil. W . \ 9.60 9.00

Durham, N. C. 6.00 6.00 10.00

i .mil. n. i Ihio 8.50 8.50 10.00

\\ inston-Salem, N. < . 8. .ii 8.50 10 0*

Baton 1 1 • • 1

1 u' * -

. 1 .i. B.OO B.00 10 00

Total 1st 110 Markets 52,671.28 52,332.75 52,146 66 53,132 30

(-rand l-laml. \i-li. 10.80 i 60 12 00

Savannah, 1 i
12 00

Jamestown, V D. 1 1.00 10.00

I .i. .n 1! i\ . \\ 1-. 1 1.00

Johnson City, Tenn. 7.50 10.00

< hattanooga, Tenn. K.80 1 1.00

1 exington, Ky. 6.00 6.00 8.50

Wilkes-Barre, Pa. 9.00 10.00

i olb) . Kans. 9.60 12.00

\. » pi.ri \i-u~, \ a. 1 l.'.o 1 l.'.o 11.50 14 00

Total 1st 120 Markets 52,759.73 S2.418.80 52,211.11 S3, 242 80

Binghampton, \. J . 9.96 11.25

Bangor, Me. 7.50 7.50 7.50 10.00

Quincy, 111. 10.70 10.70 10.70 13.50

1 .in < lairc. \\ : 7.05 9.25 I.8.". 5.00

\\ eslaco, Tex. 9.35 5.00 5.00 11.00

Utica, N. Y. 13.25 6.75 6.75 15.25

Asheville, N. C. 7.KO 7.KO 7.80 9.75

Billings, Mont. K.I Ml 8.00 11.00 10 oc

\\ itrrloo, la. 8.00 8.00 8.00 15. 0C

Vllentown, Pa. 6.75 6.75 '. 75 12. 0C

Total 1st 130 Markets $2,848.09 $2,497.47 52,288.38 53,355.51

New Haven, Conn. 10.25 7.50 7.-.0 12. 0C

Saginaw. Mich. 6.50 6.50 6.50 10. OC

Augusta, Ga. 7.20 7.20 7.20 10. OC

Lubboi k, Tex. 7.05 6.10 6.10 8.0C

^i..M\ ( it v. la. 8.75 8.75 8.75 14. 0C

Mobile, Ma. 7.00 7.00 11.25 10. 0C

Clarksburg. W. Va. 5.75 5.75 5.75 7.5(

Peoria, 111. 12.50 13.00 9.75 17.5(

New 1 lm. Minn. 5.00 5.00 6.5(

1 rington, Neb. 8.00 B.00 8.00 11.51

Total 1st 140 Markets $2,926.09 $2,572.27 52,359.18 S3, 462. 5:

1 .111- in u. Mirh. 7.65 7.65 :.».-. 9. 0<

Jacksonville, Fla. 8.50 7.00 7.00 10.01

Harrisonburg, \ a. 7.65 5.00 5.00 8.0'

Middletown, Ohio 7.50 7.50 7.50 12.0*

( harleston, S. C. 6.85 4.42 4.42 8.0

Boise, Ida 10.20 4.96 4.96 9.0

M.i-..ii ( ity. la. 10.70 10.70 10.70 13.5

I ima. Ohio 9.00 9.00 9.00 12.0

Monroe, La. 6.00 6.00 6.00 7.5

1 a < r.—i. Wi-i . 7.20 7 a i 9.0

Total 1st 150 Markets S3, 007. 34 S2,641.70 52,428.61 $3,560.5

(b) Averace of the rates between 7 AM and 9 AM and between 4 PM an:

(c) Rate In effect for tie. most hours between 9 AM and 4 PM.
(d) Rate in effect for the most hours between 6 PM and 11 PM. 39



HOW CAN YOU MONITOR SPOT TV?

An ex-ad manager faced this problem, came up with

the idea of using shut-ins to keep the cost down. The new

service will be set up in 125 markets hy end of the year

I I i- one of tin- ironies of the televi-

sion commercial thai though it ma}

leave a more or less permanent dent in

the viewer's conscii>u-ne~.>. it leaves no

permanent record elsewhere.

In ni(»( cases the only evidence the

advertiser has that a commercial has

been aired at all is the station's say-so.

While there is no question of the in-

tegritj of the \a~t majority of video

outlets, there is a surprising variety

of commercial snafus that can bedevil

even the best-intentioned broadcaster.

There are a number of services that

tape the audio portion of tv plugs to

holster the client's right to make-goods

or settlements when a commercial is

i I i not run. (2 1 not run in the right

time period or (3) not run properly.

Recently, another service with a new

twist threw its hat in the tv monitor-

ing ring with a claim of being the

only operation of its kind.

Its name is National Tv Monitoring

Corp., run by a young (28) ex-adver-

tising manager and construction super-

visor. He is Kenneth Jaffe. who set

up the firm after he himself ran up

against the continuing headache: How
can I find out (economically) what's

happening to my tv commercials?

Jaffe feels he has the problem of

28-year-old Kenneth Jaffe, president of National IS Monitor Corp., explains to polio

victim how to time l\ commercials properly. NTMC uses two monitor- to check each com-

i.il. charges S.'J per plug la little over 82 on a retainer basis) and S.i per half-hour show

economy prett) well licked. The price

to monitor one commercial is $3. For

monitoring a full half-hour including

opening and closing plugs, the charge

is $5. Km clients who have an exten-

sive schedule to be checked, there is a

retainei schedule which can bring the

price for individual tv commercials

down to a little over $2.

The tape service charges run from

around ST.50 to s2<>. Firms doing this

include Broadcast \d\ertisers Reports,

Radio Reports and Longstreet. BAR.
for example, charges $7.50 per com-

mercial for subscribers to its tv reports

(which cover 20 markets plus network

tv taped in New 'i ork I but discourages

extensive business from non-subscrib-

ers. While the tape services provide

no reports on the \ isual part of video

commercials. thev can offer verbatim

transcripts of the commercials.

In the age of automation and elec-

tronic wonders, NTMC relies on a

comparatively primitive method: peo-

ple watching the tv set and writing a

report. To answer right off the natural

question of who monitors the moni-

tors, a key fact here is that Jaffe uses

two people—unknown to each other

—

to watch each commercial or program.

At present. Jaffe has monitors oper-

ating in 75 markets. Bv the end of the

year, he expects to have 125 covered.

All of the top 20 and 40 of the top 50

markets have monitors working or in

training.

NTMC adds a twist of social con-

sciousness to its service. All of its

monitors are handicapped people.

There are about 200 on the payroll

right now.

"While were happy we can use

handicapped people, said Jaffe, '"the

original idea in employing them was

that thev would do a better job. And

it's turned out very well. They're

grateful for the money, of course. But.

more important, they're grateful for

the opportunity to be of some use to

somebody. You have no idea yvhat

that means to a handicapped person.

In a number of cases, yve have given

them their first chance to do respon-

sible work. They re eager to do a

good job. to prove they can do a good

job."

About H0 r
r of the monitors are po-

40 SPONSOR 14 DECEMBER 1957



lin ( ases. Most "I them have had high

-< I I ..i college educations, jane said.

Before theii reports are used, 1 1 1
«

-

i r i • • 1 1 1 1 >
i - are ii ained bj an \ I \l(

' man

and i-'i\ en pra< tii e ex| ei ience w iili

< 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 \ requests.

I In- infoi mat ion pro* ided in NTM(
reports generally Bhows {

I
I

whether

tin imen ial ran, (2) w hether ii

ran in the right time Blot, (3) whethei

it was the coi reel commercial, < I '

h hether there were an) obi ioua I"" 1

boos, such a- .i failure in the sound,

signs lit !• I upside down, etc. and i 5 <

whether it- length was correct.

N I \l( . which got underway in Sep.

tember, ig now monitoring f < » i the fol-

lowing clients: Ballantine, Chunk]

chocolate, Cocoa Marsh, American

Character Doll, Remco
I a to) firm i

.

Blumenthal Bros. > a cand) firm I and

a mail order outfit l>\ the name <>i

White House Co., which sells records.

Jaffe has found clients interested in

Imili live and film commercials. Bal-

lantine, which spots Ziv's Highway Pa-

trol in tin- east, uses film plugs in the

syndicated show, but live commercials

in it- football coverage. Similarly,

Chunky, now in about l"> markets,

want- checks on 1 > < > t Ii film commercials
in Foreign Legionnaire and live spots

in children's shows.

It i- nil coincidence that some of

Jaffe's customers have been using bar-

tered time. He expects to line up a

substantia] li-t of customers in the

time-for-programing area. While Jaffe

has no reason for believing that corn-

men ial- placed in bartered time are

an\ more <>f a problem than more con-

ventional buys, he is aware that bar-

tered time clients are apt to be more
WOl ried.

I In- kind- ill problems that crop up,

however, go beyond the concern of the

bartered time buyer that he gets what

he paid for.

Jaffe cited the example of Cocoa

Marsh. "The) use live announce-

ments, he explained, "and the) speci-

fy to the station that the announcer in-

clude a part in which he drink- the

product. Our monitors are told to

look for this and indicate whether oi

not these instructions were carried

out."

He also mentioned the ease of a cli-

ent whose film commercials, bicycled

around the country, did not reach a

particular station in time. It so hap-

pened the station had on it- shelves a

commercial which the client had run

i Please turn to page 16)
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AN EDITORIAL
WHAT WE MEAN BY
RATING MADNESS

Oui two-page editorial in .i recenl Issue titled

Rating Madness has aroused so much inquiry,

excitement and conjecture that we feel called upon

to clarify one oi two points and elaborate on others.

We arc nut opposed t" ratings as a \ it 1
1 stand-

ard <>i mean- ol program evaluation. \\ <• considei

-nine such -\-tcm neee--.u\. I -ed jml i < i < >n-l \ . rat-

ings tell the air advertiser more about the audience

he i- buying than an) other medium provides.

\\ c are utterly opposed, however, to a climate in

w liieh ratings are all that exist

!

We deplore inflexible formulas set up by agen-

cies and advertisers which ignore variables that

might be involved in the buying process and

which frequently make automatons oi aide men

and women.

We consider the fluctuation oi program ratings

i in some cases producing a topsy-turvy situation

from rating to rating) to be unhealthy and de-

structive in the buying process. We are especially

disturbed over the life-and-death hold that rating

point- exert over network television programs.

We decry the confusion oi multiple rating sys

terns and urge thai every mean- be explored to

minimize tlii- confusion by clear explanation oi

the objective and method employed by each rating.

We fight for a healthy rating climate and an in-

dustry climate in which ratings are evaluated and

utilized in their proper prospective.

—EDITOR AND PUBLISHER

II



EXICO'S PROFIT POTENTMfci

Most of the $50 million

spent on advertising

in Mexico conies from U. S.

giants who have found rich

market of young, alert,

middle class consumers

by Jane Pinkerton

MEXICO CITY

f\n American marketing giant—

which spends many millions of dollars

each year on consumer advertising for

its packaged goods—is finding that

Mexico pays far bigger dividends than

the U. S. on its advertising investment.

Some 20% of this company's pro-

ductivity is centered in Mexico yet

more than 65% of its net profit comes

from there. Why? This is the ques-

tion man) marketing men and adver-

tising professionals are asking.

Federal taxes are part of the answer,

true. But other elements which con-

tribute to a healthy net profit for the

manufacturer and advertiser concen-

trating on Spanish-speaking Mexico in-

clude: the emergence of a true middle

class there for the first time; the move

to technology and all that this implies

in establishment and operation of

plants; the receptivity of Mexicanos

when it comes to advertising—particu-

larly the spoken word of radio.

A SPONSOR editor who took a tour

of Mexico in busman's holiday fash-

ion posed questions to some of the top

media, agency and research executives

in this country of 31 million persons.

Answers—some partial, some com-

plete^—to the marketing structure and

its problems and to advertising tech-

niques and their progression came

from varied sources:

• From the leading local advertis-

ing agency which instituted the first

media and marketing study of any

depth in the entire country—Noble Ad-

vertising of Mexico City;

• From Emilio Azcarraga, "Mr. Ra-

dio" of Mexico and all Central and

South American countries, whose lead-

ership in communications has forged

tv and radio ahead faster and farther

than the pace of marketing and adver-

Radio gets 67 cents irTthe mediafdollar

Radio is basic ad medium for Mexico and its biggest local ad

agency, Noble Kdv. Planning strategy on many I . S. an mint-.

from 1.: Cris Gutierrez, copy; Purdj Jordan, marketing, and ac-

count executives Ross Porter. M. E. Fitch and AJvaro Gonzalez

Outdoor. such as these signs foi

Pepsi-Cola and Nescafe, accounts for

some -'
< "t total advertising budgets

Newspapers, sold on stands more

than by subscription, get about 15% of

total ad revenue: magazines, only 3 r ;
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tising because be ia .1 progressive;

• From tlic government "I Mexico,

laden with statistics on this fast-chang-

ing country :

• From innovators in the research,

i\ production and networking realms.

\\ hat do these people tell?

The) tell a stor) of astounding mar-

kct i iiii and advertising growth, a stor)

which has no forseeable end in view.

•n comparative terms, if the advertis-

ing-marketing hook in the l. S. has 50

chapters, the I . S. i- now at the I
11

chapter mark and the ending is prettj

well anticipated. Mexico, on the other

hand, would have jusl emerged from

chapter 5 in that same book—with the

unravelling of the plot not even

touched upon at this point.

Hut there are some things these mar-

keters DO know. There'- mone) to be

made in Mexico toda\ and infinite!)

more profits in prospect for the mor-

row. I here's a stable, responsive mid-

dle class in the making, with the high-

est proportion of \oung and buying
adults in the world moving into center

stage.

I he basics ol economics, production.

selling and movement of merchandise

ma) he the same the world over. But

the immediate problems and their pros-

pective solutions are va>tl\ divergent.

Iii Mexico, the differences are in-

credible. They're incredible to a first-

time vi-itor as well as to long-time

residents; to a necessarilv superficial

observer a- well as to an entrenched

marketing or advertising pro. Why?
Primaril) because Mexico—as they

sa) in scenic travelogues— is a land of

man) contrasts.

I hoc contrasts are focal points of

observation for the Mexican sociolo-
gist and for the \mcrican tourist alike,

tor the visiting firemen from Hrazil

and tor the native Mexican citizen.

I>ul the individual contrasts in which
each id" these persons is interested

coalesce into a massive entity for the

{Article continues next page)

Ed Noble spearheaded '<
1 irkei stud) in Mexi<

City-by-city analysis shows contrast

t<l Noble oi Noble Advertising in

Mexico I it\ figured be couldn't call

the plays without a marketing scon

card. So he rounded up $300,000

and conducted the country - first mar-

ket research stud) in the 2] most pop-

ulated areas.

Here are some ol Noble's facts and

figures on the Republic of Mexico.

Gross national product: 194,620

billion pesos I
at the rate ol 1 2. I 11 to

the U. S. dollar I.

Gross income: 85,161 billion pesos.

Source of gross income: commerce,

M'. : -erv ice-. 2i>'< : industry, 17%;
agriculture, 14%; livestock. 1%; oil

and mining. 4%; game and fish, L%;
other. •),

.

Population: 31.5 million. Men. 7.-

154,538, 23.4% of the total; women,

7,696,962, 21.7',
; children undei 20,

K).348,500, 51.97c. Total numbei ol

families, 6.217,821 with an average ol

5.05 members each.

The "active"' or non-barter popula-

tion: 10,194 million or 32', of the to-

tal population. Of 1 1 1 i — . per capita in-

come is 8,387 pesos per year as com-

pared with 2.714 for the total 1 includ-

ing barter' population. The "active

population numbers 6,991.120 men,

9493 of all the men in the country;

1,077,575 women. 11', of all the

women, and 2,125,305 children undei

20, 13% of the total numl er ol chil-

dren.

Sources of income among the "a<

live" population: agriculture, >,912,-

.~>2i> persons, "><'•'< of the total active

-roup: industry, 1,631,040, li

sen ices, 1,121,340, 11%; i ommen e,

815,520, ;:••
; other, 713,580, 7'.

.

Thus, ol', of the people account

for 63'
I of the gross national income.

Goods ownership: Of the six million

families, 1 V > have some kind ol auto-

motive vehicle; 7!'. have electric itv :

22',. refrigerators; 14%, washing

mat bines; 28| - . watei heaters; l!

set v ants.

Mate income: \Ie\ic ,, has 29 Btates

similai to those in the I . S. as well as

two territories and the I ederal Disb u t

in which \le\i. o ( itv is loi .itecl.

I i nin a mat keting point ,,| \ iew, < >nl\

12 of these states represent 8095 ol

the' gross national product lleie are

the- Btates in the order of their impoi

-

tanc e as producers.

I ederal Di-ti n t. >2'» billion pe-o-

:

Veracruz and Jali-e >. v~> to s(> hi II ion

:

Puebla, Nuevo Icon. Guanajuato,

Chihuahua, $3 to SI billion: Tamau-
lipa-. Coahula, Michoacan, Mexico,

Sonora, Baja California and Hidalgo,

^2 t.c v-> billion: >inaloa. San Luis

Potosi. Oaxaca, (iuerero. Durante.

( biapas, ^ ucatan ami Zae atecas, $1 to

*2 billion: Morelos. Pabasco, Nayarit,

Queretaro, Tlaxcala, Campeche, Coli-

ina. Vguascalientes and (,)uintana Roo,

le—• than SI billion.

Spott) distribution: Big cities, "I

course, have complete distribution sys-

tems, a concentration of buying powei

and people and a great influx of

tourists with American dollars. Othei

interior c
- i i i« — have- advantages in good

hotel-, prosperous farms and mine-.

lush oil wells or thriving forests and

water- lor game and fish.

The government has taken man)

steps t" reduce illiterac) and t «
• expand

public education facilities. I he popu-

lation growth of Mexico i- three- per

cent -some one million new pen
per year. This compares v\ith a rate

of 1
.7'

, in the I • S. I he _ t ss

national product of Mexico wring

at a rate of 7' I I in the I S

Hone) wanted: Mexico - looking

for investment capital, and it- finding

it in the plant expansion eif many

American companies. I hi- risk capital

is paving good interest rates, too.

i trticle continues next /•
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MEXICO'S POTENTIAL continued CITY-BY-CITY ANALYSIS continued

marketing man. Hie modern marketer

in this mosl modern of young \<-t old

countries is confronted with a con-

fusing markel pattern which his North

American counterpart can'l even begin

ii> imagine . . . much less really com-

prehend an<l work H itli.

The pattern is confusing because the

country is. \nd Mexico as a country

i- confusing because i>f the contrasts

inherent in its history, it- economy

and it- people.

Here are some of these patterns of

contrast which emerge in the market-

ii - scanning of Mexico.

Mexico, with it- 31.5 million people,

is probabl) the youngest and the most

modern ol anj major country. Two-
thirds of its people are under 30 years

old, half of them arc under 20. \ et it's

an ancient civilization, dating hack

thousands of years to Toltec and Aztec

Indian ch ilizations.

It has what man\ professionals sa\

are the most progressive and advanced

architects and builders in the world to-

day, designing intricate free-form sky-

scrapers, public buildings and homes.

^ el perhaps 20 minutes away there are

pyramids and archaeological ruins

which showed the Indians of 4.000

wars ago to he master builders in the

same construction league as the early

Egy ptians.

Mexico has great richness in its

mining and agriculture—and in its

tourist trade from the United States.

Yet it has vast poverty among its peo-

ple, 45% of whom are illiterate. It

has 70'/ of the population living in

what are essentially rural areas, nes-

tled in hills and valleys largelv inac-

cessible to transportation.

These are the people who make up

the "inactive" population, some 0!!',

of all Mexican residents. These people

live by a barter system, or some form

of it. and do not earn money as such.

They trade oranges for a chicken.

papayas and cocoanuts for a pig, ne-

gotiating with a minimum of money.

Only 32' < of the population—some 10

million persons—are called "active."

They have a cash income.

The contrasts are seen in every part

of Mexican life.

Four-hundred-year-old Spanish ca-

thedrals are 20 feet from a 30-story

-k\-craper in Mexico City : thatched

huts arc within a stone's throw of $40-

a-day rooms at Acapulco. Shoeless

women garbed in traditional rebozas

sell oranges on a street in front of an

I. Miller -hoe salon. There a pair of

\cw York-style shoes sells for 150

pesos—two weeks' salary for a police-

man whose job is considered unusual-

ly good, i \ live-in maid works for
v

I 1 a month in a household which has

a Mexican-purchased Cadillac with a

price tag of $12,000, double the I . S.

price because of high taxes.)

\\ hat docs all this mean to the mar-

keting many To the American manu-
facturer who plans to move into Mexi-

co with new plants or to gain distribu-

tion, or to the Mexican company which

wants to improve sales? What does it

mean to their advertising agents?

People are moving: It means, first

of all, that Mexico and its people are

on the move and the pace is fast. There

have been vast and radical changes

taking place in Mexico during the past

decade as the country gears to a basic

concept of creating a middle class from

what historically has been a people of

incredible wealth and abysmal poverty.

Government, business and industry

are all geared to this goal : expanding

jobs, earning power and consumer de-

mand which, in turn, increase produc-

tion and plant facilities, sales and prof-

its. More important: the plan is work-

ing.

Both American and Mexican indus-

try are opening new manufacturing

plants at a fast clip. They're creating

jobs, training technicians, gaining dis-

tribution and consumer acceptance.

As the Mexican economy expands, so

does the gross national product and the

individual's buying power.

Because the biggest push toward

modern marketing and higher living

standards has come in the past dec-

ade, it's been only in the past 10 years

that advertising and marketing have

begun to flourish as professions. Me-
dia have long been active in Mexico,

the most predominant then and now

being radio. But professional advertis-

ing and marketing men. as the United

States knows them, were few and far

between—and hungry !

Madison Ave. methods: Today, af-

ter an intensive education job on the

part of U. S. agency branches (J.

Walter Thompson. McCann-Krickson,

Young & Rubicam. Grant. Robert

Otto I and by local companies (the

biggest and most progressive of which

is Noble Advertising!, the Mexican
businessman is an advertiser and

American businessmen are applying

i Please turn to page 72
|

Mexico's biggest potential, market-

ing men believe, will be realized from

the high proportion of young people.

Within the next 10 years, as an ex-

pected minimum of one million babies

are born each year, the share of people

under 30 will move even higher than

today's 66%. These young people will

be the workers and wage-earners most

receptive to the need for and desire for

consumer goods.

Noble \d\erti-ings marketing direc-

tor, Purdy Jordan, spoke recently on

marketing goals and concepts to a

group of businessmen in Mexico City.

Market performance: Jordan de-

scribed the "arbitrary factor" method

which he and his agency adapt to their

clients' marketing needs. He deter-

mines an index which shows market

performance against a par determined

by three factors: money available,

population and industry sales.

But marketing, cautioned Jordan,

"is not an easy answer to all an organ-

ization's problems. Production, ac-

counting, selling and advertising all

have problems and peculiarities which

only specialists can handle well."

Manufacturing economy: Discus-

sing the hope of Mexico as an economy

of industry and agriculture, he traced

three phases of the economy during

the past three decades. The first two

phases were monocultures—with the

country dependent primarily on, first.

petroleum and then on mining. The
third phase is investment in manufac-

turing capacity, the current effort.

Mexico's biggest goal: to gain self

sufficiency "with economic stabilitv

through protection of its industry
."

Such self-sufficienc\ leads, says Jordan,

to development of the country's larg-

est potential market—its middle class.

Roads to profits: The government

spends a big part of its budget on

road construction. This year it has a

highway network extending 166,425

kilometers compared with only 241

kilometers of paving in 1925. W ithin

10 years, the total is expected to be

191.400.

Jordan presents an interesting eco-

nomic analysis of just what these roads

mean, as compiled by the Bank of

Mexico.

"In three and one-half years the

highway investment will have repaid

itself. At this rate. 1907 will have four

million additional consumers available

and the population will be 41.5

million." ^
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KCMO- Radio

WHEN -Radio

KPHO-Radio

WOW-Radio

Kansas City

Syracuse

Phoenix

Omaha

810 CBS

620 CBS

910 ABC

590 CBS

Joe Hartenbower, General Mgr.

R. W. Evans, Commercial Mgr.

Represented nationally by Katz Agency

KCMO-Radio...one of Meredith's

Big 4 . . . All-Family Stations.

C
Meredith Stations Are Affiliated with Better Homes and Gardens and Successful Farming Magazines
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KERG'a v;i-t WESTERN

OREGON AUDIENCE is a

quality audience, too!

Eugene families have a

Inning income of $6,228.*

well above the National

iverage. Find out aboal tlii»

Ql iRTER itiLIJON

DOLLAR MAJOR MARKET
. . . 5tb largest in the Pacific

Northwest! And remember,

lli<- important CBS Radio

ludience is >ours with

KKRC. in OREGON'S

SECOND LARGEST CITY.

•SM '57.

£uqene,Oreqon,

CBS Radio network
5000 WATTS- 1280 K.C.

CONTACT WEEDfy CO.

Amftq Lfc Towers.

SPOT RADIO
' Continued from page 38)

daytime—9 a.m. to 4 p.m.; evening—
6 p.m. to 11 p.m.

• The rates reflect, where available,

-al mation plans, run-of-schedule dis-

c-minis, and other plans except as fol-

low-: where a plan or discount is

oil. red on a r-o-s or "fixed but pre-

emptible basis,"' the plan discount was

hot used for traffic times unless con-

ditions of the plan clearly applied to

that classification. Special week-end

plans have not been used.

• Kates are based on October 1957

SRDS information.

\\ bile the tabulating of the work

was in progress, several agency time-

buyers tried out the estimator and

found it useful. "Still, it's the first

time we've tried this with radio,"

Denenholz, told SPONSOR, "so we're

keeping our fingers crossed."

Since the basic summary covered

only 12 one-minute announcements for

a 13-week period, it was decided to

set up a formula for converting this to

estimates encompassing greater fre-

quency and longer duration. (See

chart page 37.) From a complete tab-

ulation of the top 50 markets such a

formula was set up. Test tabulations

indicated that the relationship of speci-

fied rates to each other in these 50

markets was practically the same in all

150 markets. Thus the one-time day-

time rate for 12 announcements per

week becomes the base for converting

estimates to schedules of both 12 and

24 announcements per week up to

periods of 52 weeks.

The averages taken of the rate rela-

tionship in the top 50 markets reveal

some interesting facts. For instance.

lhe\ show that rate discounts i which

are reflected in the percentage figures

in the chart on page 37) don't in-

crease verv much as campaigns length-

en in duration.

Taking the figures for 12 announce-

ments per week, a daytime buy for 52

weeks is 68 c
c of the one-time davtime

rate, while the 13-week figure is 75%,
a difference of only seven percentage

points. \ similar comparison of earh

morning-late afternoon Inn* reveals a

difference of nine percentage points,

while in the evening the difference is

-i\ points.

The differences between L3- and 52-

week buys when 21 announcements are

bought weekK are e\en le-- for the

stations measured. ^

MONITOR
(Continued from page 41)

two years pre\ ioush . I nis was put on

in place of the missing commercial.

When the report from the NTMC mon-

itor, which includes a description of

the commercial, reached the client, he

demanded a make-good and got it.

In the case of American Character

Doll, the client is interested particular-

Is in the last 10 seconds of the com-

mercial, which involves the use of

dealer tags. Instructions are sent to

each station to use dealers names. This

involves a lettering job by the station's

art department and the client wants to

make sure that a variety of dealers'

names (and the right ones I are used.

The White House Co. advertises

new titles rather frequently and uses

NTMC to see that the correct titles are

advertised.

Is the cost of checking commercials

worth the make-goods and settlements

that a client can get from a station?

Jaffe said he has not had enough rep-

resentative cases to show a reliable av-

erage but added that in the case of

American Character Doll the value of

make-goods has so far been triple the

cost of the service.

Jaffe believes he will come across

few, if any, cases where a station will

deliberately not run a commercial. "I

believe broadcasters are honest. How-
ever, there will always be cases where

a station employee will make a mis-

take and be afraid to admit it. Be-

sides, even if everything turns out

okay, isn't it worth $5 to protect the

investment in a half-hour show which

will cost a few thousand dollars?'"

This very question came up last

year when Jaffe was advertising man-

ager of Chunkv and wanted to check

some spots. I He says there is no con-

nection between Chunky and NTMC.)
When he began looking around for

services to check video sales plugs, he

felt the price schedules were too ex-

pensive for his purposes. At that point.

he set up his own monitors, found it

worked and decided to go into busi-

ness for himself.

One problem Jaffe faces is the ques-

tion of whether the agency or client

will pav for the monitoring. This

would be a problem where the agency

|ia\> for a number of its clients. How-

ever, at present all of NTMC's cus-

tomers are bearing the cost of

monitoring. ^
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In delivering DOWN TO EARTH understanding . . .

of what audiences want . . . how to move products

for advertisers . . . how to lead communities for the

benefit of trie people who live in them.

RS

Representatives: WTRY
John Blair & Co.

WAVZ
National: Hollingbery Co.

New England: Kettell-Carter

wtmYwavz
TROY, NEW YORK • NEW HAVEN, CONN.

Daniel W. Kops, President • Richard J. Monahan, Vice President and National Advertising Manager
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£

starring Beverly Garland

in 17 of the top 25 markets*with

over $60,000,000 in retail sales!
And in 36 key secondary markets with more than $11,000,000 in retail

sales ! Decoy is a new kind of crime show saluting New York's women

law enforcement officers. Produced by IVPyramid Productions

.

For new sales power in your market, call

:

4^tWF OFFICIAL FILMS, Inc.
25 West 45th St.. N. Y. 36, N. Y.

TIVES: Atlanta • Beverly Hills • Chicago • Dallas • Minneapolis • San Francisco • St. Louis

•New York

Los Angeles

Chicago
Philadelphia

San Francisco

Boston

Pittsburgh

Cleveland

Minneapolis-St. Paul

Buffalo

Milwaukee
Dallas-Ft. Worth

Miami-Ft. Lauderdale

Seattle

Denver
Indianapolis

San Diego

.



Reports <mil evaluate* news, trends,

opinions for film buyers <"nl tellers

FILM-SCOPE
14 DECEMBER Vs everybod) knows, 1 1 «- stall film salesman— %% i 1 1 1 ;i IV *% notable exceptions

—

ct*yriiht i»»3 (IocmTi "ri the same red-ca i' im'I i real Him i on Madison \\« imc t it.it network sales*
SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS INC n '

men do. \\ In 1

Basically, sa) agencymen, the difference comes down to ilii-: The networks (and 1 1 1<

big i, illm agencies, too) li:i> «- built up sales personalities over the yean—men whose

names are almost as well known as the products thej sell.

I In- syndicators, agencies believe, thus either will have t" ping awaj until present

personnel gets more seniority, or lure salesmen who ahead) possess the sesame. I ntil

then, they'll have trouble getting to the decision makers.

Ol ESTION: In trying to interest a beverage firm in a syndicated series, what would

Ik- ,i good showpiece corned] ?

ANSWER: You'd be working with better odds if you tried westerns or mysteries first.

This week CBS-T\ Film's Research Dept. took a look at L3 syndicated Beries to Bee if

tin- various classes of sponsors gravitate toward certain program types. Appar-

ently they do. Here is the score for three major categories (the figures show the num-

ber of sponsors i

:

COMEDY: Auto dealers, 16; furniture companies, 13; grocer) Btores, 11; household

appliances, 10; TV dealers, 9. The rest of the buyers were scattered over 31 classifications

—all too thinly populated to mention.

DETECTIVE: Auto dealers. 22; brewers. 21: food companies, 8; drug Btores, <"•:

wine companies. 6. I 32 other widely scattered classifications figured in the total count.'

\\ ESTERN: Baking companies, 40; food companies. 'M>: dairies, 36; beverage com-

panies, 15; meat companies. 10. (Plus 23 other classifications.)

The swivel-jointed lure of the westerns for sellers of tlrink* if obvious, of course:

Beer companies find them handy at night; soft drink and dair) sponsors use them in the

daytime.

Pharmaceuticals, Inc. are thinking about the possibility of a film presenta-

tion in which li\e audiences would participate at the local level.

Long a believer in live quizes and panel shows—on the theor) thai the) appeal to the

olilcr age groups—the sponsor currently is interested in trying out syndicated film, provided

a local tie-in can be worked out.

Type of show preferred: A panel a la "Life Begins at 80."

Slow to lure manufacturers into making licensed tie-in merchandise, the snydicators

finally are beginning to get some nibbles.

Latest is CNP'fl Hoots and Saddles which this week is working with: Merchan-

dising Premiums. Inc.; Spec-Toy-Culars, Inc : Bena) Vlbee Co.; Bland Charnis Co.; Payton

Products. Inc. and Saalfield Publishing Co.

The goods consist of novelties, clothing, and to\*.

John Cole, Guild Films Bales v. p.. offers this as a sequel to the observation in 7

December FILM-SCOPE that a corned] trend seem* to be shaping up in syndicated

product.

Cole disclosed that following Guild's acquisition of the Leon Errol package from l!hj>

he quizzed quite a number of stations on what the) needed most for programing balance.
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FILM-SCOPE continued

The answer was comedy—a commodit) which the) thought would fill the void left

b) llie wholesale exit of comedians from the networks.

Cole's inquiry brought to light this station thinking on the comedy theme:

• Comedy films ean he spotted handily into prime evening hours, because (1)

they have all-family appeal and (2) their chances of garnering strong audience re-

sponse in competition with other types of fare arc generally good.

• It would be advisable for the syndicatoi to format the comedy films for the sta-

tions in time units anywhere from a straight hour to 15-minute strips.

• The type of humor preferred is not the satiric but rather the broad, robust kind deal-

ing with cvery-day situations, plus a touch of the "little man" pathos.

How important is merchandising in selling a film series?

A veteran syndication executive sums it up this way

:

1. Sometimes merchandising is more important before the sale than it is

after. The salesmen like to go in and spread a complete merchandising kit on the pros-

pect's desk. It may be the talking point which sets up the sale.

2. After the sale whether merchandising is put behind a series or not depends as

much on the client as it docs on syndicator and station.

In general it's the client who is demanding—but practical in what he demands

—

who helps touch off the best merchandising job.

Official Films has definitely set its Adventures of the Invisible Man series

for production at the British National Studio in early January.

Plans for this property, which is controlled by a new production setup comprising

Ralph Smart, Larry White, and Official Films, entail assigning the national sales right to

the William Morris Agency.

The series—not particularly geared for syndication—may be offered for network spon-

sorship.

Other Official maneuvers on the production front:

• Negotiations with Pyramid Productions for a documentary police series slant-

ed toward the detective division of the New York Police Department.

• Planning of a series dealing with the adventures of a transcontinental truck driv-

er—probably labeled Turnpike.

FLASHES FROM THE FILM FIELD: CNP's next will be Captain Courage, an

historical costume-adventure series set on the high seas. It is now being filmed in England

. . . Anheuser-Busch signed to sponsor MCA's "Mickey Spillane's Mike Hammer" in a

five-state area.

Screen Gems' Shock package has been sold to the Storer Broadcasting Company.

Cleveland. Special Trendex reports on the Shock debut in Chicago on WKBK (Sat. 10-

11:30 PM) showed a 24.7 rating and a 46.4 audience share—topping all competition in

that time period.

Reynolds Metal Company has purchased a film series from CBS TV Films for tele-

casting in Seoul, Korea . . . Bermuda's first TV outlet, ZBM-TV which goes into opera-

tion about 15 January, purchased five film properties from ABC Film Syndication.

Ron Randell, star of O.S.S. on a 13-citv p. a. tour . . . NTA has completed 12 epi-

sodes of George Jessel's Show Business telefilm series which features top names in the

entertainment world.

Carl Rettig was named president of CM' replacing Bob Levitt who resigned last week

. . . Fremantle Overseas Radio & TV Inc., announced the formation of a British com-

pany. First sale of an Australian tv series, Animal Parade, was made by Fremantle to As-

sociated Rediffusion.
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UP TO OUR NECK
in contest entries...

28,812 votes in WFLA-TV's M.G.M.

film contest present a dramatic

demonstration of the selling-power

of Channel 8!

Viewers were asked to choose seven
movies from 50 films in the M.G.M. library

they'd like most to see during the Thanks-

giving season. Two newspaper ads contain-

ing entry blanks were used to back up the

on-air promotion.

The result? In one week's mail, 28,812

votes poured in from 30 counties — yes, SO

counties! — nearly 50% of all counties in

Florida! Leo, and Channel 8, are mighty

popular in Florida !

And that's not all ! Look what the October

Trendex turned up:

M.G.M. PREMIERE THEATER
WFLA-TV 20 9

Station A 1 2.9

Station B 4.0

Cash in on the big. responsivi audience

WFLA-TV delivers. Spot your product on

this sales powerhouse of Florida's West

Coast, the Tampa-area station that gives

you both — results and ratings!

Channel 8— the RESULTS Channel!

National Representatives— BLAIR-TV
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SPONSOR ASKS

Can publicity save a wavering tv show

David 0. Alber, president, David 0.

illnT . issm iates

No amount of publicity can rescue a

show that has ao merit to start with,

an\ more than a tremendous advertis-

ing campaign can force a had product

down the public's throat. And you can

hark back to the old cliche ahout fool-

ing some of the people some of the

time to hack up that conclusion. If a

// you

believe in

a show, give

it time

new series is down for the count of 9,

\mi can't resuscitate it with a sudden

publicity shot in the arm. It's too late.

The time to start a publicity campaign

for a new series is when it first goes

on the air. It takes three months for

magazine features to percolate through,

and these breaks might come at the

psychological moment when the series

most needs them. It also takes time

to line up newspaper features, stunts,

special promotions and tie-ups.

The leading question should be

qualified. What is a waning show?

Or, more properly, when is a show in

a waning position? More often than

not, a new series gets off to a slow

start. To be specific, December Bride

had an inauspicious beginning. The

critics were not too kind. Fortunately,

the sponsor had patience. We put a

barrage of publicity behind it. After

a few months the show caught on, and

it became one of the winners of the

M-ason. with a consistent place in the

Top Ten.

Let me also remind \ou that shows

like / Love Lucy and Phil Silvers had

low ratings when they started, but, as-

d by jet cannon publicity, they

shot to the top of television ranks.

In today's highly competitive set-up,

where networks are pitting titans

against each other, and the indepen-

dents, like dark horses, steal the audi-

ence away with syndicated shows or

highly touted movies, it is more im-

portant than ever for sponsors to pro-

tect their heavy investments with extra

publicity budgets. Such budgets should

include sufficient funds for copious

color and black-and-white photographs,

mats and a special promotion man to

visit every major city. This last phase

is very important. It is a gimmick

used by motion picture companies with

great success. What helps even more

is making the star of the series avail-

able for a series of visits to these mar-

kets.

Viewers often watch shows out of

habit, even though an opposing series

might be better to their liking, if they

only gave it a chance. Publicity's pur-

pose is to warn such viewers away
from the competition.

If you can lure viewers to the show
by constantly reminding them about it,

you are fulfilling your function as

drum beater. Obviously the more
viewers, the higher the rating.

However, sponsors should have more
patience if they believe in the merits of

the show. Audiences are not built in

a day or a week or a month. Pub-

licity certainly can help a waning show-

but only if it is given a chance.

Don Garrett, Vew York head, Pat Mc-

Dermott office

You might as well ask Mr. Bayer if

aspirin will cure a headache.

In a determined effort to be starkly

honest I've got to answer with a quali-

fied affirmative. It depends on to what

extent the wavering needle is leaning

toward "Dead" or "Alive." If it's in-

clined in your direction, then publicity

can save the show and you're a big

hero. If it's leaning too far to the

You dont
know until

after you've

tried it

other side, you've had it. The only

trouble with this picture is that no one

knows where the needle was until after

the publicity campaign.

Father Knows Best bowed on NBC
TV in October 1954. Eleven weeks

later the sponsor announced it would

cancel at the conclusion of the 26-

week contract. I joined Screen Gems
a few days after the announcement.

Press director Frank Young covered

New York while I visited the 30 top

cities in the country. The publicity

stirred up resulted in a new sponsor

before the 26 weeks were up.

Where was the needle in this case?

As far as the sponsor was concerned

it was on "Dead." Turned out that it

wasn't and with the right kind of pub-

licity the needle stuck on "Alive."

Right now our firm handles the

Sally series for The Chemstrand Corp.

through Doyle, Dane, Bernbach, Inc.

The show7 is one of many that is re-

ported "wavering" this season.

During the weekend of November

22-24 Joan Caulfield made five net-

work appearances to plug Sally. Dur-

ing November we ran a "Sally Look-

Alike" contest in the Trendex cities in

which Sally was plugged on the air as

often as 15-20 times daily in each city.

As a result, we picked up three Tren-

dex points on December 1 against our

toughest alternate week combination of

Jack Benny and Maverick.

Will we "save" Sally? I don't know

which way the needle is inclined. But

with several million dollars riding on

the show you've got to give the needle

a good tussle. Especially since pub-

licity is so inexpensive.
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Robert J. Flood, paW4 relations,

\ rw ) dlk

if ,in\ ol tin- elements of good produc-

tion, I storj .ukI LiiM.il presentation

ire lacking in the i\ program "\<-i too

I « » r
i

j_i a span in some cases, .1 single

performance viewers are lost. Ih<-

i\ \ iewei i- tolerant and reasonably

// it

convinces

viewers of

show values

fair. Bui hi- endurance is short The

introduction <>f nen values or elements

into a Bagging television show may be

the kej t" renewed Life but these values

will be lost if publicity i- nut used t"

let (he viewer know about them.

Publicity can help a wavering show

provided t 1 I there i- Bubstance to the

show itself to warrant audience loyal-

t\ and confidence; (2) the publicity

program has been thoroughly planned

to take advantage of all the exploita-

tion opportunities inherent in the

show; and (3) there is continuous

supervision of the program and the

publicity actii it\

.

Richard R. Falk, Richard R. Folk Assc

dates. New York

Superficial press notices will not hypo

a plummeting \RH. An astute public

relation- depth campaign is the an-

-uit. and is perhaps the only method

than can save a slipping show. To re-

\i\e public interest, it i- necessary to

project the show's image into the con-

m / l>r depth

ramjiai^n

is only

method

43

sciousness and dail) thought of the

national potential audience via the

wire and syndicate feature writers

which service the nation a> a single

press unit. The immediate and pri-

mary job, therefore, is to comh the

show and — i ft out material that not

only meets news criteria, but can be

manipulated in terms of the psycho-

logical hungers and motivations of the

readers.

»>*•

DOC LEMON - 6 to noon ART ROBERTS - noon to 6

Double whammy

!

New, stronger programming, personalities

always the best buy in this market!

Wcue
The ELLIOT STATIONS

grsal .noeoeidenls • good neighbors TIM ELLIOT. President

Akron. Ohio - WCUE / WICE - Prov.d.ncs. R. I.

National R*prestnUtlvu Th« John E. Pearson Co.

DON'T get snowed under
* an avalanche of spots

" BUFFALO
NO DOUBLE SPOTTING
NO TRIPLE SPOTTING

WWOL
More listeners per $ too

Dig out the facts and figures -i

C/iecA v NIELSEN

c/iecA v pulse

C/ieck V HOOPER

c/tecA
The 50 notronol odvertisers
who now include WWOL
rodio in their budgets 1

NATIONAL REPS:

FORJOE
WWOL

315 MAIN STREET, BUFFALO, N.Y
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FAMILY
m

DENVER
Denver families buy the

products and services they

see advertised on KBTV

because KBTV is the only

Denver station programmed

for the entire family . .

.

For the highest-rated

one-minute availabilities,

Daytime or Nighttime in

Denver, see Peters, Griffin,

Woodward, Inc. NOW!

John C, Mullins

President

Denver's

Family

Station
Joe Herold

Station Manaaer

National and regional spot buys

in work now or recently completed

SPOT BUYS

TV BUYS
Colgate-Palmolive Co., New York is preparing a campaign for its

Ad detergent in major markets. The schedule kicks off in January

for runs of varying lengths—some for 52 weeks. Minutes and chain-

breaks during both da\time and nighttime segments are being slot-

ted; frequency depends upon the market. Bu\ing has just started.

Buyer: Sally Reynolds. Agency: Lennon & Newell, Inc., New York.

i \-etic\ declined to comment.)

Lever Bros. Co., New York is going into scattered markets to push

its Imperial Margarine. The five-week schedule begins 11 January.

Minutes during daytime hours are sought. Frequency varies from

market to market. Buying has just started. Buyer: Penny Simmons.

\genc\ : FC&B. New York. (Agency declined to comment.)

Tasty Baking Co., Philadelphia, is planning a campaign in major

markets for its bread products. A 52-week schedule for women's

shows is being firmed up; the advertiser is buying half-hour pro-

grams strongly slanted to teenage girls and young women. Buying

has started. Buyer: Chuck Wilds. Agency: N. W. Aver. New York.

Boyle- Midway, Inc., New York, div. of Home Products Corp., is

purchasing half-hour nighttime programs in top markets to advertise

its Aerowax and Wizzard deodorizers. Schedules start 1 January,

alternate week sponsorship for 26 weeks; if results are good, they'll

be extended to 52 weeks, alternate week sponsorship. Aerowax and

alternate week sponsor will cross-plug; Wizzard announcements will

be sponsored nights only. Buying is not completed. Buyer: Ed

Richardson. Agency: Geyer Advertising. Inc., New York.

The Procter & Camble Co., Cincinnati, is scheduling announce-

ments in major markets for its Crest toothpaste. The campaign starts

in December, runs for the contract year. I.D.'s during nighttime

periods are being bought, with varying frequencies. Buying is not

completed. Buyer: Hank Linden. Agency: Benton & Bowles. (Agency

declined to comment.)

RADIO BUYS
Tetley Tea Co., Inc., New York, is placing announcements for its

tea line in Eastern area of distribution. Schedules are short-term,

saturation frequency: 12-18 announcements per week per station on

three and four stations in many markets. Buyer: Ann Jano\\i<v.

Agency: Ogilvy, Bensen & Mather. Inc.. New York.

Chcscb rough- Pond's, Inc., New York, is lining up schedules in

various markets for its vaseline hair preparation. The 1 January

campaign runs for 26 weeks. Minutes are being used, frequency

depending upon the market. Buying is not completed. Buyer: Charles

Willard. Ageiu \ : McCann-Erickson. Inc.. New York.
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1/5

of all

Canadian

Retail Sales

are made in

our Hamilton-

Toronto-Niagara

Peninsula

coverage*

area

CHCH-TV reaches 1 5 of the Canadian retail market. The 2,552,715 people within our vast coverage

area spend $2,722,911,000.00 annually on retail purchases. This represents 19.26' ; of all Canadian

retail sales. . .another black and white fact proving that CHCH-TV "sells on sight" to the richest

market in Canada. For further information call Montreal: UN 6-9868, a n MJjnil TIX
Toronto: EM 6-9234, Hamilton: JA 2-1101, Vancouver: TA 7461. New |pCHCHm I

V

/"•uavx-it't mm n » x- in>York City: PL 1-4848, Chicago: MI 2-6190. San Francisco: YU 6-6769 CHANNEL f# CANADA



Capsule case histories of successful

local and regional radio campaigns

RADIO RESULTS

DEPARTMENT STORE
SPONSOR: \l. Upins Dept Store AGENCY: Robert Acomb

Advertising

Capsule case history: Bob Tyler, merchandising mgr. of

Mi \lpins Dc|it. Stoic. Cincinnati, reported sales in the teen-

age department of the downtown store have been expanded

considerably since WLW's d.j. Bob Braun originated his

program from the store's fifth floor tea room. McAlpins'

two shopping centers have also been helped by feeding the

program to them via an inter-connected PA system. Some

150 teen-agers dance to records every Saturday afternoon

2:30 to 4:30 p.m. One of the big features of the program

is the fashion show in which young high school models,

employed by the store, display and wear special buys of

the week. So successful was the show in its first two weeks

that the advertiser immediately asked for a renewal of the

original 13-week contract. Over-all result has been to pub-

licize the store's multi-million dollar remodeling and ex-

pansion program for its teen-age departments.

WLW, Cincinnati PURCHASE: Program

MOVIES
SPONSOR: Chakeres Theatres AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: The State Theatre, Springfield,

Ohio, booked "Tammy" for a seven-day run in the last week

of July. To advertise the film, newspaper advertising, mu-

sic store and juke box tie-ins were used. No radio was

used. Results were poor. The first week in September this

feature was brought back by the Chakeres Theatres for

showing at the Melody Theatre, but radio was added to the

previous campaign. Mr. Mike Chakeres, vice-president of

Chakeres Theatres, scheduled approximately 24 announce-

ments over four days. The turn-out was so large "Tammy"

was held over for three additional days, with WIZE sup-

plementing the previous schedule with 16 more spots. Total

cost of the campaign amounted to only $200, and the gross

was twice that of the seven-day run at the State Theatre.

"We must consider the great influx and increased attend-

ance to be the result of the heavy- radio advertising and the

skillful use of the title tune by WIZE," Mr. Chakeres said.

WIZE, Springfield, Ohio Announcements

SOFT DRINKS
SPONSOR: Cott Beverages AGENCY: Spotlite Advertising

Capsule case history: When Cott Beverages decided to

give away money in a promotion campaign they turned to

radio. They wanted a campaign to help stimulate the off-

•season sale of their one-quart bottles of soda in the Albany-

Troy-Schenectady area. They turned to WPTR, Albany,

where
1

they purchased a saturation package of 100 one-

mimite announcements per week. Listeners were offered

25<# in cash for every three Cott bottle caps they mailed in.

The package consisted of run-of-schedule announcements

—

light the first part of the week and heavier during the shop-

ping days of Thursday, Friday and Saturday. Yet the re-

sponse was so great by the second week that Cott's facilities

were inadequate to fulfill the mail-ins. They had to suspend

the special promotional announcements and substitute regu-

lar one-minute transcribed commercials. The advertiser felt

that WPTR's impact was as responsible for the success of

the campaign as the promotion itself.

WPTR, Albany PURCHASE: Announcements

REAL ESTATE
SPONSOR: Atlantic Ocean Estates AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: Atlantic Ocean Estates had been

buying full-page ads in newspapers even though response

was poor. As the advertiser put it, "People who are inter-

ested in buying real estate look to real estate sections in the

papers; but they don't listen to the radio for properties to

buy." But Atlantic was persuaded to try radio. They pur-

chased 40 five-minute shows weekly on WARL at a cost of

$440 per week. Result: They get from these shows an

average of 40 to 50 leads daily and closed between 25 and

40 sales weekly. Gross sales weekly run between $40,000

and $50,000. Sales are two-fold over what newspapers pro-

duced and the expenditure is less than half. Consequently,

all other media have been dropped. Atlantic concluded:

"Radio gets people interested in real estate. Black and white

is fine for getting to the people who are looking for proper-

ty. But radio is the medium for makinff them want to look."

WARL, Arlington, Va. PURCHASE: Five-minute

participating shows
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ass Grows Here!

Ml M

1

The 1958 IRE Convention and Show

will be the source of new ideas for

more than 50,000 radio engineers.

Be sure you are there.

MARCH 24-27

IRE9ATI0NAJ. CONVENTION

Waldorf-Astoria Hotel

and The Radio Engineering Show

Coliseum

New York City

5ISTRAT10N: IRE Members $1.00

Non-members $3.00

THE INSTITUTE OF RADIO ENGINEERS 1 East 79th Street, New York 21, N.Y.
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^
A pictorial review of local

and national industry events

PICTURE WRAP-UP

l iiiiiiu- naarkel storj was told al New York luncheon

with color motion picture 1>> WNAX, Yankton, S. D.

Seated (1. to r. » are Frank Fitzpatrick of The Kat/ Vgency,

\\\\\ "Neighbor Lady," Wynn Speece. ami Win. Esty's

Dirk Grahl. Standing i- Don Sullivan, manager of \\ N \\

Good for a lifetime all over the world are gold membership passes

presented recently to Donald H. McGannon. pres., and Harold C. Lund,

v.p. of Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. by Variety Club. Shown (1. to

r.) John H. Rowley, VC international chief barker; Lund, holding

YC 1958 baby; George Eby. assistant chief barker, and McGannon

Texas Triangle stations drama-

tized group's formation in series of

luncheon presentations to New York

timebuyers. With Texas' Millie

Hughes looking on, U. E. Balloonis

of Keyes, Madden & Jones signs con-

tract before one session. At left is

Art Hemstead of KM&J, with Gor-

don McLendon. head of McLendon
Radio Stations, and Charles Jordan,

manager of KFJZ, Fort Worth

Fish for sale! was cry over

CKNW, Vancouver-New Westminster,

B.C.. when complete herring catch

was offered to listeners at 50c per

bucket. Fish ran out before cus-

tomers; brought in $900 forCKNW's
Orphans' Christmas Fund. Shown
below: donor fisherman Capt. Nor-

man Gunderson. announcer Jack Kyle

Tv seminar was given by

WSB-TV, Atlanta for Liller,

Neal & Battle staff members.

Addressing group is station

manager Marcus Bartlett. Oth-

er panelists (seated 1. to r.)

:

Henry White, asst. chief engr.,

Jean Hendrix, film buyer,

Tayloi Lumpkin, producer,

Edward Petxy's Ted Page, and

Mark Toalson, prod. mgr.



News and Idea

WRAP-UP

ADVERTISERS
Pharmaceutical people are begin-

ning to feel "severe censure ol

government agencies againsl false

and misleading advertisements.

Tli,' New ^ ork State Pharmaceuti-

cal Societ) ilii- week declared that

there was an "unfortunatelj growing

trend" toward unsubstantiated and ex-

aggerated claims f<>r drug products

and requested thai tli<' drug industrj

exercise restraint in advertising.

The societ) with about 6,000 phar-

macists a> members, urged the drug-

gists not to advertise, promote <>r sell

,m\ drug or medicine found by the

Federal Food and Drug Administra-

tion or anj other governmental agen-

( \ to be Falsel) advertised <>r al»* >nt

which unsubstantiated claims have

been made.

Max Factor has reorganized its

U.S. marketing, sales, advertising,

and merchandising divisions.

The new set-up includes the merger

of the firm's pharmaceutical and spe-

cialtj division and its I .S. cosmetics

dh ision.

Alfred Firestein, a grandson of

the late Max Factor, v r.. will l>c di-

rector of I .S. marketing.

Tran-ograin is *i«»iii«j into five big

tv markets with one-minute com-
mercials to promote its children's

|o\ -.

The Bix-week campaigns will appear

on children's pro-ram- in Louisville,

rlarrisburg, Pa., Rochester. New
Haven, and New Orleans.

V&i'w has put on the market a new
home permanent—Pace.

Leo Burnett will handle the product.

Faces in new places: Uarl I). Jor-

dan, supervisor of advertising serv-

ices for Gerber Baby Foods. Fremont.

Mich. . . . Robert H. Weeks, assist-

ant division manager for Edison Stor-

age Battery Division, Thomas A. Edi-

son Industries. McGraw-Edison Co.
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. . . II. 11. Barton, advertising and

promotion manager, household prod-

ucts marketing For General Mills, Min-

neapolis . . . William <». Mieklcx.

assistant adv ci tising ni.iii.r_i i f"i

Proctor Electric, Philadelphia . . . Dr.

Walter L, Wuggatzer, directoi of

I'll. ii ma ( tali Corp.'s new analytical

ami research laboratory. Wuggatzei

was Former assistant profess I phar-

mac) at Rutgers.

AGENCIES
John W. Shaw moved into the big

network radio hillings picture

this ^eek via the placement of

$320,000 with Mutual.

[he products air Colgate's shaving

preparations and l>ri>k dentifrice and

the schedule: ten a.m. sportsca>ts a

week, or ~>2(i a year at $600 per

program.

Frank E. Heaston, Gardner media
director, told the NATRFD in Chi-

rago win there's an urgent need for

more and heller information on farm

radio and t\ audiences.

His main point- :

1 I Most of the research material

available applies little to farm cover-

age and audiences.

2 i Even the Nielsen coverage stud]

and various rating services are of little

help in determining the listening and

viewing lialiits of the farmer and his

family.

3) If the advertiser and the agent
j

are not to buy farm market- blind it is

imperative thai the stations provide

this research data.

1
1 If the buyer as well as the seller

cooperate in securing this type of in-

formation, everyone will profit

Grej Advertising held it-. Third

Annual Management Conference

in New Hope, Pa., .i-b* December.
\\ hv in the open-spaces? 1 lie agen-

iv ""finds a rural setting conducive to

I organization planning and analy-

sis."

VVT13X
IN WILMINGTON

DELAWARE

A BIG MARKET
In spendable income

MA ranks 54th

Retail store sales ranks 59th

Food store sales ranks 61st

Automotive sales ranks 62nd

Apparel store sales ranks 48th

Home furnishing store

sales ranks 47th

See your Walkerman

Wilmington, Oela

1290 on the dial WTUX
Source Walter P. Burn

NIGHT-TIME

RADIO SELLS %
t i

I

on KTLN!

I uby Chevrolet intro-

duced the '58 Chevy to

Denver with 30 one-

minute spots, 3 mobile

unit hours and 5'

hours remote from their '

showroom after Mid- -*

night on KTLN. 37

r

new Chevrolets were

sold by 1 p.m. an-

nouncement day — one

actually delivered at 3

a.m.! Night-time radio

is alnc and selling on
Denver's Number One
Independent.



Agency appointments: Ellington

X Co. foi Ceribelli & Co.'s Brioschi,

antiacid preparation . . . Hoefer,

1 >i«-t«»rit-li & Brown, San Francisco,

for Monroe Boston Strause' (bakers)

Holly-Ann Te-Pe Lo-Lo Calorie Pies

. . . Anderson & Cairns. New York,

for Mission Yall<-\ Mills, Vu Braun-

Eels, Texas. The company produces

cotton and dac run apparel fabrics . . .

^ pel Iman Associates. Boston, for

John H. Breck, Springfield. The agen-

i \ will handle a new. undisclosed prod-

uct . . • Kenyon & Eckhardt for

Lever Brothers' Praise, a new deter-

ment bar . . . BBD&O for General

Beaut] Products' Lilly Dache, Lucien

Lelong and Marie Earle products . . .

William Warren. Jackson & De-

lancy for E. J. Korvette, department

Btore chain. Radio and tv will be

used.

Account retirement: B. Manische-

wit/ Company's kosher foods account

was resigned b) A. B. Landau.

Personals: Arthur A. Kron, execu-

tive v.p. and managing director of

Gotham-Vladimir, has been elected

president of the Englewood Hospital

Association . . . Dwight M. Mills,

executive committee chairman at Ken-

\nii \ Eckhardt, will retire soon. No
date has been set.

Died: Marshall Grant, 17. veteran

motion picture and television producer,

recently with Gross-Krasne film pro-

ducers.

Grant was with R&R Y l .. as a film

producer in the fledgling days of tv.

Agency \.p.*s: Harold Breitner to

Ehrlich, Neuwirth and Sobo from

Hicks and Greist. He will also serve

as executive board member.

Faces in new places: Gerald C.

Smith, account supervisor for Cole,

Fischer & Rogow, Beverly -Hills . . .

Nicholas Evans, assistant account

executive for Doherty, Clifford, Steers

& Shenfield. He comes from Procter

& Gamble . . . George A. Piret, pro-

duction manager for Robert Otto &

Co., international advertising firm . . .

Robert A. McBride, radio-tv copy-

writer for \. W. Aver. Philadelphia

. . . Len Blake, tv radio copywriter

for Gre\ Advertising.

Lights! Camera! Action!...

SALES ACTION!!!
"Jaxie" directs your attention to

"Theater 12" at 11:15 PM every

night with the greatest mov-

ies on TV. Jacksonville's

a stayin'-up town and a

buyin' town. Your spots

on "Theater 12" will

bring results in this $11/2

billion market.

"Jaxie" suggests you give
Ralph Nimmons a call in
Jacksonville at ELgin 6-3381
or your nearest P. G. W.
"Colonel".

Represented by
Peters, Griffin. Woodward. Inc. Basic SBC Affiliation

WFCA-TV Channel 12
III \Mr\ I V Jacksonville, Florida

FLORIDA'S COLORFUL STATION

New appointments: L. E. Wheel-
an, Erwin, Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan,

Chicago, now account executive for ad-

ministration on the agency's Minne-

sota Mining & Manufacturing Co. ac-

count . . . James Bridwell, Gardner

Advertising, St. Louis, account execu-

tive for the agency's Godefrov Manu-
facturing Co. account.

ASSOCIATIONS
RAB's Plans Committee has given

the go-ahead to the Bureau's pro-

jected schedule of operations for

the first six months of 1958.

W ith an approved budget of $450,-

000 the Bureau will undertake:

• A new presentation on nighttime

radio.

• An update of co-op advertising

data covering 600 advertisers.

• Two big advertiser package mail-

ings.

• A listening habits study covering

teen-age boys.

• A compilation of radio awareness

lest results.

• 80 new radio promotional bro-

chures for the use of member stations.

An NARTB committee has made a

selection of audio and visual sym-
bols to be used by radio stations

subscribing to the Standards of

Good Practice.

The selections will be submitted for

the approval of NARTB's Radio Board

of Directors in Januarv.

A definition of "coverage" : Wil-

liam B. Lodge, speaking before the

RTES Time Buying and Selling Semi-

nar, says it encompasses (1) a service

area—where a station can be used,

and (2) circulation—how many peo-

ple or homes do use it.

TvB showed its Vision of Televi-

sion—1958 presentation to some
1 500 advertisers, agency execu-

tives and broadcasters at the Wal-

dorf Astoria, N. Y.

The wide-screen presentation out-

lined commercial treatment, effective-

ness and results on a per-dollar-spent

basis of actual tv campaigns.

To convene: NARTB's Third An-

nual Conference of State Association

Presidents will be held 18-19 February

in Washington.
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carefully

considered

change

To achieve closer identification

with

(a) our new official home, Tulsa,

and

(b) our sister radio property,

which

has served advertisers for nearly

a quarter of a century . . .

KTVX has adopted new call

letters. KTUL-TV.

You can get the complete facts

on this significant move from

Vice President and Managing
Director Mike Shapiro. Station

Manager Bill Swanson or from

your Avery-Knodel representative.

TULSA BROADCASTING COMPANY
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HAPPY
NEW

YEAR '58

I liitt"— what this seasoned
|

>ul>-

licitj and promotion gal is

looking for in a job with

hea> j T\ - rati io emphasis.

Chances arc \<>u ahead) know

her. She lias publicized and

promoted for a i<>|> broadcast-

ing organization, a top 10

agency, a Leading program

packager.

\\ ants new affiliation and if

\<>u art' interested -ii is slie.

Write Box #402

or call Murray Hill 6-5982

RMSO-TV
191,000 watts — 7,000 Feet UP
covers 100 mile radius where

40,000 homes receive

only one TV Signal

LARGEST

MARKET
IN

CAPTIVITY

\ /

Talk to CILL-PERNA
about . . . KCVO

radio,

too.

MISSOULA, MONTANA

Ne* officers for NATRFD:
Elected at the Chicago convention

were Robert C. Miller. WLW, Cincin-

nati, president; Maynard Speece,

WCCO, Minneapolis, vice-president;

\\ all) Erickson, KFRE, Fresno, secre-

lar\ -treasurer; and Herb Plambeck,

\\ HO, Des Moines, historian.

Awards were made by the American

Farm Bureau Federation to Carl

Meyerdirk, KVOO, Tulsa, for his out-

standing job in 1957 of interpreting

agriculture to the general public, to

Bob Parker, WBAY, Green Bay, and

In Charles Karr, of Allis Chalmers.

Three hundred farm broadcasters at-

tended the event.

To BPA post : William E. Pierson,

accountant of WBKB in Chicago, has

been appointed secretary-treasurer.

NETWORK
Mutual's management had an un-

usually active week:
The development included:

(1) Signing a new affiliation con-

tract with Don Lee west coast network,

calling for direct network program

servicing by Mutual of MBS-Don Lee

stations. Don Lee will continue as a

regional network under the agreement

which takes effect 1 February, but will

limit its own programing to two hours

daily.

(2) Appointment of Norman J. Ost-

by to head MBS' West Coast Division.

He formerly was in charge of station

relations for Don Lee.

(3) Setting of 36 "station service

programs" for the use of Mutual sta-

tions coast-to-coast. The affiliates pay

nothing for the features and keep the

proceeds for their own gain.

Feature package buys: NBC has

purchased MGM's color adventure se-

ries Northwest Passage, expects to

carry the program next season . . .

CBS will feature Dollar Dotto, a

Frank Cooper series, as replacement

for Strike It Rich. The program v\ ill

appear daily beginning 6 Januarv.

Sales of the week: Carter Products
will sponsor NBC News over NBC-TV
on alternate Tuesdays from now until

25 March . . . General Foods will

underwrite Dragnet over NBC-TV, al-

ternate Thursdays beginning 9 Janu-

ary . . . NBC has sold 95% of its

available time on the five major foot-

ball games it will telecast between

Christmas and New Year's.

Cited: CBS has received a Certifi-

cate of Merit from the Federal Civil

Defense Administration for its out-

standing service to civil defense. The

presentation was awarded for CBS'

telecast, The Day Called X, on 8 De-

i iinber.

Anniversary: NBC-TV's Homh
Doody will reach its 10th year and

2.200 performance on 28 December.

Howdy's birthday show will run a full

hour on that date.

Names in the news: Sy Cohen, sta-

tions exploitation executive for ABN'a
expanded stations services department

. . . Michael J. Minahan, business

manager for ABN.

TV STATIONS
Westinghouse Broadcasting has
embarked on a long range and
extensive research undertaking in

tv program development by its

stations.

The premise of the undertaking, ac-

cording to WBC president Don Mc-
Gannon: "Local tv must begin to de-

\ote more creative energy to local

programing research, to discover and
develop the performing, writing and
producing talent for the industry's

needs for both the immediate and dis-

tant future."

The goals of the project are to:

1 1 ) Use certain weekly air periods

as a laboratory for developing new
programing concepts.

(2) Disregard financial and calen-

dar limitations as much as possible.

The venture will be budgeted as a cor-

porate undertaking with allowable ex-

penditures running "well into six fig-

ures."

(3) Afford program people an op-

portunity to range beyond the crea-

tive demands of their daily work, into

an area of pure research.

i 4 i Conduct audience research in

each market to gauge the effectiveness

of the various experimental formats.

About 200 members of the Seat-

tle Press Club saw a demonstration

of the immediate playback qualities of

Ampex videotape.

The place: KING TV's studio A.

Demonstration was the climax of

luncheon hosted by the station. The

flashback was tapes taken of the lunch-
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eonei i as 1

1

»«• \ entei ed the studio.

impex's \<\A K Mi Naughton u
plained the technicalities of the equip-

ment .mil how videotape will enable

KING-TV tin- firs! to install it i«.

better service advertisers, agencies and

\ iewers in the northwest.

People on the movei Joseph
Franxgrote, promotion managei foi

WMBD l\ Peoria . , , James S.

McMurry, station manager for

\\ \ II T\ . Wilmington, Del. He was

formerly operations manager . . .

I.;irr\ Geraghty, news director for

Wi SH-TV, Portland, Maine Geraghtj

ha- Urn a WCSII newsman since

L952 . . . Alfred Di Giovanni, ac-

count executive f< >i WPIX-11, New

York . . . George II. Morris, gen-

• I. il -airs manager for WSIX-TY.
Nashville. He had been national sales

manager for the station.

RADIO STATIONS
Between .">(> and (>0 Nov England
broadcasters will meet at the Ven-
dome hotel, Boston. 18 December,
to discuss the role of tlu> area's

radio .stations in promoting the

economic development of New
England and their communities.

["be project lias been planned in

cooperation with the six N Mi'l'l! state

associations whose presidents are:

Charles Bell. WHAY, New Britain.

Conn.: Klden II. Shute. Jr.. WkTO.
South Paris. Me.: Frank Hah h.

WJOY, Burlington, \t.: Milton Mit-

l-iin. \\ \I)K. Newport, l>. I.: Frank

Bates. WKNE, Keene. N. H.

(See SPONSOR-SCOPE, page 9,

for more details. I

The Todd Storz stations are rap-

idl\ rounding out details of the

first annual Pop Music Disc Jock-
ey Convention. 7-9 March in Kan-
sas City.

Intending to he there are these

d.j.'s: Martin Block: Howard Miller.

WIND, Chicago: Ira Cook. KMPC,
Hollywood: Jay Michael. WCAE,
Pittsburgh; Ed Bonner. k\()K. St.

Louis; Bob Larsen, WI.MP. Milwau-

kee; Don Bell. KIO \. Des Moine-:

Tom Edwards. WERE, Cleveland; and

Robin Seymour, WKMHi Detroit.

Panels are being set up which will

have as participants Gordon McLen-

don, head of the Texas Triangle sta-

tions and Harold Krelstein. president

of the Plough chain.

vnothei panel devoted to discussion

•I the \ ai inn- rating tei \ i< es w ill

In ing in I i .ink Si issei . pi esidenl of

C. K. Hooper, and Sidnej Roslow,

president of Pulse.

(See 30 Novembei Wrap-up foi pre-

ceding developments. I

Ml-I'T has closed the dial on its

purchase of Vlleghen) Broadcast*

ing and its station. KO\ . PittB-

hurgh.

The Station B new g.m. : Ralph

Beaudin, formed) of WBNY, Buffalo.

W FBR, Baltimore, has filed a bill

of complaint anil pica for an in jinn -

tiuii against the ( it\ of Baltimoi e -

tax mi advertising.

\\ I 111! is the fourth Baltimore sta-

tion to appeal to the courts. I be oth-

ers: WBAL, WMAR, and W.I/.

Italian language station WON.
New York, reports that a newlj re-

leased stud) l>\ Pulse shows the Italian

speaking population of New York to

be more than twice as large a~ the a

ond largest the Spani-h speakin :

group.

I In- station i at i ies I" 1

_• boui - of

It. di. in I. in n. i e pi • i aming dail)

W N \\. Yankton, S. DaL, held a

luncheon presentation in New Noik I

I li
l

i iiiln i \ -mind iiin\ ie iii i oloi

u.i~ shown highlighting the station's

M.ii kei .Hid i us ei age story.

W Mt.M. New N ork. has I Ommis-

sioned rrendei to 'I" .i weekl) survey

of the top 1' • records in the i eatei

New ^ , ,| k .lie. |.

( hristmas public service idea:

Willi, k.tn-.i- City, will pla) fimii

now until Christmas songs and hymns
hi niileil l>\ local choirs .mil choruses.

W iili ea< h selection the station w ill

mention the name of the chou and

il- director, along w i t h a plug foi an]

charitable activity of the organ-

ization.

Kudos: W OKI.. Boston, has re-

ceived i Testimonial of Appreciation

award from Kiwanis lniein.iiii.ii.il and

ilie Kiwanis Club of Boston, the -t.t-

Yes. Mary, there is a standard clause

tike ever) radio station, \\U\s
Radio has standard clauses, but

whai isn't written into the contract
but is delivered is the top I'uNe
ratings in 315 out of 360 quarter
hours. Monda) thru t riday, ft a.m.
to midnight. The rich Central Ohio
listening .ire.i with $3,034,624,-

000.00 of spendable income is

standard equipment for those who
bu\ \\H\s Radio. Ask John Blair.

WBNS RADIO
COLUMBUS, OHIO

/^
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your extra hand is

A corps of the most capable
editorial hands in the business
work for you at SPONSOR to
bring the latest broadcast
developments within reach of
your fingers— week after week— 52 weeks a year.

SPONSOR is the nerve center

of the industry. It's the magazine
of ideas— of penetration— of
every day USE— the most
widely quoted publication in

the field.

It's the one book you ought to
read— at home. It will give
you more to think about and
more directions in which to
expand your thinking than any
other trade journal you can buy.

Now— for less than a penny
a day— just $3.00 a year—
you can have 52 issues of
SPONSOR delivered to your
home. Try it on this

money back guarantee.

<>nly gift subscriptions for ad-

vertisers or agencies are eligible.

SPONSOR
40 East 49 St., New York 17, N. Y.

I'll take a year's subscription of SPONSOR.
You guarantee full refund any time I'm

not satisfied.

NAME
FIRM

ADDRESS
Bill Bill firm

tion was cited for its accurate and

i cuiiprehensive news reporting, sup-

port of community activities, and

vigilance in safeguarding freedom of

speech.

Anniversaries: WDRC, Hartford,

observed its 35th anniversary on 10

December.

WDRC is Connecticut's pioneer ra-

dio station . . . James D. Shouse,

chairman of the board, and Robert

E. Dunville, president, were feted in

honor of their 20th anniversary with

Crosley Broadcasting. Cincinnati.

\<'\v on the job: Gustavo Feist

Moran, Spanish program advisor for

KALI, Pasadena, an all Spanish sta-

tion . . . Pat Bradley, production di-

rector of WMBR, Jacksonville . . .

Walter S. Newhouse, returning as

account executive to WQXR, New
York . . . Bill Armstrong, program

director for WDGY, Minneapolis-St.

Paul . . . James Burr Miller, direc-

tor of news and special events for

KGW, Portland, Ore. ... Ed Sloan,

sales manager for WAMS, Wilming-

ton, Del. . . . Ken McKendree, as-

sistant general manager of WTRL,
Bradenton, Fla. . . . A. L. Pierce,

sales manager of KWFT, Wichita Falls,

Texas. He joined the station in 1940.

COMMERCIALS
Alcoa Theatre (NBC TV) will

carry two more of the ARCO-
produced commercials.

The first of these commercials, pre-

pared in Paris on assignment by

Ketchum, MacLeod & Grove, was

sneak-previewed on the show in No-

vember. All soundtracks were record-

ed in New York.

Arthur Bellaire, tv-radio copy-

writer for BBDO, submits these

"be-attitudes"" as a guide for the

tv copywriter:

1. Be personal. The consumer is

more interested in his problems than

anything else.

2. Be interesting. Grab the con-

sumer in the first five seconds.

3. Be informative. Once vou've

given your answer to the consumer's

need, describe the product.

4. Be believable. Tv viewers are

hep to phony demonstrations, exagger-

ations, superlatives.

5. Be repetitious. Show the prod-

uct at the beginning, middle and end

of the commercial, and repeat the sell-

ing line.

6. Be yourself. Enhance your

commercial with a personality and a

look of good taste that will halo the

product and the company behind it.

Here are the 19 best-liked commer-

cials from ARB's national diary sam-

ple, week of 8-14 October:

Rank Commercial % mention

1. Gillette 10.6

2. Piels 7.1

3. Hamms 6.7

4. Dodge 3.9

5. Alka-Seltzer 3.2

6. Winstons 2.8

7. Ford 2.6

8. Jello 2.2

9. Falstaff 2.1

10. Maypo 1.9

11. Schlitz 1.9

12. Ballantine 1.8

13. Tip-Top Bread 1.6

14. Edsel 1.2

15. Twirl 1.1

15. Ivory Soap 1.1

16. Standard Oil 1.0

16. Revlon 1.0

16. Kraft Cheese 1.0

Tip-Top, Edsel, Twirl and Standard

Oil are new on the commercials list.

CANADA
A public service advertising cam-

paign drawing national attention to

problems of education and valued at

$1 million is getting underway.

It is the first project of the newly

set-up Canadian Advertising Advisory

Board, which will assist national pub-

lic service projects.

About 60% of the advertising is

expected to be carried without charge

by national and local advertisers in tv,

radio, magazine, newspaper and other

advertising.

The remaining 40% will be contrib-

uted voluntarily by media.

Public service is an important

part of station operation in Canada

(see also above).

For example, more than 3500 per-

sons saw the "All-Star Hawaiian

Shows" put on recently by CKNW,
New Westminister-Vancouver, to aid

the station's Orphans' Christmas Fund.

CKCK-TV. Regina, estimates that as

of 15 October it had donated more

than $11,000 in public service tele-

casting so far this year. This does not
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include intei \ iev i m iili l<" .il gi oupa

(in tin- -ui inn a ow ii progi .ir -.

Appointments i Gerrj Johnson,
new -air-- manager at CKBI-TV, Prince

Ubert, Sssk. , . . Bruce Cormack,
cop) Bupen i-"i ,ii S. \\ , • laldwell . . .

John C. Morrii and C E. "iy"
Strange are recent additions t • > the

Stovin-lMo -airs -I. iff . . . Jack

Brickenden i- new supervisor of pub-

licit) and Vl«'\ l)a\i» i- nrw super-

visor oi audience relations at ('lit!

Press and Information Service, To-

ronto.

Stations: CKAC, Montreal, oldest

I rench station in North America, will

inaugurate it- ">n lew. GE transmittei

using germanium rectifiers and tran-

sistors in mid-Januarj . . . CKBI-TV,
Prince Ubert, becomes a secondarj
CMS T\ affiliate 1 5 December.

FINANCIAL
Colgate-Palmolive ha* declared an
extra ilh idend of 25V per share
on its common stock, payable 24
December.

I In- company will also pay an addi-

tional week's salary to all of its regu-

lar employees on 13 December.

IK V has declared extra dividends of
il» cents and a regular quarterK divi-

dend of 25 cents per share on its com-
mon stock, payable 27 January.

Stock market quotations: Follow-
ing stocks in air media and related

fields are listed each issue with quota-
tions for Tuesday this week and Tues-
day the week before. Quotations sup-

plied by Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner
and Beane.

Tues. Tues.
Slock 3 Dec. 10 Dec. Change

Vew York Srock Exchange

AB-PT 13% l-'\ -1%
AT&T 169% 195% -3%
\m -n 6 V-, - %

1 BS "\" 25% 24% - %
Colombia Pic, l'>

:

, 13% - %
Loew's 12'. 11% — "s
Paramount 32 32
Rl \ 32 - %/a
Storer 20 20
20th-Foa 23% 22% -1%
'W arner Bros. 20'. 19% - %
W estinghouse 63 <>2\ - %

American Stock Exchange

AUied Artists 3 2 7
- - %

Issoc An. Pro. : T
- - %

C&C Super A A
Dumont Lalis. 3% - %
(.uilil Films 2% 2% + Y*
N 1 \ 6* 6% - %
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to hit the spot

the AIMS the thing

AIMS 'Association of

Independent Metropol-

itan Stations) offers a

made to order list of sta-

tions ready to deliver

maximum audience in

21 different cities.

AIMS the most active group in the Broadcasting Industry

through periodic meetings and fact loaded monthly news-
letters from all members, can supply you with most of the

answers to your broadcast advertising problems. When you
buy . . . BUY AIMS the perfect station list for every

campaign.

You can expect the leading independent

to be the best buy on the market

CITY

Baton Rouge, La.

Buffalo, N. Y.

Dallas, Tex.

Des Moines, Iowa

Evanston, III.

Evansville, Ind.

Houston I, Tex.

STATION

WIBR

WBNY

KIXL

KSO
WNMP
WIKY
KNUZ

Indianapolis 22, Ind. WXLW
Jackson, Miss. WJXN
Little Rock, Ark KVLC

Louisville 2, Ky. . WKYW

Omaha, Neb. KOWH
San Antonio, Tex. KITE

Seattle, Wash. KOL

Spokane, Wash. KLYK

Stockton, Cal. KSTN

Syracuse, N. Y WOLF
Tulsa, Okla. KFMJ

West Springfield, Mass. WTXL
Wichita, Kan. KWBB

Worcester, Mass. WNEB

REPRESENTATIVE

The Walker Co.

Jack Masla and Co., Inc.

West Coast—Lee F. O'Connell Co.

H-R Representatives, Inc.

Southwest—Clarke Brown Co.

John E. Pearson Co.

John E. Pearson Co.

Forjoe & Co., Inc.

Southern—Clarke & Brown, Co.

John E. Pearson Co.

Grant Webb & Co.

Richard O'Connell Inc.

Midwest—Radio-TV Representatives Inc.

Southern & Denver—Clarke Brown Co.
West Coast—Tracy Moore & Associates, Inc.

Burn-Smith Co., Inc.

Regional—Kentucky Radio Sales

Adam Young, Inc.

Avery-Knodel, Inc.

The Boiling Co., Inc.

Grant Webb & Co.

George P. Hollingbery Co.

The Walker Co.

Jack Masla & Co., Inc.

The Walker Co.

George P. Hollingbery Co.
Southern—Clarke Brown Co.

The Boiling Co., Inc.
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IN THE

NATION'S

CAPITAL

M"1'

WRC is the speaker of the house!

Weekdays, from 6 to 8 p.m., WRC reaches more homes than any other radio

station in Washington. With a huge 40% average share of audience, WRC
has a 637c advantage over the second station, and reaches nearly as many

homes as all of Washington's 16 other stations combined.

Best of all, the advantage remains constant, for all twelve programs on

WRC during these hours are tops in their time periods!

To sell more of your product in Washington homes, let WRC Radio speak for

you now. Pick your spot within, or adjacent to, these 6-to-8 p.m. winners.

A call to WRC or to your nearest NBC Spot Sales rep-

resentative will reserve a schedule for you immediately! WRC-980
Source: NSI Report, Total Homes — Washington, D. C, Area — July 1957 WASHINGTON, D. C. SOLD BY (NBC) SPOT SALES
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What's happening in I S Government

tlmt affects sponsors, agencies, ttations

WASHINGTON WEEK
14 DECEMBER
CwyrlgM IM7

IPONIOR PUBLICATION* IN!

Subliminal Perception, Inc., which had offered i" demonstrate it- invisible-corn-

mercia] method i" .1 willing FCC, lolil the Commission some technical snags bad <l<

veloped.

I lie Commissioners had even arranged with Washington T\ station WTOP for

closed-circuit facilities foi the demonstration. The New York companj then ^;»i<i it

couldn't be read] for a while.

Nonetheless the Commissioners indicated the) are still willing to take a look, and

promised the firm thai a new date could be arranged f"i Borne time aftei the firs! of t Ji»-

The Commission's staff meanwhile, wrestles with the fish-flesh-fowl aspects.

Should the system be permitted al all? If bo, should it be regulated? \n<l -> on down a

list.

Pending Commission clarification of its own thinking, it would be perfectly |>o-»i-

ble for radio and tv broadcasters to use some such gimmick with apparently no
real worr\ about punitive action l>\ the FCC

Nobod) connected \viih the FCC will ever comment f<>r publication on an) matter in

the process of being decided. But the New York Stale hid for channel I
.'{ (now com-

mercial) for educational purposes was the subject of a few off-the-record remarks.

Tt appears that the main question is whether to turn down New York State after

a hearing, or without a hearing.

The leaning toward a hearing is on the grounds thai New \ ork State is entitled to

that courtesy. The distaste for a hearing lie- in the certainty of alarming and arousing

the industry. In any event, channel 13 is almost sure to remain commercial.

If serious consideration appears to be given to switching l" educational uses a \ Ill-

channel in a major market now in use for a commercial station, the entire industry might

become alarmed. Or so it i- believed.

The FCC proposal to permit the 250 watt Class IV radio stations to ask for

more power up to 1 .'I'll) wall- with consideration of each such hid on a case-by-case

basis, aroused somewhat less than the expected flood of written arguments.

The Community Broadcasters Association, formed just to wage the battle for

increased power, was far from satisfied with the FCC proposal. It objected to the fait that

the increased power would he during daytime only. It also felt that the increases should be

automatic, with no need for showings to the VC.C on a cased>v-case basis.

The Clear Channel Broadcasting Service, on the other hand, did not view with

a- much alarm as hail been expected. This association of the high-powered stations

merely wanted to he sure that current standards for avoiding interference would be

maintained.

The Federal Trade Commission's radio-television unit hasn't been as quiet

as it has seemed lately or at least so its personnel claims.

Main investigations have been carried on. mam proposed complaints are in the pipe-

lines, the unit savs. A substantial number of cases are ncaring the formal complaint

stage.

1 See \\ R M'-I'P. page 59, on how \. V. State pharmacists are reacting to pressure against

objectionable advertising from Government agent
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GETTING THE MOST FROIHC

Will that clever use of trademark p

product-in-use surely fix the brand nar

n the viewer's mind? Not if the picture

dull, indistinct and poorly reproduced I

obsolete film equipment. The first step

more "sell" in film commercials rea

must start with station facilities. It's

trick at all to impart "snap" and reali:

with modern RCA film room equipme



YOUR FILM DOLLAR

How to Get Picture Qualitythat

Puts More Sell in Commercials

But Keeps Your Operating Costs Down !

Here are three ways to improve film quality and reduce

operating costs at the same time:

a. Use a Vidicon film camera

b. Use professional projectors

c. Use an up-to-date multiplexer

RCA Vidicon Film Camera operation not only gives the best picture

quality, but transforms wastefulness (caused by inefficiency

of outmoded equipment) to profit.

Professional Film and Slide Projectors save operating dollars.

Lamp costs are lower—lamps can operate until burn-out. Thirty to

fifty hours of operation are not unusual for a normal 10-hour lamp.

Rebate costs on lost commercials due to lamp failure are eliminated,

thanks to the automatic lamp change feature. You get business

protection plus the high quality these projectors impart.

The RCA TP-15 Multiplexer, providing efficient layout of the system,

assures lower costs through ease of maintenance and expansion.

The RCA Vidicon Film System provides

the standard of film reproduction by which

all other methods and equipment are judged.

Ask the RCA Broadcast Representative to show

you our detailed new film manual, "Planning TV

Film Facilities for Color and Monochrome."

RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA
BROADCAST AND TELEVISION EQUIPMENT

CAMDEN, N. J.

In Canada: RCA VICTOR Company Ltd., Montreal

Tmk(s) S



A round-up of trade talks,

trends and tips for admen

SPONSOR HEARS
14 DECEMBER Reaching for emphasis often carries station reps into the stratosphere, but

sponsorpubumtions inc.
tra®c manager Boh Horowitz at Avery Knodel has one that's really gone.

dirwtod by Before shooting out an availability sheet marked "Red Hot," he slightlv chars the
BEN BODEC B J o

edges of the paper.

A network advertiser will use this loophole to get out of a dramatic show

thai has fared well critically but not so well on the rating sheets:

The Hollywood producer has persistently failed to live up to the provision in the con-

1 1 ai I requiring that two scripts be submitted in advance for approval.

McCann-Erickson's Marion Harper, Jr., has moved into the Chesterfield tv

situation with sleeves rolled up.

It's in line with the agency's practice of dispatching top corporate pros to troubleshoot

a vexing problem.

The entrance of troubleshooters often has this aftermath: A change of high com-

mand in the disturbed area.

To be up-to-the-minute on tv advertising jargon, make a mental note of this

pair:

Maximum mileage. Translation: The biggest audience for the money.

Methodatioii. Translation: Method.

Educational tv exponents in the New York metropolitan area are cooking up
this financing strategy for a vhf operation of their own:

They want six of the metropolitan stations to put up $1 million each to buy
I Ik- seventh for the educators.

Their sweetening argument: The gesture would 111 cut down commercial compe-
tition, and (2) soften the pressure on the remaining six for more educational fare.

Big city folk apparently like dramas about the wide open spaces more than

tv viewers in smaller towns.

A Park Avenue agency this week changed its mind about recommending a western for

a rural-oriented product when its researchers reported that westerns in general don't do

so well nationwide as they do in the 15 Trendex cities.

The researchers' corollarv notation: Metropolitan audiences are first to spot and

enthuse over an imminent click.

If NBC could have its way, it would be inclined to usher Northwest Passage,

recently acquired from MGM, into the Sunday 7-7:30 niche 13 February.

But Chemstrand. which was drawn to the Sally concept picturing Joan Caulfield as a

rlotheshorse, may block the move.

Chemstrand fancied the image because it's in the textile business.

Ironic note: Miss Caulfield in her latest publicity interviews has talked about aban-

doning the Parisian tog motif for the garb of the average American secretary.
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CONGRATULATIONS

GUNTHER BREWING COMPANY • BALTIMORE, MARYLAND

FROM GUNTHER
******************************************
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MEXICO'S POTENTIAL
( ontinued from page 1 1 I

their Madison Avenue techniques to

Mexico CM\ .

How much monej do advertisers

spend in Mexico?

\<>l>lr Advertising has an estimate

oi (600 million pesos. This converts

to about *"><> million American dol-

lars, at the rate of some 12 pesos to

the American dollar. Here's Noble's

analysis of where this monej goes.

\bout $500 of the $600 million is

spent on consumer advertising, the

i.thei sliM) million allocated to |irinted

materials i in-store displays, hanners,

etc. (.Of the money spent on consumer

advertising, some $336 million or

about 67^? goes to radio.

\\ h\ radio';' Because it was solidU

established as a primary medium 27

years ago. That was the inauguration

of \KW in Mexico City as the Voice

of Latin America b\ Emilio Azcar-

raga, head of a vast number of Mexi-

can business enterprises and most par-

ticular!) identified with radio, tv and

motion pictures.

Azcarraga's Mexico City stations,

W: *
'

>mwwm

BEAUMONT

PORT ARTHUR

Smartest move in Texas is to use

the only facility covering the

Beaumont -Port Arthur -Orange area

of over 1 , 000 , 000 prosperous people.

K F D M Beaumont Radio & TV

CBS fa

ABC \~J
See PETERS-GRIFFIN-WOODWARD, inc.

\i:\\ and \EQ, are linked with 89

other radio stations throughout the re-

public with a full broadcast schedule

of variety programing, including pick-

ups from the I nited States, Canada

and Cuba.

Radio is !No. 1 : Radio continues as

the primary medium for many rea-

sons. Set circulation, for one thing, is

very high—some three million sets in

a country where the highest single

newspaper circulation is 100,000 and

the total is 609,000. Because almost

half of all Mexicans are illiterate, they

respond to what they hear rather than

what they see. Many can't read news-

papers, magazines or the films run as

commercials in movie houses. Another

factor: radio sets are very inexpensive

in comparison with tv.

Newspapers get about $70 million in

advertising expenditure—some 15'7 of

the total. Magazines, with an estimated

$15 million, account for only 3% of

total billing. The two highest circula-

tion magazines in Mexico are the

Reader's Digest and Confidentias, a

love story-romance publication read

mainly by women. (Some magazines

claim only 2.000 circulation.) News-

papers find most of their circulation

restricted to the populous and cosmo-

politan Mexico City area and the Fed-

eral District in which it is located

(similar to Washington and the Dis-

trict of Columbia).

Television, which was born in Mexi-

co City only seven years ago, has seen

a spectacular rise on the basis of equal-

lv spectacular results for many adver-

tisers. It gets about 8% of all adver-

tising investments, some $35 million.

It's still expensive because of limited

set circulation (there are some 250,000

sets in the Federal District, perhaps

another 50,000 in the rest of the coun-

lr\ excluding those covered by stations

broadcasting in English for the U. S.).

Tv set tax: The government sets a

\cr\ high tax on appliances, especially

those imported from the States. But

even a Mexican-made General Electric

17-inch portable tv set costs more than

$200. Here's how much this is to an

average Mexican. The minimum wage

Law enacted by the government pro-

\ ides that a manual worker get almost

I 1 pesos per day. The I . S. minimum

is 75o an hour, some $30 per week

(40-hour week). The Mexican's 14

pesos is a bit more than $1 a day,
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Succe^ formula in^tWfttern IWylvania

QQQMG =QCU4WG
jmiiHi

iinni
imnr
Tinnr

tnpfe&e mote&ff
more people watch WJAC-TV regularly

In 20 of the 41 counties in Pennsylvania's

3rd TV market WJAC-TV reaches 80% to

100% of all TV homes.* The people who

watch are the people who buy , and there's

more to watch on WJAC-TV—24 of the

top 25 night time shows!

If you have something to sell, direct your

advertising to the viewers in more than

a million TV homes, watching WJAC-TV

more than any other station.

43%
55%

PENNA.

100°o[58%
x

,100°o
100°o\ k^J 13%

SERVING MILLIONS FROM
i AK/ 1HE K\ LEGHENfES

;n
JOHNSTOWN -CHAnR^PF

*Nielson Coverage Services—Report No. 2

(monthly coverage statistics)

Get the whole story from your JCATZ man.
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pei haps a total of >7 pei week. I h<- h

set would therefore cost a laborer in

Mexico T5 weeks' Balary! The same

set, retailing in the I . S. foi 8100,

would represent three weeks' minimum
wages.

I util a middle class emerges, as it

has in the I . S., t\ circulation won t

begin to show its real potential. Laboi

i- -lill exceptional!) cheap in Mexico,

l.\ I . S. standards, and in the I .

s
.

the laboring class often has a far big-

ger take-home pa) than the white col-

la] group "above' him in terms "I

presl ige and stature.

Cine, or trailers run in the country -

film "netwoi k" of (><•<> motion picture

houses, accounts I « > t about V, of all

advertising revenue, -nine $26 million.

I his represents a low cost-per-1,000 in-

vestment. Man) American companies

run one-minute color films in the

movie houses. (They're sandwiched

between black-and-white vignettes ol

Mexican humor and ollen have much
more interest, color and "editorial'

appeal than the shoi t features. •

Billboards and spectaculars account

for about 2'< ol consumer advertising

expenditure, some $10 million, liill-

boards are concentrated in Mexico

City, although some appear in other

metropolitan areas. But the) don't

dot the countryside and highways as

do those in the I . S.

\\ ho are these advertisers who spend
v (iUii million Mexican pesos?

Biggesl ;:d spenders: sponsor asked

several ad professionals in Mexico to

gel this summary. The biggest single

uational advertiser using all media in

the countr) is the National Lottery, the

dail) lotter) sponsored h\ the Mexican

government. A top u innei ma) gel as

much a- $30,000 I
American) but there

ire man) small winners each day.

Proceeds are u<~ii\ lor various govern-

ment projects. I he government i- a

l.ea\ \ buj er of all media to promote

the -ale of its lotter) tickets.

The biggest advertiser-manufacturer,

h\ far. i- Colgate, which reportedl)

spends $65 million pesos. This is fol-

lowed h\ Pepsi Cola. < Even though

I oca i !ola outsells it : Coke ha- ~>2 lo-

cal bottling plants. Pepsi <>nl\ .SO. I

I he major categories ol Mexican ad-

vertisers are soft drink- and breweries,

drugs and food product-, cosmetics.

• oming up into stronger buying posi-

tion are some of the electrical appli-

ices. \n estimated ( >h' - of the tele-

vision advertising is from national ad-

vei i isers.

American-owned companies, or the

Mexican branch operations of I niled

States parent companies, arc the big-

gesl advertisers. Man) Mexican com-

panies, however, are being drawn into

the advertising fold. Almost ever)

name brand item you see in a trip

through major Mexican cities is a

brand long familiar to people in \ew

York, Chicago or Los Angeles. Mosl

of the brand leaders in Mexico are

Vmerican-originated brands. One of

the biggest reasons foi this. sa\s Ed

Noble ol Noble Advertising, is that

these wen- the first to move into Mexi-

co with advertising and promotion.

The) knew how to use advertising and

the) bagged the market as a result of

it.

His was one ol the first agencies to

determine cost-per-1,000 formulae and

to use them in media buying. \o other

agency, in his opinion, has such de-

tailed information available on the to-

tal market of Mexico and its compo-

nents.

Cost-per- 1,000 comparisons: Some
of his agenc) findings: An over-all na-

tional average of cost-per-1,000 for

cine (movies I is 21 pesos—about

$1.75 to reach I. ()()() persons. Analysis

ol other media shows: newspapers. ()')

pesos per 1,000 with a half-page ad;

l\. 50 pe-o-: radio, "it ranges all over

the lot ": magazines, 30 pesos for a

lull page ad.

Noble is an American who started

his agenc) nine \eais ago. His is the

largest and most prosperous local

agenc) and has no connection with

an) oilier agencv. It is owned and

operated b) Noble and a group of his

staff members (there are 80 in all).

"Eight) per cent of the brands we

market were not in Mexico eighl years

ago, he sa\s. "Main American
brand- moved ill and because of their

advertising saw) the) were able to

gain consumer acceptance." Almost

85'
!

ol his growth in billing acti\ it\

come- from advertisers on hi- pre-enl

account list.

The Noble li-t of :>2 account- repre-

sents the range and ivpes of industry

which arc moving into Mexico and
Latin America to expand their profit

picture. How can thev do it? One
big reason: these countries, in order to

attract husine-s and expand their own
economy, make favorable lax conces-

sion-. And in all these countries labor

is cheap.

Among the Noble accounts: (lorn

Products Refining Co., Elizabeth Ar-

den, Beech-Nul Life Savers. Warner-

Lambert. Procter X (iambic. Royal

Dutch Airlines, \ ick Chemical. Hic-

kok. I . S. Rubber, Mennen, Minnesota

Mining & Manufacturing, Admiral,

Studebaker-Packard, Ha/el Bishop Ex-

port. Eno-Scotl i. Bowne, Hoover, du

Pont, Bell & Howell. Noxzema Chemi-

cal. Western Airlines, Canada Drv In-

ternational. Kimberly-Clark, Jantzen,

Eagle Pencil and Charles Pfizer & Co.

The long marketing view: Long-

range planning i- an innovation in

Mexico. Heretofore mo-1 businesses

have prettv much confined their efforts

to the short run. \\ hv ? Nol onlv the

future was unpredictable. The present

was. too! Thev couldn't possiblv pre-

dict what per capita consumption of

soap would be in Guadalajara in L965

because thev didn't have the foggiest

notion w hat il was in 1956.

Noble's agenc) and il- executives

realized some basic market data wa-

vital to the development of both pres-

ent ami future marketing plans. Two
years ago it undertook the first such

national market siirvev ever conduct-

ed in Mexico. It analyzed each of the

21 top market- in the republic and

projected some national averages. The

COSt: $300,000, to which each client of

the agenc) contributed \.% of its an-

nual billings.

Hie results give these marketing men

their first authoritative analysis as to

the market thev now have. And this.

in turn, become- the base for projec-

tion of future production, -ales and

advertising.

Called Mexican Facts and Figures,

the -ludv contrasts ihe 21 market

areas. Hut because "each cilv differs

widely, no average was made. The

Studies are indicative rather than (•in-

clusive and form a general portrait of

marketing conditions."

Mexico "has been experiencing a dv-

namic and unprecedented expansion

and it i- no longer possible to apply

the old yardsticks ol progress to the

great strides of the last few years."

This is from the introduction.

For details of this Noble Advertis-

ing marketing Study, and an interpre-

tation of some of the figures in it. see

-torv accompanying this feature on

page 13. ^
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MAYPO
i < ontinued from page II i

pih licking a spoon, the box stands

nil! from nihil cereals on Btore shelves

and children can idenl if) il easil)

.

Kid- are target: Hmebuying was

detei mined primaril) b) the a\ ailabil-

ii\ ol children - show s, "and il was

1 1. null. " sa) s Philpott. "
I his j eai

kid- -linw- were hard to come bj
;

las) yeai there were plent} "I them

around. In man) instances we had

to buj adjacencies I i aftei noon fea-

ture lilm- because "l the shortage of

kid-' shows.
1

\ total "I I- stations in 19 markets

are carrying aboul 120 spots pei we k

[or Maypo ilii- season, sponsor «-i i

-

i tates the cosl at aboul $350,000.

Most of the weekdaj spots boughl

l\ Maltex Co. fall in the 1:00-7:00

p.m. time segment, with some in earl)

morning hours. \ Few are boughl in

mid-morning on Saturday 3.

In most instances Maypo boughl

time in the shows. ""Winn we l>n\ ad-

jacencies, we ir\ to gel them between

two kill-' programs," says Bryan Hous-

ton's Philpott.

Network co-op plans made il possi-

ble for Maltex Co. to spol il- Maypo
commercials in network shows in some

markets; in other markets adjacent ies

were boughl for these programs.

yficke) Mouse. Captain Kangaroo and

Wight) Wiw^e are some of the network

programs in\ olved.

Success with the Maypo campaign
in the New England and uppei New
York state markets during 1956-1957

season led Maltex Co. to expand the

spol campaign into these markets this

year: Philadelphia, New York, Detroit,

Cleveland, Baltimore, Washington and

Denver.

"The almost immediate distribution

success experienced lasl year in New
England and upper New ^ < > 1 k state is

being repeated in these new markets

this year, says Edward <-. Gerbic,

vicepresident in charge of advertising

for Heublein, Inc. and genera] manag*

er nl the foods division. Ilr credits the

t\ commercial for tlii- success, stating

"brokers report that the exceptional

impact ol the commercial i- responsi-

ble for creating a fas! consumer <le-

maiitl for Ma) po."

Station merchandising support was

not an important considi ration in the

timebuying, according to Philpott.

"We had to get the programs and the

t mir- in rail the 1 hild population thai

was the impoi tanl thin he states

"\\ c im.k h li.iicv 11 men handising

support stations gave e\ 1 r ) one else,

ami this boiled dow n prett) mm li to

|iii-ic .ml mailings to 1 etailei - and is

sistance in obtaining Btore displays,"

the adman told SPONSOR.

Ma) po's men handising 1- can ied

on! primaril) through it- brokers. \ml

in ihi- area, too, Maik\ has lefl his

indelible mark. Maltex ' 0. is keying

.;ll nf il- point-of-pun base display

terial as well as e i\ eaw a) items foi

children to it- populai commercial

figure.

Ma) |'o -line displa) s an
i intic:

"
I he) use an) h here from 25 to 100

cases "I the cereal for these H dis-

|ila\ -. -a\ - Philpott. I hese are at

ranged b) the Heublein Bales lone

working in conjunction w i 1 1 local

l'ii ikers.

Buttons bearing a picture "f Mark\

h itli the "I w ani m) Map) < 1 \ are

a populai iicm in the stores, accord-

ing to the Maltex Co. account execu-

tive. I he buttons arc made in two

sizes; large one- are worn b) store

-lock clerks, small one- are given awa)

to children in the supei mai kets. 1 1 is

i- sometimes done at the checkout

counter; other times the I rokei has

stationed someone in the store to walk

up and |in the button on the child

when lie enters with his parent 1

- ure-fire reminder to bu) Ma] po.

"\\ e leave it up to the broVei

how he wants to handle this because

the) ve not their favorite methods.

-a\- Philpott. Mark) balloons are an-

other popular item with the small-fr)

set. These are u~<-<\ in both the store

displa) - and as giveawa) -.

Maltex animation: The Maypo tri-

li 1 1
1

1 ill via animated cartoon commer-

cial- has led Maltex Co. to tr) the

same approach in a spot t\ campaign

E01 it- other hoi ' ereal Maltex.

"I his i- the onl) tw o-gi ain hot <
-

real on the market," says Philpott.

Maltex i- a combination ol toasted

v. heat and malted bai le) . It- half-

centur) existence ha- been marked b)

a stead) growth in -ale- through in-

creased distribution. Now Maltex 1 • .

i- shooting for increased consumer

purchase ami going about it the -

wa\ it did w itli Ma) po.

Hul>le\ ha- dune one commercial for

Maltex. and it i- much the same in

style ami humor a- the Maypo film-.

I'i on ipal 'iii' thai the Maltex

message le itures .1 I Ule gn I. She's

urn .lined yet, hut -he'll probabl

dubbed " Vbbie. I hat - the name •!

the n .11 pi nil --nni.il 1 lull Huble)

found in In- search ol Mew Vnk
-I net- and p| i\ grounds l"i the "i i

1 1
. Maltex mi il ial i- -1 heduled

ii 1. 11- in In mai kets n >

queni \ of aboul 1 1 week.

-iiix-i 1; est imati - the < ompanj is

spending al out *
I 50,001 » in t\ time

i"i tin- campaign.

Phil] oil -a\ - "we used the same

timebuying techniques foi Maltex, ami

- iles doubled in Novembei ovei

\ 1 .11 .i_... Result : I he Maltex com-

mercial will be done in a series like

Ma)
i'

•.

Heublein foods: I In- foods division

of Heublein Inc., Hartford, < onn., j >a 1
-

ni ol Maltex < !o., markets several

othei 1
hn n. I hese are: \ 1 Sau< e,

( ire) -I'i upon mustard, and v i//l-

iy, a li :ui I bai becu sauce in an

ai 1 osol can that was inl rodui ed n

l\ in California. Vlso, the Vndersen

Foods Division of Heublein markets a

line ol -mi
1

- in II Western -late-. ^

ROANOKE
60 County Coverage

s M

Television's Top Programs

Ask Your "Colonel" at

Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.

WDBJtr
CHANNEL
OANOKI, VIRGINIA
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and still growing

• Survey after Survey of 14

counties indicates Uncontested

Dominance of Northern Illinois-

Southern Wisconsin area by

WREX-TV.

* Combined rural and industrial

following . . . ideal for test

campaigns.

WREX-TV

sales power!
WREX-TV — "The Viewers' Choice"
DELIVERS your message to the buyers
in this rich industrial and agricultural
market.
The consistent high quality in produc-
tion, promotion and merchandising of
both spots and programs has earned
many major awards for WREX-TV this

ir! For the best medium to reach this
.tockford area market consult H-R for
the WREX-TV story.

J. M. BAISCH, Central Manager

REPRESENTED BY H-R TELEVISION, INC.

WRBX-TY
CHANNEL

ROCKFORD
ILLINOIS

I Tv and radio

I NEWSMAKERS

Marshall S. Lachner, former president of

Pabst Brewing Co.. has been elected presi-

dent and chief executive of B. T. Babbitt.

He will also serve as a member of the

board of directors and the executive com-

mittee. Lachner's appointment terminates

the company's current operating policy

under which the firm has been run b\ an

executive management committee. Lnder

the new plan, this group will be retained with Lachner acting as its

chief executive. He joined Pabst as president in April 1956 after

16 vears with the Colgate-Palmolive Co.. where he had been vice

president of its soap division. Lachner is an active member of the

Grocer\ Manufacturers Association on the merchandising com-

mittee and also belongs to the New ^ ork Sales Executive Club.

Lawrence H. Rogers II, newly elected

chairman of TvB's board of directors, pre-

sided this week at a new wide-screen TvB

presentation at the Waldorf. One of its

original organizers. Rogers has served on

the board and acted as treasurer of the

Television Bureau since its inception. He

has Keen in charge of W SAZ-T\ . Hunting-

ton-Charleston. West Virginia, since 1948.

holding the positions of station manager, general manager and vice

president, successiveh . He was elected to the board of \\ S \L, Inc..

in 1952 and was made its president in 1956. In January 1956. he

obtained permission for tv coverage of state legislature sessions.

outgrowth of which has been the current storm nf protest by the

local West Virginia press against installation of permanent cables.

William W. Joyce has been appointed

the Chicago television sales manager of

The Katz Agency, national advertising rep-

resentatives. He joined Katz in 1945 as a

radio salesman and a year later switched

over to television sales. From 1940 to

1943. Joyce was account executive with the

World Broadcasting System in Chicrgo. an

affiliate of Ziv. Prior to that be spent two

years as the Midwestern sales manager of the Texas Mate Network.

Joyce has been in the air advertising field since 1932. He las done

radio writing and production on such -hows as Tom Mix. Pu' I c

Hero dumber One. Judy and Jane, and The Inside Story, and was

one of the Park Place Rhythm Boys, featured on Kb.I/. Fort Worth.

-I'dNSOK 14 DECEMBER 1957



the more you compare balanced programming,

audience ratings, coverage, or costs per thousand

—

or trustworthy operation—the more you'll prefer

WAVE Radio

WAVE-TV
LOUISVILLE

NBC AFFILIATES

NBC SPOT SALES, EXCLUSIVE NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES

^B

WFIE-TV, Channel 14, the NBC affiliate in Evansville,

is now owned and operated by WAVE, Inc.

M



SPONSOR

P.r. for advertising

Advertising badl) needs a specific pinpointed public rela-

tions program. II you're inclinsd to feel ill : need is less

than urgent, consider the signs.

Sign 1—Two major cities are attempting to lev) taxes on

advertising. The practical politicians who administer each of

these cities would not make advertising a target unless the)

Icli thi- was popular in today's climate of opinion.

Sign 2—The hook-tall- arc crowded with novels which

paint a misleading picture aboul television in particular and

adxertising in general.

In short, there's little public appreciation of advertising's

role in keeping our economy strong.

Selling advertising's importance to the public will not be

easy. Sonic of the negative thinking about advertising and

admen i- deeply entrenched. But the difficulty of the job

should not keep thi> industr) from doing what it mu-t do.

The industr) need- a task-force project and the Advertising

Council ought to put this down for consideration ainoirr it-

1958 project-.

T\ and radio, which hear the brunt of anti-advertising

talk, would be particularl) anxious to give their support.

Christmas for kids

As you read this, Christmas is fast approaching and you

lace the problem ol picking gilt- lor business triends or as-

sociates. Maybe you're wondering whether we haven't gon •

too far in exchanging gilts which have little relation to the

true Christmas -pint.

A group of television executives and performer- -tailed

wondering the same thing last year. The result: Christmas

for kids, a voluntary, charitable venture which pays ever)

cent ol it- own costs so that gift mone) isn't dissipated.

If you want need) children to get a gift in a friend"- name,

contact Christmas for Kid- at 180 Lexington \ve., New York.

<»i tall the chairman. Jay Jackson at PL 5 1777. You'll bs

-cut a gifl order blank listing donation- from $5 to 8100.

THIS WE FIGHT FOR: (/ hen volt review

spot radio plans for 1958, ne suggest von

check the progress oj nighttime radio. Don't

Jl< t inertia keep yon from what may be a chance

to reach new audience at high cost efficiency.

lO-SECOND SPOTS

Splendor: Seen on Madison \\enue

—A man carrying a dispatch case and

wearing en his cheek a yellow Hand-

aid Id match his yellow tie. // you're

u aring a red tie. just let it bleed.

Nita life: To catch the Madison Ave-

nue big spenders, a new cabaret has

been started on that stem at 37th street

called "Down in I he Depths." // Mr.

Whiskers keeps sniping at expense ac-

counts, they can always change its

name to "Down in The Dumps."

Mystery: For three weeks, smack in

the middle of the Tuesday noon RTES
timebuying and selling seminars in

\cu Boris's Shelton Hotel, a brindle-

blonde wearing hair clips and pin

curls has stalked across the dining

loom past the speakers" table to re-

appear on a reverse march fi\e min-

utes later. Neither timebuyer nor

seller, she—members are beginning to

wonder who? Maybe she's subliminal.

Disk: A new 12-inch l.p. album b\

Gotham includes the "Batten. Barton.

Durstme \ Osborne Blues."" With their

billing, why sing the blues?

Specialist: The young copywriter

showed up at the agency personnel de-

partment in answer to an ad for a fond

copywriter. "I've worked on a bread

account.'" he told the personnel mana-

ger. "Splendid."" said the p.m., "1 e-

cause our account happens to be in

bread also.
9

"'It was a rye bread,

the copywriter went on. "Fortunate

coincidence."' said the p.m. "Our> i-

rye too." "Well, actual!}, the job ap-

plicant continued, "it was a sort of

health rye. "You sound like just our

man. said the personnel manag i

"Our account is a health rye too. Tell

me. was \ ours sliced or whole'.''""

"Whole."" said the copywriter. "Sorry,

you wont do," said the p.m. "We're

sliced.

"

Prestige: According to a recent sur-

vey these are the names most influ-

ential in selling soap, razors, etc..

through endorsements: Marlon Bran-

do. Elvis Presley, Rock Hudson, Man
Martin. Marilyn Monroe. Greta Garbo,

W illiam Holden. Mickey Mantle. Ber-

nard Baruch and Dr. Jonas Salk. Can't

hardly recall alien we saw our last

Bernard Baruch tv commercial.

SCONSOK 14 DECEMBER 1951



Baltiimore
WJZ-TV

dominates
A fast picture of the big change in Baltimore
TV shows that WJZ-TV, under Westinghouse
Broadcasting Company ownership, has moved
from 3rd to a dominant 1st place in less than
four months!

The November ARB report on quarter hours
shows that WJZ-TV is first in more quarter
hours than trie other two Baltimore stations

COMBINED!

WJZ-TV
Station B

Station C

(ABC)

(CBS)

(NBC)

257 first*

lio': "

90' 2
"

WJZ-TV DOMINATES IN SHARE OF
SETS-IN-USE TOO!

Confirming WJZ-TVs dominance in the Balti-

more TV picture, the November ARB figures

for share of sets-in-use are:

WJZ-TV
Station B

Station C

(ABC)

(CBS)

(NBC)

37 9

34
26 7

*While all three

stations were
on the air.

Now ... in Baltimore, WJZ-TV dominates. In

Baltimore, more and more, no selling cam-
paign is complete without the WBC station.

Your Blair-TV man is ready to talk business,

and so is Joe Dougherty, WJZ-TV Sales Man-
ager (MOhawk 4-7600, Baltimore).

Oct.

1957

Nov.

1957

WESTINGHOUSE

A L T I M O R
Q

Represented by Blair-TV
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C IN PHILADELPHIA

With spiring new tower and spanking new trans-

mitter—maximum height, maximum power—

WRCV-TV gives you maximum coverage of the

more than 2 million TV homes in the nation's

fourth market.

With NBC's great entertainment lineup, plus

leading local shows and stars, as neighbors,

WRCV-TV's prime time availabilities put you next

to the hottest programs in town.

With WRCV-TV's maximum coverage, superior

programming, and choice adjacencies, com-

bined, you sell more of the people, more of the

time, in Philadelphia.

WRCViTV-3
eni " »•»"* "spot sales

NBC LEADERSHIP STATIoTTlN PHILADELPHIA
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liere there's a Storz Station there's immediacy

. . . immediacy

which in each

of these major

markets attracts ;>iore

listeners to the

Storz Stations than

to anx other

MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL . . . WDCY 1

is Erst . . . All-day average. Proof: Hooper (31.3^) • • •

Trendex . . . Pulse. See Blair or General Manager Jack Thayer.

KANSAS CITY . . . WHB 1

is first . . . All-Jay. Proof: Metro Poise, Nielsen, Trendex,

Hooper, Area Nielsen, Pulse. All-Jay average as high as 48.5

(Nielsen). See Blair or General Manager George W. Armstrong.

NEW ORLEANS . . . WTIX
is first . . . All-day. Proof: Hooper (25.9 rr) . . . Pulse. See

\ lam Young or Genera] Manager Fred Berthelson.

MIAMI . . . WQAM 1

is first . . . All-day. Proof: Hooper (38. 1',
) . . . Pulse . . .

them Florida Area Pulse . . Trendex See Blair

or General Manager Jack Sandler

IOINJ
ODAY'S RADIO FOR TODAY'S SELLING
>D STORZ. PRESIDENT* HOME OFFICE: OMAHA. NEBRASKA

WD6Y Minneapolis St. Paul
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.

WHB Kansas City
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.

WTIX New Orleans
REPRESENTED BY ADAM YOUNG INC.

WQAM Miami
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.

MEDIA CHIEFS

SIZE UP 1958's

TV COSTS

\ ti<TM \ iiicd ia men
unde i score tv's cost

efficiency, point to its

Iowti . u-t-per- 1 000
vs. other media. Bui

t\ COSta tine -tildv

Page 23

Pepsi, Annie

and the

soft, soft sell

Page 26

Nighttime radio:

progress roundup,

outlook for 1958

Page 30

Motivational

St. Nick at the

agency Xmas party

Page 34



^
I N D A L L AS IT'S

KIXL
THE STATION THAT DELIVERS

THE GREATEST ADULT AUDIENCE
AT THE LOWEST COST PER THOUSAND

FOR COMPLETE DETAILS

CALL OR WRITE

BILL MORGAN. GEN. MGR.

KIXL
The Station That Programs

To The Discriminating Adult Listener

REPRESENTED BY H - Fi \ n d CLARKE BROWN IN THE SOUTH



PHILADELPHIA'S

STATION

ITS

ENTERTAINERS

DAYS

WEEK

ANOTHER FIRST
FOR PHILADELPHIA'S

*FIRST STATION

YOU CAN BUY THESE PERSONALITIES MONDAY THRU SUNDAYm
Jack O'Reilly

5.00—9.00 A.M.
Monday thru Saturday

6:00—8:00 A.M.
Sundays

Red Benson

10:00 A.M.— 1.00 P.M.
Monday thru Sunday

Mac McGuire

1:00—3:00 P.M.
Monday thru Saturday

1:00—7:00 P.M.
Sundays

Frank Ford

11:00 P.M. -2:00 A.M.
Monday thru Sunday

'March thru October

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY GILL PERNA, INC. New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Boston

SPONSOR • 21 DECEMBER 195"
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DIGEST OF ARTICLES

Next year's tv costs

23 Vgencj media men underscore tv's cost efficiency, point to its con-

tinuously favorable cost -per- 1,000 while the cost of other media rises

Pepsi, Annie and the soft, soft sell

26 Pepsi was in trouble in 1950. Sales were down, bottlers were mad. Kill-

ing the "bargain" image turned the tide. Newest ammunition: tv specials

Status report on nighttime radio

30 How far did the nighttime break-through come in 1957, and where is

it headed in 1958? Here is progress roundup plus some new facts

Ratings while you wait

32 Uou much will they cost? How much will they tell? What are their

chances of going national? Answers on the new ARB system—Arbitron

The motivational Christmas

34 Jolly old Saint Nicholas gets a revamping when the Motivational Re-

searchers do a depth study on Behavior Stimuli at Agency Xmas parties

Net tv up about 5% in 1957

37 Total advertiser expenditures are expected to top the $660 million

mark this year. Data underlines, however, slowing network growth

FEATURES
16 Agency Ad Libs

45 Film-Scope

18 49th and Madison

S3 News & Idea Wrap-Up

5 Newsmaker of the Week

52 Picture Wrap-Up

66 Sponsor Hears

9 Sponsor-Scope

74 Sponsor Speaks

SO Spot Buys

74 Ten Second Spots

6 Timebuyers at Work

72 Tv and Radio Newsmakers

63 Washington Week

20 Women's Week

In Upcoming Issues

Radio Results

In the 28 December issue, a compilation of radio capsule case histories

for a wide variety of products and services

Tv Results

In the following week's issue (4 January) a similar Tv section. Both

sections will be made available in reprint form on request
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WHO-in IOWA-

ONE station, or 4?

WHO is heard regularly by as

many Iowa families as the next four

most popular Iowa stations

combined!* Ask PGW for the proof.

*Educiitio}ia\ stations excluded.

WHO
for Iowa PLUS!

Des Moines 50,000 Watts

WHO Radio is pan of

Central Broadcasting Company,

which also owns and operates

WHO-TV, Des Moines

WOC-TV, Davenport
fe

Col. B.
J.

Palmer, President

P. A. Loyet. Resident Manager

Robert H. Harter, Sales Manager

-^ Peters, Griffin, Woodward. Inc.,

Sational Representatives
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t^ KUBICAM, JW€ -

Advertising

MS W YORK CHICAGO DETROIT SAX FRAXCJSCO LOS AXOELES HOLLYWOOD MOXTREAL TOROXTO

LOXDOX -MEXICO CITY- FRAXKFCRT SAX.JVAX CARACAS

iWCry L^hriStm3.S
5
some of our folks form a choral

group and stroll from floor to floor singing carols for their

co-workers.

But this is just for fun . . .

During the other 364 days of the year, the musical talent

that makes this pleasant custom possible has other values.

It adds a special sparkle to commercials and programs.

When trained musical experts create and supervise the pro-

duction of songs, jingles, and musical effects, the difference

is noticeable and pleasing.

It's the sort of difference that helps TV advertising com-

mand the big, friendly audience it needs to be successful.
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NEWSMAKER
of the week

(hi .'{ /)#'<•. iriluii Intl. president of 4, try Idv., appeared <>/i

ll tltlt s Nightbeat. (h, II Dec., II hiuhatt PharmacaTs Koly-

not exited Grey agency because Fall .««!»/ /m-"*/ n .«>#•*/ ( ra*l (a

PSkG toothpaste), Incident, involving a $300,000 account,

caused a reexamination of tin- meaning of "brand loyalty"

The newsmaker: Head of a $42 million agenc) with '>7'.

of its L957 billing in ait media, Vrthur Fad [earned the power of

television to his personal chagrin as well as the expense of his agent
j

one week before sponsor's presstime.

"I'm on tv for the first time in mj life," be told sponsor. "There

are lights and cameras on me. I'm asked a question. Well, there's

a Bpontaneit) about tin- answer, lie asked me what toothpaste I

used that morning. I said ("rest."

Would \nluir Kail sa\ it again, with a competitive brand ol

toothpaste in hi- -hop?

"I've thought about that since,"

Fatl -aid ruefully. "Yes, I would.

I! I had deliberated, I would still

have told the truth. You see. this

is the point and here s how I feel

about brand loyaltv :

"1 on should have the conviction

oJ your philosophy : so it stands to

reason that you might enjoy your

clients' products. Mv monthly let-

ter- to the -latT saj these are good

products or they wouldn't he the

success they are. But we don't

hold a club over their heads and force them to use them.

"Actually, I used Kolynos most of the time. But you know, you

have a right to sample things. You don't have to be in a vacuum.

My sin was not in testing, but in saving it."

The reaction from a majority of Grey's clients other than White-

hall was an overwhelming endorsement of Fatt's stand. Kick Scheid-

ker of the lA's sent him the congratulations of some member- ol

I \ - Committee of the Board on Public Relation-:

"If there were more such opportunities for agency people to

appear before the public, the Committee felt, and if the\ acquitted

themselves as splendidly a- vou did—even in the face of difficult

questions— it would be a great thing for the business."

Wrote one of the many admen who admired Fatt's -land: "The

advertising business i- no longer a hustler. You've made her an

honest woman."

The most significant aspect of the letter response, according to

Fatt. is the number of people who were motivated to act. 'To me.

this show is just another testimony to the fantastic power id tv.

T>\ the da\ after the telecast, before our client problem developed.

I had 200 letters. Its a small and unimportant example, but it doe-

show again that tv doesn't only reach people, it motivates them to

act and to act fast. ^
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CASE
HISTORY:
FINANCIAL

Radio Becomes Perpetual

As Sportscast Pays Off

WHEN BECKMAN-KOBLITZ ADVERTIS-
ING Agency signed Perpetual Savings &
Loan Association of Beverly Hills this

fall, it recommended that the new client

emphasize a medium completely miss-

ing from its past advertising: RADIO.

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA RADIO came
through.

WITH RADIO ON THE JOB only since

September, Perpetual deposits are at an

all-time high. Four fine stations deserve

the credit... including Jim Healy's com-
mentary, "Speaking of Sports" each
weekday afternoon on KBIG.

"WE PICKED THE CATALINA STATION"
say agency partners Milt Beckman and
Edward Koblitz "because of its fine past

performance for other clients . . . and

because KBIG coverage of Greater Los
Angeles, plus the whole Southern Cali-

fornia coast, is useful to Perpetual's

heavy percentage of business by mail.

The results have paid off at the teller's

window—and the postman's sack.

"WE INTEND TO MAKE KBIG a 'Perpet-

ual' part of our radio programming!"

Your KBIG or Weed contact will be

glad to provide other case histories to

help you evaluate Southern California

Radio.

JOHN POOLE BROADCASTING CO.
6540 Sumil Blvd.. Los Angeles 28, California

Tolophonm: Hollywood 3-3205

Nat. Rep. WEED and Company

.J

Timebuyers
at work

Jack Cunningham, R. T. O'Connell Co., New York, says that

"while listening to some of New York's name d.j.'s recently, I felt

that many agencies are wasting the talents for which they're paying

top rates—particularly in the extensive use of e.t.'s for the entire

commercial messapr. \\ lien we buy name personalities at this shop,

we either use live copy exclusively

or confine our e.t.'s to an opening

and closing, and we leave the

major part of the commercial to

be delivered by the d.j.'s. We buy

these men because they are top

radio salesmen with many success-

ful years behind them. They know

how to pitch and they have an

enormous, loyal following which is

nearly a pre-sold audience. Also

in instances where we use live

copy exclusively, d.j.'s will often

go several seconds over the specified time—-a little extra sell that

means big impact. Of course, when we purchase announcements

on run-of-schedule programs with staff announcers, Ave schedule full-

length e.t.'s. But when we buy a name personality, we want his

selling talents and his prestige to carry the product message."

Joyce Peters, Emil Mogul Co., New York, feels that too often the

fundamentals of timebuying are lost in the complex maze of ratings,

adjacencies, frequencies and cost-per-1,000. "One of these basics,"

Joyce says, "is harmony of both commercial and product with the

mood of the program. Yet every day I wince seeing or hearing an-

nouncements whose message and

product conflict with the atmos-

phere of the program. So does the

average listener. Recently I heard

a musical e.t. for a product that

can only be characterized as friv-

olous. If spotted on a d.j. show

the commercial might have made

sense as well as sales. Instead,

this jarring jingle was slotted in

the middle of a serious news com-

mentary on the U. S. -Russian mis-

sile race! I'm sure the buyer of

this announcement could show good reason for using it in a sched-

ule— it was the right time segment for reaching the buyers of this

product, and the show had excellent ratings and cost-per-1,000. But

that's just the point. He got so involved in arithmetic that he forgot

a fundamental—that you can't sell balloons at a wake."
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TACKg ARE BETTER^
to open in Baltimore

Four of a kind-all JACK GALE,
our zany, brainy new "morning
man" who in a few short months
has taken Baltimore by storm.

Zany—because Jack's a mad,
mad man at the mike—with his

offbeat characters (see cards
above), his breezy nonsense, his

gag-a-minute pace.

Brainy— because Jack is crazy

like a fox. He combines his show-
manship with a mastery of sales-

manship second to none. He has
the precious knack of making
people listen for a commercial as

well as listen to it.

Jack is just what Baltimore's

highly competitive AM radio has

long needed— a personality.

Jack Gale opens the day on
W-I-T-H with "Wake Up, Balti-

more" from 6 to 10, Monday
through Saturday. With music,

news, weather— plus low W-I-T-H
rates and complete W-I-T-H cov-

erage— he's your opening to bigger

business in this prime market.

Radio's best on

Tom Tinsley, Pres.

R. C. Embry, Vice Pres.

National Representatives:
Select Station Representatives i« New York. Philadelphia. Baltimore. Washington. Simmons Associates in Chicago area and New England.

Clarke Brown Co. in Dallas, Houston. Denver. Atlanta, Miami. New Orleans. McGavren-Quinn m Los Angeles. San Francisco, Seattle.
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SHARE
THE WEALTH!

$6 14 billion annual
earnings in

mmmm
AMERICA'S 10th TV MARKET

There's a lot of gold that is not buried.

It's being earned in SELLvania—spent in

SELLvania. Capture your share of this

vast, unique, multi-city land with

3Vi million people

1,015,655 families

917,320 TV sets

$3% billion annual retail sales

CHANNEL 8 MULTI-CITY MARKE1

WGAL-TV
LANCASTER, PA.
NBC and CBS

STEINMAN STATION

Clair McCollough, Pres.

Representative: The MEEKER Company, Inc. New York • Chicago • Los Angeles • San Francisco
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Must significant tv and radio

news of the week with interpretation

in depth for busy readers

SPONSOR-SCOPE
21 DECEMBER

SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS INC

CwyrliM 1157

[National i\ ipol picked up some momentum this week to ^iv«- the Industry

menrj Christmas in the nick of time. In the holiday package in

• Test campaign! by Maine Potatoes (John C. Dowd) and Lever*! Stripe Toothpaste
i Foote-Cone-Belding)

.

• Carter's Rise Shaving Cream (SSCB) moved into a few selected markets.

• Ward Bread I'JWT) allocating around |1.3 million for abonl 25 stations daring 1958

• Decaf (DSF) is examining evening newscasts.

• Tastybread |
\\er) looks as though it will l>e scheduling for January.

The nature of national spot radio this week was bouncy enough to hoist many
a station rep to (loud 17.

One hreak alone sufficed to do this: R. J. Reynolds CFsty) renewed its present

saturation schedule outright for 1958.

Another renewal that prof a warm reception was the Pepsodent campaign (FCBi.

which involve-: 15 to 25 announcements a week. For a while this one had heen tonch-and-gO.

A third juicy renewal was the Ford business via JWT.

Other highlights on the national radio spot sales front

:

• Pall Mall (SSCB) will be back in January with a nine-week schedule. 75% of

which consists of minute announcements and 25 r' ei^lit- or 10-second breaks.

• Richman-Chase Co. (C&W. San Francisco) unloads a cross-countrv 10-week minntr-

announcement schedule in hehalf of its Hearts Delight Fruit Products.

• Signs of buying activity for Lever's Breeze arc coming from SSCB.

''See Spot Buys, page 50. for further up-to-the-minute developments.)

The hlue note of the week: Chevrolet (Campbcll-Ewald) is delaying indefinitely

a 13-week schedule it had planned to start 6 Januan.

Ml told, national spot will wind tip 1957 with a hefty margin over 1956.

SPONSOR-SCOPE this week checked station reps on what the vear's manrin of busi-

ness looks like, and the averages range about like this:

Tv spot. 20-25% over 1956: radio spot. 10-15%.

Both CBS and NBC Radio are coming to the wire with sturdy fourth quarters.

Each is more than 55% ahead of the billings posted for the final quarter of 1956.

Another prideful statistic: About 75% of the advertisers that have committed

themselves for next year on these networks are certain to run for more than 13 weeks. In

other words, the quick in-and-out-buyers are beinir replaced by steadier buyers.

ABC TV grossed S8.093.724 in time sales for October, living it a margin of

lT.TT over the same 1956 period.

PIB's October estimates for the other networks (with percentages of increase) are:

CBS TV, S22,335,986 (9.2%); NBC TV. S18.771.696 (3.5%).

On the first 10 months of each year ABC TV is ahead by 4.7%: CBS TV. 6.8%; ami

NBC TV, 2.3%. Collectively, they stand at 4.8% plus, with a total of $41 8.394.205 for

1957 and S399.327.425 for 1956.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

Many months in advance, you already can spot a repeat of a current trend:

Quite a number of advertisers have posted themselves with CBS TV and NBC TV as want-

ing to talk about specials for 1958-59.

A good reason for this early interest: The immense audience delivered by most of

this season's specials with extraordinarily low costs-per-1000.

The key to next season's problem on specials will, naturally, be the availability of

surefire boxoffice names and properties.

Add these two toiletries giants as likely prospects for specials: Bristol-Myers and
Gillette-Toni.

ARB's unveiling of Arbitron—its instantaneous tv ratings service—to the

press this week also brought these disclosures:

• Seven-city network report will cover New York, Chicago, Philadelphia, Detroit, Cleve-

land, Baltimore, Washington. Test showed ratings in these seven areas correlated closely

with 23 cities where all networks have vhf outlets.

• New York City station prices will range from $850 to $2,700 monthly.

• Agencies which subscribe to the New York ARB diary report will get Arbitron ratings

free initially, after which they will have an option of buying full month or one week per

month. (For more details see Instant Ratings Breakthrough?, page 32.)

Jot down R. C (Duke) Rorabaugh as another candidate for taking over

PIB's service in providing data on network tv gross sales.

Rorabaugh this week informed the networks that he would like to be a processing and

distributing agent for such data—providing the networks also give him a breakdown of

gross dollars by individual brands.

In turn, said Rorabaugh, he will channel the information to agencies at a nominal fee.

(He supposedly is quoting a figure less than Leading National Advertisers and Broadcast

Advertising Reports have indicated they would charge.) For LNA and BAR it would be

a joint operation.

Norman, Craig & Kummel is setting up a corporate media planning and
analysis department, thus getting the jump on McCann-Erickson which has a similar project

cooking.

NCK describes the purpose of the department this way: To evaluate for clients both

current and long-range trends in advertising values.

The basic philosophy behind corporate media planning is:

• Recognition of the fact that the media plan must be treated as a section in a

total mosiac for reaching the consumer—other elements of which include sales promo-

tion, point-of-sale merchandising, word-of-mouth, exploitation, etc.

• To serve a client most efficiently, an agency is obligated to go beyond creating the right

words and pictures and project at long range howT this creativity will serve all the

elements of marketing, including promotional support for company salesman and dealers.

Veteran media specialist Dan Potter will head up the new NCK department.

Spot radio may feel the pinch from BaUentine Beer's decision to air aU the

Yankee road games as well as the home games.

Present indications are that the brewery will drop its 52-week spot schedules to

pay for the extra budget required for the Yankeecasts.

But as a counterbalance, there's the possibility that Schaefer Beer will shift some
of the money it previously spent on the Brooklyn Dodger games to spot radio.

Corinthian Broadcasting Corp.—which owns and operates stations in Houston, In-

dianapolis, Fort Wayne, and Tulsa

—

this week named Don L. Kearney as national

director of sales.

Kearney, who once sold spot and network for ABC, resigned as ABC Film Syndica-

tion's sales v.p. to take the new post.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

This u;ih the week In which the t\ networfca palled <»iu all the stops tor the

rating-claims wall/.

Each network displayed its own statistical music showing it-- superiority over the others.

Herewith a digest ol the rating analyses and the points they seek t>> make:

U5C TV: In terms of average audience per minute l«»r all nighttime show*

(7:30-10:30 p.m.), the fir^t November NR1 shows thi^ network made the greatest prog-

ress over a year ago. The figures, as processed b) Nielsen:

network nov. 1956 nov. 1957 %mu<un
ARC TV 1,454,000 6,950,1 +56%
CBS TV 10,442,000 10,330,000 - 1%
NBC TV 7.192,000 8,860,000 '.%

(Note: These figures were compiled before UJC TVs exclusive Boston affiliate, WIIDI1

TV, went on the air.)

CBS TV: The first November NRI gave this network first place in 22 out of the

36 evening half-hours in which each of the three networks had a sponsored program.

This leadership breaks down as follows:

NETWORK FIRST PLACE SK.( .D.Ml I'l.Ai THIRD PLACE

ABC TV 3 12 21

CBS TV 22 •)

\BC TV 11 ].-, 10

(Added note: In terms of Nielsen's average audience by nighttime half-hours, the CBS
lead over NBC is 16% and over ABC. 14' \ .

|

NBC TV: The Decemher Trendex advances show these strong points for this network:

• Up an average of 2.1 ratings points over a year ago, compared to 1.8 for ABC TV
and minus 1.1 for CBS TV.

• Leadership on four nights of the week (Monday, Wednesday, Thursday, and Sat

urday), compared to three for CBS TV.

• Nearly doubled its half-hour wins while both CBS TV and ABC TV declined in

half-hour wins. (A year ago CBS TV had an edge of 19 half-hour wins over NBC TV.)

• NBC TV's new nighttime programs increased 1 rl*^ in ratings over their prede-

cessors of a vear ago.

Buick's $20-odd-million pullout from Kudner this week caused thi< line of specula-

tion among some Madison Avenue marketing men:

• Was the agency made the patsy for a series of factory policies that reduced the

impact of one of the auto industry's top-ranked product ima

• Or can the decision he linked to this factor plus Buick'< unhappy tv experiences

in recent years?

Such speculation in turn raises another crucial question: Has the agency in today's

marketing era become the custodian of the product image? Can it be held responsi-

ble for any serious blurring of that image?

According to the Madison Ave. buzz, the agencies interested in the account include

Burnett. B&B. Compton. and Bates.

Tv horror programs, initiated via feature films, show signs of going docu-

mentary.

Offered for next season is a series called This House Is Haunted. Martha Roun-
tree and OUie Presbrey created the notion, which they intend to film and sell through

Screen Gems.

Oldsmobile will include NBC Radio for its spring advertising push. The net-

work's package includes Jerry Lewis segment*. 10 newscasts, and 30-second announce-

ments—adding up to 30 commercial periods a week.

The schedule tees off 25 Februarv. runs for 13 weeks, and co<t- around $25,000 a week.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

Oilier l»u\ < i - .'.nil sellers cuii take a tip from what's happening in the soft

goods field as regards the air media: With tv heyond their pocketbooks, the textile peo-

ple are making radio the main arm of their special or seasonal promotions.

Bringing this trend into sharp focus: Masland Carpets' buy of $200,000 worth

of time and talent on CBS Radio on the heels of Karagouchian'g alignment with

NBC Radio for a six-week campaign.

The Masland strategy (worked out via Anderson & Cairns) calls for 81 5-minute im-

pacts over four weeks—this to be climaxed with a $45,000 two-hour "special" using top

Hollywood and Broadway names. Cary Grant is being sought as m.c.

Date for the Masland kickoff is late January. Karagouchian's NBC promotion—piloted

by FS&R—involves 10 Bob & Ray programs a week. Cost: $12,000 per week.

Can a rep's salesman do justice to a station by thinking as objectively about

the advertiser's problem as he subjectively does about snagging the schedule?

Brown Bolte, B&G executive v.p., answered the question with a firm affirmative this

week before a RTES timebuying seminar.

The advice Bolte passed along to salesmen on the objectivity theme:

1) Before submitting recommendations to an agency, be sure to get from a relia-

ble source as much information as possible about the client's current objectives

and problems.

2) Armed with this information, make your presentation as a solution to the cli-

ent's problems rather than competitively or subjectively.

3) Don't overstate your story on cost-per-thousand—it will "never be the 'be-all
:

and 'end-all' of media purchasing and selling." Because if it were, there would be no night-

time tv, spectaculars, or color tv. or any other "color" to advertising.

Suggestion to radio networks from Madison Avenue admen: Offer a prize among
your sales staffs for a more fitting word than "guarantee" when talking about

station clearances.

The term "guarantee" is misused, admen feel, because:

• It actually means the network will try to deliver 75% of the network's dollar

volume; if it doesn't, it will rebate the difference between the 75% and whatever lower

percentage the final lineup represents.

Adopting a more appropriate term, add the admen, would tend to minimize the client's

confusion and/or disillusion when he learns that "guarantee" has a connotation dif-

ferent from the one he has always associated with media.

NBC Radio's rejoinder to this suggestion: We're clearing 80% and better on all

our programs and packages.

ABN's comment: We've just got 92% clearance for Chevrolet's across-the-board buy

of the John Dalv newscasts.

CBS Radio fared well on the new-business side this week.

Newcomers included Charles Pfizer's Candettes. Milner Products (Gordon Best),

and Andrew Jergens (C&W).

Those adding to their schedules were Aero Mayflower Transit and Bristol-Myers

(Y&R). which expanded its newscast lineup by six weekly.

NBC Radio's Joe Culligan, father of Imagery Transfer, has sired a new plan.

He calls it the Activator—or Salesvertising—Plan and describes it as a "complete

electronic merchandising method of stimulating the local dealer to buy his own an-

nouncements adjacent to his supplier's network programs."

For other news coverage in this Issue, see Newsmaker of the Week, page 5:

Film-Scope, page 45; Spot Buys, page 50; News and Idea Wrap-Up, page 53; Washington

Week, page 63; sponsor Hears, page 66: and Tv and Radio Newsmakers, page 72.
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THE* THAT

This year, KFAB-Omaha made the switch to a full-time NBC Radio Network affiliate.

The story of kfab's progress since its new association with NBC Radio— and kfab's

coordination of its local programming with the network's— should prove enlightening

and profitable to everyone connected with radio station ownership and management.

kfab General Manager Lyell Bremser reports:

• "In our present fiscal year, local spot announcements are running 89% ahead of

the same period in 1956 .

• "KFAB ratings are up a hefty 23% in all key time periods .

• "KFAB is enjoying new prestige in the community through its affiliation with the

NBC Radio Network.

• "KFAB audiences have changed. Pulse shows that 90% of today's KFAB audiences

NB



RADIO STATION

KED WONDERS FOR KFAB
OMAHA, NEBRASKA

•e adults—with adult buying power. And KFAB advertisers are reaping the benefits.

'The Division Manager of Skelly Oil says, 'I am convinced that KFAB's new program

iructure attracts a quality audience ... an audience that will buy our merchandise.'

Hhe Advertising Manager of Kilpatrick's Department Store states, 'KFAB has the

nd of audience— the adult audience— Kilpatrick's wants to reach.'

And from the General Manager of Mid -America Appliance Corp., 'KFAB, with a

Bod balance of strong local programming and NBC Network programming, makes

U easy-to-listen-to selling program format during the entire day.'"

hese kfab successes are typical of what happens when a station programs local

iult-appeal attractions phased in with the vast entertainment, news and service

matures of the . . .

tADIO NETWORK



IN THE TOP

50
IN ALL MEASURING

CATEGORIES

Says "SALES MANAGEMENT"
in tin- Vo». 10, 1057 issue

COLUMBUS
GEORGIA

And in the Columbus, Georgia

3-County Metropolitan Area the

local and national favorite is . . .

WRBL

TKLKMSION
COMPLETE DOMINANCE

MORNING • AFTERNOON • NIGHT

A^ 1 ~/ 0F ALL
FIRST IN U/ <OJq QUARTER

Area Pulse, May 1957

RADIO •••••

LEADS IN HOMES DELIVERED BY

NCS No. 2
55%

WRBL
AM — FM — TV

COLUMBUS, GEORGIA

CALL HOLUNGBERY CO.

16

by Bob hurt

Agency ad libs

Do we need more program research?

It is considered unusual indeed when an ad-

vertiser receives mail from the public ahout his

print campaign. In television, the unusual is

not to get letters ahout your show.

This fact attests once again to the far greater

Emotion Quotient generated by television and

also indicates the added burden which must be

borne by those who spend their advertising-

dollars in the medium.

\\ ithin the last few weeks the validity of the above was called to

m\ attention three times—and vividlj !

The listeners sound off

In the first case. I was ushered into the office of one of the leaders

of the business world and there found him poring over "the mail

from last night's show." This was no hurried once-over but a care-

ful perusal of each letter that was on his desk. In addition this

gentleman referred constantly to a tally which someone had made of

Favorables vs. Lnfavorables along with a compilation of other perti-

nent data. For a man in his position, one of the busiest individuals

on the American industrial scene, to be concerned with what viewers

thought of his company's efforts is impressive and indicative.

The second case—an important business concern recently spon-

sored two television programs, a month apart. The first was a rating

success—one of the biggest. But the mail was 80 (
c nasty, unfavor-

able, outspoken. Among the unpleasant letters were many from

stockholders. Their complaints involved the "questionable taste" of

the tv endeavor, the "money wasted," etc. As we all know, busi-

nessmen listen to their stockholders whether they hold large blocks

or one share. In this case the sponsor not only listened with chagrin

but took great pains to reply in detail . . . and to apologize.

Case three—a top quiz show of recent date asked a contestant a

question on the Bible. This question was phrased in such a way that

it was an affront to a large group of people (whose particular ver-

sion of the Bible differed with statements made in the question).

The mail the next a.m. was voluminous and vociferous! A nation-

wide apology was made on the program the following week. But the

damage was done.

Here are three examples demonstrating the active participation of

the public in what they view via television. Naturally, a few hun-

dred letters do not constitute the majority's views about a particular

show. But they may be considered as accurate indications of the

waj many more folks feel although these do not take the trouble to

communicate with the sponsor. Their feelings, nevertheless, will be

activeh expressed in the supermarket or wherever else the sponsor's

product is being offered.

In other words, the impression a company makes with its show is
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i I vital concern. II on the positive side, the sponsoi can t . i k .

- prid<

in a t\ job well done; it on the negative side, real won*) is justified.

Spol impact vs. vehicle impacl

More and more businessmen are realizing that the creation "I an

accurate and propei corporate image is valuable. I ssential, in fad

The) also are aware thai television provides the broadesl canvas l"i

this portrail and is unquestionably the medium mosl able t" leave

indelibl) impressed upon the public mind the n^lii image.

Pepsi, p. 26, for \l Steele's views on i 1 1 1 . iu
i importance.)

For Bome Btrange reason, too fe\i seem t" realize thai ilii- coi

porate image is not solel) tin- result of the commercials i 1
1 -• -

1 1
»

-< I in

.1 program. I>\ the same token ili«'\ seem unaware how imj

i.uiiK the vehicle itself figures in the impression. \\ hether ilii- is

caused 1>\ the facl thai the) and their advertising confreres have .1

closer contact with the sales-cop) than with the -li<>u itself and

hence neglect the show, I dun 1 know. Mut the tacts on show-

importance are available! In chart form for those who require

charts. Sucb questions as: do viewers appreciate the intention of

the Bponsoi in presenting this particular Bhow? Do the) think more

highl) of the sponsoi for selecting this type of vehicle rather than

some other? These queries can be answered! The) should be an-

Bwered! v a\-. Dr. Dichter, "quite frequently the audience reacts not

mi much in the advertising messages as t" the intentions of the

advertiser.

In addition t<> having an effect itself, the show, "I course, also

has a tremendous bearing on the commercials. On whether the) are

believed, acted upon, and even paid attention to. Such factors are

as much a function of the "editorial" matters which surrounds them

as the) are of commercial content and technique.

Uread) -nine startling < and ver) revealing) research has heen

completed in these ana-. The dollar-values inherent in this knowl-

edge (in lighl of the millions being spent in television today) can'l

be overestimated. It ought to gel around more. Programing as it

now exists might come in for a healthv change or I\m>. ^

"An adman ad-libs on tv"

\ 102 page book of selected Foreman columns from

SPONSOR, released by Hastings House, Publishers, Inc., is

now in your bookstore. Bob's pungent commentaries on the

broadcast industr) and his keen analysis of its problems

are illustrated 1>\ \l Normandia.

The book- eight chapters deal with:

The agenc) and it- denizens;

Nut-, bolts, commercials;

The audience, confound 'em:

Sponsors, the care and feeding of;

The fine art of video:

Research— if you can call it that;

The one without picture radio;

Color or hue. whew !

It adds up to an encyclopedia of entertainment and in-

formation. 192 pages, illustrated, retails for $4.50.

Illlllilllllllllllllllill
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all surveys
6 am to 6 pm
average share

KOBY,10.000 wafts

September -October

PULSE:
No I station 6 am-Mid with a

16.2 average share

August-September

HOOPER:
Weekdays 7 am-noon 18.1. noon-
6 pm 29.4 share of audience

NIELSEN:
22520 rating 6 am to 9 pm

K0SI 5.000 watts

September -October

HOOPER:
No 1— 22 average share

October

PULSE:
No. 1 Overall— 5 1 quarter hr

average 6 am-6 pm

SEE PETRY FOR KOSI KOBY

s'o.

s\o.

WGVM
n Greenville. Miss.

No 1 in both
HOOPER & NIELSEN
See: Dcvncy & Co
Inc.

MID-AMERICA

BROADCASTING

COMPANY

17



SIX OF THE TOP TEN 5-TIME-A-WEEK
SHOWS BELONG TO K-NUZ

Put your product in K-NUZ top-rated time

periods for sure-fire sales at the

LOWEST COST PER THOUSAND!
.%»*.*•»-

No. 1 Buy in

HOUSTON

Iv
HOUSTON'S 24 HOUR MUSIC AND NEWS
National Reps.: Forjoe & Co.

—

Southern Reps.:

New York • Chicago • Los Angeles • CLARKE BROWN C(

San Francisco • Philadelphia • Seattle Dallas • New Orleans • t

IN HOUSTON, CALL DAVE MORRIS, /Aekson 3-2581

18

49th an
Madisol

Film ratings

On pages 48 and 49 of November 9,

1957 edition of sponsor, we see Cap-

tain David Grief listed as tenth rank-

ing -how on Telepulse Rating of Top
Spot Film Shows. As you know we
sponsor this show in the West and we
are most interested in such informa-

tion.

Your compilation of average ratings

for the first nine shows we understand,

but the 13.9 average rating for Cap-

tain David Grief just does not come
out. It is our understanding that this

listing is the complete listing of Tele-

pulse Ratings for the current month.

The rating for San Francisco. KROX.
8:30 pm is missing. But even when
we use the 17.9 in addition to those

which you list, we -till are unable to

arrive at the average shown.

We note, also, the omission of a San
Francisco rating for Dr. Christian,

your sixth ranking show. Here, how-

ever, the figures which you do show
for the 12 markets average out to 16.3.

We are sure that there is a simple

explanation to these omissions.

M. A. Mattes, manager
Standard Oil Company of Calif..

Western Operations, Inc.

Pulse explains

Unfortunately, the film ratings chart

for September, which was prepared by

The Pulse, contained two omissions

which change the respective positions

of a number of programs. The pro-

grams affected are: Dr. Christian and

Captain David Crief. Here is what

happened

:

In compiling this material, we use

the alphabetical index charts and. un-

fortunately . in San Francisco, the Dr.

Christian program ha- been left out

of the chart. Consequently. Dr. Chris-

tian, in the San Francisco market, was

not included.

In the same market, the program

Captain David Grief is carried in the

television station logs as Jack London

and our people had no way of know-

ing that Jack London and Captain

David Grief are the same program.

Therefore. I think vou would want
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to i mi something containing tin to]

lowing information for use 1 \ youi

i eadei s, namel) thai the) cot r« i theii

Septembei charts in the following man-

mi :

ih . ( hristian ili.mi. i >/i\ ' ranks

8th w itli a 1 5. 1 i add >.m I i ani is o

1.9 K(i(> 6:30 I'M Sunda) I.

< aptain l>m id Grie) adventure

(Guild
I

(.ink- Huh with a I 1.3 • add

San Francisco 17.9 kl!<>\ 8:30 I'M

Friday; add Atlanta 11.2 WSB-T\
9: 10 I'M Mondaj I.

Due in these changes:

// hirleybirds adventure i < BS I

ranks <>ili with a 16.1, and Ifen of

innapolu adventure ' /i\ > ranks

7th with a 15.9.

I .mi thorough!) sorrj thai this hap-

pened, but considering the tremendous

number <>l programs thai we cover in

.ill markets, I trusl you agree our

"track record" is verj good, even in

spite nf these two erroi s.

S) dnej Roselovt . director,

The Pulse Inc.

Evening radio incentive

I was most interested in the criticism

of radio stations voiced bj one time-

buyer in youi issue of November loth

• I imebu) ei - \t \\ ork i

.

\ilain Young-represented >tations

have had provision for 33 '.••,'
< of satu-

ration plan announcements in traffic

time for man) months.

The success of this plan has led to

our development nl an additional in-

centive plan which without rate

cutting should encourage advertisers

to take advantage of evening time so

long overlooked l>\ man) users ol

radio.

Frank Boehm, v.p. and dir.,

promotion and sales service,

[dam ) oung Inc., Yew ) orl

Show for shoe

In the ') November issue on page 58,

ai the top of the third column, vou
canied an item about a client of ours,

the Geuting Co., buying the largesl

news package in Philadelphia radio

histor)

.

fhrough a typo, I'm sure, you re-

ferred to them as a leading "show"
chain rather than a "shoe" chain.

Uso, the call letters of W [BG, where
the package was bought, were not

used.

George Glazer. dir. of pr

Robinson. A/llcrnan &
Montgomery. Inc.
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JACKSON, MISSISSIPPI . .

.

the South's fastest growing TV Market

Jackson, Mississippi's state capital, is the center of

federal and state governmental activities—a leader-

ship market with 224,566 TV homes. Sell this billion

dollar market and you sell an area other sections

follow. Only two TV stations reach this influential

market—WJTV and WLBT.
/./ in aTagasima WarhM Baal !•>-,:

224,566 TV HOMES
SERVED BY TWO GREAT STATIONS

WJTV
CHANNEL 12

WLBT
CHANNEL 3

mm
-•

X.
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BOLLING
COMPAN

POWER

Represented by the JOHN E. PEARSON CO.

20

News and views for women in

advertising and wives of admen

Women's week

It's Easter in December: For agencx t\ st\ lists. Christmas came

last July! Right now they're busy working on Easter fashions.

As one top fashion gal at a $200 million-plus agency told SPONSOR:

"We cover the fashion and home decorating markets in much the

same way as the fashion magazine gals do. We also get trend re-

ports and do our own studies. As a result, we felt pretty safe when

we styled the Christmas commercials last summer."

Among the things tv stylists must avoid: Extreme styles that could

detract from the product being sold.

"Take the chemise look. It's fine for a fashion account tv com-

mercial like a skin cream, but it would be too distracting for a car or

refrigerator commercial," says sponsor's fashion source.

The stylists' rule of thumb: Paris fashions will find acceptance

in New York within six months. Ditto for such metropolitan centers

as San Francisco and Los Angeles, though they may, in some in-

stances, be ahead of New York. Extreme fashions, however, take as

long as 18 months to two years to catch on in smaller communities.

Women broadcasters lend a hand: Women have long been rec-

ognized as leaders in public service activities. And it's interesting to

note that women broadcasters are no exception. In fact, theyr tend

to do proportionately more than any other group in the industry in

public service areas.

Example: The Heart Committee of Women Broadcasters. With

Arlene Francis as national chairman, some 1,500 women in radio

and tv all over the country will participate in an effort to educate

the American wife and mother in various health hazards. Fifteen-

second to five-minute interviews will he used to tell the story of heart

disease and pregnancy, heart disease and children, varicose veins, etc.

We're still glamorous: Here's proof that the "glamour" of the tv

and advertising fields continues unabated among career-seekers: pro-

fessional workshops for voung hopefuls keep cropping up around

the country.

Latest will open in New York at the Ballard School of the 53rd St.

YWCA on 6 January. At its head will be Joan Sinclaire, package

producer and manager of the radio-tv-film department of the Maude

Lennox Personnel Agency.

"At our agencv, we've noticed that tv and film have the same ap-

peal for young people just out of school that publishing had 10 years

ago," Joan told SPONSOR. "We feel that our 12-week course on

writing, programing and announcing will help people both in and

out of the field."

Guest speakers will include: Jay Kacin of McCann-Erickson ; Jack

Atherton of Atherton & Currier; Carl Bvoirs Jim Gaylord: Mutual's

Norman Baer: BBDO's Steve Kaplan: Lou Florence of Lennen &

Newell; Academy Award-winning fihnwriter, Joseph Kenas: Dick

Eckler. agencv tv producer and Paul Belanger of TvB.
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PROOF POSITIVE

that

WORL
dominates the dial

because

NEW ENGLAND FAMILIES LOVl OUR

"950 CLUB" PROGRAMMING
(the great music of the Past, Present and Future)

IN THE RECENT HEARST PUBLICATIONS'*

RADIO-TV POPULARITY POLL, NEW ENGLAND
READERS WERE ASKED TO VOTE FOR THEIR

FAVORITE DISC JOCKEYS AND THE RADIO
STATION THEY MOST OFTEN DIALED.

That WORL came out on top, along with only 2 other stations . . . that both Stan

Richards & Dave Maynard — TWO from WORL — were included in the "Top 10"

Disc Jockeys category . . . and that WORL's lower rates leave no doubt as to which

station is Boston's best buy — all are Proof Positive that WORL is

USED AS A RULE IN BOSTON . . .

HEARD AS A RULE IN BOSTON . . .

BOUGHT AS A RULE IN BOSTON . . .

1

II 9 iiiii

"TT"
1

II

1

II

!
5

2

5

5

•BOSTON DAILY
RECORD & AMERICAN
CIRCULATION: 582 743
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Square miles don't buy
your product . . .

People do

You need coverage AND audience.

In WHB's 96-county* world

IT'S A W H B PULSE
WnB is first in 432 of 132 quarter hours 6 a.m. to midnight

(Pulse, Kansas 'it\ '.Mi county area . . . (i a.m. to midnight,
Mini.la.N through Saturday, Sept., 1957)

Whether it be Metro Pulse, Nielsen, Trendex or Hooper . . . whether
it I" \i<:. \ i.l-i n en I'uUr . . . WHB is the dominant first

throughout . . . with audience shares consistently in the

40$ bracket. And. WHB is the dominant first

og ever} importanl audience type!

Tall to a Blair man . . . or it'll i: Gt m ral Manager George TV. Armstrong.

situated in Missouri, Kansas and Cowa

WHB
Kansas City

10,000 watts

710 kc.

rwrioiNjs
TODAY'S RADIO FOR TODAY'S SELLING

TODD STORZ, PRESIDENT • HOME OFFICE: OMAHA, NEBRASKA

WD6Y Minneapolis St. Paul
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.

WHB Kansas City
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.

WTIX New Orleans
REPRESENTED BY ADAM YOUNG INC.

WQAM Miami
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.
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NEXT YEAR'S TV COSTS

What do top agency media v.p.'s predict for '58?

What's the cost-per-1,000 trend and will it turn?

low expensive is tv compa ith o

This week SPONSOR asked these questions of top

agency media specialists. Here are their answers

I his week L958 i\ costs are alread) under the

sharpest scrutin) in the medium's history.

I\ has had i<> justif) its initial investmenl cos)

ever since the da) it went commercial. Bui L958

i- different because:

• I In- economj i- different.

• I he medium has matured.

rhere's onl) one thing thai remains the same:

Respect for what television dor- in the market

place.

\liti SPONSOR had gathered comment from

media directors in New York, Chicago, Detroit

and San Francisco, this quote from a $40 million

agenc) president stood < >nt above ever) discus-

sion about cost-per-1,000, rating levels and sets-

in use :

" \- a prai tical matter, we saj to "in i lients in

the mass marketing fields look at i\ first. If

you've •_"! monej left, spread it to othei media

"The point i- reall) not what t\ costs. It's

what it does i"i sales."

Though the) dwelled more on facts-and-fig-

tin-, thr same philosoph) was - I re-

peatedl) l>\ media directors as well, rhese high-

light trends emerged from interviews with a

group including JW I '- Arthur Porter, ^xl!-

Pete Levathes, Leo Burnett's Seymoui Hank-.

I ( SB's \.t Pardoll, Guild, Bascom & Bonfieli's
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ive top media experts forecas

v cost patterns of 1958, see

against further rate increase

Dick Tyler, Campbell-Ewald's Phil

McHugh and Compton's Frank Kemp:
1. All media decisions will be

made under the client microscope
in 1958. For the first time in tv his-

tory, almost every media executive in-

terviewed mentioned "Wall Street"

and client profit-consciousness. Clients

and agencymen in general anticipate

a good year ahead, but a tough selling

year when profits can't be taken for

granted as they were during the first

few post-war years.

"Clients became so cost-conscious

this fall that they want to know exactly

where each tv dollar is going and

why," says Y&R's Pete Levathes.

In line with such client thinking,

more agency media departments are

currently doing some form of research

about tv time charges to justify each

spot buy or to analyze the component

parts of network lineup costs.

An incident involving the chairman

of the board of a company with a top-

rated $5 million net tv show under-

scores the cost-conscious psychology

of the day. The agency p.r. man was

checking some quotes for a top con-

24

' r* **

m
• « m^tnm**

Pete Levathes, media director, Y
sees a big boom in spat tv ahead. "Mat
i Units will find it more effective in 1

to build their own network through

syndicatOTS rather than sticking to

work lineups. Emphasis will be

and more on hitting those local marke

where the bulk of client's sales are

Frank Kemp, media v.p., Compton,

expects to see increased cost-per-1,000

unless networks and stations stop rate

increases. "Frequency impact is vital to

tv. Many stations have begun to realize

this and offer good packages. The net-

works could encourage clients to buy

more stations with lull net discounts."

sumer magazine profile on the com-

pany's chairman of the board, when
the latter stopped him.

"Good God," he said. "Don't say I

'gambled $5 million on tv and won!'

You know a new show can be a gam-

ble and I do. But the stockholders

would lynch me if they read some-

thing like that."

2. Spot tv will enjoy a new
growth surge. The media v.p. of one

of the top three agencies predicts that

his agency alone will show a $20 mil-

lion increase in spot tv billings in

1958. As clients have been taking a

closer look at tv costs, they've also be-

come more selective about markets.

"I think 1958 will be an awfully

healthy year for spot tv," says JWT's

Arthur Porter. "Advertisers are pay-

ing far more attention to local cover-

age these days."

While industry-wide cost-per-1,000

figures for spot can't be pinned down,

a number of agency media executives

feel today that spot tv's cost-per-1,000

trend has been more favorable than

that of network tv during the past

season—depending on the market.

"Spot tv costs have been on a con-

tinuous upward rise, but have still

maintained a reasonable cost-per-

1.000," says Guild, Bascom & Bon-

figli's Dick Tyler. "In general they

will run from $1 to SI.50, although

there is a great deal of variation in

individual markets reflecting the size

of the markets, with mass markets al-

wavs tending to have lower cost-per-

1,000.

"In spite of the fact that tv circula-

tion has grown along with costs at a

fairly even rate, many advertisers mav
not be able to afford a fullv sponsored

network show. There are a number of

ways, however, that an advertiser can

use tv effectively with less than full

network expenditures, including spot

programs on a smaller lineup of mar-

kets and any degree of spot announce-

ment intensity in any number of mar-

kets required."

3. Regional and multi-market
film buys are expected to come in

for an increasing share of the tv

dollar. One of the advantages of

such bins, over and beyond the cost

alone, according to the media special-
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Philip McHugh, tv-radio director,

Campbell-Ewald, Detroit, represents the

automotiveJ point <>i view in his con-

cern over growing network time <in<l

production costs while "increase of total

tv homes in 1T>7 mcr 1956 was (i mere

l'<. Oi course, this represented a solid

."..doii.ooo. But IBC splits audience."

\rlliiii Pardoll, associah media ii-

ret i'<r I 1 A /.', iinil\ <ln\ time i

in i ost ,iii, nil, i, i, itime

mm be I, -

ings are lowered In the three networks.

Hut tr should I"- !,

pet mash eness, not it* gros

many, no medium is as u
."

Dick Tyler, media director, GB&B
San Francisco, >«n "\-/// that ii-

i mini has reached about Hir , >>i /

in thr ,,,unir\. rutr increases should be

ui n mm li slower pace. It costs about

a\ rnmh today to buy lull net

shows as 'trs ago, hut

rating reaches twice us mum homes."

i-i-. is tlirii greater flexibility

.

However, beyond the flexibility, a

number of top media v.p.'s are stress-

ing the cost efficienc) of film buys.

A I \ and mam other syndicators

<an offer such good times to a clienl

these days thai the < «
> —t differential he-

comes e\en more attractive," says

Y&R's Pete Levathes. "Besides, the

10:00 |i.ni. to midnighl periods have

become so much more attractive

through the feature-film packages that

some of the original advantage of the

networks and tlieir hold on prime time

has been erased."

4-. Media men look for a con-

tinuing increase in the alternate-

week network tv buying pattern.

Neither clients nor agencymen sec

network tv program l>u\s in terms of

runaway bits these days. That's a ma-
jor reason win admen anticipate still

more alternate-week sponsorship in

network in P).">,
(

;.

>a\s FC&B associate media director

Arthur Pardoll: "The high cos! of net-

work t\ i- onlj part of the reason whj
we expect to see more alternate-week

buys. Actually, the alternate-week cli-

ent does not lose that much audience

(about one-quarter compared with the

weekh clienl i in relation to the dollar

saving. In terms ol dollar-, alternate-

week sponsorship is u.-uall\ more effi-

cient and gives the big-mone) adver-

tiser a chance to pick up another

alternate-week show, t It ti- increasing

his reach."

i \\ henever tv's critics want to take a

poke at t\ costs. the\ point to alter-

nate-week sponsorship as a symptom
of excessive time-talent charges. Put

CBS T\ research director Ja\ Klias-

berg points out that, based on PIB fig-

ures, "'o'V , of all network evening

time is sponsored b) advertisers who

can definitely afford to sponsor a week-

l\ half-hour evening network show.

We know that the) can afford it be-

i Please turn to page 60

[nter-media comparison was made by Leo

Burnett agent \ to have a 1957 yardstick for

the COSt-per- 1.000 people exposure to adier-

§ impressions. Stu* d on one-

minute commercials and full-page black and

white print advertisements. All figures

based on April 1957 rates and circulation

Newspapen
*lo.:<;

Magazines
\\ omen's Sen ii e

and I fome Sen ii e

Magazines
( .eneral \\ eeklies

-

Supplements
|6.04

sro\soR 21 DECEMBER 1957
R UMO

\\erage SO.95

|\ I \| MM,
11.42

SI.05



ANNIE, I

AND THE SOFT, SOFT SELL

Pepsi sold too much for too little too long—too hard. It became

a cheap substitute for Coke. But new management swept in with soft-sell

advertising. Result: Sales are up 132% in five years. Today, Pepsi

is strictly big-league—with tv specials to make sure everyone knows it

Joan Crawford, actress-wife ol Pepsi's \1 Steele, and her family were featured in institutional commercial on Annie Get } our Gun
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W h.ii - .in old hard-sell artisl

like Pepsi ' !ola doing w iili .1 soft

pedal, institul ional pit* li ?

Man) admen among the 60 million

viewers ol tnnie Get tout Gun

1 I hanksgh ing eve, NBC I A
|

pon-

dered thai question. Vnd the) recalled,

too, Pepsi's co-sponsorship of anothei

i\ special earlier this year, < mil, nil, 1.

on CBS l\ .1 March.

\clil io this Pepsi-I ola I 0. - plans I"

back two 1 i\ specials during I

!

\\ hat does the radical depai ture

from Pepsi's old drum-beating tech-

nique mean? It means thai an image

switch campaign, an intensive adver-

tising effort thai grew oul "I a Pepsi

management change, is in high gear.

Pepsi-Cola (<> is oul t" kill, once

and For all. the "bargain image "I its

past \iid i\ specials likr innie are

the firm's newest ammunition.

\ir media are also carrying the

image switch lor Pepsi via (1) spot

i\ radio carried b) tin- area bottler

and Pepsi on a CO-op l>a-i- and (2)

summertime network radio sponsored

by the company

.

How successful is the campaign?

Here are some re>ult>. a- told to spon-

sor 1>\ Charles Derrick, Pepsi adver-

tising directoi

.

• Pepsi sales arc up l>2'< during

the past fix * years, while the soft-drink

industry averaged onlj a 31' , in-

crease.

• People are rating Pepsi higher

than big-brother Coke these days.

\~k»« I to rate the products for qualirj

on a one-to-ten scale, respondents 1 in

a major market) gave Pepsi an aver-

age of 6.1 in 1951, 7.7 in 1957. ("oca-

Cola dropped from 8.3 in 1951 to 6.9

this \ ear.

• Most people think Pepsi quality

has unproved, \-ked to compare Pepsi

quality toda\ with that of five years

ago. •").")'< said it was higher, 2-'>'
, no

change; 9 9< lower: 13$ didn't know.

• Less than a quarter of the re-

spondents felt Coke quality improved.

Some 23$ said it was higher; 27'

i

no change; 22 lower: 2!!', didn't

know .

• Sale- for the in-home market have

jumped 168 a 20-percentage-point

increase in share-of-market.

• On-premise -ales are up ?>'!', —

a

10-percentage-point increase in share-

of-market.

• Almost three times as mam peo-

ple in the upper one-third income

bracket bought Pepsi in L957 as in

Al Steele's soft-sell made sales soar .

CRO:S PROMT ON SALES NCOME

1950 $23,765,879 51,271,919

1951

1952

1953

30,216,383

35,022,415

15, 419, 752

2,632,181

3,880,362

5,476,882

1954 51,787,727 6,212,690

1955 62,823,327 9,456,766

1956 69,139,792 8.884,787

Here's how Steele explains the approach

On tv specials: I hiimi I of

one "I tl tremendo
ii does .1 direct-selling job u well

j....,
1 institutional job. V show
idi - the produi t in the

mind and does it " ith a j"lt
!"

On Pepsi's image: "Wi < 'tv

mm li t .
• r .1 nil ki 1 long thai

I" oph il ghl • en l a bad .

we had i" quicltl) 1 bange oui pn
n «(ii.tiii it \ to one "t quality."

On Pepsi advertising: "We don'l clean youi

teeth, shine youi shoes 01 give you hormones . . .

We have i" g itside oui 1 lucl and asso

it with pleasant surroundings and pla) activil

On soft-sell: "Wi musl bavi i reasi lounl

lignir; in advertising .i- opposed t" horseplay."

On merchandising: "If- through "in bottler merchandising programs thai

"in specials give ae maximum valut ti the cost-pei 1,000 standpoint.

We're planning possibly .1- man] .1- -i\ -; but merchandising
these "ill have n> be as intens 1 used with "iir lir-t two -'•
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'OLA

New York will soon get Pepsi's hottest spot radio campaign—"Pepsi Pleas \&(

KADIO is one of Pepsi-Cola's ad-

vertising mainstays, via bottler buys.

\n KM! survej on effectiveness

of the "Pepsi-Please"' promotion

(see article), due to hit the New
York area market soon, showed the

results outlined on the adjoining

bar graphs from RAB's report.

Before the campaign, only 43.5%

of those surveyed had heard any

commercials or advertisements

about Pepsi-Cola in recent weeks.

After: 90.1% were aware of Pepsi-

Cola advertising.

Usual consumption of Pepsi

ammi-j; respondents rose from 22%
before the promotion to 38.2%

afterward. Coke, meanwhile, had

dropped from 59.7% consumption

among those questioned, to 38.9%.

Home consumption of Pepsi-Cola

increased 65% and fountain, cooler

and restaurant sales were up 50%.

Market was: Muncie, Indiana.

"Which « 1 « I you drink the last two weeks?'

BEFORE
(Pepsi or Coke) "Would you please nairn

BEFORE

Coca-Cola

AFTER

Coca-Cola

Mf«"

77.6%

1951. Sales doubled in the middle in-

come level, and almost doubled in the

lower income bracket.

Pepsi's meteoric rise to prominence

in the 1940's, via radio campaigns

with the catchy "twice as much for a

nickel, too" jingle, is remembered viv-

idly by admen. It was hard-sell all the

way.

What dictated the reversal in adver-

tising psychology? These facts: In

1950, Pepsi-Cola sales were down to

$40,173,000, as compared to the 1947

figure of $56,453,000; disgruntled bot-

tlers were dropping franchises faster

than Pepsi could keep track; research

proved that the theme "twice as much
for a nickel, too"- had created a con-

sumer picture of Pepsi as a cheap sub-

stitute for Coca-Cola; Coke was out-

selling Pepsi five to one.

New management : Headed by Chair-

man of the Board Alfred N. Steele,

former Coca-Cola Co. executive, a new
management team looked at all the

problems and prescribed two cures for

the company ills: (1) regain bottler

confidence, and (2 1 kill the old "bar-

gain" advertising and substitute a

modern theme—enjoyment of a quality

beverage that is light, yet satisfying.

Steele and his management team

achieved the first cure by personally

doctoring the bottlers' sales wounds.
They sold the bottlers on two concrete

sales ideas:

1. Use vending machines to sell

Pepsi. "You get people to buy car-

tons for home use by making it easy

for them to try Pepsi outside," Steele

told his bottlers.

2. Replace the various colored bot-

tles in use and their pasted-on labels

with a redesigned clear glass bottle.

Results of the energetic pitching:

bottlers bought new bottle stocks and
ordered vending machines. Sales be-

gan to climb slowly, and bottler confi-

dence in the parent company grew.

The advertising switch: In adver-

tising, management decided a cam-

paign was needed which would give

Pepsi-Cola class and resell the public

on product enjoyment.

Pepsi's advertising in 1950 included

such diversified efforts as skywriting,

annual art and essay contests, scholar-

ship awards and youth club sponsor-

ship. Pepsi and Pete, cartoon cops,

were cavorting through newspapers

and magazines with the Pepsi sales

message. All of these campaigns got

the axe from Pepsi-Cola Co.'s new
management and the wheels started to

turn on a high-level, soft-sell cam-
paign.

In national air advertising, Pepsi

had been in and out of a wide variety

of radio shows and tv tests between

1940 and 1950. The jingle that orig-

inally made Pepsi gradually lost effec-

tiveness. It was revised several times

and tested in radio between 1947 and

1950—the years of the plummeting

sales curve—without success.

The product image switch hit air

media advertising via glamor gals

Faye Emerson on tv, and later, Polly

Bergen. Bergen was the Pepsi sales-

girl in heavy spot tv/radio campaigns

from 1953 until 1956.

1957 air media: Todav Pepsi adver-

tising is carried in air media across-

the-board: in network, spot and local
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were arc result* in a li'st city

in -oil drink brands as yon can?

84.8%

programing. The company sponsors

the tv network specials and summer-

time network radio. The bottler uses

t\ radio announcements and local pro-

graming on a co-op basis with the par-

ent firm.

\\ by the soft-sell, big-league use of

tv specials? First, "to convey the pres-

tige image tor Pepsi-Cola, the idea of a

lame, successful corporation selling an

enjoyable, high-qualit) product for the

entire family." says Derrick. And he,

along with Joe Lieb, Pepsi account

supervisor at Kenyon \ Eckhardt, lisl

these clinchers:

• Money, We caul afford a week-

l) presentation of high enough calibre

to carry our new product image. Co-

sponsorship of the two specials includ-

ing time, talent and promotion, cosl US

less than SI million.

• Audience size. Specials deliver

huge audiences. Cinderella, the show
with the largest audience in tv history,

reached, by conservative estimate. 73

million people. The average night-

time half-hour network program now-

running on tv would require eight or

nine weeks to reach as manv different

Advertising manual foi bottlers i- subject •( discussion among (L to I IX nglas

Coyle, KM s oi executive; Charles Derrick, Pepsi advertising manager; ind U •

Lieb, account supervisoi at KM Manual guides bottlers in usi ol advertising media

Contests, many other

promotions sold Annie

Novel contest idea- fol an n lian-

dising Annie were outlined to bot.

tiers by Pepsi. \ telephone con

test, ri^hi. awarded prizes to per-

sons called during Innie who could

tell the on-screen activirj at the

moment of the call \ sampling of

other Pepsi-Cola Co. ideas:

• Sponsor an Vnnie Oaklej Day

competition « ith lot a] gun club.

• In a parade, or for pre-tele-

cast promotion, make up wheel

discs for Pepsi-Cola vehicles tell-

ing of the Annie show.

• Run an tanie < takle] costume

party in your town.

• If Innie Oaklej ever \isited

your town, your area's oldest per-

son could lir interviewed by \"iir

ncu -paper for hi- impressions of

Annie's shooting skill.

• Get Annie tunes played by the

school band for half-time enter-

tainment during football gar

• An Annie Oakley Turkej Raf-

fle held before Thanksgiving will

be greeted enthusia-ti. all\ bj youi

community.

kV * A.. KIDS! ""«*

..-.,

Bottler d contests to promote Innie

people as Cinderella did in just one

evening. And with Annie Get ) <>nr

Gun we scored a phenomenal 35.1

1
1 endex

I

.

• \u<lience composition. Our spe-

• dais were viewed by the family audi-

ence, creating a perfect setting f"r our

commercials. And we're extreme!)

careful to selo t spe tal attra< tions that

will capture this audience. We don't

in-t go for big names, we want a prop-

erty thai interests youngsters and

adults alike.

• Merchandising. I In - rams

develop tremendous merchandising op-

portunities for our bottlers and we

give them the guidance to help carry

it off to best a<l\ antagi

• Impact. This kind of shovs is

long anticipated—and long remem-
bered b\ the view ing public.

• Advertising continuity . \\ ith tv

sp« ials we provide an umbrella over

all air media advertising carried by
our local bottlers.

The last point is particularly impor-

tant to Pep-i-Cola Co. because of it-

arrangement with over 500 bottlers in-

(Please turn to page 68)
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THIS WE FIGHT FOR: /// the year just past

sponsor has brought again and again to the

attention oj advertisers the importance of con-

sidering nighttime radio's values while deciding

^ i radio strategy. Slowly, progress is now being

made and more decision-makers are looking at nighttime

strictly on its merits. This is what we fight for and will

continue to fight for.

NIGHTTIME RADIO:

RIDING SPOT'S $200
MILLION COATTAILS

1957 has marked the beginning of the thaw in elients'

icy attitude toward radio after 7 p.m. While largely

the result of spot boom and saturation buys, nighttime

should do better still as radio looks to a healthy 1958

I here is a Madison Avenue story

about a wealthy sportsman-playboy cli-

ent who refused to buy afternoon radio

because as he put it, "Nobody's listen-

in _: they're all out playing polo." His

logic was somewhat comparable to that

of many clients who shy away from

nighttime radio on the grounds that

"Everybody's watching tv."

Fortunately for both station and ad-

vertiser this nighttime fallacy has been

considerably dispelled during 1957.

Here is the status of nighttime radio

at year's end and its prospects for

L958.

• More than 30 major national ac-

counts are now using nighttime spot

radio. The majority of these are not

buying night exclusively, but are spill-

ing their saturation campaigns into it.

Nevertheless, the fact that they are in

nighttime at all is virtually a complete

reversal of the trend since television

came on the scene.

• Stations, which themselves had all

but buried nighttime, are now on surer

ground where audiences are concerned

and are re-programing for strength af-

ter 7 p.m.

• Station representatives, now con-

vinced they have something to sell, are

selling nighttime harder than ever be-

fore.

• Research firms and radio organi-

zations have been digging deeper into

radio studies and are coming up with

fresh, new evidence of big nighttime

listening.

• Spot radio business continues to

boom; prospects for 1958 are good.

\m long as this pattern is sustained,

nighttime sales are bound to go up

next year.

• Advertisers and timebuyers who
closed their ears to nighttime pitches

up until only a year ago are now be-

ginning to listen with increasing atten-

tion.

To say how much percentage-wise

nighttime radio time sales are up over

L956 is almost impossible, and indeed

would sound incredible for the reason

that practically no national clients

were using it in that year: 1957

marked the beginning of the break-

through. "'The general run of national

advertisers using big saturation cam-

paigns of 50 to 100 per week." says

Wells Barnett of John Blair Co., "are

for the great part in nighttime as well

as day."

Who are some of these advertisers?

To mention a few: American Airlines,

Gillette, Beech Nut foods, Carlings

Beer and Ale, Texaco, Listerine, Mc-

Call's Magazine, Hit Parade, National

Airlines, Nestle, Slenderella, Camels,

Seaboard Finance, Kent, Beacon \\ a\.

L&M, Barbasol. These have been mov-
ing into nighttime over a period of

months.

Now Vaseline Hair Tonic has come

into spot radio at the ratio of 10 spots

at night to two spots in daytime in

some markets. Some other very re-

cent newcomers to nighttime spot are

Mercury and Rambler automobiles,

Pharmaco for Feenamint. Lorillard for

Newport cigarettes, Bristol-Myers for

Theredan.

This week, NBC Radio Spot Sales

released a three-market survey by

Pulse that should go a long way to-

ward dispelling one of the doubts that

have nagged many timebuyers about

nighttime radio—the quality of the

night audience (see chart I . This sur-

\e\ involved 1.620 interviews match-

ing 810 families that reported they lis-

ten in the "prime time" morning hours

with 810 families who listen between

7 and 10 at night. The night listeners

enjoy the same socio-economic, edu-

cational levels and family status as do

the morning listeners. This is the lat-

esl of a long list of research projects

1>\ representatives, stations and other

organizations turned out this year in

the cause of nighttime radio.

\ll this is indicative of the interest
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Quality of nighttime radio an tiience equals th at of a.m. listeners

NEW YORK CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO
6-9 AM MORNING 7 10 PM EVENINC 6 9 AM MORNING 7 10 PM EVENING 6 9 AM M0RNINC 7 10 PM EVENING

is *. _

TELEVISION OWNERSHIP

Y« 2HI 93.7 278 92.7 2 12 02.8 235 90.4

No 19 6.3 22 7.3 15 M> 18 7.2 21 25

U TOMOBI1 1 <>\\ NERSHIP

Y«- 216 72.0 214 71.3 199 79.6 l''2 70.8 212 HI fi 201 78.5

Nn HI 28.0 :;<. 28.

7

51 20.4 58 23.2 18 18.4 56 21.5

snrio-EroNOMK 1 EVE!

A (llDDcr) 75 2.").0 80 26.7 26.8 61 24.4 64 24.6 70 26.9

15 dm.,-, Mi.ldlf) 81 27.0 74 21.7 60 24.0 63 25.2 73 28.1 61 23.5

C. i1.„«,t Middle) 71 2.5.7 68 22.7 66 26.4 61 24.4 ol 24.6 62 23.9

1) llnwer) 7.5 21.3 78 26.0 57 22.8 65 2o.o 5'> 22.7 67 25 3

\i.l (IK l!()l >K\\ IKK

l'n,l,.r K 37 12.3 32 10.7 29 U.6 27 10.8 32 12.3 26 10.0

91—.11 87 29.0 90 30.0 78 31.2 74 29.6 83 3L9 79 30.1

*v hi KM) .113 105 33.0 82 32.8 83 3 1.0 89 34.2 87 13.4

~^\ & nvcr 70 2.13 73 24.3 fit 21.1 64 25.6 56 21.'5 08 26.2

Kl.l ( \ 1 l(l\ i II,. .,1 ,.l I [,.ii-, i

1 V\11»Q*> 75. 2.', 81 27.0 47) 18.0 14 17.6 51 19.fi on 2 1.1

High S.li.w.l IV M7 1 59 33.0 133 .13.2 149 59.6 110 54.9 132 30.7

c r i.l.. s.li.wJ Ifi IS 3 42 14.0 40 lfi.O 33 13,2 19 18.8 52 20.0

3 in 9 .7 S 20 3 1.2 2 .8 2 .8

Rvfi'fH ift fin 1* S3 27 108 21 8.1 18 6.9 II 11

^i/\- iw t' ^vn ^

1 9fi ft 7 33 11 .0 M Qfi 19 7.6 2.> 9.fi 21 8.1

o Ql in 3 R7 29.0 80 320 67 20.8 85 32.7 72 2 7.7

3 >ft 10 3 71 ?.17 .13 91 9 sq 23.6 51 19.6 55 21.2

i fil 91 1 17 ion to 19fi ".1 20.4 59 22.7 7 25.7

*n 10 99 7 % 1Q 7fi 33 '3,2 8.5 27 Mil

6 or more 31 10.3 30 10.0 25 10.0 21 8.1 18 6.9

-cm R< B: NBC Ba from a special The Pulae, Inr Novembei

that has sprung up around nighl radio for Edward Petrj Si Co., forsees a i leorge 1 o.-ti ii b, radio mana _•

in tin' lasl 12 month-. Uso pointing greal year ahead. Within the lasl M'.i Spol Sales, believes thai Bpol

up this interest has been the revising week, lie points out, a paii of majoi dio will continue to gain nexl year, hut

of nighttime rati- both downward and agencies arc planning 1958 spol radio hardl] al as greal a rate .1- it did in

upward, new and elaborate nighttime campaigns. McCann-Erickson is buy- 1957. rhroughoul th>- camp of sellers

presentations, revamping of program-. ing for foil i accounts: Pertussin, Vase- there i- considerable optimism for

Suddenl) nighttime has come to be line Hair Tonii . 1 -\\1 and Nabiw o 1958, and if it proves tni>-. then night

recognized as the frontiei ol spol ra- Ted Hate- i- buj ing foi ( ontinental sales iNii-t continue to gain it for no

dio. \- spol business increases, night- Baking. The recenl renewal b) Pepso- other reason than the fad that not

time must till up. dent is especial!) encouraging foi 1958 everyone can squeeze into daytime.

According to SB \ estimate, spol ra- pi ospects, he feels, inasmui li as this Here is how 1 ..u 1 \ Wt

dio for the first nine months oi th i~ producl wa- one ol the "pioneer- who directoi ol SR \. summed up the night-

year i> up 30$ "\ ,
'

, the same period began the -w ing ba< k to radio. time radio picture: "While it has not

in 1956. Network radio sales in terms 1 ted ll<\ wood, promotion dn> • |..r reached anywhere neai the saturation

of program time are up 2 '>. '• -iii' e for ( BS Radio Spol Sales, says, point that you find in daytime radio,

July. Here are some opinion- on the "While mo-i people ha\en't started nighttime— general!) speaking has

state of business for 1958: to forecasl yel for 1958, from here it mad.' excellent gains this pasl year. \

Jim Eshleman, radio sales manage] look- like a darn good year. /' ease turn to pagt 59
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INSTANT RATINGS BREAKTHROUGH

I lie \nierican Research Bureau's

\ stem "I instantaneous ratings \i 'bi-

tron was unveiled in detail this week

u ith a promise <>l sen ice thai could

n\ olutionize the i\ audience measure-

ment field.

ARM offered agency men and

broadcasters a service which will en-

able subscribers l<> watch practical!)

on a minute-by-minute basis—the video

audience measured electronically be-

fore their eyes.

ARB has set 1 February as a target

date for an operating -\stem of net-

work ratings based on seven cities and

expects t<> have a complete New ^ ork

sample set up and in operation by

the end of next week.

Devices for instantaneous ratings

are not new. Practically every rating

service, two of the networks and other

groups, besides, have offered them dur-

ing the past 15 years. For a variety

of technical, financial and statistical

reasons they have never gotten off the

gi mind.

\KB is confident, however, that it

has a system that is workable techni-

cally, affordable financially and ac-

ceptable statistically. ARB's President

James Seiler claims an electronic

breakthrough that enables the use of

an unlimited number of homes on

leased telephone lines and which, he

says, solves the cost problem.

Potential customers who have seen

laboratory demonstrations of Arbitron

are generally withholding judgment

until the system is in full operation.

A number, though, are impressed with

the fact ARB is close to full operation

and has apparently invested a prettj

ARB claims a relatively economical service

with its Arbitron system, which offers virtually

minute-by-minute ratings data hot off an

electronic printer. Admen can have display

board (below) installed right in their offices

^F=* Sj-r
CBs

'NBC

eo

ABD
i t

ABC 7\

OR ?n

"
- ' .

PIX )V

^ATV l£.



pennj in capital expenses. In most

cases, but especiall) where network

programing is involved, the value "t

instantaneous ratings is accepted with-

oul question. \ minorit) has raised

the issue "I whethei the speed "I bu< h

,i -\ stem is woi ili the higher cost

Cost, "I < "in se, i- a ke) fai i"i in

an) research. \i bin on's i osl to sta

t i< in~> in New ^ . > i k . For example, will

i ange From three to I
11 times as much

.1- \ 1 1 1

1

"— ili.nv report. The planned

price Foi New \ oi k would be $400 .i

month plus one-quai ter ol the ( lass \

hour rate. I he pi ice schedule Eoi

agencies permits them to buj one week

a month i>f \i l>iii mi i atings al a price

not too much higher than the Mill

New York diai j report. Pi ices Foi the

full report have nol yel been set

miiiiiiiiiimiiiiiii:ii!iiiii
||

i!itii;;ii!
t ::ii

i

:i!!

i

:r""

escribed 1>> VKB as practically

ready to go in New ^ ork area, the

Irhitron system consists of dis-

)la\ board (1.) which shows at a

dance audience current!) view ing

»ach tv station; electronic print-

r (above) which gives ratings

for each station every 90 seconds;

lus wires and device attached to

ts in sample homes. Each sta-

ion on hoard has line of 7.> lights.

ach light represents t>*o homes
iii sample, thus can shovt ratings

up to 50% or 150 homes (total

New ^ ork sample is .300 homes).

[Printer has column for each sta-

tion, plus columns for '"other

stations" and homes not tuning.

Display boards will be rented to

subscribers. Actual cost of board

is about $5,000. Board plus tele-

type would provide full office

installation.

I Li e's .i rundown on 1 1 « Irbitron

-\ stem

:

Telephone lines attached to sample

homes bring in tuning information in

-in li ,i u.i\ thai eai li home is eh*

tronicall) i hei ked once < 1 n ing .i peri

od of spei ified len| th I he MM;
tern checks .ill hom< n li line

everj 90 seconds. I hi- could be

changed to a i shoi tei pei iod.

However, Bince there are exai tlj 10

90-seconda in evei
j

quai tei bout . an

average quartet houi rating is easil)

all ulated b) the elei tronii addition ol

all In 90-sei ond ratin - and the mere
nii.\ ing ovei of a de< imal point

In New "i ,,ik L2 lini - are b<

readied Foi use, each line coming from
;i different compass poinl and attai bed
i" between 20 and 10 homes. In all.

I(» counties in the metropolitan area

will be covered h ith a total of 300 sam-
ple homes. The network reporl mil
incasurc o(M) homes in -e\en , ities, and
-i\ ol them are alread) wired to New
] ork For instantaneous reports.

Seiler -aid hi- w ii ing method per-

mits sampling with no compromises.
lie claims t<> have spent f 10,000 t<> set

up a "theoreticall) perfect" probabil-

ii\ sample in the New York area and
points out that it i- superior to the

diar) sample since the latter is a sys-

tematic sample taken from telephone

hooks.

The electronic information i- shown
on a large display hoard and an elec-

tronic printer makes a record of thi-

information every 90 seconds. These

board- with teletypes can be set up in

the offices of subscribers also. In

addition. Seiler plan- dail) printed

reports ol quarter-hour ratings to be

delivered to subscribers on the morn-

ing of the day following the recording

of the rating figures plus a permanent

monthly report.

The monthl) reporl would include

cumulative audience data and equip-

ment to provide this information is

now being built I alike some of the

-\-tem- proposed in the past the Mhi-

tron method permits the identification

of each sample home. This provide-.

in addition to cume fume-, various

breakdowns of audience overlap for

two or more programs, analysis of

program audiences b) income, educa-

tion, age of housewife, education, ele.

Since \HB has inventoried it- sample

home- in New N .
. i k. programs can

also he analyzed in term- of product

usage. \- foi audience composition,

\ I ; B -
| • i in- 1 1 . i . , 1

1 -

.

-ample .mil provide information hi

month!)

.

Vrbitron would be in operation

from sign on to si n of! ever) da) in

the . ii B* • mi-, ii , osU relative!)

little more to operate the equipment
foui w,ek- rathi i than one, Seilei

ulates a month ol Irbitron i- u

'"all) heapei than a month of tele-

phone coini idental servii •

One problem thai hasn'l been solved
i- whal to do with portables, -m. e eai h
~'

'
bas, in addition to the • onventional

wire plugged into the walL anothei
u '" attached to the telephone line.
I oi the time he,.

, in .

eluded in the sample. However,
dial are normall) moved to om
lu " othei lot ations i an be handled if

provision is made foi this shifting be-
forehand. It the set i- moved and nol
attached to the telephone line, this can
'"' dete< ted al the central recording
station. Ml -i- are measured (except
'"' portables) in multi-set home-. One
ol the -ample home- has I- mi Bets.

I he < onsensus among agent j and
broadi astei people was thai b-bitron
would definite!) make ., _,, ,,f j t if t \ tl

.

Bystem performed as dea ribed This is

""' to -a\ thai everybod) wants it

But, as on-- broadcaster pointed out:
'It. -ax. \\( BS-TA boughl it, could
WIM \ TV be fai behind?''

Another broadcaster <|uestioned the

value ol having Frequent ratings, point-

in-' out that ratings don't change \er\

much from week to week.

I hough mo-t industr) people are en-

tranced b) the prospect of instantane-

ous rating-. tli>\ are also conscious of

the fa<l thai more than half a dozen

systems have been tried. I hi first one
to get attention wa- Centercasting, of-

fered earl) in World W.u II b) Ni;i

\ short time later Nielsen came out
with a system. Right aftei the war
there was National Elei b i< Ballots and
during the 1947-8 period < BS was
plumping for something called Instan-

taneous Midieiice Measurement Serv-

ice. Sindlinger had a system operating

on a limited basis during 195

I hen there was Hoopei - Hooperator.

In 1954 Pulse < ame out with I) \N.

Currentl) Nielsen is operating an ex-

perimental system in Qui
Mil! - ultimate aim. of com - . is to

national with \rhitron. There i-

no disagreement that if Vrhitron

catches on, the ratings business will

never be the -ame. ^
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SANTA ON A HOT TIN DEPTH
By Tennessee William Miksch

A one-act pla\ wherein Trafalgar Drench, morale

director at Finn & Haridie agency, uses motivation research in

planning the office Christmas party. Result: Santa is repackaged

-i
i m : Trafalgar Drench, director of employee mood, com-

munications, and job adjustment at the Finn & Haddie Ad-

vertising Igency. nunc up the hard nay. He married Mr.

Haddie's daughter. Vow . practically on the eve of Christmas,

he paces the small but effete office furnished him by the

grace of his executive vice president father-in-law, pausing

now and again to linger the driftwood on his desk and to

blow petulantly at the all-aluminum mobile dangling from

the ceiling. He brightens visibly as his secretary ojiens the

door and announces Dr. Karlsbad Gezunk of Motivations

Explorations Inc. Dr. Gezunk, a bi-focaled high forehead

type carrying a dispatch case, enters briskly.

DRENCH: Come in, Doctor. Come in and -it down, You've

completed that Christmas study I requested?

i.i /i \K: i Emptying his dispatch case and piling the papers

on Drench's desk) Ja, all here. "The Motivating Patterns

Behind Christmas and Attendant Behavior Stimuli on Office

Parties."

DRENCH: You didn't regard my request as . . . er . . . ec-

centric?

GEZUNK: Ach, no. To the motivational researcher no re-

quest seems eccentric. Just last week I finished a psycho-

logical study of peanut butter for a big national tv adver-

tiser. Were you aware, my friend, that peanut butter is

more deeply rooted in our sexual drives than shoe polish?

Or that peanut but

—

DRENCH: [Impatiently) Yen interesting. Doctor, but let's

get down to nn case. As director of employee mood and

communications, I'm responsible this year for the Finn \

Haddie Agenc\ Christmas party. That's why I asked you

In do an MR study on the subject.

GEZUNK: You want a good part\. hc\ '.'

drench: I need a good party. Last year's was ugh!

u /i \k: Too traditional, no doubt. Lacked basic emotional

appeal. No spirit.

DR1 \< n: Oh, it had its spirited moments. Two fist-fights,

one firing—
'•i /i \K: la. release of pent-up aggressive tendencies. Good

for the libido, but hard!) suggestive of Christmas. By \\a\

ol preliminary to nn report, let me sa\ that the mass atti-

tude toward Christmas has changed since the j<>ll\ days ol

Kraft-Ebing—especially in such areas of concentrated so-

phistication as Madison or Michigan Avenues

drench: Doctor, let's skip the preliminary and get on with

the report. ^ our stud) has taken a very long time and—

GEZUNK: Long time? But it was a depth-study. The deeper

I dive, the longer it takes me to surface.

drench: I was sa\ing. Doctor, with Christmas almost here,

I was forced to go ahead and make some arrangements like

picking our Santa Claus

—

CEZINk: i Indignant i Santa Clau>! What kind of Santa?

drench: There's only one kind of Santa Claus

—

GEZUNK: {Shaking his head sadly) Ja. I know what you're

going to say : Little and round \\ ith a nose like a cherry and

a belly that shakes like a bowlful of jelh —
drench: Naturally. So I've tapped Filbert Wampole from

Media. He's little and round, and he s down at the cos-

turner's now getting fitted with a Santa suit

—

GEZUNK: And a beard, hmmm?
drench: Certainly, a beard.

GEZUNK: No, no, no, my friend. My motivational study

showed people have no confidence in men with beards.

drench: General Grant wore a beard. And what about the

Smith Brothers? They've done all right.

gezunk : Please, don't tell me the motivational research

business. A beard is. subconsciously at least, regarded by

most as an affectation. That s win radio and tv announcers

avoid wearing beards.

DRENCH: Really. Doctor! How about Commander White-

head who does the Schweppes commercials?

GEZUNK: Enough! The immediate subject is a false beard!

DRENCH: [Suddenly deflated) Oh. Well. I guess we don't

want to inject a false note into our Christmas party. Bad

for employee morale.

GEZUNK: Just so—no beard. And if you have any further

qualms, may I remind you that \our agency has the Grim

Reaper Electric Sinner account on two television networks?

DRENCH: \ mi're right! Beard's out. I'll notify Wampole.

GEZl \k : Wampole? That's the little round man from Media

you've chosen to play Santa. I suggest you replace him

altogether. M\ MR stud\ revealed a most surprising re-

sponse reaction to little round men. They are regarded as

ineffectual by about half my test families. The other half

suspect them of Napoleonism.

drench: But. Doctor

—
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Red noit:

W0l>l<i of<e*\d

-tew penned qroofs

>ROBE DeleW bay - kd

«.i/ink: If Wampole turns oul to be ineffectual, he'll

.ill mixed up handing out the gifts. II he h;i~ a latent Na

poleonic complex, then he's liable i" lake over the party.

• lei i ill of liini now

.

drench: t [ghost) But we need a fal little Santa Claus .1

jollj type.

'.1 /1 \k: Nonsense. It you want an example "I mass atti-

tudes to j<>ll\ types, jusl look what happens to i\ comedians

I'lihi kaput Don't rely on old hat traditions, Mr. Drench,

when you're spending good money for motivational re-

search. I .i-i yourself a tall thin Santa Claus.

DRENCH: [Weakly) Tall? Thin? No beard?

i.i /ink: In symbolize the aggressixe. go-jjrtler Madison

\\1n11i' t\ pe.

DRi mii: \ni even a nose like a chei 1 j ?

<.i /1 \k: Definite 1) not. Can 1 you imagine what a nose like

a cherry suggests?

dki'.m 11 : Sure. Santa Claus.

1.1 /1 \k: Tut. tut. You're thinking consciously now instead

"I subconsciously. Let me explain, Mi. Drench, that in do-

ing this depth-study, I included a Christmas semantics test.

DRi \mi: ( Ihristmas semantics ?

i.i/ink: If I say "free word association," perhaps \<>u"ll

understand. II' iv. let nie demonstrate. I'll toss out some

Christmas words. Then you tell me right off the top of youi

head the ti 1— t word that comes to mind. Clear?

dreni 11 : Fire away . Doctor.

GEZl nk: Christmas.

drench: Bonn-.

CEZl \k: 1 ulr.

DR] m 11 : Br\ nner.

1.1 /1 nk: Jingle.

DR] m.m : Singing commercial.

1.1 /1 nk : Cherry.

drkm 11 : Manhattan.

gezink: (Triumphantl1

) > \ha! Now you see why the nose

like a cherr] i> out It suggests an alcoholic beveragi

Employees at agency Christmas parties are exposed to

enough potables without being subliminally reminded ol

another "one for the road" hv a cheny-nosed Santa Claus.

drench: (Awed) I guess you're right, Doctor. I sure got

to hand it to you MR boys. Still it'll he haul to lit a tall.

skinny Santa into a red suit

—

cinf be h>o Jo"tf
-

yeof\e €ea*- hi/woy

\3e$x& wwsVoo -

ter^ >s mate olii^rubt

-too -fa r 4or

Voo+u-fjl lootc

bed vu^a-fder cowtio'TsViow

CEZl nk: Reef suit! {Points dramaticallj heavenward) With

two ill ////// sputniks up there, and you d est red

drench: (»h mj - dness! Bui what will s .mt.i w<

I/ink: IM recommend a simple Brooks ivy-league rail

h ith a black knit tie and pin Btripe shirt

DRI ni 11 : But how would that look with high l-la. k I I- .'

GEZl nk: \o boots. I In- stud) showed thai I ts identify in

the minds of 73.59! of oui living laboratory with deep snow

and bad weather. This was fine in the days when "ovei

the rivei and through the woods to Grandmother's house

»:i- the fashion. Indeed snow enjoyed a mild popularity

then, loil.n. however, opinion has shifted, [he sight of

,1 single snowflake, lei alone someone wearing l-iu- I ts on

Christmas Eve can cause frightful traumae particularly

among mum commuting personnel that may cause them t"

leave youi party early. No, foi tin- psychological effect on

your party, Santa will wear loafers like anybody else.

drench: Well. {Long pause) So much foi Santa < laus.

Hell look ju-i like any account ex« "i timebuyei skinny,

beardless and wearing a I! k- Brothers suit. Er . . . I'm

almost afraid t" a-k. bul what about decorations?

cezi nk: Decorations? Certainly, by all mi

DRENCH: {With relief) Thank goodness [here has to be

some Yuletide atmosphere. I'll order Borne mistletoe , . .

GEZl nk: No mistletoe. M\ test has shown thai among oldei

employees th<- sighl of it frequently evokes nostalgic-de

sive moods thai can turn them into | >.i 1 1 \ | ps.

dreni 11: {Rising defiantly I Well, a tree anyway!

GEZl nk: I'm sorry, Drench. I know what I'm doing to all

your comfortable old misconceptions. Bul my study proved

iliat the tree has little or do motivating effect on 1 < brist-

mas office party. Indeed, it's rarely noticed. Which is why
it's always getting kicked ovei or ~ri afire

DR] ni 11 : 1 Livid) I want a Christmas tree!

GEZl nk: Instead of the tree, I'd suggest planting about the

office several bottles of some pine disinfe< tant I he .noma

—

DRI NCH: ' It Ud-eyed) I want a tn

i.i/ink: But the smell will suggest a tree. Subliminal

olfaction.

DRi ni 11: (Picking up chunk of driftwood, ami hurling it at

Gezunk) I W WT \ CHRISTMAS ["REE!

gezunk: (Exiting just uhnu! of driftwood) P hap.

Gone psycho. \ml just before Christmas, ^
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CHANNEL 10, PROVIDENCE, R.I.

Represented by Edward Petry & Company, Inc.
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TV BASICS>/jANUAR

ET TV UP ABOUT 5% IN 1957
rota] advertiser expenditures are expected to liii more than

8660 million this \<-;ir. 1*115 gross time figures for 10

months are \A\f
f ahead of corresponding figures for L956

Nletwork t\ billings will end up the

\ ear aboul .V
, ahead ol L956.

This figure i- based on rough esti-

mates l>\ McCann-Erickson in addition

to ilic gross time billings through Oc-

tober put out l>\ Publishers Informa-

tion Bureau.

McCann-Erickson estimated that, on

tlif basis ol L957's lii-t six months, na-

tional advertising on t\ (network and

spot) would lie up 69! for the year.

The estimated dollar figure for nation-

al t\ advertising in L957, as published

in Printers Ink, came to 11,015,1 .-

000, going ovei the billion dollar mai

k

for the In b1 time.

\\ bile no breakdow a of aetwoi k and

spol was published, a McCann spokes-

man said the pfit.nl.ui- inc rra-r« in

both media were not far apart.

As for PIB, gross time billings foi

network l\ through October were

4.8% aheatl of 1956. The dollar gross

came to $418,394^05 compared with

1399,327,435 through Octobei last

year for all three networks.

I he .i' tual expenditure b) advertis-

ers
I
uk luding talent, produt t i < >r i and

commen i.il i oats I
will I"- considerably

more than the gross time fig urea indi-

cate, of course. On the basis of the

\b < .inn estimates, tin- total will •

to more than 1660 million. 'I be I

figure i ame to 1630 million. I oi

1 955, the lum>- w as |52< > million.

A backward look at the PIB data

also underlines a Blowing down in net-

work t\ growth. The LO-month figures

I..I Octobei L956 were 21.5% aheatl "f

the corresponding period in L955. ^

1. THIS MONTH IN NETWORK TV
Network Sales Status Week Ending 21 December

Daytime
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiniiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiN

SPONSORED HOURS
%

Live

11.5 ABC-™ 6.5

90.8 CBStammHi 32.8

85.3 NBC ii^HB 25.5

Smiiiiiiii

t Excluding participation shows.

%
Live

! 33.3 ABC
42.9 CBS
57.7 NBC

iinimiiiiit

Nighttime

SPONSORED HOURS

18.8

26.3

26

AVERAGE COST OF NETWORK SPONSORED PROGRAMING

Cost Number Cost Number Cost Number Cost Number

Hour drama

$49,186 7

Half-hour music-var.

$44,761 11

Half-hour drama

$36,000 11

Half-hour adventure

$31,500 9

Situation comedy

$37,877 18

Hour music-variety

$103,725 7

Quiz

S31,348 12

Half-hour »sestern

$35,416 12

>> are as of December. All programs are onre weekly and all are nighttime showi.
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2. ALPHABETICAL PROGRAM INDEX
Sponsored Nighttime Network Programs 6-11 p.m.

PROGRAM COST

Adventures .11 S( "ti Island

;

\ I

\l> oa < l\<-.ir Theater:
Di I

'Steve Mini Show: V-L

Assignment Foreign Legion:
\ I

Eve Arden: Sc-F

Armstrong Circle Theatre:
H, -I

Bachelor Father: Sc-F

Red Barber's Corner: Sp-L

Jack Benny: C-F

Poll) Bi rgi n Mn V-L

*Big Record: Mu-L

Bold Journey: A-F

Pat Boone: \ I

Jim Bowie: W-F

Bowling Stars: Sp-L

Broken Arrow: W-F
Burns & Allen : Sc-F

The Californians: W-F

Cavalcade of Sports: Sp-L

Cheyenne: W-F

Circus Boy: A-F

* Rosemary Clooney: V-L

Climax: Dr-L

Club Oasis: V-L

Colt .45: W-F
* Perry Como: V-L

1 ountrj M„-i. Jubilee; Mu-L
Court of Last Resort: Dr-F

Bob Cummings Show: Sc-F

John Daly News: N-L&F
Date With the Angels: Sc-F

December Bride: Sc-F

Destiny: Dr-F

Dick And The Duchess: Sc-F

Disneyland: M-F

Dragnet: My-F

Wyatt Earp: W-F

38,000

38.000

108.000

18,500

36,500

43.000
(alt wks)

38,500

< air wks)

3,000

65,000
(alt wks)

47,000

50,000
<'/2 hr.)

8,500

45,000

32,000

11,750

31.000

40,000

37,500

45,000

78,000

34,000

42,000

59,000

58,000

37,000

140,000

8,000

28.000

36,000

6,000tt

38,000

29,500

13,000

33,500

75.000

35.000

30,000

SPONSORS AND AGENCIES

R | Reynolds, Esty (1/5 S)

Alcoa, FSR; alt Coodyear, Y&R

S. C. Johnson, Needham, Louis &
Brorby; Pharmacraft, JWT; Grey-
hound, Crcy

P. Lorillard, L&N

Lever, )WT; alt Shulton, Wesley

Armstrong Cork, B8DO

Amer Tobacco, BBDO

State Farm Ins. NLB (L 1/3)

Amer Tobacco. BBDO

Max Factor, DDB

Oldsmobile, Brother; Pillsbury, Bur-
nett; alt Armour, FC&B; Kellogg,
Burnett

Ralston Purina, CBB

Chevrolet, Campbell Ewald

Amer Chicle, DFS

Amer Machine & Foundry, Richards
(L 12 29)

Miles, Wade; Ralston Purina, Gardner

Carnation, EW.R&R; Cen Mills, BBDO

Singer Sewing, Y&R; Liplon Y&R
(1/7 S)

Gillette. Maxon

Gen Elect, Y&R, BBDO & Grey

Mars, Knox Reeves; alt Kellogg, Bur-
nett

Lever Bros. )WT

Chrysler, Mc-E

L&M, Mc-E

Campbell, BBDO; Mennen, Mc-E

Kimberly-Clark, FCB: Noxzema, SS
C&B; RCA & Whirlpool, K&E; Sun-
hcim. Perrin-Paus' Amer Dairy.

Campbell-Mithun; Knomark. Mogul

Whitehall. Bates; ' 2 hr. ope"

Lorillard. L&N

R. |. Reynolds. Esty; alt Chescbrough-
Ponds, Mc-E

Whitehall, Bates; 2 days open

Plymouth, Crant

Cen Foods, B&B

Cen Foods. B&B; Ford, |WT

Mogen David, Weiss; H. Curtis, C.

Best

Derby, Mc-E; Cen Mills, Tatham-
Laird: DFS; Cen Foods, Y&R; Rey-
nolds Metals, Buchanan: Frank

L&M, DFS: Ceneral Foods. B&B 1 1 9 S>

Cen Mills. DFS; P&C. Compton

PROGRAM SPONSORS AND AGENCIES

Doug Edwards News: N-L&F

Father Knows Best: Sc-F

Eddie Fisher: V-L

Tennessee Ernie Ford Show:
V-L

G.E. Theatre: Dr-F

* George Gobel: V-L

Godfrey's Scouts: V-L

Gunsmoke: W-F

Harbourmaster: A-F

Have Gun, Will Travel: W-F

Hitchcock Presents: My-F

Robin Hood: A-F

I Love Lucy: Sc-F

I've Got a Secret: Q-L

•Kraft Tv Theatre: Dr-L

Lassie: A-F

Leave It To Beaver: Sc-F

Life of Riley: Sc-F

Line-up: My-F

M Squad: My-F

Gisele MacKenzie: V-L

Perry Mason: My-F

Maverick: W-F

Meet McGraw: MyA-F

Millionaire: Dr-F

Guy Mitchell: MuV-L

Mr. Adams & Eve: Sc-F

Patrice Munsel: MuV-L

Name that Tune: Q-L

Navy Log: Dr-F

Original Amateur Hour: V-L

People Are Funny: M-F

People's Choice: Sc-F

Person To Person: I-L

Playhouse 90: Dr-L&F

Price Is Right: Q-L

The Real McCoys: Sc-F

Restless Gun: W-F

Rin Tin Tin: A-F

Sally: Sc-F

9,500tt

38,000

115,000
(alt wks)

38,000

47,000

115,000

(alt wks)

32,000

38,000

38,000

36,000

36,000

29,000

35,300

24,000

53,000

34,000

46,000

30,500

34.000

28,000

46.000

40.000
(i/

2 hr.)

?S noo
(i/

2 hr.)

33.000

34.000

38.000

41 .000

55,000

23.000

38.500

23,000

24,000

34.000

34,000

39,000

Vl hr.

21.500

35.000

37,500

36,000

41,500

Whitehall, Bates; Brown & Wmson,
Bates; American Can, Compton

Scott Paper, JWT; Lever Bros, |WT

L&M, Mc-E

Ford, JWT

Cen Elect, BBDO

RCA & Whirlpool, K&E

Lipton, Y&R; Toni, North

L&M, DFS; Sperry Rand (1 wk in 4),
Y&R

R. J. Reynolds, Etsy 'L 12 26)

Whitehall, Bates; alt Lever, JWT

Bristol-Myers, Y&R

Johnson & Johnson, Y&R; Wildroot,
BBDO

Cold Seal, Campbell-Mithun; alt

Sheafter, Seeds

R. J. Reynolds, Esty

Kraft, JWT

Campbell Soup, BBDO

Remington Rand, Compton

Lever Bros, BBDO; alt wk open

P&C, Y&R; Brown & Williamson,
Bates

Amer Tobacco, SSC&B; alt H. Bishop,
Spector

Eversharp, B&B; alt Scott, JWT

Purex, Weiss; alt Libby-Owens-Ford,
F&S&R; alt Vi hr open

Kaiser Companies, Y&R

P&C, Benton & Bowles

Colgate, Bates

Max Factor, Anderson-McConnell

Colgate, L&N; R. J. Reynolds, Esty

Buick, Kudncr; Frigidaire, Kudner

Kellogg. Burnett; Whitehall, Bates

U. S. Rubber; F. D. Richards; White-
hall, Bates

H. Bishop. Spector

R. J. Reynolds. Esty; Toni, North

Borden, Y&R; Amer Home Products,
Y&R

Amer Oil. J. Katz; Hamm, Camp-
Mithun, alt Time-Life, Y&R

Amer Cas. L&N; Bristol-Myers. BBDO;
Philip Morris, Burnett; Kimberly-
Clark. FC&B; Allstate, Burnett

Speidel, K&E; alt RCA, K&E

Sylvania, JWT

Warner-Lambert, SSC&B; alt sust

Nabisco, K&E

Chemstrand. DD&B; alt Royal Type-
writer, Y&R

•Color show, (L) Live, (F) Film. ttCost is per segment. List does not include
sustaining, participating1 or co-op programs—see chart Costs refer to average show
costs including talent and production. They are gross (include 15% agency com-
mission). They do not include commercials or time charges. This list covers period

'_'
1 December-17 January. Program types are indicated as follows: (A) Adventure,
(Au) Audience Participation. (C) Comedv. (D) Documentary, (Dr) Drama. (I)
Interview. (J) Juvenile. (M) Misc., (Mu) Music. (Mv) Mysterv. (N) News. (Q)
Quiz. (S) Serial, (Sc) Situation Comedy, (Sp) Sports, (V) Variety, (W) "Western.

Listing continues on page 40 y
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. NIGHTTIME C O P A
ABC

SUNDAY
CBS NBC ABC

MONDAY
CBS NBC ABC

TUESDAY
CBS NBC ABC

Beat The Clock
suit

Crosby National
Pro-Amateur Coif
Championship

Meet The Press
•ust

. lasy Wash Mach
(1/12) (6-7)

20th Century
Prudential

Outlook
BUBt

(12/22 S)
D Edwards

Brown &. Wmson
News
BU6t

No net service

D Edwards
Whitehall

News
sust alt Carter

:,:

(ou Asked for It

Sklppy Peanut
Butter

Lassie
Campbell Soup

Amateur Hour
II Bishop
(L 12/29)

My Friend Flicka
sust (1/5 S)

Sports Focus
sust

|ohn Daly News
Whitehall

No net serv ice

D Edwards
Brown & Wmson

(repeat feed)

Sports Focus
mat

No net service

News
sust

(repeat feed)

John Daly News
Whitehall

D Edwards
Whitehall

(repeat feed)

News
(repeat feed)

Sports Focu
sust

|ohn Daly Ni
r

cue*

Maverick
alser Companies
(7:30-8:30)

Bachelor Father
alt

lack Benny
Amer Tobacoo

Sally

Chemstrand alt

Iloyal Typewriter
Amer Bandstand

sust

Robin Hood
Johnson & Jhsn

alt Wlldroot

Price Is Right
Speldol alt

rca

Cheyenne
Gen Electric

(alt wks
7:30-830)

lame That Tune
Whitehall all

Keilogg

Treasure Hunt
sust

(12/24 S)

Disneyland
7:30-8:30

Maverick

Ed Sullivan
(8-9)

Mercury
alt Kodak

Steve Allen
S. C. Johnson

lilt Pharma, Grey-
hound

Guy Mitchell
Mai Factor

Burns & Allen
Carnation alt

Gen Mills

Restless Cun
War. -Lambert

Sugarfoot
(alt wks 7:30-8:30)

Am Chicle.

Aden's, Whitehall,

Colgate-PalmoL

Phil Silvers

P4G alt

B. J. Reynolds

George Gobel
(alt wks. 8-9)

RCA A Whirlpool

Disneyland
Reynolds Met
Derby Food
Gen Foods

Gen MlUs

Bowling Stars
Mach. L 12/29

Adventures at
Scott Island

leynolds (1/5 8)

Ed Sullivan

Shirley Temple's
Storybook
Nil I Dairy

all Hill Bros.

(1/12) (8-9)

Bold Journey
Ralston I'urlna

Talent Scouts
Llpton

alt Ton!

Wells Fargo
Amer Tobacco

alt Bulck

Wyatt Earp
Gen Mills

alt P&G

Eve Arden
Ijever alt

Shulton

Eddie Fisher
(alt wks. 8-9)

UfcM

Tombstone
Territory

Brlstol-Mysi jt-

Open Hearing
sust

C. E. Theatre
Gen Electric

Dinah Shore
Chevy Show

(9-10)

Chevrolet

Voice of

Firestone
Firestone

Danny Thomas
Gen Foods

Twenty-One
Pharmaceuticals

Broken Arrow
Rals- Purina
tit Miles

To Tell The
Truth

Pharmaceuticals

Meet McCraw
PAG Ozzie & Har

Kodak

Alcoa-Goodyear
Theater

A Turn of Fate
Alcoa alt

Goodyear

wa it e r W in g

Revlon (L 1/

A Date Wi
The Angel

Plymouth (1/1

10:00

10:15

10:30

TBA
Hitchcock
Theatre

Brislol-Myers

Chevy Show

Welk Top Tunes
New Talent

Dodge- Plymouth
(9:30-10:30)

December Bride
Gen Foods

Studio One
Westlnghouse

(10-11)

See It Now
Intrnfs Tel & Tel

(Warn (ift-ii)

Telephone Time
Bell

Red Skelton
Pet Milk

alt 3. C. Johnson

Bob Cummings
Reynolds

alt Chese-Ponds

Wed Nigh
Fights

Mennen, Ml
(ie-conel)

Scotland Yard
General Foods

$64,000
Challenge
Revlon alt

P. Lorlllard

Loretta Young
Show
P&G

Welk Top Tunes

Suspicion
(10-11)

Ford
Philip Morris

West Point
sust

S64.000
Question
Revlon

The Californians
Singer alt

Upton (1/7 S)

10:45
No net service

What's My Line
Sperry-Rand
alt H Curtis

No net service No net service

Lowell Thomas
High Adventure

Gen Motors

(12/23) (10-11)

All-Star

Jazz Show
Time*

(12/30) (10-11)

No net service

Assignment
Foreign Legion

Lortllard

No net service

NOTE: L preceding date means last date on air. S following date means starting date for new show or new sponsor in time slot.

Index continued... Sponsored Nighttime Network Programs 6-11 p.m.

PROGRAM COST SPONSORS AND AGENCIES

Schlitz Playhouse: Dr-F 38,000 Schlitz, JWT

* Dinah Shore Chevy Show: 1 50,000 Chevrolet, Camp-Ewald

V-L

Phil Silvers Show: Sc-F 42.000 P&C, Burnett; R. J. Reynolds, Esry

Sgt. Preston: A-F 32,000 Quaker Oats, WBT

Scotland Yard : My-F 8,600 General Foods, Y&R

Frank Sinatra: V-F 67,500 Chesterfield, Mc-E

$64,000 Challenge: Q-L 35,000 P. Lorillard, Y&R; Revlon, BBDO

$64,000 Question: Q-L 39,000 Revlon, BBDO

*Red Skelton: CV-L&F 52,000 Pet Milk, Gardner: alt S. C. Johnson,
FCB

Gale Storm Show: Sc-F 39,500 Nestle. B. Houston; Helene Curtis,

E. H. Weiss

Studio One: Dr-L 55,000
Westinghouse, Mc-E

Sugarfoot: W-F 40,000

(Vi hr.)

Amer. Chicle, Bates; Whitehall, Bates;

Luden's, Mathes; Colgate-Palmolive,
Bates

Ed Sullivan Show: V-L 79,500 Mercury, K&E; alt Kodak, JWT

Sunday News Special: N-L 9,500 Whitehall, Bates; alt Carter Prod-
ucts. Bates

Suspicion: My-L&F 79,500 Ford, JWT; Philip Morris, Ayer; Vz
hr alt wk open

PROGRAM

Tales of Wells Fargo: W-F

Telephone Time: Dr-F

The Thin Man: My-F

This Is Your Life: D-L

Danny Thomas: Sc-F

•Tic Tac Dough: Q-L

To Tell The Truth: Q-L

Tombstone Territory: W-F

Trackdown : A-F

Truth or Consequences: Q-F
20th Century: D-F

Twenty-One: Q-L

U.S. Steel Hour: Dr-L

Voice of Firestone: Mu-L

Wagon Train: W-F

Mike Wallace: I-L

COST

36,000

31,000

36,000

52,000

47,500

23,500

22.000

42,500

33,500

23,000

45.000

30,000

60,000

28.000

25.000

Vz hr.

15,000

SPONSORS AND AGENCIES

Amer Tobacco, SSC&B; alt Buick
Kudner

Bell, Ayer

Colgate-Palmolive, Bates

P&G, B&B

Cen Foods, B&B

Warner-Lambert, Lennen & Newell
RCA, K&E

Pharmaceuticals. Parkson

Bristol-Myers, Y&R

Amer Tobacco, BBDO; alt Socon'

Mobil Oil, Compton

Sterling Drug, DFS (12/13 S)

Prudential, Reach McClinton

Pharmaceuticals, Parkson

U.S. Steel, BBDO

Firestone, Sweeney & James

Drackett, Y&R; Lewis-Howe, Mc-E
Edsel, FC&B

Philip Morris, Ayer

k
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(V G R A P H 21 DEC. - 17 JAN.

DNESDAY
IBS NBC

THURSDAY
ABC CBS NBC

FRIDAY
ABC CBS NBC

SATURDAY
ABC CBS NBC

0i t tervice

dwjrds
A Wain

News
ml

D Edwards
Whitehall

Newt
suit

D Edwards

tit Am (an

Newt
tuit

•f service

dw.irds

Mlttfi)

Sportt Focut

Newt
•uil

(repeal f«-<l>

|ohn Daly Newt
nut

y» Lucy
H s«-ai

SheatTer
Wagon Trjin
(T-.W -

Circut Boy
U in ilt

on

No net service

No net service

D Edwards
Whitehall

Newt
suit

ireiutt feed)

Sportt Focut
'""

1 D Edwards
lohn Daly Newt Brown A Wnirni

• It Am Cin
Newt
suit

ri«-at feod

Sgt. Prctton
(Maker Oati

Tic Tac Dough
aC V all

Warn Lambert

Rin Tin Til

N'lblico

Leave It To
Beaver

ilofl

Truth Or
Contequcncct

Ini

K. < p It In

The Family

Perry Mason

I all

tuit

People Are
Funny

1 alt

R J Reynold!

Ig Record
S-»)

IVarkett.

Ltarli ll'^e

alt Zorro
- : Cp

Harbourmaster
neynol i

I

(1/3 S Tl! V

imnblte.

Iiborr

•It

mour.
•IIOft

Father Knowt
Best

Scott 1'aper alt

Lerer Broi

The Real McCoyt
mil

Climax
(lirviiler

(8:80-9:30)

(3 out of i trki)

You Bet Your
Life

DeSoto alt

Tonl

|im Bowie
Amer Oilrle

Dr.isnet

l..\\t alt

Ocncral Foods

Patrice Muntcl
Itulrk alt

Frlalrialre

Walter Winchell
B

Trackdown

alt Sooony

Zane Crcy

alt I

Court Of Last
Resort
ly.rlll.nl

Country Music
jubilee

Perry Como

Perry Mason
'

Pmn ,||
Klmt,erl.y Clark.

'"' A * ^™Sunbeam. NouMtBi

Life of Rilev

Jerry Lewis
nolle

Country Music
lubilce

Whitehall

Dick And The
Duchrss

*t|/1 alt

II

Amer Dairy
Knomark

lionaire

ola-are

Kraft Theatre
Kraft (9-10) Pat Boone

'olet

Shower Of Start
Chrysler

I
!>:30)

(1 out of 4 wki)

People's Choice
Etor ifii alt

Amor Hemp Prod

Frank Sin.itr.i

I

M' *H,imi Eve
Collate alt

It .1 Reynold!

M Squad
Tnbac.

alt

II Itlihop

Da le W. Angela
Plymouth

Patrice Munsel
Bulric alt

Frlnil

Lawrence Welk
Dodfl
(9-1*1

Calc Storm
Nettle alt

Helena Curtla

Polly Bergen
M ai

Club Oatil
UM

Scfllirz flyhte
it/

Ball-Arnci Show

ill))

it A Secret
Reynold! Kraft Theater S S.

Playhoute 90
Amer Oa!

alt

rtrljtol Mjrera

The Ford Show
The Thin Man

Ola-ate
Lawrence Welk

Have Gun, Will

Travel Ciscle MacKemi
ehall ftooharp

alt Scoti

Steel Hr
<ki 10 in

This Is

Your Life
ran

Navy Log
D B Rubber
alt Whitehall

Playhouse 90
Philip Morrli

all

Ttrlitol Myen

Rosemary Clooney
The Lux Show

Colt .45

Campbell Soup

alt Mennen

The Lineup
P*Q alt

Rrmrn A Wnunn

Cavalcade of

Sportt
ntlMte
'10 mnel)

Mike Wallace
Philip Morris

Cunsmoke
I.AM alt

S perry Rand
Whift It For

rong Circle

heatrc
rkl 10 11)

tronn Oirk

No net service No net tervice

Playhouse 90
FClmb-Clirk

alt

Allstate

Jane Wyman
II It I shop

alt Quaker
No net service

I'erson To Person
Amer Oil

A TTamm
• II Time

Red Barher
St Farm Tn»

H. '
No net service

Your Hit Parade
-- T^tia^ro

No net service , lt t^i

PROGRAM COST SPONSORS AND AGENCIES

Wednesday Fights: Sp-L 45.000 Mcnncn, Mc-E; Miles. Wade

Lawrence Welk: Mu-L 14.500 Dodge. Crant

Welk Top Tunes: V-L 19.000 Dodge Cr Plymouth, Crant

What's It For: Q-L 25.000 Pharmaceuticals, Parkson

What's My Line: Q-L 29.500 Helcne Curtis. Ludgin; Sperry-Rand
Y&R

Walter Winchell File: Dr-F 39.000 Rcvlon. BBDO

Jane Wyman: Dr-F 36.500 H. Bishop. Spector; Quaker Oats.
NL&B

You Asked For It: M-F 18.000 Skippy Peanut Butter. CBB

You Bet Your Life: Q-L 51,750
DeSoto. BBDO; Toni, North

Loretta Young: Dr-F
42,000

P&C. B&B

Your Hit Parade: Mu-L 49.000 Amer Tobacco. BBDO: alt Toni, North

Zane Grey Theatre: W-F 45.000 Cen Foods, B&B; Ford, JWT

Zorro: A-F 37.000 AC Spark Plug. Brother: 7-Up. |WT

Specials and Spectaculars
PROGRAM COST SPONSORS AND AGENCIES

\i! Star Jazz Sho* \ I

." Timcx. Peck— 12 30

1 . Ball-D. VrnezShow: N 1
285.000 Ford |WT— 1 3

Bing Crosrrj National Pro-

( .nit ( Championship

Easy Washing Machine— 1 12

High Vdventure With

Lowell Thomas: Dr-F

250.000 Ccncral Motors. Camp-Ewald— 12 23

•Jei 5 CV-1 230.000 Oldsmobile Brother— 12 27

Omnibus: M 1

It Now: D-F

115.000

125.000

Union Carbide. Mathcs: Aluminum
Ltd . JWT— 12 29, 1 12

Internafl Tel & Tel. Mathcs— 12 30

•Shower ol Stan: « \ 1
200.000 Chrysler. Mc-E— 12 26

Shirley Templi 225.000 National Dairy. Aycr; Hill Bros Cof-
fee. Ayer— 1 12

Tournament of Roses P trade 25.000 Quaker Oats. Various— 1 1

Tournamenl of l> ses Parade 25.000 Minute Maid Bates. Florist s Tele-
graph & Delivery Assoc Crant— 1 1

Wide, Wide World: Ml 210.000 Cen. Motors. McM. J&A— 12 22. 1 5
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>^£t<

% DAYTIME
J c o P A

ABC

SUNDAY
CBS NBC ABC

MONDAY
CBS NBC ABC

TUESDAY
CBS NBC

Carry Moore
Gerber alt

Gen Foods

Florida Cltrui

lit Vlck Chem

Lamp Unto My
Feet
•Uit

Carry Moore
SUBt

Campbell
(L 11/25)

Arlene Francis
uit

Sterling

Arlene Francis
tust

sust alt

Starling

Look Up & Live

nut

Arthur Codfrey
Stand Brandt

Stand Brandi

Treasure Hunt
tust

Arthur Codfrey
G Foals

Peter Paul
alt Llbby

Treasure Hunt
•ust

Brlllo alt

sust

Price Is Right
Lever Bros
alt PAG

Price Is Right
Lever

alt Sterling

Chese-Ponds

UN In Action
•ust

Bristol-Myers

Singer

Pharmacraft
alt Peter Paul

12/16 S
alt Mcntho

Gen Ftods

Camera Three
•ust

Strike It Rich
Colgate

Truth or

Consequences
Sterling alt Level

Strike It Rich
Colgate

Truth or Cons
sust

Lever

alt Sterling

FfoTel

Cosmopolitan
sust

Hotel Cosm6.
tust alt Tool

Let's Take Trip
•ust Love of Life

Amer Home Prod

Tic Tac Dough
PAG alt

Church Ic Dwlght

Tool alt P&G

Love of Life
Amer Home Prod

alt P&G

Tic Tac Dough
Stand Brands

PAG

Wild Bill Hickok
Kellogg

Search for

Tomorrow
P&G

Cuiding Light
P&G

It Could Be Yoi
Menthol alt

Pharma

Pm.ls alt P&G

SearcrfSr
Tomorrow
P&G

Cuiding Light
P&G

I t Cou ld Be T o
Chese-Ponds

alt sust

Brlllo

alt P&G

Face The Nation
sust

(1 1:45)

(L 12/22)

Watch Mr.
Wizard

No net service

News (1:25-1:30)

sust

Close-Up
eo-op

As the World
Turns
P&G

No net service

News
(1:25-1:30) sust

As the World
Turns
P&G

Tick Chem
alt sust

Close-Up
co-op

Frontiers of
Faith
sust

Howard Miller
co-op

Howard Miller
co-op

Pro-Football
Championship

12/29)

Beat The Clock
sust Howard Miller

Wisdom
sust

Assignment
Southeast Asia
(2:30-4)

1 13 22

Art Linkletter
Stand Brands

Campbell Soup

Bride & Croom
sust

Kitty Foyle
sust (1/13 S)

Youth Wants
To Know

sust

Projection '58

(12/29)

Beat The Clock
Nestle alt sust

Gerber alt sust

Howard Miller

Art Linkletter
Swirt

alt Tonl

Kellogg

Bride & Croom
Brlllo alt sust

sust

Kitty Foyle
d,-'' ^

|ohns Hopkins
File 7
sust

The Big News
Of '57

(12/29) (3-4)

American
Bandstand

partlc & co-op

Big Payoff
Colgate

Matinee
(3-4)

partlc

American
Bandstand

partic & co-op
Big Payoff

•ust

Matinee
(3-4)

partlc

Verdict Is Yours
Llbby

alt sust

Dean Pike
sust

The Last Word
sust

(1/5 S

College News
Conference

Bowling Stars
Am Machine &

Look Here
sust

Pro-Football
Bowl Came

3:45-6:30) il 12

Do You Trust
Your Wife?

sust

Verdict Is Yours
sust Matinee Do You Trust

Your Wife?
SUFt

Matinee

Swift

alt Tonl

Face-Nation
sust (1/5 S)

Years Of Crisis

|
Foundry (1/5 S) (12/29) (4-5)

Wide Wide
World

(4-5:30. alt wk»>

Gen Motors

American
Bandstand
Seven-Up

Brighter Day
P&G

Queen for a

Chese-Ponds
Mentho

Secret Storm
Amer Home Prod

Tonl alt

Sandura

American
Bandstand
Seven-Up

Brighter Day
P&G

Secret Storm
Amer Tlnme Prod

Queen for a Day
Stand Brands

Paul Winchell
Hariz Mm

World News
Round-Up

(1/5) (4:30-5)

Omnibus
(4-5:30. alt wks)
Union Carbide
Aluminum Ltd.

American
Bandstand

Edge of Night
P&G

Stand Brands

P&G
Modern Romance

Sterling Drug
alt sust

American
Bandstand

Edge o* Nicht
P&G

Florida Citrus

alt

Vlck Chemical

Modern Romance
Brlllo alt

Sterling

Texas Rangers Seven Lively Arts

Wide Wide
World

alt

Omnibus

Superman
Kellogg alt

Sweets Co.

Comedy Time
sust

P&G alt

Pharma

Sir Lancelot
Kellogg

alt Wander Co

U
Ge

e
n 5?„T !«ven Lively Arts

M. Saber
Of London

Sterling

(12/22 -

Mickey Mouse
Club
% co-op

Am Par

Mickey Mouse
Club

Mars alt Armour

Comedy Time
Chese-rrmds

alt sust

Wild Bi

Ke
alt Sh

i'M. lit SUSt

NOTE: L preceding date means last date on air. S following date means starting date for new show or new sponsor In time slot

HOW TO USE SPONSOR'S

NETWORK TELEVISION

COMPARAGRAPH & INDEX

The network schedule on this and preceding pages i 40. II

includes regularly scheduled programing 21 Deceinher to

17 January, inclusive (with possible exception of changes

made by the networks after presstime I . Irregularly sched-

uled programs to appear during this period are listed

as well, with air dates. The only regularly scheduled pro-

grams not listed are: Tonight, NBC, 11:15 p.m.-l:00

V2



A GRAPH 21 DEC. - 17 JAN.

VDNESDAY
BS NBC

THURSDAY
ABC CBS NBC

FRIDAY
ABC CBS NBC

SATURDAY
ABC CBS NBC

a| Moor* Arlenc Francis

Mil

•ml

Carry Moore
NmUi ilt

Ubb
Naatle alt

Oan Food!

Arlcne Francis
Uit

Carry Moore

It -

Hunahlna Blac

Arlcne Francis
mil

C ml Kangaroo
Howdy Doody

I
Godfrey
if Omaha

iobIi

Treasure Hunt
autt

Arthur Godfrey

Armour

Treasure Hunt
auit

lohnaon A Johmoo
It Gen. Mill!

Li --

Tr. j-.ur. Hun'

rllng

Mighty Mouse

ntt

Ruff Rcddy

IMwn
l-Mjan

Price Is Right
-!« all

[Ing

I'lui

It -

KVwdi

iir

llutual of Omaha
(11/28)

Price Is Right
Alborto Culver

Broa

Ult
all Mllei

Tardier alt

Florida Cttnii

Gen U
all Vie* Chem

Price Is Right
it

all

ho

Susan's Show
Ult

Fury

It Rich .

Igate

Truth or

Conseouences
lit lit I. A Kink

alt iuat

Strike It Rich
Collate

Truth or Cons,
nut

•It I/eTBT

Alberto Oulrer

alt UilM

Strike It Rich
.'all

Truth or

Consequences
•

ali •

I^-ter »

Saturday
Playhouse

luit

Andy's Gang

•It

14 8)

Cosmo
Ic Sale.

nui

Tic Tic Dough
nut

Hotel
Cosmopolitan

•ust

Tic Tac Dough
Kraft

Hotel
Cosmopolitan
suit ait Swift

Tic Tic Dough
Ult

•ii sos
Jimmy Dean

•Ult

True Story

llruiMota Minim
alt PAGof Life

ooie Prod

I'iii Loye "' Life

i-Ai;

Love of Life
Amer Home I'rod

:h for

orrow
AG

t Could Be You
Q«n Fornli

alt Armour

all lorn I'rod

Search for

Tomorrow
PAG

t Could Be You
Alberto Culver

all Ml lei

Search for

Tomorrow
I'm:

» Could Be You
e all

nut

• It Corn I'rod

|immy D' M
Detective Diary

r I

ig Light Cuidini; L i k;h

t

p&a
PAG alt

Brown A Wmion
Guiding Light

PAG

ncnt of

Parade

1:30 1:30)

>

Close-Up
ro op

Tournament of
Roses Parade

No net service
Close-Up

co-op

No net service
Close-Up

co-op

Lone Ranger

• It Nrilla
No net service

tut
News

(1:25-1:30) suit)

1 World
jrns

rwmraiih A 1'

Howard Miller
co-op

As the World
Turns
PAG Howard Miller

co-op

As the World
Turns
PAG Howard Miller

co-op
No net service No net service

Plllibury Swift

• It suit

he Clock
tnilj

lust

It Kodak

Howard Miller

Beat The Clock
Nr«tle lit

Llbby Howard Miller

Beat The Clock
alt Gerber Howard Mj||ef

Holiday Bowl
Football Came No nct lt rvic«

Sunshine Biscuit

It Purex

Johnson A Johnson

alt Vlck

nkletter
r Broi

8ride & Croom
Art Linkletter

Kellogg

Plllibury

Bride & Groom
suit Art Linkletter

Lever Rrov,

Swift alt

Siatey

Bride & Croom

Kitty Foylc
ust

Cator Bowl
Football Game

Kitty Foylc
11'-

Kitty Foyle
(1/13 S)nonli

-•

Payoff
Igate

e Bowl
1. Carter.

rs
I

1 1 i

M:15)

Matinee
(3-41

panic

American
Bandstand

panic .V co-op

Big Payoff
Ult

Matinee

partlc

American
Bandstand

panic A co-op

Big Payoff
Colgate

Matinee
1.1-4)

partlc

No nct service

Is Yours
Ml Amahl & The

Night Visitors
(3-4)

Do You Trust
Your Wife?

lust

Verdict Is Yours
Oft Matinee

Do You Trust
Your Wife'

gait

Verdict Is Yours
•ust

Matinee No nct service
, |t lit

lantli
Gen Mills alt

•ust'i
lull

ter Day
•40

Jucen for a Day
lex alt

Amer Home
alt Oorn Prod

American
Bandstand
Boron-Up

Brighter Day
PAG

Jueen for a Dav
srn. A YVmson alt

Minn. Mining

American
Bandstand

! Brighter Day
pm;

Juecn fir a Day
- alt

Welch Ail-Star Coif
(4-5)

Nat 1 Hockey NCAA Football
le.gue gamei ,.,„,„

t Storm
lome Prod

Secret Storm
Amer Home Prod

Gen. Mills lit

Up
Secret Storm

Amer Home Prod

co-op
«icl)

<v«r. tlmel)
la

1

1

Miles alt

Al Culver

Imer Home Prod
alt Corn Prod

*
of Night
'AG PAG

American
Bandstand

Edge of Night
PAG

PAG
American

Edge of Night
PAG PAO

Miller Brewing
Wlldroot

iScc above)

NCAA Football
-n.Llbby-

vlodern Romances "rlodcrn Romances
Kraft

Florid! Cltnii lodcrn Romances
Sterling Drug (It

Com Prod

>weni-Ford. 8un-

»
lantli

Oorn Prod alt

ling Drug
Pillsbury

Vlek Chem :

n Bowl
II Came
Otto

BCl.)

Comedy Time
sust alt I'm;

lit PAG

Woody
Woodpecker

Kellogg

Comedy Time
Kraft The Buccaneers

Kellogg alt

Sweets Co.

Comedy Time
lUlt lit

Welch See above)

NCAA Football
'-il cimea

Miles «lt

lust
1

Gen Foodi alt

Mentho

:»

M

Mickey Mouse
Club

Brls Myers. Pills

•It Gen Foods

Mickey Mouse
Club

Gen Mills

alt lust

Sec above)

Football
Scoreboard
Ke-

:m.—
ill)

1

a.m.. Mond
Vesos Specit

Whitehall

Friday, part

7 :45 a.m.. ]

roo. CB^. 8

Saturday, p

ay-Friday, pi

//. CBS. Sun

>; Today,

icipating: Th

VIonday-Frida

00-8:45 a.m.,

articipating:

uticipating s

day, 11-11:1.

\BC. 7:00-9

c Jimmy Dea

y. participati

Monday -Fric

News, CBS,

ionsorship;

i p.m. i Car

:00 a.m.. A

n Show, CB:

Dg; Captain

ay, 9:30-10:1

7:45-8:00 a.

Sunday 8

ter and

londay- a

3, 7:00-

Kan^n- s

30 a.m.. o

m. and a

43

15-9:00 a.m.

All times ai

re ii"t li>ted 1

Spon~<n~. '

town along w

f nighttime p
ml agencies -

Monda) -Iii

e Eastern Si

ause in ma

••sponsors ar

ith names oi

urns, togi

tarts mi pagi

da\

.

andard. Part

n\ cases the}

id alternati-u

programs,

thei with -h<

i ipating -|"'i

tlm tuate.

eek spoi -

Uphahetical ii

iu i n-t-. spoc

-,,i-

are

idex

sors



Channel 2
runs rinos around...*~

At

the Uiul of /ff&k (mdffimul

... and nearly a million people

live within that "B" ring!

Vep'Bigget'n Baltimore! 112 s®
loo.ooq

ONR EVANS G r n M 9 i

>fp AttO T|i( VISION
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Reportt tUld 01 nliiatr^ MMV, trend*,

OpintOtU j>>r film buym and sellers

FILM-SCOPE
21 December Feature film interest! see a special angle for themselves in \KR'» m sw ultra<

hmh publication* inc »pee«lj electronic rating system (sponsor, . December, page 9)

:

!i would expedite decisions in spotting the right film at the right time thus in-

creasing the flexibility-value of this type of product.

Producers and Byndicators keep hammering awaj ;ii the «»!« I bugaboo <>i seasonal

peaks. \- i-. their- ;i iikh I rush in Bpring ami -unmni to sell and produce, followed bj

.1 long calm.

Vmong others, Maurice Unger, Xi\ v.p., this week was stumping for a more even busi-

ness pattern. Hi- thesis: It's too costly both in terms of money and <| u;t lit > to keep up

the current game of hopscotch much longer.

W bile I'm. kin- ahead to a more orderly and -till bigger future, film men thin week
also looked around and behind them. This i- what the) -aw:

• <;KO\\ Til in 1957 was huge, no matter how you measure it. But admittedly it

was spread through a sprawling industry that -till hasn't settled down into definable

shape. No <>ne doubts that growth will continue. Hut no one yet knows who will emerge
as the elite. I he scramble continues—joined more and more by the oldline Hollywood in-

terests (whose regular movie business continue- to -ink: all major Btudios except Para-

mount—now produce Tv films).

• BUYER-SELLER RELATIONSHIP was showing ssigns of better stability as the

was closing. For one thing, the barter situation seems just about settled- and it re-

mains what it started out to be: A gimmick for people in a hurry. The fellow who

needs film riuht away, the fellow who wants to distribute it right away, and the sponsor who

wants an audience right away (at a low price I — these are barter's best bets. The big boys

aren't.

Of longer-range significance are two other distribution developments: 1 • the trend to-

ward the use of more first-runs, and 2) Byndicators' efforts to help develop spon-

sorship -right down to the local level.

• PRODUCTION— in the commercial sense— is beset by the demands for more qual-

ity, which is synonymous with higher costs. Nobody denies that unless the industry

keeps improving its merchandise it will stun^ it- own growth; hut shoit-Tange it mean-

compromises and commercial ad-libbing.

These will come mainly in such areas as: 1 i the pilot film -which apparentK i- here

to stay, but which may be revised and jiggled enough to make it le«s burdensome; 2

skirting rising production costs bv foreign production and foreign deals: and 3) de-

veloping program series so that thev will fit cither network or syndicated showings with

comparable costs and quality.

• SPONSORS continue to be thickest in the quick-consumption fields foods,

beverages, sweets, drugs, motor fuels and lubricants. ' \t the local level, you can add auto

dealers plus many other types.) "Trading-up" seems to be one factor working in the

film people's favor—that is. sponsors are buying full-length fare at the expense of partici-

pations. ID's. etc. But that cuts two ways sometimes: Kellogg, 7-1 p. and Socony recently

dropped syndication to go network instead.
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FILM-SCOPE continued

• PROGRAMS remained pretty solidly western. Predictions <>f a change are plenti-

ful. Hut it look- more and more as though it wont be in any single direction. A trial of

man) paths seems more likely, Among them: Mystery, comedy, and possibly "official"

types (taken from official files i.

Because of the increasing scope and importance of l\ film and feature films. SPONSOR
is extending its coverage of the film business in four areas:

1
i The top weekly developments of film will he integrated into SPONSOR-

SCOPE, in tunc with the status of the film field as a full-fledged arm of air advertising.

2) On alternate weeks, FILM BASICS will be published as a top feature on

green stock. This section will be devoted to research and other information that will lai

help the buyer with his up-to-the-minute appraisal of trends and values in the film mar-

ket, and lb i arm the seller with specialized support which will make his selling that

much easier.

3) Other news of the week in film will be contained in NEWS AND IDEA WRAP-! P.

I l The number of full-dress articles on various aspects of the industry will be

increased.

The appetite for action-packed tv films in Latin-American markets is growing.

Already sold in Latin-American markets, excepting Colombia and the Dominican Re-

public, is NTA's Sheriff of Cochise, with the second series now also in process of Spanish

dubbing.

Telestudio plans to enter the syndication field with a five-minute comedy cartoon

series—the Penny Theatre.

Another comedy series this firm, which specializes in recording on '"telefilm," has on

the board is Tailspin Tommy.

NTA has started production of two pilots for the upcoming season. One is

U.S. Marshal I adventures of federal law enforcement officers in the West): the other is

Grand Jury (dramatizations of cases that came before the Los Angeles grand jury).

Both pilots are being produced by Desilu for NTA.

FLASHES FROM THE FILM FIELD: Drewrys Ltd. made a 14-market buy of

Ziv's upcoming adventure series—Target. It is scheduled for telecasting in March. Agency

is MacFarland Aveyard . . . Sam Gang, NTA's foreign sales manager, is scheduled to

leave for a tour of Far Eastern tv markets in January . . . Video Views Inc., producers

of tv programs and commercials, has appointed Betty Luster Associates, New York, as

their Eastern sales representathe.

Edward E. Hewitt named San Francisco manager of CBS TV Film Sales to replace

Glenn H. Ticer. who is retiring . . . Paul Jones joins Screen Gems as national sales execu-

tive . . . World TV Enterprises Inc., a new tv film production company jointly owned

by Zsa Zsa Gabor and Bob Sidney, is filming its first series—Personal Service in France.

WGR, Buffalo, has purchased Guild's Leon Errol Comedy Package for a two-year

period . . . The Jamieson Film Co., Dallas, specializing in filmed commercials with a

Southwest flavor, has begun construction on a $100,000 facility addition.

Bishop Fulton J. Sheen's tv series, Life Is Worth Living, has been set for a 7 Janu-

ary debut on WPIX. New York . . . Fremantle Overseas Radio & Television Inc.. announced

it- first sale of TV films to HSATV. Bangkok. Thailand, to start in January . . . Ziv's

Highway Patrol is the number one show on Scotland Tv according to the Edinburgh

Nielsen ratings . . . Hal Roach. Jr.. says his production plans for 1958 include six new

pilot-.
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WBEN-TV

11:30

THEATRE
nightly

WBEN-TV
MATINEE

PLAYHOUSE
1 :00 — 1 :45 pm
Mon. thru Fri.

When budget is the consideration, consider this:

"Your TV Dollars Count for More on Channel 4."

This has been the buy-word in Buffalo since

1948 when WBEN-TV first pioneered television

in Western New York.

And if picking spots for a spot-campaign is your
current concern, "spot" judgment again dictates

WBEN-TV, particularly in our two top-movie
programs. Both enjoy the highest popularity in

their respective time slots. Women — and plenty

of them -enjoy our MATINEE PLAYHOUSE.
Adults — and plenty of them — make it a point

to see our 11:30 Theatre.

There's a good spot for you on these "good
buys" in Buffalo. HARRINGTON, RIGHTER and
PARSONS, our national representatives, will be

Joh n ny -on-the-spot when you call them
for details.

WBEN-TV 4
CBS in Buffalo

pioneer station of Western New York
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use book
FROM
SPONSOR
SERVICES

T.V. RADIO DIRECTORY
FREE

ACCOUNT EXECUTIVEut out of ,1,.. .„„....•_- , .. .
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JARO HESS CARTOONS
SET OF 5 (9" X 12" PRINTS) $4.00

_



Information packed "use" books that should be on every air

executive's desk and a series of famous Jaro Hess Cartoons to dress up

I jany office—yours for the asking or buying.

' Each book serves a particular function in the broadcast field.

Standards of the industry, they supply

varied data on TV & Radio Stations,

on programing & markets all over America

for agencies and advertisers.

Others supply facts on agencies & personnel.

All are catalogued for easy references and have

proved to be vital tools for admen &

broadcasters everywhere.

Order the ones you need today.

gp

All-Media

Evaluation Study

_
M)R'S II™ ANNUAL TV/RADIO BASICS

covinutiu
actum
KM 4 IW WStt «cMM M M •> l> W* •»>

ad*, s tu warn a* mmmmt «•*'

m£ i "» •«*» 4* >***** """•" S5 I
actca » •«•• MSC* "•** ""^ " ""* ***

km. i aMim uaa. iti™*» ««• "*»* <* 2

^TIME-
BUYERS
OF THE
U.S/1958

""*"^«<n»T

TIME BUYERS
OF THE U.S.

$2.00 PER COPY

ALL-MEDIA STUDY
$4.00 PER COPY

\'

1

-

, •-, HMM

rU§ TELEVISION

; DICTIONARY/HANDBOOK

V ,
FOR SPONSORS

, tn»i |t»»w-» • w« >">" «"

V/RADIO BASICS

$1.00 PER COPY

TV DICTIONARY
$1.00 PER COPY

QUANTITY PRICES ON REQUEST

SPONSOR SERVICES
40 E 49 STREET, NEW YORK 17, N. Y.

Please send me the following book(s) TOTAL

NO TV-RADIO DIRECTORY FREE

NO H JARO HESS CARTOON SETS at $4.00 per set

NO [] BUYERS' GUIDE at SI.00 each

NO TV RADIO BASICS at SI .00 each

NO TV DICTIONARY at $1.00 each

NO ALL MEDIA STUDY at $4.00 each

NO [] TIME-BUYERS OF US. at S2.00 each

NAME

COMPANY

ADDRESS

CITY STATE

enclosed find check bill me later
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CHANNEL 4-SIGHT

No special "seeing" device is

needed to magnify results when

you use Channel 4 -Sight on the

great Golden Spread.

More than 100,000 TV sets in a

vastly healthy and wealthy market.

Power: Visual 100 kw

Aural 50 kw

Antenna Height 833 feet

above the ground

COLO KINSAi

'. OfeiAMOMA

I ^r
TtXtS

^V
| I tr/A*

| \ j

[i

M M/M \J

KGNC-TV
L^ CHANNEL 4

CONTACT

ANY

KATZ MAN

AMARILLO,

TEXAS

National and regional spot buys

in work now or recently completed

SPOT BUYS

TV BUYS
Ex-Lax, Inc., Brooklyn. \. Y.. is purchasing announcements in top

markets for its product. The 13-week schedule starts 6 January.

Minutes, chainhreaks and I.I), s for daytime and nighttime segments

are being sought, frequencies varying. Buying is not completed.

Buyer: John Hughes. Agency: Warwick & Legler. Inc.. New York.

i Agency declined to comment, i

Ward Baking Co., New York, is preparing the 1958 campaign for

its bread line. Markets are all East of the Mississippi, its area of

distribution. Three or four flights will be scheduled throughout the

\ear: each will run seven to 12 weeks, depending upon the market.

Minutes and 20"s throughout the day and night will be used, with

different frequencies. All schedules start in January. Buying is

nearly completed. Bu\er: Mario Kircher. Agency: J. Walter Thomp-

son Co.. New York.

RADIO BUYS
Beech-Nut Lifesavers, Inc., Gum and Candy div.. Port Chester,

N. Y., is scheduling announcements in 60 markets for its chewing

gum. The advertiser is buying minutes and chainbreaks during

morning and late afternoon segments, frequencv depending upon the

market. Buying is not completed. Buyer: Bill Dollard. Agency:

Young & Rubicam. Inc.. New York.

Ceribelli & Co., Fair Lawn. N. J., is conducting a campaign for

its Brioschi effervescent. The schedule begins in the middle of

January for 16 weeks. Minutes and 20 s will be placed during

prime morning and afternoon listening hours: frequencies vary from

market to market. Buying is not completed. Buyer: Dan Kane.

Agency: Ellington & Co., New York.

Silversmith Cuild, New York, representing the major silverware

manufacturers in the country, is planning a campaign to promote

the use of quality silverware. Target: newlyweds in their 20's and

teen-agers 15 to 19 years old. The schedule begins 13 January for

12 weeks in the top 25 markets. Minutes in d.j. shows 3:00 to 7:00

p.m.. Monday through Friday, are being slotted on hot music-and-

news stations: frequencies vary from market to market. Buying is

half-completed. Buyer: Nina Flinn. Agency: F&S&.R. New York.

National Biscuit Co., New York, lining up schedules for its Pre-

mium Saltines and Hone) Graham crackers. The 12-week campaign

starts 6 January. Minutes. 20"s and 30's for daytime periods are

being placed, frequency depending upon the market. Buying is not

completed. Buyer: Jane Podester. Vgency: McCann-Erickson. Inc..

New York, i \genc\ declined to comment.)
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Pittsburgh's Golden Triangle as viewed from Ml. Washington

KDKA has reached new heights

in Pittsburgh . . . and we mean the middle of Pittsburgh—

Allegheny County, that is!

The latest Metropolitan Pittsburgh PULSE* shows KDKA
first in 383 out of 496 quarter hours surveyed. That's
almost three times as good as the figures for the same
period last year!

And in the Greater Pittsburgh PULSE* (15 counties),
KDKA rated No. 1 in an amazing 489 out of 496 quarter
hours ... a cool 98.6' ,'!

Whether you want to reach the heart of Pittsburgh or the
equally rich market that surrounds it, these figures prove
that KDKA is the one sure way to do it effectively at low
cost. For availabilities, call Don Trageser, KDKA Sales
Manager (EXpress 1-3000, Pittsburgh), or your PGW
"Colonel".

WESTINGHOUSE

BROADCASTING

COMPANY, INC.

rz

BOSTON •

Pittsburgh . . •

CLEVELAND . rW
FORT WAYNE
CHICAGO, KM
PORTLAND. (
BOSTON
BALTIM
PITTSBl'
C4.EVELANO i

SAN FRANCIS*'

WHO rtpi<M"*d b* » v toOo W«
.»#~*d by B**-TV

1*1 '»c-»»»-.*3 to, *•• Ivi Ae*«o. *

Al c~*' VS frC V* ?-* tnp,,m—4 *r

In Pittsburgh, no selling campaign

is complete without the

WBC slotian . . .

PULSE—Aug.—Sept. 1957
SO.OOO watts

miif

Clear Channel
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A pictorial review of local

and national industry events

PICTURE WRAP-UP

Dressed for occasion arc WXYZ
-.ili - icp- for Sinnlat Best presenta-

tion to agency execs. Theda Meltzer,

agenc) receptionist plays pre-i nlalion

disc. Looking on are (1. to r.) show's

-t.u I'aul Wintci; W. Ii. Doner, pre-.

of W. B. Doner Agency; anil Doug

Campbell, WXYZ sales representative

Miss Ten-ager contest was staged

recently bj KILT, Houston, Texas,

in celebration of tbeir 10th year of

broadcasting. Winner was Judy

Stevens of Houston, who is shown

here accepting her trophy from the

station's Miss KILT. Beverly Bales

so Standard Oil Company
Surprise for Santa was the gift presented

by WRGB"s Esso reporter, Ernie Tetrault

when Operation Toylift made early morn-

ing landing at Albany airport. On hand

also to greet the jolly gentleman were

Esso District Manager Rolfe Danielson.

assistant Phil Scott and Wes Kepple of

Esso's New York staff. Several hundred

needy children cheered the "Toylift's" visit

to Albany. Santa's gift was set of sterling

cuff links, souvenir of WGY-WRGB's new
broadcast center in Schenectady. New York

Kdison scholarship awards were

made recent!) to k\<»(). Tulsa

and KING-TV, Seattle for best

service to youth by Thomas Uva

Edison Foundation. Shown at

It-it receiving award from Dr.

Kobei I
I

. ( lothier. v.p. ill toun-

ilation is Glistav K. Branillim i:.

v.p. and general mgr. of k\00.
\i right, accepting for KING-T\

i- Mrs. A. Scott Bullitt, presidenl

I KING-TV. Awards are $1,000

to be used lui i nllege education

• I deserving lii^li -choo] seniors
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News and Idea

WRAP-UP TERRE HAUTE,

Indiana's 2nd Largest

TV Market

ADVERTISERS
[sodine Pharmacal Corp., Interna*

tlonal Latex subsidiary, will use

root t> to spearhead the beaviesl

campaign in company histoid in

behalf of its gargle and antibiotic

lozenges.

5800 Bpol announcements per week

will l>c used in major markets. I he

spot program is pari of International

Latex' barter deal whereby it receives

Bpol t\ time in exchange lot Feature

Buns.

Reach McClinton i- handling the

campaign which begins this month and

runs throughout the W inter.

Bristol-Myers for \ italis and C.ar-

ter Products for its His*- Enstanl

Shave will co-sponsor 1957-58

Saturday afternoon football games
over NBC-TV.

[he schedule runs I 1 December

through 29 March and i- being car-

ried for the second consecutive year !>y

the two advertisers.

Personnel moves: Harold Green,

director of advertising and public rela-

tions for B. Manischewitz Co., Newark

. . . Henr> \. Shull, director of ad-

vertising and marketing for Eastco,

Inc. proprietary drug manufacturers.

Mr. Shull was formerl] associated with

\ ick Chemical Co. and Pharma-Crafl

Corp.

AGENCIES
Terence Qyne has been moved
out as head man of tv and radio

in RfcCann-Erickson's New York
office and pnl in charge of Inter-

national Radio- Tv in the Corpora-

tion's offices.

George Haight, a v.p., is replacing

him in charge of the program services

department.

The announcement described dyne's

duties as follows:

"He will oversee the company's

world wide tv-radio activities in its

15 offices."

Intel national affiliation: Fletcher

I). Richards has purchased a -lock

interest in Dillon-Cousins «.^ Asso-

ciates, New York agenc] represent-

ing I
" Latin American affiliates.

Luis I Hilon becomes i directoi of

Fletchei I ' Richards and I u w I lai

i ington and Sherwood D

the board ol I Ullon-f lousins de Mexi< o,

S. \.

In an earlier international move

Richards affiliated with < ontinental

Advertising and Marketing Agencies,

an association representing L3 inde-

pendent British and European agent ies

Richards' yearl) billings amount to

some $20 million: Dillon-Cousins i om-

bined affiliates, >1 1 million.

Another merger: Compton has

acquired the business of \\ extern

Advertising Agenc\ of Los \n-

geles.

Personnel and accounts w ill move t"

Compton'- Los Angeles office.

Edward keeler. former head ..I

Western, will join Compton as v.p. in

charge of the expanded West Coast

industrial account division.

Some of Western's account-. Ab-

bott Labs' Pro-Gen, J. I. Case, Hamil-

ton Beach Mfgr.

Agenc) appointments: Reinhardt

Advertising. Oakland. CaL, for

KTVU-TV, new San Francisco Bay

area station . . . Fletcher. \\ essel &
Enright, St. Joseph, Mo., foi Anchor

Serum Co. . . . Liller Neal «S. Bat-

tle. Atlanta, for E. T. Barwick Mills.

251.970

TV Homes

BOLLINQ CO.
NEW YORK
CHICAGO

Thej became a. p.*-: Arthur W.

Schult/.. of Cone & Belding's Chicago

office . . . Edward V Mayer, Jr..

executive \ .p. of Communications

Counselors, p.r. counseling organiza-

tion alliliated with McCann-Erickson.

Elected: Anderson F. Hewitt, to

the executive committer of Kenyon &

Eckhardt . . . Tyler Macdonald plans

board chairman for Hixs«m \ Jorgen-

son, L.A.
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NETWORKS
NBC TV mudc hav this week over

its latest ARB daytime standings.

The assei tions "I dominance on the

daytime front, based on the Novem-

In! \|{|i. included:

• In the 10:30 a.m. -I p.m. ami 2:30-

5 p.m. spans, which NBC TV programs,

il leads CHS T\ bv 32',. \ year ago

it trailed bv I.")', .

• Of the top ten adult daytime

shows NBC I \ has tin- lop three and

loin of the others.

• \verage ARB ratings for NBC
TV-programmed periods: NBC TV,

9.8; CBS TV. 7.4; \BC TV, 7.3.

I For more of the week's outburst of

ratings razzle-dazzle see SPONSOR-
SCOPE, page 11.)

This may indicate a trend toward

more live shows on ABC-TV:
A live c edy-varietv series. "The

Beth White Show" will replace the

comedienne's current film series, Date

With the Angels, 5 February.

The show will take over the Wednes-

day 9:30-10:00 slot, with Plymouth

continuing as sponsor.

Always first in the Southwest

—now, first in the nation in

Share of Audience in 3-sta-

tion VHF markets. That's how
the August ARB ranks KROD-
TV — first in programming,
first in power and tower-

height, first in promotion . . .

and, above all, first adver-

tising buy to cover West
Texas and Southern New
Mexico.

CBS
AFFILIATED with KROD-600 kc (SOOOw.r,

Owned & Operated by El Paso Times, Inc.

Rep. Nationally by the BRANHAM COMPANY

Network buys: Twentieth Century-

Fox has bought I DO participations on

\BN in a super-saturation campaign

for its new Feature release The Enemy
Helm,

.

I he participations will appear 23-28

December on five Monday-Friday pro-

'. lams. Show personalities Herb An-

derson, Jim Reeves, Jim Backus. Men
Griffin and Bill Kemp will give per-

sonal endorsements in accord with

ABN's concept of live personality sell-

ing:

• Bristol Myers's upcoming cam-

paign for Trushav lotion will make
B-M the largest drug advertiser on

NBC radio.

The campaign, to be launched 6

Januarv. includes 919 spot announce-

ments and will be heard on the net-

work every day in the year.

• Colgate will increase its 1958 air-

time by 33'y over Mutual beginning 2

January. The new schedule calls for

520 5-minute weekday morning sports-

casts over this year's 390 as against

390 for this current year. The buy

includes a new campaign in behalf of

Brisk tooth-paste.

• Ex-Lax has extended for a full

year its Mutual participation campaign

started 26 August.

The buv : participations in three

week-night mystery adventure pro-

grams plus 10 20-second adjacencies

on the net's half-hour news programs.

Resigned: Herbert B. Lazarus,

vice president, secretary and general

counsel of AB-PT. Associated with

AB-PT for 25 years, Mr. Lazarus now

plans to engage in the general practice

of law

.

Seven new metropolitan-market
area representatives have been
eleeted to the Mutual Affiliates

Advisory Committee.

They include Thomas F. McNulty,

WWIN, Baltimore; Carter C. Peterson,

WCCP, Savannah; Charles L. Harris.

WGRC, Louisville; Carl Junker.

\\ ITS, New Orleans; Robert Webber,

KWDM, Des Moines; Durwood Tuck-

er. W'RR. Dallas; and George Hatch,

KALI, Salt Lake City.

Kudos: Sterling C. CHiiiiulaii.

ABN manager in charge of WBKB.
Chicago, has received a 1957 Award
in Human Relations from the Chicago

Commission on Human Relation-.

He was cited for his part in the pro-

duction of Report t<> the People tv

program.

New net appointments: William
G. Kolley. executive producer for

Mutual programing. He has taken a

leave of absence from his own Atlan-

tic City advertising agencv to devote

full time to the assignment . . . Rob-
ert J. Sullivan, manager of audience

promotion and merchandising for CBS
radio. He was formerly advertising

and promotion manager for WOR . . .

Henry Hede, from Eastern Sales

Manager to Administrative Sales Man-

ager for ABC TV. Eugene Wyatt
will lake over Mr. Hede's former re-

sponsibilities in addition to his own
duties as national sales manager.

ASSOCIATIONS
INARTB words and works this

w eek

:

(1) President Harold E. Fel-

lows, before the Federal Communica-

tions Bar Association, held that pay tv

would limit the flow of information at

a time when the goal of "total infor-

mation appears to be the onlv alter-

native to "total destruction.

His quotes include:

"Free tv runs in the direction of en-

couraging total circulation of total in-

formation, and. contrariwise, paid tv

tends to place limitations upon this de-

sirable objective.

"I would say that fulfillment of

progress is delayed, if not completely

arrested, when we entertain the idea

of converting free tv channels to box

office."

(2) NARTB Freedom of Informa-

tion Committee is mailing a kit of ma-

terials to all U. S. Broadcasters for

their use in a nationwide campaign to

open more public proceedings to radio-

tv coverage.

The kit contains a speech, i 1 i "The

People's Right To Know." (2) a ques-

tion and answer discussion on the case

for broadcast coverage of public

events, and 1 3 1 order blanks for ob-

taining a film documentary on the

broadcast of the John Gilbert Graham
trial in Denver.

(3l NARTB's Board of Directors

has scheduled its regular winter meet-

ing for 19-24 Januarv in Phoenix,

Ariz.

TvB has appointed A. Louis Read
of WDSL'-TV. New Orleans, na-
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MARTHA BROOKS builds her award-winning broadcasts as she traces the

"biography of a frankfurt" at the Tobin Packing Company in Albany, N. Y.

Martha Brooks, Station WGY, Wins

The 1957 "Lifeline of America" Award

Frankly, we're not surprised that Martha

Brooks won the 1957 Grocery Manufacturers

of America award for her series of programs

on the meat packing industry. For twenty-

five years now she has been broadcasting

attention-getting and audience-winning pro-

grams over WGY to the women who live in the

vast Northeastern New York and Western

New England market.

To reach these women, you need Martha

Brooks. Contact the nearest Henry I. Christal

Company office and ask about availabilities

in the "Martha Brooks Show"—Monday
through Friday. ••:•

yy (j j Albany—Schenectady—Troy
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tional chairman of its member-
ship committee a

Read takes over the job from Law*

rence H. Rogers. WSAZ-TY. Hunting-

ton, W. Va., who is now chairman of

the board.

TvB's membership now totals 238,

consi.-ting of 2\ (
) stations, \(> station

representative firms, and three net-

works.

FILM
An exclusive production arrange-

ment was signed this week be-

tween TPA and Robert Maxwell.

Under the terms of the agreement

which i- aligned with TPA's new plan,

Maxwell and his skill' will perform two

functions for TV \ :

1) Produce joint l\ with TPA for

network and syndication distribution.

2) Act as production consultants.

Maxwell Productions is the first tv

entity to associate itself with TI'A

under a plan uherel>\ producers and

stars share not only in the profits of

their own TI'A scries, hut by acquir-

ing company stock, participate in

TPA's overall profits.

¥>

NTA has acquired television-mo-

tion picture rights from the Selz-

nick Co., Inc.. for four top-rated

features.

NTA now has theatrical reissue

rights for the U. S. and Canada to the

Adventures of Tom Sauryrer and Spell-

bound. Also they have the I . S. and

Canadian tv rights to these two pic-

tures, plus Rebecca and The Third

Man. which will not he made available

for tv until the completion of their cur-

rent re -release.

The current popularity of West-

ern network programs shows a

direct effect on syndicated prop-

erties in that category.

Reports MCA: Its full-hour west-

ern features, starring Roy Rogers
and Gene Autry, have accumulated

over-all grosses comparable to top

lloll\ wood libraries.

People in the spotlight: Pete Hen-

ning appointed production manager

of Waller I. Could Productions. Inc.

. . . Jack Ruggerio, former film edi-

tor for MGM and BBDO. named chief

film editor of Lawrence Schnitzer

Productions, Inc., Hollywood.

"JAXIE" EXTENDS

Reason's
Greeting*

To His Many Friends in

National and Local Agencies

BASIC NBC

AFFILIATION

Represented by

Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.

WFGA-TV Channel 12
II \ir\ I W Jacksonville, Florida

FLORIDA'S COLORFUL STATION

Christian Herfel, appointed studio

manager and assistant director of

Transfilm . . . William T. Orr, elect-

ed \.|). of Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc.

. . . Mary Dornheicn joined Arthur

Dab's T\ -Radio-Film Advertising
Service as associate producer . . . Jay
Berry appointed v. p. and fi.m. of the

National Division of the Alexander

film Company, Colorado Springs . . .

Charles Marquis Warren, tv and
motion picture writer, signed by CBS
I \ to develop a one-hour western film

series.

RADIO STATIONS
Sputnik I has KDAY, L.A., up in

the air and it happened this way:
The station offered over the air $50.-

000 for Sputnik I's cone.

A listener brought in something he

said had fallen in his backyard, which

the Air Force picked up and put under

wraps.

Now KDAY isn't sure whether it

owes the salvager $50,000 or not.

Christmas ideas:

• KITE, San Antonio, reports news

of Santa Claus' activities for the two

weeks before Christmas.

• WDGY, Minneapolis-St. Paul, re-

corded a message from Santa Claus

and informed listeners of the number

to dial to hear his message. The pro-

motion was discontinued after 10,000

telephone lines got tied up by young-

sters eager to talk to Santa.

• WAKE, Atlanta, and WYDE,
Birmingham, are making "a wish a

week ' come true. The promotion, held

the four weeks before Christmas, drew

1.000 wishes in the first few davs.

• WHB, Kansas City, d.j. Wayne
Stitt is asking listeners to submit their

favorite Christmas songs. He will play

the top 40 favorites on his "Top 40"'

show on Christmas Day.

Other station doings : WK\L, Con-

cord, N.H., plans to broadcast a spe-

cial session of the state legislature if

members give final approval. It will

be the first legislative session broad-

cast in New Hampshire . . . WSAZ,
Huntington. W. Va., escorted 28 New
York advertising executives through

the Charleston-Huntington industrial

area and the WSAZ facilities.

Station buys: Meredith KRMG,
Inc. has assumed manasrement of
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Representatives: EVE RETT- M c K I N N EY, Inc.

New York, Chicago. Los Angeles. San Francisco
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KB MO. Tulsa, formerly owned by

Western Broadcasting Co. . . . Harry

II. \asburg, publisher of San Fran-

cisco's Vrgonauf magazine, has pur-

chased KKAK. subject to approval of

the FCC.

New operations: WBZ-FM, Boston.

has begun fine music programing 5

p.m. till midnight . . . K-HEY, El

Paso, has begun 21 hour programing.

Affiliate: WSKI, Montpelier, Vt.. has

reaffiliated with ABN.

Personnel doings: Frank S. Lane,

KRMG general manager, has been

elected president of the Tulsa Press

Club . . . Ed Scott, personality on

KBTV s homemaker and children's

shows, has been elected mayor of En-

glewood. Col.

New administrative line-up for

\\ \YZ Broadcasting, New Haven.

Conn.

:

Daniel Kops, president and g.m.;

Victor W. Knauth, chairman of the

board: with Richard J. Monohan
continuing as vice president. The same

administration will supervise WTRY,
Albany-Tro\ -Schenectady. newl\ pur-

chased by WAVZ Broadcasting.

Northeast Radio Corp/s (Ithaca.

N.Y.) new executive line-up:

Bruce (iervan, president; H. Stil-

well Brown, vice president : Ronald
N. Goddard. a director.

Northeast Radio Corp. operates

Rural Radio Network, Ithaca.

TV STATIONS
\\ bile they keep pushing for an
injunction, the Baltimore stations

will handle the 4% tax on national
advertising (growth) in this varied
fashion come 1 January:

Most will collect the tax, put the

money in a separate fund and return

it to the agencies if and when the

ordinance is declared unlawful.

One or two others will ignore the

impost altogether.

WJIM-TV, Lansing-Flint, and NBC
Basic, has put all three tv net-

works on a first come first serve
basis.

\t the moment the station has an

unfilled order list of 60 programs

from the three networks. Weekhj

schedule of clearance as it stands:

NBC TV, .")!! hours: CBS TV, 24
hours: ABC TV, 14 hours.

Consolidation: Hudson Valley
Broadcasting Co. of New York and
Durham Television Co. of North Caro-

lina have united under a new corpora-

tion: Capital Cities Television Corp.

The company now owns and oper-

ates WTEN-TV, Albany; \VCDC-TV,
\dams, Mass.; WTVD, Durham. Y
C: and \\ ROW-AM. Albany.

Largest stockholder: Lowell J.

Thomas. Frank M. Smith of Pawling.

Y Y.. is president.

A gift for educational tv: West-

inghouse Broadcasting has pre-

sented a transmitter building, tv

tower and land, valued at S250.-

000 to WQED, Pittsburgh, for

"outstanding services rendered to

the community."
WQED is the nation's pioneer, com-

munis -sponsored educational station.

Sam Cook Digges, of WCBS-TV
named these essentials if educa-

tional tv is to flourish: Curtail-

ment of unjust and uninformed criti-

cism, less timidity on the part of peo-

ple with influence, and better commu-
nication between educator and broad-

caster.

Westinghouse disclosed that all

five of its tv stations led their lo-

cal competitors in the 6-12 No-

vember ARB.
Westinghouse noted : This may be

the first time a non-network group

broadcaster has had the top position

in all its markets at the same time.

The audience shares:

No.

Station Share stations

KDKA-TV, Pittsburgh

i CBS i

KYW-TV, Cleveland

i NBC i

WBZ-TY. Boston

I NBC i

W IZ-TV, Baltimore

i ABC i

KPIX, San Francisco

I CBS i

KOLN-TV, Lincoln. Neb., got a

fourth yearly renewal from Ral-

ston-Purina Co. for its farm news
and markets. Monday through
Friday.

62.9 2

43.6 3

48.5 2

37.9 3

39.6 3
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FINANCIAL
Schick hai declared regular

quarterly dividend oi 30 cents a

share on common stock payable > |(

December.

Slock market quotations! Follow

ing Stocks in air media and related

fields are listed each issue with quota-

tions for Tuesday this week and Tues-

day the week before. Quotations sup-

plied by Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner

and Beane.

Tues. Tin-.

Stock 10 Dec. 17 Dec. Change
\ ih ) ork Slot k I >' hange

number of real success stories are be-

ginning to filter out of some nighttime

buys. Some stations have ahead) re-

ported \er\ scarce availabilities be-

tween (> p.m. and midnight. We are

confident this trend will continue in

the coming year."

"SlowK encouraging" seems to he

the consensus of rep- in speaking of

nighttime radio: certainl) none would

dare call it a boom. Some few were a

little less enthusiastic aboul it. '"We're

still whistling 'Dixie' when we talk

about resurgence of nighttime," said

one station rep. "Mosl night sales are

bought l>\ advertisers interested in

daytime who are buying night because
of saturation or to average out lower

cost-per-l,000's." The same rep point-

ed out that stations with strong night

programing seem to be getting night-

time business.

tnis year has seen a lot of thought

in into nighttime radio programing, a

field that was for the mosl part neg-

lected too long on the mounds that it

couldn't be sold anyway.

"Programing and promotion," says

Paul K. Week-. \ ice president and

partner of H-R Representatives, "are

the twin prongs which will jolt na-

tional spot advertisers out of their

lukewarm acceptance of nighttime.

Here are some examples of how pro

ning .iinl promotion is going i"

work : In ( hi' ago al WGN, i-i the

we.k i.l HO Novembi i
.

.' .' ..I the

time segments and minute pari i< ipa-

lion announcements available lot sale

between i and I I p.m. were sold.

18.2 "i available station breaks were

Bold f«'i the - nne period, I In- h as

• i. i omplished, nol onl) through pro-

graming, hut through intelligent pro-

motion. Special presentations are < re-

ated foi individual advertisers bj

\\<.\ Bales promotion and advertising

\is n l-", 12

\ n i 195% 165M 10%
\\Cll .".•. 5%

i BS "A" 2t 7 - 24 - T
-

( olumbia Pic. Li'.. 13 _ '..

Loew'a 1
1

' j 12% + 1

"

Paramount 32
i;< \ 12 28% -3%
Storei 20 19%
20th-Foi 22% 21% -1
W ,ii n.-r 1 >n «~

.

19% 18%
\\ estinghouse ii.", 60% -1%

American Stock E\< hange
\llinl \rli-l- L'

T
- 3 • '-

\--im
. \m. Pro. :, m + 1

i &( Super r.T

Dumont Labs. .<'. .',

Guild Films 2% 2%
VI \ 6% '>', -

NIGHTTIME RADIO
i Continued f

rom jxii^i ! 31 1

depai tmenl undei dire* tion "I < harles

\. W iI-.pii I In - presentations in-

lude details on the i ompetil ive

lion of the produi i in the mat \

> --ti ! advertising approach, statistics

mi the audience, and the need t"i some
in httime radio throughout the week.

< hIi.i stations around the i ountrj

.11. doing great jobs "i pro

.mil promoting. KLZ, Denver, was

mentioned as one w hit h has wail ing

h-i- for nighttime spots and quarter-

houi unii- I. ii gel) through the i\ pi oi

pi ogram that i ovei - activity ti ound

town \ ii remotes. ^

Reach Your Sales Goal With the Two Best

paws* pt/rve
in the Detroit Area!

i,

KIW-TV
325,000
WATTS

CKlWrod

***^rv "**"" rou poWfr-«

ADAM
YOUNG INC
National •

GUARDIAN BLDG Detroit 26 Michigan

J E Compear
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CHANNEL

Channel 7 rolls up its sleeves

behind solid programming and

digs in on merchandising and

product promotion that really

pays off. Give your marketing

or distribution problems the

Channel 7 solution— enthusiastic

cooperation from folks who know

firsthand just what makes this

unique Miami market tick.

WCKT's plus services deliver a

promotional punch that gets

you greater returns per TV

dollar day after day.

Try WCKT now and discover why

Channel 7 makes TV a better

buy than meets the eye!

WCKT
CHANNELA

MIAMI. FLORIDA

TV COSTS
{Continued from page 25)

cause thev already sponsor at least the

equivalent of that amount." i

5. New discount structures and

packages will be offered by indi-

vidual tv stations. According to a

number of top agency media v.p.'s the

individual tv stations are already do-

ing a good job in fitting their discount

patterns to the buying >trategies and

economic patterns of the day.

Says Compton's Frank Kemp: "The

individual stations often have a far

more realistic outlook than the net-

works where discount patterns are con-

cerned. Even today, many tv stations

offer intelligent and advantageous buys

that give the advertiser an opportu-

nity to be on the station with greater

frequency, and therefore hit harder.

"Now the networks seem to be out of

line because of high program costs and

less efficiency in terms of ratings. We
would like to see more network dis-

counts. For instance, wed like a full

network discount like we had in radio.

This would help small stations and

small-markets and the networks with

the Government.'

6. Most media men expect to

see the tv dollars continue to be
spread around the clock a great

deal more in 1958 than in previ-

ous years.

Says Campbell-Ewald"s Phil Mc-

Hugh : "Even though 'share of audi-

ence' percentages continue to mean
more in terms of homes reached, the

gradual loss in individual program

shares (the three-way split I will con-

tinue to affect the audiences of most

nighttime network programs."

7. TVs cost-per-1,000 will con-

tinue to compare favorably with

print media, according to agency and

industry media specialists.

Example from TvB: A full-page ad

in a magazine with a five million cir-

culation costs some $20,000. If the ad

got 100% readership, the ad manager

could report a $3.60 cost-per-1.000 to

his treasurer. But with 50% reader-

ship. cost-per-M is $7.20; with 30%
it's almost $11 and Starch reports that

the actual cost-per-1.000 readers will

average about $80.

In tv. a minute commercial at 6:30

p.m. in the top 75 markets on the

highest-cost station in each costs $12,-

500. This tv commercial reaches over

five million homes and its cost-per-

1,000. according to \ielsen is $2.38.

\\ hilc general industrv-wide tv cost-

per-1.000 figures do look verv favor-

able in 1957. there are cost problems.

As Compton's Frank Kemp savs:

"Since rates have risen faster than

over-all circulation increased, we an-

ticipate a 5 to 10% rise in cost-per-

1,000. But that estimate is based only

on circulation. If we do it on the basis

of individual show ratings, we expect

that the cost-per-1,000 may be up as

much as 20' '< in some cases."

But as many top agency media exec-

utives point out, sophisticated clients

aren't buving a cost-per-1.000. What

they're buying is an advertising medi-

um that will produce maximum sales.

"We in the industry may be to

blame for cost-per-1,000 thinking,"

says Halsey Barrett, TvB nat'l sales

director. "Sales results tell the story

and thev derive from the impact of the

medium. What does it mean if t\ s

cost-per-1.000 is higher than that of

matchbooks? What matters is the

sales result per dollar spent."

Yet tv's costs have risen more slow-

lv than most other media. As Jay

Eliasberg. CBS TV director of re-

search, said in his November talk to

the Advertising Research Foundation:

"We certainly ought to abandon the

legend of how television's costs have

skyrocketed in comparison with those

of other media. These figures are use-

ful in comparing how unit costs have

changed in various media since 1951

:

I sing the index of tv's cost per unit

since 1951. tv had risen 9'< in 1956:

magazines were up 16' \ in the same

period I based on cost-per-1,000 circu-

lation ) ; newspapers rose \\ c
'< in those

five years and business papers. 21^ ."

Leo Burnett's 1957 inter-media cost-

per-1,000 exposures study does give an

indication of tv's cost efficiency I see

chart on page 25 I . It shows by how
much tv's cost-per-1.000 in spring 1957

was lower than that of the print media.

The Leo Burnett study compares a

one-minute commercial with full-page,

hlack and white print ads. On that

basis, five media show up like this:

1 1 I radio. 95<Sper- 1.000 people ex-

posure: (2) tv. $1.05-$1.42; (3)

magazines, $4.87-16.48; (4) news-

paper supplements. SO.04: (5) news-

papers. $10.79.

As Leo Burnett's media v.p. Leonard

Matthews points out. the figures show-

newspapers to be nine times more

expensive than tv : newspaper supple-

ment five times more expensive: and

magazines, four-and-a-half times more

expensive ^
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Famous on the Georgia Scene

•^' ~ JS£

•

^
'»,

STONE MOUNTAIN, the world's largest solid block of

granite, is a landmark to every Georgian. It is located on

the rim of Atlanta, home of WAGA-TV—also famous on

the Georgia scene. WAGA-TV's extensive coverage brings

top local and CBS-TV programing to more than half the

state's population. Tallest tower, maximum power, top ARB
and Pulse ratings make WAGA-TV Georgia's leading

television station. Write for the full story of WAG Aland.

STORER BROADCASTING COMPANY SALES OFFICES
NEW YORK-625 Madison Ave. • CHICAGO-230 N Michigan Ave. • SAN FRANClSCO-111 Sutler St

Represented Nationally by THE KATZ AGENCY, Inc.



Snowshoe Hare
Lepus americanus erxleben

Living in northern Michigan's spruce
and cedar swamps, this white-coated
"ghost" is almost impossible to see

against the snow. His unusually large
jeet act as snowshoes as he roams in

quest of twigs and bark.

Original sketch by conservationist

Charles E. Schafer

Put your money where the people are

Here's your real target

Seventy per cent of Michigan's
population commanding 75 per
cent of the state's buying power
lives within WWJ's daytime
primary coverage area.

Why reach rabbits with your radio advertising? \VWJ concentrates

on people—with fresh, appealing entertainment like the "WWJ
Melody Parade," with sprightly personalities like Hugh Roberts

in the morning, Bob Maxwell from fabulous Northland shopping

center, Jim Wood and Jim DeLand from spectacular Eastland.

Use WWJ all day . . . every day.

H mm m mm AM and FMWWJ RADIO
WORLD'S FIRST RADIO STATION

Owned and operated by The Detroit NeWS

NBC Affiliate

National Representatives: Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.
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What's happening in I
s Government

tlmt affectt ipnnsors, agencies, rtationt

WASHINGTON WEEK
21 DECEMBER
C«»jtH*I IK7

rOMMR PUBLICATIONS INO

The rating services, often attacked w iiliin the Industry, now musl brace iln-m-

selves for an attach by :i federation «>f veterans' organizations.

1 In newly-formed American Citizens Television Committee has id itself up offi-

i iolly as .1 lobby so it can buttonhole Congressmen and attempt to Influence legislation legally.

The first targel will be subscription television. Bui Committee official Warren
idler says this is only because the FCC-authorized trial "f pay-tv can begin on March 1

unless Congress takes action against it. The rating services, he feels, are an even bitterer pill.

Catholic War Veterans, Jewish War Veterans, imvets, and Veterans <>f For-

eign Wars all have contributed executives to the new Committee.

The arguments \dler advances against pay-rt arc tin- familiar ones. Bui this will throw

the considerable weight of great numbers of politically potent war veterans on tli<- -ide of

Congressional action to make pay-tv illegal

The rrux of the brief against the rating services is that the) do not reflect

public Ideas about programing accurately, tliat they hold life-or-death power over tv

and radio programs, and tliat therefore the public Ls being denied a voire in what it

and hears.

The rating services already have been assailed several times on Capitol Hill. Now mis

veterans' group is setting itself to widen the wound and pour salt into it

Radio and tv ean breathe a hit easier about the Catholic Legion of Decency's

decision—following a recent enrveliral bv the Pope—to add radio and television to the

censorship list.

Bishop Scully of Albany, who heads up the church committee, says that the Pope

was addressing himself "to a worldwide community." and that Vmerican radio and tv

have maintained the highest moral standards.

In the aims of bis committee. Bishop Scully lifted production "f worthwhile re-

ligious programing and encouragement of commendable nonrclitrinus programing
as top aims. "Positive effort for preservation of Christian moral-" was relegated to third

place, and the tenor of the whole statement was such as to surest this was no accident.

By contrast, the Bishop was pretty harsh with motion pictures. He praised the

production code— as. indeed, he praised the broadcasting codes—hut in the cose of films

he added that a minorirv of producers were violating their industry's code, and he also as-

sailed the moral laxitv of foreign film-.

Major league baseball clubs were asked not to sign contracts with the tv net-

works for televising of their games in minor league territory, pending an antitrust

conference with the Justice Department.

Doing the asking were the two most powerful members of the House Judiciary Com-

mittee. Rep. Emanuel Teller (D.. N.Y.), chairman, ami Rep. Kenneth Keating

(R., N.Y.) ranking minority member.

They want to confer with Justice as to whether antitrust laws can protect the minor

leagues from such television. In the event the answer is "no." they made it clear they will

press for new laws to make the practice illegal. Meanwhile, they want the major league

clubs to hold off televising <iames on networks.
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GETTING THE MOST FROM

Good Films are
Only HALF the

If you have complete system equipment to provide

showmanship in your film programming, you'll be ready

for bigger film profits. That's why it's a good idea to

take a long look at your station's film room facilities

before you invest a lot of money in films.



YOUR FILM DOLLAR

How an RCA Film System
Will Enable You to Spark
and Hold Viewer Interest

Here's how one of the most successful users of film shows gets excellent

results. He employs several carefully planned steps made possible by

the use of an extremely versatile film system. First, the program

starts with a 20-sec. film commercial followed by a 10-sec. VSI—fading

to a 30-sec. film teaser strip. The feature is then announced with a

super-imposed "presentation" slide with record music. Feature is

begun and film commercials are inserted at appropriate times

to the end of the showing. This kind of expert programming

that sustains audience interest is only possible with the proper

combination of film equipment.

You have creative people who can do a similar job for you if given

the right tools. An RCA Film System will provide them with these tools.

It will enable you to offer a variety of film presentation formats for

sparking and sustaining program interest. It will also help

you prepare for future expansion.

Lack of long-range planning will obsolete equipment

before its time . . . leave you unprepared for color.

Investigate the quality and cost-saving of an RCA Film

System— we'll be glad to help you check at typical

stations. And ask the RCA Broadcast Representative to

show you our latest film literature.

i

Tmk(i) ®

RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA
BROADCAST AND TELEVISION EQUIPMENT

CAMDEN, N. J.

In Canada: RCA VICTOR Company Ltd., Montreal



A round-up of trade talks,

trends and tips for admen

SPONSOR HEARS
21 DECEMBER Pat Weaver apparently is convinced that the next big trend in tv program-

sponsor publicat.ons .Nc.
m8 Wl11 be sconce fiction.

He's got a finger in a filmed hour show of that type which Fred Wile is offering around

the busines for next fall.

CBS appears to be preparing for an eventuality with the technical unions.

All 300 of the network's executives and staff have been taking instructions in camera

and control-room handling at Telestudios.

The "school" semester: Half-days for three weeks.

Quite a few Madison Avenue media people are rushing off for December va-

cations.

The object is to take a breather before the pressure that will come with spot

campaigns tagged for January mounts.

Here's a tidbit for Dr. Frey to chew on as he contemplates the question of whether

an agency is entitled to a 15% commisison on outside tv packages:

A Park Avenue outfit declined to participate in commissions from a program
because it had no authority to work with the show's Hollywood producer.

The agency's honest explanation: If we have no control of what goes into the pro-

gram, we are not legitimately entitled to compensation.

Revlon's George Abrams found out last week that scouting the competition

isn't just a baseball or football stratagem.

When Abrams heard Dr. Ernest Dichter remark at an Academy of Tv Arts session

that he had done a motivational profile on the Walter Winchell Files, the Revlon ad

manager asked: "Who ordered the survey? We didn't."

Dichter: "General Foods." (Deduction: GF may be anticipating the switch of the

Winchell show to opposite Zane Grey Theatre on Fridays.)

Bristol-Myers may reach out for more juvenile appeal in behalf of Ipana by
supplementing the Mickey Mouse Club with another tv network show.

Most likely motive: The young consumer has contributed mightily to Ipana's big sales

jump.

Incidentally, among drug advertisers B-M has been moving ahead by leaps and
bounds in tv. Its estimated expenditure in that medium is $15 million. And there will be

an additional chunk from Grove Labs, which it recently acquired.

Tv stations that flood the market with the "plan-of-the-week" or the month
may be doing themselves a disservice in the long run. So say more and more time-

buyers.

Those who view these "plans" with cynicism describe them as:

• Causing hesitation in buying decisions—because next week or next month the same

station may offer a better proposition.

• Creating complications for the agency in dealing with the client—because it's

often difficult to explain the intricacies of a "plan" vs. buying on a standard ratecard basis.

All of which adds to the agency's workload.
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that affects iponeors, ttationt
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SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS IMO.

I In- rating services, often attacked \*iiliin the Industry, now moil brace them-

selves for ;m attack l»> ;i federation of veterans1 organizations,

Tin- newly-formed American Citizens Television Committee hai et itself up offi-

cially as .1 lobby so it can buttonhole Congressmen and attempt t" influence legislation legally

Tin- first targel will be subscription television. Bui Committee official Warren
\dlcr Bays tlii- i- only because the FCC-authorized trial "f pay-ti can begin on March 1

unless Congress takes action against it. The rating service*, he feels, are an even bitterer pill.

Catholic War Veterans, Jewish \\ ;ir Veterans, imvets, and Veterans <>f For-

eign Wars all have contributed executives to the new Committee,

The arguments \dler advances against pay-ti are tin- familiar ones. Hut this will throw

the considerable weight of great numbers of politically potent war veterans on the side of

Congressional action to make pay-tv illegal.

The crux of the brief against the rating services is that the) «!«> nol reflect

public ideas about programing accurately, that they hold life-or-dealh power over tv

and radio programs, and that therefore the public is being denied a voice in what it

sees ann1 hears.

The rating service- already have heen assailed several time- on Capitol Hill. Now this

veterans' group is setting itself to widen the wound and pour sail into it.

Radio and tv ean breathe a hit easier ahout the Catholic legion of Decency's

decision—following a recent encyclical by the Pope to add radio and television to the

censorship list.

Bishop Scully of Albany, who heads up the church committee, says that the Pope

was addressing himself "to a worldwide community," and that American radio and tv

have maintained the lushest moral standards.

In the aims of his committee. Bishop Scully listed production of worthwhile re-

ligious prosramins and encourasement of commendable nonreliirions programing
as top aims. "Positive effort for preservation of Christian morals" was relegated to third

place, and the tenor of the whole statement was Midi as to suggest this was no accident.

Rv contrast, the Bishop Mas pretty harsh with motion picture-. He praised the

production code— as. indeed, he praised the broadcasting codes—hut in the case of film«

he added that a minority of producers were violating their industry's code, and he also as-

sailed the moral laxity of foreign films.

Major league baseball clubs were asked not to -iiiii contracts with the tv net-

works for televising of their games in minor league territory, pending an antitrust

conference with the Justice Department.

Doing the asking were the two mosl powerful members of the House Judiciary Com-

mittee. Rep. Emanuel Celler (D.. N.Y.), chairman, and Rep. Kenneth Keating

(R., N.Y.) ranking minority member.

They want to confer with Justice as to whether antitrust laws can protect the minor

leagues from such television. In the event the answer is "no," thev made it clear they will

press for new laws to make the practice illegal. Meanwhile, thev want the major league

clubs to hold off televising games on networks.
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GETTING THE MOST F R O M V

Good Films are
Only HALF the

If you have complete system equipment to provide

showmanship in your film programming, you'll be ready

for bigger film profits. That's why it's a good idea to

take a long look at your station's film room facilities

before you invest a lot of money in films.



YOUR FILM DOLLAR

How an RCA Film System
Will Enable You to Spark
and Hold Viewer Interest

Here's how one of the most successful users of film shows gets excellent

results. He employs several carefully planned steps made possible by

the use of an extremely versatile film system. First, the program

starts with a 20-sec. film commercial followed by a 10-sec. VSI—fading

to a 30-sec. film teaser strip. The feature is then announced with a

super-imposed "presentation" slide with record music. Feature is

begun and film commercials are inserted at appropriate times

to the end of the showing. This kind of expert programming

that sustains audience interest is only possible with the proper

combination of film equipment.

You have creative people who can do a similar job for you if given

the right tools. An RCA Film System will provide them with these tools.

It will enable you to offer a variety of film presentation formats for

sparking and sustaining program interest. It will also help

you prepare for future expansion.

Lack of long-range planning will obsolete equipment

before its time . . . leave you unprepared for color.

Investigate the quality and cost-saving of an RCA Film

System— we'll be glad to help you check at typical

stations. And ask the RCA Broadcast Representative to

show you our latest film literature.

Tmk(i) ®

RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA
BROADCAST AND TELEVISION EQUIPMENT

CAMDEN, N. J.

In Canada: RCA VICTOR Company Ltd., Montreal
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Pat Weaver apparently is convinced that the next big trend in tv program-

ing will be science fiction.

He's got a finger in a filmed hour show of that type which Fred Wile is offering around

the busines for next fall.

CBS appears to be preparing for an eventuality with the technical unions.

All 300 of the network's executives and staff have been taking instructions in camera

and control-room handling at Telestudios.

The "school" semester: Half-days for three weeks.

Quite a few Madison Avenue media people are rushing off for December va-

cations.

The object is to take a breather before the pressure that will come with spot

campaigns tagged for January mounts.

Here's a tidbit for Dr. Frey to chew on as he contemplates the question of whether

an agency is entitled to a 15^ commisison on outside tv packages:

A Park Avenue outfit declined to participate in commissions from a program
because it had no authority to work with the show's Hollywood producer.

The agency's honest explanation: If we have no control of what goes into the pro-

gram, we are not legitimately entitled to compensation.

Revlon's George Abrams found out last week that scouting the competition

isn't just a baseball or football stratagem.

When Abrams heard Dr. Ernest Dichter remark at an Academy of Tv Arts session

that he had done a motivational profile on the Walter Winchell Files, the Revlon ad

manager asked: "Who ordered the survey? We didn't."

Dichter: "General Foods." (Deduction: GF may be anticipating the switch of the

Winchell show to opposite Zane Grey Theatre on Fridays.)

Bristol-Myers may reach out for more juvenile appeal in behalf of Ipana by

supplementing the Mickey Mouse Club with another tv network show.

Most likely motive: The young consumer has contributed mightily to Ipana's big sales

jump.

Incidentally, among drug advertisers B-M has been moving ahead by leaps and
bounds in tv. Its estimated expenditure in that medium is $15 million. And there will be

an additional chunk from Grove Labs, which it recently acquired.

Tv stations that flood the market with the "plan-of-the-week" or the month
may be doing themselves a disservice in the long run. So say more and more time-

buyers.

Those who view these "plans" with cynicism describe them as:

• Causing hesitation in buying decisions—because next week or next month the same

station may offer a better proposition.

• Creating complications for the agency in dealing with the client—because it's

often difficult to explain the intricacies of a "plan" vs. buying on a standard ratecard basis.

All of which adds to the agencv's workload.
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This man needs only one machine

This man is Mr. Richard Parks of KGO — ABC O&O in San Francisco. The machine is an Ampex Model 350.
In recording "network," he doesn't use a back-up recorder — yet hasn't lost a program in three years of delayed
programming. The machine is dependable!

Actually, KGO has thirteen Ampex Recorders performing many different jobs. This reliability is only part of the

story, for Ampex machines give you flexible pushbutton control, positive timing accuracy and low maintenance
cost.

And you can now buy all Ampex Professional Equipment on a factory -direct basis. For factual information about
Ampex recorders, write directly to the address below.

YOU BENEFIT BY DEALING DIRECT
• PERSONAL CONTACT WITH AMPEX THROUGH FIELD SALES ENGINEERS
• COMPLETE PRODUCT INFORMATION AND INSTALLATION SERVICE

Ampex
CORPORATION

professional

products Hirision

NEW YORK. CHICAGO. LOS ANGELES DALLAS. WASHINGTON DC. DETROIT. SAN FRANCISCO 854 CHARTER STREET
REDWOOD CITY CALIF



PEPSI COLA
[Continued from pu^e 29)

Bofai as -j >c .( l\ radio and local pro-

gram sponsorship is concerned. These

are bottler responsibilities, bought

with a financial assist from the parent

firm. Here's lion it works, according

to Derrick:

Bottlers are given advertising "cred-

its" on each shipment of Pepsi <x>n-'

centrate. So many cases equal orie

advertising credit, each credit is equal

to mi many dollars.

The compam matches the local

man's advertising dollars. Thus, a

bottler attaining $3,000 worth of cred-

its in a year has a $60,000 advertising

fund. If he should spend $7,000, how-

ever, he is on his own for the $1,000

difference.

Pepsi and K&E steer clear of the

timebuying problems for local pro-

graming and spots by leaving it up to

the bottler to select stations, timeslots

and shows best suited to his needs and

market.

Top-level guidance is offered, how--

ever. "We have district managers,

trained in analyzing a bottler's adver-

tising needs, who work closely with the

local men," says Derrick. "And if they

run into trouble we send a man out

from here to work out the problems

after surveying the bottler's situation

first-hand."

The bottlers buy adjacencies to and

sponsor a variety of local programs,

ranging from children's shows to mu-

sic programs. The parent firm's spon-

sorship of the high-calibre tv specials

"helps to give all this air advertising

a prestige flavor," Derrick said.

Bottlers encouraged : Pepsi-Cola Co.

encourages the local bottler to adver-

tise in local air media by providing

him with the knowledge and guidance

he needs. Assistance goes far beyond

the financial aid provided by the firm's

split-cost advertising program— be-

yond even the help offered by the dis-

trict managers.

For example, a voluminous 1958 ad-

vertising manual has been prepared

for local bottlers. It includes sug-

gested uses for each advertising me-

dium, as well as a presentation of the

material available from the company
free, or under the split-cost program.

In the tv and radio sections, the

bottler is schooled in the basics of

NATIONAL REP.: WEED TELEVISION

Go peddle pencils,

Smidley.

Ya must be blind the way you

continually overlook Cascade. It's as

plain as the nose on your face that

here's a basic buy in the West.

Look, Cascade is exclusive television

for a huge, four-state area with billions

of dollars in new industry, millions

of acres in new farms

—

thousands of new families. The wide-

eyed boys are grabbing it, Smid,

and you just can t see it?

CASCADE
BROADCASTING COMPANY

PACIFIC NORTHWEST: MOORE & ASSOCIATES

timebuying. For tv he's told: buy ad-

jacencies to programs with the highest

listening audiences; stay away from
shows with specialized appeal; buy
programs that interest the housewife

first; if budget is limited, concentrate

tv spots on days preceding heavy shop-

ping days; pool resources with other

Pepsi bottlers in the same area to

stretch the air media dollar.

For radio, buys between 9:00 a.m.

and 5:00 p.m. are suggested in order

to hit the housewife audience. During
the summer months, the bottler is

tipped off to consider heavier after-

noon and evening schedules because

of car and portable radio usage out-

side the home.

Bottlers are encouraged to use 10-

and 20-second spots. They are defined

by Derrick as "quick and to the point

—excellent Pepsi salesmen."

Tv and radio commercials are pro-

vided by the company for bottler use

without charge. The advertising man-

ual gives a full description of 28 pre-

pared tv films and 12 recorded radio

spots. They vary in length from 10's

through minutes. There is no limit on

the number the local Pepsi man can

order.

Bottler advertising heavy: What
have these assists earned for Pepsi-

Cola Co. in the form of air media ad-

vertising by bottlers?

Pepsi-Cola advertising accounted for

nearly $2-and-a-half million in spot tv

alone for the first three quarters of

1957, according to a TvB quarterly

estimate of gross spot tv expenditures

supplied by N. C. Rorabaugh. It

ranked 29th in the nation for the third

quarter with $601,300.

"All we know for sure is that under

the 50/50 plan we spend about $3 mil-

lion annually in all media," says Der-

rick. But he points out that this defi-

nitely doesn't mean the bottlers are

spending only that much. "To the con-

trary, they're spending a good deal

more, but we don't know how much.

I've had one estimate of $8 million,

another of $11 million—the latter from

my own research department," he told

SPONSOR.

Pepsi recently contracted with

Videodex to conduct a survey to deter-

mine bottler expenditures in tv, Der-

rick revealed.

Commercials : The dispersing of pre-

pared commercials from the home of-
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IsTortlx Carolina's
INTERURBIA

More Gasoline Sales

Than Any Other

Metropolitan Market

In The Two Carolines

dominated by

wfmy-tv

p0\^"

9»»"

Make sure yon investigate North

Carolina's [NTBRURBLA . .

the largest metropolitan market

in the two ( larolinaa ... in the

hearl of the mighty Industrial

Piedmonl where gasoline and

petroleum sales ex< <1

$175,000,000.

uifmy-tv
GREENSBORO. N

Rep'eifled by

Harrington. Righter & Parsons, Inc.

New York • Chicogo • Son Francisco • Atlanta • Boston

©
ftalit CBS
Sine* 1949
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The only station covering all of Oklahoma's No. 1 Markel

Broadcast Center • 37th & Peoria
HAROLD C. STUART GUSTAV BRANDBORG

President Vice Pres. & Gen. Mgr.

Represented by EDWARD PETRY & CO.

1 170 KC • 50,000 WATTS • CLEAR CHANNEL • NBC
"The Voice of Oklahoma"

fice helps to guarantee a national con-

sistency in Pepsi's air media advertis-

ing. All the sales messages are tail-

ored to carry the new product image.

In tv. the films show Pepsi being en-

joyed by smartly dressed people in at-

tractive settings. "The concept we try

to express is 'the modern, the light re-

freshment." We want consumers to

have a product image of Pepsi-Cola as

a drink that refreshes without filling

—

a pleasurable experience enjoyed by
modern, interesting people," Derrick

told SPONSOR.

A typical tv 20 has the glamour set-

ting of a high-fashion studio. The
patron is stylishly dressed in a suit

with hat. gloves and a handbag. A
model enters in a slim-trim skirt with

loose bolero as female voice-over tells

the viewer: "a classic dress always re-

mains in style, but only if the figure

remains classic. It's easy to keep the

figure with lighter food and drink like

Pepsi-Cola, the light refreshment.

The light theme, along with less fill-

ing claims represent a sharp departure

from Pepsi's original advertising,

when the "12 full ounces" was plugged,

building an image of Pepsi as an eco-

nomical "filler-upper."

For the tv specials, Pepsi uses the

institutional approach, with the softest

of soft-sell. As an example, a two-min-

ute commercial on Annie. This one

featured Joan Crawford, actress-wife

of board chairman Steele, in a home
setting with her husband and two of

her adopted children. The entire pitch

was devoted to Thanksgiving wishes

"from the Pepsi family to all Ameri-

cans everywhere."

"Special" merchandising: Pepsi

spent about $100,000 to merchandise

its tv specials. Here, too, it relies on

the local bottler for action, but stimu-

lates him with ideas and material.

For example, on Annie Get Your

Gun, two kits were sent to all local

bottlers, the first right after Labor

Day, the second at the end of Sep-

tember (see box p. 29 i

.

Pepsi's attitude on how to stimulate

merchandising, as expressed by Der-

rick: "if you present enough ideas

they'll pick up the ball and run with

it; almost every idea we outlined for

Annie was used somewhere by a bot-

tler." These ranged from contests to

parades to tv radio spot and news-

paper advertising.
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Radio: Pepsi«( ola < !o. thi* Bumtnei

co-sponsored Fibbei McGee and \loll\

and Bob and />'"> segments on NBl

weekend Wonitoi show for L3 weeks.

i ..-i about 1130,000 bj sponsor's

estimate.

Spot radio i- a \a\ 01 i t
«

- bottler ad-

vertising medium. \i present, .1

unique "Pepsi Please" contest < am-

paign is being run in Eastern markets

a^ the result 01 it- radio success in 10

lit cities across the countrj

.

Outstanding factor in litis campaign

i- it- abilit) i" l»uild audience for the

station carrying it. "We'll pull a ra-

dio -i.iiitui from -i\ili in ( 1 r — t place in

.1 market with the contest," a KM. ex-

ecutive states.

I fere - how it works i \ resident

dials a radio-advertised telephone num-

ber, gives bis name and address, waits

two seconds and says "Pepsi Please.

The "Pepsi Please" quotes arc re-

corded and then broadcast in radio

spots, about 10 to a spot. People able

to identif) their own voices over the

ail are .maided such prizes as portable

radios, watches and I'epsi coolers.

How does the station feel about the

expense it incurs in running this cam-

paign (costs for hiring extra help, put-

ting in telephone lines and promoting

the contest)? "They're more than

hap|)\ because of the audience pulling

power." contends the K&E executive

1 see letter)

.

The saturation campaign runs for

about four to six weeks in each mar-

ket with about 200 spots per week.

Print media: Pepsi-Cola advertising

accounted for over $5 million in print

media coffers during 1956. PIB esti-

mates the firm spent over $2.5 million

for full-page color ads in leading na-

tional magazines and Sunday supple-

merits.

Media Research estimates another

•S2.5 million spent in newspapers by

the Pepsi bottlers.

Tomorrow: What does Pepsi see in

its advertising future? More of the

same, according to Derrick. "In this

day and age of constant change, Pepsi-

Cola is actually setting the pace hy

holding fast to a basic concept. As a

result we enjoy the momentum of five

vears of consistent advertising, a force

that multiplies as we continue. And
continue we will, with advertising cam-

paigns planned and executed as a logi-

cal extension of our past successes."

AIMS the answer

to the bullseye . . .

.'•o*

OUT* 1

AIMS 'Association of

Independent Metropol-

itan Stations) offers a

made to order list of sta-

tions ready to deliver

maximum audience in

21 different cities.

AIMS the most active group in the Broadcasting Industry

through periodic meetings and fact loaded monthly news-
letters from all members, can supply you with most of the

answers to your broadcast advertising problems. When you

buy . . . BUY AIMS the perfect station list for every

campaign.

You can expect the leading independent

to be the best buy on the market

CITY STATION REPRESENTATIVE

Baton Rouge, La. WIBR The Walker Co.

Buffalo, N. Y. WBNY Jack Masla and Co.. Inc.

West Coast—Lee F. O'Connell Co.

Dallas, Tex. KIXL H-R Representatives, Inc.

Southwest

—

Clarke Brown Co.

Des Moines, Iowa KSO John E P""°" Co.

Evanston, III. WNMP
Evansville. Ind. WIKY John E. Pearson Co.

Houston I, Tex. KNUZ Forjoe & Co., Inc.

Southern

—

Clarke 4 Brown, Co.

Indianapolis 22. Ind. WXLW John E. Pearson Co.

Jackson. Miss. WJXN Grant Webb & Co.

LiHle Rock, Ark. KVLC Richard O'Connell Inc.

Midwest—Radio-TV Representatives Inc.

Southern & Denver—Clarke Brown Co.

West Coast—Tracy Moore & Associates, Inc.

Louisville 2, Ky. - WKYW Burn-Smith Co.. Inc.

Regional—Kentucky Radio Sales

Omaha, Neb. KOWH Adam Young, Inc.

San Antonio, Tex. KITE Avery-Knodel. Inc.

Seattle, Wash. KOL The Boiling Co.. Inc.

Spokane, Wash. KLYK Grant Webb & Co.

Stockton, Cal. KSTN George P. Hollingbery Co.

Syracuse, N. Y. WOLF The Walker Co.

Tulsa, Okla. KFMJ Jack Masla I Co., Inc.

West Springfield. Mass. WTXL The Walker Co.

Wichita, Kan. . KWBB George P. Hollingbery Co.
Southern—Clarke Brown Co.

Worcester, Mass. WNEB The Boiling Co.. Inc.
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wkrg-tv

Ratings up

5th time

on Ch. 5

in Mobile

With Nielsen and A.R.B. already

showinq WKRG-TV leadinq by a

country-mile in Mobile, the new

TELEPULSE (Sept. '57) shows

Channel 5 out in front even more.

WKRG-TV Leads,

372 to 89
TELEPULSE (Sept. '57) reports WKRC-
TV leading Station X in 372 quarter
houfs to 89 (one tie). WKRC-TV has
15 of "Top 15 Once-a-Week Shows"
... 7 out of 10 "Top Ten Multi-
Weekly Shows".

Sunday through Saturday (6 P.M to
Midnightl WKRC-TV leads in 155
quarter hours to 12 for Station X.
Monday through Friday (7 A.M. to 6
P.M.). WKRC-TV leads in 165 quar-
ter hours to 55 for Station X. WKRC's
Saturday daytime lead is 4-to-l. WKRC-
TV s Sunday daytime lead is 5-to-l.

How else can we say any time is bet-
ter time on WKRC-TV! For availabil-
ities, call your Avery-Knodel office or
C. P. Persons, )r., Vice-President and
General Manager.

NIELSEN CIVES US THIS BONUS-
Popu-
lation Families C.S.I. T R S
1,258" 336- $1,467— Jl,060''
1,087* 290* 1.316** 954"

WKRG-TV
Station "X
WKRG-TV
Bonus 11,1

•In the thousands
46* $ 151 $ 106*'

*In the millions

Channel

wkrg-tv
REPS: AVERY KNODEL

72

I Tv and radio

I NEWSMAKERS

Don L. Kearney has been appointed di-

rector of sales for Corinthian Broadcasting

Corp. He was formerly vice president of

sales for ABC Film Syndication, Inc., and

a director since ABC Film's organization.

He joined ABC in 1951, serving as assist-

ant sales manager of the tv network, na-

tional sales manager of owned and oper-

ated tv stations, and manager of television

spot sales. Prior to 1951, Kearney was with The Katz Agency. He

entered broadcasting in 1936 via WNYC, New York. He will assume

his new duties on or about 1 January and will work closely with ad-

vertisers and all Corinthian stations. They include: KOTV, Tulsa;

KGUL, Galveston; WANE, WANE-TV, Fort Wayne; and WISH,
WISH-TV, Indianapolis. He will work out of the New York office.

Earl Rettig has been elected president of

California National Productions, Inc. An
executive with more than 20 years' experi-

ence in motion pictures, Rettig has been

associated with Fox Studios, RKO, Rain-

bow Productions, and Paramount. He

joined NBC's West Coast division in 1950

as tv network operations manager. In

1954 he was transferred to New York to

take charge of production and business affairs. Made vice president

of tv network services a year later, Rettig has been v.p. and treasurer

of NBC since 1956. CNP's new v.p. and gen. mgr. is H. Weller

("Jake") Keever. "Jake" became national sales manager of their

Central Div. in 1955, was made director of sales in 1956, and

elected a vice president last July by CNP's board of directors.

Morton J. Wagner, executive vice presi-

dent of The Bartell Group, has assumed

supervision of WILD, Boston, in addition

to general managership of WIDE, Birming-

ham, and WAKE, Atlanta. These three sta-

tions comprise Bartell's Eastern Div. which

operates under Wagners direction. He be-

gan his radio career at the age of 16 as

combination man for WISC, Madison.

After World War II, he resumed his WISC association, becoming

program director and sales manager. He joined The Bartell Group

in 1952 as sales manager of their then-owned uhf station, WMTV.
Madison. Subsequently he was made station manager on his 27th

birthday, becoming one of the youngest executives in the indu>tr\

at that time. He received his B.S. from the U. of Wise, in 1949.
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15.7%

m
ratings I

The Pulse Report for September-October,
1957 shows that KSTP's new programming
is already doin^ the job in Minneapolis-
St. Paul.

During the important morning hours
from 6:00 a. m. to 9:00 a.m., KSTP shows a
15.7 ry gain as compared with the July-
August figures.

".More music, more news, more often" is the
secret of KSTP's success. The music is ex-
cellent, the news (from KSTP's nationally
famous news facilities) is up to the second.
It attracts an audience, it keeps an audience
and . . .

IT SELLS !

Want proof? Your nearest Petry office or
any KSTP representative has it.

K Radio
50,000 Watts

Minneapolis - St. Pa u I *»» nbc m**
"The Northwest's QUALITY Station" Represented by

Edward Petry & Co., Inc.
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Shame ...

The It hitehall Pharmacol Co. has hurt advertising by dis-

missing the Grej igenc1

) following the frank interview with

Irthur Fatt, Grey's president, on the WABD (tv) Nigbibeat.

\\ hitehall did just what the novels about advertising say

the client does when the agency behaves with dignity and

courage. Mr. Fatt's crime is that he admitted publicly he

had not brushed his teeth with Whitehall's Kolynos that

morning. (To his credit Mr. Fatt told sponsor in an exclu-

sive interview that he would say the same thing if he had

it all to do over—see page 5.)

We doubt Mr. Fatt can have done proportionately as much

harm to Kolynos, speaking before a modest audience of

>tav-up-late New Yorkers, as Whitehall has done to adver-

ting public relations.

Whitehall's action will be remembered for years and

held up as typical of this business. It is not, but that fact

only makes the whole incident more pitiful and frustrating.

In the long run Whitehall will share in the harm it has done

to the stature of advertising and its people.

. . . and pride

In two months Neil H. McElroy has shown the country

how an executive who rose out of advertising's ranks operates.

The former P&G president is already being praised for the

authority and drive with which he has taken over one of the

world's most demanding assignments.

We wish more people knew that Mr. McElroy hails from

advertising—a fact which the several national magazines

now planning profiles on him should emphasize if they are

to do a thorough job.

Christmas
Despite the pressure, competition, hustling and hasseling,

each year sees continuing and substantial growth in Amer-

ican business and the American way of commercial tv and

radio. We face the challenging year to come confident that

the greatest growth lies still ahead. And we wrish our readers

a very Merry Christmas and a full measure of good fortune

in 1958.

THIS WE FIGHT FOR: //„„, large is your

1958 budget for radio and tv commercials? In

the press of decision-making for programs and

time, don't forget the single most important air

media basic: the commercial is the payoff.

lO-SECOND SPOTS
Eve: For her contribution to promot-

ing women's fashions. Mary Morgan
of CKLW-TV, Detroit, received from

the Detroit Fashion Group the first Fig

Leaf Award. Now there's an award
tlml deserves to be televised.

Brand name: San Francisco agency

Hoefer, Dieterich & Brown has been

appointed to handle advertising for the

new line of Holly-Ann Te-Pe Lo-Lo
Calorie Pies. Let's see them make a

singing commercial for that one.

Christmas commandments: Alene

Dalton. MBC s Story Princess came up

with a set of Ten Commandments for

the Christmas Shopping Parent. Here's

a sample:

• Thou shalt not lose sight of thy

child. One in hand is worth two on

the loose.

• Thou shalt not restrain your child

from sitting on Santa's knee; he's in-

sured, he's responsible, and has his

union card.

• Thou shalt not tarry too long in

Santa's waiting line w ithout finding the

nearest rest room.

Competitive products: In the New
York market, Scotland Yard, a tv show-

that features a lot of tea-drinking has

been sponsored by Sanka.

Prodigy: Ida Crawford of Bristol-

Myers, reports this description by a

sixth grade '"copywriter" of snow:

"Frozen softness." He'll go far.

Oh, Doctor! A sponsor "watching-

bird" informs us that the same tv

personality - in - doctor's- clothing who
has been saying, "I advise my patients

to take Carter's Little Liver Pills" is

now starred in a new series where he

advises his patients to take Anacin.

Must be a graduate of Johns Hopkins

School of Patent Medicines.

Anxious: Last of a series of invita-

tions for a reception at the Waldorf

read: "You are cordially implored not

to forget under anv circumstances that

the staff of WJW-TV, Cleveland. Ohio,

needs your presence desperate!) . . .
."

It's nice to be needed.

Sorehead: TV Guide reports that an

Oxford educator participating in a tv

roundtable discussion of rent controls

got so angrv he turned his back to the

cameras and refused to utter a word

the rest of the show. British television

is looking up.



7 OF THE

TOP 10 RADIO

ADVERTISING

CAMPAIGNS

ARE ON

...WHERE MORE PEOPLE
The latest Nielsen Radio Index again shows NBC
Radio the #1 network medium for circulation:*

Seven of the top ten, including the first four, radio

advertising campaigns — ranked in terms of undupli-

cated homes covered weekly— are on NBC Radio.

The number one campaign, in fact, delivers over a

million more different homes in a single week than

are reached by the average EVENING TV program.

Audiences accumulate faster on NBC Radio because

NBC Radio provides: programs that appeal to a wide

ACCUMULATE!
variety of tastes . . . the greatest

commercial flexibility ... unique

dispersion patterns.

Which helps explain why NBC Radio

has been selected by more advertisers

and more different kinds of advertis-

ers than any other network.

NBC RADIO
October II. 1957
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KETV is doing this..*

...in Omaha!
FIRST ... in quarter hours when all 3 Omaha Stations compete!

KETV 112-1/3

STATION A 92-5/6

STATION B 90-5/6

°£c

^%
z

FIRST . in quarter hours 6:30 - 9:30 PM, Monday thru Friday!

KETV 25 and Tie for 1

STATION A 21

STATION B 13 and Tie for 1

FIRST . .

59 and Tie for 1

. in daytime share of audience (1:00-6:00 PM) Monday thru Friday!

KETV 38.9

STATION A 33-4

STATION B 32.1

Proof that KETV, Omaha, delivers high audience at low cost.

In many select periods, both day and night, you can buy

time on KETV that will give the lowest cost per thousand of

any Omaha Station. See your H-R man while choice times are

still available . . .

C5>

O'&xx/wwfiJZ' 7
but C9

OMAHA VCORLD HERALD STATION

Eugene S. Thomas, Gen. Mgr.

TV /RADIO
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best campaigns

Page 35



first in a scries of 12 ads

ENTERPRISING • PERSEVERANT

...and twelve months out of every year

stations under the sign of MEEKER

benefit by:

ENTERPRISING enthusiasm of youth balanced

by "know-how" of experience.

The "average" Meeker-man is 35 years

young with 13 years in the broadcasting business.

PERSEVERANT penetration into each

individual sales problem

with more man hours available per station

personalized

selling

of a

limited list

the meeker company, inc
radio and television station representatives

new york - Chicago - san francisco - los angeles - Philadelphia

:

V

i



Mighty rocket engines, unleashing millions ol horsepower,

make exciting news from Rocketdyne Division ol North Ameri-

can Aviation. To keep the public, \ \ \ investors and employees

up to date, ada show how the world's largest produi ei of liquid-

propellent rocket engines is building powei l utei space. Ads

get mi-ihi \ good readership ... average nearlj three times better

than other ads in the same publication. BBDO I"- Angeles.

Top brand in floors and t i - • « r coveri '"''I

advertisements like this in re elped put \un-

on top help Armstrong sta) on top. Ea< li month, thou-

sands "i readers writ< foi the de< orating I k- and plans offered

in the advertisements. Sometimes li"in<- owners report

copied whole rooms, detail i"i detail Famous foi the modern

fashion in floors Armstrong sets the trend in advertisii

Prize winner in national competition for "100 B

is tl
' ' • Pacifii relephone. Problem: a leaky ceil

ition. the Yellow P the telephone S lion

posters like tlii- do a twofold 11 consun

on the "l ellow Pages as a buj ing guide for products and

- ond. the) help make the classified telephoni an

inert - important medium for space-buying

OSBORN, INC., ADVERTISING
NIW rOM • uivm. • •OSTOH • ... .mo .ill, >..o . im

One distinguished name is worth a thousand words in 1 1 1
1

—

testimonial campaign for Cavanagh Hats. Testimonial begins

and ends with a famous name — from the business, sports 01

entertainment world stamped in 1 1 1
«

- band oi a Cavanagh. Cop)

reads: "If you name the three top men in an) field, two ol them

most likel) wear Cavanagh Hats. Do you?" Dealer listing ap-

pears on tin' facing page. Ads run in The Sew ) orker magazine.

BATTEN, BARTON, DURSTINE
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KTHV
sells

nearly All

of Arkansas! "KTHV largely

responsible for

300% sales

increase:t"

Says ROBERT S. HERZOG,
Advertising and Sales Promotion Manager,

Boyer International Laboratories, Inc.

Boyer International Laboratories recentl) bought .1 i* «uk latura-

tion campaign on KTHV tor their II- \ Hair Arranger, .1 liquid

grooming aid. Although it is current!] available onlj in the

western two thirds of the nation. H-A ranks fifth in national s.ilts

Boyer plans to tackle selected Eastern markets soon, using same
saturation technique. Here's what Mr. Herzog s.i\s about KTII\

»• I think you will be interested to know that

with only half of our 15-week campaign

expired, we have already reached our

sales and distribution expectations.

Our sales for the first seven months of

this year have exceeded last year's first

seven months' sales by 300'
{ . In fact, this

year's first seven months' sales out-do all

of our 1956 Little Rock sales by 125^?

and the past six weeks of advertising and

promotion are responsible for 58 f
\ of

this year's business.

Reports from our sales representative in

the Little Rock area read as follows:

'Good movement.'' I v client displays in

stores v Id for the

first time." "Doing quite well in

stores." "Reordered." And the proof

of these reports is, of course, shipments.

To a large extent, the credit must

to the exceptional job you and KTHV
advertising, promotion, and merchandis-

ing did for us. The cooperation you gave

us was equally exceptional J J

ROBERT S. HERZ<>(-

KTHV . . . LITTLE ROCK
316,000 WATTS .... CHANNEL

Henry Cla\, Executive Vice President

B. G. Robertson. General Manager ©
SPONSOR 28 DECEMBER 1957



IT TAKES

TULSA!

"WAMPUM"

A BILLION DOLLAR

MARKET

Anyone for a billion dollars? It can

be had by alert advertisers who realize

the tremendous effective buying power

of northeastern Oklahoma.

Your key to this treasure chest is . . .

KVOO-TV. Tulsa County alone is a

S500-million market, and Sales Man-

agement rates Tulsa both a better

quality and a better productive market

than either Boston or Baltimore!

Yes, it's there for you . . . through

Channel 2. When do you start?

For current availabilities contact any

office of Blair Television Associates.

NEWSMAKER
of the week

Edward Ragsdale, Buick v. p. and general manager, has

changed his views on the ad agency's function and on tv. In

switching shops for the S20 million plus account, he not only

pulled props out from under Kudner after 22 years in the

agency, hut underscored once more the importance of net-

work tv and of in-depth marketing service to the car industry.

The newsmaker: Shortl) after Buick's Ed Ragsdale be-

came general manager of this GM division, he told sponsor. "I \

ratings are only important to admen, but they don't necessarily

mean sales." (See sponsor 24 November 1956. i

But this year pressures from dealers were mounting on both

scores in Flint. Some of the resulting agency-client tensions erupted

into print as far hack as last summers mishandling of tv commer-

cials during the Floyd Patterson-Hurricane Jackson championship

fight. But whether that chicken came to roost with the network or

the agency, the decision to move

the account derived from deeper

reasons than a mistake, costly

though it was, on one network

one-shot.

Despite Buick's wide price span,

this GM division's share of the

car market shrank this year. Buick

was ousted from third place in

national car sales. The current

number three seller is Plymouth

l through N. W . Aver and Grant i

with its highly successful ABC TV
\\ elk shows.

While at least three competitive

car advertisers were scoring ratings and sales successes via strong

net tv vehicles (Chevrolet's Dinah Shore Show. Dodge and Plymouth

with the two Welk shows), Buick had not yet recovered from the

much-bally hooed 1955 Gleason fiasco.

In a sponsor interview one year ago. Ragsdale said he wanted

his agency out of tv production. He felt that agencies should confine

themselves to '"the difficult and exacting job of producing tv com-

mercials ... I don't feel that agencies should, on top of that job.

try to go into show business and become program packagers.

Ragsdale warned against agencies "spreading their talents too

thin." \ champion of specialization, he felt that agencies can con-

tribute little to the marketing strategy of cars.

Times and views change: While Buick's choice of agency was

not announced at sponsor's pit— time, the agencies apparently con-

tending for the account, are characterized both by their heavy

television experience and their stress upon marketing and collateral

agencj services. Agencies most frequently mentioned were Leo

Burnett, Chicago; Ted Bates. Benton & Bowles and Compton. ^

Edward Ragsdale
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Now you can buy "live" television recordings

TV Stations are now taking delivery on Ampex "Videotape" : Recorders, and the long awaited "quality
revolution" is here. For these machines magnetically record TV pictures on tape with the full grey scale, and
playbacks look live!

This means your recorded programs and spots will be identical in quality to the original telecast. Your com-
mercials will have all the feel of "live camera." but without the danger of fluffs. And they can be recorded just

minutes before telecast time.

See the tremendous quality advance for yourself. Check those programs on the air now on "Videotape" —
and compare.

850 CHARTER STREET. REDWOOD CITY. CALIFORNIA

NEW YORK CHICAGO. LOS ANGELES DALLAS. WASHINGTON DC. DETROIT. SAN FRANCISCO

Ampex
( ORPORU ION

professional

products dirixion





Draw your own
conclusions

As television's biggest season

gains momentum, clearly-drawn

nighttime viewing habits are

taking shape. In New York, they

follow a familiar pattern.

The WCBS-TV a /crane nighttime

audicnw is
'

t
\

' , greater than

the next-best network station's

-209'
, greater that) the third!

WCBS-TV 's nighttime audience

growth over a year ago is more

than double any other station's!

WCBS-TV delivers the biggest

audience more than 75'
, of the

time (Sunday through Saturday,

7:30 to 11 :00 pm)!

And WCBS-TV's early and late

evening local programs are

matching network originations

in commanding notably larger

audiences this year: The Early

Show, up 30',' \The Late News,

up 45', ;The Late Show, u\) 41 ' , !

Where can you get the biggest

dollar return on your advertising-

investment in New York? Draw

your own conclusions. .

.

CBS Owned WCBS-TV
Channel 2 in New York

Represented l>y CBS Television Spot Sales

?s»^ii rrfl • Ti.



RAD1

AMERICA'S FIRST RADIO FAMILY SERVING 10 MILLION BUYERS

Sold Nationally by ADAM YOUNG, Inc. for WOKY The KATZ Agency
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Most si/rmfiftint tv and rmlio

news of the week with interpretation

IH depth for I,my rentier*

SPONSOR-SCOPE
28 DECEMBER

Copyright 1917

SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS INC.

Jiifti about everything predicted tor the air media s year ago came true in

1957—only more so.

It was a -pan of BOUped-Up income, competition, content ion-, ami rlian-'-

Ihi- week a took backward would catch the following in brighteel foeua.

1
1

Radio held the spotlight a* the hottest medium. v p"t had it*- -oft moments
toward the end of the year, bul the network!—especJallj CBS and \M< —kepi rak-

ing it in from an expanding BBsortmenl ol advertisers.

21 ABC TV's emergence ai a contending third network flattened onl night-

time audience shares, resulting in a war of ratings. Rarer] have the computing machinea

cranked out such a volume and variety of ammunition.

3) Detroit singled out the air media as prime Belling agents lor 1 **."»?; models,
pouring around $100 million into network and spot

4) The network "special" became an even more important fixture. Commit-
ments for the 1957-58 season are running over c 10 million, and 1958-59 promises mot

the same. Several produced fabulous ratings plus reams of newspaper space.

5) Ratings and their misuse drew an enveloping fire from Madison \\<nm
critics. Their battle crv: Stop letting the rating service- take over control of tv's program-

ing and buying strategy from the creative people. Other* questioned the validity of lmy-

ing spot time by sheer formulas.

6) NBC's Bob SarnofT and other industry voices challenged the rough treat-

ment dished out by critics in connection with tin- year's programs.

7) The bid for daytime network tv got so urgent that corporate CXclnaJVJTJ

—the buffer time zone between competing sponsors—broke down. P&G and Lever can

now he found hack to hack, with the protection limited to previously stipulated brands.

8) General Foods and Bristol-Mvers introduced the concept of alternating

I.D.'s, and C&W's senior media v. p. Newman McEvoy prodded stations on the fairness of it.

9) Barter time became a uidelv used tool and debatable topic earlier in the venr.

hut seemed to lose momentum as 1957 began to fade.

10) CBS and NBC Radio raised the sensitive issue of qualitative audience com-

position of network affiliated stations vs. the music-and-news independent-.

11) The growth of tv film was exemplified bv (a) the domination of film shows

on network schedules, (b) the acceptance of svndicated «erie- as solid, permanent tools for

the regional and local advertiser, and (cl the Stabilizing of huver-celler relationships.

Tor more of the year's highlights see article, pa -

As the curtain descended on 1957. two eminent citizens of Madison \ venue- start-

ed moving toward the wings:

1) The recuperating Ben Duffy swapped his BBDO presidency for a board vice-chair-

manship. Charles Brower becomes both president and chairman of the auencv'- executive

committee.

2) Kudner's Jim Ellis, who—thouirh he ha- disposed of his acencv stock—assured

his colleagues that he proposes to stick around a while.

What do the official compiler- of spot revenue think 1957's margin will be over

1956?

The answers obtained bj SPONSOR-SCOPE this week: SK \ figures that it will be

at least 30% for radio. TvB looks to an edge of 10%-11<7C for rv.

(SPOXSOR-SCOPE's check the previous week with a cross section of station reps

showed an average plus of 20%-25^? for radio and 10%-15?J ,)
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

Rep salesmen got some happy holiday chores this week, digging up radio

availabilities for such accounts as:

• Ford-Edsel, which wants to expand its weekly schedule from 15 to 25 announcements.

• Continental Baking, which has 1958 ideas for its Wonder and Profile breads.

• Lucky Strike, which has plans but first wants to see what's on tap.

On the tv side of the spot fence, Brown & Williamson provided a dispiriting

pre-Christmas note by canceling its Kool and Viceroy spots in a raft of markets. These

B&W schedules have been on for six years, ran for 52-weeks a year, and accounted for an

average of eight spots a week.

Because markets in which ABC TV has no prime affiliates were exempt from

the axe, reps got the impression that B&W had something boiling with that network via

Bates. ABC TV's sales department—checked by SPONSOR-SCOPE—knew nothing of

such prospects.

If you hear about some imminent reshuffles of top administrators in several

giant agencies, don't weep too hard.

The fellows in question merely are being moved into a bombproof shelter inside the

corporate structure to get them out of reach of a client blitz.

All of which brings up the advantage of working in a big agency in time of outside

stress. There's always a corner in the executive suite into which the "offender"

can be moved until the client cools off. Only the name on the door really suffers.

The volume of beer sales nationally took a slight dip—2%—in 1957.

Marketing specialists in the product account for it this way: The income level consist-

ently has been high enough for the imbibers to afford Scotch.

However, marketers discount the possibility of next year's beer ad budgets being

affected.

The competition is too stiff to allow backsliding.

Spot can be assured that it has an exceptionally staunch supporter in Esty.

In successfully pitching for the Sun Oil account Esty built much of its pro-

posed plan around spot.

Meanwhile, reps this week saw a good possibility for a turning of the media tide with

the shift of the Buick account from Kudner. A rare exception to Detroit custom,

Buick hasn't been a spot user.

What would prospective buyers of network radio like to have stressed as basic

research by the seller during 1958?
SPONSOR-SCOPE put this query to several Madison Avenue buying executives this

week and their responses boiled down to these four preferences:

1) The number of listener impressions per week in and out of the home.

2) The actual unduplicated audience.

3) The frequency with which individual homes are reached, plus percentages.

4) The four-week accumulation of message delivered both inside and outside

the home.

ABN's Bob Eastman—who got the job of pitching his team out of a hole

—

happily is seeing these figures appear on the scoreboard in the past four weeks.

• The signing up of 13 sponsors.

• Newly contracted and renewed business amounting to $4 million.

• Colgate's and Hudson Vitamin's buying into the networks' new live programing (the

Herb Anderson. Jim Reeves and Jim Backus shows).

Nielsen is readying this announcement in connection with NCS#3:

1) The coverage study will be available around August.

2) Over 80 stations already have signed for the new project.

3) Firmly set are 31 agencies and six advertisers.

10 SPONSOR • 28 DECEMBER 1957



SPONSOR-SCOPE <""<»<w

Put <l«»w 11 IM.'iT m record year for quantity and oualitj ofoeeounl turnover.

In the terrific competitive surge two factors marketing and tv became increasing'

lv important for the client

Hence much weight for main .1 change can be attached to the client's urge for better

marketing guidance ami tv handling.

Among the major accounts that switched agencies in the second half of I')."

13 Juh SPONSOR-SCOPE for chants in f.r-t half! were:

ADVERTISER

All-State Insurance"

Armour Meats*

Beech-Nut Food-

Brylcream-Eno*

Buick*

Colgate's Halo*

Coty

Helene Curtis*

Charles E. Hires

Jergens-Woodbury *

Lever's Swan*

Lorillard's Kent*

Maneschewitz Wine*

W. A. Shaeffer

Sun Oil*

FROM

Christiansen

Tathum-I.aird

Kenyon S Eckhardt

\therton '& C

Kudner

Carl Brown

Heineman, etc.

Ludgin & Best

\. W. Aver

F&S&R
BBDO
Young & Rubicam

l.mil Mogul

Keyes, M&J
FW-R&R

TO

Leo Burnett

\. W. Avr,

^ oung fi Huhicam

Kenyon & Eckhardt

f Pending

)

( Pending)

BBDO
McCann-Frickson

Maxon

Cunningham & Walsh

NL&B
Lennen & Newell

Gumbinner
BBDO
Esti

ESTIMATED BDDG1 '

$1,500,000

3,000,000

2,500,000

1,500,000

23,000,000

.1.500.000

1.250.000

3.500.000

2.000.000

3.000.000

1,500,000

3.000.00(1

1,500,000

1 ,500,000

l.ooo.ooo

* Substantial part of budget devoted to air media.

NOTE: The above changes plus those listed in the 13 July SPONSOR-SCOPE rep-

resent about §85,000.000 in advertising expenditures.

BBDO has this innovation in store for network radio: A specially taped

sion of a tv special—Rexall's Hanzel and Cretel. scheduled for April.

The radio show will he separately recorded prior to the telecast.

Rexall's airinsr of Pinocchio over NBC Radio in November was a simulcast.

ver-

AB-PT stockholders were assured this week in a letter from president Leonard Golden-

son that the trend of ABC TV's earnings was running ahead of last season.

Goldenson noted, however, that this improvement wasn't enough to offset the decline

of the company's theatre business. But he felt he had promises of a healthv pickup

from pictures on the booking line.

Among the oddities of 1957 in air media, you might include this man-bites-dog

episode, which actually happened this week:

An official in one of Madison Avenue's topflight agencies hosted a radio network

sales manager in one of New York's plushiest dining spots with the intent of being brought

up-to-date on the medium's developments.

The SRA this week formally took a long step toward helping spot buyers cut

down on their paper workload.

The association's board of directors approved the new standard contract form designed

to:

1) Confirm broadcast orders and serve as contract between agency and station.

2) Eliminate the necessitv for an aaency to issue a separate formal contract.

3) Tend to make certain that contracts have been confirmed before the sched-

ule begins, and—not as happened in manv cases

—

after the campaign has run its course.

The back of the new form will show the various contract conditions.

Use of the SRA standard form is voluntary. Agencies are free to continue with

their own form9 without the slightest prejudice.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

MK Radio this Meek boasted that it had eight out of the first 10 advertisers

with the highest number of unduplicated homes for an average week in the NRI ending

5 October.

The leaders and their accumulation of different homes for an average week:

ADVERTISER NET NO. & COMMERCIAL TYPES UNDUPLICATED HOMES

Brown & Williamson NBC 43/1 min.; 42/30 sec. 9,988,000

Time, Inc. NBC 22/1 min.; 42/30 sec. 7,850,000

Bristol-Myers NBC 22/1 min.; 21/30 sec. 7,798,000

Equitable Life NBC 100/6 sec. 7,146,000

Ford CBS 51 min. total 7,133,000

General Mills NBC 27/1 min.; 26/30 sec. 5,633,000

P&G NBC 13/30 sec. ; 16/6 sec. 5,529,000

Ex-Lax NBC 21 mixed units 5,516,000

Vick NBC 30/6 sec. 5,442,000

Best Foods CBS 20/1 min.; 14/30 sec. 5,242,000

CBS Radio, citing from the same report, put the focus on this angle: CBS had

>e\en out of the first 10 advertisers who reached the largest accumulation of homes in

terms of commercial minutes over a four-week period:

The top 10 and the total in-home commercial minutes delivered were:

ADVERTISER NET BROADCASTS COMM. MIN. TOTAL HOMES

Brown & Williamson NBC 334 334.00 212,080,000

Colgate CBS 80 120.00 134,190,000

Ford CBS 99 200.00 132,460,000

Lever CBS 80 120.00 131,958,000

Gillette-Toni NBC 8 61.50 107,332,000

Wrigley CBS 40 120.00 99,420,000

Best Foods CBS 63 82.50 79,212.000

General Foods CBS 50 76.00 65,917,000

General Mills NBC 138 104.00 57,567,000

General Motors CBS 20 60.00 55,260.000

The three hundred thousand dollar gamble that NBC Radio took when it

signed up George Gobel, Jerry Lewis, Ed Gardner, Fibber McGee & Molly and

Bob & Ray for the Stardust series has paid off: The network winds up the year

with a sellout of this feature.

The sale that put the SRO sign on Stardust this week: Pabst and RCA in a major-minor

arrangement for 10 Gobel and Gardner segments a week, adding up to S12.000 in billings

per week.

Air media can take a tip from Better Homes and Gardens' February issue on
how to cash in Advertising-wise on a special promotion.

The issue will carry a 14-page tie-in with the winning recipes in Pillsbury's ninth Grand

Annual Bake-Off.

Six cooperating grocery products participated in this print "special" at a joint

cost of $406 thousand. From a money angle it's the biggest magazine food ad ever.

For other news coverage in this issue, see Newsmaker of the Week, page 4;

News and Idea Wrap-Up, page 59; Washington Week, page 65; sponsor Hears, page 68:

and Tv and Radio Newsmakers, page 75.
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check...

and double check
I a in Cities radio audiences endorsi W'lxi) programming

advertisers endorst WDG1 audiences and selling
t

ver.

Creative, imaginative, ahowmanlike 8torz station

programming has produced an entirelj n«-w Twin Cities Listening

habil . . ,
and time-buying habits to match Latest Hooper, Trendes and

Pulse o/i >li(iu WDGY first, Daytime firsl place ratings are al an
all-time high So are billing

t !heck \\ it li John I Ha ir >r Wlx i V General Manager Jack Thayer

WDGY
ii ,000 watts

Minneapolis-St. Paul

IOINI
TODAY'S RADIO FOR TODAY'S SELLING

TODD STORZ, PRESIDENT • HOME OFFICE: OMAHA, NEBRASKA

WDGY Minneapolis St Paul
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.

WHB Kansas City
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.

WTIX New Orleans
REPRESENTED BY ADAM YOUNG INC.

WQAM Miami
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR A CO.
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The dynamic Twin Cities of the South, Tampa-St. Petersburg are the center of a prosperous INTERURBIA of

contiguous cities and communities that soon will extend from Sarasota to Jacksonville! Dominate the 34th retail

market* with consistently top rated WTVT! * c , •» . c r D n ,, ,ncJJ
' * bales Management s survey oj Buying Fencer, May 19o(

• WKY-TV and WKY Oklahoma City • WSFA-TV Montgomery

SPONSOR • 28 DECEMBER 1957
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TAMPA -ST. PETERSBURG

NOW 10th IN

RETAIL SALES PER CAPITA
(U. S. Department of Commerce)

Latest Pulse

proves:

23 of 25

top shows

are on WTVT^^ ^^ ^™ ^™ C CBS Channel 13 ^C^
Represented by the Katz Agency ^^^^^^^^^^^^
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«5m
'0U0

to the finest

people in the

world . • i

Our very best

wishes go out to

all time buyers

^w ^^n Y-riPi^N«\'?vV»

^f M

^^^^^^VvYVVVtfVv'VviV

/ ... because you \
made 1957 the |

biggest in our 1

1 31 year history! /

SAN ANTONIO

16

Timebuyers
at work

Jerry Sachs, Doyle, Dane. Bernbach, New ^ ork. notes the develop-

ment of the station representative over the years. "In the past 25

years," Jerr\ says, "tin- rep has become a \ital link and indispen-

sable force in the broadcast industry—an integral link between the

advertiser and the station. Today, the rep does much more than

merek submit availabilities, a rou-

tine county-by-count) map and the

lowest cost-per-1.000 in the rate

book. I he rep has evoked into a

complex sales organization offer-

ing both advertiser and stations a

variety of important services. To

agency buyers and their clients, it

has meant better, more compre-

hensive market data, and greater

efficiency in the mechanics of buy-

ing. To the station it has meant a

multi-increase of billings as the

representative educated advertisers in the power of spot who previ-

ously had used other media. Equallv important has been the coun-

sel the rep has given the stations on every phase of operation, from

programing to pricing to rating services. The over-all result has

been an advertising medium essential to the American economy."

Jack Bray, Cunningham & Walsh. Inc.. New York, thinks that

makegoods constitute a serious problem. "This illegitimate child of

the happik married schedule is looming as a definite threat to an

efficient timebuving group." Jack says. "Consider the time and

money spent informing, then changing a spot missed and a spot

made good. Multiply this by 50

or 60 campaigns and you ha\e in-

g| ^.., calculable waste of time and effort

to both agency and rep. It's be-

yond belief that in a multi-million

dollar industry, traffic errors of

such proportions occur. Legiti-

mate changes are. of course, an

entirely different thing. But there

^^ ^^^^ is ii" excuse for mistakes. I he ~ta-

^^1 jg. ^k tion of toda\ will never win the

J Jj ^| respect of the national advertiser

as long as errors continue." Jack

feels that when a station runs a makegood on its own in the hope it

will be acceptable, it is not only presumptious but usualk results in

a less desirable schedule. '"The station should absorb the cost

of a makegood when a spot is unnecessarik missed. And the

national advertiser should hesitate to accept makegoods." he sa\s.
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Ho broadcaster needs to stand alone!

CAP THE BALTIMORE FLU!

THE FACT: In becoming the first American city to pass a punitive and
discriminatory tax on advertising media and their advertisers,

Baltimore has started a highly contagious plague. The Baltimore

City Council's new tax levy gnaws at media revenues, burdens
advertisers and also works against the best interests of consumers.

THE THREAT: The Baltimore Flu can sweep into your town next week, next

month, anytime. Local governments in your state and city, and
everywhere else, are bleeding out loud right now for new sources

of revenue.

THE REMEDY: Media owners everywhere should join right now with the

Advertising Federation of America in combating this far-reaching

menace. CAP* can be the ounce of prevention! AFA can give you
a tested formula for a dynamic Community Action /Man that can be

unleashed immediately whenever and wherever similar tax legislation

is proposed. With CAP no advertising media owner needs to stand

alone and unprepared against ill-informed revenue-desperate

political bodies. With CAP he will have a charted course and
organization to oppose misdirected efforts to use his medium as a

political football.

What is *CAP?
AFA'S "COMMUNITY ACTION
PLAN" is a blueprint for rallying total

support against discriminatory tax legisla-

tion hitting media and advertisers. It in-

cludes completely-detailed research re-

ports on the legal and community rela-

tions aspects of this vital subject. It

suggests courses of activities for fighting

for the right of media and advertisers to

remain free of punitive, discriminatory

taxes. It is flexible and adaptable to local

situations. CAP presents the best think-

ing of national experts on taxation and

public relations. It is YOUR plan to help

safeguard YOUR community against this

perilous kind of taxation!

What is A. F. A?
The Advertising Federation of America
offers CAP as only one of its many
services to the cause of advertising. AFA,
the largest advertising organization in the
world, embraces media, agencies, adver-
tisers and graphic arts suppliers. Through
its affiliated 120 local clubs, its 16 national
vertical associations and its 1,000-plus
company memberships, it is a solid front

of more than 30,000 Americans engaged in

various asj)ects of advertising. Everywhere
AFA works for community and national
economic progress. The Federation is best
known as sponsor of Advertising Week, its

essay contests among young Americans,
for its recently established Washington
"outpost" information center, for its work
in education about and for advertising.

Join Now With AFA- Before the Baltimore Flu

Hits your Community!

Space contributed by Sponsor Magazine

Indorsed by Local and Naiiont!

Business and Advertising

Leaders Everywhere!

C. JAMES PROUD, President

Advertising Federation of America

250 West 57th Street, New York 19, NY.
Count our company among those who recognize

future constant leadership and
rig We want to be a Company

Member Please send us an enrollment form

Count our company
AFA's past and fu

work for advertising s

'II pull my oar Add my name
AFA's "Outpost Committee for

CAP " Let me have the details on
the Baltimore situation

NAME-

TITLE-
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Delivers
the Big

STOCKTON
Audience

LATEST HOOPER AND PULSE

TELL THE

STORY

HOOPER
KSTN LEADS BY 71%*

PULSE
KSTN LEADS BY 45% ::::;:

*St(onJ Quarter 1917

**May 1937

SELL with Certainty
o n

K T
"most-Iistened-to" station in the Big

Stockton Market for the past four

years.

MEMBER STATION

A-BUY in California

Represented by

GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY CO.

18

by Joe Csida

Sponsor

The impact of a station's personality

Several months a<;o I did a piece on the

Plough stations' effort to copyright its music-

news format. In the course of the essay I said

a number ol complimentary things about the

approach of Harold Krelstcin. president of

Plough, and other independent station operators

to programing and selling radio. The column

attracted a fair amount of mail, some of it flat-

tering and some of it rather caustic. I recall a missive from one

broadcaster who insisted my whole piece was ridiculous because,

as near as I could make out. he felt I was not paying proper homage

to network-affiliated stations; or because I was unduly praising

independents; or possibly because I was doing both. The fellow

was, as you might suspect, network-affiliated.

In anticipation of the possibility that the treatise on which I here

embark may very well provoke a certain number of nasty notes from

independent station operators. I hasten to assure one and all that I

am neither pro-network-affiliated station, nor pro-independent, nor

anti-either-one-of-them. I am for good, aggressive, progressive, in-

telligent, hard-hitting, showman-like, sales-forceful radio and tele-

vision in any shape or form. I have rapped and raved, without

fear or favor, whatever I have felt rated rapping or raving regard-

less whence it stemmed or to whom it was married. I hope to con-

tinue to do so. This piece, then, frankly makes a point for certain

intelligently operated network-owned stations, and if \ou must write

nasty notes, write on.

In a number of major markets independent radio stations have

for some time topped the leading network-owned station in the

market in the ratings. This has been true for some time of the

New York situation, where WNEW has consistently and in many

time periods bested WCBS, the Columbia Broadcasting System flag-

ship. In such cases, the network-owned outlet has said: YA ell. maybe

they have more listeners, but are they the right kind of listeners?

Do they buy as much as our listeners? Do they believe the com-

mercials the) hear?

Motivation study

Jules Dundes. CBS vice president in charge of station adminis-

tration for CBS Radio, recently decided to try to arm his salesmen

with more than a bunch of questions. He commissioned Motivation

Analysis. Inc.. to find out whether listeners pay closer attention to

some stations than to others: to find out whether listeners distin-

guish among stations, in the sense that they regard some stations

more favorahb than others; to find out whether listeners are more

likeh to believe some stations than others.

Here's how the motivational analysts set about finding out: They

took 1.202 radio listeners in the six cities in which CBS owns and

operates its own radio stations, and compared the attitudes of these
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L.202 listeners in New York, to \\i BS versus WNEW; in Boston,

to Will and WIIDII; in Chicago, to \\l'.i:\l and WIND: in Si

Louis to k\H)\ versus KXOK, in Los Angeles to K\\ versus

KMPC, and in San Francisco to K( BS versus KS1 0, I hi~ research

was carried on last spring. First the 1,202 listeners were broken

down into three equal u i > >u | >-
: (1) CBS owned Btation "fans

; (2)

independent Btation "fans"; and (3) group which listened mosi t<>

lic.tli Btations. \ll "fans" were people w li< > listened i" radio more

than a half-houi each da) and spenl more than ImII theii listei

time tuned to a favorite station, ["he median listening time foi a

"fan" was more than three hours. The three groups were matched

,i- to age, Bex and income level. More than 100,000 tabulations

were noted and summarized.

Radio generally, the stud) indicated, has three distincl appeals to

listeners. Some people listened For information. Some considered

radio (and specifically a station) a "friend. \ml some listened

for background sound primarily. I he survej called the informa

tion" and "friend" categories "foreground listening, and the lattei

"background listening. Vmong listeners \\ 1 1 < • could clearlj be classi-

fied into one "I these three groups, the stud) discovered . I'* oi

the CBS station fans listened to radio as a foreground activity,

while I'"'' - of the independent station's fans listened as a foreground

activity, and W2' , of the indie's fans listened l"i background pur-

poses and especiall) for music. In the "both group, ">'''< listened

on the "information or "friend, ' or "foreground level.

On the question of how much <d' a factor "specific personalities

constituted in listening in the ca I CBS-owned and indie-, the

stud) showed that 57^5 of the CBS-owned fans preferred the station

for "specific personalities," while onl) 1
( )'< of the leading inde-

pendent's tans considered the specific personalities a factor. Some

TJ!'
i of the independent station's fans based their preference on 1 1

u

•

station's music programing, while onl\ 26^5 of the network sta-

tion's fans stressed music as their source id allegiance. I hese fig-

ures, the surve) claims, indicate that the majority of the network's

audience listen attentive!) and become familiar with the station's

personalities, while the hulk of the independent stations fans listen

primaril) for background music.

Believability question

The question of helie\ ahilit\ of commercials was propounded to

the "both" group. Here the surve\ showed that 441' '< of the "boths"

would be more likel) to believe the network station, while I.V,

said the) would be more likeK to believe the independent station.

The same group was asked: "Which one station has the most be-

lievable commercials'.''"" Some 41
' i indicated the) believed the

network station had the most believable commercials, and l.'Vi

chose the independent station; 10'
» chose other stations: 30^5 were

unable to select am one station. I he reasoning behind the choice

on believabilit\ was that the big network would not jeopardize its

reputation with questionable commercials. This last is an aspect of

the study I'm a little baffled by. I wonder if it means that the same

recorded spot achieves greater believability on the web-owned sta-

tion than the indie, or does this appl\ onl) to live commercials?

I'm certain that independent operators will have main an answer

to this studv of Mr. Dundes. While 1 wont make this column a

forum for a running debate on the question of net-owned and or

affiliated vs. independent, I'll be happ) to give space to the more

interesting rebuttals I recehe. Like I said. I love "em all. ^
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WILS

the key station in

MICHIGAN'S

MIGHTY MIDDLE
MARKET
with a 24 hour schedule and

5000
LIVELY WATTS

has over twice the number of

listeners than all other sta-

tions combined in

i March-April. 1957—C. E. Hooper. Inc I

LANSING

contact Venard,

Rintoul & McConncll, Inc.

*17 Central Michigan

counties with

$1,696,356,000

spendable income.

•

WILS
AN!* fewt sv

°^s
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'm kn\i premieres "Fabulous Lai
' * Vegas,*

1
llu- lust in .1 srnrs >>l \.mcly

^ sIlOWS Ih-JMICiI chllM I I I Mil I SI

die first iiich programi presented on
^j .1 regulai i>.isi> i>\ j local itation.

^^ ** KNXT broadcasts "Cspitol Hill to
*-—

'

^ ( slifornia," the openei >>i > seriei of

i.iiks wiih ( slifornia Senator! and
asar ' Representatives, filmed in Washington,

»> (3af D. < by KNXT's Public Affairs Dept

*> k\\l receives the Vlfred I. duPont
^*

Radio and l elevision kward foi

•^ the "high quality "t programi serving

M cultural and social interests," the

^ 0/1/j television station so honored.

12
11)

2C>
2j lis shows .it the most convenient lime

• 9 ^ fur its viewers, thanks 1 « > new Ampex
Video fape Recording equipment

2
k\\l becomes the first West Coast

local itation to schedule most of

y

ic>m 7.

^ k\\ l accepts the Ohio State l irsl

' . Vi. .i.l l.ii I l\.. . iill.ir .1 ..fif. I.iiitm\ward foi the cultural series "Journey,

plus t in cc- Associated Press Awards
^m including AP'i Sweepstakes Award lor

^ "over-all excellence ol news coverage."

9
16
23
30
G
13
20

KNXT produces the ins' in an 8 part

series "I ocus on Sanity," called

"the finest job done in an) medium"
In Dr. w altei Rapaport, ( slifornia

^ State Directoi oi Mental Hygiene.

KNXT is honored with 5 "Golden
Mikes" b) the Radio relevision News
Club of Southern California, including

the prize foi "management support

of the most aggressive news policy."

C KNX I readies its unique
"
U.i^i^ > ol

relevision" course, to .nil the industry

.mil the community in the effective

use ol tele\ ision. the tirst course
ol its kinil given b) .1 local station,

KNXT's "Fabulous 52," Saturday

night showcase loi knxt's library

ol top feature films, is listed by

Telcpulsc as the highest rated local

If) program in the Los Angeles area.

£

REPORT
By any standard -entertainment, public service

or simple audience arithmetic - KNXT continues

to set the pace as the number one station in the

nation's number two television market. i#UVT
CBS Owned. Channel 2 in Los Angeles -Represented by CBS Television Spot Sales Im ll m\ I

18 ^ KNXT introduces its first "Big Hit

^ Movies" Blockbuster Week, monthly

a, ^ "^ ^ repeats of the top favorites from

Cthc "Fabulous 52" package, shown
on se\en consecutive e\enings.

^ KNXT news reporter Clete Roberts

Cis eleeted "Man of the ^ e.ir" b> the

Counter Intelligence Corps Association,

_ his 10th award this year, including

r, an "Emmy" and two AP awards.

1

8
I
mm

T\ KNXT completes another year of

_^ —

_

^ leadership. For the latest 12-month
• -» •^> ^ period. KNXT averaged a 27.5* , total
'
<^,r '

1^'
**. share of audience, almost ?n'

,

M higher than its nearest competitor.

29
Source V en



you always hit the target

when your AIMS right
.'""»

.

AIMS (Association of

Independent Metropol-

itan Stations) offers a

made to order list of sta-

tions ready to deliver

maximum audience in

21 different cities.

AIMS the most active group in the Broadcasting Industry

through periodic meetings and fact loaded monthly news-
letters from all members, can supply you with most of the

answers to your broadcast advertising problems. When you
buy . . . BUY AIMS the perfect station list for every

campaign.

You can expect the leading independent

to be the best buy on the market

CITY

Baton Rouge, La.

Buffalo, N. Y.

Dallas, Tex.

STATION

WIBR

WBNY

KIXL

Des Moines, Iowa KSO
Evanston, III. WNMP
Evansville, Ind. WIKY

Houston I, Tex. KNUZ

Indianapolis 22, Ind. WXLW
Jackson, Miss. WJXN
Little Rock. Ark KVLC

Louisville 2. Ky. WKYW

Omaha. Neb. KOWH
San Antonio, Tex. KITE

Seattle, Wash. KOL

Spokane, Wash. KLYK

Stockton, Cal. KSTN

Syracuse, N. Y WOLF
Tulsa, Okla KFMJ

West Springfield, Mass. WTXL
Wichita, Kan. KWBB

Worcester, Mass WNEB

REPRESENTATIVE

The Walker Co.

Jack Masla and Co., Inc.

West Coast—Lee F. O'Connell Co.

H-R Representatives, Inc.

Southwest—Clarke Brown Co.

John E. Pearson Co.

John E. Pearson Co.

Forjoe At Co., Inc.

Southern—Clarke & Brown, Co.

John E. Pearson Co.

Grant Webb & Co.

Richard O'Connell Inc.

Midwest—Radio-TV Representatives Inc.

Southern & Denver—Clarke Brown Co.
West Coast—Tracy Moore & Associates, Inc.

Burn-Smith Co., Inc.

Regional—Kentucky Radio Sales

Adam Young, Inc.

Avery-Knodel, Inc.

The Boiling Co., Inc.

Grant Webb & Co.

George P. Hollingbery Co.

The Walker Co.

Jack Masla & Co., Inc.

The Walker Co.

George P. Hollingbery Co.
Southern—Clarke Brown Co.

The Boiling Co., Inc.

49th an
Madison

22

Subliminal radio

'lliis "subliminal perception" idea as

utilized in radio appear- to he under-

way here without our having thought
of it in that way.

Woolrieh Woolen Mills, of nearby
Woolrich. Pa., never an advertiser of

an) extent locally, decided to use a

little radio and selected WLYC.
Their buy? A one-sentence inser-

tion on the weather forecasts, fre-

quently, during December. The spot

runs right after the local temperature
report.

And all the announcer says is:

"The present temperature is 35°,"

or "The low tonite will be 23°"—"Time
to wear a Woolrich Jacket."

The spot has come and gone before

you know it's there. I would assume
this constitutes radios adaptation of

subliminal perception. All they're in-

terested in selling is the name Wool-
rich, and this they achieve.

Thanks for your interesting sum-
maries of these ideas in the columns
of your excellent magazine.

W. Richard Carlson,

v.p. & gen. mgr.,

Lycoming Broadcasting Co.

Pigeon advertising

\our readers may be interested in a

promotion gimmick idea staged by one
of our local radio stations.

On November 15 KOME. Tulsa, bor-

rowed 30 "Homing Pigeons" from a

local pigeon racing club, boxed them
up in colorful gift wrapping, and de-

livered them to local advertisers

around Tulsa. The gimmick, of course,

was to get these advertisers to place

orders, "via pigeon." for radio adver-

tising.

Delivered with the pigeons were let-

ters signed by the bird himself, con-

taining instructions for handling him

. . . The letter also stated that the per-

son placing the first order by '"Winged

Messenger" would he awarded a $75

Transistor Radio and the advertiser

placing the largest order would be

awarded a "bonus" in the form of an

addition to his order.
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k< )\ll 'a "Hi> w were swamped « iili

calls from receivers <>f tin- birds with

compliments on the clevei sales idea.

()ui of 30 pigeons sent, 13 came back

placing orders l<>i radio advertising.

I he pi omotion pulled almosl >0

I otal cosl "l the pi omotion waa I i
i

for the transistoi radio.

Sam S. Stunkard

II (tils. Payne- left ertuing, Inc.

Tulsa, Okla.

Budget estimator

rhanks l"i the waj you have handled

the presentation "I oui Spol Radii

Budgel Estimator. V ou have done a

good j"l> mi .i complicated subject.

I here is, however, one slight mi--

Btatemenl which maj cause some con-

fusion.

In explaining the "estimating for-

mula
1
' the article says: "Thus the one-

time daytime rate for 12 announce-

ments per week becomes the base f<»r

converting estimates t" schedules "I

both \2 and 21 announcements per

week up (" periods <>f ")2 weeks.

The column heading, "One-Time

Daytime Rate" refers t" the so-called

"open rate" the rate that would appl)

l(> a single announcement. It i- nol

the rate for "12 announcements per

week." Similarly, in the tables the

heading "Cost per announcement based

mi weekdaj schedules of 12 one-minute

announcements per week for L3 weeks

should refer to the first three columns

and nut I" the column headed "One-

time Rate."

Daniel Denenlml/

vice president

The km; igency . Inc.

The route list miseries

It goes without saying that SPONSOR

circulates rather slowl) anmnd this

office. The reason, ol course, is thai

it's so pregnant with thought-provok-

ing and useful information one can't

jusl glance through and la\ it aside.

As a matter of faet. perhaps one-quar-

ter "I m\ card file alphabetized list-

ing of hooks and articles pertinent to

t\ writing— is made of titles from

sponsor. I appreciate your magazine

and its effort to make advertising more
effective.

Bunion \\ . Lydic, Jr.

chief of continuity.

II SF til . Montgomery

• 1,. end tail particular problem, SPONSOR
h.i- MOghl to make it ra-> for each rrailcr to onn
a home subscription bj <rttint: the OH prifc of
$3 per >.-ar.

SHARE OF AUDIENCE
100%

SETS IN USE
SIGN-ON TO 6 PM— 21.5

6 PM TO SIGN-OFF— 50.8

Radio Sign on—6 PM

Mon.-Fri.

Saturday

Sunday

6 PM—Sign off

Monday
Tuesday

Wednesday
Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

KIEMTV3 KOTI TV2 KBES-TV5
Eureka Klamath Falls Mcdford

California Oregon Oregon

25.2 24.9 23.8

17.7 20.8 18.0

16.7 23.1 23.3

55.6 521 58.9

509 47.1 59.5

56.5 50.0 490

55.7 54.7 52.3

57.6 47.9 48.9

47.0 41.7 43.9

533 39.4 43.8

Above figures are based on survey supervised by Dr. Kenneth H. Baker.

Calif-Ore's Director of Research & Development. A total of 22,400 tele-

phone calls were made during seven consecutive days between July 6 &
August 6. 1957.

THE
CALIF-ORE
TV TRIO

bridges the entire

populated gap
between Portland

and
San Francisco
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CALIF-ORE TV TRIO, Dor. Telford, Mgr.

THE SMULLIN STATIONS

l blair»/**** national

associates ,~. representatives

New York. Chicago. San Frentltce. Seattle. Let Alleles,
Oallae. Detrelt. Jacksonville. St Louli, Bettei.

Three Markets—One Billing

KOTI

KIEM

KBES

CHANNEL 2
Klamath Falls, Ore.

CHANNEL 3
Eureka, Calif.

c h a r: N E L 5
Medford, Ore.
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WHB is first in 432 of 432 quarter-hours

6 a.m. to midnight ( ptt/«, Kansas City 96-county area ... 6 a.m. to midnight, Monday through Saturday, Sept., 1957)

Whether it be Metro Pulse, Nielsen, Trendex or Hooper . . . whether it be

Area Nielsen or Pulse . . . WHB is the dominant first throughout . . .

with audience consistently in the 40% bracket. And, WHB is

the dominant first among every important audience-type!

For WHB's unique combination of coverage and audience . . . talk to a

Blair man ... or WHB General Manager Georgt If . Armstrong.

'situated in Missouri, K

TODAY'S RADIO FOR TODAY'S SELLING
TODD STORZ. PRESIDENT • HOME OFFICE: OMAHA, NEBRASKA

WHB
Kansas City

10,000 watu

710 kc.

WDGY Minneapolis St Paul
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR <St CO.

WHB Kansas City
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.

WTIX New Orleans
REPRESENTED BY ADAM YOUNG INC.

WQAM Miami
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR A CO.
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YEAR END REPORT
In 1957, tv fought harder for the advertiser's

dollar. Meanwhile, the radio boom got louder.

On Madison Ave. both ratings and client jitters

sum-up

. u
u
* by year s

e^meiia actors
„ „ rfth .WW «*

hit S200 million peaK as rei
creativity

S.-SST-- .— -

-

surprised even its ^

the Fre* report
proven* I

*******

ne*
techniques,

dlScussion

with furor over MR

A

1957-



Client spending on radio

and tv will hit nearly $2

billion in 1 95 7. Network

tv alone is expected to

take in about S660 million

nil nl trends and directions, 1957 s

outstanding event was the fabulous

boom of radio—but especially on the

spot side.

Radio's sizzling climb was made

more notable bj the over-all slowdown

in the growth of total advertising ex-

penditures. While 1956 was about

H)'. ahead of 1955, this year total

advertising is expected to be about .V <

ahead of last. But national radio ad

expenditures i network and spot) m;i>

finish the \ear nearly 30^ ahead of

1956. Spot alone may well hit the

$200 million mark.

Over-all. radio and t\ will probabl)

come close to I but not quite I S2 bil-

lion. SPONSOR estimates total ad spend-

ing I time, programing and commer-

cials! at around $1,950,000,000. This

compares to the McCann-Erickson esti-

mate of $1,780,600,000 in 1956-
which would put this year's rise at 7' < .

Thus radio and tv together grew

onl\ slightly faster than total advertis-

ing, their share going from 18 to

lo.T' i of all ad spending. Clearly, the

competitive era for tv arrived with a

bang in 1957.

If McCann-Erickson is correct, total

U. S. advertising will hit a record

slO. 128 million. In 1950 it was $9,904

million.

\ number of developments attracted

the attention of admen.

• If ashington focused its probing

eye on network practices, allocations,

discounts for Inning time in volume,

honesty in commercials — even the

action of a group of Philadelphia radio

stations determining to hold the line

on rates.

• The subconscious mind of con-

sumers was also in focus. \ ante Pack-

ard's The Hidden Persuaders created

a -tir. caused a number of admen to

stand up on their hind legs and deny

there was anything sinister in digging

deep to uncover consumer likes and

dislikes. That the business was sensi-

tive on the subject, however, was ce-

dent in the broadcasters' hostility to

James Vicary's subliminal projection

techniques in which suggestions are

flashed on a tv screen for a minute

fraction of a second.

• Station ownership changes fol-

lowed one another at a fast clip. Time.

Inc.'s. $15 million purchase of the

Bitner stations was wrapped up and

okayed thi> year. The RCAWesting-

house station swap, though okayed by

the FCC. occupied the attention of the

Department of Justice. Westinghouse

bought it> fifth vhf in Baltimore. Du-

Mont paid a record price for New
York indie WNEW. And there were

main other important sales.

• // seemed that never were there

so many agency mergers — some

sparked b\ account shifts. ( Kudner's

loss of Buick was the account shift

<>f the year.) Spreading agencj stock

around was also evident in the new

positions and agenc\ name changes

These 19 names made news during 1957 in area: ng

Roscoe Barrow headed up

the FCC Network Study Staff

which put out a 1.485-page report

urging « 1 1 direct FCC regulation

of the networks, '2i a ban on

option time. (3) outlawing must-

buy station lineups. <i> tighten-

ing of multiple ownership rules,

(5) controls on rate-making

John Doerfer. who succeed-

ed George McConnaughey as

FCC chairman, also succeeded to

a host of McConnaughey 's prob-

lem-, not least among them the

feeling among many Congress-

men that FCC is slow and lacks

conviction. Doerfer, a Republi-

can, was named to FCC in 1953

Albert Frey previewed hi-

study nf agency services and com-

pensation for the ANA. It con-

firmed fact that sizable minority

of advertisers are dissatisfied with

various facets of commission sys-

tem. Agencies are preparing to

answer client-' objections a- they

await the final report by Frej

Edward Petry organized the

fir-t firm to represent radio sta-

tions on an exclusive basis. He

celebrated his company's 25th

anniversary in 1957 after build-

ing his operation to include a

list of about 45 stations. He

has office- in seven cities and a

-all's force of more than 50 men

James Seiler. president of

\KH. made news with the un-

veiling of Vrbitron, latest entry

in the instantaneous ratings field.

Seiler reports a technical break-

through which will enable him to

-ell the service at a relatively

economical price. \ seven-citj

network sample is being readied

•:.

-
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thai popped u;> .it almosl regulai in-

iii \ als. \ <w agem j names in< lu led

I i h in. W asej . Ruthi .mil S l>" -in
|

Keyea Madden S Jones; Parkson;

( . «
« 1 1

»

- 1 1 \ Ueshire.

Some othei highlights: Drug and

cosmetic hi ms, m< >-i "I them hea> 5 ail

users, expanded theii reach and

hedged theii bets. Bristol Myers ab

Borbed Grove Labs. Revlon bought
'>'

, (.1 Schei in". I'll. M maceul icals

bought J. S. \\ illiams. Fee i\ con-

tinued in ili - limelight w iili the w ired

\ .11 iel j looking more and i e like .1

1 ontendei Mai kel inp posts and ap

pointments were more e> idenl than

evei among > lients and agem ies.

1 »n the media Front, nel vork and

spol t> l'i-i .inn more oi a buyei - mat

ket. W illi.iin I -1 \ en ated .1 furoi bj

asking foi 1 adio stal ion logs to 1 hei k

on <<\ ei 1 ommei cializal ion. \ contro-

vers) arose ovei Benton 8 Bowies'

Betting u|> .1 Bhare-I ime plan in spot i\

[01 ' .11111 al Foods and Bristo \l

I tetails '.11 mi. -1 ..I tin developmi

follow.

SPOT TV
I In- h as the s •.11 spol i\ reai hed it-

firsl plati tu

Bui bj ' 11 - 1 ml \ media

.
. hi ivea saw it tlii- w t) the 1 owth

slowdown was .1 geai shifting before 1

substantial 1958 climb.

sponsor's chei I- up among media

1 Please turn to \>"

nging from network operation to MR and agency compensation

pries II. Brower,
use succession Iii I'" n

K as BBDO chief was

raided earlier this yeai

en he was appointed

1. ihl;i.. was oamed to

-i< li in \ ai the end <>f

fear. BBDO billings

ir 10 radio-ft in '57

obert Eastman « as

mcil president of VBC
idin 1 now VEIN 1 .mil sel

iouI a drastic program

ramping which involved

e scheduling of five hour-

ng daytime strips. East-

.111 . ame from John Blair,

here he headed radio

K «- [». I ma 11 ii<- 1 Celler,
rli.m in in ..I tin House I ii'ln 1. 11 \

( iommittee, was the < longi

al bete noir of the t\ industry.

Though In- \nii iiu-i Subcom-

mittee's report had man] fangs

removed, Iii- jabs -m pi 1-' 'I oh

servers. One jab: There's too

much business in too few aeem ies

Clarence Eldridge * <-

tapped .1- the 1 V« public rela-

tions consultant on the heels oi

the W V- i n\ repot t. He noted

a '"fairK high degree ol dissatis-

faction" between agencies and

advertisers and said Iii- job i-

to find the reasons and do

something about the situation

Matthew (}i>*-) < ulliiiaii.

\ 111 Radio's < Kiel and a tir«t

li-maii. took i|inck .oKun-

1 the upturn in network

radio's fortunes to put his b

net mi "mi- l'i' • above but war.

\ formei executivi on NB( - i*

ride, ( nil igan put \ Bl I!.oho oa

it- fiii wiili "imager) transfer"

J. II. S. KHis. president ai

Kudni 1 Vgen< \ . was on ilo re

ceiving end of what i- probably

the biggest lolling- loss in ad

lii-ior> : the $23 million Bail k

.11 1 iiiini. He had handled tin

count for 22 rears. V- a result,

P-lli- will -ell his majority in-

ii 1 • -1 in the age hi j and retire

rthur Hull Have;*.
.-iil.nl of CHS Radio,

Inch led resurgence of

.1.- in 1957. CBS is

ipe. led to gross about

.10 million this year.

tas
running, during the

si quarter, over 55$
lead of same '56 quarter

*atil Raymer who, like

award Petry. ob-erved

i- _'">ili year in the sta-

in representative field,

as .1 station list of about

le same length and of-

ces in the same number

f cities. He was an ad-

k tan before being a rep

Merle Jones, president of I H v

I\. -till t lie network t\ leader.

though now pressed hard i >\ more

competition. Latest Nielsens give

CBS 22 first place- out of 36

evening half-hours in which all

three network- compete. But it-

average audiences at night dipped

slight!] compared with 1956

Paul Roberts headed a syn-

dicate which bought MBS for a

reported $700,000. Oilier- who

with Roberts displayed faith in

the medium were oilmen \rmand

Hammer and Ro\ Roberts. The

MBS plan of new- on the bom

and half-hour (half foi local sta-

tion sale) has been continued

Howard J. Morgens ' m "

president ol I'M., thi nation's

biggest i^ -|" ndei. on 1 Oiiuher,

-in i eeding Ni il M< Elroy . who

resigned to become Se< r< tarj oi

I tefense. He was pari of a PJH

named . \e, utive team unda
Mi l.lm\ that moved in during

\<>W and did big things foi PiC

Robert Sarnoff. Ml< i" -i

dent, whose h network registered

^.mi- ..li both the daytime and

nighttime front-. NBC T\ - ad-

vance- w.i. made with aid of

Robert Kintner, who left \ Bt

Imong the important steps taken

l>\ NIK w.i- a multi-million dol-

lar program deal with MCA

lliver Treyz, vice

resident in charge of

tBC TV, whose recent

udience successes made a

ook at "all three" webs

landatory. ABC's tv au-

ieiii i- at night rose

6^ from November l
l).V>

o the same month in 1957
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James Yieary created a furor

with his proposed subliminal pro-

jection method, whereb] impres-

sions flashed on a t\ screen for

a minute fraction of a second

would be inserted in commer-

cials, \ic.n\ agreed that it wa-

in the public interest to have

bis method policed bj someone

For \$ ashington year-end report,

Bee page 65; Film year-end

report in 21 December Film-Scope
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THIS UTILITY BUYS
LOCAL, LIVE TV
FOR $178 A SHOW
Western Mass. Electric is selling electricity with local

tv ami doing it on a shoestring. It gets 15 minutes

a night, five nights a week in a good timeslot—all for

under $900. How? By using (1) hometown talent,

and (2) film commercials costing less than $10

Dorothv Bolles and Colton do a live commercial

\^an a local service firm buy tv's

impact on a nickel-dime advertising

budget?"

Bank presidents, electric utility ex-

ecutives and transport company admen
in every hamlet in the U. S. have all

probably pondered that question at one

time or another in recent years.

For Western Mass. Electric Co..

Springfield, the answer is a foregone

((inclusion today. The New England

ulilit\ this month completes its fourth

year of selling "the electric way" to its

80-100,000 customers via tv. The firm

sponsors Western Mass. Highlights, a

five -day -a- week, 15 -minute evening

show that's near the low-watermark in

costs. Expenditure: I rider 3900 a

week

!

How does the utility do it?

• By capitalizing on local events,

organizations and personalities to pro-

vide the program content.

• Bv using read\-made film com-

mercials costing a phenomenallv low
v 1.50 per 20-seconds, $5.50 per min-

ute and $7.50 per 90-seconds.

Costs are low, hut audience numbers

are high for a local program. Pulse

gives the show a 13.5 average rating.

Set-count for the Springfield area is

133,600, according to Pulse. About

98% of these tv homes are uhf-

equipped, Pulse states. Highlights is

lu-oadcast from 7:15 to 7:30 p.m., Mon-
day through Friday, over WWLP-TV.
Springfield, Channel 22.

A flexible format that capitalizes on

the viewing audience's interest in

home-town activities and people is the

key to program success.

Host Tom Colton mav one night in-

terview a local university president.

Another evening he mav introduce a

judo exhibition by airmen stationed

nearby, or a hobbyist who makes
model bridges in his spare time.

Western Mass. Electric tapped the

hometown area and found a goldmine

of varied, interesting material and tal-

ent—all available for free. So far,

1,000 shows have been aired, using

over 4.000 local residents.

Confucius might well have said,

"Company that make tv star out of

hometown boy, make good in home-

town."

Dick Bruce, president of Richard R.

Bruce Co., advertising agency for

Western Mass. Electric, says: "A pub-

lic utility, such as Western Mass. Elec-

tric, is a local business. Since it sells

only electrio services, its chief concern

is to build confidence among its cus-

tomers in 'the electric way' and in it-

self as a sen-ice industry. Highlights

provides a highly practical vehicle for

this type of advertising." He credits

the power of tv. also, stating "the na-

ture of the program . . . has created a

feeling of good will toward the roin-
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Local sponsor built

1,000 programs on features like these

and found them all right in the

company market place— free

for the asking!

Shooting Linda, 1
11 " sharp-

-1 lers, provided unique show Jndo Irani from local airbase performed

/

Eire l)«'i>l. gave 1 demonstrati in

Madrigal Sincere i< al High

llohlivist who builds model

bridges displays handiwork

l'niver>it> president J l';nil M;iin<-r.

I .of Mass., is interviewed bj Tom I olton

Migg Springfield dists wen

Bometowner Don Rondo on

"Highlights" foi .1 singing stinl

pain which would he difficult to dupli-

cate in anj other, medium."

Conunerciala: Western Mass. Electric

buys open-end film commercials, (al

the earlier-quoted low costs) From Edi-

son Electric Institute, New York. The)

feature \\ estini:li<>iw"» l>ett\ ['uniess

giving a general house power pilch.

Westinghouse underwrites the pro-

duction costs on these films, according

to an Edison spokesman, which ac-

counts for their low cost. They are

available to an) electric utiht)

.

The New England firm also uses

five commercials, Featuring -how host

Colton and Dorothy Bolles. compam
home sen ice representative.

Occasionally, work-saving electrical

appliance- are shown, hut without

brand name or dealer identity. Thev

are used primarily to demonstrate how
"this new electric convenience" works,

hut there's this important side-effect:

Dealer- report that merchandise is

moved l>\ word ol mouth, and through

interest arousal. The line, "I saw a

new on Highlights, d.p you have

something similar? '

is becoming .1

common one in Springfield area ap-

pliance stores, dealei - sa)

.

This was one of the program aims,

as set forth l>\ Howard J. Caldwell,

utility president. "The original state-

ment of intent for this show was to the

effect that it should implement the

company's continuing program to sell

not only the theme that W estern Mass.

is a good place in which to live, work

and play,' hut also to sell electrical

appliances and electricity," he states.

Commenting on Highlights' commer-

cial approach, adman Bruce states:

" Uthough purchased filmed commer-

cial- are used, the) are melded into the

show by Colton's before-and-after com-

ment with the result that there is no

abrupt break between the program

and the 1 ommen ial. Oui live 1 om
menial- featuring Doroth) Bolles fur-

ther lend authenticit) t" the 1 ompany's

message another example .
. f 'home

folk-' talking to 'home folks'."

\\ h\ local programing instead of

spot participation?

"The Highlights Format, we feel, can

make our persona] commercial ap
proach mure effectivel) than could be

done through spot participation in net-

work productions or other
p

which do not relate dire il\ t" the

sons to whom the advertising mess

i- directed, sa) - Bru< e.

W ith this hometown brand of think-

ing, Western Mass. Electric has, on .1

-mall-time budget, achieved three big-

time advertising aims: L) increased

use of its product — electricity;

created demand for it- product b)

helping to move appli - made

it- name a household h\word in its

marketing area.
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o
LJ

a SPONSOR ASKS:

o
o

o What are your New Year's

o

Ward Dorrell. \. p., director ol re-

search, John Blair \ Co.: I would re-

solve as a buyer ol media, whether

buyer of all or a specialist in one. to

endeavor to separate fact from fiction,

without friction, and not to be misled

by the ingenious "pro" part of promo-

tion, regardless of commotion.

Further, I would resolve that I

would buy myself an insurance policy

in the agency machine, by freely con-

sulting vendor specialists, asking them,

not just "telling'" them. For reps and

salesmen know that not procrastination

hut competition is the thief of time

—

and they better have the right answers.

I would acknowledge that one is not

(hmm. necessarily I a square for

squarelv facing facts, burning no in-

cense before or salaaming to, PR. MR.
Brand Image, or whatever other high-

fashion antics in semantics may
emerge before 1959. I would tr\ to

recognize these facts for what the\

are—short-hand symbols for people.

their hard-earned dollars, their pur-

chases, the client s profits, and so on

—

facts that should he the starting point

for imagination.

I would resolve, particularly, to seek

out zealously and at least peek into

people's lives, and find out how7 the

other half lives- the half that is smart-

er, that lives better, that is more suc-

cessful than 1 am. right at the moment.

that is!

Further. I would resolve that I will

do as I damned please about brushing

m\ teeth (making sure that it actually

is the client's tooth paste), and or m\

bread and butter!

Finally, whether a harried agenc\

account man is trying to pick nn

brains over the lunch table or a seller

is buying the lunch. I resolve resolute-

lv to refuse the second martini—except

maybe on Fridays!

30

Dorrell :
"•

• • onc is n <>t a square

for squarely facing facts . . .

burn no incense before PR. MR
or \vhate\er semantics emerge"

Jones: "for radio-tv station

reps—think up a new excuse for

not getting 'avails' to agencies

and stop blaming the secretary."

Evelyn Lee Jones, Donahue & Coe,

Inc.. New York: Were I to make the

New Year's oaths that seal another

gU) - fate, here's the way I'd work it

out for 1958

—

Resolution for agencv clients:

1. Never again to ask "What do
you do for your 15' ',

?""

Resolutions for agencv account ex-

ecutives:

1. To stop behaving as if mv ac-

count were the only one in the shop.

2. To stop making impossible

promises to my clients and then de-

manding that my media, research and
marketing departments break their

backs making good for me.

Resolutions for agency researchers

:

1. To leave my slide-rule home one
working day each year.

2. To worship God and not Dr.

Dichter.

Resolutions for radio-tv station

reps:

1. To think up a new excuse for not

getting "avails'" to agencies on time

and stop blaming my secretary for the

delays.

2. To shake off the tag "order-

taker'' byr learning as much as I can

about mv stations, the character of

their markets and the whims and

whammies of their local listeners.

Resolution for tv producers:

1. To give a couple of account

execs and clients credit for a little

sense and stop believing that mj com-

bined talents are wasted.

Resolution for commercial copy-

writers:

1. Never to stop writing deathless

prose or blowing up a storm if one lit-

tle word is deleted or changed. \\ e

need temperament in our industry.

Resolution for all timebuyers:

1. To stay just as we are—calm,

quiet, dignified, well-versed on all cli-

ents" needs—in short, wonderful!
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resolutions— for the other guy

John McCorkle, \\ NEW, New York:

January: Ever) morning on the wa)

to work mutter i" yourself eight times

"indicative l>m not conclusive. B)

Jul\ lili you'll I e strong enough t<> lift

200 pounds of motivational research.

February: Don't just sit there making

media plans l!l ^ something; figure

out where the mone) - coming from

later.

March: Uways approve make-goods;

what the hell, you'll pick ii|> a whole

new audience at 5:00 a.m. Sunday.

Vpril: Never tell your billing depart-

ment anything; let them find out the

hard wav

.

May: Devote at least .">(>'
, of youi

attention to the salesman when he is

in your office. The other 99. II', <an

be spent on the phone.

June: Uways make an effort to huv a

little something that will sell the prod-

uct, as a supplement to the -tring <|iiar-

tel \ our client lo\ es.

July: If the client i- always right, re-

sign the account you're not contrib-

uting anything.

itujust: Never collect competitive in-

formation: nobod) know- what to do
w ith it am wa\

.

September: Enliven dull meetings b)

telling a brand man he's an idiot: you

wont have to go to the next meeting.

October: Approach your buying lion

an objective viewpoint based on a solid

background of ignorance it's easier.

November: If a rep i- hard to reach.

call hi- l>o— and ask who's assigned to

the agency; this keeps your -ale-men

alert, if not dead.

December: Once a month, have a "be

kind to account men day" the) have

problems too: pick a Fridav and he

kind to as man) a- you can find.

Follow these simple rules and mem-
orize Walter Lowen's phone number.
1 on II he a new man— at another

agency

.

McCorkle: "Jusi follow these

simple rule- . . . and don't i"i gi I

in memorize W alter I owen's

telephone number."

(ilasser: "nevei •
. tT» - 1 ,i Pulse and

then announi e . . ol coursi there

have been u few minor program

changes in three months sin< e . .

Dorothj Glasser, timebuyei t"i

Herschel /. Deutscb & ' o., New ^oik:

Nevei gel .1 timebuyei in the center

of a pint ei movement i aused hv a Bta-

lion changing representatives. There's

nothing quite like the out-in-left-field

Feeling a gal gets aftei hour- of talk

w ith one rep to gel a sudden i allback

that begins "Oops oui station-rela-

t ions are -how ing."

Second half of this resolution : Let's

all act like adults ovei station rep

changes. I attribute half of m) ulcei

to thai -enteii. e "W < no longei rep-

resent that -talion and don't know who
does." Come Now ! ! I hi- usual!)

lead- to . onfusion especial!) -im «•

SRDS cant keep up with all the

changes that take place.

Next aftei the stations in a mat kel

have all -witched rep- like musical

i I. aii-. resolve not to -,-|| \ ,, U i new

propert) b) beating down the station

you formerl) -old in glowing terms.

Ilii- sometimes lead- to the feeling

that maybe you don't always tell the

exact truth.

Don i -ell a buyer on spots that

would he perfect for her products

hut aren't definite!) available.

Nevei offei i atings on a Pulse taken

three month- before and then an-

nouni e

:

"01
i "in se, thei e ha\ e I <• ;n a few

tuinoi program changes." I ike

lost their hottest morning man to the

competition, i

I mall) . resolve to (lean out j our

attache case and throw awav the fol-

lowing: program schedules with sta-

tions' old - all letters d tted July, 1922;

mail count map- show ing one i

received from each county; and an

olive from yesterday's martini.

\ll right, all right, don't all veil at

once.

Now - v our chance to throw the

hook at me.
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THE YEAR'S BEST TV COMMERCIALS

I he pictures <>n this spread and on

the following page are from those tv

commercials which sponsor selects as

the Id most outstanding during 1°.")7.

Since it is virtualh impossible for

anj i xic person to see all the commer-

cials aired in a year, SPONSOR relied on

the opinions of many—all experts in

the field of tv advertising. Agency

cop) chiefs, agencj t\ producers, some

film studio directors and market re-

searches were asked to name commer-

cials (excluding those in which they

had a hand i that impressed them most.

Of the 10, four are animation; five

are live-action film; one is combina-

tion live-action and animation; one a

puppet film.

Although thej have been running for

several vears. the Piel's Beer Harry

and Bert series, which have developed

into perennial favorites, once again

have to be included. Even the few

admen who did not vote for this Y&B
classic, wound up their conversations

with some apologetic remark such as,

"I guess \ou wonder why 1 didn't

mention llarrx and Bert. . .

.'

Also out of the ink pots, Maypo

(Bryan Houston I and Tip Top Bread

(JWT) got mentioned with almost

monotonous regularity. The Maypo
animations, with a strong root in child

psychology, are admired both for en-

tertainment value and a sell that hits

both children and parents. The Tip

Top series, like Piel's Beer, are nat-

urals for setting up a feeling of friend-

liness for the product. The \\ riglcx's

commercials i Meyerhoff), while not of

the same creatively humorous warp

and woof, are considered prime exam-

ples of low-key appeals to the emotions.

Timken (BBDO) owes a lot to the

imaginative animation, but increases

value through the socko integration

with live-action film. In one and

three-quarters minutes, these commer-

cials get across a story of how "Better-

ness" is brought to our lives through

SPONSOR names these 10 tv commercials as the

most outstanding during 1957 after talking to

many experts in the field—agency copy chiefs,

tv producers, film directors and researchers.

The reasons behind each choice: concept, crea-

tivity, sell, memorability, production techniques

Mavpo (Bryan Houston, \. Y.) : The situations in these

Makes Co. animations are as familiar to kids as to parents

and beneath their humor lies good child psychology. Jules

Bundgus of Bryan Houston and John Huble\ of Stor\-

boards are co-producers. Filming is at Storyboards, Inc.
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BETTER-nesS IvS/
ROUS ON «>^

TlMKEN BHOtJNGS

RCA-Victor (Kenyon 6 Eckhardt) : ' om epi and •

iinn- of these commercials was mentioned often. tbov<

frame is from one thai «"N ,i ( annet Vward Writer* wen
Stan lannenbaura .mi

i \I .)
i
- .1 1

< i • tirrenc Produce! w.i-

II. il Matthews, directoi Mel Dellar. Studio was Warnei
Hi"- Some in iIm series were done ii MI'n l\ itudio

Timken Bearings Co. (BBDO): Making the ti viw

er appreciate the "betterneas" brought to lii- life bj tapered

roller bearings is the achievement of these films written l>\

I in II. ill ami Vrnold Leo. \rt direction i- \<\ Larr) Bei

ger, production b) Les Collins. The studio is Vcademy,

New ^ cirk .mil the animation was done l>\ Paul Kim

Wrigley'fl Gum ' Vrthur Meyerhoff, I bicago) : Decep

tivelj simple in execution, these —
i
>• » t — have nevertheless

been mentioned often .1- creating .1 desire For the relaxa-

tion that comes "I gum chewing. The) are joint production

of client and agency, are filmed .it Douglas in I bicago

Prudential Insurance (Reach, McClinton, N. Y.)

:

these commercials are outstanding t"i concept and han-

dling of .1 "stor) sell." Written b) Herman Raucher. Pro-

duced bj red dkon. Supervised !>\ KM i\ radio ^i^<• presi-

denl Werner Michel. Below film was 1>\ Reach, McClinton's

own subsidiary. Some are bj Elliot, Ungei 8 Elliot

Piel's llrrr i^&Ri: No li-t of best commercials would

In- complete without Harrj and Bert who an- .1- good .1- in

the all-time t\ Hall of Fame, lack Sidebotham 1- the t\

supervisor, Mortin Kunze 1- art 'Ii" S .
1

• t — are 1>> Bill

Lacey. two studios are used: I l'\ .mil Terrytoons, M'



©
THE YEAR'S BEST continued

tapered roller bearings. Seeing it is

enough to make one check even the

armchair to see that it has Timken

hearings.

On the live-action side. Prudential

i Heach. McClinton I commercials have

been cited for their subtle—sometimes

even light—approach to a delicate sub-

ject with just the right amount of

sentiment. The frame pictured on

these pages was also unique as a pro-

duction: it was made in the manner

of some Italian movies—no script, no

director—just a cameraman following

a small boy through the day. Sound

was added onl\ after editing.

Ford iJWTi made the world its

"test track" through its much-com-

mented on series of "Around the

World' commercials, all shot on loca-

tion. Marlboro I Burnett I and RCA-
Victor (K&E) each point up a trend

to name stars such as Julie London

and \ aughan Monroe. But they each

go much further than that. Marlboro

concept makes filters seem a masculine

preference while l{( '. \-\ ictor disguises

the hardest kind of sell as entertain-

ment.

To avoid confusion with beer. Bal-

[antine Ale (Esty) needed a "differ-

ent" commercial. The) got it with

I- lemish puppets. ^

) radio commercials of 1937 sec "Check your
against radio's best" SPONSOR 19 October

Ward Baking Co. 'J- Walter Thompson) : The Tip Top
Bread series rank high in light-hearted sell Ed Graham, Jr.

writes the copy, under supervision of Janet Wolff, creative

group head. Lew Gifford produces for JWT in association

with Graham, Goulding, Elliot. Studios: Group Produc-

tions, Detroit: and Pintoff Productions, New York Cit>

Marlboro Cigarettes (Leo Burnett. Chicago): The

male appeal of these commercials has scotched the psycho-

logical block to filter tips on the grounds that they were

'"sissy." Burnett's Don Tennant writes cop) and Gordon
Minter directs. Filming is at Universal-International

Ballantine Ale (William Esty): In the public mind,

beer and ale have been so long confused that commercials

were needed to identify ale as a separate drink. The Est\

Vgency cop) andproduction group managed this neath with

these sprightl) Duppet films from .loop (lee-ink. Holland

Ford (J- Walter Thompson ) : Conceived lu-t -pring In the

Fonl tv group at JWT. this "Around The World" series

»as shot on foreign locations by Filmways, New York.

\irk Webstei dii icted foi the studio, sponsor found it

the year's most talked about automotive commercial
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RADIO
RESULTS

Appliances

AIR CONDITIONERS
SPONSOR: Cappy's Sporting Goods Store AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: Onl\ through radio could this cam-

paign have been carried off. When a promoter gets a

-m Klfii idea and wants to put it across immediately, radio

can do the job. Case in point: at 3:30 p.m. on 3 July, this

firm decided to stay open all day for the 4 July holiday.

The weather forecast promised a sizzler and Cappy's wanted

to promote the sale of room air conditioners. It immediately

purchased 35 one-minute announcements on WOW. By

4:45 p.m., commercial copy had been written, transcribed,

and approved by the client. At 4:55 p.m., only one hour

and 25 minutes after the client's decision to promote, the

tii -I announcement was on the air. The copy line was "Get

'em while it's hot," implying that the holiday would be a

scorcher. Despite a cross-up by the weatherman (the Fourth

was fairK comfortable) Cappy's sold some 100 room air

conditioners and set an all time one-dav sales record.

HI-FI EQUIPMENT
SPONSOR: Jenkin's Music Co. AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: Jenkin's Music Company of Kansas

City, Mo., normally allocated all advertising funds for news-

paper ads. Recently, however, Jenkins made a radio buy

which resulted in a sales total much larger than the number

of sales the firm had gained from other forms of advertis-

ing. This spring Jenkin's held its first Hi-Fi Festival, a

special promotion designed to move high-fidelity equipment.

For this particular promotion, the firm decided to eliminate

newspaper advertising and rely on radio instead. Using no

other ad medium, Jenkin's ran a concentrated campaign of

announcements on WHB augmented by personal appear-

ances of WHB disk jockeys. The radio campaign paid off

by more than doubling hi-fi sales in comparison with results

previously obtained from other advertising media. The suc-

cess of the Hi-Fi Festival was achieved in spite of the fact

that spring is the off season for sales of hi-fi apparatus.

WOW. Omaha PURCHASE: Announcements WHB, Kansas City, Mo. PURCHASE: Announcements

CAMERAS
SPONSOR: Valley Camera Shop AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: Though all advertisers want to avoid

excessive advertising expenditures, it is undoubtedly the

small advertiser who is most concerned with finding a medi-

um which will give him optimum results with economy. In

the case of this camera shop, a radio campaign was found

to give the best return on the sponsor's advertising dollar.

In promoting a special sale, the Valley Camera Shop found

that radio commercials produced customers at less than half

the cost of another medium. John Bazar, owner of Valley

Camera, bought time on KBIF to promote a sale of Prakti-

flex cameras. Bazar used thirty half-minute announcements

broadcast over a three day period. The cost was $75. He

also advertised in another medium at a cost of $180. The

shop had just as many inquiries and sales from radio as

from the much costlier medium. "We sold cameras," said

Bazar, "and I feel that KBIF was a good investment."

TELEVISION SETS
SPONSOR: Firestone Store- AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: Firestone Stores in Wenatchee.

\\ ash., had never carried television sets, but in October of

last year the new manager decided to stock them for the

first time. Selling television sets is a highly competitive

business, so Firestone Stores decided to try radio advertis-

ing. The sponsor ran a special weekend saturation cam-

paign on station KPQ which extended from 25-29 October.

A total of 50 ads using a western theme for "Philco Day

I S A were aired in announcements and on two disk jockey

programs. The hour-long disk jockey shows were broad-

cast directly from the store and during each one of these

programs four television sets were sold. The ad promo-

tion brought immediate results—a dollar volume of $3700

from sales of television sets. Ben T. Weaver, Jr.. produc-

tion manager of station KPQ. stated that as a result of the

campaign the store was first in sales of tv sets for the entire

state. The cost of the campaign was S150. Firestone Stores

has used the same promotion since, selling 60 tv sets in a

slightly longer period and here a price cut was also used.

KBIF, Fresno, Cal. PURCHASE: Announcements
KPQ. Wenatchee, Wash. PURCHASE: Announcements &

DJ Programs
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RADIO
RESULTS

Automotive^

AUTOS BUICK
SPONSOR: Earl Davis Buick, tn. AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: Some 8595 of the prospects coming

to an automobile showroom in Cleveland were attracted

there by radio. This was the result of a campaign used by

Earl Davis, a Buick dealer, to acquaint people with his

name and new location and to sell and rent new and used

cars. This campaign came from an annual advertising bud-

get of s!!0,000 divided as follows: radio. 25', : tv, 40%;

newspapers, 2V ,
;
direct mail. 10%. The radio promotion

consisted of 56, one-minute announcements per week spread

over seven days for eight weeks. The spots were from 6:00-

6:30 a.m. to catch the early driving audience: 9:30-10:00

a.m. and 12:30-1:00 p.m. to reach women: 4:00-8:00 p.m.

to again bit the man behind the wheel. "Eighty-five out of

100 people," said Davis, "heard our advertising on KYY\ .

... It has proven to be less expensive to reach more people

by radio than any other medium now available in Cleveland."

KYW, Cleveland PURCHASE: Announcements

AUTOS DESOTO-PLYMOUTH
SPONSOR: Herbert S. Faris. Inc. AGENCY: Arthur Pine Asso.

Capsule case history: I sing the psychology of laughing

at oneself has paid for this DeSoto-Plymouth dealer in New

^ ork City. Faris bad been in business eight months when he

decided to tr\ radio advertising. Starting 17 June, this firm

bought approximately 45 one-minute spots per week on

\\ INS, between 10 a.m. and 7 p.m. Its aim was to get as

much identification of its name and location across to car

owners as quickly as possibly. Its advertising kick was a

transcription of a satisfied customer (voice: Allen Swift i

laughing about '"the deal he put over on Faris." The message

refers to Faris as "Happv Herbie. ' and in low pressure

~!\le states: "he just doesn't know what he's doing when

it comes to the low prices he sells his cars for." Within

ten days, Faris' business bad increased 300%. Spots are

run on WMGM, between 7:30 and 9 a.m.. but the bulk re-

mains on WINS. Cost of campaign: some SI.200 weekly.

WINS (& WMGM). New York PI RCHASE: announcements

AUTOS/CHRYSLER
SPONSOR: Coyer Motor Co. AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: For 21 years, this Scranton Chrys-

ler dealer has sponsored The Coyer Show, a musical pres-

entation on WGBI, Sundays from 5:30 to 6:00 p.m. Nick

Coyer reports W GBI has expanded his sales area to such

distant towns as Mount Pocono, Luzerne and Carbondale.

which have their own Chrysler dealers. From a small be-

ginning. Coyer has become one of the area's largest Chrys-

ler dealers. With 50r ? of his ad budget in radio (the re-

mainder is divided in print), Coyer and WGBI have cre-

ated many new slogans and promotion ideas. One of them.

"Coyarized I sed Cars," has won strong public recognition.

Indication of radio's good will : people constantly visit show-

room to request numbers to be played. The auto agency

reports that radio advertising has been primarily responsible

for their success in the area. Coyer says: "96',

of the cars sold have radios—and radio sells cars!"

WGBI, Scranton PURCHASE: 30 minutes

GASOLINE
SPONSOR: Leslie Neal & Son, Conoco AGENCY: Direct

distributors

Capsule case history: Between 27 August and 8 September

of this year Leslie Neal & Son, San Antonio gasoline dis-

tributors, instructed their 72 Bexar County (Texas) dis-

tributors to issue extra trading stamps with every gas-up of

over seven gallons in a special promotional push. In order

to obtain the widest possible exposure for his special offer,

Neal purchased 100 one-minute announcements on KONO.

to be distributed throughout a 12-day campaign. At the

end of this period, more than 500,000 gallons of gas had

been sold. This represented a 50% increase over normal

sales for such a time period. The stamp bonus was avail-

able only in Bexar county, and Leslie Neal was pleased to

note that people flocked from the adjoining counties of

Kendall. Medina. Guadalupe and others to purchase gas.

"I attribute the tremendous sales to the radio spot cam-

paign on KONO." Neal said. "No other medium could

have delivered these results in such a short period of time."

KONO. San Antonio PURCHASE: Announcements
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RADIO
RESULTS .

Automotives mtinued .

INSURANCE/AUTO
SPONSOR: 1 niversa] Insurance Vgenc] VGENl } : Benjamin Kai/

Capsule case history: A steadil) maintained increase in

the number oi ri< >l prospects, life-blood of insurance agen-

• ir>. has been achieved by the I niversal Insurance Agency

through radio. In October '55, I niversal decided to ex-

periment in selling its auto lial»ilil\ policies through WHAT,

which concentrates on Negro audiences. Directing its cam-

paign at uninsured drivers, (lie firm purchased several five-

minute shows weekly, hut results in the first week—150

direct lead- une so »ratif\ing. ii immediately switched to

an across-the-board-buy. The companv |>urchased all avail-

able five-minute segments on the late afternoon portion of

Snap Club, a campaign of 19 segments weekly at a cost of

$245 per week. I niversal is still maintaining this campaign,

and has been averaging 100 leads per week. It reports it

has become the largest local independent and has drastically

reduced the number of uninsured drivers.

W II IT, Philadelphia Pl'KliH \SI. : \nnoimcenients

TRAILER SALES
SPONSOR: Trailer Sales Inc. AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: Win. Taylor, Jr., manager of Trailer

Sales Inc., of Chula Vista, Calif., decided to test a short

campaign on KGB, San Diego. After just three spots (cost:

$30.00) on the "Margie" show, Monday through Friday

12:15 to 1:15 p.m., Taylor credited KGB with selling three

trailers costing approximately §2,500 each. He had used

no other media for one year prior to this schedule of two

spots per week for two weeks on KGB. Minutes after the

first announcement, people began dropping in to look at the

trailers Margie—KGB's "Personality Girl"—had described

on the air. "Not a week goes by that we can't credit sales

to her program," Taylor told KGB. "Shortly, well use a

spot every day on 'Margie.' We've tried other means of ad-

vertising but none has done as much in such a short period."

As a result of Trailer Sales' success, three other trailer deal-

ers have decided to use KGB in their own sales promotions.

KGB, San Diego PURCHASE: Program

Banking Services
NEW HOURS
SPONSOR: Mi. I Vmerica Ntl. Bank AGENCY: Calkins & Holden

Capsule case history: An appealing slogan which epit-

omizes the unusual phase of this firm's services coupled with

radio and outdoor advertising has put this bank on the

Chicago map. When Mid-America started in business last

September, the majority of its accounts were local. Together

with its agency it wished to promote as strongly as possible

its 8:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. banking hours. The slogan, "Have

you heard about the eight-thirty bank?" evolved. In Jan-

nan. Mid-America started using radio. It bought a five-

minute newscast, Monday through Friday, 7:25 a.m., on

W MAQ. (Additional promotion consists of announcements

on WGN and WIND, car cards and posters.) Edward

Damstra, president of Mid-America, credits radio for much

of the rapid growth of his firm. He reports: "Since we

started using radio in January, 1957, we have an increasing

"limber of accounts coming from distant city areas."

Vt MAQ, Chicago (& others) PURCHASE: Newscasts & announce-
ments

SAVINGS ACCOUNTS
SPONSOR: National Savings Bank

of New Haven
AGENCY: Langeler Advertis-

ing Agency

Capsule case history: In an effort to attract new deposi-

tors to the National Savings Bank of New Haven, Langeler

Advertising Agency placed a four-week saturation campaign

in May on WELI, New Haven. As a result of these spots,

570 people opened savings accounts at the bank. This was

by far the largest number of new depositors attracted to

National in a similar period of time—43% more than the

bank's announced goal. The spots ran Mondays through

Saturdays between 9:30 a.m. and 11:00 p.m. No other

media were used. "National's new depositor promotion,

for which we consider WELI primarily responsible, far

outstripped our most optimistic expectations," said Carleton

H. Stevens, Jr., v.p. of Langeler. There were no special in-

ducements to entice listeners and only staff announcers were

used. Having seen what radio spot can do, National Savings

Bank is planning to use W'ELI for future promotions.

WELI, New Haven PURCHASE: Announcements

i Continues page 42

1
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RADIO
RESULTS

BUTTER
SPONSOR: Doroth) Lane Market IGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: During a recent Friday night high

school Football contest aired over \\ [NG, Dayton. Ohio, the

sponsor, Dorothy Lane Market, offered as a special two

pounds of butter for $1.00. The announcement was made

three times during the course "I the game, each spot running

about 20 seconds. Although Dorothy Lane is a large, pro-

i:ressi\e market accustomed to doing a large volume of

business, by closing time the next night the stores entire

stock of butter had been sold—a total of two tons. Figuring

the cost of advertising the butter in ratio to the entire

football broadcast. WING sold $2,000.00 worth of butter

to 2.000 individual customers in less than 24 hours at a

cost of only 835.00. In addition people who came for the

sole purpose of bu\ ing butter were influenced to make other

purchases as a result of the broadcast. "Time and time

again radio has proven to be very effective and we plan to

use it in the future." said the co-owner of Dorothy Lane.

WING, Dayton. Ohio PROGRAM: Football

FISH
SPONSOR: Cannarella's Fish Market AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: The Cannarella Fish Market credits

radio advertising with causing the heaviest volume of sales

for a single day in the market's history. On this particular

day, a Saturday, the sponsor used station WOIC as its onlj

advertising medium. Cannarella's bought 10 20-second an-

nouncements, aired at various times during WOIC's Satur-

day morning schedule. The total cost for the 10 announce-

ments was S20. R. E. Floyd, owner of the market, stated

that Canarellas had anticipated moving approximately 100

pounds of fish as a result of its commercials. Instead, 600

pounds were sold during the day with demand finally out-

stripping supply. Floyd estimates that over 400 customers

entered the market during the course of the day, a record

number. The radio advertising expenditure not only gave

Cannarella's a sales increase but also brought in many new

customers who had heard the market's announcements.

WOIC, Columbia, S. C. PURCHASE: Announcements

CANNED VEGETABLES
SPONSOR: Butter-Kernel Canned Yegs. AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: Radio enabled this sponsor to win

its long-standing battle to gain an important new outlet for

its products. For years, Butter-Kernel Canned Vegetables

had been attempting to gain distribution in the 14 Still-

man's Supermarkets in Minneapolis. All efforts failed re-

peatedly until soon after Butter-Kernel became a sponsor of

station WCCO's Housewives' Protective League with Allen

Gray. Success came with an initial order from Stillman's

for 25 cases of Butter-Kernel products. The first was fol-

lowed by another order for 100 cases and then another still.

this time for 125 cases. Now Butter-Kernel products have

a firmly established distribution in all 14 Stillman's mar-

kets. George Stillman. when asked to explain the super-

markets' final acceptance of the products, reported that

"we had to stock Butter-Kernel because of the public de-

mand created by Allen Gray's broadcasts on WCCO."

WCCO, Minneapolis-St. Paul PURCHASE: Housewives'
Protective Leasue

ICE CREAM
SPONSOR: Wheatridge Farm & Dairy AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: A radio campaign needn't be long

or expensive to bring results. With just two one-minute

announcements costing only S22 each, this sponsor sold

450 more half-gallons of its Pride of the West ice cream

during the week of 15 Oct, than during any other compar-

able week. The spots were aired on station KLZ, one 15

Oct and one 16 Oct on the Pat Gay Show. Pride of the

West ice cream, regularly priced at 85c a half-gallon, was

advertised at a "radio price of 70c a half-gallon". No

other advertising was used and there were no signs in-

dicating the reduction in the two Wheatridge Farm & Dairy

retail outlets. Gus Baumert. sales manager of the ice cream

division of Wheatridge Farm & Dairy, reported that re-

quests for the half-gallon ran as high as six a customer,

with no drop in sales of gallons, quarts or hand-dipped ice

cream. The success of the special promotion was due

entirely to the two announcements broadcast on KLZ.

since customers had to say they heard the ice cream

advertised on the Pat Gav Show to receive the ~0d price.

KI.Z, Denver PROGRAM: Pat Gay Show

(Continues page 44)
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RADIO
RESULTS

i ontinued .

MACARONI PRODUCTS
SPONSOR: Gooch Milling Co. AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: Rose bushes are selling macaroni

these days through a special radio offer made by Gooch

Milling. Lincoln. Neb., which resulted in movement of $15.-

060 worth of Gooch products (flour, spaghetti, macaroni,

etc.). Each package of Gooch products carries Red Circle

points which are redeemable in merchandise. KMA's Mon-

daj -through-Saturday morning program. Farmer's Wife

with Florence Falk. broadcast an offer of a free rose bush to

those who sent in 40 Red Circle points on 1 April only. The

offer was made on 30 March and by 5 April, a total of 3.012

orders for the rose bushes had been counted. Gooch Mill-

ing estimates that a customer spends about $5.00 to amass

10 points which means that the number of orders received

represents $15,060 in sales. Wallace Closner, sales and

advertising promotion manager for Gooch, stated that the

campaign brought results far beyond the firm's expectations.

KMA, Shenandoah, Iowa PURCHASE: Participations

VARIOUS
SPONSOR: Group of merchants AGENCY: Direct

Capsule Case History: A program where sponsors not only

deliver their own commercials but are the "talent" as well

has proved successful on this Oregon station. In April 1956,

KORE launched the Tally Ho Show, a Monday-thru-Friday

15-minute morning program. It had two local merchants

as participating sponsors. Today, Tally Ho runs 40 minutes

19:05-9:45 a.m.), has 10 sponsors, and a waiting list of

anxious promoters. The show is run as a direct remote from

a big corner table in the Tally Ho Room of the Eugene Hotel.

The main part of the strictly ad-lib conversation which the

sponsors themselves provide is devoted to items of local

interest, events in the community, and interviews with local

people. On a morning a merchant cannot be present, the

other sponsors plug his product for him. Herb D. Olson,

Commercial Manager of KORE, comments: "Commercials

are kept short and we try to make them interesting."

KORE, Eugene, Ore. PURCHASE: Participations

HOM
CONSTRUCTION
SPONSOR: Mays Construction Company AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: Expanding its services to go after

the consumer for the first time, a Maryland construction

firm successfully used radio to sell private driveways and

roads. I ntil that time the Mays Construction Companv

used no advertising, since it ordinarily sub-contracted work

from large civil engineering firms in Baltimore. The firm

placed a four-week saturation campaign with WTOW. The

spots ran twice every day, at 7:30 a.m. and 5:30 p.m., both

time slots intended to reach the working man driving to

and from the job. No other medium was used. "At the

end of the first week of advertising on WTOW," reports

Mays, "we received 12 calls for driveways and roads, the

average price of which is $400. and since then we've been

getting calls on the average of six a week . . . which is

more calls than I am able to handle at present. We consider

WTOW entirely responsible for this overwhelming increase

in volume and feel our spot campaign was a real success."

WTOW, Towson, Md. PURCHASE: Announcements

HOUSES/RENTAL
SPONSOR: Individual Homeowner AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: If you want to rent your house in

record time, try radio. A homeowner in Yorkton, Saskatche-

wan, turned to radio advertising in order to rent his house

and demonstrated that the medium can often be used just as

effectively by private individuals as it can by business firms.

The house was taken just 15 minutes after a commercial

advertising a house for rent was broadcast on radio station

CJGX. The owner of the house bought only one announce-

ment on CJGX which was aired at 6:45 p. m., following

Linus Westburg and the sports. His phone number was in-

cluded in the announcement and with the first call the house

was rented for an amount slightly above the average rent

for that area. The house-owner was besieged by further

phone calls which kept his telephone ringing constantly for

two days. During that time a total of 100 phone calls were

made in all by people who wanted to rent the house.

CJ<;\. Yorkton, Saskatchewan PURCHASE: Announcement
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RADIO
RESULTS

HOMES
i ontinued

REAL ESTATE
SPONSOR: Atlantic Ocean Estates AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: Atlantic Ocean Estates had been

luiying full-page ads in newspapers even though response

H as poor. As the advertiser put it, "People who are inter-

ested in buying real estate look to real estate sections in the

papers; but the\ don't listen to the radio for properties to

buy." But Atlantic was persuaded to try radio. They pur-

chased 10 five-minute shows weekly on WARL at a cost of

$440 per week. Result: The\ get from these shows an

average of 40 to 50 leads daily and closed between 25 and

10 sales weekly. Gross sales weekly run between $40,000

and $50,000. Sales are two-fold over what newspapers pro-

duced and the expenditure is less than half. Consequently,

all other media have been dropped. Atlantic concluded:

"Radio gets people interested in real estate. Black and white

is fine for getting to the people who are looking for proper-

ty. But radio is the medium for making them want to look."

WARL, Arlington, Va. PURCHASE: Five-minute

particinating shows

REAL ESTATE
SPONSOR: Ensured Investments, Inc. VGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: The contrast between the high

price of a house and the low cost of radio to sell it has lured

many a developer. Case in point: Insured Investments,

Inc., of Wichita, had found its home sales rather slow. On

4 March, at a cost of approximately $300 per week, this firm

launched a semi-saturation campaign of 50 one-minute spots

per week on KFBI. These spots were built with a 20-sec-

ond singing intro followed by 40 seconds of hard sell. By

1 May Insured Investments had sold 53 homes at a total

cost in radio advertising of approximately $2500. Some

newspaper promotion was used I the newspaper budget was

cut in half to pay for radio), but the firm said that almost all

leads came from KFBI. The original campaign was to have

run to middle of June, but due to lack of sewage facilities,

sales have been temporarily frozen. The firm's sales man-

ager reports it is awaiting the elimination of this problem.

KFBI, Wichita PURCHASE: Announcements

Household Products
FLOOR COVERINGS
SPONSOR: Hobbs Linoleum Co. AGENCY: R. B. Flemmons & Sons

Capsule case history: Hobbs Linoleum Co. was able to

extend a regular monthly one-day sale for a whole week due

to the consumer response to radio advertising. The spon-

sor's agency bought four announcements on station KGHF
for the weekend preceding the sale, one on Saturday and

three on Sunday. The commercials announced that Hobbs

was having a special clearance of some items at reduced

prices. The clearance was held in conjunction with city-

wide value day, regularly scheduled for the first Monday of

every month. However, only radio was used for the spe-

cials. On Monday morning, prospective customers who had

heard the sale announcements were lined up outside the

store before 8:00 a.m. The response was such that Hobbs

had to continue its sale of the selected items for the rest of

the week and also had to triple its sales staff during that

time. The four announcements cost the advertiser $8.00.

KGHF. Pueblo, Colo. PURCHASE: Announcements

PAINT
SPONSOR: National Paint Co. AGENCY: Tilds & Cantz

Capsule case history: This advertiser's use of spot radio

during the firm's normally slow season resulted in a 20%

sales increase for 1956 over the same period in 1955. Na-

tional Paint deliberately scheduled its campaign for Septem-

ber and October, the slow months for paint sales, in order

to measure radio's effectiveness in presenting a new adver-

tising and selling approach for paint products. Three Los

Angeles radio stations were used in the campaign, including

KBIG. The impact of the campaign was evident not only

in the sales increase but also in the results of a survey con-

ducted by Tilds & Cantz among all paint dealers and paint-

ing contractors in southern California. A total of 65% of

the respondents said thev either had heard National's com-

mercials themselves or had learned from customers that the

firm's message reached them via radio. KBIG was the sta-

tion mentioned most often during the Tilds & Cantz survey.

KBIG. Hollywood, Cal. Pl'RCH\SE: Announcements

SPONSOR 28 DECEMBER 1957
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RADIO
RESULTS . .

Household continued . .

PHONOGRAPH RECORDS
SPONSOR: Man Charles Co. VGENCY: Elkman Co.

Capsule case history: Recent experimental tapping of

the "night owl market" demonstrated to this advertiser that

people \\lii> staj up late often listen to radio in profitable

numbers. The Man Charles Co. "f Philadelphia wanted to

ii\ radio as a medium for selling its records. After consul-

lalii n with its agency, the firm decided to run a one-week

test campaign on WCAl . The vehicle selected for the cam-

paign was /// \ight Match, a post-midnight program fea-

turing Johnnie Lupton. The commercials made a special

mail order oiler to sleepless WCAl listeners: A Glenn Mil-

ler RCA Victor record album, 45 rpm, for $10.45. Fred

I'.ii nliauni. WCAU's promotion director, reported an imme-

diate heaw response to the offer. Some 40 returns came in

during the first week, causing the sponsor to extend his test

campaign for another week. The second week brought 66

mail orders and the firm then purchased a 13-week contract.

After 33 days. '2'<Y\ orders for the album had been received.

This means a return of nearly $3,000 on the special offer

alone, for a total expenditure of approximately $518.

WCAU, Philadelphia PROGRAM: All Night Watch

RUGS
SPONSOR: Nebraska Furniture Mart AGENCY: Jean Sullivan

Capsule case history: The immediacy of radio's impact

makes this medium ideally suited to the type of advertising

campaign which bases its entire success on a prompt con-

sumer response. The experience of the Nebraska Furniture

Mart is a case in point. Last February on Lincoln's birth-

day, the Mart held a special sale on throw-rugs. Heralded

as a Lincoln Day Special, the reduced price of 95^ a rug

was to be in effect for just one day. Using radio exclusive-

ly, the firm bought six announcements on KFAB to promote

the sale. The commercials ran on the dav of the sale onlv

and were broadcast early in the morning between 6:30 and

8:30 a.m. When the Mart opened its doors at 9:00 a. m.

there were people waiting in line. By noon, hundreds o

customers had streamed through the store to take advan

tage of the radio special. A Mart affiliate in Lincoln report

ed heavy traffic although it was not mentioned on the air

KFAB. Omaha, Neb. PURCHASE: Announcements

Motion Pictures

"CITIZEN KANE"
SPONSOR: Casa Linda Theatre AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: Radio went to work for a motion

which had been a complete flop during its first Dallas run

picture and made a box office record-breaker of a film

in 1941. The movie, Citizen Kane, was recently brought

back to the Casa Linda Theatre for a second engagement.

The theatre took its usual newspaper ad but this time added

radio advertising, using 10 announcements per day on sta-

tion KL1F. The opening of Citizen Kane's run was pre-

ceded by a four-day radio buildup. Commercial copy

stressed the association of Kane's life with that of William

Randolph Hearst. At the end of the day, after five sell-out

performances, receipts were approximately equal to the

receipts for the entire previous week. When the picture

closed after a run of four days, theatre officials reported that

total receipts had more than trebled those from any other

motion picture ever presented at the Casa Linda Theatre.

KLIF, Dallas PI RCHASE: Announcements

"TAMMY"
SPONSOR: Chakeres Theatres AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: The State Theatre, Springfield.

Ohio, booked "Tammy " for a seven-day run in the last week

of July. To advertise the film, newspaper advertising, mu-

sic store and juke box tie-ins were used. No radio was

used. Results were poor. The first week in September this

feature was brought back by the Chakeres Theatres for

showing at the Melody Theatre, but radio was added to the

previous campaign. Mr. Mike Chakeres, vice-president of

Chakeres Theatres, scheduled approximately 24 announce-

ments over four days. The turn-out was so large "Tammy"

was held over for three additional days, with WIZE sup-

plementing the previous schedule with 16 more spots. Total

cost of the campaign amounted to only $200, and the gross

was twice that of the seven-day run at the State Theatre.

"W e must consider the great influx and increased attend-

ance to be the result of the heavy radio advertising and the

skillful use of the title tune by WIZE," Mr. Chakeres said.

WIZE. SpringEeld, Ohio PURCHASE: Announcements

i Continues page 48 i
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RADIO
RESULTS

RETAIL STORES
DEPARTMENT STORE
sl'ONSOK: Mr Upins Drpt. Store AGENCY: Robert Acomb

Advertising

Capsule case history: Hob Tyler, merchandising mgr. of

McAlpins Dept. Store, Cincinnati, reported sales in the teen-

age department of the downtown store have been expanded

considerably since WLWs d.j. Bob Braun originated his

program from the store's fifth floor tea room. McAlpins'

two shopping centers have also been helped by feeding the

program to them via an inter-connected PA system. Some

150 teen-agers dance to records every Saturday afternoon

2:30 to 4:30 p.m. One of the big features of the program

is the fashion show in which young high school models,

employed by the store, display and wear special buys of

the week. So successful was the show in its first two weeks

that the advertiser immediately asked for a renewal of the

original 13-week contract. Over-all result has been to pub-

licize the store's multi-million dollar remodeling and ex-

pansion program for its teen-age departments.

WLW, Cincinnati PURCHASE: Program

HARDWARE STORE
SI'ONSOK: Palm & Shields Var. S Hardware AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: Radio advertising brought the big-

gest sale in its history to the Palm & Shields Variety &

Hardware store in Fresno, Cal. For the two-week period of

the sale, Palm & Shields realized a gross of over $8,000,

more than twice the amount grossed in the immediately

preceding sale which had lasted three weeks. Ed Ohanian,

the store's owner, said that Palm & Shields had never ex-

perienced anything like the results obtained through its

radio advertising on station KBIF. A campaign was used

consisting of 85 one-minute and 30-second announcements.

The commercials were aired at various times during the

two weeks the sale lasted. No other advertising was used.

The entire campaign cost the advertiser only $271. 3.4 r
.J

of the $8,000 grossed over the duration of the sale. This

can be compared with figures from the preceding sale which

had extended for a week longer. For that sale. Palm &

Shields spent $1,800 in Fresno newspapers but realized only

a $4,000 gross. KBIF brought the store twice the sales for

one-seventh the cost of the newspaper advertising campaign.

KBIF, Fresno, Cal. PURCHASE : Announcements

DRUG STORE
SPONSOR: Jackson's Drug Store AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: Results-getting radio advertising

and alert merchandising can mean success for any business.

This adage has been proven true for Jackson's Drug Store.

In December of 1948, Wallace Jackson was introduced to

radio advertising by the area's new station, KGYN. Eight

years and 3,000 broadcasts later, he's still advertising on

KGYN. The store's old 25-ft. front has been replaced with

a beautiful new 100-ft. building and a branch prescription

department has been added at one of the local clinics. For

the 3,000th consecutive broadcast, Jackson's 40-minute live

morning organ show Among my Souvenirs, was performed

from the store. The crowds and the phone requests were so

overwhelming in the town of Guymon and the entire sur-

rounding area that another program was broadcast later

that day, with equal audience response. Both Jackson and

KGYN realize that the first 3,000 are only the beginning.

KGYN, Oklahoma City-Guymon PURCHASE: Program

VARIETY STORE
SPONSOR: Ideal Variety Store AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: The Ideal Variety Store, located in

Kerman, Cali., demonstrated recently that the pioneering

spirit is still paying off for enterprising Californians, even

though the returns in "gold" may not be of the nugget

variety. Ideal was the first store in the town of Kerman to

use radio exclusively to promote a sale. This innovation

resulted in a sale which was not only the most successful

one Ideal Variety had ever had but also the biggest single

store sale in Kerman history. Ideal aired its commercials

on KBIF, located in Fresno which is 20 miles from Kerman.

The total advertising budget for the sale was $260, all of

which was spent on commercial broadcasts on KBIF. The

store used 100 spot announcements, placed at various times

during the two-week period the sale ran. The gross from

the sale was well over $6,000, which is more than 23 times

the amount spent on advertising. Flora Piacentini, the store's

owner, reported that the greatest part of the proceeds from

the sale resulted directly from the announcements on KBIF.

KBIF, Fresno, Cal. PURCHASE: Announcements

SPONSOR 28 DECEMBER 1957
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RADIO
RESULTS

Shopping areas

BUSINESS DISTRICT Downtown SHOPPING CENTER/Uptown
sI'ONSOK: Ihi.iN Whiting Merchants \OENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: The problem of how a downtown

shopping district can attract and hold trade was tackled last

year by a group of small town merchants in \^ luting. Ind.

Their technique: a cooperative radio campaign tied in with

a contest. Thirty merchants in downtown Whiting spon-

sored a 26 week campaign on radio station WJOB. Spot

announcements and 5 minute newscasts were used. The

commercials began with a transcribed jingle promoting

downtown Whiting as a place to shop, followed by a live tag

carrying the advertising message of one of the participat-

ing stores. The commercials also included information

about a $2,000 prize contest undertaken as part of the pro-

motion. Joseph R. Fife, commercial manager of WJOB,

-a\- that on the basis of the number of contest entry blanks

which had been mailed to the station, the promotion was

highly successful in increasing store traffic at a low cost

for each participating merchant. During the course of the

campaign WJOB received 100,000 entry blanks.

WJOB, Hammond, Ind. PURCHASE: Newscasts, Announcements

SPONSOR; Lochwood Shopping VGENCY: Clarke. Dunagan &
Hoffines

Capsule case history: What happens when a new, giant

shopping center backs its opening day with 24-hours of on-

the-spot radio coverage? The result is the biggest crowd

ever gathered in Dallas except for the opening of the State

Fair. Police estimated 103,000 shoppers turned out to see

the center dedicated, to be entertained by an all-star line-up,

and to visit Lochwood's 36 retail stores. KLIF placed a

specially designed glass 'fishbowl' broadcast booth at the

shopping center for the 24-hour schedule. Beginning at

12:01 a.m., its d.j.'s did their regularly scheduled shows

from the 'fishbowl.' All commercial time during the day

was allocated to Lochwood's merchants. Bill Dunagan, of

Clarke, Dunagan & Huffines, the agency, said : "Advertis-

ing the shopping center on KLIF made it one of the city's

greatest promotions in years. The full impact of 24 hours

of radio put the Lochwood opening 'over the top!''

KLIF, Dallas PURCHASE: 24-hour schedule

Soft drinks

COTT
SPONSOR: Cott Beverages AGENCY: Spotlite Advertising

Capsule case history: When Cott Beverages decided to

give away money in a promotion campaign they turned to

radio. They wanted a campaign to help stimulate the off-

season sale of their one-quart bottles of soda in the Albam -

Troy-Schenectady area. They turned to WPTR, Albany,

where they purchased a saturation package of 100 one-

minute announcements per week. Listeners were offered

25^ in cash for every three Cott bottle caps they mailed in.

The package consisted of run-of-schedule announcements

—

light the first part of the week and heavier during the shop-

ping days of Thursday, Friday and Saturday. Yet the re-

sponse was so great by the second week that Cott's facilities

were inadequate to fulfill the mail-ins. They had to suspend

the special promotional announcements and substitute regu-

lar one-minute transcribed commercials. The advertiser felt

that WPTR's impact was as responsible for the success of

the campaign as the promotion itself.

WPTR, Albany, N. Y. PURCHASE: Announcements

REAL KOOL
Sponsor: C. C. Lang & Son AGENCY: Marc Smith & Associates

Capsule case history: This sponsor wanted to increase

distribution in the Baltimore market of their new product,

Real Kool beverage and flavor concentrates in pressurized

pushbutton cans. Sponsor's agency decided to make a con-

centrated effort directed at one consumer segment rather

than using an "all or nothing" campaign. Consequently,

radio was the only advertising medium used. WBAL and its

number one personality, Frank Hennessy, were selected for

the promotion. Hennessy was chosen for his popularity

with housewives and particularly because morning radio

reaches the entire family. A concentration of time seg-

ments and minute spots were placed throughout the day

from 7:25 a.m. to 6:00 p.m., running for four consecutive

weeks during summer at the height of the beverage season.

The success of the campaign was measured not only by

increased sales and distribution, but principally by the fact

that it helped maintain distribution in the Acme chain through

the fall and winter season, which is unusual for a product

considered a summer item by most grocery store buyers.

WBAL, Baltimore PURC11 \SE: \nnnunrements

SPONSOR 28 DFXEMBER 1957
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RADIO
RESULTS

Soft drinks i ontinued

COCA-COLA
SPONSOR: Wash. Coca-Cola Bottling Work- AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: A report of instantaneous results

through the use of local radio advertising comes from the

Washington ('oca-Cola Bottling Works. Though local fran-

chised bottling works frequentl) use radio, it was a new

approach for this firm. Some months ago when its adver-

tising wasn't bringing in the desired results, it launched a

radio campaign. It bought spot schedules on several local,

independent stations, including WW DC. On the latter, its

pitch was selling through the personality of disk jockeys.

Speaking of the campaign. W . \. Sale-, manager of the com-

pany, reports: "The results were instantaneous, with our

three plants in this area showing a 20, 15 and 14% increase

in the first month. The success story doesn't stop there.

We have continued the spot schedule and are still getting

increases each month." Disk jockeys who did the selling for

Coca-Cola were Art Brown, Fred Fiske and Jack Rowzie.

W W DC, & Others, Washington, D. C. PURCHASE: Announcements

COCA-COLA
SPONSOR: Washington Coca-Cola AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: After some months of disappoint-

ing advertising results. Washington Cola Cola decided to

try radio advertising on independent specialty stations be-

cause (1) their music appealed to a large audience in the

area and (2) they had a low cost-per- 1,000. Coca Cola was

able to purchase five specialty stations for the price of one

network outlet. Country-and-western music station WARL
was given a substantial part ($2,244) of the budget for a

period of three months, to help increase sales in the metro-

politan area. The first month hypoed 'Coke' sales 20 r^ in

the Silver Spring, Md., area, 15% in the Alexandria, Va.,

area, and 14% in the D. C. area. Consequently, the firm

renewed for 52 weeks and have since realized a profit in-

crease of up to 30% over last year. With the inauguration

of the second campaign, 'Coke' increased the number of

stations used in the area, from the original four to 10.

WARL, Arlington PURCHASE: Announcements

FERTILIZER-INSECTICIDE
SPONSOR: Ward Feed Store, Inc. AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: Local tie-in advertising following a

network plug proved a combination that brought excellent

results for Ward Feed Store of Syracuse. Starting 8 April.

and allocating its entire ad budget. Ward's launched a

Monday-through-Friday series of one-minute spots on

W HEX. The campaign was concentrated on Fiestar, a fer-

tilizer and insecticide. Ward's bought the 11:30 a.m. spot

immediately following the Arthur Godfrey network show,

which was also advertising Fiestar. Prior to this campaign.

Ward's had been handling a maximum of one carload of

Fiestar a year. Using this WHEN promotion only, they have

moved 3^ carloads in the past 1^2 months, a sales increase

of approximately 25-fold on the product. (Incidentally,

Fiestar requests from market centers as far away as Nor-

M ilk. Ohio, and Elkins. W. Va.. caused the station to theorize

that sun spots have been boosting their signal coverage).

WHEN J, 1S( \. \ |'( |{( || \SE: Announcements

FIRESTONE PRODUCTS
SPONSOR: Firestone & Riverside Stores AGENCY: Adv. Sales, Inc.

Capsule case history: Firestone and Riverside Stores, out-

lets for Firestone products in New Orleans, report that their

sales figures for the past year and this year have increased

better than 72% since they started using WNOE. Sales

for the week of 15 Julv exceed by far the sales figures for

any week in 1956. Since the summer months reflect the

highest sales figures, Firestone has been placing the bulk of

their spots in this period with a lesser schedule in the late

fall and wrinter months. More than 50% of Firestone's ad-

vertising budget is devoted to radio, with the majority of

this placed on WNOE. Due to the unquestionable success

of spot it has been necessary for the owners to construct a

completely new outlet in addition to expanding the four

stores. A sizeable percentage of Firestone business comes

from the retail trade zone within a 125-mile radius of New

Orleans. "Radio will continue to be, in the future, a vital

factor in our success," says the president of the company.

W1VOE, New Orleans, La. Announcements

SPONSOR 28 DECEMBER 1957
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"He must know a good spot"

l£



So does the J. Walter Thompson Company, one of the nation's

leading advertising agencies. Experts at selecting the most

sales-productive television stations, the JWT timebuyers have

at their fingertips the latest market and audience research.

Facts carefully compiled by their own skilled researchers . .

.

plus exhaustive data supplied by CBS Television Spot Sales.

So armed, J. Walter Thompson has bought spot schedules on

WBTV, Charlotte, for 11 of its clients during the past year. .

.

including such major accounts as Shell Oil, Eastman Kodak,

Ford, Schlitz, Scott Paper, Seven-Up and Ward Baking Company.

Good spot to be in! For JWT. . . and for 388 different national

spot advertisers currently placing schedules on the 13 stations

and the regional network represented by. .

.

CBS TELEVISION SP®T SALES
WCBS-TV New York, whct Hartford. wcai-TV Philadelphia, wtop-tv Washington,

WBTV Charlotte, wbtw Florence. WMBB-TV Jacksonville, w xix Milwaukee.

wbbm-tv Chicago, kgul-tv Galveston, ksl-tv Salt Lake City, koin-ty Portland,

knxt Los Angeles, and the cbs television pacific network



A pictorial review of local

and national industry events

PICTURE WRAP-UP

First client '- presented with 10-year certificate for continuous

sponsorship since 1947 1>> WRGB, Schenectady, following luncheon

and studio tour by area clients and agency people. Havens Electric

Co. Pres. L. R. Perlee accepts as gen. mgr. J. Milton Lang looks on

Roving Sputnik is used by KYA. San Francisco,

newscasters to get spot news fast. Car is short-wave

controlled and completely fitted with custom-designed

broadcast setup for direct voice contact with station

Humor spiced the facts in WJW-TV, Cleveland, movie. Greeting

more than 500 New York timebuyers, account execs and agency

heads were Storer Broadcasting Co.'s Pres. George B. Storer,

Lee B. Wailes, executive v.p., "Pete" Kettler, v.p. of operations

and station manager Ben Wickham. At left, post-film buffet

Football cavalcade of 10,000 fans invades Reno after

500-mile trip to see KOLO-TV telecast of game sold

out in San Francisco and blacked out there by pro-

football rules. City's welcome included parade

Carpenter shop gets close inspection by New York ad agency execs

on recent tour of WSAZ-TV, Huntington, West Va. Shown (1. to r.)

are Jane Podester, McCann-Erickson; M. T. Membrado, Katz Agency;

Jackie Moore, BBDO; Dorothy Houghey, Grey Advertising; Leonard

Soglio, Ted Bate.: (i.rtrude Scanlan, BBDO; L. H. Rogers, WSAZ-TV



News and Idea

WRAP-UP

ADVERTISERS
Hon Vmi. which tlii» year swung

from near-obacoritj i<» a "hot"

product, 18 calling it quits >\illi

Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauf & Ryan.

The agency's version h>i the break:

It didn't like the barter deals the ac-

count was on the verge of making for

Jet Bon Vmi and anothei brand now

being tested.

Budget involved: somewhere around

11,250,000.

IMiilip Morris lias named three

new directors and two \ ice presi-

dents' iii an executive revamping
following the recent election of

president Joseph V. Cullman.

The directors: Chandlei II. K il>l»ee,

chief financial officer, secretary and

treasurer; Robert I*. Roper, v.p. in

charge of operations, and .1. Ilarvie

\\ ilkinson, Jr.. \ irginia hanker ami

officer i>f the State-Planters Bank of

Commerce \ rrusts Co. in Richmond.

The v.p.'s: Chandler II. Kibhee, and

Paul I). Smith. Philip Morris' general

counsel.

(See New-maker of the Week on

Cullman. 1 1 December sponsor, p. k)

Harry Winston, Famous New York

jeweler, is offering well heeled Texas

oilmen a product onl) millionaires can

buy.

Its the 127 carat, blue Portuguese

Diamond, largest emerald cut diamond

in the world. Price quoted in the cop} :

|] million.

The spot announcements are carried

by Texas Triangle Radio Stations

KLIF, KILT. andKTSA.

Advertiser personnel moves: J. I).

Elgin, advertising department man-

ager for Soconj Mobil. Klgin succeeds

P. \. Gosman, named special assistant

to the domestic marketing manager . . .

Frederick W . Bright, director of na-

tional advertising for Avis Rent-a-Car

System. Bright has been an independ-

ent consultant on advertising, promo-

tion and marketing.

AGENCIES
I he deal in\ olved $20 million. I he)

paid S3 million foi the radio station,

$12,600,000 foi the n Btation, and

$4,40Q,000 for the station's building

and land.

\\ ( \l . Inc. is retaining its holdings

in \\ I) \l -
1 \ . Scranton, and Muzak.

The weeks conversation piece on
Madison Avenue: The retirement

of J. II. S. (Jin) Ellis, one of

advertising's creative giant;-, from
the presidency of Kudner.

Ellis intends to sell his majorit) in-

terest in the agenC) tO other top level

executives in a deal to come "II nexl

month.

Ellis joined a predecessoi agency,

Vrthur kudner. Inc.. in L935. Me be-

came president and majority stock-

holder f)f Kudner Agenc\ in a re-

organization which followed the death

of Vrthur Kudner in 1945. Ellis and

Schuyler R. Kudner. a brother of the

founder, are the onl) remaining top

level survivors of the original agency.

I.llis and Kudner had supervised the

rise of the $23-million Bui< :k account

to third place in the automotive indus-

tr\ over the last 22 \ears.

Other changes in Kudner'a re-

alignmenl

:

Paul K. Newman, senior v.p. and

art director, and ( '.. M. Rohrabaugh,
v.p., secretary and director of accounl

management, become executive V.p.'s.

Newman and J. W. Millard, v.p.

and accounl manager, are now on the

executive committee. Rohrabaugh be-

comes president ol the cot mittee

which will assume all responsibilities

of management.

Myron P. Kirk, senior v.p. and

director of t\ and radio, has resigned.

The Sim Oil account, worth £6
million, has shifted to K«:>. The

agency won out againsl at least five

contenders.

Former berth: Ruthrauff ^ Rvan.

5000 W

WENATCHEE

is right smock dob in the mid-

dle of this farm and industrial

area, separated from Seattle

and Spokane by MOUNTAINS
ond MILES. Belter earmork some
of your ad budget for the agri-

cultural heart of the Pocific

Northwest with KPQ, Wenatchee.
Selected programs from 3 nets,

plus local programs, news, and
seasonal sports.

National Rape
Forjoe A Co., Inc.

Seattle A Portland Rapt:
Art Moore A Assoc.

National Salas

Pat O Halloran
NOrmandy 3-5121

Wenatchee

WE GUARANTEE
ta outpull all other North
Central Washington media

2 ta 1

1
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Major appointments at hat/, this

week

:

Harry W. Bennett, Jr le «>f

the founders of Bryan Houston and

latel) Compton'a accounl supervisor

for P&G, has moved to senior \.|>. and

chief administrative officer <>l Comp-

ton's New ^ ork ofliee.

Charles NX. Shugerl comes in as

\.|>. and director of marketing. Shu-

gerl was formerrj with Benton &

Bowles and spent 26 years with Shell

Oil.

Advertiser Service Associates,
headed l»\ Herh Landon. lias been

formed in Hollywood to render

marketing services in the Western
states for agencies and their cli-

ents.

The firm will handle these services

on an assignment basis for those agen-

cies who do not ha\e branch offices

in that area.

Agency appointments: Sidney

Clayton, Chicago, for all products of

Reliable Packing Co. . . . Carol Ad-
vertising, San Antonio, for Texas

Brands, food processors and packers,

formerly handled by St. George &
Keyes, New York . . . Rose-Martin,

New York, for Travellers Luggage.

New on the job: E. Louis Figen-

wald, executive v.p. in charge of radio

and tv for Lee-Stockman. He will su-

pervise an expanded radio-tv depart-

ment . . . Lou Rossillo, tv timebuyer

for Regal Advertising . . . Mary-

Wells, copy supervisor on the Max
Factor account for Doyle-Dane-Bern-

bach. She has done cosmetic copy-

writing for C. J. LaRoche and Mc-

Cann-Erickson . . . Walter A. Law-
rence, account exectuive for Guild.

Bascom & Bonfigli. from Kenyon &
Eckhardt . . . David G. Watrous,
v.p. and account supervisor for Benton

& Bowles, New York. He was with

Tatham-Laird in Chicago.

NETWORKS
CBS, Inc., in one of the biggest

station transactions of the year,

has purchased Philadelphia sta-

tions WCAU and WCAU-TV.

CBS president Arthur Hull Hayes
has presented the Library of Con-
gress with tapes of a two-weeks'

broadcast output by CBS Radio.

[he network's gift, consisting of

397 reels of tape, will go into the

Library's permanent collection of

audio-visual reference works.

Some of the programs: two ad-

dresses b) President Eisenhower, a

-al ute to Armed Forces Day, two

World Music Festivals from Europe,

a report on the Galindez-Murphj Case.

Breck, Sealtest and Hills Bros.

Coffee will sponsor Shirley Tern-

[tic's Storybook, 12 January, over

159 NBC-TV stations. Time slot:

8-9 p.m.. otherwise occupied b\ Steve

Allen.

Shirley Temple will be hostess-nar-

rator of the live series. First produc-

tion will be Beauty and the Beast.

CBS Radio will debut a new 10-

minute daytime series, starring

Peter Lind Hayes and Mary Healy
6 January for A. E. Staley Manu-
facturing.

Staley has bought the strip for its

Sta-Flo liquid starch and Sta-Puf

laundry rinse. The contract involves

-1.200,000 gross over 52 weeks.

Florists' Telegraph Delivery Asso-

ciation, in its first network buy,

will sponsor Person to Person over

CBS on alternate Fridays, begin-

ning 21 March.
It is the first regular network show

for FTD, which previously has used

tv spot and one-shot specials.

Mutual reports they've received ap-

plications for affiliation from 49 sta-

tions since 8 August.

Adds Mutual: 26 applications have

been accepted by MBS, with 23

turned down because of duplication of

MBS station coverage areas.

FILM
Latest development in the battle

between United Artists and NTA
for the conrolling interest in AAP :

AAP's president Eliot H\ man last

week announced:

• Gotham Television Corp., a UA
subsidiary, has bought 700.000 shares

of stock in AAP.
• AAP will continue under its pres-

ent management.

• Louis Chesler, Maxwell Goldhar

and M. Mac Schwebel have resigned

as AAP officers and directors.

Brewers tend to be multi-market,

multi-show customers of long

duration, according to a Ziv an-

alysis.

\\ illi regional distribution the domi-

nant pattern. 68% of all Ziv beer

sponsors use the same show in three

or more markets and 27% sponsor

the same show in five or more mar-

kets.

Of the total number of beer spon-

sors, 42% of sponsors use more than

one show at a time, frequentlv using

two or more vehicles in the same city.

Ten percent of the beer bankrollers

have identical multi-markets for two

different series.

Since October, 1955, the number of

markets being used by Ziv's beer spon-

sors has increased by 17%. The num-
ber of different brewing companies on

the Ziv roster has increased by 13%
in the two-year period.

Conclusion: Since so manv of the

major brewers were already in tv film

sponsorship by 1955. the percentage

growth since then has not been so

great as it has been for other cate-

gories.

"26 Men" lassoed top-choice spots

on ARB's top-ten syndicated show
ratings.

According to a special study, based

on the ARB's latest survey, the show

ranks No. 1 among syndicated film

shows in Albuquerque with a rating of

35.4 and No. 1 in Burlington-Platts-

burg with a 36.5 rating.

RADIO STATIONS
WOR, New York, had Advertest

conduct a survey 10-11 December
to see what source people turned

to for information on the subway
strike.

The survey showed that of 53 r
< of

the people who used one medium, ra-

dio topped newspapers bv 115% and

tv. by 66%.
Of 47% who turned to several me-

dia, 49'
i said radio provided them

with the most helpful information,

compared with 28% for newspapers

and 24% for tv.

A. A. Nielsen this week declared

the §50,000 suit brought by WLEA
radio, Hornell, to be ''ground-

less."

Said the company: ''Nielsen tv and

radio surveys are based on sound and

tested statistical procedures which have
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been thorough!) endorsed l»\ broad

industr) use and approval."

(See pp. 9 and 58, 10 Novembei

sponsor, for details on \\ II \ - suit. I

Here ore tome interesting statis-

tical data on tin Negro markel as

pointed out In Selwyn Donnelson
before a RTES timebuying semi-

nar

:

\\ liitr and Negro growth, between

1940-1950:

uiini NEGRO NEGRO

( bicago 2.0', 62.49! I \:2

Detroil n.r, 80.59! L6.4

Philadelphia 0.89! 19.995 18.3

Washington 9.29! 20.59! '.VI

Bahimore L59! 35.99! 23.8

I os Vngeles 25.29! IK-.i", L0.7

Negro migration from rural areas to

the large cities ha- continued mi a

large scale Bince the war, said Donnel-

son. foda) onl) l(>' I of Nfegro peo-

ple an- southern farmers as against

1695 before World War II.

Station miscellany :

• Vctor Barrj Sullivan in London

dropped Ms acting duties in telephone

KHl \. Phoenix, detail- or the train

wreck disaster that claimed 100 lives.

• Seven-Up will sponsor over

K\\. L \.. coverage of the L. \. Open

Golf I ournament for four davs 3-6

January.

Parakeets are figuring in station

promotions these days:

• KOMK. I iilsa. has come up with

Peteie, a bird that can -a\ ""There'-

no place like "Kome,' 1300 on your

radio."

The parakeet is heard after every

station newscast, and his owner boasts

KOME's 1100 bond award.

• \\ INS. New "i ork, is on a simi-

lar hunt for the parakeet who can

utter some such phrase as "I like

W INS.- or "The bird says W INS Is

for the people." WINS so far has

7,350 bird owner- awaiting the arriv-

al of their tape recorder, and will

award a prize of $25.

Programing idea-:

• KM Z. Houston, has for -i\

months polled housewives for their

music preferences. Suggestions for

Housewives Hit Parade show the ladies

are neither pro nor anti Top Fortv but

like music with a swinging beat and

sensible lyrics. KNI / Bays the pro-

gram i- good f"i it- ratio:.'-.

• k\o\. St. Louis, i- featuring

St. Louis Business Speaks, a publii

-ei \ ice feature, on it- dail) 8:30 a.m.

newscast. I he feature 1 onsists ol 60-

second commentaries b\ local busi-

ness and . i\ i. lc.nl. 1
-

Station affiliation] WTXL, Spring-

field, Mass., which has been independ

ent, with \I!N .1- ..i 21 December.

Purchase: John II. Poole, foundei

and president of KBIG, I loll) wood,

has acquired 759! of interest In

KPLA-FM. 259! interesl i- being re-

tained b) Hon Martin, station founder.

\ new coi poration, k.1'1 . \. Inc., w ill

cai r\ on the opei at ion.

Anchor men on the -tail of

\\ MMS. Bath, Me., which went on
the air Beveral weeks ago

:

Mark Roman, program manage]

;

\\ . II. Prosser, new- and continuity

director. Lew Colby, promotion man-

age] .

TV STATIONS
I'ii bli. service on local stations:

• WKY-TV, Oklahoma City, com-

bined an appeal for donation- to an

eye bank with a film showing a corneal

transplant operation.

More than 2.00O person- volunteered

within 1-8 hours of the pro-ram to do-

nate their eyes, and two eye transplant

operation- were e\en performed when

a hospitalized donor died shortly after

the telecast. The Lions Club spon-

sored the project.

• KETC-TV. St. Louis, telecasl a

live half-hour "brainstorming" -.—ion

attacking the question "'What can we
do about St. Louis traffic?"

Frank Block Associates put on the

program in order to acquaint viewers

with the brainstorming technique and

to stimulate fresh solutions to the traf-

fic problem.

• WNDU-TV, South Bend-Elkhart,

ha- -old two public service programs

to local sponsors. One features case

historic- from Indiana law tile-, and is

-ponsored by the local Bar Associa-

tion. The other pro-ram is devoted to

the fine arts and i- sponsored b\ a

local bank.

• John I). Schener, Jr.. of Tri-

angle radio and t\ stations, ursed

membei - "I the Vmei ii an Muni' ipal

Association to expend a- mu< h effort

in public izing publii sei v i< e pi

a- ill pi omol in:' <"\< 1 l.nnm.iit

11-.

""
I be audieni e -unci h ill . 1 — 1 j r

*

\ on .d propel results from \ oui broad

• asts, In- said "and the -latum- h ill

know then publii -ci \ ii
.- effoi 1-

iH. t in \ ain.

Paj t\ tor Los tngeles? The ( it

>

Council at an\ rale ha- approved
tin- final reading of an ordinance
ratifying loll i\ franchises.

I here an- some indii at ions thai the

Issue ma) I"- turned ovei t" a public

referendum.

Julius I' . I in bl'i . ..I the Southei n

• alifoi ma I heatre < >w ners \--... ia

tion. in opposing the issui -aid

:

""The o\ .1 h lieln, in- majoi its of the

people are unreserved!) opposed t" paj

t\ in an) foi m." lb- [ndii ated that the

53,000 signatures which put the Dod-
-ci - 1--, i,- on a ballot 1 ould be sei ured

b\ his group.

Vffiliations: KKSD-IA. Rapid City,

S. Dak., with NBC "ii 1 January. . . .

KSIIO- 1 \ . Las Vegas, with SBC on

15 December . . , WSOC. Charlotte,

N. <:.. and CKBI-TV, Prince Ubert,

Saskatchewan, with (IBS. \X —
- * > < 1-

now affiliated with all line- networks.

What WFTLrTV, Philadelphia, says

its increase in signal strength

means

:

\ bonus of 264,162 t\ homes that

brin-- the total home count to 2,023,-

288 (Grade B).

Re channel changes:

• Hudson Valle) stations WCDB,
\\ ( D \ and W'CDC have -witched from

1 111' channels 2'>. II. and 19 to Mil

Channel L0, continuing I HF channel

19 a- a satellite of Channel L0. New

call letters: W-TEN.
• The Washington Post Broadcast

Division ha- petition. -.1 the FCC to al-

locate channel 8 to Birmingham, Ma..

giving the cit\ it- third commercial

\ UK channel. If -rant., I. tb-- Wash-

ington Post Co. will appl) for a 1 on-

struction permit for channel 8.

• The Jefferson Standard Broadca-t-

ing Co. ha- asked the I"< 1 to allocate

a third \ HI" channel to Greensboro,

N. C. If granted, the company will

apply for a channel. ^
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DRUG STORE
ONE BILLION DOLLARS
IN DRUG SALES

IN STORER MARKETS
IN 1956*

. . . with a significant share

enjoyed by drug advertisers on

radio and television stations

owned and operated by the

Storer Broadcasting Company

STORER BROADCASTING COMPANY
WSPD-TV WJW-TV WJBK-TV WAGA-TV WVUE-TV
Toledo, Ohio Cleveland, Ohio Detroit, Mich. Atlanta, Go. Wilmington-Philadelphia

WSPD WJW WJBK WAGA WIBG WWVA WGBS
Toledo, Ohio Cleveland, Ohio Detroit, Mich. Atlanta, Go. Philadelphia, Pa. Wheeling, W. Va. Miami, Flo.

NEW YORK— 625 Madison Avenue, New York 22, Plaia 1-3940

SALES OFFICES CHICAGO— 230 N.Michigan Avenue, Chicago 1, Franklin 2-6498

SAN FRANCISCO — 111 Sutter Street, San Froncisco, Sutter 1-8689

1957 Sales Management "Survey of Buying Power"



lnSHREVEPORT,La.

/ *

v. /

the STATION

with the

STAtiS

HAS THE

VIEWERS
*157,980 TELEVISION HOMES
IN KTBS-TV AREA. 13,120

more homes and approximately

40,000 MORE VIEWERS than

Station B.

136,860 HOMES REACHED
MONTHLY. 6,740 more homes

and approximately 20,000

MORE VIEWERS than Station

B.

131,870 HOMES REACHED
WEEKLY. 5,120 more homes

and approximately 15,000

MORE VIEWERS than Station

B.

* Latest Nielsen Survey

KTBS-7t/
CHANNEL

SHREVEPORT
LOUISIANA
E. NEWTON WRAY, President & Cen. Mgr.

NBC and ABC
Represented by

Edward Petry & Co., Inc.

Tv and radio

EWSMAKERS

Lyell Bremser, general manager of KFAB,
Omaha, has heen elected a vice president

of the station. Raymond H. Sa\s\er, who
is an official of the May Broadcasting Co.,

has also been named a vice president.

Other officers reelected are Joe W. Sea-

crest, Lincoln, president ; Walter W. White,

Lincoln, executive vice president; Edward

\\ . Ma\. Shenandoah, J. D. Rankin, Shen-

andoah, and Fred Seacrest, Lincoln, vice presidents and Owen L.

Saddler, secretary-treasurer. In addition to the above officers, Lee

P. Loomis has been chosen as a member of the board of directors

of the Journal-Star Printing Co., Lincoln, Nebraska, and the May
Broadcasting Co., both of which have stock interest in KFAB. May
Broadcasting also owns KMTV, Omaha, and KMA, Shenandoah, la.

C. Terence Clyne has been named a sen-

ior vice president of McCann-Erickson,

Inc. He joined Mc-E in 1954. Prior to

that Clyne was senior v.p. of Biow Adver-

tising Agency where he launched such

shows as / Love Lucy. His eight-year stay

with Biow, where he was also director of

radio and television, was interrupted by a

three-year tour in the Air Force. For

years Clyne directed the Bulova Watch time signals campaign, a

major spot radio and later tv buy. He was graduated from Amherst

in 1928 and began his career in advertising immediately. In 1937

he joined Free & Peters, radio station representatives, where he be-

came v.p. in charge of the New York office. As a senior v.p. Clyne

will oversee Mc-E's world-wide tv-radio activities in its 45 offices.

Harold "Hap" Anderson, general mana-

ger of WDEF-TV, Chattanooga, has been

elected president of the Founders Corp., a

New York investment concern which owns

broadcast properties in Syracuse, Flint.

Honolulu, Denver and New Orleans. In

addition. Founders owns and operates Mo-

hican Stores. Inc.. a chain of 65 super

markets in the New England states and the

First Dividend Premium Stamp Co. of New York. Anderson was

general manager of WDEF-TV for four years. Replacing him in

Chattanooga is Otis H. Segler who was commercial sales manager

of the station. Before joining WDEF-TV, Segler held the same po-

sition with KOLN radio and tv. Lincoln. He is currently v.p. of the

Advertising Club of Chattanooga, of which Anderson is a member.
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What's happening in U. s (.miernmenl

that affects tponsors, agencies, ttations

WASHINGTON WEEK
28 DECEMBER

Copyright l»J7

SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS INC.

Tlii?* year >>:i- marked by the network! waiting for a veritable octopus to drop

hi* sluir-. one after another. Washington really gave 'em fits.

\ review <>f the Washington year most include these highlights:

• The House Small Business Committee struck when the jrear had barelj started with a

charge thai the FCC had (ailed t<> prevent monopoly— mostlj of the network variety— in

television. Chairman Joe Evins (D., Term, i was unable to get am Republican signatures,

however, and had to be content with a straight party-line vote on the report.

• Rep. Emanuel Celler's (D., N.Y.) House Judiciary Antitrust subcommittee finally man-

aged to issue a report blistering many web practices, including option time and must buy.

The Senate Commerce Committee staff report had even broader implications.

Meanwhile, Justice Department investigations resulted in two Buits, that involving so-

called "block booking" of feature films in television, and the one charging NBC with illegal

pressures in the NBC-Westinghouse sale-trade of Philadelphia and Cleveland stations. Jus-

tice is still hard at work probing general network practices.

• The FCC's own network study committee, under Dean Roscoe Barrow, only recently

issued its own report, and its indictment of network practices and recommendations for

regulatory changes were the most sweeping yet.

• The Federal Trade Commission, in response to Congressional and public pressures about

alleged advertising excesses in television, set up a radio-tv monitoring unit.

Giving the action what appeared to be greater punch, was the establishment of FTC-

FCC liaison, under which when the FTC challenged a broadcast commercial, the FCC was

notified and in turn notified the stations which carried the commercial.

• Ad men feared this would amount to FCC pressure against commercials on the basis

of a mere complaint, pending adjudication of the merits of the complaint.

• In actual practice, the FCC has applied no pressure, and nothing was actually changed

very much by the liaison. And, during this year at least, even the establishment of the spe-

cial radio-tv monitoring unit hasn't really increased the number of complaints against com-

mercials significantly.

• This was the year in which all hope of legislative or FCC action to do anything for

UHF television completely evaporated. It became clear that if UHF is to become a signifi-

cant factor in the television picture, it will have to be because private enterprise finds the

needed solutions.

Practically forgotten were FCC proposals to shift all or a major part of TV to UHF to

break the logjam under which UHF is unable to compete with VHF and under which there

aren't enough VHF channels available. Also lost in the shuffle, except for a very few mar-

kets, was the idea of preserving "UHF islands"' free of VHF competition. Completely for-

gotten was the idea of making new UHF protected islands by removing existing VHF sta-

tions, with even fewer exceptions.

Even the Craven Plan for getting more \ I IF assignments by forgetting the table of

assignments and permitting applications on a case-by-case basis was eventually defeated.

• A widescale trial of pay-TV was finally authorized, but delayed until 1 March 1958 to

give Congress time to do anything it might want to do. (More on this in the 4 January

issue.)
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BLAIR-TV
WFIL-TV ...... Basic ABC
WNBF-TV Basic CBS + ABC, NBC
WFBG-TV Basic CBS + ABC

THE KATZ AGENCY
WNHC-TV Basic ABC

BLAIR TELEVISION ASSOCIATES
WLBR-TV Independent • • •

World's Best Movies

Sources: ARB, Philadelphia, Nov. 1957/Telepufse, Binghamton, Baltimore, Kansas

City, Houston, Nov. 1956/SRDS, Mar. 1957/Trendex, Central Pennsylvania, Nov.

1957/ARB, Hartford-New Haven, June 1957/Trendex, Hartford-New Haven, Dec. 1957
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WFIL-TV
in Philadelphia! .M< >RK audieiuv,

SIGN-ON to SIGN-OFF, SEVEN
DAYS A WEEK, than ANY other

Philadelphia station!

WNBF-TV
from Scranton to Syracuse ! 48.

1

average rating-SEVEN NIGHTS
A WEEK-MORE audience at

lower cost per thousand than any

station in Baltimore, Kansas City,

Houston and other major markets.

WFBG-TV
from Pittsburgh to Harrisburg!

24% MORE audience, SEVEN
DAYS A WEEK, than nearest

competitor. Only complete cover-

age of central Pennsylvania.

WNHC-TV
from Massachusetts to Long
Island! MOST audience, SIGN-
ON to SIGN-OFF, SEVEN DAYS
A WEEK! DOUBLE the audience

of nearest competitor.

WLBR-TV
UHF station to cover the entire

LEBANON,LANCASTER, HAR-
RISBURG, YORK area -Amer-
ica's Number ONE UHF market
— and at a fraction of the cost of

nearest competitor ! Hurry ! Rates

go up January 1.

WFIL-TV
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA

WNBF-TV
BINGHAMTON, NEW YORK

WFBG-TV
A LT O O N A— J OHNSTOWN, PA.

WNHC-TV
HARTFORD-NEW HAVEN, CONN.

WLBR-TV
LEBANON - LANCASTER, PA.

Operated by: Radio and Television Div. / Triangle Publications, Inc. / 46th & Market Sts., Philadelphia 39, Pa.

WFIL-AM • FM • TV, Philadelphia, Pa. / WNBF-AM • FM • TV. Binghamfon, N. Y. / WHGB-AM. Harrisburg, Pa.

WFBC-AM • TV. Altoona-Johnstown, Pa. / WNMC-AM • FM • TV.Hartford-New Haven, Conn. / w l_ B R - TV. Lebanon-Lancaster, Pa.

Triangle National Sales Office, 485 Lexington Avenue, New York 1 7 , New York
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A round-up of trade talks,

trends and tips for admen

28 DECEMBER
Copyright 1957

SPONSOR HEARS
The year's highpoint in candid communication between advertiser and media:

Edward H. Little, chief Colgate officer, inviting William Paley and associates to

sponsor publications inc. lunch at Colgate's executive dining room and explaining what's doing in air media.

If a successor meanwhile becomes available, Desilu will let Revlon quit the

Walter Winchell File (ABC TV) sooner than the formal cancellation date.

Revlon's obligation holds until March. But Martin Leeds, Desilu's N.Y. representative,

says he has an "indication of interest" from another source that could take Revlon out of

the picture earlier than March.

CBS Radio turned down BBDO's offer to buy a daytime saturation schedule

on alternate Wednesdays to plug the U.S. Steel Hour on CBS TV.

Reasons for the demurrer:

1) The network sells time only for the sale of products and services.

2) It would he embarrassing to affiliates without tv stations.

This could be a reflection of the economic climate: Industrialists are being besieged

by entrepreneurs offering to get films about their operations on tv for nothing.

The only investment, goes the pitch, is the cost of producing a five- to 25-minute film.

Prices quoted: Anywhere from $5,000 to $10,000.

Some offer a guarantee of so many stations, while others suggest that, if necessary,

they'll buy the time in one particular market—Washington. Why Washington? So

the story will be exposed to possibly influential politicos and bureaucrats.

For programing veterans on Madison Avenue the retirement this week of Mike

Kirk from the business (as well as Kudner) supplied a moment of nostalgic

reverie.

His exit touched off memoirs of the days when agencies were the creators of pro-

gram formats and concepts; when they exercised the dominant responsibility.

The breed that Kirk represented included such pioneering stalwarts as the late John

Reber (JWT), Chet LaRoche (then at Y&R), the late Douglas Coulter (N. W. Aver),

the late Arthur Pryor, Jr. (BBDO), Frank Hummert (Blackett-Sample-Hummert), Doro-

thy Barstow (Mrs. H. K. McCann). and Milton Biow.

How many agency people can say they bought upwards of $25 million in

spot time?

The following list of 16 is limited to those still in the business. The names and

present connections:

Beth Black - _ Cohen & Aleshire Tom McDermott N. W. Aver

Frank Coulter Young & Rubicam James Neale DSF
Bill Dekker McCann-Erickson Curt Peterson McCann-Erickson

Dick Grahl William Esty Reggie Schuebel Guild, B&B

Frank Kemp Compton Jayne Shannon JWT
George Kern McCann-Erickson Frank Silvernail BBDO
John Kucera Bates Ed Small Ted Bates

Jim Luce ..... ...JWT Anne Wright JWT
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1/5 of all Canadian Drug Sales are madi in out flu m il ton-Toron t<,-.\ iaga ra agi a

SOLD

BY

CHCH-TV

ADVERTISING

PLUS

PROMOTION

CHCH-TV reaches 1 5 of the Canadian drug market. The 2,522,715 people within our

vast coverage area spend $76,848,000 each year in more than 1,000 drug outlets. This

represents 24.24' - of all Canadian drug sales . . . another black and white fact proving

that CHCH-TV 'sells on sight' to the richest market in Canada. For further informa-

tion call Montreal: UN 6-9868; Toronto: EM 6-9234; Hamilton: JA 2-1101; Van-

couver: TA 7461; New York City: PL 1 348; FUf*L£m Tl/
Chicago: MI 2-6190; San Francisco: YU 6-6769 CHANNEL ## CANADA



IS GNU YEAR-
Not any more than any other year.

But unlike the gnu, you can make
1958 an especially happy year by
putting your sales message on
WBNS Radio. There you can
speak "people talk" to $3,034,624,-
000.00. You're sure of lots of lis-

teners on the hoof. That's because
WBNS Radio is first according to
Pulse in 315 out of 360 quarter
hours, Monday through Friday, 6
A.M. to midnight. Ask John Blair.

WBNS RADIO
COLUMBUS, OHIO

one always
stands

-L out

in Sl*reve;port it's

1480 KILOCYCLES • NON-DIRECTIONAL^
1000 WATTS • DAYTIME • INDEPENDENT
5 2 9 Vi Crockett St. — Shreveport, Louisiana

REPS.: National FORJOE & COMPANY- Southern CLARKE BROWN COMPANY

YEAR-END REPORT
(Continued from page 27)

v.p.'s who hold the purse strings on

almost three-fourths of national spot

tv billing indicates a spot tv boom by

spring 1958.

These are some of the changes in the

medium during 1957, some of which

set the stage for future growth:

• A cir haying patterns developed.

In days <>f peak network show ratings,

clients fought for choice show adjacen-

cies. As the audience became more

evenlj split, media men this year

looked for cumulative ratings rather

than gambling on particular show ad-

jacencies to deliver maximum audi-

ence. Prime evening time loosened up

somewhat. Some clients sought greater

frequenc\ in lower-priced times.

• Business increase was slower than

in previous years. In a medium that

enjoyed sizable annual increases

throughout its adolescence, dollar vol-

ume grew* only 13% during the first

three quarters of the year, according

to TvB figures. Some of this dollar in-

crease represented a rise in station

rates rather than additional business.

• Business was unevenly distrib-

uted. Stations in smaller markets and

weaker stations in major markets be-

gan to feel the pinch. Buying was

more selective than in less cost-con-

scious years.

• So-called fringe time became more

popular. Feature films and the abun-

dance of good syndicated product

helped boost late evening sets-in-use,

and strengthened many independent

stations. Increased audiences and the

opportunity for buying minute an-

nouncements lured some major adver-

tisers, including P&G, out of prime

evening and into these fringe times.

• Barter became a major concern.

As a form of bulk discounting, barter

was one svmptom of the softening in

the medium. Client interest in barter

seemed to reach a peak in mid-summer

when such barter agents as Time Mer-

chants. Tv Clearing House and Paul

Venze were making the rounds among
major advertisers. A number of top

agency media departments made stud-

ies to weigh the advantage of sizable

discounts against such drawbacks as

lower-rated time periods and less flexi-

bility. By year's-end, only a handful

(generally smaller tv advertisers I are

using barter schedules.

• Tv stations offer more discount

packages. Many stations have recog-
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ni/ril the pressure l"i greatei frequen-

cj impa< i and are tailoi ing theii dii

i
..in i -h in hires according!] , Some ol

the pressure came as .1 result ol bai tei

Man) timebuyers fell thai stations

which bartered some "I theii time

awaj [01 iiliu should give equal dia

counts to non-barter clients. Bui on

the u hole, bj yeai B-end, mosl of the

new package offers reflected awareness

of client needs, according to buyers.

• Shorter-term campaigns became

frequent. Media buying for package

goods was often done on the basis "I

L3 weeks <>i less at one time l>ui at

greater frequency per week than in

\ .mi - past, Man) media men felt thai

a concentrated short-term campaign

had a better chance of saturating a

market than a diluted long-term cam-

paign. In line with this reasoning,

Genera] Foods Bhared pari "I it- sched-

ules with Bristol-Myers on a temporary

basis, lather than -la\ on the air on a

52-week basis a- the food (inn hail

done |uc\ iousl)

.

The General Foods Bristol-Mvers

trade-off apparentl) Bel no pattern,

despite concern among some buyers

and seller.- that it might.

NETWORK TV

For network t\. it was a year of

three-waj competition, westerns, tape

and. in some instances, a trend toward

g buyer - market.

• The youthful growth oj the net-

works, it was apparent, it as over. The
annual (100 million increases in total

advertiser spending, which had been

an almost dependable feature of the

video web pictures, ended last year.

For 1
( '.~>7. client spending came to

about $660 million. $.'50 million above

V)r>(). sponsor estimates.

• There was no slowdown in net-

work audience growth. Though per-

centage of t\ homes has undoubtedK

been climbing at a smaller pace, pop-

ulation increases kept the tv audience

figures on a stead) northeast climb.

Even a cursor) glance at the latest

Nielsen figures < I November) made it

clear that average minute network au-

diences were roughly 3.5-4 million

above the previous year. This is just

about the increase for tv home-.

• If the audience was bored by tv.

you couldn't tell l>y average network

ratings or average hours of daily listen-

ing. As a matter of fact, for most of

the months of 1057. per-home daily

viewing was higher than the same

month the yeai before. Nielsen ti

en- also showed the networks share

..| nighttime viewing bas risen.

• II mi ci er, 1 1 -, and the i/c-

cline in at chilli- ratings because of

greatei competition were mol

clients more telet tix e, more 1 autious

and 1 • resistant to program and

time price hike-. The networks found

that, despite the general yen foi net-

work t\. time periods thai suddenl)

opened were nut picked up b) clients

-landing in line with a- much eclal as

in the past Since unsold time <\'"~ n..i

1 educe overhead and i- nevei re< ovei

able, deal- have bei nine more i ommon.

Striking evidence of the mure com-

petitive network picture 1- pro^ ided b)

the latest Nielsens. Average minute

audience- at ni^ht were up .">(>'»' for

\l!< . down r. foi CBS and up 2395

for NBC. Though CBS audiences h.ivi

declined alightl) it is still the No. 1

network with average minute audience-

at night aboul L.5 million ahead of it-

nearest competitor, NBC. It is also

well ahead in gTOSS lime billings. PIB
figure- fur the first 10 months of 1956

show: \BC. $66,376,706; CBS, $195,-

;:i 1,480; NBC. $156,206,019.

Tape ha- ipiietlv come in during the

pasl year and \mpe\ machines an-

in common use on the West Coast, ll

came too late for an) widespread re-

vamping in the dav light time sched-

ule this pa-l spring but there are am-

bitious plans for spring of 1958. The

oiilv foreseeable hitch at present is the

question of whether enough AT&T
line- can be provided in lime. \n NIK

showing id RCA color tape for news-

paper iailin-tv editors at the Burbank

studios in November impressed viewers

with it- live look on both color and

b\w sets.

Consumer and trade press talk about

the 1957-58 season being a dud and

the complaints about the lack of origi-

nalitv in Iv scripts ha- not impressed

advertisers overly. Nor have the sug-

Lje-1i.u1- aboul an increase in boredom

disclosed bv Cunningham \ Walsh's

latest Videotuwn study. \dvertisers

and agencies can -ee nothing in their

sale- curves that indicates anything is

seriou-lv wrong with the selling im-

pact of network tv

.

SPOT RADIO

Spot radio became unrecognizable

during 1957 if you wanted to com-

pare it with the -put radio medium of

five \ ear- earlier.

3i 1 & 1 1 &I* ^st*
• & \

'-•'
1

POP PARADE'
6\5 to Midnite

. . . your best radio buy in

Rochester, N. Y.
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5000 W
Best Buu

KFcJI
9

Best Buu

KLAMATH FALLS, OREGON
Ask -the Meeker Co.

II SO KC

MySiC
\
M^sjc

UV^c

• // lias new in billings—with the

national >| »< >l total headed for $200

million. (Station Representatives As-

sociation estimate for 1956 was $150
million: with the first three quarters

of L957 running aboul .''><)', ahead of

the previous year, Lawrence Wehh.

SR \ managing director, predicted a

$200,000,000 year for spot radio.)

• // nas new in buying technique.

Clients not only bought in increasing

frequencj hut they bought that wa\

consistently—for now "prime time''

franchises were being staked out.

• It was new in creativity. The

year's real renaissance came in the

quality of commercials. There were

light-touch talk commercials: light-

touch skit commercials.; and musical

commercials so smooth they could

have been hit songs (see also Com-
mercials in this report I

.

• Nighttime radio made a tentative

comeback. If you compared nighttime

this year with 1956, activity was way
up. But mostly this was a reflection

of the spot buying hoom in general.

Realization grew in 1957. however,

that nighttime was worth considering

on its merits.

• The boom threatened to bust open

daytime station logs. During so-called

""traffic" hours, many stations were

hard put to accommodate business.

Early in the year William Esty Co.

surveyed stations to see if they were

observing traditional product separa-

tion, as well as to check on over-com-

mercialization. There were frequent

efforts by admen to get stations to

police themselves during traffic hours.

At the same time, everybody wanted

in to these same periods.

• 77/e spot radio boom ivas not

spread evenly across the country. Manx

smaller markets were still fighting the

battle spot radio began to win else-

where in L956.

• l\ ext year's growth rate will prob-

ably be less than 1957's. The medium
was now operating on such a high

plateau it would take new sales de-

velopment work to continue growing

as fast. Most of the old standby clients,

including P&G, were now hack.

What was behind the 1957 business

1956. 1955 and

CLEVELAND'S STATION FOR MUSIC & NEWS

-urge:

The real answer:

1954.

In those years Radio Advertising

Bureau, the station representatives,

SI! \ and individual stations hammered

away repeatedly at clients as well as

agencies. By 1957 momentum had

been regained and it was no longer

a question of selling against the belief

that radio was old hat. A new attitude

had been created—along with new-

radio commercial techniques. The re-

markable thing is that the change was

created without a great increase in the

audience shown by the industry's

research.

The medium learned how to sell

itself and helped teach the client how
to use it most effectively.

NETWORK RADIO
Network radio, which picked itself

off the ground late in 1956. made a

comeback this year that surprised even

its boosters. The current atmosphere is

a startling change from the how-long-

will-network-radio-last murmurings of

less than two years ago.

• Actual dollar figures are hard to

come by but sponsor estimates total

advertising spending as somewhere in

the neighborhood of S80 to S90 mil-

lion, probably closer to the former.

The McCann-Erickson figures for 1956

HAPPY
NEW

YEAR '58

that's what this seasoned pub-

licity and promotion gal is

looking for in a job with

heavy TV-radio emphasis.

Chances are you already know

her. She has publicized and

promoted for a top broadcast-

ing organization, a top 10

agency, a leading program

packager.

\\ ants new affiliation and if

you are interested so is she.

Write Box #402

or call Murrav Hill 6-5982
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were V 7I million. Both figures in< lude

spending on conunen ials.

• \ IK figure-diggers \>ni the gross

tunc billings hi the following order:

' BS, -M million; NB( ,

- 10 million;

\l>( and Mutual together, $25 million.

Both CBS .ind \ l!( reporl final quartet

billings l"i 1957 are bettei than

ahead of tin- same quartei in 1956.

The lattei also disclosed thai ael dol«

l.ii income (after discounts) \\ .i-~ he.

above 1956 while CBS reported the

gross for 1 957 would !><• IV - o\ ei

the preceding year.

The two smaller i in billings i net-

works were in the competitive scramble

with new leadership. \ group under

Paul Roberts boughl MBS and re-

centl) made unsuccesful overtures to

buj VBN also. LBC Radio became the

American Broadcasting Network with

a former spol radio expert, Robert

i astman of the John Blair representa-

tive in in. at the helm.

Mutual i> continuing it- news-and-

music formal under it- new ownership

while Eastman came u|> with the l>i^-

gesl revamping of daytime network

radio since NBC Radio unveiled " eek-

dm about two years ago. Eastman's

programing plans involved a quintet <>f

MORE
radio homes at the

LOWEST
cost per home are

DELIVERED
by WSUN

than any other station in the

HEART of

FLORIDA
' li.-i k \inir XiWspn No 21

WSUN RADIO
ST. PETERSBURG - TAMPA

Represented By VENARD. RINTOUL A
McCONNELL

Southeastern: JAMES s. AYERS

one 1
1

• • i * i live show - in the process ol

which In- sa< i ifi< ed evei
j

pi ogi am in

his strong morning blockexcepl Break

fast ( tub, I lit- shows were envisioned

as a supplement to lot al new t-and-

music pi ogi aming and vere pi i sented

in the affiliates in an atmosphen

there's - m - l"i both ol us. I he)

were presented to advertisers as a wa)

to i apture the j oung housew ife, on the

grounds thai soap operas were the

l>i "\ iiM e of oldei women. Howevei

sales bo lai have been disappointinj

News be< ame even firml) entreni bed

a- a network -ale- feature. NBC kicked

nlF it- Hourly Sews setup earl) in the

yeai and Mutual followed with a new

news formal in the middle <>f the year.

I iccepl l"i religious Bhows and the

nighttime myster) strip, MBS now

offers little else to advertisers.

The resurgence "I network radio was

.K i ompanied, eai l\ in the year, b)

CBS and NBC rate changes which

uppei daytime a little and dropped

nighttime costs. Another importanl

effort to attracl the advertiser's dollar

was tin- increase in availabilit) <>f

short announcements. \I5\ recentl)

joined MBS and WW. in offering them.

The Ford bu) on CBS electrified the

business and was, undoubtedly, the

high spol <if tlit- year. Even more im-

portant than the income was the atten-

tion it focused on the medium. Some-

times, psychological Eactorswork better

than research.

CLIENT-AGENCY RELATIONS

Ground rule- for major changes to

come in client-agenc) relations shaped

up during 1957.

• '///(> preliminary Frej report in

late October prepared the wa) for fur-

ther client probing into the services

their agencies provide. Main major

t\ advertisers are now doing indi-

vidual studies. Bui few expect to act

before the final Fre) report i- ready,

probabl) in Januar)

.

• Individual negotiation still deter-

mines the amount of service an agenc)

;ives toda) without fee in return foi

commissions, llii- year clients have

been driving harder bargains than in

ears when mone) wa- less tight Bui

few client- have been willing to date to

ss for an) sweeping changes in the

commission -\ -tern.

• In November, the f Vs hired Clar-

ence E. Eldridee to -tud\ the client-

Anotrq (/? lowers

KMSO-TV
191,000 watts — 7,000 Feet UP
covers 100 mile radius where

40,000 homes receive

only one TV Signal

1000 HOMES

PER

DOLLAR

GUARANTEED

Talk to GILL- PERNA
about . . . KCVO

radio,

too.

MISSOULA, MONTANA
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a Tin \ relationship. Coming one

month after I'rof. Prey's preliminary

reporl to the \ N V tlii> mo^ e on the

part of the 4A's shows the serious con-

cern among agencies as well as < li-

tMils with dissatisfaction over compen-

sation as well as services. A lawyer

l>\ education, former Y&R chairman

ul tli«- plans board and retired Camp-

hell Soup executive v. p.. Eldridge has

the kind of top-level client and agency

experience that is expected to shed

light on causes for past friction.

• Tv became the l>ig wedge into the

commission system this year. A late-

summer \\ \ survey of 71 national tv

advertisers revealed that 13 of these

71 by-pass tv package show commis-

sions to their agencies entirely. A ma-

jority of the remaining respondents

reported that they do payr such com-

missions to their agencies, but get a

number of other agency services, from

marketing to public relations, free in

return.

• Agency marketing services are in

the spotlight. National tv7 advertisers

are divided in their evaluation of these

services. Some companies tend to re-

ly on the agency more and more to

guide their market planning. In fact.

marketing counsel was cited as a ma-

jor reason for a Christmas time ac-

count change. Coty's Bill Siegel, ad-

vertising director, said he chose BBDO
as his new agencj because of its mar-

keting sen ices.

Some large advertisers, with sizable

marketing stalls of their own, are cau-

tious about agenc\ marketing. Few
would want to turn back the clock to a

pre-tv time when agencies planned ad-

vertising without solid background and

knowledge of marketing. Hut some top

client admen feel that these agency

marketing services should be made
available on a cost-plus basis rather

than as a package deal thrown in for

media commissions.

• Agencies have stressed collateral

services in all client-agency discus-

sions. Management at most top agen-

cies today is going over agency cost

of operating with sharp pencils. Agen-

cymen point out that the cost of han-

dling major tv accounts is so high that

agency profits on the whole, according

to latest 4A's figures, are under L%.
They point to the need for collateral

servicing such as marketing, which re-

quire the agency to maintain more

high-salaried executives on staff.

mem.
DOC LEMON — 6 to noon ART ROBERTS - noon to 6

TWICE AS GOOD!
New, stronger programming, personalities

always the best buy in this market!

Wcwe
The ELLIOT STATIONS

great independents • good neighbors "f TIM ELLIOT, Pr

Akron. Ohio - WCUE / WICE - Providence, R. I.

National Representatives The John E. Pearson Co.

• This year, agencies had more
high-priced, top-level executives on

staff who previously worked in client

sales management than at any other

time in advertising history. It was
the year when more and more major
agencies competed for expert market-

ing men. Many admen consider it the

year when agency marketing services

became "actual service and not lip

sen ice." In many agencies, marketing
men are today members of the ac-

count group on a level with the ac-

count executive. But there's no one
pattern of organization or payment for

these agencx marketing services.

• Many major tv accounts shifted,

hut there was no one restless industry

I like beer in 1950 1. In fall, Re\ Ion

split its BBDO hilling among four of

its smaller agencies (Warwick & hea-

ler. Emil Mogul, C. L. LaRoche and

Dovvd, Redfield & Johnstone). The

biggest change was Buick's move from

Kudner. This move involved over $20
million in hilling.

COMMERCIALS

This year saw radio commercials

move from background to foreground

listening. So strong was their bid that,

in the opinion of main admen, thev

overtook tv commercials in the race

for creativity. Tv viewers said, "Did

you see this show?" but radio listeners

said, "Did you hear that commercial?"

Tv copy still continued at its high

plateau, hut radio copy so long neg-

lected by both writers and listeners

suddenly was the ugly duckling turned

into the beautiful swan. Here is a

look at both tv and radio advertising

as 1957 ends.

Tv: Commercial costs have gone up

again, pushed higher by both pro-

ducers and advertisers. Advertisers,

striving for more ingenuity and enter-

tainment appeal, plan more elaborate

commercials. Producers must charge

more to make them. In the labs, tech-

nicians have gotten wage hikes this

year, making special optical effects still

more expensive. One agency producer

told sponsor it was "time for a reas-

sessment of the whole subject"—that tv

commercials are becoming too splen-

did, too dilettante, "which is another

waj of saying splendidly superficial or

inept.

Nevertheless the year has seen many

excellent techniques applied and mem-

orable copy written. I See "The year's
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best i\ commercials,
1

page 32). Some

fine live commen lab have been staged

in L957, bul the trend to film •

tinues I »• »i li in live-action and anima-

tion. More commercials are being

made in color. Foreign lilm studios

are being explored.

\ ncies continue to seek l"i tech-

niquea and ideas because .1- one ad-

111. in |uii it,
"

I \ commercials now face

the -.mif problem as t\ shows the)

. I.\ our creative material too fast.

Radio: Since earl) this year ii has

been apparent radio commercials (and

radio copywriters) were taking on new

stature along h itli a medium u hii li

itseli was undergoing greal growth.

Cop) turned light-hearted, jingles grew

better and bouncier, Btai performers

in 1 1 1
«

- entertainmenl field have sud-

den]) taken pride in doing radio com-

mercials. No longer are radio com-

mercials an after thought. Disc

jockeys now take man) an extra second

i<> comment on an e.t. thai tickles them.

Vs one adman told sponsor, "The besl

humor on radio toda) is in its com-

mercials."

RESEARCH

In research, 1957 was a year of

controversy, new kinds of fact-gather-

ing, and more than the usual concern

ahout ratings.

Motivational research became a

household word with the publication

of Vance Packard's The Hidden Per-

suaders. It was a not too-gentle attack

on the advertising business and called

for a set of standards defining what
was and was not permissible in Mil.

\dinen formed an almost solid phalanx
of defense against Packard- impli-

cation that there was something sin-

ister in depth-probing to improve prod-

ucts and advertising cop) and pointed

out the ad business had alwa\s done

just that—onl) in a less scientific way.

Station circulation problems were

aired again this year. The long-secret

N \HTB circulation stud) was brought

into almost-final form and opened to

view earlv in the fall. Proposed was a

county-by-count) measure of homes
continuousl) viewing t\ stations for

15 minutes or more dail) and weekly.

Set count figure- would also be pro-

vided. Broadcasters were given de-

tails during a series of NARTB re-

gional meetings and then asked to

make up their minds. It was signifi-

1 .mi thai the N \U I li
I which would

not opei ate the pi opose< I study) did

not urge ii upon members bul pre-

sented ii in in "it's-up i"
j
"ii mannei

Meanwhile, Nielsen began sounding

oul the industr) on an NCS — t. Niel-

sen i- said to have as man) as ;;i1 h

stations signed foi \< -
.

\ new \ ardstick foi measui ing all

media was offered b) Pulse. It was

I ased on the cosl "I reai hing I ' • ol

the audience who remembered an ad

vertisemenl oi commercial. I lie tech-

nique was Pulse's -1.unlaid aided re-

call method.

\n epidemic ol 1 al ing 1 ittei - hil the

ad business both on 1

1

1»- lo< al and net-

work level. I.ocalK. there was no

-ingle reason apparent but network

nervousness seemed clearl) tied to the

more competitive picture and program

upset- registered during the new sea-

son. Consumers became more aware

ol ratings, too. li seemed iliai e\ ei
j

bod) and his uncle were writing arti-

cle- on the subject.

I be growing determination to find

some measure ol advertising effective-

ness was apparent. It was al-o appar-

ent, however, that the business wasn't

much closer to the answer than it was

a year ago. In a kewiote speech at the

\il\e i li-in- Research Foundation's an-

nual conference in November, Dr. \\ al-

lace 11. \\ ulfeck, re-elected chairman

of the Foundation's board of directors,

-minded the tocsin: "We in llii- indus-

tr\ have a moral obligation to find

ways of accurately measuring what a

dollar spent in advertising produces in

sales—and soon. Management will

not be satisfied with less."

Ilie year ended with a promise of

instant t\ rating-. AMI) unveiled a

new system called \rbitron which, it

i- claimed, offers one thing that pre-

vious methods of providing instantane-

ous ratings did not—a reasonable

price. ABB's head, James Seiler, said

an electronic breakthrough in the use

of telephone lines would bring the cost

"I \rbitioii to a relative!) economic

level. A full agency price schedule has

not been set but station schedules call

for a base price of $400 plus 25'
i

of "A" time per month in \ew York.

New York -ample was expected to be

in operation by the end of the year.

\ seven-cit) network setup was hoped

for by 1 February 1958. After that, a

national sample. ^

BALTIMORE . . .

IMPORTANT

AVAILABILITIES

IN FULL LENGTH

FEATURE FILMS

* Channel *
* *
M * *
* Theatre J
*******••*•*****
Mon., Wed., Thurs., Fri. at 11:15

P.M. Excellent cinema attractions

selected from the Selznick, NTA Fabu-

lous Forty, Guild, Governor, and ABC

Anniversary packages. Each Friday, a

first run mystery film from the Warner

Bros, library is shown.

• * •

FIRST RUN
FILM THEATRE

Saturdays at 11:00 P.M. The first

showing in Baltimore of distinguished

Warner Bros, films featuring unparal-

leled perfomances by Hollywood's top

stars. Some future movies-. Mildred

Pierce, Man Who Came To Dinner,

Johnny Belinda, Anthony Adverse,

Treasure of Sierra Madre.

WMAR-TV
lit * * * 1

CHANNEL
SUNPAPERS TELEVISION, BALTIMORE, MD.

TELEVISION AFFILIATE OF THE

COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM

Represented by THE KATZ AGENCY, Inc.

N*w York, Detroit, St. Louij. Son Froncijco,

Chicago. Atlonlo, Dolloi, loj Ang«l»t
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Jim Seller's challenge

I f the Instant rating system demonstrated by ARB last week

proves economically and technically feasible, it will have a

tremendous impact on television.

And certainl) ARB will not be the only (inn to offer this

type of service.

Our opinion on this subject, therefore, is addressed to the

rating services in general and not to Jim Seller's ARB alone.

We think the potential good of instant ratings is great. We
think they also have great dangers.

II admen place too much stress on monthly ratings now,

how will they react to a cascade of daily ratings?

1 1 too many timebuyers, and too many salesmen, make the

selection of time a robot procedure, what of the day in which

ratings are piped right into the timebuyers office?

Perhaps what will happen is that as ratings become so

available they will fall into proper perspective and lose some

of their currently almost hypnotic attraction.

Ratings can become an even more useful programing and

sales tool—if used properly. And it is up to the ratings in-

dustr) to see to it that knowledge of how to use ratings keeps

pace with technical means of assembling and processing data.

Jim Seiler, as part of the responsibility of being first to

actuallv >tart an instant ratings system, should launch a

specific, hard-hitting program of reeducation on what ratings

can and cannot do. As the first, Jim Seiler will be in the

publicity spotlight. How he performs in that spotlight can

influence the future course of the entire ratings field.

He should avoid the sensational—even to the extent of

quietly preventing the appearance of his rating "tote boards"

on tv. ( Obviously performers will come up with the idea

thai the public might enjoy watching the "ratings battle.")

Meanwhile, we think that other research firms, whether or

not lh") >eek to counter ARB with instant systems of their

own—at least two have worked for years on instant systems

—should keep their promotion high level, educational and, if

possible, off the night club pages of consumer magazines

and newspapers.

THIS WE FIGHT FOR: Though the words are

h iim or< >us. serious problems in making spot

easier to buy arc reflected in the New Years

resolutions on page 30. We'll keep fighting

during 1958 to make spot buying smoother.

lO-SECOND SPOTS
Chill: Janet Byers, promotion direc-

tor of KYW. Cleveland, arrived in

\<-w York recently with a bag full of

red flannel underwear, red ear muffs

and other gimmicks to promote K.YW "s

"Hottest station in town" theme. Janet

had a cold. Should have stayed in

that nice hoi station'.'

Word coinage: The prevailing trend

toward increasing advertising's termi-

nology (semantics differential, sublim-

inal perception, etc.) continues un-

abated as a SEP executive tosses ad-

men still another one to mull over

—

"merchand\ namics." Not to be out-

done, we'll toss in a few of our own—
"Televisionary" : an optimistic spon-

sor; "Marketingook" : the gobblede-

gook of marketing.

The squeeze: The loss of Kol\ no-

toothpaste account by Grey Advertis-

ing after the agency's president, Ar-

thur Fatt. admitted on a tv interview

show that "All toothpastes are good"
points up a new moral: Honesty is the

best policy—for getting into trouble.

Xmas spirit: "Twas the night before

Christmas when the agency exec re-

cently moved to Connecticut was heard

to shout. "I don't give a damn who \ou

are—get that sleigh off my roof!

Troubleshooting: From A'. Y. Times

16 Dec. tv highlights column: 11:30

a.m.—12 noon—Problems of Everv -

day Living: "Children and Santa -

ill). One at a time with those prob-

lems, if you please.

Window trimming: Television shows

furnished theme for one of most crea-

tive Christmas windows on New \ork's

Fifth Avenue. Fashionable Bonwit

Teller featured satiric animal sculp-

tures on shows which they renamed

Tell The Fake, Man to Man. Tom Wal-

lace Show and This Is 1 our Past. The

Tom Wallace Show, for example, was

a cat smoking a cigarette and inter-

viewing Santa who sat under a spot-

light. Maybe that decorator was an

ex-tv producer.

On the mat: KFTY. Omaha, issued

"Honoran Referee" card- entitling

holders to free admission "for life"

to all wrestling matches held in the

KETV studios. If all those "referees"

suddenly decide to shoic up the same

night, there won't be room in the ring

for the lighters.
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Now, with KRMG in Tulsa,

Meredith offers you • . •

r^
in 5
key

markets

KRMG, newest member of the

Meredith family, serves the 315,000

people of Tulsa and many thousands

beyond from their choice 740 dial

spot with 50,000 watts days . . .

25,000 watts nights. Ask Manager
Frank Lane or John Blair & Co. for

details on KRMG, the basic radio

buy in Oklahoma.

KANSAS CITY
SYRACUSE
PHOENIX
OMAHA
TULSA

KCMO
WHEN
KPHO
WOW
KRMG

KCMO-TV
WHEN-TV
KPHO-TV
WOW-TV

The Katz Agency

The Katz Agency

The Katz Agency

John Blair & Co. m Blair-TV

John Blair & Co.

Meredith Stations Are Affiliated With Better Homes and (iardens and Successful Farming Magazines
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I didn't come here to talk, Cleo \

^,.
f(Vm not prone to argue, J

Marc!"

\

:r

\

M

ONLY ONE STATION CAN BE FIRST IN A MARKET . . .

and KBET-TV proves it's No. 1 position with facts,

not just claims!

ST 11 ST in P

Strongest reception in both

major cities of Sacramento

and Stockton, California.

4

—

Combined with top CBS-TV programs

are powerhouse local shows ••domi-

nant feature films- MGM & RKO (exclu-

sive) and other major film products.

From sign-on to sign-off, KbST-TV

consistently leads the field!

(Latest ARB-Nov., 1957. Weigh te

Sacramento -Stockton ARB)

ll'K-Tll-I>Hr l1"Mll

More viewers for less money makes

best cost -per -thousand buy of any

Valley station.

TOTAL AREA SET COUNT: 430,029 Stockton

ACRAMENTO

CHANNEL 10
£ CALIFORNIA

BASIC %i? CBS OUTLET

Call H-R Television, Inc. for Current Avails
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